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PREFACE. 

Tue present work was undertaken simply as a revision of that 
published by its Editor, with brief Latin notes, at intervals 

between 1845 and 1853. But it has, for several reasons, proved 

to be something more than a mere revision. A more complete 
commentary was required, in which explanation of the text should 

form the chief feature; and it was found impossible to accom- 

plish this, especially in English, without greatly enlarging the 

limits, as well as materially altering the style of annotation. 

Again, much had been done by other scholars, and something 

had been gained by the Editor himself both in the way of ex- 

‘ perience and in accumulated corrections and illustrations of his 

author, on which he had never ceased to devote pains and atten- 

tion since the publication of the former work. First to be 
mentioned among the more recent aids is the posthumous edition 

of Hermann’s Aeschylus, containing by far the fullest and most 

authentic critical materials that have ever been collected. That 

continual reference has been made to Hermann in the present 

volume is nothing more than is due to so great an investigator 

and restorer of Grecian literature. Whatever opinions may be 

entertained on the degree of prudence and caution exhibited in 
that long-expected work, it is impossible to deny to it the credit 

of great sagacity and ingenuity in the treatment of the most 

perplexing passages: Under these circumstances, the notes have 
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now been wholly re-written, and the text re-considered line by 

line and word for word, in order that, as far as pains and good 

intention could effect it, the Bibliotheca Classica might retain, 

in yet another volume, its well-earned character for practical 

utility and careful editorial supervision. 
Few scholars will be disposed to deny that to produce a com- 

plete edition of Aeschylus in one volume of moderate size, with 

a sufficient but not overloaded commentary, is a peculiarly 

difficult task. In writings both obscure in style and corrupt or 

doubtful in many parts of the text, the demands of the young 

student for continual explanations, and of the maturer scholar 

for reasons why certain readings are to be preferred to others, 

form together a claim that something should be said, which it 

may not be easy to say at once briefly and well, on nearly every 

verse. Now if an editor’s notes are not kept closely to the 

point,—if they are suffered to run into topics which, though not 

unimportant, are not directly pertinent,—they are apt to be set 

aside as verbose and prolix. However learned, or thoughtful, or 
argumentative they may be, they are barely honoured with a 

hasty glance from the majority of readers, on the idle plea that 

they are at least as difficult as, and infinitely more dull than, the 

author they were designed to illustrate. If, on the other hand, 

short and sketchy notes be attempted, they are disparaged, and 

not unjustly so, as being inadequate to the full elucidation of the 

text. They have, besides, in the case of really difficult works, 

the disadvantage of encouraging a cursory and superficial sort of 

reading, in the process of which a student is apt to overlook 

nearly as much of the author’s meaning as he comprehends. If, 

again, notes are solely engaged in the discussion of various 
readings, like Hermann’s book, these are, for ordinary students, 

practically useless. What they want is to get at the full and 
exact meaning of the text, which they have seldom the patience, 
and still more seldom the ability, to investigate for themselves. 
Something then was required between the occasional observations 
in Prof. Scholefield’s edition, and the diffuse and voluminous 
commentaries which Dr. Peile has appended to his Agamemnon 
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and Choephoroe. And that desideratum has been held in view, 
., and an attempt made to supply it, in this volume. 

Besides the want of a good running commentary, in the way 

of foot-notes, compiled uniformly for all the plays of Aeschylus, 
one cause of the distaste which many feel towards the careful 

study of this great poet is the exaggerated notion which they 

entertain of the uncertainty of the text. Unfortunately, Aes- 

chylus has more often been made a field for critical ingenuity 

than for the exercise of sober judgment and sound poetical taste. - 

This is evidenced in the thousands of improbable conjectures which 

have been hazarded by critics of the so-called Porsonian school, 
who, mistaking mere shrewdness for scholarship, and ambitious 

only to surpass their predecessors in sagacity, have so handled 

the more obscure parts as scarcely to leave a line unquestioned 

or a phrase unassailed. Even where they have not ventured to 

alter, they have indulged in needless suspicions, and thus have 

tended to throw discredit upon the entire works on which they 
thought to shed a new light. Now, although a very large 
number of conjectural corrections must of necessity find a place 

in every good edition of the poet, and indeed are now adopted 

by almost universal consent, as possessing either sélf-evident 

truth or a degree of probability closely approximating to absolute 

certainty, these bear no proportion to the attempts that have 

been made upon passages which may, with at least equal proba- 

bility, be pronounced perfectly genuine, and may often be proved 

so by parallel examples from the author himself. On the other 
hand, there are those who cause scarcely less dissatisfaction to a 

reader of taste, by rejecting all, or nearly all, conjectural correc- 

tion, and by as greatly overrating the authority of our present 
imperfect MSS. as the others depreciated it. They seem to 
think no idiom too complex, no figure of speech too harsh, no 

violation of the ordinary grammatical rules too gross, no metrical 

deviations too violent to be accepted as from the pen of Aeschylus 

himself. They construe through thick and thin, and convert 

nonsense into sense with a facility absolutely startling to sober 

scholars. With such a Scylla and such a Charybdis to avoid, 
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an editor has a perilous task to steer his bark according to the 

golden rule, medio tutissimus tbis. 

But every editor who labours with a conscientious regard for 

modern scholastic requirements, has a reasonable claim to in- 

dulgence in proportion to the difficulty of his work. Haste and 

carelessness are unpardonable; want of judgment may be leni- 

ently dealt with; want of accuracy argues incompetency and 

therefore presumption. As it is no vain boast on the part of the 

present Editor to say that this volume contains the cherished 

results of twenty years’ particular and critical study of Aeschylus, 

so it is no affectation to state, that he only now fully knows the 

difficulties which beset the right understanding of this author. 

It is, indeed, almost painful to reflect how many really great 

intellects have been for the last half-century devoted to a task in 

which, after all, comparatively few persons are interested, and 

the extent and perplexities of which still fewer can rightly ap- 
preciate. Considerable has been their success, but yet very far 

from complete. The very fact of their differing so widely, where 

one only can be right and all may be wrong, seems to throw a 

doubt on the utility of such labours; ‘and yet it is a doubt which 

ardent lovers of literature will scarcely allow themselves to en- 

tertain. Suffice it to say, that the conflicting opinions of really 

learned men, while they raise a smile of contempt in the un- 

learned, and are used by them as an argument against the study 

of ancient literature, cannot fail to furnish materials for earnest 

thought to succeeding editors, who feel that each opinion is 

entitled to deferential consideration, while both time and space 
are too often wanting to do this fully. In truth the notes, 

critical and explanatory, which have been already published on 
Aeschylus, form so large a mass of literary matter, that it has 

become a very formidable task to consult, and a positive impossi- 
bility to discuss at length, the views of each writer on disputed 

passages. It is not easy to be well acquainted with even the 

more recent editions, as those of Blomfield, Wellauer, Schole- 

field, Franz, Miller, Dindorf, Hermann, Haupt, Klausen, Peile, 

Conington, Linwood, Burges, Griffiths, Bamberger, Minckwitz, 
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&ec., not to mention at least as many more’ who preceded them 
in the same literary field. And yet we must every now and then 
appeal to these. All have done something for their author, and 

that something deserves to be specially and honourably commemo- 
rated. It is a just law among the community of scholars that 

credit should ever be rendered to whom credit is due. Besides, 

it is really vain to expect a blind acquiescence, on the part of an 

intelligent and inquiring student, in the solitary judgment of each 

latest editor. No scholar will accept unquestioned the text of 

any one edition, as finally settled with that degree of precision 

beyond which criticism cannot hope to go. Every editor must 

give a sort of history of his text ; and that history will be a very 

long, and hardly a very interesting one, unless he confines 

himself to a brief notice of the more important MS. variations 

and the most plausible conjectural emendations. 

Thus much has been said,—it is feared somewhat at length,— 

by way of apology for what many will think a useless, but what 
really is a necessary and inevitable part of an editor’s duty, viz. 

the continual discussion of various readings,—a duty which 
happens to fall with unusual severity on the editor of Aeschylus. 

It is indeed the fashion of the present day, which is impatient of 

slow processes and tediously minute learning, to depreciate, in a 

wholesale way, the critical study of the classical writers, on the 
ground that the matter rather than the words ought to be our 

chief concern, and that too much care about the latter has a 

tendency to divert our attention from the former. Now, as words 

are but the vehicles of matter, so to speak, this objection obvi- 

ously strikes at the root of all really accurate learning. The 

science of classical criticism requires no defence ; what it has 
already effected in restoring and settling the texts of the classical 

authors entitles it to be spoken of with the highest respect. 

There is, perhaps, at this time, a not unnatural nor unhealthy 

reaction from the dry verbal scholarship which was exclusively 

in vogue during the last generation, and was undoubtedly 

1 See a long catalogue of editors, commentators, and critical writers on Aeschylus 

in p. 311—2 of Franz’s Orestea. 

ie a 
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esteemed far beyond its merits. Still we must remember that 

nothing less is involved in the principles of sound criticism than 

the laws of grammar and metre, nay, of language itself, in all its 

nicer shades and more refined and subtle modes of expression. 

Many are tempted to smile at the pains which a naturalist takes 

to determine the species of a fossil, or to define the distinctive 

characteristics of a new plant or insect, in itself quite insignificant 

to behold. But here the answer is the same; all these are 

methods and helps, individually small, but great in their ends, 

and therefore not undeserving of pains, towards the perfecting 

certain branches of human knowledge. And whether the object 

be the understanding of Nature’s laws, or the penetrating the 

inmost depths of the human intellect, either of these is certainly 

worthy of our best attention. There is nothing which may not 

become ridiculous when carried beyond due bounds; and if 

classical criticism be liable to extravagances, it has this fault in 
common with nearly every branch of human learning. Those 

are wiser who, instead of disparaging it, try to correct its 

aberrations and to chasten its tendencies to excess by bringing 

taste and learning and a sound knowledge of principles to bear 

on the practice of it. 

The settlement of the text of Aeschylus, as far as it has yet 

gone, has been a gradual process of restoration and recovery, 

founded not merely on a series of happy guesses, but on a 

constantly increasing knowledge of general laws, and on brilliant 

archaeological investigations and discoveries. What has been 

corrected with certainty has in its turn suggested the true read- 
ings in other passages ; and thus at the present time the really 
corrupt verses do not probably amount to a hundred out of some 
eight thousand in all. There are, however, a great number of 
passages where there is no doubt at all about the reading, but 
much uncertainty as to the author’s meaning. And this leads us 
to speak on another point, the difficulty of Aeschylus as a poet. 

First then, he is difficult because he is profound, or in other 
words, because he treats of matters beyond the reach of man’s 
ordinary knowledge and perceptions. There is more of esoteric 
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theology in him than in any other Greek poet, not excepting 
Pindar or Hesiod. He is fond of dwelling on the principles of 
divine action in relation to man, but he rarely expresses his senti- 

ments on these subjects in plain and ordinary language, but em- 

ploys terms mystical, figurative, and sometimes grammatically 
obscure. He writes with the reverent reserve of a religious man. 

He has asystem before him, uniform, connected, and consistent; 

but he gives us mere glimpses of it here and there, which, with- 
out the additional light of other passages, would hardly guide us 

through the intricacies of the subject. His mind was pervaded 
by a gloomy awe of invisible and supernatural agencies for evil, 

especially those of Earth and the demon powers of Hades. Hence 

there is a continual reference to the ideas of expiation, propitiation, 

and averting of possible ills. Pythagoras, one of the most deep- 

minded speculators of the ancient world, speaks in every page of 

Aeschylus, and in language so remarkable for metaphor and 

imagery that we justly feel that we ought to know more than 

unfortunately we do about the master, before we can comprehend 

the full scope and meaning of the disciple. 

- Aavaol yap mparldav 
bdontol re Telvovery wdpot 

Karidely &ppacrot. 

That part of the opening chorus of the Suppliants, where these 
words occur (73—102), is a fair specimen of the school of mys- 

tical divinity in which the mind of Aeschylus was trained. 

Though here and there perhaps doubts occur as to the right 

reading of words, we cannot help feeling that the views of the 

author as to the attributes of the Divine Mind are the real 

difficulties which we have to encounter, and which lie beyond the 

province of the mere critic or grammarian. The same is true, 

in a greater or less degree, of nearly every choral ode in the 

Orestea. We can see their drift, so to speak, and can explain 

pretty well their general connexion ; still we are under the con- 
stant impression that there was something in the mind of the 
poet which we imperfectly comprehend. To bring these remarks 

home to the reader, we would request him to reflect on such 

a 2 
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sentences as the following, and say if, without note or comment 
or parallel passages, he can satisfy himself of their full and exact 

sense. Those who have studied Aeschylus the longest will be 

the least inclined to dogmatic assertions on the subject. 

Agam. 172, 

ode 8 &y O trvy mpd rapdtas 

pynoihuey révos, kal map’ &kovTas HABE owppoveiv. 
Saipdvev 8€ rou xdpis, 
Bialws oéApa cepvoy huevo. 

Ibid. 365, 
mépayrat 3 éxrydvots 
G&roAphrws ”Apn 

avedytay peiCov } Sixalws, 

parcdvrwv Swpdrov bréppev 
brép 7d BéeATioTOY: ~oTw F amh- 

pavtov, Bore KamapKeiy 

ed mpantdwv AaxdvTa. 

Choeph. 628, 

To 8 &yxe wvevpdvav tlpos 
diavratay dtumevnes obTa 

Stal Alkas: 7d wh Oeuis yap 
ov AdE wéS01 TaTobmevoy 

7) may Aids 

oéBas mapexBdytos ov OemioTas. 
Alkas 8 épelSera: udphv, 

mpoxarnreder 3 Aloa pac-yavoupyéds* 
réxvov © emevopeper Séuoirw, 

ée 8 aiudrowv madatépwy 
tlye. puoos 

Xpévp KruT&a Bucodppwv "Epis. 

In such passages as these,—and they are very numerous,—there 

is, literally, scarcely a word that does not involve a doctrine, a 

metaphor, or a meaning that lies below the surface. Take a few 
points from the last: How is a sword said odtav Sid Alkns? 
What is wéSou mrarety 76 yu) Oéuus? What is 7d pu) O€uss TaV ob 
Oemictads mapaRawéevrwy? How is a man said TrapaBaive Atos 
oéBas? What is meant by wvOuhv Aixns? Why is the sword 
said mpoyadxeverOar? What doctrine is involved in réxvov 
éretopépew ? In what way does the Fury éxrives picos 

c Pd y . Rd aiwatov? In what sense is she Bvocddpwv and Kpove 
KAuTa ? 
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Such questions are well calculated to arrest the attention of 
hasty and careless readers of Aeschylus. But much more re- 

mains for consideration. 

In the next place, Aeschylus is difficult because his mind was 

given to brood over subjects in their nature obscure, and the 
point and interest of which centres in the very fact of their being 

obscure. Dreams, prophecies, oracles, bodings, omens, and 

portents, were the favourite food of his fancy. In a word, the 

supernatural was his delight. We have ghosts and demons, 

Furies and gory spectres, prophetic ravings and dark presenti- 

ments,—-all grand and awful and terrific both in the language in 

which they are clothed and the conceptions. which they embody. 

And he treats these subjects with the earnestness of a poet who 

had a firm belief in their reality, and in their playing an im- 

portant part in human affairs. The relations between the seen 

and the unseen, the modes by which departed spirits commu- 

nicate and are made to sympathize with those on earth, or on 

the contrary, shew their resentment beyond the grave; the 

mysterious connexion between sin and woe, crime and retribu- 

tion, impiety and misfortune ; the fixed laws of Fate, Necessity, 
and eternal Justice;—such are the themes which Aeschylus 

loved, and which certainly are not conducive, when deeply 

reasoned out by a naturally mystic mind, to the formation of a 

lucid style. 

Thirdly, he is difficult from the almost Oriental figurativeness 
of his expressions, and from the constant use of metaphors and 

similes, and in particular, from a habit of confusing these two 
distinct forms of speech, which greatly involves and perplexes 

the meaning. Add to this a certain irony consisting in equi- 

vocal senses and double meanings, especially in dialogues, and an 

allusive or indirect way of speaking which is extremely liable to 

be misunderstood. To say that his words are often susceptible 

of more than one interpretation, is perhaps to state a fault which 

the Greek language, with all its clearness, is by no means 
exempt from. But whereas in other writers the context is 

usually quite decisive of the true sense, in Aeschylus this too 
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often fails us as a guide, from the general obscurity of his 

meaning. 
Fourthly, he is difficult from a grammatical carelessness or 

incoherency resulting from hasty composition, or rather from the 

impetus of genius, which, full of its own thoughts that crowd 

each other in rapid succession, leaves much to be understood, 

and causes an abruptness and suddenness of transition which 

some have attempted to explain by the supposition of lost 

verses,—a theory which Hermann has carried to an extent much 

beyond probability. Nominatives standing alone without their 

verbs, clauses cut short by aposiopesis, the frequent use of parti- 

cles which have a force depending entirely on something to be 

mentally supplied, and of anomalous constructions and unusual 

meanings of words, are also frequent causes of perplexity. The 

extreme metrical accuracy which he uniformly adopts in the 

choral odes must also have greatly restricted him in the choice 

of words, and this in passages which the utmost freedom in 
diction would hardly have rendered very clear. 

Lastly, a certain inflated, grandiloquent, and strained loftiness 

of language, sometimes not far removed from sheer bombast, is 

a cause, if not of positive difficulty, at least of a continual mental 

effort in the perusal of his writings. He is, so to speak, always 

upon stilts, and reluctant to descend to the ordinary standard of 

poetical expression. Tranquillity and repose are thus too seldom 

allowed; he was great in éxmdnéis, but sacrificed every thing 

to it. Aristophanes with good reason called him orduda€, 

Kopmopaxehoppypwv, avOaddorouos, and EvpBareiv od pdd.os. 
His invention was constantly occupied with strange forms and 
unnatural portents. His fondness for horrors amounted almost 
to a morbid appetite for blood. The conception of the spectral 
children in the Agamemnon, carrying their own gnawed hearts 
in their hands, the frightful details, in the same play, of the 
king’s murder by his wife, the blood-dripping and blood-sucking 
Erinyes, the mangled liver of Prometheus, and his agonizing 
tortures ; not to add the list of atrocities enumerated in Eum. 
177 &c., fully bear out this estimate of his idiosyncrasy. 
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It may seem almost a contradiction to add, that the general 
style of Aeschylus has a straightforwardness and a simplicity 
rather epic than dramatic in its character. The truth however 
is, that his narratives are too impetuous to be artistically 
involved ; and hence his idioms, on the whole, present a marked 
contrast with the complex and rhetorical constructions of 
Sophocles. specially to be noticed is the natural order and 

arrangement of his words. The chief impediments arise from 

uncertainty of the readings, or archaic phraseology, or from 

some point of political or religious usage only partially known to 

us. The latter indeed,—the religious system held and inculcated 

by the poet,—is of such paramount importance to the right 

understanding of his works, that an outline of it,—necessarily a 

very brief one,—may here be usefully subjoined. 

In several respects, and not the least so in this, Aeschylus 

may be regarded as a poet of the heroic ages. His mind was 

deeply imbued with the old Element-worship of the Pelasgo- 

Argive people. Earth is to him a real divinity, closely con- 

nected with the infernal powers, and therefore requiring propi- 

tiation both as the guardian of the dead, whom she holds in 
reserve as potent agents for good or evil, and as the sender 

of hostile monsters, diseases, and barrenness, in wrath for pollu- 

tions contracted from the human race. The nurturer of youth, 

the mother of all produce, which she benignly teems forth to be 

received back again into her lap, she holds the foremost place 

among the powers which directly sustain human life, and as such 

she is always invoked first by new-comers to a country. As the 

giver of vitality, she is able to impart even to the spirits of the 

dead a certain power, without which they would be totally help- 
less, and unable to hold any communication with their friends on 

earth. She is, in a word, the medium by which such connexion 
is sustained. The sun and the moon, and perhaps the other 

stars, are “the bright powers that bring summer and winter 
to mortals ;” the light of the sun is the source of joy and hope 

and prosperity; and hence his identity with Apollo, though 

rather obscurely hinted at in the extant works of Aeschylus, is 
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not to be doubted, and indeed is clear from a single passage, 

rightly understood (Choeph. 974). Apollo, Hermes, Pallas, and 

last but not least, Zeus under very varied attributes (Té)evos, 

Kriaws, Aidsoios, Ywthp, Bévios, &e.), seem to be the chief 

divinities of the supernal or upper order of gods, though not 

unfrequent mention is made of Artemis, Aphrodite, Ares, Hera, 

and Poseidon. Lach of these has his or her peculiar and well- 
defined office; but it is needless to pursue the inquiry into this 

subject. Between the infernal powers (XOovov) of the old 

elemental mythology, including demons, heroes, and Erinyes,— 

gloomy, vengeful, and terrible,—and the newer and more benign 

deities of the Jovian dynasty (vewrepos Geol, Hum. 156), the 
Olympian gods generally, he draws a clear distinction. The 

former are the genii of death and Nature’s sternest laws; the 

latter interfere closely and sympathetically in the affairs of men, 

as protectors of cities and of ‘the people in their social and 

political relations. It was the great object of the poet to 

explain away the old legends which represented these two powers 

(x@éviov and ovpdwov) in continual conflict, and to shew that 

there was a real and material union between them,—in a word, 

that the government of the world and the law of Nature could not 

be other than a harmonious principle. From their eternal war- 

fare he perceived that nothing but evil could result for man, and 

therefore he laboured to reconcile what appeared to be adverse, 

or at least to shew that it was but a temporal and accidental 

disagreement. Of the Chthonian Powers he speaks with a 

mixed veneration and religious awe (cé@as and Seccidatpovia) 

which leads him to deprecate, propitiate, and euphemise them, 

and which leaves no doubt of the sincerity of his belief in their 

influence over the destinies of mankind. 

Aeschylus was, indeed, pre-eminently a religious poet. He 

derived from the teaching of his great master Pythagoras a 

sublime conception of the divine attributes,—the mysterious and 

inscrutable ways, the irresistible will, the inviolable majesty of 

God. He shrinks from impiety as the fertile source of every 

woe. But most especially does he dwell on the Omnipotence and. 
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the Justice of the Supreme Being. On these two points hangs a 
large portion of his theology; the helplessness of man, his 
inevitable fall sooner or later, when under the wrath of heaven; 
the dependence of every event on the will of Zeus; the facility 
with which he works out his own counsels; the certainty of sin 
being ultimately punished. Zeus knows no superior, but only 
that Eternal Destiny which even he is compelled to obey. Heis 
the Consummator (Tédeios) of all things with this reservation, 
that Fate or Necessity must have preordained the event which 
he brings to pass. ‘“ What is there,” the poet asks, “which is 
accomplished to mortals without thee?” In his capacity of 
Soter or Preserver, in which he is always spoken of as the Third 
(or rather, as connected with two others), he appears as the - 
especial friend of mankind, intermediate, in a certain manner, 

between the adverse Chthonian powers and the benign Olympian 

gods, and holding the especial office of harmonizing and adjusting 

their conflicting claims, as supreme over both. But Fate is not 
to be averted even by Zeus, either from himself or from man: 

he can only direct what has been forecast in the womb of time, 

and guide it to the best interests of the human race. Fatalism 

is a doctrine which the poet strongly and sincerely held.. 

“« What is fated, that will happen,” he says; and again, “‘ What 
is fated awaits both the bondsman and the free.”—‘“ You have 

no chance of escaping what is fated.” He views with con- 

scientious horror the atheism which was then just beginning to 

arise, and which taught that the gods had no regard for the 

actions of mortals. He held that every thing human is regu- 

lated by a superior mind, and hence he leaves no ground for 

free agency, in the proper sense of the word. All great actions 

are the result of an irresistible impulse. But there are certain. 

conditions under which a man may voluntarily place himself, and 

by which he is made the helpless victim of circumstances, as by 
defiance or disobedience to the commands of the gods. He 

must take heed to escape the thunderbolt darted from the eye of 

Zeus, who regards with jealous dislike ill used wealth, exalted 

reputation, and overweening insolence and pride. This is the 
b 
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$0évos which Agamemnon knowingly incurred, and against his 

own better judgment, by walking on purple carpets after his 

victory. Thus his own folly and the inherent family curse 

co-operated for his ruin. By more discretion and humility he 

might perchance have avoided instant fate. 

Unlike Euripides, whose scheme of divinity is a cold, lifeless, 

unreal, and purely artificial system,—in fact, infidelity barely 

disguised ;—unlike Homer in his half-human conception of the 

life and converse of the celestials,—Aeschylus makes his gods 

to be gods indeed, the beginning and the end of all the action 

of his dramas, the centre on which every event turns either for 

weal or for woe. If-disposed to mercy, their deliverance is 

speedy and effectual; if to wrath, they are equally powerful to 

destroy. In all his existing plays, divine agency forms the leading 

idea. In the Suppliants, innocence is protected and lewd inso- 

lence is thwarted by Zeus as the patron of kindred. In the 

Prometheus, daring rebellion is curbed and disobedience is made 

a fearful example. In the Persians, Zeus again crushes pride 

and avenges impious boasts. In the Seven against Thebes, Zeus 

protects, in concert with other associate gods, a beleaguered 

city, at the same time that he baffles the vaunting insolence of 

the adversary, and accomplishes a fatal family curse. In the 

Agamemnon, Zeus Xenius brings a late retribution for the 

wrongs of violated hospitality, and then strikes the conqueror of 

Troy for his pride. In the Choephoroe, Apollo and Hermes con- 

spire to direct Orestes to a deed of justice. And in the Eume- 

nides, they are his patrons and protectors when he is called 

to account for the crime he has committed in obedience to the 

behest of Apollo, while Pallas gives a divine sanction to his 

judicial acquittal. 

“Tt was the poet’s aim” (Miiller observes’) “throughout to 
extol the majesty of the external ordinances which uphold the 

universe ; whereas Sophocles, in the new form which he gave to 
Tragedy, had in view the moral sentiments, apprehended under 

2 Dissertations on the Eumenides, p. 201 (ed. 2). 
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a more refined aspect.” In fewer words, we might almost call 
Aeschylus the Poet of the Gods, Sophocles the Poet of Man- 
kind. The one deeply studied the laws of divine action; the other 
sounded the depths of the human heart. To reconcile the old law 
of inexorable justice with the newer law of mercy, seems to have 
been the leading idea of Aeschylus. To improve humanity by 
holding up to admiration the finer qualities of justice, fortitude 
under affliction, sympathy with distress, firmness in duty, and 

generally, all practical goodness, was the cherished object of 
Sophocles. 

The moral teaching of our poet is founded not only on a 
sound philosophy, but on truths as immutable as human nature 

itself. He constantly represents the danger of wealth and pros- 

perity, as conducive to a haughtiness and a presumption which 

lead to a man’s downfall and ruin. Not that mere prosperity, 

as he takes care to define it, is necessarily productive of evil ; 

but that when combined with insolence, i8pis, it gives rise to 

that daring contempt of holy things which has wickedness for its 

offspring, and sooner or later brings a certain retribution. By 

the actual commission of crimes, and even through the crimes of 

his forefathers, a man is placed in the power of the Furies. Zeus 

Soter then stands aloof, for he is the keeper only of religious men 

(oixoptra€ doiwv avdpav). Once in the ken of these avenging 
goddesses, he is hunted down to destruction; his name and his 

honours dwindle and perish, and he becomes under a shade, an 

axdvs, and one of the-Lost (év aiavous). So Agamemnon and 

so Oedipus came to wretchedness, for they were too confident in 
their prosperity. By a well-timed humility they might have z 

escaped the curse of ancestral guilt. But the sins of the father 

are visited on the children, and by the ordinary rule one crime 

begets another, even in the third and fourth generation. Thus 
a murder once committed brings on another, it may be in retri- 

bution; but that other is sure to be followed in its turn by a 

third. At last a curse may expend itself, but it leaves a family 

under a cloud from which it can only look up by the peculiar 

mercy of Zeus. 
b 2 
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Now the first origin or motive of crime is dr, a mental delu- 

sion or infatuation which, prevents a man from foreseeing the 

consequences, as the sin of Atreus against his brother Thyestes 

was a mpwrapxos atn. This dry is sent by the god on those 

whom he has resolved to destroy. It is the method by which 

divine vengeance commences to work out its designs. Its 

immediate effect is to harden a man (Spotovs Opactvew) and 

make him reckless. He thus lays the foundation of a family 

curse by “kicking the altar of Righteousness with profane foot.” 

Then all is over; he is a doomed man; fate has him in its inex- 

orable grasp, and neither wealth nor honour can save him from 

ultimate annihilation. He is even so blinded that he cannot see 

his own progressive descent and coming ruin. Having once 

transgressed against Themis, he rapidly goes on from bad to 

worse. 
~- Justice is described as a power always victorious in the end,_ 

though often silent, and slow, and lingering in its approach. 

It both restores usurped rights and punishes guilt, and thus sides 

with the oppressed and against the oppressor. But the aspect 

under which the poet regards it is rather that of retaliation and 

reprisal than as a corrective discipline. ‘For the doer to 

suffer ” is with him “a very old maxim,” that is, a law given to 

man from the first. Blood for blood, reproach for reproach ; 

plot and counterplot, craft frustrated by craft. To injure fully 

as much as you have been injured, so as not to let your enemy 

have the balance of advantage over you, is a fair ground for 

boast and exultation. But this view, albeit essentially and 

characteristically a heathen one, was held by Aeschylus as the 
appointed law of heaven (Oécyuov), not as the legitimate indul- 
gence of resentful feelings. He thought that it was right that 
man should so treat man, because crime was too fearful a thing 
to go unpunished, or to be punished less than its deserts. Man 
was by nature rebellious against God, and required to be taught 
sobriety (cwppoctvn, the contrary to i8pis) by suffering. The 
merit of virtue consisted in its being voluntary, i.e. cultivated 
for its own sake, and not from compulsion. Irreligion he re- 
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garded as folly, piety as wisdom (ed ¢povety), the greatest gift of 

heaven. And he held that awe or fear (aiéas and dé05) was the 

best preservative of obedience, whether towards the state or to 

the laws of God. Finally, he fully believed in a future judg- 

ment, and the responsibility of man, of which he does not lose 

sight while he maintains the doctrines of Predestination. “The 

God of the unseen world keeps a stern scrutiny over man, and 

records all his actions in the tablets of his mind.”—“ A Zeus of 

the nether world judges sins in the last judgment,” —“ Not even in 

the other world shall the lewd man escape from being arraigned.” 

In his political sentiments Aeschylus was aristocratic and 

conservative. He was a partisan of the anti-popular faction 

represented by Aristides and Cimon, and an opponent of The- 

mistocles, whom he regarded as a dangerous innovator on esta- 

blished customs. His play of the Humenides is thought to have 

been directed against the supporters of Ephialtes, who desired, 

by curtailing the power of the Areopagus, to open a door to 

greater freedom from state prosecutions, if not to a greater 
licentiousness of life. His proud patriotism revolted from the 

overthrow of any time-honoured institution, the object of which 

was to keep in check the otherwise unbridled passions of a fickle 

multitude. He was nevertheless a moderate man, far more dis- 

posed to a conciliatory course than to be obstinately one-sided. 

An ardent admirer of the kingly office, in the abstract, he was 

no advocate of despotism. “ Approve neither a life under no 

government, nor that under a master ; for God always gives the 

superiority to a mean between extremes.” His feelings however 

evidently incline to an excessive reverence for kings. He de- 
lights to pourtray the abject service of eastern courtiers, even 

while as a Greek, or at least as writing for Greeks, he takes 

care to throw a certain invidious air over such servile adulation. 

The person of a king was in his eyes absolutely sacred, as 

invested with an authority derived from Zeus and appointed by 

Fate. The throne and the sceptre were prerogatives which, as 

Hesiod had taught, came close to those of the gods themselves. 

Thus Agamemnon and Menelaus are SiOpovos Aiddev nai Sioxn- 
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mrpos Tin, and SiocdoTols oxnTTpoLoL Tepuaepatpoeyot. A regicide 

was a sacrilegious wretch, and one doubly accursed. Kings are 

the object of veneration to their people (céGas), the shepherds 

and fathers of their flock, the dispensers of justice, invin- 

cible in wars, duayos and dmoAeuor, guardians of religion and 

lords irresponsible (aputdveis dxpitor) over the altars of the 

state. The beggar-kings of Euripides would certainly have 

found no favour in our poet’s eyes. But while Darius and 

Xerxes are described as King of Kings, a God to the Persians, 
the Eye of the Palace, and a degree of grandeur is thrown over 

their state, such as is wholly incompatible with real dislike or 
contempt for it, the poet can paint a constitutional monarch of 
the heroic ages declining the absolute power attributed to him 

by strangers, and refusing to act without first consulting his 

people in full assembly. Even the Persian kings are supported 

by certain elders or councillors called Ivcrol, equivalent to the 

Bova» of the Greeks in the heroic times, who had the privilege 

of advising and dissuading, and of declaring their views on all 

questions, though with the most deferential submission to the 

superior wisdom and power of the sovereign lord. 

Even when dead, kings held rule over the inferior ghosts in 
Hades, and were honoured by being made the ministers or 

attendants of the infernal gods. They had a delegated power, 
as daiuoves, to send up justice, blessings, aid, &c., to their 
friends above ; to hear and answer invocations at the tomb, and 
even to reappear in person, if Harth, propitiated by offerings, 
consented to restore them for a brief period to the upper air. 
They relied on the remembrance, offerings, praises, and sacrifices 
of their surviving relations, successors, and subjects. They 
could feel resentment beyond the pyre, and could shew it by 
sending evil dreams to their enemies. Nor did the angry spirit 
rest till vengeance had been wreaked for the wrongs suffered in 
life. If neglected, it was dishonoured, dripos, even in Hades, 
and proportionally lost its influence over human affairs with the 
powers below. To be reinstated in its rights in Hades, it must 
have full amends made to it on earth. Thus Agamemnon can 
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do nothing for Orestes, until by libations, dirges, promises of 

future honours, and condolences, the son has roused the long- 

slighted spirit of his father from its sullen and unhonoured sleep. 

He at last raises his head to listen, as one starting out of a 
death-slumber, and accepts the propitiatory offerings descending 

to him through the kindly lap of mother Earth. He is then 

called upon to witness the combat undertaken in his cause, to 

send Justice as an ally to his friends, and to regard with pity 

the sorrows of his offspring, who have been not unwilling but 

unable to honour him as they ought. 

Such was the poet’s conception of the kingly character,—a 

conception of the chivalrous Homeric chieftain aggrandized by 

the pomp of Eastern King-worship, and one the more remark- 

able inits free and graphic expression from the extreme and 

singular jealousy with which the Athenians themselves regarded 

that supreme dignity. One might almost imagine, from the 

favourable light in which he takes pains to pourtray the modified 

monarchy of the Pelasgic king in the Suppliants, that the poet 

was very far from insensible of the benefits which such an insti- 

tution would have conferred on his country, then suffering under 

the growing evil (as he thought it) of democratic influence. 

Indeed, both Sophocles in his characters of Creon, Theseus, 

and Oedipus, and Euripides still more remarkably in his Creon 

and Theseus of the Suppliants, have so much admirable instruc- 

tion on the differences between tyrannical absolutism and con- 

stitutional monarchy, and invariably display the latter in so fair 

a light as a set-off to anarchy, that they at least could not have 

shared in the jealous fears in which the 640s held the very name 

of Bacidev’s. Those persons form a very inadequate estimate of 

the Greek dramatic writings, who regard them merely as old 

legends popularized so as to please national vanity, or who 

imagine that an intellectual Greek would have sat out the day in 

the theatre for no higher purpose than to be amused. Still less 

can we compare any modern theatrical representations, which 

fall short of the ancient in their social and political importance 

as much as they surpass them in mere gorgeousness of decora- 
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tion and variety of effects. The Tragic competitors of old were 

not only poets, but also good men and patriots, anxious to use 

their art to the best advantage for inculcating moral truths, 

elevating and purifying the feelings, and for directing the popular 

mind in the right way, by inspiring a love of virtue, of their 

country, of their fellow-citizens. To such an extent did this 

object prevail, that iambic verses embodied the proverbial philo- 

sophy of the day. The tragic writer was preacher, essayist, and 

lecturer, as well as poet; a fact not to be doubted, when we 

consider how familiar to the multitude those writings must have 
been, when a casual quotation by a comic author, or even an 

indirect allusion by a rival poet, could find an immediate response 

in the vast assembly of the Athenian theatre,—when we remem- 

ber too that the greater part of the large collection of fragments 

from lost plays consists of moral sentiments and philosophical 

reflections which have come down to us simply because they 

were celebrated as such. No one will deny that they form an 

admirable set of maxims, and that the wise and the good in 

them greatly predominate over the evil and the unsound. The 

intense satisfaction which the scholar finds in the gravity, the 

majesty, and the well-studied wisdom of iambic verses, is some- 

thing more permanent and universal than fashion or mere educa- 

tional predilection could inspire. They are inexhaustible sources 

of thought, instruction, and gratification. Like good pictures 

and good music, the more they become familiar to us, the more 

they seem replete with new and undiscovered beauties. What 

then a tragedy must have been to the Athenian, to whom it was 

besides a religious festivity, a poetical treat, an imposing spec- 

tacle, and a political lesson, we need not stop to inquire. 

With respect to Aeschylus, a prejudice exists amongst many, 

from causes already explained, that he is not worth the time and 

mental labour which must be bestowed before we can master 
the difficulties of the author,—imperfectly, perhaps, after all 
that has been done in correcting and explaining the text. But, 
if he is deserving of any attention at all, he is surely deserving of 
all that can be bestowed upon him. Rather than rejecting the 
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whole because some parts are obscure, and others, perhaps, 
hopelessly corrupt, let us make the most of what we have, and 

heartily wish that it were more. Considered merely as an intel- 
lectual discipline, the task is even rendered more useful, as it is 

more stimulating and exciting, by the very perplexities which beset 

it. Words, in themselves undeniably genuine, must have some 
meaning, though the right one be not as yet determined with cer- 

tainty. Words undeniably corrupt must be capable of more or 

less plausible restoration, when metre and context, the finite 

resources of the language, and the known laws of palaeography, 

are all so many limitations within which our efforts are restricted. 

Nor is it, perhaps; altogether an ignoble ambition to have seen 
further into the meaning of the author, or to have more shrewdly 

detected the errors and interpolations of copyists, than others 
have been able to do. 

In saying this, we would by no means imply that undue 

attention should be given to the mere letter of the text, either in 

determining trifling points of orthography, or even in dwelling 

too much on the history and meanings of words individually. 

There is a vast difference between construing an author and 

understanding him. And a prudent editor will ever have pro- 

minently before him the latter object: he will try to guide the 

readet to the full appreciation of the meaning by paraphrases, 

hints on the connexion, brief summaries of the argument, dis- 

tinction of the parts, and so forth,—but especially by pointing 

out traits of character and the motives of action which lie at 
some depth below the surface. We seem to have had enough of 

that useful, but still insufficient sort of scholarship, which con- 

sists in the collection of parallel passages, and the compilation of 

glossaries from the voluminous works of the old grammarians 
and lexicographers. Without doubt much is due to those who 
have distinguished themselves in this important field; but it is 
obvious to remark, that such work may be done, and done well, 

by those who have scarcely troubled themselves with tracing the 

connexion of: ideas, or bestowed a thought on the design,—the 

mythological views or the moral and political teaching,—of the 
Cc 
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author whose words they are absorbed in illustrating. To 

Miiller and Klausen we are indebted for a movement in the 

right direction towards the interpretation of Aeschylus; in fact, 

they may be fairly called the founders of a new school of Aes- 

chylean philology. They created a revolution, as startling in 

its novelty as satisfactory in its general results, in the method 

of interpretation hitherto applied. If some of their theories 

appear untenable, and some of their views a little far-fetched or 
devoid of evidence, they have at least pointed out the path in 

which succeeding editors should travel. On the whole, we have 
little to regret but that their labours have extended over so 

small a portion of the text of Aeschylus as a part of the Orestea, 

That these writers have been, the one acrimoniously attacked, 

the other passed by in supercilious silence, by Hermann, the 

leader of the verbal-critics, is a significant circumstance. 

It is commonly held, though the opinion may be controverted 

by weighty arguments, that all the existing MSS. of Aeschylus, 

which are by no means numerous, are derived from one single 
copy, well known as the Medicean, and now preserved in the 

Laurentian Library at Florence. It is believed to be of the 

tenth century, and contains all the seven tragedies (besides 

Sophocles and Apollonius Rhodius), with the exception of some 

leaves of the Agamemnon which have been long lost. Now this 

MS. can be shewn to have been an apograph from a very ancient 
one, written in uncial or capital letters, and probably without 

any division between the words; for mistakes occur in the 

transcription which would naturally have occurred under these 

conditions alone. The same MS. contains marginal scholia, 

written in a different but not much later hand, and also oc- 
casional corrections, by the same later hand, of the text itself. 
Some further additions and alterations have been made in 
handwriting of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Now a 
remarkable fact connected with these scholia is, that they evi- 
dently represent an independent and certainly earlier text than 
the Medicean, and consequently, than its uncial archetypus; and 
this at once brings them back to a great antiquity. For, whe- 
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ther copied or not from that archetypus (a supposition which 
the diversity of handwriting renders improbable), not a few of 
the comments refer to readings which are at once perceived to 
be genuine, but are not to be found either in the original or the 

altered text of the Medicean*. Hence it follows that the 

scholia were composed anterior to the time when the careless- 
ness of transcribers and the unwarrantable alterations of more 

or less learned readers had combined to furnish the deteriorated 

text of the present MSS. That these scholia are of a very early 

date is further shewn by the occasional quotations from or refer- 

ence to works and plays which have long been lost. In fine, 
they were, in all probability, either wholly or in the greater part, 

compiled and abridged from the exegetical writings (i7rouvjuara) 

of the Alexandrine grammarians who lived before, and in the 

early centuries after, the Christian era. That they are collec- 

tions from various sources is manifest from the admixture, in 

not a few places, of two or more independent and sometimes 

conflicting comments under one and the same scholium. In 

several of the later MSS. of Aeschylus, these scholia have been 

greatly enlarged by Byzantine teachers of the middle ages; but 

of these, as of far less importance, no notice need here be 

taken. Indeed, the object of mentioning the scholia at all was 

to point out their extreme importance in determining the true 

readings in many doubtful and difficult passages. 

With regard to the corrections subsequently made (generally 

over the erasure of the original word) in the Medicean, there is 

every probability that they were derived from the collation of a 
different copy, and, to judge by the identity of the handwriting, 

from that very one whence the scholia were transcribed. For in 

times when MSS. were alone in use, and prized in proportion to 

their accuracy, it was the object of every possessor to endeavour 

to obtain a text as authentic as possible ; and to this end it 

3 T should have been glad to go into this question at length; but space does not 

permit it: Suffice-it to say here, that much remains to be done for the editing of 

these important scholia even after Dindorf’s useful reprint, Oxford, 1851. I have 

studied the whole of them with great care for the present work. 

c 2 
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appears to have been a common practice to compare different 

copies, as an opportunity might occur, and to note down the 

various readings of importance, or correct the errors of copyists 

by their aid. Hence, as in the case of the Medicean MS., the 

second hand, though a later one, will often be found to give a 

better reading than the original one. And hence also it will be 

seen, that any single ancient MS. so corrected and revised con- 

tains, in truth, a great deal more than at first sight may appear. 

It bears along with it the credentials of several MSS., and some 

of these, it may be, belonging to an independent line of tran- 

scription. 

Further, it is probable that more than one MS. was some- 

times used by the same transcriber and at the same time. Thus 

we may explain discrepancies in our MSS. of Aeschylus, which 

agree on the whole so closely with the Medicean, that they are 

with great reason believed to have been copied from it. Or 

again, copies from the Medicean may have received subsequent 

corrections from other sources; and these being again tran- 

scribed, will have a sufficiently close correspondence with their 

archetypus to be justly classed with it in its general character. 

Of this kind was probably the valuable MS. used by Robortello 

in his edition of 1552. 

However, to discuss these minutiae in detail, and to illustrate 

them by instances, would require a great space, and would be 

wholly uninteresting except to the professed critic. Suffice it to 

say, that from a proper use of these resources, from a very 

careful investigation of the style, metrical laws, idioms, and 

usages of Aeschylus, from numerous glosses in Hesychius and 

other grammarians, and generally, from a more enlarged philo- 

logical knowledge of the language, means have been found for 

restoring, with a precision almost marvellous, numerous passages 

in this great poet which not a quarter of a century ago had been 

wrongly edited and were totally misunderstood. The same mind 

of man which has revealed the secrets locked up in Egyptian 

hieroglyphics and in the arrow-headed characters of Nineveh and 

Babylon, has successfully grappled with the scarcely less difficult, 
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if less important, task of emending and explaining the text of 
Aeschylus. We may compare the fortunate preservation of a 

single ancient copy to the inheritance of a fine old mansion 

which for years had become less and less like itself from inju- 
dicious patchwork and gradual decay. At a first glance, and 

after only a casual survey, the proprietor doubts if it is possible 

to restore it. But when he has begun to remove from it the 

rubbish of a century, to cleanse the mouldy walls and ceilings 

from the stains and matted cobwebs, and has well studied the 

uniform principles of decoration which the hand of a master 
artist had followed in carrying out the design, he is surprised 

to perceive how much of gilded cornice and frescoed wall, of 

carved wood and of delicate sculpture, has been preserved in its 
pristine state,—overlaid indeed, but not obliterated; and he is 

gratified to find how satisfactorily that which remains will supply 
a precedent for that which has wholly or partially perished. 

The collection of a long series of Fragments from the lost 

plays of Aeschylus and the other two great Tragic writers, is 

one of the happiest results of the laborious research of modern 

scholars. The value and interest of these isolated passages are 

perhaps in general too little appreciated, for students seldom care 

to read them till they have mastered the entire tragedies. 

Nevertheless, as already remarked, the Fragments are mostly of 

more than ordinary merit, and generally owe their preservation 
to that very circumstance. Of Aeschylus indeed scarcely four 

hundred entire verses have been recovered from the yarious 

writers of subsequent ages; but this number is small compared 

with the Fragments of Sophocles, amounting to not far short of a 

thousand verses, and those of Euripides, of which between three 

and four thousand have come down to us. Even in the second and 

third centuries of the Christian era many plays were in existence 

which have long since perished. They are quoted by Plutarch, 

Galen, Athenaeus, Pollux, and Stobaeus and a host of gram- 

marians of even a still later date. An inference may fairly be 

drawn from the comparative number of these Fragments (not to 

say, from the fact that the quotations from Aeschylus are more of 
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a casual and accidental kind, while those from the others are to a 

considerable extent select extracts), that Aeschylus was, in the 

later classical ages, by much the least popular of his compeers, 

and Euripides pre-eminently the favourite. Aristophanes evi- 

dently saw the tide that was setting strongly in favour of the 

new candidate for scenic supremacy, and he vainly tried to stem 

it by the barrier of his ridicule. Throughout all ages and in all 

places where the Greek language has been systematically taught, 

Kuripides has clearly been the favourite in the schools of the 

learned; and to this cause alone, and not to mere accident, is to 

be attributed the much larger number which we still possess of 

his plays. The reason why Aeschylus has enjoyed the least 
favour of the three must be looked for in the ideal, supernatural, 

and mythological turn of his mind, in his obscure and somewhat 

turgid diction, and in his want of sympathy with the ordinary 

feelings and conditions of humanity. He dealt with gods, 
demons, and heroes, while Euripides treated of man as he is. 

Aeschylus is a poet of the imagination, Sophocles a poet of the 

feelings; but Euripides is a poet of reality. Euripides alone 

had the courage to lower tragedy, if we may so speak, to the 

sphere of purely human action. That reality should, in the long 
run, have won the race, is perhaps to the credit of human nature. 

It is to this that the Iliad and the Odyssey owe their well-earned 

immortality of fame. Homer’s gods are at once subordinate and 

supreme. They direct and control human affairs, and even enter 

largely into the scheme of action; but human, and not divine, 

nature is the subject of his pen. There is however no positive 

standard by which we can test the respective excellences,—all 

transcendent, yet all different,—of the three great masters of 
Tragic composition. Each will have, and ever has had, his 
votaries, accordingly as the grand, the terrible, and the sublime, 
—the tender and touching,—or the truthfully descriptive, affect 
the various dispositions of men. All however will concede to 
Aeschylus the credit which attaches only to genius of the highest 
order,—that of having perfected what he commenced, and of 

‘exalting the tragic art to a height which none of his rivals can 
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be justly said to have exceeded. The immense influence which 
scenic exhibitions and dramatic literature have exercised on the 
minds and manners of mankind, is a sufficient reason for pro- 
foundly venerating the author and originator of it. For so we 

may justly style the poet who out of the uncouth banterings of a 
religious festivity created the majestic and soul-inspiring art 

which has softened the sternest hearts and claimed for its 

votaries the proudest intellects. The Drama is the manifesta- 

tion of the invisible mind of man, the mirror in which, while we 

think we are looking at others, we unexpectedly see ourselves 
reflected. To possess in our own native literature the greatest 

dramatist the world has perhaps ever seen, should in itself be an 

inducement to study one of kindred genius and scarcely less 

exalted sentiments. 

Nixg & 6 mpéros kal TeAevTaios Spayav. 

{ 
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[From the Medicean MS.] 

‘“‘AgscuyLus the Tragic writer was by birth an Athenian, of 

the deme Eleusis, son of Euphorio, and brother of Cynegirus, 

born of noble parents. He commenced tragedy in his youth, 

and far surpassed his predecessors both in his poetry and in the 

arrangement of the stage, as well as in the splendour of the 

choral outfit, the dress of the actors, and the imposing appear- 

ance of his chorus; as Aristophanes also attests (Ran. 1004), 

‘ But O thou that first of the Greeks didst build up fine words 
And dress up tragic trumpery.’ 

He was contemporary with Pindar, having been born in Ol. 63°. 

He is reputed to have been a valiant man, and to have taken a 

part in the battle of Marathon with his brother Cynegirus, and 

in the naval engagement at Salamis with the youngest of his 
brothers Aminias, as well as in the land-fight at Plataeae. 

“In the composition of his poetry he always affects the grandi- 

loquent style*, using coined words and epithets, besides meta- 
phors and every means of imparting a lofty tone to his diction. 
The plots of the plays have not with him, as with the later 

writers, many incidents and complexities; for he only aims at 

giving weight to his characters, judging that this peculiarity, the 

magnificent and the heroic, was of the antique stamp, and con- 

1 MS. OL. 40, corrected by Casaubon. 2 7d Gdpdy TAdo BO. 

d 
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sidering that cleverness, prettiness of style, and sententiousness *, 

were alien from tragedy. Hence he is ridiculed by Aristophanes 

for the excessive heaviness of his characters‘. For example, in 

the Niobe, till the third act, Niobe sits at the tomb of her children 

with her head muffled, and says nothing; and in The Ransom of 

Hector, Achilles in the same way covers himself over and does 

not speak, except a few verses at the beginning in a dialogue 

with Hermes. Hence many passages may be found in him 
excellent in the composition®, but not either sentiments, or 

touches of sympathy, or any other of those traits, the effect of 

which is to lead to tears. In fact, the spectacles and the myths 

which he employs are intended to startle by their strangeness 
rather than to produce illusion. 

“He retired to the court of Hiero, as some say, being a 

victim to the bigotry of the Athenians*, and from having been 

defeated by the youthful Sophocles; but according to others, 

being beaten by Simonides in the elegy on those who died at 

Marathon. For elegy must share largely in the refinement of 
sympathy, which, as we have said, is alien from the nature of 
Aeschylus. Others assert that in the exhibition of the Eu- 
mendes, by introducing the chorus without order into the or- 
chestra he so scared the people, that infants expired and women 
miscarried. 

“Having arrived in Sicily, as Hiero was then engaged in 
founding the city of Aetna, he exhibited his Women of Aetna, by 
way of predicting a prosperous life to those who contributed 
to colonize the city. Here he was held in high honour both 
by the tyrant Hiero and the people of Gela, but survived 
only three years, and died at an advanced age in the following 
manner. An eagle having picked up a tortoise, and not being 
able to get at his prey, dropped it down on the rocks by way of 
smashing the shell, when it fell on the poet and killed him. He 

* This seems directed against Euripides, * Ran. 911. 
5 of KatacKkeup Siapépovea. 
8 bd ’AOnvaiwy Katacmovdacels. Perhaps this alludes to the accusation of having 

revealed the sacred Mysteries. 

, 
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had been forewarned by the oracle, A stroke from heaven shall slay 
thee. When he died, the people of Gela buried him at great 
cost in one of the public tombs, and paid him splendid honours, 

inscribing as follows :— 

‘ Euphorio’s son and Athens’ pride lies here; 

In fertile Gela’s soil he found his rest; 

His valour Marathon’s wide plains declare, 

And long-haired Medes who felt it can attest.’ 

His tomb used to be visited by the professors of the tragic art, 

who offered sacrifices to him as to a hero, and rehearsed their 

plays over it. As for the Athenians, they were so devotedly 

fond of Aeschylus, that they passed a decree after his death, 

that whoever wished to exhibit the plays of that poet should be 

furnished with a chorus. He lived to the age of sixty-three’ 

years, in the course of which he composed seventy plays, and 

beside these, about five Satyric dramas*. He gained in all 

thirteen victories, and carried off not a few after his death.” 

“ Aeschylus was the first to improve tragedy by passion of a 
more exalted kind’. He introduced scenic decorations, and 

struck the eyes of the spectators by their splendour, through the 

aid of paintings and machinery, altars and tombs, trumpets, 

ghosts, and Furies ; he also furnished his actors with gloves, and 

gave them a stately mien by the train (syrma), and raised their 

height by unusually thick buskins. As his first actor’ he em- 

ployed Cleander, but he afterwards added to him as his second 

actor Mynniscus of Chalcis. Of the third actor he was himself 

the inventor, though the credit is given to Sophocles by Dicae- 

7 So the MS., but he really died in the sixty-eighth or sixty-ninth year of his age. 
8 These numbers are erroneous, and the text referring to the Satyric plays is ob- 

viously corrupt. The titles of seventy-eight plays are known. Suidas attributes to 

him not less than ninety. 
9 wd0eot yevyinwtdros. yevryixwTépois Blomfield. 
1 The author means the actor of the first part (rpwraywviorhs), &c. 
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archus of Messene. If we compare him in the simplicity of his 

dramatic composition with his successors, it might be considered 

meagre and deficient in elaborateness; but if we look to those 

before him, one may well admire the poet for his genius and 

invention. Those who consider Sophocles to have been a more 

perfect tragic poet, are right indeed in their opinion, but then 

they should remember that it was much more difficult after 

Thespis, Phrynichus, and Choerilus to advance Tragedy to such 

a degree of greatness, than for one who wrote after Aeschylus to 
ie | arrive at the completeness of Sophocles’. 

2 The above extracts are from Alexandrine Grammarians, probably of an age 

anterior to the Christian era. Though their statements may not be wholly authentic, 

we must not forget that they had abundant sources of information which are wanting 

tous. The criticism however is admirable, and shews how thoroughly the ancients 

understood the spirit and principles of Greek Tragedy. The translation has been 

made from Dindorf’s edition of the Scholia (Oxford, 1851), and according to the 
readings of the Medicean MS., other MSS. exhibiting various interpolations and 

corruptions. 
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SUPPLICKES. 

TuE precise date of the Supplices, which has been generally regarded, 

on internal evidence, as the earliest tragedy extant, is unknown. 

‘ Miiller however (Dissertations on the Eumenides, p. 84, ed. 2, transl.), 

after Boeckh and others, thinks that from certain political allusions 

in the play (677, 740, 930) to the then contemplated alliance of 

Athens with Argos and the war with Egypt (Thucyd. i. 102, 104), 

Ol. 79, 8, B.c. 461, the date may be fixed at only a few years pre- 

vious to the Orestea, which was brought out Ol. 80, 2, or B.c. 458. 

Tt may be doubted if these supposed allusions are sufficiently clear 

and definite to establish the argument. Those at least who judge 

by the style, which is so singularly epic, the simplicity of the plot, 

the paucity of the characters, and the great predominance of choric 

action, will be reluctant to believe that the Suppliants was composed 

more than ten years after the Prometheus, Persians, and Seven 

against Thebes. It may be remarked, though not as an evidence of 

date, that the play is rather a melodrama than a tragedy. It ends 

happily, and has no other claim to the latter title than from the 

pathos excited and sustained by the helpless condition of the fugitive 

maidens in a foreign land. There are only two actors in the piece, 

for the same person alternately assumes the characters of Danaus 

and the Herald. The trilogy, of which the present seems to have 

been the middle play (Miller, Diss. p. 212), comprised also the 
Aegyptii, of unknown argument, and the Danaides, of which the trial 
and acquittal of the women for the murder of their husbands formed 
the subject. The Chorus consists of (probably) twelve Suppliants, 
who sing the opening anapaests in their procession from the door of 
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the orchestra (parodos) to the thymele in the centre, the long anti- 
strophic ode commencing when they have ranged themselves there in 
the usual rank-and-file order. (Miiller, Dissert. p. 31.) The argument 
is briefly this: Danaus and Aegyptus, sons of Belus, had settled, as 
the descendants of Io and Epaphus, in the vicinity of Canopus at the 
mouth of the Nile (Prom. 870). Aegyptus wishing to unite his fifty 
sons to the fifty daughters of Danaus, the latter fly from Egypt to 
Argos in order to escape from a union at once incestuous and de- 
tested. Arriving with their father at Argos, the land of their ances- 

tress, they appeal to the country for protection on the plea of their 

descent, to the national gods and heroes, and especially to Zeus as the 

author of their race. The king, by name Pelasgus, tardily grants 

them a refuge with the consent of the people, and in a spirited scene 

at the conclusion, repels the insolent attempt of the Herald to seize 

them in the name of the sons of Aegyptus. 

The extant MSS. of the Supplices are very few. Hermann enume- 

rates four, of all of which he. has given an accurate collation in his 

edition of 1852. These are, 

(1) The Medicean, saec. x. 

(2) MS. Guelph., saec. xv., copied from the Medicean. 

(83) A Paris MS., saec. xv., transcribed, according to Hermann, 

from the archetypus MS. of the Medicean, but according to his 

editor Haupt, from the Medicean itself. 

(4) A paper MS., saec. xvi., preserved in the library of the 

Escurial, and probably a transcript from the Paris MS. 

(5) Another MS. of saec. xv., formerly in the monastery of 

St. Mark at Florence, and said to be a copy from the Medicean, 

is mentioned in the catalogue prefixed to Hermann’s edition, but no 

use appears to have been made of it in this play. 
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XOPOX. 

Zevs pev “Adixtop éridor tpodpdves 
o7ddov Hmerepov vdvov apbev7 
2'N , , 

aro Tpootopioy herropaydbov 
Neihou: Stay dé \urovoat 

, a we = 

xXI6va ovyxoptov Supia hevyoper, 5 
¥ > o79 y 14 

our’ ep aipare dnunactav 

1. *Agixtrwp. Hesych. aplaropar rdv 
ixéovoy Ala. Inf. 237 the Suppliants 
themselves are called aplxropes, and so 

. Orestes is ceuvds mpoolkrwp Eum. 419, 
while mpoottropes, ib. 118, seems to mean 
‘patrons of Suppliants,’ which is the sense 
in the present passage. Where the ad- 
jective is not a mere epithet, but a title or 
attribute, as inf. 188, 621, it seems pro- 
per to mark it by a capital letter. 

2. dpOév7’. For dipew ordaov see Ag. 
45. Pers. 791. Hermann joins ydiov dp- 
Gévra, but it is not easy to see why ordAos 
vdios may not stand in contradistinction 
to a land expedition. In this technical 
expression a%pei may be classed with such 
words as avd-yeoOat, kardyeoBou, KaTalper, 
peréwpos, in reference to the raised ap- 
pearance of the ocean towards the horizon. 
Compare altum mare, and our term ‘the 
high seas.’ I am not sure that atpew 
oréaoy is ever used of a land army alone, 
as we say ‘to raise forces.’ 

3. mpooropioy. Schol. &uewov rd ord- 
pia axobew, tAcovaCodons THs mpd. The 
word does not occur elsewhere. Her- 
mann understands by it not the actual 
mouths of the Nile, but the alluvial de- 
posit called mpécxwya Prom. 866, which 
would be rightly described as Aerropd- 

pafoy, composed of fine sand or mud. 
For so Pauw happily emended Aerroua- 
@av of the MSS., an error which arose 
from the accidental omission of ya. Others 
have proposed téyv AewroBabay or AcuKo- 

Baba. 
4. The MSS. have diay 8¢ Aclrovoa. 

Hermann adopts Seidler’s Siav ¥ éxAet- 
movgat, and it is difficult to decide be- 
tween this and Avrotoa, though the aorist 
is rather more suited to the context. With 
respect to the accent of Stay, there seems 
no ground for altering it. Both Homer 
and Hesiod shorten the last syllable, as 
Od. xi. 375. xiii. 275, 440. xix. 540. 
Theog. 697. See Pers. 273. 

6. Snundractay. So Auratus for dnuy- 
Aactg, which violates both grammar and 
metre. The ¢ in ofti could not be elided, 
and yvwobjva: puyhv, ‘to have banish- 
ment recorded as a sentence,’ follows from 
the usual construction katayryyéokey 
guyhy twos (Herod. i. 45. Thue. iii. 81), 
where xar& is only necessary when the 
person against whom the sentence is 
given is added.—é@ afuar:, ‘ for murder,’ 
directly or indirectly,—a charge the chorus 
is anxious to clear itself of at the outset, 
since this was the commonest and least 
creditable cause of flight, as well as the 
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least calculated to enlist the sympathy of 
foreigners. So gevyew é¢” aiuat: Dem. 
Mid. p. 549. Pausan. v. 1, 6, éAciy Twa 
ég’ aluatt dxovoly. Inf. 192, rdod avai- 
pdxtous puyds. 

8. abroyeve? putavopla. ‘ By a volun- 
tary retreat from wedlock, and loathing as 
unholy a union with the sons of Aegyptus.’ 
The MSS. give aan’ abroyévntoyv pudak- 
dyopav, but the Med. with the letters 
vAgé in an erasure, and yp. oufdvopay in 
the margin. The common reading, add’ 
abtoyera Toy puédvopa, has no authority, 
and is from Turnebus. It is objection- 
able both on account of the article and 
because the law of anapaestic synaphaea 
is violated by a dactyl coming before an 
anapaest. It has been proposed to con- 
strue dvora(duevan Toy puédvopa yduov (as 
bvra) abtoyev aocBH Te, like défaic@ 
ikérny Tov OnAvyerR otdaAoy inf. 27. But 
a little reflection will show that Bam- 
berger’s correction is rightly adopted by 
Hermann. The origin of the error is 
curious and instructive. When the. had 
accidentally been dropped, @vtavdpa: (—a, 
—ayv) no longer completed the verse. For 
this end two metrical corrections were 
proposed, vying with each other in ab- 
surdity ; one GAN’ abroyevntov putdvopay, 
the other 4A’ abroyer} pvdatdvopay. 
The union of these two resulted in the 
reading of the Med. We might even re- 
tain the accusative, on the ground that 
gebyew putavoplay is only another form 
of devyew puyiy, but then the participle 
following would not be rightly coupled by 
te. The interpretation of adroyevel, ‘ ori- 
ginating with ourselves,’ is certainly better 
than ‘kindred,’ 5: cvyyéveay. For the 
antithesis is between compulsory banish- 

ment and voluntary flight. 
10. Hesych. évoraCouevn: expavadrCo- 

pevn. This word, like wéupouos and its 
derivatives, has the primary sense of ‘ dis- 
satisfaction,’ ‘disparagement,’ &c. It is 
here a sort of euphemism. Cf. 331. 

13. kvdio7’ axéwy, ‘determined on the 
best (i. e. the least bad) of evils.’ Com- 
pare Td BéATepoy kakovinf. 1054. Kaxdy 
gepraroy Il. xvii. 105. Hesych. «dd:ov 
Kpeirrov' aiperétepov. Heath wrongly 
explained it ‘the most creditable,’ as if 
from xd80s. As aisxpbs (originally ai- 
oxis) forms afcxicros, so Kvdpbds, Kvdic- 
tos. The substantive xidos has a strict 
analogy in the Homeric aiocxos. On 
éméxpavey the Schol. remarks, delvova 
Tav KaKov eyndlicato Thy pvyhy Kady 
5 yduos, kaxdy 5é Kal 4 pvyh, aiperdre- 
pov d@ 7d pevyev. It is self-evident that 
the above scholium belongs to this verse. 
Dindorf, who prints it to v. 9, has wrongly 
altered efnploaro to ébndicarto. 

14. nip GAtwov. MSS. xupBardov or 
xuBadéov. The true reading is pre- 
served by Hesychius in v. dvéSnv. Bekk. 
Anecd. i. p. 400, dvédqnv> dveimévws: Siva- 
Tat 8¢ amd Tay inmwv metdyerbat, ois by 
ai nvlat dvedot. 

15, xéAoa: &. Hermann gives néAcat 
7 without remark. The use of 8& in 
mere connexion is not uncommon in Aes- 
chylus, as inf. 63, 75. Pers. 195, 565. 
Cf. Rhes. 934, Tpolas daynidwv &orv ph 
KeAoat Tore, 

17. éwervofas. The words mveiy, émt- 
mvetv, érlrvous, elomynaos, were peculiarly 
used of the feelings inspired by love. So 
Ag. 1177, xdpr’ éuol mvéwy xdpw. Here 
the same idea is conveyed as in Prom. 
868, crapay drapBel xeip) ad Oryav pdvor, 
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viz. that the generation was supernatural, 
not physical and material.— cedxduevor, 
i.e. efvat, by a common ellipse, e#yerOar 
meaning properly ‘to aver,’ ‘to declare,’ 
as inf. 268, 1044. So Pindar, Ol. vii. 41, 
7d wey yap marpdbev, ex Aids etxovrat. 
Apoll., Rhod. ii. 359, rod kal wep ad’ 
aipatos edxeTéwytat. Inf, 271, 308, 
530. 

19. tiv’ &v ody. So Dindorf with G. 
Burges. The MSS. give riva ody, but in 
the Med. a letter has been erased after 
tiva, which Hermann says was not ¥, 
and ‘therefore there is no authority. for 
tlya yoty beyond ed. Turn. Hermann 
gives tiva 3 bv, because, he says, Aeschy- 
lus ought to have written so. The erased 
letter in the Med. can hardly have been 
any other than y, and it was erased be- 
cause somebody mistook tfvay for an er- 
roneous form of the accusative. The same 
error occurs in gpéva for opév’ by Cho. 
839. In the former editions of this play 
T admitted Haupt’s riva vuy, comparing, 
for the omission of av, Pind. Pyth. iv. 210, 
ob telvay ixotuny yaiay 4AAwy. But the 
enclitic vuy is not properly used except 
with imperatives or true optatives. 

23. & wéAis, @ yH. So the MS. of 
Robortello. The rest give ay wéAis, dy 
fi, which Hermann rightly attributes to 
the false reading d¢fa@’ in v.27. It was 
usual to invoke the elements, the gods, 
and the heroes, on entering any land for 
the first time. The herald in Ag. 491 
does this even on returning after a long 
absence. 

25. x0dviot. The antithesis with ta. 

rot, which occurs also Ag. 89, is in favour 
of those who understand the infernal gods, 
and interpret Bap’riyo1 with the Scholiast, 
of Bapéws Tivvdpevor. There seems also 

an antithesis between the wicked who are 
punished and the 6c10: &ydpes who are 
under the immediate protection of Zebs 
Swrhp. Add, that the poet seems to have 
had in view Il. iii. 277, xa morauo) Kad 
yaia, nal of brévepOe napdytas dvOpdrous 
tlvvabov. These avenging deities are said 
‘to have in their keeping’ the sepulchres, 
in the sense of xaréyeiv noticed on Pers. 
43. On the other hand, Ojxas karéxew 
is more commonly applied to the dead in 
their graves, as Ag. 440, 1518. Theb. 
729, and hence Hermann understands the 

heroes, or dii indigetes of the country, 
and reads Baé’rimot. I know of no in- 

stance of x9dévi01 being applied to heroes, 
while it is the regular epithet of the powers 
below, as in Pers. 630; but I think it 
possible that it may include the former, 
as alike inhabitants of the invisible 
region. 

27. S€taic®. The MSS. have ddtaé’, 
which Dindorf retains. Hermann adopts 
5éac@ from Heath. The optative, though 
generally in the third person, often alter- 
nates with imperatives ; see especially the 
Chorus 619 inf. On Swrhp tplros see 
Agam. 237. Cho. 236. Miller, Diss. Eum. 
p- 190 seqq. 

28. aidolw mvedyari. ‘With merciful 
spirit.’ The phrase is only a modification 
of a sentiment commonly expressed by 
odpoy or ovpicew. Cf. xemov inf. 156. 
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Bl. dod5e. From &ats, silt. Hesych. 
aobdns’ duyddns. Lex. Bekk. p. 447, 
aoddns epvaddns yi Aloxdaos. The 
epithet is applicable to the low marshy 
shore of Lerna; see on Prom. 695. It 
was immediately opposite to Nauplia, 
where according to Pausanias, iv. 35, 
Danaus first disembarked, and colonised 

the place with Egyptians. But inf. 748 
Danaus speaks of coming to a x@av aal- 
pevos, which therefore could not be Naup- 
lia, since that was a vavoraduoy, Strabo, 
lib. viii. cap. 6, ad init. 

33. @v0a. For évradéca, and like wév- 
Tovde, an epic use. This clause must be 
considered parenthetical, or else with Her- 
mann and others we must read oerepitd- 
pevot, depending by a well-known Attic 
law of attraction on the subject of dAowTo. 
Hesych. operepiCsuevos: spatpovpevos, 
itomootpevos. Photius, opereplCerar 
AapBdvet, idtomoretrat. 

39. dexdvtwy. Not for dexovody, but 
agreeing with Aékrpwy. The phrase ém- 
Bnuévar edvijs is Homeric. Hermann 
chooses to read dkdvtwv. 

40. émixexAouéva. So Turn. and most 
recent editors for émuexAduevat. A gloss 
in the Med. also recognises the plural, 
émuxadovuea. In the plural itself there 
is little difficulty. The verb is withheld 
till v. 51, and might have been in the sin- 
gular because of émAetauéva interposed 
in 49. And this is the opinion I formerly 

45 

entertained, being unwilling to change the 
MSS. reading. ‘But the use of the first 
person singular throughout the remainder 
of the chorus seems nearly decisive, and 
would be quite so, but for the single ex- 
ception in 149 Probably émexAdpevar 
is due to grammarians, who were at a loss 
for a finite verb, and had noticed the use 
of the plural in the preceding anapaests. 

41. tiydopa. Hermann thinks this form 
defensible, referring to Lobeck, Paralip. . 
p- 216 Blomfield on Ag. 497 condemns 
it; but the day is past when scholars obe- 
lised words, though consistent with sense 

and metre, merely because they were éraf 
Aeydueva. The sense is, ‘invoking Epa- 
phus, not only as a patron-god able to 
protect us on the other side of the water, 

but also as the son of our ancestress.’ 
Compare this use of re, which couples 
two attributes of the same person, with 
Kipenadrov 7 anddvos, inf. 60. In both 
places Hermann omits re, here assuming 
that the ts in tis is long, as in wdvts, dGus, 
and there reading «ipxnAdvas. 

45. pay. This is an instance of ‘res 
pro persona’ which is exceedingly harsh ; 
yet it is not less so to refer pay, by a 
change of punctuation, to émexpalvero, 
and to take the latter in a middle or de- 
ponent sense, as in Eum. 927, with Schiitz. « 
There is a gloss in the Med., émadob- 
Hebe, thy Tuy Tis Bods Thy enaphy Thy & 
émmvolas roi Avs, which is not very in- 
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telligible. The meaning is, ‘the proper 
time, i. e. of gestation, passed in confor- 
mity with the name ;’ a sort of enallage 
for ‘the name was given according to the 
circumstances of the birth,’ viz. “Emagos 
from %payis or éraph. The imperfect 
expresses the duration of the intermediate 
time; the aorist éyévvace the single act 
of birth.—edAdyws is sometimes used to 
imply that a name is rightly given from 
some event, as inf. 248. Frag. Aetn. 1, 
TlaAlxwy edAdyws méver pais, mdAw wip 
‘dove’ éx ondrov 7d8 és pdos. Ar. Vesp. 
771, cbrAdyws, Au ekéxn clan Kat’ BpOpov, 
naidoet wpds HAtov.—The nominative to 
éyévvacey (which in the MSS. is cor- 
ruptly combined with the next word, éyév- 
vao’ édv7’) is not aidy, but Bois, yervay 
being used of both sexes indifferently. 
The best copies have “Erapov 8. See 
sup. 15. 

48. émiAetapéva. Hesychius, perhaps 
from this passage, explains émadeoa- 
wévyn. The Schol. also has émixadovpévn. 
Another interpretation is proposed by 
Bothe, ‘choosing as my patron.’ Cf. 
Herod, iii. 157, t&év BaBvaAwvioy én- 

eAetaro, and id. vii. 10, émiActdwevos ty- 
Spas Tovs é9éAcis. Schiitz understands, 
‘mentioning the name,’ as a testimony 
to their origin. The first appears to be 
the traditional meaning, and is accepted 
by Hermann. 

52. Here the MSS. reading, td. 7° dyvd- 
pow, of8 BeAmd wep, is clearly corrupt. 
Porson proposed mord texuhpr, it’ dvd- 
per’, oluat, &eAwra, &c. which, though 
approved by J. Wordsworth, cannot be 
considered satisfactory. Hermann seems 
to have made a much happier guess, 
yatovduoict & erwTa, &c. But the 
change of rd re viv into yovéwy, which 
he fancies is justified by the words of the 

Scholiast, ds ob tévos dv éredoerat, GAN’ 
eis mporydvwy yi\v,—a mere supplement to 
explain the point and object of the tex- 
phpia,—is too violent. For 7a & &eArra, 
&c. Jam responsible. There is no diffi- 
culty in td Te viv answered by ré 88, as 
te and dé are often so used. In fact, if 
we suppose a very slight transposition, 
OIAOIA contains the same letters ag 
OIOIAA, i.e. OICTAA, for there is hardly 
any difference between Ol‘and CT. It is 
needless to remark that T, T, I, and Z, 
are continually confounded. 

55. év mdiet, sc. xpdvov. The poet 
has in view the subsequent conversation 
with the King, by which the whole story 
of Io and her descendants is elicited, inf. 
285 seqq. 

58. drove is Heath’s certain correc- 
tion for d&kodwy. Conversely AaBdy has 
been corrupted to AaBety in 174, and the 
confusion is very frequent. On tis re- 
peated see Ag. 646. Eum. 516. Trach. 
943. In Ar. Ach. 569 it occurs thrice, 
elre Tis fore Tagiapxds Tis 2) TerXoudxas 
avhp, BonOnodrw tis avicas. —Tnpelas 
phtiBos, an epic periphrasis for Typéws, 
as the Schol. remarks. Hermann con- 
demns the other way. of construing the 
words, Tas Typetas &Adxou, oikTpas (Evera) 
phridos, which I had formerly adopted 
with Bothe and Dindorf, as against the 
natural order of the words. Otherwise, 
it may be defended by such expressions 
as Nuxiéas &Adxw, Theocr. xxviii. 9. Nn- 
Anie vit, Il. ii. 20. On the force of re 
see sup. 41. Scholefield was, I now think, 

right in understanding e¢ mulieris et avis, 
i.e. one and the same person under the 
two characters. For in the following 
words she mourns as a Jird for her lost 
haunts, as a woman for her son. 

Cc 
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61. eipyoudva, The MSS. give. épyo- 
wéva. Hermann reads éypoueva, which 
he thinks borne out by the scholium 
Siwxouévn. But the present participle 
seems rather to suit eipyoueva. She is 
kept away from her favourite haunts by 
the continual fear of the kite; rather than 
roused from them by a sudden invasion. 
But Hermann goes yet further. Sup- 
posing that the poet had in mind the 
fine verses on the nightingale in Od. xix. 
518, 

és & 8re Mavdapéou kotpn, xAwpyis 
andov, 

Kaddv aeldnoww Eapos veov lorapevoio, 
devdpéwy ev merddrowwt KabeComevn wut- 

votot, 

he reads &’ ard xAwpay werddAwy eypo- 
péva. This is highly ingenious; but he 
fails to show that the vulgate is wrong by 
the somewhat frivolous question, ‘num 
aquatilis avis est luscinia?’ The ancients 
always spoke of the bird as loving soli- 
tude; and the deep shade of trees is natu- 
rally associated with river banks. On 
the legend see Apollodor. iii. 14. Pausan. 
lib. x. 4, 6, A€youot 5E of Swxets ds TH 
Birouhag wal dpvidc oton Tnpéws Seiya 
épdvn, wal otrw matplios améorn Tijs 
Tnpéws (where aréory singularly confirms 
elpyouéva). Virg. Ecl. vi. 80, ‘quo cursu 
deserta petiverit, et quibus ante Infelix 
sua tecta supervolitaverit alis.’ 

62. véourov ofrov. ‘A strange and 
wild strain,’ with the notion so often at- 
tached to véos and its compounds of ‘un- 
fortunate,’ ‘wretched,’ &c. ef. inf. 336. 
Pers. 258. So Hermann for véoy olkrov. 
Either the strophic or the antistrophic 
verse must be altered; and if we re- 

tain the vulgate here we must have re- 
course, with Dindorf, to the yet more 

violent alteration of Bamberger, in v. 
57, eyydios, olkrov &twy. Hermann re- 
marks that the two verses ought to cor- 
respond in the repetition of two similar 

65 

oTp. y’. 

words. I formerly conjectured mevOeciv 
Zoey, but I have doubts if oma is ever 
used in the simple sense of gatvoua, 
especially with a relative. In tragedy it 
always involves the sense ‘it is likely that 
I,’ &c. as inf. 882, €rkew Zorx’ spas 
émoordoas xéuns. The later Greeks were 
less accurate; thus Strabo, xiii. p. 608, 
“Ounpos suvnyopeiv obderépas Zoxev. AS 
applied to the nightingale, ofros is the 
proper word, and so Blomfield long ago 
remarked, with reference to this passage, 
on Callim. Lav. Pall. 94, where we have 
yoepav olrov andovidwr. Cf. Iph. Taur. 
1091, dpyis &—ZAcyor olrov aelders. 

63. Evyrlénot. “+ Nove dictum videtur, 
ut sit addit, quod dici poterat évrl@nc, 
ut in Ag. 1222, kdyod picddy evOhoew 
(@vOfoe:) xérw,”” Hermann. I am dis- 
posed to think he is right, to the rejec- 
tion of the interpretation I formerly gave, 
‘componit naeniam de fato filii, quomodo 
a se ipsa occisus perierit,’ which was 
barely defended by pépoy atpew in Pers. 
548. Bekk. Anecd. i. p. 63, cuv@etvar 
tolnua Kat Adyov, ob pdvoy avyypdat.— 
abropévws is here used as avroxTdévws in 
Ag. 1613. 

66. tos kal éyd. * As the nightingale 
is kept away from her native woods and 
driven into exile by a cruel pursuer, so I 
leave my native Nile through fear of my 
cousins.’—Ne1Ao0ep9, Schol. rhy ev To 
NeiAw GepicOeicay. This word seems op- 
posed to *Iaovloic1, Schol. ‘EAAnvinf pera, 
though there is also an allusion to the 
name Io, as inf. 152, and possibly to the 

soft and plaintive Ionian melody. The 
chorus says, ‘Though born in Egypt, I 
lament in Grecian strains.’ The same 
idea is expressed. in rapBava abdav, v. 
110, viz. that as Egyptian women de- 
scended from Greeks, they can speak 
Greek intelligibly. But this meaning is 
wholly lost if with Hermann we admit 
Emper’s efAoep#, or with Dindorf adopt - 
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75 

méhour ay evduKot yapiors. 

@nSoviorot from Spanheim. It is however 
worthy of notice, that iao is written in 
the Med. over an erasure, and we have 
Opnvet 8& ydov Toy dnddviov, Frag. 420.— 
Grepddaxpuv, ‘profusely weeping.’ The 
a of the penult must be long, contrary to 
common usage, if v. 75 be right, which 
Hermann and others alter; and xapdiay 
must be a dissyllable. The latter may 
surely be allowed without writing xdp(av 
with Dindorf. For 6a is constantly a 
monsyllable in choral verses; see on Cho. 
774; and perhaps generally when used in 
composition in iambics. 

70. Sejatvovoa, There are serious 
difficulties here, especially as the antistro- 
phic verse is not quite free from suspicion. 
Hermann, who quarrels with both the 
sense and the metre, reads detua, wévovoca 
gtaovs, but without adding a word in de- 
fence of the strange expression yocdvd 
evbeulCecbar Sequa. Schol. ray yéwy 7d 
&vOos bmodpémoua. With regard to i- 
Aous, a question arises whether it means 
the relations, i.e. sons of Aegyptus, or 
the Argives, whose friendship is as yet 
unsecured. The comparison with the case 
of Philomela (see on 66) is clearly in 
favour of the former sense, which is 
adopted by Dindorf. We must thus un- 
derstand efris éorl, &c. ‘if any one of 
them is personally interested in my flight,’ 
i.e. since they are interested in it. I 
think however there is some probability 
in what I formerly conjectured, deual- 
vouvca plaous tas 5& guyas deplas amd 
yas otis éoth yndeudv. If ptrovs be 
taken for the Argives, the meaning will 
be, ‘fearing that none of them care for 
my flight,’ i.e. will befriend me in it. 
See inf. 716. Elmsley ad Med. 181. 

7\. deplas. Egypt was so called from 

the dim and misty aspect it presented 
from the sea. Steph. Byzant. in vv. *Acpia 
and Atyurros. Eustath. ad Dionys. p. 
35, ed. R. Steph. Apollon. Rhod. iv. 

267, tuos or’ jhepin woAvAhios éxAhioro 
Matnp Atyuvrros mpotepnyevéwy aiCnav. 
Pindar, Pyth. iv. 93, similarly speaks of 
the reAavepa media of Libya. ; 

74. 48a. The Paris MS. has 4 Bal, the 
Med. % «al, Rob. 4 kai. Schiitz con- 
jectured #Bav, but Mr. Conington more 
rightly, as I think, adopts the dative (which 
also has the highest MS. authority). Cf. 
97 inf. The meaning will then be, ‘ Not 
allowing youth to have its desires realised 
contrary to justice,’ i.e. not letting the 
sons of Aegyptus unlawfully possess our 
persons. It is easy to supply 7d mpaypa, 
or 7d BovAevua, with réAcov, or even 

#Bpiv from the following verse. The uh 
is used in continuation of the imperative 
sense, as wniér’ idrwy Ag. 493, wh dpav 
inf. 792. 

75. éroluws. Sothe Med. Hermann 

reads S8pw 8 érduws oréyortes ed, others, 
with Turnebus, cruyotvres. But Homer 
uses the aorist Zrruyov, Od. x. 113, and 
oruydvres, which all the good copies give, 
suits the preceding ddvres much better. 
Hermann further gives véuors for yduors, 
which he thinks may be detected in the 
scholium éz) rots vevouiopévois Kal ddtacw 
juiv, and explains, ‘be just to the laws 
which protect Suppliants at your altars.’ 
But the Scholiast only meant ‘lawful 
marriages, and such as are satisfactory 
to ourselves,’ contrasting yduos with 
&Bpw, which frequently signifies ‘rape’ 
or ‘abduction.’ Translate, ‘and showing 
a prompt hatred to unholy passions, be 
just to our marriage,’ i. e. if we are to 
wed, let it be lawfully. 

c 2 
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77]. wodguov. The MSS. have mroaé- 
wov, which led me formerly to suggest 
Zor 8& wroddum. There is a similar 
metrical discrepancy inf. 537, 546, though 
in # proper name. The meaning is, 
‘Those who are hard pressed in war find 
safety in the sanctity of an altar; and 
shall we be denied the like security?’ 
The MSS. here generally give “Apzs, 
which Dind. retains. But dp? is Homeric, 
IL. xviii. 100. Cf. Hes. Theog. 657. He- 

sych. épf: BAdBn H ev TH “Ape. Com- 
pare for the sense Cho. 328. Plutarch. 
de Superstit. § iv. Zor: dotAm evéiuos 
Boyds, Zrre al Arforos &BEBnra ToAAG 
tay tep@v, nal woAeulous pevyovres, ty 
dydApatos AdBavrTat 4) vaod, Oappodor. 
See inf. 185. 

80. eds. The MSS. give Aids. Por- 
son (on Orest. fin.) shews that these words 
are occasionally confounded. The poet 
seems clearly to allude to the derivation 
of @eds from 7fOyui, whence he adds 
mavaandas. ‘May Providence in good 
sooth provide for us well.’ So inf. 309, 
“Emahos GAnOas puclwv émdvupos. Herod. 
ii. 52, Ccobs rpocwvduardy oeas (of TleA- 
acyol) Sri dou Odvtes TA TdvTAa Tphy- 
para efxov. See New Cratylus, § 473. 
Hermann’s conjecture idefy Ads, recta 
voluntate Jovis, (Hesych. ¢i@etar dixaso- 
cvvn,) is rather ingenious, but has the 
great disadvantage of continuing the sense 
into a new strophe, which is a licence very 
rarely allowed. See however inf. 577. 

81. The connexion is, ‘And yet our 
hopes may be disappointed, as human 
hopes often are (v. 90); for the counsels 
of Zeus are not easily divined.’—mdyra, 
Doric for dvrn. The MSS. give TAT Q, 
Rob. mdvrn, Dind. mdyta. The doctrine 

here is clearly Pythagorean: ‘That there 
is a divine will is clear even amidst the 
darkness which prevents mortals from 
knowing what that will is.’ Compare 
1042. 

83. Eby réxq. Hermann reads pedatvg 
re 70x, and Telvovar mépox in the corre- 
sponding verse. The schol. seems to have 
found pedalva tuyruxia. 

85. airrer aopadés. ‘Falls without 
being tripped-up, and not on its back.’ 
A singular expression, but sufficiently in- 
telligible from the customs of the wrest- 
ling-school, where the victory consisted 
in three ‘ clean throws,’ i. e. in the adver- 
sary being fairly laid on his back, when 
he was said keio@a: mecdv. See Kum. 
559. Ag. 165. 858. 1256. If he fell on 
the knee only it was no defeat; Ag. 63. 
Pers. 914. Moreover, xapual mire was 
a proverb for words or intentions which 
were never realised, as Theb. 791. For 
opdAAw in its primary signification, see 
Il. xxiii. 719. So Callimachus, kopupa 
Abs 6 ¢ émveton, Zuredov. In point of 
sense, these two verses merely amplify the 
mdvra Tor parcyéde, &c., while the ydp 
which immediately follows reverts to ovx 
ev@hpatos. The metaphor changes to the 
overgrown tracks through a forest. 

87. Savdol. Pausan. x. 4, 5, cadctobar 
7a Sacéa bmd Tay mdAa SatdAa: ém) TobTYe 
5& kal Aioxdroy Tod TAadxov tod >AvOn- 
dovtov yévera trhyyy dvouarévar dadAov. 
Cf. frag. 30. The Spartans worshipped 
Zebs Sxoriras in a grove of shadowing 
oaks. Pausan. iii. 10,7. Similarly Strabo, 
ix. p. 423, rotvoua 8 TG Térw (sc. Aav- 
AlBt) yeyovévar dd Tod Sdcovs’ Savdods 
yep Kadodot ta don. The word is pro- 
bably from 5& and #Ay. 
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90. 8 eAnldwrv. So Herm. and Well. 
for 5¢ amSdy (A for A). Thus in Prom. 
258 one MS. has amiSas for éArtdas. 

92. etowaAife:. If the text is right, we 
must suppose the metaphor to have again 
changed to the military operationsof a siege 
(idwret, &c.). ‘To do this,’—viz. in order 
to hurl mortals from their towering hopes, 
—‘he calls into action, (or arms as his 
ally,) no force: every supernatural event 
is brought to pass without labour or 
trouble.’ So Eum. 621, Zeus is said to 
work obdty doOualvev ywever. The MSS. 
give Tav &rowov, which is manifestly cor- 
rupt. I have admitted the correction of 
Wellauer, without feeling any great con- 
fidence in its truth. Hermann objects 
that Aeschylus would have written éé- 
omAi(wv, and way 8 &rovov: but this is 
at most a matter of opinion. His own 
correction is very bold, Biay & o¥tis ét- 
aAvéet. In support of the sentiment how- 
ever, he might well have compared Pers. 
101, ré0ev ovK Zor Swép Ovardy dArviavTa 
gvyeiv. As for dapoviwy, the omission 
of the article makes it a harsh expression, 
and scarcely parallel to the well-known 
moAAa) poppal T&v Sa:novlwy of Euripides, 
Med. 1159. Bacch. 1388. In the first 
edition I corrected daimdviov, but the 
metre hardly allows of this. 

94. yuevos bv. The MSS. give jpevoy 
avw, which Hermann alters to pyijov 
uve, objecting that jmevor is “languidum”’ 
when followed by édpdvev ap’ ayvar. 
But this difficulty is readily disposed of by 
retaining é° of the MSS. and rejecting 
aq’ of the.emendators. For the notion 
of majesty is often expressed by the men- 
tion of a regal throne, as inf. 591. Cho. 

962. Thus the sense is satisfactory : 
‘Seated on his holy throne he neverthe- 
less (i. e. though from afar) works out his 
will without stirring from the spot.’ This 
is the force of aird0ev, illico, and it quite 
bears out the preceding arovoyv. Nor 
need we write ag’ for é¢’ merely because 
abrdé0ev é& Edpéwy occurs Od. xiii. 56, as 
was suggested by J. Wordsworth. The 
Homeric 6y, suum, may be allowed a 
place in a chorus remarkable for its epic 
diction throughout. Indeed, the Schol. 
seems to have read thus in explaining 
ékémpate tov oxomby éavrod (his aim). It 
is clear that he read é¢’ and not aq’, for 
though he repeats the latter at the end, it 
is only as a gloss to aird@ev. This will 
be clear to any one who considers his 
words correctly punctuated, 7d 5& opdynua 
aibtod ém) Trav ayvav Epacudtwyv ephuevov 
ékémpate toy oxomby Eavtod airdbev, amd 
Tav ayvav edpacudTwy, 8 eoTt Tov od- 
pavod. Myr. Conington conjectures ¢ 
peuover, ‘in the way that he chooses.’ 

96. ofa, sc. BBper. So Schiitz. The 
MSS. give oia, .-- ofa, putting a 
comma after ved(er, so that mv0uhy stands 
in opposition, and we have ved(ovoa $Bpis, 
Agam. 739. By wv@uhy the family of 
Aegyptus is indirectly meant, of which he 
is himself the stock or parent tree. Schol. 
avrds 6 Avyumros. The old stock is here 
said to bud and blossom anew in the in- 
solence of his sons. Cf. Cho. 196. 252. 

99. teOards. Bothe’s emendation for 
7» @dAos is completely confirmed by the 
scholium od ptAAos, GAAG TH dvola Tay 
maldwy éavrov, where there seems an al. 
lusion to Od. xii. 103, pUAAoiot TeOnAds. 
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ToddaKe & enmity 

101. pawdaw (uevdAw Med.). This 
feminine form is rare, but occurs Orest. 
823, aoéBeia pawdrAts Kaxoppévwv 7° ay- 
dpav mapdvow. Photius, pawddAns pa- 
vuéds. The word palverdau is often used 
of the phrenzy of love. For didvoiay it 
may be doubted whether we should not 
restore 5¢ &votay, for the schol. alludes to 
this reading in 77 dvolg. On the meaning 
of this word, which is very appropriate to 
the present passage, see inf. 114. 

102. amdra. ‘Through disappoint- 
ment.’ So Antig. 630, drdéras Acxéwy 
bmepadyav. — meTayvous, sero cognoscens. 
Though this seems to be the only instance 
of petayvava: so used, it gives a more 
natural and simple sense than that before 
proposed by me, from Ag. 214, ‘ having 
resolved on an infatuated act,’ i. e. the 
pursuit. See on 400 inf. 

104. Aéyw. The MSS. give Adyar. 
Hermann follows Enger in reading 8 éya, 
connecting the pronoun with tiué, v. 108. 
These words, 8 éy& and Aéyw, or rather, 
A and A, are confounded in Ag. 1262. 
But, like way &rovoy, &c. in v. 93, the 
short sentence in v. 108 may be allowed 
to stand by itself. The MSS. repeat 
Opeoyévn wéAn after eumpery. 

108. tiyu@. The construction with a 
dative is not uncommon, as Here. Fur. 
1361, Saxpdorct riwav. Isocrat. Nicocl. 
p- 25. Tiuz® oe Tovros. Aelian, Var, 
Hist. i. 32, ty oe Kipou rorapod béari. 
Cf. Theb. 1040. Orac. ap. Pausan. vi. 9, 
ad fin. dv Ovolais Tyuare. More unusual 
is we for euavrhy. For the sentiment, 
Wordsworth compares II. vi. 500, ai uév 
@rt (why ydov “Exropa, and Ag. 1293, 
drat &° ciety phew, od Opivoy Gérw eudv 
tov abrijs. See also Isocr. Encom. Hel. 

110 

p- 213, iddy abdtobs mevOovpévovs ert 
(avras. 

109. iAgowa: wey. It was usual on 
entering a strange land to invoke it, with 
the elements and the deol éyxdpio1, to be 
propitious. Supra, 23. Oed. Col. 44, 
GAN Trew wey Toy ixérny Setalaro. Xen. 
Cyrop. iii. 3. 22, éwel tdxioTa 51éBy ra 
dpia, exe? ad Viv iAdoneto Xoais. 

110. wapBava. xapBay (Ag. 1028) or 
xdpBavos (inf. 891) is explained by the 
grammarians BdépBapos. In its origin it 
is probably Semitic. The chorus says, 
‘You understand my barbaric address,’ 
because Bods, a hill-country, was be- 
lieved, though perhaps wrongly, to be a 
Cyrenean or African word. See sup. on 
v. 67, inf. 756. New Cratylus, p. 659. 
The reading of the following words is un- 
fortunately corrupt, both here and inf. 121. 
The MSS. give evaxovvets or edyaxdvuis. 
Hence ed, ya, kovyeis Boissonade and 
Dind. ; capBav’ abdav, @ ya, kovyeis, Herm. 
I have transposed the 8 for several rea- 
sons; first, because the Med. has rapBav 
Gdavbav in 121, and MS. Guelph. xap- 
Bavadavdav, secondly, because 5 is very 
commonly misplaced, as inf. 891, xdp- 
Bavos & dy for ndpBavos dv 8’, (see also 
on v. 315,) lastly, the verse corresponds 
with 152—3 infra, being spondaic ana- 
paestic dimeter. The Schol, indicates the 
same to be the true reading, or very near 
it; ds yi voeis nal thy BdépBapov dwrdy, 
where we should correct @ yj. We have 
the form xovyé inf. 154. Others have 
conjectured oes or kvocis. (Jelf, Gr. Gr. 
§ 23. obs. 4.) It is not impossible that 
the MSS. reading is a corruption of a 
gloss, «d dxovers. Robortello gives ¢d- 
akoets. 
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112. Eby Aaxté:. ‘I fall upon my linen 
dress and head-attire with rending.’ Cf. 
inf. 879. Cho. 26. Pers. 129. The 
Egyptians were always famous for the 
manufacture of linen, as Sir J. Gardner 
Wilkinson has shown (Ancient Egyptians, 
Vol. ii. p. 72, &c.), whence also Aiwop- 
papys inf. 126; nor was the art of em- 
broidery unknown to them (2b. p. 81), so 
that we might be disposed to ask what 
Sidonian manufactures are here meant, 
but that Aeschylus probably had in view 
Il. vi. 289, &@ Zoay of wémAot waprol- 
KiAol, Epya yuvaikdy Si8ovlwy. Hesiod 
has kadvmrpny Saidardéqv, Theog. 575. 
It appears that in the Med. there is an 
erasure of a letter after the first syllable 
ot. The scribe therefore originally wrote 
owsdovla, and cwSev is the very word 
used by Herod. (ii. 86; see Wilkinson 
ut sup. p. 73) for the mummy-cloths of 
linen.—kadAdrrpa, as the name implies, 
was a kind of veil, probably a cloth 
thrown over the head as it is still worn 
in Asia Minor (see Sir Chas. Fellows’ 
Travels in Lycia, p. 353, ed. 1852), for 
the Egyptian women, properly speaking, 
do not appear, from the ancient pictures, 
to have worn any thing of the sort. 

116. The MSS. have the slight errors, 
long ago corrected by Hermann, émidpduw 
(or —o) 166: Odvaros brn. Schol. dou 
de Odvaros ami, exci Tay avOpémwy cb- 
tpayotytwy tial Tots Beots émitpéxover. 
He should rather have supplied rév mpay- 
perv, by an idiom not uncommon in 

Aeschylus, as Theb. 263, «3 tvvruxduTwr, 
inf. 437. Eum. 742. Ag. 938.—réAn, 
‘sacrifices,’ as Pers. 206, dv téeAn rdde, 
but with the notion of payment or re- 
compense for, so that the genitive de- 
pends upon it.—évayéa, properly ‘ under 
a vow,’ or rather, ‘under the ban of a 
broken vow.’ See the commentators on 
évaryhs plaos, Oed. Tyr. 656. The senti- 
ment is general, as appears from é7ov 
(av) awfj. ‘Wherever there is an escape 
from death, thanksgivings for safety ac- 
crue from a moral obligation to the gods,’ 
i. e. they shall be paid in this instance. 

127. Gaa oréywv. See Theb. 202.— 
Awoppaphs, sup. 112. The pseudo-Egyp- 
tian in Ar. Thesm. 935 is called iariop- 
pdpos, i.e. unxavoppdpos, because the 
Egyptians are said to have first used sails. 
(See Wilkinson, i. p. 412. ii. 123, who 
quotes Ezekiel, xxvii. 7.) Whether dopds 
belongs to dduos or axeluaroy is uncer- 
tain. We have Sopbs év xemav Antig. 
670, but on the other hand civ tvoais, 
non sine ventis, i.e. by the aid also of 
favouring winds, makes rather the other 
way. The Schol. joins déuos Sopds, and 
understands Avoppaphs of sewing toge- 
ther papyrus-boats. (Wilkinson, ii. 120.) 
The imperfect éreume implies (as in Pers. 
280) that the action is only contemplated 
so far as it has yet gone; hence reAcutas 
8, &c.—peupouat, i.e. ‘I have no fault 
to find with it; it has performed its part 
so far well enough.’ Cf. Soph. Phil. 1465, 
ral w ebmdola méupov épeuntws. Oppian, 
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129. The MSS. give reAcvras. Her- 
mann introduces rather extensive altera- 
tions here and in the antistrophe. By 
adding ay, he destroys the wish expressed 
in xtloeev, which seems the very point 
of the passage. The Schol. however ex- 
plains tows ody mpds thy apxhv ~ora kal 
7d Tédos. See on 1036. 

137. “Apreuis. This is Hermann’s con- 
jecture for dopaadés, a word undoubtedly 

corrupt. Cf. 1010, éwido: 8 “Aprews 
ayvd. I have ventured to admit this, 
because, while the vulgate is evidently 
worthless, there is a strong probability of 
its being the true reading.—évdéma are 
properly the inner walls of a temple or 
court, against which statues were placed. 
Hesych. évdémia, T& karavtixpy Tod mu- 
Advos pawdueva pépy, & Kal diexdcpovy 
évexa Tov wapidvtwy. The word is Ho- 
meric. In this instance we must under- 
stand the wall (érocxhyiov) below the 
stage, where a statue of Diana was placed. 

138. Again we are met by serious cor- 
ruptions. The MSS. give mav7) 3¢ o6é- 
vouat Biwypoto. 8 aopaddas aduhtas. 
&duhta. Hermann reads ravt) 5& oOéver 
Biwypots (so I had given in ed. 2) euotow 

oTp. %. 

&cxargo", and fills up the supposed de- 
ficiency in the strophe by inserting may- 
tépxas before rayrdémras from Soph. Oed. 
Col. 1085. Perhaps Siwypots aopadrts 
may mean, without much violence to the 
words, (see sup. 85,) ‘uncaught (untrip- 
ped) in the chace,’ since Diana had been 
pursued by Orion, Alpheus (Pausan. vi. 
22, 5), and Otus, and escaped without 
hurt. Thus the point of the invocation 
becomes at once clear and appropriate. 
— adufros seems a plausible correction. 
There were two forms, a5uys and &yuntos,: 
and aduqTas may be either the genitive 
singular or the accusative plural of the 
latter. The Schol. indeed has fucdo@w % 
mapbévos huas Tas wapOévous, which shews 
that aSu/ras is an ancient reading, and 
that he understood it as the accusative. 
But throughout the whole of this chorus 
(see on v. 40) either one of the sisters 
or the jyeudy appears as the speaker, 
whereas in the anapaests of the parode 
the plural is uniformly used. We need 
not however infer that 144—151 were re- 
cited by all the voices at once. Hermann 
distributes the latter part, from v. 104, 
between Hemichoria A and B, the end 
of each strophe being repeated in the 
antistrophe. 
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145. jAuéeTuTov. So Wellauer happily 
corrected 75:dxTumov. The ancients, it is 
well known, imagined that the dark colour 
of African and Indian races arose from 
their greater proximity to the sun. The 
colour of the Egyptians seems to have 
been a dark shade of reddish brown, so 
dark indeed, that Herodotus calls the 
women black, ii. 57, uéAaivay Adéyorres 
elvat Thy wedrerdda onualvovow 8rt Ai- 
yurtin h yuvh jv. See also ii. 104. 
Epaphus is ceAotvds Prom. 870. 

146. Tov ydtov. The MSS. give rdv- 
to.ov, with some varieties of accent. 
Wellauer restored fT for T. Zebs ydios is 
the Zebs xataxOdvios of Il. ix. 457. Zebs 
&AAos inf. 227. This passage is quoted 
by two Grammarians, (Etymol. Gud. p. 
227. 38, and Cramer’s Anecdota Graeca, 

vol. ii. p. 443,) who read roy éypatov. 
Pluto was called qoAvtevos, as he was 
moAvdéxTns and ToAvdéypwy, as the receiver 
of all mortals without distinction. Aes- 
chylus applied the same epithet to Zaypets, 
another name of the infernal god, Frag. 
229. Dind. 

151. wh tvxodca, ‘if we should fail to 
obtain the favour of.’ Dobree compares 
Virgil’s ‘ flectere si nequeo superos, Ache- 
ronta movebo ;’ and for tuxeiv, Hippol. 
328, ood ruxev. Lysias, p. 170, wh 
tolvuy, & Bovdh, duolws tuay rbot 
tots, &c. Antiphan. ap. Athen. vii. p. 
299, rav pev yap eviauevorow eo jyiv 
TUXELV. 

152. The MSS. here give the strange 
word &¢nviovcw, which the Schol. as 
strangely interprets @ Zed, ) mapa Tov 
OeGy pis Kata "lots wdhs eort Kal 
pactvywrinh. For dfs Dind. reads 
@8)s, a very improbable correction. Her- 
mann, with an acuteness which it is im- 
possible not to admire, corrects isdys, 
and suggests that this could only have 

been an interpretation of “lots ig, i.e. 
‘through spite against Io.’ It can hardly 
be doubted that the Schol. really did read 
thus; and though Svcgpwy ibs, Ag. 801, 
‘the venom of malevolence,’ in the ab- 
stract, is a much more natural expression 
than ids Tivos, ‘ rancour against any one,’ 
there is some excuse for the poet in the 
evident play on the words. The common 
reading, from Salvinius, &@ Zyv "lots id 

-pims, is not only weak in sense and 
totally unmetrical, but quite opposed to 
the words of the Schol. The sense is, ‘O 
Zeus, ’tis through spite against Io that 
the anger of the gods still pursues us; 
for I know the fury of thy all-powerful 
bride.’ On the nom. Zyv see Ar. Av. 
570, Bpovrdtw viv 6 péyas Zdv. Hesych. 
Zdy" Zebs. Pausanias, v. 21, 2, says that 
the people of Olympia called certain 
statues of Jupiter Zéves. Hence Dind. 
reads in this place Zav with Bamberger. 

153. udoreipa, vestigalrix, the feminine 
form of wacthp. Hermann thinks the 
poet may have used udoripa from wacrley. 
Mr. Conington finds an allusion to the 
Athenian paorfpes, or commissioners for 
investigating the affairs of public debtors. 
—kovvé, see sup. 110. Hesych. xorveiy: 
ouvievas, Idem, kovvodor yweéokovat. 

154. yaueras ods. The MSS. give 
yaperoupavévexov. The Schol. rightly 
read odpavovirov, Ald. Turn. odpavovelxov. 
Compare a similar corruption in 598. 
The word yaueras, standing alone, had 
always appeared to me ambiguous and un- 
satisfactory ; and 1 now accept Hermann’s 
highly probable supplement cas, believing 
that the verse (which I had made Ion. a 
minore) is in fact the base to the preceding 
anapaestic couplet. Hera was indeed the 
titular Conjunx, or goddess of marriage ; 
but, considered as a title, there is no place 
for the name in the present passage. 

D 
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155. yap éx, &c. The yap is rather 
obscure. The Scholiast refers it to 147 
supra, the verses between, & Ziv, &c. 
being parenthetical. I doubt if this is 
possible; and I think the chorus speaks 
of Juno’s anger as a ‘breeze,’ meaning 
that further troubles await them from this 
manifestation of it. 

159. évéterat, i.e. @oxos ora. Schol. 
ovk evamoAdyntos éorat. Porson thus 

corrected évedtera: or dvevtera: of the 
MSS. Cf. évégerOai pdve, Orest. 516. 

161. @ctivev ydv@, generando creavit. 
Pearson proposed to read yévov, because 
the word commonly means: offspring in 
tragedy. 

166—71. These verses are omitted in 
the MSS. Canter perceived that they 
should be repeated, as in all the anti- 
strophes from 104 supra. 

172. fixere. In the former editions I 
was loath to part with dere, the MSS. 

reading, on the ground that Aeschylus 
must elsewhere have used that epic form, 
as appears from Frag. Aetn. 1, TaA{xwy 
ebaAdyws péver paris, madi yap tkova’ é 
oxérov 763° és gdos. But the exceptional 
nature of that passage, the frequent 
confusion of « and 7, and the consensus 
eriticorum in favour of Porson’s correc- 
tion, afford sufficient grounds for admit- 
ting #jxeTe. 

174. AaBdéy. So J. Wordsworth for 
AaBetv. See on v. 58. It is clear that 
caution by land is contrasted with the 
prudence shewn by Danaus during the 
voyage. For aiva (i. e. mapaivm) see 
Cho. 546.—gvadia, as taod émioToAas 
ovAdooew Ajac. 782; more usually in the 
middle, as inf. 202, 989.—deAToupevas, 
cf. Prom. 808, éyypdpov déATas ppevav. 
We should say, ‘ making a memorandum 

of them,’ without reference to actual 
writing. And so Schol. droypapouévas. 
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180. mpds nuas dmrfpes elev. Compare 
Seip’ emowretcat Cho. 574.—dyyéAwr, 
i.e. on hearing the news of our arrival 
brought by the country folk. The Sup- 
pliants had not sent any herald, inf. 234. 

182. redvppevos, i. e. dxAOS v. 178, or 
rather, perhaps, épynyérns. This is Por- 
son’s correction for te@emévos, and so 

Scholef. and Dind., while Hermann adopts 
veOnyuévos from Pearson. The choice is 
not easy: one of the two, it may almost 
be said, must be right; and it isin favour 
of Hermann’s decision that I and I are 
elsewhere confused, as inf. 222, the Med. 
has dvavedo: for dy Gyvedor. The poet 
has also used te@nyuévos Theb. 712. But 
in this case we should rather have looked 
for épyf than ty épyf, which can only 
be construed with éerdpvura. Cf. Soph. 
Spy EvvreOnyuevos ppévas. The principal 
evidence for reOuupévos is Plato, Phaedr. 
§ 8, Tudavos pidAAov émtebuppeévor. 
Bekk. Anecd. i. p. 462, émireOuppévor 
7d Ovpa: émuaioat. Photius: teOuppévos- 
twd mupds exxexavpevos. Idem: rebnu- 
peévoyvs cuvykexupevoy, TeTupAwpEVoY. This 
last appears to be only a corruption of 
TeOupmevoy, for a MS. Etymol. quoted by 
Ruhnken on Timaeus in v. émireOuupevos 
explains tipecbar by retvpAGoba Thy 
Sidvoway. 

183. éépyurat orddov. Schol. rv 
mpos jas orddov peta Sputs moretrat. 
80 Ajac. 42, rhvd? éreuminres Bdow. 
Ib. 290, rhvd épopuds wetpay. The con- 
fusion between épy) and dépuy is very 
frequent : but auth is more applicable to 
the former. 

184, wavrds efven’, ‘in respect of what- 
ever may happen.’ Dindorf, Hermann, 
and others, correct ofvex’, but the question 

seems set at rest by the argument in New 
Cratylus, § 277. In later times it cannot 

be questioned that od évexa became one 
word; not in the Homeric sense, answer- 
ing to rotvera, but taking the place of 
the simple preposition. See on Prom. 
353, where the MSS. agree in efvera. 

185. mdyov mpoclev. They are di- 
rected to leave the Thymele and approach 
to an altar with images and symbols 
around it near, if not on, the stage. Thus 
they will at once converse more conveni- 
ently with the stranger who is arriving, 
and enjoy the more immediate protection 
of their father, v. 204. Hermann reads 
tév8 for revs’, but either case gives the 
same meaning. Cf. inf. 349, dusrov rave” 
dywvlwy OeGv. For the accusative com- 
pare Bwudy mpocéorny, Pers. 205. Bopdy 
mpootCev Eur. frag. incert. 24. mpoo- 
oriva: méony tTpdme(av, Soph. Frag. 580. 
The 6col &yérior seem to be simply of 
tay aydévewyv mpocorates, as Hesychius 
explains, though Eustathius on Il. é. 1 
says, wydy, 7% dryopd, b0ev Kad aywvlous 
Geobs AicxvAos rods ayopatovs, which 
latter view is adopted by Miiller on Eum. 
p- 253. Ifa -mere coincidence, it is re- 
markable that the very gods who presided 
over the great Grecian games, Zeus, 
Apollo, Poseidon, are separately and spe- 
cially invoked below. As one of these 
games, the Nemean, belonged to Argos, 
the reference seems the more appropriate. 
Even Hermes was worshipped as *Eva- 
ydévios, Pausan. v. 14, 7. Aesch. frag. 
387, "Evaydétie Matas kal Aids ‘Epud. In 
Ag. 496, rods 7’ Gywvlovs Oeobs mdvras 
mpocaudé, the dyopaio: Jeol are more 
evidently meant: but both senses may 
have co-existed, 

p 2 
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188. ixrnpias. So Dind. Herm. for 
fernplas, which is less suited to the re- 
gularity of the Aeschylean senarius.—Ai- 
doiov Aids, the god who shows mercy to 
Suppliants. Cf. aidolw mvevuari sup. 28. 

189. edwrvdpwv. This certain correc- 
tion of cvvwytuwy is attributed to both 
Auratus and Pearson. Schol. 77 apirrepé 
Tovs KAddous karéxovoa. So inf. 697, 
for eb@uyriipos the MSS. have ovvovrijpos, 

and on the other hand edyvén for ovy- 
yen v. 211. 

190. (axpet’ @rn. This reading, which 
I proposed in the first edition, has been 
received by Hermann from Bamberger. 
The MSS. give 7a xpea én. Theocr. 
xxv. 6, 6500 (axpetos ddtrns. Hesych. 
(axpneis: mdvy xpeddes. The common 
reading is ra xpet %rn. Cf. 198. So 
MeyaBdrns and MeyaBd(ns are confound- 
ed in Pers. 22. See sup. 52. But the 
verse seems like an interpolation. It is 
not wanted to complete the sense, and the 
repetition of aiSotos, which here can only 
mean ‘ respectful,’ offends good taste. 

192. dvaiderous. Cf. 6. 
193. @00yyf. So Porson for $oyyh. 

Dindorf, without any apparent reason 
beyond the love of change, admits Bothe’s 
éréotw. Like sequor, mona is ‘to at- 
tend’ rather than ‘ to follow.’ 

194, The Med. has the slight error 
Hetémrw gwppdévwv, which Porson cor- 
rected. As the excellent Paris MS. gives 
Hetwrwocwppdvey, it is truly strange that 
Dindorf should still edit ée werdrav cw- 
gpdvev trw mpécwmov, plainly against 
sense and metre. By 7d my pdraoy 
nothing more is meant than ‘a modest 
look.’ This sense of ywdra:os, and several 
words of the like primary meaning, is 
sometimes overlooked. Thus jédpos, 

&dpwv, dvdntos, pdpyos, often signify 
impudicus. See Hesych. in parat(e:, and 
compare wdras, Cho. 904. So Trach. 565, 
pave: paralas xepot. Inf. 225. 742. 
The usual antithesis, as here, is odppwv, 
‘discreet.’ Plat. Gorg. p. 507, woxh 7 
Tovvayvtioy TE THppovt TwemovOvia 
&ppwv nad &xdracros. Eur. Hipp. 398, 
Thy bvowy eb pepe TE cwhpoveiv vindoa 
mpovvonodyny. Demosth. p. 1383, ai 
Kev owppovérrata: — boa 8’ dvdnto.. 
Eur. Frag. Oed. iv. 7 8¢ wh odppor avole 
tov kvvdv smepppovet. These words are 
more commonly used of the female sex. 

195. jobxov. Compare Troad. 649, 
yadoons Te oryhy dupa 0 Hovxorv wece: 
mapéoxov. With the Romans oculi tre- 
mentes were a sign of incontinence, Juv. 
ii. 94. vii. 241. The Greeks generally 
regarded the eyes as the seat of bashful- 
ness, but sometimes, as the Romans, the 
brow. Thus Iph. Aul. 1090, wot 7d ras 
aidods mpéowmor ; like Juvenal’s ‘ejectum 
semel attrita de fronte ruborem.’ See 
Ar. Vesp. 447, 08 éy dpOarpototy aidds. 
Theocr. xxvii. 69, Supacw aidouévyn. Eur. 
Frag. Cresph. xviii. aidas év dp0aApmoiot 
ylyverat, Téxvov. 

196. mpéaecxos. Two explanations are 
given by the Scholiast, [uw] moAA& apo- 
omud¢ov and wh mpotépa Kardpxou Tod 
Adyou. The latter seems right: ‘be not 
forward in conversation, nor prolix.’ See 
inf. 269. 

197. énipéovov. ‘Jealous of long 
speeches ;’ we might almost render it, 
‘is very particular.’ See inf. 269. Her- 
mann rashly reads -yuvy, asking, ‘ Unde 
didicit Danaus, qui modo Argos venit, 

pronos ad vituperandum esse Argivos?’ 
The dislike was one which, as a na- 
tional characteristic, Danaus may very 
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Opacvoropetv yap ov mpére Tos Hooovas. 
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Kedvas épetuds: Zeds S€ yerviitwp iSou. 
AA, Wouro Snra tpevpevods dm’ duparos: 
XO. Oédoyw’ av 75n col rédas Opdvovs eyew. 

AA. py vov oxddrale, pnxavas 8 eotw Kpdros. 205 
XO. & Zed, xdmev oixreipe pi) “TokwAdras. 
4A. xetvov Oédovtos eb TeMeuTHoEL TADE. 
xo. * * * * * * 

AA. Kal Zyvos dpvw Tévde vov KuKdHoKETE. 
XO. xahotpev abyads Hhiov cwrypiovs. 

well have heard of, though it is equally 
likely that the poet never considered 
the objection that might have been cap- 
tiously raised on this ground. By adopt- 
ing yvv}, he is driven to the awkward 
expedient of making 7d 77S signify ‘ quod 
ad hane rationem attinet, (justum in lo- 
quendo modum tenendi).’ 

203. orto. This verse, which in the 
MSS. follows & Zed, xéawv, &c., evidently 
belongs to this place, as Scholefield first 
remarked in his Appendix, d%7a being 
commonly so used when a word is repeated 
with assent and approval. Compare 212. 
Eur. Electr. 672—6. The whole of this 
dialogue is disjointed and disarranged in 
the MSS., nor are there (at least in the 
Med.) any distinctions of the persons. I 
have not hesitated to follow Hermann in 
his new disposition of the whole passage. 
He truly says, ‘ Versuum ordinem cur sic 
ut feci mutaverim, ipsa diverbii ratio os- 
tendit.’ 

204. vol méAas. Schol. ds adrot 457 
kabec0éyros. He had probably sate down 
by the statue of Zeus, who is first invoked 
on their approach. It seems clear from 
TOVS aywviwy Oedv, v. 185. Znvds dpyw 
Tév8e, v. 208. Tplawvay Thvde, v. 214, that 
the statues and symbols were close to 
Danaus, who is throughout an actor on 
the Aoyetov, and therefore that when the 
chorus express a wish to sit near him, 
they must leave the middle of the or- 
chestra, and range themselves in front of 
the stage ; see supra 185. It is not im- 
probable that either here or at v. 228 

they even ascended the stage by the steps 
leading up from the parodos on each side. 

205. unxaviis oTw Kpdros, i. e. what- 
ever plan you propose, delay not to put it 
into effect. At this verse some little pause 
must have intervened while the maidens 
were shifting their places. 

208. Znvds dpuiv. Schol. rdv Harov 
eLavlornor yap nuas ds ddextpvdv. Pau- 
sanias distinctly asserts that the cock was 
considered sacred to the sun, lib. v. 25, 5, 

Hatou 8 iepdy daow elvar Toy ’pviOa, Kad 
GryyéAAew ayiévat méAAovTOs Tod HAlov, 
and that the sun was worshipped by the 
Argives, (as indeed might be expected 
from a Pelasgic race) ; lib. ii. 18, 3, mpo- 
eAdodor 8& moTtauds eorw “Ivaxos, Kad 
SiaBaow ‘HAlov Boyds. Probably there 
was some fancied connexion between 
GAeetwp and HAekTwp, the Homeric title 
of the sun (Il. xix. 398, Hymn. ad Apoll. 
369), though the latter is for €Akrwp 
(New Cratylus, p. 181). The verse which 
has been lost contained some question or 
remark on the sculptured symbol which 
called forth the injunction to invoke it. 

209. adyas jAiov. The sun appears 
here distinct from Apollo, whereas a later 
mythology identified them; and indeed 
there are traces of this in Cho. 974, and 

the worship of Apollo Lyceus (inf. 668). 
If Apollo were invoked simply as the sun, 
he would most inaptly be termed guyas 
an’ ovpavod, which relates to his servitude 
under Admetus. The identity of Zebs 
and “Haws in this instance is very remark- 
able, It further appears, as Mr. Coning- 
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ton has observed, from the addition of 
cwrnplous, the attribute of Zebs Swrnp. 

211. cuyyvoin — avyyvotro. The 
middle corresponds to the active, though 
in the same sense, just as in 203, {5o:To 
to Yo. Cf. Cho. 398. Inf. 344 com- 
pared with 353. Herod. vi. 92, Scudvior 
bey vuv cvyyvortes GBuchoa, owordynorar, 
éxardy tTddawTa extloaytes, AChutor elvas 
Aiywira 3 otre cuveywdonovto, adv 
re avdadéaorepo. The Schol. makes as 
strange a blunder here in explaining ovy- 
yotro by avyyevorro, as in 185, ayovlov 
Ocaév by yovias ob exdytwy. Hesych. 
ovyyvépov eAehpwv. There is a point 
in 210—11 which should be noticed : ‘ He 
will sympathise with us mortals, having 
himself been exiled as a god.’ : 

214. tplavav. See inf. 735. There 

was a place at Argos so called. Schol. 
ad Phoen. 195, Tplowwa: témos “Apyous 
0a Thy tplavay dp0hy tornoey 6 Moces- 
dav. There would seem to have been a 
tradition of this part of Argolis having 
been covered by the sea, which is likely, 
if we compare the low marsh of Lerna 
with ascertained changes on our own east- 
ern coast. Pausan. ii. 22, 5, évraiéa 
Tlocedavds éorw iepdy, émixAnow Mepi- 
KAvotlour Tis yap Xdpas Tov Tlocedava 
emudrtoo Thy moAAnY, Ste “Hpas elvat 
kal obk adtod thy yy “Ivaxos Kal of 
cuvdixcdoavtes yvwoay. But there was 
also in the Acropolis of Athens, in the 
Erechtheum, the impress of a trident, to 
which, as the author of Athens and Attica 
remarks, the poet particularly alludes in 
the word onpetov. See Eur. Frag. Erechth. 
xvii. 47, tplaway dp0hv oracav év wércws 
BdOpos. Pausan. i. 26, 6, kal tpiatyns 
éorly ev TH wérpa oxIpa Taira dé Agye- 
rat Tlocedav paptupia és Thy audio y= 
Thow THs xdpas paiva. Strabo, ix. i. 
6p@ rhy a&updrorw, kal Td mepl Tis Tpi- 

alyns exeu Tt onwetov. 
215. ed re—re. ‘As he has safely 

conducted us, so may he favourably re- 
ceive us.’ Cf. 734. 

216. ‘Epuijs 68 &AAos. ‘ Here also is 
Hermes, as the Greeks represent, him.’ 
For the Egyptian Hermes, or Thoth, see 
Cic. de N. D. iii. 22. The Scholiast 
seems to,have understood &AAos for aa- 
Aotos, for he remarks @s Tév Aiyurriwv 
BAAws abtoy ypadéytwy. Compare how- 
ever Theb, 419, yi-yas 68 &AAos, ‘ another, 
and this one a giant.’ Eur. Ion 161, 
85e mpds OuuérAas KAAS épéooer KdKVOS, 
where mention has just before been made 
of an eagle. It is true that the Greek 
Hermae were usually columnar busts, and 
so different from the Egyptian form; but 
this is sufficiently implied by rotow ‘EA- 
Afhvev vouos. Pausan. iv. 33, 4, ’A@y- 
valwy yap Td oxija Td TeTpdywvdy eoTw 
kal Tors ‘Eppais, kal rapa rovTwy peuabh- 
Kaow of BAAOL. 

217. édcvOdpots, sc. Bore eAevBépous 
eivat. The xjput, as the Roman praeco, 
seems to have been connected with sales, 
whence xypicoew, to announce for sale, 

inf. 978. Herod. i. 194. vi. 121. The 
meaning appears to be, ‘ May he prove a 
kind herald, and not sell us as slaves.’ 
Cf. ra rodde xph npucedery Troad. 782. 
The usual antithesis is éAev@epos and 
Tempauevos or éumoAndels, Cho. 901. 
Trach. 250. Compare inf. 603. 

218. xowoBwplay. Generally an altar 
common to two, but here to many gods. 
Pausan. viii. 37, 7, drép 5¢ 7d &Acos— 
kal Oe@y &AAwY ciod Bool: TE TeAcvTalw 
88 enlypaypd eort, Oeois abtoy Tots Tact 
elva: xowdy. Id. v. 15, init. Zorw obv 
Bouds év 76 oixhpati Oeots racw ev KowG: 
Strabo, xiii. p. 605, éml 3¢ TG AckT@ (in 
the Troad) Baybs tay dddexa Oey Selvv= 
TAL, 
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Lal > ia -. id , 

OKOTFELTE, Kapet Beare TOVOE TOV TéTOD, 

221. éx@p@v. Hermann calls this ‘ in- 
eptum,’ and reads éx@p@s Suatmoy Kara- 
piavdvrwy ‘yévos,—a_ verse, which his 
practised ear should have told him was 
by no means Aeschylean. There were 
two distinct grounds on which the mar- 
riage was disliked, hostility to their cousins 
personally, and scruples as to the religious 
defilement, 7d uh Ours, inf. 330. Hence 
«al is by no means superfluous. There 
is a little uncertainty whether éx@pav 
(évtwv), &c. is the genitive absolute, or 
in apposition with xipxwy, which I am 
inclined to prefer. In this case there is 
a slight confusion between the simile and 
the persons compared. Cf. Prom. 876. 
Thus éuorrépwy is to be taken literally in 
the one sense, and for ovyyevay in the 
other. On this principle we may explain 
Cho. 239 seqq. i800 yévvay eiviy aierod 
matpos, i. e. i800 Huas ws yévvay, and ibid. 
497, maides—eddol &$ dyovot Sixrvov. 
Mr. Conington well refers to Ajac. 168, 
mwatoyotow tre mrnvav ayéAar péyav 
aiyumiby 8 brodeloavres—oryh mrhkeiay 
&%pwvo:., Compare with these verses Aen. 
ii, 514, ‘ Hic Hecuba et natae nequicquam 
altaria circum, Praecipites atra ceu tem- 
pestate columbae, Condensae et divum 
amplexae simulacra sedebant.’—év ayrg 
refers to the protection afforded to doves by 
the precinct of a temple, Eur. Ion 1197. 

222. spvi8os—gayav. This genitive is 
common with verbs of eating, mépos te 
being understood. Hermann complains 
of some incoherency here ; but the verse, 
which was a sort of proverb, merely illus- 
trates waive yévos. ‘As a bird would 
be defiled by preying on its own kind, so 
would men be guilty by « forced and 
unnatural marriage with blood-relations.’ 
The notion of apmd(e connects the two- 
terms of comparison. Plutarch, Quaest. 

Rom. § xciii. wetewod yap oddels Edpare 
yima yevduevov, &s deTol Kal tépaxes Td 
ovyyer, Sidkover nad xéwrovor Kxalrot 
nat’ Aioxbaoy, “Opyidos, K.T.A. ‘ 

223. &kovtos dpa. There is nothing 
obscure in the somewhat elliptical ex- 
pression yauety mapé tivos. The Schol. 
has rapa marpbs &xovtos, whence Dindorf 
needlessly gives &kovtos marpds, from 
Burges. -Had the Scholiast found this, 
he would have made no comment on a 
simple genitive absolute. His note is 
clearly meant as a supplement to the 
vulgate. 

225. dais aitiay. This emendation, 
given in my first edition, and also suggested 
by Mr. Linwood, seems more probable 
than Schiitz’s waralwy airlas, which Her- 
mann has adopted; though we find 6:- 
xalwy for dixns Ag. 785. Dindorf retains - 
the vulgate udrasoy airtas, destitute as it 
is of any intelligible meaning. On the 
meaning of udraios see sup. 194. 

226. tamAaxhwad’. This word is very 
corruptly written in the MSS., and was 
restored by Stephens. On the double 
accusative compare Hec. 644, gis dy 
kplvet tpiocas paxdpwy maidas avnp Bov- 
tas. <A similar construction is Od. viii. 
22, &éOAous woAAovs, Tovs Palykes émet- 
phoavr’ Odvajos. The Zebs &AAvs may 
be interpreted as an euphemism for the 
Egyptian Osiris; but Danaus perhaps 
speaks as the chorus in 147, according to 
the Greek mythology, whence he adds os 
Aédyos. 

228. témov. Dindorf and Hermann 
read tpéroy with Stanley. The next verse 
certainly favours correction slight in it- 
self and probable from the similar sense 
of dywelBeo@a in 191. The objection is, 
that rdvde. can hardly be referred so far 
back as v. 191; and the last remarks of 
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Danaus have had no reference to his for- 
mer instructions about a proper reply, 
unless we can suppose him to mean, ‘ tell 
them there is a Zeus below who,’ &c. 
But such moralising can hardly be called 
a reply, even granting that rdvde might 
stand in this case for rodrov. 
at all events, be a reply, not to the king, 
but to the sons of Aegyptus. I think 
therefore that the meaning is, as Wellauer 
explained, ‘ huc vos conferte ;’ and Danaus 
must be supposed to point out some spot, 
a little apart from that taken at 205, 
which they are to occupy on the approach 
of the king. On this use of duelBeoOat 
see Theb. 293. Plat. Apol. p. 37, D, 
BAAnv e& BAAnS TwOAW aueBouevw Kal 
éFeAavvouév Civ. Hermann places marks 
of a lacuna before this verse. It is not 
improbable that some such line as GAA’ 
cioop@ yap Tisd kvaxTa ys méAas may 
have dropped out ; but the abruptness in 
okomeire is not unsuited to the sudden 
entrance of the king. 

230. oréaov. The Schol. seems to have 
read oroAyy, which is plausible. Her- 
mann adopts Bothe’s dveAdnvdorodor, 
but this, making every allowance for the 
oddness of some Aeschylean compounds, 
rather exceeds probability. The only 
question seems to be whether ordéAov 
means ‘company,’ agreeing with dyéa- 
Anva, or ‘equipment,’ depending on the 
sense of xara, ‘not like Greeks in your 
accoutrements.’ The former appears to 
me most probable, as we have ordAov 
yeovaneov inf. 910, 921. &ponv ardados 

inf. 481. 
231. muxvépmact. Hermann reads mv- 

kdopacty, a conjecture mentioned by G. 
Burges. But, as muxvéw and mund¢w 

It would, . 

have precisely the same primary meaning, 
who shall presume to say that in a writer 
as old as Aeschylus wvxvwpa may not 
have signified a fold or wrapping, i.e. any 
enveloping cover, just as well as méxacpa? 
It does not appear how far the dress of 
the Suppliants was barbaric, and how far 
Greek ; but not a few details of the latter 
sort are mentioned, as ndAumrpa v. 114, 
otpdpo and (avai v. 451, xiTaves v. 878,. 
wemAot v. 426, &umuces v. 425. Doubt- 
less, from the word xAlovta, i.e. Tpu- 
gévra, and the mention before of Sido- 
nian or embroidered head-dresses, there 
was much of colour and splendour, if 
only for stage effect. 

234. dws te Herm., but perhaps by 
an error of the press. He inclines to read 
(as any one at first sight would incline) 
ovre xnptxwy Bro. But I think the ex- 
planation I formerly gave, ne praemisso 
quidem praecone, is right. Of the three 
persons who might naturally have been 
employed in introducing strangers, 7jput, 
mpdtevos, and #yeuoy, the first was ob- 
viously of most importance, as affecting 
the question of peace or war. 

237. ye wey 5h, tamen. See inf. 269. 
Ag. 644, 860. Eum. 390. Trach. 484.— 
apuctépwv. Schol. ‘EAAnvinay fxerov.— 
map’ duiv, i.e. deposited by your sides at 
the statues of the gods. See Elmsl. on 
Heracl. 125. Infra, 641. The sense is, 
‘Though your dress is strange, your cus- 
toms as Suppliants are familiar to me.’ 
‘In this matter alone,’ he proceeds to 
say, ‘will Greece agree with you in its 
conjecture,’ i. e. in guessing who you are, 
it will find this one point only to use as 
evidence that you are countrymen. On. 
cuupeperOat, consentire, see Stallb. on 
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Protag. p. 317. Herod. vi. 59. i. 173, 
&c. The Schol. has cuugwvqoe, which 
suits both Hermann’s cuvhoerat (cuvinut, 
cf. IL xiii, 381), and Mr. Conington’s 
tuvdoerat, on Ag. 1583. But as 7 and 
ot are often confused, Hermann is per- 
haps right. See however Eur. El. 527. 
Ton 694. 

240. kal r&AAa. In this place Her- 
mann adopts a needless and improbable 
conjecture, kal TuAAG mov p? éredoat, 
though «al réAAa is used precisely in the 
same way Ag. 891, kal T&AAa, wh -yu- 
vaixds év tpdros éut &Bpuve, and by 
placing the stop as I had done, woAAd 
naturally belongs to éwe:mdoa. More- 
over, there is an evident antithesis be- 
tween udvoy 763° and THAAG, which would 
rather have been &AAa if the poet had 
written ov. Scholefield’s correction was 
better, xdr’ &AAa wéAa’, &c. But this 
use of kal r&AAa, which answers to the 
Latin ceferum, has been elsewhere mis- 
understood. Cf. Alcest. 792, Ta 5 GAA’, 

Zagov rabra, kab riO0d Adyots. Ar. Eccl. 
239, Ta 3 BAA’, edow Tada. 

242. aug) néopov. On this epic use, 
sometimes adopted by the Attics, see 
Stallb. on Plat. Gorg. p. 490, B. 

243. &rnv. Schol. Snudrny. Hesych. 
@rau’ of woAtrat. The word is also used 
in Aesch. frag. 314. Eur. frag. incert. 
-158, In the ‘Tabula Eliaca’ (Rose, Gr. 
Inscr. p. 45) we find FETAX with the 
digamma written, according to the an- 
cient pronunciation, Il. vii. 295, cods Te 
padtora eras. 

244. The MSS. reading, as given in 
the text, has been generally rejected or 
retained only as hopelessly corrupt. Her- 
mann however well observes that there 
were but three characters under which 
the king could be addressed as a stranger, 

—king, herald, or private citizen. He- 
ralds, it is well-known, carried a wand or 
staff (cxjjrpov) in virtue of their office ; 
they were also under the patronage .of 
Hermes (supra, 217). Hence they might 
properly be termed faBdovxo: ‘Epyod. 
The word znpbs does not elsewhere oc- 
cur; but it may mean, as the Schol. ex- 
plains, p¥Aaka, ‘ protective,’ and thus the 
phrase will signify, ‘one who carries 
the wand of Hermes as a symbol of 
protection.’ It is perhaps strange to call 
a man fdBdos, ‘a stick;’ yet we have a 
very close analogy in our state terms, 
‘Black Rod,’ ‘Gold Stick,’ &c.. ‘Epyod 
is the reading of the Paris MS.; the 
Med. has jjepod. Dindorf edits 4 tnypby 
ipod pdpdov, ‘the verger of the temple.’ 
I formerly conjectured rnpépaBdov ipdv, 
but I now incline to the belief that the 
vulgate is genuine.—éydy, sc. jyeudva, as 
explained by Hesych. and Lex. Bekk. 
(Anecd. i. p. 330.) 

245. mpbs tavr’. ‘For that matter.’ So 
mpds Tadra BovAeve, Prom. 1051. Inf. 514. 

247. TleAaoyot. The later editors seem 
to agree in adopting Canter’s conjecture 
TleAaoyés. The reason of this is, that 
the king proceeds to state that the Pe- 
lasgic race of the country derives its name 
from him; and other writers, as Apollo- 
dor. ii. 1, 7. iii. 8, give him that ap- 

pellation. On the other hand, if the 
nominative had been found by a scribe 
in his copy, he was not very likely to 
have altered it; and Haupt has well ob- 
served, that elsewhere in the play the 
king’s name never appears (except indeed 
987), but he is called by some other title ; 
vid. 322, 342-3, 610, 944; and in the 
‘Dramatis personae’ and the dialogues he 
is always BagiAebs, not MeAacyds. He 
even appears to conceal his name in v. 

E 
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915. And for the sense, there is nothing 
harsh in saying, ‘I am king of this Pelas- 
gian race, which is called after me.’ It 
only remains therefore to defend the Greek 
ii TleAaovyds. Now Plutarch, Symposiac. 
lib. v. § ii, quotes from an anonymous 
poet xPav 4 TleAaoy}, and inf. 280 we 
have "Iv8ol yuvaixes (where see the note). 
Indeed, Aeschylus seems to be fond of 
the masculine termination, as inf. 517, 
Tixn mpaxthpios. Ib. 712, xipios huépa. 
Cho. 228, Saxpurds édAmis. I therefore 
think that, though TeAaoyds is a highly 
probable emendation, in rejecting MeAac- 
you we may possibly be altering the very 
words of the poet. 

250. ayvds Stpuudv. The MSS. read- 
ing is “AAyos and Srpuyuév re. But for 
te the Med. has, or rather had, 7d, 
whence both J. Wordsworth and Her- 
mann made the certain emendation in the 
text. Cf. Pers. 491, pée@pov ayvod Srpv- 
udvos. As the Strymon separates Thrace 
from Macedonia, the poet says that the 
territory of Pelasgic Argos lay on the 
west side of that river; though in fact 
Thrace itself was one of the most im- 
portant Pelasgic settlements. See Varro- 
nianus, p. 26—8. New Cratylus, § 93. 
Strabo, vii. 7. ix. 5. x. 2. Id. p. 221: 

kal rd TleAaoyixdy “Apyos 4 Oerrarla 
Adyerar 7 petatd Tay exBordy rod In- 
vewod Kal Tov Ocpuorvady ws THs dpewhs 
THs Kata Tivdov, 8d 7d emdpta toy 
térwv roitwy TMeAaoyous. Tév re Ala 
toy Awdwvaiov abrds 6 momths (Il. xvi. 
233) dvoudter MeAaoyindy, Zed ba Aw- 
dwrvate MeAaoyie. 

252. thy re. So Stanley for rhvde.— 
6ptCouct has here a true middle sense, 
‘I mark as my boundaries.’ Inf. 388, 
bplCouce mixap yduov. So Plat. Menex. 
p. 239, Aapetos wéxpt Sxvddv thy apxhy 
éploaro. Hermann adds a fragment of 

Euripides, & yata marpls hv Tléao dpi- 
(erat. 

253. raméxewa. ‘The parts beyond 
Pindus, nearly as far as the Paeonians.’ 
For Pindus itself rather belonged to Per- 
rhaebia, whence Propertius calls it ‘ Per- 
rhaebus Pindus,’ iii. 5, 33. Homer places 
the Perrhaebi about Dodona, IL ii. 749. 

254. cuvréuver. ‘Cuts it short’ (com- 
pare oivrouos). The sea is probably 
meant which washes both the eastern 
and western coasts. Eur. Ion 295, pos 
bypoiow, ws A€youo’, wpiopévn.—Tam) 
rdde, i.e. all within these limits. The 
phrase answers to éméxewa as cis to ultra. 
Plat. Phaed. § 140, dtay cis Td éwérewa 
Tis yas Spuhon, Kal bray eis 7d emi Tdbe. 
Aristot. Hist. An. viii. 28, év Kepaa- 
Anvia motauds Sielpyet, of em rdde wey 
yiyvovra TétTvyes, eméxewa 8D od ylyvov- 
tat. For the metre cf. inf. 382. 

256. abrijs xépas *Anlas. To speak 
only of the Argive territory within the 
Peloponnese. *Amla was probably a 
very ancient Scythian or Pelasgian name. 
See Varronianus, p. 36. Herod. iv. 

59, dvoudera: 3& ScvOerl “lorln pev 
TaBirl,—I'j 5& Amt. The whole Pelopon- 
nese, as Strabo shows, viii. 6, was in- 
cluded in the Homeric term “Apyos, and 
was also called amin -yaia, ‘the far land.’ 
Pausanias, ii. 5, 5, says that all within 
the Isthmus, before the arrival of Pelops, 
was called ’Anfa from Apis the son of 
Telchin. The subject is discussed by 
Buttmann in his Lexilogus. Both *Aqia 
and “Ais may however be connected with 
irios. The earth is called ‘gentle’ by a 
propitiatory epithet, like the Bona Dea 
of the Romans. Physicians’ remedies are 
ime axéopata, Prom. 490. This suits 
the idea of his taming the earth overrun 
with fierce monsters,—a process which 
other writers expressed by ebnuepaoat. 
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, nan 

maha Kexd\ynTat dwtds latpod ydpw. 

"Amis yap ehOav ex mépas Naviaxtias, 
> rd aA > - / latpopavtis mats “Amd\hwvos, xOdva. 

THVd’ exxabaipe Kvwdddwv BpotopOdpar 260 

Ta 87) TadaGv aipatwor pidopacw 
xpavleio” dviKe yata uynviry Saxn, 

SpaxovOdpirov Svopevy Evvouxiav 
TOUT@V aky Towata Kal NuTYpLa 
mpatas dpéumtas “Amis ’Apyeia yOovi 
pvieny wot avtip.obov evper év Nurais. © 
exav av non tam ewod Texurpia 

258. mépas. This word, the accusative 
of which, 7épay, passed into a preposition, 
seems to have signified ‘a land lying op- 
posite over the water,’ just as France 
would be 7 wépa to an inhabitant of our 
southern coast. So Ag. 182, Xadxtdos 
wépay éxwv wadrippdbots ev AdAldos Témo1s. 
See Arnold on Thue. ii. 23. New Craty- 
lus, § 178. Homer, IL. ii. 626, has vjocwy 
ai vatovot mépny &Ads “HAtdos &yta, which 
exactly: illustrates répa Navraxrla. The 
Schol. points out the anachronism in the 
name. Pausan. x. 38, 5, ém) Navmd«rw 
ye ol8a cipnucvov, ws Awpteis duod rots 
*Apirroudxou mast Te Aoi avTdOt emot- 
hoavro, kal avr) rovTou yevérOat Td byvoua 
76 xuply pact. 

259. mats "AwéAAwvos. This was a 
general name for a physician. Apis was 
the son of Phoroneus (Apollodor. ii. 1, 
1), and was put to death for his tyranny 
by Telchin. Others (Pausan. ii. 5, 5) 
call him the son of Telchin. 

261. widopacw. Schol. as ray moAl- 
Tay abtoxtovncdyrwy. Plat. Menex. p. 
237, D, bre  waca yj avedidov Kal pve 
(Ga mavrodard, Onpla re Kal Bord, év 
TobTe  jhwerépa Onplwv ayplwy wyovos 
kal xabapd epdvy. Pausan. i. 26,9, mddar 
3& Bpa Ta Onpla poBepdrepa Hy Tots av- 
Opdmos'—ore wal edéyero Ta pey dy- 
tévar Thy yh, Th BE ds icp ein Oeady, 
7a 58 Kal és Tiuwplay avOpdrwy apeiobat. 

262. nvirh. This is Porson’s emenda- 
tion, and is perhaps the best that has yet 
been made; and I have now preferred it 

to the doubtful adverb pyr) I had be- 
fore adopted, though approved by the re- 
viewer of my second edition (Christian 
Remembrancer, April, 1852). The com- 

pounds étuuhyeros and duhyiros are Aes- 
chylean; and it is an important argu- 
ment, that wijvis and whyima are the terms 
regularly used by Greek writers in speak- 
ing of calamities sent in consequence of 
a curse. The MSS, give unvetra &Kxn, 
which Dind. alters to wnviai” &xn, ‘ beluas 
singulis mensibus emissas ulciscendorum 
scelerum causa,’ Herm. to pnvitai’ &K«n, 
‘quod solamina irae significare puto.’ 
But neither seems to have much pro- 
bability. Moreover, Sdn is far better 
than an, because robTwy &kn, &c. almost 
immediately follows. 

266. uvhuny etpero. ‘For his reward 
got mention in our prayers.’ This ‘com- 
memoration of benefactors’ is of great 
antiquity. Thus Bacchus (Eur. Bacch. 
46) complains of Pentheus, that év edxais 
ovdapod pyelav exet.—dytipiobor, in al- 
lusion to the usual physician’s fees. —_,- 

267. éxwv. The MSS. have éyg 8, 
in which 3 seems to have been thrust in 
for the sake of the metre. e common 
reading @xovo” &y has the authority of 
the marginal yp. €xovsav. But it is very 
difficult to believe éxov © a mere corrup- 
tion. The king appears to address him- 
self in particular to Danaus, as the leader 
of the company, though the chorus is in 
a manner obliged to give the answer, be- 
cause the dialogue is no where between 
more than two parties in the same scene. 
If the supposition made above, v. 204, be 
correct, there is no difficulty in this view. 
Hermann writes @xovres, but does not 
say how this is to be reconciled with 
étedxoro. Asa ‘nominativus pendens’ it 
is very awkward, and not less so with 
éore supplied. 

EB 2 
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che. ail 
yévos 7 ay e€etyo10 Kal héyous TpoTw. 

a 2 eee 
paxpdy ye per 8) phow ov atépyer TOs. 

XO. Bpaxds topds & 6 piOos: *Apyetar yevos 270 
3 , 

eLevydpecOa, oréppar edtéxvov Boos: 
la i Qr a, . 4 

Kal TadT adynOn mavra Tporpvaw doyo. 

BA. 
5S Ae 2 ‘ 

dmota prbeic®, & E€var, Kveww epol, 
an ‘ oy A Oras TOO Dp eotw “Apyetov yevos. 

A.Bvotikais yap paddov eupepéotepat 275 

yuvakiv éore, KovOapOs eyxwplais 

Kat Netdos dy Opépere Tovovrov putov, 
Kimpwos xapaxryp 7 év yuvaicelous TUToLs 
elkas wém\yKTaL TEKTOVOY TPdS Apaevwr" 
*IvSovs 7 akovw vopddas trmToBdpoow 280 

elvar Kapnrous dotpaBilovcoass, xOdva. 

269. paxpay pow. See sup. 196. Pind. 
Isthm. vi. 87, rov "Apyelwy tpdrov ciphoe- 
ral wa « ev Bpaxloros. Soph. Odyss. 
Fur. frag. 411, 500s yap ’ApyoAior) ovv- 
Téuvew Bpaxts. Frag. Acrisii 61, aAAws 
te kot képn te Kapyela yevos, als Kdopos 
h ovyh Te kal ta watp éxn—od orépye 
is, ‘does not tolerate.’ ; 

272. mpooptcw. Schol. dmodcitw. This 
rare word appears to correspond in all 
respects to the Latin afirmare, to attach 
or fasten a thing so that it cannot be 
shaken, i.e. to assert, or prove incon- 
trovertibly. Ar. Nub. 372, rodrd yé ro 
TE vert Ady eb mporepuoas. 

277. NetAos. Cf. inf. 491. Frag. 159, 
“Iorpos ToivTas mapbevovs Aoxeverat. 
The ‘king says, that from their colour 
(sup. 145) and dress he should believe 
them to be Egyptians, Cyprians, Indians, 
Amazons, rather than Argives, as they 
assert themselves to be. This passage 
(283) proves the opinion of the ancients 
to have been, that the Amazons, who cer- 
tainly cannot be regarded as a wholly 
fabulous race, were as dark-complexioned 
as Indians or Libyans. Herodotus ex- 
pressly states (ii. 104) that the Colchians 
were like the Egyptians, weadyxpoes Kal 
ovadtpixes. See Prom. 423, KoaAx({dos 
BE yas Four waplevor, wdxas &rpeoTo.. 
That some of the inhabitants of Cyprus 
were from Ethiopia is asserted by Herod. 
vii. 90. 

279). elnds, sc. TG Sperépy. So tévp 

eixas Cho. 551. The simile is probably 
from coining; possibly, on account of the 
word texrdéywy, from statuary. Herod. 
i. 116, kal 6 yapaxThp Tod mpoowmov 
mporpéperOa eddnee els Ewitdv. We use 
the same phrase, in speaking of a sfamp 
or cast of countenance. 

280. a&kovw. The MSS. have dxotwv, 
which is easily accounted for by the v in 
vouddas. Hermann however retains this, 
and reads, with G. Burges, ofua: for elvas. 
The change is very slight indeed as far as 
palaeography is concerned; but it intro- 
duces a complex construction, and one 
that does not, to a nice ear, sound very 
like the style of Aeschylus. For "Ivdovs 
Dind. and others read “Ivdas, but the 
masculine form may have been used like 
yovh Aidtow frag. 315, yur) “EAAny (Bekk. 
Anecd. i. p. 97), oroa} “EAAnv Hee. 131. 
vii “EAAny Iph. Aul. 344,—not to quote, 
as somewhat uncertain, yj MeAaoyds sup. 
247. The meaning is quite simple: ‘I 
am told that the Indian women travel 
about (vouddas ely) on camels which 
are mounted like horses and bear burdens 
like mules,’ i. e. performing the double 
duty which among the Greeks is assigned 
to separate animals. 

281. Hermann reads dorpaPiCotoas 
with Dindorf and others. This is found 
in the Med. and Paris MS., but by an 
alteration of the original reading in the 
former. The Schol. explains xapHaois 
vwtopopoupévas kata thy xOdva: but 
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s °° a, > a, 

tap Adio aorvyerrovoupevas. 
* < > ra ) td > 4 , 

Kal Tas avavopovs KpEeoBdrous *Aualdvas, 
el To€orevyels Are, KapT av yKaca 

Upas. d16ax Gels dv 768° cideinv mréor, 

otras yeveOdov orépua T "Apyetov To cov. 
XO. KdySodyov "Hpas dact Swpdrwv tore 

Ia yevérOar THS ev *Apyeia xOovi. 
BA. v.as pddiota, Kal paris oN) Kparet: 

x9dva evidently depends on doruyerro- 
vovpévas, ‘ having their country alongside 
of the Ethiopians.’ On the word dorpd8n 
see Buttmann, Excurs. vii. ad Dem. Mid. 

Harpocration: aorpdBn:  tulovosy wh- 
mote 8& wav Srodiyiov eg” oF kvOpwra 
éxotvrat. It was particularly said of a 
mule that was used for riding (cwpuar- 
nyés). On the Indians and their camels 
see Herod. iii. 98, 102, 103, who (id. 
107—114) appears to regard India, Arabia, 
and Ethiopia as in some way connected ; 
and this ancient notion must have given 
rise to the tradition preserved by Pausanias. 
lib. ii. 5, 2, that the Nile was a continua- 

tion of the Euphrates. Strabo, i. pp. 
30-4, discusses this theory at great 
length. Ephorus, he says (p. 34), re- 
cords an old geographical opinion, that 
the earth was divided into four parts, 
whereof the Indians dwelt towards the 
east, the Ethiopians on the south, the 
Celts on the west, and the Scythians on 

the north; but that Ethiopia is larger 
than Scythia, for that the Ethiopian race 
extend from the rising of the sun in 
winter even to the west. Homer seems 
to have held similar views, in placing the 
Ethiopians of wey Sicopévov “Yreplovos, 
of 8’ avidvros, Od. i. 24. The fact of the 
Indian tribes being almost as black as 
Ethiopians (though not woolly-haired), 
added to the fact, that the entire hemi- 
sphere below the line was unknown to the 
early Greeks, will sufficiently account for 
this otherwise perplexing error. Even 
Strabo (p. 103) held the opinion that ‘ the 
Ethiopians near to Egypt (of mpbs Ai- 
yirr@) are divided into two parts, for 
some of them are in Asia and others in 
Libya, differing nothing from each other.’ 
By Ai@iopiy we must suppose Aeschylus 
to mean the former. 

283. «peoBdrovs. The MSS. have 
: xpeoBpérovs 8. The confusion between 

Bory and ‘Bpordy is so frequent (vid. 
inf. 836), that this form seems more 
probable than kpeoBdpous, though Her- 
mann thinks otherwise. Compare ed- 
Boros, ‘well-fed.’ The & is perhaps 
rightly omitted by the latter. Porson 
and Dindorf write 7’, but as a general rule 
additional epithets are not coupled by any 
particle. The name Aya (éves, according 
to Eustath. on Dionys. Perieg. p. 110, ed. 
R. Steph., was from a and maa: ’Aua- 
(éves exadroivro Zavpomdribes Bia 7d 
catpas maécacbat, & eats yeboasOat Tol- 
ovTwy yap Hobov kpeay, 81d Kad "Apacdves 
€xadodvTo, ola py udCars aAAd Kpéact 
Onplwy emiorpepduevat, The fancy pro- 
bably arose from a corruption or dialectic 
variety of the name Savpoudrat, who were 
connected with the Amazons, Herod. iv. 
110.—Ib. 117, pwvf 8& of Savpoudrar 
voul(ovar Sxvduch, codroutCovres adrH dard 
Tov apxatov, émel ob xpnoras ééualov 
avthy ai “AuaCéves. —dvdvSpous, ‘un- 
married,’ oruydvopas as they are -called 
Prom. 743. Hermann reads xa:réy for 
xa) Tas, because the suppliants could not 

be called ‘the Amazons,’ i. e. the whole 

race; and it is doubtful if the Med. has 
tay or tds. The change appears alto- 
gether for the worse. Is there any ex- 
ample of the crasis ? 

284. roforevxeis. 
Herod. iv. 114. 

289. jv &s uddwta. Here Hermann 
appears to be right in reading #y for hy, 
and giving this verse to the king. To 
the first statement of the chorus the king 
at once assents, as a fact notorious to the 
Argives. Te proceeds to question them 
more closely, to see if their account tallies 
with the local tradition, and so to test 
their veracity. ‘There was some story 
too, I think, that Zeus had intercourse 
with a mortal ?’ 

Cf. Eum. 598. 
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pry Kat Mdyos Tis Zhva prxOjvar Bpote ; 290 

XO. Kod xpumra y “Hpas tatra taprahdypara. 

BA. és ody TedevTa Baorhéar veiny ASE ; 

XO. Bodv tiv yuvatr’ €Onkev “Apyeia Beds. 

BA. ovKody redrdle Zeds ér edxpaipw Bot ; 295 

XO. daciv, mpérovta BovOdp@ taipo dduas. 

BA. ti dara mpds Tavr’ aNoxos ioyupa Avéds ; 

XO. tov révl bpavra dvdax’ éréotycer Bot. 

BA. sotov mavdrryy otoBouxddov héyets ;— 

XO. “Apyov, Tov ‘Epps raida ys Karékrave. 300 

BA. i obv érevéev addo SvaTdtp@ Bot ; 
XO. Boydarny piora KwyTypiov 

[otorpov Kadodaw adrov ot Nethovu wéhas.] 

291. nob kpurrd. This correction of 
ko) kpumrd was made in my ed. 1, and 
(I believe) before by Stanley. Hermann 
has given x&éxpurra. All accounts repre- 
sent the amour as known to Hera. 
Schol. ad Soph. El. 5, 7 3¢ yvotoa roy 
xiva Toy “Apyov tov navéntny éréornce 
guadrrew abthy. Apollodor. ii. 3, gw- 
pabels 3& (sc. Zebs) dp? “Hpas rijs pev 
xdpns Gipduevos eis Boty pereudppwce 
Aevehy. Kal and cov are often confused ; 
and the correction has now been made, 
(as I formerly suggested) in Ion 1444, 
6 xarOavdy Te Kov Oavdy payrdCopa.— 
répnaddéypara is Hermann’s happy cor- 
rection for ty wakAayudtwy, a reading 
which had baffled all preceding editors. 
He quotes a slightly corrupt gloss of 
Hesychius, eumadobypuara ai éumdoxal, 
and observes that the Schol. here explains 
ai mepimaonat. The verb éumraddocer Oa 
occurs Thuc. vii. 84. Her. vii. 85. It 
is obvious that when once written 7a 
madrdypwata, the metrists would have 
changed it to tay 7. 

292. velxn rdde, ‘these jealousies.’ 
The word is so used Bacch. 294. 

294. Bovv thy y. So Canter for Bodrnv. 
But in the Med. a letter has been erased, 
which proves that the alterations by the 
second hand were not always for the best. 

295. @7’. So Schiitz for éx’. These 
letters are continually interchanged, as in 
the very next verse Rob. has tpérovta, 
and so the MSS. give tpépecey for mpé- 
weev Ag. 1299. Cf. 513. 843. The 
Greeks do not usually say weAd(ew éni 
ttt, and the sense required is ‘ Zeus then 

no longer approached her, after she had 
been changed into a cow? They say he 
did so in the likeness of a bull.’ See on 
Prom. 528.—7pémrew may here have an 
active sense, as in Ag. 1299. 

299. oioBouxdaov. Compare immoBov- 
xédot Phoen. 28. Bovévreiv by Ar. Plut. 
820. On Argus see Prom. 578. 

300. ‘Epujjs. Schol. recent. ad Prom. 
572, 6 3€ Zebs wddw épacbels aris 
erempe Tov ‘Epunv, apeddobar Tavtny Tod 
“Apyou kal Siakouloa adtG: ral érel BAAws 
Aabely “Apyov Toy mavdarny odk Fy, 51d 
Boats AWelas TooTov duipneevy. Tence 
his Homeric title ’ApyepdyTns. 

301. zl ody @revte & AAO MSS., 
whence Hermann gives rf 8°; ob érevtev 
&AAo, &c. This is probable; for 5& has 
been written out of its place inf. 315. 
But instances of tf ody and tf gor are 
not wanting, e.g. Pers. 689. 783. Ag. 
1084. Theb. 196. 701. Eum. 862. See 
Monk ad Hippol. 975. 

303. of NeiAov méAas. Hermann reads 
*Ivdxouv méAas, by a very ingenious cor- 
rection, (see 491,) and assigns this verse 
to the king. Unquestionably it is either 
corrupt or spurious; for it is absurd to 
say that the Egyptian name for the utop 
was olotpos, a pure Greek word, imitative 
of the whizz of the insect. Hermann’s 
view involves rather serious consequences ; 
he alters the persons to the three following 
verses, and marks a lacuna after 306. 

Still, it is quite reasonable to suppose that 
the object of the king’s remark olozpov 
kadovot, &c. was to notice the smallest 
discrepancies in the two narratives; and - 
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BA. Tovydp vw &k yjs jhacey pakp@ Spdpue; 
XO. Kai rad7 eheEas mdvra ovyKoddos enol. 305 
BA. kai wav KdveBov kant Méudw ixero. 
XO. Kai Zeds y épdrrwp xeupt dirver yovor. 
BA. Tis obv 6 Atos mépris evxeTat Bods ; 

XO. *Enados adnOas puciwy érdvupos. 
BA. * * * * * * 310 

XO. ArBvy, peyiorns dvopa yis Kaproupery. 
BA. tiv’ obv ér addov THade BLacrnmor déyers ; 
XO. Bidov dirada, ratépa Tods euod tarpds. 
BA. Tov ravoddov vuv dvopa TovTov mo Ppdcov. 

avykéAAws euol, ‘consistently with my 
account,’ is really more suited to the 
person of the king. 

306. KdvwBov. See Prom. 865. Ac- 
cording to Apollodor. ii. 4, Memphis was 
so called after the daughter of the Nile- 
god, and wife of Epaphus. 

308. 6 Atos wéptis. Cf. 41.—Bobds is 
added just as in Trach. 644 we have 6 
yep Aibs ’AAxwhyns xépos. On ebxera 
see 18. 

309. fuclwy. On this obscure verse 
Hermann is silent; but on Prom. 852 he 
seems, with most editors, to follow Stan- 

ley’s explanation, ‘liberationis per pay,’ 
in allusion to épdrtwp xetp), because Io 
was thereby restored to her former senses, 
(Prom. 867,) and thus rescued and pre- 
served from her degraded condition. The 
objection to this is, that fiaroy, or rather 
the plural ficia, signifies ‘ booty ;’ see on 
Ag. 518. Inf. 406; and that puolwy ép- 
drrecOa is the regular phrase for ‘to lay 
hands on booty.’ Cf. 406. 708; and we 
even find vijes avérapat, Dem. p. 1292, 
‘ships unhurt by pirates.’ Had the poet 
meant puolwy in the sense of piatos sup. 
140, he would have expressed himself 
with culpable ambiguity. The difficulty 
is increased by the loss of at least one, if 
not more verses following. As it stands, 
the obvious sense of the verse is “Eados 
Tapa. Td puotwy épamrecba, GAndds being 
added as sup. 80. Phoen. 636. But it 
does not appear that Epaphus was famed 
as a freebooter; and on the other hand, 
the context is in favour of “Erados from 
éraph, as sup. 45. See on Prom. 867. 
Perhaps therefore we should read picews, 
and understand as above, ‘ Epaphus called 
after the liberating touch of Zeus.’ 

310. Bothe supplies the lost verse from 
conjecture, ’Exdpov 88 tls ror’ ekeyervhOn 
matpés ; 

311. peylorns svoua ys. This is 
Porson’s sagacious correction of wéy:orov 
yiis. According to Apollodor. ii. 4, and 
others, Libya derived its name from a 
daughter of Epaphus. 

312. BAaornudyv. Hermann retains 
Badornuoy, the MSS. reading, and ex- 
plains, ‘hoc dicit: tiv’ ody &ANov Aéyeis, 
Tide BAdoTrnuoyv; guemnam porro me- 
moras, qui ex hoc sit prognatus?’ See 
on Theb. 10. Pausan. iv. 23, fin. 6 év 
BaBvaer Birdos ard avdpds Aiyurriov 
Bhaou Tod AiBins dvoua eaxev. 

314. ravodpov. Hermann and Dindorf 
retain the MSS. reading 7d mdvcodov — 
tovro, the latter adding ‘ lectio suspecta,’ 
the former with confidence that it is right. 
His argument is this: ‘ Apertissimum hic 
est de notis sibi rebus quaerere Danaum. 
[Qu. Regem?] Strabo, i. 15, p. 23, ex 
Polybio homines inventis nobiles memo- 
rans, KaOdmep Aavady ev Td bbpeia Ta ev 
“Apyet mapadeliavra, — Tihs tuyxdvew 
map tay mpd judy. Itaque frustra 7d 
mdvoopoy in dubitationem vocatum est.’ 
Now it would be in itself absurd to say, 
‘Tell me now the name of your father 
here, whose history is familiar to me, 
that I may know if you are speaking the 
truth ;’ and it also must be inferred from 
Strab. viii. p. 370—1, that the above 
discovery of Danaus, by which his name 
was rendered famous in Argos, was subse- 
quent to his settlement in the country: 
Thy wey ody Xdpay ovyxXwpodow edvdperv, 
avrhy 8& thy wéAw ev ayddpy xwply 
KeioOa, ppeatav & ebmopeiv, & Tais Aa- 
valow dvdrrovow, as éxelvav ékeuvpovedy. 
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XO. Aavads, ddeddos 8 éott TevTnKovTdzrass. 315 

BA. Kai Tod8 dvouye Tovvow’ apldrva doyw. 
XO. Alyvatos. <idas 8 apdv dpxatov yévos 

mpacoos av ws Apyetov avoTions aTd)ov. 
BA. Soxetre 84 pow THOSE KowwveElv x Oovds 

Tapxaiov» adda 7s TaTpoa Sdéyara 320 
humety Erhyte ; Tis KaTéoKy pe THyN ; 

XO. ava€ Ilehavyav, aid’ dvOpdtov Kaka: 
2 2 4 x > a N Q 

TOvou ) toous av ovdapov TQAUTOV TTEpOV. 

> XN 4 »” , 2 3 Pai % 

érel tis nuyer THVS avéXmicTov puyny 

One of these springs was called Amymone 
after one of the daughters, Callim. Lav. 
Pall. 48. Besides, Hermann contradicts 
his own argument, sup 197; for if Danaus 
could then know nothing of the Argives, 
neither were the Argives likely to know 
any thing of Danaus. Now let us hear 
Dr. Donaldson, Varron. p. 312: “In 
continuous narrative Td5¢ are the things 
which I am about to say, which are before 
me, but not yet before my readers; whereas 
ravra are the things just said, and which 

have been submitted to them. This shews 
that the true reading in Aesch. Suppl. 
must be :— 

XO. Bhaoy Slraisia warépa Tous euov 
marpés. 

BA. 7d nav capds viv bvoua TobTov 
fot bpacov. 

For the chorus having spoken of their 
father as present by them (rove), the 
king in his reply would designate him as 
by their side (rovrov).” This reading is 
partly Schiitz’s, partly Tyrwhitt’s; I had 
admitted mavodpov rovrov in the former 
editions, and still believe it to be true. 
The king might naturally call the old 
man mdyoopos from his prudence and 
venerable aspect, to put mere compliment 
out of the question: but he could not 
speak of ‘this wise name’ without know- 
ing it; and if he knew it, he would not 
have asked it. 

315. Aavads, ddeAgds 8. 
Aavads & ddeapés. See sup. 301. Inf. 
891. Theb. 142.—revrnrovtdras. Cf. 
Prom. 872. The Med. has wevrnoord- 
mais, the Paris MS. wevtnxovrdrats. 

316. kal todS &yovye. So Porson for 
kal rod Aavaolye. The MSS. also give 
addy or apldvy. 

317. «idas, &c. ‘Now that you are 
assured of my pedigree from old times, 

So Pors. for 

fail not to raise (i. e. protect) a race 
which is Argive by descent.’ The MSS. 
give dvorhoas, with a var. lect. dyricas, 
which Hermann prefers, comparing Antig. 
981, & 8é orépua pey dpxaoydvey bytav’ 
*Epex@eidav. The sense would then be, 
mpdooots by, sc. Séxou fas, &s Apyeids 
éortw 6 orddos by HyTnoas. But the use 
of .4vray with an accusative is extremely 
rare, while the construction in the text 
is not uncommon, and answers to the 
Latin fac ut erigas. Herod. i. 209, molec 
&s po. katagrhoes Tov maida. Ib. ix. 91, 
mwolee Oxws amowAcdceat. Thue. iii. 70, 
érpascov brws amocthowow *Adnvalwy 
thy wéAw. Eum. 739, mpdtouey — ds 
petapéAn. Theb. 623, redid’ ds médus 
edTUXT. 

319. Soxetre 84 wor. J. Wordsworth 
compares Plat. Resp. ii. p. 368, doxezre 
5h por as GAnOGs weretoOa. In the 
MSS. 5) is omitted. Robortello has 80- 
ketre yeuot. The 8} is from Turnebus. 
The true reading is quite as likely to be 
doxetz7’ Zuorye. The king expresses his 
conviction that they really are’of Argive 
descent, but desires to know the cause of 
their exile before he extends to them his 
protection. ‘ Well, you do seem to me 
to have some ancient connexion with this 
land; but how happened it that,’ &c. 
Thucyd. v. 80, Av 5& kal abrds 7d apxaiov 
e& “Apyous. Her. ix. 45, ards re yap 
“EAAny yevos cipt tapxaiov. ; 

322. aiddAa, sc. éori, ‘ chequered,’ ‘ ca- 
pricious.” The word is properly used of 
varying shades or stripes of colour, whence 
a cat was named ‘ ring-tail,’ a¥aoupos. So 
aiddos dpdxwy Trach. 11.—mrepby carries 
on the same simile. Cf. dudmrepos of 
the colour of hair, Cho. 166. 

324. rls niet. ‘ Who would have said 
that this unexpected flight would bring 
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kéhoew és "Apyos KiSos eyyeves 73 mpi, 325 
exIeu perarrowdcar civaier ydpov ; 

BA. ti ys ixvetobar rovd’ aywviorv bear, 
Nevkootepels Exovoa veodpértous Kdddous ; 

XO. ws ph yévopar Suis Aiyvarov yéve. 
BA. morepa Kat’ exOpav, 7) 7d wy Oduis déyers ; 330 
XO. tis 8 dy didovs dvouto rods KeKTyMEevous ; 
BA. obévos pév otras peilov adferar Bporois. 
XO. kai Svotvyotvrwv y' ebpapys daahayy. 
BA. ws obv Tpds tyuas edoeBijs ya Tého ; 
XO. aitovor pi Kies wavolv Aiyiarou radu. 335 
BA. Bapéa ov y cimas, Tédcuor aiper Oar véov. 
XO. adN’ 9 dicen ye Evppdyov trepotarel. 

(back) to Argos a race originally indi- 
genous, causing them to leave their homes 
through dislike of marriage?’ These 
verses are usually very differently ex- 
plained, guyhv being taken for ovyddas, 
and both xéAcew and merarrowtcay as 
intransitive. See Elmsl. on Heracl. 39. 
But wroéw and its compounds are clearly 
active, as Od. xviii. 340, &s eimay éréerat 
derrolgoe ‘yuvaixas. Bacch. 303, orpa- 
tov—dBos Berrolyoe. The analogy of 
the Latin cedlo, percello, shows that «éa- 

Aew is transitive, though vaiy is often 
understood, as sup. 15, and KéAAew Twa 
may not elsewhere occur. 

327. rt gis, &c. ‘ What is it that you 
say you conjure me by these gods to 
grant?’ The Schol. absurdly explains 
bid, rh Aéyets CANAvOevat 

330. mérepa. ‘What is your objec- 
tion? On the ground of personal dislike, 
or legal impediment ?’—7d ph Oduis is 

used as an indeclinable noun, and even 
O¢uis alone seems sometimes to have this 
peculiarity. See Elmsl. ad Oed. Col. 
1191. Stallb. on Plat. Gorg. p. 505, p. 

331. dvorro, The MSS. give d&voiro 
(not wvoiro). The correction of Bois- 
sonade is satisfactory : ‘Why, who would 
object to masters if they were friends?’ 
i.e. we should care little about being 
called 5uwitdes, if we did not entertain a 
personal dislike. Compare évotaComévy 
sup. 10. Hermann thinks ¢iAous was a 
corruption of @:Aoto’, and the latter an 
alteration of @:Ady, and reads tis 8 by 
piray evotro, &c. ‘Sane odimus: quis 
enim amans sibi emat quibus serviendum 

sit?’ But the notion of buying (i.e. with 
a dowry) is here out of place, though not 
without examples, as Herod. v. 6. Virg. 
Georg. i. 31, ‘ Teque sibi generum Tethys 
emat omnibus undis.’ 

332. ‘’Tis by this kind of alliance (i. e. 
intermarriage with relations, inf. 382) 
that families acquire greater influence.’— 
‘True; and when people are in distress, 
it is easy to desert them.’ The chorus 
replies to one acknowledged truth by 
adducing another, which reflects on the 
king’s hesitation to help them; hence 
xal—ye, which Hermann objects to, and 
reads val—ye. The connexion between 
the two verses must be looked for in 
the feeling of the speakers. The king 
appears, by his answer o@évos pév oftw, 
&c. to favour the cause of the male 
cousins. This conviction produces the 
desponding rejoinder, ‘ You mean then 
to desert us because we are the weak 
party, and in distress.’ — eduaphs, ‘a 
matter of indifference.’ The true mean- 
ing of this verse is determined by the 
following, ms ody, &c. ‘how then am 
I to act as you think I ought?’ 

335. wh ’kdes. Porson, Herm., Dind., 
and others read wy *xSovs. Cf. 408. 

536. véov, ‘temere et secus quam par 
est susceptum,’ Herm. So Dr. Words- 
worth had explained it on Theocr. xxiii. 
55. Cf. 993. 

337. tvupaxev. ‘Those who fight on 
her side.’ Cf. 390. Others understand, 
‘those who fight on our side.’ But the next 
verse seems to justify the former; ‘yes, 
if she took part in the matter from the first,’ 

F 
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BA. 
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eitep y’ dar apyfs Teayudrwv Kowwvos HV. 
aidod od mpvpvay todeos GS EoTempevyr. 

£ Fd ad oO £5 , 7 Téppika hevoowv TAG0 Edpas KaTAcKLOUS. 
Bapus ye wévtor Zyvds “Ikeciov Kotos. 

TIahatyOovos téxos, KNvGi wou 

340 

oTp. &. 

mpoppovt Kapdia, Ilehacyav avae 

ide pe Tav ixérw puydda Trepidpomor, 
huKodiwxtov as Sapahw dy éTpats 345 

ed -, - 

HrUuBarors, Ww AKG Tiovvos MeUvKE 
d¢palovoa Bornpt wdxGovs. 

BA. 6p® KAdSo.ct veodpdrrois KaTaoKLOV 

vevov? outtov TVS ayaviav Oedv. 
» > 4 n n> 9 Z a ein © dvatov mpaypa ToT aoTokévav" $50 
° > 27 > 0 , aN pnd &€ dédrtav KampopnOytev mode 

velKos yernTau TOY yap ov Setrat TONS. 
XO. tooto Ont avatov dvyav 

9 , 
QVT. a. 

ixeoia Ouus Avds Kdapiov. 

i. e. if the wrong has been wholly on one 
side throughout the entire business. The 
king implies that possibly the claim of 
the men may be just: see inf. 381—5. 
The Schol. mistook #y for the first per- 

son.—kowwrds Rob. for xowds of the 
MSS. 

339. mpipvay mércos. ‘ Gubernatores 
urbis deos dicit ramis Supplicum ornatos,’ 
Herm. The dyévior Geol are meant, sup. 
185, 238. At the same time there seems 
to be an allusion to the custom of crown- 
ing the sterns of ships, as Virg. Georg. i. 
304, ‘ puppibus et laeti nautae imposuere 
coronas.’ For the conduct of a state is 
compared to a ship’s helm, Theb. 2. 

345. Avkodlwxrov. This is Hermann’s 
certain correction of Aevxddicrov. The 
Schol. on 347 has 7G éauris Borip: on- 
palvovoa Tods Siwypovs. 

346. GAx@ micvvos, ‘ relying on its 
strength,’ i.e. security. Cf. dAKf memo:- 
@as Cho. 229. 

349. vebov®, This correction of Bam- 
berger’s has been admitted by Dind. and 
Hermann, the latter of whom also reads 
vév8, as sup. 185. ‘I perceive that the 
gods assent to your petition,’ i.e. I see 
by the suppliant boughs which cover them 
that they cannot refuse the appeal. The 
MSS. give véov 6’, which can only be ex- 

plained of the youthful company seated 
before, or belonging to, the gods; the 
chief objection to which lies in the par- 
ticle tre. See inf. 635. 

350. aorotévwy. Photius: dordéevos 
6 ex mpoydvey wey aoTa@v, adtds bE Lévos 
kal dvavedoews Seduevos. Pollus, iii. 60, 
with this passage in view, explains 6 pécet 
bev Gords, Sdin Se Eévos, ws Aavads *Ap- 
yelots, dard “lots THs "Apyelas exwv Td 
yévos. Hesych. dordtevor of yever wiv 
mpoonkovTes, éml d& yas dAAodamis “ye- 
yovdres. 

351. & déArtov. Eur. Frag. Oedip. 
Ky. €k Tay déAmTwy 7 xapis mel(wy Bpo- 
tots gaveion. See Lobeck ad Ajac. p. 
331. The use of the subjunctive must 
not be confounded with the optative: 
By ‘yévntrot properly is, ‘care must be 
taken Jest,’ &c., and hence it has very 
nearly the value of an imperative, «1 

yevérOw. It is the same construction in 
fact as wh worhons, ne feceris, but is less 
common with the third person. See inf. 
394. Ag. 332. 130. Herod. vii. 204. 
Stallb. ad Plat. Phaed. p. 115, c. Hee. 
548, wh Tis &nrat xpods Topod. 

353. trav &varov MSS., but avarov is 
repeated from 350 by 87a (sup. 204), 
i.e. Sore elvar dvatoy TéAct. 

354, Ads KAaptov. Schol. ravra wact 
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TOTiTpOTaLov aiddpevos ov TevEL 
* * * * € t 

iepoddxa. 

eav Mijas’ aa’ av8pds dyvod. 
BA. ovrou KdOnobe Sopdrav épéorio 

> lat ss > > euav. To Kowov & ei paiverar dds, 360 
wn ww 

Evvp ehéoOw hads exroveiy dn. 
2 AN ° ad > , x» € , , €y@ 0 av ov Kpaivo.’ brdaxerw tapos, 
> Lal 

adotots b€ Tat TOVOE KOWdCUS Tépu. 
XO. - 

ov Tou 7ddus, od dé 7d Sypnor, 
TpvTavis akpitos av, 

orp. B: 
365 

Kpatvers Bayov éxtiay yOoves 
povoldo.or vevpaow ober, 

povookymtpoucs 8 év Opdvous ypéos 
may emipaivers: ayos puldaaov. 

KAnpotyros Kad xpalyovros. Pausan. viii. 
53, 7d 5& xwplov 7d SWyrdv, e¢” of Kad of 
Baopol Teyedrats cioly of moAAol, Kadrcirat 
bev Aids KAaplov' d7Aa 5é ds eyévero Fj 
érlkAnois TG Oe Tod KAhpov Tay Taldwv 
évexa t&v ’Apxddos.—Oeus, ‘the retri- 
butive justice.’ So Zewtov Aids Bbéus 
Pind. Nem. xi. 9. 

355. yepatéppwv. So Dind. and Herm. 
from G. Burges. The MSS. have yepa- 
gpévev, Mr. Conington observes that 
yepapoppovay would better satisfy the 
metre and involve less change of the text. 
The antithesis is the same Cho. 163, ras 
oiy TaAaia Tapd vewrépas wddw; In the 
next verse wevet is Hermann’s restoration 
for oévrep, from the Schol. ob rrwxevoets. 
There are some words lost, which might 
be thus supplied by conjecture, ipodd- 
Kotor Bwpots bov ei yevorro, &c. ‘If you 
show mercy to a suppliant you shall never 
want, provided the gods receive gifts from 
a holy man.’ 

360. éuay, ‘my own private hearth.’ 
See Thucyd. i. 136. Od. vii. 153.— 
pualverat, cf. inf. 467. 613. 

362. mdpos. This is but a conjecture, 
though a certain one, in ed. Rob. The 
MSS. give wapdxpos or map’ &xpos. Pro- 
bably za was written as a correction over 
ax in a false reading &pos. 

363. aorots — tavde. The MSS. have 
aotay — roicde. Hermann attributes 
the correction to Scaliger. The same 

interchange of terminations occurred in 
mdrowov airtas for wdraos aitlay sup. 
225. 

364. ob Tor wéAts, H.7.A. ‘You are 
the city, you alone the public, being 
irresponsible lord over all causes both 
civil and religious.’ To enlist the sym- 
pathies of an Athenian audience with the 
conduct of the Argive king, the poet re- 
presents him as deprecating absolute 
monarchy, and upholding constitutional 
rights, much as Euripides deals with the 
character of Theseus in his Suppliants. 
That this was really the early form of go- 
vernment in the Greek states appears from 
Thue. i. 13, mpdrepov 5& foav én) pytots 
yépact marpixal BactActa. Compare inf. 
392. The word pitas, a synonym of 
Baotdets, Prom. 176, (Dissen ad Pind. 
Nem. xi. 3,) seems connected in its ety- 
mology (mpd) with the simple notion of 
precedence. In ancient times the office of 
high priest was associated with that of 
king, as in later times the Roman Em- 
perors called themselves ‘ Pontifex Maxi- 
mus,’ and as the ‘ Rex Sacrificus’ held 
certain functions which were purely re- 
ligious. The word however is here used 
with especial reference to the sacred fire 
(éorla) preserved in the Greek Mpuraveia, 
—a Pelasgic rite connected with Persian 
fire-worship. See Miiller, Dor. ii. pp. 73, 
141. Arnold on Thue. ii. 15. 

F 2 
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370 

tw 8 apyyew ovK €xo Bra Bys & aTep’ 

ove av 76d ebpov, TA08 aripaoal Mirds: 

dpnxavd dé cai pdBos p’ exer ppevas 
Spacat re 1) Spacat te, Kai TUYND Edelv. 

XO. tov wpdbev Kody ErioKdTEL, 
dvhaxa trohuTévev 

dvr. B. 
375 

a a tal , , Bpotar, ot rots 7éXas Tpoorjpmevou 
Sikas ov Tvyydvovow evydopov. 
péever Tor Zyvos ‘Inraiov Kdtos 

, 3 , x 
Svotapdbehkros Tabdvtos olKTots. 

el TOL KpaTovat matdes Aiyvrrouv oéBev BA. 

380 

vopnw Toews, PdoKovTEs eyyvTaTa yEévous 
> aS A Ss > a bd 
evar, Tis Gv ToLad avTiaOyvas Gédor ; 

A , Ca ‘ fd Me ” 6. 

det Tol oe hevyew Kata vowous Tovs olKolev 
€ > + A 2QX > ON a 
@WS OUK exXovot KuUpos ovoev ape aoouv. 

370. Tots euors. 
read Tots éuol. 

379. ‘Ixralov. Herm. reads ixtiov with 
Dindorf, a form not elsewhere found. 
The middle syllable may have been pro- 
nounced short, as in detAaios, yepatds. 
See Eum. 907. Monk ad Hippol. 
170. 

380. dvomapddeAktos. So Schiitz and 
Hermann for & SvorapOéAnras. 
tots Ophvos Tay wacxdyvTwy cuppaxel 6 
tod Aids xdAos. Hence the nominative 
seems more probable than the dative, 
though the latter may be rendered ‘to 
those who are not easily softened by the 
complaints of the sufferer.’ The tran- 
scribers would probably have altered it to 
suit o%eros. But as this introduced two 
terminations in —o1s, some one who per- 

ceived that the words ought not to agree 
wrote » in the margin for dvorapGéAKTe, 
instead of which the next transcriber gave 
& SvorapbéAcros. There is another 
reading, recorded also by the Schol., duc- 
map0evytos, N and A, H and K, being 
sometimes confused. See inf. 775. So 
in 1040 we find a6éAnrov for &eAKrov. 
The anger of Zevs- ‘Ixéotos was especially 
dreaded by the Greeks. See 473. Pau- 
sanias viii. 25, 1, calls it whvywa dmapal- 
TyTov, and quotes an oracle of Dodona, 

Perhaps we should 

Schol. - 

385 

BAS ixéras adiuceiv: ixéras 8 fepolt re kad 
ayvol. 

382. wéAews. The king here professes 
his respect for the laws of other states, 
and his unwillingness to interfere with 
the local tribunals. See on this passage 
Miller, Dor. ii. p. 209. There was an 
Attic law that heiresses (émfxAnpor) should 
be bound to marry the next of kin, and 
not have the liberty of choosing for them- 
selves. This allusion to Athenian cus- 
toms explains 332 sup. —éyyirara yévous. 
Compare Isaeus, p. 257, Tpoohicoy eivat 
abrais meTa TOY XpNnUdToV TO eyyirara 
yévous cuvoixety. Ar. Av. 1665, Tots 
eyyuTatw yévous peteivar TAY XpnudTov. 
See Stallb. ad Plat. Lachet. p. 187, fin. 

Apol. p. 30, B, who remarks that the 
Attics said either eyyurdre Twi yévous or 
eyyurdte Twes yévet, but not éyyuTdrw 
tw) yéver, as we might rather have ex- 
pected, 

384. pebyew — és. ‘To urge in your 
defence that,’ &c. So Xen. Hellen. I. iii. 
19, Saawhiievos Oavdrov amépuyey bre od 
mpodoln thv wéAw. So also defendere, 
Cic. in Pis. x. 5, ‘Si triumphum non 
cupiebas, cujus tandem rei te cupiditate 
arsisse defendes?’ Tac. Ann. xiii. 43, 
‘Tle nihil ex his sponte susceptum, sed 
principi paruisse defendebat.’ 
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oTp. y’. 

Kpatecw apré&vav. vractpov S€ Tot 
ENXap dpilopar ydpov Sicdpovos 

duyd. Eppayov & Eddpevos Sixav kpive oéBas Td Tpds 
Jeav. 

BA. 

390 
" * 

OUK EUKPLTOV TO KpiLar pu  atpod KpiTHv. 
> \ N \ » 
etrov S€ Kal mpiv, ob avev Sipov Tade 

, 24 in 
mpagay’ av, ovd€ ep KpaTav: Kal punjmore 

” ‘ »” th ‘\ 

evmn ews, Eb Tov TL py ToOLov TUYN, 
€rHdvbas TYLav ama@decas TOW. 

XO. apdorépovs ‘Opainerv tad’ emiokomet 
395 

avt. v’. 
x ¢ ~ .¢ > # Zevs ETEpoppeTys, vewav eikdTws 

+ XN a GdiKa Mev Kakots, dora & evydpors. 

386. wh tl wor’ ody. Inf. 422, whrs 
tans. Eur. Ion 719, Ate mor’ cis euav 
méaw tot’ 6 wats. Orest. 1147, wh yap 
ody (env ért. Perhaps however we should 
read whroré vuy, as Tt and 7, ody and viv, 
are often confused. See inf. 756. 

387. tracrpoy wijxap dpiCoua. ‘1 
make the stars the sole limit to my ex- 
pedient for escaping from the marriage by 
flight,’ i. e. I do not propose to fly only 
into this or that country, but as far as the 
canopy of heaven extends, till I shall 
have got clear away from a marriage that 
is odious to me. This seems to have 
been a proverb. Hesych. &orpois onuet- 
otcba pmarpay ddbv ral ephuny BadiCew- 
H 8& perapopa ard Tay wAcdyTwy. Schol. 
of wanpay dddv pedyortes 5° BoTpwv on- 
palverOar @reyov. Oecd. Tyr. 795, thy 
Kopwlav tortpois To Aowrdv éxmeTpov- 
pevos xOdva epevyov. Lucian, Icarome- 
nipp. init. elra, dyads, nabdrep o: boi- 
vikes dotpois érexpalpov Thy a&modnuiar ; 
Strabo, xvii. 1, mpdrepov wey ody évurto- 
mépovy mpos Ta kaotpa BAémovTes of Kauny- 
A€umopot, Kabdmep of mA€ovTes Hdevoy. 

390. xpive, i.e. mpéxpwe. ‘ Prefer that 
which is righteous in the sight of the 
gods.’ Cf. mpds médcews inf. 613. 
mpos yuvainav 525. 

393. kal ufore. .See on 352. Canter 
read yh kal wore. Hermann, with J. 
Wordsworth, kod whore. (On xal and 
kod confused see on 291.) The vulgate, 
however, may very well stand. It is 
likely that the poet had in view I. xxii. 
106, whworé tis efmnot Kaxdrepos %AAos 

Td: 

éueio, “Extwp ide Binds mOhoas bArece 
Aaov. 

394. réxn. The MSS. have tux 67 or 
—6y. This arose from the o written over 

tToxne (i.e. TUXoL) being corrupted to 6. 
But the subjunctive is just as good (cf. 
et kpavéy sup. 86), and perhaps better, 
because the Greeks were fond of assimi- 
lating the tenses and moods of two verbs 
closely connected.— wu Totov, i. e. Erepor, 
‘adverse.’ A common, yet remarkable 

euphemism. Thue. vii. 14, #y Te wh Suotov 
éxBf. Hesych. roto: obrws &yabdv. Soph. 
Phil. 503, wadciy wey eb, wabeiv 5& Oirepa. 
Compare Pers. 225. Hence &AAws, frus- 
tra. 

396. dugorépovs. Herm. reads augoré- 
pois with Schiitz, which is probable (cf. 
468), but not necessary, for rade is some- 
times used for ‘ thus,’ or ‘in this matter.’ 
Iph. Taur. 299, Soxav *Epwis Ccds apd- 
veoOa Tdde. Frag. Aesch. 129, ra” odx 
ta BAAwy, GAAG Tols abt&y wrepots GAL- 
oxdpeoa. Soph. Phil. 1116, rétpos ge 
Sadvev Ta 2rxe. Cf. Prom. 283. Pers. 
118, 161, where mpds or 5: may be sup- 
plied as xard& in the above.—‘Opatiuwy 
Zebs, i.e. dudymios. Cf. Slien ‘Ouatuwy 
Theb. 410.—érepopper}s, ‘inclining to 
this side or that, as may happen,’ i. e. im- 
partial. Theognis, 157, Zebs ydp To: 7d 
TdAayToy emippémet YAAOTE BAAW. 

397. véuwy &dica. Not that Zeus 
awards injustice, but that he awards an 
equivalent for each man’s deeds, kax& 
Katots, dyad eyabots. This way of speak- 
ing is not without examples. Theogn. 
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fal \ 

ti TOvd e& icov peTopevwy peTadyets TO 

ep&au ; 

BA. Set ror Babelas ppovridos owrypiov, 
Sienv KokupByTHpos és Buddv pode 
SedopKds dppa, yd 
2 »” lal lal \ aN 

OTWS “ZLVATA TAVTA TPoTa EV 770 El, 

avroict O Hpiv éxredevTHoEL KadOs, 
xal pnTe Onpis potov épdrberat, 
pyr év Oedv ESparow OS idpupevas 
€xddvres pas Tov TavedeOpov Dedv 
Bapwv Evvouxov Onooper® °Adacropa, 

ds 0vS év "Aidov Tov Oavov7’ édevOepoi. 

AIZXYTAOYL 

Sikawov 
400 

dyav @vaevor, 

405 

410 

pov ov Soxel Sev dpovridos cwrypiov ; 

746, Sixatos doy wh Ta Sinaia 746n. Cho. 
916, éxaves du ob xpiv, kal Td wh xXpeov 
wd0e. Orest. 647, aduca: AaBeiy xph w 
dvr) Todd Tod Kaxod Hducdv Tt Tapa gov. 

400. ferouévwy. Hermann calls atten- 
tion to the middle use of the-verb. Why 
should it not be passive? For férw is 
clearly transitive. Cf. Ag. 241. Eum. 
848, and Theognis, quoted on 396, sup. 
—wperaryeiv, he rightly observes, is pro- 
perly ‘to grieve after any thing,’ i.e. to 
regret or repent, as peTaorévouat ody 
&Ayos Med. 996. So perayvods sup. 
102, and weraxAdoua: Hec. 214. The 
meaning is, that as the merits of the case 
are equally balanced by impartial Zeus, 
there will be no cause to repent of having 
acted rightly. 

401. The construction is the same as 
in Ag. 334, Se? ppovridos (bore) Supa 
Mode cis Buddy (TaV TpayudTwr).— 
deSopxds, alluding to divers, who keep 
their eyes open under water to see 
sponges, oysters, &c. See Il. xvi. 747. 

—¢vepévov, ‘giddy,’ or, as is vulgarly 
said, ‘muddled.’ The form occurs Bacch. 
687. 

404. mpéra wév. It is not very clear 
whether péy is answered by re in the 
next verse, or by xa) in 406, in which 
latter case the stop should be removed 
after réAe:. The former construction is 
not without examples. Cho. 962, ceuvol 
bey Hoay ev Opdvos 7d0 evar, blror Te 
kat viv. Hippol. 996, éerloraya yap 
mpara piv Ocovs véBew, pldaos Te xpi- 
Oat. 

406. fuotwy épdiera. ‘ Lay hands on 
you as booty.’ In a quarrel, d7pis, each 
party endeavours to make a reprisal on 
the other, and carry off what he can as a 
fair and lawful prize. See on these words 
sup. 309. Oeced. Col. 858, ral wei(ov apa 
piowy rérc Taxa Ohoers’ epdpomar ‘yap 
ov tatrav pdvav. From perdu, to 
drag off for oneself, came fvotoy, any 
thing forcibly carried away, as. cattle in 
a foray. See Il. xi. 671, seqq. Od. xxi. 
16, seqq. As stolen cattle have to be 
surrendered, or a pledge given for their 
return, fvoiov came to mean ‘ pignus,’ 
and fvoid(w ‘to distrain,’ or take an 
equivalent by force. Inf. 418, puotacdei- 
cay. Jon 523, Gpoma Kod puoid(w, Tac 
® ecbploxw laa. Cf. frag. 251, éppu- 
olagov. Lastly, piovoy ticat, Solon. frag. 
19, Philoct. 960, is ‘to pay back what 
you have taken,’ and so ‘to redeem your 
pledge.’ In Ag. 518, fuctov auapreiy is 
‘to lose,’ i.e. to be obliged to give up, 
‘the prize,’ or booty already obtained. 

409. OnodueoOa Edvotkoy, i. e. bring an 
enduring curse on the country from the 
anger of Zebs ixéowos. Cf. 263,613. Oecd. 
Col. 788, xépas dAdorwp obpds évvatwy del. 

All. pay od Soxe7. Hermann calls this 
‘ineptissimum,’ and reads wav go. Sone. 
As way is the same as the Latin num, 

this would mean, ‘surely you cannot 
think,’ or ‘perhaps you think there is 
need,’ &c. whereas the sense should be, 
‘surely you cannot think there is xo need,’ 
i. e. wav ob Soxe?, The poet might have 
said either of oo: Sone? or ap’ ov Soxel, 
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XO. Ppovtiroy, Kat yevod OTp. a. 
Taveikas edoeBis mpdeevos: 

+ ff QA nw Tay puydda p%) pods, 
tav exabev éxBodats 415 
dvobdors dppevav" 
pnd tdns pw e& ébpav QUT. Oe 

Tohvléwy puovacbetoar, @ 

wav Kpatos exwv xOovds. 
lal + 9 Es A 

yvat & wBpw dvépwr, 420 
N , ; , 

kal pvdatar KOTOV. 
, Fant 54 © ra = ~ - 

pate ThyS Tay ikérw eiodely otp. 6’. 
5-8, , 4 , 3 2 
amd Bperéwv Bia Sixas dyouevay 

immnoov apTvKor, 425 

Tohupitav témiwv 7 émdraBas enor. 
»” XX & , \ , bd la 

tof yap, tarot TA8e Kal Sdmors, avr. B’. 

orétep av Ktions, wever Sopt tive 
© 7 , 

Gpouiay Oguw. 430 

Tade ppdoat Sikaa Aber Kparn. 

BA. kat 8) réppacpar dedpo 8 é€oxédNerau 
x bak Xx ha / 7 4 
] Towcw 7H Tots 7éEwov atperbar peyav 

just as a Roman might say nonne videtur 
or numquid non videtur. Cf. Oed. Col. 
1729, nav obx dpas; 

416. dpyévav. Thus Pauw for dpopévav 
or épwuevay. The same variations occur 
Ag. 1378. 

417. 15s, wepitins.—morvdewy, cf. 218. 
421. kérov. Schol. rov rod Aids. Cf. 

380, 610. 

422. whri TARS Tay, &c. The Med. 
has phti 7 daloray, by the slight change 
of Ato A. 

425. durbiwv. There is a play on the 
double sense of gumvt, which meant the 
frontal of a horse’s bridle (@usrverhp Theb. 
456), and also a golden ornament worn 
on the forehead of women, Il. xxii. 469. 
Theocr. i. 33, GoxnT& wéwAw Te Kal du- 
mut. Theb. 315, ras 5& Kexepwuevas 
Gyeobar inmnddy mAoKdpwv. 

429. Sop) rivew: Thus Hermann after 
Boissonade. The MSS. give dpemrivew 
or —7elvetv, o having been corrupted, as 
it constantly is, to ¢, and transposed. 
Dindorf edits “Ape: «rivet, as I had done 

in ed. 2, from Seidler. But I was then 
hardly aware of the extreme accuracy 
with which the antistrophic metres of Aes- 
chylus correspond, syllable for syllable, 
not merely foot for foot. Construe, Tdde 
pwéver Taio), Tivew, &c. i. e. ‘whether you 
oppose the gods or the sons of Aegyptus, 
you must abide by the consequences.’— 
duottay for éuolay is due to Klausen, who 
has thus restored one of the many Ho- 
meric forms in this play. 

431. xpdrn, imperia, ‘commands.’ So 
Cho. 1, natp@’ eronredwy xpdtn. Antig. 
60, i vduov Bia Wipov tupdvvwy i) Kpdrn 
mapétmev. Sup. 387, xpdrecw dpoévwr. 

432. étoxéAderat, ‘is stranded.’ Schol. 
ottws dmoBalver. The later Scholiast on 
Prom. 190 observes: xéAcat xuplws rd 
Thy vady mpocopploa tii edyardhve Kab 
ebapméve témw. eboretrat 5 7d Thy vaby 
exBanOjqvar in’ dveéuov ew Tod Ameévos. 
In this sense it occurs Ag. 649, ph’ 
etoxetAat mpos xparalrewy xOdva. 

433. totow 4 ois. Cf. 352, 1031. 
Schol. 4 rots Geots } Tots Alyumriddaus. 
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a /, mao’ ot avayKn, kal yeyoupatar oKddos 
iy # 

oTpéBraior vavTikaiow ws TpoonyLEvoV. 435 

dvev S€ luans ovdapov KaTaaTpody. 
Kal ypyjpacw per, éx dduov topfoupevev, 

, 

yeour av adda, Krynotov Ads yapu, 

arns Te peilo kat péey’ eumdjoar yepos. 
\ n , XA , 

KQL yoooa Tofevoaca PY TO KaLpLa, 440 

adyewa Ovupod Kdpta KwyTypLa, 
yevouto pbOov mvOos av Deh«ryptos. 
otras 8 Gpamov atwa pr) yevyoerat, 
ns , \ a , 

det KapTa Qvew KQL TTEO ELV XPNATHpPLa 

Beotot moddots TONG, THMOVAS aKN. 415 

 Kapta veiKous TOVO éya Tapoiyopat 

434. yeydu~wrat. ‘It is nailed fast, 
like a ship’s hull set in the stocks.’ Cf. 
922. The exact meaning of orpéBAa is 
unknown. Hesych. orpéBaAat vavTinat 
7a tiAa Tov vedy ev ois diacpnvodyTat 
yougotpevar. It would seem to mean 
some device for keeping the planks or 
ribs of vessels in their proper places while 
they are being pegged down, as is prac- 
tised in modern ship-building. Hermann 
objects to mpoonyuévov (mpoodyw), and 
reads with Scaliger mpoonpyévov. Had 
this latter been found in all the MSS., 
it would probably have been altered to 
mpoonypéevov by the same critics. 

437. xphuaow. There is another read- 

ing preserved by the Schol., xpnudrwr, 
which Dindorf adopts. If Aeschylus wrote 
xphuaciv, it was from a dislike to the 
similarity of termination in three words 
of the verse. It is easy to supply airay, 
ie. xpnudtwy, to mopOounévwy. Cf. Ag. 
938. Eum. 742. Sup. 115. Prom. 880. 
Theb. 263. Hermann reads ral Sdéuaow 
bev xpnudtwy mopPoupévwy, because ‘ ex- 
pugnata domo non opibus, quae jam 
nullae sunt, aliae possunt accedere, sed 
domui, quae spoliata opibus est.’ But 
this is a hypercritical objection. We may 
understand &AAa xphuara yévor’ dy em) 
Xphuacty or dvt) xpnudtwy. If any cor- 
rection is required, mopOovmevois is the 
most probable. The next verse seems to 
belong to this place, though in the MSS. 
it stands after &rns te pel(w, which is 
thus read: &rny ye mel(w (or uelCwr) rad 
hey eumrhoas yduov. The attempt of 

the Scholiast to explain it is futile: rod 
Aids eumymaGyros Kal yeulCovros arns 
tov yéuov, which shows that he read 
yeulfov. But there can be little or no 
doubt of a&rns re pel(w, ‘ greater than the 
loss.” For yéuov I have given yéuos, 
from Ag. 1192, i.e. Bore Kal éumAjoat. 

Hermann has xawdy éuwafoa youov. On , 
Zebs Krfhaows see Ag. 978, 1005. 

440. rotevcaca. The nominative abso- 
lute, not unusual in Aeschylus. See Eum. 
95. Cho. 511. The following line comes 
after yévorro, &c. in the MSS., and Her- 
mann, observing ‘duplex facta est com- 
paratio, utraque tribus versibus, utraque 
consimili ordine et forma sententiarum,’ 

ingeniously reads pw} dayety & Otpou, i.e. 
dove wh. The general sentiment is this: 
‘The loss of property may be repaired, 
the injuries inflicted by the tongue may 
be amended; but the blood of relations 
once shed, there is neither remedy nor 
atonement.’ Compare Ag. 978. Eum. 
G15. Eur. Suppl. 775, udvoy Bporois ovk 
gore Tavddwn’ dvadrwOiy AaBeiv, puxhv 
Bpotelav xpnudtwr 8 eiolv mépo. 

446. mapotxouat. ‘I pass by, I decline, 
this quarrel.’ After much hesitation the 
king thus delivers his present decision. 
His view of the matter is given in the 
next couplet ; and then the chorus replies, 
‘hear what I had resolved on in the event 
of my petition being refused.’ Hermann 
says, this reply is too abrupt; and he 
alters and transfers to the chorus v. 446, 
thus: # Kdpr’ dvoiros Tavs eye mapol- 
Xouat, ‘Assuredly I am undone without 
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Béhw & audpus waddov } codds KaKdv 
elvan. yévouto 8 eb Tapa yudpny eunv. 

XO. woddhGv dkovaor Téppar’ aidoiwy doywv. 
BA. yKkovoa, Kal héyous av ov pe hevéerar. 450 
XO. €xw otpddovs Covas Te, cvAdaBas wérhwv. 

BA. Tiyn yuvaiKov TadTa ovuTpeTn TedEL. 
XO. &k tavde Toivur, tof, wnyary Kady— 
BA. é€or- ti’ aidiy rHvde ynpvbeio’ écret ; 
XO. el py Te MoTbv TOO WroaTHCELs OTOAW— 455 
BA. ti cou Tepaiver enxary cvlopartav ; 

XO. véos trivaks Bpérea koopnoa TdAde. 
BA. aivuypatades tovtos: a\N amhds dpacov. 
XO. ék Tav8 oTrws TayLoT dmdyEacbar Gear. 

BA. yKovoea pactikTypa Kapdias éyov. 

pity from him.’ He also denies that 
velkous mapotxea Oa is explicable, aud reads 
in Med. 995, dtorave polpas, bcov mapol- 
xet. It is true that the word properly 
means ‘to be past and gone,’ as Ag. 550, 
or as inf. 718, ‘to be undone;’ but we 
have the similar phrases efce:y or mapa- 
xwpety 6500 very frequently, so that we 
may fairly accept the scholium éxrdbs éc0- 
pat TOU velxous. 

447. &idpis waAAov } godds. Though 
I foresee evil, I hope I may prove wrong 
in my boding. 

449. répuat’ aidolwy Adywr. The sense 
seems to be, ‘hear what will be the end 
of all these appeals for mercy, if they are 
rejected.’ See sup. 188. 

450. fxovoa, Kal Aéyos &y. ‘I do 
hear you; speak on.’ Of course the 
aorist must be taken to mean, ‘I have 
prepared myself to listen.’ 

451. arpédpovs. The MSS. give orpd- 
Bous, which Hermann retains without any 
remark. But otpdfos is ‘a whirlwind,’ 
Ag. 640, orpdgos or orpdpior ‘ a boddice,’ 
or sash for the breast, Theb. 865. Ar. 
Thesm. 139, 638, frag. Thesm. ii. 309. 
Catullus has ‘strophio luctantes vincta 
papillas.’ It was used like the Roman 
fascia, and, like it also, sometimes. meant 
‘ swathing-clothes,’ Hom. Hymn. ad Apoll. 
Del. 122.—avaAAaBas wérAwy refers only 
to (évas, and wérAwy cannot be under- 
stood properly, since it was the xiTdv 
only that was gathered round the waist. 
But wérAos, as Miiller has observed, Diss. 

460 

Eum. p. 64, was a general term for the 
tragic dress. He reckons among the 
articles of stage attire ‘very broad em- 
broidered girdles (uacxaArorfpes), sitting 
high on the breast,’ which are perhaps 
the orpépo: here meant. , 

452. tdxn yuvaxdy. ‘These things 
are befitting the condition of women,’ 
i.e. Iam not surprised to hear that you 
wear them. Because the MSS. give 
tbxav or TUX, by a common Doricism 
(see on Prom. 694), Hermann reads tax’ 
by yuvainl —réAot. 

455. broorhoes. So Well., Dind., 
Herm. for iroorhoe. Cf. Ajac. 1091, 
yodpas Sroorhoas copds. 

457. véos mivakt. Schol. xasvots &vabh- 
fact Ta aydAuata Trav bedv KooHhow. 
Aéyer 58 Sri meTewphow euavThy TH ay- 
xovf. The custom of attaching votive 
tablets to statues, ‘genua incerare deo- 
rum,’ is well known. We must infer 

that the statues of the dydyior Aco) were 
of colossal size, or they would not have 
served for executing the threat. 

458. &mAGs. So Dind. Herm. for &AAd 
aés, after Abreschius. For this antithe- 
sis is elsewhere found, as Prom. 611, ov 
dumrcxwy aiviypat, GAN amrAG Adye. 
Anaxilas ap. Athen. xiii p. 558, at Aa- 
Dota’ &rras wey ovdev, GAA’ ey aiveypors 
tistv. Dobree (Adv. i. p. 516) quotes 
the same corruption from Demosth. p. 
1315. 26. 

460. The MSS. give uaxioripa, which 
occurs also in Pers. 694, wh Tt paKirriipa 

G 
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XO. 

BA. 

AIZXYAOY 

Evvfjxas' dppdraca yap capéarepor. 

kal Today ye SvaTdhaoTa Tpdywara, 

Kakav Sé AROS moTapos ds emépxerar. 

dns 8 dBvocov wédayos ob pad’ edrropov 

768’ eo BEBnKa, Kovdapod pny KaKav" 

ei pev yap tpiv py 768 exrpdgw xpéos, 
placp’ ere€as ovy breprofevoytov" 

a 8 ad Suatpous racy Aiyintov obey 
0 ‘\ x rad 8 ‘\ , n& aN 

atabels mpd Texyeav Sia payns Hw TEdovs, 
fal Lae ene ee , N 

TWS ovxKl TAVANO [LO ylryveTau TUKpoV, 470 

dvSpas yuvaixay eivey’ aipdga TéSov ; 

duas 8 dvayen Zyvos aidetobar Korov 

‘Terqpos: tipatos yap év Bpotots poBos. 

od pev, TaTEp yepare THVSE TapHvar, 

pd0ov GAAG atyTouov Aéye. Hesych. 
paxiorhp: BéAos. There is a gloss in the 
Med. pariotijpa: idv. Hesychius pro- 
bably took it from this place; for in the 
Persae it clearly bears the sense of sfjkos. 
Compare the Doric form Mdkioros, Ag. 
280. The conjecture of Auratus, waotuc- 
Tiipa, containing as it does the very same 
letters with the addition of 7, seems to 

be a safer reading, and has been admitted 
by Dindorf. Compare pacrixrwp, Eum. 
154. Hermann gives daxviorjpa, be- 
cause the Schol. explains kapdlas Snx- 
tixdv. It appears to me that the Schol. 
is too sparing of his comments on this 
play to have made so needless a re- 
mark, had he read Saxvioriipa. 

462. The MSS. insert why or wey be- 
fore moAAax7, but add ye. From not 
knowing the latter fact, I formerly edited 
nal moAAaxh wév. But wév was probably 
added in the margin to suit de in the 
next verse. See on 927. 

465. éoBéBynxa. So Schiitz for écé- 
Anka. 

467. pwlacua. The pollution of the 
holy images by the suicide of the maidens. 
It is this argument which makes the king 
relent at last, and reconsider his decision. 
If compassion is the real motive, the plea 
is religious fear (472); and the responsi- 
bility of undertaking the dangerous cause 
is shifted from himself to the people. 
‘Go,’ says the king to Danaus, ‘and ap- 
peal to the citizens. Show them your 
suppliant boughs before the public tem- 

ples, and secure their sympathy. The 
final decision must be given in the as- 
sembly (512); at present I can only act 
as mpdtevos (485), the supporter and 
patron of your cause, not as supreme 
arbiter.” 

468. duafuos. The Med. and others 
give duatwous. See 396. 

470. ravdAwpa. See Ag. 553. The 
article is used as Iph. Taur. J001, 7d 
xvBSbvevpa ylyvetat kaddv.—elvex’ I have 
given for the vulg. ofvex’. See on 184. 

473. éBos. Schol. 6 rovrov poBos 
péyas eotw év Bporots. ‘There is no- 

thing men so much fear as the vengeance 
of the god of suppliants.’ See on 380. 
On foros for wéyioros see Gloss. ad 
Pers. 812, ed. Blomf. 

474. ob wév. He was going to say 
something about the conduct of the 
maidens meanwhile; but this is post- 
poned to v. 499. After this verse Her- 
mann introduces one of his own composi- 
tion, which he supposes to have been lost, 
1 ds tdxicra, THD epnudoas Edpay. 
I still think that the difficult re may be 
explained by the similar passage Cho. 
1033, which is by many needlessly al- 
tered, GAA’ eb 7 expatas, und emCevx Oy 
ordua phn movnpa. For und amoppipbf 
is in effect the same as kal wh dmopphyys. 
The meaning is, ‘let not a word about 
me be dropped.’ Mr. Conington conjec- 
tures éyos, on account of ¢iAatrios, 
which is ingenious and not improbable, 
for Adyos and Wéyos, Aéye and péeyeu, 
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, > Kdddovs Te TovTOUs ali ev dyxdhats haBav 

Bapods én’ addovs Sapdvev éyywpiav 
Bes, ws wor THIS adigews TéKpap 

mdvres Tohtrat, und daroppipOy Ad-yos 
€uou' Kat apyns yap pidairios deds. 

‘\ be a Jee J a # > \ - 

Kat Yap TAX QV TLS OLKTLOAS id@v TOE 480 
A \ > x + dé 

UBpw pev €xOypevey dpoevos aTddov, 
A x ¥” lad 

bu & av ein Shpwos evpwevéorepos" 
ny A 

Tols NOTOTW Yap Tas Tis Evvoias HépeL. 
AA. TOaV TAS Huiy eotiv HEwopeva, 

aidotov eipebévta mpdéevov haPetv. 485 
2 , oe , , > > , 
dmaovas O€ Ppaatopas T éyxwpiav 

a, lal an Edurrepapov, ws av TOV TOMTTOvXYY Hedy 
‘ , B. 4 y Bapovs mpovdous Kat t Touccovyav edpas 

y > , 2 # >» 
evpapev, aopddrea & 7 Ov dorews 
ateixovor popdys 8 ovy 6udoToos Pvors 490 

Neidos yap ovx opovov *Ivdx@ yévos 

are elsewhere confounded, e. g. Cho. 976. 
But pirrew and dmopgirrew Adyor, ‘ te- 
mere loqui,’ are phrases of common oc- 
currence, often with the implied notion 
of impropriety or contempt. See Prom. 
319, 953. Herod. i. 153. vii. 13. viii. 
92; and Adyos ribs means ‘ words about 
a pefson,’ as Adyor Tay mapectdtwy 
naxav, Ion 929. pibos otrwy, Antig. 
ll. Cf. Ajac. 224, 997. Stallb. ad Pro- 
tag. p. 26, B. On @yxdAas AaBdv see 
inf. 641. 

479. yap. ‘Beware,’ says the king, 
‘lest the people should hear that you 
have privately consulted me first, for they 
are fond of blaming their rulers,’ i. e. 
naturally jealous of their constitutional 
rights. 

480. oixricus idev Tdde. ‘ Feeling pity 
for you on seeing these suppliant wreaths.’ 
So Hermann for olxros eiotdav tdde. The 
correction was also made by Mr. Lin- 
wood. The yap seems clearly to refer 
to as {Swot raves, &c. not, as Hermann 
says, to dmoppip0f. He evidently under- 
stood ‘ letnot: my words be thrown away,’ 
which is the common, but certainly less 
correct, explanation, though dézéppurrat 
is so used Eum. 206. 

483. edvolas. The plural occurs Theb. 

445, ’Apréuidos edvolaot. Isocr. Archi- 
dam. p. 129, traits 7 ebvolas pel” huaov 
bvras. 

485. cipebévra. I have at last given up 
the vulgate ev féovra, unable to resist the 
unanimous judgment of later editors in 
favour of Porson’s emendation. Mr. Shil- 
leto on Dem. de Fals. Leg. p. 164 (433, R) 
defends 0 péovra by ToAA@ féovr:, Dem. 
de Cor. p. 272, and Hor. Sat. i. 7, 28, 

‘salso multoque fluenti.’ But, after all 
that may be said, it is a strange thing to 
talk of ‘ getting a patron who flows well,’ 
whether we explain ‘ speaking kindly’ or 
‘offering a safe and favourable course.’ 
We might be tempted to read edpoovyra 
from Pers. 603, drav 8 6 Sdatuwy cdpof, 

“but that dafuey is not so much a per- 
sonification as a synonym of tvx7. Trans- 
late, ‘who has been proved merciful.’ 

486. pdoropas eyxwplwv, i.e. Tay 
eyx. of ppdcovet. Plut. de Mul. Virt., 
ad init. adrol pév erAavavro meph Thy 
xdpav, ppaorhpwy deduevot. 

488. mpovdous. This, as Hermann well 
observes, has reference to ds {wot wares 
modira: in 477. For moAtcoovxwy, which 
is clearly an error of the transcriber from 
the preceding verse, Hermann reads moAv- 
téorous. Ihad conjectured mepiorvaAous. 

G 2 
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tpéhe. pvdatat, yn Opdoos Ten povov. 
A 

Kat 8% didov tis extay’ ayvolas 70. 

BA. oteiyour av, dvdpes ed yap 6 E&vos héyet. 

hrycio0e Bapovs dotixods, Dedv edpas: 495 

kat EvpBdrovow ov modvaTopely XpEdv, 
vavTnv ayovtas TOVvd epéoriov Hear. 

XO. rovrw pev eizas, Kal Teraypévos Kiow. 
ey Se 7Hs SpG ; Tod Opdcos véwers epol ; 

BA. kdddovs pev avTod dete, onpetov Tdvov. 500 

XO. kat 84 ode deitw xeupi Kal Adyous wéBev. 
BA. devpdv car’ ddoos viv émotpépov 765e. 

XO. Kai was BéBndov ddoos av pours pe ; 
BA. ovtou Trepwraev aprayn o° éxddcoper. 
XO. adW ei Spaxdvrav Svadpdvav €yOiocw ; 505 
BA. evdypov ein Tovros ebpynpovpery. 

492. gdvov. So Haupt for é8ov, and command.’ xerpl of course refers to 
which Hermann retains and defends. It 
is true that there is an antithesis, though 
rather an unmeaning one, in the vulgate: 
‘beware lest courage should produce fear,’ 
i.e. lest my boldness in going alone 
should cause a panic among the citizens. 
But the real point to be guarded against 
is clearly contained in the next verse: 
‘There may be slaughter in consequence 
of a mistake.’ The Schol. has wu} dapoy- 
cas pdvos amedOetv poBnOe bad Twos. 
Unless we should read govev6a, this only 
shows that he found @é8orv but could not 
explain it. The two words are perpetu- 
ally confused in the MSS. See Prom. 
363. There does not seem to be much 
weight in Hermann’s objection, that by 
reading pdvov ‘ Argivi ut proni ad caedem 
notarentur.’—On kal 5} see Eum. 854. 

496. tuuBdroow. Schol. rots ovvr- 
tuyxdvovew. Hermann suspects tupBo- 
Aovow, as kvyuBoAe? occurs in this sense 

Theb. 344. The correction is the more 
probable because cuodos seems to have 
had a distinct and technical meaning: see 
on Prom. 495. On the attendants here 
present as supernumeraries on the stage 
see inf. 916. 

499. véwers. Pors., Dind., and others 
read veueis. Schol. avr) rod mapayevo- 
pévns pou 7d Opdoos véwets. It is clear 
that ot has dropped out after rod. 

501. Xeipl kal Adyous. ‘At your beck 

avrav, which is said deanrinds. 

502. Aeupby &Acos. The epithet im- 
plies what is at once level and open; see 
Prom. 377. &Acos involves a similar 
idea; hence it is sometimes used of the 
sea, as inf. 847, Pers. 114, and inf. 552 

of the open plains of Egypt. Strabo well 
remarks (ix. p. 412) of 5& momral &Aon 

Kadovot Ta icp mavra, Kay 7 YAd. The 
king points to an unoccupied part of the 
orchestra near the sacred statues, which 
the chorus in the next verse calls BéBn- 

Aov because it was uninclosed and accessi- 
ble to all. There was a grove sacred to 
Argus not far from Nauplia (Herod. vi. 
76 — 8) which the poet may have had in 
mind. 

504. aprayi co’. The MSS. give 
Gprayes, as sup. 489, dogadclas d& for 
aopdAea 8 7. Porson and the subse- 
quent editors give dpmayais o°, a: and e 
being often confused ; cf. 927. Pers. 533. 
—rtepwtay, cf. 220. So Eur. Bacch. 
257, oxomeiy mrepwrobds Kapmipwy picbods 
exeuv. 

505. @AX’ ei, ‘But what if?’ See 
Cho. 762. Hermann reads @Aa’ 4 with 
Porson. 

506. ebpnuoupévy. Bekk. Anecd. i. p. 
77, evonpetrar akover Kards. evonuos 
is ‘complimentary,’ Dem. de Fals. Leg. 
p. 356. The meaning is, ‘‘ You who have 
been received with fair words ought not 
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BA. 
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BA. 

ovror Tt Oatpa Svodopelty PdBw dpevds. 
ON 2 2 , a 5. a > 3 4 det 8 dvdxrwv éott Seip’ é€aicrov. 
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ov kal héyav evppawe kal tpdcowy ppéva. 
GdN’ ovr Sapdv ypdvoy épnuoce Tarp. 510 

éya S€ haods Evyxahdv éyywptous 
La ‘. b ec x 3 hI cal 

TELOW TO KOLVOV, WS AV EVILEVES TL00, 

‘N \ 8 } , a tal * Ld kai adv Sidéw marépa Tota xpi héyeuw. 
Tpos TaVTA pipe, Kal Deods eyywptous 
Nrais Tapaitov TOV o Epws ExEL TYXELV. 515 
> % XN A cal * # 

eyw be TAVUTA TOPOvVvav ehevoopat 

‘\ + 4 Fa a 

meuOon ) €7OLTO KQL TUXKN TPAKTY LOS. 

XO. 
» 2 7 , 
avaé QVQAKT OY, PaKapov OTp. a. 

KAPTAaTE, Kat TENCwY Ca € aN 

to call your cousins by such ugly names 
as ‘hateful dragons.’ ”’ 

508. avdxrwv. Mr. Linwood suggests 
yevaikav. Hermann, with his usual con- 
fidence, says ‘apertum est poetam avdpr- 
vwv scripsisse. Sunt enim virgines &y- 
apxro: absente patre.’ Schiitz under- 
stands, ‘an excessive fear of majesty 
always possesses inferior minds ;’ which 
implies that #éB8y opevds in the preceding 
verse has reference to the king himself, 
whereas it clearly is meant as an apology 
for their mistrust and harsh language, on 
the plea of fear of their pursuers. The 
sense appears to be, as Scholefield ex- 
plained it, ‘if you are afraid, I am not ; 
for fear becomes not kings.’ This is the 
Homeric sense of égatozos, ‘ unreasonable,’ 
‘improper,’ as Od. iv. 690. xvii. 577. 
The meaning ‘excessive’ appears to be- 
long to a later age. There is a passage 
very similar in sentiment, Oed. Col. 655, 
where Theseus replies to the affrighted 
maidens, Tovwdy ove oxved Kéap. Thus 
the answer of the chorys is quite appro- 
priate: ‘do you, who say you are not 
afraid, assure us not only by words, but 

by your deeds.’ For ppéva. the MSS. give 
gpevl, which was corrected by Heath. In 
the ed. 2, I admitted Bothe’s ¢pevod, but 
I think it safer to return to ¢péva, with 
Hermann, though it is not easy to account 
for the corruption. Compare Orest. 287, 
Tots pev Adyos nippnve, Tois 8 Epyoow 
of.—xal — xa) means, ‘as by saying, so 
by acting.’ Cf. 734. 

510. épnudoe.. Hermann complains 

both of the metre and the omission of the 
pronoun, and reads dapdy o° eEepnudoet. 
But this is a reckless alteration. He 
might with less violence have written 
marpods, ‘you will not be long left alone 
from your father,’ which I strongly sus- 
pect is the true reading. 

511. tvyxadav. The poet had in view 
the ovyxAnto: exxAnota: of the Athenians, 
before which it was the custom to pro- 
duce public suppliants. Thus in Eur. 
Suppl. 354, Theseus says, AaBwy “Adpac- 
tov Sdetypa Tay éuav Adywr, és TAOS 
eZut. There is an allusion to the As- 
sembly also inf. 598 seqq. 

513. ota. This reading is written 
above the vulgate rota in the Paris MS. 
Mr. Shilleto on Dem. de Fals. Leg. p. 
186 (446, R.), conjectured rot? & Cf. 
Prom. 783. 943. But 7 and 7m are else- 

where confused, as sup. 295. inf. 547. 
843. 

516. éAedoouat. This form is rare for 
eZut. and not very common in its proper 
sense, veniet. See Elmsl. on Heracl. 210. 
Trach. 595, 31 tdxovs éAcvoeTat.—mop- 
cuvav for mopoivwy is due to Heath. 
See Elmsl. on Heracl. 799. 

519. rTeAcwy TeAcidtaTov. As Ta TEAN 
or of év réAe are ‘ magistrates,’ or ‘au- 

thorities,’ reAcopédpor, and réAetos is an 
attribute of Zeus as the perfecter and 
accomplisher of prayers (Ag. 946), as 
well as of other gods (see on Theb. 240), 
the two words are here combined, by a 
Grecism which hardly admits of transla- 
tion, and yevéoOw, ‘so be it,’ is as it were 
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TedeloTaTOV KpaTos, OABLE Zed, 520 

mod Te Kai yevér bu 

ddevoov avdpav vBpw eb aTvyjoas, 
hipva & euBare roppupoedet 

Tav pedavolvy arayv. 
TO Tpos YuVvaLK@V émioav, 

Tahaiparov apeTEpov 
yeos didias mpoydvou yuvarKos 

véwoov evppov aivov: 

QVT. a. 525 

yevod Tokupvyatup, epamtop “Iovs: 
r , Z > os > Sias Tou yevos ebydpeP eivar 530 

yas ard TAS EvorKot. 
s 2 > ” Ls yo Tahaov © eis Lyvos peTéoTav otp. B’. 

parépos, avOovepous érwiras, 
Aeyava Bovyidov, evOev “Ia 

yx 2 td otoTpw épefopéva 

the amen to the request which follows. 
Lobeck conjectures yéver o@, but no 
change seems advisable. 

524. peravd(uy arav. Three ideas 
seem combined in this unusual phrase ; 
the black men (inf. 700), the ship bring- 
ing them, and the péAawva &ra (Ag. 745), 
or dark calamity which attended their 
presence. 

525. 7d mpds yuvaikdy. ‘ Favourably 
regarding that which is on the side of us 
women (i. e. the women’s cause), recall 
the pleasing legend of our ancient race 
descended from an ancestress that was 
dear to thee.’ Here véwoov alvoy yévos 
is precisely like xrfoa: Body “Apn inf. 627, 
i. e. atver yévos huétepoy. A well known 
example is Soph. El. 124, rdxeis oluwyay 
"Ayauéuvova, The explanation seems to 
be, that the person is put in apposition to 
the thing as the subject of it, much as in 
Prom. 209, where see the note.—rd mpds 

yuvaixdv forms an antithesis to dvdpav 
UBpw in 522. Compare épw yuvatkay, 634. 
oéBas 7d mpds Gedy, 390. Hermann very 
needlessly reads Tb mpbs yevapxay, con- 
necting 7d with yevos. For the use of 
alvos, ‘a tale,’ ‘a legend,’ cf. Hes. Opp. 
200, viv & alvov Bacidrcio’ epéw. The 
Scholiast is right as to the sense, ava- 
véwoov Thy ohunv Sti cod eopev. 

529. moAuuvhorwp. This explains and 

535 

enforces véwoov. Dind. and Herm. read 
ToAvpviotop, the advantage of which is 
not very apparent, as the quantity of 
UBpww (522) will suit either. Porson cor- 
rected épamrop for eodrrwp. 

530. las. The construction is, ed- 
xdpueba elvar yevos amd Tacde yas, EvoiKor 
Bias yas. Schol. ris Slas Aiydrrou. 
Cf. 4. 552. Hermann prefers the less 
involved order, evxdueba elvar -yévos amd 
Tiode Blas yhs, vorkor avths, which 
makes dia refer to Argolis. See Pers. 
273. But peréoray more naturally suits 
the former, implying transition from one 
to the other. Cf. sup. 41. The diffi- 
culties of metre may fairly be pleaded in 
‘advocating the less obvious meaning. 
Porson read 8” &s, but this does not suit 
the strophe. 

533. érwrds. ‘The watchings,’ i. e.. 
the place where Io was watched by Argus. 

535. épeOouéva. The MSS. reading is 
épecooueva, (Schol. éAavvouévy,) and in 
v. 544 Avyidh te yiada. As one of these 
verses must be altered, épeOouéva is per- 
haps better than the other alternative 
which I before proposed, and Hermann 
has adopted from his own conjecture, 
Avdid 7 by yoara. For épé0w, epebiCw, 
épeOiouds, are peculiarly applied to. the 
teasing and tickling of insects. So 
Theocr. v. 111, ofrw xipets Ohy épedlCere 
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pevyet duaptivoos, 
Toda, Bpotav SiaperBoueva 

dora. diy4 8 avrizopov 
a > »” PS) t4 , s e 4 

YALav EV ALOE. OvaTEUVoVG'A TOpOY KUpaTiap opiler 540 
ia - , 3 ” 

LATTTEL Kao-LO0S ou QAlLas avr. B’. 
pnroBérov Spvyias Siapraé 
mepa d€ TedOpavtos dary Mucay 

Avbia Te yoaha 
Kat dv dpav Kidicwr 515 

Tlappvdwv te Svopvupéva 
Ta.p ToTAapovs aevdous, 

kat Babimdovrov xOdva, Kat tas ’AdpoSitas modv- 
TUpOV atav. 

Suidas: pbof vid 
tis épeOlCovea Tas Bods. Another gram- 
marian has oferpos: épe@iouds. The verse 
is a dochmiac of resolved syllables. 

540. 5:x% dpe. Literally, disterminat, 
‘separates the opposite continents (i. e. 
leaves them apart) by crossing the Bos- 
porus.’ Cf. Prom. 752. But d:x7 may 
perhaps allude to her double or twice 
made journey from Europe into Asia.— 
év aioa, ‘by destiny,’ év eiwapuévy Schol. 

ToS KoAauMeUTAS. 

Cf. Herod. ii. 111, xuparins 6 worapds 
éyévero. 

541. xdolSo0s. The MSS. give Bactdos, 
and the corruption must be ancient, for 
the Schol. remarks Acie: 6 nal. The 
editors follow Turn. in reading 8’ ’Acidos. 
But [ think «aécfSos is more likely to be 
right, for « and 6 are constantly confused. 
So 4 Bad and 4 nal v. 75, xaBBas and 
kdkxas inf. 807.  dBpixddois and dxp. 
Ag. 141. xédpn and Bdépn Eum. 824. 
mpoBrhotos and mpoxA. Herod. ix. 75. 
OnBaly and Onxalw ib. ii. 86. BaptBucos 
and xaptSixos Cho. 922. Compare xép- 
yeia in the verse of Sophocles quoted on 
v. 269.—idwre: is intransitive, or rather, 
tars is to be supplied. So pimrew 
Eur. El. 1346, ed. Herm. Cycl. 166. 
Theogn. 176. Badciv Ag. 1143. tévat 
Pers. 472. 

543. TedOpavros tor. Strabo, xii. p. 
571, TevOpavia, ev i TevOpas kal 4 Tod 
Trépov éxtpopy, dvd pécov éo7i Tod Te 
‘EAAnoméytov Kat Ths meph Zimvdoy tad 
Mayynotav. Ib. xiii. p. 615, wemiorevrat 
bri nad 6 TedOpas xad 6 Theos éBact- 

Aevoay Tis Xépas THs wep) Thy TevOpaviay 
nal roy Kdirov. 

545. Spwy. So Herm. from the margin 
of the MS. in the Escurial Library. The 
Med. has dpwy hy a second hand, épav by 
the first. Hermann says that in cho- 
ruses the tragedians use dpéwv, not dpav. 

546. Tlaugtawy re. The MSS. add 
yévn. The spondee is perhaps defensible, 
(see v. 70,) especially in a proper name. 

547. map mwotapyolts. So Robortello by 
conjecture. The MSS. have tay rorayods. 
See on 513. We find mdp even in a se- 
narius, Bum, 220, and the poet may have 
had in view Homer’ s map TwoTamdy KeA- 
dSovra Il. xviii. 576. Hermann reads 
yas, and appears to construe morapobs 
yas Tlauptawy. So inf. 646, 672, yas 
has been corrupted to tas or ros. In the 
Med. & is added after worayol’s. The 
grammarians were very particular about 
these connecting particles, and occasionally 
(Prom. 429, Theb. 696) intruded them 
even against the metre. The Scholiast 
sometimes remarks Acime: 6 kal, e. g. in 
yv. 541, and again 570. The rivers and 

the ‘rich land’ here meant are probably 
those of Cilicia, which Xenophon, Anab. 

I. ii. 22, describes as a plain well-watered 
and very productive of corn and fruits. 
For the poet traces the course of Io 
through Asia Minor, from north to south, 

till she crosses over to Cyprus, and thence 
to Egy pt. 

549. ras ’Appodliras (Trav Ag. Herm.) 
alay, ie. Cyprus, which Eur. Bacch. 401 
is called vacos tas ’Agpodiras, and is de- 
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ixvetrat ©, etoukvoupevov Bédeu 

AISXTAOY 

OTp. Y's 

Bovkddov mrepdevTos, 
~ , *” 

Stov mapBorov ahoos, 
> 

Lepwava yiovdBookov, ovT émépxeTat 
Tudo pévos, 

»” 

vdwp te Nethov vdcors abixror, 555 
4 ‘ 

pawopéva Tévois atipots, ddvvats TE KEVTpOdayTLCL AuLas 
"H pas. 

‘ ° a san a ee Y” Bporot 8, ot yas Té7 Hoav Evvopot, 

‘scribed by Strabo, xiv. 6, as efowvos Kal 
edéAaios citw Te abtapKel xpwpevn. The 
Schol. understands Phoenicia, probably on 
account of the worship of Astarte or 
Venus Urania. But the people of Cyprus 
had derived the worship from the As- 
syrians, perhaps independently of the 
Phoenicians. Pausan. i. 14,6. There is 

no difficulty in making Io swim over the 
sea, for she had crossed the Bosporus, 
Prom. 750. 

550. eloixvoupevov. Schol. Tod oforpov 
7S Kéevtpw abthy Siarpyma@ytos. There 
can be little doubt that he explains the 
present MSS. reading; for épixveto@a, 
xabinvetoOa, are frequently used for ‘to 
strike.’ Indeed, the Latin icere is only 
the Greek dew. Compare ictus with 
intés (epixrds). Oed. Tyr.. 809, ndpa 
dimdots Kévtpoicl pov xaBixero. Photius: 
eplkovro: ephpavro. Hermann objects 
that there is no point in this play on 
words, ‘she goes along as the sting goes 
into her,’ and corrects éyxexpiméva, from 
Prom. 578, xple: Tis ad we Tay TdAaway 
oistpos. Of the propriety of this or any 
other ‘lusus verborum,’ Aeschylus was 
surely the best judge. There does not 
seem the slightest: probability in the alter- 
ation. No transcriber was likely to meddle 
with éyxexpiueéva if he had found it in his 
MS. 

551. Bovxdaov. Hesychius doubtless 
had this passage in view: BovxddAa ov 
pévoy of tTav Bowy vomets GAAG Kal (ad 
twa ofTtw kadotvtat. The gloss however 
is founded on an absurd mistake, since 
Bovrdaos is only metaphorical. 

552. diov &Agos, Egypt; see on 502.— 
aduBorov, cf. 834. 

555. #3wp re NefAov. The MSS. give 
7 for te, which is due to Schiitz. Her- 
mann and Dindorf follow the Schol., who 

3 , 
aVT. YY: 

explains #5wp 7d NefAou as exegetical of 
tup@ pévos. So also Klausen on Ag. 262, 
‘aqua Nili in qua inest vis Typhonis; 
quae aucta est vi Typhonis.’ Haupt com- 
pares Il. xvii. 263 seqq. I think that the 
whole passage should be differently ex- 
plained; and I threw out a hint to that 
effect in ed. 2. Tuas is here the real 
giant, also called Tupav and Tupwebs, who 
was fabled to have wandered over Egypt 
seeking Osiris. Strabo, xvii. 1, wuPedover 
yap on bidte H “lows fearde moAAovs Témous 
Kare yfis dein gopols Tov *Oalpidos" ula 
dé rodTwy hy exovga Tov “Ooipi, apavhs 
nao TodTO dé mpdtere Aadety BovAopevn 

Tov Tupava, wh emeA Ody explpere Td TOUG 
vis Ohnns. Herod. ii. 156, dre 3h 7d 
wav diChwevos 6 Tupwv ermrde, beAwy 
é£eupeiv Tod ’Oolpios Tov maida. See also 
Herod. iii. 5. It is remarkable that in 
the above three passages émépxeo@at is 
the verb used ; and if Aeschylus employs 
the present tense, it is to represent the 
action as more nearly contemporaneous 
with and directly concerning Io, who was 
also called Isis. By this explanation, 
B5wp Te NetAov is the accusative depend- 
ing on ixvetrat, ‘she comes to Egypt and 
the waters of the Nile.’—vdcos &6ixTov, 
in allusion to its salubrity, for which it is 
still celebrated. So eimorov féos Prom. 
831. See Wilkinson’s Egypt, vol. i. 
293 —5; ii. 5. 

556. kevtpodaahriot. So Herm. after 
Erfurdt for — #rots. There can be very 

little doubt about this emendation, which 
the metre requires.—Ouids, ‘ frenzied,’ 
patvonéern. 

559. @yvouo, Schol. oixiropes, a very 
rare word. See Pind. Pyth. ix. Jol, of 
xGorrs aloay abtixa, cuvrercOew evvouor, 
Swphoerat. 
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Oupov 560 
maddovT opw ayOn, 

Bordv t écopavres Svoyepes prEduBporor, 
tav yev Bods, 

\ 3 9 r 
TavV ) Qu YUVALKOS" tépas 8 €OduBovv. 

kal rére 8% ris Av 6 OédEas ToMThayKrov aOhiav oictpo- 
, 1 Ca 

Sovytov Io; 

Zevs aiavos Kpéwv amavorov. 
* * 

Bias arynpdvre o 

567 

op. 0. 
* * 

Over 570 
6 - 3 - 

kat Peiaus emurvotass 
s a, > > J , ta > n 

mavetat, Saxpvav © dmoorale: TeOipwov aidd. 
. 

562. écopavres. Hermann denies that 
Aeschylus could have written this: and 
here it is to be feared that he is right. 
For mdAdov7o is sufficient to govern dy, 
to which Bory was in apposition; and 
the Scho]. must have meant this by adding 
dp@vres, that is, he found nothing else 
but méAAovro, and wrongly supposed the 
participle must be supplied. And hence 
it seems to have crept into the text, to 
the ejection of some epithet. Hermann 
supplies xaxéyapt, an improbable word. 
Perhaps repaor) (Prom. 692) or kepopdpov 
is more likely. The Schol. has repatdbdes, 
which seems a gloss (not on uitduBporop, 
but) Svexepés, as Prom. 821, &AAny & 
axovaet Suc xep7| Oewplay. Hermann adds, 
that the reading of the Med. éo épavres 
shews that the gloss of the Schol. has heen 
patched up to make a senarius. The 
argument however is inconclusive, for the 
same MS. has cio dpa in Prom. 254. 
For méAAco@a ty, compare éxmenAny- 
pévoe Huas Thucyd. vi. 11. Eur. Bacch. 
1289, Ady’, ds 7d wéAAOY Kapdla whdnW 
exe, i. e. GoBetras. 

564. ray 8° ad. Hermann gives 7rd 8’ 
ad from MS. Guelph. This passage is not 
very easily reconciled with v. 294, where 
To is spoken of as wholly changed into a 
cow. See on Prom. 578. The usual 
legend represented her as a woman with 
a cow’s head. Herod. ii. 41, 7d 7Hs 

“Ios w&yaAua dy yuvaichioy Bobxepay 
€ort, até wep “EAAnves Thy “lody ypd- 
govot. So Propert. iii. 20, 17 (ii. 28, 17.) 
“To versa caput primos mugiverat annos: 
Nunc dea, quae Nili flumina vacca bibit.’ 
She was, in fact, an impersonation of the 

Moon, whence she is called ‘ priestess of 
Hera,’ v. 287, i.e. attendant of Earth. 
Her horns may be supposed to have re- 
presented the moon’s crescent, as Pau- 
sanias (vi. 24, 5) describes figures sym- 
bolising the sun and moon in the agora at 
Elis ; of which he says, kal ris wey Képara 
éx Tis Kedadts, Tod Se ai drives dy- 
éxovoi. Mr. Blakesley, on Herod. ii. 
4], inclines to think the name Jo derived 
from the Coptic word for the moon. 
Others connect it with afa, earth. 

568. This passage is mutilated. Her- 
mann’s supplement is contrary to the 
punctuation of the antistrophe, 5° aidvos 
Kpéwy amavorou | mpaxtwp Tavd’ epdvy 
Zevs. In the next verse he reads dda 5° 
for Bla 8, and these words are confused 

in Prom. 533. But the Schol. remarks, 
Aectre: 6 kal. (See sup. 547.) He there- 
fore read Blas, and with this clue to 
guide us we may assume the sense, in- 
cluding the lost verse, to have been this: 
‘For by him she was released from the 
violence of the persecution by his un- 
harming might.’ The Greeks do not say 
maverot Bla Twos, but mavera Blas Tis. 

572. dmwoord¢e. She sheds tears on 
returning to her senses (€uppwy, Prom. 
876), tears being the attribute of humanity 
alone. Hermann, who maintains . that 

dmoord(ew means rather ‘to exhibit’ by 
bringing out to the surface, than ‘to cast 
off,’ reads amocxd¢er. The Schol. how- 
ever is clearly with the text, for he adds 
évvootoa % mémovOev. And so Antig. 
959 may very well be understood, dexvdv 
amooraCe: ar Onpdv Te pwévos, i. e. ‘ wears 
away,’ ‘frets away his anger.’ 

A 
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574. &pua. Schol. Bdpos. Avoy é&pev- true reading. The Schol. took ray uijxap 
de? Adyw must be taken together ; cf. 580. 

578. 7254. Pors., Dind., Herm. read 
7éde. There seems no necessity for the 
change. : 

582. 7d8e yévos, i.e. jas. Hermann 
regards this and the next verse as part of 
the speech, which I have marked with 
inverted commas. The argument reverts 
to the first strophe of the chorus. As 
Zeus relieved Io, and the chorus are de- 
scended from her through her son Epa- 
phus, so he is the proper god to invoke in 
the present distress. 

585. evAdyws. See 46. ‘What god can 
we reasonably invoke as having performed 
juster works?’ i. e. than the %yoyv men- 
tioned just before. The sense is, ‘Who 
has proved his justice towards our race 
more clearly than Zeus ?’ 

586. A word is lost, as Hermann ob- 
serves, from the beginning rather than the 
end of this verse. He supplies edrd ye, 
which does not seem satisfactory. Some 
verb appears rather to be wanting, an- 
swering to xexAoluay, like &ie (Eum. 
807). — madradppav, cf. rodvpviotwp, 
529; or perhaps, 6 mdAa omelpwy yévos, 
as 355. 775. 

588. 7d wav pixap otpios, ‘ directing 
every expedient,’ 6 macav unxavhy ob- 
pl(wv. So &mopa mépipos Prom. 925. 
anotpémwy tyos Cho. 147. We cannot 
be sure that odpie? (Pers. 604) is not the 

for the nominative, 7 méyTev unxavh, i.e. 
6 wdvTa pnxavepmevos. 

589. Bod(wys Schol. obx trd ras dp- 
xas 5€ Twos Ta Kpeoodvay Kabhpevos, 
Td petov Zxwv. We may readily explain 
7d wetov Kpativer by 7d etov Kpdros exe. 
But the passage is perplexed and difficult. 
Hermann, who denies that Ood(w ever 
means ‘to sit,’ (on which much disputed 
question see Buttmann’s Lexil., and New 
Cratylus, § 472,) explains ‘ad nullius im- 
perium properans,’ comparing sup. 90. 
The construction, in his view, is this, 
oéBet Td peioy KpaTivey Toy KpeLoooveY 
xdrw, and the general sense as follows: 
‘himself urged to action by no authority 
(and in consequence disliking that others 
should be coerced), he approves of the 
inferior mastering the superior though 
from a lower position, no one else being 
seated above him.’ That is, ‘he will not 
allow the strong to prevail over the weak 
in the present contest.’ It seems better 
to acquiesce in the commonly received 
interpretation, ‘he does not, sitting un- 
der the rule of another, hold an empire 
less than superiors ; nor does he worship 
from a lower place, while another is en- 
throned above.’ The passage contains 
some of the Pythagorean speculations on 
the Divine Nature, and would present 
much less difficulty if we knew more about 
Bod.(w. 
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592. mdpeori—omedoa. * Action is as 
prompt as speech to execute anything 
that his counselling mind brings forth ;’ 
or, as Callimachus says, ‘he will accom- 

plish by the evening what he may have 
thought of in the morning.’ égpyov as 
€ros was a common proverb, and in 
point of construction may here be taken 
for taxuTys. Hom. Hymn. Merc. 46, 
&s &w eros re Kal Epyov euhdero Kbdimos 
‘Epps. IL. xix. 242, abrix’? res6’ Gua 
piOos env, TerTéAcoTO Be Epyov. Herod. 
iii. 135, radra efre, nad Gua eros Te Kal 
épyov érotee. The MSS. give Sovdros, 
which Auratus corrected. Hermann finds 
an intentional relation between @od(wy 
and oretoat, but this is not very evident. 
The meaning of all this is, that every wish 
is instantly and without trouble effected, 
i. e. he has only to will it, and it is done: 
(ray &rovov Saipoviwy, sup. 93) There- 
fore he can render assistance promptly 
and of his own free will. 

597. wot, quorsum ? ‘To what purport 
has the vote of the people: been passed ?’ 
This is the usual construction, as mot 
TeAreuThoet, &c. Cf. Pers. 731. Cho. 519. 

H 

—xvpodv occurs Pers. 229. Hum. 550. 
Cf. Herod. viii. 56, roto: dmoAerropévact 
abt@y éxupdOn mpd *IoOu0d vavuaxéey. 

598. xelp dn. So Dobree for yxetpo- 
mAndverat. See sup. 170. Others read 
xelp 8ro:, Hermann yelp Sep, on ac- 
count of the apparent tautology; which 
however involves an unusual construction, 
‘the decision which the hand of the people 
has carried by a majority.’ It seems 
most probable that an should have been 
lost before 7An.—7o? and én correspond 
like ofa and érota Oed. Tyr. 1272, ofs and 
érois Trach. 1118, doa and éréca Dem. 
Aphob. p. 817.7. For wAnddeva most 
editors read mAn@tverat, as in Ag. 1341. 
Dindorf retains the vulgate, and Herod. 
has tAnOvecOu ii. 93. There is no proof 
that mAnOtw and wAndivw differed in 
meaning; cf. @dw and 6ivw. The allusion 
is to the xeporovia in the Athenian as- 
sembly. 
600. dvnBijoal pe. 

dy HBhoamt. 
603. pweroieiy, werolxous efvat.—éAcu- 

Gépous, cf. 217. 

2 

So Tyrrwhitt for 
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615 

xo. 
620 

611. mpopwrar for mpdppwr dy is due to 
Canter. The insertion of p in similar 
words is very frequent, as sup. 283. inf. 
672, 836. Thus &Baroy and &Bporoy are 
confused Prom. 2, éwax6} and émpdx6n 
ib. 49. Aldus has ¢pwveiv and gpwray 
in Eum. 269 and Ag. 198, for wveiv, 
&c. Hermann translatés, ‘edicens, ne 
civitas magnam in futurum tempus Jovis 
iram augeat.’ However, maxytvew xdrov 
is a very unusual, not to say improbable 
expression; while of maxe’s was a com- 
mon phrase for of rAovotot. See Photius 
in v. waxets. Baehr on Herod. v. 30. 
vi. 91. Theb. 768, dABos %yay maxuv- 
Gels. Hence raxdveww should rather mean 
mAouti¢eyv. The sense, in my judgment, 
is this: ‘warning them that the great 
wrath of Zeus would never hereafter en- 
rich the city.’ Professor Conington well 
observes, in approval of this view, the 
confirmation it receives from the word 
Béornua in 614. “The disease is to be 
a drain on the body politic, exhausting 
its powers of support, and preventing it 
from thriving or becoming fat.’? The 
idiom is well known, by which any thing 
is said to be done by another, who in fact 
only allows it to be done, i. e. who is 
passive rather than active in the matter, 
as Ajac. 674, Sewav &nua Kuudtwy éexol- 
fuce orévoyta mévtov. Theb. 369, omovd}j 
ob« amapriCe: wéda, ‘haste does not let 
his feet go regularly.’ The Schol. how- 
ever has whrus avthoe xdrov 5 Zeds. 
He seems to have considered maxdva as 

the optative, and to have read wéAet. 
613. The double pollution, as the Schol. 

observes, was that of rejecting those who 
were at once éévo: and aorol, suppliants 
and relations. Cf. aorétevot v. 350.— 
For zp) 7. Hermann reads mpbs 7., as I 
had corrected in ed. 1. Compare II. xxii. 
198, abrés te wotTl wrdéAtos wérer’ del. 
Xen. Anab. ii. 2, 5, and iv. 3, 26, mpbds 
To} motapod. The metaphor is from a 
pestilence or a hostile army suddenly ap- 
pearing. 

616. KAnripos. So Turn. for KAftopos. 
The word is rare in the sense of xjput, 
and probably from Homer's xfpura Kadn- 
topa, Il. xxiv. 577. Schol. amply eimety 
Toy KhpuKa apdtw Tas xeEipas bry Taira 
Soxe?. Their enthusiasm was shown by 
not waiting for the due forms and cere- 
monies of the meeting. 

618. Zeds, i.e. Zebs ayopaios Hum. 
931. Hermann reads éAvoey for #xovcev, 
and xpdvecev for éwéxpavev. These altera- 
tions cannot be justified. What autho- 
rity can he adduce for Advew orpopas, 
solvere contionem? ortpopa) are the elo- 
quent periods of oratory, whence o7pe- 
gew Adyous, Plat. Gorg. p. 511, where 
see Heindorf. There is a slight repeti- 
tion in the sense, but evidently for the 
sake of an antithesis; ‘it was the people, 
as I said, that heard the eloquent appeal, 
but it was Zeus who put it into their 
hearts to vote in our favour.’ Danaus, 
in fact, corrects himself, to give all the 
praise and the honour to Zeus. 
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635 

Svoroheuyntor, dv Tis av Sduos exou 

623. ducurrws. Hermann has apeu- 
mrov, because the Med. gives éueumrwv. 
On —wv and —os confused see Agam. 
1366. The Schol. explains BeBatws cis 
mavrehes pépwy avtds. It is not very 
easy to say whether he meant BeBalws as 
an equivalent to duéumrrws or én GAndela, 
and in the latter case whether from pepwy 
some participle—perhaps méuxwy—is to 
be restored to the text. The reading of 
the Med. is as much in favour of this as - 
the context; for we want something to 
fill up and elucidate the strange phrase 
epopeta: Tiuds oTduatos mpos &mayvTa Tép- 
pova, ‘May Zeus regard with favour the 
requital of a stranger’s prayers, so as to 
give them accomplishment satisfactorily in 
every result.’ It appears to me highly pro- 
bable that Aeschylus wrote réurwy mpds 
Téppor’ &mavra, ‘conducting all things to 
their end,’—a sense at once simple and 
satisfactory. 

625. viv bre. See Theb. 702. Lobeck 
ad Ajac. 801. From the original sense 
‘now is the time when’ something is to 
be done or will be done, the two words 
passed into the single idea ‘ now at length,’ 
‘now if ever.’—yeotoas, ie. xeovons 
euod. 

626. The MSS. reading is ray TleAac- 
ylay wéAwv. Hermann is probably right 
in correcting rdvSe TleAaoylay. We have 
TleAacyia for Argos in Prom. 879. The 
grammarians were fond of patching up 
senarii; see on Ag. 448. The same critic 
reads tay &xopoy for roy &x. (as Mr. 
Conington had before proposed), and ex- 
plains the whole passage thus: ‘ Never 

may this Argive city, consumed by fire, 
raise the joyless cry of wanton war.’ 
Krioat Body “Apy is for Body “Apn. See 
supra 525—8. The order of the words, 
he rightly observes, is entirely against 
joining wupiparov xtioa. On the sup- 
posed historical allusion to the treaty be- 
tween Athens and Argos, B.c. 461, see 
introductory note. 

628. év &AAots. Hermann and others 
explain infaustis, adversis, comparing p+) 
totov, v. 394. The sense seems to me 
rather to be this: ‘who mows down men 
in other battle fields, and may some day 
do so in this ;’ which is equivalent to ex- 
pressing a hope that he will not. The 
Scholiast, in merely repeating the words 
of the text, Tov év tAdos apdros Oept- 
(ovra Tovs Bporods, seems to have thought 
the order might be mistaken by some. 

635. mpdxropd te oxondy. These words 
are suspicious, for the reason given on 
Cho. 1058. Hermann has mpdkropa may- 
ckorov, from the Schol. roy Aids dp6ar- 
pov Toy advTa cKorobyTa. But he might 
just as probably have intended to explain 
oxorév. Mr. Conington inclines to Bam- 
berger’s mpdxrop’ &rns xérov, which spoils 
the dochmiac. The true reading mpdxrop’ 
érloxorov is perhaps to be restored from 
IL. xxii. 254, 4AN tye Sedpo Oeods émibd- 
peda: ro) yap Upioror udprupor ~ooovrat 
kal énlaxorot apyovidwy. The sense is, 
‘having due regard to the divine and 
avenging observer.’ Cf. roy tydOev oxo- 
adv sup. 375. 

So Well. for ofris. The 636. ris. 
idiom is not uncommon. Dem. p. 1017, 
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637. pialvovra. Most editors have 
condemned this word as corrupt; yet it 
is easy to show that it is both genuine 
and literal in its meaning, ‘ making dirt 
on the roof.’ The doctrine,—probably 
Pythagorean, certainly eastern,—that a 
roof beset with foul birds was an evil 
omen, is still scarcely extinct, since some 
superstitious persons fear a raven or an 
owl on a house-top little less than the 
evil one himself. Compare Ag. 1447, 
ém 8¢ cdparos Slxay Kdpaxos éxOpoi 
oradels. Nothing can be clearer than 
the testimony of Hesiod, Opp. 744, unde 
Sduov mov dvenlterroy Katadclrey, 
Matis epeCouevn xpd (n Aarépula xopdyn, 
where we should perhaps read xpé(n. 
Hence pidorwp became a general term 
for an unclean spirit, or evil genius. The 
original use of the metallic plate called 
pnvloxos (the nimbus of saints) was to 
keep birds from dirtying the heads of 
statues; see Ar. Av. 1114—17. Hence 
pidotwp év dpa is joined, Eum. 169. 
Med. 1371. It may be added, that épf(e 
in the present passage is the word regu- 
larly used of the perching or alighting of 
birds. The Romans had the same ideas 
on the subject. Tibull. v. 53, ‘e tectis 
strix violenta canat.’ They constantly 
spoke of birds as foedae, obscoenae, im- 
portunae, Tac. Ann. xii. 43, ‘ insessum 
diris avibus capitolium.’ This too is the 

chief point in the description of the dis- 
gusting Harpies, Virg. Aen. iii. 216, 
* foedissima ventris Proluvies.’ 

638. &ovrat yap. The Schol. observes 
that yap refers to v. 634. 

641. dwooxtwy. Cf. 349. Ag. 476. 

The boughs were so carried as to shroud 
the face. Hence Orest. 383, a&pvAdou 
otéparos é&dwtwy Aitds. Dr. Kennedy 
(Journal of Classical Philology, ii. p. 235) 
suggests that “ each suppliaut, while seat- 
-ed, retained his oréupa attached to his 
neck by a festoon of wool, even while it 
lay on or beside the altar.” In this way 
he explains the obscure verse Oed. Tyr. 
3, ixrnptois KAddoow ekeoreppevot, the 
notion of the boughs themselves and the 
fillet worn on the neck or head being one 
and the same. The boughs seem to have 
been clasped in the arms (év ayxdAats, 
sup. 474), and thus held upright against 
the chest so as to shroud the face. 

645. tdvde wéAw. So Herm. and 
others for tav5e. Cf. 626, 662. ‘May 
pestilence never empty this city of its 
inhabitants.’ 

6416. ordots is wanting in the MSS. 
I added the word in ed. 1, and so Her- 
mann has edited from Bamberger. Cf. 
Eum. 933, a passage very similar to the 
present.—7rdépactv here clearly means 
corpses. Assuming that o7dois, and not 
véwy, was the lost word immediately pre- 
ceding, we must pronounce Phrynichus 
wrong in saying, p. 375, rr@ua él vexpod 
tidéacw oi viv, of 8 apxator ody obtws, 
GAA TWTduaTa vexpdy 2) ofxwv. Euripides . 
has rrépara vexpav, Phoen. 1482. 
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651. Both BporoAovyds and &wroy are 
Homeric words. The latter appears here 
synonymous with &yéos, as Fishlake well 
observes with reference to Buttmann’s 
discussion upon it in Lewxilogus. The 
sense is, ‘May the flower of the youth 
not perish in war.’ 

652. yepapotot — preydvtwr. ‘ Blaze 
with offerings.’ So Ag. 91, Bwuol Sdpocr 
préyovrat. On yepapd, a neuter adjec- 
tive used for a substantive, see Ag. 701. 
New Cratylus, § 297. The MSS. give 
yeudvtwr, which Hermann supposes to 
have arisen from a gloss for pAcdytwr, 
for so he reads for pAcydytwv, from Ag. 
368. 1389. He conjectures the word so 
ejected, and agreeing with yepapoicr, ‘to 
have been mpoBoddAos. All this is in- 
genious, perhaps plausible; but it is too 
uncertain for any prudent editor to ac- 
cept. There is no objection to the slight 
tautology in mpecBuroddco: yepdvTwr. 
Compare thy bupoBdpov ppéva Admwny Ag. 
103. Indeed, the Schol. seems to have 
found this reading, for he explains v. 
655 thus: tov yepdytwy oeBdytwy Tov 
Ala tov ténoyv iweptdtws,—though he 
also has tAnpotc@woay, which must be a 
gloss either of yeudvrwy or Hermann’s 
prcdvTwv. 

658. pédpous, fetus, ‘ produce,’ in gene- 
ral. The more usual word is ¢opa, pdpos 
being ‘tribute.’ The latter meaning is 
hardly to be reconciled with zlxrea@a, 

unless we understand metaphorically ‘ the 
earth’s tribute’ for ‘its fruits.’ The 
MSS. have épdpovs, and so the Schol. 
BaotAe?s. But Hermann and Dind. are 

probably right in accepting the correction 
of H. L. Ahrens; for it was quite out of 
place to pray for new kings, but quite in 
place to anticipate the usual triple wish 
(more fully explained below, v. 670), that 
a continued succession (&AAous del) of 
produce from crops, herds, and women 
might be kept up. 

664. &xopov. This passage was re- 
stored by Porson from Plutarch, Amato- 
rius, § 15, 8 dpemdyios abtn Acyouevn 
Kal woAcuiKy mavtl SHAov STi TH Dew 
dvierat Kal Baxxeverat, &xapw axlOapw 
ax ydvov ap rare Siov éekorAlCovcar. 
The MSS. give &yopos axiBapis— Body re 
dijuov ew wal(wov. The last three words 
might easily have been corrected by criti- 
cal sagacity, especially as the Schol. ex- 
plains pdxyny éupvdAuv. Hermann dis- 
cusses at some length a difficulty which 
seems to arise from the same sentiment 
having been before expressed, and he 
concludes that a distinction must be made 
between ordois (646), and Aovyds in the 
sense of party quarrels and civil factions. 
The same kind of repetition may indeed 
be remarked in 648 and 670. It is a 
well known characteristic of Eastern poe- 
try, and of Hebrew in particular. 
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TO Ojpuov, TS TSW KpaTUVEL, 

mpopavias ed Kowdpmntis apxa 

667. xpatés. The MSS. have xpdros. 
Turn. xpdrovs, and so the Schol. With 
vovowy éouds, ‘troop of maladies,’ we 
may compare Horace’s ‘ cohors febrium.’ 

668. Av«ecos. This ancient name of 
the god of light (Aden) was in early times, 
when that word had become obsolete, 
confounded with Adxos (Soph. El. 6), and 
thence a notion of destructiveness attach- 
ed to it (Miller, Dor. i. p. 326), which 
is apparent in the present prayer, ‘may 
the destroying god be favourable to our 
youth.” Cf. Theb. 132, «al ob Avner 
dvat AvKews yevod otpar@ BSalw. See 
New Cratylus, p. 443. There was pro- 
bably an old verb Auiéw, luceo, but with 
the v short, whence AuxdBas, Avenyevhys, 

Avravyés (diluculum), appirdtin vdt, &e. 
Apollo was said to destroy with his darts 
those who died suddenly by disease or 
other unknown cause. There was a tem- 
ple of Apollo Lyceus at Argos, said to 
have been founded by Danaus himself, 
Pausan. ii. 19, 3. 

671. wavdpe. Schol. kara wacay dpay 
abtavouéve. Three blessings are gene- 
rally combined in prayers for prosperity, 
viz. that children may be born, fruits 
come to maturity, flocks increase. See 
Eum. 865. Oed. Tyr. 170, 270. Herod. 

iii. 65, nal radra pév Tmoetot buiv yh Te 
Kaprov éxpépor kal yuvairés Te Kat motuvar 
cixtoev. Id. vi. 139, @monwretvact d& 
Toiot MeAacyoio: tols operéepous maidds 
Te Kal yuvatxas otte yi Kapmdy epepe 
obre yuvaikés Te kal wotuvat duolws ZriK- 
tov kal mpd tov. See also ib. ix. 93. 
Hesiod, Opp. 232. Callim. Hymn. in 

680 

Dian. 125, seqq. 
672. Bora yas. So Herm. for the cor- 

rupt Apéraros of the MSS. The com- 
mon reading, Bor& tws, is from Turn. 
Cf. 653. On mpdévoua see Ag. 128. Her- 
mann understands ‘pecudes huc illuc, 
dum pabulum quaerunt, vagantes.’ On 
the corruption of Bore into Bpord see 
611, 836. 

673. AdBotev. So Turn. for AdOoter. 
Hermann reads @déAotev, which he admits 
is an aorist of very rare occurrence (Hom. 
Hymn. ad Pan. 33), but he does not 
notice what is strongly in favour of Ad- 
Bowcy and against @dAoey, that the Schol. 
explains éx Sarudvev by mapa. Saiudvor. 

675. potocay Oelar’. This admirable 
correction of povca: Oeal +’ seems to have 
occurred independently to Hermann and 
H. L. Abrens. 

677. atpeuata. So Butler for ariutas. 
Another reading, dcpadlas, is preserved 
in the Med. and the Scholia. We can 
hardly doubt that it was from a gloss 
aogaréws, which, with the additional 
scholium dmeraxlynro: elev avrois ai 
épxai, is a strong testimony in favour of 
arpenaia. Cf. Herc. Fur. 1054, odt arpe- 
Hata Opiivov aidter’, & yépovres; Her- 
mann reads apréuesa with considerable 
confidence, though the word does not 

seem elsewhere to exist, and the sense, 

‘incolumitas servet honores,’ is by no 
means very satisfactory. 

680. mpopadias. The MSS. have mpo- 
Habeds or mpoundeds. Dobree corrected 
mpouabhs (Soph. El. 1079). Hermann 
has edited mpouaéls, 2 form unknown 
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except in the proper name Ipéua6is. The 
chief difficulty seems to lie in the impro- 
bable compound edxouvduntis. The Schol. 
has 7 apxn ind (read eb) r&y Kowday mpo- 
voounevyn Thy Te wéAW Kal Td Kowdy abgeL. 
I formerly (in p. vi. of the Preface to the 
Prometheus): suggested mpouadias, in this 
sense: ‘may the government, wisely let- 
ting its counsels share in precaution, pre- 
serve intact the offices, viz. the people 
which is the real strength of the state.’ 
I commend to the thoughtful reader Mr. 
Conington’s emendation aictiaot Tiymais 
(cf. Eum. 949). He understands zpo- 
pnbedls ef Kowduntis apy of the king 
who (sup. 363) takes counsel with his’ 
citizens, and so protects the people (rd 
dfov) wherein the strength of the state 
lies. We might also read, on the analogy 
of the plural edvofas sup. 483, 7d mrdAuv 
eparives Tponadlats ed, kowduntis apxa, 
‘may the constitutional monarchy pre- 
serve the magistracies of the péople, 
which well support the state by their 
vigilance.’ The metre of the antistrophe 
points decidedly to either mpounOlas or 
mpoun@lors. Miller (Diss. ad Eum. p. 
83) proposes purdoooi Tystowt Times 

mpopabeds 7 evOUunris apxd. 
681. edtuuBdrovs—dlkas. ‘May they 

grant to strangers satisfaction by inter- 
national compacts, without having re- 
course to blows.’ The ai ard cupBdrwy 
or cupBérAaa Sica are meant, on which 
see Thuc. i. 77. Buttm. Mid. p. 570. 
Miiller on Eum. p. 83. Thue. iv. 118, 
7h dupiroya Slay Siartovras tiveu ToAg= 
BKov. Herod. vi. ‘42, Swotderor. 

686. The MSS. give Sagpvopdpoorw. 
The 6co) éyxépioi, Hermann observes, 
are the indigenous Argive gods, including 
the heroes, and, strictly speaking, the 
gods of the Danaids also, since they ab- 
jure the Egyptian divinities inf. 1002. 

687. 7d ydp. This explains watpdats. 
The laws of’ Draco, called @eouo) (Aelian, 
Var. Hist. viii. 10), are alluded to, among 
which this triple precept occurred, bor- 
rowéd, as was said, from ‘Triptolemus, 
yoveis Tidy, Ocods Kaprots dydAAew, 
(ga wh olvecba. Aeschylus however 
doubtless took his doctrine from Py- 
thagoras: see Laertius, vit. Pyth. “xix. 
23. Compare also Pind. Pyth. vi. 33, 
and Eur. frag. Antiop. 38, Tpets cioly 
dperal : Tas xpedy o aoKety, Téxvov" Beots: 
TE Tia, Tous TE pioayras yoveis, vépous 
Te Kowos ‘EAAdSos.—rpirov 7é5¢ has ‘no 
reference to any received order of the 
above pr ecepts, but means ‘ this with two 
others,’ as Stanley remarked. 

693. riod’ amd cromjs. I formerly 
conceived the thymele to be meant; but’ 
to this there is the objection already 
noticed at v. 204, viz. that Danaus on the 
stage could not speak of the raised steps 
in the orchestra as #5e, still less can we’ 
suppose that he left the stage and joined 
his daughters at the thymele. We must 
rather understand the place he occupied 
on the Aayefov, somewhat higher than his 
daughters, who had ranged themselves 
near him at v. 228. The Athenian stage 
commanded a real view of the sea; see 
Arist. Equit. 170—1, where the sausage- 

seller is represented as being able to see 

I 
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it merely by mounting his chopping-block. 
Hence Danaus might actually point to 
somé imaginary vessels in the offing.—7d 
tAoiov, i. e. the very ship we have been 
fearing. Cf. 701. By adding efonpoy 
yap, &c. he gives his reason for knowing 
it to be that particular ship and no other, 
—‘I say the ship, for it is so clearly 
marked that I cannot mistake it.’ 

695. wapappiceis. These were a kind 
of covering of hides, so placed as to afford 
shelter from the enemies’ darts. Some- 
thing of the same sort is described in 
Thuc. vii. 65, Tas mpdpas Kal Tis veds 
&vw én) mroAd xareBiporwoav, brws by 
GrodcOdvot Kal wh exo. ayTiAaBhy Te 
éuBarAdueva. See Hesych. in zapappi- 
para and rapaiphuatra. Pollux, i. 98. 
x. 134. Xenophon, Hellen. i. 6, 19. 

696. duuacv. Stanley supposes that 
the poet meant to derive mpgpa from 
mpoopay. But this is needless; for he 
doubtless alludes to the emblem of an 
eye painted on the prow, on which see 
Wilkinson’s Egypt, ii. p. 127: ‘The place 
considered peculiarly suited to the latter 
emblem (the eye of Osiris) was the bow 
of the boat; and the custom is still re- 
.tained in some countries to the present 
day. In India and China it is very ge- 
neral: and we even see the small barks 
that ply in the harbour of Malta bearing 
the eye on their bows, in the same manner 
as the boats of ancient Egypt. The 
Egyptians however appear to have con- 
fined it to boats used in the funeral cere- 
monies.’ The last statement is contra- 
dicted by the present passage. The same 
painted eye is alluded to in Acharn. 95, 
where Pseudartabas, the ‘ King’s Eye,’ is 
said vavppaxtoy Bree. 

697. bordrov vews, ‘at the hinder part 
of the ship.’ On the Egyptiaii rudder, 
which was a paddle worked by a long 
handle, see Wilkinson, ii. p. 125. 

_ 698. &s by ob fan. The MSS. give 
Tas (or THo’) &y, which Hermann retains, 
and explains with the Schol. ofrws dt 
jpiv xrvovoa tod otaxos ob olan éorly, 
i.e. % Tas dy od plan etn, namely, with 
the prow advancing towards us, and not 
going away from us. If ras &y can be. 
understood as tas &y otca, so as to avoid 
the abruptness of ras &y ef, this explana- 
tion is satisfactory. But on the other 
hand ye is sometimes added after &yav, 
as Ag. 1212. Antig. 573. Ajac. 589. 

Alcest. 825, and the use of ds ay, sc. 
KAvot, may be defended by many similar 
passages. Thuc. vi. 57, dmepioxéntos 
mpoonecdytes, kal as by wddtora 8 opyijs. 
Demosth. Mid. p. 519, @épuBov rat Kpérov 
Towwvroy, ws ky emavowvrés te Kal ovv- 
noGévres, €morhoare. Xen. Cyr. v. 4, 29, 
Sapa ToAAG Kal wayroia pépwy Kat yw, 
as by ef olkov peydaou. 

700. Acuxay. The Egyptians wore 
efuara Alvea vedwAuta, Herod. ii. 37. 

702. avrh, i.e. that which bore the 
party in pursuit, as distinct from the rest, 
who would lend aid if required. 

703. marynpétws. Like wlrudos, xpéros 
is the equal stroke of the oar. The an- 
cient ships, when close to land, used to 
furl the sails and row into port. So 
Aen. iii. 207, ‘ vela cadunt, remis insur- 
gimus.’ Compare Od. xvi. 353, iorla re 
oréAAovras épetud Te xepoly exovtas. 
Il. i. 432, iorta pév orelaavto Oday & ev 
vyt wedalyn, — thy 8 eis dpyov mpocper- 
cay épetpors. 
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706. tvvdlkous, i. e. to argue the legal 
question alluded to sup. 381. 

707. &y. So Herm., Dind. with G. 
Burges for #.—7péoBn, the reading of 
the Med., is not elsewhere found, but 
seems to be a synonym of mpecBela. 
The Paris MS. however has mpéoBns, 
which in some degree supports the reading 
of Turnebus, tpéoBvs. There is an equal 
difficulty in the latter, which only in the 
plural has the sense here required. On 
fuotwy see sup. 406. 

709. od8ty Zoro THv5e. This refers to 
teyew Oédovres. ‘They will wish to carry 
you off, but fear not, they shall not suc- 
ceed.’ For 8uws we should probably read 
Spos 8, asin 472, Buws 8 avadynn Znvds 
aideicOa1 ndtov.—Bo7. Schol. viv tH Bon- 
Gel. If, says Danaus, we should be long 
absent in our attempt to procure aid, your 
best course will be to keep close to the 
statues. Properly, ‘in the matter of the 
rescue.’ That the whole of this fiois 
belongs to Danaus, to whom it is rightly 

725 

assigned in the MSS., and that I was 
wrong in following Dindorf, who makes 
the latter part a dialogue between the 
chorus and Danaus, has been well shown 

by the Reviewer of my former edition. 
Hermann also gives the whole to Danaus. 

715. wijxos xpdvov. No length of time 
will intervene before they are here. 

716. rdépBos — efrt Bpedros. Vereor 
ne parum profuerit fugisse. See on v. 
72. The Schol. read mapoiyerai, and so 
ed. Turn., which gives an entirely different 
sense: ‘if there was any good in my 
coming here, it has all vanished now 

through my fears, for I see I shall obtain 
no aid.’ Cf. 446. 766, ofxouar pdBy. 

719. redela. teAeia Med., which is 
important in reference to Theb. 692. 

724. émirvxe?, ‘which has reached us,’ 
i, e. successful.—For mdéae: Stanley cor- 
rected woAe?. The dative seems to have 
been in little use, though we find roAéa 
Ag. 702, moAdos Od. viii. 405. 

12 
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726. év peonuBpia. Hermann reads 
peonuBptas with Schutz, Dindorf uernu- 
Bpwe with Bothe. There does not seem 

any reason for objecting to the vulgate: 
‘having their arms well-hardened by heat 
in the noon-day sun.’ The custom of the 
Athenians which is here alluded to may 
be learnt from Plato, Phaedr. § 35. 
Respubl. viii. 9. Eur. Bacch. 458, obx 
jdlov Bodaiow, GAN’ bmd oxids Thy *Adpo- 
Slrnv Kaddovi Onpdpevos. — kateppwn- 

évos is properly ‘ filed down,’ whence in 
Ar. Ran. 901, Toy pev doretdy Te Ad~aL 
kal KaTeppinuevov, it means ‘ polished.’ 
The metaphor conveys the idea of rub- 
bing away and removing all superfluous 
flesh. Bothe compares Quintil. Inst. 
Or. viii. 3, 12, ‘quorum lacertos exerci- 
tatio expressit ac constrinxit.’ So also 
Tac. Germ. 30, ‘strictos artus.’ Lwucret. 
iii. 214, ‘nil ibi limatum de toto corpore 
cernas,’ 

730. I have here ventured to follow 
Hermann in inserting &yav. The MSS. 
give Bovrdppoves 5 Kal Sodrouhrides. 
Stanley’s S0Addpoves is of course right; 
but there is no authority for the com- 
monly received SoAcouhrides beyond As- 
kew’s margin. Now &yay occurs in the 
same place in the antistrophic verse 737 ; 
the two words ought clearly to be similar 
compounds ; and, last but not least, the 
Med, gives «at without an accent, which 
implies an admitted corruption. 

732. Bwuagy. As birds snatch prey 
from the very: altar, so these hawks. (cf. 
220) would carry off suppliants even from 

their sacred asylum. Pausan. v. 14, 1, 
of ixtives wepundres apmdfew pdAsora 
bpvidwy, &dixovow oddev év "Odvunta robs 
Otovras. Hy 8& aprdon more ixtivos Fra 
onddyxva tev Kpedy, vevduioTra TH 
Oboyrt ovk atotov elvat Td onpeior. 

734. cot re Kat Gcoiow, i. e. to both 
equally, and therefore to the latter as 
much as to the former. So Philoct. 390, 6 
8 *ArpelBas oruyav euol @ dpolws cad 
Oeots etn laos. Il. xxii. 41, oxérAsos, 
ele Oeotor piAos Torosvde yevorto, bacov 
éuol, i.e. not pfaos at all, but éexdpés. 
Compare also Cho. 104. The meaning 
is, it will be all in our favour if they do 
attempt a sacrilegious act, for then, they 
will have the gods against them. 

735. c€Bn. Mr. Conington conjectures 
€3y. The plural of oé8as perhaps hardly 
occurs; the singular constantly means 
‘an object: of veneration,’ as Cho. 48. 
150. 

736. od ph axécxovra. ‘There is 
little chance of their keeping hands off us 
through any reverence. for these tridents,” 
&c. (cf. 214). The Schol. wrongly under- 
stood xeip’ for xeip!, which Dindorf has 
very erroneously changed to xeipe. As 
the usual construction is dmréyew yxelpas. 
twos or amd twos, but in the middle 
simply dméxerGal twos, the grammarian. 
thought that yep’ could not stand for 
xetpa. Compare however Od. xxii. 316, 
Kaxdv Bro xeipas exeoOat. 

737. meplopoves, sc. cicl,,‘ proud.’ Cf. 
Ag. 1400, aeplppova, Zraxes., 
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740. npelocovs xuvdv. This reply to 
KuvoOpaceis is introduced by aAAd. Her- 
mann reads: kpelocovas Avious Kuvar, 
because MS. Guelph. and Rob. have the 
lengthened form for xpelooovs. The ar- 
ticle is certainly unusual; but the altera- 
tion is rather bold. Suidas in v. BUBAos 
quotes the next verse, as also two of the 

writers in ‘ Paroemiographi Graeci,’ ed. 
Gaisford, pp. 22 and 373. ‘The meaning, 
according to them, is something like our 
proverb, ‘Many a slip ’twixt the cup and 
the lip,’ because the byblus does not 
always bring its umbel to maturity. It. 
may be questioned if such was the mean- 
ing of the poet. He seems to say, ‘ As 
wolves are stronger than dogs, and corn 
is better food than the papyrus plant, so 
Argives are more than a match for Egyp- 
tians.’ On the byblus used as food for 
the poorer classes (Cyperus Papyrus) see 
Wilkinson’s Ancient. Egyptians, i. p. 168. 
It was not however the fruit, but. the 
stalk of the plant which was eaten, as 
Herodotus expressly says, ii. 92. 

742. ds nal paratwr. al means etiam, 
and belongs to @xovras, otherwise ral 
—rve must stand for re—kal, on which 
questionable use see Theb. 576. The 

sense is, ered} ob wdvov pdpyot Kal mept- 
dpovés ciot, HAAG Kat Exovot, k.7.A. Her- 
mann cuts the knot by reading gumas. 
But ds is almost necessary if we read 
éxovras (MSS. gxovres), for this is the 
usual idiom. So Heracl. 693, ws ph 
pevodvra THAAA cor Aéyely wdpa. Oced. 
Tyr. 101, és 163 apa xeyud(ov wéAw. 
Thuc. viii. 66, GAAhAos yap draytes 
iadntws mpociecay of Tov OBhmou, as 
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BeréxovTad Tia Tov yryvouévor. On 
pdrawos see 194. 

743. xpdros. Schol. ryv Play. Din- 
dorf thinks the word corrupt, construing 
Xph puddececOa abtods ds éxovras. 

744. Schol. croaj- épuj. The MSS. 
also give the dative. The word here im- 
plies rd oréAAewv orpardy (Ag. 772), ‘the 
getting under weigh,’ as Spuos is td dpul- 
(ew, the mooring when the ships have 
reached their destination. ‘ Naval move- 
ments are not in their nature either rapid 
or secure.’ 

745. Hermann gives ¢wrfpia,. from’ 
Scaliger, comparing Troad. 810, vatder” 
avivaro mpuyvey. The MSS. have cwrn- 
plov, Turn. cwrnpia, and owryplar' is said: 
to have been the original reading im MS. 
Guelph. We must supply taxcia éor, 
and so the emphasis is on wapavrika int 
747. Hermann needlessly reads rovd’ for 
00d? év ayn. 

747. womeves. Cf. Ag. 640. Pilots 
are even called voujjes in an oracle ap. 
Pausan. x. 9, 5. : 

748. GAlwevoy xOdva. See supra 31. 
749—50. There is reason to suspect 

corruption in this interesting passage. If 
with Hermann and Dindorf we place the 
stop at 7Alouv and not at x@dva, the sen- 
tence beginning with ¢:A¢? is too abrupt, 
especially (cf. 752) at this unusual. place: 
in a senarius; and Hermann’s gidci 
is extremely questionable as an Aeschy- 
lean licence. Qn the other hand, if 749 

—50 form a distinct sentence, the re- 
petition of ve is rather awkward, though 
it may be defended on the ground. that 
HAtos might otherwise have been taken: 
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ovtw yevolr av ob8 av éxBaois oTparoU 
Kady, Tp Ophw vadv OpacvOnvar. od dé 
ppover per, ws TapBovoa, pr apedey Jed, 

Pa a oe 4 ¥ Xr o > ed mpagao dpwyyy adyyehov & ob péurperar 
Tos yepovl’;, nBavra 8 ebydoow peri. 

iw ya Bovvi, mavducov o€Bas, 
755 

OTp. d. 
4 

ti mecdperOa ; Trot Piywpev “Arias 
x * ” “~ a E. , 

xPovds, Kehawwov Et TL KEDOdS EoTi TOU ; 

pédas yevotway Kavos | 
véper au yertovav Ads: 760 

x a > 7 3 Ay are e TO wav & ahavtos apreTHs, aioTos ws 
Kovis, areple Trepvywv ddoipav. 

aduktov © ov er ay Tédot Kéap, 

for the nominative. Then again Plutarch, 
who twice quotes the verse, viz. in the 
treatise ‘non suaviter vivi secundum Epi- 
curum,’ p. 10/0, a, and Symposiac. i. 
Quaest. 3, p. 619, adds in the former 
passage the words «al yadhvn, whence 
I formerly suggested that a line might 
have been lost like «iy 7 -yaAhun, viveuds 
@ e#3y «Avdwy. Hermann has even ven- 
tured to insert this verse in the text. 
For the sentiment compare Theog. 1376, 
ovdé of év mévTp vdt émovoa wéAct, and 
the passage translated by Cicero from 
the Prom. Solut. frag. 193, 3, ‘navem ut 

horrisono freto Noctem paventes timidi 
adnectunt navitae.’ 

753. ppdver wév. The wey here answers 
to &yyeAor 8, the sense being ral ob py 
Mh dere Oedy, ey 8& welow Thy wéAW, 
yépwv wey dv, HBav 3& yAdoon. ‘Do 
you bear in mind that you are not to de- 
sert the gods,.as you might be tempted 
to do in your alarm, now that you have 
obtained their aid;’ i.e. do not leave 
your seat at the sanctuary during your 
father’s absence. Cf. Theb. 618, yépovra 
Tov vovv, odpxa ® Bacay pver.— Here 
Danaus leaves the stage, reappearing at 
y. 816 in the character of the herald. 

756. ya Botv. The MSS. have ya 
Bovvirt évdixov céBas. Most of the later 
editors follow Pauw, Bovis, évdixov, but 
Dindorf has Botv, @v8ix0v, which he de- 
fends by Acharn. 749, Atcoudmoat, 4} Afis, 
«.7.A. The true reading, I am persuaded, 
is ya Bot, mdvdicov, as I corrected in 
ed. I, the m in mdvdixov having been 
taken for 71, by a frequent error. So in 

3 , 
QVT. a. 

Plat. Lysid. p. 217, c, the MSS. give 7d 
ért by for 7b émév. Thucyd. viii. 50, ad 
fin. #AAo tT: By and &AAo way are con- 
fused. See Theb. 262, Pors. ad Phoen. 
1277. Then, as a matter of course, 
&vdixov was altered to evdicov. From 
this passage Hesychius doubtless took his 
Bodms y- AicxdaAos. On the word, which 
was called barbarous sup. 109, see New 
Cratylus, p. 660, where the connexion is 
traced with Bots, B&Aat, Bauds. Mr. 
Blakesley (Herod. vol. i. p. 556) thinks 
it an ancient Pelasgian term. 

749. xanvés. The scholium on this 
word (ed. Dind.) really belongs to &rep@e 
wreptywv, 763; petaBrAndeinv ph eis 
mrnvov, GAA’ eis Bpuxdy Th. 

76i. aumerhs, &ioros ds. So Haupt 
for the corrupt dumrfoaos Séows, or dure- 
thoas décws of the MSS. Hermann, one 
of whose principles seems to have been 
to give something different from rather 
than something better than other critics, 
has 7d wav 8 apdvTws aumerhs eis dos, ds, 
«.7.A., and explains it from Hesych. &os 
mvetpa A Yana (&nua). The balance of 
probabilities seems strongly in favour of 
Haupt, who appositely compares Troad. 
1320, kéus 8’ toa xamvG mrépuye mpds 
aidép’ Kioroy otkwr éudv pe Ohoet, though 
the passage requires correction. See also 
Plat. Phaed. p. 70, a, wh domep mvedpa 
A xarvds diackedacGcioa otxntat diamro- 
Bévn Kal ovdéy Er: ovdauot 7. Hermann 
seems right in deriving dumerhs from 
avamerdyvuut rather than dvamérouat. 

764. &puetov. This verse is perhaps 
corrupt; for it is questionable if it can 
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kedauvdxpws O€ ma&derai wou Kapdta: 
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765 

matpos oKoTat dé  ethov otxomat PoBo. 
— Oddhot & Ay popaipov 
Bpdxov Tvyetv év apravats, 

mpiv avdp amevKtov TOdE ypyLpOnvar ypot. 
4 , > 

mpotrap Oavovaas 5 *Aldas avacoot. 
, 4 ia 7x > , # 

moder dé por yevour’ av aifépos Opdvos, 

771 

a7p. 6’. 
mpos ov védn & vdpndra yiyverar xiwr, 
x ‘ > 7 E) , 27 - ‘ 
H Moods atyidup ampdcdeKTos oiddpwr Kpewas 775 
yumias Tétpa, Bald TrOwa papTupovcd. j.oL, 

mpw Saixropos Bia 
Kapdias ydpov Kupyoa. 

& > »¥ > Y BS ys 

kvow & ere? Ehopa Kamixeptois 

dprict Setrvov ovK dvaivopat méhew" 

avr. B’. 
781 

Td yap Oavely édevPepodrar pitadKTwV KaAKOv. 
> 4 Le ‘ ig , 4 €Oérw pdpos pd KoiTas yapylov Tvyar. 

mean ‘my heart will no longer be with- 
out flight,’ i.e. my fears will not allow 
me to remain; and xapdfa in the very 
next verse shows that xéap can hardly 
be genuine. Hermann ventures to edit 
Gauatov 8 ove é° by mwéAa vdap, ‘the 
spectre (i.e. the herald) can no longer 
be avoided.’ Mr. Conington inclines to 
adopt Bothe’s méAo:ro hp, and to read 
&puxros. There is a strong probability 
that they are right. 

765. redawdxpws. So Pauw for perav- 
éxpws. Cf. Cho. 402. Pers. 118. Herm. 
has redawdxpwr—mpd xapdlas, objecting 
to pov not only as not suiting the metre 
but as feeble and useless in itself. 

766.. marpds cxonat. Cf. 693. Schol. 
mpookomhoas 6 marhp kal onudvas erdpatey 
jas.—eidov, i. e. bAeoav. 

769. dprdvais. So the Paris MS. alone 
for capyavais. 

7710. rede xpympbyiver xpot. The Med. 
thas éxpimp0qy xpoiv. Rob. with MS. 
Guelph. éyxpiupOjva: xepoiv. Boisson- 
ade conjectured xpot, which is now found 
in the Escurial MS. I formerly edited 
7Gde, i.e. euol, retaining xepotv from 
Robortello. 

771.. mpdéaap, arare use for mpondporbe. 
‘Sooner than that happens, may Hades 
possess me in death.’ So wdpos, Cho. 359. 

774. véon 8’. Not knowing what to 

785 

do with this verse, I have retained the 
MS. reading. Porson transposed x:ov 
and vépy, but Hermann with reason ob- 
jects to that order of the words in the 
sense required by the context. He reads 
Kipear ddpnad with G. Dindorf; an 
alteration sufficiently bold in itself, and 
especially as it appears that KdpeAda is 
ouly known as an Alexandrine word. It 
is more probable that Aeschylus wrote 
frynad, ‘where the cold clouds become 
snow,’ and that some one corrected 
bdpnaAd, preferring the antithesis between 
water and ice, and inserted 8 for no 

better purpose than to fill up the hiatus. 
775. ampécdexros. So lofty that its 

summit cannot be seen or pointed out 
from below : bpnAdy otrw ds Tas Kopupas 
avrov ovk ofd Te elvat idéo0a, as Herodo- 
tus says of mount Atlas, iv. 184. The 
description, as Hermann remarks, is fine, 
and the accumulated epithets convey a 
picture singularly truthful to nature. 

977. Salnropos. Schol. rod ydmou Saik- 
Tiipos THs Kapdias jou. 

782. erevOepoira. Schol. avr) rod 
éAevepor. There seems no reason why 
it should not be taken passively, for the 
present tense might be excused by the 
metre, as inf. 941, 966, though in a 
general sentiment it can hardly be con- 
sidered incorrect. 
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tv apdvydy ér 4 
Kat ydpov Auripa TéTHO ; 
ivle & éuddv odpaviay 

Geotor, pédn Nirava Kat 

réhea S€ mrws, redder. pot 790 
Moa payav 8 erde, warep, 
Biava py dirous 6pav 

x S 2 w4 i oppacw évdixors, 
' oeBilov & ixéras ober, 

yaidoye TayKpares Zev. 795 
yeos yap Aiytnreov, iBpw 

Svagopor, aprevoyeres, 
pera pe Spdporos Sidpevot 
duydda padrarot rodvOpdous 
Biata dilnvrar aBeiv. 800 

oov 8 érimav Luyov 

786. This passage is quite corrupt in 
the MSS., tiv dug” abras er médpov 
réuvw ydpov kal Auvthpia; Hermann’s 
duouyay is a really good émendation, ‘or 
what other refuge or deliverer from the 
marriage can I hope to find?’ For the rest 
he reads 7” 9} wépov rérpw yduou AvTiipa; 
adding me at the end of the strophic 
verse 77. The reading in the text seems 

to me some improvement on his sugges- 
tion. For yduou Auriipa compare dva- 
Aurhp' Séuwv Cho. 153. I think mdépoy 
is only a gloss to Avrijpa, and that this 
explains the marginal note in some MSS. 
Actre: efpw, for mépov cdpetv was the 
ordinary phrase; cf. Prom. 59. Med. 
penult. mépov efpe Geds. Iph. Aul. 356. 
Mr. Conington also suggested puyas and 
TéeTLO. 

788. obpavlay. MSS. obpdvia. Din- 
dorf épavlay. The Aeolic form occurs 

575, auBdacov oipdve &xn. 
789. Schol. Alrava Arravevrind. See 

Theb. 99. The MSS. have néAy Alrava 
Oeotor nat. Hermann reads méAn Ocoict 
Alrava’ nal, and in 797 ddcocrov aprevo- 
yevés, ot, x.7.A. [have adopted the trans- 
position proposed by Mr. Conington, 6e~ 
otor being a dissyllable. ; 

791. wdxav. So Hermann for udyyia, 
as I had before corrected. ; 

792. ph—édpav. See sup. 74. The 
MSS. have giAcis, which might be ren- 
dered num amas videre? But Lach- 
mann’s @fAos is much more probable. 
Hermann gives orépins, supposing plae 
or piAeis to have been a gloss. 

796. &Bpw &. So Body poBepdy, 866. 
799. pdroot. Schol. tais Cyrhoect, 

and this sense seems determined by the 
context. There is a natural connexion 
between the ideas of searching and not 

Oed. Col. 1466, as in the fragment of finding, whence it seems that the accusa- 
Alcaeus, ber wey 6 Zebs ex 3° dpave péyas 
xemdy. Hermann retains ovpdyia, and 
reads in 7G Aiyirretoy §Bp:, where he 
supposes 8p: to be a neuter adjective, 
like #Bpv avépa Hes. Opp. 189. With- 
out venturing upon this, I consider 
Aiytrreioy (ef. 58) very probable, for it is 
unlikely that the common form Aiyémriov 
yévos could have meant any thing but 
the Egyptian race in general. Cf. Pers. 

tive of this word passed into the adverb 
parny, like &yay from éya, and then’ 
again, from the sense of pdraos (sup. 
194), wdroat meant dxodacta, Cho. 904. 
Cognate forms are udw, wepaa, poredo.— 
Blata, i.e. Biatws. 

801. émimay, ‘universal.’ Schol. toov 
én) wdvtwv. The adjective occurs Pers. 
42. I formerly edited ém) ray, but I now 
think the vulgate as good. 
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Tadavtouv' TiS avev oe 

Ovarotct Téheudv eotw ; 
XO. 

85 , / , 
OOE BPapTTLs Vatos yatos. 

» oy yy YY 4 » 
0, O; O, A, A, a. 

805 

TOV Tpo, MapTTL, Kauvous, tidd op 
av. KaBBas vov. 
Sviay Body dpdaivo. 

e aed 45) , , 4 , 

Ope TA0€ dpoiwia tpdEavtas mover 
ad ts Laps 

Braiwr EW. 
aN a 

ey; €N, 810 

Batve guy mpds adKav- 
, Less Bhooupddpova xdda 

\e > lo Svodopa vat Kav 4. 
ava, TpoTaacov. 

KHPY#. 
a A ) \ 9 a 

covobe, covof én Bapw draws Todav. 
OVKOUY, OUKOUY XO. 

804. The passage which follows, as far 
as 874, is unfortunately so corrupt that 
while there is the greatest. scope for con- 
jecture, there is the utmost uncertainty 
in most of the guesses, however ingeni- 
ous, which have hitherto been made. 
The whole passage was probably so 
obliterated as to be only partially legible 
in the ancient copy from which the Medi- 
cean was derived. I have thought it best 
to give the corrupt readings in those 
places which seem hopeless, while I have 
occasionally admitted such corrections as 
seem highly probable and not widely de- 
parting from the letter of the MSS. Her- 
mann has indeed reduced the unmetrical 
mass 804—821 to strophes and antistro- 
phes; but few will venture to follow him 
in such wholesale emendations as that of 
806—8, where he reads écidppova Avow 
xaBBactas dAwAvia Béapya patyw.—In the 
first verse we might write & and @ for 6 
and d. In ed. 2, I assigned this verse to 
the herald, as @dvaros comes on the stage 
with &@ & Alcest. 28. But it is safer to 
return to the MSS., especially as the 
Schol. observes, raira perdé Twos mdBous 
dvaBodow, & ardrrov tovs Alyunriddas 
otra. 

805, pdpwris. So Turn. for pdpmis. 

816 

Hesych. udprrus: bBpiorhs, perhaps from 
this passage. Compare the masculine 
forms tpdxis, Adrpts. ‘Here on land is 
the plunderer who came by sea.’ 

806. id 64 are mutilated and corrupt 
parts of lost words.—xaBBas viv, for 
kdxkas vu, seems plausible: ‘May you 
be lost (perhaps, stranded or shipwrecked, 
cf Theb. 198. Ag. 653) before you reach 
us having landed here.’ Schol. rpérepov 
Odvos, & pdprrt, mply huas cvdAdAaBeiv. 
Compare the Aeolic xaSBals Pind. Nem. 
vi. 87. Schol. caraBdoes. On x and B 
confused see sup. 541. 

809. The MSS. give mpdtav. Turn. 
mpééeva, a mere conjecture. Possibly we 
should read mpdtavra or —rtas, ‘1 see 
them performing this first prelude to the 
violent treatment of me.’ Cf. mpdooew 
onueta Ag. 1326. Hermann omits the 
word as a gloss. 

815. mpotdcoov, ‘be our patron.’ 
Thucyd. iti. 52, mpordiavres chav abtay 
*Aotiuaxov. Schol. mpd juav mapardta. 

816. 8rws woddv. Schol. as exere 
tdxos (read tdxous) wodGy. Herod. ix. 
59, mdytes eSlwxov ws Today ExaoTos 
elxov. Plat. Gorg. p. 507, dxodaclav 
peurréov ds exer Today Exacros. 

817. ovxotv. ‘ Now then there will be 

K 
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‘ 

TUpol, TIpol Kal OTLYMOL, 

Tohvaiwwv pdvios 
‘ dl 

drokoTa Kpatos. 820 

lal lal 3 > »¥ 

KH. cotobe, codc® dddpevar ddoper’ émr’ apada. 

XO. el? ava twohbpuTov OTP. a. 
ce /, / a\pLoEvTaA TOpOV 
Secrocio dv vBpe f P 

youpoderw Te Sdper Siadov. 825 

4 3 ¢ / >>> »* ~~ aipov €ow c€ y er apaha 
* , La 

+ Hovdouria TdmTa. 
Keredo Bia peOécbar o txap 
ppevds adpovos ayav. 

+ +s , 

t@, Lov. 830 

het’ eSpava, ki’ és Sdépv" 
a 4 > x , > #, & tier dp wow ov céBo. 

tearings of hair and piercings of flesh and 
gory murderous decapitation.’ 

821. dAduevar. MSS. dradueva: or da- 
Aduevat. Perhaps the epic form obAduevar 
should be restored. The repetition of 
éadueva adverbially, if the passage is 
right, may be compared with éAduevov 
ddrouéevw Cho. 145, cake kards, and simi- 
lar phrases.—auada is restored from 
Hesychius for auida. He derives it amd 
Tod auay Thy GAa, whence perhaps the 
aspirate should be thrown back, @uada. 
The first syllable however would seem to 
be long, from 821 compared with 837. 

822. The MSS. have woAvpputoy and 
GAphevta. The first was corrected by 
Wellauer, the second by Hermann. The 
antistrophic verses being correct, these 
alterations may safely be admitted. Com- 
pare teppiders and a@yvdputos Prom. 443. 
See however sup. 70. 

825. diAov. This also seems almost 
certain for S5:dAouv or d:ovAov, and is due 
to Hermann. ‘ Would that you had 
perished on the briny way, with your 
lordly insolence and your nail-fastened 
ship.’ See sup. 434. 

826—7. These two verses are corrupt, 
the latter beyond the hope of restoration. 
For alwoves os we may venture upon 
alwor éow a’, from the Schol. yucypévoy 
oe xa0l(w. The future indeed, from éw, 
does not occur; but we have the similar 
epic forms cioer, eloov, eoas, and Kab- 

éswow a&yava, Hom. Hymn. ap. Thue. iii. 
104. The MS. reading én Guida has 
been corrected as before by Hermann, 
who gives aluov’ tows cé y em Euara 
foe. Soumiay Tam) ya, ‘ cruentum te for- 
tasse mittent in navem perituram copiae 
terrestres Argivorum.’ Dr. Donaldson 
proposes # ob doumeis, &muta, ‘do you 
beat your breast, noisy one?’ comparing 
Pers. 124. Mr. Conington thinks Aes- 
chylus may have written aluovd © én’ 
Gudda Chow | tpérov Sparéta. The wide 
difference between the guesses of the best 
critics shows the rashness of admitting 
any one of them. 

828. txap. Schol. thy emOvylay txap 
elmev. Etymol. M. ixalvew: émiBupeiy. 
xdw, ixdw, ixatvw, txap. Hermann re- 
tains and defends the word, inserting o 
to complete the dochmiac. He does not 
appear to object to the accusative after 
peGécOa. In the next verse the MSS. 
give gpevl 7 &ray, but Schol. thy arny 
Ths ppevds. I have acted on Hermann’s 
hint, that this verse probably corresponded 
in composition with 841. See 62 com- 
pared with 57. He however has given 
pevds uppovd 7” teyav, where dya is in- 
dignatio. 

830. id iby Med. 
Hermann. 

832. The Med. gives driérava wéAw 
evceBav, and so the Schol. must have 
found, phrore petéexwv Tipijs ev TH WéAEL 

id i Rob. iov, iob 
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addeiBorov vdwp, 
evOev aeEdpevov 835 

Cégvutov aiua Bototor Padre. 
yetos exw Babvydios 
Babpeias, BaGpeias, yépov. 

KH. ov 0 év vat, vat Bace Taxa 840 

bédeos abéXeos, 

- Bia, Bia. 
a , N n 

Bah, tpdkaka py rabety 
bv , a * > a. ddopeva Taddpais * eats. 

XO. 
+ ~ > ~ 

LAL, aLat, 
Yon , y 

Kal yap Svomahapws OAOLO p 

otp. B’. 
816 

dv adipputov adoos, 
Kata JapTynddviov yOpa Todvypappwov adabets 

tav evoeBv. I have followed Schole- 
field; ‘the gods that are reverenced in 
this city I honour not.’ Cf. rierot in 
1019; and 869, 0d yap PoBodua: Safuovas 
rovs év@dSe. Hermann has arieros ava 
mwéAw doeBGy, ‘impune in urbe sacratas 
sedes violans.’ 

836. Borotot. So Mr. Conington 
rightly reads for Bpototo.. Schol. Med. 
7d (woroody T& Opéuuara. The con- 
fusion is very common; see on 672, 
and on 283, 611. The Nile water was 

thought to fatten and improve cattle, 
whence Apis was not allowed to drink it, 
as Wilkinson shows from Aelian, ‘ An- 
cient Egyptians,’ i. p. 293. Cf. Pers. 33, 
TwoAvOpéupav Necros. 

837. yetos. So Herm. for éyetos, 
which probably arose from the very com- 
mon‘ error of prefixing the article. He 
considers that the word, which does not 
elsewhere occur; (though Steph. Byzant. 
has yéyetos, apparently a corruption of 
it,) meant ‘one born, or having property, 
in a land.’’ He well adds: ‘debent hae 
virgines causam memorare cur jure suo 
istos gradus (sc. before the statues of the 
gods) teneant; itaque dicunt yetos Badv- 
xdios exw Badpelas, ut indigenae anti- 
quissima nobilitate generis hunc locum 
sibi vindicantes.’ We might, however, 
be tempted to prefer yobs, comparing 
Bap 7d mepiBapy Eum. 155. Hesych. 
xaids* aryadds. See Theocr. vii.6. Ar. 

K 

Lysistr. 90. Schol. xdor yap of ebryeveis. 
The rest of his gloss is confused, and arose 
either from a very different reading or a 
very erroneous idea of the meaning. For 
éxw the MSS. have éyé. The correction 
was made by Butler. 

840. & év vat Hermann and Conington 
for 5& val. ‘Ut sacrum esse hunc quem 
tenent locum asseverent, iterant hanc 
vocem ; ad quae respondens praeco acerba 
cum ironia éy vat, val dicit, ipse quoque 
iterato nominans eum locum in quo mox 
sunt sessurae.’ Hermann. 

842. The Med. gives Bla Big Te woAAag 
ppodda Bdreat Babur tporakd maddy drd- 
pevat waddpuas. The other MSS. present 
only slight variations. Hermann observes, 
as I had before remarked, that Bdreat 
arose from a gloss Bare combined with 

Bae. Thad also anticipated his mpdrara. 
Cf. Pers. 967, 971, and on the corruption, 
sup. 295. The addition of éuats is due to 
Dr. Donaldson. 

846. kal ydp. Herm. with Heath reads 
ei ydp. Perhaps we may say that kal 
connects SvomaAduws with madduats,— 
“yes, you may speak of hands, but may 
you perish without a hand to help you.’ 
Compare 739 — 40. 

848. roAdWappov. So I corrected roAv- 
Wdualoy in ed. 1, and the same occurred 
to Hermann. xara is ‘ off the sandbank,’ 
as Kata mpav’ GAtoy Pers. 872. In the 
next verse I think he has hardly done 

2 
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eipelarow avpais. 

KH. ivle nai \dKale, Kai Kader Oeovs: 850 
Aiyvrriav yap Bapw odx imepBopet, 
Xéovea Kai mucpdrepov oilvos vopov, 

XO. otot, oiot avr. B’. 
vpas aypia yap ov hdokets. 

t repixaprra Bpvales: 855 

5 oe Opdpas 6 péyas Neidos bBpilovra o° amortpé- 

yevev diotov UBpw. 
KH. Baivew xedevw Bapw cis audiotpodov 

door TaxioTa pndé Tis cxodalérw 
6AKI yap ovToL TAGKapoY ovddp aLeraL. 860 

XO. olot, TaTEp, oTp. Y’. 

Bperéwr + apos 

justice to my conjecture for edpelais eiy 
aipais, by briefly saying ‘ Nihili est edpet- 
av gipas.’ Both metre and sense are 
thus restored, and without any material 
change. There was a promontory of 
Cilicia called by this name, Saprnddy 
ax7} Soph. frag. 40. Strabo, xiv. p. 670, 
ed0ds yap oT | TOU Kadunddvou éxBorh 
kdupavrs hidva mowtoay &kpay h KaAdctrat 
Zaprnddév. Another Saprndovia &xpa was 
near the Thracian Chersonese, Herod. vii. 
58. The east wind would be likely enough 
to drive ships from their course in the 
voyage from Greece to Egypt; though 
there is no necessity to understand it 
otherwise than poetically for any stormy 
blasts. Hermann gives deplaow, from 
depia sup. 71. 

852. I have adopted Hermann’s reading 
of this verse, as on the whole the most 
probable. ‘You shall not escape even 
though you should utter a still more 
piercing cry of woe.’ The MSS. have tu¢e 
kal Bda mixpdrep’ axéwy oiCbos bvow exw. 

854. Aduas. The MSS. give Aduaots 
bmpoyaovAdore: or —ot. The verse can- 
not be restored with any thing like cer- 
tainty, nor is it easy to conjecture what 
the Schol. could have found, who explains 
els bmtp Tv Aiyuntiwy mpecBedor. Her- 
mann reads AupavOels ob mpd yas bAdoKols 
meplxouma Bpvd(wy. I have retained the 
corrupt mep:xaurrd, Hesych. Bpud(ew 
yaupiay, Tpupar. 

856. 8 ce Opépas. Thus I corrected ds 
épwras in ed. 2. Written in uncial letters 

¥ 
aTa’ 

these two readings are as nearly as pos- 
sible identical. For the confusion of T 
and W see Ag. 1543. I was not then 
aware that the margin of the Med. has 
6 NeiAds oe, which reduces this conjecture 
almost, if not quite, to certainty. Cf. 870. 
Hermann perceived the sense required, 
and has edited 6 5¢ Bdras, 6 péyas N., 
qui te nutrivit magnus Nilus.—aiotor, 
sc. dare civat. The epithet ought, from 
the natural order of the words, to belong 
to #Bpw. The construction seems con- 
fused between amorpéperey oe bBpl(ovra, 
and drotpépeey thy ohy BBpw dote ye- 
véoOa Bioror. 

858. auolotpopov Dind., Herm., with 
Porson for aytictpopoy, from the Schol. 
Thy e dupotépwy Tay wepay EAioooperny, 
8 dorw dugiértcoay. The vulgate might 
indeed be defended by 696, and we may 

add the testimony of Wilkinson, ‘ Ancient 
Egyptians,’ ii. 129, that there are no in- 
stances of double-prowed ships in ancient 
paintings. It seems however certain that 
the Schol. must have found the reading 
in the text; and we have only to suppose 
that a kind of barge is described to either 
end of which a moveable rudder might be 
applied. See on 697. Tac. Ann. ii. 6, 
‘adpositis utrimque gubernaculis, converso 
ut repente remigio hinc vel illinc adpel- 
lerent.’ Hist. iti, 47, ‘ pari utrimque 

prora et mutabili remigio, quando hinc 
vel illine adpellere indiscretum et innoxium 
est. 

862. Bperéwy, «.7.A. The MSS. have 
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dpayvos &s Badyp, 
” » , 
ovap, Ovap méav. 

> - 

OTOTOTOL, 

pa Ta, wa Ta, Boo 

poBepov amérpere. 
@ Ba Tas wat Zed. 

XO. 
* * & 

ovtot poBodpar Saipovas Tovs évOdSe: 
ob yap p’ COpeay od8 éyyipacav tpody. 

pawd méhas 
870 

avt. 7. 
* 

Stzrous odus, 
y 2. 9 , 
exidva 8 ws pé Tus 

ra <4 > ¥ 

160a SdKvovo’ exet. 

Bportooe. pooarat maddadye, Eustath. ad 

Od. p. 1422, 63, ard Tod apd nad &pos 7d 
bpedAos wap’ AloxUA@ ev ‘IneTiow, Bpdreos 
pos kta, ro. 7d eb T&Y BpoTay Kad 7d 
bpedos Urn €otly. It is to be feared that 
he found a corrupt reading and endea- 
voured to explain it; for &pos is totally 
unknown from other sourees. Hermann 
however retains it, reading Bpéreos from 
the Schol. 4 ray Bperéwy éemixoupla BAdr- 
Tet we, and in the next verse ingeniously 
correcting duaad® &ye: we. Cf. 33 and 
821. I formerly admitted Bperdwy mpds 
drav GAKd yw? yet from Stephens; com- 
paring Eum. 248, 6 8 aire viv dandy txwv 
mep) Bpére: wAexXOels Oeas. Certainly the 
united authority of the Schol. and the 
learned Eustathius is not lightly to be set 
aside. 

864. dvap. The herald creeps stealthily 
towards me like a spider or a spectre. 
Hermann gives véap, a word of no au- 
Paige but before introduced by him in 
64, 
866. wa Ta. Schol. é uijrep yh. Com- 

pare Cho. 39, id yata waite. Similarly in 
Prom. 580, the Earth is invoked to keep 
away the spectre of Argus. On the 
shortened form pa the following passage 
of Strabo may tend to throw some light, 
and it is perhaps equally applicable to Ba 
for BaoiAed (Lib. viii. p. 364): “Eviot 
88 xard, droxowhy Séxovra: Thy Mecohyny: 
elpnrat yap Ort Kal arn mépos hy THs 
Aakwvinijs: mapadebypaot 5& xpavrat Tov 

Lev Tomtod TG Kp? nad AG kad Md 
‘Hoid8ov 38, drt Td Bpidv kal 7d Bprapdy 
Bpt Adyet. Soporays S¢ kab “Iwy 7d 
f¢diov “Pd, "Emixapuos d& 7d Alay, Al. 
Supane S€ tas Svpaxotoas: ra) ’Eumredo- 
Kae? de, ula ylyverar duporépwy dy, % 
dys: - kal wap’ "AvTmdxw, Ahuntpds Tot 
*EAevolyys feph dy nal 7d BAdirov “AAGL. 
Ebgopiwy d¢ kal roy HAoy Aéyer*HA* ‘rapa 
iatta 58, Auwides eis Taddpws Acundy 
Byovow epi. 

868. 6 Ba. Said to be the vocative of 
an old word Bas for BaciAevs. Zeus is 
called son of Earth because Earth and 
Rhea were identical. Hermann compares 
Soph. Phil. 391, Ta, warep adrod Aids.— 
Body poBepdy, the herald whose cry in- 
spires fear; as deivol udxnv Pers. 27. Her- 
mann reads Bog, the Med. having Body. 

870. éyhpacav. Schol. eis yiipds pe 
iryaryev (iryaryov). Hesych. ynpdonovra: 
ynporonerta. See on Cho. 894. 

874. The same correction of this verse 
occurred to Hermann which I had printed 
in ed. 2, tis 768° evdaxovo’ for tl mor’ 
évdaxocéx’. But I now think 7éda 
ddxvovo’ more probable, not only because 
it suits the antistrophe perfectly, but be- 
cause the present is far more appropriate 
than the aorist, and the v may have arisen 
from a correction of Saxovo’ to Sdxvovo’. 
There can be little doubt that the poet 
was thinking of Philoctetes, on which 
subject he wrote a play. Compare frag. 
246. 248. 
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3 ~ 

OTOTOTOL, 

pa Ta, pa Ta, Body 

poBepov amrortpere. 

AISXTAOYL 

@ Ba Tas rat Zev. 

Ay la + > 

Nakts XUTOVOS Epyov ov 
2% Jt a \ 

i@ Toews ayol, 

mpopot, Odpvawar 

> , 2 a > ow a 
El PY TLS ES VauV €LOLY ALVEDAS TAO. 

KQTOUKTLEL. 

9 » > eA 2 , , 
ehfew eory’ tas aroomdaas Kouns, 

n t 
érel ovk aKover 6&0 TOV Euav oyun. 

Suwropec ded’, 
avak, maovomev. 

AY * ~  § 4 4 

mTodXovs avaKTas, 70.l0aS Atyvmtou, Taxa. 

deobe Oapoetr’, odk epetr avapxiar. 
a tg Lat , 

BA. o®tos Ti motets ; EK Toto 

avdpav Hehacyav rv 
GAN 7 yuvatkav és modw Soxets poder ; 

v dpovypwaros 
aryualers yOdva ; 

890 

KdpBavos av 8 “E\\now éyxdies ayav: 

Kal TOAN awapTav ovdev bplacas ppevrt. 
Ka. 

BA. 

TiS Hpmhakyntar TOVd 
E€vos ev €ivas Tp@Tov 

879. xiT@vos Epyov. Schol. thy épya- 
clay Tod xiT&vos.—Aaxls, cf. Cho. 26. 
In this place it must mean the act of 
rending, as sup. 112. 

881. mpduor. So Stanley for mpduvor. 
883. ovx axoder’* dtb. So Porson for 

ov kaxod év or @w, and so Dind., Herm. 
Feder proposed ods dkovew attodr’, but 
éteta Go} is a constant phrase, e.g. Soph. 
EL 30. Inthe MSS. and old edd. this and 
the succeeding iambic distich (886—7) are 
transposed, an arrangement first ques- 
tioned by Heath, but retained by Dindorf. 
It is not certainly wrong; but the order 
in the text, which Hermann also adopts, 
gives a sort of play on &vat and woAAobs 
dvanras. 

888. wofov. Hermann reads tivos from 
an anonymous conjecture. But it is well 
known that in questions motos regularly 
follows tis, and the quantity of the word 
is no valid objection. Cf. Od. xx. 89, 
Toios ey olos Hey dua otpats. So rot- 
atras is made short Eum. 402. 

i ee 
enol Sikys ‘arep ; 

OUK eTiaTacal. 

891. The MSS. give kdépBavos § dy, 
corrected by Porson. See on 315. The 
antithesis between “EAAnves and BdpBapot, 
i. e. all except Greeks, is too well known 
to require illustration. 

894. Eévos civ. ‘To behave as a 
stranger.’ févos Sv would have meant, 
‘You forget you are a stranger.’ Dobree 
compares Oed. Col. 927, (a play which 
has several well-marked resemblances 
to this,) jmorduny Edvoy map’ doors 
@s Siarrdcba xpedv. So also Antig. 
579, xph ‘yuvatkas civa: tdode. Her- 
mann considers two following verses to 
have dropped out, supposing the argu- 
ment to have proceeded thus: Herald: 
‘Why, I am wronging nobody.’ King: 
“Yes you are, in dragging away these 
Suppliants.’ Herald: ‘Why, I am but 
taking my own.’ The difficulty seems 
sufficiently met by marking an aposiopesis, 
the verb to éy® being &yo’ dy in 901. 
Compare supra 453—7. ° 
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KH. was & ovyi ; taohodb 0 evpicKav éyio— 895 

BA. roiowww eirav tpokévors eyxwptots ; 
e Lol ia 

KH. Eppy, peyioro mpotery, pacTnpio. 

BA. @eotow eirav rods Oeods oddév céBer. 
KH. rovs audi Neidov daipovas oeBilopar. 

BA. of 8 év0aS oddev, ds eyes oebev Kida. 900 
» ary x , > , 

KH. ayouw’ av, etrus Thode pr) Earpyjoerac. 

BA. khédous av, ei avoeas, ob pad és poakpay. 
»” nw 4. 

KH. nxovoa tovros otdapnas hiddgevor. 
BA. ov yap Fevodpar Tovs Oedv ovdyropas. 
KH. héyouw’ ay €hOav ravoiv Aiyiarov tade. 905 

BA. aBovkddntov Tod7 eu dpovyjate. 
> 

KH. GW as Gy eidds evvérw aadéatepor, 

(kai yap mpére Kipuk’ dmayyé\ew Topas 
4 Lad an ‘ s > 9 N 

EkaoTA,) THS Pw, Tpods Tivos T apatpeHets 

HKEW yuvarkov avtavédsov atddov ; 910 

ovrou Sider TadTa pwapTvpwr vio 
” XN al 2 5) 5 > , a 
Apys 76 vetkos 8 ovk ev apyvpov aby 
A * < XN , Lg 

ehvoev’ ahha OANA yiyverar mdpos 
a, > > ~ ¥ % i 

Teonpat avdpav Kdtohakticpot Biov. 

897. ‘Epufi. The patron of heralds, masters, it is clear that he intends to re- 
sup. 244, and at the same time the god of 
theft and abduction, and the recovery of 
stolen property. 

899. Cf. 832. 
900. of 8 éveds. ‘You mean then to 

* say that the gods of our country are no 
gods at all?’ Which was the greatest 
insult he could offer to the chief minister 
of religion. See 366. 

901. e?ris. Nothing but force, i. e. 
no persuasion, shall prevent me from 
carrying them off. 

903. giAdéevov. Cf. 894, to which this 
verse is a retort. 

905. The common reading is Aéyors bv, 
‘You had better go and say this to my 
masters in person,’ i. e. you dare not talk 
thus to them. To which the King re- 
plies, ‘it is a matter of indifference whether 
I say it to them or to you.’ But Hermann 
with great probability adopts Heath’s cor- 
rection Aéyouw &y. Similarly in Prom. 
777, for 480° by the MSS. give jdoluny 
&y or #30 ky. As the herald proceeds 
to ask what name he shall give to his 

turn to them. 
909—10. Prom. 780, mpbs Tod tTépavva 

oKinrrpa cvdAndhoerat; Herod. iii. 65, uy 
arapebéw Thy apxhy mps Tod aderApeod. 
The following four verses Hermann trans- 
poses after 927. The connexion with the 

preceding is not very close; yet the argu- 
ment may run thus:—‘tell me at once 
who you are that have dared to insult me 
thus, since the matter has gone so far 
that nothing short of war between the 
principals can settle it.’ The meaning is, 
‘The court in which this matter must be 
tried is that of Ares, who neither calls 
witnesses nor takes money as a compro- 
mise, but requires the lives of many as a 
satisfaction.’ This conveys a taunt that 
the king is at heart averse from war. Cf. 
Sucd(ew TawAakhpara sup. 226. 

914. Biov. Plutarch, who twice quotes 
this verse, De Curiositate, p. 517, F, and 
De Facie in orbe Lunae, § xxiv. has Blwy, 
which Hermann adopts, quoting paxpalw- 
vas Bious from frag. 281. 
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9 BA. ri cou héyew xpi Tovvop’ ; év xpdve pablov 

AIZXTAOYL 

915 

eloer aU T adTos xoi Evveuropot ober. 
ravtas 8 éxovoas pev Kat’ evvolay ppevav 
4” a ” > ‘\ iO. Xx td is dyous ay, elrep evaoe ns Trifou Noyos 

a , 

Toudde Onmompaxtos Ex TodEWSs puto. 
wndos Kékpavrat, pyror éxdodvat Bia 920 

oTddov yuvaikov' TOVS Epyotar Topas 
youdos Svapma€, ws pévew apapdtas. 
TavT ov Tivakiv éoTw éyyeypappeéva, 
ovd é€v mrvyats BiBhov Kater ppayiopeva: 
cadn & doves €€ éhevPepoorduou 

/ oy 8 a 3 3 ba /, kopilov 8 as TaxioT &€ dupdrov. 
N N 7Q> CQ’ , » 5 

col pev TOO Od, 7OAELOY aiperOar véov" 
yrdoons. 

925 

» er \ , a» 
ely be VUKY) KQL KpaTn TOUS apocow. 

BA. 
2: 2 4 vag eX >’ is. 

GAN dpoevds Tou THOSE ys oiKHTopas 

evpnoer, ov Trivovtas éx Kpilav pébv. 930 

tpets S€ Tacas Edy dirous drdoow 

916. clove: od 7’ is the correction of G. 
Burges for cic@ry. A question may be 
raised, whether the Evyéumopo: here men- 
tioned are mute persons on the stage, or 
merely part of the émixovpla in 701. It 
is clear from 931 and 962, that a secon- 
dary chorus of attendants was actually 
present, and they may in turn have ful- 
filled the several minor parts, as that of 
the guides in 494. 

921. éphawra:. ‘ A nail has been fixed 
through these decrees, so that they re- 

main immoveable’ The ancient custom 
of suspending fasti and public documents 
on bronze plates in the temples is here 
alluded to. 

923 seqq. Hermann understands these . 
verses thus :—‘ I tell you this not because 
of any written law or treaty between us, 
but of my own independent authority.’ 
The Schol. gives odk éyypddws taita 
elrov, GAAG (don puri. 

927. The MSS. give to6: wey dd H5n. 
This is a difficult verse to correct so as 
to make consistent sense with the next. 
Hermann has ef co: 768° 750, but he sug- 
gests also oo) uty 768° 730, which I have 
preferred, though the interpolation of péy 
might be accounted for as in 462. The 
antithesis is then well marked between 
col pkey nal rats cats yuvautl, and jyuiv 

3& tots &poeow. Hermann is evidently 
a good deal puzzled how to fit in the four 
lines he bas transferred from 911 sup., 
and is obliged to have recourse to the 
clumsy expedient of placing a lacuna after 
this verse, and another immediately be- 
fore efn 5¢ vinn, «.7.A. His reasons do 
not appear sufficiently strong to require 
a detailed examination of them.—atpec- 
Oa: for éepeto@e is Porson’s. See 433. 
336. 

930. é« KpiOev wébv. The Egyptians 
drank a sort of beer called (é@oy or 
Bpirov. Athen. x. p. 447. Aesch. frag. 
123. Strab. xvii. | and 2. Xen. Anab. 
iv. 5, 26. Herod. ii. 77. Plin. N. H. 
xix. 22. xxii. ad fin. Wilkinson, ‘ Ancient 
Egyptians,’ i. p. 53. 

931. gfAos. Hermann and Dindorf 
give lAas with Schiitz, referring to 
duotses in 954. But why may not the 
érdoves ppdotopés te of 486 be here 
meant? For that these must have been 
there on the stage has before been re- 
marked; and the king may be supposed 
to point to them as escorts ready to con- 
duct the maidens. This view also gives 
additional force and meaning to 6pacos 
AaBotoa. The use of dmdwy in the femi- 
nine seems questionable in tragedy. 
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Opacos haBotoa otetyer’ cbepey modu 
Tipyov Babeia unary Kexhnpérnv. 

N 

kai dapat éott todda pev Ta Sipura, 
Scdopdropar 8 ob8 eye cpips xepl, 
el Oupds €oTw edtuxds vaiew Sédpous 
ToGv pet ahrov- ei SE Tis peiLeav yaprs, 
Tapert oixetv Kal wovoppvOpous Sdpovs. 
TovTav Ta Agora Kal Ta Ovpydéorara, 

, 

mapeott, uticacbe mpootdryns 8 eya 
> , , a y 2 
QOTOL TE TAVTES, wVTEp noe KpQweTat 

dos. 
XO. 

Ti TavdE KUpLwTépous pevEts ; 
GN’ avr’ dyabav d&yabotar Bpvors, 

dte Tedacryar, 

répabov S€é zpddpav Setp’ Hyerepov 
Fee > Lad x , watép ev0apon Aavady, mpdvoov 

kat Bovd\apyov: Tod yap mpotépa 
paris, dou xp7y Sépara vate, 

* , iA 

Kal TOTOS EVppav. 

ydyov addofpdois 

934—8. ‘There are many houses which 
are public property, and I too have an 
ample palace, if you prefer to dwell com- 
fortably with many others; but if it is 
more agreeable, you may occupy single 
and separate abodes.’ The. cvvoiciat are 
meant, where, as in the Roman insulae, 
many families resided under one roof. 
Probably the king’s palace was repre- 
sented on the proscenium. 

936. «i OQuuds éorw ebtixovs Herm. 
with Bothe, for eb@uueiy fori evruxovon. 

Inf. 971 the MSS. give etrvxoyv for ctru- 
kov. But ebréxovs seems in this place 
an otiose epithet. Without having great 
confidence in edruxa@s, I think it is at 
once more likely to have been corrupted 
into ebruxoton and évruxovo7n, and more 
suited to the kind benevolence of the 
king. 

940. wdpeor:. Perhaps it is best to 
take this parenthetically for mdépeot: ydp. 
Others understand ra Agora—mdpeoTt, 
Awrloacde abtd. In the former editions 
Tinclosed the words kal ra Ouundéorara 
mdpeott so as to form a parenthesis, on 
the ground that the article is not rightly 
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935 

940 

945 

TAS TUS ETELITEW 

950 

repeated before @uundéorara. But this 
sort of parenthesis, though familiar enough 
in English, is not very Greek, still less 
very Aeschylean. The article is defensi- 
ble on the ground that the two superla- 

tives express distinct considerations, since 
what is best is not always identical with 
what is most pleasant. Still I have grave 
doubts whether mdpeor: has not super- 
seded some other word, for the MSS. 
have Awricac@au, and it seems likely that 
mdpeott should have been inserted to 
govern it, though, as mdpeorw oixeiy had 
occurred just before, the poet himself 
would hardly have repeated it. Her- 
mann ventures to read arpeo'r), supposing 
mdpeott to have accidentally caught the 
transcriber’s eye from 938. 

940. mpoordrns. Cf. 815. Ag. 57. 
941. xpatverut. See on 782. 
949. was tis. Cf. 971. The Schol. 

rightly supplies émel, for this is the point 
of the rézos c#ppwy, a place where they 
will not be exposed to illnatured remarks, 
—wéyos is particularly used of reproaches 
cast on the female character. See Ag. 
594. Eur. Hel. 1292. Thue. ii. 45, 

L 
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evTuKos' ein O€ TA AKOTA. 
[BA.] , > > \y 2 ae , évv 7 eikdeta Kal dpnvire 

Baker haar év yapar 
tacaceabe, hirar Suwtdes, ovTws, 

as ep éExdoTn duexkhjpwoev 955 

Aavads Oeparrovrida deprijp. 
4A. @ Taides, Apyelotow ebyer Oar ypea; 

Ovew Te, leiBew F, ws Heots "Odvpemiors, 

oToveds, eet owTypes ov Siyoppdrres. 
‘ a 

Kai pou T& ev TpaxO&vTa pods Tovs eKTEvEls 960 
, a ° , didous TiKpas YKoveay avraveious: 

€wovs 8 dradovs Tovcde Kal Sopvacdous 

952. Hermann denies that the king’s 
speech could have begun thus abruptly, 
and marks a lacuna of three verses, on 
the ground that the two systems of ana- 
paests ought to correspond. But I think 
Mr. Conington has rightly seen that the 
whole of the speech should be attributed 
to the chorus, who in 954 address their 
own attendants, advising them to adhere 
to the same resolution they have them- 
selves formed, to reside where they will 
give no scandal nor offence. Hermann 
reasonably objects also to the king ad- 
dressing the attendants as plaa: duwldes, 
and reads rdocecGe, otra, Suwtdas, where 
tdececbat is to be taken in a middle 
sense, as in Heracl. 664. Androm. 1099. 

953. év xépqm. On the metre of this 
verse see supra 7. Theb. 822. Pers. 32. 

Ag. 357. Hermann formerly corrected, 
and has edited, rév éyyxdépwy. The order 
is, obv dunvirw Bdter AaGy, not Aawy ev 
xépw. Besides the guards or attendants 
before mentioned, we can hardly escape 
from supposing that each member of the 
chorus was accompanied by an assistant; 
but these probably appeared in the or- 
chestra only at the close of the play. 

960—1. These two verses are very 
difficult. Hermann gives al uo (so I 
had corrected in éd. 1) rd wav mpaybdvra 
He Tovs yevets MAA’ Od TuKpOS, K.TLA, 
‘They heard without resentment how I 
had acted against our degenerate rela- 
tions.” That ofrous is corrupt is not 
altogether improbable; for the Med. has 

-0S. 
splaov and it may have been a gloss 
of robs eyyeve’s or tobs ev -yéve. But 

the alterations proposed are very un- 
certain; and the vulgate may without 
violence be understood thus.:—‘ And from 
me they heard (cf. 513) with indignation 
what measures had been taken (i. e. in 
coneert with the king) against our over- 
bearing relatives, your cousins.’ mxpas 
of course must mean, ‘with angry feel- 
ings against them.’ Cf. Bapéws fjxovcay, 
Xen. Anab. ii. 1, 9. We might be tempt- 
ed to read mpbs tots éyyeveis mixpods 
pidous 4.7.A., eyyevhs meaning ‘a rela- 
tion’ in Oed. R. 1168, while éxrevhs is 
a word of very questionable authority, 
at least in the above sense, though arevy}s 
occurs Ag. 7t. Thus mucpol piaor would 
be an instance of oxymoron, ‘ friends who 
are no friends,’ ‘ friends to our cost.’ Cf. 
Cho. 226, robs piAtdrous yep olda vey 
dvras mexpots. (The same conjecture, 
founded on the latter passage, I see has 
been made by the reviewer of my 2nd 
edition.) Hermann defends his éxyeveis 
by Qed. R. 1506, as corrected by G. Din- 
dorf.—al mor seems very probable, for 
this is a common construction with mpdo- 
oew, as Thuc. vi. 56, cad abrois 7a pev 
HAAa mpds Tobs tuvemiOyooudvous TG epyp 
erémpaxro. Dem. itp dapu. init. re 
mpaxdévra tolt~ mpds Maclwva, and 
shortly afterwards 74 ev mempaypeva 
Popul mpds *ArodAAsdwpoy dxnndare— 
The wév is rather irregularly placed, be- 
longing as it does to the whole clause. Cf. 
783. 

962. euods &. Herm. and Dind. have 
éuod 98’, from a correction in the Med. 
The true reading is perhaps duol.3. It 
will be observed that todcde necessarily 
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kat TabTa wer ypdwper Oe apods yeypoppevots 
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ayval Suirov ws dhéyyeoOau ypdve. 970 

mas & év peroixw yhacoav ebruxov pépe. 
Kany, 76 7° eireiy edreres pUoaypd Tos. 

 tpas 8 erawe py katraryvvew eye, 
apav éxavaas THVS ewiatpertov Gporois. 

implies the presence of a body-guard, who 
appear as mutes on the stage. 

964. Sopicaver, The MSS. give Sopux’ 
éynuép» with slight variations. Porson 
corrected Sopuxave? wdpw, On the form 
of the compound see Blomf. on Ag. 115. 

965. I think that a verse must have 
been lost after this, for the construction 
seems incomplete. We want something 
to correspond with wfre,—‘ that I might 
neither be killed, and so a pollution arise 
to the country, nor dwell alone among 

foreigners,’ whr? év Eévoiow abtds oixotny 
uévos, The difficulty is not in 8 follow- 
ing wire, of which there are instances in 
abundance (cf. ofre—de, Pers, 654—6), 
nor merely in its continuing the negative 
sense ag part of the first clause; but in 
its retaining that negative sense even in 
the second and iadependent clause. 

966. mpevuerf, The MSS, give «d- 
Tpvpys}, which contains very nearly the 
same letters. See on 52, Hermann has 
adopted my conjecture évy mpdury, and 
given @duis for guod. Of the latter cor- 
rection I entertain no doubt; but I think 
mpevyev@, which I proposed in ed. 2, 
better than ey mpduvy, though the latter 
may fairly be translated ‘in intimo animo,’ 
the chief seat or position of the heart, 
where Reason is at the helm. It is clear 
that rvyxdvoyras, which the MSS. give, 
would have been written to avoid the 
hiatus; whereas the context points to 
Tuyxdvovra, since Danaus is expressing 
his gratitude for honours conferred on 
himself, The form eiapupyh}s does not 
seem to occur, the usual compound being 
eirpuuvos. For éuod nothing better had 

L 

occurred to me than xpedy. That the 
word is corrupt can hardly be ques- 
tioned. 

968. Hermann reads kal rade dw 
®yypatacbe, by a highly probable emen- 
dation, which scarcely amounts to an 
alteration. Cf. Prom. 808, hv éeyypdpov 
ov, 1.7.4, Thad suggested ypdwacde in 
ed. 1; but he objects that ratra pey 
seems to refer to what precedes, whereas 
the cwpovicuara, or wise saws, follow 
at 973. Here therefore taita seems to 
stand for rae (see on Prom. 542). 

970. ayv@? Suirov. ‘So that we, a 
company of strangers, may become known 
in the course of time.’ By éaéyxeadcu 
he does not mean katayvwoOjvai, as the 

Schol. supposed, referring du:Aos to the 
sons of Aegyptus; but that the character 
of the Suppliants will be proved and 
tested, and their innocence made manifest 
to all by time. In the next verse the 5¢ 
connects the sentiment thus: ‘I say, in 
time; for when people first take up their 
residence in a country there are always 
tongues prepared to slander them.’ 

971. ¥ruxov. So Spanheim for «f- 
tuxov. Cf. 951. 

972. 76 7 eixetv. Schol, 7d clweiv 
puoapdy Tt Kath Tey Edvor ebxepés dor, 
The order of the words is against this; 
and we should rather have expected 7d 
® eixetv, I think 7d ciety is the accusa- 
tive after péper, exegetical of yAdocay 
kakhy, and wws means, ‘ to say it in some 
indireet way.’ ecdmerés is ‘thoughtless,’ 
without considering the pain it may cause. 

974. éxlotpemrov. Schol. thy émiorpés 
govoay eis Ogay. Cf. Cho, 342, 

2 
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mas Tis TapehOav oupatos FedKTyprov 
Tokevup. errempev, Yiépov ViKdpEVOS. 
mpos TavTa py TA&Owwev Gv Todvs advOS 

‘\ XN rd 7 3 3 a , mods S€ wévTos elver’ HPSOn Sopt, 
B® atoxos Hyiv, nooviy & éxOpots Epots 

olknots O€ Kal Surdy Tapa, Tpakapev, 
985 

Thy pev Iledacryds, THY S€ Kal wodus 880%, 
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976. vl why; Cf. Eum. 194. Ag. 655. 
Hermann reads @fpais 8& Knpatvovol viv 
Bporot. ri why; strangely objecting that 
beasts do not ravish virgins. It is evident 
that érépa is general, not said of the 
human race alone. 

978. kaprépal? & So Mr. Conington 
and Hermann for xaprdéuara. The same 
error has been removed from Eum. 439. 
—ord(ovra is a metaphor from ripe 
grapes (émdépa), which burst and allow 
the juice to escape. Eustathius (see frag. 
390) has AicxydAov pdxAov &uredov 
eimévros Thy peouévny.—Knptocet, ‘ offers 
for sale,’ ‘proclaims,’ i.e. todmdvtos 
aprdcct, Oed, Col. 752, ‘ready for the 
first comer to gather.’ See sup. 217. 

979. ds évey 8pw. With Mr. Coning- 
ton, I adopt this emendation of Her- 
mann’s as by far the best yet made. 
The MSS. give kadwpa kwAdvoucay 6, and 
ép@. Stanley corrected xiwpa, which keeps 
up the metaphor of the vintage, as does 
8pw, as_will appear by comparing Eum. 
928. The term seems to have been ap- 

plied to the space allotted for each plant 

(vine or olive) to occupy in closely set 
rows. The sense is, ‘they (both beasts 
and men) check the unripe fruit, so that 
it remains stationary,’ i. e. they scarcely 
allow it full development, in their eager- 
ness to seize it. Hermann takes a dif- 
ferent view of the whole passage, and-I 
think a much less satisfactory one. 

984. 4pd0n. Heath corrected ofvex’ 
ipd0n for ody éxAnpddn. Hermann ob- 
serves that sometimes words were written 
without elision, so that the A is only the 
final a of otyexa. I have however given 
elvex’. See on 184. ‘To plough’ the 
sea’ was a phrase common to Greeks and 
Romans. Cf. Eur. frag. Sthen. iv., 6d- 
Aacoa, THYd dpoduev. The form ipd6y 
is found Oed. R. 1485. By a bold in- 
stance of zeugma the same verb is applied 
to mévos. 

988. Adrpwy, ‘rent.’ Hesych. Adrpov 
uloGiov. The word is from Adw, capio, 
like Avrpov from Avw, Cho. 41. 

993. véov. In the usual sense of ‘ evil.’ 
See 336. 

990 : 
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AM. B’. br0déEacbe 8 dradoi 1000 

pédos: aivos Sé wédw ravde Hehacyav 
> , 7 Yy , ‘ rd 9 éyéra, pnd ert Nethov mpoxoas o¢Bapev vpvors: 

HM. 4. worapovds 8 ot Sia xapas Oehenov mapa yé- 
ovo avr. d. 

TohvTEKvou Aurapots YevMact yatas 1008 
TOd€ petiocovTes ObdaS. 

HM. B’. éridsou § "Aprepis ayva 1010 
/ > 4 > € 9 9 atoXov oixrilopévar pnd ba dvayKas 

yadwos €Oor Kubepeiass orvyepav médov 768° 
GOdov. 

996. The ode which follows is Ionic 
a minore, as in Pers. 65 seqq., as far as 
v. 1046, when the chorus, by shifting the 
step and position or arrangement, change 
the rhythm to trochaic. Hermann sup- 
poses that a short pause intervened be- 
tween these two schemes.—For ‘yavdevtes 
of the MSS., which is a ‘ vox nihili,’ the 
choice lies between -yavdevres, which I 
proposed in ed. 1, and yavdovres, which 
Hermann has edited. The adjective -yavd- 
ets, though a probable form, is not known 
to exist ; while yavdw occurs several times 
in Homer, éryerayvdy yavéwoat, K.T.A., 
in the sense of ‘bright.’ Here it would 
seem to have an active sense, pa:dpdv- 
ovres, evppalvovres. I have preferred 
this, because so many epic words occur in 
the present play. The uncontracted form 
may be defended by xadcw, Ag. 144. 
mo0éovoat Pers. 544. Or should we write 
yavéwvres? On the Geol mwoAodxor see 
Ag. 88. Theb. 261. 

999. mepivatoyvras. So Hermann for 
mepwvalere. The middle form is unusual; 
but the metre leaves no room for doubt. 
The river Erasinus was famed for its pas- 
sage underground from the lake Stym- 
phalus. See Ovid, Met. xv. 275, ‘Sic 

modo combibitur, tecto modo gurgite lap- 
sus Redditur Argolicis ingens Erasinus 
in arvis.’ Strabo, viii. 6, ZAAos 5& woTa- 
ds ’Epacivos ev ti *Apyelg early: obros 
Be ras dpyas dx Sruupddou Tis "Apradlas 

AauBdve,—divta 8 bird yav pacd rotroy 
tov Trotapby éxnimrew eis Thy "Apyelav. 
See also ib. viii. 8. vi. 2. Pausan. ii. 24, 
6. Herod. vi. 76. 

1000. éradol. Not the handmaids (cf. 
954), as was commonly understood, but 
the other half of the chorus, as Hermann 
rightly explains it.—aivos, x.7.A., ‘ let us 
henceforth hymn Argive gods and rivers, 
not Egyptian gods and the Nile.’ 

1001. wéAos. So Legrand for pévos. 
1007. GcAcudy, ‘gentle.’ Photius, 6¢- 

Anos: ayt) Tod Hovxos, and so Hesych. 
OéAcuovr oixtpdy, Hovxov. Hes. Opp. 
119, eAnuol ovxo:. Dr. Donaldson 
(New Crat. § 273) compares €xndos from 
éxov. The Paris MS. gives @aAepdy, an 
important reading in reference to Theb. 
704. 

1008. moAdrexva:, Schol. roAvrexvias 
apdgevot. Cf. 836. — petAlocorres is 
Pauw’s emendation of peAlocorres. 

1012. Ku@epetas. Compare Asophdea 
dvdryxn, Ar. Eccl. 1029. Hermann gives 
Ku0éperos from MS. Guelph., adding, 
‘honeste yduoy Ku@éperoy concubitum 
yocat.? The epithet seems altogether 
unnecessary with -yduos, which is a per- 
fectly modest word. The MSS. are in 
favour of the genitive.—orvyepay is due 
to Hermann, for ottyeiov. The vulg. 
is orvyepby wéAct. He rightly explains, 
‘may this prize (i.e. yduos dovotos) fall 
to my enemies.” The Med. has 7éAat. 
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So Prom. 883, roid ém éxOpobs rods 
euads ZAGor Kirpis. 

1016. Oeouds. Schol. 6 Tod juerépov 
Suvov véuos. The chorus here offer some 
sort of apology for their last words: ‘ Not 
that we neglect the goddess altogether ; 
on the contrary, we acknowledge her 
power.’ Nothing was more dreaded by 
the Greeks than any thing like a con- 
tempt for the rites of Aphrodite. See 
Hippol. 100, and passim.—otv “Hog, sc. 
veAelg, the goddess of marriage, Kum, 

205.—zpya ’Agppodiras is another Homeric 
expression. 

1024. ‘Apyovlg. The daughter of 
Aphrodite by Mars (Hes. Theog. 937), 
and one of her numerous assessors or 

attendants, as T1d00s, Tew, “Iwepos, 
‘tudy, “Epwres, Tlaphyopos. See Pausan. 
i, 43, 6. She represented harmony in 
wedlock. The meaning simply is, ‘ Har- 

monia too and the Loves share in the 
prerogatives of the goddess.’ Hermann 

writes apuovla as an epithet to potpa, ‘ad 
concorditatem cogens Veneris vis.’ He 
well adds: ‘ ceterum positum est 5¢, non 

ve, quia respicitur ad praegressam nega- 

tionem.’ 
1025. WéSupa: rpfBo. It is difficult 

to translate this verse, which is a mere 
periphrasis for WéSupo: "Epwres. The ex- 
act meaning of yOupiCew and iOupds 
will be understood from Theocr. ii. 141, 
Hence ybupd *Appodirn and Wbuplerns 
“Epws were invoked. (Suidas, Harpocra- 
tion, and Lex. Bekk., Anecd. i. p. 317.) 
It implies the secret converse between 

lovers or married people, xpddiot dapiopol, 
Hes. Opp. 789. As regards the form, 
Hermann igs probably right in preferring 

Siwy- 

1030 

1 

Pédupai, the MSS. giving Webupa or pé8pa. 
Hesych. Wédupos’ Wlévpos. The accent of 
both words appears doubtful. 

1026. The MSS. give guyddes 8’ ém- 
mvoiat (some omitting &), whence Burges 
and Haupt have suggested the reading in 
the text. Compare pévos for wéAos in 
1001. Hermann hhas pvyddeoow 8 ém- 
votais, ‘I fear wars and troubles resulting 
from this scheme of our flight.’ He ob- 
jects that éaimAoi does not oceur; yet it 
is one of those simple and natural com- 
pounds that any poet might adopt at once. 
The sense is, ‘I fear they will sail against 

us as fugitives,’ i.e. to claim us as be- 
longing to their country. 

- 1030. rior’. If the reading be right, 
this must mean i wor’ BAAg, i.e, did zl, 
ei wh 8:4 rodTo; But I think we should 
read érér’, siguidem, for the Schol. has 
Sr: ebraolas Ervxov. Cf. Oed. Col. 1699, 
émére ye kal roy év xepory Kareixov, and 
the note on doris Prom. 38. The ti arose 
from m (cf. 756), when émmdére had been 
written, and the initial 6 obliterated. The 
sense of the vulgate is unsatisfactory ; and 

Hermann’s correction has much to com- 
mend it, tf aor’ ZemAouy, x.7.A., ‘why 
else have they sailed back with all speed, 
unless to bring more forces?’ Still, to 

his question ‘quid est mpata: etmAotay??’ 
we may surely reply, that mpaga: is con- 
sequi, as 754, mpdtag’ apwyhv. Cf. Pind. 
Pyth. ii. 74. Isthm. v. 10. Mr. Co- 
nington explains, ‘why have the gods 
granted fair gales for their pursuit?’ It 
does not appear to me easy to supply Geol 
in a sentence where no mention of them 
has been made. 
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1036. Schol. werd &AAwy woAAGY yduwv 
yuvainGy nal obros rTedcoOhoerat. He 
seems to have taken wéAo: not as a wish, 
but for réAoc dv. See 131. The sense 
appears to be, ‘may this consummation 
of marriage (Ag. 721) be to us as it has 
been to many women before us,’ i. e. a 
subject of apprehension at first, but hap- 
pily escaped. There is a contrast between 
past and present in &« and mporepar. 

1039. The argument seems to shew 
that 7d wév by BéAtarov fn does not 

mean, ‘ that would be best,’ but, ‘ it will 
all turn out for the best,’ 7d BéArarov efn 
ay, for the Hemichorium ’ throughout 
responds in calm and consoling language 
to the excited fears and passionate excla- 
mations of the other side. ‘Fear not,’ 
says the former, ‘all will be well in the 
end.’ ‘You,’ the other retorts, ‘ would 
make light of a matter which admits of no 
alleviation.’ ‘Why so?’ is the reply; 
‘You cannot foretel what may be in store 
for us.’ For the unusual position of the 
article in +d BéATarov it is enough to refer 
to Thucyd. vi. 64, robs yap by yArobs 
Tobs opav tovs inméas BAdwrew by 
peydva. Phoen. 512, tais yap dv OfBaus 
76d¢ yévoir’ Bveidos. 

1040, 6éA-yors by KOeAKTO?, i.e. Tpayya. 

Cf. Cho. 412, ra & odx) OéAyerar, sc. 
axe & erddouer. 

1044, e&xov, ‘speak.’ See on 17. The 
meaning ‘is, ‘beware lest you say any 
thing violent or ill-omened in your detes- 
tation of the marriage.’ 

1045. kaipdv. ‘What moderation do 
you recommend?’ These words, ka:pds 
and pérpov, are elsewhere combined, as 
Hes. Opp. 694, wérpa puadocerbat Kaipds 
& én) wacw &pioros. Pind. Ol. xiii. 67, 
émerau év éxdot@ wérpov’ vooat S& raipds 
&pictos. See on Prom. 513. 

1046. dyd¢ew. From &yay, like Ard- 
¢ew from Alay, which Photius explains 
Alay éowovdaxévat. There is an allusion 
to the proverb pundtv &yav, as in Prom. 72. 
Hesych. ayaCew Bapéws pépew. Etymol. 
M. dyd(er ayavanrei, nal Bapéws pépet. 
Theognis, 401, pndi&y tyay omeddew 
katpos 8 él maow a&pioros. Soph. Oed. 
Col. 1695, 7d épov ek Oeod Kards wndev 
wyay prAéyerbor. 

1051. katacxebar, i. e. mavoas abrhy. 
Cf. 572. Hermann corrects raraorpopay, 
chiefly because «xtfoas has no substantive 
after it. But it appears simply to mean 
morhoas, ‘having effected it,’ i. e. the 
liberation of Io. On the middle éAdcato 
see Prom. 243. Eum. 166. 
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1654. 7d BéArepov xaxod. See on 13. 
—1> diuoipor, the better part, though not 
unmixed with evil, i.e. the escape from 
the marriage, with the banishment it in- 
volves. The Schol. understands ‘a double 
share of evil with one advantage.’—aiva, 
sc. orépyw, ‘I am content with,’ ‘I ac- 
quiesce in.’ 

1056. dfxg. So G. Burges for dixa. 
‘ That the trial may be conducted justly.’ 
Mr. Conington conjectures lita Sixas (i. €. 
Slens) éréorat, ‘ Justice shall preside over 
our cause.’ Perhaps éréorw would be 
still nearer the truth; but in such pas- 
sages ingenuity is exercised almost in 
vain, where there is an evident reference 
to something now lost. The next play of 
the trilogy, the Danaides, doubtless con- 

tained an account of this event. Cf. 
Orest. 872, of pact mpa@rov Aavady Al. 
yinrm Binas diddv7’, &Opotca: Aady és 
kowds €5pas. Pausanias (ii. 19, 6) re- 
lates that Hypermnestra was brought to 
trial at Argos for disobeying the commands 
of her father (Prom. 881), and that being 
acquitted she dedicated a statue to ’A- 
ppodtrn vixnpdpos. Probably Aeschylus 
treated of this in the Danaides, where 
the goddess was introduced making a 
speech not dissimilar in sentiment to 976 

seqq. of the present play. See Aesch. - 
frag. 41.—ity edxais, in conformity with 
my prayer. 

1057. Perhaps we should write ma- 
xavais. 
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Skvbia, émt 7d Kavkdotov épos. 6 8& xopds cuvertyxey && ’OQxeavidwy 

vyppov. 7d 88 kebddAauov abrod éore Tpopnbews Séors. 

Toréov 8& dre od Kara Tov Kowdy Adyov é&v Kavxdow dyot Sedéobar 

tov Ipopnbéa, GAG pds Tots Hipwratous pepeoe tod ‘Oxeavod, ds dad 

tev mds THY "Id Aeyouévo eeore cvpBaderv. 

AAAQS. 

TIpopnbéws ek Atds xexAodpdros 76 mip Kal Sedwxdros avOpdrois, Sv 

ot réxvas mdécas dvOpwrot edpovro, dpywbels 6 Zeis wapadidwow abrdv 

Kpdre xot Bia rots atrotd tanpéras, kal “Adaiotw, as av dyayédvres 

mpos To Kavxdctov dpos, Secpots atdnpois abrov éxet mpoonAwoaev. ov 

yevopévov Tapayivovrat Tacat al ’‘Oxeavatar viudot mpds mapapvOlay ai- 

Tov, Kat ards 6 ‘Oxeavds, ds 84 Kal Adyar 7H Lpopenfet, va daedOov 

apds tov Aia, Sejocot cal Nutais weton adrdv éxAdoot Tod Seopot Tpo- 

pnbéa kai Tpopnbeds od a, 76 rod Auds ci8ds dxapmrrov Kal Opacd. Kal 

dvaxwpyoavros rod ‘Oxeavod, rapayiverat “Id tAavwpévy, 4 Tod “Ivdxov, 

kal povOdve. map abrod & re mérovOe Kal & weicerat, Kol Gru tis Tov 

M 2 
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airjs daroydvey Mice abrov, Os fv & Atos “HpaxdAjjs' Kat dre ex ris 

éragdyoews tov Aids réEer tov “Exadov. Opacvaropotvre 8& Ipopnbet 

xara. Aus, ds éxreceiras THs dpyis tf’ ov ré€erar maids, Kai adda 

Brdodnpa A€yovrt, Twapayiveras “Epyijs, Aws réupavros, éreddv arg 

kepavvov, el py Ta péAAovTa ovpPyoecOar TH Act eiary Kat py Bovadd- 
‘ fal Cl 2 ¢ pevov, Bpovry xarappayeioa atrov adaviles. 

‘H pev oxyvy tod Spdyaros trdxerat ev SxvOia, émt rd Kavxdowov 

Spos, 9 5& émeypadi) rovrov, IPOMH@EYS AESMOTHS. 



PROMETHEUS. 

THE precise date of this play, and consequently its chronological 

order, cannot be ascertained. It has been inferred, from v. 375, that 

it was written soon after the eruption of Aetna, Ol. 75. 2, (Thucyd. 

iii. 116,) while others, arguing from the more advanced and de- 

veloped style of the play, have placed it as late as O1.-77.3. Her- 

mann refutes the error of those (e. g. Miller, Diss. Hum. p. 64) who 

suppose that a third actor appears in the opening scene. He truly 

observes, after Welcker, that Prometheus cannot be regarded as an 

actor, but that he must have been represented by a huge effigy, the 

words he is supposed to utter being recited by one of the two who 

had just before acted Vulcan and Robur, concealed behind it. The 

other in turn takes the characters of Ocean, Io, and Hermes. The 

person addressed as Bia (v. 12) is a mere mute. 

This play is believed to have been the second of a trilogy of which 

the Ipounbets Ivpddpos formed the first, and the II. Avopuevos the 

last piece. The Satyric drama which concluded the series is un- 
known: the II. Ivpxaets was the last of the tetralogy which com- 

prised the Persians. Of the extant plays of Aeschylus the Prome- 

theus Bound may be justly considered the best, and that not merely 

for its sublime poetry, but for the profound conception of the cha- 

racter of Prometheus. Had the entire trilogy come down to us, 

there is every reason to believe we should have possessed in it an 

unrivalled monument of inventive genius. The legend which formed 

the subject probably belongs to the most ancient traditions of the 

human race; but whether mystical and allegorical, or connected in 

' its origin with primeval Revelation concerning the creation of Man, 

must remain undecided. There is much to be said in favour of the 

latter opinion. 
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IIPOMHOEYS AEXMOTHS. 

KPATOS. 

XOovos péev és THovpov 4 4 

nKomer médov, 
TKvOnv és oipov, aBarov eis epnpiar. 
"Hoare, cot S€ ypr) pwéhew emiotohas 
9 

ds oot Ilarip épetzo, 7d 

2. &Barov. This is the reading of all 
the MSS., but the editors since Porson 
have generally preferred &Bporov, from 
Suidas, Phavorinus, and other gramma- 
rians who quote the verse. The Med. 
has &Baroy 7. It is not denied that 
&Paros is a perfectly appropriate epithet 
for an inaccessible desert region, while 
&Bporos in the sense of &vev Bporar, if 
borrowed from Homer’s vit &Bpdrn, <‘ di- 
vine night,’ presupposes that Aeschylus 
wrongly understood it ‘solitary night.’ 
See Buttmann, Lexil. in v. We must 
also take into consideration the tendency 
of transcribers to insert p, as inf. 49, 
érpdxOn for erax7. See on Suppl. 283. 
611. 672. 836. This will readily account 

for a var. lect. &Bporov. Hesychius in- 
deed has &Bporov: émdv@pwroy, which is 
believed to refer to this passage; but if 
so, it proves nothing more than that the 
variant is as old as his time. On the 
proverb Zxv@dv épnuta, probably derived 
from this verse, see Ar. Ach. 704. Av. 
1484. The scene of the play is laid in 
western Scythia, on the n.w. confines of 
the Euxine, not in the Caucasus, as in 

the Prometheus Solutus. Schol. Med. 
ioréov 8rt ob Kata Toy Kowdy Adyor év 
7@ Kavedow onal dedécOau Tov Mpoundéa, 
GAAG mpds Tois Evpwralois Tépuact Tov 
"Oueavod, ds dd ra&v mpbs Thy "Ib Aeyo- 
Bévay ort cupBadciv. But for “Qxeavod 
he should have said [déyrov, as may be 
inferred from the later Scholiast on v. 

voe Tpos TET pass 

572, who has mpbs tois Eipwratos pépeot 
Tov Kavxdoov. It would be vain to spe- 
cify any particular geographical limits in 
a narrative so purely mythical ; but Strabo 
applies the term # Teta@v épnula to the 
whole district above the Danube and 
Dnieper, and calls it medias mica Kad 
&vvBpos, lib. vii. p. 305—6. This cor- 
responds sufficiently well with Io’s wan- 
derings eastward as far as the Caucasus, 
inf. 726, 738. Of course, the pdpayt, or 
ravine, in v. 15 is a mere poetical figment. 

4. épe?ro, ‘enjoined upon you.’ Od. 
xiii. 7, tudov B dvdph Exdaore epiduevos 
Tdde elpw. Ajac. 116, rotrd oor ® épi- 
euat. Hence épérys, Pers. 80. These 
commands, says Robur, you have good 
right and reason to care for, since it was 
your fire that was stolen, and your pre- 
rogatives that were encroached upon. 
Robur is not the minister of Vulcan, 
nor did the poet intend to represent him 
as a superior divinity. If the latter acts 
under his orders, it is because he is com- 
wissioned by Zeus to see the work duly 
executed. Vulcan, who shows pity and 
reluctance, is incited to the unwelcome 
task by the remorseless demon who exults 
and glories in the anguish inflicted. The 
one throws all the blame of his conduct 
on Necessity and the absolute will of 
Zeus; the other labours to overcome the 
natural but criminal disinclination of the 
appointed agent by urging the conse- 
quences of a refusal. 
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tm doxpyjpvors TOY lewpyov dxpdoat 5 

aSapartivev Secpav ev dppixros médaus. 

7d cov yap avOos, mavTéxvou mupos oédas, 

Ovntoiot Krepas oTacey” Toacd€ ToL 
dpaptias ade Set Peois Sodvas Sixny, 
ds dv 8:8axOn THY Atds Tvparvida 10 

atépyev, prriavOpdmov S€ maverOar Tpdrov. 

H@AIXTOS. i 

Kpdros Bia re, ofov pév évtody Aros 
eye Téhos On), KovSEY Eutrodav eru 
eyo & atohuds cir ovyyevn Oedv 
Sioa Bia pdipayys tpds Svaoxepépy. 15 

mavtws © avdyKn TOVOE por TOAMaY oD 
eEwpidlew yap Tarps \éyous Bapv. 

5. Aewpydy, i. e. badtoupydv, mavodpyov, 
Kaxodpyov, Toy Aclws kal eduapas épyatd- 
wevov. The word is preserved both by 
Hesychius and Photius, who rightly ex- 
plain it. Demosthenes has roy Alay 
evxep7 in the same sense, Mid. p. 548. 
From the epithet tWnroxphuvos, and 
some other expressions, as mpbs mérpais 
medapotois v. 277, metpaia ayKddAn v. 
1040, aidépioy kivuypa v. 163, it seems 
not improbable that Prometheus was 
chained erect at some height from the 
ground. "Opocrddny in 32 does not 
necessarily imply more than an upright 
position. But we do not know enough 
of the mechanical expedients employed 
to come to any certain conclusion, 

6. This verse has been preserved by 
the Schol. on Ar. Ran. 826. The MSS. 
give the tame and unmetrical reading 
adapavrtivors réednow ev appherois méTpais, 
with little variety. The poet perhaps had 
in view apphxrovs wédas, Il. xiii. 37. 

7. 7d ody &vOos. He should have said 
7d abv yépas, tos mupds, as inf. 38, 
flos flammae Lucret. i. 900; but the geni- 
tive more conveniently depended on céaAas. 
Compare thy eurvpoy réxvny thy tod 
‘Hoalorov Plat. Protag. p. 321, and ibid. 
KAéwret “Hoalorov thy eytexvov coplav 
civ mupl. Inf. 262. The Ionic philoso- 
phers taught that the aiéip, or upper 
firmament, was « vast magazine of fire, 
by which the sun and stars were fed and 

maintained in their brightness. It was 
this element, too pure and godlike for the 
use of man, according to the doctrine of 
the old fire-worshipping Arian and Pelas- 
gic tribes, that Prometheus daringly and 
profanely transferred to earth. 

ll. orépyew. ‘To bear with,’ not to 
be impatient under. See Suppl. 269. 
Antig. 292, as orépyew eye. 

12. ogy pév. The meaning is, ‘ You 
have done your parts in declaring the 
will of Zeus, and nothing now remains 
but resolution on my part to carry it 
into effect.’ The construction is not so 
evident. The Schol. Med. explains it by 
fh pay mapa tod Aids évrorAh fh SC byav 
GyyerOeiod jor exer Hn TéAos. He 
seems to make the substantive take the 
place of the participle, 7d ind ogy 
évreraAuevoy map Tod Aids. I do not 
believe that ope xe: TéAos can be con- 
strued in any other way than by taking 
oo@v as the dative of relation, ‘as far as 
you are concerned.’ 

16. oxe6etv. The MSS. generally give 
oxédew and oxéOwv. That it is really 
an aorist appears from the uncontracted 
oxeOéew Il. xxiii, 466, avoxeOéew Od. 
v. 320. See New Cratylus, p. 470. 

17. é&wpiderv. Porson and others alter 
this to ebwpia¢ew, because the latter word 
is recognised by some of the old lexico- 
graphers, while éfwpid¢ew no where else 
occurs. Still it bears a natural meaning, 
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THs 6pFoBovdov O€uidos aimuphra rat, 
dkovTd o axwv SvadvTois yahkevpact 

a AaQ> TpocTaccahevow THO anavOpare Taye, 20 
79 »¥ 

W ovte doviy ovte Tov wopdyvy Bpotav 
dyer, ctafevtds 8 Hriov doiBn proyt 
Xpowas apeiifers avOos: 5. Fd , 

aopeve dé cou 

H TouKireiwov VdE droKpiiper ddos, 
mdaxyny © édav Hvos oKeda Tahu 25 

det 5€ Tod TapdvTos ayOndav KaKod 
tTpvoe a 6 ladyowy yap ov TépuKé TH. 

“a > 3 e — caf x 

ToLavT amynvpw Tov diiavOpamov TpdTov. 

‘to put out of one’s care and concern,’ 
to neglect or despise. Schol. Med. gw 
dpas nal ppoyrldos rovcto Oar. 

18. @€uidos aituyiira wat. In this ad- 
dress Hermann sees a mixed admiration 
and reproach for the too lofty daring of 
Prometheus. One of the later Scholiasts 
remarks that Prometheus is called the 
son of Justice because a sense of justice 
causes men to consider and deliberate, 
Tponbetoba. But this is somewhat so- 
phistical. Themis, as holding the oracu- 
lar seat (Eum. 2), imparts to her son the 
attribute of foreknowledge, but not that 
of infallibility or ‘counselling aright.’ 
Thus the responsibility is thrown on the 
son alone, whose forethought for man in- 
duces him to dare in their cause while 
fully aware of the penalty of befriending 
them. In this, as throughout the play, 
w stern and gloomy view of divine pro- 
vidence is propounded. Man owes every 
thing to the intervention of a benefactor, 
nothing directly to the supreme Being. 
He does not seem to will their happiness, 
but simply to claim their obedience. He 
is not a God of love, but of discipline; 

not of mercy, but of rigorous and exact- 
ing justice. 

22. dWe. Cf. xrvmov dédopxa, Theb. 
100. Verbs of physical perception, it is 
well known, are for the most part of suffi- 
cient latitude to include more than one 
of the senses; but the construction is 
perhaps rather an instance of zeugma, 
otre gwriy dxoboe otre popphy ie. 
See Suppl. 984. Hermann’s comment 
on this passage deserves to be quoted at 
length: ‘ Eximia arte cumulavit poeta in- 
finitam mali magnitudinem. Ferreis vin- 
culis ad saxa affixus vacuo hominibus in 

loco, neminis cujusquam alloquio aut 
adspectu fruens, interdiu solis flamma 
tostus, noctu ex pruinis tremens, ab die 
levamen nocturni mali, diurni ab nocte 
expetens, semper dolore doloris alius 
vicario cruciatus, nullum habiturus libe- 
ratorem, eodem immobilis statu, somni 

expers, numquam fessa stando flexurus 
genua haeret in rupibus ille qui genus 
huwnanum affecit beneficiis.’ 

24. moutrdcluwy. The ‘ starry-kirtled 
night’ is a noble expression, and one 
which has a peculiar significance in con- 
nexion with the awful solitude of the 
Scythian desert. The change from day 
to night and night to day is described as 
bringing the only relief, for peraBorAh 
awdytwy yAvkd, Bur. Orest. 234. 

27. otrw wépune. It was destined that 

Hercules should finally release him ; cf. 
791; though it need not be supposed 
that Vulcan knew this. He could not 
however have said with truth od gorau 
moré. Schol. recent. évraiéa Tov ‘Hparréa 
aivirréuevos Aéyet STi otw yeyevnto 6 
mavowy oe THs TaAaT@wplas. 

28. darnipw. Hermann retains éxntpa, 
the reading of the Med. Others with 
Elmsley write érytpov. The usual aorist 
of émaupicxouat is éravpécOa, construed 
with a genitive, and sometimes an accusa- 

-tive also, as Andor. de Reditu suo, ad 
init. ef Te buds xph ayadby euod émaupéo- 
@a:. Herod. vii. 180, fin. raya ® ay te 
kal rod dvduatos eratpoiro, There may 
have been two forms, in —duyy and 
—duny, like ebpduny and ecbpduny. But 
I think the true reading is either amntpw 
or érntpov, and the former is not unlikely 
to have been preferred as the less com- 
mon (cf.17). Buttmann, Lexil. in v., is 

N 
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lal / 

feds Oedv yap ovx bromryaowr XOhov 
al la 

Bpototor Tysds dTacas Tépa dixns. 30 

av dv dreprh THv8e ppovpryces TErpay, 

dp0oatddyy, dimvos, ob KdpmTov yovu 

moddovs & dSuppovs Kal ydous dvwdehels 

pbéyEer Aids yap Svorapairnror ppeves: 
KR iq a 

amas S€ Tpayvs, daTis av Veov KpaTy. 
> i , fd 

elev: ri pédNeus Kal KaTouKTiler parny ; KP. 

35 

ri tov Oeois €xPicrov od atuyeis Jedv, 
- 

dois Td cov OvyTotct Tpovdaxer yépas ; 

H¢. 

KP. 

7d Evyyevés Tor Sewov 7 F Sptria. 

Edpdnp’, avykovote S€ ray Tarpos hoywv 40 
Poy rd Pal 

oldv TE Tas; Ov TOUTO Semaivers EOP ; 

H¢. 

KP. 

inclined to retain here the termination in 
—w. This verse and what follows is not 
said in a tone of taunting severity, but 
the converse, as is clear from 36. It is 
simply a declaration of the sentence on 
an act of humanity. It conveys as much 
of sympathy, and even of reproach against 
Zeus (34—5), as Vulcan dares to express, 
though he is somewhat of a craven god, 
and always uses cautious and measured 
language. Hence wépa &lxns does not 
convey Vulcan’s opinion of the matter, 
but means ultra quam fas erat. It was 
a well-meant action, but one of disobedi- 
ence, and as such it brought its evil con- 
sequences even to man: ‘post ignem 
aetheria domo Subductum macies et nova 
febrium Terris incubuit cohors,’ Hor. Od. 
i. 3, 30. Tots 8 eye avtl mupds dow 
kaxdv, Hes. Opp. 57. 

35. das tpaxts. He means Zeus, who 
had recently ejected Saturn, but he dares 
not say it otherwise than by implication, 
Cf. 156. 

38. doris. Not for bs, but with a 
causal sense, ‘for having betrayed,’ gui 
~prodiderit; or more closely, ‘one who 
has betrayed.’ So Phoen. 272, wéroi0a 
pévror pntpl Kod wéroil’ Gua, Aris pe 
éresce Seip’ bwdamovdov worciv, quae mihi 
persuaserit, ‘I distrust her for having 
persuaded me to come.’ Compare inf. 
778. Pers. 741; and indeed the use is 
sufficiently common, But do7is cannot 

dei ye 81) vydijs oD Kat Opdcous TEews. 
»” be Doe a ry 0, od 6 a ‘ be akos yap ovdev Tévd€ Opnveta Fan ov o€ 

be used simply for 4s, as some have 
wrongly proposed doris dvréorn Geois inf. 
362. See on 841. 

39. devdy, ‘a strong tie.’ Schol. re- 
cent. icxupdy Kal Bloor 7 ovyyévera Kal 
7 é madaod cvvjGera. The Schol. Med. 
explains mupds taplas yap kal aids, and 
ovyyev Gedy in 14, roy amd iis dpya- 
pevov téxvns. But the word may very 
well be used (as inf. 297) for the common 
relationship of all the gods with each 
other, as a family of Ovpav{Sa:.— duirla 
must be understood of a previous inter- 
course, by which Prometheus learnt the 
Zumupos Téxv7n, a knowledge of which he 
imparted to man together with fire. It 
was this art, the peculiar prerogative of 
Vulcan, on which the crafty Robur dwells 
rather than on the mere element. See 
262 compared with 110. To communi- 
cate it to mortals was a breach of confi- 
dence and a betrayal of trust. 

42. del ye. So Herm., Dind. for det 
te, which it is hardly worth while to de- 
fend at the expense of an awkward and 
unusual construction.—@pdoos, like ai@a- 
dfa, as opposed to aidws, ‘mercy,’ means 
‘relentlessness,’ ‘ cruelty.’ 

43. Opnveicda:. This is, perhaps, the 
middle voice, like oréverat, Pers. 62. 
Compare the rare form podrcio@u inf. 
709. So dropalvecéa: Pers. 853. Eum. 
299. émixpatvesdar Eum. 927. onev- 
SeqOu and abdacbu ibid. 339, 357. aa- 
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Ta pydev apehodvra pr mover wdryv. 
H&. & Toda puonfeioa xeipwvatia. 45 
KP. ti vw otvyeis; mover yap, as dmtho MSye, 

Tov viv TapdvTwV odder aitia Téxvy. 
HO. euras tis adriv addos adehev hayetv. 
KP. daavr’ éraxO} mdjv Oeotor Koupavei 

ehevdepos yap ovtis éoti AV Auds. 50 
H. eyvoxa totcde, Kovdev avreureiv EXO. 

KP. ovxouv érei€er Seopa rade TepiBadeiv, 
as py o ékuvdovta mpoadepyOy TaTiHXp ; 

HS. xai 8% mpdxerpa Wadia SépxecOor Tapa. 
KP. haBdv vw audi yepotv éyxparel Oven 55 

pavornpe Oetve, Taocdeve Tpos TETPals. 

H®. wrepatveras 8) Kod para Tovpyov 766«. 
KP. dpacce paddov, odiyye, pndapy yada 

Sewds yap ebpeiv Ka aunydvev topov. 
H®. dpapev nde y déevy SucekdvTas. 60 
KP. kal r7Hvde viv réptacov aodadds, iva 

HaOn cogioris dv Aids vwbéorepos. 
H&, wiv Tov’ av ovdels evdixws pwepyaitd pou. 
KP. ddapavtivov viv adnvos ab0a8y yvabov 

65 
ei Ny , > > ed 

orépvav SiapTaé Tacodhev eppapévas, 

elpyeoda: Cho. 560. atiotca: Kum. 403. 
7@Cecbat Cho. 783. valec@a: Suppl. 999. 

48. Zuwas. ‘ Nevertheless (i. e. though 
my art be not to blame), I could have 
wished that another had possessed it.’ 

49. éxax6%. So Herm., Dind., Blomf. 
for émpax6n. The correction is the more 
probable from the frequent intrusion of . 
See on v. 2. ‘ Every thing has its burden 
except supreme sovereignty,’ i. c. that 
alone is free from compulsory duties. 

51. éyvwxa toicde. ‘I know it by 
this,’ sc. Totede tots Epyors. 

55. viv, i.e. adrd. It is clear from v. 
60 that daa are here the same as WéA- 
Awa, ‘armlets,’ and that yepoly means 
‘arms,’ not ‘ hands,’ as in Herod. ii. 121, 
drorapdyra ev TG buw Thy xeipa, where 
see Mr. Blakesley’s note. 

57. mwepalvera: kod ward, ‘is being done, 
and is not undertaken in vain.’ Schol. 
Med. od pdrny yiverat. This seems the 

sense of waray, rather than ‘to delay.’ 
See Theb. 37. Eum. 137. Hom. II. xvi. 

474, dttas dménope taphopoy od% éeud- 
tnoev. Apoll. Rhod. iv. 1395, 008 éud- 
Thoav wAaCduevor, Compare Anudw from 
Afun, and see on Suppl. 799, where udrn 
occurs in its primary sense of ‘a search 
in vain.’ 

58. odiyye, ‘tighten them,’ Lat. con- 
stringe. Properly, ‘to squeeze,’ whence 
Jingo, applied to manipulating wax or soft 
clay, and S¢lyé, ‘the grasper,’ cf. Theb. 
538. Phoen. 808. Blomfield’s fanciful 
derivation from off” &yw is perhaps 
scarcely serious. —pndauq xdAa, ‘leave 
nothing loose in any part of the fetters.” 

65. diaprdt, ‘right through.’ As Pro- 
metheus was immortal (cf. 772) the ex- 
pression may well be taken literally. At 
the word of command an iron spike is 
driven into the breast of the wooden effigy. 
So Lucian, who in his dialogue entitled Pro- 

nN 2 
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H®, aiat Tpopnbed, cov vrepotévw rove. 
KP. ot & ad xaroxvels, Tov Aids 7 exOpav vrep 

orévers: Orrews pt) wavToy oiKrieis Tore. 
H®. épds Oéapya Svobéarov dupacw. 
KP. 6p0 kvpodvra révde tov érakiov. 70 

GAN apdi mrevpats paryadorhpas Bade. 
H®. 8pav rad dvaykny, pyndev eynédev’ ayav. 
KP. 7 pny Kerevan, kamiOwv&w ye mpés. 

Xépe kata, oxédy 6€ Kipkwoov Big. 
H&, xai 3) wérpaxrar Tovpyov od pakp@ Evy. 75 

KP. éppwpévas viv Oeive Siardpovs 7édas, 
@S ovTITyLNTHS ‘ye TOV Epyav Bapis. 

HE, cpow popdy yhoood vou yypvera.. 
KP. ov padOakilov, tiv § euhv adadiav 

opyis TE TPaXUTHTA pH “Timknaooe jot. 80 
H&, oreiyoper, os kddovow aupiBdnotp exer. 
KP. évradéd vv vBpile, at Oeav yépa. 

metheus has had Aeschylus in view, #Aous 
Siaumat Siamemepoynucvovs. Hermann 

has a fancy that the poet misunderstood 
Hes. Theog. 522, wécov 310 lov’ éddeoas, 
‘fixing the chains half way up the pillar.’ 

66. cv trep Herm., Dind., on account 
of the next verse. 

67. ob & ad. Compare 762, cb 8 ab 
Kéxpayas Kavauvx0l¢er. In both cases 
there is a statement, virtually conveying 
a reproach, rather than a question; and 
ad is not ‘again,’ in respect of v. 36, but 
‘on the other hand,’ i. e. differently from 
me. ‘ 

69—70. These are admirable verses. 
In the first Vulcan gives a reason why he 

laments, and why Robur should lament 
too. In the second, Robur, true to his 
character, can see nothing but the grati- 
fying sight of a felon justly tortured. 
And he hastens on, as if in mockery of 
ill-bestowed compassion, to enforce a 
further constraint. 

72. pndty eyxérev’ dyay, i. e. as before 
tpacoe maddov, oplyye, v. 58. On pndty 
&yav see Suppl. 1046. 

76. Siardpovs réSas. Hermann under- 
stands ‘pierced,’ rather than ‘ galling,’ 
the Schol. giving both explanations. First 
Vulcan is ordered to enring the legs, then 

to nail the links to the rock. It is possible 
that wédas refers to the fetters round the 
ankles, oxéAn to the legs above the knee. 
The process of fastening proceeds regu- 
larly downwards from arms to feet; see 
55, 64, 71, 74. By the words xdpet xdrw, 
as the Schol. Med. acutely remarks, the 
huge size of the effigy is indicated. Per- 
haps a stage or scaffold erected against a 
wall afforded space and means for thé 
operation.—émitiunths epywy, i.e. Zeus 
himself, who is similarly called et@uvos 
Bapis Pers. 824. Soph. frag. 478, xo- 
Aaoral Kamitiuntal xaxav. Cf. Theb. 
1015. The word was perhaps applied to 
overseers of slaves. 

78. woppi. The Scholiasts refer this 
to the ugly mask worn by Robur. 

81. creixwperv. Vulcan is anxious to 
leave the distressing scene, but the other 
stays behind to gloat over the agony he 
has inflicted, to taunt his victim, and even 
to joke upon his name. All this is very 
finely drawn. The origin of the passage 
is probably Il. xxi. 122, évrav@ot vuy 
ketco per’ ix@tow, or Od. xviii. 105, 
évrav0ot vuy foo, obas te xbvas 7 am 
epvxwy. Compare also Vesp. 149, év- 
Tadd vey Chrer tu? BAAnY wnxavhy. 
Plut. 724, evradéd vuv xadnoo. 
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86. Sez Tipounbéws. ‘You have your- 
self need of a contriver (i. e. contrivance), 
how you may extricate yourself from this 
handy-work.’ The meaning is the same 
as if he had said Sez mpounOtas or mpo- 
by Geto Oan, but he prefers to personify it 
that the play on the name may be more 
pointed. Similarly we have TlpoudGeos 
aiies Pind. Ol. vii. 44, where see Dr. 
Donaldson. Schol. recent. dad rod oi- 
kelov dvéuatos SiaBdAAe abtoy, Bri mpo- 
vontys dv Tav werAdvrwy odk évdnoe TH 
BedAoYTa abTS ovpPiva, ode Sbvara 
éautdy éXevdepGoo amd Tay Secpav. 

88. & dios aidfp. Nothing can be more 
grand and solemn than this appeal to the 
elements against the tyrannical decree of 
Zeus. An enemy to the gods, and an 
outcast from heaven, he addresses the 
free air, the rivers, the dimpled and flash- 
ing ocean, and earth, on which he must 
abide in torture for thousands of years. 
Not a word had he deigned to utter under 
the taunts of Robur, nor does he now 
even allude to them; but in solitude he 
vents his feelings of profound indignation 

against Zeus, yet of heroic submission to 
Necessity. Hermann remarks that the 
anapaests imply an excitement which sub- 
sides again into iambics when the thoughts 
of his own dignity and real innocence re- 
cur to his mind. 

90. yéAacua. The quivering or rip. 
pling motion, which suggests the notion of 
* countless’ because the dimples are never 
for an instant still. It is inferred from 
this passage that Prometheus was chained 
within sight ofithe Euxine. Cf. inf. 1109. 

94. pupierj.' This must be understood 
in a limited sense, for in 793 he foretels 

that he shall be liberated fourteen gene- 
rations after Io. The Schol. explains 
modverf. Strabo, xi. cap. v. rod ‘Hpa- 
KAéous kat Thy TIpounbéa Adoat Acyouevou 
xaidow érdv Sorepov. Aeschylus him- 
self in the I. TMuppdpos made the term 
Tpeis uvpiddas, as the Schol. affirms. 

98. ped ped. Hermann has aia? with 
Rob. and several MSS. The same va- 
riation occurs in 124. 

100. émiretAa. Suidas, émireivas: dva- 
telAas. The word is said to be properly 
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used of stars, whence émroAal &orpwv 
Phoen. 1116, because constellations re- 
appear in succession after their setting — 
a more is not a direct question, but for 
érn, ‘in what part of the sky,’ as if he 
had added gvAdcowy, and was constantly 
watching the horizon to greet the welcome 
star of his delivery. 

106. cvyay ore wh ovyav. This idea 
is repeated in 205. He cannot help 
appealing to the elements against his cruel 
sentence, and yet he cannot fully declare 
its injustice without self-praise; ‘for it 
was through giving privileges to mortals, 
that,’ &c. The Scholiasts refer wy ocryay 
to his fear of Zeus; but such fear was no 
part of Prometheus’ character. 

109. vap@nxorAhpwrov. The compound 
seems to mean ‘ filled, or stored within a 

hollow wand,’ werAnpwuerny cis vépOnka, 
i. e. for the purpose of concealment. So 
wAnpoty oivoy eis &yyos Eur. Iph. Taur. 
954. The vdp6nt was a species of fennel 
(ferula or ferulago, but different from 
our foeniculum officinale, the pith of 
which has none of the properties of 
tinder). Theophrastus, Hist. Plant. vi. 
cap. 2, describes it as uéyas opddpa, wovd- 
KavAos, yovat#dys, with alternate and 
sheathed or amplexicaul leaves, divided 
into capillary segments, and with umbel- 
liferous head. From the stem the Bac- 
chic thyrsus was made. It is said that 
the modern Greeks still use the dry stalk 
for transferring fire. The legend is from 
Hesiod, Theog. 567. Opp. 52, who re- 
presents the offence against Zeus to have 
consisted not merely in stealing the fire, 

but in the deceit practised by Prometheus 
in giving mortals the better share of the 
sacrifice, on account of which Zeus had 
denied (ov« é6f5ov) them fire. To convey 
it to them under these circumstances was 
an act of rebellion: for the object of the 
supreme ruler had been to restore the 
balance of advantages between the gods 
and mankind. 

112. roidode, i.e. Todode owas Tot- 
@vde aumdaknudtrwy. For he had just 
recounted both the fault and the penalty 
of it. The common reading maccadeutds 
dy is retained by Hermann, on the sole 
authority of Turnebus. Most MSS. omit 
dv, but the Med. has taccadeupévos, and 
Rob. decpotot wemacoadeupévos. Dindorf 
says, rather too confidently, ‘ non dubito 
quin Aeschylus scripserit dmalépios deo- 
Moto. mpoomemappeévos,’’ which he admits 
into the text. Perhaps memaccaAecupévos 
has been too hastily rejected. We have 
just such a verse Suppl. 924, od8 ev 
mruxais BiBAwy Kareoppayicpéva, and 
other writers, who seem to have had 
Aeschylus in view, use this very par- 
ticiple. Menandey, frag. inc. vi. ¢?7’ od 
dikalws mpoomemarrarevpevoy ‘ypdouct 
tov Tlpoundéa mpds tats wérpais; Lucian, 

Dial. Marin. 14, dpé Thy *Avdpopedav 
mporetmevny ert Twos mérpas mpoBAfiros 
TpoomemarTareuperny. Also in his Kard- 
TAous, TO iorg TpooTeTAaTTAAEvpevos. 

The reading of the Med. points to racca- 
Aodvmevos, but the present participle is less 
appropriate, and taccaAédw is said to mean 
‘to furnish with pegs.’ See on 663. 
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114. ‘*& & rei subitae mirationem, Za 
a quid secuturum sit expectationem sig- 
nificat.” Herm. 

115. d5u& adeyyhs, smell unaccom- 
panied by any vision. Fragrance was 
generally regarded as the token of a divine 
presence, as of Artemis in Hippol. 1391. 
—kexpauévn, something partaking of both 
human and divine, as of heroes or demi- 
gods. The metre of 115 is bacchiac, as 

inf. 594, Theb. 101. Ag. 1072; that of 
117 is composed of a resolved dochmius 
and a cretic. The nominative to Zero is 
eds or Bpords implied in the adjectives. 

120. aot @eois. Schol. Med. kai 
abrol yap apylCoyro Tpounbe? Sia Td Tip. 
éx yap tovrov mdvta paora 7d Aowmdy 
elxov of &yOpwror Kad obk &r1 Lvov ovv- 
exas. 

122. Hom. Od. ix. 120, od8€ ww eic- 
orxvetot Kuynyéra. See inf. on 663. 
There is something of bitterness in thus 
characterising the partisans of Zeus, as 
those who had the entrée of his court. 
Prometheus (says Plato in the Protagoras) 

was not permitted to enter the abode of 
Zeus after stealing the fire. 

127. wav gpoBepdv. Because he fore- 
knows the approach of the dreaded vul- 
ture: hence his alarm at the rustling of 
wings. Cf. Ajac. 229, ofuo:, poBoduat 
7 mpocéprov. The introduction of the 
Ocean nymphs is a beautiful conception, 
and finely carried out. Their language 
throughout breathes the purest virtue, mo- 
desty, and beneficence. Their character, 

as ministers of mercy and consolation, 
was obviously designed as a contrast to the 
unbending obstinacy of Prometheus, just 
as a skilful painter brings out a dark 
foreground by contrast with a light sky. 

128. undev poBnOis. The metre is the 
same as Suppl. 518, a choriambus pre- 
ceded by an iambic dipodia. Hermann 
arranges these verses as Ionic a minore, and 
so Dindorf in his Metres of Aeschylus. 
V. 137 begins with a superfluous syllable 
(anacrusis), as Suppl. 520, reAedratoy 
kpdtos BABte Zev. 

132. maperrotoa. This is Homeric, as 
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lal 2 = Ed ra 

Tatod ddapavTodéroiot hUYpats* 

Il. vi. 337, viv 8€ pe waperroic’ YAoxos 
Madarots éméccow Spuno és médcuov. 
Many verbs of this kind bear the sense of 
‘talking over to one’s side,’ i. c. per- 
suading, consoling, &c. So mapyyopeiv, 
664. 1022.—ydyis, because the maidens 
ought not, in strict Greek propriety, to 
pay such a visit, even on the plea of 
charity. Hence the difficulty in obtain- 
ing their father’s consent. 

134. nrimov axe xdAvBos. ‘The re- 
verberation of the hammering of iron,’ 
viz. the noise of Vulcan’s hammer, ‘ pene- 
trated to the depth of our cave’ (see 309), 
‘and drove away my sedate modesty.’ 
The contest between maiden bashfulness 
and curiosity is happily described. Her- 
mann derives @emepams from Oéuos, ‘ posi- 
tion,’ whence @euedAra and bepaca:, Od. 
ix. 486. Hesych. Oeueph: BeBala, ceurh, 
evoTabhs. Compare dupa fovxov, Suppl. 
195. 

137. dmé5:Ao0s. A proverbial phrase 
for ‘in haste,’ which Blomfield well illus- 
trates in his Glossary—éx@, probably a 
real aerial car, kpaitvdcutov Oanov inf. 

287. By some mechanical contrivance 

the chorus are made to hover in the air 
on a level with the head of Prometheus 
till desired (280) to alight and hear his 
history at leisure. On the latter passage 
the Schol. Med. remarks BotaAeta: orijoat 
Tov xopby brws Td oTdomor Bon. 

140. wodAvréxvov. Hes. Theog. 337 

seqq. and ib. 364, tpis yap xtAral ciot 
Tavicpupo “OQxeavivat. Plutarch, Sym- 
posiac. V. Quaest. x. § 4, xal yap abroy 
Toy Tocedava, kal dAws Tobs meAayiKods 

Geobs moAuTéKxvouvs Kal moAvydvous a&mo- 
galvovow. i 

142. pedparr. This may point to an 
early knowledge of the great North At- 
lantic current imparted by Phoenician 
navigators. See Herod. ii. 21; iv. 8 
Plato, Phaed. § 61.‘ Hom. Il. xviii. 607. 

146. éxhow. 
vii. 211, 6xéovras di¢by. 

152. tatod. Most MSS. have rats 
Gdanavrodéroas, but § is added in the 
Med. by the original hand. The con- 
fusion between rots and rotode, &c. is 
perpetual; see Monk on Hippol. 402. 
1391. Inf. 242. 

An Homeric use; Od. _ 
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156. d0érws. The MSS. have d0éopws, 
but Bentley restored the true reading 
from Hesychius, d0érws: dbécuws, ob 
ouyrataredernévas. AicxvAos Tpounde? 
Acoudry. See a probable instance of a 
similar gloss having crept into the text, 
inf. 254. 

157. rd amply weAdpia. ‘All that was 
anciently great he is now doing away.’ 
Schol. Med. robs Tivavas kal robs rodtwv 
vépouvs. The word may be called Ho- 
meric, but we have meAdpiov mpayua Ar. 
Av. 321, meAdpiov %pyov Pind. Pyth. vi. 
41. The verse well expresses contempt 
for the spirit of progress which has 
come over the celestials under the new 
dynasty. It is remarkable that the chorus 
as well as Vulcan (v. 35) join in the dis- 
like to the new sovereignty. 

161. The MSS. give ws phrore Oeds, 
and as %AAos is added by a later hand in 
the Med., Hermann conjectures és ph- 
Tore Tis uhre eds T1s, where the repetition 
of 1s has a parallel in Suppl. 57.—For 
émeyhOer, which Dindorf reads with the 
Med., Hermann, Blomfield. and others 
prefer éyeyf@et, on the ground that yéyn6a 
rather than yn@éw is the Attic usage. We 
find indeed ynOotcn per) in Cho. 759, 
but in a passage not free from suspicion. 
Though ér) adds much to the sense (cf. 
émtxalpey) it may have been added by a 

grammarian or "transcriber, and then ér- 
eyeyf9e would have been cut .down to 
émeyhOer. On the construction of the 
indicative, see inf. 766. 

163. xivvypa. We have the form «- 
vicow in Cho. 188. Compare afveyua and 
aivtocouat in connection with aivéw. The 
word seems to have signified 4 moveable 
image suspended so as to turn with the 
wind (oscillum). Hence Schol. Med. ex- 
plains éomep ciSwAov Kpeuduevoy imd Tov 
dépa.—The MSS. give 6 rdAas. Elmsley 
is perhaps right in omitting an article 
which is at least unnecessary. 

168. Hermann gives Slxa ‘yody évds, 
from two MSS. which have diya 7 évds, 
though in these the vulgate is given as a 
various reading. The chief reason for the 
change lies in the antistrophe 188, where 
see the note. 

169. The reading of this verse is very 
doubtful. The MSS. give @guevos, which 
does not suit the antistrophe, and was 
therefore altered by Pauw. The present 
participle is well suited to the sense, 
though @éc@ae vdov is the Homeric ex- 
pression, and 8édia -yap is very plausibly 
corrected to 5¢5:a & in 189 by Porson, 
‘yp and 5¢ being constantly interchanged. 
So one MS. gives Zeds yap for Zebs & in 
410. There is w further difficulty in 
&yvapnrov, which is written by « late 

oO 
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hand in the Med., and does not accurately 
correspond with the metre of 189. Hence 
Hermann reads éorpapy. Such correc- 
tions however assume a contested point, 
that not the smallest syllabic deviation is 
ever allowable in the choral metres of 
Aeschylus. Compare Theb. 344 with 
358, and ib. 559 with 623. Suppl. 570 

with 577. For these and similar senti- 
ments some have expressed surprise that 
the poet should have escaped a ypapy 
aoeBelas at Athens. On this subject see 

Grote, Hist. of Greece, i. p. 514. The 
open infidelity of Euripides and the equally 
undisguised ridicule of Aristophanes shew 
that the Areopagus sometimes found it 
convenient to be asleep. But Aeschylus 
cannot fairly be charged with favouring 
such opinions. On the contrary, the 
general tone and moral of this play tend 
to shew the omnipotence of Zeus. The 
expressions here uttered are but the puny 
murmurs of dissatisfied subjects. 

174. 4 why. These particles often im- 
ply threat or defiance, as inf. 928. ‘I 
can tell him that he will yet want me,’ 
&c. Wakefield proposed aii:(duevos, from 
one of the later Scholiasts, who has xalrot 
aixi(duevds we, and elsewhere the verb is 

used transitively, as 203. 235. 264. On 
mpttavts see Suppl. 365.—td véov Bov- 
Aeup’, i. e. the marriage with Thetis; cf. 
inf. 786. The notion of plot or plan is to 
be attributed to the fears of Zeusin asking 
for the information. 

179. ore Porson, Herm., Blomf., by a 
probable correction ; for ofro, the reading 
of the Med. and others, was likely to arise 
from the error of shortening « before -yA. 
Hermann adds, “ opponi inter se preces 
et minae debebant.’’ 

183. mowds tive. Schol. Med. rotro 
Tis weyarogutlas AlaxvAov ral Tpounbéws 
Bkiov, Td wera Thy Adow owas aiteiy Tov 
Alfa. It is not enough for the haughty 
rebel to be liberated. He will have satis- 
faction for the wrong, or Zeus shall be 
the sufferer in the end. 

188. épé@ice. So Dind., Blomf., Elms. 
with ed. Turn. Hermann retains jpéfice 
with the MSS. See sup. 168; inf. 435. 
The omission of the augment in a chorus 
presents no difficulty, especially in a poet 
who affects an epic style. We have un- 
questioned examples in wdAAovro, Suppl. 
561 ef Spere Pers. 899. adGopew Cho. : 
411. 
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ITP. 
902 9 an + * € A oid tt Tpayds Kal map’ éavT@ 

Td Sikatov éyav Zevs: add Eumras 195 
” , [otw,] parakoyvapwov 

» > a a . ities 

eotat Tol, dtav TavTn paroOy 
Tv & atépapvov atopécas dpyiy 

3 5 % > XN ‘\ , els dpOudv enol Kai diddtyta 
orevowv orevdovti tof Hee. 

LA 3 93 a ‘ es nt - 2. - 

mavT exkdduypov Kal yéywv’ yuiv Myor, XO. 

200 

troiw haBav oe Zeds em” aititpare 
ovTws atiwws Kal muKpas aixilerat 
Sidafov Huds, et Te wy Brdrre oye. 

ITP. 
= ‘ Fi . ie > ‘A Ld 

ahyewa Lev Lou Kal héyew €or TAOE, 205 

ddyos S€ ovyav, Tavrayy Sé S¥omotpa. 
> ‘ , > ¥. , / 

érel TaxioT NpEavto Saipoves xodov, 

atdo.s T év ahdjdovow wpobvero, 

190. 7a more — néAcavtTa. ‘What 
shore you are to reach before you see the 
end of these troubles.’ See sup. 100. 
Suppl. 482—6.—Schol. 4 perapopd ard 
Tay TporopuiComevay veGv.—axtxnra. (Il. 
xvii. 75), ‘not to be reached, or come 
over,’ i. e. obstinate, inexorable. 

194, rap’ avrg 2xwv. This notion of 
keeping justice all to oneself seems derived 
from the heroic times, when the kings 

« were bound to dispense it impartially to 
their subjects. Blomfield compares Eur. 
Suppl. 431, tov vduov xextnuévos abtds 
wap avtg. So also the 8:0: vduor of 
Zeus, inf. 411, are opposed to kowo), 
those for the public weal. 

196. of. This word, so appropriate 
to the context, is omitted by most critics, 
though the later Schol. found it, and ex- 
plains tmoAapBdvw. It is true that ofuat 
would have suited the metre as well, and 
is the usual Attic word; but ofw is epic, 
and found even in Lysistr. 1256, so that 
it is by no means without authority. Her- 
mann suspects that it is a corruption of 

of@, comparing 929, and that some verses 
have been lost, on the ground that this 
system probably corresponded with the 
preceding 174 seqq. This question, how 
far anapaestic verses interposed in choruses 
fall under the rule of antistrophic cor- 
respondence, still requires investigation. 
See on Ag. 1430. Inf. 1112. 

197. tadbry, i. e. as described in 178. 
199. dpOudy cad pirdrynra. This again 

is epic. Hom. Hymn. ad Merc. 521, 
Antotdys karévevoev em’ dp0ug rai pird- 
THT. - 

205. kad Adyew. Cf. 660, al Adyouo” 
aicxvvoua. Supra, 106. ‘These things 
are painful to me even to speak of, but 
then it is pain also to conceal them.’ 

208. ordois—oi pév. Compare Cho. 
633. Antig. 260, Adyo & év GAAHAooW 
éppdbovy Karol, piaak eAéyxwv oiAaxa. 
Bacch. 1131, Av 3 waco’ duot Boy, 6 wey 
orevdcawv, «.7.A. So Virgil, Eccl. vii. 16, 
‘Et certamen erat, Corydon cum Thyr- 
side; magnum.’ The Scholiasts need- 
lessly take this verse 8:4 péoov, or as 

02 
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ot pev Oédovres exBadev Spas Kpdvor, 
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z - X 4 > »¥ 6. cal omevoovtes, as Zevs wntoT apEeev Yeav 
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Tiravas, Oipavod re kat XOovos rékva, 

2 AS ‘6: e ON be ‘ ovK HOvVAOnY aipthas 5é pyyavas 
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ATYULAoAVTES KapTEpois povypacw 215 
4 5 9 6p} N Bi 8 , @ovT dwoyft pds Biav Te Searrdcew. 
by ‘\ * Fs > hid a nl wot d€ uyTnp ody arrak pdvov O€uis, 
kat Tata, to\ha@v dvoydtwv popdr pia, 
Td pwédNov } Kpaivowto tpovTeeorixe, 
e > > > 4. HOE * Ne xX 

@S OV KAT LOYXUV OVOE TPOS TO KAPTEPOV 220 

xpein, Sddw S€ Tods UTEpaYXdvTas Kparety. 

TowadT ewov Neyouow é&yyoupevou, 
ovk néiwoav ovdé tpooBrépar Td Tay. 

interfering with the construction daluoves 
—oi pév bédovres. Schol. recent. mpo- 
Adyer 5€ twas evepyeolas yevouevas TE 
At rap adtod, iva axdpiotov Kad ayva- 
pova avrby amrodelin. 

213. Tiravas. Prometheus himself was 
called T:r&y, Phoen. 1122, and his mother 
Themis Titavis, inf. 893; but unless we 
identify Themis and Earth, these Titans 

were not strictly his brethren, but only 
of kindred race, Titanum soboles, socia 
nostri sanguinis, in the fragment trans- 
lated by Cicero, Tusc. ii. 10, tvvopal- 
poves inf. 418. Elsewhere, as Eum. 2, 
Aeschylus distinguishes @duis and Taia, 
and it does not seem necessary to con- 
found them in the following passage, 
which may be understood thus :—‘ Both 
my mother Themis, and also her pre- 
decessor in the oracular seat, Earth (who 
is called by many other names, as Rhea, 
Demeter, Cybele, &c.), had foretold me 
how the event was to be brought about.’ 
It may be objected, that if distinct per- 
sons were meant, the verb should have 
been in the plural. But this is not 
always the case, the verb in fact referring 
only to one of the nominatives. Her- 
mann attributes some weight to the argu- 
ment of Schiitz, that as Prometheus does 
not seem to speak of the Titans as his 
own brothers, he cannot have meant that 
there was but one and the same parent 

of them all; but he observes that in 1112 
he certainly addresses the earth as & 
pntpos éujs o€Bas, and thinks that here 
the poet is inconsistent with his own 
mythology in other places. Perhaps the 
explanation of this confusion, if such it 
is, may be found in the union of the 

later polytheism with the older element- 
worship, which was then in a transition 
state. 

214. aiudaas pnxavds. Schol. Med. 
cuveTas, Tas eas Snrovdri. To act with 
craft was the purport of his ‘advice for 
the best’ (212), not so much his own 
suggestion as derived from oracular as- 
surance. 

221. xpeln. So Dawes for xpe?’ 7 or 
xpn 4. We find xpiora: for xpela tora 
in Soph. frag. 537; but there can be no 
question that the alteration was rightly 
made.—For trepoxdvras the MSS. give 
brepéxovras, some inferior copies having 
breperxdvras. The correction is Porson’s. 
Compare imepaydy bABoy Pers. 705, and 
see Monk on Hipp. 1362. The meaning 
of the aorist is ‘those who should have , 
prevailed’ (qui vicissent). Hermann reads 
bmeprépous, which he defends by the in- 
genious but perilous argument elsewhere 
adduced (see on 254), that sméprepos is 
often explained by the gloss drepéxwr. 
Yet he introduces a needless complexity 
by understanding robs 3& 36Aw Sreprépous. 
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ovk €oyev oved’, GAN dlatdéoas "yevos 240 

TO trav expylev addo ditdcat véov. 

224. t&v wapeorérwv tére. Not, ‘the 
best of present circumstances’ (Schol. re- 
cent. Tay évictapévwy mpayudtwy), but, 
‘of the schemes which then occurred to 
me.’ So the Greeks often say rapéorn 
pot Tovro. The two meanings however 
are closely connected ; the former is the 
better translation in Ag. 1020, érov, 7& 
Agora Tay wapecTdTwy A€yet. 

225. Most MSS. give mpocaAaBdvri, 
which Scholefield defends, and so I for- 
merly edited. But the reading was likely 
to proceed from a grammarian ignorant 
of the usual idiom, by which the par- 
ticiple should rather agree with the ac- 
cusative understood as the subject of the 
infinitive. Besides, mpocAaBety means 
rather ‘to take as a partner’ than ‘to 
admit to one’s counsels,’ though in either 
_case the oracular aid of Themis is meant. 
The point of the whole narrative is, that 

Prometheus at first sided with the Titans 
against the new Jovian dynasty ; but when 
they would not listen to the only counsel 
which he knew would ensure success, 
namely, the employment of cunning in- 
stead of open force, on which they proudly 
relied, he went over to the opposite fac- 
tion, resolving, like a god of forethought 

as he was, to be with the winning party 
at all events. 

228. xaAvmre. Il. xiv. 203, Bre re 
Kpdvoy eiptora Zevs yatns vépde adeice 
kal arpuyéroo Oaddoons.— ovpudxowct, 
i.e. the Titans. 

231. wowais. Some inferior copies 
have tiuais, which Hermann admits, 
quoting Hesychius, timh:—more 3& Kad 
Tywpla, } avTéxriots 7 Kupla. One MS. 
has myvais. See on Ag. 672.—For é- 
nuclaro Blomf., Dind. give dvrnyelparo 
from two MSS. 

232. @veott, «.7.A. One of those pa- 
triotic stage-sentiments which the recent 
dominion of the Pisistratidae rendered of 
obvious and popular application. 

234. 3 & ody epwrar’. ‘ However, to 
revert to your question,’ i. e. in 202. 

238. diecrorxiCero. Hesych. dierlOero 
ev otolxw Kal Trdter Bufper ard Tay eis 
tos ankods cicaydyvTwy Td Toluvia Kad 
Siaxpwdytwv ex THs vous ExdoT@ Te TB1a. 
Similarly éorotxica, 492, but the true 
sense both of the imperfect and of the 
middle voice must here be enforced, suum 
ipse imperium sibi constituere incipiebat. 
Probably the idea was taken from Hes. 
Theog. 71, 6 8 odpayG eupaciredet, kapret 
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dotts, IIpopnfed, cotow ob Evvacxaha 
poxPoiss eye yap ovr’ av eioidely TAdE 
expncov, ciaovcd T pryivOny Kéap. 

ITP. kab pay idous ehewvds cloopav eyo. 
XO. py Tov Te TpovBys TaVvdE Kal TEpaiTépo ; 

vurhoas marépa Kpdvov: ed 8& Exacta 
Gbavdros Sierakey duGs kat éwéppade 
Tipds. 

242. roto. So Hermann with the 
MSS. Others give roio.5’, and it appears 
to have been the original reading in the 
Med. See on 152. Though Aeschylus 
rarely uses the article in the strict Home- 
ric sense for obros, there are at least two 

undoubted examples, Suppl. 352, trav yap 
ob Setrat médts, and ib. 1031, é7e ro 
pépomdy eort 7d yévorr’ by, and perhaps 
also Eum. 323. In other places it stands 
for the oblique cases oe avrds, ‘him,’ 
‘it,’ &e. 

243, éfeAvoduny. This j is the reading 
of the Med. and other MSS., and I was 
wrong in preferring éfepvoduny in ed. 1, 
not only as having less authority, but 
because analogy rather requires éfeppu- 
cdpnyv, though I collected many examples 
of the single f in similar words, to which 
add Il. xiii. 644. Od. xii. 105. Soph. 
frag. 25. Buttmann (see Lexil. in v.) 
suspects that we should even write ép- 
pooduny, since Homer shortens the 
aorist in Il. xv. 29, tov pey eydy EvOev 
puoduny. So also Theb, 153 291. The 
quantity of the v however seems doubt- 
ful; we find dv Oavety éppyoduny Alcest. 
11, and elsewhere focera:. But ekervod- 
nv seems free from all objection; the 
middle voice being often used in this 
verb where we should rather have ex- 
pected the active. See Suppl. 1051. Eum. 
166. Androm. 818. Oecd. Tyr. 1003. 

255 

Ajac. 531. Hes. Theog. 528. Od. x. 286. 
—In Tod ph two constructions are mixed, 
7d py, for ore ph, and Tod porciv ai- 
tots. The uh is added in the latter case 
from the notion of prevention and pro- 
hibition in eeAvodunv. Similarly Herod. 
i, 86, pdcerat Tod ph (@yTa KaTaxavOjvat 
Compare 256. 

247. rovrov tuxeiv. This is the doc- 
trine of the gpavos, or meeting with the 
like favour from those we have obliged. 
See on Theb. 472. We might therefore 

correct rabrod with some probability. 
248. vnAe@s. The MSS. have aynacés, 

perhaps the original form, but Aeschylus 
seems to prefer the Homeric word. See 
sup. 42. Cho. 234. 

254. nal why olaros. The sense is, 
‘Yes, but it is only to friends, not to 
Zeus (248), that I seem deserving of 
compassion.’ He thus shows that what 
the chorus has said is no real consolation. 
—éAewds is Porson’s correction for éAe- 
ewds. Hermann reads oixrpds, on the 
principle already pointed out (221) that 
éAeervds superseded it as the established 
gloss on that word. Thus Hesychius has 
oixtpd éAcewd, and again, oixrpds’ éAc- 
ewés. It is certain that the most obvious 
and useless interpretations have occasion- 
ally crept into the text. Thus in Ag. 
532 the MSS. give kal was; amdévtwr 
Tupdvvoy érpers twds; for Koipdywy, and 
so in Prom. 979 many copies have rupay- 
voovT for totpavoby7’. 

255. wh mov. ‘You don’t mean to 
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Ouytois 8 apyyav adTds nipounv movous. 275 

say you went yet beyond this (i. e. 243)? 
—Yes, I stopped mortals from looking 
forward to their fate.’ Hermann corrects 
Ovnrobs ye Tavoas. 

258. In tupAds he of course alludes 
to mpodeprecOor.— éanldas is finely said, 
for hope is a characteristic of man alone. 
It has been well observed that ‘instinct 
is ignorant that it knows, and reason 
knows that it is ignorant; but spirituality 
does more,—it hopes.’’ It has been gene- 
rally assumed that there is here an allu- 
sion to Pandora (Hes. Theog. 570. Opp. 
60 seqq.); but there is no similarity 
whatever between the woman so called, 
sent by Zeus as a punishment to mortals, 

and who let loose upon the world all the 
evils of humanity, leaving hope alone, 
and the gift of Prometheus, who confers 
hope as one of his benefits to man, even 
before his gift of fire. Hermann thinks 
Plato had this passage in view, when he 
makes Zeus say to Prometheus (Gorgias, 
p- 523, D) mavaréov ears mpoeiddras ab- 
Tous Tov Odvaror, voy ev yap mpoicact. 
By mpodépxecOox we must not understand 

literally ‘to foresee,’ i.e. to know on 
what day they were to die, but, as one 
of the later Scholiasts explains it, mpd 
bpbarmay Exew Tv Odvarov, to be always 
contemplating it in a desponding light, 
so as to have no energy for trying to 
improve the present condition. 

260. éyé. The pronoun is by no means 
redundant, the sense being, ‘it was I who 
gave them fire.’ 

271. éraappdy, Sorts. ‘Tis easy for 
one who —.’ The proverb is given in Bek- 
ker’s Anecd. p. 38, éAappdy mapaveiv 
Tov Kax@s wempayéta. The proud con- 
tempt as well as the obstinacy of Prome- 
theus is admirably drawn. He admits 
that he sinned, knowingly and in defiance, 
but pleads that it was in a good cause. 
He is a martyr to benevolence and phil- 
anthropy. And smarting under a sense 
of injustice, he adds that he had not ex- 
pected ¢his! Thus the superior power 
of Zeus is made to appear. He cannot 
crush his spirit; but he can make him 
feel, and confess that he feels. 
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279. alto. The MSS. have kat por. 
The reading of Rob. is admitted by Her- 
mann, and the context is entirely in 
favour of it. 

281. dia réAous. He intends, as Her- 
mann observes, to tell them all about his 
destined deliverer, though in 531 he avows 
his resolution not to reveal what Zeus 
most desires to know. 

283. taird ro. ‘’Tis thus that —.’ 
See on Suppl. 396. Hermann edits radrd 
co. Dind. raird rou. Thucyd. vi. 17, kal 
TavTa % éuh vedtns—és Thy TleAoTwovyn- 
otwy Sivapiv—aplanoe. The meaning is, 
“You may some day have to suffer your- 
selves.’ Hence there is an emphasis on 7@ 
viv poyovvri. Schol. recent. érel ody Tad’ 
otws exer, Se? wad duds euol cupmovety 
dvatuxoivTt, va Kal buiv elmore by cup- 
Baty, rd yap THs TéxnS BSnAov, Toy duas 

TapapvOnoduevov exorte. 
292. dorrxijs. The abode of Ocean 

was in the far west, for the early Greeks 
knew absolutely nothing of what they 

conceived to be the eastern shore of the 
great circumambient stream. Hence Ovid, 

who copies every thing Greek (Fast. v. 
233), makes Juno rest in the Islands of 

the Blest (the Canary islands) in her visit 
to Oceanus. The scene of Prometheus’ 
sufferings was in a part of Scythia lying 
above the Pontus; and Euripides (Hippol. 
3) speaks of those who ‘‘ dwell within 
the Pontus and the Atlantic limits” as 
the inhabitants of the whole world in 
the direction of latitude. See also ib. 1056, 

and Herc. Fur. 234. Inf. 425.—répua 
xeAevOov is in point of construction for 
xéAevOoy, the notion of completing the 
journey naturally suggesting réepya.. 

294. révd oiwydy. It was a beast 
rather than a bird (rerpackeaAys, 403),— 
a winged monster like the -ypumdero: and 
immadentpudves in which Aeschylus de- 
lighted, and which, as the discovery of 
the Assyrian sculptures suggests, may have 
been derived, through the Persians, from 
the east. ‘Grotesque mixtures of the 
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bird and the quadruped”’ have also been 
recently discovered in Phoenician tombs 
at Cumae.—yvéun, the mere will of the 
rider. It is vain to speculate on the 
machinery by which such effects as a real 
aerial car (287) and a cumbrous hobby- 
horse could have been deposited on the 
stage from above: As the Greek theatre 
was wholly without roof, we must con- 
ceive a sort of crane (xpddy or édpnuc) 
strong enough and lofty enough to hoist 
these supernatural visitants quickly and 
noiselessly over the heads of the actors. 

297. Evyyevés. See on 39. The con- 
nexion alluded to in 570 would not con- 
stitute tuyyévera. 

300. velways. For the construction 
see Ag. 603. Cho. 164. The phrase 
seems to have arisen from the custom of 
awarding a larger share of the feast or 
the prizes taken in war to the chiefs in 
the heroic times. See Il. xii. 311. xxiv. 
626. Od. xiv. 448. xv. 140. xx. 280. 
Thue. iii. 3. Herod. vi. 57, dirAhoia 

315 

véwovtas éxatépp Ta mavTa #) Toto. BA- 
Aowwt Saitupdvect. Hence there is no 
real ground for the ingenious guess of 
G. Burges, pei(ov’ &y dpav, from Trach. 
57, ei marpds véwor Tw’ wpav. 

302. gépe yap. As » proof of readi- 
ness to serve him beyond mere words, he 
desires to know how he can help him. 
Thus mpdocew is opposed to Aéyew im- 
plied in xapitoyAwooety. See Suppl. 
509. 

306. kat ob 8h. ‘So you too have 
come to gaze at my tortures.’ The cha- 
racter is admirably sustained. Prome- 
theus wants no one to console him; he 
treats the fine words of Ocean with cold 
contempt, and only asks him ironically 
how he has had the courage to attempt 
so long a journey. 

310. Oewphowy Kad Evvarxadrdy. ‘Or 
can it be that you have come not merely 
idly to gaze at, but also to condole with, 
my misfortunes? See then a sight,’ &c. 
The MSS. and edd. vary between 7 and 7. 

P 
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bdw 7a NGoTa, Kaimep OVTL Toukidw. 
: , path 

yiyvaoke cavtov, Kai p<eFappocar TpoTous 
2 4 

véous: véos yap Kat Tépavvos év Dots. 

ei & BSe tpaxeis kal reOyypevous hoyous 

pibeus, Tay’ dv cov Kal pakpav aveTépw 320 

Oaxav Kou Zeds, @oTE ToL TOV VV x6doV 
mapovra pdbxOuv mrodiay evar Soxeiv. 
GN’, @ Tahaimap’, as eves épyas aes, 

Gyre: 8€ Tavde THpdTwv dtaddayas. 
apxat’ tows cor daivopar éyew rade 325 
TOLADTA MEVTOL THS ayav vYyydpouv 
ydoons, Tpopnbed, rarivepa yiyverat. 

ov & ovdérw TaTeEwds, odd €ikets KaKots, 
Tpos Tots Tapovor 8 dda tpoodhaBew Oeédets. 
ovKour eL0l ye xpapevos SidacKkdd@ 330 

Tpos KevTpa K@ov ExTEvEls, 6pGv OTL 
Tpaxvs pdvapyos ovd WredOuvos Kparel. 

kal vov eya mev ele Kat Treipdoomat 
édv Svvapar TOVdé O° éxdboar Téver. 
ad & jovyale, pnd’ dyav \aBpoordpes. 335 

317. ylyvwone cavtdy. This is clearly 
one of the wise men’s saws, yvw0: ceaurdy, 
like pydey eyrérev’ &yav in 72, pndev 
aydew Suppl. 1046, and inf. 909, where 
see the note. —peOdpuocar, ‘ adapt to your- 
self new ways ;’ so Alcest. 1157, viv yap 
weOnpudcpecba Bertlw Blov.—véos yap 
kal, «.7.A., i.e. your old fashioned ideas 
do not suit the new dynasty, which makes 
light of your fancied deserts (230), and 
‘exacts absolute obedience. The character 
of Ocean is that of a prudent adviser, 
who without servile fear on his own part 
inculcates submission to the supreme 
power as the wisest course. He does 
not impeach the justice of Zeus, but re- 
gards him as a stern and absolute ruler 
(332), against whose omnipotent will it 
is mere folly to contend. 

320. pipers. See on Suppl. 478.— 
tax’ by «Avo. This passage seems to 
be ridiculed by Aristophanes, who makes 
Prometheus in the Birds (15¢8) hold up 
an umbrella that Zeus may not see him 
nor hear his ‘treasonable conversation. 

321. rby viv xéAoy, the present wrath 

of Zeus. pdx@wv moididy must be taken 
together, ‘a mere mockery of suffering.’ 
‘The later Scholiast explains xéAov pdx8wv 
by thy Admny Tay viv SuoTuxXoy. 

325. dpxaia, ‘stale,’ ‘ old-fashioned.’ 
Ar. Plut. 323, apyaiov cad campdv. Nub. 
1357. 1469, ws apxaios ef. The ‘proverb 
alluded to is expressed in other words 
‘Suppl. 1044, pérpidy vuv eros ebxov. 
Theocr. ix. 20, uh peéeya pubed. ‘On the 
word ‘érfyeipa, where ‘ém) gives the sense 
‘of reciprocity, as in émvyapla, émpaxta, 
and many -other words, see New ‘Cratylus, 

p. 223. 
331. apds Kkévtpa. So Ag. 1602, maps 

Kéytpa ph Adiri€e, wh Talons poryiis. 
The phrase is borrowed from an ox that 

. Kicks against the goad, and is worse 
wounded for the resistance. 

335. AaBpoorduer. ‘Do not go on 

talking intemperately.’ A few copies 
‘give Aavpoordéuer, by a common confu- 
sion between 'v and 8. So Aavtpy for 
AdBpw in Pers. 113, vavdtns for vavBarns 
ib. 377 and Eum. 434, cddduq for 
€B5duqm Theb. 271. 
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> 2 i > fal 
9 ovK otic? axpiBas, dv meprraddpar, zt 

oe id , 

ydcon paraig (nuia mpoorpiBera ; 
lat > £ > Y fod TIP. (ho o°, dOovver’ exrds airias Kupets, 

Cd 

TAVTOV ETAT OV Kal TEeTOKUNKAS epol. 
‘ A ¥ yd , 

Kal VUV Ea ov, MNOE Gor wehnodTar 340 
, x > , > \ > 4 

TAVTWS yap OU TTELOELS ViV" OU Y“p. eumOns. 

, ° aN , tal € lal 
wamtaive 0 avTos pa} Tu THmavORs 600. 

OK. TONG y’ apeivav Todvs édas hpevodv eus 
x og ow. > Xé , 
0 OQavuTov Epyy: KOU oy@ TEKMALONOL AL. 

Gpp.apevov O€ pndapOs avriamaons* 345 
> A X . A re ‘\. 2 ‘\ adXO yap, ady@ THVvde Swpedy enol 

8 , a) 9 a , a. 3 an f 

doew At’, aote TOVEE o éxDoaL Tdver. 
ITP. 

x rd - x ~ +Q Lad , ca 

TA bev o” eTTawa, Kovoapy. AnEw ToTé 

mpodupias yap obddéev édNelrers: arap 
pnder rover pdrnv ydip, ovdev apehav 

337. mpoorpiBerau. 
seems in its origin to belong rather to 
comedy, in reference to the punishment 
of slaves, as Equit. 5, mAnyas del mpoo- 
tplBerat rots oikérais. In Ag. 386, mpdo- 
tpyiua, though used with an allusion to 
the ‘wear and tear’ of metal, and cor- 
responding to our term ‘detriment,’ can 
hardly be independent of this sense of 
mpoorpiBeoOa. In later writers only it 
was employed in a good sense, as Dem. 
Androt. p. 617, mAovrou tivd ddEav mpoo~ 
erplparo Trois kexTnmevas. 

338. (AG co’. This is said in irony: 
‘fine talk, for one who has escaped all 
blame,’ or ‘lucky that you are,’ &c.— 
Tévrwy petacxor, K.T.A. This seems to 
mean that Ocean was implicated in the 
faults Prometheus. had committed; yet 
in 242 the latter boasts that he stood 
alone in thwarting Zeus. Hence we 
must rather understand, ‘in having made 
common. cause .with me.’ Schol. Med. 
Cavpdw oe mas ovdev wémovOas bmd Ards 
cvvadkyav wot. Schol. recent. dropetvas 
d¢ &v cuvhraynous, ‘having shown your 
toleration of my doings by your sym- 
pathy.’ The construction itself implies 
that cad reroAunas is only an equivalent 
to toAunpos. Not that instances are 
wanting of a word so inserted as to: 
interrupt the regular syntax, as Antig. 
oes kat tuuperioxw Kal pépw Tis ai- 
thas. 2 

The. expression: 

350 

340. wndé vor weanodrw. This use is 
rather rare, and is perhaps confined to 
the third person singular of the aorist. 
Cf. Theb. 1030, nh Soxnodrw tit. Ajac. 
1334, uh oe vinnodrw. Inf. 1023, eioea- 
Oérw ce whroe, os, K.T.A. 

342. abrds wh tt wnuavbfs. There is 
a certain degree of irony in. this. His: 
anxiety lest Ocean should come to harm 
on his account is only so far sincere, that 
he is too: proud to seek any consolation. 
in others suffering in common with him- 
self. The same cold refusal is repeated 
in 348, and the tone of the whole pas- 
sage is not that of friendly concern but 
of isolated endurance. In this sense we 
must also understand 382 and 398. 

345. undaues w’ Blomf., Dind., from 
the two Cambridge MSS. 

348. Ta wey o° ead, i.e. THS mpo- 
Ouutas. The phrase must not be taken 
to imply hearty thanks; the meaning is 
quite the reverse: ‘you are very good, 
but pray don’t trouble yourself.’ In 
fact, éraivé meant, with the Attic writers, 
‘no, thank you,’ and was chiefly used in 
formal or ceremonious acknowledgement 
of something which was declined. So 
Ar. Ran. 508, «dAAor’, érava. Xen. 
Conviv. i. 7, of dug) toy Swxpdrny émai- 
vouvres Thy KAow ovx bmiorxXvobyTO oUv- 

Bermviocew. Ar. Ach. 485, émfveo dye 
yuv, @ Tddawva Kapdia. 

350. aperdy éeuol. So with a dative. 

P2 
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€uwol, rovnceis, el TL Kal move Oéhets. 
GN hotvyale, cavrTdv exTodav Exor" 
éya yap ovK €t SvaTuXe, Tove elveKa 

Oddo’ dv ds ThetoTovor THLOVas TUXEL. 
> Qn> 2 7 ‘ , , 

Ov onr » EMEL LE KAL KATLYVYTOU TUK aL 855 
¥” 4 rd Le 

teipova’ "Athavtos, bs pos Eomrepous TOTOUS 
ES > > lat . be. 

€oTyKe Kiov’ odpavod Te Kat yOovds 

Pers. 838, ds rots Bavotior wAodrTos obbEev 
apedci. Antig. 560. Ar. Av. 420.—For 
0édeis Hermann has @éAo1s with two or 
three MSS., understanding wovfce:s for 
wovhocas &y. But see on Eum. 847. 

353. Here, as in Suppl. 184, all the 
MSS. give civexa, which the. editors 
change to ofvexa. Properly speaking, 
rove’ évexa answers to vw Evera or obveka, 
as Il. i. 110, 700d” vera opw ExnBdros 
taryea revxet, otver” eyh Kodpns Xpvo7n- 
Ios dyad? krowa on BWerov SétacOat. 
See the note on the former passage, and 
compare ib. 629.—tuxetr, accidere, Pers. 
702. Ag. 623. Suppl. 785. 

355. In the MSS. this part of the 
speech is wrongly assigned to Oceanus. 
Elmsley first detected the error, and the 
editors have generally followed him. Atlas 
was the xactyvyntos not of Ocean but of 
Prometheus, Hes. Theog. 509. Exam- 
ples of od 877° ézel in continuous narra- 
tive are quoted by Dindorf from Oed. 
Col. 435. Alcest. 557. Heracl. 507; see 
also Hec. 367. Hippol. 1062. The argu- 
ments, that Prometheus rather than Ocean 
would speak of the severity of Zeus, and 
also that the former, as foreknowing every 
thing, is the fitter person to predict the 
eruption of Aetna, are not in themselves 
cogent; for Ocean might have quoted an 
instance of heavy punishment simply as 
a warning, and also, as a god, may be 
supposed to have been not less prescient 
than Prometheus. It is true also that 
the mention of tWhyopa Kourdopara in 
368, which seems to imply a reproach to 
himself, appears less adapted to Prome- 
theus. Nevertheless the latter part of 
the speech (v. 381) is clearly addressed 
by Prometheus to Ocean, and that too 
in terms which imply no change in the 
dialogue. In the present passage od 597’ 
ére} asserts his reluctance to see others 
in suffering, and denies that he takes 
pleasure in that xakdy kowwvla which 
was commonly thought a consolation. 

This is one of the noble traits in his 
character, and consistent with his disin- 
terested philanthropy. Atlas, it should 
be remembered, held his post as bearer 
of the heavens by compulsion, kparepijs 
tn’ avdynns, Hes. Theog. 517, and there- 
fore as a punishment. See inf. 435: 

356. mpds éomépous térovs. Humboldt 
has shown that the Atlas of the ancient 
mythology was the great volcano of Tene- 
riffe, which rises 12,172 feet above the 
sea, and usually has its snow-capped cone 
enveloped in mist. Phoenician mariners 
who had seen it in the distance appear 
to have communicated vague information 
to the Greeks. The later writers always 
speak of the Atlas in Mauretania; ‘ quan- 
to sublimior Atlas Omnibus in Libya sit 
montibus,’ Juv. xi. 25. Indeed, as early 
as the time of Herodotus Atlas was be- 
lieved to be one of the chain in the n.w. 
of Africa, which he says (iv. 184) is so 
high that the peak cannot be seen, and 
that the clouds never leave it, so that 

the natives call it cfova rod ovpavod. So 
Pausanias, i. 33, 5, 6 5¢ “ArAas dynrdv 
pév éotw odtws, Sore nal Aéyerat Tals 
Kopupais Wave Tot odpavod, UBatov BE 
imd BSatos nal Sévdpwr, & 5d Tavrds 
mépuxe. The description is physically 
true; but the height is less than Tene- 

riffe, being about 11,400 feet. There is 
a splendid description of this Atlas in 
Virg. Aen. iv, 246—251. 

357. «lov. Here we notice a departure 
from the earliest tradition, in which Atlas 
is said by Homer Zyew klovas airds 
Hakpas, at yaidy te Kal odpavdy apdis 
zxovov, Od. i. 53, i.e. to have in his 
custody the pillars which keep heaven and 
earth apart,—a task implying vigilance 
without personal exertion. But Hesiod, 
who rightly places Atlas near the gardens 
of the Hesperides, that is, in the Canary 
islands (Strabo, iii. p. 150, ad fin.), re- 
presents him as actually holding up the 
sky; “AtAas 8 odpaydy eipby exer Kpa- 
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apows épeidwv, Pos ovk eddyKador. 
Tov ynyeryn Te Kiikiav oikyjropa 
» ION ¥ ye , 
QVT PWV io@v MKTELDA, Satov TEpas, 360 

ExatoyKapavov mpds Biav yepovjrevov 

Tupava Sotpov, Tacw ds avéartn Oeors, 
5 n a * ry! , opepdvator yaudydraior cupilav ddvov: 

tephs on’ aydyxns, lelpaow év -yalns 
mpénap ‘Eorepldwy Aryuddvev, ‘Eornds 
Keparh Te kal Grapdrnot xépecct. -Aes- 
chylus seems to combine or confound 
these two distinct ideas, for he makes him 
stand erect: supporting on his shoulders 
the Homeric pillar, which is thus a6o0s 
ovk eddyxadov, a burden in which the 
arms cannot be employed, but a crushing 
pressure upon the back. 

359. ynyevj. He was sprung from the 
earth; Hes. Thecg. 820. Both here and 
in 945 Aeschylus had Pindar in view. 
Pyth. i. 31, Tupds éxarovtandpavos, tv 
more KiAlcioy Opépev TroAvdvupov &vtpov. 
Also OL. iv. 11, and Pyth. viii. 20, where 
he is éxardéyxpavos and éxatoyKepéras. 
The form of this compound given in the 
text is somewhat uncertain. The MSS. 
have éxarovraxdpyvov, but a is super- 
scribed in the Med., and the Attic writers 
preferred the sound pa to py, as in pddi0s 
for Sytdios, Opdxtos for Opnixios. Com- 
pare kapaviotyp Eum. 177, kapavodra: 

Cho. 519 692. Hesychius also preserves 
the orthography éxaroykdpavor. Hesiod 
however has mevrynkovtaxdpnvov, Theog. 
312, and Porson here read éxaroyxdpyvor, 

which Herm. and Schoemann prefer. 
360. idday @xre:pa. The order is, @xrecpa 

Sav mpds Blay xeipobwevov. Schol. Med. 
od why érentds 6 ToLodTos, GAA’ 6 TomnTHs 
gtoe tois tepacrlos ekaipotuevos (I. 
éfaipduevos, ‘naturally delighting in the 
portentous’) od AemwroAoyetrat Ta mpdry- 
vara. The reason why Typhoeus is called 
a Cilician, and why some placed Arimi 
(86: dact Tupwéos eupevat eovas, Il. ii. 

783), in the volcanic district of Phrygia 
(Strabo, lib. xii. ad fin.), others near 
Sardis, others again in Syria (Strabo, xiii. 
p- 626), is to be found in the violent 
earthquakes and eruptions which in an- 
cient times desolated. various parts of Asia 
Minor. The Cilician cave, Strabo re- 
marks, was identified by Callisthenes with 
the Corycian, near the promontory of 
Sarpedon (Suppl. 848). The same notion 
is embodied in the Roman legend of Cacus, 

the son of Vulcan, who spit forth flames 
from his mouth, and like Typhoeus, dwelt 
in a cave,—that being the nearest repre- 

sentative of living subterranean agency. 
362. 6s dvéorn. This verse is well 

known for the difficulty it has occasioned 
the critics. The MSS. give ts avréorn. 
To the correction in the text, which is 
that of Wiinderlich, Hermann with some 

truth objects that the rhythm of the verse 
is not Aeschylean. He himself reads 
maot 8 avrécrn Oeots, comparing Theb. 
566. On this use of 5é see inf. 410. This 
emendation is certainly probable; but he 
inclines to believe some words have been 
lost, as ds SucayvThTw péver xeElp@y Te- 
rolms maow davtéctn Oeois. Porson’s 
rule against the admission of anapaests 
may perhaps, like most rules, have ad- 
mitted of rare exceptions, especially in an 
earlier play. Yet few critics will be found 
to accept éxatovraxdgnvoy and macw bs 
avrécrn Oeots, though Schoemann gives 
the ‘latter in his edition of 1844. Nor 
would the Homeric elision mao’ ds find 
many advocates, though we have doo’, 

Xépo’, mdvreco’, &c. in the Yiad. 
363. pdvov. The Med. and others have 

~éBov, which might be compared with 
Horace’s ‘ magnum ille terrorem intulerat 
Jovi.’ But the words are constantly con- 
fused; see on Suppl. 492. Theb. 233. 
The account of Apollodorus, i. 6, 3, agrees 
with that of Aeschylus in representing 
Typho as half man, half serpent; jv 5é 
aiTG Th wey &xpe wnpov wrdretov wéyebos 
avipduoppov, — eketxor 5& Exardy Kepadral 
Spaxdvrwy: Ta Se ard pnpay, omelpas 
eixev brepueyebers éxidv@v, ay dAkol mpds 
avThy exrewduevor Kopuphy cuptypoy mo- 
Aby étlecav, — mip St eBeprero Tots 
dupact. Hesiod, Theog. 820 seqq., gives 
a very fine description of the blasting ‘of 
the great serpent, with his hundred hissing 
heads and fire-flashing eyes, in terms 
which strongly remind us that ‘the fall 
of Satan ”’ and the rebel angels must have 
been a vivid tradition of the ancient world. 
But this poet says nothing of Cilicia, of 
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e€ éupdrov 8 yotparte yopywrov oéhas; 
Lg 

as THY Atds Tupavvid’ éxrrépcov Biay | 365 

GN AOev ate Zyvos cdypumvov Bédos, 
KaTrauBarns Kepavvos éxmvéwy pddya, 
ds avrov e€émhynke Tov ibynydpwv 
Kommacpater dpévas yap eis abras Tumels 

epeardOn Ka€eBpovtyOn aBévos: 370 
ee) a \ , s 

KQUL VUV aX peLov KQL TAPAaOpov déuas 
A las , , 

KeiTat oTevwTOY TANTIiOV Oaacciov 
> A Cry P| ¥ 4 imovpevos pilarow Aitvatais vo" 
Kopudais & év dxpais Huevos pvdpoxruTret 
"Hoaoros, evbev expayjoovtat Tore 

ToTapol mupos Odmrovtes dryptass yvdbous 
THs Kaddikdprov Suxedias Nevpods yas 

Towvoe Tudas eEavaléoer yddov 
Oeppns dmhdrov Bédeou tupmvdov Ladys, 

Aetna, nor of the ‘lofty boastings.’ 

BOavdrow tvatev, ei wh ap afd vdnoe 
mathp dvipav Te Oeay Te. 

371. axpetov kat mapdopoy, ‘helpless 
and paralysed.’ Most copies give maphopov, 
but the Med. as well as Hesychius re- 
cognises the a. The word seems borrowed 
from Il. vii. 156, moAAdbs ydp Tis @xerTo 
Taphopos vy xat @v0a, which the Schol. 
explains by éxAcAuuévos. It is more 
commonly applied to the side or trace 
horse, ce:paddpos, which is as it were 
suspended along the others. See Il. xvi. 
152. 341. 471. | xxiii. 603. Compare 

meddopos for perhopos = wetéwpos, Cho. 
581, 

372. orevwrod. Homer had called this 
strait orevwmds, Od. xii. 234. So also 
Strabo, vi. p. 257. Apollodor. i. 6. 3, fin. 
gedye 8& dpundévtos airod dia rhs 
Buceduchs Oardoons Zebs eméppupyey Atr- 
yyy bpos ev Sucedla, — e ob péxpi dedpo 
gacly ard tev BAndévTwy Kepavvadv -yl- 
veoOat tupds davapvonpata. 

373. imovmevos. Pindar describes Aetna 

as trov jveudecoay ExatoyxepéAa Tu- 
gavos, Ol. iv. 10. Cf. Ar. Equit. 924, 

imotuevos Tais ciopopats. Herod. ii. 94 
has the compound éviroven, ‘ squeeze out.’ 
It is probable that-the true meaning is 
‘to destroy by squeezing or crushing the 

He 
merely states cal kev Gye Oyyroicr ral 

head’ (like our word nip), whence fros 
came to mean that part of a trap which 
falls on the mouse. According to Pindar, 
whom Aeschylus follows, only the head 
and breast of Typhoeus were under Aetna, 
his feet. extending to the isle of Prochyta 
off Cumae. See Strabo, v. p. 248. Others, 
as Ovid, Met. v. 346, laid Sicily upon his 
extended body. 

374. xopupais év &xpous. This must 
be distinguished from the legend which 
represented’ the interior of Aetna or 
Stromboli as the workshop of the Cy- 
clopes, so finely described Aen. viii. 416 
seqq. Here Vulcan sits on the summit, 
and produces those strange ringing noises 
which have frequently attracted the atten- 
tion of modern observers, and which Hum- 
boldt attributes to the fracture of masses 
of obsidian deep in the bowels of the earth. 

375. woré. The event had in fact hap- 
pened just before the poet wrote. Thu- 
cydides, iii. 16, describing the third re- 

corded eruption of Aetna B.c. 425, and 
speaking in round numbers, adds, ‘it is 
said this eruption took place in the fiftieth 
year after the preceding one.’ This would 
give B.c. 475 for that here alluded to; 
but the true date is Ol. 75, 2, or B.c. 479. 

377. Aevpods. So the Med. rightly 
gives for Aevpds. It is well ascertained 
that the nominative was 6 yins, not 7 yin. 
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380 

av & ovk dzreipos, 00d ewod didacKddov 
xpytes: ceavtdv cOC das érictacau 
eye Be THY Tapodoay dvThjow TUXNY, 
€or av Avs: ppovnpa Logyon xonov. 

NK. OUKOUD, Tpopn Get, TOUTO yuyvdoness, Ort 385 

te opyiis vorovens eto w iarpot Néyot ; ; 

ITP. dy Tis EV KALP@ ye palbaoon kéap, 

kat al odvoavra Ovpov i loxvairy Big. 
NK. & 7G tpopnbetc bar S€ Kai rohpav tiva 

Indeed this is clear from Eur. Heracl. 
839, & tov "Apyelwy yiny omelpovres. See 
the note on Aeupdy &Agos Suppl. 502. 

379. awAdrov. So Blomf., Dind., with 
Schiitz for d&rAharou, which "Hermann 
retains, remarking ‘cur corrigatur quod 
caret vitio?’ But the transcribers were 
in the habit of confounding these forms 
(see on 735), and Pindar, whose descrip- 
tion ‘Aeschylus seems to have had in view, 
has &mAdrov mupds ayvétrata mayal. The 
danger of approaching the crater in an 
eruption naturally suggested itself. The 
later Scholiast explains dxopéorov, dxpa- 
thtov, because volcanic fires are inex- 
tinguishable. 

382. drws ‘erloracoi, i.e. by timely 
compliance, which you know how to. 
adopt, though I do not. See.on 342.— 
&rewpos, as Hermann thinks, refers to 332. 

"386. dpyis voootons. There is much 
tncertainty about this reading, though 
found in all the MSS., and decidedly sup- 
ported by Cicéro’s well-known version of 
the passage, Tusc. iii. 31, ‘atqui, Pro- 
metheu, te hoc tenere existimo, Mederi 
posse rationem (fort. orationem) iracun- 
diae.’ Stobaeus also, xx. 13, quotes 
opyfs warulas ‘eloly afrioe Adyar, where 
iarpo) is probably the true reading. Thus 
there can be no doubt that dpyijs is an 
ancient variant, if not the genuine word. 
But Plutarch, Eustathius, and Isocrates 
(p. 167) read puxiis for épyjjs, and as the 
latter word may very well have been a 
gloss for Wuxiis vocotons, ‘a disordered 
mind,’ Hermann agrees with Blomfield in 
supposing ‘that Wuxijs was the original 
réiding. Euripides had the passage in 
‘view, but his parody unfortunately proves 
nothing, Hippol. 480, eioly 3 émqdal rad 
Adyot PeAKThptow gurhoeral TL Thode 
ptpuaxoy véoov, for vdcos there means ‘a 

‘physical disorder. In the sense of anger, 
opyh cannot be said vogeiv, since it is in 
itself a disease ; and the sense of temper 
seems too ambiguous to have been used in 
a sententious verse. This however is the 
view taken by Pauw and Wellauer. Din- 
dorf corrects épyiis (eobons, for which he 
fancies he has some authority in a passage 
of Themistius (Or. vii. p. 98). The Schol. 
has nothing explicit-in of Adyot of mapa- 
KAnTiKol Oepamevovar Thy dpyhy a&ypial- 
vouoay kal éraipoméeyyy, though this shows 
that he certainly found épyijs, and pro- 
bably vocotens. 

388.. cpvdovTa. So Hermann from the 
Med. The common reading is ogpryavta. 
The former word is recognised by Hesy- 
chius. The metaphor is derived from re- 
ducing a swelling by softening applications 
and not by violent pressure, which only 
inflames the sore. See note on 490. 
‘Cicero, ut sup. ‘Siquid.m qui tempestivam 
medicinam admovens Non ad gravescens 
volnus illidat manus.’ The argument runs 
thus: ‘Don’t you know that even an 
obstinate man may be talked over ?—Yes, 
if you address him prudently, and do not 
exasperate him.—What then if 1 should 
‘venture to approach Zeus cautiously ? 
Can there be any harm in trying ?—You 
will lose your labour and be thought a 
fool for your pains.— Well, be it so, as 
long as I am really wise.—If you do not 
mind the odious charge of folly, I do.— 
I see it is hopeless to convince you: I 
shall depart.’ 

389. mpoundcicba: nal ToApav. The. 
position of the article so as to comprise 
both infinitives shows the sense to be ‘in 
being venturesome with due caution,’ i. e. 
‘mm boldness combined with prudence. 
Similarly Eur. frag. Alemen. 9, oxaisy Tt 
xpi 6 wdodros % 7° Greipla, ‘wealth 
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when accompanied by inexperience.’ The 
Med. and others have mpodupetc@a, by a 
very common confusion. 

392. vdow. Some MSS. have rivde_ 
thy vécov. Elmsley compares Trach. 544, 
vooobyTt kelvw TOAAG THOE TH dow. The 
vécos meant is of course evnOta, which, as 
Mr. Blakesley observes on Herod. iii. 140, 
is the reverse of ‘knowingness,’ properly 
the guileless simplicity of a noble and un- 
suspecting nature. Schol. Med. @ pe 
mapakivduvevery tmtp cov tuewdy pot 
éotly ed ppovodyta col Soxeiv Tots wey 
appovety. The sense rather seems to be 
this: ‘it is best to be thought foolish 
when one is really wise,’ i. e. there is no 
harm in the charge when it is ground- 
less. 

394. éudy Soxhoe. Prometheus fears 
lest Ae should be thought foolish for 
sending Ocean on such a mission, rather 
than Ocean for undertaking it. Hermann 
confidently reads 5éxec ob, understanding 
the verse very differently. ~ 

396. wh yap. ‘True, for I fear lest 
your commiseration for me should bring 
you into enmity.’ So thy éuhy aidd, 
Pers. 695. 

398. This verse seems to be ironically 

said; and accordingly the answer conveys 
something of a repartee. It is clear that 
they part a little ruffled in temper. 

402. Aevpdy. Hermann has Aevpdy 
from two MSS., comparing Alcest. 838, 
opOhv map’ olpoyv. Like tptBos, oluos is of 
two genders. See Suppl. 1025.—walpet, 
‘flaps,’ is said to be a nautical word, 
applied to sails. Schol. recent. kuplos 5& 
H Adis éml Tay Aaipav Tov Xwpls dveuwy 
kivoupévwy AéyeTat. Hence it is well used 
of that motion of the wings which shews 
‘impatience to start but does not cause 
progress. Aristoph., Av. 1717, has apa 
diapalpovor wAEKTavhy Kamvov.— TeTpa~ 
oKEAsS, See sup. 294. 

403. &opevos Sé tay. The rox dy gives 
a tone of affected indifference, ‘ I dare say 
he will be glad enough to rest in his stall 
at home.’ 

405. The chorus opens in the metre 
Tonic a minore, which passes into trochaic, 

as in the final ode of the Supplices, with a 
glyconean verse. The first line has an 
anacrusis (see 137), and many of the feet 
are not pure, but — ~ — —,or- ~—~, 
for- - ——. 

406. The MSS. give daxpucloraxroy 8 
and AeiBoueva. Hermann has successfully 
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Evvopapovev TE TYyLaY, 
€ , > ¥ Bee 3e nA > / yf" / 
OTOCOL T E7TOLKOV ayvas Agias €d0s VEMOVTAL, 420 

, Peyadoorovowot cots mHhpact cvyKdpvover Ovarol: 
Kohxidos te yas evouKot otp. B’. 
map0évou, wdxyas atpeorot, 
Kal SKvOns dptdos, ot yas 425 

¥ , Py \ a ¥ , 
€oxatov TéTov audi Maarw €xovor dipvar 

t’ApaBias 7 dpevov avbos, 

restored this and the antistrophic verse. 
He compares Antig. 527, piAddeAga ndtw 
ddxpu’ ciBoudvn. For the position of 5& 
compare Suppl. 9. Most editors follow 
Heath in omitting AeiBoueva and reading 
éreyte with one MS. 

411. duéyapra, ‘sad,’ ‘ unenviable,’ 
Suppl. 631. Hermann places a stop 
after die, and so 1 had done in ed. 1, 
with Rob. and one MS., which has Zebs 
ydp. See 169. This exegetical use of 8¢, 
which is much like guippe or nempe, oc- 
curred in 109: cf. 362. Cho. 231, and 
perhaps 510. 

412. aixudy. In Aeschylus the word 
appears to signify indoles, as Ag. 467, 
Cho. 619, from dicow, like @vuds from 

be, in both the notion of impulse pre- 
vailing, according to the natural tempera- 
ment of the Greeks. 

417. orévovoa. The MSS. vary be- 
tween this and orévovcr. Hermann 
acutely perceived that a word has been 
lost, and hence it follows that the gram- 
marians changed the participle into a verb 
as a matter of necessity. The preceding 
epithets well express the grandeur and 
antiquity of the Saturnian dynasty con- 
trasted with the new reforms of Zeus. On 
tvvopaipdver see 213. 

420. @roixov €50s. A mere periphrasis 
for éroixia, the colonies of Asia Minor, 
by which the poet means to express the 
eastern Greeks, before he proceeds to 
enumerate BdpBapo:. See on Pers. 878. 
The Schol. notices the anachronism. 

avr. B’. 

423. KoAxiSos. See Suppl. 277.— 
pdxas is the accusative, like devol udxny 
Pers. 27. oBepbs Body Suppl. 868. 

425. yas tcxarov réwoy. The geo- 
graphical meaning of this will appear from 
the note on 292, Eastward, or rather to 
the N. E., of the sea of Azov they ima- 
gined the great stream of Oceanus would- 
be met. 

427. ’ApaBias. This word is generally 
acknowledged to be corrupt, for Aeschylus 
could not have been so ignorant of geo- 
graphy as to believe that Arabia extended 
as far northward as the Caspian sea; and 
nothing is known of any Scythian people 
of the same name. Mr. Burges ingeniously 
suggests “ABdpiés 7°, from “ABapis the 
Hyperborean, whose arrow, which some 
have supposed to be a compass, is well 
known from Herod. iv. 36. Still there is 
nothing recorded of any people so called. 
Hermann’s conjecture, Sapuarav, is a 
happy one, for it has at once metre, geo- 
graphy, and the resemblance of letters in 
its favour. The initial 3 having been 
lost, and the « corrupted into 8 (which 
is not uncommon, as they are written very 
much alike in many MSS.), the two words 
would closely approximate. The character 
of the Sarmatae as a warlike race is borne 
out by Dionys. Perieg. 652, #ro: wey 
Aluyns Maidridos G&yxe véwovrat Adtol 
Mai@ral te cod Z0ven Savpopardwy, °Ec- 
Oadby ’Evuadlov yévos “Apeos. Asiatic Sar- 
matia is now Circassia, possibly by a cor- 
ruption of the old name. 

Q 
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429. ipixpnuvov. The MSS. add @, 
which the metre shews must be omitted. 
Indeed, the Schol. observes Aefre: 6 kat. 

430. Kavedoou réAas. Herniann writes 
mtaAas, shewing from Pliny and other 
writers that there was a pass called the 
Caspian or Caucasian gates; and he ob- 
serves that a ‘lofty settlement’ ought to 
be sought for on rather than near Cau- 
casus. Strabo indeed makes frequent 
mention of the Kdéoma: rvkat. This cor- 
rection also seems highly probable, though 
it is far from necessary. Perhaps in Cho. 
719 we should write ot 3) mare?s, Ki- 
Atooa, Saudtwy wéxas; for mUAas. 

433. In the epodus; as it has hitherto 

been considered, it is probable that serious: 
corruptions exist, Hermann, by doing 
some violence to the text, has arranged it 

into strophe and antistrophe as follows :— 

orp. ¥'., 
pedvor d& mpdaOer ev mdvors 
Sapnévr’ &dauavrodérots Tirava Ave 
pots eoeidduay Gedy: 
“AtAavtos trépoxov cévos Kparady, 
$s. yy obpdvidy Te wéAoY 
vero bwooreydcen. 

dytiotp. Y. 
Bog. 8& wdytios KAvSwy 
* * * «© 
tuurlrvey, oréver Buds, 
keAawds “Aidos droBpéuer uvxds yas, 
mraryal 0 ayvopdtav morayar 
arévovey. kA-yos, oixTpdy. 

This is very much better than the arrange- 
ment of Dindorf, which introduces at least 
as much change with little metrical benefit. 
I have thought it advisable to give the 
ordinary readings in the text, but with a 

K\VOwY avr. ¥. 

caution to the student that they are not 
the genuine worgs of Aeschylus, 

434. GSapavrodéras. Thisis only found 
in one MS. The rest have dxapyavro- 
déros. ‘ There is no mention elsewhere 
of Atlas being chained, so that the: ‘ ada- 

mant’ here must be that of Necessity, as 
in Hor. Od. iii. 24, 6. 

435. eiodduav. Compare the omission 
of the augment in épé6icx, sup. 188. 

437. This passage, as it stands; can 
hardly be construed ; for few will approve 
of Scholefield’s.view, that cOévos wéAov Te. 
is for o@évos médov. As a general rule, 
such artificial constructions are not Aes- 
chylean. May we read trepéxet, is e. 
évéxet, ‘holds up,’ or ‘ sustains his 
strength in a standing posture?’ This: 
would remove all difficulty by the slight 
change of O into €, and‘ the final-y into 1, 
but then we may search in vain for an 
instance of imepexew in a similar sense. 
On the word zéAov, which means the: 
whole revolving firmament, see Mr. Blakes- 
ley’s note on Herod. ii. 10% 

439, véros broorevd¢er. This is only 
a brief expression, as the Schol. Med. 
remarks, for pera orevarypyod pepe. There 
seems-no just ground for admitting Her- 
mann’s brocreyd(et,; much less. Dindorf’s 
éxa@v orevdteu The mention of his groans 
is in fact essential to: the context, forthe: 
poet goes on to say that the elements roar 
in- unison. It seems less appropriate to 
understand tvurfrvw» of sympathy: with 
Promethieus, referring. back to 421. As 
the neighbouring nations lament for him, 
so the elements alone: condole with Atlas 
in the remote west. And thus the two 
cases are completely parallel. There was 
some fabled connexion too between the 
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west, and the abode of Plito, (€o7epos 
Oebs, Oed. Tyr. 177, cf. inf. 825,) which 
thus re-echoes to the groans of Atlas, but 
not to those of Prometheus in the east. 
Hermann, however, as usual, has some- 
thing to say for himself. It is singular 
that he forgot to quote in his favour 
“AtAayTos GOAov odpavooreyi, frag. 298. 
He refers however to Hesychius and 
Suidas, who explain oréyew by avéxew, 
cuvéxew, Bara (ew, and he supposes that 
the reading of Robortello, éroBaordCet, 
was a gloss founded on this explanation. 
Perhaps the association of ideas, between 
a roof and the oriAos wodhpys (Ag. 871), 
which supports it, will bear out this un- 
usual sense. 

441. “AiSos. ‘The dark recess of the 
unseen world rumbles underground:’ He- 
siod has (Scut. Herc. ae “Aidos kuvén, 
‘the cap of invisibility.’ The omission of 
88, which ‘Dindorf prints after “Aidos, is 
certainly very plausible. Cf. 429. 

442. Gyvopirwr. The Med. has &yvw- 
pérwv. Compare modtpvroy Suppl. 822. 
Oedcvrov and Aafpédouros inf. 615, 617, 
where the MSS, as usual double the o. 

445. suvvoia. Reflection on what he 
had done and the reward he had met with. 
Like all proud men, Prometheus dwells 
indignantly on the sense of unrequited 
merit. The art of the poet is shown in 
this, that he powerfully enlists our sym- 
pathies with the sufferer, even though a 
boaster and a blasphemer against Zeus. 
Humanity sides with the philanthropist, 
while our sense of justice condemns the’ 
rebel; and humanity prevails in our esti- 
mate of the character. 

446. mpoucerotmevoy. The MSS. give 
either mpoondotuevoy or mpoceAotpevor, 
one only having rpocaeAAovmevoy, whence 

Q 

Herman gives tposceAodpevov. He calls 
the reading in the text ‘mira et inaudita 

forma,’ and Buttmann’s explanation of it 
in the Lexilogus ‘ pérplexa.’ That emi- 
nent scholar refers it to mpd and Aw with 
the digamma, the aspirate being repre- 
sented by a, asin suavis from ads. Thus 
mpooFeAeiy would mean proculcare, and 
by transposing F, we have mpoFcedeiv, 
or wpovsedciy. Compare o¢dddrcy and 
opéaAas. The word occurs only in one 
other passage, Ar Ran. 730, where the 
Raverina MS: has apovcerofuer, but the 
Etymol. Mag. in mpooéanvo: (p. 690. 11) 
recognises mpovocdciv, Td bBpicew. Her- 
mann’s long and learned note cannot be 
epitomised with justice to himself; but 
his conclusion is that oéAAew (found in 
Eustath. p. 1041) is a form of eZAAew, 
tArew. To this he refers céAas, ceAhvn, 
and the name 3éAdos, Ar. Vesp. 325, 
1243, which he interprets from the con- 
text dda¢év. The primary idea was vi- 
bratory motion or rotation, whence that 
of shooting and boasting ( jactare), throw- 
ing at, insulting, &c. easily arose. It is 
possible that mpoFocdciv remained the 
traditional pronunciation even when mpoc- 
eAciv was the written form; and if so, 
this niust be added to the many words 
like ‘Immouédovros, atoxfrwves, Cho. 
1038, éripopos ib. 797, which had a me- 
trical power beyond that of their actual 
letters. Seé on Theb. 159 483. Pers, 
299. The Arcadian word mpocéAnvei, and 
the SeAdrol of Dodona (Strab. i. p. 28. 
Soph. Trach. 1167); render it probable that 
the root, if not the form itself, is Pelasgic. 

448: rls &AAos } yd 5 i. e. though Zeus 
allotted the privileges and prerogatives to 
each, it was on the suggestion and by the 
advice of Prometheus. ; 

2 
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dotpwv edaga tds Te SvoKpitous dvc«ELs. 

450. whpara. The sufferings and in- 
conveniences described 455—65. There 
is no reason for correcting ciphuara, as 
proposed in Phil. Mus. Cant. i. p. 687. 

453. wéwpw. ‘Not with any wish to 
disparage mankind,’ i. e. to represent 
them as being in a worse plight than they 
really were. See on Suppl. 10. So pop. 
gay éxwv, Pind. Isthm. iii. 54. 1r@ bankdy 
xatdpemiv exer, Thuc. ii. 41.—év bé- 
Swea, i.e. & (not ois) Sedwxa, ‘the good 
intention of my gifts.’ Cf. Thue. ii. 40, 
ad fin. 5? edvolas Gy 5€5wxe, though others 
read & Sédwie. 

456. nAdovres ovk frovov. So xavew, 
&xodoa, Cho. 5, cAvew referring to phy- 
sical, &kodew to the intellectual faculty 
(audire and auscultare). Hom. Il. xv. 
128, oar’ aroveuev éorl, vdos & ardrwde 
nad aidés. Phoen. 919, ode ZxAvoy, odK 
Hrovov. 

458. %pvpov. See on Theb. 48. Plat. 
Phaed. § 105, %AAoy tpdroy adrds ecixh 
gtpw. Eur. Suppl. 201, aiva & bs juiv 
Blorov éx mepupuévov kal Onpiddous beady 
KarecTabunocaro. 

459. mpooelAous, ‘turned to the sun.’ 
Many MSS. have mpoofjAous, as just below 
ahoupor and deiovpo: are confused. See 
Photius in v. The word efAy had especial 

reference to the apricatio or basking in 
the sun (Suppl. 726), as Ar. Vesp. 771, 
au etéxn clan nat? dpOpov, hArdoes mpds 
fAuov. -Thus d6u0: mpdcetAot are opposed 
to arpa avhAra 461.—oar, i. e. #deoar. 

460. xardpuxes, implying that the caves 
were artificially made.—éfovpol, ‘tiny,’ 
‘light as air,’ or ‘light enough to be 
blown away.’ The word is from &frns, 
with the termination upos, as in GAgupds, 
and is for &jrupos. The quantity shews 
that it has nothing to do with otpem, as 
some grammarians supposed. Compare 
(épupos, ebpos, apa, connected with (édos, 
jas, a&hp. (Buttmann, Lexil. in v. ay, 
§ 8.) Apoll. Rhod. ii. 1002, speaking of 
Boreas, airip dy judrios wey éy obpect 
PUAN erlvacce, TuTOby én” axpoTdroow 
ahoupos &xpemdveraw. 

464. BéBaiov. On which they could 
rely with certainty, and beyond mere 
guesses arising from changes of heat or 
cold. The improvement in this respect 
he attributes to astronomy, viz. that rude 
form of it which commenced with observ- 
ing the risings and settings of the stars, 
as the watchman did in Ag. 7. 

466. Suvoxplrouvs dvces.. Hermann, 
failing to see the exact force of the epi- 
thet, corrects gicets. The meaning has 
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been happily explained by Mr. Blakesley 
on Herod. ii. 4, from the difficulty of dis- 
tinguishing the true from the apparent or 
heliac setting of a star, owing to its ob- 
scuration by the sun’s rays. 

467. €oxov. The Pythagoreans con- 
sidered the best of all sciences was that of 
numbers. Euripides copied this passage 
closely in his Palamedes, as Hermann has 
pointed out :— 

Blov digdkyo’ BvTa mply medupuévov 
Onpoly 0” Suowovr mpOta pwev Toy wdy- 

gopov 

dpidudy eipynn’ toxov copicpdrwv. 

469. wvhuns. The arguments of Her- 
mann seem all but conclusive in favour of 
the genitive, which is Hemsterhuis’ cor- 
rection for urxhuny &. In the first place, 
the @ is added in Med. by a later hand ; 
secondly, Prometheus did not invent the 
putting together of letters and memory,— 
the latter, so far as it was a technical 
matter, being ascribed to Simonides,—but 
he invented the former as a means of 
recording every event. Thus épydvn 
pvhpns is simply ‘memoriae effectio,’ and 
Hovoozhropa implies that this is done by 
giving birth to literature. The strict 
meaning of the phrase is, ‘the literary 
handmaid of the memory of all things,’ 
but it is better to render it rather less 
closely, ‘ the means of recording all things 
by the aid of literature.’ There is also 
an allusion to Mnemosyne being popularly 
called the mother of the Muses. See 
Hes. Theog. 54. 916.. Hom. Hymn. ad 
Merc. 430. Plutarch, De educandis liberis, 
§ xiii, 5:0 Toiro wnrépa tay Movodv 
éuvOoardsynaay elvas Thy Mynpootyny, ai- 
virréuevor kal mapadndobyres Sti obTws 
ovdty yevvay nal tpépev as  pvhun 
mépuxe. Euripides also in the Palamedes 
elegantly called letters AfOns pdppaxa. 
Of the Spanish Turdetani Strabo says 
(iii. 1, p. 139) Sopadrara F éberd(ovra 
Tév "IBipwy ovrot, Kal ypaumaTiKf xpav- 
Tat, Kal Tis makads pyhuns Exovor Te 

ovyyptupara. At all events, as Hermann 
adds, we must take uvhuny ardvTwy sepa- 
rately in apposition to what precedes, and 
not make amdyrwy depend on épydyny. 
There is another reading épydtw or ép- 
ydérnv. Hermann distinguishes between 
épydvn effectio and epydris effectrix. 
The former however was used as an epi- 
thet of Athene: see Soph. frag. 724. 

471. SovrAedovra. ‘Submitting them- 

selves to the collar and to the burden 
of men’s bodies,’ i. e. adapted both for 
draught and for riding. I believe Her- 
mann is right in his view of this passage, 
which is also that taken by the later 
Scholiast, (Ga SovAedovra kal ev CedyAais 
nal év cdyacw. The usual punctuation 
is after SovAcdovra, the sense being con- 
tinued thus: ‘And that by their bodies 
they might relieve men from their heaviest 
toils, I brought horses under chariots.’ 
There is nothing absolutely objectionable 
in this; but in the other case we have the 
two duties of oxen and mules combined, 
while érws yévowro, &c. well expresses 
the purpose for which they were so trained. 
Moreover the term applied to animals for 
riding was, as Hermann shews from several 
grammarians, cwuaTnyol or cwpatnyour- 
ves. See on Suppl. 281. So rots ra 
éavTav odpara &yovow imros, Xen. Anab. 
i. ad fin.—(evyAn was that part of the 
yoke which encircled the neck. Hom. Il. 
xix. 406, waca 5& xalrn, (evyAns étept- 
movca mapa (vyby ovdas tkavev. The 
whole machinery of the Homeric yoke is 
used for draught-oxen without any ma- 
terial change even in England to this 
day. 
: | . op’ &pua 7. So one MS. for the 
vulg. ip” &puar. The sense is, ‘ beside 
this, I taught them how to train horses 
for chariot racing.’ The horse was a 
ssuperfluity,—a luxury and a display at 
the games rather than a necessity. Schol. 
Med. 7d yap éroxeto@ar trrois wAovoiwy 
éort. So Alcibiades was considered ex- 
travagant in his inrorpogia, Thucyd. vi. 
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immous, dyahpa THs UmepTrodtrou Adis. 

OaracodmayKra & ovtis dddos avr’ €pov 475 

hwémrep’ nipe vavtihov dxypara. 
Towwbra pynxavnpar e€evpav Tadas 
Bporotow, abros obK éxw oddiop oT 
Ths vov Tapovons Tnmovyns amahhaya. 

XO. mérovas aixes Thy dtoadadeis ppevav 480 
ad *: > > *~ LA > a Tava, Kakos © larpods ws Tus, és VOTOV 

mecov aOupets, Kal ceavTov ovK ExELS 
? 

evpew dtrotors PappdaKots idouLos. 
ITP. 

‘\ 4 4 , Fé 

Ta houTd pov KAvovoa Oavpdcer Téor, 
g A , 

olas TEXVaS TE Kat TépOUS EUNoapHY. 485 

TO pey peyLaTor, eb Tis és VdTOV TETOL, 
> > > he > »QXr. ¥ - ovK Hv adéénp ovdev, ovte Bpdamor, 

15, and he himself boasts of his seven 
chariots at the Olympic games in the very 
next chapter. Herodotus speaks of oily 
TeOpemmorpépos, vi. 35, and similarly De- 
mosthenes, p. 1046, immorpdpos ayadds 
éort kal pirdtipos, dre véos kal rrovotos 
cal ioxupds &v. Pausan. iii. 15, 1, Ku- 
vicka — mpdrn inmorpdpnge yuvanav, Kal 
Oarupmider mpdtn vinny dvelAeto Epuart. 
All these passages show that in reading 
about horses in Greek we must discard 
from our minds those ordinary and varied 
purposes to which they are now applied. 

480. aixés wi. ‘The calamity that 
has befallen you is a humiliating one: you 
have gone wrong through an error of 
judgment, and then, like a bad physician, 
you despair of finding a cure.’ It is the 
combination of both circumstances that 
constitutes the aixla, or discreditableness 
of the case. Hermann, not seeing this, 

calls the punctuation in the text ‘ pessima 
ratio,’ chiefly because it seems to him to 
eonvey a severer reproach to Prometheus 
than it was either the part or the cha- 
racter of the chorus to administer. But 
the chorus only means to assent to his 
own declaration, that having helped others 
he could not help himself. The blame, if 
any, was self-imposed. Impressed with 
the above notion, Hermann omits rAava, 

and reads thus: kaxbs 8 iatpds &s tis és 
vésov meow Kakots &Ouueis, x.7.A., in 
which the pointless repetition of katots 
and «ands is most objectionable, to say 

nothing of the i in iarpbs, which was long 
in 386, and generally is so. 

487. ore Bpdoiov. Most MSS. have 

ovdé. But ofre—oi—oire, or ofte—od, 
is the usual idiom. See sup. 458. Theb. 
45. Oecd. Col. 972. Orest. 46. Troad. 
934. The practice of medicine was much 
in vogue with the Pythagoreans, which 
will account for the frequent metaphors 
and similes derived from this subject by 
Aeschylus. Aelian, Var. Hist. ix. 22, 
A€youat &E tobs TlvOaryopetous wduv opddpa 
wep) thy iatpuchy crovddou tréxvqv. On 
the various kinds of remedies in ancient 
use Blomfield has a good note in the 
Glossary. The Greeks had their ¢dpyana 
wéTiua or morta, draughts; éalracra, 
powders (externally applied); Apdécipe, 
which were taken solid; éyxpiota, em- 
broeations, including lotions, &c.; Kard- 
mwAaora, plaisters, or poultices ; dappayTh, 
scents; eioppnta, injections. The pro- 
fessors of the healing art were divided 
into physicians, who prescribed or applied 
any of the above; surgeons, who used the 
knife or the cautery, rou} and xaiais, 
Ag. 822; and guacks or empirics, who 

had recourse to charms, ém@dal, payed- 
para, ‘yontetat, philtres, and amulets, 

meplamta. Hence Ajac. 581, ob mpbs 
iarpod copod Opnveiv émwdas mpds TouavTt 
whuatt. Thus in all essential points the 

modern practitioner may find his. counter- 
part in the system of the Greeks. 
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ob xploror, ovTe TiaTOV GNA hapyaKwr 
xpeia kateoKéhdovto, amply ¥ eyo odiow 
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ederka Kpdces Hrtov axecpdator, 490 

ais Tas amdoas ekapvvorvtat vdcovs. 
Tpotous TE TOANOUS pavriKHs eoTolyica, 
KaKpwa mpartos e& dveipdtar & ypr) 

. Urap yevér ban, cryddvas te SvaKpirous 
2 , > 2 A 2 , , 
éyvdpis abrois: evodious Te aupBddous 495 

ti ~ > ae ~ 

yapapovdxav Te TTHTW oiwvar oKeOpas 
8 , > 7 , ‘\ , 

Ldpia’, ottwwés Te deol dvow, 

EVOVULOVS TE, Kal StatTay YvTWwa 
x > ¢ ‘ \ > , , 
EXOVT EKATTOL, Kal pos adAHoUS TiVES 
€xOpar Te Kal otépynfpa Kat Evvedpiar 500 

omhdyxvev Te hadryta, Kal ypoiay Tiva 

éxovt av ein Saipoow mpds Hdovny, 
XOANS AoBod Te roiKihyy edpwopdiar. 

492. tpdérovs 5¢ Blomf. and Hermann, 
with all the: MSS. but the Med. 

494. xrndévas. This seems to com 
prise all sounds regarded as ominous, from: 

whatever source proceeding. They do not 
appear to have differed from pjua, of 
which an example will be found in Od.. 
xx. 100, compared with 120. They in- 
cluded those ‘aery tongues that syllable 
men’s names, On. sands, and shores, and 

desert wilderness’ (Milton, Comus). 
495. évodious: oupBdrous. ‘ Objects first 

met on a journey.’ Suppl. 496, «ad Evp- 
BédAoicw ob moAvoTopeiy pean Soph. 
frag. 161. Schol. ad Av. 721, cvpBdaous 
érolovy Tobs mpara cuvayTaevras. 

498. etwvduous ve. The ancient Greeks 
must have observed birds with the face: 
turned to the north. Hom. II. xii. 238, 
téY oti: merarpemop ovd’ aaeyl(w, ez” 
ém) Sef? twor mpdsi a@ 7 HéAtdy Te, ctT? 
én’ dpurrep& tolye worl Cépov hepdevran. 
Hence: it is clear why these directions 
were lucky or unlucky, for the west was 
the abode of darkness and: gloom, the east 
of the sun-god, with which joy and glad- 
ness were always. associated. There are 
persons who still believe in the unlucky 
appearance of magpies, and are seriously 
uneasy at it, deriving however the omen 
from the number rather than from the 
position. The superstitions of .mankind 

are among the most ancient things in the 
world. 

500. EvveSpiar.. Abreschius appositely 
quotes Aristot. Hist. An. ix. 1, ras &1- 
edpias kal Tas ouvedplas of pdyrets Aap- 
Bavovo, bleBpa wey Ta ToAguia TiOEyTEs,. 
abvedpa d& r& cipnvetovra mpds BAANAG. 

503. xoajs. ‘The favourable appear- 
ance of streaks in the gall-bladder and 
liver.’ There is some ambiguity in this 
verse; the te seems to be required to 

connect xoAfs and AoBot, and therefore 
eduopplay must be taken as exegetical of 
what immediately precedes :—‘1 shewed 
them what colour the entrails should have 
to please the gods, namely, the streaked 
appearance,’ &c. The Acdrys meant is 
the fulness and plumpness of the organs, 
as opposed to the shrivelled or wrinkled 
state. See on these and similar’ signs 
Cic. de Div. ii. 13. Hermann thinks a 
line has been lost, because ‘fellis color 
et forma res alienae erant.’ But he has 
no more right to assume this than the 
lexicographers have to distinguish xoAd, 
gali, trom xodal, gall-bladder, in the early 
Greek of Aeschylus. We may perhaps 
more correctly explain eduopdla AoBod 
‘a well formed lobe,’ for the absence of it 
was a bad omen. Eur. Electr. 626, nai 
AoBds pey od mpoghv onrdyxvas. Cic. 
de Div. ii. 13, ‘caput jecoris ex omni 
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Kvion TE Koda. ovykahuaTa Kal MaKpay 
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Soca Ovntovs: Kal droywrda ojpara 
éEoppdtwoa, Tpoocbev ovr’ éendpyena. 

a \ Lo AY X x rouabdra pev 87 Tadr evepbe Sé xPovds 
kexpuppe’ dvOparrovow apehjpara, 
XadKov, oidnpov, apyupov, xpvadv TE tts 510 

dyceev av mapoer eEevpew €or ; 

ovdels, odd’ oida, wy parny prdaa Oéruv. 
Bpaxet S€ ptOw mavra ovddiBSnv wade, 

mace. téxvar Bpototow éx Ipounbéws. 
XO. py vuv Bpotors pev adpéder Karpov Tépa, 515 

AQ os a e 28 
OQavuToOv ) aKyoet dvoTuyovyTos ws cyw 

” / > na , 3 93 a ¥ 
evedtris ElpL TOVOE oO €K Seo par €7Tb 

voévra pyd€ev petov ioxtoew Atds. 

ITP. ov TavTa TavTy Motpd mw Teherpdpos 
a ig , XN mn 

Kpavat Témpwrat, wupiats dé mnwovats 520 

parte diligentissime considerant.; si vero 
id non est inventum, nihil putant accidere 
potuisse tristius.” It is clear however 
that the chief point lies in wosxfAny, on 
account of xpoidy. 

504. xvion ovykaaumrd. Cf. Antig. 
1011, unpol xadumrijs ebéxewTo mpedts. 
The practice is well-known from Homer. 
There is an allusion to the fraud prac- 
tised by Prometheus in distributing the 
flesh and bones of an ox, Hes. Theog. 

535—41.—paxpdy dopdy, ‘the long chine.’ 
Aristot. Hist. An. i. 15, troxdtw Kata 
Thy yaorépa Tod Odpaxos écpds, which 
word he fancifully derives from ico@vés in 
§ 13. Hermann observes that maxpa is 
used because the chine of the sacrifice 
included the tail; and indeed this is clear 
from the description so fully given in Ar. 
Pac. 1053, &c.—Téxvny, i. ec. Thy TaY 
éurrbpwv. . 

507. ékwupdtwoa. ‘I made clear.’ The 
word is properly applied to the removal of 
a cataract, %pyeuoy or AevKwpa. Hesych. 
apyéuara: th em) r&v dpbarway Aev- 
xdépara, Hence Ar. Plut. 635, étwupd- 
Twat kal AcAdumpyyrat idpas, which the 
Schol. says is from the Phineus of So- 
phocles. See Suppl. 463. Cho. 839, 
where the simple form occurs. But in 
Eur. Oedip. frag. ii, it means ‘to deprive 

of sight.’ aoywre ofuara are signs de- 
rived from the pointed or cleft appearance 
of the flame. See Phoen. 1255. 

514. é« Mpoundéws. This is of course 
an allegory implying that all arts sprung 
from mpounOla, the necessity of forecasting 
and providing for the increasing require- 
ments of civilised life. 

515. xaipod mwépa, trans finem, Hor. 
Od. i. 8, 12, ‘beyond the mark,’ ulira 
scopum. The contrary is mpd «Karpov, 
before, or short of the mark, Ag. 335. 
This, if not the original, must have been 
a very early sense of kaipéds. Hence 
Aéyew Td Kalpia, ‘to speak to the point,’ 
Theb. 1, ruyxdvew koipod, Soph. El. 31, 
and many similar expressions. The other 
meanings are easily deduced from this ; 
1. xalpios, ‘fatal,’ hitting the part aimed 
at. 2. the point of time, opportunity. 
3. moderation, like uérpov, Suppl. 1045, 
because any thing wide of the mark is 
extravagant or excessive. 

519. 0d Tatra Tabtn. Ar. Equit. 843, 
odk @ya0o) radr éori wo tatty wa Tov 
Tloveid@. See also Eur. Med. 365.— 
mémpwrat is here used personally, of which 
I know no other example. So épx@ for 
Gpret pot, inf. 639, Zoua pdrny épeiv, 
1028, and such phrases as dixaids eipt 
moey, &e. 
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Svats Te KapPbels, Bde Seopa puyydve. 
téxvn 8 *Avdyens dobevertépa pape. 

XO. tis obv ’Avdyxys éotiv olaxoorpddos ‘ 
ITP. Moipas Tplwoppor pvypoves 7 ’Epuwies. 

XO. rovtwv dpa Zevs €otw do Bevéorepos ; ; 525 

TIP. ovkovy av éexpiyou ye THY Tempapernv. 
, ‘ f \ * a oN 

XO. Ti yap TEeTpaTa Zvi, THY Get Kparew ; 

TIP. rovr’ obkér av miOoro, wndé Madper. 
XO. 7 rod tt ceuvdy eotw 6 Evvaprrexets. 
TIP. dddov édyou peuvynabe, Tovde S odapas 530 

KaLpos yeywvev, GAG ovyKaduTréos 
y , , ‘ , 2 4 doov uddiota: TévdE yap caluv eye 
Seopovs deieis Kal dvas expuyydve. 

XO. pndap 6 rdvra véuwv OTP. d. 

Beir’ éug. yvdua Kpdros dvtimadov Zevds, 536 
pnd euvicaipe Oeovs dcias Ootvars ToTWiecopeva 
Bovddvos tap’ ’*Akeavod tarpos daBeotov Tépor, 

523. rls ody. If, as you say, there is a 
power superior to and capable of over- 
coming these strong bonds, who is it that 
will call such power into action, and so 
ensure your delivery? The reply is, 
Fate; the same fate already mentioned in 
519. Now it was evident, that if this 
Fate brought about a release, it must be 
against the will of Zeus; and hence the 
question is logically put by the chorus 
(525), ‘Is then Zeus inferior to and under 
the control of Fate ?’ 

526. expdyor ye. The ye seems to 
give the same force as Thy ye mempwmérny, 

for Prometheus evades a question to which 
a direct affirmative answer would have 
offended the simple piety of the chorus. 
He alludes to the marriage with Thetis, 

inf. 783. This doctrine of fatalism is 
ridiculed by Lucian in the Zebs Tpaywdds, 

where Zeus says to Hercules, meudOnnas, 
oluat, ds ai Motpau TO Toiabra pdvac bu- 

vayTas, hues 5& Axupor avtay eopev. But 
Pausanias describes a statue of Zeus in 
the Olympieum at Megara with the Fates 
above his head, which he interprets as 
Ofra Se. racw, ee mempwuevyy pdvy ot 
melBeoOat. 

528. Hermann edits odk dv éxmd@ou0, 
from his own conjecture, subsequently 

confirmed by one of the inferior MSS. 
Most of them give ove by wb8o10, but the 
Med. has ob«dy obv, where ody is a mere 
metrical insertion. Several good copies 
have odxér’ by, which is in itself unob- 
jectionable. This use of od«ér:, not strictly 
applying to time, is not uncommon, ‘ up 
to this point but no further.’ Cf. Suppl. 
295. Od. xii. 223. Tl. v. 662. It is 
singular that nearly the same varieties in 
the reading occur also inf. 635. : 

529. jrov. The chorus are very anx- 
ious to know the secret, and in order to 
elicit it they rejoin, ‘ No doubt it is some- 

thing of solemn import you thus wrap 
up in mystery;’ which is tantamount to 
saying, ‘ You certainly ought to tell us, if 
it may be told.’ 

532. révd_ odlav. ‘It is by keeping 
this secret that,’ &c. See supra. 174—38. 
Schol. recent. ta yap aitoy elrw, éx- 
Adoeral we Zebs Tov Seopov. 

536. ‘Never may the all-ruling Zeus 
set his authority in opposition to my will.’ 
That is, ‘may my duty and my inclination 
ever coincide; may the one never clash 
with the other, so that I may be tempted 
to disobey like Prometheus.’ 

538. This verse does not agree with the 
antistrophe. When I conjectured (ad- 

h 
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denda to ed. 1) that the words ratpds 
&oBeoroy should be omitted, and that we 
ought to read ’Neavoto mépov, I was not 
aware that Porson had quoted those very 
words from Hesychius, though in a gloss 
which does not, certainly refer to this 
passage. It is evident that something is 
redundant in this place or wanting in that. 
Hermann decides in favour of a lacuna in 
550, and so Dindorf prints it. 

541. GAlroms Adyos. ‘May I never 
err by presumptuous language against 
Zeus,’ There was nothing the Greeks 

regarded with more superstitious awe than 
the utterance of either proud words against 
the gods or boastful words about their own 
good luck. (See Suppl..1044. Theb. 437. 
Pers, 823.) Those silent ministers of 
divine vengeance, Néuecis and #6dvos, 
were ever within hearing. The timid 
piety of the chorus is aroused to these 
reflections by the preceding conversation. 
All their well-meant efforts to make Pro- 
netheus relent, and reveal the dread secret 

to Zeus, have been as vain as those before 
made by their father, and afterwards (785), 
though for a different object, by Io. He 
has ‘sinned in words”’ by declaring to 
the chorus (180) that he never will obey 
Zeus. This is indeed his prevailing fault, 
reo aad (187) and AaBpocropety 
335). 
542. The MSS. give ard wo 75” 

éupévo1, which is again at variance with the 
antistrophe. I have adopted Hermann’s 
emendation rather than Dindort’s abréve 
in 552. Not only are 7d3e and tobro con- 
tinually confused, but the latter is better 
suited to both sense and metre, for the wish 

relates to, what has just been expressed. 
See on Suppl. 314, though the rule is not 
invariable, as- inf. 565. Pers. 59. 331. 
Suppl. 968. There was also a temptation 
for metrists to patch up a trochaic verse 
by changing pdAa into add. Dindorf 
indeed proposes to place a comma at éx- 
taxein, that réde may, as usual, refer to 
the following sentiment; but this is a 
manifest perversion of the entire passage. 

545. adt. The MSS. have 73¥. There 
is something striking in this description 
of the happiness resulting from the satis- 
faction of a good conscience. The appli- 
cation of the sentiment to Prometheus is 
obvious. Obedience suggests the hope of 
a reward, or at least removes the fear of 
punishment. A sense of security produces 
cheerfulness and contentment. The spec- 
tacle of a rebel tortured without the pros- 
pect of release induces them to avow their 
unconditional submission to the supreme 
will. The true object of all punishment, 
viz. to deter others, is realised, and a moral 
is thus deduced which was not ill adapted 
to an Athenian audience. 

550. Siaxvaiduevov. Hermann sup- 
poses some adverb to have dropped out 
signifying ‘crudeliter vel immisericorditer.’ 

555. op’ brws. The meaning of this 
verse is obscure. Perhaps from the fol- 
lowing cit we may supply idod (oxd- 
mnoov Schol. Med.), ‘see now how thank- 

less was the favour you conferred, and say 
where and what assistance there is,’ i. e. 
to be obtained from mortals. G. Burges 
conjectures Pere, i. ec. pep’ eid Eras 
&pere oe, ‘say how it benefitted you.’ 
This seems by no means improbable, for 
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edvois 
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Tis yyy Te yevos 3; Twa oo Nevooew 

when once gorrupted to & pide the gram- 
marians would haye ‘written & ifAos, 

though rather an ‘unusual form of address, 
to avoid the hiatus. We have however 
& gidos in Iph. Taur. 830. For &xapis 
xdpis see Ag. 1522. Cho. 38. 

557. éAvyodpaviay. Aristophanes has 
the epithets drvyodpavées and eixeAdverpor 
applied to mortals in a passage which 
seems. to be parodied from this, Av. 686. 

558. isdvespov. The first syllable’ is 
made-long as in ioduoipoy Cho. 311, 
indbcos Pers. 80. dmrapdéuuv@ov sup. 192, 
after the epic use.— After dAady Hermann 
inserts débera, and reads ot for obmrore, 
‘Both corrections I had anticipated, ex- 
cept that I proposed ovrws, comparing 
‘Od. v. 103, otsrws ort Aids vdoy — map- 
eberdeiv, and ‘this appears | better, because 
Tapetiact i is oe not Past. Cf. Antig. 
60, ef yépov Bl Cf Vidor Tupavvey h xparn 

mapekiper. —Aids épuovla is the fixed law 
or decree of Zeus 5 Schol. Med. Thy 
eiuapuerny. 

566. 7d Siaupldiov. Hermann says the 
poet intended 7d 3. wéAos mpocérra bre 
Duevalouv, «.7.4, and changed the con- 
‘struction by specifying 7é5’ eneivd te. 
Similarly Sehol, recent. Td 7é8e Kad 7d 
éxcivo dodvderov. Yet even thus 7d would 
be unnecessary and unusual. Some al- 
Jowance may perhaps be made for metre ; 
cf. Pers. 638. Hesychius, quoting from 

this passage, explains aAAoiov, Stamayrds 
KEXwpLOMEVOY, and so Schol. Med.’ 

568. rad AEXos. Hermann, who denies 
that iadveipor i in 560 | can have the « long, 
reads Aéxos eis cov. And certainly the 
verse begins more appropriately with an 
anapaest, like the others. Hermann: also 
Tefers tjuevatouy (wherein v is long by 
‘the augment) to tpevaéw, not Swevardeo, 
‘Photius however expressly says Bpevasody, 
7 Gey voy bmévaioy ‘Kal ouvdarey roy 
yduov. ibrar, i.e. évexa or exatt. So 

Od. xi. 384, év véor@ & dadrovro Karis 
idryte yovaurds. IL. xv. 41, uh 8 euhy 
idtnta Toceddwy évoolxbwy mnpalver 
Tpdas. Properly idrns means ‘ Oneness,’ 

‘ individuality,’ ‘ isolation,’ from ids, unus, 
TL. vi. 422, just as éxare is the dative of 
cas, and thus arose the idea of action 
apart from others and independent, refer- 
ring to or exerted by one alone. See New 
Cratylus, p. 351 (ed. 1). Others attribute 
to it the primary sense of motion or im- 
pulse (iévan)s 

‘569. duomdrpiov. The word seems to 
imply, ‘of the same father but a different 
mother.’ Nothing definite is recorded of 
her parentage, if we except the statement 
‘of a late scholiast, ‘Hoidyn 6¢ Ovrydrnp hv 
"OQxeavod kal Ty@dos, which makes her own 

sister to the Chorus; cf. 140—3. 
572. The episode of Io’s wanderings is 

so far connected with the story of Pro- 

R 2 
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metheus, that it is by one of her descend- 
ants that he is to be liberated (inf. 793), 
besides the general propriety of her con- 
dolence (632) as having been wronged by 
Zeus equally with Prometheus. But in 
other respects it cannot be regarded as 
having any thing directly to do with either 
the moral or the plot of the play. It will 
be observed that Io makes no attempt to 
convert Prometheus. Her generally selfish 
speeches and inquiries form a contrast to 
the devoted friendship and heroic com- 
panionship (1088) of the Ocean Nymphs. 
«is a dramatis persona, she serves at once 
to employ the oxoA} mAciwy of Pro- 
metheus, to draw out his foibles by her 
conversation, and to illustrate his pro- 
phetic and omniscient gifts. 

575. mowds. So the Med., the common 
reading being mowals. The accusative 
may be defended in two ways: either 
because éAé«ee involves the notion of 
tlvets, as-Hermann suggests, or in appo- 
sition to the sentence, as Ag. 218. 1392. 
Eur. Hel. 77, améAavow cixots ZOaves by 
Aids xépn. Herc. Fur. 58, 7 dvompatia, 
fis whmo® doris nal péows ebvous euol 
TbXOL, PiAwy Freyxov aievdértatov.— 
For 810, the reading of the Med. and 
cther MSS., most editors prefer gan. The 
words are commonly interchanged: but it 
is hard to find fault with the sense, ‘tell 
me ¢o what land I have wandered.’ 

578. xple, ‘stings me.’ Cf. 693. 899. 
Io is represented as a crazed person, 
fearing the unreal and imaginary appa- 
rition of Argus, whom it would have been 
difficult to bring bodily on the stage. On 
the question whether she is a cow with a 
human head or merely a horned woman, 
see Suppl. 567. The matter is not very 
easy to determine. The notion of the 
gadfly, the oxlprnua inf. 693, the éraph 
of Zeus, and the herdsman Argus, all 
point to something more monstrous than 
simply the latter, while it is evident that 

580 

her long speeches could only have pro- 
ceeded from a human mouth. Apollo- 
dorus, ii. 1, 3, distinctly describes her as 
a cow, and so also Moschus, Id. ii. 45. 

As for Argus, he is an equally mysterious 
being. Some made him the son of 
Agenor, some of Inachus; but Acusilaus, 
(says Apollodorus, ibid.) called him yy- 
yer. He is raiéa yjs Suppl. 300. There 
can be little doubt that he symbolises the 
peacock, a bird little known to the early 
Greeks, but reputed sacred to Juno (Pau- 
san. ii. 17, 6); indeed, Ovid recognises 
the identity, Met. ii. 533. Probably an 
Indian picture of a cow and a peacock 
had been seen by Phoenician traders, who 
thus reported it to the Greeks. For the 
story of Io was generally connected with 
Phoenicia: see Eur. Phoen. 257. It was 

a natural transition to represent the many- 
eyed and watchful companion of the cow as 
a real herdsman, and even to give him a 
pipe (inf. 590). The journey of Io through 
Scythia into Europe from the East, her 
visit to Dodona, and her connexion with 
the Argive Hera, prove that in part at 
least the legend records the migration of 
the Pelasgi. The visit to Egypt seems a 
later addition. 

580. daAev’, & 84, ‘keep him off, O 
earth!’ Being the son of earth, the latter 
is implored not to suffer him to rise again 
from beneath. Compare Suppl. 866, pa 
TG, Body poBepdy darérpere. There seems 
to be no good reason for altering the text. 
We have @ Ziv in Suppl. 152, and all the 
MSS. as well as the Etymol. Mag. (p. 60. 
8, in v. GAevdda) recognise the reading. 
Hermann however omits @ with Blom- 
field, and makes a senarius of 579—86; 

he also excludes @oBotua: as a gloss, and 
regards cicopéca as depending on xplet 
olgtpos, as if the poet had used olerpoduat. 
This he considers to be well suited to Io’s 
wildness ; but we may be allowed to pre- 
fer the simple text of the MSS, -.-. 
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585. kuvyyeret (without accent) Med. 
kuvayyet Hermann. Brunck restored the 
Doricism, and it is doubtful if we should 
not.admit yas & woyepd in 576 from two 
or three MSS. 

586. Yduyav. So the Med., a form 
that occurs in Lysistr. 1261 and Herod. 
iv. 181, where Mr. Blakesley suspects it 
to have been a Dorian peculiarity. 

589. knpémrAacros. Stuck together with 
wax into the form of a panpipe. 

591. & wéro. The MSS. vary in this 
passage between 7 and zoZ several times 
repeated. Hermann is undoubtedly right 
in objecting to woz, wémo1, wot p’, &c. as 
‘valde inelegans.’—rnAérAavot. So Her- 
mann and most editors after Elmsley for 
TnAémAayxtot. There is the same variety 
in 601, and the latter reading necessitates 
the questionable lengthening of a before 
mp in 612. There is an example of this in 
Twa mpdvoiay Cho. 596, but in a suspicious 
passage. Cf. inf. 677. 

“892. The metre of this verse is paeonic, 

as in Hum. 316 and 335 seqq.—7/ belongs 

to éuaprodcav, ‘having caught me erring 
in what respect?’ The next verse is 
bacchiac, succeeded by a dochmiac. I 
have ventured to omit the unnecessary év 
after déuaptodcav, on account of the anti- 
strophic verse, where Hermann supposes 
something to have been lost. 

594. anuoctvas. This is Hermann’s 
correction, admitted by Dindorf, for my- 
povaiow, and it seems safer than the 
ground which I formerly took in defence 
of the vulgate, that go:radAéoow in 616 
was pronounced with a double A, like 
AildaAAov for AidAou in Od. x. 36. 60. For 
this at best, though I believe the prin- 
ciple to~be sound (see on 446), gives an 
unmetrical verse. 

596. mapdxomor, ‘ crazed,’ ‘ maddened.’ 
597. wupt pe prctov. The we was in- 

serted by Elmsley. 
602. dra. Hermann has day with most 

MSS. There is, as usual, a variant dro, 
which is quite defensible. See on 575. 
656. 
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604. This verse is assigned to the chorus 
in the MSS., by an error which Elmsley 
first detected 

607. Bpduous yuurderat. So Ar. Nub. 
29, cus wev ob woddobs Toy Tarép’ édav- 
vets Spduous. Trach. 1045, cuypopas — 
olas oios &y éAadverat. Prometheus, by 
at once telling her story and parentage, 
gives a proof of his omniscience which 
-astonishes Io. 

612. érfrvua. Hermann gives éruua 
with the best MSS. The verse as it now 
stands is made up of a cretic, a trochaic 
dipodia, and a dochmiac. 

618. “Hpas. This word is wanting in 
the MSS., and was restored by Hermann 
from the Schol. Med. trois ris “Hpas. 
This brief note however, so far from 
proving that the grammarian read “Hpas 

in the text, seems to shew the very con- 
trary. He was probably right in adding 
the explanation; but the word had been 
lost before his time. Translate; ‘And I 
have come rushing violently with famished 
and unseemly (i. e. not human) bound, 
subdued by the crafty wrath of Hera.’ 

623. réxunpov. ‘ Make clear by tokens,’ 
i.e. signify to me. The active, which is 
much Jess common than the middle, is so 
used in Pind. Ol. vi. 73. Nem. vi. 8. 

624. ti wh we xph. The MSS. have 
tl wh (uot or we) xph. It is very likely 
that we would be lost after wh. Otherwise 
there is great probability in Elmsley’s 
elegant conjecture ti pijyap 7 Tt, K.T.A., 
and most editors, have admitted it. 

628. aiviypara, .7.A. On the anti- 
thesis see Suppl. 458. 
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633. Gppot. ‘Of late.’ A rare adverb, verses, and 643 seems directly to refer to 
‘said to be one of the words brought by 
the poet from Syracuse. It is the old 
dative of apuds, ‘a joint,’ or ‘< fitting,’ 
Antig. 1216 (the same as armus, ‘the 
shoulder,’ and our familiar word arm). 
Properly, like év ra:pé, it must have meant 
‘in due time,’ or ‘in the nick of time,’ 
and then, from the notion that present 
time, or opportunity, is best, it came to 

__ bear the meaning in the text. ‘Prometheus 
haughtily rejects the epithet ania just 
applied to him. 

639. apxo. Between the notions ‘suf- 
ficio’ and ‘valeo’ there is such close 
relation that dpxety may here be used for 
dévac@a. But he may have meant apie? 
por cadnvica, ‘it is enough to tell you 
thus much only;’ i. e. he does not acknow- 
ledge any duaAdenua. See on 520. Here 
again tocovrov, not Tdécovde, is correctly 
used in reference to what has been already 
said: cf. 542. 
, 641. ths form, i.e. kad rls Zora, for 
tépua must be taken of -geographical 
limit. Hermann suspects that a line 
quoted as a proverb by the Scholiast 
originally followed 642, & Se? yevéoOau 
Tavra Kal yevioerot, because the present 
distich ought to be answered by two 

it. It is however by no means abrupt as 
it now stands; and Hermann himself ob- 
serves that a similar isolated distich in 
631—2 is followed, as here, by seven 
single verses: so that this is only to set 
up an objection and then satisfactorily 
answer it. 

644. GAA’ od. 
grudge you this boon.’ 

‘Nay, ’tis not that I 
So pndé po 

pbovhons edyydrwv, 600. These words 
take the construction of p@dévov éumotetv 
or pOdvoy éxw. See Buttm. Lexil. p. 408. 
The MSS. have rod for cot. ; 

645. ph od yeywricnev. Both the 
particles are to our idiom superfluous : 
but see 244, and Elmsley on Med. 1209. 
Eustathius ad Il. M. p. 909, yeywviorey, 
7d pbéyyeoOa eéaxovardy. Hesych. -ye- 
yovdyy 7d ekaxovotdy, pmeyaddpwvov. 
Thue. vii. 76, as él mAcioroy yeyw- 
vioxwv. Eur. El. 808, deomrd7ns 8 euds 
tavavTl’ nixer’, ob yeywrloxwy Adyous. 

646. Opdta, i.e. Tapato, the a being 
omitted and the @ depending on the aspi- 
rated §, as @potuioy from mpooluiov. The 
form occurs also in Soph. frag. 812. Her- 
mann remarks that Buttmann was wrong 
in writing @pata:, like mpafo:. Indeed a 
little consideration shows that the a is 
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short, as in tapaxh. It seems connected 
with our word ‘to harass.’ 

647. pacoov ay, i.e. } & euol yAuad 
éori oe mpoxndecbal wov. This is Her- 
mann’s former correction of uaocor és, 
though in his last edition he has preferred 
Elmsley’s paccdvws 7 "wol, on the ground 
that the rare form pacodvws was likely to 
be corrupted. On the other hand we may 
observe that wy and ws are constantly 
confused: see Ag. 1366. Others have 
proposed to take ws for 4 as, but the few 
passages adduced are too uncertain to 
found an argument upon. 

649. whrw ye. The use of ye in de- 
precating is to be noticed. See on Theb. 
7\. Ar. Nub. 196, pAww ye, wre. 1b. 
267, wire phew ye mpl by rout) mrvé- 
wpa. 

651. woAuvpAdpovs. In this epithet the 
well-known sense of @@elpe@a, ‘to lose 
oneself in wandering,’ seems to be con- 
tained. See Pers. 453. Inf. 839, rijs 
TmoAupOdpov rAduyS. 

644. &AAws Te —kal. Cf. Eum. 696. 
Pers. 685. The rivers in general were 
the sons of Ocean (Hes. Theog. 367), so 
that Inachus, the father of Io, was brother 
to the Nymphs of the chorus. 

656. 8rov. So Blomf. for Sot or ory. 
See on 62. Dindorf and Hermann re- 
tain the latter. The true senses of these 
particles are respectively position, desti- 
nation, direction ; nor would it be easy 
to prove that ézov and gz are ever really 
identical. See on 100.—otcecOat Sdxpu, 
‘to win a tear,’ a metaphor from prizes, 

as GbAov pépecOa, &c. 
660. kal Aéyouo’. See 205. Almost 

all the MSS. have é5upoua:, but many 
give aioxvvoua: as a variant, and it is 
clearly the best suited to the context. 

663. mwAeduevat. Hermann retains this 
Tonicism, as I had done, though it is un- 
certain whether the poet or his transcriber 
had in view Od. ii. 55, of & eis juérepoy 
TwArcvuevat Huata mdyta. The same 
question may be raised on cigoixvedow in 
122. There is a variant woAebuevat, but 
only one MS. gives moAovmevat. 

664. mapnydpouv. See on 132. Herod. 
v. 104, otros Gvhp modAdiis pev Kal mpde 
tepov thy Dépyov mapnyopéero anloracbat 
amd Baoidéos, i.e. ‘tried to talk him 
over.’ Od. xvi. 279, petArylois eméerot 
tapavdéy. Ib. 287, wvyoripas padakois 
éréeror wappdcbat. Inf. 1022. 
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675. vuxtipavr’. Hermann has vucrt- 
ale the reading of all but the Med. and 

676. émt AwSdévns. Properly, ‘ towards 
Dodona.’ The construction with a genitive 
is well known; cf. Her. vii. 31, 6500 ém) 
Kaplns epotons. Eur. Electr. 1343, 
oreix’ én “A@nvav. The use of the im- 
perfect. fadAey explains the idiom in this 
place: he sent, as it were, a continued 
stream or line of messengers along the 
road in that direction. 

684. tperov. Consecrated animals, 
which were allowed to wander at liberty 
and exempt from all work, were called 
&pera, dvera, or dveméeva. Cf. Ajac. 1214, 
Phoen. 946. Iph. Taur. 469, ds dvres 

ipol nner’ dot Séoptor. Ton 822, 6 & 
év Geod Sduotow Uperos, ds AdOo1, maded- 
erat. To was not yet changed into a cow; 
but the words of the oracle anticipated it. 

685. woareiv. He seems to have meant 
émokhntovoa wbeiv ral pvCovpéevn morety, 
where the aorist infinitive takes a future 
sense from the context, the only real con- 
dition of an aorist being the contemplation 
of something realised. See Theb. 424. 
Some have needlessly proposed &v for éx, 
—étaicréaot Blomf,, Dind., for —et, which 

Hermann retains ; and it is of course de- 
fensible, though less elegant. The future 
optative is however rather a rare usage 
except with some few verbs. 

689. éemnvdyxace. The hesitation was 

8 
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evOds Se pop kal ppéves Sudatpopor 

Hoa, Kepactis &, as 6par’, d&vaTdpw 

pobom xpicbeto” eupavel oKipTyipare 

Hocov mpos evToTév TE Kepyxveias péos 
Aépyns te kpyvyy Bovkdhos dé ynyerjs 
axpatos épynv “Apyos apdptet, TuKVots 
dccous SedopKws, Tods emods Kata oriBous. 
> , 2 Liem 2 io / ampoadokytos & avrov aidviduos p.dpos 

a a 2 / > NN ° > AN rod Cav ameotépnoe oiotpomn€ 8 eye 
paoruyt Oeia yy mpo yfs €Xavvopat. 700 
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hourov Tévev, onpawe pndé p’ oikTicas 
LivOadze piOous pevddow: voonua yap 

atoxiorov eva onus cvvO€rovs Adyous. 

long and the compulsion gradual and con- 
tinuous. So in 694 jocoy seems to mean 
“I set out,’ ‘I began to go.’ 

692. kepaotis. So Dind. Hermann 
retains the accent of the MSS. kepdoris. 

694. Kepxvelas. So the Med. The 
other MSS. give Keyxpelas, which is also 
found in Pausan. ii. 24,8. The reading 

of the next verse is very uncertain. The 
MSS. have &pnv te, &kpoy Te, or &Kpay 
te. One only gives Aépyns és &xpny, 
whence Hermann edits Adpyys 7° és axthy, 
from Pindar Ol. vii. 60, Acpvalas am 
&xras. Lerna was a marshy lake close to 
the sea, near the mouth of the Inachus. 

Pausanias speaks of 7 kar& Adpyay 6d- 
Aacoa, ii. 36, 6, and it would seem the 
sea-coast in that part took the name. 
But the later Schol. appears to have read 
xphynv, as Canter perceived: mpés te Tov 
foty tis Kéyxpns iris xphyn early 
“Apyous, kal mpbs thy Aépyny thy mnyyhv. 
Apollodorus, ii. 1, 4, mentions the springs, 
tas év Mépvy myyds. It is likely enough 
that xpjvnv, with a superscribed a as a 
variant for xpfvay or Kpdvay was trans- 
posed to &pyy, for Doricisms are not un- 

commonly introduced into the MSS. even 
in senarii; e. g. in 510 the Med. has 
alSapov, in Theb. 527 patpds. See on 
Suppl. 52. Inf. 1009. Cho. 759. 1034. 

696. &xparos dpyhy, ‘ hot-tempered,’ 
a metaphor from strong wine. I have 

retained the comma after dudpre: to show 
that xara otiBous belongs to it rather 
than to dedoprads, for kar’ txvos erecOut, 
Onpedey, &c., was the usual expression. 

698. The MSS. give aipvtéins, which 
is w trisyllable. See on Pers. 972. 
Porson transposed the words, aipvidios 
abrov wépos, which does not sound like 
an Aeschylean verse. Elmsley proposed 
apvidios, comparing &pvw, and he is fol- 
lowed by Blomf. and Dind. But Hermann 
reads aipvidia, and he thinks that Hesy- 
chius had this passage in view: dpvldia- 
aipvidlws, &pvw. If so, this is another 
example of those words in :a which, as 
suggested on Eum. 764, seem to have 
been metrically equivalent to ai, and pro- 
nounced like our yea. The death of 
Argus is thus described by Apollodorus, 
ii. 1, 3, Ards 88 erirdtavros ‘Epuf eAdbar 
Thy Body, pnvbcavros ‘Iépaxos, émetd) 
Aadety obk Hdbvaro, AlOw Baroy aréxrewve 
Tov “Apyov, 8ber ’ApyeipduTns exahOn. 

700. yiv mpd ys. This phrase occurs 
Ar. Ach. 235, kal Sidkew yay mpd yiis 
Ews bv etpéOn word, where mpd has the 
sense of wéppw. "Thus mpd 6500 éyévorto, 
Il. iv. 382, and ppoddos from mpd 650%, 
‘advanced in the journey,’ mpotpyou for 
mpd &pyov. It is singular that the true 
reading should be more or less corrupted 
in all the MSS. 
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EA 3 > lal So ? A Téppux’, eladodaa mpagw "Iovs. 
ITP. mpo ye orevales, kal ddBov mréa Tus et 715 

27 y¥ FH VAN N , 
ETLONKES, es T QV Kal TA oura Tpoopabys. 

XO. 
> ry 

hey’, €xdidacKe Tots vorodat ToL yhukd 
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70 hourév adyos Tpodfetiotac bat Topas. 

ITP. THY mpl ye xpeiav WicacH Euod mapa 

kovpus paleiv yap Thad mpar éexpnlere 
Tov aud éavTys GOdov eEyyoupévys: 

x ‘ lal > + > 

Ta oura VuV akovaad ’ ota ypy 7aOy 
TAnvaL Tpos “Hpas THvdE THY veavioa 

av 7, Ivdxeov orépua, Tovs ewovs Adyous 
Supa Bad’, ws av réppar’ éxpdOns 6dod. 725 

Lax \ 2 2 o> ey sr XN > \ mpa@tov pev evOévd’ Hriov mpods dvTodas 
oTpépaca cavTny oTEly’ avypdtous yvas" 

.711—12. The MSS. reading is here 
clearly unmetrical, rhuata Aduara Selyar’ 
auphre Kevtpp Wixew puxay eudv. I 
have given Dindorf’s emendation, except 
that he writes dupdie:.—puitew, * would 
chill.’ Properly ‘to fan,’ as Bion, Id. 
i. 85, ds 8 dmidev wrepiyerow avapixe 
toy “Abwuiv. Hence Wixos (Ag. 944) is 
the coolness produced by a fresh breeze, 
while piyos (frigus) is the winter cold. 
Hesych. Witas: auBadvas, thy puxhy pv- 
ohoas, kvenov norhoas, mvetoas. It is 
from this sense that pux} is derived, 
(like animus from &vcuos), and mapapux), 
‘consolation,’ properly the physical relief 
afforded by a fan at one’s side. 

721. thy aud’ éavths GbAov. This is 
shortly put for tov éavris aeAov dul 
éauras éiny., as Cho. 498, Tov é Bubod 
KAwortiipa od(orres Aivov. Ag. 521, «ijput 
*Axaidv xaipe Tay ard oTparod. 

724. ab rv. “ Vobis satisfactum est, 
tibique, Io, satisfiet.”” Hermann. é 

727. otpévaca. Hermann gives rpép- 

aca from two MSS. His reason is that 
the former implies turning round, the 
latter turning towards, or facing the 
east. And as Io came from the west into 
Scythia (857), she would not have to alter 
her course, but only to continue it. But 
it is sufficient to suppose she had already 
turned to address Prometheus.— dyvypdrous 

yéas, probably the country of the Don 
Cossacks and Astrakhan, though the de- 
scription applies generally to the steppes 
east of the Dnieper, the inhabitants being 
then, as now, Nomads, ofre omelpovtes 
ovdéy otte dpotvres, Herod. iv. 9. The 
mAcKktTal oréyat, or wicker huts carried 
about on waggons, are still used by the 
Kalmucks. Herodotus (iv. 46) calls them 
gepéouot, inmototdrat, (wovres mh aa 
apérov GAA’ Grd xrqvéwv. Strabo vii. 
p- 307, Tay 5& Nouddwy af oxnval miAwrad 
menfyyaow én rats audtaus, év ais dia- 
Tavrat. wep) d& Tas oxhvas Te BocKyuara, 
ad? dy tpépovtar Kal yddAaktt kal tup@ 
kal kpéaciy. He places their winter abode 

s 2 
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meddpoto. vaiovae’ ex’ edxdxdots GxoLs, 

ExnBddous To€orow eEnprupevorr 730 

ols py meddle, GN adiordvots 17ddas 

Xpiumrovea paxtaow éxmepav xOdva.. 
Laas S€ yerpds ob GOnporeKroves. 
oikodor XddvBes, ods purdgacbai ve ypy’ 
dvypepor yap, ovdé mpdom\arot Eévors. 735 

nées 8 tBpiorHny rotapov, od evdavupor, , 

near the Palus Maeotis, but adds that in 
summer they live in the plains, viz. the 
steppes of the Kouban, or those extending 
to the Caspian sea. Nearly the whole of 
the vast empire of Russia was a terra 
incognita to the Greeks. No wonder 
then if the term Scythia, and its geo- 
graphical relation to the Euxine, was very 
vaguely known in the time of Aeschylus. 
—orelxew yoas is used like mndavra 
media Ajac. 30, ‘to go over plains.’ So 
Virg. Aen. i. 524, ‘ventis maria omnia 
vecti.’ Cf. inf. 855. Theb. 461, «al. 
fakos TpocapBaoes orelxer, ‘walks over 
a ladder,’ i. e. treads the steps of it. 

730. éfnptupévo:, Hermann and Schole- 
field retain the MSS. reading é&ypryuévoi, 
though the words are commonly confused, 
as in Herod. vii. 147, and ‘arcubus in- 
structi’ affords a better meaning than 
‘arcubus suspensi.’ The litter participle, 
like ‘suspensi.loculos’ in Horace, takes 
rather an accusative. So Lucian in his 
Blov mpacis, p. 547, obtos 6 Thy whpay 
einptnuévos, 6 ekwulas, ere nad wept 
év KbKAw Td cuvédpiov. Thomas Magister 
however (in é&jprnuat) gives the reading 
of our present MSS., which is not in- 

* defensible. 
731. aatordvors faxtoucr. ‘ Keeping 

close to the surf-beaten shores of the 
Euxine.’ By Jaxfas he means that part 
of the Caucasus which forms the N.£. 
boundary of that sea. Schol. recent. ras 
merpddys alyiards & mpoodpakrdy rt Kua. 
For wédas the MSS. have yémrodas, a 
strange reading, which the Scholiasts mis- 
took for the name of a nation. Hermann 
attributes it either to an old reading yura, 
or to a confusion with yvas in 727; but 
this is hardly satisfactory. 

733. Aas xeipds. So Herod. iv. 34, 
Td 88 ofud ort 2ow és 7d *Apreuloroy 
éoudyrt dpiorepis xeipds. Ibid. v. 77, 7d 

8e dpioreps xeipbs Lorne TpGrov eoidyert 
és Ta mpomdAaa, Eur. Cycl. 682, rorépas 
THs xepés; Whether é« was omitted in 
a familiar phrase, or this is a true genitive 
of place, we need not stop to inquire. 
See Jelf, Gr. Gr. § 530, obs. 1. 

734. XdavBes. This people really 
dwelt on the south of the Euxine, below 
Colchis ; but if Io, proceeding eastward, 
had them on her left hand, and the Euxine 
on her right, they would have been found 
chigher up in Scythia. The truth is, the 
poet connected these o:dnporéxroves with 
the odnpowhrwp ala of Scythia, sup. 309. 
Apollon. Rhod. ii. 1001—8 describes them 
as living ever in the smoke of iron fur- 
naces, in terms which remind us of our 
Colebrook dale or Wolverhampton. 

735. mpdonaaro. So Elmsley for mpéc- 
taAacta. See on 915. 

736. bBpiorhy, ‘violent,’ ‘rapid,’ &c. 
Herod. i. 89, éxadérawe 7H roramg 6 
Kipos totra bBplcaytt. Hermann sup- 
poses a line to have been lost, because 
the poet could not consistently have said 
od Wevddvuuov unless he presented his 
hearers with the riame Aragres, mapa Td 
dpdooew (as the Greeks imagined; cf. 
cataract). Certainly it must either have 
been expressed, or the audience must 
have been left to infer the name from the 
description ; but a Greek audience was 
clever enough to do the latter. The real 
Araxes flows into the Caspian; though 
the name seems to have been rather 
vaguely applied to more rivers than one. 
The poet meant the ‘saxosum sonans 
Hypanis’ (Georg. iv. 370), or Kouban, 
which flows from the Caucasus into the 
Enuxine just opposite to the Crimea, and 
which he seems to have confused with the 
efflux of the Borysthenes, or Dnieper, to 
the west of the Palus Maeotis. (Hermann, 
De Envoribus Ius Aeschyleae, p. 156.) 
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Ov pn Tepdons, od yap evBaTos Tepar, 
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mpl av mpos avtov Kavxacov pddys, opav 
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dyaTov, evOa ToTapds expucd. jL€vos 
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KpOTApwv ar avTav. dotpoyeitovas d€ yp%) 740 

Kopupas vrepBadhdovaay és peonuBpwiy — 
Byvae KédevOov, VP ’Awaldveay otpardv 
y 4 > a é , 

nées orvydvop, at Ocuioxupady more 
Las > ‘ - > A 

KaToLKLovow audi Oepuddorl’, iva 

Tpaxeta révrov Sarpvdynooia yvados _ 745 

€xOpdgevos vatraiot, pyTpuid vedr- 
@ 7 de , , no 9 , 

abral o Sdnyyoovat Kal pad adopevas. 
> . 2 99 s 0A , , , 
icOpov © én’ abrais orevordpous ipvys TUats 

.% 9 A 7 AY 

Kipepixoy néeus, dv OpacvomAdyyves o€ Xp) 

Nrovoav abhor’ é€xrepay MatwtiKdv. 750 

Strabo remarks (xi. p. 493) that some 
geographers imagined the Tanais, which 
really flows into the Palus Maeotis from 
the north, to have its rise in the Caucasus ; 
and the poet may have followed this erro- 
neous tradition. Io is therefore enjoined 
to follow this half real, half mythical river, 
to its source in the Caucasus; and then, 
crossing that lofty range, to descend 
southwards to the country of the Ama- 
zons, Colchis (cf. 422). 

743. ©euloxupav. Apollon. Rhod. calls 
them Ocuioxdpern AuaCdves, ii. 995. See 
ibid. ii. 966. Strabo, xi. p. 505, thy 5é 
Oculonvpay Kal Te wep) Ty OepuddovTa 
medla xal ra treprelueva dpn dmavres 
*Aualdvwy Kadrovot, ral paoly ekerAabjvat 
abras evOévde. He describes it as a most 
fertile and beautiful country, lib. xii. 
p. 547. Cf. Herod. iv. 86. Apollodor. 
ii. 9, 1, "Apa(dvav—a?d narprovy mepl Toy 
Oepuddovra roraudy. So also Lysias, 
Epitaph. p. 190, and indeed many others. 
The Thermodon is the Thermeh, which 
falls into the Euxine. It flowed north- 
wards, through Pontus. But Aeschylus 
is again inaccurate in placing it near Sal- 
mydessus, which lay much further to the 
west. ‘The name was originally applied 
to the whole coast from the promontory of 
Thynias to the entrance of the Bosporus ; 
and it was from this coast that the Black 
Sea obtained the name of Pontus Awenos, 
or inhospitable.” _(Smith’s smaller Clas- 
sical Dictionary.) Xenophon, Anab. vii. 5, 
12, says of it, révaryos ydp éorw ém) mdp- 

modu THs Oaddrrys. Strabo, vii. p. 319, 
calls it Epnuos aiyiards kal ALobdns, GAl- 
pevos, avamemtduevos mods mpds Tovs 
Bopéas, oradlwv Scov éwraxoclwy, wéxpt 
kvavewy To pikos. It is called by the 
poet yvd6os, from swallowing up ships, 
and ‘step-mother of ships,’ from the 
cruelty of the natives to mariners. 

747. wan aopevws. Schol. ws yuvaixes 
yovaikd oe ddnyhoovot. Their conduct is 
contrasted with the savage Chalybes, v. 
735. By what path the Amazons on the 
south could lead Io to the Tauric Cher- 
sonese (Crimea) on the north of the 
Euxine, does not appear. There is no 
indication of her being taken round by 
Thrace, so that we might not unreason- 
ably suppose the route lay back again by 
the shores of the Caspian, by which course 
she would pass into the Crimea from 
above, and then return into Asia by cross- 
ing the Cimmerian Bosporus (754), which 
is called a’A@y Maiwrixds, or channel into 
the Sea of Azov. Strabo vii. p. 309, xat 
baro & éorly bpos Kimmepiay card rhy 
abrhy dpewhy, Suvacreucdytwv Tote THY 
Kippeplwv év rG@ Boordpy, nad’ & Kar 
Kippepinds xdAmos nadeirat Tod mapOyod 
wav § éméxer Td ordua Tis Madridos. 
Ibid. p. 310, d:aipe? 8’ 6 orevwmds ovTos 
Thy Eipéwny and tis Actas. But it is 
more than probable that the poet, igno- 
rant of the true position of the Caucasus, 

and supposing it to extend considerably 
to the N. 5. of the Euxine, placed the 
Amazons in Scythia. 
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ti Sir euot Liv Képdos, add’ ovbk ev Tdyen 
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9 a a) > a 
oT@ Oaveww beV E€OTW OV TET PWHEVOV 

auTyn yap Hv av mhudtev amahdayy 
lal > % lA 3 , F vov 8 ovdév éote Tépua pot Tpokeipevov 
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LoxIav, mpl av Zevs extéoy Tupavvidos. 
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noov av, oiwat, THVd Wodoa ovupopdr. 
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ITP. 

752. Béoropos. The word is of other 
than Greek etymology, and probably 
belongs to an ancient dialect of Asia 
Minor. 

754. ’Act®. So Elmsley and Dindorf 
for ’Acid5’. Hermann retains the latter ; 
but the two words are generally confused, 
even where the former is clearly necessary 
to the metre, as Suppl. 541. Pers. 551. 
See also Pers. 272, 759, and 813, where 
for Awpldos the Med. gives Awpiddos. 
Strabo, vii. p. 303, quotes from Choerilus 
*Aalda mupopédpov. 

775 

766. rl od« %pprpa; ‘why do I not 
throw myself;’ the usual force of the 
aorist in similar phrases. On 8ws, ‘in 
which case,’ with an indicative. see Jelf, 
Gr. Gr. § 813. Monk ad Hippol. 643. 
Cho. 188, drws dipportis odca ph Kwuc- 
odunv. 

777. 480e ky. So Dawes for #80 
& or fdoluny dv, a conjecture since con- 
firmed by one MS. See a@ similar 
variety Suppl. 905.—On 7s in the next 
verse, see sup. 38. The sense is, Cur 
non, quum male patiar ? 
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IN. mds & ovk ay, Aris ex Aids TdoKw Kaas ; 
TIP. ws totvuv dvrwv Tavdd cou pale Tdpa. 
IQ. pds Tov tipavva oxArtTpa ovdyOyceran ; 780 

TIP. avros mpds adtod Kevodpdvev Bovrevpdtar. 
IN. Totw tpd7@ ; oHpnvor, ei wy Tis BAABn. 
TIP. yawet ydwov tovovtor, @ ToT aoxand. 

IN. O€oprov, 7 Bpdrevov ; ei pyrdov, dpdcovr. 

TIP. ti 8 ovtw ; od yap pyrov avdacba 7d5e. 785 

IN. 7 mpos Sdpapros eEaviorarar Opdvev ; 
TIP. * ré€erat ye waida déptepov trarpos. 
IN. ov8 éoTw aite thod amoatpody TbyNs ; 
TIP. ob dra, Any eywy av ek Serpav dvOeis. 
IN. rts odv 6 Wow o EoTiv akovTos Atos ; 790 

OP. rav cov tw adrov éxydvev eivas xpedv. 
IN. was eimas; 7 pds Tals o dwaddd€er KaKav ; 

780. ripayva oxiimrpa. Cf. Tipavvoy 
oxjjua for rupavyixdy Antig. 1169, kdérnaa 
for kamnAucda Aesch. frag. 338. The ac- 
cusative is used as in 178. Suppl. 910. 

781. abrds mpbs abrod. Hermann and 
Elmsley prefer the reading of the Med. 
and others, mpbs aitds abtov, like én’ 
aitds abrod, 942. 

783. youet and doxarg are Attic 
futures. Cf. oxedG in 25. 

785. th ® Bvtw’?; ‘Why do you ask 
what marriage (i.e. do not ask), for it is 
not lawful to be told.’ The question had 
been put by Io in jealous alarm. But 
she is not more successful in eliciting the 
secret than the Chorus had been, sup. 
520. Prometheus is thoroughly cunning 
in resisting inquisitiveness on this one 
point. 

786. étaviorara. The present tense 
is used as in 178. 969. To this passage 
Lucian refers, Dial. Deor. 1 (Prometheus 
and Zeus): pydev, & Zed, xowwvrhons tH 
Noypntd:, Av yap adith xvopophen er cod, 
7d rexGev toa épydoetatl ce, ola Kal ob 
Bpacas. ZETS. Todo oys, éxmecciobat 
Me ris apxis; Apollodor. iii. 13, 5, 
Tinacbs yapet Ori thy Nnpéws, wep! js 
Too yduouv Zeds nal Moceidav Hpirey. 
@dusd0s 5é Oeammdotons ~orecbar Tov ex 
Tabrns yerynOévra Kpelrtova Tov aaTpds, 
drécxovto. “Evo 5¢ pact, Aids épyav- 
tos él thy rabtns ouvovalay, eipnrévat 
TIpounbéa, tov ex tabtyns yervnbévra 

’ 

oipaved Suvacretoev. The later Scho- 
liast on v. 174 preserves the last men- 

tioned myth: obros yap (sc. Zebs) éepa. 
obels abtis eSlwxey airhy év TS Kavedow 
bpet, Bros ovyyevntat adh exwrtOn dé 
bd Tod TMpounbéws cindvtos abte bri 6 
MéAAAwY yevynOFva: CE abrijs éora xpelr- 
Tav Kata ToAY Tod idlov warpds. poBy- 
Gels ody 6 Zebs wep) ris Bacirelas ar- 
éoxeto Tis mpos OeT18a cvvovoias. See 
inf. 941. There is a little obscurity in the 
use of the futures, ape? yduov and 
ovandnocerat oxiwTpa, for the event was 
not really to happen, but only destined 
conditionally. 

789. wAhy &ywy by, ‘unless indeed I 
should prove to be,’ sc. yevoluny airg 
Ths téxns amootpoph. This is the read~ 
ing of the Med., and it seems better on 
the whole to retain it with Hermann. 
The MSS. vary between mply dy eywy’, 
apw &ywy by (which is a solecisn{) mAhy 
éywy dv, and Av@ and AvOels. I for- 
merly edited after Elmsley wahy éywy 
bray Seopev AvOe, which is not impro- 
bable, as 7A}v Stay is occasionally found, 
e.g. supra 266. Soph. El. 293. Lysias, 
p. 124, wAhv Sray evOuundd. The worst 
reading of all is that given by Dindorf, 
TAyy édy eyo x Seopa Avdw. 

792. } ?uds mats. ‘Shall a son of 
mine?’ obuds would have meant, ‘shall 
my son,’ &c. The answer implies, ‘yes, 

your son thirteen times removed’ (to 
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TIP. rtpiros ye yévvay mpds Sék’ d&hdavow yovais. 
IQ. 78 ovk ér eb&bpBdyrTos 7 ypyopedsa. 
TIP. Kat pydé cavtas y expabew Cyrer mévovs. 795 
IQ. pa pow mporeivev Képdos ctr’ dmoarépet. 
TIP. 8volv \Mbyow ce Oarépw Swpyoropat. 
IN. olow rpddeov, aiperiv 7 wot didov. 
TIP. didap dod yap } wévev Ta hourd cou 

fpdcw capnvas, } Tov éxicovT ee. 800, 
XO. tovtwv od THY pev THSE, THY O euol xdpw 

Gécbat Oe\neov, pnd atyudons Myous: 
Kal THOE ev yeywve THY Novy Thavypy, 
pot d€ Tov Varta: TOUTO yap OOM. 

TIP. érei rpodupeto®’, odk evavtidcopar 805 

Td fu) Od Yeyuvely TaV OoOV TpooypyHLeTe. 
coi TpaTor, ot, Tokvdovov TAdVHY dpdow, 
hv eyypddov od pripoow d€drous dpevav. 
ota Tepdons pEeOpor, Hreipwv spor, 

mpos avTodas proyarras NMwoaTtBeEts 810 

AISXYAOY 

> a 7 4 ‘i , \ 
[evOetay epie THVoE, Kat TPWTLOTA pLEv 

adopt an expression more Greek than 
English). The pedigree was this: Epa- 
phus, Libya, Belus, Danaus, Hyper- 
mnestra, Abas, Proetus, Acrisius, Danae, 
Perseus, Electryon, Alcmena, Hercules. 

795. cavrijs y. Hermann adds the 

particle, the Med. having cavrijs 7°. 
79). ErAod  opdow, ice. etre. 

use is common in Homer, but rare in 
tragedy. See on Cho. 876, ciSdmer 4 
vikawey } vixdmeba, 

802. Adyous. Suppl. 372, tdo8 ari- 
pdon Aitds. Elmsley conjectured Adyou. 
Cf. Antig. 22, tdpou toy wey mpoticas Tov 
8 arymacas exe. Oed. Col. 49, wh pw 
atidons—ay oe mpootpéna ppdcat. 

809. ray mepdons. The narrative is 
resumed from the passage of the Cimme- 
rian Bosporus in 754. The Scholiasts 
understand fe?@pov of the Tanais, others 
of the Phasis. But see on 747. 

810. jAcooriBets. I formerly conjec- 
tured jAtoo7{Be, ‘walk by the sun,’ i. e. 
guided by it in your course to the east, 
like <d80cmopety mpds HAcov tuoxdvTa 
Herod. iv. 116. But other considerations 
induce me to believe that Brunck was 

This. 

right in supposing some ‘verses to have 
been lost here,—perhaps indeed a whole 
page of the archetypus MS. There is a 
passage quoted by Galen, vol. v. p. 454, 
which he expressly says is from the Pro- 
metheus Vinctus, and which seems to fill 
the gap so appositely that I have ven- 
tured to introduce it here, though only in 
brackets, as it is at best a conjecture that 
it belongs to this place at. all, and if so, 
the chance seems but small that. the 
exact number of verses wanting in our 
MSS. should have been preserved in a 
casual quotation. We may understand 
Bopeddas mvous of the blasts from the 
Hyperborean or Ural mountains, which 

‘To is warned to avoid in her passage along 
the borders of the Pontus. This. is at 
least a natural and consistent meaning of 
mévrov proioBor, (cf. &Atorévois paxtarcr 
in 732,) and alludes to her second route 

in nearly the same direction. It is too 
well known that the Black Sea is liable to 
furious hurricanes, and Strabo attests this, 
vii. § 4, p. 309, 4 Tavpixh waparla, xAlov 
mou otadlev 7d pikos, Tpaxeia Kal dpewh 
nal xaratylCouce Tots Bopéats. 
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BopedSas 7&ers pds mvods, wv’ eda Bod 
Bpopov xaravyilorra, py o° dvapraéoy 
Svoxeipepy méwpuy. ovaetpepas adve,] 
mévrou TEepaoa prota Bor, és 7 dv e€ixn 
mpos Topydveva media KixOyvns, iva 
at Bopkides vaiovor Syvarat Kdpat 
Tpels KuKVSmopHoL, KoWoY Cup exTHwevan, 
povddortes, &s ovf HAtos Tpocd€pKerat 815 
2 A ¥spP ¢& on . ? , 
axtiow ovf % viKtEepos vn rote. 

e \ 3 \ lal ee , médas 0 ddehbal rdvde TpEis KardmTEpoL, 

812. wedla KicOqvns. It is this part of 
-the narrative which presents the greatest 
geographical difficulty, and indeed the 
only one which in the present state of the 
text seems almost insurmountable. Io ‘is 
to proceed eastward, till she comes to 
Cisthene, the daughters of Phorcys, and 
the'Gorgons. Now all existing evidence 
shews that these must be looked for in 
the far west; so that we must choose 
between supposing that 1a considerable 
lacuna exists here, and concluding that 
the poet takes a leap, and leads Io round 
by a northern track, which, as the whole 
north and west:(see Strabo, p. 93 ad fm. 
and p. 294) of Europe was unknown to 
the Greeks, could not be particularly de- 
scribed. My own opinion is, that the 
latter'is the correct view; and I attribute 
little weight to the circumstance that in 
Suppl. 535 seqq. Ia is introduced into 
Egypt ‘through Asia Minor. For the 
whole story of her visit to Egypt is cer- 
tainly a distinct legend. The Arimaspi, 
whom she is to meet with in her course 
westward, are placed by Strabo exactly 
where we want them, drép rod Evdielvov 
nal “lorpou xa *Adptov, lib. xi. p. 507. 
As ‘for the site of ‘Cisthene, nothing is 
known; but a verse of Cratinus is cited 
by Harpocration in v., which shews that 
it was the fabulous boundary of the 
world, xdvOév8? én) répuara vyijs ites, cal 
Kiod4vns dpos oper. The Schol. Med. 
says Kisdqvn mérts AtBins 2 Al@torlas. 
And as the Gorgons were the daughters 
of Phorcys, whom Hesiod places in the. 
west, Theog..274, wépny xAvrod ’Okeavoro, 
*Ecxarin mpds vuxrds, v’ ‘Eomepides 
Arybpwvot, there can be no doubt that 
Cisthene was supposed to stand on the 
shores of the.great Ocean stream. Pho- 
tius indeed and Harpocration call it a 

mountain in Thrace; but if we may 
hazard a conjecture, it was no other than 
Mont Blanc, of which vague accounts, as 
of a vast western mountain, were likely 
enough to have reached ‘the Greeks. For 
we know that they had some knowledge 
of ‘the amber from the north of Europe, 
yet so little information about the country 
that they believed in a purely mythical 
river, or amber-stream, the Eridanus; 
just as they indulged in dreams of a 
happy and mild land lying beyond the 
blasts from the Riphean mountains of the 
north; see Cho. 365. The unexplored 
regions of the west, and the dark Ocean 
stream beyond, must have furnished a 
continual excitement to the imaginative 
Greek ; and it is possible that the'fables 
here recorded originated in the narratives 
of credulous merchants and travellers. 

813. dyvaial «dpa. The epithet is 
meant to represent their name Tpaia. 
Hesiod. Theog. 270, Sdpxvi ® ad Kyte 
Tpatas téxe Kaddrmappos “Ex -‘yeverijs 
modwds, Tas 5) Tpatas kadéovowy. 

815. 086’ Atos. The west was the 
fabled region ‘of darkness because the sun 
there sank below the waves, and the 
‘nightly moon’ was assumed to follow 
the same path. Avpollodorus gives these 
curious fancies, which may have origi- 
nated in the savage garb of Celtic women, 
in similar terms, ii. 4, 2, joay 5¢ abras 
Knots re kad Sdpkov, Topydvav aderpat, 
ypaiar ex vyeveras, Eva Te dpbaruby ai 
Tpeis kai Eva Gddvra, elxov, kal Tatra, mapa 
pépos HuetBov GrAAAus. Of the Gor- 
gons he says, elxov 3¢ ai Topydves xe- 
ards piv Tepieomepapevas ‘porto. Spa- 
névrwy, dddvTas bt peyddous ws ovdv Kad 
xeEipas XaAKas Kal wrépuyas xXpuoas dV wy 
érérovto. Tous 5¢ iddvtas AlBous émotouy. 

T 
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SpaxovTdwaddour Topydves Bpotoorvyets, 
a &, > ist > & Ld , Gs Ovntos ovdeis ciovdav eeu mrvods. 

lal Pa wn - ra 4 

TOLOUVUTO MEV DOL TOUTO povpiov héeyo. : 820 

anv 8 dxovaov Svaxep7n Gewpiar: 
d€vaTopous yap Zyvos axpayets Kivas 
Tpvras dvha€at, Tov TE Movvarra OTPATOV 
"Apyacmov immoBdpor’, ot ypvodpputov 

ES oN, > N “A bs / otkovow apdt vaya, IIhovtwvos mopov: 
, ‘\ ay ve 

TovToLs ov py TEdaLe. 

825 

Trouper S€ yhv 
n&es, Kedawdv Pddov, ot Tpds HAiouv 

, a ” Xx 2’ vatovor Tyyats, evOa troTtapos Aidiow. 

820. ppovpiov. Whether this means 
‘objects to be guarded against,’ or ‘ guar- 
dians of the place,’ is not clear. Schol. 
Med. 8 ce Se? pudAdia, and Kataywyhy 
hy opetrcs puadiacbat, I suspect the 
true reading is ppoimiov. 

821. ducxep%, ‘portentous.’ Cf. Suppl. 
563, Bordy Bucxepés pukduBporov.—oktv- 
orépous, with pointed or beak-like snouts. 

axporyeis is uncertain both as to meaning 
and quantity. The grammarians, whose 
glosses were often merely copied from one 
another, explain it as ‘harsh,’ ‘ill-tem- 

pered,’ cxanpdy, xaremrdv, dkdxoAov, &c. 
And Hermann derives it from &kpos and 
&yn (i.e. Oadua) for no better reason than 
that the & would not have been made 
long if from & and xpd(w. But compare 
Ocompémous in 677, where o is long before 
mp. And the ‘canes non latrantes’ is a 
phrase exactly parallel to &pdis &rupos in 
899), the epithet, as usual in such cases, 

qualifying the metaphor. Why they are 
called hounds of Zeus it is needless to 
inquire. The poet naturally assigns to 
them the usual attributes of eagles. Inf. 
1043, mrnvbs xdwy, where the adjective is 
used to distinguish the eagle from a real 
hound. Now the eagle actually does 
bark, and with a sound closely resembling 
that of adog. Hence xAd(ew “Apn rpdmov 
aiyumay, Ag. 48, compared with «aay. 
valves &rep kdwy Eum. 126. 

824. *Apimaordy. On this fabulous 
people of Scythia, or rather, of the north 
of Europe, see Herod. iv. 13 and 27. 
Tbid. iii. 116. Pausan. i. xxiv. 6, robs 
ypimas év rots recy ’Aptotéas 6 Teo- 
kovvhowos wdxerOat rep) ToD xpvood pnolv 
*Apyuacrois [trois] imép “loonddver' tov 
dt xXpuaby by puAdcoovow of ypimes dvi 

évat thy yi. elvar 8& "Apiwacrobs wey 
&vdpas povopbdApous mdutas éx “yeveriis, 
ypimas 3& Onpia A€yovow cikacueva, 
mrepa dé Exe Kal ordua aero. 

825. TlAqdtwvos mépov. It is probable 
that the Tartessus or Guadalquiver is 
meant, about which Aeschylus knew no- 
thing, beyond a vague tradition of a gold- 
producing river somewhere in the west. 
Strabo has a remarkable passage on the 
gold found in this part of Spain, iii. cap. 
2, p. 147, Moceddnos 6 Td wARO0s Tov 
peTdAAwy érawav Kal Thy apethv,—od 
mAovola pdvov GAAG Kal SwdmAouTos iy, 
gnolv, 4 xépa* Kad wap’ éxelvois ds GAn- 
6as tov trex Odviov témov odx 6 “Aldys 
GAA’ 6 TlAovrev xatoue?. The Tartessus 
or Baetis was said to flow from a moun- 
tain called ’Apyvpovv, from the silver- 
mines it contained (ibid. p. 148). But 
beside this, there was a fabled connexion 
between Tartessus and Tartarus, whence 
Taprnota pipawa, Ar. Ran. 475. Strabo, 
p. 149. This will bring Io to enter Libya 
by the strait of Gibraltar, which is pro- 
bably altogether overlooked in the poet's 
half mythical geography ; and thus, cross- 
ing Africa from west to east, she is to arrive 
finally at lower Egypt. 

827. mpbs HAlov mnyais. Probably the 
famed ‘fountain of the sun’ near the 
temple of Jupiter Ammon. Quint. Cur- 
tius, iv. 7, 22, ‘Est etiam aliud Ham- 

monis nemus; in medio habet fontem ; 
aquam solis vocant.’ Lucret. vi. 848, 
‘Esse apud Hammonis fanum fons luce 
diurna frigidus, at calidus nocturno tem- 
pore fertur.’ 

828. roraubs Aidlop. Schol. 6 NetAos. 
If this be not a feigned river of an ima- 
ginary continent (see on Suppl. 281), 
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TovTOU Trap oxOas Epp, ews av e&ixy 

kataBacpov, v0a BuBdivev 6pav amo 
yo X\ A ¥ ae 

now oentov Netdos evrrorov péos. 
a? : os , N , > , 

obtds © Odadcre THY Tpiywvor és yOdva 

Nendarww, ob d9 THY paKpay azrouKtav, 
wn 

Tot, rétpwrat coi Te Kat rékvois KTioaL. 
lal 2 »¥ , 

TOVS el TL oot Wedrddv TE Kal Suceviperor, 
> If XN lal > , 

éravoimhale, kal capas expavOave : 3 
axon Sé mreiwv 4} Oédw mdpeoti pot. 

ei pév tu THOSE ourdv 7} Tapepévov 
¥ lal fal 4 , = EXEls 'yeywvelv THS ToAVPOSpov mrdvys, 
hey’: ei b€ wdv7’ EipynKas, Huiv ad xXapw 

YS 

dds HvTep aitovperOa péuvnoat dé Tov. 
Td Tay Tropetas HOE Téepu AKHKOEV. 
9 Ne wK io an ‘ , ea Fa 

ows O apy edn py paTnv Koved poV, 
a ‘ fal os Sy , Lg & mpiv podety Sedp’ expeucxOnker dpdow, 
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830 

835 

840 

/ a aN \ 4 Dh eS 
TEKLYNPLOV TOUT AUTO Sods pvdov ELOv. 845 
¥ . > . ‘~ > , , 
oxAov mev ovv TOV TrEtaTOV Exdeipw hoywr, 

it can hardly be any other than the 
Niger, though it is extraordinary that so 
ancient a notice should exist of a river 
which is still only partially explored. 
Hermann quotes Solinus, cap. 25, who 
calls it ‘amnis qui atro calore exit per 
intimas et exustas solitudines ;’ and from 
this odd notion -of the very waters of a 
tropical river being burnt black, the name 
is doubtless derived. Propertius has the 
same description of the Indus, iv. 3, 10, 
‘ustus et Koa discolor Indus aqua.’ 
Aeschylus seems to have thought that it 
flowed almost to the east side of Africa, 

and much more to the north than its real 
position, 

830. kataBacudy. The catabathmus, 
or descent into the valley of the Nile 
from Libya, is here confounded with the 
cataracts of the Nile. The descent of 
the latter from the ‘ Bybline mountains’ 
is purely mythical, nor is it easy to say 
‘what mountains could have given rise to 
the notion. There was a town called 
Byblus in the Delta, whence the wine 
was called BUSAwov mapa, Eur. Ion 
1195. The Schol. thinks the name in- 
vented arb rijs ywopévns map’ abtots 
BuBarou, 

831. efrutov. See Suppl. 836. 
833. Thy waxpdy. See on Theb. 609. 
835. Wedddv, ‘obscure,’ properly said 

of indistinct pronunciation, as appears 
from Aristoph. frag. 536, peArds éort al 
KGaA? Thy Uperov &prov. : 

836. émavdlrAa¢e. Hermann retains 
éravadlraAace, but in Kum. 968 the metre 
requires émavSimAol(w, and we have émrep- 
Bérew supra 623, dvdalovres Ag. 296, 
avtpéyyn Pers. 165, and even &u mérpats 
Suppl. 346. Cf. Pers. 568. 

841. qvrep. It is surprising that the 
vulgate #71’ should so long have been 
allowed to stand unquestioned. Her- 
mann seems right in correcting Hymep, 
though he is not disinclined to read hy 
mplv 7rotmecda. Dindorf also gives the 
imperfect, ands I formerly followed him ; 

but I think we may adhere to the MSS. 
in this, for the request, though before 
made (cf. 804), still remained in force. 
By altering the punctuation somewhat 
awkwardly, #yt1va might be retained: 
hut at xapw 36s yt’ Frovperda meu- 
vynoat S€ mov. 

846. dxAov Tov TAcio'Tov Adywv. The 
narrative of the journey from the shores 
of Lerna (sup. 695) northwards and round 

T2 
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nn A. 

mpos avTo, 8 lus Tépua cov movypator. 

éxel yap AdO«s, tpos Mohocod Sdweda, 
y 

thy aimivertor 7 apdi Awddyny, va 
wn las aA * 

pavreta OGKds 7 éoti Ocompwtov Avs, 850 

. répas 7 dquatov, ab mpooryopor Spvess, 
if’ dv od Naparps Kodser aivxTynpiws 
mpoonyopevOns ) Ads, Krew). Sdpap. 

[uéddovo” eoeoOau, ci rO8e. mporcaiver o€ Tt)" 
2 a ’ , \ , 
évrevdev OLOTPYCATA Ty TAPAKTLAV 855 

xédevOov Flas pos weyav Kddrov “Péas, 
ad’ of mahipmddyxroce xepdter Spdpors: 

by Epirus. So 8xAos is used of a general 
aggregate, in which it- is unnecessary to 
specify and particularise, Pers. 934, Eur. 
Hipp. 842. Frag. Aeol. xviii. Ar. Eccl. 
745, ra xurpli’ Hin Kal toy dxAov 
apiere. 

848. Sddreda, So all the MSS., and 
also in Cho. 784. But Blomf., Dind., and 

Herm. follow Porson in reading ydzeda, 
and for no better reason than that ddredov 
usually has the a short. Yet as Aa was 
a form of Ta (sup. 580, Eum. 836, Ag. 
1039), it seems rash to deny that along 
with the epic S5amedov, of which the ety- 
mology is uncertain, another form, damedov, 
may have existed. In fact, analogy is 
entirely in favour of it. That 5% was in 
use for yj appears from Anw and, Anuh- 
rnp. And the Schol. Med. on 580 ob- 
serves, of Awpieis thy viv Sfjv nal dav 
activ. May not then damedov have been 
a peculiar Molossian or Pelasgic word, 
like tpovocActy in 446? There is at least 
a risk in rejecting it. Moreover, yhredov 
is explained by the grammarians to signify 
‘a front garden.’ 

854. This verse is perhaps an interpo- 
lation. In the MSS. ef is wanting, and 
the Schol. does not seem to have found 
it. It is first supplied in ed. Turn. Such 
a crasis is not unfrequent in comedy, but 

is scarcely a tragic use. We find however 
in Iph. Taur. 679, mpodots ce odCecbat 
abtds els otous udvos. The verse may 
have been added by one who objected to 
the use of the article in the predicate, and 
sought to connect it with a participle. It 
is however not incorrect, as the actual 
words of the address were od f Aus 

dduap. On the ‘talking oaks’ see Soph. 
Trach. 172, 1168.—mpocoalve: is, ‘steals 

over your mind,’ i.e, recurs to your me- 
mory, or, a8 the Schol: Med: very well 
explains it, smousmrvhoxe: oe. Another 
less accurate and later explanation is rép- 
met or edppatver, Compare maidés ye 
caiver pOoyyds, Antig. 1214. Rhes. 55. 
Ion 685. iAdppwr moricaivovca Pers. 
100. 

855. oiotphoaca. From olgrpay, not 
oiorpeiv, which. is transitive, as Bacch. 
32, rolyap viv adtas ex déuwr sorpyo’ 
éyé. Perhaps we should read oiorpé for 
oiorpet in Theocr. vi. 28. Iph. Aul. 77,, 
6 88 xa ‘EAAGS oiotphgas Spduy. 

856. néAmov ‘Péas. The Ionian sea or 
Hadriatic. Photius: ‘Péas mdéyros' 6 
Bégmopos' 4 éo7) Kal Adpias. Up to this 
point she advanced westward, and then 
returned towards the east, by the route 
thus described by Apollodorus, ii. 1, 3, 4 
d& mpaHrov fev cis tov Gm’ exelvns "Idviov 
KddAmov KAnbevta, reita Bid THs "IAAupt- 
dos mopeuOcioa nad Tov Aiuoy imepBadodca, 
déBn Tov TéTe psy Kadodpevov mébpov 
Opdiiov, viv 5& adm exelyns Béomopoy. 
Hence zropefas in 860 does not mean the 
passage across, but the journey to, that 
sea. 

857. xemde The present is used 
because Io was now performing her journey 
eastward; and aq” ob must be taken closely. 
with madimmAdyeros, ‘ returning from 
which point.’ The Pelasgi, whose immi- 
gration into Europe through Scythia and 
Thrace Io represents, pursued the opposite 
course, from the country, beyond the 
Caspian to the Hadriatic sea, at the head 
ot which they first made their appearance 
in Italy. This inversion is a well-known 
characteristic of many early legends. The 
element-worship brought by the Pelasgi 
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, oe Ss Fa 4 b. 

Xpovov d€ Tév wEhAOVTA TEVTLOS MYO, 
la) ‘4 > 

capas eriotac:, Idvios Kex\joerat, 

THS ONS TopElas pmyNwa Tots TacwW. Bportots. p 860 
fala cS |S XN a = cial ~~ 

onpetd wor ta48 éott THs euqs Ppevos, 
L3 id f. cal bd 

as d€pxeras Teor TL ToD. Tepacpevov. 
Ta houra. S duly 7H8€ 7° es Kowdv dpdow, 
és ravtov ear Tov wahat Moywv tyvos. 
éotw modus KdvaBos, éxydrn xPovds, 865 

Nethov mpos ai7@ orduare Kal tpooxyapate 
éevrav0a 84 oe Zeds tiOnow eudpova 
éradav arapBet yerpt Kat. Quyav pdvov. 
erdvupov. d€ Tov Ads ‘yerynpdtav. 

»” 
ré£es Kehawvov "Eradov, 65 kaptadceras 870 

donv mraTUppovs Netros apdever yOdva. 
> > a 

méuntn © am adrod yévva tevtyKovTamats 
maw mpos “Apyos ovx 

seems indicated by her personification of 
the Moon. But her connexion with Egypt. 
is due to the alleged Phoenician origin of 
Inachus, and the resemblance of the wor- 

ship of Isis. 
865. méA1s KdvwBos. Cf. Suppl. 306. 

—éoxarn xOords, i. e. at the furthest end 
or outer boundary of Egypt, reckoning 
from the south, as Sordrov veds Suppl. 
697. It derived its name from Canobus 
or Canopus, the pilot of Menelaus, who 
was; buried there (Strabo, xvii. 1, 17. 
Tac. Ann. ii. 60). The Schol. notices the 
anachronism. 

866. mpogxéuatt., He appears to mean 
the alluvial. deposit. always increasing at 

the mouths of the Nile. 

867. rl@now euppova. Here Io was to 
be restored to the consciousness of hu- 
manity (Suppl. 573) by. the stroking of 
the hand of, Zeus; and by the same 
miraculous touch (érapy) Epaphus was to 
be conceived. These distinct ideas are, 
from the brevity of the description, so 
blended into one, that most commentators 
have: found a difficulty in the passage. 
Hermann even marks a lacuna after this 
verse, supposing such a line to have 
dropped out as maboas 5& wdxOwy Tavde 
girebe, ydvov, while Dindorf follows 
Elmsley in condemning 868 as spurious. 
Hermann allows that the vulgate would 

€ lal > » , 

€xKova eAevoeTat 

be unexceptionable were @y«voy written 
for. Zuppova, a conjecture I had before 
proposed. But I believe all these ex- 
pedients are alike needless, and that the 
text is quite right. By @ryav pdvoy is 
meant that the generation was effected by 
the mere touch, and not by the ordinary 
connexion, though in Suppl. 295 a some- 
what different statement is made. The 
discrepancy however need not surprise us, 
any more than that in this play Io gets to 
Egypt round by the west, in the Supplices 
through Asia Minor; or than the change 
of scene in the Prom. Solutus from Scythia 
to the Caucasus (sup. 2). The.only real 
difficulty lies in v. 869, where yervfpara 
is improperly used for tpdros yevyjcews. 
Dindorf adopts an expedient, which I only 
mention to condemn, of inclosing 868 

within brackets, and reading yévyny’ 
apov. There is a want of true poetic 
taste in this and not a few other alterations 
admitted by this editor, which too often 
creates a feeling of surprise and disap- 
pointment in using his text. Every lover 
of Aeschylus will feel bound to enter a 
protest against the use of that text as 
authorised by the University of Oxford. 

871. mAardppovs. He appears to mean 
the Delta only, or the part where the 
Nile diverges and flows over a wide extent 
of country. So NeiAos éxrdpous Frag. 304. 
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Onvoropos, Pevyovca cvyyery ‘ydpov 

dveiav ot & értonuévor ppévas, 875 
, A > ‘\ - kipkot TeEL@V Ob paKpay heheLppevoL, 

néovot Onpedaovtes ov Onpacipous 
yapous, bOdvor S€ cwpdrov ee Oeds: 
Tlehacryia Se d€€erar, Onhuxrove 

“Ape Sapevro vuKruppoupiyTe Opdcren 880 

yuh yap av8p’ exaaTov ai@vos oTEpel, 
StOnkrov &v odayator Baypaca Eidos. 
Todd em éxOpovs Tods euods €Mou Kuzprs. 
pilav S€é raider twepos OédEeu 7d ur) 
krewvau vveuvor, GAN dtrapBrvvOyjcerat 885 

yvapny Svoww dé Odrepov Bovhjcerat, 
KAvew avadkis PadXov 7 prapdvos: 

avtn kar “Apyos BaowuKor Té€er yevos.— 
paxpod éyou Set rabr’ érefeMety ropas:— 

lal \ > ial } 4 fA} NY 

omopas ye pay ex THadE hiaeTat Opacrs, 890 
, ~ a / 2 al 7 2 A 

Tofouot KXELVOS, OS TOV@V EK TOVO Ee 

875. éwtonuévor This word, like pal- 
veoOat, is properly used of the excitement 
of love.—nlpkot, i e. ws Klpo. Cf. 
Suppl. 220.—od paxpay AcAcippérvor, ‘ not 
far behind doves in the chase.’ 

878. POdvov eft cwudrwr, ‘shall grudge 
them the possession of their persons.’— 
TleAacyla, Argos; cf. Suppl. 626. 

880. danévrwy. Supply ray avefidr, 
or tév dpoévwy implied in @nAuKrdve. 
Cf. Ag. 1202, O7jAus &poevos poveds early. 
This use of the genitive absolute, where 
the participle alone is expressed, is pecu- 
liarly Aeschylean. See on Suppl. 437. 
Theb. 236.—8étera:, sc. abtas, as Sup- 
pliants on the plea of justifiable homicide. 
Hermann again marks a lacuna, and sup- 
poses the passage to have stood thus: 
TleAaoyla St dékerar toy eyyer otdAov 
yuvainav, vupolwy Onrvutéve “Ape Sa- 
wévrwv. But here, as in 869, it is more 
probable that the poet touched briefly 
and hastily on legends which were so 
familiar to all that his meaning could not 
be misunderstocd. 

882. év odayaior. Aristot. Hist. An. i. 
14, wowdy 5€ wépos abxévos kal orhOous 
opayh. Orest. 285, uh THs Texodons eis 

ohHayas doar Epos. 
883. én éxOpots. Cf. Suppl. 370. Ib. 

1013, orvyepav méAa 748 aOAov. “ De 
connubio olim Jovi periculoso accipi- 
endum.” Herm. 

884. play raldwr. 
spared Lynceus. 

887. KAvew &vaAnis. Not less beautiful 
are Ovid’s verses on this subject, Heroid. 
xiv. 7, ‘Quod manus extimuit jugulo de- 
mittere ferrum, Sum rea; laudarer, si 
scelus ausa forem. Esse team praestat, 

quam sic placuisse parenti. Non piget 
immunes caedis habere manus.’ —Baci- 
Aucdy yévos, see on 793. 

889. waxpod Adyou Sez. The narrative 
is hurried on in a manner which is indi- 
cated by the marks in the text. Hermann 
admits Schiitz’s conjecture 5 for de?, 
which goes far to remove the abruptness ; 
but he wrongly remarks that the Schol. 
did not read de7, for it is v. 694 that he 
explains by woAAod Adyou by etn Todo. 
Cf. 894.—ye why, sed tamen, &c. 

891. rétotct KAevds. Hercules, who 
shot the eagle with his bow. Apollodor. 
ii. 5, 11, ‘Hparagjs kare dteurey én) roo 
Kavidoou rby éoBlovra 7 708 Tlpopnbdws 

Hypermnestra who 
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hice. rowvde ypnopov } mahavyerjs 
parnp mot dupe Tiravis Oduis: 
dmas S€ yarn, TadTa Set paxpod hé-you 

5 lal Fc - > a. - f lal ww 

ele, oV T ovdev éxpabodoa Kepdavets. 

éNeXev, €XeNed" IN. 

895 

v6 wy ad opdxehos Kal dpevoThyyets 
, , ° x > 4 

faviat Oddrrove’, olatpov & apdis 
Xple ye. aarupos: 

Kpadia dé ddBo dpéva haxriler: 900 

Tpoxodwvetra © oupal? éehiydyy, 
Ew S€ Spdpnov hépopar Waoys 
TVEVPATL apy, yooons akpaTys: 
Dodepot d€ Adyou Tatovo’ €iKy 

OTVYVIS Tpos KUMacW aTNS. 

H codes, 7 codos [7v,] ds XO. 

905 

OTp. c. 

Tpatos ev yooua 760 éBdorace Kai yoood SieuvOod6- 
ynoev, 

e N a > ¢ N 2 , a 
@s To Knoevoat kal E€QAVTOV QAPLOTEVEL PaKkp@ 

\ , fal ia , Z 
KQL LYTE TWV thovTw SiabpuTTopevav 910 

ahi” 
PATE TOV yevva pmeyadvvoméevav 

fimap Gerdy, ds Kal Tov Tpoundéa di€Avee. 
Cf, Frag. 205.—The Med. has xAcwvois, a 
reading evidently inferior. 

893. Hermann reads from MS. Guelph. 
Gedy for Oduis, i. ev. untnp Oey, or TH. 
He thinks radaryevys inappropriate as 
an epithet of Themis, and supposes that 
@éuts, on which one MS. has the gloss 
h yi, was intuoduced from 217 sup. I 
cannot think the alteration a judicious 
one. Cf. Eum. 2. 

898. apdis &rupos, ‘the point not forged 
by fire;’ see on 822.—xple, cf. 578. 

6. 
900. péva Aaxri(e. Used in the 

physical sense of ‘ midriff,’ as Ag. 967, 
mpos ppeoly divats KuKAovmevoy Kéap. 

902. gw Spduov pépouat. So Cho. 
1011, Scmep tv trots qviocT pope Spdpou 
étwrépw, said of incipient madness. 

905. mpds kvuacw. The dative is used 
as Theb. 198, vedss xapovons movtio mpbs 
xdpart. The metaphor is an unusual one, 
derived from the muddy waters of a river 
battling with the clear waves at the 

aestuary.— ry bears the true epic sense of 
distraction, delusion, infatuation, &c. 

906. jy. I have inclosed this in 
brackets, as being at least uncertain when 
something is wanting in the antistrophe. 
Dindorf omits it with Monk. The true 
reading may be jv aopds jy copds bs, 
«.7.A,, though in Ar. Vesp. 725, which 
seems to have been taken from the present 
passage, we have mov cobs iv ba71s 
eparkev.-- €Bdorace; «.7.A., ‘weighed ié 
in his mind and expressed it in a proverb 
by words.’ Pittacus is said to have in- 
vented the saw, thy kata cavToy 2a, 
which is here quoted in reference to 
marrying according to one’s station. See 
on Suppl. 1046, sup. 72, where pndéy 
wyav is clearly alluded to, and 317, y/- 
yuooke cauvtév. Cf. Rhes. 168, ob« && 
éuavTod peCdvwv yayeity O€Aw. Pind. 
Pyth. ii. 63. Eur. frag. Antiop. xviil. 
KHdos Kal abtdoy Tov copy KTaTbat xpEdy. 
So Ovid, ‘ Si qua voles apte nubere, nube 
pari.’ 
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OvTa XEpvray epactedoas ‘yap. 
pjrote, pymrore p, @ 9 a 

OQVT. a. 

* rotviat Motpar Neyéwy Ards ‘evvarerpay tootae méNov- 

oav 914 

pnde mrabelny yapéera twit rdv €€ odpavod 
TapBo yap aotepydvopa tapHeviay 

eicopdo° “ods péya Sarromévay 
Svomhdvots "Hpas ddaretars révav. 
> XN td Lae DY 3 ‘ L3 Pe sy 

euot O€ y’ dre pev Guards 6 yd08, 
pnd Tod pe doBos, ovde déd.a° 

912. dvra xepvfrav. ‘For one who is 
an artisan ;’ the Athenians holding trade 
and handicraft in contempt. 

914. wérv1a. Dindorf admits this word 
on my suggestion. Hermann marks the 
lacuna after Motpa:, and conjectures o- 
xpalwves. The humility of the chorus in 
deprecating the splendid fate of Io agrees 
well with their pious sentiments in 535 
seqq., for goodness and humility are ever 
inseparable. 

915. wAadelnv. So the Med., but most 
copies wrongly give mAacéetnv. The 
simple weAd¢w is never contracted into 
awAd(w, which is a distinct verb; yet we 
find mpooémaa¢e Od. xi. 583, mpoomAd (ov 
Il. xii, 285, from mpoomeAd(w. But 
mAatds, &rhatos, mpdowAatos (sup. 735) 
are always to be written without o, being 
verbal adjectives from the obsolete rAdw, 
whence érAnro and werAnpeévos, Il. xiv. 
468. Od. xii. 108. Hes. Theog. 193. 
We find &rantos Hes. Opp. 148. Hom. 
Hymn. in Cer. 83. Photius, aAard: 
TpooreAaotd, Kum. 53, od mAatotat 
ovotduacw. Hence raatis, ‘a wife,’ Ar. 
Acharn. 132, from the sexual sense of 
meade in the present passage and Suppl. 
295. Young students will distinguish 
&rAnoros, ‘insatiable,’ &mAeros, the old 
form of &rAnTos, (generally used of some- 
thing boundless or immense, as xpuods 
&mderos Herod. iii. 106,) and &rAacros, 
‘misshapen,’ from mAdoow, which is pro- 
bably the true reading in Hesiod, Theog. 
151. The by-forms mAd@w, weAdOw (Ar. 
Ran. 1265), and meAarys, and the adverb 
TAfowoyv, show that weAdw and wAdw co- 
existed. 

917. dorepydvopa, ‘impatient of mar- 
riage.’ Cf. 665 seqq. 

919 

o7p. 8’. 

918. uéya. So Schiitz for pe ydue, 
the reading of Aldus and one MS. The 
rest have yduw. 

919. dvorAdvos. So Turn. with two 
or three MSS. The Med. and most others 
give SvomAdyxvors or dusomAdyxvots, a 
corruption of a var. lect. dvenAdyrrots. 
See on 591. On aévwe Hermann com- 
pares Suppl. 556, pa:voneva mévois atlyors. 
But ddAareiais mévwy is a less intelligible 
expression than dAateiéy méyois would 
have been. In two MSS. zévwyr is omitted, 
and it seems suspicious. Porson proposed 
to omit ydauwy in 912, but it is to be 
feared the-metre would not allow this. 

920. The conclusion of the chorus, 
generally regarded as an epodus, is re- 
duced by Hermann into strophe and anti- 
strophe. There are sufficient indications 
of this arrangement, as Elmsley perceived, 
to make the restoration probable; and it 
must be confessed, that an ‘‘ epodus’” is 
too often a mere expedient for disposing 
of intractable antistrophic verses. It.is 
a curious fact that the most extensive and 
perplexing corruptions are usually en- 
countered at the ends of choruses. See 
sup. 434 seqq. Cho. 805, &c. I have 
followed Hermann, whose knowledge and 
judgment in metrical matters give the 
highest authority to his opinion.—The 
MSS give guol & dr: wév. I had before 
suggested re. For o¥8& 5édia the Med. 
has ob d€5:a, but others retain evidences 
of the true reading in of8€61a, od5edia, or 
ovdébla, In what follows the common 
reading is unde Kpecodvwr Seay epws 
&purov tupa mpocdpdxo: we. The Med. 
has mpooddpro: me, others mpoodepxor pe, 
afew mpocdpduot pe. 
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Kpeoodver Oeaiv epws 
S , » > » : 

TpoddpakKor dup aduKrov. 
améddenos Ge y’ 6 dhewos, azropa 
wépios ov exw Tis dv yevoipar 

avr. B’. 

925 
% * ‘ 3: ¢ Lal 

tav As yap ovy opa 
n y , >» pyTw oma diyouw’ av. 

S ‘\ »¥ ‘ 

TIP. 7 pay ere Zevs, xatrep avOddn dpovar, 
¥ @ 
eorTat Tazewds, otov e€aptierat 

f a 
yamov yapeiv, ds adrov éx Tupavvidos 930 

, 3 Yee 2 ~ \ 27 3 NN 
Opdvev T ALOTOV exBanet: TATPOS 8 apa 

Kpévov 767 48y TavTehas KpavOyjcerat, 
hy exritver Hparo Syvaiav Opdver. 

ie , > XN > ‘\ lal TOLOVOE 6X Owv ExTpoTy ovdels Deav 
7 > ny ‘ > a a a 

Svvair’ av aita mrHV euod Setéar cadds: 
2 AN LAN i > , 

eyo TAO oLoa, Xe TpOoT@. 

935 

Tpos TAVTA Vu 
nw , A“ rd 4 

Oapoay kabycbw rots medapoiots KTvous 
TLOTOS, TWdoCwY T év XEpow TUpTVOUY Bédos: 

5. x ‘ » Lite ~ 2 3s ta X ‘ 3 

ovdev yap adT@ Tadr’ érapkéoes TO p47) OU 
lal 2 7 uA > 

TECEW ATLULWS TTOULAT ovK avacxera: 940 

TOlov TadaeTHY Viv TapacKevaleTaL 
ér avTos avt@, Svtpayetarov Tépas: 
a \ lal , 2 € , , ds 87 Kepavvod Kpelooov’ edpyoe dddya, 
Bpovrns & vmrepBaddovra Kaprepov Krvmov 

922. kpeoodvev Ocdv. The greater or 
elder gods, dii majorum gentium. 

924. Be ~ 6 wdAguos, i. e. 6 mpds 
xpelogovas. For &mopa mépiymos see 
Suppl. 588. 

928. 4 why. See on 174. Blomfield 
translates nihilominus; but elsewhere 
these particles imply a threat, as Oed. 
Col. 816. Alcest. 64. Ar. Nub. 1242. 
Av. 1259. Plut. 608. 

929. ofov. Robortello alone has rotov, 
which is the more usual when followed by 
$s, as inf. 941, rotov Tahuorhy Os, K.T.AL 
But ofoy stands for Sidr toiov, as Nub. 
1157, ovdey yap By pe praipoy épydouc? 
et, ofos éuol Tpéperat tots év) Sépact 
mais. On the marriage here meant see 786. 

932. ré7 H8n. So Ag. 944, rd7” H8n 
Pixos év Sduors méAct. Lysias, p. 126, 67, 
tér Hn peréoxe taY *ApicToKpdrous 

Zpywv. These examples show that the 
combination is equally admissible in time 
past, present, or future. 

938. év xepoiv. So the Med., but 
Hermann follows Porson and Blomf. in 
reading twdoowy xeip) mupmvdoyv BéAos. 
Several MSS. have zrup{vouv, others zrup- 
mvéov, and there are variants év xepol, 
xepol, ev xepl, xepf. Dindorf reads as 
in the text. Cf. dvrimvovy in 1108: Per- 
haps however we should write rupzvowy. 

941. rotoy madaorhy, i.e. the son of 
Thetis, who was destined to be melior 
patre. See on 786. Apoll. Rhod. iv. 
800, ciadre of tpécBeipa duis Katerctev 
dmavta, os 3h To mwémpwra dpelvova 
marpbs éoto maida Texel. 

944. tmepBdAdrovta. This word governs 
a genitive, though rarely, from the sense 
of xpelocove, which it involves. So Aristot. 

U 
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Ooracciav re yhs TwdKTEpay voor, 945 
tpiawav, aixphy Thy Hoceddvos, oKedg. 
mratoas S€ THE TPds KAK@ pabyceraL 
dcov 76 7 apxew Kat To Sovdevew Sixa. 

XO. ot Onv & ypyles, Tad7’ ervyhwood Aus. 
TIP. dep redetrar, tpds 8 & Bovhopan, eyo. 950 

XO. kai tpocdoKav xp Sermécew Zyvds Twa ; 
ITIP. kai ravdé y eer Svchopwrépovs Tévovs. 
XO. was 8 ovyi tapBets roudS expimrwv ern ; 

IIP. rid dv hoBoiuny, 6 Save od popamor ; 
XO. adX GOdov dv cou rovd er adyiw répot. 955 
TIP. 68 ovv roeirw tévta mpooddKyrd por. 
XO. of mpookvuvodrtes Tiy "Adpdoreav cool. 
IIP. céBov, tpocedyov, Jarre Tov KparovvT dei: 

ewol 8 ehacoov Zyvos 7 pndev pédeu. 
Spatw, kpareitw Tdvde Tov Bpaydy ypdvor, 960 
dws Oder Sapdv yap obk ap&eu Geois. 
> > J > Lal * a ‘AX a Fé 

GAN eicopa yap Tévbe Tov. ALds Tpdyw, 

TOV TOU TUpdvVoY TOD véov SidKovoV" 

TavTws TL KaWOV dyyehov EAHAvOer. 

Hist. An. ii. 11, duéves roAdo} ‘kad ioxupol 
kal woAd imepBdAdovtes Tay mep) Ta AOITA 
brapxévrwv. e outline of this fine 
passage may clearly be traced in Pindar, 
Isthm. viii. 72, ds Kxepavvod re Kpécoov 
wAAo Béros Sidker xeipl, tpiddovTds 7’ 
Gpatmakerod. 

949. & xpi eis, i.e. edvov, which is 
answered in the next verse.—émiyAwooa, 
‘bodingly utter against Zeus.’ See Cho. 
1034, Ar. Lysistr. 37, wep) ray *A@nvady 
F otk emvykwrrhooua: Tototroy oddév. 
Hesych. émyAweod: érowvl(ov 51a yAdbo- 
ons. AicxvAos ‘Hpardcldas, Cf. Photius 
in v. 

955. rob? &r’. So Elmsley and Din- 
dorf; but Hermann and Blomf. retain 
the vulgate roddé 7’. 

957. Thy A8pdore:ay. This gentle re- 
proof of a noble but fruitless defiance only 
provokes an expression of withering con- 
tempt, o¢Bov, &.7.A., Tov del KpaTodyra, 
‘ go on courting the party in power, who- 
ever he be; to me Zeus is an object of 
less concern than nothing,’ i. e. a mere 
nonentity.— unde must be taken for 7d 

unbdty, otherwise obdév would be tequired. 
See on Cho. 69. ’Adpdoreia was the same 
as Néueots. Schol. recent. 6ed tis Tods 
brepnpdvous Tiuwpovoa. Strabo, xiii. p. 
588, nol 5& Kal KaddrcOévns, amd °A- 
Spdorov Bactdéws, bs mpatos Newéoews 
iepby iSptcaro, Kadcicba: “Adpdorear. 
But the name seems to mean ‘ impossi- 
bility of escape ;’ and Stallbaum is pro- 
bably right in explaining it ‘necessitas 
aeterna et inevitabilis’ (ad Plat. Phaedr. 
p. 245). Hence mpoonuveiy ’Adpdoreiay 
was used of deprecating the odium attach- 
ing to rash words. Rhes. 342, ’Adpdore:a 
Bey & Aids wats elpyor orduaros POdvor. 
Cf. ibid. 468. Dem. p. 495, nat “Adpd- 
oreav pty tvOpwros dv eywye mpooKuva. 
Plat. Resp. v. mpooruyd Be “Adpdoreay & 
TaAadvewy xpi oF pérAarw Aéyev. 

963. Tbv rod Tupdyvov tod véov. The 
article thus repeated expresses contempt, 
as Soph. El. 301, 6 wdyr’ &vadnis ovTos, 
h wioa BAGBn, 6 ty yuveut) ras paxas 
motovmevos. Ajac. 726, rev Tod pavévros 
K&mBovrevtod otparod tivarwoy amoKa- 
Aobyres. 
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EPMHY. 
\ \ + XN * a e rd 

Oe TOV cogurTny, TOV TLKP@S UTEpTLK por, 965 

Tov éLapaprdvr’ eis eods epnpepors 
TopovTa TyLas, TOV TUpos KhéTTHVY héywr 
Tlarijp dvayé o° ovaTwas Kopmels yous 
aidav, mpds Gv 7 éxcivos éxalare Kpatous: 

‘\ ied f NS 3 kai TadTa wévToL wHndev aivixTynpios 970 

GN’ atl” exacr exdpate pndé wou Sumas 
6000s, TIpopn bed, tporBadys: Spas & ore 

Zevs Tots Towvrous ody! padOaxileran, 
ITP. /, JS XN PA XX 7 cELvoaTopés ‘ye Kat dopovypatos Téws 

6 pvOds éotw, ws Oedv banpérov. 975 
La , Ete) * Eo) ‘ 

VEOV VEGL KPQTELTE, KAL Soxetre Cry) 

, > Tal , 2 
vaiew amevOn Tépyapi : ovK eK TOVO éya 

‘\ Sicaods tupdvvous exreadvtas RoOdunp ; 
c QA an 

tpirov 8é Tov vov Koipavodr7’ érdipopan 
»” \ , S, , lal 

ALO VKLOETA KOU TAX LOTTO. YN Te OOl S0Ko 980 
a oe , N 4 ; , 

TapBew VTOTTYOCELW TE TOVS VEOUS Beovs 3 

moNXou ye Kal TOU TavTos édXElTH. ov be 

KéhevOov jvirep HOes eyKdver Tahw 

966. epnucpos mopdyra timds, “by 
giving privileges to mortals.’ Most MSS., 
as any critic would anticipate, give rdv 
égnpepas. The Med. with one or two 
others has rdy jjuépors, which Hermann 

‘alone has ventured to defend. But his 
objection to the vulgate reading and in- 
terpretation (“at hoc languet, alienumque 
est a tota loci conformatione”’) appears 
quite groundless; and it is altogether 
improbable that Aeschylus should have 
used 4jmepos in any other than the familiar 
sense of ‘tame.’ The later scholiast, 
though he admits the reading, took it in 
this sense, avOpamois, mpds avridiacToAhy 

' rév dypioy. The form itself, for jyuépuos, 
has no other analogy than éo7epos -for 
éonépios, Oed. R. 177, though we find 
édiiuspos and ednucpios, like mdyyuyos 
and ravyixis. The use of one participle 
depending on the other, where the Romans 
employed the gerund, is sufficiently com- 
mon, 

969. xpos dv 7°, * And by whon,’ i.e. 
by what .son or sons he is to be ejected. 

Elmsley, Blomfield, and Dindorf are cer- 
tainly wrong in omitting ve. On the 
present éxmlmret see 810. 

973. rots ro.ovtos. Cho. 283, «ad rots 
To.ovTots ore KpaTipos mépos elvat wera~ 
oxetv. The-short, forcible, and authori- 
tative speech of Hermes is admirably con- 
ceived. The effect on such a spirit as 
Prometheus might have been anticipated. 
Yet there is no burst of frenzied rage, no 
impotent outpouring of abuse. He con- 
trols himself with an effort. ‘So! this is 
pretty well for a servant of the gods.’ 
How much of quiet bitterness is conveyed 
by the term may be judged by the con- 
temptuous rpdxts of 962. 

976. véov xpareize. ‘Ye are yet young 
in your new empire.’ Schol. recent. od 
yop apxata spay % BactrActa.—bdiocobs 
Tupdvyous, i. e. Uranus and Cronus. 

980. uh tl .oor Sond; ‘Do I seem to 
you,’ &c., in the sense of ‘surely I do not 

seem.’ Cf. Pers. 346, wy cor Sonotper 
THE AcipOjvar waxy; numquid videmur? 
Supra 255. 

u 2 
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Q Lal 2 4 

mevoe yap ovdev GV avLOTOpELS ELE. 

EP. rovwtode pevrou kal tpiv aidadiopacw 985 

és tac Se cavTov Typmovas KaTovpLoas. 

TIP. ris ofs Natpetas THY euny Svotpagiav, 

caas ériotac’, ovk av ahd Fai’ eyo. 

EP. kKpetooov yap, ofpwar, THdE Latpevew TET POs 

4 marpi povar Znvi murrov dyyedov. 990 

TIP. otras bBpilew rods bBpilovras xpeav. 

EP. yv.dav éoukas Tots Tapovor Tpaypact. 

TIP. yX60 ; xdbavras GE TOUS Emovs eyo 

€xOpovs iSouuv Kal oé & év rovrous heya. 

EP. 7 dpe yap te Evpdopats émaurea ; 995 

TIP. dmh@ Myo Tods Tavras €xOaipw Oeors, 
dco. Tabdvtes ED Kakodal p exdiKas. 

EP. kia o éya peunvet od opiKpav vdcov. 

TIP. vocotp’ av, et vdonpa tovs éxOpods oruyelv. 

EP. eins dopytos ovk av, eb mpdaaos Kahas. 1000 

TIP. dmor. EP. 768e Zevds rovros od ériotatae. 

986. xarovpicas. Hermann has the 
credit of first restoring this word. The 
common reading was kaddéppicas, which 
however is only found in a few inferior 
copies. The Med. has xe@dpooas, and 
there are many variants, all pointing to 
karovpicas rather than to Kka@dpuicas. 
Both otpi(w and karoupi(w seem some- 
times active, sometimes intransitive. See 
on Cho, 309. Pers. 604. For the active 
sense of the compound Hermann gives 
the authority of the Schol. on Trach. 828. 

989. Here again I feel no doubt that 
Hermann is right in assigning these two 
verses to Hermes. I had before sug- 
gested that ofuo: conveys irony, and is 
not to be taken for kpetocov voul(w. By 
Aarpevety he retorts the implied insult in 
Aatpelas, ‘Of course, you would rather 
bear the servitude of being chained to-a 
rock than be born a trusty messenger to 
Zeus.’ To which Prometheus replies, 
‘An insolent answer is due to the in- 
solent,’ i.e. ‘ You have no cause to be 
offended at my calling you Adrpis, since 
you began the insult yourself’ (sc. 965). 
Schol. recent. ‘Epuis yap mpécGev todroy 
bBploas Toaira wap’ abrod Hrovcey. 

992. xAiSav, ‘to pride yourself upon 
them,’ i.e. if you would not exchange 
them for another lot. 

994. nal of &. Examples of this use 
are Suppl. 790. Eum. 65. Cho. 864. 
Pers. 155. 263. 548. 775. Some critics 
of the Porsonian school seem wrongly to 
have denied it a place in tragedy. 

995. Evppopats. One MSS. has tup- 
opas, which is also correct, though in a 
slightly different sense. Cf. Dem. p. 552, 
ératiacdpevds we pdvov, sc. airtay pdvov 
émipépwy. The dative exactly corresponds 
to our idiom, ‘blame me for your mis- 
fortunes,’ and does not depend on érl. 

998. kAvw oe. ‘I perceive by your 
words that your madness is a malady 
of no small extent,’ i. e. a hatred which is 
not particular but universal. 

1001. duo:. Elmsley read ofuo.. Her- 
mann observes that Prometheus does not 
so much bewail his own troubles as give 
vent to his indignation at the ingratitude 
of the gods. Nevertheless, the exclama- 
tion seems extorted by the mention of 
mpdocew Karas, and the reply, that Zeus 
knows not the word alas! confirms the 
ordinary meaning. It is worthy of re-" 
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mark that this and Theb. 206 are the only 
examples in Aeschylus of an iambic 
divided between two speakers. 

1003. The meaning is, «i diddéoKe 
mdvra, GAd’ obk edtdaté ce owdpoveiv. 
Cf. Eum. 276, xpévos naGalpee mdyra 
ynpdoxwy dpod. 

1006. kot phy, «.7.A. * Why truly, I 
owe him a favour, that I should repay him 
one.’ This being equivalent to a flat 
refusal, and something more, Hermes re- 
plies, ‘You treat my commands with as 
much insolence as if I were a mere child.’ 
Where the order of the words certainly is 
ws S790ev Byra maida. Similarly in Ag. 
1190, maides Oavdvres domepel mpds TOY 
olrwv, we must take domepel waides to- 
gether. Hermann reads ore maidd pe, 

évra being omitted in the Med. and 

1025 

several other copies. 
1009. wedcec@a:. Hermann with the 

Med. and others has wevoe?cOa1, a Doric 
form, as in Theocr. iii. 51, ds réccwv 
éxtpnoev b0° ob tevociobe BéBaro. See 
sup. on 694. 

1013. aiadrotcca. So Canter for ai- 
@dAovee or aifadotca, the reading of the 
Med. The form in -dets contracted has 
been generally corrupted in MSS. Thus 
we have texvovoa for Texvotocca Trach. 
308. afuaros for aivarods Oed. Tyr. 
1279. rexvijou for texvijcom Od. vii. 
110. 

1022. wapnyopév. See on 664. Inf. 
1084, ‘ You tease me to no purpose, for 
you might as well try to talk over a wave.’ 
On civeAGérw with wh see on 340. 
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1027. rod mwayrds Séw. ‘I amas far 
as possible from that.’ A stronger phrase 
than the usual Attic woAAod ye nad Set. 
See sup. 982, Tod mavrds éAAclrw. 

1029. xéap. This is only found in 
Rob., who with the MSS. adds euais after 
A:tais. The later editions, after Porson, 
give the reading in the text. 

1034. petov. The MSS. give pei(or, 
which I formerly retained with Wellauer 
and Scholefield, but on the doubtful 
ground that it might,stand for od o@évet 
peiCoy ovdevds. The reviewer in the Cam- 
bridge Philological Museum, i. p. 244, 
thinks the negative is transposed from one 
term to the other, and compares Dem. 
p- 23, ovdevwr ciod Bertlous for amdvTwy 
cio) xelpovs. We have ‘every thing is 
worse’ for ‘ nothing is better,’ in Phoen. 
731, Gray kdkiov Tod @vAdcoer Oat KaAaS. 
On this principle odderds wetGov might be 
taken for mdytwy petov. But I think 
Hermann is right in restoring metoy by 
the omission of a single letter. Compare 
Zraccov } undev in 959. So also Dindorf 
and Blomf. after Stanley. 

1036. rpixuula. The origin of this 
word is not very clear, unless we assume 
that rpis gives. a merely exaggerative force, 
‘a great wave.’ Probably however it was 

Ads € Tot 

derived from an observation -of nature; 
for it is a fact that in a storm three con- 
secutive waves of larger size come to the 
shore.at intervals. Hence tpicupla is not 

‘every third wave,’ but ‘a triple wave.’ 
The Roman idea that every tenth was 
larger—the ‘ decumanus fluctus’—cannot 
‘be verified, at least on our coasts. Ovid, 
Trist. i. 2, 49, ‘qui venit hic fluctus, 
fluctus supereminet omnes; Posterior nono . 
est, undecimoque prior.’—éevet, cf. Suppl. 
463. Pers. 601, 8rav Kaxdv KAvowy ém- 
éA@n. The metaphor may possibly be 
from a great émixAvois or earthquake- 
wave; see inf. 1070. The elision of « is 

rare. We have tno” axdopw thy ovyf 
Pers. 472, but in a doubtful passage. Cf. 
Hippol. 319. 

1040. ayxdaAn oe Baordoe:. You shall 
be buried in the ruins of splintered rock, 
so that you will be held up by its stony 
grip without other support. Schol. Med. 
xdouatos “yevouevou petéwpos Zon Kpe- 
Hdwevos TOY xeipGv. It is not easy to 
comprehend the exact idea in the mind of 
the poet. He seems to have meant that 
Prometheus will be wedged in a crevice 
and so prevented from ;falling -with the 
fragments of the mountain. One of the 
later Scholiasts has évrds abrijs tprBhon. 
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1045 

1050 

ov de 
Bd adbadiay 1055 

1060 

60 avéerr maoyew dé Kaxds 
3 XN € x Ss Lal ed N. > z. 

€xOpov im éxOpav ovdev deukés. 

1045. &eAnros darardeds. A guest, 
but not an invited one, like ordinary 
guests. See on Ag. 710, datr’ dxéAevoros 
érevtey.—mavtjuepos, not merely at the 
stated time of banqueting, but all day 
long. Schol. recent. Sa:rtupay 51a mdons 
Tis qpépas. Hes. Theog. 525, kai of én’ 
aietby dpe tavimrepov, aitap by Aap 
Hobtey abdvarov, Td 8 aékero Ioov amdvTn 

_vunTds, Bcov mpdray jpap ot Tavval- 
mrepos bps. In the Prom. Solut. the 
bird was represented as coming ¢ertio 
quoque die, frag. 193, 10, and there is no 
contradiction here, unless we take zav- 
fyuepas to mean ‘every day.’ By a poetical 
fiction of questionable taste Apollonius 
Rhodius makes the Argonauts to have 
actually seen the vulture, and heard the 
groans of Prometheus, in the Caucasus, 

ii. 1250 seqq., the vulture being a bird of 
Ppreternatural size. 

1046. keAawdBpwrov. Schol. Med. 7d 
HeAavduevoy éx Tis Bpéaews, — disco- 

loured from being gnawed. 
1048. Siddoxos. Apollodorus, ii. 5, 11, 

says that Hercules, having dispatched the 
vulture with his bow (sup. 891), wapécxe 
76 At Xelpwra Ovickew &Odvarov dy’ 
avrod é0éAovra. As Prometheus had de- 
served death, but could not die, being 
immortal, Zeus was satisfied with the 
vicarious death of one who was equally 
entitled to immortality, but voluntarily 
resigned it on account of the pain of his 
incurable wound (ibid. ii. 5, 4). That 
such a substitute will ever offer him- 
self, Hermes does not pretend to predict. 
His object is not to hold out hope, but 
to announce the consequences of con- 
tinued obstinacy. 

1052. Alay. We must supply &AnOds 
from the contrast in pevdnyopeiy. 

1057. obk &atpa, ‘what is very much 

to the point.’ See on 513. 
1063. obdéy dees. -Nothing unfair or 

unreasonable. 
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1070. tvyxdoetev. The subject is 7d 
mvedua, the object xdua mévrov and 
&orpwy d:d80us, i. e. mix the one with 
the other, wévrov odpavg. The mvetua 
here meant is certainly the confined vapour 
in the interior of the earth, by which up- 
heavals of the ocean bed and consequently 
vast and destructive waves are formed. 
Strabo uses both mvedya and ayeuos in 
this sense, in speculating on the disruption 
of Sicily from Italy, lib. vi. p. 258. Also 
in discussing the volcanic agencies under 
Euboea, a. p. 447, Zor BE nad dnaca ney 
h EvBow eioeoros, pdrtora 8& 7 Trepl 
Tov “Tropopby, nal dexouévn mvevpdtoav 
tropopds. The confusion of all the ele- 
ments, which are severally enumerated in 
aidhp, x8ev, wévros, odpayds, and the final 
catastrophe in 1102 seqq., are described 
in terms of wonderful power; yet the 
language seems of secondary interest while 
we are absorbed in contemplating the 
hero’s sufferings. The effect on the feel- 
ings,—the combined mdOos and érAntis, 
—realise our highest idea of true tragedy. 
The unflinching firmness with which Pro- 
metheus first challenges and then meets his 
fate is a great conception. His very last 
words are finely characteristic. The sense 
of injustice is uppermost. It is that 
which imparts the pang; for he can smile 
at the bodily agony. And all this he 
might have escaped by giving the required 
information. Yet such is the depth of 

his hatred that he prefers to endure pains 
only short of annihilation to benefitting 
his enemy by a single word. 

1073. oreppais. Hermann_gives ove- 
peats from one MS., two others having 
orepats. In 180 all the copies agree in 
orepeds. 

1074. davardcet. ‘Do what he will, 
he cannot at all events punish me with 
death.’ This is said in bitter ridicule; 
cf. 954. @avarodyv is not a synonym of 
govetew, but refers only to the sentence 
or intention of capital punishment. The 
meanings closely approach in Herod. i, 
113, where the shepherd carries the infant 
Cyrus davatdéowv, i.e. to let him die by 
being exposed. 

1078. This verse is corrupt in the 
MSS., and not easy to restore by conjec- 
ture. The Med. gives } rove ciruyi, 
with the var. lect. ef ra” by a later hand; 
and the latter, with trifling deviations, is 
found in all the other copies. Blomfield 
follows Porson, ei und aruxay te XaAg 
paviay. Dindorf corrects 7 TotSe tHXn, 
which I formerly admitted, but I am now 
by no means satisfied with it. Hermann 
edits ef ~ ob8 edxf Tt XaAG paniav, 
‘quid enim deest ad insaniam, si ne voto 
quidem quidquam de furore suo remittit? 
i.e. si eo furoris progreditur ut etiam 
optet illa fieri quae minatus est Juppiter.” 
The paraphrase would thus be: ‘This is 
madness indeed, when not only his actions, 
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but his deliberate wish and choice bring 
him to incur these sufferings.’ It is the 
ne plus ultra of infatuation to say, ‘ Let 
Zeus kill me if he can,’ instead of depre- 
cating his vengeance. ef ye is ‘since,’ 
and therefore ovdé, not uydé, would rightly 
be used. Hermann supposes that cdxf 
was erroneously written tuxf, and ed 
superscribed as a correction was taken for 
a syllable omitted. 

1081. werd wot. The MSS. give nerd 
mov, which Hermann retains; but in one 

copy o: is superscribed.—7A:O.Ho7, ‘stun,’ 
‘stupify.’ 

1084. wapapv00cd. See on 604. 
1086. wapéoupas. ‘You have put in 

(as it were) by a side stroke, and not in a 
plain and straightforward way.’ Schol. 
Taphyayes eis Td KaTradciar tov Lpo- 
pnéa, But this is a very unusual sense. 
Properly it is said of torrents which carry 
down trees and stones along side of their 
banks. Ar. Equit. 527, ris ordoews 
mapacipwy épdper tas Spis Kal Tas mAa- 
tdvous. Strabo, xii. p. 539, tAnpwbels 6 
Ebgpdrns tis Te Tov Kammadénwv woAAhy 
mapecupe kal Karoulas kal guTelas - 
gdyvice moAAds. Here however it must 
mean ‘to drag in sideways.’ For by ad- 
dressing them as ai tuyxduvovom, &c., 
Hermes had hinted that they must expect 
to be treated as taking part with the 
culprit, if they did not, by instantly 
moving off, formally withdraw the ex- 
pression of their sympathy. To stand by 
a friend in distress was, to Athenian ideas, 

GN’ obv peurno® aya mpodeya 

a principle that could not be yielded with- 
out moral turpitude. There is great 
poetical skill in this determination of the 
chorus. By their siding with Prometheus 
they indirectly show their disapproval of 
the conduct of Zeus in this particular 
instance,—a disapproval the more weighty 
from their avowed principles of general 
obedience. Their feminine gentleness 
and piety have throughout been contrasted 
with the stern obstinacy and blasphemies 
of Prometheus. Yet in the end their 
courage is equal to his; and it is even 
more sublime, since it proceeds from far 
higher and more disinterested motives, 
the duty of suffering with the oppressed 
in the cause of justice. 

1089. robs mpoddéras ydp. Blomfield 
and others needlessly transpose robs yap 
mpodéras, for such corrections are but 
attempts to improve on the original. In 
mpoddras picety there is a political allusion. 
Themistocles, as Hermann has shewn from 
Diodorus xi. 54, was banished by ostra- 
cism as a traitor, Ol. 77. 2, but had before 

that been assailed by a certain Timocreon 
of Rhodes, in verses preserved by Plu- 
tarch, Vit. Them. cap. 21, as guilty of 
the grave misdemeanour of betraying a 
tévos. He thinks that the charge, though 
a private rather than a public affair, was 
sufficiently notorious to be mentioned on 
the stage; which seems the more likely, 
as Themistocles was politically unpopular 
at this time. 

1092. ayé. Thus Porson, whom Blomf. 

x 
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and Dindorf follow, for a7’ ey or arr’ 
éyé. Hermann gives d 7 éyd, i.e. raird 
ve, & Aéyw. The sound is not pleasing to 
our ears; but it does not follow that it 
would have offended a Greek. In spite of 
Hermann’s assertion, ‘‘ &re dici non potu- 
isse certum est,’’? I am inclined to think 
there is authority for it in Il. xv. 130, odk 

Gles Gre nol Ged AevedAevos “Hen; 
Still, as & éyd, written without a crasis, 
would have been tampered with by me- 
trists, it is at least as probable that a7’ or 
rz’ is a transcriber’s correction. 

1093. mpds &rns Onpabeion:. ‘When 
caught, or overtaken by the consequences 
of your own folly,’ i. e. calamity. Cf. 
905. 

1095. ampdonrov. On the open syl- 
lables see Monk on Hipp. 1363. 

1099. arépavrov. The same as &retpov 
&uplBrnorpoy, Ag. 1353, properly said of 
a bag-net out of which there is no exit. 
Here it perhaps passes into the general 
sense of &opov, unless we should rather 
understand the meshes of a net which will 

allow the head of a fish to be entangled, 
but not its body to be drawn through 
(repay). 

1103. Bpuxta nxé. The subterranean 
sound of thunder, Spovthuara x0dva, 
sup. 1014, i. e. the rumbling which pre- 
cedes or accompanies earthquakes, and 
which was doubtless imitated in the 
theatre. Hermann proves from Plato and 
Lucian that droBpdxt0s is used, without 
reference to water, though connected with 
Bpéxerv, of that which is covered up and 
concealed from sight. Strabo also, vi. 
p- 275, calls a subterranean river b7o- 

~ Bpdxios. In Pers. 399, malew GAuny 
Bpvxtov is accurately said of the oars 
which resist the water some way below 
the surface. 

1104. éauces. Like Béorpuxos in 1065, 
the word happily expresses zig-zag light- 
ning, which was technically called éAudlas. 

. 1111. tedbyovoa péfov. Not ‘ causing 
fear,’ but ‘intended to frighten me;’ this 
being the force of the present participle. 

1112. Hermann, who considers that 
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this system answers to 1061] seqq., and 
the two speeches of Hermes, of nine lines 
each, to each other, that of the chorus 
being a perwdds, reads & Odus, & TH, 
after orelxet gavepos. In two or three 
copies @uis is found after mdvrwy, and 
the Schol. Med. explains & pntpds euijs 
oéBas by & yi, ) @ O€uis. His argument 
however is independent of either metre or 
MSS,, viz. that the actual name or names 
(see on 218) of his mother are required, for 

that the bare & pntpds éujjs oéBas is 
“ obscurior, et eam ob causam etiam minus 
gravis omninoque minus apta.” It is, 
perhaps, only obscure to us, in conse- 
quence of the doubt about 217—8, supra. 

There is no reason why we may not under- 
stand Themis, especially as the goddess 
of justice was naturally appealed to as a 
witness against injustice. On the un- 
certainty of anapaestic correspondence I 
have remarked sup. 196. 
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tives 88 Kal réraptoy Aapetov Aéyouow elvar. 



PERSAE. 

Tuts play was acted, as the Argument tells us from the didascaliae, 

in the Archonship of Meno, Ol. 76. 4, or B.c. 478, only seven years 

after the battle of Salamis. Dindorf, following the testimony of 
Aristoph. Ran. 1026, «ira diddéas Tépoas pera totr’, that is, werd Tods 

été. éxt @7Bas, places the latter chronologically before the present. 
It seems however that it was brought out the year after the Persae ; 

see Schol. 7d:d.; and introductory note to the next play; so that the 

words of Aristophanes cannot be literally understood. The Persae 
was probably composed in rivalry rather than in imitation of the 

Phoenissae of Phrynichus, which had gained the prize Ol. 75. 3. 

There can be little doubt that the poet’s detailed account of the 

battle is circumstantially correct; more so, as Mr. Blakesley with 

great reason argues, than the later and probably popularised narrative 

of Herodotus. It is the earliest specimen of Greek history that we 
possess, though a history in verse. It is said that this play was 

acted a second time at Syracuse at the instance of Hiero (Blomf. 
Praef. p. xxix.), and indeed, from the very nature of the subject,—the 
only one not borrowed from heroic myths among extant Greek tra- 

gedies,—it is not unlikely that it was repeatedly reacted (dvediddx6y). 

The tradition has been discountenanced by modern critics; yet there 
are good grounds for suspicion that it has been to some extent re- 
modelled (Siackevacbey or dvacxevacbev), and some passages interpo- 

lated by a later hand. And hence perhaps we may explain the absence 
of a passage extant in the time of Aristophanes, Ran. 1028, and of 

certain words quoted by ancient authors as from the Persae of 
Aeschylus, idévAos and vypitorpépous (Schol. on Hermogenes and - 

Athen. iii. p. 86, 8). On this subject I still adhere to the opinion 
expressed in the former edition, and the reasons will be found in the 
course of the notes. The chorus consisted of twelve Persian elders. 
The tomb of Darius was represented by the thymele in the orchestra, 
as may be inferred from v. 682, where Darius says to the chorus, 
tueis 8& Opnvetr’ eyyts Eor&res taov. Nor is v. 660 opposed to this, 
AG én dxpov KdpypBov dxOov, for though the ghost must have ap- 

peared on the stage, the invocation is consistent with the Greek idea 
that the spirit hovered over the actual tomb. 
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XOPOX. 

Tdde prev Tlepoav Trav oixopevav 

‘ENAGO és atav Ivara Kadetrat, 
‘\ a > lal * 4 

Kal TOV apveav Kat TovXpvawr 
ES ‘g - ~ a 

cdpdver pidaxes, Kata mpeo Beta 
ods abros avat HépEns Bacteds 5 

Aapevoyeviys 
7 # > - 

etheTo yapas epopevew. 
dpdi d€ vdoTw TO Bacrreio 
kal Tokvypvoou oTpaTias 45n 

1,2. rdSe Tuord. For jets xarodb- 
Me0a, Toro), which was the title officially 
given to the councillors of the king, much 
in the sense of our word “trusty” in 
letters patent. Inf. 173 they are ad- 
dressed as ynpadda motdéuara, and in 
677, 6 mor’ micrav. The neuter plural 
seems to be borrowed from the opening 
of the Phoenissae of Phrynichus, rad’ éor) 
Tlepoév trav mdva BeBnxdrwv, though we 
know not whether ra Tiord followed in 
his second verse. Cf. Eum. 465, xpivaca 
& doray ray euav Ta BéATaTa Hiw. Ar. 
Ran. 421, kéorw 7d mpara Tis éxet pox- 
Onplas. 

4. &ipdvwv pbaaxes. The immediate 
duty of these elders in the absence of the 
king was to act as his vicegerents gene- 
rally, and especially to collect and keep 
the royal revenue. The idea however 
seems, like many details in this play, to 
be partly Greek: see Ag. 248, where the 
old men are yalas wovd@poupoy Epros, and 
Theb. 10—13. By e5pava he means the 
city of Susa, where was the chief treasure 
of the king. Herod. v. 49, Soica, — 

> 
elo. 

%Oa Bacircds re péyas Siarray morerar 
ral tov xpnudrwv of Onoavpol évOatrd 

Strab. xv. p. 731, mdvra 8& 7a ev 
7h TMlepotd: xphuara ékeoxevdoaro [Kipos] 
eis Ta Zovoa, nal add Onoavpav nal Kata- 
oxevis weord. It subsequently became 
the spring and summer residence; Plu- 
tarch, de Exilio, § 12, rots ye Mepodv 
BactAéas euandpifov ev BaBvadye tov 
xepava Sidyovras, év 3& Mydia 7d O€pos, 
év 5& Zovcos 7d Hdicrov Tod Zapos. Com- 
pare Strabo, xi. p. 522, fin. with p. 524, 
§ 5. Xen. Anab. iii. 5, 15.—Kxar& mpeo- 
Belay, ‘ according to seniority.’ The Schol. 
Med. explains «ata tiwhy aipedévres. 
Without doubt the notion of dignity (déi- 
wpa) is involved, because they must have 
been selected for other qualities indepen- 
dently of their age. They are described 
however (inf. 1035) as having Acvichpy 
tpixa, and are tvyfAtces with Darius v. 
780. 

7. épopevew, epédpovs clvat, inf. 25. 
On the genitive in this construction com- 
pare perotkety yijs Suppl. 603. Inf. 759, 
tayeiv *Aatldos. 

Y 
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Oupos Exaber, 
Taca yap icxvs “Aovaroyerts 
» , > 4 ch exoxe, véov 8 avdpa Baile 

€ \ KOUTE TLS Gyyeos OUTE TLS iTEvS 
aorty 7d Hepoay adukvetran 15 

/ 

olte TO Sovcav HO °ExBardvev 

10. époroAome?rat, ‘is agitated,’ pro- 
perly, ‘is ruffled.’ It may be regarded 
as a synonym of ¢plocet, for the most 
plausible derivation is épads, Doric for 
6p9bs, and Adgos, which passed into Admos 
through the Aeolic Admpos. It means 
therefore ‘to set up the crest,’ or ‘ bristle 
up the mane,’ as an angry lion. Hes. 
Scut. Herc. 391, dp0as ® év rope ppioves 
tptxas. Ar. Ran. 822, pitas 8 adro- 
xédpov Aoguas Aagiabxeva xalrnv. Hence 
Mars had the appropriate epithet of épad- 
Aomos given by Anacreon; see Blomf. 
Gloss. We have épods in Lysistr. 995, 
and also in the compound épao@dpn (Pho- 
tius, dpa év tye: rod Tolxov). Hesychius, 
épooAometrat SiamoAcuetrat, Tapdooerat, 
Aioxtaos, evidently referring to this 
passage. Photius, époodrometv, AoiSopeiy, 
ToAeueiy, i. e. ‘to be pugnacious,’ like a 
strutting cock. In the Homeric Hymn 
to Mercury, v. 308, épcoAomedery has the 
sense ‘to shew fight.’ Hermann con- 
nects it with éAdmrew from Aérw, and 
bdopdios, but the probability of this ety- 
mology is, I think, not very great. 

13. Baier. ‘And it (sc. @upds) frets 
for our youthful hero,’ Xerxes. If the 
text be right, véov dvidpa refers to védcrw 
Bacirctw, and waca isxds to otparid. 
But the reading is not altogether free 
from suspicion, because the nominative to 
Baiife: is yather ambiguous, and the verb 
itself is somewhat improperly used. As 
getCew is from ped (Ag. 1279), so BailCew 
from Bat Bad (Low-wow) expresses the 
uneasiness of a dog whining and barking 
for its master. Cf. Ag. 436, rdde otyd 
tis Baber, said of the secret murmurs of 
dissatisfied people. The Schol. explains 
évaxadeira, and the construction may 
be defended on the principle that verbs of 
satisfaction, pleasure, &c., and the con- 
trary, take an accusative of the object. 
Hermann thinks &dpa an interpolation 
arising from 6& Baie: being added in the 
margin and copied into the wrong place 
by the next transcriber. He reads thus :— 

épooAoretrat 
Ouuds, Zrwev St Baier, 
race yap icxbs Aciaroyerhs 
ofxwne vewy. 

Tt seems to me that so violent a change is 
not justifiable. There is no mere tau- 
tology, as he complains, for yap amplifies 
and explains the preceding statement: 
“My mind begins by this time to be 
anxious about the return of Xerxes and 
the army; for the land is emptied of its 
troops, and we are in doubt of the safety 
of the king, while day after day we are 
disappointed of the looked-for news.’ 
Some (with the Schol.) make ’Acia im- 
plied in "Actaroyer}s the subject to 
‘Bod(e1, and understand yvéov &ydpa gene- 
rally for racay thy vedrnta; but this is 
still less satisfactory. 

14. &yyedos. The true reading is per- 
haps &yyapos, for in Ag. 273 the MSS. 
give GyyéAov mupds, though dyydpou is 
quoted by the grammarians, and we know 
from the account of Herodotus, viii. 98, 
that the royal couriers were called &yyapot, 
and the service ayyaphiov. But ofre 
immeds may seem to show that by &yyeAo 
foot-messengers are meant, the ayyaphioy 

being Spdunua tév trmwv. Herodotus, 
when describing the latter, specifies dy- 
yedos inmeds, viii. 54; oxdy d& wavTeAcws 
Tas ’A@hvas Bépins amémeuie és Sotoa 
Byyedov inméa “ApraBdym dryyeAdorra 
Thy mapeotody op: evmpniiny. Hence the 
complaint of the chorus must be regarded 
rather as a tragic effect than as historically 
correct. ar: 

16. ofre. This refers to maca ioxbs 
above, and specifies the nations of which 
the aggregate force was composed. But 
1 strongly suspect we should read of 82, 
‘but they are gone,’ &c.— For ExBatdvwr, 
the reading of all the MSS., Blomf. and 
Dind. give “AyBardywy after Brunck, as 
the older form. The question appears 
very uncertain; Strabo writes the word 
as in the text, and Hermann quotes Ste- 
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kal 76 Tahady Kioowov épxos 
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mpodurovtes eBay, 
€ QA 72> ¥ € > os A an 

ot pev éf’ immwv ot & ext vaar, 

meloi te Badny 
, “ id 

Tod€uov aTipos tapéxyovres 20 

oios "Apiotpns, 75 ’Aptadpévys, 
Kat MeyaBalys, 79 ’Aotaomys, 

tayot Iepoar, 

Bacdas Bacihéas varoyou peydov, 
covvTal, oTparias Todds Epopor, 25 

tofoddmavrés T HO immoBdrat, 
poBepot perv idety, Sewot S€ wadynv 

puyis edTryjpove OdEp, 
"ApteuBdpns 0 immoydpyns, 
kal Mactotpys, 6 te Tokoddpas 30 

Ea OdOs “Ipwatos, Bapavdakns F, 

phanus of Byzantium (in v. ’AyBdrava), 
in proof that it is the ancient Persian 
orthography. On the other hand, inf. v. 
940 the Med. has *AyBdrava, and the 
name is said to be derived from an Arabic 
word Agbatha, ‘ parti-coloured.’ It was 
the capital of Media, and is now Hamadan. 

17. Kloowoyv. Blomf. and Dind. give 
Klocioy with one MS. Aeschylus seems 
to have wrongly supposed there was a city 
Kieca, distinct from Susa, whereas the 
district in which Susa stood was called 

Kisola, Herod. v. 49, éxera: tovrwy yi 
de Kisoln, ey rH 5) — xelwevd dort Ta 
Zotea rata. Strabo, lib. xv. p. 728, 
Aéyavrat 8& nad Kiooior of Soto. In 
Cho. 415 the MSS. rightly give Kiootas, 
as referring to an inhabitant. With Kic- 
owovy Hermann properly compares Bv- 
Bawa dpn Prom. 830, but in saying that 
the regular form would have been Kic- 
otaxdy he did not perceive that the poet 
had in view an imaginary city Cissa both 
here and in 123. 

18. @8av. To avoid the, short syllable 
Blomf. writes ro) wéy and ro) 8’, a form 
which occurs in 570. 

19. Bdiny — wapéyovres, ‘ presenting 
close ranks in their march,’ i. e. not ad- 
vancing in disorder but in battle array. 
To join we(ol Bddnv with Blomfield is to 
throw. away a significant, word. 

21 seqq. The list of names that follow, 
rather in accordance with epic narrative, 

must be regarded as partly historic, since 
they are identical or nearly so with those. 
mentioned by Herodotus. They are 
Grecised Persian words, in some cases 
slightly changed to suit the metre, as 
*Apragpévys for.’ Aprapépyns, ApreuBapns 
for "ApreuBdpns inf. 304, dapavdaxns for 
Sapavddnns inf. 936. We read in Herod. 
vii. 97, of MeydBaCos 6 MeyaBaréw, ‘To- 
tdowns ibid. 64, "Apoduns ibid. 69, and 
Mactorns in cap. 82. Also Sapavddrns 
in cap. 79. Blomfield (Praef. ad Pers. 
p. xiv.) has a strange idea that the Persian 
names were invented by the poet, ‘ quae 
aures Atticas Iudicra quadam scabritie 
titillarent.’ Nothing can be more ground- 
less than such a notion, except the theory 
propounded by the same editor, that this 
play partakes ofa comic character because 
Xerxes appears at the conclusion divested 
of his royal accoutrements and uttering 
lamentations. This is to judge of anti- 
quity by habits not only modern, but 
national. 

24. troxot. Compare kdroxa inf. 225. 
On the forces led by the petty kings, 
tributaries to Xerxes, see Herod. viii. 67. 

Hence the Persian title ‘ King of Kings’ 
or ‘the Great King.’ See inf. 671. 

y 2 
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immav 7 ehatnp Swobdvys. 
dddous & 6 péyas Kat rohvOpéppor 
Netdos erreprper> SovoroKavys, 
IInyaotayav Aiyurroyerys, 
gy A ¢ lal , 5 + 5 te THs lepas Méududos apyov 
péyas "Apodpns, tas 7 dyvytous 

OnBas ébérwv ’Apidpapsos, 
Kat €evoBdrat, vawy épérar 

Sewol rAHOds 7 avd propor. 
aBpodiairay & érerar Avdav 
dyhos, oir eximay Hrreipoyeves 

Ya x, ‘ ‘ katéxovew €Ovos, Tovs Murpoyabys 
*Apkreds T dyads, Bactdfs Siorou, 

40 

kal modvxXpvorot Sdpders érdxous 45 

TodXots appacw e€opuacw, 

Sippumd Te Kat tpippupa Téhy, 

32. Swoddvns. On the spondaic ter- 
mination see Suppl. 7. Ag. 357. Inf. 154. 

33. woAvOpéupwrv NetAos. See on Suppl. 
835. With Sovoickdyns, &c. understand 
with Dindorf ofot eiot, or codyrat from 
v. 25. 

39. Kal. EAcioBdrat. For the hiatus in 
anapaests compare inf. 52. 544. Suppl. 
952. Eum, 992. Ag. 1059. Thucyd. i. 
110, cad Gua paxtmmrarot ciot Tov Ai- 
yurtiwy of Actor. Schol. recent. “EAos 
yap témos év Aiyurrtots, sc. at the He- 
racleotic mouth of the Nile. 

41. Avdéy. They are called &Bpodiarra 
in contrast with the more warlike eastern 
tribes. By the following words the poet 
intends to include Ionia. Lydi, qui omnes 

continentes incolas comprehendunt, Her- 
mann. Strabo thus uses caréxew, lib. v. 
p- 216, of & évrds rot Md8ov Kxaréxovar 
Bev Gracay bony eyxvuKAobyrat Ta *Amép- 
viva, bpn. Ib. vii. p. 294 fin. 7d 8¢ vdriov 
wépos Tis Tepuavlas — brd trav SohBwv 
xaréxetat. For there were some Ionian 
settlements within the Lydian territory, 
Herod. i. 142, but Aeschylus disguises the 
humiliating fact that they were compelled 
to serve with Persia as tributaries of the 
Great King. See on 767. The Asiatic 
Tonians were not famed for bravery so 
much as for luxury and effeminacy, so that 
GBpodialrwy may be supposed to glance at 

them as well as the Lydians, Propertius,. 
i. 6, 31, calls it ‘ mollis Ionia.’ 

42. éxiray. This is a rare adjective. 
See on Suppl. 801. Dindorf quotes from 
an inscription érflrayres ‘Ieportrviot. The 
Scholiasts explain S:dAou and mavTeAds, 
but in the adverb the final syllable is 
short, as is the neuter of mpémas. 

43. Mirpoya@fjs. This name is vari- 
ously written. The penult should perhaps 
be long in strict prosody; but see on 
vy. 21. Hermann compares Mrrpaddrns 
Herod. i. 121, and Merpofdrns, ibid. iii. 
120. The first part of these names is 
M(@pas. Believing the word to be half 
Greek, and comparing g:Aoya@}s .Theb. 
909, wAovroyab}s Cho. 786, I formerly, 
with Schiitz and Dindorf, inclosed robs in 
brackets as spurious, understanding the 
sense thus: ‘and those who keep in check 
(command) the whole of the inland colo- 
nists, Mitragathes and Arcteus.’ Dindorf 
however retains the vulgate in ed. 1851, 
and so Blomfield and Hermann. 

44. dlomo:. Hesych.in ddforoyv: dioro., 
of rijs vews pvAakes. See Frag. 227 and 
261. 

45. nat. Blomf. and Herm. read xai, 
and the Schol. has ai mAodotor Edpdes. 
So BaBuady % toAdxpucos in 52, where 
however the metre requires the article. 

47. Sippuua Kat tplppyua. Ranks of 
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poBepay dow mpoowéeo Oar. 
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orevrat & iepod Tuddov reddrae 
Cuydov dudiBarety Sovd\uov “ENadu, 

Mdpdor, OdpvBis, Myxns aKpoves, 

kal dxovtictat Mucot: BaBuiwv § 
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50 

55 

otxeTau dvb pav- 60 
a / iid ‘\ = a 

ovs Trépt TAC XOav “Acuntis 
EA V4 , nw Opépaca 760m oréverar madepe, 

rd ee , e 3& 4 toxées 8 adoxol & Auepodeydov 
TeivovTa Ypdsvov Tpo_éovTat. 

/ XN e , 4 
memépakey pev 6 TEporerTods YON 

chariots having two and three poles, or 
three and four horses abreast. The Schol. 
seems wrong in explaining ré@pimma kal 
étdinna rdypara, Cf. Frag. 345, év 
Sippuula wOdor. 

49. oretra:. So Dindorf (in his Pre- 
face to ed. 1851) and Hermann with one 
MS., the » in oredyra: being also marked 
with a dot, as suspicious, in the Med. 
This gives a “schema Pindaricum,”’ though 
in that rare construction the metre seems 
mostly to have been imperative. Cf. Eur. 
Ton 1146, av 8 spayral ypdupacww 
Toal® tal. Schol. cAv0’ &AaAd, woAcuov 
Ovyarep, & Obera avdpes, ev SiOupduBy. 
otrws oredra: évixoy avr) tod mAnOuv- 
tixov. In this case, as the metre equally 
admits oredyrai, the singular could not 

‘have proceeded from an emendator. 
51. Adyxns dpoves. Schol. aaiynror 

bmd Adyxns, ds Uxpov ixd opupay. ‘ An- 
vils of the spear’ are those who resist the 
Spear, or turn its point against their 
shields, Thus in Nub. 422 Strepsiades 
says elvena TobTwy emixadKevew Tapexoiwe 
dy. Antiphanes (in Camb. Phil. “Mus. i. 
P- 591), rots plAos ToiovToct ris eipt, 
tbrrecbat pdpos. 

OTp. a. 

52. dovrioral Mugol. Herod. vii. 74, 
Mugol &xovtiot expéwyro emikav- 
tow, i.e, sticks with the points hardened 
in the fire. Throughout this narration of 
the forces the poet accurately defines the 
arms and equipments of each nation. His 
object must have been to write as an his- 
torian, though he may have borrowed the 
idea from the second book of the iad. 

54, obpdnv. “De magnis copiis dic- 
tum, quae longis tractibus quasi inundant 
vias — qua metaphora Aeschylus v. 89 
seqq. utitur, peydAw petuar: pwray dicens 
et Buaxovy Kiua Oarddoons.”” Hermann. 
Anything carried down by a current is 
said ctpecOa. Strabo uses the word of 
gold dust, iii. p. 146, and elsewhere. 

56. éx mdons Actas. Not from any 
one particular country, but from all parts, 
the sabre being the common eastern 
weapon. 

63. roxées 8. So Blomf., Dind., 
Herm. for roxées 7°. Compare Il. ii. 136, 
ai 5é mov quérepal 7 &Aoxot nad vhmia 
réxva elar év) peydpors roridéypevat. 

65 seqq. I have followed Dindorf in 
arranging these Ionic 4 minore verses in 
dimeters rather than monometers, though 
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with some irregularity in the length to 
avoid the constant division of words ren- 
dered necessary by the former method, to 
which Hermann adheres. See similar 
systems Prom. 405 —21, and Suppl. 996 
seqq. Many of the feet are here cata- 
lectic, viz. - - — for - - — —, which 
implies a pause or check in the choral 
step or beat. Thus v. 71 should be scan- 
ned ordyou|poy bdioua | Cuydy dplpi- 
Bard ab|xev mévrov. The Schol. tells 
us that Eupolis parodied the opening 
verse, memépaxev mev 6 wepoémtors 757 
Mapixas, 

71. rorvyoudor 8Sicpa, ‘having thrown 
a pathway of boats as a yoke on the neck 
of the sea.’ Barges fastened together and 
moored by ropes, Aivddecpor ox ed{o1, and 
finally overlaid with faggots, are described 
by Herod. vii. 36 as the pontoon bridges 
used on this memorable occasion. The 
epithet refers rather to the construction of 
the vessels themselves (Suppl. 434) than 
to the pathway being nailed to the decks. 
So indeed the author of the longer and 

later Greek introduction to the play re- 
presents it, &yw0ey T&v oxolvwy doxobs 
trearépecay nal mpockabhaAwoay. But 
the later Scholiast rightly adds, Sore ddd 
mothoat én Trav veav, 30 as Kal Td woAd- 
youpoy etre. It was these ropes, which 
the poet calls metaphorically Secpdpara, 
inf. 741, added to the notion of (uydv 
here expressed, which gave rise to the 
absurd story of Xerxes having thrown 
chains into the Hellespont, and the conse- 
quent exaggerations of flogging and brand- 
ing the recusant waves, as Mr. Blakesley 
has well pointed out, Herod. vol. ii. p. 207. 

atp. 6’. 
85 

The elegant use of adx}y mévrov, both 
metaphorically with (vydy au:Badoy, and 
literally as the narrow outlet between two 
seas, deserves attention. On (uybv com- 
pare the oracle in Herod. viii. 20, ppd(eo 
BapBapépwvov Stay (uyby eis daa BddAn 
BuBAwov. 

75. womavdpiov. So roiudvwp of the 
general inf, 243, woiéves of naval captains 
Suppl. 747. It is called @etov in accurate 
imitation of Persian presumption. 

76. d:xd0ev. ‘In two divisions, both 
by land and sea.’ ze(ovduors is the dative 
after éAadver, as in the common phrase 
édatvew or eicBarely otparig@ for civ 
otpatig. Hermann praises Blomfield for 
joining éxupots éx Oardaans épérais. The 
other way, pointed out by the later Scho- 
liast, seems to be much simpler and better. 
On épérns see Prom. 3. 

80. xpucoydvov yeveds. Schol. ris 
Tlepoéws yevets ardyovos.. See inf 148. 
There is another reading xpucovduov, 
adopted by Blomfield, but rightly re- 
jected by Herm. and Dind. 

81. kudyeov. Schol. wéAay cal pavindy 
Sépyua. Il. xvii. 209, 9, nad xvavénow 
én dppior vedoe Kpovlwy. Compare inf, 
319, woppupég. In both places Hermann 
retains the uncontracted form, in which 
there is synizesis, as I had done against 
kvavoty and moppup¢ of later editors. 

85. didxwrv. See Theb. 366. Dr. 
Donaldson (New Crat. p. 576, and Var- 
ron. p. 49) understands Supioy apya of 
the chariot of the sun. In the oracle 
preserved by Herod. vii. 140, we have 
otbs “Apns Supinyeves Gpua Sidkwov. It is 
of course uncertain whether the word 
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means simply ‘ Syrian,’ and if so, why the 
epithet was applied, or whether it is a 
Greek vocalisation of a Persian word. 
May not the &pua Ads ipdy of Herod. vii. 
40; viii. 115, be meant? Perhaps indeed 
the poet meant nothing more than ‘ bring- 
ing Syrian war-chariots,’ and intended to 
enumerate the principal forces by land 
and sea. Schol. avr) rod ’Acovpioy- of 
yap Tépoa 7d mpdétepov *“Acotpior exa~ 
Aovvro. Herodotus, v. 49, mentions the 
Cappadocian Syrians as tributary to the 
Great King. But Syria and Assyria are 
sometimes confused; though in fact both 
at this time were included in the Persian 
Empire, which, the ‘student should re- 
member, corresponded rathet with Turkey 
in Asia and Africa than with the modern 
Persia, or country east of the Euphrates as 
far as'‘Cubool. See Strabo, lib. xvi. init. 

86. éerdye, «.7.A. This statement, 
which seems a boast in the mouth of the 
Persian, would sound ridiculous in the. 
ears of the Greek; and such was the 
meaning of the poet, who throughout the 
parode adopts a sort of irony in making 
the chorus really speak rather to the ad- 
vantage of the Greeks. 

90. Béxqos. ‘Nemo adeo probatus 
est ut si id in se recipiat magna multi- 
tudine virorum ut valido munimento ar- 
cere possit invictum maris fluctum.”’ Her- 
mann. I have no doubt this is the true 
sense of Séxiguos, which others explain 
mpoodéxtmos, as if from mpoodonay. Schol. 
dydpeios, Sdxnow wep) Eavtod Exwv peyd- 
Anv. But I see no reason why srocrds 
fedpar: gwra&v should not mean ‘ with- 
standing the tide of war,’ like odSels 
tréorn, Phoen. 1470. Rhes. 375, o& 
yap obris broods "Apyelas mot’ év “Hpas 
damédois xopevoret. The metaphor is thus 
better sustained; for to keep off a wave 
of the sea implies ‘the opposing and push- 
ing it back. Cf. Theb. 80. 85, and ib. 64, 
koma xepoaiov arparod. Of course the 
other sense of ‘irogrds is defensible. Xen. 
Anab. iv. 1, 26, irocr&s eGeAovThs sropet- 
coda. Thucyd. viii. 68, woAd Te mpds Te 

Bed, emedhrep bréoTn, pepeyyudraros 
epdvn. 

94. ampécooros. mpoopeperOat Setvds, 
topos. Schol. dxaraudxntos. 

95. The meaning seems to be, that too 
much confidence in military preparations 
is not wise, for there is no knowing how 
far fortune may deceive: that fate is irre- 
sistible, and the long training the. Persians 
have had in naval and military affairs may 
after all have been destined to bring about 
a disastrous consummation. The reader 
is thus as it were prepared to find in the 
end that the preceding proud boasts have 
come to nothing. 

98. dvdoowy andhuaros, ‘ being master 
of a leap,’ is certainly an unusual phrase, 
but not altogether unlike xomns &vat in 
380. Schol. recent. xparav, ds yap Ta- 
xitardés eorw GArAcoOat, wydhuaros ed- 
metéos &%pxet. Hermann follows Blomf. 
and Dind. in reading aévdccwy, which he 
pronounces ‘haud dubie verum.’ He 
disposes of the insuperable difficulty of 
the genitive by cutting the knot, and 
altering rydfhuaros into whdnw dats, like 
ahdnuw épovcas Ag. 799. It is needless 
to refute those who think that aod) w7- 
Sfpatos can stand for wodds mndjuart, 
even with Prom. 919 apparently in their 
favour; nor is it much better to take rod) 
e’retovs mndjpatos for mod) ebretas 77- 
dav71, because the epithet xparmvg already 
gives that sense. For edmerés most MSS., 
with the Scholiasts, give edmeréos, but 
two have ederéws. Porson corrected ev- 
merous, but the synizesis might be de- 
fended by 81 and 319. The whole con- 
text, especially compared with Ag. 1347, 
twos xpetocov éexmndhyaros, shows that 
the poet has in view a beast inclosed in a 
net from which there is no escape but by 
leaping over it. Schol. recent. tls dmep- 
andiioa Suvdpevos abriis Ta Onpatpa ral 
éxpuyety Taxéws; Such’a faculty in man 
would be an extraordinary gift, and there- 
fore he would be rightly said avdooes, to 
be master of it, to be able to carry it into 
effect. 
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100. rorigatvovoa. This is Hermann’s 
excellent correction for caivovca. As the 
Schol. has mpocatvet, i.e. mpoccatver (cf. 
Prom. 854), it is wonderful that no critic 
had hit upon it before, especially as the 
metre so clearly points it out. Dindorf 
introduces a more, extensive alteration, 
pirdopwrv yap mapacatve: Bpordy eis kp- 
xvas &%ra. Wellauer had been nearer the 
mark in wapacatvovoa. To Hermann also 
&ra is due, and from the same source, for 
the Schol. quotes Tl. ix. 505, 7 8 &rn 
obevaph Te xa dpriros. But it seems"by 
no means necessary to change dpxtorat’ 
to &pxvas. See Ag. 1346. Eum. 112. 
The metaphor in zapdrye:, ‘seduces,’ is 
from hunting by decoys, or other methods 
of enticing animals rather than driving 
them into the snare. 

101. 7é6ev. For 86ev, as in Ag. 213. 
For érép Hermann reads brék, a plausi- 
ble, but, I think, unsound correction. 
For érép is essential to the idea of leaping 
over, and birexdpapeiy is so common a 
word that we need not be surprised if a 
later scholium gives trexdpaudvtTa thy 
urny pvyeiv as a gloss to dAdéavra. Like 
katexpdrnoev in the next verse, dreppu- 
yeiv is separated by tmesis. But iméx 
introduces a wrong notion, that of steal- 
ing out, or getting from under the net. 

102. 6ed0ev ydp. See on 95. The 
Schol. understands this as a reason why 
the Persians should not be conquered; 
whereas the yap shows why (as we say) 

120 

they are “‘in for it,’ having long been led 
by fate to pursue the dangerous path of 
war. The former interpretation would 
hold good if the warning about the snares 
of fate were meant to apply to the Greeks, 
i.e. to their infatuation in presuming to 
oppose the Persians. But such is not the 
meaning of the poet, as is clear from 118. 

109. wupyodaixrous. Here used ac- 
tively, like meipal xomdywy avdpodatkrav 
Cho. 845. 4 

111. Euadov. Not being by nature or 
geographical position a naval people, they 
have learnt the art from the Greek tribu- 
taries. This is said with the feeling that 
what is wap pvow may well be a source 
of anxiety as to the result. 

114. wéyriov &Acos. See Suppl. 847. 
—Aerroddépois, i.e. Aertois. Both ex- 
pressions, that which follows being ex- 
egetical, alike refer to the pontoon bridge, 
Awddecnot oxedlat, v.69. It is clear that 
micvvot conveys a certain misgiving, which 
is more openly declared in the succeeding 
strophe. 

118. radra, did tadra, as inf. 16].— 
peaAayxitov. Suppl. 765, xedravdxpws 
kapdia. Cho. 405, omadyxva reAatvod- 
Tal 

120. dé. Schol. Mepomdy Ophvnpa. 
Dr. Donaldson thinks it the oriental Wah! 
(Varron. p. 49.)—orparetuaros depends 
on $68y. Hermann removes the comma 
and construes «évavipoy orparedparos, 
but I doubt if this is any improvement. 
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In the following passage Zocera as well 
as wéon in 127 depends on ph. This 
construction has often been misunder- 
stood, and especially in Ajac. 570, és 
oo yévnrai—nal why Ohoover, where wh 
6hoove1 is commonly taken in an impera- 
tive sense. In two passages of Homer 
the ordinary punctuation is incorrect. 
Read thus, IL xxiii. 341—3, whmrws tr- 
Tous Te Tp@ons KaTrd O@ Gpuata &kys, 
xdpua B& Trois HAA, cdcyxeln BE cot 
aitG gooerar. Od. v. 415, uhmros we 
éxBalvovra BddAn AlOaxs mpor) wérpy Tua 
Hey aprdtay, werén 3é wor Zocerat Spuh. 
There seems to have been a tendency to 
combine an aorist subjunctive with a future 
indicative; see on Cho. 80. 257—8. A 
passage very similar to the present is Ar. 
Eccles. 493, S07’ elxds fas wh Bpadivew 
Zor’ énavapevovoas, wy «al tis fas 
dherat xipav tows Karelrp. 

124. dyrldourov. The word Sots, 
which implies a dull and heavy blow, like 
the fall of a body in Homer’s dodrqcer 5& 
meowy, is peculiarly used of the beating of 
the breast. So Ajac. 633, xepdmAnnrot 
év orépvoict mecovvTa: Soimot. Cf. Cho. 
27 and 367, where dimAjjs mapd-yvns 
dotros is ‘the blow of both hands to- 
gether.’—On Kicolwy see sup. 17. 

126. dusAos. In apposition to Kicolwy 
wéAtcua. Schol. recent. émeid) 6 TaV 
‘yovaindv Buiros uépos iv Tov Kioctvov 
woxlaparos. The whole passage may be 

translated thus :—‘ For this cause my dark 
heart is rent with fear for this Persian 
army, lest the state should learn that the 
great capital of the Susan land has lost 
all its hosts, and the strong-hold of the Cis- 
sians should re-echo to the cry by beatings 
of the breast, namely, the company of 
women uttering this word wah / and rend- 
ing should fall on the shawls of fine linen,’ 

131. ‘Having passed the bridge-built 
headland projected into the sea from both 
continents alike.’ Schol. recent. xara- 
xpnotin@s To mpdva eime’ mpay yap 
kuplws ) tev dpéwy ekoxh’ évTaiba 5é did 
rovro ele, dia Td elvat avToy etoxhy Ths 
tw Oadrdoons mpds thy elow, kal oiovel 
avxéva. Irather think, with Blomfield, 
that by mpéva the actual bridge is meant, 
though the Schol. Med. agrees in under- 
standing by it the Hellespont, and the 
epithet &A:ov seems rather to favour this 
view.—éfamefpas is used indifferently 
with Guelpas, sup. 69. So Eur. Phoen. 
131, dtapelBovr’ Hdwp, but fepdy Tua@rov 
dpelbaca, Bacch. 65. 

139. The MSS. and edd. give &kpo- 
mevOets. This ought to mean, ‘ grieving 
from the depths of the heart,’ but in Ag. 
778 and Eur. Hec. 242, 018°, od yap &pas 
kapdlas @pavoé pov, the sense is clearly 
the reverse, ‘the mere surface of the 
heart.’ Yet in Bacch. 203, 5° &pwv 
gpevay bas the same force as totérns 
&xpos Ag. 611, viz. that of height and 

Z 
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superiority. Blomfield quotes épyhv 
uxpos, Herod. i. 73, which contains the 
same idea. I have admitted the correc- 
tion which I formerly proposed without 
noticing that the Schol. must have so 
read, &s Soxctv aBpivecOa emt 7d (1. 7) 
mevdetv. Compare ai aBpdyoo TMepatdes 
inf. 543. On 8B and « confused see 

Suppl. 541. 
140. mpowewpayéva, With Hermann 

and Dindorf I now think this a better 
reading than dmorepapéva, dimissum 
habens, and it has equal authority. The 
meaning is, ‘having sent him off to the 
war ;’ compare the middle mpooréAAerat 
Theb. 410. Xen. Anab. vii. 2, 14, 6 8& 
axovcas TadTa Tous wey mpoméumerat, So 
Tovs axpelous ekeméumovro, ihid. v. 2, 21. 
Like producere, mpowéureiv was a tech- 
nical term in this sense. It is like our 
phrase ‘to see a friend off.’ See Propert. 
v. 1, 89; Heroid. xiii. 143. Aen. ix. 487. 
But aroméumec Ga: is used of getting rid of 
something odious, as Hec. 72. 

148. warpwvtuiov. ‘One of our race 
which bears the name of its ancestor,’ 

Perseus, i. e. ‘@ Persian like ourselves, 
and therefore dearer than any foreign 
or usurping king. Schol. Med. «ard 
matépa cuyyevys juiv. See Herod. vii. 
150. Compare the forms berdrios and 
érwvtpios (Pind. Ol. x. 95), and see 
sup. 80). 

149. rétav piua. Archers, or Persians, 
are again opposed to spearbearing Greeks, 
as in 87 and inf. 242. Cf. Od. xviii. 
262, puriipes diarav.—Bdopinpdvow, ‘ spear- 
headed,’ or perhaps, ‘ spear-heading,’ 
Adyxn being cuspis, the point, and ddpu 
the shaft, hastile. The scholium is ab- 
surd, Tis amd EdAou Kpavelas. * 

152. GAN’ Se. ‘Prodit regina splen-- 
dide ornata et curru vecta, ut ex v. 610 
intelligitur.” Herm. . 

154. mpoorlryw. If the text is right, 
the spondaic ending must be defended by 
v. 32. But Hermann’s correction zpo- 
altvw, mportrvw, seems highly probable. 
He compares, among other passages, inf. 
590, és yay mpomtrvayres. On the custom 
of making the salam see Ag. 893. 

155. xal—sé. Cf. Prom. 994, inf. 262. 
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159. Oe00 Tepoav. Of one regarded 
as a god by the Persians, Darius. See 
inf. 707. Hermann makes ciyfreipa the 
vocative, and thinks that the construction 
was changed from @eod 5 kal wirep on 
account of the condition that follows, 
which implies that she was the mother of 
a god only if Xerxes should meet with 
the success of Darius. I doubt if this 
was the meaning of the poet. The pre- 
ceding verse addresses her as mother and 
wife in the vocative; and the statement is 
naturally added, as a kind of comment, 
“As you are the wife of a god, so you are 
the mother of a god, and one who must 
be invincible unless the usual fortune of 
the Persians has deserted the army.’ It 
has been before remarked (86) that a 
slight irony pervades the whole of this 
opening speech, which indirectly magni- 
fies the Greek rather than the Persian 
cause. And in the present case the ob- 
ject of the poet, as writing for a Greek 
audience, was to shew the absurdity and 
presumption of.the title @eds applied to a 
fallible mortal. s 

163. nat we. A better reading perhaps 
would be «aye, in reference to 119: ‘I 
too have my fears on the subject as well 
as you.” 

165. xovioas ofSas. The idea seems to 
be that of a person running at and over- 
turning a pile or column raised by another, 
injurioso pede proruere stantem colum- 
nam. So xovley is used absolutely Theb. 
60, from the epic Kovioyres medioto.— 
atpew and etalpe (Trach. 147) are pro- 
perly used of any object that is carefully 
reared and brought up to perfection and 

maturity. Cf. Cho. 254. 
167. jépiuv’ &ppacros. Hermann, 

guided as he asserts by both metre and 
sense, reads pépiuva ppaords, which he 
renders certa sententia. As the statement 
made is only a sentiment or truism, he 

cannot see why it should be called ‘an 
ineffable anxiety.’ Let us rather translate 
‘an anxious doubt not to be plainly ex- 
pressed in words,’ and we shall see good 
reasons for retaining the vulgate. And 
first, the objection to the metre depends on 
an arbitrary rule about trochaic caesura, 
though it is, I believe, generally admitted 
that any legitimate senarius becomes & 
legitimate trochaic by adding a cretic at 
the beginning. Secondly, the considera- 
tion was &ppaoros, because it conveys a 
suspicion that the Athenians may be in 
the better circumstances. The meaning, 
which is rather obscurely expressed, ap- 
pears to be this: ‘ As men without money 
cannot obtain successes proportionate to 
their military strength, so money without 
men ought not to be held in too much 
estimation. Now our wealth cannot be 
gainsaid,’—which implies a suspicion, not 
to be uttered (appacros) that the weak- 
uess lies in the other point, the inferiority 
of the men. But she turns this off to 
speak more directly of Xerxes. As for 
the infinitives, they depend on some verb 
implied in pépimuva, the full construction 
being rep! rovTwy exw pepimuvay, Kal audi- 
oBnte, «.7.A. The addition of 8irAjj 
shews that yépyuva bears its true sense of 
‘division’ (uepiew). Cf. Homer’s d:dv- 
dix pepuhpiter, Il. i. 189. 

zZ2 



172 AIZSXYTAOY 

Zari yap thodrds y’ apeudrs, audi 8 dpOahpois 

dBos 170 
»” ‘ F , x , 

dppa yap Sdmwv vouila Seordérov Tapovatar. 

Tpds TAS’, Hs ovTas ExdvTav TaVSE, TVpBovdot hoyou 
lal = f FA 

Tove€ pou yevéoOe, Hépoat, ynparea mroT@para: 
/ ‘ a 45} 3 

TAVTA yap TA KEOV 

para. 

XO. 

év tw eéoti pot Bovde- 
174 

eb 768 tot, ys avacoa THase, ph oe dis Ppdoa 
pir’ eros pnt epyov, av av Svvapus tyeto Oar Gedy 
cipevets yap dvras Nuas TovSe TyUBovdous Kadeis. 

AT. 
~~ ‘Q ee , 3 , 

aroANots EV GEL VUKTEPOLS OvEeLpaot 

Live ad’ obtep Tats euds otethas oTparov 
*Iadver yn otxerar Tépoat Oédov: 180 

GAN ovtt Tw Toidvd evapyes cidduny, 
ds THs Tapober edppdvns: NéEw S€é cor. 
Cdokdrnv ror Svo yuvatk’ eveipove, 

170. aug) 8 dpOarpots péBos. Her- 
mann with Dindorf and others under- 
stands this literally and without metaphor, 
‘there is fear in my eyes,’ i. e. the ex- 
pression or look of fear, like Iph. Aul. 
1127, obyxvow exovres Kal Taparypdy 
éupdrov. If this be the correct view, the 
sense implied is, wAotrov pty exoper, 
dédia F Buws, Ureots yap Seomdrys, and 
there is no intentional connexion between 
GpOarpots and supa Sduwv. Yet when 
we consider the character of Persian 
hyperbole, and that 6 BactAdws dpOadpds 
was said of the king’s representative, there 
seems no reason why we should not take 
6p0arpots here to mean Xerxes, ‘ the 
light of our eyes.’ And so the later 
Scholiast, #youv dup) rG Hépkn’ dpOarudy 
yap éxcivoy Kade. Orestes is thus called 
opOadpds otxwy in Cho. 920. It is true 
that the addition of ofcwv makes all the 
difference ; but then ddéuwy is added in the 
next line with dupa, as if for the very 
purpose of obviating the difficulty. Cf. 
152, 45¢ OeGv too dpOarpois pdos dpuarar - 
Atnp BactAéws. Blomfield takes the 
above view, which is also Stanley’s, com- 
paring Androm. 406, efs mats 88° jv por 
Aoimds 6@0aAuds Blov. Oed. R. 987, rad 
why péyas 7 dp9adruds of maTpds Tddot. 

172. wpbs 748. Cf. Prom. 1051.— 
ovpBovac, x.7.A. Cho. 78.—moréuara, 

‘ 

sup. 2. 
176. dv &y, x.7.A. The meaning is, 

‘You shall not ask in vain in whatever 
respect our ability can guide you,’ i. v. as 
far as we have the power of directing you. 
But the way of expressing this is obscure 
and unusual. Schol. An: avr) rod dv- 
vnrat. And so Photius; 6éAeuw> ayt) rod 
divacbe:. There is no impropriety in 
jryetc@a, since counsels are as it were the 
guides in accomplishing an object. Not 
very common is %c6:- uy ppdoot for ppd- 
govca. See on Prom. 685. 

179. tdvew’. So Prom. 674, dvelpact 
tuverxdunv. 

181. evapyés ciddunv. This seems to 
form as it were one word, ‘I never yet 
have had manifested to me.’ Od. iv. 841, 
ds of evapyts ivepoy émécouto vuntds 

apory@. - ao ; 
183. Sv0 yuvatee. Though Europe and 

Asia are meant, it is only indirectly, be- 
cause Greece was the seat of the Doric 
race generally, Asia Minor of the Ionic 
colonies subject to the King. The Persian 
dress of the one implies that it had already 
submitted, while the former yet retained 
its national independence. It was the 
object of Xerxes to reduce both, inf. 236. 
In an ancient Greek tomb recently opened 
at Canosa (Canusium), this subject was 
discovered painted on a large vase, and 



TEPSAI. 

H pev mémdovot Hepoixots hoxnuern, 
9 8 adre Awpikotow, eis dw podely, 
peyéBea te Tav vov éxpeTectata Tov 

Kader T audpo, Kat Kacvyrita yévous 
3 cal = ° y € \ e Ut 

TavTov' matpav 8 evasov, 7 pev ‘EAdda 

K\jp@ axodoa yatay, 4» dé BapBapor. 
4 , > e > AN 8 , eon 

TOUTW OTACW TW, WS ey@ OOKOUV opav, 190 

Tevyew év GAAHraLo Tats 8 ewds pwalav 
KaTElye KaTpauver, dppacw 8 Varo 

, > * XN 4 F + = > 4 

Cevyrvow aita kat héradv’ én’ aiyevwr 
, = \ AQ? 9° A lal 

Tino. xh perv THD erupyodto atohy 
> ¢ 2 4 > » , 

EV NVLALOL elyev EVAPKTOV OTOMLa’ 195 

n 8 éapddale, kat xepow evrn Sidpov 
Suacmapacoe, Kat Evvaoptale. Bia p p 
> nn * ba 4 - ae. 

avev xahwav, Kat Cvydv Opaver pécov. 
minter 0 eos Tats, Kat TaTHp TapioTaTaL 
Aapetos oixteipwr ode Tov 8 das 6pa 200 

Hépéns, wémhovus pyyvvew apdi cdmare. 
kal Tadra wey 81) vuKTds eiooev éyar 
> \ > > Ff x an , 
eel O dvéoTny Kat yepow Kadhtppdou 

epavoa myns, Edv Ountrod xept 

though not, perhaps, referring to the pre- 
sent passage, yet evidently symbolical of 
the same events, 

186. éxzpereordra, a word purposely 
selected, as applicable both to the great- 
ness of nations and the stature of women, 
and therefore a better reading than e«v- 
mpereotdra, which Blomfield adopts. 

187. dudéu, ‘unexceptionable.’ Com- 
pare o7 efdos otre Oupdy oF? BrAwy 
oxéow wwuntds, Theb. 502, and the fre- 
quent use of éuduer in Homer of personal 
qualities or appearance. Hermann has 
Guduw with, the Med.—yévous tairoi, 
i.e. both Greek. It is hardly likely that 
the poet had in view the obscure mytho- 
logy quoted by the Schol. from Andro of 
Halicarnassus, which made Europe and 
Asia daughters of Ocean by different 
wives. E : 

190. ordow tw’. It is enough to un- 
derstand generally the rivalry between the 
two great Grecian families, rather than 
any particular quarrel which Xerxes wish- 

ed to avail himself of in order to subjugate 
the Dorians.—The masculine rovtw for 
tara follows the well-known Attic usage 
of the dual article, r® for rd. The mixed 
construction, édéxouv tedxew, and érevxov 
ds éddéxouy dpav, is not without examples, 
as Soph. Trach. 1240, dvip 68 &s goer 
od vewew enol POtvovts poipay. See also 
inf. 566. 

194. x wev. Tonia was proud of her 

trappings, though the badge of her own 
slavery. The Schol. Med. explains 775¢ 
otoAf of the Persian dress, detxTixas, but 
this is less natural. 

195. Blomfield here writes 7’ for 5’, 
and the correction is probable; see how- 
ever Suppl. 15. 

201. wémdous payvvow. Schol. ai- 
decbels To mr@ua. For he was ashamed 
not to have avenged his father’s failure at 
Marathon. 

204. anys. The efficacy of running 
water not only in lustration but in avert- 
ing evil dreams was generally held by the 
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, 

Bopdv rpocéarny, dmorpdroict Saipoor 

AISXTAOYL 

205 

Oédovora Odaar réhavov, dv TEy TAOE. 
€ ign ‘\ x > > bd ‘ > td 6p@ Se devyovt’ aieTov mpos Eoyapay 
BoiBov' ddBw 8 apboyyos éardbyv, pthov 
peOdatepov dé kipKoy eicop® Spdpue 

m3» , AN a , 
TTEPOLS EpoppaivovTa KOU xnrats Kapa 210 

tiddovl: 6 & ovSev addo y 7 wrHéas S€uas 
mapetye. Tavr’ euovye Seiwar ear’ ise 
ip & dxovew. eb yap tore, mals Epds 
mpagtas pev ed Oavpacros av yévour’ aijpr 
Kakas 5€ mpdas ovx bevOuvos TOEL, 215 

cabeis 8 épotws Thode Kotpavet xAovés. 
XO. ov oe BovdidpecOa, pjtep, oT a&yav poPew ddyors 

y+ Fé ‘A * ~ ©. - 

ovte Japovvew Oeovs d€ TpooTpoTats iKvoumevy, 
» aA > > ALA} 9D N a 

et TL pAadpov eldes, aiTov TOV GmroTpomny TEeheELv, 

ra 8 aya exten yeréobar col te Kat Téxvois 
oebev, 

kal mode pidous TE TACL. 

Greeks, and was probably of Pelasgic 
origin. If so, the same belief may have 
been common to the Persians. Yet inf. 
612 seqq. the poet seems rather to have 
had in mind his own national feelings and 
customs ; and it is only on this view that 
we can account for the Persians so often 
calling themselves BdépBapo:, as inf. 257. 

205. Bwpry mpocéorny. See on Suppl. 
185. 

206. &v TéAn Tdde. 
particular offerings belong.’ So Suppl. 
115, @eots & évayéa TéAca. Eur. frag. 
Busir. xii. cuixp& xeupl Odovras TéAn. 
She probably means the sun, as one of 
the later Scholiasts suggests. 

207. 6p@ 8¢. Instead of her mind 
being relieved by averting the omen, she 
is met by a second and still more alarming 
portent, a weaker bird pursuing and tear- 
ing the stronger, and that too without 
regard to the sanctity of the shrine where 
he had taken refuge. 

216. cw6els. If only he returns safe, 
he must remain King, because, not being 
responsible to the state for his good or 
bad success, he cannot in the latter case 
be deprived of his kingdom. Since there- 
fore it cannot be ¢his that the omen por- 

‘To whom these 

220 

SevTepov dé ypy) xods 

tends, it can only portend his utter defeat 
or even death.—éyolws, i.e. efre ed etre 
kak@s mpatas. With smedduves it seems 
best to repeat yévorr’ by from the pre- 
ceding verse. 

218. @aprvvew. The chorus, as before 
remarked, have throughout taken rather a 
desponding view of the expedition. See 
95.118. Schol. ay 8& xpnaordy kal Av- 
otredes adTd diaxplywpev, Opacuvotpey ce 
nal GuerAToat Torhoopey TOY Oeay. 

219. paaipoy. A euphemism for randy. 
For reAeiv Hermann adopts AaBety from 

several good MSS. On the vowel made 
long before rp see Prom. 677. Suppl. 
617. The poet preferred this rather un- 
usual licence to using amocrpophy, from 
the conventional use of drorpow}, dd- 
Tporos, &c., as in 205, whereas we have 

whe amootpéyar vorov in speaking of 
mere physical evils, Ag. 823. 

220. 7a 8 Gyaé’. Hermann reads 74- 
a0, i.e. dore, and the same correction 
had occurred to me. The objection is not 
to the sense, but to the metre. The 
MSS. vary, most having 3 after dyaéd. 
But this is a common error. See on 
Suppl. 301. 315. 
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Tp te kat SOtrois yeacOae rpevpevas S airod rade 
\ s n ? WN 2 A > > 4 cov réow Aapetor, ovrep dys idetv Kat’ edppdryy, 

3 , £ al aA A 3 4 éoOhd cou réwrew Téxvm TE yas evepOev eis hdos: 
Taprahw S€ Tavde yaig Kdtoya pavpodoban oKédro. 

“ / ” Re va , Tadta Ovpdmartis av Toe MPEYMEVaS Tapyvera 226 
a Qr _. A an a , 

eb O€ TavTayn TehewW cot TOVOE KpivoeV TépL. 
AT. 

3 % bs y+ s £ ae: la oO > , Ay 

GNAG LAV EUvVOUS Y 0 TPATOS TOVO EvUTViaY KpuTns 
XN ‘\ , > lal / > > - 4 Trauor Kat Somos eotor THVO exUpwoas dari 

extehoitro Oy TA XpynoTd. Tatra 8, ds edierat, 230 
a , ns A, 3s ® me is 

mavTa Ojnoouev Oeoict tots 7 evepbe ys hidors, 
RM 9 » , a a 9 - 5 

eur ay eis olKous pokopev. Ketwa 0 expabeiv Oddo, 
@ dirot, rod tas "AOjvas haciv Wpdabat yOovds. 

XO. rhe mpos Svcpds dvaxtos Hiov dOwacpdrwv. 

222. yous x¢ac0a. Not, as I formerly 
explained it, ‘curare effundendas,’ for 
inf. 611 Atossa performs the rite with her 
own hand. . Indeed, the middle voice is 
net. unusual in this sense. So even in 
Od. xi. 26, we have dug’ abrg 5& xohy 
xedunv wacw vextecow. Compare Orest... 
472, ém KAuraimyhorpas tape xoas xXE- 
duevos. — mpevnevj Dind. with several 
MSS. But the adverb belongs to méumeiv. 
On the notion of the dead being able to 
send up blessings, see Cho. 140, juiy dé 
Toumds to. Tay éo8Ady &yw. According 
to Hesiod, who in many places affords. us 
glimpses of subsequent Pythagorean doc- 
trines, Opp. 12], the “ mighty dead” of 
the golden age became datyoves after their 
placid departure from earth, and mAouro- 
déra: to mortals, which he calls yépas 
BaoiAhiov. The heroes were of a lower 
rank and more limited power. Darius 
however is both dafuwy and icodatywr, 
inf, 622. 635. 643. Agamemnon, though 
Bpords as contrasted with @ebs, is pro- 

pitiated with libations and invoked as a 
spirit of power below, Cho. 122. 

225. xdéroxa pavpotaéa. So Blomf., 
Dind.,, Herm. for xdérox’ édmavpodcOu. 
Both forms existed, like 8tpoua: and 
ddvpouct, Hes. Opp. 328, feta d€ pw 
Havpodar Geol, pavdSovar 8 oikor. On the 
euphemism Taumadw Tovde for xaxd, see 
Suppl. 394. 

226. @vpduarvris. Without professing 
the art of a, seer, but by the dictates of 
common sense. Photius: @uudpuayriss 6. 
dd Tod auaAoylCecOar mpoyiwdoKayv Td 
HéAAov. 

227. mavtaxi. Schol. nara advra 
tpdmov. If the dream is good, the prayers 
and libations will induce the gods to ratify 
it; if bad, the supplications (218) will 
induce them to avert it. Thus in either 
case we predict that they will bring about 
a favourable accomplishment. For this 
use of ravrax7 see Eum. 447. 

229. éxdpwoas pdtw. The Schol. quite 
misunderstood the sense here. The Greeks 
had an especial dread of bad news or bad 
omens immediately following good ones: 
see on Ag. 619. Consequently, Atossa 
gladly seizes on the first favourable inter - 
pretation (ed reActy xplyouev), though 
against her own fears and suspicions, and 
assumes it as settling the matter finally, 
i. e. as precluding any subsequent bad 
interpretation from being of avail. Hence 
Kupdcoat Paty is not ‘to declare,’ but ‘to 

ratify and make valid the meaning of a 
portent.’ We may paraphrase thus: 
‘ Well, at all events you, who were first 

called on to explain the dream, have 
proved a favourable interpreter, and have 
attached a meaning which I accept as 
final to my son and the royal house.’ 

233. mod Tas ’A@fhvas. This famous 
question, which doubtless gave great um- 
brage to the proud Athenians, is recorded 
by Herod. v. 105, BaoiAdi 5& Aapeiw ds 
eLayyérxOn Sdpdis Grodoas eumenpjabar 
tnd Te AOnvatwy Kal Ildver — mpara pay 
Agyerat adroy — elperOat ofrwes elev of 
"AOnvatot. 

234. dvouds. So Hermann after 
Brunck, with two or three MSS., for 
Sucpais. Others. after Pauw correct $6i- 
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AT. 

XO. 

AT. 

XO. 

AT. 

Xo. 
AT. 

T pee ; 

XO. 

AT. 

XO. 

AT. 

XO. 

AT. 

XO. 

vdcpactw. I formerly edited Svcujs, but 
I believe no instance is found of this word 
in the singular. Either the accusative or 
the genitive, but not the dative, is the 
ordinary construction with wpds in the 
sense of towards or in front of, as mpds 
mérews pavey Suppl. 613. So mpds dv- 
vovros nAlov Suppl. 251. Herod. vii. 115, 
evOaiira mpos Jidtov dvopéwy éo7) aiyiards. 
Thid. 129, 7a mpds peoopBplny, To Tmpds 
éomépny, mpbs Thv 46. There is no diffi- 
culty in Svopal fAlov powacudroy for 
Suvopal HAlov Plvovtos. The sun is called 
&vat in reference to the Persian doctrine 
of sun-worship. 

238. towwdros, éptas. No scholar will 
imagine this to stand for Bre épta. The 
first word answers to @5e, and éptas means, 
“one which before now, at Marathon, has 
proved its prowess against the Medes.’ 

240. dpyipov mnyh. ; The silver mines 
at Laurium, of which this is the earliest 
mention. 

241. 3:0 xepGv. The MSS. give 8: 
xepds, but the later Schol. explains apa 
did Tay Neipav abrots dumpémer } Bory 7 
rotixh; Whence Hermann corrects dd 
xepds opw eumpérer; But yep) and 
xepovy are confused, Prom. 938. Cf. 
Theb. 428, pardéye: 5& Aaumas 5d xepav 
amAiopevn. 

242. éyxn otadaia. Cf. Theb. 508. 
Sup. 86. The Greeks held archers in 
contempt as compared with émAtra:, im- 

AIZXYAOY 

adda pay iweup” ewos Tats THVOE Onpacran Tow ; 235 
TACO. yap your av ‘Eddas Baothéws v darijKoos. 
@O€ TUS mapeory avTots dvSpomh}Oeva OTPATOD ; 
Kal aTparos ToLovTos, épEas Todd 6%) Myfdovus Kaka. 

\ , x z »* lal 2 ‘ ~ 8 , 

Kal Ti pos TOUTOLTW GAAO ; TAOUTOS ELapKns Sdpors ; 
apyvpou myy Tus avtots €atl, Ogaavpds xOovds. 240 

TOTEpa ‘yap TogovAKos aixpn Sia xEpav avTois 

* A y aA x , , 
ovdapas: eyxy oTadata Kat hepdomides oayau. 

tis 5é Toysdvep ereote kamibeoréle. oTpaTe ; 
» a , \ > o € , 

outwos dovAot KeKhyvTat dwtos, 0d UVITHKOOL. 
cas xa > lA 4 4 > # 

TOS GV OUV jwEVOLEV avdpas ToNeuious erypdvoas ; 245 
y , , ‘ \x a 4 wate Aapeiov wohvy TE Kat Kahdv PUetpar orpardv. 
Sewd Tor héyers idvT@V Tots TeKovaL PpovTic-a.. 
3 2» 9 N n yo 4 , a , 
aX’, Ewot Soxety, TAX ELOEL TAVTA VHLEPTYH Adyov" 

plied in gepdombBes. The wdxn oradia. is 
defined by Strabo, lib. x. p. 449, as that 

in which the spear is used ex yxetpds, as a 
pike, and not thrown as a javelin. 

243. momdvwp. Hence romavdpiov of 
the host, sup. 75.—oTparod Herm., Dind., 
Blomf., with several MSS., but ém) in 
either compound sufficiently accounts for 
the dative, which is found in the Med. 

244, dovAai, i. e. they acknowledge no 
deonérns. Atossa naturally uses a word 
which the chorus, whose answers through- 
out are ingeniously turned to the praise of 
Athens, declares inapplicable to their form 
of government. The evident want of con- 
fidence in the Persian cause displayed on 
both sides is well represented in this dia- 
logue, by which the former high hopes of 
Atossa are gradually dispersed, and herself 
prepared for the shock which is imme- 
diately to follow. 

245. odv, i. e. without some absolute 
and supreme authority. The answer is, 
‘They have done so, to our cost, at 
Marathon, and may do so yet again.’ 

247. idvrwy rots texodot. The genitive 
shows that of rexdvres stands for -yoveis, 
and therefore the article is not necessary 
with idvrwy. Atossa acknowledges the 
defeat ; ‘what you say is enough to make 
every parent anxious for the absent army,’ 
~——meaning herself in particular as the 
mother of the absent king. 

248. vayeprh Pors., Dind., Herm. 
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lal \ 4 fal Tovde yap Spdunua pwrds Mepoucdy mperer paler, 
Vos , a 2 Ce CN , kat Peper cages tu mparyos eo Ohov } kaxdv Kwveuw. 

AITEAOS. 

@ yns andons *Acidos todopara, 251 

@ Tlepots ata kat rodds Trovrov ipryv, 
e 92 a a 2 ‘. as & mid tlyyyn KatépOapras Tovds 
o\Bos, Td Tlepoav &§ avos otyerat TET OV. 
»” \ XN A > Rag @ , @[L0l, KAKOV MEV TPOTOV ayyéhdew KAKA 
9 > > 2 An > 7, , 
spas 8 avayKyn wav avarri€at 7460s, 
Iépoav orparis yap Tas d\wre BapBdpav. 

XO. 
4 >» N , 
QVL, AVLA KAKA, VEOKOTA OTP. a. 

Kat Oat, aiat: SvaiveoOe, Tlépoat, 768° dyos Kvovtes. 

AI. as tévra y €or éxciva SiaTerpaypeva: 262 

Kavos 8 dédrrws vootyov Brérw ddos. 
XO. 

EN , y s 
H paKpoBioTos de yé Tis 

aN 2 4 aA > A , ae Ma aiav épavOn yepasots, dkovew Tédd€ THU deNTTOV. 
avr. de 

265 

AT. kat py trapév ye, Kod NMoyous adh\wv Kor, 
, , 7x @) > id , Tlépoa, ppdcaip’ av ot” éropavvOn Kaka. 

XO. 
> a“ , ‘\ S 

OTOTOTOL, MaTav TA TONG 

Berea Tappryh 
otp. £’. 

271 

yas am Aaidos HAO én atav 
dtav, “EA\dSa Xapav. 

249. Tlepoixdy mpéret wadeiv. One may 
know it to be that of a Persian by its ap- 
pearance. 

251. "AgtSos. See on Prom. 754. Her- 
mann retains the reading of the MSS., 
*Aoiddos. But the words are confused 
inf. 272, where the metre allows of no 
doubt. 

255. mpOrov &yyeAAew xand. ‘To be 
the first to announce evils.’ For the 
first person who brought good news ex- 
pected a reward, Ag. 569.—zpérov is the 
accusative masculine. 

261. Siaiverde. Schol. daxpere. Inf. 
1026, diafvouas yoedvds Sv. Cf. 1017.— 
vedxora has simply the force of véa, ‘ca- 
lamitous,’ ‘ of strange and unnatural cha- 
racter.’ The Schol. explains it of the 
anger of the gods, but xéros has its true 
sense of indoles. Compare &AAdkoros. 

263. kabrds &. See on Prom. 994. 

270. t& woAAd. Hermann and Lach- 
mann give 7& woAéa. The form occurs in 
Ag. 702, but the poet in this part of the 
play seems to have relaxed somewhat 
from his usual rule of absolute syllabic 
correspondence in strophe and antistrophe. 
Thus moumuryy in the very next verse 
answers to moAvBapy in 277, €ecay in 
285 with écricay in 291. By woppeyh 
he means the &xovtio'ral, rokdT a, waxXalpo- 
pépor, &c. enumerated above, 52—6. 

273. Stay. So the Med., and I think 
rightly. See on Suppl. 4. Hermann 
gives dfay with the early editions, Blomf. 
and Dind. d¢av from the Lambeth MS,, 
which has Satay. The pherecratean metre 
allows of a trochee answering to a spondee 
at the beginning, as in Theb. 289, xepudo’ 
éxpidecoay corresponds to xvdos Totcde 
moalrats. 

Aa 
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AT. 

XO. 

AIZXTAOYL 

mrnOover vexpav Svardtpas éplappevav 
Yadapivos axral was Te mpdcywpos TOTOS. 

> a , € é 

érotoTot, dilwy adidsova 

oapata tokvBady 
katOavevra héyes héper Oar 

mroyktots év SutldKkerow. 
ATI. ovdev yap npker Toéa, Tas 8 daradduTo 280 

otparos Sanacbels vatovow éuBodais. 
XO. 

Yang? a Wl drotpov Sdatous otp. 
aA A 

dSvoaavy Boar, 
3 = , * 0 ‘ 

@s TaVTE TayKaKws * Beot 
», 2A na s 
eOecar, aLat, OTpaTou pbapertos. 

AT. 

285 

@ thetorov €xOos dvopa, Sahapivos Kew" 
Cas) re F La e Fo ¥ 

ed, TaV APnvav as oTévw meuvnevos. 

XO. 

276. aafdova. Though one good MS. 
gives GA:dva, which Dindorf defends on 
the analogy of meAdvds, matdvbs, dAa- 
madvos, and which I formerly admitted, 

I have returned to the common reading 
as more appropriate to the sense, especi- 
ally as the pronunciation may have made 
it amount metrically to the same thing. 
Besides, it is not clear that GA:dybs follows 
the same law as the above words, in which 

5 is part of the root. Dindorf in his last 
edition (see his praef. p. xviii.) has ad- 
mitted a bold though rather ingenious 
correction moAvSova odual’ &A:Bapy, but 
against the Schol., who explains roAvBao} 
by tmd Tot afuaros. It is enough to un- 
derstand ‘frequently immersed,’ though 
the poet may have had in view the same 
idea as in 319. 

279. There is considerable obscurity 
about the meaning of this verse, some 
understanding dfmAat of the tide, others 
of the double surface of land and sea, of 
shifting sands, or-of the broken and float- 
ing planks. But the word is only known 
in the Homeric sense of a double mantle 
or cloak, Il. iii. 126. Od. xix. 241, and 

‘Hermann gives what is perhaps on the 
whole both the simplest and safest mean- 

_ing, ‘ Videtur Aeschylus aAayerobs i- 
jwAaxas amplas Persarum vestes dicere, 
quae in mari nantibus mortuis late ex- 
pansae hue illuc ferebantur.” 

280. od8ty fipre: téta. This is said in 

otvyvai y ’Abavar Satous* 
9 , 
QvT. y. 

reference to the Greek idea on the subject: 
see on 86. The imperfect tenses describe 
the action only in its immediate result, 
and without reference to the final cata- 
strophe. Cf. Suppl. 128. 

282. If in this passage I have ventured 
to follow Hermann in a somewhat bold 
alteration of the text, it is from no mere 
deference to his authority, but from a 
well-considered conviction that his criti- 
ism is sound. The MSS. give Boa 
Svocaiavy Mépoas datois, which does not 
suit the antistrophe; but a Paris MS. has 
the remarkable corruption Mépoaav, 
which evidently proceeded from two read- 
ings, Tépoats and Mepoav. Now the 
latter necessarily implies some word on 
which the genitive depended, and the anti- 
strophe makes it highly probable that 
this was datos. But this last word, 
standing alone, was rather ambiguous, and 

hence Tépoats was added as a gloss by 
those who, with the Schol., rightly under- 
stood Sators as draxexoupévors, ‘ destroyed 
in war,’ and Tepoav by those who ex- 

plained it of the Greeks, the enemies of 
the Persians. 

284. mdvrq. So Hermann for mdyra, 
who also adds @col, to complete both 
sense and metre, from a-gloss in.one M8. 

248. oruyval y ’A@avoi. ‘Aye, Athens 
‘has good cause to be hated by her ene- 
mies: we cannot forget how many wives 
she left widowed,’ on the occasion of the 
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TaxOeis avavdpov ra€w jpywov Saver. 300 
AT. 

AT. 
Bépéns pev adtos Lp te kat ddos Bréra, 
€wots mer elas Sdpacw dos péya, 

‘ Xx > ‘ > aes 
Kal NevKov Hap VvuKTOS EK mehayyipov. 

AT. "ApreuBdpys Se, wrptas trou papers, 
atidhous Tap axras Oeiverar Suyviar 305 

former expedition of Darius. The Schol. 
too narrowly renders it juiv rots Sytors. 
The stern valour of the Athenians pro- 
bably regarded with contempt this con- 
sideration for the other sex; at least the 
poet dwells on it unusually in this play; 
see 139, 545. - 

290. udray, immerito. 
Bdapdoas. 

291. &ericav. It is not easy to see 
how this verse corresponds with the anti- 
spastic 285. Nor is the conjecture of 
Boeckh, admitted by Dindorf, much bet- 
ter, eWvidas Exticcav. Hermann retains 
the vulgate without remark; but it is to 
be feared that something is wrong. Per- 
haps in 285 we should read 26ev7’, com- 
paring inf. 988, and here eims %riocay, 
as dpvis is sometimes used for dpyidas. 

292. ovy wdédat. Not that Atossa has 
lost her power of speech with her presence 
of mind, but that it was more regal and 
dignified to hear the worst tranquilly, and 
more consistent with piety to meet it with 
resignation.—é¢pwrayv dy, like épéoOau, 
epectverv, is regularly used for ‘to ask 
about the calamity.’, The construction is, 
Bhre cot Aétar phre euol epwrjom. Cf. 
297. 

Schol. undéev 

297. xaraords, ‘composed.’ Schol. 
kardotacw Tod GoptBov AaBdr. 

298. ris ov ré0vnxe. Anticipating a 
terrible revelation, she first asks who is 
not dead, (having especially in view 
Xerxes, of whom she hardly dares to in- 
quire in any other terms,) aud next, which 
of the personal friends or body guards of 
the King she and the citizens will have to 
mourn for. Schol. xar@s mp@rov repl 
Tay (dévtwy épwrd, &s bAlywv bvTwy, Tap- 
lornot 5& Kal Td TAROOS TGV arobavdyTwr. 

299. r&v apxerciwv. Robortello alone 
has apxeAdwy. The Schol. explains Aad 
épxdvtwv. I believe this to be a vestige 
of the old digammated genitive of apxé- 
Aews. See the note on Prom 446. Her- 
mann derives it from Aefa, which he shows 

to have meant not only booty but a flock 
or herd. So motmavdpioy of the army in 
75. The oxnrrovxo were the royal eu- 
nuchs, who bore that title, Xen. Cyrop. 
vii. 3. 16. 

300. &vavdpor, i.e. dare elvat, which 
amounts to the same as a&vdpos jphyov, 
ordinem pro virili parte destituit. Ro- 
bortello has &avapyov, a good reading, 
though apparently a correction. 

305 SiAnvieav. So Herm., Dind., with 
the Med. for S:Anviwy. The Schol. and 
Hesychius give this name to part of the 
shore of Salamis. On the fine narrative 
of the battle that follows Hermann well 

Aa2 
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X® xrdiapxos Aaddns mynyh Sopds 
mona Kovpoy €k vews apydarto- 
Tevdyov 7°, apiotos Baxtpiwv iBayerys, 
faracodmdykrov pnoov Aiavros Trohet. 

Aihatos, "Apoduns Te, Kapyhotns Tpiros, 310 
9Q> 9 \ 6 ‘ # old dpdt vycov Thy TehevoOpeupova 

ViKaEVvoL KUptacov taxupay xOdva- 
[wnyats te Netdov yerrovav AtyuTtiou 
> ‘ > if \ CA , 

Apxrevs, Adedns, kal Seperoed’ys Tpiros, 

Dapvodyos, olde vads €x pias recov. | 
Xpvoeds Maraddos pupidvtapxos Javav, 

observes: ‘‘ Magna est ars poetae in iis 
quae nuntius dicit ; qui consternatus adhuc 
clade primo id quod summum erat, regem 
salvum esse, paucis verbis profligat; de- 
inde, ut solent qui in re nova magnaque 
initium narrandi invenire nequeunt, plu- 
rima raptim et confuse comprehendit ; tum 
denique, tranquillior factus, rem omnem 
ordine exponit.’’ Thus it is not till v. 
355 that a detailed and circumstantial 
account of the event is given. 

308. apioreds Dind., Herm. from Blom- 
field’s conjecture; but the change, though 
not improbable, is a very unnecessary one. 
For ifayevhs Hermann gives idaryevhs 
with the Med. and another MS., and so 
also ed. Rob. © Cf. Od. xiv. 203, GAAd we 
toov iaryevéeoow eriva. But Herod. ii. 
17, has iayevéa orduara tov NefAov. 
Eur. lon 592, voOayevhs. The meaning 
is yvhouws woAlrns, like kapra éyxdpios, 
‘a thorough native,’ Theb. 408, said of 
the hero Melanippus. He was of the old 
Bactrian nobility, not a Mede by descent. 

311. vijsov thy wedctoOpeupova. The 
Schol. and Hesychius explain Sadapiva, 
but it is not likely that the same island 
should be meant which was just before 
called vijrov AYavros. Hermann supposes 
that one of the small adjacent islands is 
described by this epithet. Nothing how- 
ever is recorded about doves in connexion 
either with Salamis or the islands near it. 
The poet may have had in view Homer’s 
modvtphpwva OlaBny, Il. ii. 502, as the 
Schol. suggests. But it is more likely that 
the epithet is a distinctive one, and there- 
fore we must assume it was properly applied 
as characteristic of some place. Stanley 
indeed argues from the Salamis in Cyprus 

that the birds were bred as sacred to 
Venus. I cannot help thinking the whole 
passage from 310 to 315 of questionable 
genuineness. The three latter verses are 
however more evidently spurious. For, 
not to mention the unusual epithet, ‘the 
Egyptian Nile,’ nor the absurdity of 
making Arcteus join the Persian. forces 
from the wholly unknown sources of that 
river, (an idea possibly derived from the 
Grecised name [yyactayey AiyuTro- 
yevis inv. 35,) the construction is a mere 
repetition of what has just preceded, 
namely, an enumeration of names with 
tplros and ofS. The want of the augment 
in régov is very suspicious in this place, if 
not in itself conclusive; moreover both 
the sentiment and the versification are 
feeble and unlike Aeschylus. Porson read 
ole vads recov ék qucs, which sounds 
even worse than the vulgate. Hermann 
has vads év puas wéoos, hi unius navis 
jactura fuerunt. But how came an Egyp- 
tian leader of forces on board the same 
vessel as others, who at least bear Persian 
names? For the Schol. truly observes, 
Tabra obx exer Toy Alydrtioy XapaxTipa, 
GAAG mwoimTids SiamémAagra. Lastly, 
Arcteus was mentioned in v. 44 as a leader 
of the Lydians. I think these considera- 
tions of sufficient weight to justify me in 
inclosing the passage within brackets, as 
I before did in ed. 1. 

316. Xpuceds, of Chrysa, a town of 
the Troad. The word pupidytapxos is 
formed on the analogy of éxardyrapxos, 
by assuming the termination ovra, as in 
Tpidkovra, &c. to a numeral, pdpio., to 
which it does not properly belong. See 
inf. 975. 
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trou pehaivns Hyeuav Tpiopupias, 
mupony CamdnOn SdoKvov yeverdda 
ereyy, auel(Bov ypdta topdupég Bady: 

kai Mayos "ApaBos, “Aptdyns te Baxrpios, 820 

oKhypas méToukos ys Exel KatépOiro. 
[Apsortpis, "Audiotpeds te todvmovov Sdpv 
vapav, 67 eobdds "Apidpapdos Sdpdeor 
T7eVbos Tapacyav, Yeoduns P 6 Mvcros,] 

tA id , , fal 

OdpuBis Te, TeVTHKOVTA TEVTAKIS VEOV 
\ 2 -™ > ‘ oN 

Tayds, yévos Avpvaios, ebedys avip, 
ety ‘ , > 4\9> > lal 

Ketrat Oavav Seidaros od pan’ edTvXas" 

318. rupofy. So Porson for ruppay or 
mupdy. In the time of Aeschylus it is 
probable that the word was written in the 
last form. Dr. Wordsworth gives an in- 
scription as late as the Peloponnesian war 
in which Mupives occurs for Mupotyns. 
See Athens and Attica, p. 215. In later 
times the p was doubled in this and similar 
words, as &ppny, and the o resulted from 
the aspirate breathing produced by the 
combination. The word muppds, as an 
epithet of manhood, is usually applied to 
the mp&rov imnvhtas, as Theocr. vi. 3. 
viii. 3. xv. 130, and is said of the first 
down on the cheeks. Here the addition 
of ddcxiov shows that it must be under- 
stood of the colour; and hence dmelBwv 
xXp@ra must be taken of the hairy face of 
yellow tint changed to purple by the blood 
stains. At the same time the poet doubt- 
less had in mind the dye of the sea-purple. 
On the uncontracted roppupéa see on 83. 

320. Mayos “ApaBos. Schol. Mayos 
COvindv, “ApaBos xtpiov. The Magians 
were a race on the confines of Media, 
Herod. i. 101. 

321. éxez. It is perhaps better to take 
éxe? with wéroros than with rarépérro, 
and so the Schol. 6 éxe? dmeA@dy perol- 
Khoe Thy Sadauiva. Compare Cho. 671, 
ely’ obv pérounov és To may del Eévoy 
Odrrew. Oecd. Col. 934, ef wh pérotkos 
Thode THs xdpas Peres elvar Bla Te Kodx 
éxwv, i, e. ‘unless you wish to die here.’ 
322—4. I have marked these verses as 

probably spurious. The metrical difficulty 
of 323 is well known, from the ingenious 
rather than satisfactory correction of Por- 
son, Praef. ad Hec. p. xxxv. There is an 

equal difficulty in the fact that the Ario- 
mardus who here affords grief to Sardis 

was before called ras ayuvylous OfBas 
épérwv, v. 38. Hermann disposes of the 
first objection on the plea that the licence 
is justified by the proper name; of the 
second, by an argument which he applies 
also to Arcteus in 314, viz. that the 
Persian generals did not always lead their 
own troops, but that the near relations or 
favourites of the King often had the com- 
mand of foreign forces entrusted to them, 
as in this instance Ariomardus may have 
been born at Sardis and yet have led 
Egyptians. The question may fairly be 
entertained (as hinted on Prom. 362), 
whether the Porsonian canons for iambic 
composition were inflexibly observed in 
every verse of the earlier plays of Aes- 
chylus. Still, it appears so probable that 
this part of the messenger’s speech, con- 
taining as it does little more than a list of 
names of those killed; should have been 
enlarged and added to by some interpo- 
lator, that the critical ingenuity shown in 
defending the vulgate carries with it. but 
little weight. 

324. Seicduns. Some copies give Sn- 
oduns, but this is perhaps a different 
name, as the a is long inf. 964. 

326. Avpvaios. Lyrna or Lyrnessus 
was a city to the south of the Troad. 

327. ov war cdTuxas, ie. pdda duc- 
tux@s, ‘unburied.’ The peculiar force of 
this euphemism seems to have escaped the 
notice of commentators both ancient and 
modern. Compare Soph. Aj. 1126, dixaia . 
yap Tév8 evruxeiv, relvoyTd we; Oecd. 
Col. 462, kelvois 6 TdpBos Suvctuxav 6 
ods Bapds. Lucian, in Aov«ios 4 dvos, 
vol. iii. p. 431, ed. Jacobitz. éya 5& ay- 
éorevoy éavtoy ws by dmoopaynoduevos 
kal unde vexpds evtuxhs eoduevos. 
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, , ie > ) , 

Yvévvecis Te TPATos Els Evrpuxiay, 
, »” w® IN, ine , 

Kirixwv érapyos, eis dvnp metro Tovor 

€xOpots TAparKXav, evKNEDS ATMXETO. 330 

[roav8’ dpxovrev vov brepvyicOnv wep 

mohhav tapdvtwv & ddiy’ dmayyé\ho KaKd.] 

AT. aiai, Kaxdv tata 87) Kdw Tdde, 
aloxn Te Hépoas Kai \wuyéa Kwxvpara. 

. oe , 

aTap dpdcov jor TodT avacrpéepas Tahu, 335 

mocov S€ TAGs Hv veGv ‘ENyvidar, 
Got afidcat Tlepou@ otparevpate 

id raed wih 2 a“ payny Evvdapar vatovow €uBodats ; 
AT. mrnOous pev av odd tof Exar. BapBapov 

vavolv Kparjoa Kat yap "EMnow pev jv 340 
€ Lied * x e , 5 Fd 

6 Tas apLOuds eis Tprakddas déKo. 

vaov, Sexas 8 Hv TaVdE ywpis ExKpLTOS 

328. Zvevvecis. This seems to have 
been a Cilician title rather than a proper 
name, as Stanley remarked. See Mr. 

Blakesley on Herod. v. 118. Ibid. vii. 
98, we have a Kiak Svévveois. So the 
Parthian Kings were each called Arsaces, 
but in addition to their own proper name, 
Strabo, xv. p. 702.—For érapxos the 
Med. and others give &mapxos, by a very 
common error. Hermann suspects trap- 
xos to be the true reading, a word which 
he observes is applied by the best prose 
writers to the Persian Satraps. 

331. I have not -ventured to alter the 
reading of the Med. and most MSS. in 
this verse, having little doubt that it and 
the following are an interpolation. The 
Med. has viv written above, whence Her- 
mann with Canter and Blomf. edits ro:- 
GvbE Y apxav viv, «.7.A. Dindorf to. 
Gvie TovSe. Without pressing the argu- 
ment, that roiyde ought to have been 
towvTwy (see on Prom. 542), we may 
justly object to ye as a mere metrical 
makeshift. See inf. 843. 

334. Avyéa. Probably pronounced as 
a dissyllable, for a tribrach is rarely form- 
ed of a single word. See sup. 81, and 

on Eum. 764. So péacos infra 729. 
Theb. 871. 

336. mécov 5é. “ Pertinet hoc d¢ ad 
illam sermonis Graeci’ proprietatem, qua 
post eas formulas quibus dictum quid iri 
vel dici debere indicatur, particula, quae 

nectendae orationi inserviat, ita adscis- 
citur, tanquam si non praecessisset talis 
formula.’’? Hermann. Dr. Peile on Cho. 
78 well compares Xen. Mem. ii. ix. 2, 

eimé pot, ® Kpitwv, xvas d& tpépes, va 
got tovs AvKous amd Tay mpoBdTwy am- 
epixwor; So also Od. x. 281, émos 7’ 
Zoar’, & 7 dvduacer, 11 & adr’, & 
Bvornve, 3C axptas Epxeat olos ; 

- 339. BapBapov. So Blomf. and Herm. 
after Halmius for BapBdpwy. The later 
Schol. explains the construction thus: 
xdpw wey ToD TAOous Hy Tais vnvol Tay 
BapBdpwr kparijoa Tév “A@nvalwy, adding 
however, from Schol. Med, Actre: 5& 7d 
jv. Hence the reading jp» for dy, adopted 
by Dindorf, who also gives BapBdpous 
from ed. Turn., is a mere invention of 
grammarians who found Bapfdpwr, and 
fancied that #y could be supplied from 
336. The construction 7¢@: kpatjou by 
is perfectly correct, though a prose writer 
might have preferred %o@: kpathoayta by, 
the implied sense being as usual, &AA’ od 
éxpdétnoe. ‘ Know that as far as superior 
number was concerned, the Persians would 
have conquered.’ 

342. ravde xwpls. Does this mean in- 
clusive or exclusive of the 300? Mr. 
Blakesley, in a careful note on Herod. vii. 
89, answers, “It is quite certain that the 

ten select ships here are not exclusive of 
the 300, and it is almost so that the 207 
of the Persian armament is intended to 
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Bépén 88, kal yap otda, yuduas pev Hv 
av Hye TAHOOS, at 8 brépkomsror Taye 
éxarov dis Haoav énta P+ BS exer NMyos. 345 

BY cor Soxodpev THdE hePOjvar waxy ; 
GN’ be Saiwev tis karéperpe otparov, 

Tédavta Bpioas ovK iooppor@ TUX7. 
Oeot rédkw odlovor Iaddd8os beds. 

AT. €7 Gp ’AOnvar €or amopOntos 76s ; 

stand in the same relation to the whole as 
the ten of the allies to their fleet.”” He 
adds, ‘ Both Plato, Legg. iii. 14, and 
Ctesias ap. Photium, p. 39, make the 
numbers of the Persian ships something 
above a thousand.”’ And so also the later 
Schol. explains the statement in the text, 
éx TovTwy | Hoay af mponyovmevat.— dard 
TovTwy 5¢ ai upiotat Kal bméproumrot Kad 
erapdpuevar Sia Td elvat Taxetat, o” hoa 
¢’. Herodotus however, who wrote late 
enough to admit some of the popular ex- 
aggerations into the account, says Xerxes 
had 1207 (vii. 89, 184), and it is remark- 
able enough that if the 207 swift ships be 
counted exclusively, the two statements 
exactly agree. Can it be that the his- 

torian had in view the very words of the 
poet? It is not, perhaps, too much to 
suggest, that by xal yap of8a, put in the 
mouth of the messenger, Aeschylus alludes 
to some particular and certain information 
of his own, as opposed to exaggerated 
Tumours current at the time. There is a 
discrepancy however in the reckoning of 
the Greek ships, which Herodotus, viii. 
48, makes 378. 

344. imépxoymrot. Hermann very pro- 
perly defends the MSS. reading against 
the unsound correction bépromo:, adopted 
by Blomf. and Dind. See on Theb. 386. 

345. Adyos, ‘the reckoning.’ More 
commonly the phrase means, ‘I have said 
my say,’ as Ag. 1639. Theb. 214. 

346. wh cor Soxoduev. ‘ We surely do 
not seem to have been behind them (in 
forces) in this battle?’ See on Prom. 
980. Cho. 169. After AccpO7jva: under- 
stand éxefywy. I cannot see the force of 
Hermann’s argument, that if the two next 
verses, which he assigns to Atossa, are 
continued to the messenger, we must of 
necessity read dox@mev, with Heath and 
MS. Guelph., ‘ita se habet ratio, ne nos 
hac ex parte putes in pugna inferiores 
Suisse.” Not -to object that this would 

850 

rather require fva wu} SoxGmev, and that it 
is very awkward to separate r75¢ from 
waxy, we may fairly explain the connexion 
as follows :—‘“ With such a force we cer- 
tainly ought to have proved superior, and 
so we should have been, as far as human 
means went; but such a discomfiture as 
this (or, under these circumstances) none 
but a god could have effected.” And 
he goes on to remark, “As the gods 
are against. our cause, so they preserve 
Athens.” Now Athens had just before 
been captured and burnt by Xerxes, 
Herod. viii. 53; Atossa therefore, who is 
supposed to have heard of the news dis- 
patched by express to Persia (ibid. 54), 
naturally asks, ‘‘ What! has Athens then 
after all escaped destruction ?’’ ‘ Yes,” 
replies the messenger, “‘ for a city consists 
not of mere walls, but of inhabitants also, 
and while the latter remain there is a 
secure fortress.” It seems unnecessary 
to interpret dvipav iytwy, eorum qui virt 
sunt ; indeed, these words are opposed to 
an implied genitive méAcws apracQelons. 
The Athenians had abandoned the city to 
be ravaged by the enemy, and had retired 
to their ships, Herod. viii. 41. The pre- 
sent verse contains the only allusion the 
poet has ventured to make to so untoward 
an event ; and he has ingeniously turned 
it rather to the credit of his countrymen 
than to their disgrace. In épxos dapaaés 
Miiller (Diss. ad Kumen. p. 79) finas an 

allusion to the policy of Themistocles to 
fortify Athens and the Piraeus, which 

Aeschylus, as his political opponent, de- 
sires to ridicule. See on Prom. 1089. 
‘Compare the answer of Themistocles to 
Adimantus, Herod. viii. 61, edhAov Adyo 
bs etn Kad wddrts Kal yh peor rep rel- 
vot, gor by Binndoiat vies opt Fwor 
TeTANp@pevas. : 

350. &r’ Gp’. The Med. has éo7’ ap’, 
but most MSS. é’ &p’. This and the 
next verse are assigned to the messenger 
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dvSpav yap dvtwv, épKos éotiv aoanés. 

dpxy S& vavol Ep Bods tis jv, ppacov 

tives Karipéav, motepov “EXNyves, paXNS: 

} mats ends, ThyOer Katavyyoas Vea ; 

AT. 
a : Be 

Hp&ev mev, @ Séo7oWwa, TOD TAVTOS KAKOV 355 

davels dddotwp } KaKds Saipav ober. 

dvi yap "ENnv && "APnvaiev otparod 

eNbaw ere€e radi oG Hépéy TA 8e, 
x > * * oy e ds, eb pedaivyns vuKros i€erar Kvépas, 
"Eddyves ov pevotev, adda céhpace 360 

vaav émevOopdvtes addos aAhooe 
Space kpupaim Biorov éxrwcoiaro. 
6 8 ebOds ds HKoveer, ov Evveis Sddov 
"E\Xyvos avbpos, ovd€ Tov Fedv POdvov, 

a tas , , 4 

TAC W Tpopaver TOVOE VaAVapK OLS hoyov 365 

Eir’ av préyov axriow jdos xPdva 
AynEn, Kvehas S€ téwevos aif€pos da By, 

, lal n x 2 7 \ 
Taéau VEWV oTipos bev eV OTOLKOLS Tplow, 

extous duddaoew Kal Tdpous aduppddous: 

Gddas S€ KvKAw vaov Alavros TépL€, 370 

as, el pdpov pevéoial’ "Ednves Kaxdv, 

in the MSS., and v. 349 to Atossa. Din- 
dorf retains this arrangement, though very 
inferior in respect of argument and con- 
nexion. If any change is to be made in 
the persons of the dialogue, it would be 
better to distribute thus :— 

AT. 7 Gp ’A@nvav zor" dmdpOntos 
TOMS 5 

AT. Geol wéAw od(aver Madaddos Oeas. 
AT. dvipdv yap dvtwv Epos eorly 

aoparés. 
&pxy 5& vavol «.7.A, 

354. katavyfoas. Schol. 2, Oapphoas. 
I have some doubts about the genuineness 
of this and the next verse. There are 
instances of the like metrical fault sup. 
253. Cho. 143. 484. 869. Theb. 452. 
Suppl. 924 ; but see inf. 467. 

357. avhp“EAAny. This was Sicinnus, 
the slave of Themistocles. The anecdote 
is given in Herod. viii. 75. The yap im- 
plies some ellipse: (‘J say, an evil genius 

was the author, though man was the 
agent,) for,’ &c. 

360. od pevotev. So Monk for pévorey, 
and infra éxowoolaro for éxowoalaro, 
The future optative is very generally cor- 
rupted in MSS., either in the accent or 
termination. See Prom. 686. The MSS. 
reading would give the sense servassent, 
whereas the context clearly requires serva- 
turi essent. 

364. tov Gedy pOdvov. Again and again 
this doctrine of fatalism is inculcated, to 
cover the disgrace of the defeat. See 95. 
355. 375. 720. 

371. és, ei peviolab’. There seems some 
confusion here between the oratio recta 
and obligua. In continuation of eé7’ dy 
Ahén, on which the Schol. rightly remarks 
hs amb Héptov 6 Adyos, we might have 
expected ds, Av piywou, mponelpevdy eo, 
or (on the part of the messenger) ds, 
epuyov, mporeluevoy jv. Hence Hermann 
suspects, but with little reason, dy mpo- 
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\ , vavow Kpudains Spacpor evpovtes Twe., 
Tacw oTépecbar Kparos Hv TpoKeipevor. 

A> » Tooaur eheke nap? im’ éxOijpov dpevds: 
> * 

ov yap To wéddov éx Hedy Harloraro. 375 
e > 

ot 8 ovK akdopws, adda Tebdpyw ppevt 
Setavdv 7° éropadvovto, vavBdrys 7 av}p 
TpoTovTo Kémnv oKahpov dud eiypeTpov. 
> ‘\ oe - ey 7 , emet O€ héyyos Hriov KarépOito 

‘ NN >». an ‘\ 

Kal voe ETNEL, TAS avnp KOTNS avae 380 
> Lia > a es > > td 

€s vay Exopel, Tas O otrwWY éemioTaTys. 
, oe , , \ a Takis 5€ thé Tapexdhe veas papas, 

méovar 8 as ExaaTos Hv Teraypevos: 
ec Od i , , 

Kat mdvvuxor 61) Sidmhoov Kabiotacar 

refuevov. In fact, ds refers to something 
suppressed. The poet probably had in 
mind a construction which he has but 
partially developed, ém:Aéywy os mporel- 
Hevoy ely Kpards oréperOat, ei “EAAnves 
gpevdgouvro. 

373. orépec@a. Some MSS. have 
oreplaxeobat, which indicates an ancient 
reading waow oreploxecOae Kpdtous mpo- 
kefuevoy, where &s mpoxelwevoy was taken 
for the accusative absolute. This accounts 
for the seemingly absurd remark of Schol. 
Med. BéAriov Kpdros Tijs Timijs Kal apxjs 
oreploxeoba, tv” 7 Kpdros dvr) xpdrous. 
‘He found the gloss riufis kal dpxijs, ex- 
planatory of «pdrous, but could only re- 
concile it with the text by the unscholarly 
comment at the end of his note. We find 
kpdrous and xpatds confounded Suppl. 
667. The idea of decapitation suggested 
to the Greek mind a notion of barbarism ; 
hence the kapamorijpes dior are included 
in the list of Persian torments Eum. 177. 

376. of 5é, the Persians.—ov« dxdcpws, 
Schol. 0d rapaxOévres mpds Tov Adyor 
éxelvou, 

377. 7 is wanting in the MSS., and 
was added by Brunck. Blomfield suspects 
detrvoy to have been a gloss on the ori- 
ginal reading, which the Schol. explains 
by ewxlay. 

378. tporotro. The omission of the 
augment is justified by the rapid and 
almost epic narrative. See on 499 inf. 
To write érporodro was at least unneces- 
sary. The younger student should pay 
particular attention to the use of the im- 
perfect throughout the narrative, varied 

occasionally by the aorist where instan- 
taneous action is contrasted, as in 391—2, 
399, 411. In the present case the sailors 
began deliberateiy to prepare their dinner 
and to fasten the oars to the rowlock by the 
Tpomwrhp or loop, previously to carrying 
into effect the order in 366—9. The whole 
of the poet’s account of the fight has been 
so fully commented on and explained. by 
Mr. Blakesley, Excursus to Herod. viii. 76 
(Vol. ii. pp. 400—419), that it would be 
useless in this place to discuss the details 
of the action, as compared with the nar- 
rative of Herodotus. 

379. émel 58, «.7.A. See 359. 
380. was dvip norns &vat. The pre- 

paration of the Persians to intercept the 
Greeks is here described. Eurip. frag. 
Teleph. xx. xémys avdooe. Cycl. 86, 
xdans tvaxtes. Androm. 447, pevdav 
tivarres. Supra 98, wndiuaros avdcowr. 
—8arov emordrys, i. e..6rAlrns. Blom- 
field compares Eur. Hel. 1283, vay de? 
mapeivat, Kapetpav emiotdras. The Schol. 
is clearly wrong in explaining émorhuwr. 
But for its connexion with the similar 
expression just illustrated, the phrase 
ought rather to mean ‘ every. captain of 
the heavy-armed marines.’ 

384. 8idaAvov Kalloracay. When the 
‘expected movement of the Greeks did not 
take place in the evening, the Persian 

fleet was kept rowing about all night to 
prevent the escape of the enemy; so that 
in the morning the Greeks were fresh for 
the attack, while the sailors of the Persian 
fleet were worn out by service. 

Bb 
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nA.» , oy X ae 
VAOV AVAKTES TAVTA VAUTLKOV AEWV 

Kal vvé éx@pel, KOU pan “Eddijvev oTparos 

kpudatov exmrovy ovdapy Kabiortaro. 

éret ye pevTou NevKdTados jMEps. 

nacay katéoxe yatay evpeyyys idelv, 

mpatov pev AX} Kédados “EXAjvev mapa 

podrndov nidypnoer, dpO.ov 8 apa 

dv7nadake vnoidTiOos TéTpas 
Hyd b6Bos S€ rac. BapBapors TapHny 
yvdpns dmoopahetow od yap as puyyh 
maar’ epvpvouv cemvov “EAyves T6TE, 
Gd eis pdynv dppavtes eiipiyo Opace. 
odhauyé § avrn wav exe’ érépreyer 
edOds S€ Kdmys poOiddos EvveuBoy 
eraurav adpnv Bpvyvov ex Kehevopatos, 

385 

390 

Bods 8€é wavres Hoav éxpavets idetv. 400 

7d SeEvdv ev TpOTov evtaxTov Képas 

392. mérpas. One MS. has sépas, 
which Hermann formerly preferred, (on 
Eur. Hel. 955,) and has now rejected only 
from its want of better MS. authority. 
See on Suppl. 258. 

396. dpuavres. It is perhaps best to 
understand this actively for @apavvoyres 
GAAHAOvS. 

397. mav7’ éxetv’. Schol. 7a tT&v ‘EA- 
Ahvey etéxaev Kal dvtyeipev. He uses 
éxeivos as indicating the opposite side to 
his own. Hermann compares 262, ds 
mdvra *y gor’ éxeiva, dtamemparypéva, and 
Herod. vii. 34, éCevyuevov Tod mépou ém- 
yevouevos xeEpdav péyas ouvénope Te 
éxeiva mdvra Kat didAvoe. With emeparc- 
ev compare Virgil’s ‘Martem accendere 
cantu,’ Aen. vi. 165. 

399. GAunv Bptx.ov. 
1103. 

401. edrdetws Herm., Blomf., Dind., 
with the Med. and several other MSS. 
This reading makes «éoue@ little better 
than a tautology ; and adjectives are some- 
times confounded with their adverbs, as 
mpevmery with mpevwevds in 222. On 
Bekiby épas the Schol. remarks 7d Oepit- 
oroxaéous, which appears to be an error. 
Both Diodorus xi. 18 (quoted by Herm.) 
and Herod. viii. 85, make the Athenians 

See on Prom. 

to have occupied the Jeff wing, opposed 
to the Phoenicians ; but the former assigns 
the right to the Aeginetans and Megarians, 
the latter to the Lacedaemonians. That 
the Athenians were drawn up against the 
Phoenicians is clear from 412; indeed the 
latter, on the morning of the battle, bore 
the brunt of the attack along the whole 
Greek line; see the plan of the battle in 
Mr. Blakesley’s Herodotus, Vol. ii. p. 400. 

The Aeginetans, according to Herod. viii. 
93, gained the first credit in the conflict, 
the Athenians being second; and it is 
probable that 7d detiby xépas refers to the 
former in the present passage. Strabo 
indeed, viii. p. 375, speaks of Aegina as 
q Kal @adratroxparioacd more Kal mept 
mpwtelwy aupisBnThoacd wore mpds "AQn- 
valous év TH wept Sadapiva vavpaxla, 
probably because the first ship that grap- 
pled with the enemy was commanded by 
Ameinias of Pallene, Herod. viii. 84, whom 
some have called the brother of the poet, 
but erroneously, as both Hermann and 
Mr. Blakesley are of opinion. Indeed, it 
would be strange that neither Herodotus 
nor Aeschylus made the slightest allu- 
sion to the circumstance: the former at 
least, could have had no reason for sup- 
pressing it, and every motive for mention- 
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e A , 8 , ae A , 

nyetto Koop, Sedtepov & 6 as otddos 
2 , N fal 

emeey a pet, KQL TAapyyV 
4 ~ ca 

Omov KdvEwW 
Tolhiy Bony, 2 matdes “EAAjvev, tre, 

ehevbepovre TaTpto , edevOepotre Se 405 

Tatdas, yuvaicas, Jedv TE TaTp@wv €dy, 

Ojxas Te mpoysver: viv bnép TavTav ayav. 
\ N > © oA , , es kal pny Tap jHwdov Ilepoidos yhéaons pdbos 

baynvriale KovKér Hv wéddrew aK" 
evOds Sé vads ev vnt yahkypn arddov 410 

eracev. Ap&e & euBodys “ENdnviry 
vavs, KaToOpaver rdvra Dowicons vews 
Kopup.B éx addnv & addos iOuvev Sdpv. 

,° a \ \ ea a a 
TH TpPOTa eV oy) pevpa Ilepouxov OTpPATOV 
> ~ c % ~ > a Lad 

avretyev” ws S€ TADS ev OTEV@ VEaV 415 

HOpoor’, dpwyh & ovis dddydows Trapyy, 
avtot 8 bp avtav éuBodais yadkoordopous 

ac >», / matovt eOpavoy mavra 
‘“Eddqvixal Te vjes ovK 

ing it, if only from the celebrity of the 
play. Moreover, as Blomfield observes, 
Aeschylus belonged to a different’ deme, 
viz. Eleusis. See the Medicean ‘ Life of 
Aeschylus,’ where however the later tra- 
dition is given, that the poet himself 
Meréoxe THs ev Sadrapin vaupaxlas oby 
TP vewrdtw Tov adeApav ’Auewia. To 
this Ameinias, whoever he was, the poet 
may be supposed to allude in ‘EAAnvixh 
vais (411), for the dignity of tragic nar- 
rative would not allow the mention of the 
name. The later Schol. says vats ‘A@y- 
vairh, Fyouv & Avxophdns 6 Aicxpatov 
mais. But his exploit referred to the 
battle of Artemisium ; Herod. viii. 11. 

410. orddov. The %u8odroy or beak, 
i.e. the projecting beam armed with 
pointed iron or copper, which must in 
these early ships have occupied nearly the 
place of our bowsprit, as it carried away 
ndvra, xépupBa, the whole figure-head; 
ef. Tl. i. 241. ix. 241. 

415. év orevg. Schol. peratd Sadra- 
Kivos nal Aiyiyns, wrongly, as the strait 
between Salamis and the main land was 
the scene of the fight. The meaning will 
be best understood by referring to Mr. 
Blakesley’s plan of the battle. The posi- 

B b 2 

KomHpn oTOdov, 

adpacpoves 

tion was due to the acuteness of Themi- 
stocles. Thuc. i. 74, ds airiéraros hy év 
TG oTevG vavpaxjou, rep capéorara 
grwoe Ta Tpdyyata. Herod. viii. 60, 7d 
yap év orewG vavuaxéey mpds jucwy 
éo7t. The allied fleets of the Persians 
lined the shore on either side, but had no 
room to take a part in the conflict with the 
Phoenicians. To this he alludes in ofris 
apa) mapiv. 

417. avrol &. If the text be right, 5¢ 
here marks the apodosis, like éel — 88, 
Cho. 613. Ag. 211—17. But Blomfield’s 
abot @ is very plausible; ‘ they both broke 
away their own banks of oars striking 
against the prows, and alsu the Greek ships 
battered them from all points of a circle.’ 
—nalovr’ is not for raiovro, but walovra, 
agreeing with oréAov. The Schol. took 
it for watovre, which is not defensible. 
Blomf. gives maicév7’ after Porson. But 
Hermann well compares Prom. 904, @0- 
Aepol 5 Adyou walovo’ cixh oTvyvijs mpbs 
ktpaow &rns. Similarly delvoyras is used 
inf. 944. For éuBodais Stanley would 
read éu@daors. The construction is adrol 
bg? abrav ZOpavoy kwrhpn ordrov waloyra, 
euBorais, i. e. eyxpovabevTa. 

419. obk appacudyws, promptly and 
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KUKN@ reps ewov' bmtvovto Se 

AIZSXTAOYL 

420 

oxddn veov, Odracca 8 ovKér’ Hv idetv, 

vavayiov TAYGovca Kai pdvov Bpotar. 
> ‘ \ lal 4) > > AG 

axtal dé vexp@v xoupades T emAnOvor. 
dyn 8 axkdcpws Taca vats npéacero, 

dcaurep Hoav BapBdpov orparedparos. 425 

tot 8, dote Oivvous 7 TW ixPdav Bodor, 
an lal e Pd 3 

dyaiot KaTav Opaicpaciv T 
» > 4 2 © > 

erravov, Eppaxilov oiwwyn 6 
a! f 

KOKULACW KaTElye TE@YLaV 
gy lal X\ » > = , €ws KENALYS VUKTOS OM’ aetheTo. 

épeutiov 

OfL0U 
ado, 

430 

Kakav S€ whyOos, ov8 av ei S€k” Nuara 
oTixnyopotny, odk dv éxmdyoayst cou 
eb yap 769 toh, pnddp’ Hepa pid 
TrH00s TocovTdpiO ov avOpdrrav Oavetv. 

AT. aiat, kax@v 67) Tédaryos eppwyev péya. 
Tlépoas Te Kal TpdoTayTL BapBdpev yeven 

AT. ed viv 768 tof, pn dere pecovr KaKor" 

ToLad em avTots HOE oupdope araous, 

actively. So Ag. 281, od &ppacudves 
brve vindpevos. For gpdtecta is to 
mark or notice any thing, as Hum. 125. 
But the word here involves the notion of 
watching an opportunity and skilfully 
using it. 

423. érafduov. Cf. Suppl. 598. Cho. 
1046. It seems that rAndvyw is used 
both as active and neuter, on the analogy 
of taxtvw, Bpadive, &c., Ag. 842. 1341. 
The v is shortened as in drvw sup. 126, 
according to both epic and comic usage ; 
but the licence is rare in tragedy. On the 
word xoipddes see Eum. 9. 

426. Sacre Odvyvovs. The huge tunny 
is still.captured in’ the Mediterranean by 
stabbing and beating it with poles or pikes, 
when driven into a narrow space. 

429. kwxdpacw. Hermann reads rav- 
xhpaowv, which seems, to say the least, a 
needless alteration. By reaAaylav ada the 
open sea is meant, as contrasted with the 
drat and xoddes of v. 423. The'Saronic 
gulf was sometimes called wéAwyos, Strabo, 
viii. p. 369. 

430. dgelAero. Schol. Achre: Thy wd- 
xnv. Scholefield well compares Thucyd. 

iv. 134, dperouevns vurrds 7d Epyov. 
431. ov8 — odx. Compare Ag. 1612, 

ds o¥8 (MSS. odt) eretdh TET EBotrAcvoas 
pépoy Spica T68 epyov ok erAns adro- 
xtévws. Demosth. p 907, 008 &v viv — 
ovx ay mor’ érdxouey Thy Sleny adre. 
Plat. Resp. x. §9, 008 drd-rijs Tay orriov 
rovnptas — ov oiducba Seiv cdua amda- 
Avoba.— ottxnyopetv, ordine narrare, 
Blomf. Schol. Med. épetjs Aé yoru. 

435. xaxév médayos. This was a not 
uncommon proverb, and there seems little 
truth in the fanciful remark of Schol. 
Med., efkapos ) tpowh amd Tay év Te- 
Adyet aruxnodvtwy. By the particle 54 
Atossa emphasises xak@v 7A700s in 431, 

with which compare Suppl. 463. 
437. wecovv. The infinitive rather 

than the participle; cf. 433. ‘Has not 
yet reached even the middle.” Ran. 924, 
ered} 7d Spa’ Hd peooln, Med. 59, ev 
apxii whwa xovdérw peoot. One might 
suspect the word to be here properly used 
of the tongue in an equal balance, which 
tongue was said pndémw pecodr till weights 
were added to turn the preponderating 
scale. 
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440 

AT. 
an > > n , 

Ilepowv oo oLTEp YOAV AKILALOL piow, 

Wuxyyp T aproto. Kevyeveray Exmperrets, 
> Las > » , > tA 2 N 

QUT®@ T AVAKTL TLOTLW ECV TPWTOLS AEL, 
nq > a , / teOvacw aicypas dSvokheeoTaTw Lope. 

AT. ol "ya Tddawa Evppopas Kays, pidou 

Troi@ opm S€ Tovabe ys dhwdevat ; 
AY. 

fal , 2 ‘ / fe / 
vnads Tis €oTt tpdcbe Sadapivos Téa, 
Baia, Siooppos vavolv, Hv 6 diddyopos 450 

‘ fal lav éuBatedver tovtias aKTns emu. 
> “A S. Ca > 

éevravda TTE[LTIEL Tovco ’ 

439. rotode, sc. xaxots in 435, which 
he speaks of as yet actually present.—dls 
dyriank@oat, not only to be equivalent in 
weight, but to outweigh them by as much 
more. The greater calamity is the loss 
of the most noble and distinguished of the 
Persians, which he proceeds to describe, 
as contrasted with the mere 8xAos or 
multitude which had perished. 

449. virds ris. Psyttalea, now Lipso- 
koutali, between: Salamis and the main- 
land. See Mr. Blakesley’s Map of the 
battle (Herod. Vol. ii. p. 400). The same 
event is described Herod. viii. 76, és d¢ 
Thy vynoliia thy WurrdAcay Kadcoméeynv 
amcBiBaoy ray Mepréwy, Tavde elvexev, 
ds éredy yévntat vavuaxin, evraida pd- 
Aorta ekoiwopevey Tév Te avdp&y Kal TOY 
vaunylov, tva robs pey TepiToieot 
Tous d& Siapbclpwot. Pausan. i. 36, 2, 
vijoos B& mpd Zadraptvds eore Kadouuévy 
Wurrdrca és tabrny réy BapBdpwy bcov 
Tetpaxocious admoPivar A€youow, jrTw- 
pévou 5é rod Réptov vavtixod, kat TovTous 
dmokerbar gpacly emidiaBdyrwy és Thy 
WurrdAciav Tay ‘ENAhvev. ayodua dé 
&y TH vhow obv réxyn pév ect obser, 
Tlavds 8& &s éxaorov eruxe Edava wemol- 
nueva. It is clear from hence that Pan 
was worshipped in the island. It was, as 
it were, under the protection of that deity, 
who had assisted the Athenians on a 
former occasion, Herod. vi. 105. In Soph. 

Ajac. 695, he is invoked as Thay aAlmAay- 
«os, perhaps in allusion to this very island, 
which was a kind of appendage to Salamis. 

OmTws OTAV VEewV 

The island itself, Pausanias observes, iv. 
36, 4, was obscure, and known to history 
only for the destruction of the Persians in 
it. The meaning of the epithet Svcopyos 
vavol is pretty clear from Strabo, ix. p. 
395, who calls it vnclov tpnuov meTpBdes, 
8 tives elroy Ayuéva TOD Tlepaids. “Now 
as it lay exactly off the entrance to the 
Piraeus, ships would be compelled to find 
such shelter under it as they could till the 
wind served for entering the port of Athens. 
Casaubon proposed Ajuny Tod TMepaids, 

‘the eye-sore of Piraeus,’ a conjecture 
rendered needless by the present passage. 

452. Stay. There can be no reasonable 
doubt that the textis right. I long ago 
defended érav against Elmsley’s 87’ és 
ve@y, adopted by Blomf. and Dind., and 
am glad to find that Hermann retains it. 
The very words of Xerxes are transferred 
as nearly as possible to the narrative, but 
the subjunctive passes into the optative 
because the action is past, though ex- 
pressed by the praesens historicum 
meuret. Thus, méeurw tuas, drws, dra 
2x Opo) vijcoy éxadlovrat, rrelynte adtods. 
He uses the present éxod(wyra, rather 
than éxow8ow, because the mere attempt 
to land there is anticipated. Hence the 
messenger says cum se reciperent, not 
recepissent. There is a very similar con- 
struction in Trach. 164, xpévoy mpotdtas 
as tplunvoy jul’ by xe@pas ameln Kan 
avoios BeBas, where the very words of 
Hercules were mpotdoow cor xpdvov, ws 
iwi dy amG, 1.7.4. Nor was the idiom 
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pOapevtes €xOpol virov éxowloiaro, 
, > , e , eee Kteivouev evxelpwtov “E\\ijvoev atparov, 

dirous 8 brexod love évadiov mopar 455 
cat ‘ vA € nw £ 5 ~*~ KAKOS TO éANOV iaTopaV" ws yap Oeds 

vaav édwKe K0d0s "EhAnow mayns, 
abOnpepov ppdgavres evyddxous d€yas 
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KUKNOUVTO TACAV VYTOV, WOT OapyNKavEeW 460 
Lg / ‘ 4 ‘ > lal 

Oot TpaTrowTo: Troha MeV yap EK KEpwv 
TeTpoLoW Hhpdaaovto, ToEUHS T azo 
Odpyyos iot mpoorirvovtes @\Avcay. 
tédos © epopynbertes && Evds pdOov 
matovot, KpeoKoTrover SvaTHvev péhy, 465 

éws amavtwv e€aTrépberpav Biov. 
[Bépéns 8 dvdpwfer kaxav dpav Babos: . 

unknown to the prose writers, as An- 
tipho, p. 183—34, ofto: 8& Odvaroy 7H 
pnviTy Thy dwpedy dréSocav, dmayopevdy- 
tev Tav plrav tev éuay ph a&roxtelvew 
Tov -kvdpa mply by eyo edrPoiut. — vedy 
pOapérres, i.e. shipwrecked, as the poets 
often use vaurtAous épOapuevous, e. g. Iph. 
Taur. 276. The genitive depends on the 
notion of going out, as Sidxec9ar méAcws 
Cho. 281. Schol. werd pOopas ébéAOorev. 
Like @ppew (the Latin errare, cf. inf. 942,) 
0cipecOa: often implies losing one’s way, 
and thence arriving out of time and place, 
as in Dem. Mid. p. 560, $elpecOar mpds 
tovs wAovotous. Ar. Eccl. 248, ri 8 iy 
Kégards cot Aodophrat mpoopbapels ;- 

454. xrelvotev. Porson and Dindorf 
read «refvyecay, several copies having 
«telvetey, which however is only the error 

of € for O. The present tense seems 
more appropriate to éxacw(olaro, and in- 
deed is more consistent with the usage of 
the Greeks, for the intention, not the 
result, is expressed. Besides, the next 
verse has tmexod(orev. 

456. icropdv. Schol. croréy. Simi- 
larly Eum. 433, tardépa & ioropets kad@s, 
‘you are well-informed ahout,’ &c. 

460. bor? &unxavety, scil. rods Tlépoas. 
Herod. viii. 95, Apiorreldns 5¢ 6 Avoiudyou 
—naparapdy wodAots t&v dmAitéwy, of 
mapareTaxato mapa Thy dThy THs Sara- 
puvins x@pns, yéevos edyres *AOnvaiot, és 
Thy Vurrddciay vijcov améBnoce tywy, ot 

robs Tlépoas tovs év th wnat: ratty 
kateddvevoay mavras. Miller observes 
that the poet dwells with delight on this 
feat of his friend Aristides. 

464. é& évds pd80v. ‘With one simul- 
taneous shout.’ Cf. 408. The word in- 
volves the notion of loud and stormy or 
confused speaking, generally in abuse 
(Theb. 7), sometimes in assent or encou- 
ragement, as in éuoppoetv, émippobety. 

465. kpeokowotc:r. The MSS. give 
KpewkoTovel, as KepwTumotuevat in Ag. 
638, except that the Med. here has the 
true reading by a correction, which Por- 
son had restored by an obvious conjec- 
ure. 

467—473. These verses are perhaps an 
addition by another hand. In the first 
place, the flight of Xerxes has nothing to 
do with the direct object of the fjjots, 
which was to describe the slaughter of 
the bravest Persians, sup. 448, and which 
is alluded to by Atossa in 476, without 
reference to the flight of her son. Secondly, 

the account seems in itself apocryphal, 
differing as it does from that of Herodo- 
tus, who makes Xerxes only to have con- 
templated flight after the battle (Spnopbv 
éBovaAeve, vill. 97), and even states that 
he remained éAlyas juépas peta Thy 
vavuaxlnv, ibid. 113. Thirdly, the metre 
of 467 and 471 is faulty, and it is remark- 
able that three others, equally violating 
the law of caesura, viz. 503, 505, 51), 
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ES ‘ > XX > a a 
€ pav yap ELE WTAVTOS evayy OTPATOv, 

tYyydov dy Gov ayxt Tekayias adds: 

py€as O€ wémdovs Kévaxwxvoas duyd, 
Lips , »” a melo Tapayyeihas apap oTparevpatt, 

ting’ dxdopuo &v dvyp. Toudvde vou 
mpos TH mapode Evppopav mapa orévew.] 

AT. & otvyvé Saipov, ds ap’ ebevoas dpevav 

Tlépoas: mixpay 8€ mais éuds Tyswpiar 475 
khewov “AOnvav nipe, KovK daryipKecay 
ods mpda0e Mapabav BapBdpav amddecer, 
év avtirowa Tats €uos mpagew Soxar, 
Tooovee TAHOOS THpATwv. eréaTracer. 

\ 92 09 4 a a , , 
ov ) ELTTE VAWV AL Tepevyacw fopov, 480 

fal , +, ¥ > an fal 

Tov Taco edeuTes ; olaOa oNnLYNVaL TOPOS ; 

occur in a passage which internal evidence 
renders not less suspicious than the 
present. There are undoubtedly some 
such verses elsewhere to be found in the 
plays of Aeschylus (see sup. 354); but 
those few are exceptional, occurring only 
at wide intervals. Fourthly, meAayias 
aAds seems borrowed from 429, where it 
has a meaning, while here it is a tame 
and otiose epithet. For whether the 
height occupied by Xerxes was Mount 
Aegaleos or the Heracleum (see Mr. 
Blakesley on Herod. viii. 90), both these 
points, so far from commanding the open 
sea, are in the very narrowest parts of the 
channel. Lastly, fyo’, with the variant 
Hi?, in 472, is open to suspicion. For 
though the active féva: may have been 
used intransitively, like idrre: Suppl. 541, 
and Rhes. 291, @duBer 8 éxmaayévres 
tewev, still the elision of the . is very un- 
usual (see on Prom. 1037), and the use 
of the present tense is not satisfactory in 
this place. Hermann indeed, perhaps on 
these grounds, has tacitly adopted 7i?’, 
referring only to Porson on Hee. 31, and 

Elmsl. on Bacch. 147, for the trisyllabic 
form of the more Attic doow. 

468. ebay7. On this somewhat rare 
and obscure word Hermann has introduced 
into his notes a long philological mono- 
graph. We have rupyov evayh AaBov in 
Eur. Suppl. 654, and Acuxijs xudvos 
edwyeis Boral Bacch. 660, apparently 
in much the same sense as the present 
passage, i. e. as synonymous with evavyi, 

the genitive here being like Sapwyixod 
mopQu0d Kdtomroy in Ag. 298. As Par- 
menides is said to have written xa@apiis 
evaryéos hedloro Aaurddos epy aldnaa, 
and Empedocles &@pe: mévy yap &vaxros 
évaytiov dyéa xbedov, one can hardly 
resist the conclusion that adh is a digam- 
mated form of the obsolete ayy, like 
abdra for afara, i.e. &ra, Pind. Pyth. 
ii. 28- iii. 24. Indeed, we have &y} from 
&yvumi, sup. 427, and the ideas of light 
and breaking have several common rela- 
tions. There appears to have been a 
distinct adjective (in sense at least) 
evayhs, ‘easily broken,’ with the a long, 

as it seems to be in the text; also edaryhs 
from &yos, ‘pious,’ and possibly yet 
another edayhs meant edxaumys, (cf. 
mepiayis or mepinyis,) not from aye, 
duco, but because there is a connexion 

_ between bending and breaking, as in 
trying to make a hoop out of a thin piece 
of wood. Nor can it be denied that 
Empedocles and Parmenides may have 
alluded to the circular orb of the sun. 
The grammarians, as usual, confound 
all these senses. Hermann’s conclusion 
is that edayhs (¢@) means here and else- 
where serene (Schol. xafapdv), from the 
purity of bright air; but few will assent 
to his interpretation of this verse, ‘ex toto 
exercitu loco propter altitudinem sereno 
sedem habuit Xerxes.’ 

475. muxpdy 5é. The sense would be 
improved by reading mxpdv ye, especially 
as at follows in the next verse. 
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AT. vadv 8 rayot Tdv Nereypevor obdqv 
> / 

Kar’ obpov ovK EVKOG OV alpovTat uyyy. 
ba Ne € Xr XN A B “ 6 ‘ atparos & 6 hounds ev Te Bowwrev Govt 

Sid\AAVEH’, of pev audi Kpynvatoy ydvos 
Sin movodrtes, of 8 bm’ daOparos Kevot 
SuexTepamev es TE PoKewv xO6va, 

Kat Awptd atav, Myndia te Kddrov, ov 

Yaepxevds apder wediov evpevel Tote" 
Kavredbev Has yas “Axasidos médov 

\ fal , > ¢ ia 

Kal Ocooadov Toda vTETTAVLCMEVOUS 

Bopas édé€av7’. 
Sin re line 7°, duddtepa yap jv TAbe. 
Mayrytinny b€ yatav és re Maxeddvav 
xadpav adixdmec®, én “A€vod wépor, 

485 

490 

evOa Si mretarou Odvov 

495 

BovBns 0 €devov Sdvaxa, Iayyaidv 7° dpos, 
"Hdevid’ aiav. 

XN 7 SS A . 

vuxti © & TavTy Geds 

XELULGV dwpov Apoe, THyvuTW Sé wav 

482. vaay 5é. Dindorf and Hermann 
are here right, L think, in retaining 88,. 
the reading of all the MSS., to the rejec- 
tion of ye, which later editors had intro- 
duced from ed. Rob. The narrative, as 
Schol. 2 observes, is continued from 473, 

without regard to Atossa’s interruption. 
483. alpovra. The MSS. by a usual 

error give aipotyra:, corrected by Elmsley 
on Heracl. 505.—kar’ otpov, cf. Theb. 
687. Schol. rou 6 &veuos avrovs pépet. 

484. & re Bowray xOort. See inf. 
801, whence it appears that part of the 
army remained there, and therefore that 
the imperfect 5:AAvTo must be taken in 
its strict sense, like droAAdmevor Ar, Ach. 
71, ‘remained perishing while the rest 

retreated.’ There is nothing which di- 
rectly answers to te, the poet having 
attended rather to of wéy and of 5é. Her- 
mann’s view of the construction seems 
correct: ‘Quum duplex divisio sit, una 
locorum in quibus afflictus est exercitus, 
altera mortuorum et servatorum, ambas 

complicat, ita dicens, reliquus exercitus et 
in Boeotia periit [peribat], alii prae siti 
ad fontes haerentes, alii autem anhelitu 
exhausti et in Phocidem ac Doridem et 

ad sinum Maliacum pervenimus.’ 
490. *Axailios. Most MSS. have ’Axat- 

dos, but see on Theb. 28. A district of 
Thessaly next to the Melian gulf was 
known as Achaia. Strab. ix. p. 433, 7 
xebpa bt SOGris Kadrcirat Kal "Axaiih, 
ouvdrtovea Tors MaAedow. 

492. @dvov. The augment is perhaps 
rather absorbed than omitted, as in 312, 
460. Hermann suspects the verse; but 
T can hardly agree with him that 2@ynoxov 
would be more appropriate to the sense. 
He suggests that the poet may have writ- 
ten @v@a 5) wAciorov ctvos. Herod. viii. 
115, Sou 5¢ wopevdpevor ywotaro, kat Kar’ 
otorivas avOp@rous, Tov TodTwy Kaproy 
Gond(ovres eartéovro: ei 3¢ Kaproy pndéva 
eUpotev, of 8& thy wolny Thy éx THs is 
évapvopévny Kal t&v Sevdpéwy Tov praidy 
TepiAerovres, kal Ta PUAAG KaTadpémovres 
KathaO.ov, duolws Tay Te Hucpwy Kal Toy 
&yplav, kab Ereuroy oddév- Tata & érol- 
euy Ord Atwod' emiAaBedy 5& Aowuds TE THY 
otpatiay kal ducevtepty Kat’ dddv Epbeps. 

496. BoABys. A lake near the Strymon, 
now Beshek, See Thucyd. iv. 103. 

498. &wpov, mapa keipdy Schol. ‘ Fri- 
gus ab-hac anni tempestate alienum, sc. 

non expectandum,’ Schiitz. Stanley 
shews, from Her. viii. 109, that the battle 
took place late in the autumn. 
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Beovs dé Tis 

500 
an a B) / Lal 

AuTaton, Vatav OUPQVvoV TE T POO KVVODV. 

éet 5€ toa GeoxduTav éeravcato 

OTpPaTOs, TEPE KpvoTadhomyya Sid aépov" 

XaoTIs ev Huav mpl aKedacOnvar Geod 
axtivas wpunOyn, cexw@opevos Kupel: 

499. G&yvod Srpundvos. See Suppl. 
250. Herodotus says nothing about cross- 
ing the Strymon on the ice, but merely 
states (viii. 118) that Xerxes arrived at 
Hion on the Strymon, where there was a 
bridge by which they had formerly cross- 
ed, and he does not say it had been de- 
stroyed. Mr. Blakesley remarks how 
entirely uncertain all the details of the 
retreat-of Xerxes appear to have been. 
Tt seems indeed strange that Herodotus 
should not have noticed important facts 
of this kind, if they had already been re- 
corded by Aeschylus. That he has not 
done so adds some weight to the suspicion, 
resting on other grounds, that a part if 
not the whole of this fois from v. 482, 

(inclusive, of course, of 480—1,) is not 
from the hand of the poet. We should 
have expected, from 566 and 730 inf., 
that something was added in the original 
play about the escape of Xerxes through 
Thrace, instead of a general and vague 
statement about the movements of the 
defeated army. It seems altogether im- 
probable that the messenger, who has 
hitherto only described the result of the 
day’s conflict, and whom we might have 
supposed to have set off instantly after 
the event with express speed, should have 
lingered long enough in Greece to be a 
witness of the slow march and protracted 
sufferings of the army, and even to have 
accompanied the survivors into Persia! 
This is to destroy the very notion of a 
special messenger ; for rumour must long 
ago have anticipated him. Yet the sense 
of v. 512 is explicit, that the remainder of 
the army have returned to the land of 
their hearths. It is impossible to re- 
concile this with the known practice of 
the Persian &yyapou, and with the arrange- 
ments for a speedy announcement dis- 
tinctly implied in v. 14, and what is more, 
distinctly related as a fact by Herod. viii. 
98. Turn we now to the metre, and we 
shall find the gravest grounds for doubt. 

505 

There are two points here to attend to; 
violated caesura, and omitted augment. 
We find not less than three verses, 503, 
505, and 511, which fall under the ob- 
jection raised on the former head against 
467 and 471. As for the second, wirroy 

in 508 can only be compared with the 
spurious wécoy in 315; and when these 
two instances are set aside, I believe no 
other really similar examples of omitted 
augment can be adduced from Aeschylus, 
the choral odes being of course excepted 
(cf. Suppl. 561. 575. Ag. 223. Cho. 411. 
599). For, not to discuss at present a few 
only apparent instances, as Cho. 188, 725, 
916, it is clear that supra 312, 460, 492, 
may be regarded as cases of augment ab- 
sorbed by the preceding vowel; and tpo- 
mwovro in 378 as rather slurred by the 

rapidity of pronunciation than actually 
omitted, though in truth, as far as the 
metre is concerned, érpowotro might have 
been written. But wirrov isa form in itself 
highly improbable in a genuine tragic se- 
narius. The very uncertainty of the quan- 
tity of « (for the MSS. give wimrov) adds 
something to the difficulty. Attempts 
have been made by Porson and others to 
get rid of at least some of these irregu- 
larities ; thus, the former would transpose 
503, KpuoradAoniya 814 mépoy otpards 
wep@, and Blomfield reads in 508, éxirvov 
& éw GAAhAcotw. In this last and some 
other cases, the remedy is worse than the 
disease, as in 315, vads érecov éx pias, 
and in 460, waécay éxvkAodyro vncov. The 
practice of the other tragic writers, who do 
occasionally omit the augment in nar- 
ratives, cannot be accepted as a testimony 
of much weight against the uniform usage 
of Aeschylus as exhibited in his extant 
plays. 

501. yaiav odpaydy re. 
worshipped those elements. 

502. @corAvTav. Photius: OeoxAuTh- 
cavres* Qcod axotoayress Oadby émika- 
obmevot. 

The Persians 

cc 
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dréyav yap abyats hapmpos qrtov KUKNOS 

pécov mépov SufjKe, Oeppaiver proyt: 

nintov 8 ém dddjhowww norbxer O€ ToL, 

doris TaéxoTa TvEdp’ daréppyntev Biov. 
f 

dcou S€ hourol KaTvxov TwTypias, 510 

OprKny Tepdcoartes pdyis TOAD Tory, 

HKovow expuydvTes, ov qro\Xot TWes, 

ed’ égtiodyov yatar as orévew Tokw 

Tepoav, robodcav prtaryv nByv xOovds. 

TadT éot adynOy Twodda 8 éxheirw héyav 515 
Kakav, & Iépoais éyxatéoknpev beds. 

XO~. 
> / lal € + x & Svondvyte Saipov, as ayav Bapvs 
modow éevydov TavTt Tepoux@ yéver. 

AT. ot "ya Tahawva Siarenpayyevov oTpaTov. 
co \ » > ‘ B] Fe & vuxtos oysus eudavys évuTrvior, 
Gs KdpTa por capds Edjwooas KaKd. 
€ a \ , ¥> » 2 , 
UpLEets de gdavhos QuT ayav EKPLVATE, 

dps 8, ered) THO Exvpooce paris 
< Las Lad % al ¥ - 

bpav, Neots pev mpaTov evéacbar Veda 

éxeita Ij te kat POt0ts Swpyara. 525 

no haBovo~ rédavov €€ oikwv Euov' 
eriotapat pev ws én e&eipyacpevous, 
GAN és TO Nourrov et TL Sy) N@ov TE)or. 

507. dice. From Siiévar, used in- 
transitively. See 472. 

508. nitéxer. So I read for the vulg. 
ebtuxfs. The Med. and some others 
have evtuxe?, which Hermann retains. 
The objection to the present is that it 
seems to imply a state of happiness con- 
sequent on death, contrary to the sense of 
the passage, which evidently refers to the 
very time of the event; ‘happy was he 
who met the quickest death.’ 

518. évfAdov. The Med. and others 
have évhAov, and the aorist ddAopéva is 
found Eum. 345. The metaphor or image 
of a demon leaping down on the devoted 
head of a victim is a favourite one with 
Aeschylus, as in the passage last quoted; 
inf. 895. Ag. 1638. 

522. tyav patdws. Schol. ove &andds. 

The meaning is rather, ‘too lightly,’ or 
carelessly, as of but little import. Cf. 
217 seqq. 

523. pdtis budv. Schol. 7 duav «plots 
(interpretation) 7 Aéyovgd por et~arba 
Geots kal Aapelw. On éxtpwoer see 229, 

526. ftw, «.7.A. The order is, AaBotca 
méAavov (as) Swphuara. 

527. éw eeipyacpévos. So Ag. 1350, 
éornka 8° %0 era? em ekeipyaouevors. 
Cho. 725, «ebOous én” Epyots b:amempary- 
pévois kaA@s. In this expression él does 
not so much signify after or consequent 
upon, as on or with, i.e. it refers to the 
state of affairs at the time of the action. 
Cf. Antig. 556, &AX’ otk én’ apphrots ‘ye 
rots éuois Adyors, ‘with my words unsaid.’ 
Eur. Ion 228, én aodderos phaots. 
Hom. IL. iv. 175, arercurfr@ ém) epye. 
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muoToior mora Evupepew Bovrevpara: 530 
\ aQ> A a 

Kal Tato, éav Tep Sevp “od tpdabev dy, 
Tapyyopette, Kal tpoteumer cis Sduous, 

\ , BY Kat Te Tpos KaKotor TpdaOnTAL KaKdV. 
XO. @ Zed Bacrred, vov * Ilepoav 

TOV peyaravtyav Kat Todvdvdper 535 
a. 3 4 

oTpatiay décas 

adoTu To Jovcwv 7S 
3 

ExBardvev 
név0er Svopep@ karéxpuibas. 

mo\at © atahats X€pot Kahvrrpas 

KOTEPELKOMEVaL 540 

Siapvdaddous ddkpvot Kd\rous 

téyyovo , adyous peréxove-an. 

ai 8 aBpdyoou Hepoises, avdpav 

529. Spas 8, .7.A. ‘But ’tis your 
part, now that the matter has ended thus, 
to engage in faithful consultations with 
the royal councillors.’ Cf. 2 and 677. 
If this be the sense, which is not quite 
clear, the chorus, who are themselves 
moro), sup. 2, are exhorted to take coun- 
sel with others bearing the same title. 
And this view furnishes an easy interpre- 

tation of @ mio7t& moray inf. 677, i. €. 
‘faithful out of the whole number of the 
faithful.’ Cf. wloriv ev mpérois v. 445, 
which implies there were ranks and gra- 
dations among the Miorol. 

533. mpdcOnrou kaxdy, i. e. commit sui- 
cide; a euphemism. The MSS. give 
apécOnre, by a very common error, espe- 
cially of the Med. See Suppl. 927.— 
Here Atossa leaves the stage to prepare 
the libations for the invocation of Darius. 

534 seqq. The chorus raise a lamenta- 
tion over the defeat, which they attribute 
to Zeus as the prime cause, and the Ne- 
mesis which attends pride, but to Xerxes 
as the unhappy agent. They contrast his 
reign with that of Darius (556). The 
king himself has barely escaped paying 
the penalty of his folly (566), and the 
slain hosts are left unburied, the food of 
fishes. There is an end of kingly autho- 
rity now that the prestige of infallibility 
and divinity has passed away from royalty 
through the recent disaster (586—596). 

Salamis is now the sepulchre of the Persian 
empire.—The Commos commences with 
v. 550.—vov Tepoay. A syllable is want- 
ing, but whether 5%, wév, or yap, is alto- 
gether uncertain. 

537. Blomf. and Dind. give ’AyBa- 

tdywv. The Med. has éySardvev, the 
other MSS. éxBardvev. See on v. 16. 

539. dradais. The Med. and all but 
one copy with ed. Rob., give dmadais. 
Recent editors agree in accepting the epic. 
form, as less likely to be a correction. In 
the next verse Hermann has inserted pata 
yovddes, from the reading of one MS., 
which has waryydd Kkareperkduevat, and he 
compares, what does not seem very much 
to the purpose, supra 63—4. However 
ingenious this may be, we must not forget 
that the authority of a single copy of saec. 
xiv. cannot, in so important a variety, be 
judged to outweigh all the rest; more- 
over, the grammarians were so fond of 

filling up catalectic anapaests (of which 
an instance occurs below in 547), that this 

may well have been a corruption of some 
marginal addition. We find the strange 
reading yirodas in Prom. 731, yet it is 
certain that the poet wrote rédas.—On 
kadktarpas see Suppl. 112. Schol. 7& rhs 
Kepadys oxendopara, i.e. the cloth which 
mufiles the face of oriental women. 

543. GBpdyoo.. The MSS. place the 
accent on the penult, and so Herm. and 

ce2 
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mobéovoat idely aprilvyiar, 
héxrpwr 7 ebvas aBpoxitwvas, 

xdudavijs 7Bys Tépip, adetoar, 
TmevOovar yoots akopéaTots. 
Kaya Se dpov TOV oiyopmevav 

aipw doxipws todumevO7. 
vov yap TpdTaca Mev OTEVEL 

rey \ > , yat’ ’Aois éxxevoupéva 
—s . » n BépEns wey dyayer, Tomo, 

> 4 

Bépéns 8 amddecer, ToTOt, 

Bépéns S€ wavr’ eréare Svoppdvws 
ca 3 , 

Bapiderc. rovtiass. 
timte Aapetos pev ovtw Té7 aBaBis emhv 

TOEAPXOS TOMHTALS, 
Yovotdais Pidos axrwp* 

Blomf. I have followed Dindorf and Lin- 
wood on Eum. 177. For the epithet see 
139. Schol. ai évrpupGca Tots Bdxpuoww. 
With the uncontracted ro8doveat compare 
Tpoucovra: sup. 64. Ag. 144, xaréw.— 
apri(uylay, ‘the recent fellowship,’ for 
vedCuyas kvipas. 

547. axopéoros. So Hermann for the 

vulg. dxopeorotdros. Though he has 
omitted to quote drexuaprordrns in 894, 
he is certainly right in saying that the 
superlative is here tame and unpoetical, 
whatever force may be attributed to his 
observation, ‘‘omnis sermo ita institutus 
est, ut vix dubites quin singulae ejus 
partes, commemoratio Jovis, matrum, 
uxorum, chori ipsius, paroemiaco termi- 
natae fuerint.”” The reading of the MSS. 
&opeordrots, is of the same nature as the 
vulgate in Suppl. 8, namely, a clumsy 
attempt to make up the full complement 
of syllables of an ordinary anapaestic verse. 
Only one MS. has axopeorordros, with 
yp. axopeordrais. Another has d&opecro- 
throts, which Hermann attributes to a 
confusion of two readings, d&kopéorois and 
&xophrots, but I have little doubt it ori- 
ginated in a desire to get rid of an evident 
false quantity, or fancied Doricism, in 
écopeordrois, by writing Tn above it. 

549. atpw pdpov. Schol. Bacra¢w. The 
real object of azpw is rather perhaps mév- 
Gos évexa épov, implied in roAvmev6q. 

559 

We however talk of ‘taking up’ a mourn- 
ful theme or strain. I formerly compared 
turrlOnor pdpov, Suppl. 63, but it is not 
certain that fuyri@éva: there means ‘to 
compose.’—Sorluws, ‘creditably,’ doubt- 
less alludes to the Persian custom of pro- 
fessional or hired mourners, as exhibited 
at the end of the play. Cf. Cho. 415. 

550. viv yap. Most MSS. add 5%, and 
so Hermann ; but Blomf. and Dind. give 
viv 5%. 

551. yar’ Acts. The MSS. give "Actas 
or ’Acids, by an error similarly corrected 
in Prom. 754. 

552 seqq. Hépins mév, «.7.A. These 
words are the burden of the lamentations 
implied in oréve: preceding. See inf. 912. 
They contrast the ill success of Xerxes 
with the general good fortune of Darius, 
conveniently forgetting the disaster the 
latter had met with on the plains of 
Marathon. The exact correspondence 
between Z¢ptns and vies inf., each thrice 
repeated, will be noticed by the student 
of antistrophic laws. See inf. 651—2. 
656 - 7. 690—1. 696 —7. 

554, dvr’ éméowe (2péreiv, sup. 39) 
duog¢pdvws. ‘Managed imprudently.’ 
Compare ecippwy, ‘ prudent,’ in 768. 
Blomfield denies this sense to the word, 
which he renders aegre, calamitose. I 
think the later Schol. rightly explains 
Kanogpdves. 
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560. me(obs 5¢. I have retained 88, 
which I formerly édited for re or te yap 
of the MSS., because the sense seems 
clearly to indicate an antithesis, expressed 
by wey and &&, between the former (rére) 
expedition of Darius, and the present one 
of Xerxes; and this appears now to be 
Dindorf’s view. For the above reason it 
seems unsafe to omit aie in the next 
verse, with the recent editors, though the 
reading retained in the text is avowedly 
corrupt. Schiitz suggested Awdémrepo.. 
Hermann has given éxxexevwpuéva in 551, 

and here éudwrepo: xvavémides. This is 
plausible; but écxevovjzéva seems of itself 
more likely to be right (cf. Theb. 319), 
and it is possible that xvavemdes was 
pronounced Awan—rather than kyan— 
just as pueri is w spondee in Lucretius, 
iv. 1023. It is possible also (if mere pos- 
sibilities be worth mentioning) that of 
is the termination of some lost word, 
and that the verses originally stood thus, 
Nopocpévas 8 dudwrepa | weCods te Kab 
baracctovs vites pev, x.7.A. The meaning 
of dudmrepo: is very uncertain. Like 
exinrepo: in Suppl. 714, it may refer to 
the equal oars («dnpé’ éperua, TA Te WTEpa 
yqvot wéAovrat, Od. xi. 125), as Homer 
speaks of vijes Zioat. Or if said of the 
sails, it may signify ‘uniform,’ i.e. all 
of eastern character, as contrasted with 
Greek, though collected from various tri- 
butary nations. Hermann’s idea, that 
the poet meant me(obs kal Oadracctous 
duoiws, is too refined and subtle for the 
straightforward style of Aeschylus. If we 
take dudwrepos to mean ‘kindred,’ as in 
Cho. 168, i. e. the native or national as 
Opposed to the enemy’s fleet, we shall 
have the following as the sense of the 
whole passage: ‘ but now their own ships 

569 

otp. PB’. 

which conveyed them have destroyed them, 
partly by fatal collision against each other, 
and partly by the prowess of the Athe- 
nians.’ See supra 417—20.—On me(ods 
the later Schol. well remarks that we must 
understand kata yfv Hyaye nal daAece. 
This seems better than the notion of land 
forces conveyed in transport ships. 

565. 8:0 8. Hermann corrects did 7’, 
adding “ naves dicuntur Persarum, quarum 
éuBora fuerint propter ones ravdéAcOpot.” 
Rather, I think, pév is to be supplied with 
éuBodais, by a usage not uncommon with 
Aeschylus, e. g. Suppl. 15. By ‘Tonians’ 
we must not understand those of Asia 
Minor, but the Athenians, as in 180, 
"ladvwv yi otxerar mépoa OérAwy. It 
should be remarked that 8:4 was pro- 
nounced here and in 640, 989, as a mono- 
syllable, i. e. (a. See on Eum. 764. 
Cho. 774. Theb. 343. 

566. expuyciy ws drovouer. 
mixed construction see 190. 

570. mpwrdpopo:. So one Paris MS. 
for the vulg. rpwrdpuopor, two others giving 
mpwordpoppot. Blomfield and Dindorf, to 
suit the antistrophe, in which the common 
reading is redundant by a syllable, rather 
clumsily insert 5} after mpwrduopo, from 
Heath. Hermann, who has restored the 
antistrophic verse by an admirable con- 
jecture, well observes that the exclama- 
tions accurately correspond throughout, 
and therefore that ged is wrongly omitted 
by Brunck-and others in 578. Those 

killed at first in the naval engagement are 
contrasted with those who subsequently 
died by starvation in the retreat. Trans- 
late: ‘And those who perished at first, 

left unburied of necessity, are besprent on 
the shores of Salamis. Lament for them 
and be stung with grief, and raise a deep 

On the 
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ery of woe to the very heaven, and strain 
your mournful voices in loud and cheerless 
tones of sorrow.’ 

572. Kuxpetas. Schol. ris Sarapivos. 
Strabo, ix. p. 393, éxade?ro F [7 Sarauls] 
érépors dvduaci 7d madaidy: Kal yap Spas 
nad Kuxpela amd tivwv Apdowv, — kal Ku- 
xpetdns Spis, dv pyalv ‘Holodos tpapevta 
bd Kuyxpéws ekeradfvar iad Edpvadyou 
Avupotvdmevoy Thy vijrov. 

574. €ppavrat. This word occurs in all 
the MSS. after &ra:des in 581. Hermann 
long ago transferred it to this place; and 
it certainly satisfies at once metre and 
sense, though it is not easy to account for 
such a mistake of the copyists. For the 
sense compare 277. From falyw a rare 
form of the third person plural is formed 
after the analogy of Kéxpayras (<uuopal) 
Hippol. 1255. We have ebepOivrau inf. 
911, 5épavra Théoer. xv. 131. mépavrar 
in Ag. 365 is rather uncertain in sense; 
but répavrat, occisi sunt, from pévw, oc- 
curs Il. v. 531. 

575. odpdve ux. Cf. Suppl. 788, tie 
& bupdv odpavtay. Blomfield inclines to 
the sense ‘ heaven-sent,’ like Saiudv’ &xn 
inf. 582. 

578. Slva. So Hermann for aA} deve 
or Seg. See sup. 570. This is one of 
those happy emendations which at once 
commend themselves by a self-evident 
propriety. When dfvg had wrongly been 
written deg, it was not unnatural for a 
transcriber to supply a substantive, guided 
by a false reading rpwréuoporin 570. But 

585 

OTp. y: 

dev} GAs is an expression which, strange 
in itself, is scarcely justified by the con- 
text. On the other hand, d5ivq is perfectly 
appropriate. The bodies were both lacer- 
ated by the current dashing them against 
the rocks, and gnawed by the fishes. 

580. dvavdwv waldwv Tas dmidyrov. 
This remarkable expression, which Her- 
mann thinks intentionally oriental, ‘the 
voiceless children of the pure,’ is like 
Hesiod’s descriptive nomenclature, &vé- 
oteos for a cuttle-fish, pepéoucos for a 
snail; and so dacumous for a hare, Amyo- 
xaphs for a frog, Battr. 12. Compare # 
&vOenoupyos inf. 614, for wéAtcoa. The 
epithet ‘ voiceless’ applied to fish was a 
favourite one with the poets. So Horace 
has ‘mutis piscibus,’ Sophocles éAAois_ 
ix@tow Ajac. 1295. Aristot. Hist. An. 
iv. 9, of ® ixOves Edwvor wév ciow, — 
wWépous S€é Tivas adiaior Kal Tpryyods ods 
Aéyovat pwveiy. 

584. -yépovres. In apposition with 
toxées. ‘Bereaved parents, elders be- 
wailing their heaven-sent woes, now hear 
the worst.’ Cf. Ag. 416. 

586. 64v. So Dind. for d}y, though in 
his latest edition he retains the vulgate, 
with Hermann. But dhy is diu, a word 
scarcely used in tragedy, and not very 
intelligible except on the supposition that 
the poet meant ‘having long been subject 
to the Persian yoke, they are now no longer 
so,’ Whereas @4v, ‘doubtless’ (Prom. 
949) has an appropriate irony. By ‘yay 
*Aotay the Greek colonies of Asia Minorand 
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their frequent struggles for independence 
are clearly meant. The sentiment sounds 
rather ambiguously in the mouth of a 
Persian. It is not like the language of a 
sincere monarchist, but rather that of one 
who sympathises with liberals. We have 
before seen that the poet writes as if for- 
getful that he ought not to put Athenian 
sentiments in the mouths of Persians. 
One can hardly doubt that the extrava- 
gance of Oriental king-worship is here 
depicted in a popular light, as viewed by 
the Greeks. He speaks of it as a tyranny 
by which men are tongue-tied and coerced. 
No one will suppose that any Persian 
could unfeignedly regret the dissolution of 
such an iron rule. There is a clever irony 
in the utterance of such slavish lamenta- 
tions. 

590. és yay mpomlrvovtes. 
was detested by the Greeks. 
892. : 

593. yA@ooa év pvAaais. The Athe- 
nian rappnoia, which generally meant the 
right to abuse those in power with im- 
punity, is here pointedly alluded to. 

596. as éauén. ‘Now that the yoke of 
power has been removed.’ The same use 
of &s seems to occur Ag. 327.—4éAkas, 

This act 
See on Ag. 

Schol. recent. rijs BaciAiKhs Suvdpews. 
597. &povpay. “So Porson for &poupa, 

one MS. having dpoupa: (without accent). 
With the feminine mepixAvora compare 
ducolora Eum. 758, mwavaprérn Cho. 61, 
evpiAhtn Theb. 104.—7rd Tepody, se. 
Tpeypnara, ‘all that belonged to the Per- 
sians.’ Compare 999, ov« dAwAEY peyddws 
7% Tlepoay; Blomf. and Dind. write 
Tlepoay against the MSS. 

600. Kaxav wey, x.7.A. The general 
sense is this: ‘Every one who is well 
versed in misfortune is aware that when 
evils come suddenly upon a man, he is 
full of fear and anxiety about the future ; 
while on the other hand, when he is in 
prosperity, he is too ready to believe that 
adversity can never reach him. Now I,. 
who once imagined the Persians to be in- 
vincible, am full of the gravest apprehen- 
sions now that they have experienced a 
reverse.’ 

604. The order is, pire? wemoiBevar Tov 
abtoy Salpova tixns del odptectv. It is 
by no means self-evident whether otpiety 
is here intransitive, like edpoeiy, (Schol. 
ovpiodpomeiv,) or whether avriy is to be 
supplied, as katodpicas is active Prom. 
986. See also on Cho. 309. Photius has 
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605 
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lel 2 9 > \ , > - Bod & &v dat Kédados ob travavios" 
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Mons Te THS TapoLler ex Séuwv rahw 610 
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v4 > 97? € na x kA , Bods 7 ad’ ayvins hevKdv evrrorov yada, 
THs T avOewoupyod oTdypa, Taypaes mE, 
MBdow vdpydats rapHévov mys mera, 615 

AKHPATOV TE UNTPOS ayplas aro 
ToTOV, Tahalas aparédov yavos TO6E 

THs T aiev év dvddoLoL Oahdovons Biov 
ZavOijs édaias Kaprds ebdSns Tapa, 
4 ~ , E ia 

avOn re mhexTa, Tappdspov yatas TEKVa. 620 

adn’, @ ido, xoator Tatode veptépav 

odploa amroxatacTioa: eis ovpiov. It 
may however be fairly argued that the 
poet would have written 7éxqv if he had 
used the verb in this sense. For the me- 
taphor compare Iph. Taur. 1317, mvedpa 
Evupopas. Theb. 702, daiuwrv—iows by 
ZAG0 OcAcuwtépw mveduati. 

605. éuol yap, (‘1 am led to make these 
remarks), for,’ &c. 

606. 7a dvraia Gedy, ‘ adversa deorum,’ 

Hermann; or, as I formerly rendered it, 
‘a diis missa adversa.’ And so one of the 
later Scholiasts, évavtia nal SvorvxH & 
tois &vOpdmrots Geol emipépovorv. There 
are other interpretations of the verse, 
which seem less suited to the context. 
Hesych. dvralas: woAculas, éx@pas. Id. 
avralay’ éxtowov, xaAdemhy, and avyralas 
évaytia, ixéowos: Aiaxtaos Seuérn. 

607. od moidvios. ‘Non medicabilis,’ 
Blomf., and so Schol. aaad pdaprixds. 
Elsewhere wa:dévios is clearly used in this 
sense, as Suppl. 1051. Ag. 495 and 821 ; 
but as both wawyl(ew and maaviCew were 
in use (cf. Theb. 257. frag. 156), we can- 
not reasonably doubt that the poet meant 
‘a sound not like that of » pagan.’ Ori- 
ginally watwy may have meant ‘ the time- 
beater’ of a song (compare dvdmato'ros) ; 
then the song itself, as distinguished from 

others in which this was not done; then, 

from the connexion between music and 
healing by ér@Bal (see on Prom. 487) it 
signified ‘a healer’ or ‘ the god of healing,’ 
as Ag. 1219. In Cho. 335 the MSS. give 
malwyv, which is perhaps wrongly altered 
to mady. That momv and wady were 
identical, further appears’ from the fact 
that the god. of healing is called by either 
name indiscriminately, as Ag. 99. 144. 
1219. Eur. Ion 125. 

610. mdAw @oreiAa. Her former ap- 
pearance in state was at 162. The highly 
poetical passage which follows, and in 
which, though coloured with eastern 
imagery, the queen appears to describe 
Grecian rather than Persian rites, is imi- 
tated by Eurip. [ph, Taur. 165 seqq. 

618. Oadrdrotons Bloy. Though Blov 
may be taken as an accusative of duration, 
it is probable that 6¢AAewv has the same 
active sense as in Theocr. xxv. 16, peal 
ndéa olny Acyaves OadreOouvcr. Pind. 
Ol. iii. 40, od Kara dévbpe’ Carre xGpos. 
The expression for an evergreen tree is a 
very pretty one. To write Yoo with 
Dindorf or xepoty with Blomfield, instead 
of Biov, is not to enter into the feelings of 
a poet; nor is there the slightest ground 
for any change. One of ‘the later Scho- 
liasts has wdpeort youv rats éuais xepat, 
and omits any mention of Blov. But 

« 
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diaBoacar ; 

xepo was probably only added as a sup- 
plement to épa. Euripides again alhides 
to this passage, Iph. Taur. 633 seqq., 
where he uses the same epithet in fav0¢ 
éralw, of the greenish-yellow berry and 
its oil. : 

622. Baluova Aapetov. See on 222, 
For the custom of singing a paean with a 
libation (Xen. Anab. vi. 1 init.), even a 
funeral one, see Cho. 143, compared with 
Ag. 236—7. The hymn which follows 
630 seqq. is extremely corrupt and dif- 
ficult. It is sung by the chorus respond- 
ing to the queen’s command. The powers 
below are entreated to give the imprisoned 
soul leave to return to earth, and Darius 
himself is implored in terms of abject 
reverence and humility to appear as the 
sole remedy of present troubles. 

624. mporévyw. Compare yous mpo- 
mopmds Cho. 21. From v. 680 compared 
with 682, it seems as if Atossa here pro- 
ceeds to the thymele in the orchestra. 

629. xara yatas. So Dind., Herm., 
with the Med. for the vulg. card yaiav. 
‘And we with hymns will entreat the 
conductors of the dead below the earth to 
favour us,’ i. e. to send up the soul of 
Darius. 

640~ 

633. aos ofS wAcov. ‘For if he 
knows any further remedy (i. c. besides 
our prayers to the gods) for our woes, he 
alone of mortals can tell us the end of 
them,’ i. e. how to be rid of them. With 
this use of wAéoy, referring to previous 
efforts not directly mentioned, compare 
xeluatos 4AAO wAxap Ag. 192. 

640. After much consideration of this 
perplexing passage, I have adopted Her- 
mann’s correction for d:a8odew, though 
not because I believe with him that it 
cannot be the deliberative conjunctive of 
the aorist, ‘Must I shout through the 
earth our woes?’ i. e. if he does not yet 
hear me. Compare Cho. 885, pnrép’ 
aidec0 ntavety; Eum. 785, crevd co; 
ri pétw; yevwpa dvoolora woAtras; Ran. 
1, elrw tt T&v ciwOdTwy; But the senti- 
ment is so extremely tame, not to say un- 
dignified, that it is difficult to acquiesce 
init. Yet there is no other way of inter- 
preting the verse, if we concede that the 
future is Bofjcoua:, not Bofow, though I 
confess to some doubts if we are justified 
in applying these Attic rules with such 
strictness to the early Greek of Aeschylus. 
The sense would be tolerably good, if 
we might understand the passage thus :— 

pd 
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‘Does he hear me uttering my varied and 
mournful appeals?’ (A pause: ‘he does 
not.) I will declare in louder voice our 
utter misery. Does he hear me now?’ 
According to Hermann’s view, dia8oav 
ought to refer to the party below who 
makes the reply, draxover. (‘Non chori 
est’ d:aBoay, sed eorum qui audiunt.”’) 

* Does he hear me appealing to him to tell 
us about our woes?’ But I think it re- 
fers to the efforts of the chorus to make 
Darius hear. I have the less scruple in 
accepting 5:aBoaoa, because one MS. with 
Rob. omits S:aBodow, which in others is 
variously written diaBdow, S108, diaBds. 

645. idv7’ aivéoar’. Schol. aivécate 
eAGetv ef “AiBov. 

647. oiov otmw, x.7.A. It was both a 
Spartan and a Persian custom, according 

to Herod. vi. 58, to say of their departed 

kings, tov borarov aicl aroyevduevoy TaY 
Bactrdéwy tovrov 8} yevéoOat &pictov. 

649. avfp. The MSS. as usual give 
aviip, which Hermann retains; and the a 
may have been long, after the epic use 
(compare évépwy, Suppl. 420). But the 
correction is easy, nor need we insist that 
3x80s should have been 6 dx6os. The 
MSS. give 4 @lAos dx8os, where 7 is 
evidently interpolated. Hermann remarks 
here, ‘Tumulus in scena conspicitur, editus 
locus, fortasse aliqua columna ornatus, 
ante quam deinde apparet umbra Darii. 
Non est enim veri simile eam ex sacello 
prodire, sed per dvanlecua ex tumulo 
summo emergere.’ (Cf. 660.) The ghost 

avr. B’. 
655 

of Darius doubtless appeared on the stage 
(Schol. Med. on 677, dioxpivera: 6 Aa- 
petos); but one can hardly doubt that the 
thymele represented the tomb, as Darius 
says to the chorus inf. 682, tyeis d¢ 
Opnveir’ eyyis éotGres tdpov. Nor does 
it follow from v. 660 that he really ap- 
peared in the exact spot where they ex- 
pected him to arise. As a dramatis per- 
sona his place could only have been with 
the other actors, that is, on the Aovyetov. 
In the Choephoroe, v. 4, the tomb of 

Agamemnon would seem to have been on 
the stage, as Orestes speaks of it as close 
to him, tuuBovu én’ bxOm rede. And in- 
deed it must have been so, unless we con- 
ceive Electra to have walked into the 
orchestra with the libations at v. 142. 
But the lock she exhibits at 160 seems to 
have been picked up out of sight of the 
chorus, and therefore not on the thymele. 

653. Both this and the antistrophic 
verse are unfortunately corrupt. I have 
retained the MSS. reading, for Hermann’s 

emendation is rather ingenious than pro- 
bable, Sdiov olov tvaxta Aapetoy, solum 
hostibus terribilem. If oiov be retained, 
we must understand emitte qualem re- 
gem for emitie reyem, qualis fuit! i.e. 
oiov is attracted to &vaxra, instead of 
oios iv. The Schol. however has 7vdv 
pdvov yevduevoy Baciréa bid 7d KNdeuo- 
vixby, and a Paris MS. also gives olov. 
It is likely that Aapefov was a marginal 
gloss to explain &vaxra. 
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FX a 4 , 

Bacirelov tidpas dddapov mipadaoKer. 
Bdoxe atep axaKe Aapeay, of. 
7 , , , > »4 
oTws Kawa TE KUNS Vea T ayy, 
§ , $ , , is 
€omoTa, deamdTov, pavyAe. 

656. Qeounotwp, ‘divine councillor,’ 
Ocdp photwp arddravros, IL. vil. 366. 
See sup. 556.—otre is followed by 3é as 
in IL. xxiv. 368, of7’ adrds véos eco, 
yépav 5é tot obTos drnde?. Dindorf need- 
lessly reads ob5é -yap k.7.A. 

658. «d digier. So I have ventured to 
correct the vulgate ed éwoddret, guided 
not only by the natural run of the metre 
(which is logaoedic) but by the evident 
requirement ‘of the context. Like méAw 
Stonety, orpardy Sider means ‘he used 
to govern the people.’ The original read- 
ing of the Med. was dmodéxe:, which I 
think may be traced to a corruption of 
brodidxe: for ed Sidxet. It is remarkable 
that two MSS. have the gloss didiet. 
The Schol. explains imd thy éaurot wd5a 
fwidxet, apparently from an absurd notion 
that the word was formed from tmd 7é8a 
and dyos. In referring émoddxe to éo- 
odéw (for epwSare:) there is the double 
licence to defend of an Ionicism (zm for ¢) 
and an omitted augment, though the 
latter need not give much concern. Her- 
mann edits ed 7é@ ddéxet. But the plu- 
perfect: is by no means well suited to the 
context. 

659. Barty. This is said to be a Phoe- 
nician word for BactActs. The Schol. 
tells us Euphorion attributed it to the 
dialect of Thurii in Magna Graecia. 
The verse is twice quoted by Eustathius, 
who preserves the’ true reading, most of 
the MSS. having Badany. 

660. én’ &xpov xépuuBov. This seems 
to have been the regular position for 
ghosts in a tragedy. Cf. Hecub. 94, ja? 
brép &kpas tiuBov Kopupas pdvtacw 
*AXAdas. 

661. efuapw. Schol. clos brodfpuaros. 
See Orest. 1370. Blomf. conjectures 
eiBapw, as Arist. Lysistr. 47, has mept- 

> , 
avT. y. 

665 

Baptdes, and Hesych. explains ByplSes by 
brodhuara. The confusion of « and B is 
very frequent. 

662. idpos. Hermann adopts the 
reading of the Med. cifpas, as a less 
common form. What is meant by odAa- 
pov is not very clear: perhaps the small 
peak or point projecting from the top of 
the royal cap, as seen in the Assyrian 
sculptures. Schol. paivwv, Sexviev rijs 
mepixepadalas toy Adpov. It was worn 
erect by the king only, Xen. Anab. ii. 5, 
23. 

663. mdrep txane. Cf. 654. Aapedy 
is a very questionable form ; yet Her- 
mann, after Lobeck, is disposed to admit 
it, remarking that the Schol. Med. on 653 
recognises both Aapetos and Aapetdy, and 
he considers the latter as troxopiorindy 
or complimentary. Blomfield, from the 
well-known passage in Ran. 1028, éxdpny 
yoty jie = arnyyedOn wep) | Aapetou 
Tebve@ros, ‘O xopds 8 edObs Th xeip’ Gd) 
cvykpotoas elmev iavot, reads Aapei” 
lavot, and this I formerly believed to be 
the true restoration of the passage. But 
there is so much difficulty in reconciling 
the verses of Aristophanes with any part 
of the play as we now have it, that I am 
inclined to fear the words he alluded to 
must have perished in the alterations 
which appear, on grounds already stated, 
to have been made at a somewhat later 
time. It is possible that we should read 
Aapet’, iat of, for ial, according to 
Hesychius, was BdpBapov Ophynua. See 
Soph. frag. 54. 

665. Seondérov. Schol. recent. rod 
=éptov. And there seems no reason why 
the genitive should not depend on &xn. 
Hermann takes 8éomota Seondtov, like 
morta moTav in 677, Kandi kax@yv Oed. 
Col. 1238, as an oriental formula, 0 gui 

pd2 
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Srvyia yap tus ém ays Terorarau 
P \ ¥ ‘ Aa >» 

veoraia yap 7On KaTa Tac Ohwde. 
Baore warep dake Aaperay, ol. 

aiat, atat 

® TodvKNavTE didovoe Gaver, 
Pf na lal x ‘ “ 

ri Tad, Suvacray Suvdora, t wept TH 
XN # . »¥ 1% 4 

od Sudvpa Sv dvovay dpapria . 
, ae oo 

mdog y6 74 
e€epOwrat TpioKahwor 

VAES AVAES AVAES ; 

AAPEIOY ELANAON. 
> \ a Y , p oY cal 
@ muota mucTav Hues & HBns euns 

A Fab ited Fal 

Tlépoas yeparot, tiva modus rovet mévov ; 

maxime et verissime dominus es. But 
this use of the genitive singular is essen- 
tially different, and remains to be proved 
by examples. 

666. axAbs menérara. Eum. 356, 
Totov em) xvépas dvbp) ptoos mendrarat, 
Kal Svopepdy tw’ axAdy Kata Sdparos 
abdara ToAvoToves paris. 

667. veodala. Schol. 4 vedrns. This 
lame and halting verse should perhaps be 
restored to agree with the preceding, 
which is Ionic a minore, veodala wey yap 
H5n nati wacay yay dkwde. The com- 
pound xaréAaup (assuming émesis) is not 
elsewhere found in good Greek; whence 
Blomf. and Herm. give kar& yas dAwAe 
from twd MSS. The strophic verse (662) 
would read thus: Bagtdclou 3& tidpas 
odAapov * répa mipatonav. 

67). Suvacrav Buvdora. So in the 
former ed. I corrected the MSS. readings 
Bévara Bivara or duvdota Suvdera. The 
title of ‘ King of Kings’ was affected by 
the Persian monarchs; see24. Cho. 353. 
In the following verse I have followed 
Blomf. and Herm. in reading 8? &voiay for 
Bidyouev, Slaydev, or didyore of the MSS. 
Robortello has didvyouev, Ald. Turn. did- 
voiev, whence I formerly corrected dia- 
yotev, like diayvdvar Sienvy Eum. 679 ; 
‘what decision can they come to about 
your double fault?’ But I fear this is 
hardly defensible. Hermann seems to have 
taken one step towards the true restoration 
of the passage by placing the question 
at the end, which in former editions was 

put at 7a” or Guaprig. ‘Why, O Ruler 
of Rulers, have the ill-fated triremes been 
lost to all this land by this double mistake 
about your affairs resulting from infatua- 
tion?’ Double, i. e. inasmuch as it was 

the error of Darius repeated. Neverthe- 
less, I believe wep) ra o& is corrupt. 
Perhaps mepioo@ oG S:dtuq x.7.A., ‘this 
second needless (or extravagant) folly.’ 
The bacchiac metre also suggests rf rairq 
for tf rg@5e. The MSS. give rf rdSe — 
7G o@ (one only 7a oa) — Siduma audpria 
or 8 audpria. The Schol. Med. has 
Gudptia* duod Fppoopeva. He seems to 
have derived it from dua and &prios, which 
is much on a par with his theory about 
éerodéxet in 658. 

675. éép@vra:. So Blomf., Herm. 
for é£ép6iv@ af. Cf. 911. The corrup- 
tion arose from the rarity of this form of 
the perfect (see on 574), and the more 
familiar pluperfect in —vro.—vaes dvaes is 
like yduos &yapos &c., where a has rather 
the sense of dus. Hermann with several 
copies reads vaes, tvaes vies. One is 
rather tempted to change the order, vaes, 
vaes tvaes.—tploxadrpot, Schol. rpefpers. 

677. more muctayv may stand for mo- 
tératot, like dte WeAacyav Suppl. 944; 
but see on 529. Schol. recent. domep 
ganey KdddAtoro: KadAlor@v, BovAdpevor 
peylorny imepoyhy SnrAGoa, Towodrdv 
éott kal rd viv 7d mora miotev. Other 
Scholia wrongly explain, ‘O faithful sons 
of faithful fathers.’ 
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OTEVEL, KEKOTITOL, KOL Xapdooerat qréoov" 
> 4 

evooowr & dKourw THY eunv Tadov médas 680 

TapBa, xoas dé mpevperyns edeEdpyv. 
vpets dé Opyvetr’ éyyvs Eotares Tadov, 

Kai wuyaywyots dpOudlovres yous 

oikTpas Kadetobé ws eati 8 ob edéEodor, 
GAX\ws TE TAaVTMS Xol Kata, yAovds Geol 685 

haBetv dpetvovs ciotv } peOrévan. 
9 > > > 5 , 2 8 opws 0 éxetvous evduvactedoas eyo 
° , e) » > 
neo Taxuve 8, ws dmeuTros @ xpdvov. 
a4 , * > XN / ti €ott Hépoass veoypov euBpibes Kaxdv ; 

XO. wéBomar mer mpocdérOan, 690 

o€Bopa 0 avria NéEau 
4 > 4 s: , cle apyaim mept TdpBeu. 

AA. Gdn’ eel kdtober AOov cots yoous TeTELTMEVOS, 
BH Te pakroTnpa woOov adda obvTopov ) “yor 

679. oréver x.7.A. What is meant by 
the plain being ‘cut up and scratched,’ 
i.e. whether by the violent gestures, im- 
patient stamping, &c. of those who évoke 
Darius, or by the noise and turmoil of 
the army and war chariots, is not clear. 

The later Scholiasts understand the @pijvor 
and. ddupuol, but the Greek words are as 
inapplicable to the mere sounds of grief 

-as they seem peculiarly appropriate to the 
tramp of armies. If we suppose Darius 
to have been roused by the latter, the 
question tive méAus wovei wévoy may mean 
simply, ‘What expedition is the state 
engaged in?’ ‘ What work is going on?’ 
He then proceeds to say that the xoal, 
pivot, and oixTicol made him fear some- 
thing was wrong, and that the presence 
of his queen at the tomb iuduced him to 
appear. Hermann is so dissatisfied with 
the Scholiast’s explanation that he sus- 
pects the passage is in some way corrupt. 
The view I have taken appears to remove 
every difficulty. 

687. évduvacretoas. See on Cho. 348, 
nara, xBovds éumpéray ceuvdTipos avaKTwp. 
Hermann renders it potitus loco pri- 
mario. 

688. tdyuve 8. So the Med. by the first 
hand, corrected to rdxuva, the reading of 
the other MSS. With dueurros xpdvov 
compare the anxiety of the ghost in 

Hamlet to return to his prison-house 
before the crowing of the cock. 

689. ti Zo7t. See on Suppl. 301. 
691. dvria c€0ev Adar. Cf. Od. xv. 

377, dvrla Searolyns pdoba, ‘to speak in 
presence of the mistress.’ Yet inf. 697 

it seems opposed to, yaploacGa: (Schol. ra 
mpos xdpiv eimetv), ‘I fear to give a favour- 
able account, and yet I fear to say what is 
unwelcome.’ The Schol. has aAn@ctoat 
Aurnbhon yap. Did he read &pria odo Oat? 
This use of oéBoua, vereor, with the 
infinitive, is rare. 

692. adpxaiw wep) tdpBe. Cf. Séos 
mada.dy inf. 699. ep) here has the sense 
of praein prae metu. Similarly éu) is 
found in dup) rdépBer Cho. 538, audi 
duu, prae ira, Soph. frag. 147, Eur. 
Orest. 825 dud! oéBy. We have also 
mep) odBw Cho. 32. 

694. paxioripa. Schol. phous éxd- 
pevov. The same word occurs in the 
MSS. Suppl. 460, but there paotixrijpa 
is probably the true reading. Hesych. 
paxorhp: BéAos. Used as an epithet 
(like évSurhp mémAos Trach. 674, kapa- 
vmothp dtxn Eum. 177, rodiorhp wéwdos 
Cho. 987) to a missile weapon, the mean- 
ing was far-flying, whence it naturally 
took place as a substantive, ‘a far-flyer,’ 
on the principle noticed sup. 580. Ap- 
plied to a discourse, it meant ‘ prolix ;’ 
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\ aQn , ele kal mépawve wavra, THY euny aidd peels. 695 

Tov epav déxtpav yepaud Edvvou’, ebryevés ylvat, 700 

héfov. avOparea & dv rou THpar’ av TKxou Bporots. 
moda pev yap €x Oardooys, Toda 8 &k xépcov 

706 

/ mt a 4 > e > fal ¥y 

SiamerdpOnrar Ta Tlepowv mpdypal, ws eimety eos. 

Xo. Sicuar pev xapioac bar, 
a 1 > 4 4 Steuar & dvria picba, 

hé€as SUaheKTa hidovow. 

AA. Gd érel Séos wadadv col ppevav avOiorarat, 

Kravpdtov Angaca TOVSE Kai your aes TL jou 

bod 

KaKe 
, A € , , a» On , 

yiyverat Ovytois, 6 pdoowv Biotos hv Ta0n tpdco. 
AT. & Bpotay Tdvtwr brepoyav OhBov edTUXEL TOTHE, 

és & €ws EdXevoces adyas Hriov (yhwtds dv 
, Led , e X r) / 

Biorov edaiwva, Iépoass was Oebs, Sujyayes, 

viv té ce Lyho Oavdrta mpiv Kaxav idety Babos. 
- %: land > , lal 5 “a , 

mavra yap, Aaper’, dkovoe pv0ov év Bpayet ypdver 

AA. 
- 

TONEL ; 

in both cases from pujxos. Some copies 

give waxeoriipa, to which Hermann rather 

inclines, on the analogy of waredyds (for 
pnnedavds). 

695. thy euhy aida. 
me.’ Cf. Prom. 396. 

696. Sieuat. The MSS. have defoua: or 
Sloua:. The latter is approved by Butt- 
mann (Irreg. verbs, p. 61, Fishlake) ; but 
the epic poets use 5/w intransitively, ‘I am 
afraid,’ and d{oa: in the true middle sense, 
‘to have a person afraid of you,’ i.e. to 
make him fly before you and to pursue him. 
So peradiduevor Suppl. 798, emdiduevar 
Eum. 337; and hence it seems hardly 
likely that Sfoua: should have been so 
differently employed in this place. But 
Sleuot certainly meant ‘to fly,’ as trot 
medloio Slevrat Il. xxiii. 475, and orabuoto 
diccOa Il. xii. 304. Hermann therefore 
appears right in restoring the latter form. 
Blomfield edits Séoua: with Pauw. Were 
there authority for this word in the sense 
of ‘to fear,’ it would far better suit déos, 
which follows in evident reference to the 
present verse. 

698. Actas. 

‘Your awe of 

We have here an instruc- 

la / ies > a XN a , 

tive TpdT@; oysovd Tis HOE TKNTTOs, 7 oTdoIs 

711 

tive instance of a verse corresponding to 
another in kind, yet not in the exact 
measure of the syllables. Hermann, who 
assumes this to be invariably necessary, 
corrects mpoAéywv. 

699. Séos madaidy ppevav. The former 
reverence for the speaker while alive. 
Cf. 692. This is addressed to the chorus. 
In the next verse he turns to his wife:— 
‘Well then, since the awe of your mind 
which you used to feel for me prevents 
you from replying, do.you, aged partner 
of my bed,’ &c. 

706. Ss @ &ws. One Paris MS. gives 
this reading: the Med. és éwor’, others 
ds €ws. The sense is, ds (av te Cydwrds 
joGa, cal viv Cyrwrds ef Oavdv. I have 
marked off Tépoais &s Oeds with commas ; 
ef. 159, 654. The epithet edafwy was 
peculiarly applied to the life of gods, as 
Trach. 81, Bloroy evalwy zxew, said of 
Hercules after his apotheosis. 

709. év Bpaxe? xpdvy. Cf. 688. Her- 
mann has Aéy@ with two or three MSS. 

711. wédet; Darius is thinking only of 
sedition and pestilence at home, not of the 
loss of the army abroad. 
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AA, 

AT. 

orTevet. 

AA. 
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713. rls éuav. Schol. ‘Hpddoros (vii. 
2) ¢' pnot Aapeiov maibas elvai, ‘EAAdU- 
kos 5& id. According to Herodotus also 
(see Mr. Blakesley’s Excursus on lib. 
vii. 225) Darius had eleven children in 
all, of whom five were by Atossa, his 
Sultana subsequent to his accession to the 
throne. 

714. Kxevdcas. Sup. 12, maca yap 
inxbs "Aciatoyevhs Sxwke. 

715. weipay thv® euopavey. Eur. frag. 
inc., oddels o1d4pw Taira wwpalver méAas. 
The construction may be compared with 
Ajac. 42, rhyS éweurimte: Bdow. Ibid. 
290, rhvd apopyds metpay. Suppl. 183, 
révd" erdpvuTat oFdAov. 

717. fvucev repay, ‘managed to cross,’ 
is ‘a precisely equivalent expression. But 
the Greek use is not by any means com- 
mon. 

720. yvduns mou tuvfparo. Schol. 
tows nal cuvhpynoev adtg. See on 364. 
Says Atossa, ‘ it certainly must have been 
some god who aided him in his design.’ 
‘ Alas,’ replies Darius, ‘he was surely a 
god of power, to divert him thus far from 
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obdapas, add’ dud’ APivas was KarépOapras orpa- 

tis 8 éuav éxeioe Taldwv éotparnrdre ; podcov. 
Oovpwos Hép&ns, kevdcas Tacav jreipov mdka. 

* x , oe ~ x o > - , melos 7 vavTys O€ Tetpay TrHvS euapavey Tddas ; 715 
duddrepar Sumovy pérwrov Hv Svolv otparevpdrouw. 
mas S€ Kai oTpards Toodabe Telos NvUcEY TeEpay ; 

~ o 

pnxavais lever “Ehdys TopOmov, wor exew Topov. 
‘ sO 2¢7 ” / a , kal 160 é&émpagev, date Booropov kijoa péyar ; 

a@ Ns » , 8 , 5 , 4 ad Exe yoouns 6€ Tov Tis Satpovey Evvypbaro. 720 
ped: péyas Tis HO€ Saiwav, dare pi) Ppoveiy KahGs. 
as ise Tédos Td pect, olov nvucer KaKdv. 

Vv a , 2 A Bao , kal ti dy mpdgaow avtois GS émurrevalere ; 
vauTiKos oTparos Kakwbets reLov wreoe oTparov. 

ade mapmHdnv S€é Kads Tas karépOaprar Sopi ; 
mpos 745 Gs Yovowv mev doty wav Kevavdpiav 

725 

& rérou Kedvys apwyhs KdaKoupias oTparod. 
Baxtpiov 8 épper ravadys Simos, ov8€ tus yépav. 

the path of sense.’—(‘ He was so diverted), 
as one may see by the result in the harm 
he has effected.’—‘ How then have they 
fared, that you are thus lamenting over 
them ?’ 

724. vavrinds otpards «.7.A. So Ar- 
temisia says, Herod. viii. 68, Sematyw 
py 6 vavrinds orpards KakwOels Toy meCoy 
mpoodnAhontat. 

726. mpbs 743 as. Ita ut propterea, 
Hermann. Of course this is not to be 
confounded with és togovroy dare. For 
orévet it seems probable we should read 
orévev. 

727. nedvijs apwyts. There is no 
irony ; the Schol. rightly adds ris dmoAo- 
pévns, ‘alas for the luss of so noble an 
army.’ Blomf. reads xevijs with several 
MSS., in reference to kevavSpiay, but this 
would be a pointless rejoinder. Cf. 912, 
alat kedvas GAKas. 

728. ov8€ tis yépwv. ‘And that no 
mere reserve force of old men, but the 
flower of the land.’ Schol. 6 éor1, rdvres 
véot. To this military jAimia the next 
verse alludes.. See on Theb. I]. Ag.74. 
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& pédeos, olav ap’ 7Bnv Evppayov arwdecer. 

povada S¢ HépEnv epnyov paciv ov wohda@v peTa— 
an ies , 

mas TE O1) Kab Tot TENEUTAY ; EOTL TLS TwTHpLA ; 

dopevov podetv yépupay yaty Svowv Cevrnpiav. 
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Zeds anéoxnpev tedevtiv Oeoddtav. eye dé Tov 
Sid paxpod ypdvou Tad nUxouv éxredevTycew Heovs. 
GN Srav orevdy Tis avTos, ye Oeds Evvdrreras. 
vov Kakav eoike THYH TATW NUpHaOar didoss. 
mais 8 éuds Ta8 od Kateidas Hrucey véw Opdoet, 740 

batts “EhAjamovrov ipov, Sodhov as, Serpopacw 
Hrmice oyHoew péovta, Béoropor, pdov Geod, 
Kat mépov pereppvOuile, Kai rédars opupydarors 
mepiBarav todd Kédevbov jvucev TOO oTpaTe- 

lal + , 

Ountis dv Oedv Sé rdvtwv ger, ovK evBovdia, 

Kat IIocedavos Kpatioew. 

ppevav 

745 
wn 43 2 £ 

TOS TAO. OU VvOTOS 

etye matd’ eudv ; d€dorKa pt) TOADS TAOVTOV médvOs 

731. wot TeXevrav. Compare Suppl. 
597. Cho.519. Wedo not ask ‘ where,’ 
much less ‘ whither does a man end,’ but 
‘what is the end of a man.’ The idiom 
however is familiar to most. 

732. atv Svoiv. So Askew for év 
dvotv. There can be little doubt that 
the Schol. found the same reading, tov 
‘EAAhorovtoy bs Cebyrucw “Aclay rab 
Edpérny. 

734. tGdéy ode. The Med. has todrdé 
Y ovx, others rodt@ or tobTw & odk. 
Dind. and Herm. read tovdro kovK, &c. 
Blomfield seems to me more likely to be 
right, as o#ros and 8d¢ are constantly con- 
fused in the oblique cases. Kpare? is used 
absolutely, as Suppl. 289, ddris moAA} 
npare?t, Strabo, xvi. p. 760, 7 xpatotca 
padoTa dhun. But I do not remember 
a similar example to Ad-yos Kpare? TodTo. 

738. bray omebdn tis. Schol. 8ray 
onovdd(n tis els rad eis Kara, 6 Beds 
cuvertAauBdavera. Cf. frag. 291, pire? 
b8 Te Kdpvovts cvoredbder Oeds. 

741. 8or7ts, quippe qui. See on Prom. 
38. On the merely metaphorical sense of 
this passage see sup. 71. The Hellespont 
is called ipds on the same principle as the 
poet adds pdov Geov, to enhance the pre- 
sumption of a mortal in meddling with the 
elements which do not own his control.— 
oxhoew péovra is, ‘to stop it from flow- 
ing.’ 

743. pereppbOuce, * attempted to 
change,’ i. e. to convert from a watery 
way to a dry one.—édais. Cho. 567, 
moddKet TepiBaray xarkevpatt, Of course 
no other chains are meant than those 
which fastened the bridge of boats. See 
Herod. vii. 35. : 

746. 1s Td’ 0d, K.T.A. ‘ Duae locu- 
tiones in unum confusae sunt, mas Tdé’ 
ove Fw véoos ppevav, et mas ovx elxe 
vdoos ppevav raid’ éudy;’ Hermann. * 

747]. woabs mwAovtov mévos. Cf. Cho. 
130, év rotor cots mévoict XAiovow péya. 
Eur. Ion 1088, u#AAwy wévov eioreody. 
Blomf, and Dind. wrongly give mépos. 
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ovpos avOparrois yévnras Tod POdeavros aprayy. 
AT. Tadra Tots Kakots éuthov avdpdow SiSdoKerat 

Govpios Bépéns: déyovor 8, as od pey péyav 
TEKVOLS 750 

mdodrov extyow dv aixuyn, Tov 8 avavOpias tro 
evdov aixudlew, tatpdov & odBov oddev adgdvew. 
Todd €& dvdpav dvetSn modddxis Kw KaKev 
THVS €Bovhevaev KédevOov Kat orpdrevp’ ef? ‘E)- 

dda. 

AA. 
, + 3 ‘\ 3 al 

ToLvyap ou Epyov €aTw eFerpyacpevov 755 
, 27 ae . 

PeyLoTov, aeiuvyoTor, otoyv ovdérw 
sO Ba uA 3 a ‘ 700 aotv Jovowr e€exeivwcev Trecdv, 
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749. tots xaxots. Dindorf reads ro: for 
tois, which is perhaps right. The force 
of the article may however be well ex- 
pressed, ‘with ¢hose bad men,’ not, of 
course, demonstratively, but in reproaclr 
and contempt. On the evil counsellors of 
the youthful Xerxes see Herod. vii. 5. 6, 
where however the arguments adduced by 
them are wholly different. 

752. evdov aixud¢ew. Hermann after 
Blomfield thinks the allusion is to a fight- 
ing cock, which Pindar calls évdoudxas 
adéerwp. See on Eum. 828, évoixtov & 
dpvibos ob A€yw udxny. The Schol. has 
oixoupety, i.e. he does all his fighting at 
home, or fights not at all. ‘ 

755. opw. This may possibly be used 
for éxelv, as oe is for vw in Prom. 9. 
Theb. 1022. supra 200; and this is Her- 
mann’s opinion on Oed. Col. 1487 (1490). 
Nevertheless, Xerxes and his advisers may 
equally well be understood. And so Schol. 
Med. rots mporpeauévors, with. the later 
Scholiasts. 

757. étexelvwcev weedy. Hermann 
corrects ékephuwoey méoos, objecting both 
to the Ionicism and to weodv referring to 
épyov. He explains the various reading 
meooby by supposing o was superscribed. 
to correct the final »y. We need not how- 
ever press the construction too closely ;. 
the sense clearly is, ‘such an event as has 
never befallen Susa,’ &c. The metaphor 
is perhaps from a thunderbolt, as in 711. 

761. Mijdes. He appears to mean 

Astyages, the father of Cyaxares II., and 
grandfather of Cyrus the elder; though 
Hermann thinks Cyaxares I., the father 

of Astyages, may be meant, and thus 
éxelvov mais 768 epyov jyvoev would 
mean that Astyages was the next king 
who carried out the designs of his father, 
and his grandson Cyrus the third, which 
is the account of Herodotus. Xenophon 
however makes Cyaxares II. intervene 
between his father Astyages and Cyrus. 

766—7. There is a marked. distinction. 
between éxrhaaro, ‘gained them,’ and 

Ee 
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Hracev Bla, ‘drove them against their 
will.’ For the subjection of Asiatic 
Tonia was by no means palatable to the 
Athenians, who fined Phrynichus 1000 
drachms for his tragedy called M:Afrov 
GAwots (Strabo, xiv. p. 635). See on 41. 
The poet means to say, that Ionia at least 
fought for its independence, and did not 
ignobly succumb. 

768. &s etppwy eu, i.e. 5671 oftws 
etppwy %pv. Compare ofos for drt Totes, 
Prom. 929, and the note there. Iph. 
Taur. 1180, cophy o° peer “EAAGS, os 
fic0ov Kadds. This idiom has a close 
analogy in the Latin gua fuit prudentia. 
We have d5uc¢pdvws in the contrary sense 
supra 544, 

769. Kipov rats, Cambyses. 
770. Mdpdos. Otherwise called Mépdis 

or Suépois, the brother of a Magian, who 
succeeded to the throne by assuming the 
name and person of the real Smerdis who 
had been murdered by his brother Cam- 
byses. See Herod. iii. 67. Darius speaks 
of him as aicxdvn mdrpa because he had 
again subjected the Persian throne to the 
Median dynasty, to which the Magi be- 
longed. 

772. ’Aprappévns. One of the seven 
conspirators against Smerdis and the Magi, 
though not mentioned in the list by Herod. 
iii. 70, unless he is to be identified with 
Intaphernes. The Schol. tells us that 
Hellanicus called him Aagépyns, which 
closely resembles the latter name. Her- 
mann, who transposes 763 after this verse, 
from the remark of the Schol. on gpéves 
@axocrpdpovv, “6 *Aptapépyns, bv érv- 
Horoye? 6 dptlas éxwy ppévas,”’ here ob- 
serves, ‘‘ Ceterum ex eo quod Artaphernes 
prae reliquis conjuratis hic laudatur, (est 
autem hoc nomen in septem illis apud 
Ctesiam p. 815, non etiam apud Hero- 
dotum iii. 70,) colligi posse puto, similia, 
ut ab Herodoto de Otane, ab aliis de 
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Artapherne tradita fuisse ; isque est ille 
dolus, qui hanc prudentiae et calliditatis 
landem Artapherni conciliavit.’”” But as 
regards the transposition, I cannot per- 
suade myself that he is right. For first, 
if the Schol. had found the verse as Her- 
mann places it, he would not have re- 
peated the name as if to inform us who 
was the person meant, when it had oc- 
curred in his text; and, secondly, it is 
clear enough that he did actually find it 
just where our MSS. place it, because he 
supplies the name that was wanting in 
BAAos exelvov wats, though wrongly, from 
the obscurity of the history of Cyaxares IT. 
Mr. Blakesley on Herod. v. 25 seems to 
agree with Hermann’s view ; but he surely 
errs in making this Artaphernes the son 
of Darius’ half-brother, also called Arta- 
phernes. 

773. ois ré8 tv xpéos. Schol. recent. 
7d povetoa abtdy, Bpetrov yap TO Apta- 
gpévn, ws plrot, mpds dv brnpete abt. 

774. &xros 5 Mdpagis. This Maraphis 
was the brother of Cyrus, according to 
Hellanicus cited by the Schol. But the 
verse seems either spurious, or the passage 
‘has been patched up by the interpolator 
to whom I have so often had occasion to 
allude, by inserting two names from a list 
which the poet had given of the seven 
conspirators, in order to suit éxros with 
mwéuntos in 770, and so absurdly placing 
them in the succession of the Persian 
kings. Blomfield and Hermann think 
there is here a lacuna; but it is to be 
feared that more wrong has been done tothe 
poet than by the carelessness of a scribe. 

7715. mddov 7° exupoa, i.e. Exvpod Te 
kat éreatpdtevoa. The Med. has mddov 
8’, which is quite defensible: cf. 548. On 
this passage the Schol. remarks: kards* 
Mera, yap Thy Tay Mdywv Kabalpecw Aa- 
peios 6 péyas Hptev. Ought we not to 
correct KaAd@s ? 
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777. waxdv togévde. This is a tacit 
admission that the Persian cause suffered 
some harm under Darius at Marathon. 
See on 552. 

778. dv véos véa ppovet. The Med. 
has véos é&v, «.7.A. Hermann has (in- 
judiciously, in my opinion) admitted 
Meineke’s emendation, éveds dv éved ppo- 
vet, Monk transposes gpove? véa, and 
so Dindorf. The vulgate is however de- 
fended by frag. 295, 7d yap Bpdresoy 
onépy eonwepa ppove?, which the editors 
alter to é¢” Auépay or é¢’ jpyépa. Antig. 
1104, cuvréuvovar yap Gedy Toddxels TOUS 
wandgporas BAdBat. 

780. ed capas tore. This seems a 
combination of two phrases, «d tore and 
capas Yore.—éuol EvvhAuces, cf. supra 4. 

783. mo? karactpépers ; ‘To what point 
and purport do you bring your words to 
an end?’ i. e. how do you sum up these 
remarks for our benefit? Cf. Suppl. 597, 
gnome 8 quty wot kexdpwra TéAos. Ibid. 
436, &vev 5& Avans oddauos karacrpoph. 

787. pn® «i — 9. This may be re- 
garded as one of the clearest instances of 
ei used with the subjunctive. See Suppl. 
394. For though some have proposed to 
read }y, to suit the passage to the ordinary 
grammatical rules, the alteration is not 
only purely arbitrary, but in itself the less 

lat a>» , / \ ~ m@s TOUT EheEas ; Tin tpdtw S€ cvppayei ; 
KTelvovea hing Tods drepTdddovs ayav. 790 

GN eboTahh Tou hexTov apodpev orddov. 
> 

GN’ odd 6 petvas viv év “ENNASos TézroLs 

probable on account of «? preceding in the 
primary condition. The construction is, 
mpdooore by ws Epiota ei wh orparedb- 
o1o0e nd? ei wAciov 7, K.7.A. He might 
indeed have said und” ef wAciov efn,. or 
mpdkere Gs kpirra Ry ph otpatednode 
pn® dv raAciov 7. But he preferred the 
optative because of mpdocomey by pre- 
ceding, and the epic use «i 7 simply be- 
cause it was more convenient for the metre 
than the Attic «Ym, and not to convey any 
refined difference of meaning between «i uw) 
7 and Ay wh 7. Compare ei mpod5é Eum. 
228. For the general sense it may be re- 
marked that no particular expedition is here 
alluded to. It was enough for the poet to 
flatter his countrymen by making the 
Persian King prophetically warn his people 
of the hopelessness of hereafter attempting , 
to subjugate Greece. 

790. imepréAdovs. So Hermann for 
the reading of the Med. iwepréaous. The 
others have drepxéurovs. The context 
requires the mention of numbers, i. e. of 
more than the land could furnish food for. 
Cf. Herod. vii. 49, where Artabanus re- 
minds Xerxes thy xdpnv wAciva év wAEoE 
xpdve yiwouevny Apodv Tébeo Oa. 

791. evoTaAy Aertoy ordédov. One 
less numerous because more select, and 
more easily provided for on an expedition. 

Ee2 
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798. ob Ta wey, TA & of. He means 
that all the predictions of the oracles are 
evidently coming to pass, and therefore, 
to judge by the result so far, the entire 
and speedy fulfilment of them may be 
looked for. 

799. elwep TdS Corl, ‘If this is really 
the case,’ (viz. that the oracles are coming 
to pass,) ‘it is with a vain hope of retrieving 
his fortunes that Xerxes is now about to 
leave select forces in Greece.’ Schol. 
Aelrev’ 6 Heéptns. Hermann needlessly 
marks a lacuna. The 300,000 men left 
under the command of Mardonius are 
alluded to. See Herod. viii. 113, where 
however they are said to have been drafted 
from the main body in Thessaly, not in 
Boeotia. 

803. kaxdv tora, i.e. wéyeora. Cf. 
Suppl. 473. — éraypéver wadeiv, Prom. 
623. Schol. rhy év NAataiais weCopaxlay 
not, 

806. 7d0dv70 ouaAay. The Greek doc- 
trine was that a calamitous return always 
awaited a sacrilegious army. See Ag. 
336. The impiety of the Persians in this 
respect is often mentioned by Herodotus, 

as vill. 33, 7d év “ABaior ipdy ovAhoartes 
événpnoay. Ibid. 109, eummpds re nad 
kataBdAAwy Tév Gedy Ta aydApata. But 
the allusion is principally to the burning 
of the Athenian acropolis, viii. 53, 7d ipdy 
ovdjoavres evénpnoay macay Thy axps- 
mod. Cf. ix. 42, fort Adyioy ws xpedy 
éott Mépoas amixopévous és thy “EAAGOO, 
Biaprdcat Td ipdy Td ev AcAgoiot, pera BE 
Thy Siaprayhy arodéobet mayras. 

809. Kax@s Spdcavres. On Spdoavrs 
mabety see Ag. 516. Cho. 305. 

811. eemadeverat. Schiitz, followed by 
Blomf. and Dind., reads éemdeverar, ‘wells 
forth.’ The Schol. Med. explains atfera:, 

which seems to refer to the vulgate in the 
sense of ‘grows up from infancy.’ The 
confusion of metaphor throws grave doubts 
on the truth of an emendation which at 
first sight seems almost self-evident. For 
«pnms is properly the low platform or base- 
ment upon which a temple or other struc- 
ture was erected. Hence when the poet 
says ‘Not yet is the foundation under- 
neath,’ he should mean, ‘not yet have the 

evils commenced;’ how then can he with 
propriety add, ‘but they yet well (or 
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spring) forth?’ Even if «pyms could 
signify the bottom of a cistern, it would 
be incorrect to say ‘not yet is the bottom 
underneath,’ for ‘not yet is it reached,’ 
On the whole, I am not fully convinced 
that the vulgate is wrong :—‘ The founda- 
tions for the superstructure of woe are 
hardly yet laid, but it is still only in its 
infancy.’ Hermann gives éxpasederat, 
“they are yet in process of being pro- 
duced,’ i. e. yet forthcoming; a correction 
of which few will approve. One might 
also hazard éxmAnOvera. 

$12. aivatoopayhs. Cf. Ag. 1360, 
éxpvotay dtetay aluaros opaytv. The 
meaning is simply méAavos diuaros amd 
ogayjjs. Hermann has this sensible re- 
mark against those who prefer the various 
reading of two MSS. aiuaroocrayhs, 
‘ Multa sibi in hoc genere poetae permit- 
tunt, quae ad amussim exacta aliquid vitii 
habere videntur.’ 

813.- AwplSos Adyxns. Blomfield thinks 
it strange that the poet should have paid 
so much honour to the Peloponnesians, 
and suspects that this was said “ in gratiam 
Syracusanorum.” But ‘the Dorians’ may 
here mean the Peloponnesians generally ; 
see on 183. Still, there is evident re- 
ference to the historical fact, that the 
Spartans bore the chief part in that re- 
nowned conflict, the battle of Plataeae. 

817. éxdprwce ordxuy. A fine me- 
taphor from corn: ‘Pride after coming 
into blossom has filled with grain the ear 
of calamity, whence it reaps a crop of 
tears.’ Cf, Theb. 597, &rns upouvpa bd- 
varov éxxapmifera:, where see the note. 

820. uduvno® “AOnvav ‘EAAdSos Te. 
With what feelings these glowing words 
would be heard in the Attic theatre can 
easily be imagined. This speech of Darius 
is altogether one of the finest in Aeschylus 
from its highly poetical language and noble 
piety. It stands in striking contrast with 
the feeble passages which seem to have 
been interpolated in the play—On the 
subjunctive uh Tis éxxén see Suppl. 351. 

825. cwppoveiv expnucvov. The MSS. 
have xexpnuévot, which has been vari- 
ously but not satisfactorily explained. 
The later Schol. mentions another read- 
ing, 4 Kexpnpévov, avrl Tod xpelav ExovTa. 
Kal &éov dvTa cwppoveiy, and this seems 
very admissible. But it is perhaps 
better construed absolutely like cwdpo- 
veiv eipnuevoy Ag. 1598, ‘it having been 
told him by the oracle to be discreet,’ 
i.e. warn him to beware, as you have 
the authority of the oracles on your side. 
So éxéxpnto, praedictum erat, Herod. 
vii. 220. These oracles are the same as 
those alluded to in 797 and 735, 
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830. mdvra Aaxldes orypopparyodor. 
Like Aaxides 2pAadov mpdorepvor oroApo) 
mérAwy Cho. 29, i.e. Bore AaklSas yly- 
veo@at. The Schol. explains the con- 
struction quite correctly, méyra du) od- 
Matt ornuopparyovot Aakides, ofov Siappé- 
ovo. Thus mévra éoOnudroy oTnuoppa- 
yoto. Aaxldes is for mdvtes oThmoves 
eoOnudtay phyvuvtat és Aaxldas, ‘all the 
threads are torn so as to produce tatters.’ 
It is, of course, possible that mdvra is 
added adverbially to denote the complete- 
ness of the action, and that éc@nudtoy 
depends on Aaxldes. Hermann says, 
“xdyta ita intelligendum est, ac si dix- 
isset poeta mdvra yap Aakldes dvTa oT7- 
poppayet.”’” Dind. gives avr! with Canter, 
a bad alteration. 

836. xalper’ ev kaxois 8uws. ‘Go and 
be happy though in the midst of troubles, 
indulging yourselves while you can, since 
wealth is of no avail to the dead.’ The 
moral of the remark is contained in the 
last line, that riches and glory are but 
transient possessions; cf. 816. Hermann 
thus rightly renders 1a6’ juépay, which 
properly means ‘during the day,’ ‘ while 
the day lasts.’ Dindorf reads puxyy d:- 
ddvres Hdovh with Pauw, Aldus and Ro- 
bortello having puxfv. But the vulgate 

is perhaps not the less true for being the 
less common expression; and it is sup- 
ported by the later Scholia. 

838. ovdév dpere?, i. e. ovdey BpeAds 
éort. Cf. Prom. 850. With these words 
the ghost of Darius disappears, descending 
through the dvamrleoua or trap-door. 

841—7. I feel not the least doubt that 
the speech of Atossa, as we now have it, 
is spurious. For, first, the sentiment is 
little short of ludicrous, ‘Many griefs 
crowd upon me, but especially I am hurt 
at hearing of the ragged clothes of my 
son; but I will go and bring him new 
ones.’ Secondly, the ye in 843 is in- 
tolerable, and the phrase arila éo@y- 
Ldtwv dui cduati at least questionable, 
since this is not a classical usage of dripia. 
Thirdly, walS’ éug in 846 is a violation of 
a well-known Attic law, and Lobeck’s 
maiS éudv is as improbable as Hermann’s 
mad) meipacéueba. Fourthly, the tame 
and feeble words, ‘I -will éry to meet my 
son,’ seem patched up from 830. It is 
likely from the address in 828 that Aes- 
chylus made Atossa speak in this place; 
but the genuine Jjors has certainly been 
superseded. Something was doubtless 
said about the words of consolation al- 
luded to in 833. 
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848. During the absence of Atossa, 
(who, if she returns again on the stage, is 
6 mute person henceforth,) the chorus 
gives a sketch of the Persian dominions in 
Asia Minor, contrasting as before the 
former prosperity with the recent reverses. 
Whether the whole of the following sta- 
simon is from the hand of Aeschylus, 
appears to me doubtful; the enumeration 
of Asiatic cities seems dull and pedantic; 
at least it is strangely unlike his usual 
style. 

851. daduns. Cf. mdérep txaxe 663. 
GBraBh}s 556. Homer uses the form 
ducanhtys. Schol. mpGos, eipnvirds. 

853. eb8oxluous orparias. This simple 
emendation of Wellauer and Hermann, 

for ebSoxluov otpatias, removes all the 
difficulty (which was not inconsiderable) 
of the construction. By taking dmopat. 
ver@a passively, it was necessary to ex- 
plain the genitive by dd, or Evexa, or 
évres ebdoxiuov arparias. Hesychius, 
aropavOels, év TS pavepG karactds. The 
middle however is used in Eum. 298, 
hodoay otvycpay aropalverbat Seddnnrev. 
Translate, ‘In the first place, we used to 
shew the world that we had armies worthy 
of our reputation.’ 
~ 854. -vouiopvara. So Hermann for 
véyuia rd. He further corrects o? 5¢ for 
noé. The meaning seems to be, ‘ We 
used to be famous, first for our army, 
secondly for our civil institutions,’ vo- 

Lozp. 6’. 

piopara referring to moArccovduou Buoras. 
They are called mépyiva, ‘strong,’ by the 
same metaphor as Suppl. 186, kpeloowy 
&& wipyou Bwuds. There are several dis- 
tinct scholia, variously combined and con- 
fused in the Med., on this passage. Some 
grammarians understood the words thus: 
‘In the first place we had a good repute 
in war, and the customs of nations regu- 
lated all our acts:’—kal dpudpey (leg. 
apuGuev) xard vevouiopeve, ny Tats 
méAcot Tals mopPoupevas, ov Tenevyn Oedv 
mopOoivres, ov Tapous dvacrayTes, ws 
Edptns ToAuhoas éwotncev. Another gloss 
explains yéuyua Ta mipywa by Te vourma 
TdyTa Tay TeTELXiTHEVvwY TéAcwY, Whence 
in the preceding it seems we should read 
mupyounévaus for ropfoupévas. Objections 
have been raised to the plural éred@uvov, 
for which Dindorf edits éwed@uvey with 
Bothe. The construction however is epic, 
as Od. xxiv. 357, @dpoet, mh Tot Tara 
petd bpeod ofot meAdytwv. 

859. A dactyl has been lost, perhaps 
tharos, like ara0}s kaxay, Herod. i. 32. 
v. 19. ; 

860. wépov ob SiaBds. Like Croesus, 
of whom the oracle had said Kpotoos “AAvy 
BiaBas peydranv apxhy Katraddce. The 
allusion seems not unlikely to have been 
borrowed by a later writer from Hero- 
dotus.— ods’ ag’ écrias ovdels, i, e. not 
invading another country, as the Persians 
pretended to claim the Aegean sea for 
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ovd ad’ éorias ovbeis, 
of ‘ , 

ola Xrpvpoviov mehdyous *Axehwtes eiot Taporkor 
Opykiov éerravov, 865 

Niwas 7 exrober ai Kata yépoov €dAnapevar wépi Trip- 
yov dvr. f. 

Aw » fee 
TOVO avaKTos alov, 

"Eddas 7 audt wopov mar edydspevat, pvxia Te Tpo- 
\ 

TOVTLS, 870 
‘ , / 

kat oTopapa Iovtov 
wn ha > a & a oe 

vacot & at Kata Tpav Gov mepikdvorou, oTp. y'. 
wn lal ea 

TOSE YR Tpoormevat, 
yy # , 

ola AdaBos, éharddurds Te Xdptos, Xtos, 

n0€ IIdpos, Ndf€os, Muixovos, TiHv@ te GuvanToVe 875 

"Avdpos ayxuyetrav. 
x ‘ > , 2 , , 

KQL TAS ayxuahous EKPATUVE MEoaKTous, 

their own. Hermann considers éccas 
efAe méActs not used as an exclamation 
(Schol. 7d dcas Oavpacrixds), but refer- 
ring to &iov in 867, ‘‘ quotquot expugnavit 
urbes adjecit imperio.” 

864. *AxeAwides. We may supply 
méAeis, as mepipptras méAccs Eum. 77. 
He appears to mean Imbros, Thasos, and 
Samothrace. There are no alluvial islands 
at the mouth of the Strymon, correspond- 
ing to the Echinades at the mouth of the 
Achelous. The Schol. observes "AxeAgov 
yop wav Biwp A€youow. ‘The watery 
cities of the Strymonian sea, neighbours 
of Thracian settlements,’ must therefore 
be taken as a poetical phrase for ‘the 
islands off Thrace.’ 

866. Aiuvas exTobev. The fortified 
cities on the main land, as it were out- 

side of the Aegean. With mipyov zepi- 
eAnAapmévas compare aiuaxOeion tpoupay in 
597. Schol. rots telyeot xexveAwpévat. 
Tf at (not af) be read, efo) must be sup- 
plied, as in 872. 

870. edxduevar If the reading is right, 
elyat is understood, as in Suppl. 18, -yévos 
ipérepov Bods e erapis evxdpuevor, i. e. 
‘boasting of their site near the wide 
Hellespont.’ Schol. af rapa tov ‘EAAG- 
gmovtoy Thy olknow abxotca. There 
are other readings abxduevai, adxdpevat, 
épxéuevat. Dindorf and Hermann read 
&pxduevat, after Blomfield. 

871. orduwpaTidvrov. Schol. 6 Béoro- 

2 , 
QvVT. Y- 

pos (i. e, the Thracian). 
872. kata mpav GAtov. Schol. af xar& 

Tov ‘EAAhorovrov. Surely this is wrong, 
though not so much geographically as in 
respect to the meaning of mpava. 
would translate, ‘ Off the headland of the 
Aegean sea,’ i. e. opposite to (in a southerly 
direction) the promontory of the Troad 
which juts out below the Hellespont and 
above these islands. See on Suppl. 848. 
Again, mpoofevat clearly refers to local 
position, not metaphorically to political 
attachment, as the Schol. seems to have 
meant by the gloss drotacoduevan. 

877. ayxidAous weoderous. Neither of 
these epithets are easily explained. The 
first ‘is applied to Salamis, Ajac. 134, 
where Linwood interprets it of any island 
which being of small circuit cannot have 
any part far distant from the sea. And it 
is likely that the adjective came to assume 
the place of a substantive (see on 580), 
for vicos. Thus peoderous will signify 
‘midway between the shores of Asia 
Minor and Greece.’ The latter word 
occurs frag. 208, where however the de- 
rivation from a«r} is obviously inappli- 
cable.—"Ixdpov €3os, the islands of the 
Icarian sea. Compare @roikoy éd0s "Actas 
Prom. 420, ‘the settlement of root, or 
sojourners in Asia Minor.’ The Schol. 
explains "Ixdpov Tov KAv8wva, which Her- 
mann thinks points to the reading of ed. 
Vict. dos. But he seems rather to have 
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Anpvor, "Ikdépou & eos, 
‘ ‘Pp 58 > de K is , , , kat Pddov, 70€ Kvidov, Kumpias te 7éheus, Tadov, 

noe Xddovs, Yahapiva te, Tas viv parpdmods Tavs airia 
OTEVAYLOV. 881 

‘\ ‘ > , ‘\ aA 2 , , > Kat Tas EUKTEdVOUS KaTa KM)pov Iadviov TovdVSpovs eTWOd. 
=) S- > , rd id i 

Eddavov exparer. ogerépais hpeciv. 885 
dxdpatov S€ raphy obévos dvdpav TevynoTy pov 

TOppLKTwV T émuKovpav. 
viv & ob« dpdiBdrws Oedtperta Tad ad bépopev modé- 

potot 890 

Suaberyres peyddws thayator tovriaow. 

BEPEHS. 

To, 
dvaTHVoS éya aTUyEpas jLotpas 
Thode KUpHoas areKwapToTarns, 
ec = a re , a as apodpdvas Saipav évéBy 
Tlepoav yevea: ti 7t0w Thypor ; podv yeves poor ; 
hédvTat yap euav yrviov pauy 

v4 + ae ¥ BJ Fd * 3 las 

THVS HrLKkiay éeoiddvT? daTav. 

895 

loosely paraphrased ‘the settlement of 
Icarus’ by ‘the Icarian sea.’ The poet 
probably followed a tradition that the 
islands were first colonised by Icarus. 

880. tas viv watpémoAts. Schol. &roi- 
kot ydp elow of ev Kimpo Sadauivior tov 
ev TH ATTA. 

882. Kara KNipoy *Iadviov. ‘In the 
district of Ionia.’ Schol. *IwvlSas wéAcs. 
Hermann long ago corrected the vulg. 
"Idnov. Cf. "Iaoviotot véuoros Suppl. 66. 

885. éxpdre. So Hermann for éxpd- 
tuve, which violates the dactylic metre, 
and had occurred just before in 877. If 
‘EAAdywr be right, we must join it with 
moAvav8povs. Hermann reads é¢Aadvey 
with several MSS., which he calls ‘ aperte 
verum,’ and so also Dindorf. But the 
Med. has ‘EAAdvwy, which perfectly satis- 
fies both sense and metre. 

886. akduarov, With the long & com- 
pare d@dyaroy frag. 192, dmapduvov 
Prom. 193. 

890. Tad ad pepouer. ‘ Formerly we 
were prosperous, now on the other hand 
we have received a fatal blow.’ The 
Med. has @eémperra, which the Schol. 

explains by the rather equivocal gloss imd 
Océv evexOevra nal Oeots Sdtavra. There 
is a common confusion between rpémew 
and mpérew, asin Suppl. 296. Ag. 1299. 
But dedrperra is a deo conversa. Com- 
pare Theb. 703, and with ob« éupiBdaws 
ibid. 857. 

892. ‘ Prodit Xerxes, regio ornatu, cum 
satellitibus, quorum unus vestem, quam 
in bello gestaverat, et arma tenet. Non 
enim squallidum et lacerum producere 
Aeschyleum est. Ideo monuerat Darius 
Atossam (830), ut filio dignum ornatum 
ferens obviam iret: quod factum esse 
extra scenam apparet. liter ista de 
veste Xerxis lacerata inepte dicta essent.’ 
Hermann. 

895. daluwv évéBy. See on 518. 
898. éoiddv7. The commentators 

generally take this for easddvra, compar- 
ing Cho. 403, mémaarat 8 abré por pido 
Kéap tévde kdvovoay olxtov, and referring 

to Elmsley’s note on Heracl. 693. To 
adopt an unnatural construction rather 
thik admit a licence sanctioned by epic 
usage and several examples from tragedy 
argues a needless timidity. We find in 

Ff 
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ci? ddedre, Zed, Kape per’ dvdpav 
TOV olyomevav 900 

Oavarov Kara potpa Kadtipat. 
XO. 

> aA a a ° a 
dtoTot, Bacthed, oTparias ayabys 

\ , ia] 4 

kal Ilepoovdmou Tims peyadns, 
Kécpov T avdpar, 

a a , 3 + 
ous VuV Saipov ATTEKELPEV” 905 

a > aa & rd , 

ya & aidler tay éyyatav 
nav Hépéa xrapevay, “Aidov 

% A ¢ , N odxtopt Ilepoay gdoBdrar yap 
‘ fa , ” Toddot fates, ydpas avOos, 

rokoddpavtes: avy yap t pvatis 910 

pupias avopav é€épOwra. 
> lal > Ee) 2 3 te 

Giat, aiat, Kedvas a\Kas. 

*Acia S€ x0dv, Barthed yaias, 
aivds aivads emt yovu Kékhita. 

BE. 
/ , ~ i ae pédeos yee ya TE TaTPOA 

Homer such elisions as xalpe 5 TH Bp? 
’Odvoeds, Il. x. 277. In Soph. Trach. 
675, apyiir’ oids edelpov méxw. Oecd. Col. 
1435, 7d’ ci Tedc?ré wor Oavdyr’. Eur. 
frag. Aeol. ii. rG wévn@. Ion 434, rl 
fot éAEL, MpoThKovT’ ovdEv ; 

899. «1 dpede. On the omitted aug- 
ment see Prom. 188. 

903. Tleprovéuov tijs. Schol. rijs 
Tots Tépoas veunbelons. We should 
yather compare ovxér: TepoovowotyTa in 
587. The sense is nothing more than 
‘the honour in which the Persian sway 
was held.’ 

907. xrauévay. This passive aorist 
occurs Od. xxii. 401. Compare xvpevos 
Eum. 253. On the dative (which may be 
either acquisitively used, or that of the 
agent) see Cho. 360. “A:dou odkropt 
Tlepoay is, ‘who has crammed Hades with 
Persians.’ Schol. rG wAnpwri, wapd Td 
cdoow. Cf. cecayuevov Ag. 627. 

908. qBoBdra. This is a former 
emendation of Hermann for aydaBdrau. 
He compares dSopotra, Arist. fraz. 198. 
Robortello has dda8dra:. For I and T 
confused compare aivedo. in the Med. 
for Gyveto. Suppl. 222. As before in 
552 seqq., this must be understood as the 

nS 2 2 9 x 
oO eyov, OLOL, ALAKTOS oTp. a. 

916 
t 

burden of the nation’s complaint implied 
in aid(et, rather than as the remark of the 
chorus, as Hermann has pointed out. 

910. paris. Schol. 4 wepupuévn nat 
én) yiis mecovoa, whence Blomf. suspects 
that he found vpais. The word seems 
extremely doubtful, and I have marked it 
with an obelus, though Hermann accepts 
it without a remark. A very ingenious 
conjecture by Franz is mdvu rapois ts 
pupiads, i: e. cuxval pupiddes. Cf. rappds 
ayréAAovea Oplt, Theb. 530. On the 
plural éépOwra: see sup. 574. 

912. In the MSS. and edd. this verse is 
assigned to Xerxes, and the next to the 
chorus. Hermann truly observes that the 
entire speech is the address of the chorus 
on receiving the king, who after his 
arrival on the stage first utters the words 
88 éyov x.7.A. So also Blomf., Dind. 
after Wellauer. 

914. em) ydvu KékArrat. Thisis a well- 
known metaphor from the wrestling school. 
See on Suppl. 85. Ag. 64, -yévaros 
koviaow épedouévov. Herod. vi. 27, 
és ydvu thy wédAw @Badre. But for the 
similar variation of the following ana- 
paests in 917, 921, we should be tempted 
here to read ydvaoww KérArrou. 
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N 4 9 9- , 
KQKOV ap cyYEevoOLav. 

xO. mpoapboyydv cou vdcrTov Tav 
Kakopatioa Body, kaxopéderov tay 
Mapiavduvod Opynvnripos 920 

Téubo, Tovdakpuv iayav. 
a > > lal Fd 

leT QLaVY TavoupTov 
9 , 
aVT. a. 

SvcOpoor adddv: Satpav yap 68 ad 
eTaTpomros ém éuot. nm 

XO. 
y \ , 
YOW TOL Kat Tavduptor, 925 

haorrabéa céBav adirumd te Bapn 
modes yevvas trevOnTHpos, 
KhdyEw d€ yoov apidakpuv. 

BE, 

919. kaxoueAerov. Not from péAos, 
but peAerh, mala meditantem. On the 
Mariandynian mourners see Hesych. in 
Mapiavduvay Opivos. Miiller, Dor. i. p. 
367, and Blomfield’s Glossary. Cf. Kiootas 
vouots indewiotplas Cho. 415. The Scho- 
liast says that the Mariandynian flutes 
(adAol) were peculiarly adapted for the 
music of dirges. They were a people of 
Asia Minor west of Paphlagonia, who 
seem to have been famous for the worship 
of Adonis. 

921. réupw. The MSS. give this word 
twice. Hermann retains both, and reads 
in 928, KAdyiw rrdyto 8 apldarcpuv iaxay, 
a change sufficiently violent. It would 
not however be safe to insist on the in- 
tegrity of either verse. The metre is 
not anapaestic (though it would be easy 
either to write or pronounce iaxxdv), but 
a spondee followed by a resolved doch- 
mius, as is evident from the antistrophe. 

922. The MSS. have kal avdduprov. 
Lachmann and Hermann omit «al, which 
is only an instance of the fondness. of 
grammarians for making up complete 
anapaests. 

924. perdtporos. Cf. Theb. 702, Saiuwr 
Ahparos ab tpowaia xpovig peradrAanTds 
tows by %\901. Eur. Electr. 1147, perd- 
Tporot mvéovow atpat Sduwv. Ar. Pac. 
945, coBapa Oed0ev kaTéxe: ToACOU peTa~ 
Tpowos aijpa. The Schol. Med. explains 
h véxn peraBéBdntra. But Hermann 
adopts one of two interpretations given 
in the later Scholia, Safuwy, 7 wapotoa 
dvoruxia, ‘‘nam haee calamiias ad me 
redit, ut scilicet ad auctorem.”?” Why 

*Idvev yap aanvipa, otp. B’. 

should not aé be used as in 890, implying 
the converse of former prosperity ? 

925. mdvduprov. We must read mdv- 
dupros with Hermann, or repeat aidav 
from above. In the next verse the MSS. 
givé Aaowa67 c¢Bl(wy, but the Schol. has 
céBwy, which the metre requires. The 
correction in the text is Elmsley’s. 

926. Bdpyn médrcws yévvas TwevOntipos. 

Translate ; ‘honouring the woes suffered 
by the people in shipwreck, (the woes) of 
the city, the mourner for its own hosts.’ 
I formerly explained ow mdvduproyv 
(abddy) yevvas mevOnrhpos (i. e. Mapray- 
duvav), ccBlCwv Bdpn wéAews. But I now 
reject this as being awkward in itself and 
not suiting the order of the words. The 
meaning is certainly obscure; Blomfield 
puts a stop at yévvas, connecting -ydoy 
mevOntijpos, as sup. 920. 

928. xAdytw 5é. The MSS. have 
kAdytw 5 ad, but ad suits neither metre 
nor sense. 

929. *Idvwv. This rare form, in which 
the a is short, is preserved in several 
MSS. instead of the vulg. Idvwy. Hesych. 
“lavvar év pev aixpadrwriot Zopoxardous 
amédocav ‘EAAnvinh: émel “Iavvas (1. 
“lavas) tos “EAAnvas Aéyovow. See 
Soph. frag. 54. Translate: ‘for our 
naval force, giving the victory to the other 
side, has suffered from the Athenians.’ 
By érepadxhs he means that the Persians 
who had been sent to kill the Greeks 
(sup. 449), were themselves slain by the 
Greeks. Herod. ix. 103, &s efSov érepaa-~ 
Kéa ywouevny Thy paxnv. Od. xxii. 236, 
érepaakea vixnv. The Scholiasts, who 

Ff 2 
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"Idvev vaidpaktos "Apys erepadkns, 

AIZXYTAOY 

930 

vuxiay maka KEepoapLevos 
Svadaipovd 7 axTdy. 

XO. 
. aa , 

olovot Bda, Kat mav7’ éxmevOov. 
rod dé dihwy addos dyXos 5 935 

La) ca , 

TOU dé aol TAPACTAT AL, 

otos yv Dapavdaxns, 
Yovoas, Hedrdyov, Vaupis, dordpas, 
Ho ’AydSaBdras, Sovovcxdvys T 

’"AyBdrava mpohurav ; 

nl Ss ddXoovs améeuTov 

940 

avt. B’. 
, > Is yxy s+ 2S St 

Tupias €k vads EppovTas é7 axTais 
ra 4 

Sarapwidor, oTvpédov 

Oeivovras er aKTas. 

XO. olot, Tod b€ cot Papvodyos * * 945 

"Aptopapdds 7 dyads ; 
Tov O€ Sevadkns ava€, 

with the MSS. assign these lines to the 
chorus, wrongly explain dmndpa by apel- 
Aero Thy owrnplay. Blomfield well com- 
pares Hesiod. Opp. 238, moAdAdm rad 
Edpraca wéAts Kakod dvdpds amnipa. But 
he sadly mutilates this and the antistro- 
phic verse, not perceiving that the metre 
of 930 is Ionic. 

931. vuxlay wAdKa Képodpevos. Schol. 
Med. aroxelpas oruyvhy mwAdKa Kate 
(1. nad) Svedatuova aerhy, TodT Fort Kata 
thy Sadropiva. The middle participle 
means, ‘having had it stripped’ (as Mars 
is said @epl(ew Bporobs, Suppl. 628). 
Schol. recent. vuxlay mwAdka, Thy Wur- 
tdAciav. Hermann admits the conjecture 
of Pauw and Heath, puxlay mAdka, by 
which he understands the narrow strait in 
which the battle was fought, comparing 
puxla Mporoytls in 870. This appears 
highly probable, for yvxfa is an unusual 
term for ‘deadly’ or ‘fatal,’ though any 
thing dismal is often called ‘black’ in 
Aeschylus. 

933. mdyr* écmedOov. In the MSS. 
this verse is assigned to Xerxes, which is 
contrary to the division of the antistrophe. 
Hermann takes ékmev@ou passively, ‘be 
asked,’ i. e. allow yourself to be questioned, 
‘about the whole affair ;’ and Dindorf 
approves this. But Linwood gives a more 

natural sense in supposing the chorus ex- 
horting its coryphaeus to ask for further 
information. 

936. wapaordrat. 
aomorat. 

938. In the order of the proper names 
I have followed Hermann in transposing 
Wdpuis from the sixth to the fourth place. 

940. °AyBdrava. Hermann’s reading 
7% Bdrava seems very probable, the MSS. 
having tayBdarava or TaxBdrava. The 

name may be recognised in Bardvwxos inf. 
962. There is however some metrical 
licence allowed in proper names. 

944. Oelvovras. Like walew in 418, 
this word is used intransitively, or at least 
without a definite object, ‘ knocking 
against each other.’ The passive é6elvovro 
occurs Theb. 949. 

945. olot, «.7.A. Hermann reads 
oiowt Pda, rod cot Papyodxos, to cor- 
respond with the strophe. Perhaps Keira 
has been lost from the end of the verse. 

946. ’ApiduapSos. The’A seems to be 
long ; supra, 320, it was made short ; and 
the respective epithets éo@Abs and dyabbs 
appear to identify the name. The MSS. 
however have xéapiduapdos with some 
varieties. We might also correct Kapid- 
papdos 8 a&yabds. Cf. 263. 

Schol. recent. cuy- 
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x , > , % Atdaros edrrarwp, 
Méudis, OdpuBis, Kai Maciotpas, 

“ApremBdpys 7 78 “Lotaixpas ; 950 
, 29> , 

TAHOE oC ETTAVEPOMLav. 

aN 247 

L@ Lo jLOL, oTp. y’. 
‘\ > - / N 

TAS wyvylous KQTLOOVTES, TAS 
‘A Ys - 

atuyvas “Addvas, mavres évi miTvho, 955 
aN oN , > , 

ey, €N, TAapoves doraipovert yépow. 

XO. 
> ‘\ a 

9 Kat Tov Tlepoay aitod 
Tov adv Tardy TdvT dpOadpov 960 

, , 

Pupla pwupia TEwTacTav, 
Baraveéyou mad’ ”Ahmucrov 
* * * * * 

Tov Yyoduwa Tov MeyaBara, 
TldpOov te péyav 7 OiBdpnv 

> édures EAuTTES ; O, © Satav, 

Tlépoats dryavots kaka mpoxaka héyets. 

ivyya pow &nr 
> lan e 7 e a 
ayabaov ETAPOV VITOMLLVHOKELS, 

»” > » be , f 
ahacrT, alacta oTvyva mpdKkaka héywr. 

Bod, Bok wor pedrdev Eroober F og, og ot EW@V EVTOOUEV TOP. 

951. émavepduay. Most MSS. give 
éravépouat, but one has émavaipdsuny, 
another émavepduot, whence Wellauer and 
Hermann have restored the true reading. 
A further change of rdde into taira 
(words commonly interchanged) would 
‘better suit the strophe, 940. 

954. Blomfield supplied ras at the end 
of the verse to suit the antistrophe, where 
Hermann ventures to read éoptveis. 

956. domalpovor xépow. This is pro- 
perly said of fish just taken out of the sea 
and landed from a net. Cf. Od. xii. 
254, domalpovra & ereira AaBoy Eppupe 
Odpa¢e. Herod. ix. 120, Homoupov bras 
mep ixOves veodAwrot. By év) mrdaw he 
means ‘by one and the same movement,’ 
or convulsive struggle. 

959. Tepoavy. The MSS. have Iepoav. 
—abrod Toy ody, i. e. Kal Toy ody abTod. 

961. popla meumacray. ‘Counting by 
tens of thousands.’ This is conformable 
with the account of Herodotus, vii. 60, 

einplounoay dt révde Tov Tpdroy* cuvarya- 
ydvres és Eva x@pov pupidda avOparar, 
kal cuvdtayres TabTyy &s pddiora elxor, 
mepieypaiyav wbev KUKAOY, K.T.A. 

964. Snodua. See 324. Some copies 
give Seodua. L. Dindorf ingeniously 
proposes Zicduva, from Herod. v. 25. 

966. &, & dalwy. Hermann reads oi’, 
& & bdwy, “ prout, hei hei, ex illis colligo, 
quae strenuis Persis ingentia accidisse 
mala narras?”—apéxaxa, cf. Suppl. 
843. 

968. twvyya. Schol. Med. :Alav. 
Schol. recent. 750v}v, xdpwv. In Latin, 
suggeris mihi desiderium. Photius, 
Wwryyes’ Aewrol méporr Kal af répwers. 
Ar. Lysistr. 1110, 77 of AngOévres tuyyi. 
See Theocr. ii. 17. Pind. Nem. iv. 56. 

970. &Aaocra. Hermann repeats the 

word, which occurs only once in the MSS. 
In the next verse Blomf. and Dind. read 
pot meddwy evrocbev for peréwy evdo0er. 
Hermann has 37 for por. 
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XO. 

AISXYAOY 

Kal piv addov ‘ye Troboiuer, 
Mapdav dvSpav pupidvTapxov 975 

Bav0ny, ° ‘Apis T ’Ayxdpyy, 

Aiakiv 7 48° "Apodkyy 

lITTLAVAaKTAs, 

KvySaydrav Kat Avbipvar, 
Todpov T aiyuas axdpeorov. 980 

» ¥ > > \ a 
eTapor, erapors ovK audi oKnVvais 
Tpoynrdtocw omer emdpevor— 

HE. BeBaor yap toimep aypérar orparod. op. &. 

Xo. BeBaow, ot, vovupo.. 985 
-_ as 2% | on Se eA 

BE. iy Wy, bo Lo. 

XO. im io, Satpoves & 
»¥ >» N 
Oar aedkmtov KaKov 

Suampérov, otov dédopKev "Ara. 989 

974. kal phy BAAov. So Blomf. for 
BAdAo. ‘ Well, but there is another whom 
we miss.’—I have retained pupidyrapxor, 
for which Dindorf gives uupiotaydy, Blomf. 
and Hermann pupiddapxov, much to the 
detriment of the spondaic rhythm of these 
anapaests. See sup. 316. The measure 
of the word is — — — —, as Mv@us isa 
spondee in Eurip. Ion 285, tig o 6 
Tivéios dorpamat re T1vdia, and Aoyiwy an 
iambus, ibid. 602, trav 8 ad Aoylwy Te 
xpouévoy te TH wédet. Virgil makes 
omnia a spondee, Aen. vi. 33. See on 
Prom. 698. 

976. “Apidy 7’. So Ahrens for &pedy 
7. The same error exists in the MSS. in 
Cho. 415. Hermann retains a&pedy 7’, 
and alters Edv@nv into Edvéw. 

981. @rapov, érapov. ‘I am surprised 
(i. e. at their absence) ; they are not about 
your well-screened car, following in at- 
tendance behind it.’ The aorist parti- 
ciple rapwy (from rééy7a) is Homeric. 
Blomfield gives érapev, the supposed 
Aeolic form of éradnaay, with Valcke- 
naer. By oxnvh tpoxndAatos the apud- 
vata is meant, which, as we know from 
Herod. vii. 41, was used by Xerxes on his 

expedition ; éffAace pév 8) obtw ek 
Sapidwy Eepins: perexBalveoe 58, Sxws 
pay Adyos aipéo., éx Tod Gpuaros és 
Gp duagav. abrov 5& Bribev aixpopdpa 
Neporéwy of tpiorot. The use of these 
comfortable apuduata is ridiculed by 

Aristophanes, Ach. 69, kal df’ érpu- 
xomeoba mapa Katior pio medlov 6801- 
TAavotvtes eoxnynucva: ed apyayakay 
parPands karaxefuevor. In both passages 
the oxnvy alludes to the umbrella, which 
is well shewn in the Assyrian sculptures 
(Layard’s Nineveh, p. 334), as an ap- 
pendage to the royal chariot, as it is to 
this day usedin India. At éméuevor there 
appears to be an aposiopesis, or rather, 
the king interrupts by the hasty explana- 
tion BeBacr yap, K.7.A. 

983. aypérat. So Toup for dypdra 
or axpéra, from Hesych. aypéray' 
nyeudva, Oedv. The Schol. recognises 
both MSS. readings, but in deriving the 
former amd tot &yew Kal ayelpew. he 
would seem rather to explain aypéra. 
Hermann, guided by the metre of 990, 
gives axpata. Cf. 444. This is sup- 
ported by a gloss in the Med., ef dé 
axpdrat, of &kpot. But the form is else- 
where unknown. Blomfield gives adpxyérai, 
a plausible correction. 

987.- daluoves 8 Zevr’. So Hermann 
for Safuoves 2er’, for which he formerly 
proposed daluoves fea’. The antistro- 
phic verse, about which no doubt can 
exist, makes the later conjecture far more 

probable. For the accidental omission 
of y, cf. rowdde for roidvde in Cho. 472. 

989. diampérov. Here, as in 565, 640, 
and many other places which Hermann 
has overlooked, 8:& was pronounced as 
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HE. wemhryype’, otas 80 aidvos tiyau. avr. 8. 
XO. mem dajypeB, evdna yap— . 
RE. véat véar Svar Ova. 
XO. *Iadvev vavBarav 

KUpoavTes ovK EvTUYAs. 995 
Svomd\enov 81) yevos 73 Tepoay. 

_ A 8 » r A, 4 a : , Fa 

HE. mas 0 ov; oTpardy pev TocovToY Tddas wém\y- 
pea. OTP. €. 

XO. ti 8 ove; ddwdev peyddus Ta Tepoay. 
HE. 6pas 76 Nourdy Tdd€ Tas ewas oTOGS ; 

XO. 6pO, dpa. 1000 
BE. Tove€e T dioTodéypova— 
Xo. Ti T60E Néyers TeTwoMEVOP ; 
BE. Oncavpov Beréerow ; 
XO. Baud y’, as dard Tor. 

BE. eoTaviowe? apwyav. 1005 
XO. = *Idwy dads od duyaixpas. 
pa ” » a N a> » 3 , HE. dyav dpeos: KateiOov dé Hp aeNrrov. av. €. 

, , > nA 
XO. tparévra vaskppasrov épels Optdor ; 
BE. wét\ov 8 eméppne emt orpPops. Ka.KOD. 
XO. TATGl, TATA 1010 
= ‘ 3 
BE. Kal méov 7 wamal pwev ov. 
XO. didupa ydp €or Kal TpuTNa. 

a monosyllable. The meaning is, ‘as 
conspicuous a calamity as Ate has ever 
witnessed.’ : 

990. ofa: 8° aidvos Toya. * By such 
mischances as happen only at long in- 
tervals,” The Med. has yp. daluovos 
thxat, whence ofa: 3& Saluovos rixou 
may be the true reading. This at once 
suits the metre better, and also takes up 
the words of the preceding strophe as 
Xerxes has done before at 968, 983, and 
does again at 997, 1007. 

996. SvowdAcuov. Schol. kaxwhty mo- 
Acue Kad Buoruxiioay. 

997. orparby wérAnypot. He speaks 
of the army as a part of himself, and there- 
fore uses the accusative. Cf. xdpa wemAny- 
pévos Ar, Ach. 1218, We may however 
take the accusative as depending on the 
sense of éxmdyAws orévw, like médAdeoOat 

“Iwves. 

épw, Suppl. 561, where see the note. 
1006. “Idwy. So Hermann for iadvwr. 

He remarks that in this play the people 
are only called “Iaves or “Idoves, not 

As the a in “Iaves is short (929), 
neither "Idywy nor "Idvwy is an equally 
plausible conjecture. 

1007. &yav tpeos. Thus Wellauer 
for Gyavépeios, which Hermann retains 
without comment. We have éyavdpeos in 
Theb. 845, if we may trust a highly proba- 
bleemendation. Dindorf also here abides 
by the vulgate. Wellauer’s correction is 
however very slight, and seems in itself 
likely to be right. 

1011. xa rAdoy 4 wana? pev ody. ‘Aye, 
and more than alas!’ Schol. trepBatver 
Opjvov. Hermann has here made a bad 
alteration, cal rAdoy, wAgoy pv ody. 
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BE. humpa: xa pata 8 €yOpois. 
XO. kat abévos y° exodova Oy. 
BE. yupvos ewe TpoTopTar. 1015 
XO. piov dravot movtiaow. 
BE. Siawe, Siawe wha, apos Sopous 8 Au. oTp. or". 
XO. aiat, aiat, dva, dva. 

BE. Boa vuv avridourd jou. 
XO. Séaw KaKay KaK@V Kakots. 1020 

BE. tule pédos Gpod THeis. 
XO. éTOTOTOTOL. 
BE. Bapeta y ade cvpdopa. 
xo. ot, pada Kal 76d ahyo. 
BE. épeco’ epeoce, cal oreval’ ewiy xdpw. avT. a7’. 
xo. Statvopas yoedvos wv. 1026 
BE. Boa vuv avridovmd jor. 
XO. pedew TapEeott, déo7roTa, 

BE. érrop0ialé vuv yoots. 
XO. 6TOTOTOTOL. 1030 
BE. pédawa & ad pewierar— 
XO. kal oToveeroa Tayd. 

x > »+ x , 

BE. Kat orépy’ dpacoe cat Boa 76 Mvcrov. 

1017. Stave wha. Schol. Sdepue rd 
arixnua. The second diawe ,is pro- 
nounced as a dissyllable, on the principle 
of didmperor in 989.—mpbs Séuous 16: is 
the signal for the procession of mourners 
to move forward, in the same manner as 
at the conclusion of the Seven against 
Thebes. The line which follows, and v. 
1026, should perhaps be transposed, as 
Butler perceived ; the eye of the tran- 
scriber having been confused by Bda vuy 
«.7.A., immediately following in both 
strophe and antistrophe. 

1020. Sdéow Kakdy K.7.A. 
dispensation of evil upon evil.’ 

‘An evil 
The ac- 

cusative depends on oréyw implied in the- 
preceding. Cf. Ajac. 866, mévos mévw 
mévoy pepe. The Schol. is quite wrong 
in his view, df50v rots kaxots Thy kaxhv 
Sdaw, 8 eott Td Sdxpva.—péros dod 
7Oels, i. e. in time and harmony. 

1025. épecoe. Schol. tumre ceaurdy 
cls eudy xapw. Cf. Theb. 850, épéocer’ 

otp. . 

duo) xpatt méumov xepoiv mirvarov. 
1031. aé. In the Med. the dis written 

by a later hand over an erasion, and in the 
next verse wot for caf. Hence Hermann 
restores pdpayva 8 dupeulierar | ofvor, 
otovéecoa mAaya, and reads ofuo for 
of in the strophe (1024). The objection 
to péAaiwva seems to have weight, that 
the sentence is too incomplete with the 
change of persons which the nature of the 
dialogue seems to require. For the use 
of pdpayva he compares Cho. 367, aAAd 
SorAis yap Thode wapdyvns Botros ixvel- 
rat. The Schol. however explains yé- 
Aava by mevOfpns. 

1033. «al Bda. Hermann has restored 
this reading from Eustathius on Dionys. 
Perieg. 791, nad Aioxdaos not, Aba Td 
Motor, your Ophyet. The MSS. give 
xamiBda, whence Dindorf edits xamPo. 
Schol. of yap Mugol nal of Spires ciot 
Médiora Opnyyntixol. See Miiller, Dor. 
i. p. 367. 



1042. ampiyS “&rpryda, i. &. PddAro. 
Cf. Cho. 417. 

1047. és Sdéuovs le. Here the pro- 
cession is directed to enter the palace, i. e. 
the central doorway in the proscenium. 
See sup. 1017. 

1048. BucBaixrds. So Hermann and 
Blomfield after Porson for the vulg. dtc- 
Baros. In three Paris MSS. décBarros 
is found, and in one of them ducBdixros 
as a various reading, with the gloss 
dveOphyntos. See sup. on v. 13. 

1049. iwd. So the Med. both here 
and in the next verse, for the vulg. id. 
The concluding verses of the play Her- 
mann has not only corrected, but actually 
re-written at about twicethe present length. 
It is probable that there was originally 
one or more strophae and antistrophae, 
and that the epodus here (as in so many 
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XO. ave, ava. 

RE. kat pou yevetou rép0e hevknpn Tpixa. 1035 
XO. = dapuyS drpuySa, pada yoedvd. 
BE. aires © 6&v. 

XO. Kat TAO epéw. 

BE. mérdov 8 epeuxe kodriay axpuy xepav. avr. ©. 
XO, ave, avid. 1040 

BE. kai Wadd’ eipay cal karoixrile otpardv. 
XO. amrpiyS dmpuyoa, pada yoedvd. 

BE. Siaivov § doce. 
XO. Téyyomat ToL. 

RE. Boa vuv avridourd pou. ém@oos. 
XO. olot, Otol. 1046 

BE. aiakTos és Odpous Kie. 
XO. id, ia, Hepots aia duo Baivxros. 
BE. iwa 04 Kar’ dou. 
XO. iwa Ona, vai, vat. 1050 

BE. your? aBpoBdara.. 
XO. id, id Hepois aia duo BavKros. 

in, in, in. 
EE. in tpirxdhpous Bdprow oddpevor. 
XO. réuabw rot oe SvaOpdors yoous. 1055 

instances) is only a convenient way of 
disposing of corrupt verses. Still it is 
evident that not the slightest confidence 
can be placed in such extensive altera- 
tions, however plausible and ingenious 
they may be.—-To many students the end 
of this play, like that of the Seven against 
Thebes, will appear devoid of interest. 
To the modern reader it can hardly be 
otherwise ; but then the dialogue which 
we have was in fact secondary to the 
spectacle which we have not. It was 
through the eyes rather than the ears that 
the effect of these scenes was produced on 
the audience. Nevertheless, exclamations 
which seem feeble and monotonous to us, 
may have derived a thrilling significance 
from the tone and gestures with which 
they were uttered. 

ee 
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TON EIITA EIII. @HBAS. 

Oidirous, pabdv ds dbéopws ovqv 7H pytpl, éeripdwcev Eaurdv: of SE 

aides avrod “EreoxAjs xat ToAuveixys, Gédovres AjOy maparéupar 7d 

ToLovrov piacpa, éykaTaxAciovow oikicxw aitdv. 6 S&, Todro pH pépor, 

GpGrat adrots dia oidipov ryv Bacireiav Aaxelv. of 88 eis PdBov 

mwenTwKores évrad0a, py Tas dpas TeAecwow ot Deol, éyvwray detv exer Ian 

THv Bacideay rapa. pépos, Exdrepos éviavTov dpxwv. mperov ovv “Ereokyjs 

hpéev, are cat mpecBirepos dv TWodwvelcous, ef kai SopoxAjs vedrepov 

Neyer: TloAwveixns 8& imeydpyoe. rerecbevros 8% Tod ovyxeysévov évt- 

avrov, éreidy ToAvveixns hOdv aaryre ro oKATTpov, od povov ovk eAaPer, 

GANG Kal dreméupOn xevds tap’ Ereoxhéous, ob Bovhopévou éxorivat Tis 

Gpxijs, GAN eyxparas éxouévou tavrns. Sev Kal TloAvvetxys éxeibev 

dmdpas eis “Apyos épxerar, kal tiv “Adpdcrov Ovyarépa yipas telbe 

Todtov cwvdpacbai of mpos Tiy THs dpxijs avdAnyiv: Kal AaBdv wap’ abtod 

ovxviy otpariay adixvetrar Kata OnBalwv. Fpxov S& rhs rouadrys dpyijs 

Herd, Tloduveikous érra otparnyol, EBdop0s yap otros Fv, as av mpds Tas 

érra midas tov OnBav Exacros emaydyou héxov modopKodvra. of pay 

obv GAou otparnyot Srd OnBaiov évypeOnoav ev 7h moAeuw Toduvelays 

8€ Kal “EreoxAjs povopaxncavres pos GAXjAovs, dvaipodow dAdrAovs. 

onpeiwoa. 88 ds Bipuridns piv va tov err tov “Adpacrov Déyer Aic- 
, ,¢& nw 

XYAos 8 Erepov trav era, "EréoxXov, dvtt “ASpdorov tpocbeis. 



THE SEVEN AGAINST THEBES. 

Tus date of this play is fixed by the extract from the didascaliae in 
the Medicean MS., é8:8ay6y éxi @eayevidov (MS. @eayévous) "Odup- 
midds. on. evixa Aalto, Oidirod:, ‘“Errd. éml O7Bas, Spryyt Zarvpicy. 

This was B.c. 472, or Ol. 77.1, the year after the Persians, Ari- 
stophanes (Ran. 1021) calls it Spaua "Apéws pecrdv, and seems to 
place it chronologically before the Persians, as Dindorf also arranges 
it. (See introductory note to the. Persians.) Euripides, treating of 
the same subject in the Phoenissae, makes distinct allusions to the 
play, as in his Electra to the Choephoroe,—in both cases not without 
something like the acrimony of a rival poet. The Antigone of 
Sophocles and the Suppliant Women of Euripides take up the 
subject in immediate continuation, and the Epigoni of our poet 
probably formed a sequel to the eventful history. Of all the plays 
of Aeschylus the Seven against Thebes seems to have been the 
most celebrated, as well as the most popular in the schools of the 
grammarians; at least, from none are so many passages quoted by 
ancient writers. For the same reason, the number of existing 
MSS. of this play, including the Prometheus and the Persians, is much 
larger than of the other four; nor is there the same ground for re- 

ferring them all to the Medicean as the archetypus. Considered as 
a tragic composition, the Seven against Thebes is rather remarkable 
for its grandiloquent diction than for high poetical merit. It does 
not, like the Prometheus or the Agamemnon, exhibit that wonderfully 
deep study of character which has immortalised the name of Aes- 

chylus. The treatment of the subject is rather epic than tragic, and 
the tone of the poem rousing and chivalrous rather than pathetic; or- 

at least, pathos seems the accident, not the leading characteristic, of 
the adventure in the mind of the poet. The scene is laid at Thebes, 
and the chorus consists of Theban maidens, who act as mourners to the 
suicide brothers, and enlist the sympathy of the reader in the begin- 
ning of the play by continually deprecating the miseries of slavery in 
the event of the city being captured. teocles enters solus, and 
addresses a body of Thebans, (either in the orchestra or as mutes on 
the stage,) who represent the citizens. They perhaps form the 
secondary chorus according to Miiller’s theory. There are but two 
actors to the piece. 



TA TOY APAMATOX IIPOSNITA. 

ETEOKAHS. . 

ATTEAO® KATASKOIIO“. 

XOPO® TAP@ENON. 

ISMHNH. 

ANTITONH. 

KHPY3Z. 



ENTA EMI OHBAYS. 

ETEOKAHY. 

Kadpov troNtran, xpi) éyew Ta Kaipia 
dotis uddooe Tpayos ev TpYUVY TOES, 
oiaka vopav Brépapa py) Komav vrve. 
el pev yap ed mpdEaiper, aitia Oeod: 

> +) Ss a ‘\ , ‘ uA ei 8 ad&, 6 pur) yevouto, cvpdopa THyo1, 5 
> , x ® ‘ \ / Ereorhéns av eis 7ohvs kara 7rohw 
e nip £ 1 3S lal , , dpuvoil wm aoTav dpouios Touppdbots 

1. xph (éeivov) dots, i.e. xph Tov 
gvAdooovTa, K.T.A., Aéyew TH kalpia, ‘to 
speak to the point,’ and to be careful 
what orders he issues. Schol. r& dvay- 
kata, but see on Prom. 515.—zpiayos, 
collectively for ra mpdyuara. The me- 
taphor of ‘ guiding the helm of the state’ 
is too familiar to require illustration. 
Homer has yyds yAadupiis oifia vouas, 
Od. xii. 218. Cf. Ag. 775. Prom. 153, 
véot olaxovéuot kparotc” “OAdurov.—ph 
xoiuoy is to be closely taken with vwuday, 
for which reason I have omitted the 
comma usually placed after the latter 
word, ‘ managing the helm without closing 

his eyes.’ The yw} depends on the in- 
definite doris. 

4. arta Geod. ‘The cause of it is attri- 
buted to Providence,’ i. e. the gods get all 
the credit ofit. This is said with something 
of irony if not of bitterness, as the popular 
doctrine disparaging to the general who 
is really responsible for the result. Cf. 
Tac. Ann. xiv. 38, ‘Simul in urbem 
mandabat, nullum praelio finem expecta- 
rent nisi succederetur Suetonio, cujus 
adversa pravitati ipsius, prospera ad for- 
tunam referebat.’ Ib. Agric. 27, ‘ iniquis- 
sima haec bellorum conditio est; prospera 

‘adver KaKdy. 

omnes sibi vindicant, adversa uni impu- 
tantur.’ Nepos, Vit. Alcib. viii. ‘Si quid 
secundi evenisset, nullam in ea re suam 
partem fore; contra ea, siquid adversi 
accidisset, se unum ejus delicti futurum 
reum.’ 

5. ef 8 a0’, x.7.A. ‘ Whereas if, on 
the other hand, harm should befal us 
(which heaven forbid!), Eteocles alone 
would be universally decried,’ &c. The 
antithesis «fs woAv’s may be compared 
with the idiom cfs dvhp wAciotov aévov 
mwapasxav, Pers. 329. 

7. mwoduppd0ors. Schol. Aoiddpors. 7d 
buvetcba uécov. Both these are sound 
comments. By the compound a notion 
of popular murmur and dissatisfaction is 
conveyed, as Antig. 259, Adyo 8 éy aa- 
Ahaow éppdbovy xaxol. Ibid. 290, éppé- 
Oovv euol. Androm. 1096, exper pdtor év 

Trach. 263, Edvoy madoudy 
byta TOAAG mev Adyos emeppdOnce. In 
gpomios and dpvotro there is a clear al- 
lusion to the ballad-singers who exercised 
such influence for good or evil over the 
minds of the vulgar in Greek cities. 
Hor. Sat. ii. 1, 46, ‘ Flebit et insignis tota 
cantabitur urbe.’ 
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oipdypacty &, dv Zeds aheEnrypios 
érdvupos yevoito Kadpeiwv mode. 

% 
Spas Sé yp vov, kal Tov éddelrov7’ Er 10 
qBys axpatas, kal tov €€nBov xpove 
Bracrynpov adSaivovta cepmatos Tohvy, 
apav T éxov? ExacTov, wore ouptmpe;nes, 

moder T apyyew Kat Oeav éyywpiov 
Bopotor, Tisas ph *EarepOnvat rote, 15 

lol s, tale 

téxvous TE, In Te pytpl, prrtarn Tpode. 
}) yap véovs éprrovras ebpevel 7d, 

QTavTA TaVvooKovG.G Tato€eias OTOP, 

COpdbar’ oixvaThpas damdnpdpovs 

8. dv Zebs, «.7.A. ‘Of which may 
Zeus the averter prove what his name im- 
ports to the city of the Thebans,’ i. e. the 
averter in reality. The genitive oy rightly 
depends on either dAcinthptos or émdyv- 
pos, for érdvupos oiuwyudrwy would mean 
‘named from (averting) lamentations.’ 
But this latter construction is in fact lost 
sight of, the sense being dv Zebs adeénrh- 
pos yévoiro GAnOGs GrAcknThpios. 

10. ral roy eAActrovr’ ért, ‘Both him 
who has not yet attained the prime of life, 
and him who is past it but still keeps up 
a vigorous growth of body (i. e. not yet 
decrepit, duoyépwv), and also each one 
that possesses the military age, as is be- 
fitting (i. e. to him in an especial man- 
ner),’ &c. Three ages are here described 
and well defined; the military 7Aucda, or 
&pa, which is peculiarly apt for the defence 
of the city; those who are too young, and 
those who are too old to be enlisted. 
These two last comprehend all those com- 
monly called of &xypeto: or of dvarynatot, 
who in the event of a siege or the absence 
abroad of an army are bound to aid in 
the defence, the infirm and decrepit 

alone excepted. Hermann raises two 
difficulties with regard to the reading; 
first, that Braornudy (MSS. BAdornpov’ 
or BAdoripoy) is not a substantive, but an 
adjective in Suppl. 312, rly’ ody &1 &AAov 
Thode BAdornuov Aéyets; and secondly, 
that Sore ovumperts should have been 
&s rb cuumperés, and that the MSS. read- 
ing Sort or &s ris does not justify Stan- 
ley’s correction écre, which is commonly 
received. He therefore corrects BAaorn- 

opdy, on the analogy of dépxnopds, arn- 
opds, &c., and in v. 13 reads &s tis éu- 
mperfs. On the former point it appears 
to me that we have nothing certain to 
argue upon, since BAdornuoy may be 
either adjective or substantive in the pas- 
sage of the Supplices; for the latter it 
may be replied that &s cupmperés (éo7t) 
is perfectly good Greek; that doe for és 
follows the same epic usage as doe for 
és (which occurs below, v. 127, «al 
Kimpis &re yévous mpoudrwp), and is de- 
fended by &ore vads xedvds olaxoarpddos 
in 62; and finally that éumpemds is ‘con- 
spicuous,’ Suppl. 107, but cuumperhs is 
fit,’ ibid. 452, 

15. tids. In close connexion with 
OeGv and Bwpots, and illustrated by 77 
and 167 infra, it is clear that ria) here 
means ‘sacrifices.’ Cf. Troad. 26, épnula 
yap wéAw bray AGBy KaKh, voor? Th TOY 
Gedy, ode Timaobas Oéret. 

16. piardrn tpopg. Compare wéBoy 
olravdpov inf. 893. She was worshipped 
at Athens as I'jj xoupotpégos. See Suidas 
in v. Ar. Thesm. 300, efxeo0e 7} Koupo- 
tpédpy Ti. Homer calls Ithaca rpyxei 
GAN &yadh Koupotpdspos, Od. ix. 27. 

17. Eprovras. Schol. kupiws ém) maidwv. 
It is said that the meaning ‘to crawl’ is 
later than tragedy; and it is sufficient to 
understand Balvovras.—mavdoxovea, Schol. 
recent. mdvra mévov THs maduchs HAucas 
brodexouevn. Photius: 8rAos, 6 wévos 
tal 6 udxOos. kad drAciv Td poxOelv. 

19. oicorfpas. Hermann edits oixy- 
tipas from two or three MSS., a form 
which occurs Oed. Col. 627. The later 
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kal vov mer és TAO Huap ed pémrer Oeds: 
xpévov yap.non 7évde rupynpoupévots 
KadGs TA Thelw wodEwos eK Oedv Kupel: 
lel 8 e € 7, ‘ > lal \ 

viv 0, ws o pavtis dna, oiwvav Borip, 
Ae eee cal s AY x v2 
EV WOL VWUWVY KAL peo, TuUpOS dixa, 

Xpnornptovs dpribas dapevdel Texvy 
ovTos, Towavee SeamdTys parTevpdtwr, 
héyer meytornv mpoo Body ’Axaida 
vuxtnyopetc ar, KamuBovdevew adder. 
GN’ &s 7 émdd€es Kat 7Udas TUpyopaTov 30 

6ppaobe trdvres, covobe abv Tartevyia, 
mypovte Owpaxeta, Katt cé\paow 
Tipyov ordbyte, Kat muddv én’ €ddots 

pipvortes ed Oapcetre, und éerndvdav 
TapBetr’ dyav duitovr ed Tedet Beds. 

Schol. explains oixfropas. The construc- 
tion is rather remarkable for é@péparo 
bros yévoiwbe micro) olxioThpes. 

21. wal viv wev. He reverts. to the 
sentiment in v. 4. ‘ Hitherto indeed all 
has gone well; but we must be on our 
guard to repel a nightly attack which is 
contemplated, and which, if successful, 
will bring reproaches on the head of your 
leader for not sufficiently providing against 
it.’ Cf. 36-8. 

22. rupynpoupévors, ‘beleaguered.’ Pho- 
tius: mupynpotmeda: evrds eomev Tor 
mipyav. Ibid. rupynpotucuor ta Telyn 
guaddtrovres. The Schol. Med. is quite 
wrong in understanding ‘ protected by 
the god.’ Inf. 171 he rightly has gow 
Texav byt. 

25. &y dol Kal gpecty. Cf. wAvew 
dxodeat Cho. 5, i. e. not only hearing but 
comprehending. The faculty of sight was 
wanting to Teiresias.—vwuay was properly 
used of augurs, as Oed. R. 300, @ mdvra 
voudv Teipecta. Phoen. 1256, eumdtpous 
7 dxuas phgeis 7 évduwv.—rupds dlxa, 
Schol. od eumtpos xpmpevos. To insert 
these words in such a sense between 
vopav and dpmbas is certainly awkward, 
‘observing birds without fire’ Hermann 
says, ‘non dissentit Aeschylus ab So- 
phocle in Antigone y. 1005, atque Euripi- 
de in Phoenissis v. 954, sed quod dixit 

35 

mupds Sixa est praeter signa ex igne 
capta.” Thus Eteocles. would quote the 
double confirmation of the prediction de- 
rived from a twofold observation. 

2B. Aéyet #.7.A. ‘Declares that the 
greatest attack yet made on the part of 
the Argives is to be discussed to-night, and 
that they are plotting against the city.’ 
Schol. éy vuxrl (he should rather have 
said és vdnra) dryopeder Oat nat Bavrever bar, 
By the latter word it does not appear that 
he meant to paraphrase ém:Bovaeterv. In 
Rhes. 20, vurnryopia is ‘a proclamation by 
night,’ and ibid. 88 we have tds cas mpbs 
ebvas tAakes eAddyTes PdBy vuKTTyO~ 
povot. I have retained ’Axa:lda with the 
Med., which however has *AxalSas in 
Pers. 490. The former must have been 
the epic form, for we find "Ayatliwy Od. 
iii, 261. 

32. Owpaxcia. Hesych. Odpak: 6 ripyos. 
Schol. recent. rd rTelxn, 5 7d The wéAW 
&s Odpaxa avrd érevdidboxeo9at, From 
Herod. i. 181, the term might seem to be 
peculiarly applied to the outer wall;— 
Touro pév 5) Td Tetxos Odpné dort: Erepoy 
5& Fowler Tetxos wepide?, In vii. 139 
there is a more remarkable expression, 
ToAAol Tetxéwy KiOGuves éAnAauévot. The 
Romans used Jorica and lurieula in a 
similar sense. Cf. Tac. Hist. iv. 37, Ann. 
iv. 49. Caesar, B. G. vii. 72. 

Hh 
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bévtes Namdéew dorv Kadpeiwv Bia, 
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} ynv Oavdvres tHvSe dupdcew Povey 
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K\npovpevous 8 Edeutrov, Os Taw hayov 

37. wh paray 63¢. ‘Are not going a 
vain journey.’ Schol. wh pdrny dpujou. 
Hesych. yard SiarplBer xpoviger. But 
see on Prom. 57. The idea is perhaps 
from IL. x. 324, col 8 éydh obx GAtos 
oronds éocopa. 

38. oft wh Anpeba. 
of my being caught.’ Cf. oft: wh mpod@s 
Cho. 881. 0d uh drdoxwvrat Suppl. 736. 
The construction is rather rare in its more 
complete form. Plat. Apol. p. 28, a, 
obdev Bewdy wh ev euol orf. Phaed. p. 
84, B, ov5ty Bewdy wh poBnOH. Ar. Eccl. 
650, dor’ odx) déos uh oe pirgon. 

46. apxwpdrnoav. Schol. dpocav. 
When the: messenger left the army, the 
Argive chieftains had already taken the 
oath and were in the act of suspending 
their tokens to the car of Adrastus. Hence 

* the difference of tenses. 
48. dupdcew. pbpew (Prom. 458. Ag. 

711, atuart & olros epupén) or pupa, is 
properly to make dough, paste, or clay, 

‘There is no fear 

40 

45 

50 

dedopKdTwv. 

55 

by mixing liquid with a dry material. Cf. 
inf. 930. 

49. uynucia. ‘And mementos of them- 
selves for their parents at home they were 
hanging (inf. 267) to the chariot of Adras- 
tus.’ Schol. repdvas } tplxas i Tt To1Wwi- 
tov. @00s 5¢ hv robs év wodkéum ois 
oixelos mépre onueta ) mepdvas ® rawwlas 
i) Boorpixous % Tt To.odToy. — mpds &pua 
dé "Adpdorou, eel "Audidpaos abrots euav- 
tevoato udvov “Adpacrov cwhhoecbat. 

51. AciBovres. The editors place a 
semicolon after this word; but the sense 
seems to be, ddpu uty AclBovres, oixTi(s- 
pevor & ov~ 

54, rdvde mboris. ‘These tidings have 
not been long in reaching you.’ Schol. 
Taxd yap HyyeAa. But Hermann reads 
mioris with Schiitz from one MS., ‘the 
proof ofall this will not be long withheld.’ 
To this reading another scholium in the 
Med. may probably be referred, er’ ov 
TOAY Bt Taira yrdon TH melpa. 
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EKAOTOS AUTOV Tpds TUAAS ayou Noxon. 
> » Mpos TAVT apictous avdpas exkpitous Toews 

muhav én €&ddo.cr Téyevoat Tayxos" 

eyyis yap 75n mévoT)os *Apyeiwy otpards 
Xepet, kovie, Tedia 8 apynatis adpds 60 

cA lal Xpaiver orahaypots immKav ex mvevpdvav. 
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, Sy 

dpdfa méduopa, mply Katavyioa. mvods 

"Apews' Bog yap Kia yepoatov orparod: 
Kat TOVOE KaLpOV OoTIs aKLOTOS ha Be 65 

Kaya Ta ouTa TLoTOV HuEpoaKdToV 
bPOadrpov €€a, Kai cadyveia Méyou 
eldas Ta TaV Odpabev aBraBrjs ecet. 

ET. @ Zev te kal Ih cat Tokacovxor Geol, 
> tA * > *, a e 4 

Apa 7, “Epwis trarpos 4 weyacbenns, 70 
BY pou TOW ye wpupvdler mravadeOpov 
é€xOapvionte Snddwrov, “E\ddos 

58. rdyevoat, ‘marshal,’ Schol. rdfov. 
Verbs in -evw, a lengthened form of -éw, 
are never properly transitive, though 
frequently they become so through their 
derivation from nouns involving some 
notion of action. Thus we have tayeiy, 
Hetouceiy, &c. with a genitive, because 
they simply represent tayby or péToicoy 
eivat. But we find xpurredey, dpOedvety, 
Orest. 405, éunpevew téxva Rhes. 434, 
Baxxevew tid Orest. 411, xndedew, and 
much more frequently maidevew, Bovded- 
ew, &c., in which the primary notion is 
‘to be a doer of something,’ and which of 
course take an accusative of the thing 
made or done. It thence follows that 
either the neuter or the passive form is 
indifferently used, as méAts #8y cadever 
Oed. R. 23, but x@ev cecdAcuTa: Prom. 
1102. 

60. kovier. Cf. xovloas od8as Pers. 
165. Schol. recent. xdviv eyelpe: amd ris 
orovd7s. 

63. gpdta. The metaphor seems to 
show that this word is used strictly in a 
naval sense, of strengthening a ship’s sides 
or bulwarks against the force of the waves. 
Cf. Od. v. 256, where we read of Ulysses’ 
raft, opdte 3é yu plrecot  diopmepts 
oicvivyot, Il. xii. 263, pivotor Body 

gpdtavres erdAtes.—kararyloa, Schol. 
katanvetooa opodpas. Cf. Prom. 813, 
Bpduov nararylCovra. ‘Lucian, Charont, 
p. 493, ed. Jac., érérav 7d mvetua Kar- 
avyicay wrayle TH 606un euméon Kad rd 
kipa dpnrdv apo7. Il. ii.’ 148, AaBpds 
érarylCor, sc. Zépupos. 

64, kKiua xepoatov, ‘the land-wave.’ 
So fedua and &uaxov xiua Cardooas Pers. 
86, said of the Persian host. Here the 
epithet qualifies the metaphor, as in &pdis 
&mvupos of the gadfly’s sting, Prom. 898. 

71. wh por wéAw ye. The ye, so far 
from being superfluous, is part of the 
formula used in deprecating. See Prom. 
649. Hippol. 503, «al uh ye pds Oeav 
— népa mpoBis tévS. Oecd. Col. 1409, 
ph wo atiyndontré ye. Ar. Nub. 84, ph 
fot ye TOUTOY pndayds Tov “Inmov. Equit. 
19, wh pot ye, uh wot, wy SiacKavdictons. 
—rpupvdbev, perhaps from Il. xii. 148, 
&yvutov Any mpuuvhy extduvovtes. Pho- 
tius, mpiuyny Kdrwder éx pi(av. Hesych. 
mpuuvév' td oxarov. It does not there- 
fore seem necessary to read mpéuvobev 
with Blomfield and the more recent 
editors. See inf. 1060. 

72. ‘EAAdOos, «.7.A. Schol. dvt) rod 
od BdpBapov otcay GAN ‘EAAnvida Kat 
abthy. 

“ph2 
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Opedpar poBepa peyad’ ayn. 
peOetrar orpards otpardiedov dura 
pet Todds Ode ews mpddpoptos trméras 80 

aidepia Kdvis pe reife. paveto’, 
»* a.) io + dvavdos cadijs €ryos wyyehos. 
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iw ia, Oeoi Beal 7, dpdmevor KaKdov ahevoare 

75. oxebciv, sc. Sére Tods toXeulovs 
phwote oxebev. For the use of the 
aorist see inf.424. Prom. 685. 

46. tuvd. Schol. kowapeay rad syiv 
kal jpiv voul(w Aéyew. A sort of bargain 
is struck with the gods (as inf. 165) that 
they shall protect the city, and the city in 
turn shall keep up the public worship. 

78. XOPOX. The former part of the 
ensuing parode is not antistrophic, but 
consists almost wholly of dochmiac verses 
recited:'in hurried succession by individual 
members of the chorus, much as the 
Furies sing the opening ode in Eum. 
138 seqq. They may be supposed to 
enter the orchestra under the excitement 
of a false report that the enemy is march- 
ing against the city. 

79. peOetrar, ‘is let loose.’ The 
notion is from setting a dog at the prey. 
Schol. ae?ra: 6 dxAos ard Tod oTpato- 
mwéSou. Dindorf, who has introduced 
many violent and improbable alterations 
in this part of the play, needlessly corrects 
«abeirat, The Schol. rightly observes 
Taira 8& avraCdueva: Agyovow ds 
4707. Neither the dust nor the tramp 
of the horses is supposed by the audience 
to exist: except in imagination. 

81. «dvis — &yyedos. Cf. Suppl. 176, 
bpa xdviv Bvavdov &yyeAov orparov. The 
following passages may have been in the 
mind of the poet; Il. xi. 151, 51d d€ 

ooicw &pto novin éx medtov, Thy Gpoay 
épiySoure: mwédes trmwv. Hes. Scut. 
Here. 61, x0dva 8 Exrumov awées trmot 
viccovtes xnAfo1, Kéns BE ah’ Gppr 
ded7et. 

83. I have endeavoured to restore this 
corrupt and very difficult passage from 
the vestiges of the MSS. readings, and 
by the aid of the clear and explicit 
scholium in the Med., xa) 7a ris ryfjs-dé 
pov mwedla Kataxtumovpmeva Tois Tool Toy 
trrov cal rev StAwy (Ll. éwAGY) Tote? wou 
mpooTead(ew tev Axov tots wolv. The 
original reading of the Med., which has 
undergone some corrections by a later 
hand, was éAedéuas wediowAoKTimos Tt 
xplumrerat Bo& (or Boa, for there is an 
erasure after the @, and the above scholium 
points to xplumre: Body). One Paris MS. 
gives éAadduvas, Rob. éAtSeuvas. In the 
former edition I conjectured én) 88 (or 
did 5%) yas éua@s. Hermann retains 
éAcd€uas, with which he compares the 
irregular and exceptional éAévaus EAavBpos 
éAémrodus in Ag. 666. In my own mind 
not a doubt remains that the word is 
corrupt, and I believe the scholium 
quoted above represents the early and 
correct reading. Dindorf edits from his 
own conjecture «fae 3° duds ppévas: déos" 
brdwy Krémos woTixplumrerat | Bie ‘méBov 
Bod-rorGrat, «.7.A., which is not to.emend 
a passage, but to re-write it. 
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motepa Onr eye rotuméaw Bpéry Saipdvev ; 
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dxpaler Bperéwv exer au ti wéd\Nopev dryaordvo. ; 95 
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ti pé€eus, Tpodacers, TadatyOav “Apys, Tav Tedv yap ;° 
a , Sat a ae , ® xpvoom7Arn€ Satpov, ead éwiSe wddw, 

av mor evpudytav eOov. 
Qeoi wrohudoxor XOoves, ir’ tre wdvTes, 

idere TapOevav ixéovov Adxov Sovlocivas UTE. 

87. Bog itp rerxéwv. ‘ With a shout 
on the further side of the wall the white- 
shielded host is moving in battle array 
against the city.’ The chorus within ‘the 
walls picture to themselves what is taking 
place beyond them. Hence Schol. é:ep- 
dvw. Hermann and others understand 
‘jg now surmounting the walls.’ But 
él wéAw is decidedly against this view, 
as ém} means motion ‘towards.’ As for 
didxwy, I have enclosed it within brackets, 

as it does not fall in with the dochmiac 
metre. For the distinctive epithet AcdK- 
aoms see Antig. 114. Phoen. 1099. 
The shields of the common soldiers in the 
Argive army seem to have been painted 
white, without any device (‘parma alba,’ 
Virg. Aen. ix. 548). 

92. wérepa Bpérn. The Schol. takes 
mérepa not as agreeing with Bpérn, but 
for rérepoy, for he adds # &AAo Tt mpdto- 
mev; And the reply is consistent with 
this, ‘It is high time to cling to the 
sacred images.’ 

94, efedpo1. The epithet conveys the 
notion of firmness and of not relinquishing 
their post in.danger. Inf. 309, e#edpoi 
Te oTdOnr -dkvydos Avraiow.—eKudcel, 
ef. Cho. 713. 

99. Ardy’, i. e. Arravad, as Suppl. 789, 
MéAn Arrava Oeots. This is Seidler’s cor- 
rection for Aitdy. ‘ When, if not now, 
shall we engage in petitions of the peplus 
and the suppliant boughs?’ The allusion 
is to the peplus used in supplicating Pallas, 

Il. vi. 90. 302. Schol. recent. 20s fy 
Tois waAdaiots, dwdTE ixérevoy Tos Oeods, ev 
xepolv exew robs adtay wémAovs kab 
orepdvous ka) did TobTwy abrods étiAcova- 
Gat. Rather, they carried a sacred robe 
or shawl in procession, and invested with 
it the statue, generally of Pallas, as at the 
great Panathenaea. The construction is 
the same as in Xen. Anab.' x. ii. 26, brrws 
of moAguion Gud) TadTa exouey, ‘might be 
occupied | with these.’ 

104, Gy mor? K.7.A. Schol, fy jwoTe 
Zov «bd mediAnuevny. Both wore and 
wakalx wv refer to the ancient worship of 
Ares by the Thebans. Schol. iep& 5¢ 7 
@fBy Tod “Apews &vw0ev. This god, and 
inf. 127, Aphrodite. are invoked from their 
connexion with Cadmus through Harmo- 
nia. On the feminine form edpiAqrav 
see Cho. 61. Pers. 598. 

105. moAidoxot. By adopting from the 
‘Med. this Pindaric form (Ol. v. 22) and 
pronouncing @col as a monosyllable, we 
obtain a dochmiac verse, though rather a 
lame one. The common reading is woAic- 
codxo, but the MSS. present many varia- 
tions. 

106. Adxov. It is a theory of Miiller’s 
that the chorus so calls itself because 
drawn. up in the shape of a military Adyxos. 
So Ag. 1631, cia 5) pido: Aoxtrat.— 
dovaoctvas ‘ep, Schol. irép rod ph eis 
‘BovAciay axOjvat. In.the same sense 
‘Thucydides uses SovActas brep, v. 69. 
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110. doxp0Adpov. Having the crest 
not perpendicularly erect, but slanting 
backwards. 

lll. wdrep mavterds. Cf. Zed TéActe 
Ag. 946. From this verse (a dochmius 
+ cretic) Hermann distributes the re- 
mainder of the chorus into strophae and 
antistrophae. He edits ob 8 Gad’, & Zed 
Zed, wdtep wavTeAés, observing the cor- 
respondence of ad 7’ “Apys, ped ped, in 
125. This seems probable; yet to avoid 
a rather violent alteration I have pre- 
ferred to commence the strophe with v. 
113. The temerity of Dindorf goes far 
beyond Hermann’s. He reads add’, & 
Zed marep, way TéAos ds veuels. 

112. &pntov. Like dpxéw (arceo) and 
épivw, it is clear from this passage that 
the primary sense of éphyew is ‘to ward 
off,’ though it is rarely met with. 

113. *Apyéio: 5€. So Hermann with 
the Med. and a Paris MS. for ’Apyetor -ydp 
(the Med. omitting the accent on ’Apyeto:). 
Compare ’AtpelSas Ag. 122. 

115. didderof re 54. In this verse IT 
have followed Hermann in the slight cor- 
rection, demanded by the metre, of yévvos 
trmlas for yevtwr trmlwy or immelwv, and 
the insertion of 8}, which sounds better 
than Dindorf’s to: yeviv trmelwy. For 

re, which is from Robortello, the rest 
have 5é. 

118. Sopvecots. The metre appears to 
require the contracted form for dopycdas 
or dopvocdors. Blomfield gives doptccas. 
Cf. Oed. Col. 1313. 

119. apoctoravra:. Should we not 
read mpocicrayto, to suit the antistrophic 
v. 134? For the action was passed, sup. 55. 
And this would remove the difficulty felt 
by Hermann and others at taking €8dduas 
in its literal sense, ‘at the seventh ‘gate,’ 
rather than ‘at the seven gates.’ They 
were standing at one gate when they 
drew lots for their respective posts, to 
which the chorus infers that they have by 
this time retired. A verse seems to have 
been lost after this, as Hermann remarks 
from a comparison of the antistrophe. We 
might complete the sense and metre by 
adding juli? evdde dpuwv. 

121. ix@vBdAp paxave movrouddav. 
The trident is represented as the sceptre 
or emblem of sovereignty over the sea. 
Schol. ty&rar rape OnBalors 6 Nowedav. 

But the chorus speaks of it here as a 
destructive weapon, as one of the later 
Scholiasts suggests. 

126 KfSecat 7° evapyas. 
KndeaThs evapyas yevou. 

Schol. Med. 
‘Appoviay yap 
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\ , y , , 
KQt Kvzpis, ATE YEVOUS TPOPAaTWPs 
+ f ‘\ > o 

ddevgov' oer yap é€ aipartos 
yeyovapev" huratat oe Oeoxdvrous 

avrovaa. Tehalopner Oa. 
N AY ta > »¥ 4 lal 

Kat od, Avner avak, AvKetos yevov 
a ial oh 

OTpPaT@ Saiy ardvev ava. 
7 > ® , Y 

OUVUT,@W Aaroyévea kKovpa, 

TOov evTiKalov 
(’Apreus dida]. 

oN Lia 

ey, €N. 
»” 

oToBov appdtav dudi wddw Krdvo, 
@ mot ”Hpa: 

€Xakov a&dvav BpBopevav yveat, 

"Aprewe gira, €7. 

Sopitivaxtos aifnp S émpaiverau 
, / x , 

TL TONS Ape TAOKEL ; 

tot & ert Téhos erraryer Oeds ; 

Tt yevyoETas ; 

145 

€}, €4. axpoBddrwv & érah€éwv ifas Epyerar. avr. 6’. 

Thy "Adpodlrns Kad “Apews elxev Kddpos. 
There is a sort of play on the double sense 
xndeuay (Suppl. 72) and «ndeorhs. 

131. dirotca. So Hermann with 
Seidler for dmrtovom. Cf. Cho. 867, 
Kwpots avTa. Though the v is long in 
Moschus, ii. 120, yautoy wédos hmvovtes, 
the initial a cannot be shortened, as the 
metre here requires. 

132. Adietos yevov. See on Suppl. 669. 
Schol. Med. woadutos, ofov, &omep AvKos 
abrots épdpunoor. 

133. dadg. This is the beautiful emen- 
dation of Hermann for éivrds. He sup- 
ports it by the gloss of Hesychius jrvn- 
govh. Had that gloss not existed, one 
would have felt no doubt that this was 
the genuine reading. It is strongly con- 
firmed by the converse error in 13]. 
Dindorf gives orévwy kammavras, which 
does not suit the metre. 

135. ebruxd(ov. So L. Dindorf for 
évruxagov of the Med., the other copies 
having e6 mund(ov. (On 7 and 7m inter- 
changed see Suppl. 295.) Hesych. ed- 
rbKacov (cbrund(ov)- erurop exe, Erotpmov, 
—probably in-allusion to this very. pas- 
sage. The later Schol. rightly -has ¢d- 
tpémle ark ray modeulov. -, 

142. aidhp 8. In the MSS. . is sian 

before aif}p, on which frequent trans- 
position see Suppl. 315. Hermann is un- 
doubtedly right in restoring the particle 
which modern editors had too hastily 
omitted. He translates, adstrepit vero 

isti curruum stridori tremefactus hastis 
aether. 

146. Adds %pxerat. It is not clear, as 
the later Scholiast felt, whether this is 
said of the besieged or the besiegers. If 
the former, which is Hermann’s opinion, 

we must supply é& to éraAtéwy, and take 
&xpoBdao érddgets for ‘battlements which 
shower down stones.’ (Schol. e& &xpwy 
tou telxous eis Tp@oWw TY ToAculoY 
meutrouevwv.) If the latter, with Heath 
and Dindorf, gpxera: appears to govern 
a genitive like many cognate verbs of 
hitting or aiming at a mark, oroxd- 
(eoOat, Tokever, epirécbau, evar, plrresv, 
&c., and thus dxpéBoro emdaAters will be 
like GuplBoror woAtrat inf. 287, ‘ battle- 
ments assailed from below with stones.’ 
(Schol. cwpds AlOwy épxetat emt Tay éx- 
aAtéwv.) Tac. Hist. ii. 22, ‘altiora mu- 
rorum saxis incessere.’ Caesar, B. G. ii. 
6, ‘ circumjecta multitudine hominum totis 
manibus undique lapides in murum jaci 
coepti sunt, murusque defensoribus nu- 
datus est.’ 
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@ iN ”Atrod)ov" 

KovaBos év TUAaLs YaAKOSEeTaY TaAKEwY, 
kat Adder * * 150 

, 

Toe“oKpavTov ayvov Téhos ev aya. 
, , > »* 7* x aN 

ov Te padKaip avaca “OyKa mpd Toews, 
émtamvnov dos émippvov. 

iw mavadkets Oeoi, 

iw Tédevor TéELaL TE yas 

oTp. y’. 

156 

TACOE TUPyopUakes, 

modw Sopirovov py Tposat 
¢ , led 

ETEPOPOVY TTPATO. 159 
Cs 

kdvete Taplévar, Kvere Taveikws xEelpoTovaus. huras. 

ia dirou daipoves, 
° , 
aVT. Y: 

huTypiot 7 dupiBavtes modu, 
SeiEal? ws pidomddets, 

péreabe & icpdv Sypiar, 165 

pedduevar 8 apnéare 
prroOirwr S€ Tot Todos dpylwv pYHoTopEs ETTE MOL. 
ET. dpas épwre, Opéupar odKk avacyera, 

150. xa Arddev. A word has been lost 
implying yévorro juiv. ‘Purum et va- 
cuum scelere exitum belli dicit, in mente 
habens odia fratrum.? Hermann. Schol. 
énel of moAculovs aroxtelvovres Kabapol 
clot, waAAOV F of plrous dveAdvres. 

151—2. é&v pdyg. od re. This is a 
former correction of Hermann’s for év 
paxatcl re. He now reads imtp méAcws, 
which the strophic verse 144 seems to 
require. If mpd be right, it conveys the 
idea of defending the city (rpoorarnpla). 
SchoL ’Oykala "A@nua tyuara: mapa On- 
Baiots, “O-yvna dt rapa rots bolutiv. Potvk 
d¢ ywhev 6 Kdduos. On the quantity of 
émippvov, which is here short, see Prom. 
243. 

159. érepopdvw. Schol. td wh Boww- 
waCovTs. éreidh St “EAAnves kal of *Ap- 
yeior, ov elmev BapBapopdyy. Among 
the Greeks distinctions of race, and there- 
fore of religious worship, were invariably 
characterised by differences of dialect. To 
suit the metre of the antistrophe, Her- 
mann formerly proposed the violent alter- 
ation érepoBdyyov. He now alters 166, 

dphiate to Here. We should however 
remember that Aeschylus wrote the word 
HETEPOGONOI, which, according to strict 
analogy, may have been pronounced ére- 
popévot (for érepopdvagi). We know 
that in the Ionian dialect of was pro- 
nounced dt, from Ar. Pac. 933, 

W év theKdrnoia 
ds xph moAcueiv Adyar Tis, of Kabhuevot 
bd Tod Séous Adywo° "Iwvikds ot. 

Bold as this suggestion may appear, it is 
perfectly consistent with true philological 
principles. 

163. Avrhpiol 7’. Seidler first inserted 
the re. The Schol. compares Il. i. 37, 6s 
Xptonv a&ugiBeBnxas. Blomfield, Din- 
dorf, and Hermann read 6’ for 3’ in 165, 
that re-—7e may take the usual construc- 
tion. On iepd dhuia see sup. 77- 

169 seqq. Eteocles, who had left the 
stage at v. 77, to give his orders for re- 

sisting the expected attack, now returns 
to expostulate with the chorus, who have 
been invoking the aid of the gods. Such 
conduct, he alleges, is calculated to in- 
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170 
oTpatT@ Te Odpaos rade Tupynpoupere, 
Bpérn wecovcas mpds Tokiccovywv Deav 
avew, laxdlewv, codpdvev prormara ; 
pair & KaKotoe pir’ év everrot didn 

, »” Lal 

Edvoukos €inv TO yuvaikeiw yéver 175 
Kparovoa pev yap ovy duthnTov Opdcos, 
Seicaca 8 otkw Kai wodeu mréov KaKoV. 
kal viv mohiraus Tdode Siadpdpous puyas 
Oeicar SieppoPycar’ drbuyov Kdkny 
7a Tov Odpabev 8 ws dpiot’ opédXere: 180 

aitoi 8 id’ avrav ev8obev ropbodvpeba. 
TowadTd Tay yuvarél cuvvaiwy éyous. 
Kel fy Tis dpyns THs euns axovcerat, 
GIP, Yuri} TE, KOTL TOV peratypuor, 
Whos kar’ airay deOpia Bovhevoeran, 

spire cowardice in the citizens. Rather 
they should sing a paean (257) in antici- 
pation of the victory. : 

173. cwppdvev mohuara. ‘Ye objects 
of dislike to the discreet.’ Cf. Eum. 73, 
miohuar’ avSpdv Kal Gedy "OAuutlov. 
The Scholiasts explain, ‘ conduct which is 
hated by sensible people,’ in apposition to 
the sentence. 

175. TH yuvainely yéver. Hermann 
gives rw yuvaixel pure, alicui (cuiquam) 
mulieri. For the Med. has tw, and in 
several MSS. there is a variant piAw or 
gtaw. The correction is, at least, ex- 
tremely ingenious, and his remark is 
true, that the article is out of place. For 
Th yuvatxeiov yévos means ‘ woman-kind 
generally,’ whereas properly a man could 
only live in a limited circle. Still, pdAw 
may have been a marginal gloss to ever. 

176. kparotca wey yap. ‘ For when free 
from constraint (év eveoroz), her boldness 
is such that one cannot live with her, and 
in a time of fear (év xaxois) she is yet a 
greater evil both in private and in public.’ 
Or perhaps, ‘a nuisance in private, and a 
still greater one in public.’ Schol. recent. 
Méya Kady kal TQ idl olkw Kad wadAdOV TH 
mode. It is better to take kpatotoa as an 
irregular nominative than ob éusAnTdy Opd- 
ous for obx duiAnT@s Opacetaon the analogy 
of cwppdvey pichuara. See inf. 678. 

tA 

185 

179. Sreppodheat’, Schol. 8a Tod O0- 
puBov euBeBahkare. 

184, x@c1 rev petalymov. ‘And 
whatever is included between these.’ The 
poet uses dvhp and. yur? in a sexual sense, 
not in that of age as opposed to childhood, 
and he means those who are incapable of 
propagating their race, viz. the very young 
and the very old. The expression how- 
ever, on the part of Eteocles, as the Schol. 
observes, is rather the hasty ebullition of 
anger than rhetorically correct. It is 
simply meant to include every specimen of 
humanity. For the use of é7: applied to 
persons cf. Herod. ii. 60, cupporréwor 5€ 
8 re avip Kal yuvh ori, TAHY Twadlov. 

185. Bovretoera:. Blomfield takes this 
passively, comparing Wijpos ofoera: Orest. 
440. To me it appears incredible that 
any writer should use Wipos BovAcverat 
xard twos for Phpos pépera or TiBerat, 
and I therefore take it in the middle sense 
for katayvéceru adtay. Thus Wijdos 
will bear the sense of a deliberative or 
judicial assembly which it has in Iph. 
Taur. 945, gorw yap dala Wipos, hv “Apes 
moté Zebs eloar’ ex tod 5h xepoy pide 
oparos. Perhaps however either Bad- 

Afoerat (Ar. Vesp. 1491) or BeBAhoerat 
is right. The latter is the more probable 
because 8 and v are continually inter- 
changed. 

ri 
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Nevornpa Shpov & ovre py Pvyn pdpor. 
pédrer yap avdpl, wi) yuvy Bovdevero, 
tagaber. &dov & odcoa py BAdByv Tider. 
HKoveas, ) ovk HKovoas, } Kopp eyo ; 

XO. —& didov Oidimov tékos, Eden” aKov- OTP. d. 
N € , 4 ” 

caca Tov appatoKtuToy 6ToBov, dToBor,. 191 
bre Te avpuyyes ExhayEav EdTpoxo1, 

imTuK@v T aypvTVOV 
, , , 

mndariov dia ordpta. 
TupiyeveTay YaNWav. 195 

ET. tiotv; 6 vatTns dpa py ’s mp@payv puyav 
mpupvnber nope pnxavav cornpias, 
yews Kapovans TOVTim Tpds KUpLaTL ; 

XO. adW emi Sapdvav tpddpopos HAOov ap- av. a. 
xaia Bpérn Oeotor ticvvos, vupddos 200 

6T ddoas vipopevas Bpdpmos ev whats" 

83 767" mpOyv $68e 
BY , ‘ / 

Tpos pakdpwv dutas, woAEews 

191. droBov. The humming sound of 
the wheel on the axle. Cf. Prom. 587. 

193. aypimvev. So Seidler and Blomf. 
for aimvwy, which clearly violates the 
metre. See the note on Prom. 254. 

194. 8a orduia. So Hermann and 
others for di4 ordua. The vulgate not 
only does not well accord with the anti- 
strophe, but leaves nothing to govern the 
genitive mydadiwv. In defending da 
oréua I formerly, with the Schol., sup- 
plied éroBov, but this word is not properly 
used of the rattling or clanking sound of 
the bit. The order is, 8re otpryyés Te 
Zrraykoy orduid Te XaAway 51d wHdadriov 
inmucdv, i.e. 84 orduatos Trmwv, the 
mouth being the rudder by which a 
horse is guided. Cf. 115. Eur. Hipp. 
1223, oréuia wupryevj. On the principle 
noticed on Pers. 972, and Eum. 764, 
orduia is pronounced as a dissyllable, 
unless we read wéAcos with Herm. in 203. 

196. 6 vadryns. ‘Well, what then? 
Surely the sailor never yet found safety 
by leaving the helm and betaking himself 
to the prow when the ship had foundered 
on the breakers,’ The aorist participle 
seems to require this translation; cf. 
orpatod xaudyros Ag. 653. The use of 

the dative may be compared with mpbs 
gpeoly Ag. 968, male mpbs xiao &rns 
Prom. 905. By guvyav és mp¢dpay the 
poet seems to imply something more than 
scampering wildly up and down the deck. 
The frightened sailor went to say his 
prayers to the tutelary image which 
formed the figure head; and thus the 
comparison exactly holds between him 
and the women who rush to the temples; 

hence their apology in 202. Sir Charles 
Fellows says (Travels in Asia Minor, p. 
394), ‘‘ The [modern] Greek will put out 
to sea even in a brisk breeze, and work 
his boat with activity ; but should the gale 
increase to a storm, he will quit the helm 
and leave the vessel adrift, to repeat his 
prayers and cries of despair.” 

200. vipddos. ‘Nay, ’twas not before 
I heard the pelting of the storm that I 
ran to the statues; then indeed I was im- 
pelled by fear to betake myself to prayers.’ 
Hermann reads @cots*ricuvos, are vipddos, 
to suit the strophe. Seidler corrected 
Qeotc. for Ocots, but this hardly satisfies 
the metre. The Schol. Med. explains 7d 
Tav ToAeulov vos, but the simile is 
clearly from Il. xii. 156, 278, where it is 
used of pelted stones. 
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Ww vmepexovey adkav. 

ET. mipyov oréyew edyeobe Toddusov Sdpv. 205 
XO. ovK ovv Ta8’ €otae mpos Gear ; 

ET. GN’ ody Beovs 
Tovs THs Ghovans mddeEos eKdelew Néyos. 

XO. parrot’ eudv Kar’ aldva Nimou Oedv otp. 6’. 
ade ravyyupis, pn® éniSoi ravs 
doTvdpopoupévay Tod, Kal otpdrevp’ 210 

amrouevov trupt Satw. 
ET. ux pow Oeods Kahodaa Bovdevov Kakds’ 

" meBapyia ydp éote THs evtpacias 
LaATNp, youns caTHpos’ BS ever Mdyos. 

XO. €or Oeois & &7’ ioyds Kabumeprépa: avr. f’. 
moda 8 év Kakotow TOV dpryavov 216 
KaK yaderas Stas, Urepl? dupdrov 

Kpnpvapevay vepedav, t dpOot. 

204. trepéxoev. Schol. va thy éavtav 
bAchy brép huey Exorev of Geol. Cf. Ar. 
Equit. 1174, 6 Aj’, évapy@s 4 beds a? 
émioxower, Kal viv tmepéxer cov xvTpay 
(wpod TAcay, i. e. Thy aiylda. Tl. iv. 249, 
tppa qr’ at « tyuw srépoxn xeElpa 
Kpovluy; Ib. xxiv. 374, aan’ eri tis Kal 
eueto Oedy tmepéoxee xXeipa. 

205. oréyew. ‘To be proof against.’ 
Cf. Suppl. 127. 

206. odk ody +d8 Zora. This is a 
justification of their running to the statues. 
‘Ts it not then from the gods that we 
must ask this?’ It is remarkable, because 
very unusual, that a dialogue between two 
here corresponds to the three verses spoken 
by Eteocles in the strophe. 

207. éxAelrew, sc. adthy. The notion 
was, that as a city could not be taken 
while the patron gods continued their pro- 
tection over it, they firat deserted the city, 
yielding to that dvdyxn which even gods 
could not resist. Virg. Aen. 351, ‘ex- 
cessere omnes adytis arisque relictis Di, 
quibus imperium hoc -steterat.’ The an- 
swer of Eteocles implies that possibly 
their prayers may be in vain, since the 
gods may choose to surrender the city to 
destruction. To which the chorus reply, 
that they hope such a desertion will never 
happen in their time. ; 

208. Afro. Schol. wyderore én) rod 
€u08 Blov karaAetrorey Thy wéAw of Bel. 

Hermann thinks it more poetical to un- 
derstand ufmore katadlmot éudy aiava. 

210. ddrvipowoupévay, ‘ Kam dici puto 
urbem, per quam huc illuc hostes et cives 
eursitant, persequentes, fugientes, rapi- 
entes, servare aliquid cupientes.’ Her- 
mann. In the next verse amrdéuevoy is 
the middle voice, amréuevoy avrijs mupl. 
Schol. recent. unde éridoms 7d orpdrevpa 
Tay Twokculov amTdéucvoy THs méAews ev 
Tupi dalw, #ro. Katov airhy. 

214. yovijs o., ‘ asaving offspring.’ The 
vulg. uy) must be wrong, because ris 
edrpatlas owripos is a positive solecism. 
Hermann’s happy conjecture was pro- 
pounded in Vol. iv. p. 335 of the Opus- 
cula. The Schol. Med. absurdly under- 
stands uv Aids Swripos. We should 
perhaps read edragias. Xen. Anab. iii. 
1, 38, 7 wey yap edratia od (ew Soxel, 7 
dé dratla woAAods H5n droAdAckev. We 
have often had occasion to notice the con- 
fusion of 7 and 7, and the insertion of p. 

215. go7:. Hermann places a stop 
here (Dindorf says ‘‘male”) with the 
Schol. recent., KaA@s elzas ToUTo. Com- 
pare Suppl. 289. 

218. dp@0t. The reading must be con- 
sidered doubtful, as the metre of 211 does 
not accurately correspond. From the 
similar passage in Eum. 531, the meta- 
phor appears to be borrowed from a ship 
in a dense fog. One of the later Scho- 

112 
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ET. 

AISXYAOY 

avSpav Tad €oti, opdyia Kal xpnoTypia 
Oeotaw epdew, Torepiov TeLpanéevov" 220 

XX 8 S XN a ‘ , »” 8 / 
oov au TO ovyay KQL LEVEL ELOW OOMLW?). 

XO. Stat OeOv wdduw Te veurspel addparor, pop yt O7p. y: 
y 27 y 3 , 

Sucpevéwy & dyhov wupyos dtoorTeyet. 

Tis TAOE VewEcis OTVYEL ; 

ET. 
¥ lal , a , 

OvTOU plova aoou Saipover TLLQY yevos’ 225 

a\N ws Toditas pi) Kakoomdyxvous TNs, 
exndos tot, pnd ayav breppoBod. 

XO. 
4 totaivtov K\vovca TaTaYyoY avdpuya 9 , 

aVT. y: 

tapBootve ddBw taévd és dxpdorTohw, 
, y' eos 

TUALLOV €60s, LKOPaYV. 

ET. 

230 
, aN , XK , 

BH vouv, édv OvyoKkovtas } teTpapevovs 
4 a € la mbOnobe, KwkuTotow apradilete 
4 ‘ ” , / iy TovT@ yap "“Apns Bookerat, Povo Bpotar. 

XO. 

ET. 

liasts, taking vepéAay for the accusative, 
explains éyelpe: xa) eis Tobvaytloy Tpémet. 
Another has d@mocoBet rad adrodidne. 
Hermann thinks he detects in this a dif- 
ferent reading, and edits caoi. But the 
Schol. Med., whence the others are chiefly 
derived, recognises ép@0o?, and from the 
gloss éyefpe: we can only infer that some 
took ép80? for aviarnct, 1. e. to denote the 
action preliminary to driving an object 
away. Hermann quotes, as possibly re- 
ferring to this passage, d0@peiv, &yewv, from 
Hesychius. . 

219. xpnorhpia, ‘ victims.’ Suppl. 444. 
222. dial Oedy. ‘’Tis through the gods 

that we inhabit a city yet unconquered, 
and that the wall holds out against the 
host of enemies. What displeasure can 
object to this?’ (Or, ‘what sort of dis- 
pleasure is that which,’ &c.) I have 
adopted Hermann’s correction d:a) for 51d, 
and his insertion of re for the sake of the 
metre. Dindorf reads mwotdyviov in the 
antistrophe, with Heath; but the form is 
purely conjectural. 

225. ofto1 POovd cot. *’Tis not that 
I grudge your paying honour to the gods, 
but lest,’ &c. Schol. Med. ovdels tadra 
bpav has (1. buds) motos mohoeer. 

228. dvdurya. The Medicean and a 
Paris MS. have &uyrya, most of the others 

, : , > 9 ed >» 
BY VUV AkKOVvOVT EUPavas akOU aya. 

\ ‘\ > , 2 ¢ n ca 

Kal LV aKOvVw yY LTTUKaV dpvay~aTav. 

235 

Gua. The uncontracted word, which Her- 
mann had restored by conjecture, has since 
been found in a MS. of the sixteenth 
century. The Scholia recognise only éua, 
i.e. ody o68w. By avdurya the poet 
means omopdSnv. The chorus persist in 
apologising for their conduct, and assert 
that it was in consequence of a new and 
sudden alarm that they betook themselves 

to the temple. The discussion of this 
point is rather wearisome, extending as it 
does to 270. 

230. Hesych. 0s 7d &yaAua al 4 
téros év 6 (Spura. Cf. Pers. 406, Oedv 
Te waTpeov edn. 

232. aprarl(ere, i.e. adrots. ‘Do not 
hurry them away with lamentations.’ 

233. odvm Bporay. It is not easy to 
decide whether we should retain ¢dvq, 
the reading of the best MSS., or adopt 
¢é8y with Blomfield and Dindorf from 
the Aldine. The same uncertainty oc- 
curs Suppl. 492. The vulgate will mean, 
‘Do not make too much lamentation over 
the wounded, for Ares delights in blood, 
and slaughter is sure to occur.’ The 
other reading may be compared with 180, 

‘War is only made worse by giving way 
to fear.” One of the later Scholiasts 
rightly remarks that rodre is to be taken 
separately from pdvy. 
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236. ds kuxAovpévwyv. Schol. Med. és 
KukAobytTay Thy wéAW TY ToAculwy. This 
is one of the many unusual middle forms 
employed by Aeschylus. See on Prom. 
43. On the use of the participle alone 
in the genitive absolute see Suppl. 437. 
Eum. 742. Inf. 263. 

239. ob otya undty épets; So Orestes 
1022, od ciy addetoa tods yuvairelous 
ydous orépteis Ta KpavOevr’; Compare 
inf. 241, for bAo10, Kat ory Tad ava- 
oxod. Dindorf seems right in re- 
garding it as a brief expression for ov 
aiy dvéter unde epets undév; Cf. Ajac. 
75, ob ot advéter unde Serta apeis; 
Others put the question at od ofya, and 
take undév épe?s in an imperative sense. 
But the few instances that have been 
adduced of this apparent use are easily 
explicable on a different principle. (See 
New Cratylus, p. 483, and on Pers. 124.) 
Photius has ob wh & épeiss ayrl rou 
woaicat Aéywy. Whether he referred to 
this passage or not, we must read ov 
pndey épeis ; 

240. tuyréAecta. The Scholiasts take 
this for the company of gods (like deav 
woviyupis in 209). Hermann says, 
“potius communitas civium videtur esse 
intelligenda.” If this be right, it would 
lead us to suggest Qeol, woAtrat, in 242, 
‘Both gods and citizens save us from 
slavery.’ But the context seems to shew 
that the appeal is solely to the gods, whose 
aid the chorus perseveringly invoke. The 
term itself, borrowed from the public 
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245 

XO. oréver TOMopa ynbev, ds KUKNoUpEVwr. 

ET. ovxovv ew’ apxet ravde Bovhevew épu. 
XO. Sour’, dpaypos § ev midaus dhédderau. 
ET. ov otya pydev trav Epets Kata mrdhw ; 
XO. & Evytédeva, wo) Tpod@s TUpyapara. 240 
ET. ovx és P0dpov avweo avacyioe Tae ; 
XO. Geoi wodirat, wy pe Sovdeias Tvyxetv. 
ET. avti ov Sovdots Kal oé Kat racay Tow. 
XO. & mayxparés Zed, tpébov eis éyOpovds Bédos. 
ET. @ Zev, yuvaikadr otov dtacas yevos. 

XO. poxOnpdy, dorep avdpes, Gv a@ TOs. 
ET. tadworouets ad Ovyydvove’ dyahpdtav ; 
XO. aapoyia yap yoooar aprale ddBos. 
ET. airovpév@ rou Koddov ei Soins Tédos. 

Aerroupyia:, may refer to the association 
of Theban gods commemorated in the 
opening chorus, Pallas, Hera, Artemis, 

Apollo Lyceus, Poseidon, Aphrodite, &c. 
Schol. recent. é« wetapopas tis eis Td 
Kowdv eiopopas, hy Kadéover -uytédeiay. 

243. nal oé The Med. has kdpe, 
others nape xa ot nal adédw, which 
Porson and Blomfield prefer. With cé 
for oeavryy compare pe for euavrhy 
Suppl. 108, (aca yédors we Tua. The 
sentiment is repeated from 178. 

246. dv GAG adds. ‘Men will prove 
themselves no better when their city has 
been captured.* This is at once a retort 
and a prediction. Il. ix. 591, naréAetev 
dmavra Khde 80° dvOpdmoit wéAe TOV 
totv GAgy. The omission of &y with 
the subjunctive, more epicorum, is rather 
rare in tragedy. Cf. inf. 328. Ag. 740. 
Eum. 202. Oed. Col. 395, ds véos méon. 

247. maAworouets. Schol. Med. dvagn- 
(pets. kairo. Tey dryaAudtav éexouevy. 
So Eur. Ion 1096, radriupapos doidd, ¢ ill- 
omened song.’ This is equivalent to say- 
ing efpnua pdver in reference to the ill- 
boding év GAG méALs. 

249. ei Soins. ‘I wish you would grant 
me a trifling favour’ (i. e. accomplish- 
ment of my wish). Understand xapi(oro 
&y, or something to that effect, suppressed 
by aposiopesis. The usage occurs in 
Homer Il. xxiv. 74, Gar’ ef Tis Kadeoete 
OeGv Oétw dooov eueio. Yet the later 
Scholiasts totally misunderstood the sense. 
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XO. héyois ay ws TdyioTa, Kal Tax’ eloopa, 

oiynoov, ® Tadawva, yy pious ddBe. 
oye: &dv addows Teicopas TS pdpoysor. 
tour avr’ éxeivav TovToS aipovuar aéOev. 

ET. 

XO. 

ET. 

AIZXTAOPLP 

250 

A z a > <. Ss 3 3 , 

KQL 7 POS YE TOUTOLS, EKTOS OVT ayaharov, 
x BS , , > bee. 

Eevxyov TO KpeLoow, Evppdyous Ewa Beods. 255 
> La! > 2 3 > i4 yx BS 

KALOV AKOVOAT EVYHATWV ETELTA OV 

> A € b. 3 tal P.3 

Ohohvypov Lepov ELLE) TAL@VLTO?, 

“EdAnuixov vopiopa Ovarddos Bojs, 
Odpoos didois, Wovea Toheniav PdBov. 
bE \ XN , Lal Zz a) tal 

éya 6€ ydpas Tots Tohuacovyxous Geois, 260 

_ TeStovdpois TE KeYOPAS ErLOKdTOLS, 
Aipkns Te myyats, vdati 7° "Iopnvod héyea, 
ed Ev Tux 6vTwY, Kal TOMEWS TETWO LEVIS, 

4 € , 3 , lal pHdowrw aipaooovtas éxtias Hear, 
TavpoKtovourTas Jeotow, GS éredyomat 265 

Oyoev tpotata, Toheuiov & éoOjpara 
orébw mpd vaav Sovpitny? dyvois Sopors. 

257. madvicov. So the Med. by the 
first hand, afterwards altered to ma:dvicov. 

On the orthography see Pers: 607. It 
appears that.the form in w was the older 
Tonic, that in a the later Attic (Baehr on 
Herod. v. 1). Photius recognises both: 
mavioa Toy Tlaiva  émixadretoba. 
TlawviCew 7d drAaddCev.* The drorvy- 
pos or 6doAuy} was the female cry of joy, 
but especially that raised at a sacrifice or 
supplication. See on Ag. 577.—vduicua 
OvaTddos Bos, Schol. ws vevdurotat “EA- 
Ano. rapa Tas Ovolas ddoAdCetv. 

259. woAcuiwy. So Blomf. and Dind. 
with one MS. and the Scholium in the 
Med. 8:4 trav ToodTwy edxa@y Avovoca THY, 
moAeulwy pdBov. The common reading is 
moAguioy, which Hermann retains. 

260. roatcoodxors Oeots, Asin Ag 90 
and Suppl. 996, a distinction is made 
between the gods of the city in particular, 
éorudvarres, adotuvduot, &yopaio, and 
those of the district or region generally, 
who are called moAiooodxor xdpas, a term 
which however included both mediovduor, 
the rural gods, and those of the city or 
acropolis. Hence in Suppl. 996 we find 
dorudvaxtas udKapas Oeovs toALodXous TE. 

262. b5ari 7’. So Hermann from the 

conjecture of Geel. The MSS. give oi 
én. L. Dindorf had hit upon a similar 
correction in #éact 7’. The restoration 
may be regarded as certain, 7: and r 
being often confused, as remarked on 
Suppl. 756. 

263. ed Evytuxdytwy, sc. Tv mpwyyd- 
tov. Cf. Eum. 742, ép0ovpévay 8% Kad 
médw Thy TladAddos tTiydow det. Supra 
236. 

267. orépw mpd vadv. The majority 
of MSS. give Adgupa Satwy Sovpiranx? 
Gyvois Sduos, but'in the Med. this verse 
is added, oréjw mpd vady roreulwy éo0h- 
para. Two or three other MSS. give 
orépw mpd (or mpds) vady. As the Schol. 
also recognises these words, it seems 
probable that Adgupa datwy is but a gloss 
of moAculwy éoO4uara which has crept 
into the text. Hermann however retains 
the less common word daiwy to the rejec- 
tion of woAculwy. I formerly, with Din- 
dorf, concluded that the two preceding 

verses were spurious, on the ground that 
MhAoww aiudooey éortas and tavpoxrovely 
Gcots is a mere tautology; and Blomfield 
had condemned the former (264). Yet 
the verses sound Aeschylean, and may 
very well be a sort of periphrasis for 

' 
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TowavT emrevyou pu diioordvus Geots, 
pnd év paraior Kdypiows Toupiypacw 
ov ydp TL waddov wu) HUyNs TS USpomov. 270 

eyo & én” dvdpas e& enol Edw EBddspo 
avrnpéras é€xOpoicr Tov péyav Tpdmov 

> e lal «4 , ¥ a \ 

eis Ertateryets €€ddous Taw pohar, 

mpi ayyéous arrepyvovs TE Kal Taxuppdbous - 

Adyous ixéobar, Kat Préyew xpelas vio. 
ts rad 3 > ©. . v4 

pére, PoBo 5 OvX UTVwTCEL KEap" XO. 
275 

OTP. Gd. 

yeitoves 5€ Kapdias wépypvar 
-Cwmvupovor Td.pBos 

‘\ > a ‘ /, y 4 rt 

TOV appuTeryyn eav, SpdKovTas ws TUS TéKVOV 280 
< , , t 

vrrepdedoixey heyaiwy Suvcevvdropas 

TAVTPOLos TEELds. 

‘sacrificing both sheep and bulls.’ By 
douptmnxtra Hermann understands the 
enemies’ clothes stuck on spears and hung 
up in front of the temples. On the 
practice of thus suspending warlike spoils 
see Ag. 562. Equit. 849. Phoen. 1481. 
The custom is not yet wholly extinct in 
the chivalrous trophies preserved in 
churches. 

269. woiptynacw. The word (from 
Troptoow, as kiyvypa from Kwicocw, Prom. 
163) expresses exclamations which are all 
sound and fury, blusterings and laboured 
threats. See Buttmann, Lexil. in v. qor- 
myvew. Photius: roi: #x0s (with a lacuna). 
The root is said to be wot, our word puff. 

271. er &vdpas et. The Scholiast 
refers. ér) to éx@pois in the next verse; 
but the simpler way is to construe éy® 
tdkw avrnpéras éxOpois ep’ & avdpas oby 
uot EBSdum er) Tov EBSouov. On which 
Hermann observes that Eteocles alludes 
to his own dire resolve of meeting his 
brother hand to hand. Blomf. and Dind. 
have éym 8€ y'.—rbv péyav Tpédror, i. e. 
Thy peydany tdéwv. Schol. recent. ds 
dopey ratte rdéw, ofrwKoltodTo. Cf.460, 
eoxnudriora 3 dos ob omicpdy Tpdrov. 

274. omepxvobs, ‘urgent.’ Photius: 
orepxvds’ tpaxts (read Taxus). 

275. paréyew xpelas tro. ‘Inflame 
them by the emergency,’ i. e. excite them 
by the imminence of the danger. Cf. ev 
xpelg rdxns inf. 501. Schol. bxd ris 
dydryens. 

276. Left to themselves, during the 

absence of Eteocles to appoint the chief- 
tains to their respective posts, the chorus 
relapse into their former fear, and picture 
to themselves the horrors of a captivity 
which they believe imminent. The enemy 
is at hand and at the very gates; may the 
gods defend the land, and strike a panic 
in the invading host! It were sad that 
the Argive should lay the city in ashes and 
carry off the maidens in captivity; sad 
that they should be dragged from their 
homes before marriage. Plunder, burn- 
ing, waste, and slaughter mix with the 
shrieks of infants. Death itself is better 
than these evils. 

277. xapdias. A dissyllable as in 
Suppl. 68, if the reading of the antistrophe 
be right, which however Hermann alters 
to étapévres éxOpois. Rather perhaps 
we should restore datos for éx@pots. See 
on Prom. 254. 

280. Aeév. This may be the accusa- 
tive in apposition to rdpBos, on the prin- 
ciple explained on Prom. 208, or may 
be governed by the sense of (wzupodct 
tdpBos, ‘enkindle my fear of the environ- 
ing host.’ So hous evro POopds for 
éyngloavro, Ag. 787; véwoovalvoy yévos 
Suppl. 525, where see the note. 

281. Aexatwy. So Lachmann for 
Aexéwv. The Schol. must have found 
the true reading, for he has veyouévwy 
én) THs Kadas. 

283. mdytpowos wedctds. So Blomf., 
Dind., with the Med., a reading peculiarly 
suited to the context, and probably taken 
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Kal tay pibotov ara 

from Homer’s tpfpwva mérciav. Her- 
mann prefers the otiose epithet rdvrpopos, 
omnino nutriens, sc. penitus nutrix, like 

Touphrwp Antig. 1282. The MSS. 
authority is however in favour of mdv- 
popos, and even the Med. has ¢ written 
above the m by the first hand. The 
Scholia recognise maytpopos alone, and 
both Tzetzes and Eustathius quote it from 
this passage. 

284—7. rol pev — Tol 5é. The be- 
sieged and the besiegers. 

286. tl yaya; Here, as in rl rd0w, 
the aorist is used in the ancient epic sense 
for the future. It is evident that there 
can* be no deliberation in either phrase. 
So Homer, Od. vi. 201, ov 206" obros 
Gvijp Stepds Bpords, odde yevntat. Ib. v. 
465, ofuor eyd, ti méOw; th vd por 
Mhicora yévnras ; 

287. dutpiBdrouow. 
BaddAopévots, 7) duporépwHev. 
76, év dupiBbrw ylyvecOau. 
kal of Aaredarudvio: auplBoro %5n 
bvres. 

291. piecbe. Perhaps pieoda. On 
the quantity of the v see Prom. 203. 
Supra 163. inf. 820. 

292. dmelperde. 

Schol. mdvrobey 
Thue. ii. 

Ib. iv. 36, 

‘Will ye get in ex- 

change.’ So warlurowa dpelper, ‘you 
will get satisfaction,’ Cho. 778. dpel- 
Beobe révde tov térov, ‘take this place 
for that,’ i. e. come over here, Suppl. 228. 
Schol. Med. ay7l rot motov oikhoete 
Bdmedov evredOev petacrdyres ;—kpetor, 
sc. BéATioy, &evov, an epic word. The 
notion is, that the gods migrating from a 
captured city (see 207) will not easily find 
a more genial Jand to inhabit. 

294. éx@pois. Perhaps datos. 
on 277. inf. 733. 

300. TyOdos re watdes. Schol. recent. 
6 58 Oneavds pryels Th TnOvt rH abrod 
adeAGH eyévynoe Tods ToTapovs Kal rds 
mnyyas Tas otcas év TH Kéou@, Kal ofrws 
Aéyovrat of moTapol maides TyObos. 

304. nal rdy. It seems safer to regard 
this as an exceptional use of the article, 

allowed for the sake of the metre, than to 
alter it to védcov with Dindorf, or a&rayv 
with Hermann, who complains that “ in- 
eptissimum «al tay ferri non potest.” 
The pherecratean verse admits indifferently 
of a spondee, trochee, or iambic for the 
first foot, and the last syllable may be 
short or long at will; thus éu@addvres 
&poiobe in 305 answers to idwrovet moAl- 
tats in 288. The article is defended by 

See 
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en, véas TE Kal Tadalas 
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immndov mhokdpwv, 
TEpippyyvunevav hapéwy. 
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Bog dé kai Kevoupéva adds, 

Aaidos ddAupevas 320 

p€oOpdou' Bapeias 
Tow TUYaS TpoTapBa. 

khavrov 8 dptirpddois Bpodpdtav vopipev mpomdpoev 
Staperiar 

asimilar passage in Pers. 637, BdpBapa 
capnya ievros Ta mavaiod’ aiavi dicOpoa 
Bdyuara. It is however well worthy of 
remark that the Med. has xatapiporAoyv 
trav by the first hand—d&ry is here the 
infatuation or groundless panic of tossing 
away the shield in headlong flight. 

306. rote modiras. ‘May you gain 
credit from the citizens here.’ Schol. 
Med. wavy ty iuvoicbe mapa rev moAiTav. 
Blomfield remarks that the expression is 
from Homer, Il. iv. 95, mwaor 5é Kev 
Tpdeoot xdpw kal ridos poo. 

308. puropes. Some word has been 
lost, perhaps @Ader’, which Dindorf 
ventures to insert. On etedpo: see 94. 
For the dative Arrais cf. 133. 

310. mpoidpa Il. i. 3, moaAds ® 
iPPiuous Wuxas “Aid. mpotapev.—aryiyios 
is an epithet applied even to the Egyptian 
Thebes, Pers. 37. On the meaning of 
the word see Eum. 989. 

313. dvdpds "Axood. Cf. 28. 
317. inanddy. The best comment on 

this word, which the Schol. wrongly ex- 
plains id inméwy cipecOat tev mAoKd- 
Hov, is Suppl. 424, dyouevay inmnddy 
dumixwv, ‘forcibly dragged by the hair as 

[avr. ’. 

a horse is led by therein’ (or here, perhaps, 
‘by the forelock’). There, is another 
Scholium in the Med., which is.wrougly 
confused with the above: pera dvdykns* 
kal yap of trmo avd-yen Twi €movrai. This 
passage seems to have been had in view 
by Euripides, Phoen. 563, 

ber Sapacbey toTv OnBalwv 7dde, 
' Bes 5& WOAAaS aixpadrwrtidas képas 
Bia mpbs avdpav workeulwy mopPovumevas. 

318. gapéwy. A dissyllable, with the 
ashort. So véas in 316 is a monosyl- 
lable, as in Eum. 339, Alcest. 486, where 
see Monk. 

319. Bog 5 nal Kevovpéva. So Her- 
mann for Bod 8 éxxevouyéva, which seems 
better than the alternative of omitting 3¢ 
in 332. 

320. AaiSos dAdAuuévas ukoOpdov. 
‘While the captives are being carried 
away with mingled lamentations.’ So 
BAAveba is used Hec. 914, pecovdnrios 
daatuav. We have Aniddas yuvaikas, 
Il. xx. 193. Schol. recent. ris uigoOpdov, 
Hrow Tis Opoty nal Bohy motovmevns 
dvdpinror. 

323. dprirpdépors. Thisis the probable 

. Kk 
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emendation of Schneider for aptirpdmois 
or dpridpéros. The former, which is the 
common reading, is retained by Dindorf 
and explained by the Schol. tats vewor) 
tpameicais [amd] THs madinhs jAutas 
kal Bnodous. Hermann prefers the 
latter, “ puellae quibus modo ab hostibus 
erepta est virginitas.”” Schol. rats apri 
dpemouévaus. Cf. xAddor vedSpomo: Suppl. 
348. The objection to this seems to lie 
in the immediate repetition of the same 
metaphor in @podpérwy. Translate : ‘ For 
’tis pitiable for those who have just 
reached maturity, before’ the marriage 
rites that cull the early flower of virginity, 
to pass on a detested journey away from 
their homes.’ 

326. ri ydp; This reading is suggested 
by both Hermann and Blomfield, but not 
adopted by the former, who gives with 
the MSS. rl roy @O{ucvov yap mporéyw, 
«.T.A., “quid enim opus est dicere, mor- 
tuum meliore conditione frui?’”’ The 
common reading is ti; rdv pOinevor yap 
mporéyw, «.7.A. The Schol. seems to 
have found tf ydp; which is the usual 
formula; tl yap def woAAa Adyew; 46 
mpoTedvnkas evTUX@s mpdooe: wA€OY TOD 
(@vros. For’ yap mpodéyw the MS. 
Guelph. has ydp ro: mpodéyw. The use 
of rf alone does not seem to occur else- 
where. 

332. xarvd dé. See on319. Ag. 791. 
kanv@ 3 GAotoa viv é’ edonuos wéAts. 

340 

Eur. Hec. 1215, xarvg 8 eohuny’ toru 
modeulwy tro. 

333. émurve?, ‘fans the flame.’ Antig. 
135, Baxxebwy éemémver pimais éxOloroy 
dvépwy. By piatywy eboéBerav the poet 
means the acts of sacrilege commonly 
attending the ransack of a city. Cf. 
Ag. 329. Pers. 806. So @cobs piatvew 
Heracl. 264. 

336. mpért 8. The MSS. have zor) 
aéAw or wrédw. That the latter word 
must be omitted Hermann long ago 
observed. By épxdvn rupyaris the poet 
seems to mean a wall or circumvallation 
erected by the besiegers and furnished 
with towers like that described Thuc. iii. 
23. Photius, dpxdvy: 6 weptéexwv Totxos 
otknow 1) xwptov, Aéyerar 5é amd Tod 
pros, 6 dor) weplBorov gpdypa. Accord- 
ing to the Schol. it signified a hunting 
net, which amounts to much the same 

thing, since beasts were inclosed within 
toils (épxdcrata) which they could not 
leap over, Ag. 1347. Thus the metaphor 
will be as in Ag. 348, #7’ ém Tpolas 
mupyos €Bades creyavoy dixrvov. Blom- 
field seems less accurate in explaining 
turris expugnatoria. 

337. dop ralverar. A word is wanting, 
which is not very easily supplied. Her- 
mann gives dug) dopi. Robortello bm 
dopl, which does not satisfy the metre. 
Either 5op) or xalverat may have super- 
seded some longer word. ; 
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341. dpriBpepets. The Med. and others 
have dpritpepets. The later Scholia re- 
cognise both readings. Hermann prefers 
the latter: “vagitum dicit infantium, 
quos modo matres occisae mammis 
admoverant.”” From the former epithet 
it is easy to supply Bpepéwy with ém- 
pactidiwy, which otherwise is without 
any definite substantive. ‘The cries of 
bleeding newly-born infants at the breast 
resound.’ 

343. Siadpouay. Here 8:4 is a mono- 
syllable, as in so many other passages of 
Aeschylus, See on Pers. 565. Schol. 
recent. 6 yap aprd(wy tt pebyer wh Tos 
Kararn~oy, bev duatwova thy puyhy Tijs 
apraryjs elme. But d:adpous is the run- 
ning hither and thither to look for 
plunder, 

344,. EuuBorc?. Hesych. fvpBorct 
twvrvyxdver. This rare word is perhaps 
to be restored in Cho. 452, where the 
MSS. give gupBdAdez, as several do in the 
present, place. Compare the Homeric 
avriBoarciv. Apoll. Rhod. has é&Porciv, 
iii, 1145. 

346. Edvvopov. Schol. roiwwvdy. 
349. rots éx tayo. This emendation 

is founded on Hermann’s rav ex rad. 
The common reading is tly’ é r&vd’, but 
the Med. has ri- éx révd’. Not only does 
this fail to satisfy the metre, but the 
sentiment is extremely tame, for the best 
sense that we can extract from it is this, 
‘What inference can we draw from the 
above, except that they desire more?’ 

355 

Schol. 8:4 rodrou robs wAcovéerras éupal- 
ver 6 yap phre Zracoov aipoiuevos whre 
7d toov alverat mArctovos dpeydpuevos. 
The construction is ofre peioy éxeivwy 
obre Yoov exelvors & eixdoa mdpeotw éx 
tévS_e. Hermann’s emendation is intended 
to convey the same sense; but rots is 
simpler in syntax as well as nearer to the 
MSS. than 7év, and moreover tots éx 
tav® sounds better than ray éx Téavd. 
Translate: ‘plunderer falls in with plun- 
derer, and the empty-handed calls the 
empty-handed, wishing to have a partner, 
and both being desirous to get spoils neither 
less than nor (only) equal to what they 
may conjecture from these,’ i.e. to get 
more than they suppose to have been 
carried off by those whom they meet. 

350. wavrodambs xaprés. He describes 
the reckless waste of corn and provisions 
attending the sacking of a captured city. 
Cic. de Div. i. § 69, ‘Nam ex horreis 
direptum effusumque frumentum vias 
omnesque angiportus constraverat.’— 

Kupfoas K.7.A., ‘meeting the eye, truly no 
cheerful one, of the housewives.’ Her- 
mann’s correction 7 for ® seems better 
than mxp@v, which was proposed by 
Wellauer. 

353. ToAAG, i. ve. TOAAH. Cf. Ag. 984, 
WoAAd tor Sdois e& GAdxov — vijaTw 
daccev véoov. By ovbridav fddia he 
appears to mean the fruits of the earth 
which lie despised and neglected so thick 
upon the ground that the captors as it 
were wade through them. 

K k 2 
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358. TAduov civdv. This passage, as 
it now stands, can hardly be correct. 
The MSS. give tAhuoves or TAmovas, 
which Hermann formerly altered to TAd~ 
pov’. But even this does not fully restore 
the metre, nor is there any thing to 
govern the accusative unless with the 
later Scholiast we make it depend on 
evrvxoivTos in the sense of kTwpévav. 
He remarks, od wdvov ebruxijoa Aéyouey 
xphuata, GrAAG Kal edruxfoat trou 
ardarciay, olovel nrhoacba. So we have 
tocatra Kebtuxotuey Ton 264, & ® 
ebrixnoey “EAAGS Troad. 935, though in 
such cases it is more easy to supply the 
cognate edtuxfhuata, as Xen. Anab. vi. 3, 
6, of @pGxes evel edrbynoay totTo Td 
evtéxnua. A similar idiom to the present 
is Oapoew &eOAov, Od. viii. 197. Trans- 
late: ‘and the young maidens are filled 
with a new grief, because the enemy who 
has got the mastery is in the enjoyment 
of their unhappy captive bed.’ 

362. vixrepov rédXos. Schol. Med. rhy 
‘vinta wepippactinés. He appears to 
mean the night of death, like Homer’s 
TéAos Oavdroo.—émlppobov, ‘to assist,’ 
i.e. to relieve, ‘our woful griefs.’ See 
sup. 326. Hermann objects to this sen- 
timent concluding the chorus without any 
direct connexion with the preceding, and 

gives an entirely different sense, which 
however I am unable to accept, with the 
serious alteration it involves, of afoww for 
eiydy in 358. He joins rAjuor aixudrw- 
Tov voxtepoy TéAos, “ miserum captivum 
nocturnum officium,’’ and explains dAyéwy 

énlppo8ov with the later Schol., ‘‘ adjuvans 
atque augens lacrymas.” His difficulty 
about the want of connexion may be met 
by comparing the similar termination of 
the chorus in Eur. Suppl. 86, @avotca 
Tove arAyéwr Aabotuay. Blomfield’s read- 
ing of the whole passages is deserving 
of consideration: TAhpov’ aixuddwroy 
eivay | dvcpevots imeptépov | avdpds «d- 
tuxoovros: dor’ | éamls dort K.T.A. 

364. The messenger, who had left the 
stage at v. 68 to watch the movements of 
the enemy, is now seen returning to report 
progress. At the same moment Eteocles 
approaches by the entrance on the other 
side. Hence the one party is seen by 
half the chorus, the other by the other 
half, viz. at the sides respectively the 
furthest from themselves. 

366. didnwy, ‘plying.’ Cf. Eum. 381, 
didxove’ FAGov &tpuvtoy dda. Pers. 85, 
Sdpidv © Gppa didkwv. 

368. cis dprioAAov. So Porson for 
elo’, which Hermann retains. Schol. Med. 
kal phy abtds 6 "EteoxAys érelyerat, 
dkovcdpevos TX maps ToD ayyéAou Acys- 
weva. Another Scholium (or possibly, 
two distinct Scholia), wrongly printed in 
continuation of the above, has os Ta’ra 
dptiws akovoducvos, bore KodAAfioa TH 
diavola }} Tots walv dxovcayTa., This sug- 
gests a reading elo” dprixdAAws or —os. 
‘Peropportune adest ad audiendum,’ 
Blomf. Compare és abrdy xaipby Ajac. 
1168. Ar. Av. 1688. Cho. 571, drws av 
GprixorAAa oupBalyy tdde. Every one 
knows that efo: commonly has a future 
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sense: whether there are any undoubted 
instances of its present use, I am not 
aware. Hermann refers to his Opusc. ii. 
p. 326. We might perhaps translate, 
‘will soon be here to learn the close and 
accurate report of the messenger.’ 

369. od« drapri¢e:, ‘does not equalise,’ 
i.e. does not allow his steps to follow 
each other‘in regular order. The idiom 
is the same as that illustrated on Suppl. 
611. Compare dprimous, ‘agile,’ Trach. 
58. IL ix. 505, dmaprti, ‘exactly,’ and 
avdprios or dvdpotos, ‘uncouth,’ ‘irregular,’ 
&e. 

370. Aéyow’ &y. Euripides ridicules 
the unseasonable prolixity of the mes- 
senger in describing each warrior, Phoen. 
751, dvoua 8 éxdorov di:aTpiBh mwoAAH 
Aéyety, ex OpGv tm’ adbrois relxeow Kad- 
nuévev. But Aeschylus, as already re- 
marked, wrote this play rather in the epic 
than the tragic tone. 

376. weonuBpwais. Schol. Med. rére 
yap pddwra péunvev. This simile of 
the dragon is derived partly from the real 
habits of snakes basking in the sun, partly 
from an imaginary conception of a crea- 
ture which utters a barking or screaming 
sound when irritated. See on Prom. 822. 

377. Oclver dvetSe. Cf. dpdocew 
évelSeot Ajac. 725, Adyors idwrew and 

‘\ Lawarpa dé mavoédyvos ev péow oder, 

370 

375 

um domidos b€ Ta 380 

385 

Karots Badetpy, ibid. 501, 1244. The form 
Gcivew is defended by the majority of the 
MSS., and by Geiverou and @€ervov Pers. 
305 and 420, Oeivouévov Cho. 380. Her- 
mann edits @évec with the Med. Wher- 
ever Oevety occurs, it appears likely to be 
an aorist. Why Tydeus assails Amphi- 
araus for cowardice, because he will not 

yet sanction the attack on Thebes, will 
appear very clearly from 567 seqq. and 
605—10. The seer had never been 
favourable to an unjust expedition, of 
which Tydeus had been the real author 
(v. 571). Hence his reluctance; while 

(v. 585) he meets the charge of cowardice 
by saying paydpe?’, &c.,—fight if you 
will, for my fate is determined, which is 
not to die by arms. 

378. calvew pdpov. Schol. .éxxrAtvey. 
Inf. 701, tl ody &? by calvomer dr€0piov 
pépov; The word is properly used of a 
dog which deprecates its master’s anger 
by blandishments. 

380. 7é. For avd, not for robry. 
See on Prom. 242. The Med. alone gives 
® éo, but with yp. 7@ by a later hand. 
It was the custom to carry jingling bells 
on the shield, perhaps affixed to the rim. 
Rhes. 308, Topy& — moAdoior pev Ko- 
dwo exrbre: PdBor. 

385. mpécBiorov. Schol. recent. ti- 
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pidtaroy. The same grammarian observes 
that the field of the shield was sable 
(inf. 395, vinta radrny, hy Aéyes em 
aontdos), with a circle of stars or, a larger 
one in the centre representing the moon ; 
and that the sun shining full on these 
spangles flashed terror to the beholder. 

386. ardor. Schol. Med. xalpwv. 
Rather the word refers to uapyav (375) 
and alludes to the folly of Tydeus in 
opposing the advice of Amphiaraus to wait 
awhile. Cf. Hippol. 1177, ti tadv’ 
éAtdw; Hermann rightly retains d7ep- 
xdumos against Blomfield and Dindorf 
who needlessly, not to say wrongly, edit 
bmepxdémois. No scholar need now be 
taught to distinguish imepxouros, trép- 
xotos, and brépxoros. The first occurs 
also Pers. 344, tréproumor tdxet (vijes). 
Ib. 827, bwepedumy Opdoet. Here it has 
especial reference to the vaunting device 
on the shield; cf. dxdéumactos, v. 533; 
&v35pa xoumacovra, v. 431; dvhp &kouros, 
v. 549; xdumov, v. 468; KoumdCera, v. 
495. In Ag. 453,7d 8 Sarepedaws KAvew 
ed is clearly the right reading, from «érTw, 
after the analogy of mapdxoros, while 
ibid. 795 we have mdyas dmepxdrous, 
‘resentful,’ ‘avenging toils.’ So Herc. 

Fur. 1087, & Zed, rh maid’ HxOnpas OF 
brepétws Toy dv; But Cho. 129, of & 
brepeémws év Totot cots wévoiot XAlovow 
péya, i. e. ‘ overbearingly.’ 

387. map’ 3x Gas, sc. "Iopnvod, v. 373. 
388. wéver. Not the verb, but the 

dative of uévos. Cf. Eum. 621, ovdéey 
arbualvor péver. Ag. 229, xadrmwor 
évavd@ péver. The war-horse is said ac0- 
palvew kard xaAivey when he chafes and 

pants against the bit that restrains him. 
Some MSS. (not the Med.) have yadwav 
& és, and one or two give udxns 8 epav, 
—in either case in consequence of pévet 
being taken for a verb. In the next verse 
kAvov is the conjecture of Tyrwhitt and 
Brunck for pévwy, which seems to be an 

instance of the frequent error of repeating 
the concluding word of the line above. 
The Schol. Med. has &s «at trwos modc- 
puoths odAmiyyos akobwy kal émibupav 
ToAguwou elpyera: mpos Tou éemPBdrov. On 
dpyatver, ‘is restless,’ ‘frets,’ see Ag. 
1359, oftw tov abTod Ouudy dppatver 
Teody. 

393. €Axowod. Schol. Med. taira 
mapa ’AAkatov. ob TitpdoKxe Td émlonua 
bara ovde abta& Kab’ éavTd Sbvapyw exe, 
ei ph Upa 6 pépay avra, cay 7 ‘yevvaios. 
Eur. Heracl. 684, obk Zor’ év der Tpaipa, 
uy Spdons xepds. 

395. vinta tabrny. The attraction of 
the antecedent to the relative is not com- 
mon, though the converse is one of the 

most familiar idioms. Cf. Trach. 283, 
taode 8 domep cicopas — xwpodor pds 
oe. Herod. ii. 106, ras 3& orhaAas Tas 
tora kata Tas xdpas 5 Aiybrrov BaciAeds 
Séoworpis, ai pev mAredves overt gal- 
VOVTaL Tepteovoat, 

397. évvola tivl, ‘with a certain 
meaning.’ The sense is, ‘The picture of 
the nightly firmament may perhaps be 
prophetically significant to the bearer, 
and portend the night of death.’ The 
above is the reading of Blomfield. Din- 
dorf gives 7 ’yvola. Hermann retains the 
reading of the Med. 4 dvota. The other 
MSS. give 4 &voi. Schol. Med. 4 dvola: 
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napoturéves *Arrucds dvt) Tod tyaa. It 
would be better perhaps, as suggested by 
J. Wordsworth, in the Phil. Mus. p. 220, 
to write avola. So Sophocles, frag. 517, 
Tepnvas yap del mavtas avola TpEeper. 
Compare @yvola Trach. 349. dvota An- 
drom. 521. maAdrppola Bv@od Soph. frag. 
716. & mapavola nal dvaideia Aristoph. 
frag. 29. There are however two objec- 
tions to the vulgate; first, it introduces 
rather awkwardly a new subject to yévorro 
in place of vdé, secondly, it leaves tw) to 
be referred to Tydeus where there is not. 
the slightest ambiguity as to the person 
meant. 

400. émdvupov, i.e. vuxTds.—pavred- 
cerat, udvtw eer, y. 397. ‘Shall make 
this insolence prophesy against himself.’ 

404. aicxdévys, “honour.” Dr. Donald- 
son (New Cratylus, p. 406) has remarked 
on the connexion in the Greek mind 
between aids and eciryévera. See also 
Arnold on Thucyd. ii. 42. Eur. Suppl. 
911, 7d yap Tpapiivar ph Karas, aid 
gépe. For the phrase rimav Opdvoy or 
Bopby Aixns, &c., see Hum. 511. Ag. 
375. Herodotus, v. 67, mentions MeAdy- 
immoy Tov ’Agrakod, as exbiorov edyTa 
*Adphote, bs tdy Te adeAdedy of Mnkicréa 
arexrévee, kal Tov yapBpoy Tudéa. By 
the addition of ‘révde the poet evidently 
indicates the actual presence of the cham- 
pion on the stage. Hence it seems likely 
that Eteocles is accompanied by his staff 

~ > # > x 3 eo 
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during the whole of this scene. 
406. aicxpév apyds, sc. depyds aisxpay 

épywv. The. meaning is, he is wont to 
act bravely, but, like all truly brave men, 
to act at the same time honourably. 

. 408. dvetrat. See Suppl. 262. The 
later Schol. explains évépucev, and the 
sense may be transitive, ‘has his stock 
sprung from the Sparti.’—x«dpra éy- 
xéptos, ‘a thorough native.’ Schol. Med. 
yrhows woAltns éx TOY omapT&y, ob Toy 
pera Kdduou érnAviwy. Compare én- 
avinw xdpta inf. 655. The legend was, 
that only five of the heroes who sprung 
from the dragon’s teeth (Sapro}) survived 
the conflict which arose amongst them. 

410. Afxn duaiwwr. Schol. Med. 7d 
Tis cvyyevelas Bixaiov orédAAc avroy eis 
Thy wdxnv. Hermann approves this; but 
dpatuwy is the nominative, like duatuwv 
Zebs in Suppl. 396, and kdpra duatuwy is 
used precisely like edpra @yxdpios in 408. 
The epithet is applied because he was 
himself aicxpdv apyds, v. 406, and the 
cause he undertook was a just one. It is 
not likely that the middle mpooréAAerau 
is a mere synonym of oréAAe. The sense 
seems to be, ‘Justice has him sent out to 
the war,’ i. e. he goes as the champion of 
Justice, and on her mission. See the 
note on mpomeupaudva, Pers. 136.— 
elpyew pntpl, not from, but for his native 
land, on the principle of duvvetv, Tyswpeiy 
TW. 
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415. imtp plawy drouévwv, ‘of those 
who perish in behalf of their countrymen.’ 
Hermann thinks there is a confusion be- 
tween two constructions, tpduw trip 
giawy, id€o0a: pmdpous aitay drouévwr, 
and Tpéuw idéc0at wdpous pfAwy drouevwr. 

417. obrws. Schol. recent. as etixn. 
419. yiryas 68 &AAos. Compare ‘Epujs 

8% 4AAos Suppl. 216, and the note. 
Tydeus, so far from being himself a giant, 
was, according to Homer, Il. v. 801, 
pucpds wey dduas, GAAG waxnThs. In this 
expression 85¢ does not, of course, imply 
actual presence, but as it were mentally 
points at one man to distinguish him from 
another, 

424. exmoday oxebetv. ‘ That not even 
the opposition of Zeus, darting in light- 
nings upon the ground, shall keep him 
away.’ It is best to take gp Avs for 
Ala éplCovra arg. On the future sense 
of the aorist (the MSS. as usual give 
oxé0ev) see Prom. 685. Hermann edits 
éumoday with several MSS. and the Schol. 

Med., “ Neque se Jovisiram impedimenti 
loco habiturum.” He thinks the other 
and usual explanation ‘multo durior.”’ 
It is a matter of opinion. The Scholiast, 
it should be observed, understood oxebeiv 
for yevéoOat. 

430. tls Euerhoerat; He should have 
said roy fvarnoduevoy, but from the diffi- 
culty of finding such a person he changes 
the construction to an interrogation.—y} 
tpéoas is an example of & rare use of wu) 
with a participle. The not trembling is 
regarded as a condition of withstanding 
the boastful foe, i.e. no one who does 
tremble will venture to meet him. Isocrat. 
wept Eiphyns, p. 167, rls yap wAAodey 
ereAOoy Kal whrw cuvdiepbappévos Huw 
— ob dy ualver@ar Kad mapappoveiy iuas 
vouloeey ; I formerly suspected we should 
read yv@@ for wéume, comparing 647 with 
465, from the latter of which méwre may 
have been wrongly written in the present 
verse. 

432. ka r@de xépSe. Schol. Med. 
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héfw tpite yap ’Etedkd\w tpitos Taos 

épSos mpds TH petvas 7d viKHoar TovTO 
yap éort népSet xépdos. This is evidently 
wrong. Hermann says, “‘ spectat ad prae- 
gressam Eteoclis orationem. Hoc (huic) 
luero, quod hic jactator est, accedit aliud, 
quod ipsa illa jactatione Jovis iram pro- 
vocabit ;"” which is nearly the explana- 
tion of Schiitz. Blomfield takes kai r@de 
separately, ‘In the case of Capaneus as 
well as that of Tydeus we have gain upon 
gain,’ i. e. each bears a symbol that will 
tell against himself as an omen, besideg 
the discomfiture which is likely to result 
from pride. The only objection is the 
ambiguity of the construction. 

433. T@v To patalwy, x.T.A. Men’s 
words are the surest evidence by which 
they are convicted of pride; i.e. if they 
are proud at heart, their language is sure 
to show it. 

435. dpav mapeckevacuévos. ‘ Having 
made up his mind to carry his words into 
effect,’ i.e. resolved that they shall not 
be mere boasts. 

436. aroyupvd(wy. <‘ Exercising his 

mouth in a groundless exultation,’ i. e. in 
a false confidence of victory.—yeyevd, 
‘audible.’ See Prom, 645.—airad tev, 
cf. #ASev ait@ Prom. 366.—0dAmeaw, 
«.7.A., supra 426. 

442. orduapyds éort, sc. Capaneus. Cf. 
438, : 

444. pepéyyuov ppotpnua. Schol. Med. 
ixavds ppoupety thy warplia, On the 
plural edvolass see Suppl. 483. Artemis, 
as the same Scholiast remarks, was the 
patroness of Thebes, and Polyphontes was 
her priest. Hence she has the epithet 
mpootarnpia, ‘tutelary,’ as Phoebus is 
called apoorathpios Soph. El. 637. — 
BAAots Oeois, sc. Tots &AAo.s, viz. those 
invoked together with Artemis in the 
opening chorus. 

451. ékAamwdta:. Gloss. Med. éxBadrciv. 
Hermann inserts p’ after é8wAlwy, but the 
pronoun is readily understood, especially 
after gudy. For édwAlwy see Cho. 62. 

453. ’EtedxAw. This hero, in place of 
whom Adrastus is enumerated among the 
seven chiefs, Phoen. 1134, is mentioned by 

L | 
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, 

e€ brriov m{dnoe evydadKov Kpavous, 

mbdavor Nyioraor mpoo Bade déxov. 

immous § év dpaukTnpow euBpy.wopévas 
Swei, Oehovoas Tpds TUAaLS TETTWKEVAL. 
duysot 6€ cupilovor BdpBapov zpdzov, 

puKTnpokdpmtro.s TVEUacw Typovpevor. 
eoynpudtiotat 8 dois ov opiKpov TpoToL, 460 

dvjp 8 émXirns KNipaKxos TpocapBacets 
aretxer Tpos exOpav Tipyov, exmépaat Hehur 
Bod 8é xodTos ypapparer év EvddraBats, 
as ovo av ”Apys of exBddou Tupyopartov. 
ai T@dE hwtl TéuTre TOV HEepeyyvov Kat 76 a peyy “465 

Toews arretpyew THOSE SovdeLov Cuyov. 

ET. néutroyn’ av dn Tovde, adv Tdyn 5é TH 
kat 87 wémeumrat, Kdputrov ev xEpol Exar, 

Euripides, Suppl. 872, with a eulogy for 
his modesty and contempt for riches. 

455. Nyiorouot. This reading has been 
restored by Dindorf and Hermann from 
the Med., in which « is partially erased 
by a later hand. See Phoen. 1104. It is 
not perhaps a matter of certainty that this 
is, after all, the true orthography. It is 
reasonable to suppose that the Naira: 
avAat were so called after the Egyptian 
Neith, or Pallas, as (sup. 152) the On- 
caean gates were from the Phoenician 
goddess. Pausanias too derives this latter 
form, on the information of the Thebans 
themselves,—which however was in all 
probability of no particular value,—from 
the string in Amphion’s lyre called v4rn, 
or the highest, lib. ix. 8, 3. 

456. ev dum. éuB., ‘snorting in their 
head-gear.’, There seems no good reason 
why we should explain the word xaAwots 
with the Schol. Med. See the note on 
&yrvt, Suppl. 425, and compare dumuk- 
Thpia pddrapa, Oed. Col. 1069.—@erovoas 
menmTwxévat, ‘ready to fall at the gates,’ 
i, e. to die in the attack. This seems 
more correct than the usual interpretation, 
‘eager to fall upon (or against) the gates,’ 
contrary to the sense both of @éAw and of 
mpos with the dative. 

458. pyuol. This was a sort of mouth- 
piece or nozzle, so contrived that it 
sounded with the horse’s breath. It was 
either a funnel-shaped appendage to the 

bit, or a short pipe inserted in each 
nostril. By the words BdépBapov tpdrov 
we may infer that the invention was 
eastern. Cf. Frag. 343 ae Herm.), és 
elxe moédovs Técoapas (uynddpous, >t- 
Moicw abdAwtoiciw éoTopwpuévas. Eusta- 
thius and Hesychius explain them as in- 
struments ofs €uovodyres of trmo os 
govhy odamyyos mpoteyro. 

462. oretyer. The idiom is the same 
as oreix’ dynpdrous yuas Prom. 727, where 
see the note. The picture represented a 
man on the top of a scaling ladder, which 
ladder reached up, or led the way, mpbs 
éxOpav mipyov. Hence the boast that 
Ares himself shall not hurl him from the 
tower he thinks he has already won. 
Similarly King Aprias vauntingly declares 
(Herod. ii. 169), un? by Gedy py wndéva 
Bivacba radca THs BaciAnins.—Bod kat 
obTos, i. ce. as well as Capaneus, v. 423. 

468. wéreunra. The MSS. add od 
before xéumoy, and some give wéunr’ or 
méumet’. I formerly inclosed od in brack- 
ets; Hermann has ejected it, after Er- 

furdt on Ajax, p. 514. He also removes 
the stop usually placed at the end of the 
preceding verse. Translate, ‘and indeed 
there is already sent one who bears his 
vaunting (not on his tongue but) in action.’ 
Inf. 549, avhp axoumros, xelp 8 dpa 7d 
Spdoimov. There is a similar instance of 
the intrusion of od arising from a mis- 
conception of the sense, inf. 1041. 
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‘ an A Meyapevs, Kpéovros orépua, tod Sraptav yévous, 
»¥ , fal 

Os OUTL Mapywv immKav dpvaypatev 470 

Bpdopov doBybels éx mvdOv ywpyoerat 
GN 7 Oaveav tpodeta mnpdce yOovi, 
h kat 80 advdpe kat woop’ ex domiSos 
Lav hapipous Sua Koounoe TaTpds. 

képTral ém’ add, wndé pou POdver héywv. 
ETEvXOMAL THOE [Lev evTvyiav, XO. 

475 

otp. 6’. 
Pan , 239 A , im \ A 
ia mpdpay euav Sdéuav, Totar S€ Svaruyety. 
ae 8° e , ta aN yt 

was 0 umépavya Balovow emi mrdde 
pawopueva ppevi, Tas viv 

Zevds veuerwp éridot Kotaivav. 
- » 4 2k » 

téraptos aos, yettovas mUAas EX ov AT, 

480 

"Oynas ’Addvas, &v Bop wapicratat, 
“‘Inmopédovtos oxjua Kat péyas TU70s. 
adw S€ tod\dyv, domidos KUKXOV héyo, 

eppréa Sworavtos: odk addws Epa. 485 
€ X 2 4 3 \ yo 
oO ONnPaToupyos PS) OU TLS evTehns ap Ys 

y Ne ¥ x 3 , 
OOTLS 760 Epyov wiracev T pos aomrioL, 

472. rpopeta wAnpdcet. In mAnpoov 
there.is an allusion to the %pavo: or sub- 
‘scription-clubs, whose members were call- 
ed 7Anpwral (Dem. Mid. p. 547). It is 
as if he had said, ‘he will either pay up 
the cost-money of his education by his 
blood, or”’ &c. Similarly Pericles says 
(Thucyd. ii. 43), kal érdére xad welpqa tov 
cparelnoav, otkovy Kal Thy méAw ye Tis 
operépas aperijs akiodyres oreploxey, 
KdAMoToy 3¢ Epavoy a’Ti mpoieuevor. Cf. 
Isocrat. Archidam. p. 138, init. mapaxadé- 
cavres oby GAAHAOUS GrOdGpEv TA Tpopela 
Th warpid:. Lysias, Epitaph. p. 197, 70, 
TH warplds Te tpopeia amoddvres. Hur. 
Ton 852, arodobs Tpodeia. 

473. 80 &vdpe nal wéAicpa. Schol. 
Med. rox pépovta thy domlda Kal roy 
eyyeypaypevov TH aowld:, nal Td en? 
domlios réAtoua ypapér. 

475. xéumat? éx’ &AAw. Schol. Med. 
Aéye &AAov Kopwdiyn. Cf. 1048. 

476. e’rvxiav. I have ventured thus 
to correct the vulgate edruxetv, which 
plainly violates the metre. There seems 
very little probability in Hermann’s r@de 
Bey &@ TeAcou. 

480. Zebs veuerwp. Schol. Med. 6 wav 
Siaveuwv. 

482. “Oyxas "A@dvas. The gates were 
called ’O-y«aio: from being near the statue - 
or temple of Ogga or Onca, the Phoenician 
representative of Pallas. Cf. 496. sup. 
152. 

483. ‘InmouébovTos. 
licence see Cho. 1038. 

484. Gaw. The disk or orb of the 
shield; our word Aalo. This is perhaps 
the primary meaning, the secondary one 
of ‘threshing floor’ being derived from 
the circular form of the area which is still 
commonly used in Italy and Spain for 
that purpose. The Schol. Med. appears 
to understand not the shield itself, but the 

circle described as the bearer whirled it, 
round and round with his extended arm. 
But this arose from a misconception of 
domldos Kdkdov. 

486. of tis ebreAys tp’ Hv. Schol. 
Med. ote fv, ds Zoimev, ebteans. He 
was no cheap or ordinary draughtsman ; 
ef. cis ebréAccay xnvl ovyyeypampeve 
Ar. Av. 805. 

On the metrical 

L112 
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Tudor i&vra muprvdov Sa ordpo. 
, 

Auyvdv pédawvay, aiddyv wupos Kaow" 

ddéwv Sé mrexrdvasor Trepidpopov KUTOS 490 

mpoondddioTar Kohoydoropos KUK)ov. 
abrds & érndahager, evbeos S "Ape 

Baxye mpos adKyp, Ouds Bs, PoBov Brérwv. 

Tovovde PwTds TElpay ed pudaxréov" 

ddBos yap nn mpds TUAGLS Kopmdlerat. 
TP@TOV [ev "Oyka IIaddas, qT ayxlarohis ET. 

495 

mvhaoe yelTov, avdpos ex Paipovo’ vBpw, 

eipEe veoo cay as SpdKxovta dvayxiov 
‘PrépBuos Se, Kedvds Otvorros TéxKos, 
avyip Kat avdpa TovTov ypéOn, Oédwv 500 

eEtoTopnoat motpay év ypeia THXNS" 
ovr Eldos, ovTE Jupov, ov? dThov cxéow 
popntés: “Eppys 8 edhdyas Evyjyayev" 
€xOpos yap avip avdpt T@ Evorycerat, 

fe x s 2 > > 4 
Evvotoetov de ToNEpLtous €7T aoTiowy 505 

Oeovs: 6 pev yap tupmvdov Tupar’ €xet, 
e - XN + * a ve 

TrepBio dé Zedvs TarHp én” aomidos 

489. aidany wupds xdow. ‘The flicker- 
ing brother of fire.’ On the true sense 
of aidaAos see Suppl. 322. Compare xdévis 
anaod kdois Ag. 477. 

490. xdTos x.T.A. ‘The bulging con- 
vexity of the hollow shield has a ground 
affixed to it by being surrounded with 
wreathes of serpents.’ He uses mposeda- 
lew to express the attachment of the 
snaky border by nails or pivots, as inf. 
537. Probably the dative wAexrdvats 
depends on zep{Spouov rather than mpoc- 
ndddiorat. The Schol. recent. explains 
7d KbTos Td oTpoyytAovy Tod KdKAOV — 
Tpoondddiorat kal mpoorémAeKTat TAEKTA= 
vais ToY Bpewy — Hror  aomls cvKaddey 
exer Cwypadnuevous wpers meprmemAcy- 
Bevous. 

492. avrds, i. e. the bearer of the shield, 
not the figure pictured on it.—Barxg 
mpds adhv, Schol. épug mpds roy méAcpor. 

495. péBos yap dn. ‘For rout is 
already being boastfully predicted at the 
gate.’ ; 

496. mporov wév, Our first and prin- 

cipal security will be in the protection of 
a goddess who will not tolerate pride; our 
secondary trust, in the valour of Hy- 
perbius.—#7” Gyxlarodis, quippe quae 
urbi proxima sit, mpootatnpta sup. 445. 
Perhaps for avdpds we should read rév8pds. 

500. nat’ &vdpa rotrov. This is rather 
arare sense of xara, applied to persons. 
It properly signifies, ‘ to stand opposite to, 
or over against him in the fight.’ Cf. 
tUuBov Kat’ avtdy 523, and Pers. 872. 
—6édrwy «.7.A, ‘willing to ascertain his 
fate at the call of Fortune ’ (when Chance 
requires him). Cf. dedoboas mpbs mbAas 
mentoxévas sup. 457. Suppl. 374, dpacai 
te wh Spacal re kal roxnv Ereiv. 

503. ‘Epis. The god of luck in 

drawing lots. Cf. Ar. Pac. 365 and 
Schol. ibid. 

504. éxOpds ydp. ‘For not only is our 
champion hostile to the hero with wkout he 
will engage, but they will bring into the 
conflict gods who are at war with each 
other, Zeus and Typho, painted upon 
their shields.’ 
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aTadatos Hota, Sid xepds Bédos préyor 
KoUTW Tis Eloe ZHvd Tov ViKwpeEvov. 
Towdde wevTor Tpoodircia Saydver' 510 

N a , 2 9 N eo e¢ , mpos TaV KpatovvTwv & écper, ot & Hoocwpevor 
a ha Be te Or 9 so 
eixds O€ mpakew avdpas OS dvtictaras, 

et Zevs ye Tup@ Kaptepdrepos payy, 
‘LrepBin TE, Teds Myov Tod arparTos, 

‘ lA aK a : oor | Pé , YoTnp yévour’ av Zevs, €x doidos tuyav. 
i4 ‘\ ‘\ * 2 , mérola 5% TOV Atos avTiruTop XO. 

€xovT adidov ev odket Tod xOoviov S€uas 
Sainovos, €xOpov eixacpa Bpotois Te kat 

SapoBiowws Peotow, 
mpoabe muhav Kehadav idrpew. 520 

ATL, 
4 ovTws yévouro. tov dé wéumtov ad héyo, 
4 ra ral i 

TELTT ALCL mpootayGévra Boppatais wars, 

508. graSatos. See on Pers. 242. 
The sense probably is, ‘in the act of 
brandishing a torch after the fashion of a 
spear.’ But the word also conveys an 
omen of victory (inf. 514) in the idea of 
‘standing firmly,’ ‘not disposed to fly.’ 
See on pdrapes e¥edpa: sup. 94. 

509. xomw ris. ‘And surely no one 
has ever yet seen Zeus inferior in fight.’ 
Elmsley corrects rou for mov, like iuépov 
vinépevos Suppl. 982. Compare with this 
passage Eur. Heracl. 349—53, 

tev pev yap “Hpa mpootare: Aids 
dduap, 

hpav 8 ’AGavar nul & cis edmpatiay 
kal Tod? imdpxewv, Oedv dpewdvov 

Tuxely" 
vikwpéevn yap TlavAds ok dvéterat 

Dindorf incloses in brackets, as spurious, 
the whole passage from 510 to 515. Her- 
mann agrees with him that the four con- 
cluding verses of the speech are interpo- 
lated, and even condemns this. I cannot 
discover a shadow of a ground for the suspi- 
cion. 

510. roidde. wévrot. ‘Such however 
(i.e. such then) is the favour of the 
deities, Pallas and Zeus, on our side, 
Typho on that of the other.’ He uses 

~ pévro. to resume the argument after the 

parenthetical verse rotarw «.7.A., and con- 

tinues thus by the exegetical 5¢,—‘ That 
is, we are on the side of the conquerors 

ae they on that of the defeated 
Typho); and it is to be expected that 

the rival heroes will come off in the fight 
like the gods they bear (apdteiv &3¢), since 
Zeus is stronger than Typho in the contest, 
and the same Zeus, depicted on the shield, 
will prove a protector to Hyperbius, in 
accordance with the device he bears.’ It 
is hardly necessary here to defend the con- 
struction «i yévorr’ &y (which is illustrated 
on Ag. 903), because efye stands for émet 
rather than for «i.—In one or two MSS. 
vv. 512, 513, are transposed. In the 
Med. 512 is wrongly written after 514, 
but letters are prefixed to each verse, 
shewing the right order. 

514. mpds Adyov rod ofwatos. ‘In 
conformity with the device,’ ebadyws 7H 
ofpart. For Zeus Soter was painted on 
the shield. There is a similar play on 
vvé, sup. 397. 

518. dafuovos. So Brunck from the 
Schol. Med. morevw Groarcioba roy 
exovra év TH odker Thy exOpby Tod Ards 
daluovas The MSS. agree in Saluoory. 
Some ancient corrector wished to adapt 
the construction.to &piAoy or éxOpdy, mis- 
led by Bporots re kal Geotow. 

522. Boppatais. So Porson for Boppéas 
or Bopéus.—kar’ adroy tTiuBov, * over 
against,’ ‘opposite to;’ cf. 500. Frag. 
Glauc. Pont. 24, kar’? adrdy ripBor 
&6Alou Aixa. 
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ripBov Kat’ abtov Avoyevous ’Audtovos. 

dpvvor & aixury, jv exer paddov Heod 

oéBew rreroas éppdtav 0 vréprepor, 525 

h pay hardéev dorv Kadpelov Bia 
Sopds: 768 avdE pntpds €€ dpeaKdou 
Brdornya Kaddrpwpor, dvdpdirats avyp. 
oteixer § lovdos dpre Sid wapynidon, 
apas pvovans, Tappvs avTéhNovaea Opié. 530 

6 8 apov, ovtt tapl&vav éravupov 
dpdvnpa, yopyov 8 dup’ exov, mpooioraras. 
ob pny axdpractos y édiorarat mvhaus" 
Td yap Tédews dveidos ev XaAKyhaT@ 

/ 

OAKEL, KUKNOTO TApaTos TpoPAnLATL, 535 

Shiyy aepoortrov Tpoopepnyavyperyv 
youdous, evapa, Lapmpov éxxpovotov Sénas" 
péper & ud avtn pata, Kadpelov eva, 

@s tretaT em avdpt TOS’ idarreaOar BEd. 
- av & eouxev od Karnrevoe payny, 540 

axpas Ke\evOov 8 ov KaTato-xuvEl Tdpor, poaxp 

524, hv @xer memoidds. This is Her- 
mann’s improved punctuation, the comma 
being usually placed after Ze: and abthy 
being understood after oéBew. ‘He 

swears by his spear, which he has the 
confidence to hold in more honour than 
the god, and to value more than his own 
dear eyes, that’ &c. Hermann has pro- 
bability in his favour in restoring Bla 
dopds for Big Aids in 527, from Rob. and 
three MSS. For this was the very point of 
swearing by his spear, viz. that by the 
might of that spear he would take the 
city. Cf. sup. 47. Whereas Bla Aids, 
‘in spite of Zeus,’ is repeating a senti- 
ment already attributed to two Argive 
heroes, Capaneus and Eteoclus, 423, 464. 

530. Spas guotens, sc. tis HAtklas 
guotons airdv. : 

533. déumacros, ‘without a vaunting 
device.’ See on 386. 

536—7. The figure of the Sphinx was 
of metal, embossed or hammered out 
éckpovorroy), burnished on the outer side 
Aaumpdv), and tacked or rivetted to the 

shield. 

538. 5° abtf, i. e. as a bird carries 
its prey in its talons. Phoen. 808, @ 
more Kadpoyerh TetpaBduoow ev xaAaiow, 
relyeot xpymropeva, pépey alfepos eis 
UBarov pas yévvav. It was this taunt 
that was likely to provoke the Thebans to 
discharge their weapons at Parthenopaeus 
more especially; and the device is de- 
scribed as a daring challenge on his part. 
Hermann takes- és mAeiora together, and 
understands dy8p) 78¢ not of Partheno- 
paeus but of the Theban; and so also 
Schiitz with the later Scholiasts, who 
mistook BéAn for the claws of the Sphinx, 
The other explanation seems to me far 
simpler and more appropriate. It is 
strange that Hermann should deny that 
és can stand here for dare. See Suppl. 
970. 979. 

540. od KarnAcioew paynv. ‘Not to 
do a small business in fighting ;’ to fight 
by wholesale. Compare amd otparelas 
Ta TAcioTa HuToAnKsra, Kum. 601. 

541. xaraicxvve?, So Hermann with 
the Med., but by a conjecture made before 
he was aware of its true reading. His 
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TlapBevoraios ° Apkds: 6 8€ rowed dvip 

péTaLKOS, *“Apye & éxtiver Kaas Tpopas, 

mopyous Gareidet TOLD & jun) Epawoe Oeds. 
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ET. et yap TUxove av Ppovovor mpos Geav: 545 

avrots éxeivous avootots KopTrag Lac 
» a - , , x9 , 
H Tay Tava@des TAyKaKws 7 ddoiaTO. 
a \ 

coTw 6€ kai THO, dv héyeus Tov "ApKdda, 
a. % »” « 2 ¢€ rite i id 

avnp aKxoutos, xeip 8 6p 7d Spdowpor, 

"Axrep, ddehpos TOU mdpos Neheypevov 550 

Os OUK éaoret yharoay epypdrav dep 

€ow TUAGV 6 péovoay addaivew Kaka, 

ov8 cicapetiar Onpds éxOiatov Sdxovs 
> Xx ia , > -s + A, 

Elko hépovTa Tohewias em’ dozisos, 

eEobe S ciow TH hépovts peurberat, 55 oa 
TUKVOU KpoTHa BOD TUyXdvova’ Urs TOW. 

reason is that the two infinitives ought to 
have been connected by od8¢ rather than 
by & od. On the metrical licence in 
TlapSevorratos see sup. 483. 

543. éxtivwy nadds tpopds. ‘ Repay- 
ing to Argos her care in bringing him to 
comely manhood.’ He refers to kaA- 
Alrpypoy in 528. Eur. Suppl. 888, 

6 viis xuvayod © BAAos *ATaAdvryns 
yévos, 

TlapPevoraios, eiSos étoxéraros, 
*Apnas wey hv, erOdy & én’ "Ivdxou pods 
modeverat at’ “Apyos. 

Phoen. 1153, 6 8 *Apkds, ob *Apryeios, 
*Araddyrns yévos. According to the 
Schol. Med. dkotoiov pdvov Spdoas 6 
Tlap9evoraios eis”Apyos épuyev. By the 
account in the text it would seem that he 
came when a mere boy. 

545. ef yap rixorev. ‘Would that 
they may obtain from the gods what they 
meditate against us! Truly they would 
then perish utterly and miserably with 
all those unhallowed vaunts.’ adrots 
koumdopacw is used as abroio: cuppdxoict 
Prom. 229. 

548. Ov Adyes Toy "Apxdda. He was 
no true Argive, but a péroucos, as just 
above described. There is something of 
contempt in the use of the article. To an 
Athenian mind the suspicion of Eevlawas no 
light reproach.—txopmos, ‘ without boast- 

ful words.’ From v. 551 it is clear that he 
is not now speaking of the device on his 
shield. Schol. Med. &AAo ovdév 4 ow- 
way piv oldey, TH Se eupl mohepely. 
The usual antithesis between Zoya and 
Adyot, mpdooew and aéyew, is implied. 

550. Tod mdpos AcAcypévov, i.e. Hy- 
perbius. 

552. dadalvew xard. See 180—1. 
‘ Actor will not allow the boastful tongue 
(527) of Parthenopaeus, unattended by 
deeds, to increase the mischief by finding 
its way into the city, nor will he suffer 
him who bears the hateful Sphinx on his 
shield to enter the gates, but remaining 
outside it (the Sphinx) shall have reason 
to complain of him who is endeavouring 
to carry it in, when it meets with repeated 
battering under the walls of the city.’ 
The meaning of Eteocles is, that though 
Parthenopaeus is a boaster (524) rather 
than a man of deeds, still his proud words 
may cause a panic if he once enters the 
city; and his device of the Sphinx will 

serve better for a target without the walls, 
than to bring shame and terror to the 

people within. 
555. Zwbe &. The MSS. have wer 

or whey &. 1 think Hermann’s emenda- 
tion is more probable than Porson’s % 
’twOev. In muxvotd kpornopod there is an 
evident reference to 539, @s mAciot’ éw” 
ayip) rEd idrrec Oo BEAN. 
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Gedy Oedovtav av adnPevoap eye. 
XO. ixvetrat Moyos dua oTyPewr, aTp. 

Tpixos & dpO.0s TAdKapos iorarae 
peydha peyalnydpov Kew 

eile yap ) , 3 lal 
AVOCLWYV dvd pav. 

560 

Geoi rovad’ dd€cevay ev YG. 

AT. 
yY / 22 » ees extov héyoun’ av avdpa cappovértarov 
2m / > »¥ , 3 , , 

aki 7 apictov pavTw, Auduipew Biav 565 

‘Opolwiow S€ mpds TUdaLs TeTaAypEVOS 
Kakolot Baler Toda Tvdéws Biav, 
TOV dvdpopovrny, Tov TOhEWS TapaKTopa, 

péywotov "Apye Tov Kakdv SibdoKador, 
*"Epwios K\yTHpa, TpdaTodov Pdvov, 570 

kakov 7 "Adpdore Tavde BovdevTi prov. 

557. bv dAndetoam’, i.e. & dAndeboay. 
ay. So I formerly corrected the vulgate 
ay or & &y. Hermann has made the 
same emendation; but he connects @cav 
OcAdvrwy with the preceding verses. Cf. 
Ajac. 1085, kal wh Soxducv, Spares by 
Rddueba, obk aytiticew abOis by AvTd- 
oeOa. 

558, Adyos. The Schol, Med. refers 
this to the boasting words of the enemy; 
the later Scholiast to the account given 
by the messenger of Parthenopaeus, which 
seems more correct. 

560. xAdvew. So I before edited for 
natwy. The confusion is very frequent, 
e.g. Suppl. 57, axodwy for axovew, and 
conversely AaBeiy for AaBav ibid. 174. 
The Schol. Med, has d«odwy. Dindorf 
and most editors adopt Avovce from 
Hermann, a reading probable in itself, 
but attended with this objection, that it is 
not easy to account for the corruption, 
since no one would have deliberately 
altered xAvotcg into rAdwr to agree with 
mwAéauos. For the construction, which is 
equivalent to doBotua: kAvew (‘my hair 
stands on end to hear’), it is hardly neces- 
sary to compare Cho. 40, poBotua: 8 eros 
768 éxBadciv. Supra 415, tpéuw idéo0an. 

567. Tuddws Biav. Between Tydeus 
and Amphiaraus words had already been 
exchanged, sup. 377. The prophet is 
here represented as engaged in the Argive 
expedition against his better judgment, 
and as inveighing against Tydeus as the 
cause of all the evil. For Tydeus had 

married the daughter of Adrastus and per- 
suaded him to make war against Thebes. 
He calls him murderer, for he had fled to 
Argos to be absolved from the slaughter 
of Alcathous and Lycopeus; the inciter 
of the citizens to war; the ill-adviser of 
mischief to Argos and Adrastus; the 
person who calls into action the dormant 
curse of Oedipus that: his sons should share 
the kingdom with the sword; and, lastly, 
the priest or minister of death (iepeds 
“Aras, Ag. 715). He even assails with 
reproaches the leader of the expedition, 
Polynices, and asks him how he can dare 
to invade and ravage his own country 
(581). In all this his justice and dis- 
interestedness are manifest. It is not 
for himself that he cares, for he knows 
that he will die there, and that to die will 
be gain (583); but he cannot approve of 
brother matched against brother, and of 
a Theban bringing a foreign army against 
his own country. He abstains from 
vaunting devices on his shield (587), and 
yet he is more truly to be dreaded than 
all the rest, because the god-fearing are 
themselves to be feared, as the poet 
finely concludes, 592. 

571. BovAcurfpiov. Not the substan- 
tive, but for BovAeutixéy. There is some 
probability in Hermann’s suggestion, that 
these four verses (568—71), which are 

even more applicable to Polynices than 
to Tydeus, should come after 573, so as 
to depend on kaAe?, which at present only 
means ‘he calls Polynices by name.’ 
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\ Nias [in Kat Tov adv abr’ ddehpor, es maTpds dpov 
3 z + 

e€utridlov oupa, Todvveixovs Biav, 
yf  *S oN lal RA 2 > A 

is T év TedeuTH Tovvop’ évdarovpevos, 
Kade’ Néyes 5 tod7’ ewos Sia oTépa 575 
° a : 
H rotov €pyov Kati Deotor rpomdudés, 

Kaddv T akovoa Kai \éyew peOvorépo.s, 
mohw watpdav Kat Peods Tods éyyevets 

0 a , a) bY 3 , mopUew, orparevp, eraktov euBePnKdTa. 
pntpds Te Hy Tis KatacBéoe Sixy ; 

572. This verse is corruptly read in the 
MSS. xa) rv ody addis mpdcpopoy dder- 
gedv. Dobree conceived that in mpds the 
old reading warpbs was concealed, and 
that &deApby had been transposed and 
changed into the epic &deApedy from an 
attempt to patch up the verse. The 
Schol. vainly endeavours to explain apéo'- 
popov by atiwOdvaroy. Hermann gives 
kal Tov ody abOis és maTpds woipay KdoLW, 
which seems no improvement on Dobree’s 
emendation. In the next verse dupa for 
bvona is due to Schiitz. The words are 
often confused, as in Cho. 230, where the 
Med. has & teprvby dupa for svoua. 
Besides that étumrid¢er dvoua has no in- 
telligible sense in itself, the repetition of 
totvoua in the very next verse is quite 
conclusive against it.. The use of éguz- 
vid¢ew is rare: Lucian once or twice 
employs it to express a proud mien, as 
KardaAous, p. 639, ceuvais wpoBatyey nab 
éaurby Eumrrid(wy rol rods évrvyxdvovras 
exmagrrav. Again, “Oveipos, p. 719; «fra 
e&hravvoy mi Aeucod Cetryous, ekuwrid (av, 
meplBrerros kmact Tots dpdat Kar éripbo- 
vos. Translate, ‘And then in turn, 
uplifting his eye in reference to the fate 
of his father (Oedipus), and twice re- 
~roachfully dividing the name at the 
eonclusion’ of his address, he calls your 
brother Polynices, and speaks as follows.’ 
If the text is right, Sts éy teAeuTH #.7.A. 
means, that he ended his words by & 
HodAdveutes roAdveines, So Schol. Med. 
(except that he took dis for dia), eis Sta 
diaipav 7d Svoya tod Torvveleovs, 7d woAd 
kal Td vetxos, Cf. Phoen. 636, &An@as 
voua TloAvvelen marhp 20ers cor Oele 
mpovola verréor erévuyov. Hermann says 
“non videtur dubitari posse quin corrup- 
tum sit Bis 7° év reaeurf,’”” and he reads 
ducexrércurov. The word éviarelePat, 
probably from its use in this passage in 

580 

the strict sense of ‘ dividing,’ but with the 
secondary notion of ‘reproaching,’ came 
to be a favourite word with the tragic 

writers in the latter sense, e. g. Trach. 
791. Herc. 218; andin that of mention- 
ing or celebrating, Aeschylus himself so 
used it, frag. 184 (Herm., 281 Dind.) 
and Soph. Oed. Tyr. 205. 

576. kal Ceote. This issaid, of course, 
inirony: ‘ Truly such a deed is acceptable 
even to the gods (i. e. not only to your 
fellow-citizens), and honourable for pos- 
terity to hear and speak of,’ &c. By so 
understanding kal @cotor, we avoid the 
difficulty of supposing «a! — re can be 
used indifferently for re — xal in connect- 
ing two terms. Seeon Suppl. 742. The 
few apparent exceptions (see Linwedd on 
Eum. 75) seem capable of the same ac- 
ceptation. 

580. pntpds Te tyyhy. There is con- 
siderable obscurity in this verse. Her- 
mann says, “Myrpds m7yiv didit mater. 
num fontem, ex quo quis natus est. 
Itaque res eo redit, ut dicat, quemadmo- 
dum matris caedes injusta est, ita injusta 
est expugnatio patriae. Reete se habet 
rhs dicn, quae justitia matrem eatinguet; 
i. e. quis juste matrem suam occidat ? 
Reete etiam pytpds te et marpls re dicta 
sunt, opposita et per illa duo ve com- 
parationem indicantia.’”” The ordinary 
interpretation is, ‘ what plea of justice (or 
what subsequent vengeance) shall stop 
your mother’s tears?’ By wyrpds somé, 
with the Schol. Med., understand his 
country, others his mother Jocasta, Her= 
mann’s view is, I think, liable to several 
objections; and one is, that whereas 
xaracBevviver is used both of tears and of 
the waters of the sea, Ag. 861. 931, it is 

strangely employed of putting out a life- 
giving source, where the latter expression 
is » mere periphrasis for a person. It 

Mm 
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marpis Te yata ofs trd omovdys Sopt 
Gdodoa Tas cou EYppaxos yeryoeras ; 
éywye per 8% Tivde Mave xOdva, 
pdvris KexevOas Trodepias vd xOovds. 
paxyopel’, od arysov édarilw pdpov. 585 

iA Toa? 6 paveis, domtd evKuKhov véLwv 
m&yyadkov, nvdd. onpa 8 ovk érnv Kiko 
ov yap Soxetv t Sixatos, GAN etvar Oédet, 

fal »” ‘\ n ha 

Babetay droxa dia ppevds Kaprrovpevos, 

€€ Hs Ta Kedva Bhacrdver Bovevpara. 590 

i gods Te Kayalods avrnpéras TovT@ copods y np 

appears simpler to explain yy untpds 
of Jocasta’s tears, in allusion to her 
suicide when the fate of her sons was 
decided, Phoen. 1434—57. So vériot 
maryat of tears, Prom. 410. Polynices 
carried on his shield the device of Justice 
conducting him back to his city (643), 
and Amphiaraus seems to mean that such 
a consideration will not console a mother 
for the loss of a son. 

582. Eduuaxos. Cf. Pers. 788, ait 
yap H yi Edupaxos nelvors TéAEL. 

583. wave. ‘‘ Non videtur de corpore 
putrefacto intelligendum esse, sed signi- 
ficare superbam reddam similiter atque in 
Ag. 267. 1647.” I had before remarked 
““malvew hic non solum de terrae ferti- 
litate, sed de praemio atque honore sepulti 
in eo vatis dicitur.”” It was destined that 
Amphiaraus should be swallowed up within 
the Theban soil (Pind. Nem. ix. 25. 
Eur. Suppl. 500. 925. Soph. frag. 
781), and an oracle established over his 

relics, 
585. maxdued”. ‘Fight if you will; I 

have only an honourable fate to look 
forward to.’ This is said in reference to 
Tydeus’ taunt of cowardice, sup. 378. 
But &ripoy does not, as Blomfield thinks, 
refer to his achievements in battle just 
before death, but to his celebrity after it. 

587. ofjua 8 odk érqv. Phoen. 1111, 
6 pdvris "Audidpaos, ob one? exov 
BPpioper’, GAAG cwdpdvws konu’ Sara. 

588. d{xoos. The MSS. of Aeschylus 
agree in &pcros, Plutarch (Vit. Aristid. 
§ 3) quotes this passage with the reading 
Slxaos, and distinctly states that the eyes 
of all the spectators were turned towards 
Aristides the Just. But in two other 

passages (de audiend. Poet. p. 32, B, and 
Apophth. Reg. et Imp. p. 186, B) the 
same writer quotes the reading &pioros. 
A considerable number of ancient gram- 
marians, enumerated by Hermann and 
others, have dixa:os. Plato refers to the 
passage twice (p. 361, B, and 362, a) 
in one of which he has od Boneiy aan’ 
elvat Gyabdy é@éAovra, in the other ot 
Sonety Bdicoy GAA’ elvar COérAcw. I am 
not aware whether the following passage 
has been added to the evidence in this 
nicely balanced critical question, Herc. 
Fur. 183, 

épod ti &ySp’ kpiorov eyxplvaer by, 
} od maida toy eudv, dv ob ps elva 

Sonety. 

Hermann, who retains &pioros, imagines 
that the tragic actor, wishing to compli- 
ment Aristides, altered the genuine word 
&pioros into S{xaos. One point is in- 
disputable, that both readings have co- 
existed from very ancient times, and it is 
impossible to pronounce with certainty 
which is the true one. I have given 
{kaos with Blomfield, on the ground that 
Amphiaraus, who had deen taunting 
Polynices (580) about his symbol and vain 
pretence of justice, would naturally be 
described as presenting a contrast in this 
respect. : 

589. kaproduevos. ‘Reaping a crop 
from a deep (i. e. fertile) furrow through 
(i. e. ploughed ode his mind, from 
which (furrow) none but honest counsels 
are produced.’ Dindorf prefers a¢’ js 
from Arist. Lys. 407, and Plutarch in the, 
three passages referred to above. 
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, 3 

wéutrew eTrawa. Sewds ds Deovs oéBer. 
ET, ged rod E_vadddcaovros dpvios Bpotots 

dtkavov avdpa Tole dvoceBeorépois. 

év ravtt mpdye 8 éof éuidias KaKhs 595 
, vOe ‘ > , KG@KLOV OVOEV, KapTros OD KOMLOTEoS. 

» » 
arns apoupa Odvarov éxkaptileras. 
x XN ‘\ 

7H yap EvveaBas thotov edioeBis avrjip 
vavtatot Depots Kai mavoupyia Twi 
drodev avdpav Ev eomtiato yéver 600 
x H dv wodiras avipaow, Sixatos dv, 
€yOpo€évous Te Kai Gedy dpvyipoor, 
TavTOV KUpHoas EVOiKws dypEevuaros, 

594, Hermann gives ducceBeotdras 
with Rob. and several MSS. If the com- 
parative be preferred, S{xaioyv &vdpa is 
used generally: in the other case it refers 
to Amphiaraus.—Bporois is the dative 
of reference, not agreeing with SvaccBeo- 
tépois, Compare Ag. 215. 

597. &rns &povpa. This verse, though 
truly Aeschylean both in diction and sen- 
timent, has been condemned as spurious 
by most critics, including Hermann, from 
Porson downwards. The Schol. Med. 
comments upon it, and it is really difficult 
to see why it should be rejected. The 
meaning is, ‘ The field. of infatuation has 
death produced from it as its fruit.’ As 
ropréw and kaprotpa: coexist, so kapiCo 
and xapri(ecdo: may be defended on pre- 
cisely the same analogy. The first is ‘ to 
form or produce fruit,’ as Pers. 817, 

Bpis yap ekavOoi0 éxdprwoe ordxvy 
urns, 80ev ma&yxravrov etaug Odpos. In 
the middle, xaprotcda: and éxxaprododa 
(Eur. Ion 815) mean properly, ‘ to have 
fruit produced for one’s own use.’ But xap- 
mifew is ‘to cause (a tree or a field) to 
produce fruit.’ Eur. Hel. 1327, Bporoto. 
® &yAoa media yas ob xapmiCovo” apdrots 
Aady pbeiper yevedy (sc. Anuhtnp). Bacch. 
404, Tdov, av éxardorouo: PBapBdpouv 
rorayod foal KapriCovow  a&vouBpor. 
Hence it seems clear that a field may be 
said éxxapmi(ecOa: in the sense given 
above, the middle voice referring to the 
field itself rather than to the owner, as in 
Kaprova ba. 

599. vabraiot Oeppots, i. e. mavoupyois. 
Cf. Eum. 530, yeag 5& Saluwv én’ avBph 
Ospug. Cho. 991, roAAd Oeppatvo: dpevl. 

Compare for the sentiment Antiphon, 
mep) Tod ‘Hpddou pédvov, p. 139. 82, ofuct 
yep sputis entoracba, 8rt mwodAol Hdq 
&vOpwrot wh Kabapol xetpas } HAAG TL 
placa exovres cvvers Bayes eis Td TAOtoY 
cuvardActay meTa THs abray Wuxis Tos 
bows Siaxeyuévous T& mpds Tovs Beods. 

601. 4 kw woAdlras. ‘Such,’ says 
Miiller (diss. ad Eum. p. 80), ‘no doubt, 
in Aeschylus’s view was the station then 
occupied by Aristides in juxta-position 
with the grasping and unconscientious 
party of Themistocles, whose projects 
obviously extended to the- subjugation of 
the rest of Greece.’ Translate: ‘ Or else, 
associated with churlish and _ godless 
citizens, being himself honest, he is laid 
low, struck by the indiscriminating scourge 
of the god, having justly fallen into the 
same snare with them.’ The metaphor is 
perhaps from the taming of wild animals 
caught in a trap. For the sentiment 
compare Hor. Od. iii. 2. 29, ‘saepe 
Diespiter neglectus incesto addidit inte- 
grum.’ Eur. Suppl. 223, 

xpi yap obre cduara 
Bina Sucalors Tov copoy ~yupryvivat,— 
kowds yap 6 Oeds Tas TUXAS hyotmevos 
Tots Tou voroovTos Thuacw SidAcoe 
roy od vooodvTa Kovdey HOiuKHKsT A. 

603. évS{cws. There is equal autho- 
rity for éxdikws, but Hermann argues 
against the latter at some length, and 
shews that though the poet might have 
said dyatiws, he could not say éxdixws 
without directly impeaching the justice of 
the general law which he contends to 
prevail among man, namely, that the in- 

Mm 2 
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mryyels Oeod pdoruye tayKoive *Sdpn. 
ovros © 6 pavris, vidv Oixhéous héye, 605 

cddpov, Sixatos, dyalds, eboeBis avnp; 

péyas mpodyrys, dvooiowt cuppuyets 
Opacvotépoow avipacw Big ppevar, 
TEeivovot TOMTHY THY pakpay Tow poner, 
Avds Oédovros ovykabehkva Pyoeras. 610 

Sox pev odv ode nde tpooBadew roars, 
ovy as dOvpos, ovd€ Ajparos KdKp, 
GN’ oidev ds abe xp} TeheuTHTaL waxy, 
el kapmros €orat Oeapdroucs Aogiov. 
giret dé ovyav 7 Néyew Ta Kaipro. 
dpos 0 er aire data, Aacbévous Biav, 
2 / ‘ 3 4 €xOpdEevov mudwpov avrita€oper, 

a a . x € Lad Pe yépovta Tov vodv, adpxa 8 yBacav pve, 
modaKes mua, yetpa. o 

nocent suffer with the guilty. He trans- 
lates évdixws ‘ ut consentaneum est.’ The 
poet rather means, that it serves him 
right ; that it is his own fault, for having 
to do with bad men. Blomfield gives 
évdlkws, but needlessly adds, ‘ nihil dubito 
quin vera lectio. sit é Alxns.’ 

609. As in Prom. 833, paxpday is here 
an adverb, and 7 waxpay méAts is Hades, 
as opposed to the short expedition from 
Argos to Thebes. Translate, ‘who are 
going on a long march by which they shall 
atrive at the far-off city.’ The words 
Telvew Topmhy seem to refer to the long 
train of a procession, and perhaps the idea 
is borrowed, as inf. 852, from the annual 
Oewpia to Delphi, ‘a mission to the in- 
fernal god’ being used for ‘an unlucky 
expedition.’ In cvyxaGeAxvoOhoerat there 
is an allusion to the fate of the prophet in 
being swallowed up alive, sup. 583; not 
that Eteocles can be supposed to have 
exactly understood those ambiguous words, 
but he uses a term which is consistent 
with the actual event. For méaw the 
Med. gives: daw, which Blomfield adopts, 
i.e. cuyeadeAn. Sore wdAw podety .And 
so the Schol. Med., thy éevaytiay v7 cis 
“Apyos. Dindorf imagines the verse to be 
an interpolation; and this is a theory of 
which he is as fond as Hermann is of 
finding lacunae. 

ov Bpaddverat 

612. Zvpos. So all the good copies, 
and perhaps rightly, though the construc- 
tion is singularly careless. He intended 
to say, Soxeiy enol, ob8¢ mpooBadrci, but 
the sanie confusion with Soxeiy occurs 
Pers. 190. Schol. Med. ds pavris +d 
tédos elds od cis Klyduvoy éaurby 
Kabhaet. 

614. raprés. See Eum. 684. 
615. pire? 5.‘ And he (i. 6. Apollo} 

either says nothing at all, or says what is 
to the point,’ i.e. the truth. Cf. sup. 1. 
Cho. 573. If g:Ac? be referred to Amphi- 
araus, we must understand ofdev of the 
declaration in 583. . 

616. uws. Though he may not make 
the attack on the gates, still, &c. 

618. gvet. So Wellauer, Dindorf, and 
Hermann for the vulg. pépe. The Med. 
with Rob. and two or three MSS. give 
otoet, and one copy has giyn, but with 
the variant péper. Hermarm well com- 
pares Ajac. 1077, &vdpa xph, xky coma 
yevvhon wéya, with dpas pvodons (rov 
YovAov) supra 530. Cf. also Suppl. 755, 
tyyerov & ob peuerar méaus yépove’, 
hBavra 8 ciyadcow pert. — rodanes 
Suma, ‘a swift-footed eye,’ i.e. one that 
runs along the ranks and anticipates 
attack. But perhaps the compound only 
a dud, like oidppwr wérpa Suppl. 
75. 
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tap acridos yupvatey aprdaa Sdpu. 
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620 

Beod Sé Sdpdv eorw ebruyeiv Bpotods. 
XO. kdvovtes Oeot Sixatous duTas 

: , 
avVT. Y . 

npetépas TENET, ds édis edTUYT, 
Sopizrova Kan’ éxtpétrovres eis [yas] 
érpddovs mipyav 8 éxrobev 625 

Barov Zeis ode Kdvo. Kepavve. 
AT. tov EBSopov 8) révd° ed? EBSdpaus wUdaLs 

héEw, Tv adrod ood KaciyvyToV, woe 
4 . me: x 4 tA 

Olas APaTaL Kal KaTEVYETaAL TUXAS’ 

Tupyots érepBas KamiuxnpvyOeis yOovi, 
€ 4 2 4 

Gdoyov maa” éreEvaxyaoas, 
oot Evudeper bar kai kravav Oavetv médas, 
H avr’ atyacripa tds o° avdpnatav 

620. wap’ domtdos. ‘To snatch the 
naked spear from along side of the shield.’ 
It appears from Theocr. xxii. 184, celwy 
ndptepov éyxos tr dontdos dyruya mpdray, 
that the short spear or javelin was held, 
as indeed was natural, underneath the 
shield till the moment for action.. Hence 
yupvwOey means ‘ suddenly exposed to 
view,’ and does not prove that éyxos is 
here used for tos. Blomfield compares 
Ar. Av. 388, nal rd Sépu xph, Tov dBerl- 
oKov, meptmateiy Exovras juas Tav Srrwv 
éyrds nap’ abthy thy xbTpav. 

622, 3. Arrds. There is another read- 
ing Adyouvs, which very probably arose 
from an objection to dixafovs for ducalas 
(like rdpios fjudpa Suppl. 712). Robor- 
tello prints the passage thus, «Adovres 
Geo) Bixatovs Adyous euobs, eb Tedcire 
néaw ebruxety. I formerly adopted this 
(but with ds before +éAw), on the ground 
that it suited the strophe better than the 
téading of all the MSS. Blomfield also 
gives Binalas Arras | eudas ed TEA” ds 
wérs ebruxf. But the real value of Ro- 
bortello’s edition as an authority is now 
better uriderstood. Very unusual as the 
metrical variation is, there seems no suf- 
ficient reason to condemn it in this place, 
where strophe and ahtistrophe are sepa- 
rated bya considerable interval. On the 
idiom TeAci@’ ds edruyF see Suppl. 317. 
Or we may take it thus: reAcire avras, 
bs (oa) ebroxg. 

624. Fyas]. Hf the reading given in 
560 be correct, it follows that yas is here 

aii interpolation. The efs is written in 
the Med. by a later hand. Several copies 
give yas pds. Hermann reads és yas, 
suppositig és to have been lost or absorbed 
by the preceding termination in—es. The 
Schol. Med. seems rather.to favour my 
view, 7a dd rod woAguov cand amd ris 
iis éwt robs émeAOdvras TpémovTes, where 

ard THs vis was probably added to ex- 
plain the compound éxrpémovtes. 

630. ofas. The Med. has ofas y’ with 
Rob. and two other MSS., the reason of 
which is evident, for the as is an altera- 
tion by a later hand, the original reading 
having been ofa. Hence ofa + and ofa + 
occur in later copies. The ye thereforé 
was a mere metrical insertion. 

631. éminpuxdels x8ovt. ‘ Having been 
duly proclaimed King to the whole Theban 
territory,’ perhaps by the voice of the 
herald from the top of the wall.—axd- 
cimoy mosdva, like éAdomov Batw Ag. 10. 
—On the double forin iat} and iax7 see 
Cho. 1038. 

634. dvdpnaarév. FT cannot doubt that 
this is the true reading instead of the vulg. 
dvipnadryy. For we have the antithesis 
dvdpnratay (Gvra and Kravdv, and the 
terminations -dy, -etv, -7p, are very often 
interchanged. Thus tas will signify és 
Kal ob jvipnAdrnoas abrdy, and &ripe- 
orfipa is simply ds aridoavra abrdéy. It 
is, no doubt, possible to interpret ari- 
pacrhp avipnadtys, like rodiorhp wéwdos 
Cho. 987, xapanorhp dikn Eum. 197, 
‘one who ignominiously banishes;’ but 
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duyh Tov avrov Tovde ticacbat Tpdmov. 
To.avT airet, Kal Deods yeveNious 
KaNEl TaTpwas yHs emoTTHpas uray 
tov dv yevér Oa ra&yyv Iodvveixovs Bia. 
éyer Sé Kawornyés evOeTov waxos, 
Sutdovy Te OMA TpOTMEUNXaVNLEVoY" 
Xpvorjdarov yap dvdpa tevxnorny ieiv 
ayer yuvn Tis Twppsvas iYoupLEry. 
Aixn 8 dp’ civat dnow, ws TA ypdppata 
héyer, Karaéw § dvdpa rovde, kat mow 

6385 

640 

, 

eeu TaTpdwv Sopdtwy 7 éruatpodas. 645 
TowavT éxeivov éotl Ta€evpypara, 

N ) 28 4 a s , an 
[od & adbrds 4Sy yralt tiva wéumew Soxeis] 
@s ovToT avdpi TOdE KNpYKEUpaTOY 
peurper od S avrds yvOO vavednpelv Todw. 

ET. ® Oeopaves te kat Oeaiv wéya atvyos, 650 ye péya orby 
3 , 28 297 2 
@ TavOdkpuTov QjLOV Oidtzrov yevos’ 

» N Loa > \ , 
Got, TaTpos 8%) Vov apal Tee popor. 
Ss > » , y 3 9 £ 4 

GAN ovre Kdaiew oT ddvpecOat TpETEL, 

py Kal Texvaly Svaodopadrepos yéos. 

the participle commends itself by a pe- 
culiar propriety which it is not easy to 
gainsay. Translate: ‘ Or in like manner 
banishing you alive, as the cause of his 
disgrace, (he impiously prays) that he 
may requite you with exile in this very 
same way.’ 

638. mdéyxv, in every respect; in all 
the details of his impious petition. 

640. SimAody oFua. rpoopennxarnuevor. 
A device composed of two figures attached 
to the shield by rivets. See 536. For 
e#@erov the Med. and most MSS. have 
etxuxaov. Cf. Ag. 430. 

641, 2. revynorhy deity. ‘A warrior 
in appearance,’ sc. dressed as a émAlrns. 
For jyouuévn Prof. Conington and Butler 
before him conjecture jonnuévn. This is 
probable; but the vulgate may mean 
‘preceding him with modest look and 
stately tread.’ 

646. exelvwy éfeuphuara. The devices 
on the shields of the seven Argive chief- 
tains, as above described. 

649. vavernpety wéAw. Cf. sup. 3. 

Hermann reads vavidhpet, ‘do you, I say, 
decide; be the pilot of the state,’ adding 
“hac sola ratione vis est in repetitione.” 
I had noticed the objection to the vulgate 
in these words: ‘repetita verba ob F 
_avrds yv@O aut poetae negligentiam aut 
interpolationem aliquam sapere videntur.” 
In fact, the metre of v. 647 is extremely 
unlike the style of Aeschylus (see on 
Prom. 362). It is probable that the verse 
is spurious, and that we should read as 
Bhnor — wenn, (‘which I tell you), that 
you may never call me a careless mes- 
senger,’—for all the copies agree in 

Benn. 
650. & Ocopavés re. Aeschylus scarcely 

ever begins a senarius with a dactyl, unless 
in a proper name. Seeon Cho. 208. Pro- 
bably therefore it was here pronounced 
Oevpavés. 

653. mpére:. It was not right to indulge 
in grief, lest one lamentation should beget 
another, according to the Aeschylean doc- 
trine, Ag. 729 seqq. Cho. 636. 792. 
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655 

Tax’ eloduerOa Tobmionp’ Srot TedEr 
el pw Katdger ypuodtevKTa ypdppara. 
er’ damidos pdvovra av doitw dpevav. 
ei 3 4) Atos rails mapbevos Aikn raphy 
¥ 2 \ \ ae. 492 > 
EpyOls EKELVOU KQL ppeciv, TAK GV TO nv 660 

GN’ ovre vw huydvta wntpode oxédtor, 
¥3> 39 A y¥ > 9 x , out €v Tpopatow, ovr édnBHoarvTa To, 
¥ > 9» , feu , 

OUT €v ‘yevelou Evhdoyp TPLY@LaTOS, 

Aixkn mpocetre kai katnévoarto: 
DO” P) , XN XN ig 

ovd ev TaTpwas pHVv xPovds Kakovyia 665 
> , , A lel lal , 

OLpLaL Viv QvuT@ VUV TAPQACTATELW mé\as. 

7 Ont ay et 86. 80 YH ONT Gy Ely TAVdiKwSs PEevdwvUmOS 
, a \ , s 

AO, Evvovca dort TAVvTOAWo ppevas. 
x ‘\ , 

TOUTOLS temollas elt KQL EvaoTyoopat 

avrdés: Tis dANos pahdov évduKdTEpos ; 670 

apyovti 7 dpyav, kal KacvyyyT@ Kaos, 
$ r) iN Ny > a , soe , 
Ex Opos Evy éyOpa orhoopa. dep ws Tdxos 

Kynu.ioas, aixuns Kal mérpwv mpoBdnpara. 

655. érovipm ndpta. Cf.573—4, Eum. 
90, Kdpta & dy erévuwos moumaios to. 
Rhes. 158, émdvuuos pev ndpta ad pird- 
TToAts Addwv. 

656. rodmlonw. Phoen. 1107, értonw 
exwy oixetov év uéow odxet, Pausan. ix. 
40, 5, ode émvyéypamrat pev dh erlypaypa, 
erlonua dé freatw abt Aéwv. Hermann 
has rémfonp’, which he thinks was the 
original reading of the Med. 

658. Adora, pAvapodvra, vainly boast- 
ing or bragging on his shield with delusion 
of mind. 

659. «i 3 — 7d" Fv. 
337—8. 

661. guydvra. Perhaps getyovra is 
more likely to be correct. For yuntpddev 
oxéroy see Eum. 635. Cf. Hor. Od. iv. 
3, 2, ‘quem tu, Melpomene, semel Nas- 
centem placido lumine videris,’ from Hes. 
Theog. 82, dvriva tiwhoovot Aids Kodpat 
HeydAowo, yewduevdy 7 eolSwor. This 
passage gives some probability to the 
reading of the Schol. Med. mpocei6e, 
adopted by Blomf. and Dind. But on the 
other hand the use of dttotc@o: in the 
middle, in a very similar passage, Eum. 

Compare Suppl. 

345, goes far to prove mpdécerme right,— 
Zebs yap atiduicoy vos Téde A€oxas &s 
anrnti@cato. Here therefore we may 
supply Aéoxns with xarytidoaro. The 
sense is, ‘As neither at his birth, nor in 
his growth, nor in manhood, has Justice 
deigned to admit him to converse with 
herself, i. e. acknowledged him for her 
own, so she is even less likely to stand by 
him in ravaging his native land.’ 

665. ov3€ — phv. Some MSS. have 
ore. But cf. Cho. 181, GAA’ oddé phy 
vw h Kravovo’ éxelpero. Eum. 449, od5é 
phy éuod Oduis. Orest. 1117, ob8 eye 
phy, and Androm. 256.—narovxla, Schol. 
Med. raxéoer. Plat. Resp. x. § 12, } 
mércis mpoddvres 1) otparéreda, nal eis 
SovAclas euBeBAnndres 7 Tivos BAANS 
Kakovxlas paraltiot. 

673. aixuiis Kal wérpwv. The Med. 
has werpay, with many of the other MSS. 
Robortello edits aixuhy al wrepav mpo- 
BAfpara, a reading found in several copies 
and recognised by the later Scholiast, 7a 
dé wrepdy mpoBAhuata Tovs diaTobs vdet. 
Hermann adopts this reading, though he 
admits that he cannot adduce any instance 

~. 
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py, dirrar dvdpav, Oidtrov tEéKos, yévy 
dpyiv épotos TO KdxiaT abdapever 675 

Gd’ avdpas “Apyetouot Kadpeious ahus 
és xetpas eet aiwa yap kafapovov 
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[kaxav Sé kdoxpav ov Tw’ edxdetav Epets. ] 

XO. 
, i4 4 , 

TL PEMOVAS, TEKVOV 3 PLYTL OE Oupomhy- o7p. 5. 

Ons Sopipapyos o ara, Peper kakov © 
exBan’ epurros dpxdy, 

érel TO Tpaypa Kdpt emuomépyer Oeds, ET. 

685 

¥y > a a X 
itw Kat ovpov, Kyua Kwxvrov daxor, 

GolBw orvynbev wav 76 Aatov yévos t fai P ae 
XO. 

of wrepa used alone for arrows. With 
the accent of rerp@v changed (as I for- 
merly edited it, Dindorf still retaining 
metp@v), the sense of the vulgate is 
simple and natural, ‘ bring me quickly my 
greaves, to protect me from the spear and 
the throwing of stones,’ 

675. 7G ndxior abdwpevy. ‘To him 
who has that worst of names,’ Polynices 
from odd vetxos. The meaning there- 
fore is, wh GiAovelxer. Hermann under- 
stands it actively, for A¢yovr:, in allusion 
to the bloodthirsty wish in 630 séqq. The 
middle voice occurs Kum. 358. Cho. 144, 
but I cannot think this interpretation 
more probable in the _Present instance. 
The Schol. explains 7g Rhecenerietre 
brd cod. 

679. ov« gor: yipas. In point ee con- 
struction, he should have said od -ynpdowet. 
The idea was, that the pollution of an 
ordinary murder gradually faded away by 
time, like the colour of the blood that had 
been shed. Cf. Eum. 276, xpdvos xaSalper 
mdvra yipdoxay dod. 

680. aicxuvns tirep éorw. Schol. Med. 
ei dAws Tis ATuXE?, Kardby 7d Slyxa aioe 
xévns. ‘If a man must come to harm 
(i. e. fall in battle), let him do so with 
honour; for that is the only gain (we 
aay, ‘the only consolation ’) in the grave.’ 
The reply of Eteocles amounts to this, 

> / > » yo 2 > - apodakys o dyav imepos eorpu- avr. &, 

that however sad in its consequences fra- 
tricide may be, he has justice and honour 
on his side, which Polynices has not, 
should he prevail. The following verse 
appears to me spurious. I am not aware 
of any instance of the crasis ndo-ypav, and 
the ay in etixAccav, it is well known, is 
properly short, as in Cho. 340. Besides, 
the sentiment is feeble to the last degree, 
—a mere truism,—that there is no glory 
in what is both unfortunate and discredit- 
able. 

686. 7d mpayua. Schol. recent. rbv 
qpérepov &pavoudy. Impressed with the 
conviction that the event is predestined 
and inevitable, Eteocles abandons himself 
to akind of peevish despair. In 700 he 
reproaches the gods with desiring the 
destruction of the family, and will not hear 
of trying to avert the curse by propitiatory 
sacrifices. Disobedience to the oracle of 
Phoebus (742) has incurred the anger of 
that deity. He hates the house of Laius, 
and there is no way of saving it. Let it 
float with the breeze and the current 
down the infernal river of Lamentation. 

689. @podarhs. Schol, Med. 7 &Aoyos 
byav émOupte, mapopad, % muxpdy Kapmby 
rah wépdos &: Exovoa, cis tavrdy ody (1. A+ 
civ) Tobs &vdpas adlxov evexev alyaros. 
From this Scholium it may be inferred 
(1) that apodarc}s was not the original 
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aiwatos ov Oeurorod. 
ET. ¢idov yap éxOpd juor warpds Téhev dpa 

Enpots dxdadvorous dupacw tpoorldver, 
héyouca KépSos TpdtEpov batépov jdpov. 

XO. GAAa od py “ToTpUVOU' KaKds OD KEKT- 
cet, Biov eb Kupyicas: pedavaryis ovK 
in 8 4 nM, A Yy > fal 
€lot Oopovs Epwous, otay €k yepov 

Deot Ovaiay déywvrat. 

ET. eots pev 7n Tas Tapnucrypeda, 
xdpis 8 ad’ yuav ddopevor Oavpdlerau 

ig S yoR Ef b] Ed / 

TU ovv ET Gv Gatvourev GEOpLOV pdpov ; 

reading, especially as it does not suit the 
strophe. (2) That oe was not then in the 
text. (3) That micpéxapmos, not mipdxap- 
mov, was found.. For the first, Porson 
proposed xa) ueuovas in 683, Robortello 
having ri «al wéuovas. The article (4 
éAoyos) and the requirements of the metre 
suggest that the verse began with 6. The 
vulgate, if correct, seems to mean ‘ biting 
to the quick,’ unless the phrase be taken 
in a wider sense for ‘the longing for 
raw flesh,’ i. e. blood. 

692. réAe’ apd. Remarkable asis this 
exceptional use of the @ in réAea, I be- 
lieve it to be the true reading. Dindorf 
also has retained it, while Hermann follows 
Blomfield in adopting reAciy from Tur- 
nebus. The sense would thus be, ‘my 
father’s curse sits heavily on my tearless 
eyes (persuading me) to accomplish (the 
murder),’—-the harshness of which will 

be readily admitted. The Med. has reac? 
apd, with several others, but ap& has been 
altered to &pa. Nor do the MSS, indicate 
any other reading. It is a notable cir~ 

cumstance that in Suppl. 719, the Med. 
reads reAcia for reAcia. We have the 
very same epithet v. 763, TéAcia: dpal, 
and sup. 652, reAcopdpo: dpal. In proper 
names this licence is indubitable, as 
Atowhdera avdryen Ar. Eccl. 1029, ‘Exrd- 
peta xelp Rhes. 762. The best conjec- 
ture that has been proposed is rdAaw’ 
pa, by J. Wordsworth in the Cambridge 
Phil. Museum, i. p. 222. 

693. dkaatoros. The curse so sits or 
broods upon his eyes that they cannot 
shed tears at a brother’s fate. Schol. 

690 

/ 

OTp. €. 

696 

700 

Med. doupratécw, dvaryhros. Rather, 
Bore civar &erAavora. 

694. mpdtepoy borépov pdpov. ‘Sug- 
gesting to me that, though I die after it, I 
shall have a gain in being previously 
avenged.’ Cf. Androm. 392, rhv apxhy 
&pels mpds Thy TeAeuTHY boTépay obcay 
gépet. Suppl. 591, ofrivos svwGev que- 
vou oéBet KaTw. 

695. kaxds ob KexAhoet. The chorus 
continues to dissuade Eteocles from a 
bloody and impious deed about to be 
undertaken for no better reason than that 
he will be called a poltroon if he does not. 
—Blov ed xuphoas is like edruxery ebidy 
sup. 359, and so Schol, Med. ebruxhoas, 
ed mpdias. The sense is, ‘ since you 
have rightly and religiously ordered your 
life heretofore,’ i. e. have shewn by your 
deeds that you are not xaids.— After 
MeAavaryls the MSS. add 8, which the 
editors, after Pauw, omit on account of 
the metre. 

697. Sdéuovs. So Brunck for Séuwy or 
Sduov. If, with Scholefield, we connect 
dduwv ’Epivis, efor israther unusally put for 
Zreiot. Possibly we should read dépuovd’, 
like wévrovde Suppl. 33. The meaning 
is, that the effects of a father’s curse 
may be averted by offerings to the gods. 

699. mapnueAhueba, ‘we have been 
abandoned.’ Cf. Hum. 290. 

700. xdpis «.7.A. Schol. Med. riv 
amdrciv hudy év xdpitos polpg AauBa~ 
vouow. ‘The only offering regarded by 
them is that of our death.’ There is an 
allusion to the @vcla: just. mentioned. 

701. catvomev. Supra 378, calvew 

Nn 
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XO. vd dre cou Tapéotaker” ere Saiuov at. é. 
Ajpatos ad Tpotraia ypovig. weTah- 
Nakrds tows av €Oor Oeepwrépw 

avevpatu viv O ere Cet. 705 
ET. é&€Cecav yap Oidirov katevypara: 

ayav § adyfets évurvioy parvtacpatov 
dies, TaTpewV xpnudtav SaTypLoL. 

XO. weiBov yuvaél, Kaimep od otépyov Opmos. 

ET. déyour av dv avn tis: od8€ xp paxpav. 710 
XO. pi Ons ddods ad Téc ef’ EBSdpais TdaLs. 
ET. reOnypevov toi p’ odk drapBdvvels Moyo. 
XO. vikny ye pertor kat Kah TYd Beds. 

pdpoy Te Kal pdxny dxpuxta. Schol. Med. 
tt Kodakebouey toy Odvarov, Kal ovx) 
Xwpodmey mpds adrdv ; 

702. viv bre. Suppl. 624, viv dre kal 
Geo) Btoyeveis KAvore. Schol. recent. viv 
KoAakeutéov Toy Odvarov, Ste Got ovTOS 
mapéoTne kal ér7jAGev. The meaning, I 
think, is this: ‘Relent now, when death 
is close at hand, otherwise it will be too 
late. Hereafter, when your passion shall 
have calmed, you will be glad that you 
followed my advice.’ Schol. recent. tows 
owe mote avamece? Kal pabuphoet, Kad Toy 
Oupdy xaragtTeAct, Kal ov OcAfoe: dmoba- 
veiy. Literally, ‘since fortune may per- 
chance hereafter come with a milder 
breeze, shifting with a late change of your 
disposition ; but at present it is excited.’ 
With ¢e? supply Afiua, and compare Od. 
xii. 237, Herod. vii. 188, ris Oaddoons 
(ecdons. For the metaphor cf. Pers. 
603, Stay 8 6 Saluwy edpof. I have given 
ad for &y, the MSS. having ayrpo7ala, 
which Hermann retains, though he admits 
that it ought rather to signify ‘ eversio’ 
than ‘mutatio.” The common reading 
is év rporala, from Ald. Turn. Else- 
where, as Ag. 212, Cho. 762, Aeschylus 
uses tpovala, with apa understood, in 
the same sense for petadAayh. I think 
ai is sufficiently defended by the very 
similar passage, Pers. 923, daluwy yap 83° 
ai petdrporos én’ éuol, where see the note. 
Ibid. 890, viv 8 ob dupiBdaws Oedtperra 
Tad’ ad pépomer. 

704. OeAcuwrépw. This is Prof. Con- 
ington’s excellent correction of @aAepwrépy, 
which is contrary to the sense. See on 
Suppl. 1007, where for GeAeudv the Paris 

MS. gives @adepdy. The Med. here has 
OarAAwTépwt, but with aA in an erasure, 
so that there is hardly a doubt about the 
original reading having been changed. 

706. ééCecav. So Hermann with the 
Med. and many others. See Pers. 856. 
The common reading is é&€(eoev. But, as 
he observes, the neuter plural may stand 
for ’Apai. The verb is here active, either 
Ajjua or daluova being understood as the 
object. Schol. recent. ekdvmper abrdy. 

708. des. ‘* De hoc somnio dictum 
fuisse necesse est in praegressa tragoedia 
Oedipo.” Hermann. 

710. &v vn tts. Schol. Med. avdotpa 
kal TeAcoOjvar Suydueva. Hesych. avn 
&vuois nal mpagis. Many MSS. here 
give the gloss &yuris or &vvors. See on 
Prom. 221. 

TIL. éEBSduais méaas. The dative is 
rather unusual (i.e. dare elvat éxt), but 
was probably preferred to avoid ambiguity 
with rdode. 

713. vienv xaxhy. Compare Ag. 915, 
H Kal od vlenv rhvde Shpios cles; where 
the meaning seems to be rd vixaic@a dave? 
Tod wixav. In Eum. 863 we have émoia 
vikns ph Kans énloxowa. All these 
verses are rather difficult. It seems 
probable that »fxn xax} meant ‘a victory 
which consists in a defeat,’—an expression 
applied to those who do well in allowing 
themselves to be beaten or convinced. 
So Ajac. 1353, matoa:, xpatets Tot TOV 
plawy vixduevos. Hermann denies that 
any sense can be extracted from the text 
as it stands, and reads vixy ye mévrot kad 
Kandy Ting eds, ‘sometimes fortune gives 
the victory to the wrong side,’ i. e. it may 
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happen that Polynices will prevail. And 
the answer is certainly appropriate, ‘a 
warrior must not even think of being 
defeated.’ 

715. Spépacda. Cf. Bion i. 22, af 58 
Bdrow viv épxopévav telpovte rad iepdv 
aiua Spérovra. 

716. écpvyor. So Hermann with the 
great majority of copies. The Med. has 
éxptyois by the first hand, but with o: 
written over it as a later correction. The 
third person I now decidedly prefer. 
‘What! would you kill your own brother ? 
— If heaven wills, he shall not escape 
harm.’ Thus the obstinate character of 
Eteocles is well kept up to the last. He 
cares neither for his own life nor for that 
of his brother. Like a reckless man, he 

challenges the curse, and the curse is 
fulfilled. 

717 seqq. While Eteocles departs on 
his fatal resolve to meet his brother hand 
to hand in mortal combat, the chorus 
sings a stasimon full of foreboding lest 
the curse of Oedipus should now be on the 
point of its accomplishment. They are 
about to share their patrimony, but the 
division will be effected by the sword 
(726), and they shall only obtain earth 
enough for a grave out of all those wide 
domains. Should they fall, the crime 
will not admit of expiation (731—6). 
Alas for the disobedience of Laius, which 
has caused all the woe (737—54). The 
city is on the point of falling as well as 
the kings (755—62). The too great 
prosperity of Oedipus brought on calamity 
in his own person, for he blinded himself 
and cursed his own sons (766—87). And 

> , 
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725 

now the’ Fury is about to accomplish that 
curse (788). 

721. reAéoat. The Schol. Med. con- 
strues with edxralay, hy émnvtaro Oidirous 
Terdoa. Tas apds. Otherwise ecdxrala 
*Epwis is a personification of the curse of 
Oedipus. But méppixa teréoa, for wh 
teAéon, which the later Scholiast prefers, 
is very unusual. The middle syllable in 
edxtalay is perhaps shortened, as in ‘In- 
tatov Suppl. 379. Hermann suspects 
abmovy to be the true reading. I see 
nothing to object to in the vulgate. The 
metre is Ionic a minore as in Prom. 405. 

722. Brabippovds 77. The MSS. have 
Baabippovos Oidird5a. Blomfield, Herm., 
and Dind. transpose Oidirdé5a BAawi- 
gpovos. The difficulty is to understand 
why the transcribers should ever have 
changed it. The reading I before gave 
seems at least as probable. Inf. 854. 
Ag. 237, tpirdarovdov etmotudv 7° aidva, 
where 7’ has dropped out of the MSS. 

723. mwaiSorérwp “Epis Ge. ‘ ‘Tis this 
curse, fatal to the sons of Oedipus, that is 

urging them on,’ i.e. they cannot help 
themselves ; they areinfatuated by reason 
of the ban that is upon them. Schol. 
Sroxopiotin@s Thy “Epwiv “Epw elev. 
Strife is similarly personified in II. xi. 3, 
10, 74. 

725. XddvBos. This rare form occurs 
Alcest. 980, kal roy év XadvBors Saud ers 
ov Bia otdapov. Eur. frag. Cret. ii. 7, 
XaauBo mweddeet. The mistaken idea 
that the Chalybes were Scythians, whereas 
they bordered on Colchis and Armenia, is 
repeated from Prom. 734. The sword is 

to distribute the lots for the division of 

Nn 2 
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aévot Odpwv veo TadaLotat TUppLyEls KAKOLS' 
Tadavyevn yap héyw 

rd > , 

TapBaciay aKvTrowov" 

735 

avr. B’. 
740 

aiava & és tpirov péve 

*Arro\Nwvos EvTE Adios 
Bia; Tpis eiadvtos év 
pecoudadots IIvOiKots 

xpnornptos, OvdcKxovra yevas arep oalew 
TOW, 

the empire, wointinés mdvu, says the 
Scholiast. Hence mpds, while it bears 
the usual meaning of something to one’s 
own cost, as Prom. 758, Pers. 475, is used 

in allusion to its primary sense of piercing. 
Compare infra 932—7. 

729. drécav xaréxew, i. e. diamrhras 
abrois x@dva bony POmévors Katéxe, 
while éolpous is added as if he had writ- 
ten dore adrods karéxew abthy. Cf. Ar. 
Nub. 434, od yap robtwy émibupd, GAr’ bo" 
e€uavte aotpepodicjoo. On the peculiar 
sense of karéxev see Suppl. 25. Ag. 44], 
Onkas IAiddos yas karéxovow. The senti- 
ment is repeated inf. 814. Ar. Eccl. 592, 
bende yewpyeiv Toy wey TOAAY, TES elvan 
pndt tapiiva. Plut. 556, ef pewduevos 
kal poxOhoas Katarelper unde Tabjvat. 
Oed. Col. 790, x@ovds Aaxady rocodrov, 
évOavety udvov. Shakespear, Henry IV. 
part i. v. 4, ‘ But now two paces of the 
vilest earth, Is room enough.’ 

733. x8ovla. This word is corrupt, as 
the antistrophe shews. The true reading 
has probably been supplanted by a gloss: 

TAS 

see on 277. The Schol. has rarpya xdvis 
and watpia yi. “ Scripsi cad yala névis 
mi). Hunc ipsum enim versum respexisse 
videtur Hesychius, quum scriberet yale 
kévis, 7 y7- Sic enim eum scripsisse puto 
pro eo, quod nunc parum apte legitur, 
yaia, i KdvIs, Kal 7 yn.” Hermann. 

737. cuupeyets. Associated with, not 
independent of, the former disobedience 
of Laius. One of the most favourite 
doctrines of Aeschylus was the adberence 
of a curse or the consequences of a crime 
to one family for many generations. 

740. akvmowov. There is nothing in- 

consistent, as Hermann observes, in adding 
aiava és rptrov wéver. It is one thing to 
remain till the third generation, another 
thing to fall with switt and heavy venge- 
ance on several devoted heads succes- 
sively, viz. Laius, Oedipus, and his sons. 

743. tpls einédvros. The tpls implies 
the weight and importance of the injunc- 
tion rather than, as the Schol. thinks, the 
forbearance of the god in giving three 
separate warnings. 
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Kpatnbeis & éx dirwv aBovdtas 
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o7p. y’. 
> Zz x , e wn 

EVELVATO MEV OpOV avTa, 
ra = , 

TAT POKTOVOV Oidiurddav, 
4 ‘\ XN ec ‘\ 

OOTE LN TPOS ayVvav 750 
, » 79 95 , 

oneipas apoupar, Ww’ érpady, 
pilav aiparderoav 

erha. Tapdvouw ouvarye 

vuutous ppevaddets. 
lal 2 9 , Lal S: » 

kakov 8 aoTep Odhacoa Kip oyel, 
X XN if 3 + > ed 

70 ev TiTVvOV, addo 8 aeipet 

3 Ys 
avT. y. 

756 
, Xr av N \ 4 

Tpiyadov, 0 Kat TEpL TpUpL- 
\- i 

vav modews Kayhalet 

petagd & adka dv ddiyou 
Teiver, TUpyos ev EvpEL. 760 

déd0ixa b€ civ Bacrrevor 
py modes Sapac67. 

, s , 2A 
TéNELaL yap Trahaupatov apav 

746. nparndels &. The 5¢ may resume 
the subject of the narrative, ‘when Laius, 
Tsay,’ &c. Cf. Ag. 196. Hermann un- 
derstands ’AméAAwvos piv Bla, kparndels 
dé, which is the view taken of the con- 
struction by one of the later Scholiasts.— 
éx glawy. ‘By those dear to him,’ i. e. 
‘by the persuasion of his wife.’ 

750. dore. Perhaps és ye, quippe qui. 
—uh mpds aeyvav, i.e. mpds Thy wh Gyvdy. 
See on Prom. 959. Cho. 69.—érAy 
omelpas is used as mpadévra TAnva: Ag. 
1008.—tpovpav, sc. ris untpés. By a 
similar metaphor Sophocles, Antig. 569, 
apdorpor yap Xarépwy cioly yet. 

763. mapdvor. ‘It was a fatal blind- 
ness that brought together the infatuated 
pair. : 

756. rb wv mitvoy. The metaphor 
expresses the succession of evils which 
fall not only on the royal family, but 
‘chafe and murmur even round the stern 
of the state. Cf. inf. 792. By rplxndov, 
‘with triple crest,’ he expresses the more 
Gommon word cpucuula. From the 
various senses of xd} (xnddw, xnAbs) 
it may be inferred that it was also used of 
the curvature of a wave at the moment of , 
breaking on the shore. Hesychius, xnAal- 
th duara, The primary idea is that of 

oTp. Dk 

enclosing or embracing within a circum- 
scribed space. Hence ‘the hoof of a 
horse,’ ‘the claw of a crab,’ ‘a break- 
water or mole in the sea,’ Thucyd. i. 63. 
By a slight change of construction delpe 
is put for deipduevov. Cf. inf. 811. So 
Eur. Bacch. 1131, #v 5& mao” éu0d Bon, 6 
bev orevdlay bcov éerbyxavev vey, ai 8 
jddAacov. 

759. Gand. Hermann gives dAndy 
with one of the most recent MSS., and 
corrects éy “Ape: in the next verse, ‘“ ad 
breve tempus munimentum tendit in bello 
turris.”” If the vulgate is right, we may 
translate, ‘between us and the tide of 
war a protection extends but a little way, 
a wall in thickness.’—8? éAlyou, i. e. 
diacriatos. The image in the poet’s 
mind was that of a castle wall washed by 
the billows without. 

761. otv Baoidcidot. Lest, if both the 

brothers should fall, the state should fall 
also. 

763. wadapdrwy (so the Med.) dpa. 
The correction of Enger and Hermann for 
the vulg. mwadalparo: dapat. ‘The re- 
conciliation of the curse long ago uttered 
is now brought to its accomplishment,’ 
i.e. not the reconciliation of friendship, 
but the hostile meeting which Oedipus 
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Bapetar karadhoyat, 

7a, © doa Twe\dper” ov TapepxeTat. 
mpompupva & éxBodav-péper 

avipav adonoTav 
d\Bos adyav tayvvbeis. 

TW” avdpav yap Toodvd Bavipacav 

Beoi Kat Evvéoriot 
modews, ToAVBoTds T aiwy Bporar, 

4 -. 3 397 "é 

daov T6T Oidizrovr Tiov, 
‘ ec / 

Tov apTragavdpov 

Knp apeddvTa xopas ; 
> N a rs 

érel 0 dptippwv 

eyévero Hédeos aONtwy 
yapov, em adyer dvapopav 

pawoperg Kpadig. 
Sidupa Kak éréhecer 
TaTpopovry XEpt TOV 

ia 7 , > 4 

KupooreKvey Sppdron emhayyx On 
TEKVOLO LW re d.pas 

765 

dvr. 8’. 

770 

, 

oTp. é. 

776 

780 

aT. €. 

epnkev €riKoTOS Tpodas, 

imprecated upon them. Hermann, com- 
paring moA€uou karadAayijs Ar. Av. 1588, 
appears to understand ‘the cessation of 
the old curse,’ i. e. in as much as it has 
now run its course, and is come to its ac- 
complishment. 

765. meAduev’. So Herm., Dind. after 
the original reading of the Med. Other 
readings are teAduev’ and TedAduer’. 
The metaphor is continued from a storm 
and (in what follows) from a ship in dis- 
tress. ‘The mischief does not pass away, 
but abides in the family.’ 

766. éxBoddy géper. The sense is, 
‘Too great prosperity always experiences 
a reverse, as a ship too heavily freighted 
must be lightened of its goods in a storm.’ 
The application to the case of Oedipus is 
then made. Compare with this passage 
Ag. 980 seqq.—daargnoray, the Homeric 
epithet for traders or merchants. 

771. wédews. Hermann and Dindorf 
read méAcos, 5 woAvBords 7° on account 
of the metre. By moAvBotos we may 
probably understand woAver}uwy, out of 

several explanations given by the Scho- 
liasts. For those who fed many herds 
were the wealthy classes. 

773. tTéav apratdvSpav. So Hermann, 
for avapratavdpay. An excellent and 
certain emendation, but that the termi- 
nation in os seems more likely to have 
been employed. The Sphinx is of course 
meant. 

781. kupooréxvwy. So Hermann for 
Kpetoootéxvwy, which cannot be defended. 
The Greeks often speak of children, &c. 
being ‘ dearer than the very eyes,’ cf. sup. 
525, but the converse seems absurd, to 
say nothing of the strangeness of the 
compound. Hermann renders, privavit 
se oculis qui liberis occursuri erant, i. e. 
‘visuri eos,’ referring to Oed. R. 1268 
seqq. 

783. epijxev. Compare Eum. 478, 
mdvr épnow pdpov. So Homer has 
métuov or xeipas epetvat, Il. i. 567. iv. 
396. Od. xvi. 130, ‘to let loose at a 
person,’ as a hunter does a dog at the 
prey.—énixotos tpopas, ‘in anger at the 
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aiai, TuKpoyhdcaous apas, 

Kat oe odapovdpum 785 
Sua. yepi Tore hayeiy 
KTjpata vov 8€ tpéw 

py Td€oy Kaprbirous *Epwis. * 
AI. apoeire, raides untépwr Tebpappevas. 

modus Tépevyev HSE Sovdevov Luydr: 790 
, > PS) ae rd 4 cal TértaKey avdpov 6Bpiweav Kopmrdocparas 

tous 8 év evdia Te, Kal KAvowviov 
Toddatow mrAyyats avTov ovK &déEaTo: 
oréyet O€ TUpyos, Kat Tuas hepeyyvous 

edpatdwerba, movoudyouot Tpoorarass. 
Kah@s exer TA Thetar ev €E Tudpacr 

tas 8 €Bdduas 6 ceuvds EBSoparyerns 

maintenance they afforded him.’ The 
common reading is réxvois 8 dpaias ép- 
fixev émixdérous tpopds. Hermann’s cor- 
rection is téxvorow 8 dpas epijrey 
émixétous tpopas, which he understands, 
with Schiitz, ‘ curses resulting from anger 
at having brought up sons the offspring of 
an incestuous union.’ Schiitz translates, 
indigne ferens se tales filios educasse. 
On the other hand, the Schol. on Oed. 
Col. 1375 asserts that Aeschylus here 
followed an old tradition that the curse 
originated in the anger of Oedipus at bad 
food supplied by his sons when he was 
confined by them. As in the former 
edition, I have preferred a sense which 
seems much simpler, and has high autho- 
rity, to the other, which is adopted by 
Dindorf also. 

788. kxaylrous, ‘nimble,’ i. e. not 
stiff in the joints of the leg. Hermann 
well observes that «dumrrew ydvu does 
not always or of necessity mean ‘ to rest’ 
(as Prom. 32), and he proves this from 
Xen. de re Equest. i. 6, r& ye why ydévara 
iy BadlCor 6 w@Aos bypGs Kdunry K.T.A. 
Swiftness is the natural and most appro- 
priate epithet of a pursuing demon. So 
Tavirous “Epits Ajac. 837. The Scho- 
liasts wrongly explain, ‘the Fury who ties 
up the feet of her victims.’ 

789. reOpappévat. The Schol. Med. 
has ovyyeveis, } Seral, bd pntépwor 
GradGs TeOpaypévar. On the latter hint 
Hermann edits re@puypéva, delicatae. 

There is much difficulty in the verse as it 
stands; but re@puumévar, even supposing 
the gloss of the Scholiast to point to this 
reading, leaves myrépwy unintelligible, 
unless we suppose him to have meant 
‘children spoilt by their mothers.’ It is 
more probable however that aradds was 
a gratuitous and unwarrantable addition 
of his own. If the vulgate be right, we 
must understand pytépwy Ogéupara, with 
a notion of reproach for their- unmanly 
spirit. Cf. Philoct. 3, & xpariorou marpbs 
‘EAAfvev tpapels. : 

791. wérrwiey, ‘have come to naught.’ 
See on Suppl. 85. Hippol. 41, aaa’ ofr: 
taitn Té6vd Epwra xph Teceiv. 

794. epeyytos. ‘We guarded the 
gates with champions who have redeemed 
their pledge,’ i. e. have averted the cap- 
ture of the city, as they engaged to do. 

797. €BSouayérns. The usual title of 
Apollo, €Bdouayévny, seems a little 
changed to suit the sense of ‘leader of 
the seventh.’ Plutarch, Symposiac. viii. 
Quaest. 1, § 2, nal Tov Oeby ws TatTn 
yevouevoy Suets of mpopjrat kad of tepets 
EBSouayévny nxadetre. Hes. Opp. 768, 
mp@tov evn tetpds te Kal EBddun, icpdv 
huap: TH yap “AréAAwva xpuodopa yelvaro 
Anté. And so the Schol., ev €Bddun 
yevynOeis, who seems to have read éBdo- 
payévns. The idea is, that Apollo himself 
succeeded to the post left vacant by the 
death of Eteocles, which he had himself 
brought to pass. 
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avak ’Amdddwv ether’, Oidirou yéver 
Kpaivey tmahaas Aatov dvoBovdias. 

XO. ri 8 éoti mpayos vedkorov réheu Tapdv ; 800 
AT. avdpes teOvacw éx xep@v abroxréver. 

XO. tives; TiS citas; tapappova PdBw ddyov. 

AI. ¢dpovovoa viv axovaor, Oidimov yevos. 

XO. ot ya rédawa, pavris eit TOY KaKar, 

AT. 008 dpdiréxtas pny Kareotodynpevor. 805 
XO. éxeibr KpOov ; Bapéa & ody dus Ppdcor. 
AT. ovras ddehdais yepolv jvatpovr’ ayav. 
XO. ovras 6 Saipwrv Kowds Hv dupow apa ; 
AI. autos & dvadot djra Svomotpov yevos. 

801. Gvdpes. So Herm., Dind. for 
dvdpes, a usual error in MSS. Before 
this verse all the copies give méAis o€owo- 
Tat, Baoirées 8 dudomopor (with the va- 
riants BaciAéws, BactAcis, and yp. duoond- 
pow), which is clearly made up from 816, 
or the converse. Herfnann contends that 
the whole of the ensuing dialogue has 
been disarranged. He objects, and with 
good reason, to the chorus asking tives ; 
zt 8 etwas, and still more to their saying 
pavers civ) Tay Kasay, after the distinct 
declaration that the men were dead. It 
might, perhaps, be replied, that the chorus 
still hope to hear that by avdpes some 
other than the royal brothers are meant, 
and that (on the assumption that the verse 
més c€owora is really spurious) no clear 
intimation as to whom the calamity has 
befallen has yet been communicated. 
But, even granting this, the messenger 
could not be supposed to remove their 
doubts and anxieties by such a verse as 
805; nor again could the next verse be 
given in reply, because éxe?@: has nothing 
definite to refer to, and Bapéa ppdcor is 
worse than absurd when ‘the murder 
is out.’ For these reasons, perhaps few 
will withhold their assent to the following 
disposition of the whole passage by Her- 
mann, whose confidence in its almost 
self-evident truth induces him to say, 
‘“ Non dubito, qui sensum habet tragico- 

rum lectione bene subactum, re diligenter 
considerata facile ad meam sententiam 
perductum iri.” 

XO. ti &® earl mpiiyos vedxotoy mére 
mapov ; 

AD. dais céowoTa Bacthéow 8 éuoord- 
poww— 

tive; 718 elras; mapappove pbBy 
Adyou. 

ppovoica viv &kovcov, Oidimou yé- 
vous— 

. ot ya TdéAawva, wdyTis iu) TOY KaKOV. 
. Téraxev aluayar im &hAhrwy pove. 
. €xetOe KAAOoy; Bapéa 8 ody suas 

bpacov. : 
. Evdpes reOvaory ex Xepay abrontdvev. 
. obTws adeApais xepolyjvalpovr’ &yay. 

. 008 auiréxtas why karecmodynpevot. 
. oft ws 6 daluwy kowds Ay Guotv dua. 

. avTds ® avador dita dtomrotpoy yévos. 
TowadTa Xalpew, K.T.A. 

Xo. 

Ar. 

Thus the argument proceeds correctly, 
and is conducted through all the natural 
steps. The messenger is interrupted in 
his announcement yaia mémwxey aiua 
Bactrgow Oidtrav yévous, imd ddvp dA- 
AfAwy. The last words excite an observ- 
ation of horror and surprise, ‘ What! 
have they come to that!’ ‘Too true,’ 
is the reply, ‘the men are dead by a 
mutual fratricide.’ ‘If so,’ says the 
chorus, incredulous of the fact, ‘ they fell 

by hands too closely connected.’ ‘ Well 
but,’ the messenger replies, ‘ there is no 
mistake about their destruction.’ The 
origin of the error was the accidental 
omission of 817 from its proper place, and 
the subsequent insertion of it in a wrong 
one, together with the verse to which it 
evidently belonged, but which ought to 
have been separated by a considerable in- 
terval. 
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Tow pev &b mpdocovcay, of 8 émuordrat, 

Sisco otparnya, Si€haxov odupyrdrw 
VKiOn ody py krnudtav wapmaynoiar. 
e€ovat 0 Hv A\aBwow év tadp yOoves, 

\ Ey ‘\ 

marpos Kat’ ebyas Svomdtpous Popovpevo.. 
, , ’ 2 e , 

Tos céowotar Bacréow 8 duoomdpow AI. 
815 

néroxev aipa yal’ im addyjhov dove. 
XO. @ peydde Zed rat ToNLovyoL 

Saipoves, ot dx) Kdduou ripyous 
Tovode prec be, 820 

TOTEpoV Xaipw, KaToNoAvEW 
morews aowel TwTHpL * TUYG, 
 TOvSs moyepovs Kat dvcdaipovas 

aréxvous Khavow Toheudpyxovs ; 

810. Saxptcobat. Several copies have 
daxptcarda:, which Hermann prefers. 
The Med. and others have daxpiccoda, 
but in the Med. o is an insertion, ‘ab 
ipsa, ut videtur, prima manu.” Herm. 
On the accusative after xaipew and 
Saxpteo@a: see Monk ad Hipp. 1835. On 
the finite verb following the participle 
with wév and 8é, see sup. 756. 

814. xovds. This is usually explained, 
Tocairyy THs xGovds hv by AdBwow ev — 
ragy. And so the later Schol. hv ris 
xOovbs, adding however 4 7d hy Sid Td 
manmnotav. But, though the Attic writers 
frequently say roAAty rijs yis, cuxvods 
tov rlOwy, &c., it would not be easy 
to find an example of the above construc- 
tion. Brunck’s correction, xOéva, is so 
easy, that it has been perhaps rightly 
adopted by Hermann and Blomfield. 
Compare 729 sup. Otherwise, it seems 
best to construe. v maumnotay, or poipay 
implied in it. 

815. dopotuevor. ‘* Videri potest hoc 
intelligendum de exsequiis: sed  scri- 
bendum potius est povpodmevor, ut hoc 
insolentius active dictum sit.’” Hermann, 
There is no idea of any actual motion. 
The metaphor is from sailing with a fair 
wind, wAciy kar’ otpov. The meaning is, 
‘borne along the course of their father’s 
curse.’ Similarly inf. 849, yéwy Kar’ 
odpov. Eur. Troad. 103. wAe? xard& mop- 
Opbv, wAc? Kara Saluova. Dindorf in- 

closes in brackets the four verses 814— 
17, and there cannot be a doubt that the 
two last do not stand in the text where 
the poet wrote them; for nothing could 
justify so vain and futile a repetition of an 
announcement already fully made. 

818. Here commences the Kommos, or 
Lament for the dead ; or rather, perhaps, 
the ode introductory to it, but partaking 
closely of the same character. For the 
true Kommos may be said to extend from 
868 to 950. The approach of the sisters, 
seen at some distance, is announced by 
the anapaests 855—867, and it is only at 

v. 951 that they appear on the stage. 
820. fieo@e. The short syllable is 

suspicious where there is no full stop. 
The Med. had rotcd eptecOa:, but with 
ai altered to ¢ by the first hand. Din- 
dorf marks a lacuna of half a verse. 
One might imagine the reading to have 
been something like ofs 5) KaSuou ripyous 
robade prcobar reroxnner. 

822. réxq. This word is supplied by 
Scholefield and Dindorf from conjecture. 
We have rixn Swrhip Ag. 647. Some 
MSS. have owrnpia. Hermann’s cor- 
rection is ingenious and probable, cwrfjpt 
médews dowela. Schol. recent. dowel, 
&BrAaBet cwrnplas todro yap énlOerov, 
—an absurd remark, if he found dowwe? 
owtnpia. Hermann supposes the original 
Scholium to have been, dauwelg, &BrAaBela 
Twrijpe Toto yup énldetov. 

00 
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@dovr’ aceBet Siavota. 
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& pédaiva Kal Tedeta OTp. 

yeveos Oidizrov 7 apa, 

KaKOV Me Kapolay TL mEepiTiTvEL KpVOS. 830 
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Ouids, aipatooraryets 

vexpovs Kvovera Svopdpws 
Oavdvras: 4} Svcopris ade Evvavdia Sopds. 
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e&érpagev, ov aimetrev 

835 

avr. 
td ~~. , rd 

tatpdbev evktaia paris’ 
Boviai 8 dmorou Aaiov SujpKeoay 

wt oS \ tf pépysva © appt wrdduv- 
bécgar’ obk ayBdvverau. 840 
aN , 703 J 

i@ 7okvaTOVOL, TOO eip- 

daacl amorov. AAO & aiaxra mHuar ov dyo. Oe i] He , 

Tad avTddyra, 7povmTos dyyédov Adyos. 

825. of 877°. As only one of the 
brothers, Polynices, could truly be said 
to have perished ép0és kat’ éerwvuplay, 
Hermann thinks part of a verse lost with 
an allusion to the name of Eteocles; and 
he suggests ovy 1° edxAela or KAEwol 7° 
éreby as probable supplements. But a 
certain licence must always be allowed to 
a poet. He was in a manner compelled 
to mention both the leaders ; but the very 
notion of strife involves the idea of more 
than one, so that in fact two perished in 
conformity with the name of the elder 
brother. The remark of the Schol. Med. 
is however of some weight: ép0as oby 
nal érwvipws “EteoxAys wal Todvvelins 
exanonoay. 

829. yéveos Oldtrov re, There is much 
obscurity as to whether a doudle «curse 
is meant,—one previously inherent in the 
family, the other subsequent to it,—and 
if so, on what occasion the former was 
uttered. Hermann quotes the Schol. on 
Phoen. 1611, dpas mapardaBdy Aatov ra) 
maiol Bobs, who states that Pelops cursed 
Laius for having carried off a son of his 
called Chrysippus. Here then, as in 707 
and 783, Aeschylus seems to have followed 

legends of which a very scanty notice has 

-ér@ods. 

descended to our times. 
830. kaxév. Hermann, who remarks 

that xarod seems to have been an ancient 
reading, from a gloss in one of the later 
MSS., 4 @dBos kaxod dvt) rod Kiwddvov, 
does not notice that the Schol. Med. must 
have found the same reading, mepimlrres 
~éBos xaxov. He might have added, 
that the order of the words we and 71, not 
tt and pe, is greatly in favour of the 
genitive. 

832. @uids. Cf. Suppl. 557. Rob. has 
&s @vads, and in 840 a few MSS. give ral 
décpar’. Blomf., Dind., and Herm. omit 
the particles, which Well. and Scholefield 
retain. 

836. ekémpakev. We must supply 
éavrh}v or TéAos, ‘has worked out its end.’ 
Cf. Suppl. 95, Huevos dv ppdvnud Tas 
abr d0ev etémpatey euras édpdvav eq’ 
ayvev. 

838. Bovral 8 &morot. Schol. Med. 
evel ovk émeloOn "ArdédAAwn, Cf. 742.— 
dihprecav, ‘have lasted to the present 
generation.’ 

844—54. Hermann, by introducing 
some considerable alterations, has reduced 
the epodus into strophe and antistrophe. 
His verses however do not correspond 
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845 

avtopdva Sipopa téhea, Tdde TAOn. ri dd; 
ti & dhdo ¥ 7} trévor Soper éféorrvot ; 
GANA yowr, @ dia, Kar’ ovpov 

> 7 ad XN \ la Lal 

EpeTOET Apt Kpartti wdéumov yepow 850 

mitvhop, ds aiév Ov *Ayépovr’ dpetBerar 
Tay doToAov peddyKpoKov Dewpida, 
Tay doT.BH mdd\hwou, Tav avddor, 

mavdokov eis abary Te xépaov. 

GANG yap HKove’ ald éml rpayos 855 

muxpov “Avtvydvyn 7 40 “Iopyvn, 
Opnvov adedpoiv: ovk aydiBdrws 

with the usual accuracy of Aeschylus; 
besides which (as observed on Suppl. 80) 
the strophe is not properly continued into 
the antistrophe, but should always end 
with a period, or-a colon at least.—At 
this point the bodies of the slain are seen 
approaching the stage. Schol. dp@ 6 
xopds Ta ThuaTa BacraCdueva.—mpotmros 
KT.A., i.e. what was told us in words is 
now visible to our sight. 

845. df3up’? ayavdpea. So Hermann 
for didup’ dvopéa. The vulgate di8vudvopa 
has very slight MSS. authority. He 
renders it ‘ gemina fortiter patrata mala.’ 
The arrangement of this and the two 
following verses into iambics is due to 
the same critic. 

846. Siuopa réAca. The MSS. give 
Biuopa TéAca, corrected by Hermann. 
I had before suggested réAca. 
compound of ydpos rather than of poipa is 
required, is self-evident. Cf. Suppl. 1055. 

849. & faa. Hermann corrects 
plata, to make this verse suit 854. 

851. duelBerar. This appears to be 
the middle voice, in the same sense as 
TpooréAAeTat sup. 410, exxaprifera v. 
597, mpowewbopéva Pers. 136, i. e. more? 
diepxecGa, not diépyera. With the 
Scholiasts, I understand @ewpida of Cha- 
ron’s bark, which is called &croAos and 
MeAdyxporos and doriBhs "AméAAwYL, as 
contrasted with the sacred white-sailed 
mission-ship which was sent (éoréAAero) 
yearly to Delos. Herodotus, vi. 87, calls 

it Oewplda via. Hermann objects that 
aity cannot refer to the present lamenta- 
tion, but must signify ‘‘remigationem qua 
perpetuo mortui in Orcum transferantur.”’ 

That a- 

And he understands @ewpls not of the ship, 
but of the sacred road to Delphi (Eum. 
14). Hesych. Oewpol- — réyovor 5& kal 
Thy 6ddy, 80 fs iaow én) r& fepa, Oewplda. 
On this view he is bound to say that 
“ magna audacia weAdyrpoxoy poeta dixit.”’ 
His version of the passage is this: “ Zargo 
cum luctu in capite vestro imitamini re- 
migationem manuum, quae perpetuo per 
Acheroniem navalem nigram viam, non 
calcatam Apollini, non lustratam soli, ad 

omnes recipiens ignotum litus transit.’’ 
I see no reason to reject the version I for- 
merly gave ; ‘but with the gale of lamen- 
tations ply about your heads (cf. Cho. 
420) the quick oar-stroke of your hands 
in funeral procession (aéumimov), which 
ever through Acheron makes to pass that 
unsent dark-sailed mission-ship, that is 
not trodden for Apollo, that knows not 
the sun, into the all-receiving and unseen 
landing-place.’ Thus aiéy is said of the 
customary lament for the dead. 

852. tay &oroAov. The common read- 
ing is Tay doTovoy weAdyKporov vavorroXoy 
Gewpida. Robortello with one MS. has 
&oroAoy, which is recognised also by the 
Schol. recent., ) &oToAov kal Kaxds eorar- 
wévnv. Hermann and Dindorf give ray 
vabotodrov meAdyxporoy Gewpl6a, with Tho- 
mas Magister in v. Gewpds. But &arodov 
has a far more apt and poetical sense than 
vaborodov, and when Trav &orodov had 
been written vdarodoy by the adherence 
of the v, a various reading or marginal 
correction vatoroAoy would easily arise. 

857. ovk GudiBdrAws. ‘Non haec magis 
quarn illa, sed utraque pariaffectu,’ Com- 
pare otk dupiréxtws sup. 805. 

002 
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oipai of eparav éx Babuxddreav 
, 4 +» > , anbéov joew adyos émdvov. 

pas Se Sixn mpdtepov dyyns 860 

tov Svokédaddy & vpuvov “Epwios 
iaxetv, "Alda 7 

€xOpov rary’ erpédareww. 
id. Svoadedddtarar Tacav, drdcae 

otpogpov éoOnow mepiBaddovrat, 865 
‘\ 

Kato, oTevopat, Kat Sddos ovddEls 

py &k dpevds dpOas ye Auyatvew. 
HM. A. 

X 2% 

l@, LW, OTp. a. 

Svodpoves, dihwv dmrioroL, 
‘\ > UA 

Kal KAK@V ATPULOVES, 870 

Sdpous Tarp@ous Ehdvres pédeoe Edv aid. 
HM. B. pédeor 890", ot peh€ovs Oavdrous 

nvpovto Sopa émi hopa. 

HM. os 3A 

A, tw, LO, 
, > 4 

Swpdtav épeupitorxot, 

> , 
QvUT. a. 

876 

kal Tukpas ovapyias 
iddvres, Ndn SuprdaxGe civ add py. 

AM. B. kapta 8 ahnO_ tarpos Oidurdda 880 
/ s 3: x > = 

TOTVL Epwvs eTEKPQveV. 

AM. A. 

860. mpérepoy piyns. ‘Ante luctum 
sororum,’ Hermann. I formerly ex- 
plained it, ‘antequam planctum ordiantur 
of Opnyvnrijpes.’ Hither way, the sense is, 
Hpas Set ppoudecbai, i. e. before the pro- 
cession reaches the stage. By pfun the 
ominous sound of woe seems to be meant. 

863. éxOpbv maiva, The epithet is 
used because the paean was properly a 
song of joy. Cf. Cho. 144, maava rod 
Gavdvros éekavdwuevas. See Monk ad 
Alcest. 436. Similarly may *Epwiwy 
Ag. 628. 

864. drdéoa #.7.A., i. e. of all who are 
maidens. On the orpdédos see Suppl. 451. 

869. plrwy moro. See 709 and 
1032.—érpdmoves, Schol. Med. ev xaxois 
a&kpires. The construction is not com- 

mon where the adjective has a passive 
sense. 

Sv evavipov TeTuppEvoL, otp. 8. 

871. Sduous warpgovs. So Blomf. for 
matpwous Sdéuous. This seems an easier 
correction than to change #5 to ri 5} in 
879, with Lachmann, Hermann, and 
Dindorf. Besides, there is little point in 
the question, ‘Why have you made up 
the quarrel with the sword?’ The sense 
is rather, ‘ You are reconciled at last, but 
by the medium of the sword.’—eAco: is 
a dissyllable, as inf. 939. Pers. 729. For 
tby aixug Herm. Dind. give fbv &Ané 
with the Med., which has yp. aixug by a 
later hand in the margin, with two or 
three of the inferior MSS. But the 
Schol. Med. recognises the reading in 
éphuovs morhoavres TH tie. 

880. xdpra &d7n07%. The ellipse of 
katevyuara is very harsh. Schol. Med. 
7@ dvti t TOD Oidimodos "Epis éredclwoe 
Tas éxelvov dpas kar& Tov maldwy. ; 
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6moomdyxvev Te Tevpw- 

* 

885 

aiat 8 dvrupdvev Javarov. apai. 

HM. B. 
PS # ¥: / ‘\ 

ltaVTALQV héyeus Sdpouce KQL 

capacw Terhaypevous, 
2, , Ri 

dvavddre pevet 890 
> , > * * dpaig 7 ék matpods 
* Eoy Siyddhpovr ToT HY. 

HM. A. 
5 Sa oe ™ Yd 4 

unKer O€ Kat TéAW OTOVOS, dvr. p’. 
- - i a rs 

oTévovalt mupyol, oTéver aéOov ptdavdpov, 

peevet 
, # 3 93 , 

KT€ava T ETUyovoLs, 

dv dv aivopdpors, 
20 A ) , , 

80 dv veikos €Ba Oavarov tédos. 
> ‘g ae , euoipdcavTo 8 d€uKaporor. HM. B. 

4 > y 7_¢” ial 

KTjpal’, dar icov haxeww. 

883. 576. This particle is used in re- 
peating words, generally by another per- 
son, but sometimes by the same speaker, 
as Soph. El. 1163 (quoted by Dind.), 
glarab’, ds w amdrcoas, amdacoas S77’, 
@ xaolyynrov képa. Hermann and Blomf. 
give this verse and 885—6 to alternate 
hemichoria, with the later Schol., but the 
antistrophic verses seem to form but one 
speech.—reruppevor in construction refers 
back to d:fAAaxGe, ‘stricken through the 
left sides (i.e. the hearts), aye, though 
hearts sprung from the same womb.’ 

887. diayralay Aéyers. The MSS. add 
mAwyéy, which Elmsley perceived was a 
gloss, the adjective being often used with 
this ellipse, as Seurépay memAnyuevos Ag. 
1316. In the next verse évyérw com- 
monly follows memAayuevous, but was 
likewise omitted.by Elmsley. The error 
arose from attributing the verse to a new 
speaker. Hermann thinks oduaot a cor- 
ruption of ddéuac1, and reads diavtalay 
Aéyeis mewAayuevous Kal dduoiw évve- 
Te, 

890. dvavddte péver. Schol. Med. 
dvjpnyra br GAAhAwY ioxvi meydAn Kal 
GAaAgrp., Hence I formerly conjectured 
that the deficiency in this or the next 

verse should be supplied by some verb 
(e. g. teOvao’ or daAovt’ dpaly 7 ex 
matpés). But this does not balance the 
metre with the usual accuracy of Aes- 
chylus, and therefore I have preferred to 
supply bv with Hermann in 892. 

894. wéSov pidavdpov. Cf. v. 17.~- 
peve? émvydvois, Schol. &AAos ~orar Ta 
xphuara 8? & ardéaovro. There is an in- 
direct allusion to the Epigoni, or descend- 
ants of the seven chieftains who ten years 
later conducted an expedition against 
Thebes. 

895. vetkos @Ba. Hermann omits ral, 
which the MSS. have before davdrov, and 
makes réAos the accusative after Ba, ‘by 
which the quarrel was carried even to 
death by the ill-fated brothers.’ (Com- 
pare Nubb. 30, &rap 7! xpéos Ba pe were 
tov Tlactay;) This seems, indeed, the 
only plausible way of reconciling the 
strophic verse, where Dindorf inserts éx, 
contrary to the sense, since the curse did 
not proceed from mutual murder, but, on 
the contrary, the murder from the curse. 
‘The curse of a mutual murder’ is such a 
murder resulting from an imprecation. 

897. dor toov Aaxeiy. Schol. Med. 
gnol dé Tas Tapds. — 
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dpeudia pidots, 900 
ovd értxapus “Apns. 

HM. A. oOapdmdaxtot pev &8 exovov oTp. y’. 
owapdmdaxror S€ Tods péevovtw— 

Tay’ av Tus Eltron, TIVES ; ; 

Tadwv Tatp@av haxal. 905 
HM. B. Sdpov par aya és abrods mporéeure 

Saixtip yoos abtéaToves avToTHMeD, 
Saiddpav, od diroyabyjs, érvpws Saxpuyéwv. 910 

ex pevos, & KaLopwevas prov purser, 
Towde Svolv avaKTow. 

HM. A. wapeor & eizety ew’ abdiourw, at. 
as ép&dtnv toda pev trodiras, 915 

Edvwv Te TaVTOV oTixas 
TohudOdpovs év-dat. 

HM. B. dvodaipovds of’ a Texovoa mpd Tacav 
YVVALKOV OTOTAL TEKVOYOVOL KEKAHVTAL, 920 

matoa Tov avTas Téaw adTa Deueva Todos Ere’, 
ol & 

a éTehevtacay U7 addahoddvots 
XEepoiv duoomdpoioww. 925 

HM. A. 6uédoropou Sita Kal raveddeOpor, otp. 8. 
t Suaropats ov didass, 

900. ode dueudta. Schol. Med. pép- 
povrat dt of plac abtay Toy SiadAaKTipa 
olSnpov (cf. 879) &s wnderépe xapiod- 
wevov. Hermann reads dmeupela.—ent- 
xapts, ‘a matter of exultation,’ i. e. to the 
friends who would otherwise have con- 
gratulated them on a victory. Dindorf 
spoils both metre and meaning by ov® 
ebxapts “Apns. 

904. tdy’*d%y cis efro. Hermann 
translates, without the interrogation, 
“mox dict poterit qualis.”” The sense 
seems as good the other way: ‘ By the 
sword’s stroke there awaits them —what ? 
A share in the tomb of their ancestors.’ 

906. és abrots. én abro’s Med. by a 
later hand, with several other MSS. éz” 
abrots Herm., és ofs Dindorf after Elms- 

ley. ‘My lamentation conducts to them 
the grief of the palace,’ as if the public 
mourner as it were communicated to the 
dead the silent sorrow of those at home. 

915. woAAd pev — re. See on Suppl. 
404. 

919, dvodaluovds op’. So Hermann 
for dvcdatuwy opiv, which suits the sense, 
but does not suit the strophe. The gram- 
marians would very naturally write the 
nominative, supposing that it was the 
mother who was unhappy before all child- 
bearing women, whereas the poet seems 
to have meant, ‘she who brought them 
forth unhappy before ¢hosé of all others,’ 
&c., a well-known use, for which see Cho. 
168. 

927. diarouats seems corrupt, though 
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» PS) ae 

Eploe Mawvopeva, 
Can a 

veikeos €v TehevTG. 

HM. B. wéravra 8 &yOos: 
Cod hovopite péeuiKrae 

év be yain 

930 
s, 2 yo ¢ 

Kdpta 8 elo’ dpatpor. 

TuKpos AuTHP vEerKewr 6 TdVTLOS 
fewvos x mupds ovbels 
Onktds cidapos: 

X be f ‘ 

TUKPOS OE KPNMATWY KAKOS 

Sarntas "Apns, 
3 * - \ E | dpav watp@av Tels ada. 

HM. A. €yovor potpav haydvres, @ 

SvoddéTev ay Oéwv 

a 

> 
avr. &. 

94u 

poédeou 

CN \ , lal 
VITO be OWUATL YAS 

a ” ¥ 
m\ovtos aBvacos eorar. 

HM. B. i® Toots érravOicavtes 
id - les = 

TOVOLOL YEVEAY* TeheuTa. ) 

aid érnahagav 

it is possible that with Bothe we should 
read 5:0déTwy in 940. Hermann ingeni- 
ously reads Siapropats, comparing diap- 
taunoe. Prom. 1044. I formerly con- 
jectured SiaAAayais. Supply éreAcirnoay 
from 924, and translate, ‘ Yes, brothers 
indeed and utterly lost (they perished) by 
no friendly parting, in their frantic quar- 
rel, at the conclusion of the strife.’ 

930. (od povopire. So Blomf. for (wa 
govoppitw. Cf. ayvopirwy Prom. 443.— 
xdpra Suo1por, a sort of play on the sense ; 
‘their blood is now indeed mixed in a 
common stream,’ i.e. by flowing on the 
earth. Clear as this is, the Schol. Med. 
failed to understand it. 

932. mucpds. See sup. 725—7.—aév- 
twos keivos (Tidyrios Hermann), i. e. steel 
from the Chalybes. 

938. rarpday. So Burney for warpéds. 
939. éxovor woipay. Here again there 

is a play on the double sense ‘ they have 
their share of the patrimony,’ and ‘ they 
have their fate;’ Aaxdyres applying 
equally to both meanings. 

940. &x@éwv. So Hermann. Blomf. 
conjectures dAyéwv. The MSS. give 
&xéwv, by a constant error. The genitive 
seems best to depend on éAeor. 

941. odyart. ‘Under their bodies 
they shall have a bottomless wealth of 
earth,’ i. e. they shall have land in abun- 
dance, but such as they cannot use. It 
does not seem advisable to read ind 8¢ 
xépatt with Blomfield and Hermann. 
The idea is like that in Ag. 844, where by 
a converse figure the poet speaks only of 
the xAaiva or covering of soil above the. 
body, to the exclusion of that: underneath 
it (Thy ndtw yap ob Aéyw). See also 
supra 729. The vanity of their ambition 
for broad acres of land is thus forcibly 
expressed. Neither of the above critics 
have quoted, as they might well have 
done, one of the two explanations in the 

Schol. Med., which is rather strikingly in 
their favour, iad yfis 5¢ 6 woAds wAovTos 
abrots Kéxpumrat, dvt) Tov, ev dpavela. 

943. érayOicaytes. ‘O men who have 
made their own family blossom with many 
woes.’ Cf..Cho. 143, Suds 5 kwKutots 
eravOlCew vduos, maya Tod SavdyTos 
ékavdwpévas.—After yevedy the Med. has 
mévoiot ye Sduovs, whence others give 
mévorot ye Sduor, omitting wévoict yevedy. 
The true reading has been restored by 
Hermann and Dindorf. : 
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*Apal Tov d&dv vdmor, TeTpappevov 945 
TavTpoT@ puyd. yévous. 

éoraxe © "Atas 

Tpotratov év mUhaus ev als 

éBeivovto, Kat 

Svoiy Kparnoas enke Saipan. 950 

ANTITONH. ISMHNH. 

AN. matcbels eraoas. 

1s. ov 8 Caves KataxTavav. 
AN. Sopt & exaves. 

IX. Sopt & eaves. 
AN. peedrrovos. 
Tz. pedcomrabys. 955 
AN. itw ydos. 

Id. itw Sdxpv. 

AN. TpOKELo-AL. 

Id. KOTOKTOS. 

AN. — én, €y, patverau yoourt ppv. orp. 960 
ioe evTds € Kapdia oréver. 

AN. id, moder SaxpuTe ov. 

Fs. ov © abte kat mavadne. 
AN. mpos dtrov epfico. 
Ix. kal didov exraves. 965 

945. *Apaf. Cf. Eum. 395, where the 
Furies say of themselves, "Apal 8 éy otxots 
yiis Garo KexrAjueda. Ag. 1088, molav 
"Epwby rhvde Sépacw KéAct emophidCew ; 
Schol. Med. ém) 5 rH TeAcuT# abray af 
&pal rod Oislmrobos érnAdaatav. Trans- 
late: ‘Over their fate now the Furies 
have shrieked their shrill death-strain, the 
whole race having been put to flight with 
utter rout;’ i. e. the Furies (who are 
identified with the curse of Oedipus) 
exult in the annihilation of the family. 

950. Ante Saluwy. The curse is satis- 
fied; the ill fortune of the family has 
come to an end. 

951. Enter Antigone and Ismene, the 
one following and addressing the corpse 
of Polynices, the other that of Eteocles. 
Whatever the one says, the other re- 

iterates in similar words. Slight as is the 
sketch of the two sisters which Aeschylus 
has drawn, it manifestly contains the 
germs of the characters so fully and finely 
developed by Sophocles in the Antigone. 

953—6. Hermann marks strophe and 
antistrophe to the alternate exclamation 
of the sisters.. That they metrically cor- 
respond is sufficiently clear, the two first 
alone. forming an iambic. To Hermann 
also are due Zkaves, Sdepu, mpdxetoat, for 
exraves, Sdxpva, Tpoxeloerat. 

962. wéAet Saxputé. So I have ven- 
tured to edit for woAvddepute or mavddK- 
pure. Cf. Cho. 228, daxpurds éamls omép- 
patos cwryplov. The best copies how- 
ever repeat id, whence Dindorf gives ia 
id mdvdupre ob, Hermann id id daxputt 
ov. 
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AN. Tt dxéwv Totwv Tad” eyyibev. 

Id. tédas aid’ ddeapal ddehpeav, 
AN.  ddoa héyew. 970 
1S: ddoa 8 6pav. 
XO. i@, Motpa 

Bapvidteipa poyepa, 
moti T Oidtrov oKid, 

péeraw *Epwos, ) weyaoberys Tus et. 975 
AN. é7), €9, SvcOéata mypara avr. 
1s. edeiEar’ éx huyas epol. 
AN. ovd ike?’ as Karéxraver. 
i. owbeis dé rvedp’ dmddecev. 
AN. ft dmodece Syra. 980 

968. a&xéwy, x.7.A. This verse is cor- 
rupt. The Schol. Med. explains cots 
miderw ayxicrebovoai (ayxurTedovTa 
Schol. recent.). Some copies give yéwy 
for 4yéwv. Hermann, who connects the 
four lines dimAa Aéyeuy adeAdeay 
into one sentence, reads &xea doid Tad 
éyyidev, to which an objection at once 
presents itself, that 30.4 is a mere tau- 
tology after d:rAd The next verse is 
thus edited by Hermann,—zéAas &deApa 
® adeAgeav, paria fratrum mala. The 
Med. has wévas 8 af i.7.A. with most 
of the MSS. From the Schol. Med. it 
may be inferred that these two verses 
were connected, éyyis 5¢ Tay KakOv Kad 
huets af dermal eouty dy Kad of ddeApol, 
and that either wéAas or éeyyddev is an 
interpolation. I have thought it best to 
retain the vulgate, as the antistrophic 
verses are very uncertain. The crasis in 
derAPsdeApedy derives some little coun- 
tenance from Prom. 854. In the corre- 
sponding v. 985, div-ypa may be defended 
by dAdcaré rpupydéer inf. 1060. 

970—1. These verses occur in the MSS. 
after v. 995. Hermann has transposed 
them, and I think rightly. “Quum 
eadem illa verba bis in hoc carmine in- 
veniantur, fieri non potuit, ut aliter quam 
locis lege antistrophica sibi respondentibus 
collocarentur. Itaque aut neutro eorum 
locorum, in quibus nunc sunt, justam 
sedem habent, aut alterutro certe loco 

cedant necesse est.’’ In fact, as two verses 
are wanting in this place, and the very 
verses which in the antistrophe precede 
the closing éepduyioy, ic Moipa, #.7.A,, 
there is scarcely room for doubt. It is 
very probable that they were omitted here 
by some grammarian who thought them 
superfluous after 966—7. 

974. OiStarov cid. Schol. Med. 6 
aabevys Oidlaouss Bri Bonet viv ovdéev 
imdpxew. This is evidently wrong. Her- 
mann understands the ghost of Oedipus 
which appeared to Eteocles sup. 707. In 
the MSS. this ephymnium is assigned to 
Antigone or Ismene. Hermann gives the 
first three lines to the former, the other to 
the latter, on the ground that the speech of 
Antigone could not. both end the strophe 
and begin the antistrophe. Blomfield and 
Dind. follow Schiitz in giving the whole 
to the chorus. : 

977. éSeltar’. Hermann has eke 3. 
One MS. gives éSeltere. The Schol. Med. 
recognises the plural; ro#ro as mpds Tlo- 
Auvelen, ek THs huyiis émavhxovres euol 
TH evratda wewdon edelkare ddbvas. An- 
tigone addresses the ¢wo brothers inf. 
1003—4. 

978. 008 txe@. ‘Nor did Polynices 
after all return, since Eteocles killed him 
first.’—owOels 5¢, Schol. ad tis puyiis. 

980. ardaece Si7a. Corrupt, and not 
easily corrected. Hermann gives dAece 
djra, vat, 13. tévde 8 evdcgicer. Din- 

Pp 
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AN. Tada yévos. 
IX. tadav 7dOos. 
AN.  Svarova Kid duavupa. 
iS, Sivypa tpurddtov mpaTwv. 985 

AN. — ddoa héeyew. 
IS. doa O° 6pav. 
XQ. iw, Motpa 

Bapvddterpa poyepa, 
motvid T Oidirov oKLa, 990 

péraw’ ’Epwrs, } peyacbeys ts el. 

AN. od Toivur ota ba SiaTrepar. em@ods. 

ES. ov & ovdev voTepos pabdr. 
AN. — émret katydOes és Toh. 
Td. Sopds ye THO avTNpeTas. 995 

AN. i@, ia TOVOS. 

IS. im, i KAKG. : 

AN. Sopace 
1. Kat yOovi. 
AN. = mp0 tavtwv 8 epol. 
IX. kat Td Tpdow y enol. 1000 

AN. iw, SvoTdoTHOV. 

dorf, Brese Sh Td5e. 3. Kal dh 
evécgicev. We might also conjecture, 
Brcoe 570 duov. I have given tov for 
tévde; as Oed. Col. 1700, dwdre ye rat 
Tov ev xXEpoiy KaTEtxov. 

983. rdAav wd@os. So Herm., Dind. 
with one MS., which has tdAay at wd@os. 
The others give rdAava ma0ov, maddy, or 
wa0n. 

985. Sluypa, «.7.A. Neither this nor 
the preceding verse can be relied on. It 
is usually rendered ‘ soaked through with 
triple calamity.’ Hermann gives dluypa 
Thuara Tadudtwy, but tplradtos seems 
an Aeschylean word, whether we suppose 
the whole force to be conveyed by tps, or 
regard it as a metaphor from a thrice- 
brandished dart, so as to mean ‘ vehe- 
ment.” 

992 seqq. To distinguish them from 
the preceding antistrophe these lines are 
arranged, conveniently rather than ac- 

curately, under the term epodus. In fact, 
as before 952—G0, they evidently agreed 
in couplets. But there are some corrup- 
tions which cannot be emended without a 
too wide departure from the MSS. Her- 
mann has attempted the task with great 
ingenuity, on the supposition that a line 
has dropped out after 1002 and again 
after 1003.—cb rolyvy oio@a. Schol. 
od oldas, & “EredkActs, Thy Moipay 
8oov Sdvara, SiaBas avThy. Hermann 
reads ot tol vw ola0a, by a conjecture 
afterwards confirmed by yp. vy in one of 
the Paris MSS. 

1001. id, dvordtpwv. So Hermann 
with many MSS. There is a great variety 
of readings, duerévwv, dvotdvwv, SvoTh- 
vev, and all add either caxav or rnudtov. 
Without doubt Hermann is right in 
making avat "EredxAeis the reply of 
Ismene. He goes on to read od ® 
apxayéras, and thinks the allusion to the 
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ava€ *Eredkheus + dpyayéra. 
AN. — to Tdvtwv todvaTOVdTarou. 
IS. * * * 

AN. _ id, ia, Saovavres ev ara. 
Id. l@, to, Tov ode Oyoopev yOovds ; 1005 
AN. — t, dou ’ott TYytdtatov. 
is. id, id, Hwa TaTpl mdpevvov. 

KHPY. 

Soxodvra t kal ddfavr’ dmayyédhew pe yp7) 
Syjpov mpoBovrous THade Kadpeias 7édews" 
*Ereoxhéa pev T6vd’ err evvoia xOoves 1010 
Odmrew eo€e ys dias KatacKadats: 
¥ hed > % , y > > ¥ elpyar yap éyOpovs Odvarov ether év Todeu 

€ lal  é >, 4 

LEPWV TAT PMV fs) oalos 

name Polynices was contained in a lost 
verse. If we may conjecture that verse 
to have been roAAGy veixéwy, the sense is 
complete. ‘But thou wert the beginner ’ 
—‘ Yes, of much strife.’ 

1004. év &rg. Hermann omits & 
with several MSS., and it rather clashes 
with the regular construction. Cf. Cho. 
557, éme:d} Sawovg Sduos xaxots. Phoen. 
888, ds Samovavras kavatpeporras méAuy. 
Perhaps we may render it, ‘possessed by 
evil influence in a time of calamity,’ i. e. 
the invasion of the city. 

1006. érov’orl. I have inserted éo7), 
with Dindorf, which the metre seems to 
require. 

1007. wijua warp) mdpevvoy, ‘calamity 
arising from my father’s marriage.’ Schol. 
Med. rapa thy eivhy rod watpés. The 
context seems to determine the sense; 

but the expression should, grammatically 
speaking, rather mean, ‘alas for the evil 
(i. e. cause of evil, Jocasta) that was 
wedded to my father.’ 

1008. Soxodvyra Kal Sdtavra. It is 
difficult to believe that this strange and 
unusual expression came from the pen of 
the poet. The words kal Séfavra are 
added quite in the style of the glosses of 
later Scholiasts. The critics however 
do not seem to suspect the vulgate, which 

can only mean ‘ what seems good to, and 

has been formally resolved by, the rulers of 
the land,’ i.e. Creon. The Schol. Med. 

x an» 
av powgns arep 

has ré Sétavra Tois mpoBovAas dmayyetral 
Me xph, and the later Schol. ra dpécovra 
Tols aoTparnyors Kal Tots mpoéxovcr THY 
OnBalwy, as if they had found Soxodyta 
Tots mpétoisx.7.A. Blomfield conjeetures 
buiv re wey SdkavT” drayyéAAew pe xpH. 

1010. ew cdvola xGovds, ‘with the 
good will of the land.’ The same use of 
émt occurs Eum. 995, dAoAvéaré vuy ém 
poATrais. 

1012. elpywv. This word is doubtful. 
The Med. and many other MSS. give 
otuyév, whence Hermann after Dobree 
(Advss. ii. p. 19) edits oréyav. We 
have ddu0s Aa oréywr Sopds Suppl. 127, 
mipyov atéyew ebxer0e modguiov Bédpv 
supra 205, where oréyew is ‘to be proof 
against ;’ but it does not appear that a 
man is ever said oréyeiv modeutous, ‘to 
keep away the enemy.’ The Med. has 
elpyov Snrovdr: by a later hand, and it is 
given in ed. Rob. and some MSS.— 
Odvarov elder’, ‘he got his death.’ So 
Today yap eoOAGY Thy dynow cidAduny, 
Ag. 341. Cf. Hum. 829. 

1013. fepav marpdwv. Schol. Med. 
Aclre: 4 taép. Hermann says, “ jun- 
gendum est cum dcos, quod idem est ac 
si dixisset &pavoros, vel simile quid.” 
Why should not the genitive depend on 
poudiis &rep 2 i. c. ‘without having wished 
to ravage the temples, like his brother.’ 
Cf. Pers. 688, tdxuve 8, ds Epeurros & 
xpévov. Hippol. 1402, tims eucupen. 

Pp2 
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‘e ~ / réOvyKev obtrep Tots véous OrpoKew Kadov. 
ovTw pev appl Tovd éréotadrat héyev. 1015 

rovtou © adedpov Tdvde odvvetKovs veKpov 
y nan» e \ N 
e€w Badew abarrov, aprayny kvow, 
4 ” a lat Ss 5 

as ovr dvactatnpa Kadpetwv yOovds 
2 ‘\ n 2 A + ‘\ 

el py) Oedv Tis euTrodav ern Sopi 
T@ TOVO™ ayos S€ Kai Oavav KexTHoETAL 1020 

a a a > , gS) Oeav trarpdwv, ods arimacas o0€ 
, 2» > x > Ae y aN oTpatevp eraKxTov éuBadrov ype Tod. - 

ovTw TeTEWOV TOVd JT Ciw@var SoKEt 
~ 

Tapert atipws TovTutipiov haPeiw 
kal un? dpaptev TypBoyda yeipopara, 1025 

pyr d€vpdMrous tpoocéBew oipoypacw, 
” i > 9 lal s Y 

arimov evar & expopas hihwv vio. 
Toavr €do0€e THde Kadpuetwv Tédeu. 

AN. eyw O¢ Kadpelwv ye mpoordras heya, 
qv prytis ados Tévde cvvOdrrew Ody, 1030 

eye ode Oarbo, kava xivdvvorv Badd, 
Oarpac’ ddehpov Tov enor» od8 aicyivomat 
¥ >» 7. O99 , , 
Kove QATLOTOV THVd avapK lav TONEL. 

8 N x x ge @ , 
JELWOV TO KOLWOV omhay xvor, Ov TEPVKA[LEV 

i rd > X\ x , 

Entpds Tadatvyns Kad SvoTHvou TaTpds. 1035 
ie , > » , “A 

ToLVyap béd\ove QKOVTL KOLVWVEL KAKWY, 

The order of the words is alleged in favour 
of iepv Botos. But this is an argument 
which it does not seem safe to press too 
far.—obmep, sc. ev TH Take. 

1024. tapévta tm olwvdv. A pro- 
verbial phrase, illustrated by Blomfield in 
his glossary from Soph. El. 1488, where 
dogs and vultures are called rtageis. 
The idea naturally suggested itself in 
countries where those creatures are the 
regular consumers of exposed carrion. 

1028. réret, i. e. Tots év TéAet. Schol. 

Med. 7@ tdyuar: and mAhbe.—TE ye 
Blomf, with one MS. 

1031. kava xlvduvoy Bare. Blomf. 
gives xdue ivddvy Bade, as inf. 1051, 
from the Schol. recent, eis xlvduvoy éuBaare 
euaurhy. q 
as plarew «lyduvoy Heracl. 149, xlvdvvor 
toodvbe dvepplpauey Thuc. iv. 85, rors 

But avaBdAAew is here used 

és dmay 7d imdpxov avapprrrodar ib. ¢, 
103. Aristoph. frag. 545, gpd(e rolvur, 
ds éyé cor mas dyéppiupar KxvBos,— 
which last shews clearly the metaphor. 

1032. adeagpov roy eudy, Him whom 
I claim and acknowledge as indeed my 
brother, though others have abandoned 

him.—&morov, i. e. deb. Hesych. 
&moros’ amapdmioros, areOhs. So supra 
838, 869. daiorciv=areibetv Eur. Suppl. 
389. Heracl. 968. Herod. iii. 15. vi. 
108. 
1034. Sewdy. Cf. Prom. 39, 7d tvy- 

yevés Tot Sewdy HO dpirta, 
1036. @€Aovo’ &kovts. The poets are 

so fond of this sort of antithesis that the 
exact meaning is not in every instance 
easily assigned, as Suoxeruepous tras ip’ 
hmap Oepudy, Cho. 264, The Scholiasts 
seem to have read xak@ with the Med.. 
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‘\ , Yux7, Oavdvre doa, cvyysve dpevi. 
ee Tovrou S€ adpkas ovde Koiloydaropes 

MixKou omdcovra wn Soxnadre Twi: 

The idea seems to be, that if Polynices 
had been alive, he would have been un- 
willing that his sister should incur danger 
in his behalf by disobeying the state.  - 

1040. adrg. adr) Herm. Dind. Blomf. 
with Pierson. This is probable; but 
then the repetition in katt} Kardpw is 
rather unsatisfactory, and 7@d¢ may very 
well agree with «éAmy. 

1043. undé tw 8din mdr. 
no one suppose it will be otherwise.’ 
1039. Schol. recent. évaytiws. 

1044. Odpoe, i.e. & Wuxh, sup. 1037. 
Some take @dpoe: for the dative; but the 
imperative seems rather ex more tra- 
gicorum, and so Hermann has edited. 

1048. tpdxuy’. Schol. Med. Aéye 
moAAdnis, Tpaxds Faras 6 Sjuos ev érAcvbe- 
pla tod moAcuov -yevduevos. | Compare 
Kuma’? ém &AAw sup. 475. Miller 
(Diss. ad Eum. p. 80) finds here a politi- 
cal allusion “to the history of those times, 

when the Athenian populace, full of pride 
and insolence on the score of their achieve- 
ments against the Persians, clamorously 
demanded new privileges and liberties, a 
partial concession of which even Aristides 
considered to be rendered expedient by 
the spirit of the age.” 

1050. Scarertunrat. The MSS. prefix 
ov, which seems, as sup. 468, to have 
arisen from a misapprehension of the 

‘And let 
Cf. 

Tagov yap avTa Kai KaTacKapas eye, 1040 
yy wep oda, TOdEe pnXavicopas 
Kodo pépovea Buvocivoy remdmaros, 
KavTy Kadvwor wndé Te Sdn radu 
Oapoe rapéorar pnxar Spacripios. 

KH. av00 rodw oe pr) BudleoOar 7a8e. 1045 
AN. a86 ce pi) Tepicod Knptvocew enol. 
KH. tpaxvs ye pévrou Shpuos exduyav Kakd. 
AN. tpayvv’ adamros 8 otros ob yeryoerat. 
KH. GW ov réds orvyet od Tyros Tady ; 
AN. 76n Ta Todde StateriuyTar Oeois. 1050 
KH. od, mpiv ye ydpay rHvde Kwdvvm Badreiv. 

AN, trabav kaxds Kaxotow dvrnuwelBero. 

sense, which is, ‘ Yes, I will; for he is. 
no longer honoured by the gods.’ Lite- 
rally, ‘the gods have done honouring his 
affairs.’ The reply is, ‘It was not so 
till he forfeited their favour by endanger- 
ing his country.’ Compare Hippol. 1456, 
Mh vuv mpod@s we, Téxvoy, GAA KapTépel. 
‘Ill. xexaprépntat tay’, SAwrda yap, 
mdtep. Frag. Aesch. 263, from Hesych. 
Siameppovpntat Bios’ AioxvAos Ppvilv. 
olov 4 bic Tov Blov ppovpa cuvTeTéAcoTal, 
} SteAhavdey 6 xpdvos. Hermann gives 
od dvoretlunra, by a conjecture far from 
probable. Dindorf prints the vulgate 
with an interrogation. It is not a little 
remarkable that the Schol. Med. does 
not recognise od, in T& wep) Tis TYWAs. 
tobrov tmd Oeav Kéxpirat. 

1052. maddy kaos. ‘ He had suffered 
a wrong, and was but requiting it with 
wrong.’—‘ But this attempt of his was 
directed against all the citizens, instead of 
Eteocles alone.’—‘ Contention is the last 
goddess to finish a dispute; I tell you, I 
will bury him; use no more words,’— 
‘Well, have your own way; I can only 
forbid it.’ Blomfield was the first to 
suspect v. 1054 to be an interpolation on 
the ground that it violated the uniformity 
of the or:xouv0la. Hermann, with much 
greater probability, attributes it to the 
herald as an answer to a lost verse -of 
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9\\2 9. ¢ 2 pies aN a GN eis aravras avO Evds 768 Epyov Hv. 
"Epis wepaiver poor vordrn Oear 
> \ s , / 5 ‘\ 3 eyo O€ Odipw révde pur) waxpyydpen. 
GAN abtéBovdos tof, dmevvérw & éya. 

ped, dev, 

1055 

@ peyddavxor kat plepovyevets 
Kijpes "Epwves, air’ Oidirdda 

yevos adécare tpvpvdbev ovTas, 1060 
, , 7 X ial , X 4 

tt 7aOw ; Ti de Spd; Ti dé pHowpa ; 
aig la / AY 4 TOS TOMHTW pyTE TE Kale 
Byte Tpotrewrre ert TUuBor ; 

> ‘N lal > ee ada hoBovpat KamToTpeTomat 
“A cain 

Seta Touro. 1065 

av ye pny TohMaV TEvOnTH pa 
Tevet Ketvos 8 6 TadAas ayoos 

povdkdavtov eyav Opivov adehpns 
elo. 

HM. A. 8pdrw re 7ddus Kab pn) Spare 

a, aR la , 

ris dv Tavdra miOolTo ; 

1070 

Tovs kNatovras Iodvvetky, 
t3 A Q x \ / Hpets pev twev Kat EvvOarpopev 

aide TpoTroptTrol 
N habe bat ‘ Qo » 

KQU yap YEevegd KOLWOV TOO axos, 

Antigone, which he supposes may have 
been of ye Evyndlenoav bBpicayti viv. 

1060. mpupvddev. So Dind. with all 
the MSS. péuvodev Blomf. Herm, with 
Vossius. See on 71 sup. 

1064. aAAd poBodua. ‘And yet. on 
the other hand I am afraid, and am averse 
from incurring a fear of the citizens’ 
(facere, unde mihi cives timendi sint, 

Herm.). On this dilemma between duty 
and fear the chorus divide, one side, with 
Antigone, courageously accompanying the 
corpse of Polynices, the other, with Ismene 
and a procession of the citizens, following 
the bier of Eteocles. 

1069. rls &y raira miBoiro; ‘Who 
would obey the city in this order?’ i. e. 
who will dare to go with Antigone? The 
majority of the MSS. give rls ay oby ra 
melOorto (rl@orro), a few tis oby dy Ta 
«.7.A., and only four or five have raira. 
The oév might very well have been thrust 

in to fill up the anapaestic verse (see on 
Pers. 547), but then we should have ex- 

pected not 7a, but radra, Hermann edits 
tls obv by ra mwlOorro; The reading in 
the text is Porson’s. 

1070. dpdrw re. The re was inserted 
by Canter. Hermann and Dindorf prefer 
tiwith Elmsley. It has been remarked 
on Suppl. 756, that +: and m are some- 
times confused, and this might account for 
the omission of the former before the 
latter. But the Schol. Med. does not 
seem to have found any accusative, for 
he supplies 8 fodAera: moeitw. Cf. 
dpacal te wh Spacat re Suppl. 374. The 
sense is, ‘ whether or not the city imposes 
a penalty, we will go,’ &c. 

1074. kal yap yeved. Hermann, who 
would have this system to correspond 
accurately with the following, supposes vi 
Kaduetwv or tH Kaduoyeve? to have been 
lost.—&AAws GAdAoTe K.T.A., & Clear and 
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1075 

adXoT errawwel Ta Sikara. 
aA , 9 

HM. B. jpeis 8 dua 7a8, domep Te TOMS 
, A 

Kal 76 Sikasov Evverravei. 
me ‘ , . ‘\ > A 

PETA yap paKkapas Kat Atos tayuv 

d0€ Kadpelav ypvge modu 1080 

py vatpamnvar, pnd dddodamav 
KvpaTL PwTav 

KatakhvoOnvat Ta LaMoTO. 

forcible allusion to the fickleness of an 
Athenian mob, possibly in reference to 
their treatment of Aristides. 

1079. werd pdxapas. ‘Next after the 
gods.’ Blomfield refers to Herod. vii. 

139, where the Athenians are spoken of 
as Bacirfja, metd ye Ocobs, avwoduevor. 
Compare also Xen. Anab. vii. 7, 22, pa- 
Tov pev yap olda, weTa Tods Beods, eis Td 
gavepdy oe ToUTOUs KaTaTThoayTaS. 
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“Ayapéuvov eis “Ivy driv rH KAvraviorpa, et ropOjoo. rd “IAuov, 

bréoxeto THs aris Hupas onpaivew Sid wupood. 6bev acKxomdv exdbucev 

ért pic8G Kdvrawrjotpa, tva rypoin tov mupody. at & paev iddy 

dmpyyede: airy 88 tov trav mpecButdv dyAov petaméumerat, rept TOD 

mvpcov épotca e dv Kal 6 xopds owlorara ofriwves dxovoavres tatavt- 

Gover, ser’ od odd SE xal TadOvBros wapayiverat, kal Ta Kara Tov thody 

Supyetroan. "Ayapeuven 8 ert daivys %pxerau elreto 8 atr@ érépa amryvy, 

Oo, fv 76 Xdpupa Kat Kacdvdpa. airds pev obv wpoeépyerat eis Tov 

otkov atv TH KAvraimyjotpa. KacdvSpa S& mpoparreverat, mpiv eis Ta 

Bacihe. civedOeiv, tov éavris Kal Tod “Ayapeuvovos Odvatov, Kal tiv é& 

*Opéorou pytpoxroviay, Kal eiowydd. as Gavovpévn, pifaca 7a oréppara,. 

tovro 8¢ 76 yepos Tod Spdwatos Oavydlerar, ws exwdAnéw exov Kat ofkrov 

ixavév. idiws 88 AicydAos rov "Ayapéuvova emt canvas dvoupeic bau rrovel, 

tov d& Kacdv8pas cwmryoas Odvarov, vexpav adtiv tmédeake. memoinné 

te AiyoOov kat KAvraywvyotpay éxdrepov Sticxupifdpevov rept THs avai 

pécews Ot Kehadraiw tiv pev, TH dvoipérer “Ipuyeveias: tov 88, Tais tod 

marpos Ovéorov e& "Atpéws svpopais. 

*Edi8dx0n 7d Spapa ext dpxyovros PidoxAgous, "Odvparidd. dySoyxoory, 

gre. Sevrépw. mparos AicyvaAos ’Ayapguvovt, Xonddpors, Edpevion, Mpwret 

carupia. éxopipyes HevoxAfjs “Adudvers. ~ 

IIpodoyile: 5é 6 pvAag, Oepdrrwy "Ayapéeuvovos. 



AGAMEMNON. 

Tue Orestea,—the only extant specimen of a tragic trilogy,—was 
acted Ol. 80. 2, as recorded in the Greek argument, and only three 
years before the death of its author at Gela in Sicily. It relates, in 

a continuous and connected narrative, and without regard to what 
modern critics have called the unities of time and place, the triumphant 
return of Agamemnon from Troy, his treacherous murder. by his 
faithless queen, the just and heaven-directed vengeance of his son 
Orestes, returning from exile to claim the throne and to slay the 
guilty usurpers, Clytemnestra and Aegisthus ; the subsequent remorse 
and madness of the avenger, his expiation and judicial acquittal by 
the aid of Apollo and Pallas. By far the most profound and difficult 
of the existing plays of Aeschylus, these three,—in each of which a 
third actor appears,—combine an elaborateness and complexity of 
plot, an artistic development of the characters, and (in the Eumenides) 
a variety of religious and political allusions, all which, to be rightly 

comprehended, demand from the student a most careful and repeated 

study of each, not regarded as a separate composition, but strictly 
as a part of a whole. 

The scene of the Agamemnon is laid at Argos, and the chorus 
consists of twelve Argive Elders, who form the senate and vicegerent 
council of state in the absence of the King, much as the Iluorol who: 
compose the chorus in the Persians. The first act of the play is 

taken up with the narrative of the capture of Troy and the calamitous 
return of the army, and the arrival of the victorious King; the 

second includes his death, and that of his paramour, the captive 
Cassandra; the third describes the conflict between the chorus, still 

faithful to their lord, and the avowed and defying usurpers of the 
royal house. Though only the secondary character, the chief interest 

centers in Clytemnestra. Subtle, proud, daring, resolute, and an 
accomplished hypocrite, she disguises a long-cherished hatred of her 

lord, resulting from the sacrifice of their daughter at Aulis, under the 
guise of a love-sick affection. The murder being perpetrated, she 

throws off the mask, and not only avows, but glories in the deed as 
an act of just retribution. With all this she is not the abandoned 
and shameless adulteress, but the deeply-injured wife and mother; 
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not the merely vindictive and ferocious homicide, but the sophist 
who can justify and the moralist who can reason upon her conduct. 

“The main idea of the trilogy,” Miller remarks (Dissert. p. 210), 

“consists in the shewing how a curse, rooted in the human race and 

generating one misdeed out of another, in a case where only the 
family destiny and no guilt of his own weighs upon the curse-pos- 

- sessed person, is averted by the superior control of the saving God.” 
We have already traced the same idea in the family curse of the 
house of Laius in the Seven against Thebes. 

The MSS. of the Orestea are unfortunately very few. The Me- 
dicean contains it, but in a mutilated state, from the loss of many 
leaves, which makes a gap in this play from v. 301 to 1034, and again 

from 1129 to the end, including the argument and part of the pro- 
logue of the Choephoroe. 

MS. Guelph., a copy from the Med. of the xvth century, and con- 
taining thé same lacunae. 

A Florence MS. of saec. xv., also copied from the Medicean, and 

with the same lacunae. 

A fragment of the Agamemnon (as far as v. 839) in a Venetian 
MS. said to be of saec. xiii. It is thought to have been copied from 

the Medicean while yet entire, since it goes considerably beyond the 
first lacuna now existing in the Med. This MS. comprises some of 
the other plays, but neither the Choephoroe nor the Eumenides. 

Another Venice MS. of saec. xiii. containing, amongst other plays, 

the Agamemnon and Eumenides, but both mutilated. This MS. is 
thought to have contained the Agamemnon entire, but many leaves 
have been torn out of it, viz. from vy. 45 to 1064. 
A Florence MS. of saec. xiv., which contains the Agamemnon 

entire, together with the Eumenides (mutilated) and other plays. 
A Naples MS. written by the grammarian Triclinius, about the end 

of the xivth century, also containing the Agamemnon entire, with 
the same plays as the last, but of little authority from the numerous 
conjectural alterations he has introduced. 

The last three MSS. are considered by some not to have been 
derived from the Medicean. 

The Medicean is the sole authority for the corrupt and difficult 
play of the Choephoroe (the MS. Guelph. being a mere transcript 
from it). For. the Eumenides, besides those enumerated above, a 
Paris MS. exists, written by the hand of Janus Lascar, and copied 
either from the Medicean, or the archetypus MS., whence the latter 

was derived; and a paper MS. of saec. xvi., comprising the latter 
half of the same play. 
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otéyais Atpedav dyxaber, Kuvds dStenv, 
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[aarépas, oTav pbivacw, avtohas Te TOV]. 

1. Oeobs pev airé. ‘I am asking of 
the gods a riddance from these toilsome. 
duties throughout the length of my year’s 
watch.’ The Watchman who speaks the 
Prologue is understood to be a servant of: 
the family, appointed to the task by 
Clytemnestra, but in heart suspicious of 
her designs, and devoted to the interests 
of his lord. He is seen on the house-top, 
i. e. the roof of: the palace of the Atridae 
represented in the proscenium, from 
which he descends to call Clytemnestra at 
v. 39. As regards the construction, if we 
retain the MSS. reading wos, for which 

Blomf. and -Dind. adopt. Stanley’s cor- 
rection w#jxos, it seems best to take it, 
with Klausen, for the accusative of the 
duration of time, and to explain gpoupa 
érela ‘a watch which has already lasted a 
year,’ from the words of Homer, whom 
Aeschylus has evidently had in view, Od. 
iv. 526, pdAacce & br cis-éviavTdy, said of 
the spy appointed by Aegisthus to keep 
a look-out for the return of Agamemnon. 
By the plural évwy not only the duty of 
watching is implied, but the inconve- 
Miences attending it (v. 12—15), and the 
sorrowful thoughts on the state of the 
royal household (18, 19). 

2. hv rodpevos—itrynaber, ‘Keeping 

which by night, with head on hand,’ i.e. 
in a reclining posture, but not actually 
sleeping. He first specifies the place 
where, and then the manner how he 
keeps watch. Thus &yxaev qualifies xor- 

_ pépevos, which, taken literally, would im- 
ply an absurdity, the sleeping on his post, 
Katakoiuhoas Thy pudakhy, Herod. ix. 93. 
Compare Eum. 80, “ov madaby &yka- 
Oev AaBdv Bpéeras. So a gloss-in MS. 
Farn. has éy dyxdAas. On the other 
hand Hesychius and the author of the 
Lexicon in Bekker’s Anecdota, i. p. 337, 

assert that Aeschylus used &yradey for 
avéxa0ev, and Franz has admitted the 
latter reading into the text. It does not 
appear that dvéxadey, from ava and éxds 
(Cho. 419), can legitimately be contracted 
into a&yxaey, and we have sufficient 
grounds for the other interpretation in Il. 
x. 80, dp0wOels 8 kp” dm aykadvos, keparhy 
éraclpas, ’AtpelSnv mpocéeume., Od. xiv. 
494, 7, nal én ayxdvos Keparhy oxéber. 
Rhes. 7, dpOov kepadrhy wixvy épeioas. 

47. This verse has with reason been 

suspected as spurious, since dorépas is 
equally awkward after &orpwv (4) whether 
regarded as a synonym or with an in- 
tended difference. It was probably added 
by some one who thought Aaumpods. 
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duvdoras (sun and moon) too bold a phrase 
for the heavenly bodies, the King and 
Queen of the sky. It is an important 
evidence, in weighing the question of 
authenticity, that the poet does not ap- 
pear to have admitted a dactyl in the first 
foot of a senarius except in the case of a 
proper name. See on Cho. 208. How- 
ever, the later editors retain the verse, 
and Hermann renders dyroAds te Tév 
et aliorum ortus. See on Prom. 242, 
and compare ibid. 462—6. 

8. xa) voy: Klausen understands, ‘as 
I have long watched the nightly stars, so 
I am now watching for the beacon,’ 
making nal in v. 5 to be answered by xal . 
in the present verse. A simpler way is 
to suppose that ica) recalls the more direct 
duty anentioned in v. 2,—‘ and accordingly 
I am now here watching,’ &c. 

10. d3¢ yap «pare? x.7.A. * For thus 
confident in its hopes is the manly soul of 
awoman.’ This is Klausen’s interpreta- 
tion, xpare? éami{ov, in sperando superius 
est, as Kparelv TpéxovTa x.T.A. is used. 
The objection is, that the poet would 
have been more likely to write dd yap 
néap-— éAniCoy xpare?, — but on the 
other hand, there really seems no autho- 
rity for xparety in the sense of ‘to com- 
mand,’ for the verse quoted from Hec. 
282, od Tobs Kpatotyras xph Kparely & 
wh xpeav, is evidently susceptible of a 
simpler meaning, ‘lords ought not to 
claim an authority which is . unlawful.’ 
We have xpatotoa used absolutely in 
Theb. 176, to express the independence 
resulting from the absence of restraint; 
and perhaps we may say that the general 
idea of superiority here implies that of 
command and authority. The object of 
her hopes is purposely left indefinite. It 

was something more than the capture of 
Troy,—the success of the daring plans 
which she had laid for the deception and 
destruction of her husband. Some such 
inference must be drawn from the addition 
of avdpéBouaov, with which compare dy- 
dpéppwy yur, Soph. frag. 680. 

12. ed7’ by Bt x.7.A. He passes on to 
the personal annoyances of his nightly 
duty,—comfortless and sleepless nights, 
and gloomy forebodings about the family. 
There is no regular apodosis to cdr’ dv, 
because Stay 5é is inserted in v. 16, and 
thus the mind of the speaker was drawn 
away from the introductory proposition. 
Translate: ‘and as often as I take up my 
nightly post which admits of no rest and 
is watered by the dews of heaven, a post 
which is not visited by dreams, for fear is 
ever at hand in place of sleep, so that I 
cannot close my eyelids soundly in repose, 
—and when 1 have a mind to sing or 
whistle by way of providing a’ musical 
remedy against sleep,—then I fall to tears,’ 
&c. Klausen and Peile find a peculiar 
force in éu}v placed at the end of the 
first clause, as if it were directly suggestive 
of éuol to be supplied with rapacrarei. 
This appears to me a gratuitous supposi- 
tion; nor is it easy to approve Hermann’s 
alteration, tl why; pdBos yap K.T.A, 

14. éBos. The fear of punishment if 
he is caught sleeping at his post. 

16. wwtpecba. Aelian, Var. Hist. ix. 
11, says of the painter Parrhasius, ral 75¢ 
nal droniwvupdmevos Toy Kduaroy Toy ek 
Tis émorhuns ereipato emedapptyew.— 
ayriwoAmoy &xos trvov is for modmhs tKos 
avr) Ervou, the two distinct senses of the 
compound exerting their force just as if 
they had not been combined in one word. 
So ayrhvwp inf. 430. 
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19. Siarovovpevov, ‘managed.’ The 
dia is to be regarded as a monosyllable in 
pronunciation. 

22. & xaipe. He suddenly sees the 
‘gleam of the beacon light, and starts to 
his feet from the reclining posture men- 
tioned in v. 3.—7uepqovoy seems impro- 
perly used for nucpivdy, as Epya vucrepjoa 
clearly mean ‘nightly doings’ in Ar. 
Thesm. 204. Properly, it means ‘a day’s 
length,’ as we have wévOos obk érhatov, 

‘mourning not merely for a single year,’ 
Alcest. 346. In gdos there is. also an 
allusion to the metaphorical sense, the 
light of joy and safety, as inf. 505, fie 
yop iuiv das ev ebppdvy pépav. - 

25. iod, iod. “Hurrah, hurrah!’ The 
words are pronounced in a loud and pro- 
tracted tone. Then, conscious as it were 
of having given an unseemly expression to 
a sudden impulse, he adds, ‘ By this shrill 
ery I am announcing to the queen that 
she should rise quickly from her couch and 
set up a loud shout of joyous acclamation 
over this torch.’—ropés, Schol. peyado- 
géves. Compare ropis yeywveiv, Ion 
696. Hermann and Dindorf prefer 
onwavd, the reading of all the MSS. but 
Med. and Guelph. This would imply his 
intention of descending from the roof to 
a the house. On éAoAuypds see inf. 

7. 

29. etrep, ‘if really,’ ‘if indeed.’ —mpé- 
met may bear an active sense, as Buttmann 
suggests (Lexil. p. 351), and as it certainly 
has inf. 1299; but it is enough to under- 
stand with the Schol. Med. Stamperés 
onpotve. Still, one might have looked 

‘rather for &yyéAAe mpérwy in this sense. 
31. gpoluiov xopedcouat. ‘ Will dance 

a prelude to it,’ i. e. to the yopéy Kard- 
oraots which he anticipates in 23. With- 
out doubt he goes through some steps of 
a dance on the house-top, in conformity 
with his words. Both the actions and 
the language of the man are evidently 
borrowed from low life; and to this we 
must refer the vulgar proverbs tpls e€ 
Baaotons and Bods éx) yAdaoon, 33—6. 

32. «5 mweodvra Ofoouu: ‘I shall 
reckon, I shall assume, to have turned up 
well.’—rpls e, i. e. each of the three dice 
falling with the sice uppermost, which 
was the best throw,—the Senio and Venus 
of the Romans. Cf. Soph. frag. 686, 
orépyew dt tTaxmecdyTa Kal 0éc0a mpémet 
copdy xuBevrhy,—which illustrates the 

technical use of 7{cc6a:, said of marking 
down or counting the numbers thrown. 
Plat. p. 755, dowep év mrdéce: xbBov mpds 
Th wentwokédra TibecOa Ta mpdyuara. 
Aesch. frag. 132, BéBAnn’ “AxiAadAcds Bto 
KbBw xa Tértapa, i.e. ‘two aces and a 
quatre.’ 

Rr 
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34. yévorro 3° ody. ‘But may it come 
to pass accordingly —,’ Peile. This is 
not the exact meaning of the particles 
& odv, as will appear from 217. 246. 
Rather we may translate, ‘however,’ i. e. 

not to say any more on the subject of ra 
Seororay, I shall content myself with ex- 
pressing a hope that I may feel the 
friendly hand of my lord within mine on 
his return. 

36. Bots érl yAdoon BéBnxev. This 
proverb was used of those on whom com- 
pulsory and unwilling silence was im- 
posed. Nothingis here said about a bribe 
of money. He only means, that he is 
not at liberty to express his real appre- 
hensions about the conduct of the house. 
Hermann, who remarks with truth 
“multa proverbia tam fortuitam habent 
originem, eam ut, nisi casu servata est 
memoria, nemo possit eruere,” supposes 
the notion to be borrowed from an ox 
treading on its own litter, or perhaps on 
the foot of » man, so that it cannot be 
withdrawn. See New Cratylus, § 468. 
Theognis, v. 815, Bots él wo yadoon 
Kparep@ 10d) A&E emiBalvwv “Ioxer ewrlrA- 
Aew. 

38. éxdv. This belongs, and in a 
slightly different sense, to both ad&& and 

AhGoua. ‘To those who are acquainted 

with the secret affairs of the family, I 
willingly speak out, while to those who 
are not, [ purposely lose my memory on 
the subject.’ Compare Herod, iii. 75, 6 

5& TOv wévTot éxeivor mpocedéovTo adroi, 
roUTwy wey Exdy éemedAnbeto. Ib. iv. 43, 
Tob émortduevos Td otvoua Exdy émAhOo- 
pot. 

40. The Watchman having retired into 
the palace through the central doorway in 
the proscenium, the chorus enter the 
orchestra by.the parodos, and during their 
slow and measured tread to the thymele 
in the centre, sing the following system of 
anapaests, which constitutes the parode 
properly so called. Compare the opening 
anapaests of the Suppliants and the 
Persians. The burden of their strain, 
which is conceived in a gloomy and boding 
spirit, is the long absence of the army at 
Troy on its mission of vengeance. They 
are anxious to learn what news Cly- 
temnestra has received, that their minds 
may be relieved from their present sus- 
pense between hope and fear. 

44, riyjs. This is not so much the 
genitive of quality as directly depending 
on ¢efyos, since d:0pdvov and dicxhwrpov 
give the notion of duality to a singular 
substantive, and the phrase is thus nearly 
equivalent to (eiyos diccav Titov Bact- 
Acwy. We may translate, ‘a powerful 
pair of throned and sceptered kings hold- 
ing their office from Zeus, namely, the 
sons of Atreus.’ So ai dpyal, Ta TEAn, 
are used of the persons rather than the 
mere office they hold; and we have 
Eduppova, téyay for tduppovas Taryous 
inf. 110: 
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47. orpaririv dpwydv. The accusa- 
tive in apposition to the sentence rather 
than to ordAov. See on Prom. 575. 

49. tpdrov aiyumav. The Atridae cry 
war ! and -call for vengeance for the rape 
of Helen, as vultures fly screaming round 
their eyrie when their young have been 
taken away. The comparison is also 
drawn between the Zeus Xenius who (61) 
directs the expedition against Paris, and 
the Pan or Apollo as it may be (71s) who 
hearkens to the cry of the birds.—ék- 
marlois BAyeot. ‘With solitary grief 
for their young.’ Schol. Med. rots zw 
tis 6500. Compare éexrémos Oed. R. 
166. So-also éx mdérov Il. xx. 137. The 
poet seems merely to describe the haunts 
of vultures in the wild and solitary places, 
far away from man. Plutarch, Quaest. 
Rom. § 93, tay dpvlOwy Hora cuvexhs 
kal ouvhOns otros, ovdé yap veotria yumds 
evruxeiy padiws early, GAAG méppwbey 
mobey ekamlyns Katalpovot. 

50. traro: Aexéwv. Compare éoxdrn 
x9ovbs Prom. 865, tordrov ves Suppl. 
697. traros xdpas Zeds inf. 492. 

53—4. Seunorhpn mévov dpradtxwv. 
“Laborem quem parentes pullis incuban- 
do sustinuerunt.” Hermann. It seems 
however equally probable that the poet 
meant ‘ their unfledged young, the objects 

Rr 2 
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of their care,’ as Hesychius explains it 
with some of the modern commentators. 
-In this sense compare Herc. Fur. 1039, 
ds tis bpys &mrepoy natacTévwv wdiva 
TeKVOV. 

55. #71s°AméAAwv. The same in point 
of sense as if he had said érards tis dlwy, 
} "AndAdav 4 Tidy. The poet specifies 
such of the gods as were most likely to 
undertake the defence of the birds, but 
still leaves the matter indefinite. —erof- 
kwv, i, e. of the vultures themselves (the 
parent birds), who are viewed in reference 
to the Athenian sojourners and their 
patrons (mpoordra.), through whom alone 
redress could be obtained at law. Thus 
the vultures are wéroixo: to the gods, as 
residents in the same aerial region. Her- 
mann objects to ravde, observing that, if 
it were said of the birds, either perofxy 
or sév petolxwy would have been suffi- 
cient. He therefore reads rév 8& perol- 
kwv, understanding éo7) with diwy, and 
taking ueroixwy for Helen and rapaSaow 
of the Trojans. But the words which 
follow, ofrw 5¢ &c., seem clearly to shew 
that hitherto the description has been 
confined to the vultures. 

62.. woAvdvopos. Schol. Med. ris woA- 
Aods mynoriipas eoxnnuias. 
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64. ydvaros. See on Pers. 914. Suppl: 
85. Arnaldus proposed ydvaros xoviats 
évepetSouevov, which seems an improve- 
ment. Cf. Theocr. vii. 8, ed 7 évepeurd~ 
Mevos mwétpqa yévu.—eév mpotedctois, ‘at 
the onset,’ i.e. THs wdxns. Cf. év Bidrov 
mporeActos inf. 699. Properly, tporéActa 
were ai mpd TY yduwy TeAovpEvaL Ovaolat, 
Hesych., for marriage itself was called 
tédos. Inf. 219, mpotéAcia vaav. 

67. @o71 ban viv Zorr. ‘ However, 
matters are where they now are; and 
they will be accomplished according to 
destiny.’ So the Greeks usually say 
TereuvTay és Tt, ‘to end in or at a thing 
or place.’ The preceding words, Tpwot 
6’ éuolws, which, from their position after 
the paroemiac verse, are evidently em- 
phatic,—‘ aye, and to the Trojans too,’ 
i. e. to them in an especial manner, — 
show that the mind of the speaker is now 
fixed on the guilty party alone; and 
hence there is the less difficulty in sup- 
plying ’AAcidvbpos from 61 as the subject 
of mapadéate:. 

70. ore Saxpvwv. I formerly inclosed 
these words as probably spurious; and 
Hermann has arrived at the same conclu- 

sion. There are two interpretations, out 

of many that have been proposed on 
this difficult passage, which appear more 
plausible than the rest. The first is that 
of Klausen, whom I follow ; ‘ neither by 
secret grief nor by offered libations will 
he appease the stubborn anger of Zeus on 
account of the non-performance of his 
rites,’ i. e. for the neglect of the laws of 

& 

75 

hospitality in carrying off Helen (inf. 392). 
Hesych. &rtpou: &0uTov. Eur. Hipp. 147, 
‘dvlepos G0bTwy weAdvwy. ‘The other is that 
adopted by Dindorf and Hermann, who 
refer dwtpwy fepéy to the irregular and 
impious sacrifice of Iphigenia, and 7apa- 
6éAgex to Agamemnon. But, as before 
remarked, the Trojans rather than the 
Greeks seem to be indicated by the con- 
text. 

72. attra, ‘unhonoured ;’ from arirns. 
Hesych. aritynss Simos, a&tydpnros. 
See Eum. 246. The passive form in—ys 

is rare, but not hastily to be condemned, 

as Hermann admits, while with Klausen 

and Peile he prefers arirg. The readings 
of the MSS. in —a of course may be 
made to serve both sides of the question. 
But, if Aeschylus had intended the dative 
of &r:Tos, he would surely have preferred 
&tirm. Hence I have followed Blomf., 
Dind., and Franz in giving tira. Trans- 
late: ‘but we unhonoured with our aged 
bodies, having been left out of the then 
expedition, are staying at home, support- 
ing a child-like strength on staffs,’ i.e. 
walking feebly by the aid of a stick, for if 
old at the time of the expedition, ten 

years before, they were now decrepit, érep- 

vhew. 
76. & re ydp. The poet proceeds to 

enlarge on the idea just expressed in 
icémaéa, by an allusion to the well- 
known enigma of Oedipus. The sense is, 
‘for both the vigour of boyhood holding 
sway within the breast is on a par with 
old age, and Ares is not at his post (i.e 
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it is not the military 7A:Kia), and the very 
old man, the green leaf being now sere 
and withered, walks with three feet (i. e. 
by the aid of a staff), and in no respect 
stronger than a child, wanders like a day 
dream.’ The phrase tpizrovs Bpotds is as 
early as Hesiod, Opp. 533. 

71. avdcowv. Hermann, followed by 
Dindorf and Peile, reads dvdocwv, the 
vulgate being, as he thinks, ‘non aptum 
infirmae medullae verbum.’ There is no 
force in the objection, since the vis viva, 
be it little or great, may be said to occupy 
the citadel of the body. 

79. 8 @ imépynpws. So Franz for the 
common reading 76 @’ dmrepyfpwv, or 76 0 
bmépynpwv. The MSS. have the strange 
corruption 7i@urepyjpws (so the Med.) 
or ré@imep yhpws. The Farnesian or 
Naples MS. alone gives 740° émepyfpwv. 
The preservation of the termination in 
—ws, not to say the masculine dpelwy in 
81, is in favour of Franz’s emendation, 
nor is the hiatus with the preceding verse 
a valid objection; see Eum. 301—4—5. 
Klausen gives dre — 166’, quando — 
tum ; but icémpeoBus is thus made to bear 
the forced sense of senilis, which does not 
suit its correlative isdémais in 75. 

82. daatve. That is, he has no energy 
nor consistency of mind or body; his 
actions and ideas are as vague and ill- 
defined as a dream in a mid-day siesta. 

83. ob 8& «.7.A.  ‘ Egressam interea 
dum locutus erat Coryphaeus ex regiis 
aedibus Clytaemnestram compellat, quae 

in scena sacris faciendis occupatur.” 
Hermann. 

87. wevOoz. So Dind. and Blomf. for 

met007, the Florence MS. having sv6o7. 
See Theb. 364.—@vockiweis is a word of 
uncertain etymology and meaning. Per- 
haps it was coined by the poet to express 
Kivety Odn TX Tepimeupbévra,—to call 
into action, as it were, the sacrifices the 
queen had previously arranged in anticipa- 
tion of the event. 

88. mdvrwy 5¢ OeGy. ‘For of all the 
gods who preside over the city, whether 
celestial or infernal, both those of the 
elements and those of the agora, the 
altars are blazing with gifts.’° There is 
no difficulty at all about the dyopaio 
Geol. They are those who guard the affairs 
of men in their political relations, and who 
are elsewhere called dydvtoi eo), or ayopas 
éxlcxorot Theb. 261. But there is some 
obscurity about the Aco) odpdyiot as distinct 
from fraro:. Probably the sun in par- 
ticular is meant, and generally the ele- 
ments, the earth, air, water, &c. See inf. 
491. Suppl. 23. 209. By the term 
traro: nothing more specific is intended 
than a difference from the x9év101 (Hermes, 
Pluto, the Furies, &c.). The @co) medu0- 
yéuot in Theb. 261 are supposed to be 
the same as those here called ovpdyot. 
“That v. 90 contains 4 correct subdi- 
vision of all the tutelary deities, supernal 
and infernal, may be seen from Pers. 628 
—9, GAAd xOdviot Salwoves ayvol, TH Te 
kal ‘Epp, BactAed 7’ évépwv,—whence it 
appears that the goddess Tellus was at 
once xOovla and odpavia, and Hermes 
xOdvios and &yopaios; as, on the other 
hand, the Sun was at once éraros and 
ovpdvios, and Zeus and Apollo #maro: and 
Gyopaio.’’ Peile. 
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91. ddépoicr padyovra:. Suppl. 652, 
yepapotct — Ouuedae pacydvrwy. In re- 
ference to the custom of sacrificing evay- 
yéAa or xaptoThpia, Hermann quotes 
the Schol. on Ar. Equit. 1317, @os jy 
Tois év dyuiais icrapévors Oeois em) Tais 
epxopmevars ayyeAlaus Ove, as by ef dryadad 
elev, emwvedousey Tabrats, ei dé Tovvaytlov, 
drorpepater. 

93. avioxet. Used intransitively, like 
toxe Cho. 1041, patvovee inf. 101, idrret 
Suppl. 541. Whether torches and fires 
were actually exhibited in the theatre, as 
Miiller supposes, must be a matter of 
mere conjecture. 

95. addéAoiot mapnyoplus. ‘With a 
persuasion that knows no guile,’ i. e. un- 
like.that sort of persuasion which popular 
orators too well knew how to adopt,—if 
Klausen and Peile are right in explaining 
the passage. The expression is probably 
to be classed with &pdis &rvpos Prom. 898, 

&eAnros Sarrareds ibid. 1045, &c. At 
the same time, the poet may have had in 
mind the simple notion of genuine and 
unadulterated oil, implied also in the men- 
tion of its being brought forth from the 
innermost stores of the palace (uvxdbev 
Bacirelwy, for so Tread for the vulg. Baci- 
Aelw). Compare Musaeus, v. 39, woAAdict 
kal Toy épwra mapnyopéecke Ounrais. 

98. aiveiv, ‘to speak of,’ i. e. Suvardy 
for you to tell, and @éu:s for us to talk 

about. After Aéfaoa the chorus adds 
maidv Te yevod, just as if Aégoy had pre- 
ceded. Compare Cho. 548. A similar but 
more common use, is efra 8é or kara after 
a participle. So Acharn. 24, dar’ dwplay 
fxovres, eita & wotiovyTa: mwas Soxeis. 
Cf. Lysistr. 560. Av. 674. Equit. 392. 
Soph. frag. 563. 

101. gafvovo’. See on 93. This is 
the reading of the Florence and Naples 
MSS., and is admitted by Hermann and 
Peile. Blomf. and Dind. give catvous’ 
with Butler. Klausen reads ¢aivew. 
Franz &s. dvagpatlvers, from Ahrens. The 
Med. has gafveis, which may have arisen 
fromm a marginal note, gaveic. Compare 
Eur. El. 1234, Gar’ ofde Sdumy tmép 
axpotrdrov palvovar twes daluoves. 
~-103.-r}v OupoBédpov x.7.A. The read- 

ingin the text is that of Turnebus, though 
it has no direct MSS. authority. The 
Med. gives thy OvuopOdpov Avans ppéva. 
The Florence MS. however approaches 
very closely to the above, in thy OupoBépov 
Aumns gpeva, and the Schol. Med. has 
ris eat) OvpoBdpos Avan Tis opevds. 
Photius, OvpoBdpos: 4 thy viv (L. wexhy) 
diapdelpovoa. We may compare Adin 
GupoBépos ppéva with Guycdat mpeaBurods- 
kot yepdvrwy, Suppl. 652, as far as the 
tautology in @uuds and pphy is concerned; . 
and for the accusative, yous mporoumds 
Cho. 21. Translate, ‘at another time 
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soothing hope arising from the sacrifices 
repels insatiate care, the grief that preys 
on my mind.’ 

104 seqq. The ode which follows, as 
far as v. 155, may be regarded as a sort 
of mpoolwiov or introduction to the first 
regular stasimon; in other words, as in- 
termediate between the parode and the 
ode sung in the usual antistrophic order 
by the chorus in their places at the thy- 
mele. It is characterised by a predo- 
minance of epic or hexameter verses. 
Similarly the anapaests of the parode in 
the Persians are followed by a strophe 
and antistrophe and a mesode. Her- 
mann, remarking that Clytemnestra does 
not reply to the appeal just made by the 
chorus, until its urgent repetition. at v. 
252, during which interval the Queen is 
supposed to have been superintending the 
sacrifices in the city, imagines vv. 104—154 
to have been sung thus:—The chorus 
being ranged in three rows as follows, 
[“\, one, or perhaps several, of each row 
(erotxos) recites jointly the strophe, an- 
tistrophe, and epode, while the conclud- 
ing verse, repeated at the end of each, 
atAwoy atdivov k.7.A., was said by a whole 
row at » time; in the third and last in- 
stance, perhaps by the whole of the three 
rows together. He rejects a different 
theory of Miiller’s, as ‘ab ipso conficta, 
nec sane perite.” 

104. Kdpios x.7.A. ‘I am able to tell, 
declaring the full purport of the omens 
which gave encouragement tothe expedition 
of the heroes, how’ &c. Each word in this 
difficult sentence calls for a brief comment. 
The chorus, who had just before (72 
seqq.) spoken of their unfitness for active 
service, now declare that they are at all 
events «x¥piot,—possessed in themselves 
of the power and faculty,—to describe the 
setting out of the expedition to Troy and 
the incidents on the journey. By éd:0v 
xpdros alciov we may either understand 
‘victory portended by favourable omens 
on the road’ (cf. dm’ dpyl@wy 6diwv, 152) 
or, as Klausen takes it, ‘res, quae pro- 
fecturos fiducia instruxit.’, Hermann takes 
nearly the latter view; and it is extreme- 
ly difficult to decide between the two. 
Hesychius has gd:0s oiwyds: atcwos. But 
alcios is properly used of divine favour 
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105 

shewn by omens. See Xen. Anab. vi. 5, 
2, dpG derdy alciov 6 pdytis *Apyttor. 
Here. Fur. 596, spy 8 idév rw’ obk ev 
aictois €5pas. The word éxreAéwy must 
be considered as altogether uncertain. 
Peile understands it actively, and makes 
tydpes extedcis signify ‘the great aven- 
gers.’ Many prefer évreAdwy, since the 
grammarians explain évreAe?s by &pxovres, 
i.e. of é€v réAe:. Hermann and Klausen 
defend the vulgate by writing é« reAéwy, 
the former explaining ‘the order for the 
expedition emanating from the men in 
authority’ (avdpes TéAcor), the latter,— 
‘the success of the heroes :(portended) 
from the powers above,’ i.e. the gods. 
So reAdwy redreidratoy xpdros of Zeus, 
Suppl. 518. Being dissatisfied with 
either, I have ventured to regard it as the 
participle of éxreAeiv. Compare Pers. 
230, exredoiro 8% T& xpnoTd, and ib. 
220, ra F aya exteray yevéoOu. It 
appears not iriconsistent with the style of 
Aeschylus to say ‘accomplishing’ for 
‘describing the accomplishment,’ ‘ shew- 
ing the result of,’ viz. that dangers yet 
unfulfilled are to be looked for from omens 
which, in the main, were favourable to 

the Atridae. 
105. rz ydp. ‘For yet (old as I am) 

my time of life, not having outgrown its 
strength, divinely inspires me with the 
persuasion of song.’ The MSS. give 
mee poATay and aAcdy. Hermann and 
Klausen nearly agree in their view of the 
passage, which however is very different 
from the version here offered. Both re- 
gard idjuquros aidy as in apposition with 
mete, and as said of the unexpired time 
of the war,—‘ for still confidence inspires 
song, namely, the time co-extensive with 

the war,’ i. e. the long time it has lasted. 

So Hermann, who admits the obvious 
correction a@Anc@. Klausen says, ‘‘tota 
sententia haec est: dii me ad canendum 
suscitaverunt, justique temporis adventu 
fiduciam suppeditant ;” and he construes 
aidy Kxatamveler GAndy. I take GAKé 
tiugurtos like BAarrnpdy GAdalvovta od- 
patos roAvy, Theb. 12, to imply that the 
old age of the chorus has yet strength and 
energy enough to sing of the fight, if not 
to engage in it.’ 
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"Arpeldas paxiwovs, eddy hayodairas 

109. Bas. The MSS. of Aeschylus 
give #Bay, but the best MSS. of Aristo- 
phanes, who quotes this verse and 104, 

111, in Ran. 1276, 1285, 1289, have #Bas. 
Hermann reads réyay for the vulg. rayav 
(in which the «a is short), while Blomf. 
gives raydv. So roumobs apxas for apxovs, 
inf. 123. See on d:@pdvov ryuhs, sup. 44. 

111. ab xept mpaxropt. So Aristoph. 
1.1 But the MSS. of Aeschylus give oby 
Sop) Sikas wpderopt. Hermann, remarking 
that the reading of Aristophanes does not 
satisfy the antistrophic verse, edits thy 
Bop) mpdropt mowas. We might however 
in 127 read dyuroTAndéd. ; 

114. oiwvay Bacireds. ‘The king of 
birds, the black one and that white behind, 
appearing to the kings of the navy near 
the palace on the spear-throwing (i. e. 
right) hand, in conspicuous positions, 
preying on a hare pregnant with young, 
stopped from the remainder of (i. e. from 
finishing) its course.’ With the form 
apyds for apyhers (MSS. dpylas) compare 
Tihs for tywhes, Il. ix. 605. xviii. 475. 
See Pind. Ol. xiii. 99. On the two 

~ species of eagles, one of which was called 
muyapyos and veBpopdvos, the other 
Medavderos and Aaywodvos, see Aristot. 
Hist. An. ix. 32. By the ‘ white-tailed’ 
eagle the more timid disposition of Me- 
nelaus is meant. Etymol. M. p. 695, 50, 
mbyapyos, elS0s detud. Sopoafs em tov 
detdod (Frag. 932), dd ris Acuris wuyis, 
domep evavtlws pedaumiyns amd ris 

ioxupas (read dd rs pedaglyys, ioxupéds). 
For this reason the two brothers are de- 
scribed below as Afjuaot Siccot. See Il. 
xvii. 588. Plat. Symp. p. 174, c. 

116. maympérros eSpas. Hermann 
agrees with Klausen in interpreting @5pa 
in the usual technical sense of the region 
or direction of the sky, lucky or the con- 
trary, in which birds of omen were seen. 
It is clear however that they were on-a 
perch, or rocky eminence. By the epithet 
the poet means that they were seen by the 
whole army. The position of the pa. is 
defined by xepds ex dopimdarov. 

119. BAaBevra. The construction is 
as if the poet had said Adywa yevvhuara, 
or rather Aaya kal Ta Téxva abris. Or 
(as Peile suggests) Aaya is of the class of 
epicene words which express both sexes 
under one gender. On the sense of 
BaAadrrew, ‘to impede in the course,’ see 

New Cratylus, § 454. The Aoio@os 
dpéuos (says Hermann) portended the 
capture of Troy just when it thought 
itself safe after the feigned retirement of 
the Grecian fleet. 

121. xeBvds otpardéuavtis, Calchas, who 
on seeing the two Atridae differing in dis- 
position, became aware of the connexion 
between the eagles and the conducting 
authorities, i.e. knew that the one was 
portended by the other.—repd(wy, ‘in- 
terpreting the portent.’ Hermann writes 
Tepd (or, like uard¢e: in 966, referring to 
Etymol. Mag. p. 737. 11. 
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125. aypez. This may be technically 
called a ‘“praesens propheticum,”’ for 
dyphoes. Compare Prom. 178. 786. 969. 
Elmsley conjectured aipe?, and I and IF aré 
often confused. Still aype? is a perfectly 
appropriate word. ; 

126. advra St wipywy x.7.A. ‘ But all 
the public flocks and herds before the 
walls the fortune of war shall violently 
ravage.’ There seems no good reason for 
translating «xrfvn ‘ property,’ from thé 

‘sole gloss of Hesychius, xrhvn, xphuara. 
Much less ought mpdéo6e to be rendered 
‘previously,’ i. e. before the capture; 
since the plunder of a city’s wealth (wip- 
yev xrhv7) does not precede, but follows 
such an event. Cf. mpdévopa Bore Suppl. 
672.—oipa, ‘partitio,’ ‘distributio,’ ‘sor- 
titio.” Klausen. The delay in taking the 
city is expressed by the consumption of 
all the cattle before it for the daily supply 
of the besieging army. See Thucyd. i. 11. 
—5yu107A767 adds the notion of number, 
as dprevorAnOy Eoudy Suppl. 29. 

130. ofov ph Tis Bya. ‘Only let not 
any envy from the gods throw a gloom 
over the great curb of Troy while on 
service, struck by a premature calamity.’ 
In this vérsion of xporuirév and orparwty 
Tentirely accept Hermann’s explanation, 
“ prius percussum, i.e. ante belli clades 
immolatione Iphigeniae affiictum;” and 
“arparodcda, quod significat in castris 
esse, diversum a orpatevec@au. Hic éom- 
morantes Aulide intelliguntur.” To Her- 
mann also the correction of &ya for &ra is 
due,—a correction rendered certain both 

by the metre and by éripbovos connected 
by ydép. The MSS. generally agree in 
ofoy, not ofov, and so the Schol. udvov ui. 
On wh with the subjunctive (cavendum 
ne) see on Suppl. 351. Inf. 332. 

133, mravoiow kvol marpds, i. e. the 

eagles, the hounds (see on Prom. 821) of 
her father Zeus. The eagles and the 
Atridae are here viewed as identical, the 
one being portended by the other; and 
the anger of Artemis against the birds for 
killing the hare is indicative of her anger 
against Agamemnon for a similar offence, 
which Aeschylus does not expressly men- 
tion, but Sophocles (El. 566) describes as 
the slaughter of a doe in hunting. That 
offence was to be atoned for by the sacri- 
fice of Iphigenia, the equivalent consisting 
in Artemis demanding nothing less than 
the sacred blood of a daughter for an 
animal sacred to herself. The sacrifice, 
as Klausen remarks, was an absolute con- 
dition of the success of the expedition ; 
but Agamemnon was wrong ard doubly 
guilty in prosecuting a military enterprise 
at an expense which was certain to entail 
a curse upon him (inf. 145). There is, 
no doubt, a difficulty in clearly making 
out how Calchas infers the anger of the 
goddess against the Atridae from the de- 
struction of a hare by the eagles, unless 
the Atridae had already committed some 
crime, of which that destruction was the 
symbol. Mr. Conington says, “the hare 
in the language of symbolism meant 
Troy;’’ and so it does; but it had a 
double signification, relating to the past, 
as well as to the future, as is clear from 
the warning of Calchas, lest some evil 
should befal the army Jdefore the capture 
of Troy, because of the anger of Artemis 

(130—2). The fact is, the plot of the 
play turns so much on the sacrifice of 
Iphigenia, that it was essential for the 
poet’s purpose to represent Agamemnon 
as under the necessity of propitiating the 
incurred wrath of the goddess before he 
could effect the object of his expedition. 
The surrender of his daughter was an 

ss 
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avdryrn (211) to which he must yield, or 
give up all. But Clytemnestra (1388— 
91) did not regard it as such, but as a 
cold-blooded act of cruelty ; and hence her 
deep resentment and ultimate vengeance. 

138. réccov wep e¥ppwyv. ‘Though so 
kindly disposed to the young of all the 
beasts of forest and field, (and therefore so 
desirous of satisfaction,) still the goddess 
wishes that the good portended (def) 
should, be accomplished, as well as the 

evil (arduoupa).—Aenrois is the almost 
certain correction of Wellauer and Blomf. 
for &éAmrois (Med.) or Gémrois (A for A). 
It is surprising that, Hermann should 
prefer the latter, which he renders with 
the Schol. rots érecOat yovedor [wh] du- 
vapevors, as if from mova. The Med. 
gives dvrwy for Aedyrwy, which has been 
recovered from the Etymol. Mag. p. 377, 
37. The truth perhaps is, that Ae added 
in the margin of the archetypus was 
wrongly referred to Aewrois or démrois, 
and hence the corrupt aéAmros. The 
metre suggests that we should read made- 
pov te redytwy.—Spécoo1, ‘the tender 
young,’ as Homer uses épom, Od. ix. 222. 

141. reprvd. This is probably spu- 
rious, and inserted either from a gloss to 
etppwy, or from that most frequent source 
of corruption, the desire on the part of 
metrists to complete catalectic anapaestic 
or iambic verses. But there seem to be 
other interpolations in the passage, which 
should perhaps be read thus :— 

Onpav dBpindroow, 
aire? EbuBoAa TobTwy 

Sekid wey, narduouda d& pdcuara Kpavat. 

Porson i remarked that orpov0dy, 

which is so little applicable to the omen 
of the eagles, was probably added from 
the story of the serpent and the sparrows, 
IL ii. 311. 

142. aire?, namely, from Zeus, who 
sent the portent of the eagles, (Cho. 251,) 
and is the Consummator, TéAeios, inf. 
946.—ttpuBora rovTwy, the events sym- 
bolised by these birds. 

144. "Ifqov Masaya, the god of healing, 
elsewhere, and in much the same sense, 
called &norpémaos. Whether from ih, 
the exclamation, idowa: or tyus, cannot 
with certainty be determined. The verse 
seems metrically faulty ; Klausen makes 
it iamb. dipod. + trochaic tripod., but it 
seems to have been in some way corrupted. 
The sense is as follows: ‘I invoke the 
saving aid of Apollo to divert his sister 
from the desire of realising the evil part 
of the omen (7& kaTduoupa), by causing a 

- long detention of the ships at Aulis, and 

so bringing about for herself a second and 
more terrible sacrifice, namely, that of a 

daughter, the cause of an estrangement 
that shews no reverence on the part of a 
wife for a husband; for if such sacrifice is 
accomplished, a fearful retributive anger 
is in store for the author of it, some day 
to rise against him.’ __ 

146. orevdoueva. In the true middle 
sense, since it was the interest of Artemis 
that the atoning sacrifice of Iphigenia 
should be offered to her. We have omev- 
Sdueva: Eum. 340. See on Prom. 43.— 
Quota érépa, i.e. subsequent to and di- 
rectly resulting from the former, the 
slaughter of the hare, or rather, that of 
the breeding doe by the hand of Aga- 
memnon. . 

‘ 
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147. réxrova obuputov. Schol. cvy- 
syevichy. See sup. 107. It is difficult to 
make out the exact notion the poet in- 
tended to convey by this word. Klausen 
understands, otugutov ois velkeot, a 
sacrifice which at once creates quarrels, 
and the memory of which is itself kept 
alive and increased by those very quarrels. 
And it may perhaps be best rendered ‘a 
natural, or inseparable, producer of jea- 
lousies’ (Suppl. 292). Peile renders it, 
‘a family worker of quarrels.’ Others 
regard it as an hypallage for réxrova cup~ 
pbrov veicéwy, ‘source of quarrels between 
relations’ or ‘of domestic hate.’ Lastly, 
obppuror is interpreted to mean ‘inherent 
in the family,’ implanted and as it were 
growing up together with each successive 
generation. — 2 

149. wadtvopros. There has remained 
in the family an ancient vengeance, de- 

manding retribution for slain children, 
ever since Atreus offered to Thyestes a 
banquet on the flesh of his own infants 
(inf. 1571). This same family curse is 
only dormant, and will arise again, under 
similar circumstances, to punish Aga- 
memnon.—oirovduos, guarding or keeping 
the house like a watchful Fury. And 
doAla, because the murder of Agamemnon 
was to be executed ddA, i.e. by the 
co of the bathing vessel, inf. 1497, 
517. 
153. rots 8 dudpavoy, i. e. Tots kaxois, 

contrasted with and implied from peydAos 
&ya0ots, This passage is in facta com- 
ment on 143. 

160 

155. The chorus here commences the 
first stasimon.—Zeds, i. e. since we have 
reason to fear that evils await Agamemnon 
on his return, we appeal to that supreme 
arbiter and defender who, by whatever 
title he ought to be invoked, may safely 
be called The Conqueror in the present 
crisis, to deliver him from all impending 
dangers. In the same spirit, as Klausen 
remarks, Calchas had invoked Apollo 
(144); but from the undefined nature of 
the evil apprehended, as well as from the 
more extended power of Zeus, the chorus 
rather turn to the latter, not with the 
atAwov or song of woe, but with laudatory 
acclamations (167).— 8oris mov’ éorly, 
i.e. if he will not be offended at the 
omission of a more definite title, as Swrhp. 
Cf. Herc. Fur. 1263, Zebs, doris 6 Zeds. 
Troad. 885, Sorts wor’ ef ob dvacTdéracros 
eidévai, Zed. Eur. Frag. Melanipp. 1, 
Zeds, doris 6 Zevs. 

158. ob exw, «.7.A. ‘I am not able 
to assimilate (i. e. to refer, adapt) the 
circumstances of the case to any particular 
god except Zeus, on a careful considera- 
tion of the whole matter, if I am really 

(i. e. not in mere imagination or delusive 
confidence) to remove from me the ground- 
less: load of care,’—the vague and ill- 
defined anxiety I feel for Agamemnon. 
The plain sense is, If I am to unburden 
my mind at all, it can only be done by a 
general appeal to the supreme Zeus ; for 
I know of neither any other god nor any 
more special title that is applicable to my 
case. 

ss 2 
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162. 088 Boris, x.7.A. ‘For he who 
formerly was great, abounding in bold- 
ness to contend with any one, will now 
have nothing to say, since he is no longer 
in existence; and he who succeeded him 
has met with his conqueror and is gone.’ 
He alludes to Uranus and Cronus, who 
are called d:0c0) tipayvot, Prom. 978. 
Since then no one now remains who is 
superior to Zeus, a man will be altogether 
right in celebrating him as Nixndpos. 

164. oddty dy Acta. The dv is omitted 
in the MSS., and was added by Schiitz. 

The reading however is very doubtful, for 
the metre does not correspond with the 

usual exactness, and the expression is not 
a familiar one for ‘has no authority.’ 
Hermann indeed quotes something like it 
from Ar. Equit. 334, viv deitov as obdiy 
Aéyet 7d curppdvws Tpapfvat, and the 
metrical deviation derives some support 
from Theb. 358.- Miiller conjectures 
ovdéy apxéoa, Hermann od AcAéterat, 
neque non dicetur fyisse,—which is scarce- 
ly better than Ahren’s od5t Adterai (cf. 
Alcest. 322). None of the commentators 
seem to have objected to dgris said of a 
definite person in 162. 

167. émiviieua KAdQev. The construc- 
tion is the same as in Ar. Acharn. ult. 
ThverrAa KarAlvicoy ddovrés oe kad Tov 
aondv. 

170. d3écavra. ‘The same Zeus who 
leads (rather than forces) men to be wise; 
who has appointed that sufferings should 
contain in themselves, as a peculiar pro- 

perty, a moral and an instruction.’ ‘I 
have given, though with some hesitation. 

cov dn for rG@ wdOer, after Schiitz, 
because the article is not wanted with 
mdr, and Tov is well and appropriately 
repeated with @évra. Otherwise one par- 
ticiple may depend on the other in the 
gerundial sense, for which cf. Prom. 966 
—7. The allusion is, though indirectly, 

to Agamemnon. The chorus expresses a 
conviction that he will be taught wisdom 
and discretion by the same severe disci- 
pline which ordinarily falls to the lot of 
mortals, suffering. There was a proverb 
pabhpata wabhpara. Inf. 241. Eum. 494, 
tuppéper cwppoveiy twd oréver. Herod. 
i. 207. 

172. ord¢et, i, e. wévos %y Te tnvy 
atdler Td cwppoveiv, kal map’ &KopTas 
HAGe 7d cwppoveiy. Hermann translates: 
instillat et in somno cordi moderationem 
admonitor malorum labor, et venit illa 
ad invitos. And ord(ew (without any 
reference to the sudores, or nightly fears, 
for which the commentators compare 
Juvenal xiii, 219—22) is very appropri- 
ately used of the slow and imperceptible 
process of inspiring moral views and sen- 
timents. Compare demaroorayts &x 405, 
Cho. 827.—7p) xapdias, like mdpoidey 
mpppas xpadlas, Cho. 383. By pvyc- 
mhuwv mévos the sad feeling is meant, 
which arises from a past experience of the 
truth of the doctrine just enunciated, that 
mahuara bring pabhuara. Translate, 
‘distress arising from the memory of past 
sufferings.’ , This memory so haunts the 
mind that even sleep brings no respite 

from it, 
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175. BSadywr 8€ mov xdpis. * And 
without doubt it is the favour of the gods’ 

—i. e. this discipline of mankind by suf- 
fering—‘ who sit on their thrones above 
with power’ to compel if they please. 
All this illustrates the idea of the poet in 
68écavTa (170), viz. that the gods wish 
to lead men to virtue, not to drive them 
to it, by which all free will, and conse- 
quently all merit of obedience, would be 
lost. I have followed Klausen, Hermann, 
and Wellauer, rather than Peile and Blom- 
field, who read Bfaos from ed. Turn. and 
understand ‘the reverence of the gods is 
compulsory,’—a sentiment exactly the re- 
verse of the noble and profound doctrine 
involved in the other interpretation. Mr. 
Conington observes with truth that Biatws 
means ‘violently’ rather than ‘ power- 

fully ;’ and on the strength of this he 
prefers Bia:os, and translates, ‘ strange as 
it may seem (ov), the free gift of the 
gods is forced on men.’ But we may 
fairly reply, that the poet merely meant 
Bilas apxdvrwy, ‘ruling by the law of 
coustraint,’ and not allowing mortals to 
follow thejr own headstrong will with im- 

punity, 
177. The narrative is continued from 

v. 152, the intermediate verses being a 
reflection of the chorus. 

179. pdvrw ottwa weywr, ‘ Nelens 
artem obterere extispicum’ (Cic. de Div, 
i. § 29), ‘not daring to question the au- 
thority of any seer,’ but with the piety of 
superstition rather ‘submitting his soul to 

190 

the circumstances which befel him,’ i. e. 
to resign his daughter for the sacrifice 
demanded. Compare mpéomata nak inf. 
338.—ovuprvéwy is, ‘not blowing an ad» 
verse gale to,’ &c. Cf. 212. 

181. xeveyye?, Exhausting or emptying 
the stores of wine, as Klausen seems 
vightly to understand it. 2 

182, mépay Exwy, ‘occupying the shore 
over against Chalcis.’ See on Suppl, 
258.—7aAippdxOos, so Franz and Din- 
dorf after H. L. Ahrens for raaippdéos, 
The metre requires some change, and 

pox@etv is used of the roaring of waves, 
Od. v. 402. Hermann prefers to give 
Blaia in the strophe. On the ebb and flow 
(caused. by winds and currents rather than 
by any real tidal motion) of the Euripus, 
he quotes Livy, xxviii. 6, 

185. mvoal ard Stptpovos, the north- 
east winds, @p7ica ajuara inf. 1391. 
Herod. viii. 118, &veyov Stpupovlyy péeyay 
ral kupatinu. This wind would obviously 
prevent the fleet from getting out of the 
strait by the northerly entrance in the 

direction of Troy.—ddcopyo: Bporay Brat, 
which cause mariners to lose their course 
and drift into harbourless seas. 

188. detde7s. The idea is from IL. ii. 
135, kal 3} Sodpa céonte vedy nal omdpra 
AéAvyrai.—marimpnin xpdvor, i. e. ‘dou- 
bling the time of their stay.’—rp{Bq xar- 
étawvoy, * began to wear out by wasting,’ 
as tplBq@ «al mpooBodgis inf. 382. Cf. 
Thuc, vii. 42, tplpecOar thy oTpaTiay, 
and ib, 14, tpiBew mpogKaenuevous. 
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192. %AAo wap. See on Pers. 633. 
Eum. 404. It is implied that some re- 
medies had been recommended, tried, and 
found to fail, before this last and terrible 
resource was advocated. 

194. mpopépwy “Apremy, * bringing for- 
ward the name of Artemis,’—‘alleging 
that Artemis must be appeased.’ See 
133. 937. 

195. xO6va émixpodcayras. A gesture 
of impatience. Compare Plutarch, De 
Defectu Orac. vii., rf Baxrnpla dts } tpls 
nardtas, dveBdnoer iod iod. 

196. &vat & 6 mpéoBus. The 8 may 
be taken either as resuming the thread of 
the narrative from v. 180,—‘ then, I say, 
the elder king,’ &c., or it may more 
directly mark the apodosis to éel in 191, 
on which use see Cho. 613. Or perhaps 
we may say, with Dr. Peile, that it serves 

both these purposes at once. He quotes 
Thucyd. i. 11, emesdy 8’ dpinduevor pdxn 
expdrncay, palvovrat 8 odd évraida mdop 
Th Suvdper xpnoduevor. 

203. Bwuod wéAas. The metre of the 
strophe seems to require méAas Bwpod. 

205. mds Aumévavs yévepa; ‘How 
am I to be deserted by my ‘fleet, losing 
my allies?’ Others translate, ‘How am 

210 

I to desert the fleet, failing in my alli- 
ance?’ Hermann condemns the latter, 
which makes Aurévaus active, because, he 
urges, the real fear of Agamemnon was lest 
his men should leave him, and he should 
fail in his designs, if he did not consent to 
the sacrifice. And what follows shows 
that he is right: ‘for it is consistent with 
religion that they should vehemently long 
for a sacrifice to appease the winds, even 
the blood of a virgin.” Agamemnon 
could not justly be said to desert or 
abandon the fleet because he refused to 
comply with a demand to which he had 
never pledged himself. On the other 
hand, they would have left him if their 
religious fanaticism had not been indulged. 
For the passive sense of Armévavs compare 
Aurépuxos, ‘one who faints,’ or is desti- 
tute of vitality. The deliberative conjunc- 
tive is rightly used, because, though it 
expresses what is to happen, it implies 
that it will happen as the direct result 
of a certain course of action, and hence 
it falls within the ordinary grammatical 
law. 

208. dpy@ wepidpyws. Literally, ‘with 
appetite excessively desiring.’ The com- 
mentators compare Prom. 965, roy mixpas 
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bmépminpov. See on rept pd8y, Cho. 
32, and compare zrepidduws, ib. 36. 
Hermann reads aid¢ from a var. lect. 
in MSS. Farn. Guelph., and translates, 

“yates dicit fas esse avide expetere ventos 
pacans sacrificium virgineumque sangui- 
nem.” —eb yap etn, ‘utinam bene vertat,’ 
asin the more common ef yap k.7.A. 

211. éwel 8 dvdyxas. ‘But when he 
had put on the collar of necessity (i. e. 
when he found there was no help for it), 
blowing a changed gale of heart, impious, 
unblest, unholy, from which he conceived 
a new resolve to entertain all-daring sen- 
timents—.’ tpomaiav, i. e. aifpay, as 
Theb. 703, Afuaros tpowala xpovig. Cho. 
762, Gar ei tpowalay Zeds Kandy Ohoet 
wore; See inf. on 1206.—7d0er, for dev, 
as Pers. 101; and so the Schol. Med. 
explains. Most editors however place a 
full stop at weréyvw, and take rdé6ev to 
mean ‘from that time.’ To my mind the 
apodosis to éme) is at v. 217. 

215. Bporots. Blomf., Dind., and Herm. 
read Bporovs with Schiitz. But Klausen 
defends the vulgate as the dative of re- 
lation.. In fact the poet might have 
expressed the same meaning more clearly 
by Bporois yap tdédauwva mapaxowh éorw 
fi Opactvovca abrods. Similarly Thucyd. 
v. 111, woAAois yap 7d aicxpdy emeond- 
caro, i. e. avtovs.—mpwromhuwy, the 
original cause of all subsequent evils; cf. 
Tporapxos &rn inf. 1163. The sentiment 
is parenthetical,—‘ for in men a miserable 
infatuation, suggesting shameful designs, 
the first source of woe, emboldens them.’ 

217. Aa 8 ofv. Here 88 might very 
well form the apodosis to éze) in 211, as 
sup. 196. But the particles 5 ody have 
the peculiar sense noticed on 34, and the 
idea in the mind of the poet seems to have 
been this: ‘however, not to dwell on the 
causes of the change, he did have the- 
hardihood to become,’ &c., i. e. terrible as 
was the resolve and great the struggle. 
In fact, © ody may be said to cut short all 
introductory matter in order to come to 
the point at once. 

218. dpwydy. The accusative in ap- 
position to the sentence, as above, v. 47, 
Prom. 575, Tivos &umAaktas wowds dAéKEL ; 
where see the note.—aporéAcia vady, 
‘sacrifices on behalf of the fleet.’ See 
sup. 65. 

220. KAnddvas warpgovs, her appeals 
to the endearing name of Father.—zap’ 
ovdéey @evro, ‘reckoned as naught,’ made 
light of. So Xen. Anab. vi. 6, 11, @0: 
bev trap’ dAbyor érooiyto Toy KAéavdpor. 
Iph. Taur. 732, wy — Ofjrat map’ obdéey 
Tas éuas émioroAds. 

223. aé¢os. ‘The ministers.’ Hesych. 
do Chow Siaxovnow. AicxbAos EAevowias. 
Dr. Donaldson (New Crat. § 286) thinks 
the word properly means ‘a fellow bough 
of a tree.’—per’ edydv AaBeiy (adrhy) 
dépinv, ‘after the dedicatory prayer to 
seize and hold her high above the altar.’ 
It is not very easy to decide whether 
mavtl @uug should be taken with AaBety 
or with mpovwi7, i. e. ‘to seize her sum- 

moning all their courage,’ or ‘ fainting in 
all her soul.’ In the former case, which 
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I incline to prefer, zpovwry will mean 
‘with her head leaning over the altar.’ 
It was the custom to kill thé victim held 
aloft in this position, that the life-blood 
might sprinkle the altar. See Od. iii. 
453. Eur. El. 813, c&oga?? én’ Spor 
udoxov, ds hpay xepoy dudes. The same 
is said of Iphigenia, 1b. 1022, &@ brep- 
relvas mupas Acvehy Siqpyo? “Iprydvns 
mapytda. So also Lucret. i. 85, who has 
generally been thought to have had the 
present passage in view, ‘sublata virum 
manibus tremebundaque ad aram deducta 
est.’ 

227. gvdancdy. ‘And that a guard 
over her fair mouth should stop the ut- 
terancé of a curse against the family,’ i. e. 
any ill-omened expression which might 
excite the p0dvos of the gods. See Mr. 
Blakesley on Herod. iv. 69. Theré is 
not the least difficulty in making quAanay 
the subject of xaracyxeiy, with Klausen. 
Dr. Peile regards it rather as the cognate 
accusative expressing the nature and man- 
ner of the action; but none of the pas- 
sages he quotes are to the purpose. We 
might, thirdly, explain the idiom like 
véwsov alvov yévos, Suppl. 526—8, so 
that pudAakay katacxety=gvadta. Bloni- 
field reads puAaxd, a simple and probable 
emendation, but not at all a nécessary one. 

230. icpdcov Bapas xéovoa. ‘ Letting 
her saffron-dyed veil fall to the ground,’ 
so as to expose her countenance and enable 
her to direct appealing looks towards her 
executioners. Dr. Péile compares Il. v. 
734, méiAov wey Karéxever éavdy warpds 

ér of3e1. Itis quite clear from 239, 7a 
® e0ev ovr’ efdov ob7’ evvérw, that the 
poet left the details of the slaughter to 
theimagination of the hearer, and there- 
fore that those are quite mistake who 
understand xpdxov Baas of the blood, 
misled by a wrong view of xpoxoBapys 
orayav inf. 1090. Whether however thé 
veil (flammeolum of the Romans) or the 
garment called xpoxwrdy is meant, may be 
questioned. Cf. oroAls xpokdecoa Phoen. 
1491. By taking it in the former sense, 
with Hermann, we more clearly perceive 
a motive for theaction. The colour seems 
to have been a mark of royalty, as xpoxd- 
Barrov rodds etuapty, Pers. 661. 

233. ds év ypupais, i. e. as mute as 
a painted portrait. It is not credible 
that in the time of Aeschylus painting 
had, like statuary, attained sufficient ex- 
cellence to be quoted as a ‘standard of 
ideal beauty, surpassing even the human 
reality. Hencé this passage is not to be 
compared with the orépya ds dydAparos 
xdAdtora of Polyxena, Eur. Hee. 559. 
Allusion to the art of painting occurs again, 
inf. 774. 1300. 

234—6. evel — Zucdter. ‘For she 
had often sung,’ — this giving a reason why 
she appealed to them for pity, viz. because 
they had often heard her innocent and 
virgin voice singing at the libations in the 
banqueting-halls of her father. As it was 
a frequent custom,—if not in the heroic 
ages, at least in the time of Aeschylus,— 
to introduce dancing girls and fiute- 
players of light character at the conclu- 
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sion of the banquet, the poet takes care 
to add aratpwros and ayvd, ‘ unmarried ’ 
and ‘chaste,’ to Iphigenia. Compare 
Plutarch, Symp. § v., jets uty eowelog- 
hey, H 5& abaAntpls emipbeytauervn mixpa 
vais omovdais, éx pécov Karéorn.—The 
MSS. give ayva, which Schiitz altered 
to @yvd, Peile and Klausen retaining the 
vulgate. 

237. eBrorudy 7. So Elmsley and 
Blomf. for e¥rotpov.—rpirdomovoor, i. @. 
a life which duly paid the third libation 
to Zebs Swrhp in acknowledgment of his 
protection; and thence ‘a prosperous 
life’ See on Suppl. 26, and compare 
Plat. Symp. p. 176, init. Aesch. frag. 
52, tpirov Aids Zwripos eberalay AlBa. 
Soph. frag. 375, Awds Swrnplou onovd} 
tplrou .xparfpos. Plutarch, Symposiac. 
v. Quaest. v. § 2, obd& yap beg Otovres 
Taot Tois Aas Ocois, wdAloTa ovvydors 
Kol cupBduois, xarevxducba, GAAG TpLaV 
KpaThpwy Kipvapévav, Tois wey amd Tod 
mpirov omevbouev, tois 8 ard Tod 
devrdpou, tots 8 amb Tov TedeuTaiov. 
Libations were offered at the end of the 
banquet (1) to Zeus.and Hera as réActo., 
or gods of marriage; (2) to the heroes ; 
(3) to Zeus Swrhp exclusively ; and the 
practice corresponded in principle with 
our custom of ‘saying grace,’ viz. as.a 
pious recognition of the blessings conferred 
by the gods. 

240. ob &xpayra, i.e. the evils he 
predicted would arise from this sacrifice 
(156) are sure to be fulfilled. Though'the 
chorus did not witness, and for other rea- 
sons decline to describe the deed of blood, 
they. are perfectly aware that it was ac- 
complished, and therefore sooner or later 
they look forithe dreaded results. Klau- 
sen seems wide of the mark in taking 
7% 2v0ev of the adulterous intercourse of 
Clytemnestra with Aegisthus, which they 
can only guess at because they have seen 
-no direct proofs. 

ceding verse. 

yévorr” &y. 

241. Alka 5é. 4 But justice on these 
indeed (who have been the guilty authors 
of the sacrifice, i.e. Agamemnon) causes 
knowledge to fall by sad experience.’ See 
sup. 170. That is, Justice will find out 

the guilty in due time, and make them 
aware of their sin when they have suf- 
fered for it. However, the chorus adds, 
since what must be must, there is nothing 
gained by predicting ills at a time like the 
present.—émippérew is used transitively, 
as in Eum. 848. 

243. érel ov yevorr’ by Adois. So 
Elmsley.and Blomfield. The MSS..gene- 
rally give 7d d& mpoxrdew rel yévour’ dv 
KAUvows mpoxaipérw. But rd 5¢ mporrtew 
is added by another hand in the Med., 
and omitted in the Naples or Farnese MS. 
The passage is corrupt, and the reading 
cannot :be determined with certainty. 
Hermann, followed by Klausen and Peile, 
gives 7d mpoxAvew 8 ffAvow mpoxapéero, 
putting a stop after rb wéAAov in the pre- 

They explain, ‘as for 
hearing beforehand of its approach, we 
say farewell to it at once,’ i.e. .we will 
not be at the trouble to anticipate evils. 
‘The meaning of the reading given above 
seems to my mind more satisfactory ; 
‘farewell to the futiuwre even before it has 
come, since there cannot be an escape 
from it,’.i..e. by foreseeing or foreboding 
it. This doctrine of fatalism is essentially 
Aeschylean. So inf..1211, 7d méAdAov Het. 
Suppl. 1031, 8r: ror pdpowdy eors, rd 

The corruption of Avois 
into xAdos-is quite easily accounted for, 
« and 7, o and o, being often inter- 
changed. Again, od is frequently omitted 
by transcribers when it forms a crasis 
(e.g. Suppl. 291), and the article is as 
frequently interpolated. 

244. toov 3& 7G wpoorévew. That is, 
7d -mpoxalpew (or rather, 7d Aéyetv mpo- 
xalpey), toov orl TH mpoorévery,—it is 
all one whether we dismiss it from our 

Tt 
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Topov yap n&e t E’vopOpov avyais. 

AIS XYAOYL 

médouto & ody Tam ToVTOLoW ev TpAELs, WS 

Oédet 768 dyxtotov "Arias 
yatas ovddpovpov Epkos. 

hko ceBilov adv, Krvtayvyiotpa, Kpdros 
dixn yap €o7t pwrds apxynyov Tiew 250 

yuvair’, épnwwlevros apoevos Opdvov. 

ov 8 eite KeOvov cite pn) TETVTMEVN 

evayyéhotow édtriow OuynTodeis, 
kvoun.’ dv edoparr ovd€ ovydoy POdvos. 

KAYTAIMNHSTPA. . 
37 A y € a, 

Evayyedos MEV, WOTED N TApOLpia,, 255 

"Eas yevoito wntpos Evdpdvys rapa. 

thoughts or brood over it in dismal antici- 
pation, for come it will without fail. 
Compare 1374, ob & aiveiy etre pe péyew 
OéAcis, dpotoy. 

245. hte, i.e. 7d wéAAOY. The mean- 
ing simply is, ‘ we shall know clearly with 
the morning sun what news is in store for 
us.’ There can be little doubt that Wel- 
lauer and Hermann are right, the one in 
giving Evvop@poy for cuvopOdv, the other 
airyais for adrais or dirais.'’ Some retain 
avrats, understanding réxvar KdAxyavTos 
in 240. Blomf. and Franz prefer the 
reading of MSS. Flor. Farn. Edvap@poy. 

246. ® ody. ‘However, not to dwell 
longer on mere conjectures,’ &c. See 
sup. on 217. Wemight correctly enough 
translate, ‘So let us say, in reference to 
what is next to come, May all be well!’ 
—eb mpatis=—rd cb mpdccev. The MSS. 
give etmpatis, which Hermann thinks 
defensible; but it seems better to write 
ed separately, with Klausen. So inf. 483, 
ed yap mpbs ed pavetor mpooOhkn méAot. 

247. 768 &yxicTov. ‘We who have 
the nearest and dearest interest in it,’ 
—who stand in the place of its closest 
relations in the absence of the King, who 
is the true shepherd and father of his 
people. Schol. Med. éresd) pdvoi yépov- 
tes épvaAarrov Thy ‘EAAdSa. Cf. sup. 74. 
Hermann denies that rdde is said of the 
chorus, but does not tell us how he un- 
derstood the passage. Dr. Donaldson 
(New Crat. § 284) thinks 768° &yx.oTop 
means ‘here at hand to offer aid.’— 
*Anlas yalas, the Argive territory: see 

on Suppl. 256.—At this point the Queen 
makes her appearance from the central 
door in the proscenium, and the chorus 
takes the opportunity, after doing obei- 
sance, to repeat (252) the question which 
had remained unanswered at 97—103. 

251. &poevos Opdvov. ‘ When the King’s 
seat has been deserted.’ See inf. 502. 
835. The King and the Queen in heroic 
times had separate chairs or seats; hence 
the term ‘ male throne’ (or ‘throne of the 
male’) applied to the former. 

252. efre nedvoy etre ph. ‘ Whether 
from actually having heard some good 
tidings, or whether, without any such 
previous assurance, you are sacrificing 
merely on the hope of it.’ The more 
correct and logical enunciation would 
have been, efre xedvdy te wervouevn 
ebaryyéAta Obes, etre wh Te meTvoMery bmd 
éAmtdos émafpe: eis Ovolay. If the news 
had actually arrived, there was no place 
for éAmls, but only for thanksgiving. 
The sense therefore amounts to this; 
‘tell me whether you are sacrificing to. 
thank the gods for favours received, or 

only begging them to confirm your hopes.’ 
The point of the Queen’s reply is to 
dwell on this supposed éAm)s, for she says, 
‘You shall learn what will delight you 
beyond the mere hope of hearing.’ At 
the same time she accepts the omen in the 
word evayyéAoww,—‘ By all means may 
the morning usher in good news (receiv- 
ing it, as it were, from the night out of 
which it springs, i.e. from the beacon 
which appeared last night), but’ &c. 
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mevoe S€ yap, petlov édriSos Kew 
IIpidpov yap ypyjxacw ’Apyeiou modu. 

XO. was dys; mépevye rovmos €& dmatias. 
KA. Tpotay *Ayadv obcav 7} topads heya ; 260 
XO. xapa pw iddprer Sdxpvov éxxahovpern. 
KA. eb yap dpovodvros dupa ood Karnyopel. 
XO. ti yap 5 mortdv éoti TaVvSE cou TEKLAp ; 
KA. éotur ti & ody; py Soddcavtos Oeod. 
XO. wérepa 8 dveipwr ddcpar’ edreiO7 o€Beis ;- 265 
KA. ov dd€av av hd Bow BpiLodans ppeves. 
XO. Gd 4 o eriaver tis datepos darts ; 
KA. adds véas ds Kdpr’ enopiow dpévas. 
XO. moiov xpévov 8€ kal rerdpOnrar wdnus ; 
KA. rijs viv téxovons das 758’ ebhpdvns héyo. 270 
XO. Kat tis 768° €&lKour dv ayyéhowv Taxos ; 

KA. “Hoaoros, "dys haprpov éxnéurov oédas. 

- 260. } Topas Aéyw. This implies, as 
Dr. Peile observes, a little impatience at 
the chorus’ incredulity. As if she had 
said, ‘Were my former words (258) 
obscurely expressed ?’ 

262. xarnyopet. Properly, ‘ gives evi- 
dence against you,’ ‘ convicts you of being 
my friend.’ (Or perhaps, ‘ of being glad.’ 
See on Cho. 761.) 

263. ri yap To mordy x.7.A, (‘I re- 
joice to hear it, but I still fear it may not 
be true;) for what is your proof of this 
on which one may rely ?? Hermann, after 
Schiitz, and with Dindorf and Franz, reads 
tl yap; 7d miordy ear) THVdE gor TEKMap ; 
But this seems no improvement, for the 
Queen’s reply is appropriate to the punc- 
tuation in the text, which is that of Klausen 
and Peile; ‘I have a proof,—of course I 
have,—that is, unless the god has de- 
ceived me ’ (cf. @etov Widos, 462). More- 
over, the article is quite out of place if 
7d mordy, &c. forms a distinct question. 

266. ob Sdéay by AdBoyu. This is 
_Said with some contempt. ‘I would not 
accept the fancies of the mind in sleep.’ 

267. GAN #. ‘Well then, has some 
intimation not derived from omens in- 
flated you with vain hope?’—‘ You 
underrate my intelligence as if it were 
that of a young child.’—&rrepos, an 
obscure word, about the sense of. which 

interpreters greatly differ, seems to mean 
dvev TrepGy, Sc. ov am’ olwvav éAPoioa. 
So mrepdy means ‘an omen’ in Oed. Col. 
97, od« eo Srws ob mordy e& tuav 
mrepoy cioctyay eis 760° BAocos. Eur. 
Ton 377, mpoBwplors opayaio: whawy } 
8? olwvGy wrepots. Compare Propert. iii. 
x. IL, ‘ Tuque, o cara mihi, felicibus edita 
pennis,’ i. e. ‘fausto omine nata.’ Her- 
mann understands it literally, ‘ unfledged,’ 
‘premature.’ Hesychius, quoting the 
passage, has xpoonvys })} taxbs, ‘pleasing 
or sudden,’ which shews that both inter- 
pretations were current in his time. At 
all events, the well-known Homeric ex- 
pressions, tH & &rrepos enrcTo piOos, 
and @rea mrepdevra, seem to have no 
direct connexion with the present pas- 
sage. 

269. wolov xpdvov Sé. ‘And pray at 
what time has the city been captured ?’ 
(Our idiom is, ‘was it captured.’) Even 
here a slight tone of incredulity is per- 
ceptible, as also in the next question ; but 
the firm, distinct, and concise replies of 
the Queen allow of no further doubt. It 
is even as she has said; it only remains to 
explain how the news have reached her. 

271. 1é5e tdxo0s, ‘with such speed.’ 
‘The accusative depends on the cognate 
sense, as if he had said taxdvew raxos. 

Tt2 
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dpuxros 8€ dpurrov Sedp’ da’ dyydpov Tupos 
ereurer "18n pev pods ‘Eppatov déras 
Arjpvour péyav 8€ waver ék vicov TpiTov 275 

*AOwov aitros Zyvos é&ed€Earo, 
bmeptehiys Te TOVTOY GATE VuTiCa 
iaxvds TopevTod Aaparddos pds HSovyy, 
TevKy TO ypucodeyyes; 
céhas rapayyéihaca Maxiotov cKorais' 

@s Tus AALos,. 
280 

6 8 ov Tt pédANWY OVD adpacpdvas Ure 
ViKdpevos TapHKer ayyéhov pépos* 
Exas S€ dpuktod dds én’ Edpiov pods 
Mecoariov dthaés onpaiver wohdr. 
ot & dvréhapapay Kal rapryyyerar rpdce, 285 

ypaias épeixns Oapor aapavtes trupt. 

273. ayydpov. This has been restored 
om Suidas and other grammarians, who 

quote the verse, for the vulg. dayyéAov. 
See on Pers, 14. So also mayby (275) for 
aviv, from Athenacus. 

276. “Adgov alwos Znvds. Cf. Soph. 
frag. 229, Opiiccay cxowiay Zyvds *Adgov. 
‘The summit of Athos sacred to Zeus.’ 
There was'a tradition that Mount Athos, 
which rises 6778 feet above the'sea, over- 
shadowed the back of a bronze ox in 
Lemnos; which must be understodd to 
mean, that the sun, setting behind that 
inountain, cast upon the statue the sha- 
dow of the peak. Hence Soph. frag. 
348, “A@ws oxid(er vata Anprtov Bods. 
Plutarch, De facie in Orbe Lunde, § xxii, 
who quotes the verse rathér differently, 
“AOws KaXdtwper tAcvpd Anuvlov Bods, makes 
‘the distance od gaartov érrdxoclwy ora- 
‘lwy, or nearly ‘ninety ‘miles. At this 
distance the beacon-light ¢ould not have 
been seen, much less the shadow of the 
mountain ; but the true distance is con- 
siderably less, perhaps not above fifty or 
sixty miles. 

277. SrepreAtjs, “rising high,’ as daep- 
reréoat Sovdclas ydyyauov, inf. 350. 
Hermann, remarking that te and not 5$ 
is used with this word, regards it as a 
continuation of the construction with é- 
edétaro, excepit fldmmam Athos et vis 
Jflammae altissime eminens. In uty opi- 
nion, the finite verb was suppressed,—in 
fact, forgotten,—in' the length 6f the sen- 
tence, so that mapayyelAaca resolves 

itself into a case of nominativus pendens, 
the narrative being resumed with the 
apodosis 6 3 of Ti wéAAwy (281). See on 
Pers. 417. Eum. 750. Translate: ‘ but 

the strength of the forwarded torch, 
bounding ‘aloft so as joyously to cross the 
back of the sea, the pine-wood, I say, 
having transmitted its -golden light like a 
sun to the heights of Macistus,—he ‘then, 
‘not delaying nor heedlessly overcome by 
sleep, passed on his share of the messenger- 
fire.’—mpds 7dovhv, i. e. Hdéws, may very 
well be taken with vwrlot mévrov. Her- 
mann admits Schiitz’s correction webkys, 
and construes mpbs Hdovhy mweduns ut pro 
lubitu lururiaretur flamma. 

281. 68é€. Either Macistus himself,— 
an unknown mountain in Euboea,—or 
cxomds implied in oxowats, Either is 
better than to read cxow@ with Hermann. 
“—mapiikev, i. e. waphyyetrev. Properly, 
‘qraptévar'is to let a ‘thing or ‘person go by 
‘you ; hence either to pass it on, transmit, 
~&c., or to neglect. ; 

284. Meooartov. Schol. Med. Mecod- 
‘miov Bpos perath EvBolas nal Bowrlas. 
Strabo, ix. p. 405, év 5 ri *AvOndovia 
Meoodmov pos éorly, ard Mecodrov. 

286. ypalas épeikns Owopdy. ‘A heap 
of dry old heath.’ .The erica arborea is 
evidently meant, which grows into a tree 
as large as our white-thorn, and when old 
has a decayed and withered appearance in 
its lower boughs. It is common on moun- 
tains on the Mediterranean coasts. 
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gbévovea Kawmras § ovdéra pavpovpéry, 
vmepVopovoa Tediov ’Acwrod, Siknv 
padpas cedrvns, tpds KiBarpavos déras, 
ayeipev aAAnv exSoynv Tops Tupds. 290 

dos S€ rn€ropov ob« Hvatvero 

dpovpa, mhéov Kaiovea Tay cipnucvar: 
hipvyv & brép Topydaw eoxypev ddos: 
y” 3 

Opos T em Aiyimhayxrov é€uxvovpevov 
otpuve Jecpov jr) + xpoviler Oar mupds. 295 

méutravat 8 dvdatovres adOdvy weve 
Proyos péyav Tayava, kal Sapwvicov 

lal td ip et , 4 

TopO.0d Kdromrov mpav tTepBadrew Tpdcw 
préyoveay cir’ éoxy wer, edz’ adixeto 
’ 9 

Apaxvatov airos, adotuyeitovas oKoTds* 

292. trav ecipnuévev. ‘Than those 
hitherto described.’ For the distance 
between Cithaeron and Aegiplanctus (a 
mountain of Megaris) was much less than 
that of the other beacon. posts, so that the 
blaze would appear much greater. 

293. Aluyny Topy@my. A small bay of 
the Sinus Corinthiacus, lying nearly in a 
line between Cithaeron and Aegiplanctus. 

295. wh xpoviter@ar. So Franz from 
the conjecture of Martin, and on the whole 
I think it is a better one than either uh 
xarl(erba, ‘not to be wanting,’ adopted 
from Heath by Herm., Blomf., Dind., or 
enxapiCec@a, ‘to devise,’ which Schole- 
field and Peile admit trom the suggestion 
of Wellauer. The MSS. agree in ph 
xapiferat (except that the Farn. MS. 
gives 5} for uf). Klausen and Stanley 
(independently, it would seem) give pitxap 
(eo. Others propose por for wi. The 
reading is so uncertain, that I have marked 
it'with an obelus. None of the above cor- 
rections give so simple a meaning as that 
in the text, ‘it urged on the ‘succession 
of the fire not to linger in its course.’ 
Precisely similar is the verse applied to 
the active messenger, Theb. 54, ral ravde 
miaris ok bxvp xpovicerar. The word 
Oecuds is perhaps used in reference to 
the regulations of the Aayradnpopla, again 
alluded to in 308, and the idea of the 
chain of beacon lights may have been 
borrowed byithe poet from the incidents of 
the Persian war, in-which we are told by 
Herodotus, ix. 3, that rupooie: did vhowr 

800 

eddxee Bacirdi SnrAdoe, S71 Exot "AOhvas. 
298. aop6u0d xdromrov mpdéva. ‘The 

distant headland which commands a view 
of the Saronic gulf.’ The MSS. by 
a very frequent error (see on Prom. 2), 
igive xdrowtpov, which Canter corrected, 
and the emendation is rendered all but 
certain by the scholium katéyiov. Strabo 
frequently has xdromros, érorros, katon- 
TevecOa, in this sense, e. g. lib. iti. p. 159, 
"Apréuidos iepoy — Kdromroyv éx tokAod 
tois mpoomAcovet. Ib. en 222, mepi- 
nAcletar 8 6 Ayuhy (Luna) dpeow tpnrois, 
ap’ Gy Ta TeAdyn KatoTTedeTat, So also 
Eur. Hipp. 30, xardéyiov yas Thode vady 
Kumpidos. Oed. Col. 1600, Th 8 edxAdov 
Anpntpds eis mpoodyioyv mdyov podrotca. 
The construction is, dore éxelyny (sc. 
gardya or Aaumdda) bmrepBdrAdrdew kad 
mpa@va, where ‘ even the promontory’ im- 
pies that the flame was so bright that it 
could. be seen beyond the point furthest re- 
moved in that direction from Aegiplanctus. 
Some take this fot Sunium, but Hermann 
says “litus trans Saronicum sinum con- 
spicuum.” 

299. e@7°. So Hermann for ei7’, for 
which Stanley conjectured és 7’. The 
sense is, ‘then it alighted’ (i. e. stopped 
at the last station, beyond which no other 
beacon had-to .be kindled) ‘when it had 
-reached the height of Arachnaeus,’ a moun- 
tain of Argolis. Pausan. ii. 25, 9, kata 
8 thy és ’Emldaupov <i0eidy or: kdyn 
Ajjooa, — tori 5& pas iwép THs Ahoons 
7d ’Apaxvaiov. 
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karrewt ’Atpedarv eis TO0E OKYATTEL OTEYOS 
, 499 > »* ° 7, , dos 768, ovK aramrov *Idatov trupés. 

4Oo Y , / Tovoid €Tounot Lapzradnddpav vopor, 
aAXos trap adhdov Siadoxais mANnpovpevor 

a Qe lal \ Lay} PS) , 
VLK@ ) oO TP@TOS KQUL TENEUTALOS PapLav. 305 

Téxpap Tovodtov E¥uBoddv TE cot héya, 
avdpos Tapayyelavros €x Tpotas uot. 

XO. Deois pev adOis, & yivat, tpooedEopau 
hdyous 8 dxotoa Tovade Katrobavpdoat 
Sunverds Oédouw av, ws héyers, Taw. 

Tpoiav “Ayatot TS Exova’ ev HE pa. 
310 

> \ ” 2 4 s otpar Bory apextov év moder Tperew. 
d€os T adepa T eyxéas TAUT@ KUTEL Osos YX: t 

303. root, i. e. Foay, or perhaps 
eio), if we understand that the Queen has 
such means of communication ready at 
her disposal, if any further news is to be 
conveyed. The phraseology seems bor- 
rowed from the Lampadephoria, to which 
vouot, diadoxal, and mAnpodc ba: were pro- 
bably peculiar terms. But the metaphor 
is qualified, after the usual manner of 
Aeschylus, by adding ving 8 6 mp@ros Kat 
TeAevtaios, ‘but the last is as much the 
victor in the race as the first,’ since there 
was a mere succession of beacons without 
any contest. There is so much obscurity 
on the real nature of the Athenian torch- 
race, that the true explanation of this 
passage is rather doubtful, especially as 
the poet uses nal TeAevraios, not xw 
teAevtaios. Hence we might translate, 
with Peile, ‘the first that started in the 
race is victor, having ran last also.’ That 
is, he succeeded in carrying his torch 
lighted to the end. Only, this seems to 
lose sight of the diadoxy, or successive 
handing of the torch. The game is rather 
minutely described by Pausanias, i. 30, 2, 
év Axadnule éort TMpounbéws Bwpds rad 
Odovo an’ abrov mpds Thy mdr, Exovres 
katowévas Aaumddas' 7d dé dydvicua, du00 
TE Spduw puddtar thy $48a ert carowevyy 
éorly. admocBeabelons 58, oddkv ert ris 
viens TG mpdre, devtépm 3& dvr’ abrod 
péreotivy ef BE nde todTw Kaloo, 6 
tplros éorly 6 xparay ef 8& Kal wacw 
GrocBeobeln, oddels eorw 8rw Kararel- 
merat % vixen. From a consideration of 
this passage, I formerly suggested this 
explanation: ‘ And the first in is the con- 

queror, though he took up the race the 
last ;’ i. e. the first who reached the goal 
was the beacon on the Arachnaean hill, 
though it was the last lighted. I leave 
the reader to choose which of the above 
interpretations he prefers, being unable to 
arrive at a conclusion altogether satisfac- 
tory. .The first is Klausen’s, which may 
be defended by v. 315. Another, though I 
cannot approve it, may be found in a 
recent Oxford publication, ‘ Terminalia,’ 
p- 56. 

306. réxuap ToLodrov. 
to the question at v. 263. 

308. ad@is, ‘hereafter,’ i.e. at 344. 
Hesych. ai@is* mada, ?) wera Taira. See 
Monk ad, Hippol. 312.—émofavpdoa is 
more than @ayydoa,—‘to satisfy my 
curiosity,’ Lat. animum explere mirando. 

310. as Ayers. All the MSS. but one 
give &s Adyors, which Peile and Klausen 
explain, after Wellauer, ‘as pray tell me 
again.’ Dindorf and Hermann give ois 
Aéyets after Bothe. But as Aédyes gives 
a good sense; 0éAw dkodoat Sinvexds Tovade 
Adyous mdAw Aeyomévous, Srws A€yets ab- 
tovs,—‘ I wish to “hear the account again 
at length, how you give it.’ 

312. Bohy &untov. A cry distinct in 
its character, and not confused even amidst 
the prevailing noise, viz. the cry of wailing 
on the part of the conquered, and of 
shouting and contending for food and 
lodging on that of the conquerors. These 
two parties are distinguished by of pév -yap 
(317), and robs 3 abre (321). 

313. éyxéas. So Canter for éxxéas, 
which might indeed stand, but it seems 

This is in reply 
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Sixoorarobvr’ & av ov dios mporevverrots: 

Kat TOV aNOVT@V kat Kparnodvre Sixa 
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VQLOVO LY, 0 TOV bratlpiov TAY QV 

more probably a transcriber’s error. The 
comparison is thus: ‘ As, if you pour oil 
and vinegar into one vessel, they will keep 
apart and not combine, so you may hear 
distinct cries from conquered and con- 
querors.’ The two terms are combined 
by re — ral (cf. -Theb. 580—1), and 
therefore a full stop is wrongly placed at 
Tpocevverats. 

314. od pfaws. So all the MSS. Her- 
mann, Dindorf, and Blomfield, adopt 
Stanley’s correction od fAw. But if we 
consider that mpocevyéreiy is not to speak 
of a person, but to speak-¢o him, we shall 
feel that the addition of pfAws or éxOpés 
is perfectly natural, if not absolutely ne- 
cessary, in a case like the present. The 
alteration was proposed on the idea that 
ov plaws dixo0TaTovvTa were to be com- 
bined; whereas the meaning is, ‘ you 
would address them in no friendly terms 

’ as standing aloof from each other,’—you 
would, as it were, reproach them for their 
unsociable behaviour. 

317. of wey yap, the captives in general; 
though it is clear that the women are 
especially meant in reference to the &vBpes 
and xaolyynrot.— putarpuloy yepdvTwr, 
‘aged parents.’ Cf. “puTdApsos marhp, 
Soph. frag. 957. utadplots A€krpo.s 
Rhes. 920. The poet evidently means 
that the only survivors are women and 
children, the men having fallen in the 
storming of the city; and even these 
lament from a neck no longer free, i. e. 
encircled with a rope or chain, the symbol 
of captivity. 

321. vuerirAaynros mévos vjoris. The 
hungry toil of keeping watch during the 
night after the fight. The ‘ restlessness’ 
and ‘hunger’ have their correlatives in 
aploroov and apbAakrov ebdhrovct (328). 
The Queen pictures to herself what is 
actually taking place in Troy at that very 
time, i. e. early morning.—tdocet, K.7.A.., 
‘sets down to breakfast on what the city 
contains, (but) according to no ticket (or 
token) in the distribution.’ The meaning 
of rexuhpiov is determined not only by 
the context (rdédoce: properly implying 
regular order and arrangement), but. by 
toxns méAoy in the next verse. Compare 

with the present passage Thucyd. iii. 30, 
Kate yap 7d cixds avdpav vewor) woAw 
exdurev TOAY Td dpvrasrov edphoouey _ 

etxds 5é cal 7d weQoy adtaev kar’ oixlas 
dpercorepor, ds expaTnkdtwv, dieomdpOat. 

326. 48n «.7.A. ‘Now at length de- 
livered from frosts and dews under the 
open sky, since (or when) the poor 
wearied men will be able to repose the 
whole night without having to keep guard.’ 
It is clear from v. 12, where the annoy- 
ance of the nightly dew is mentioned 
under similar circumstances, that agv- 
Aaxroyv and wacay vixra are said in re- 
ference to the night-watches (rerpdwotpov 
vuxtos dpovpay, Rhes. 5), and hence it 
seems to follow that 757 -— as must be 
taken strictly in connexion. Compare 
Pers. 595, AéAvrat yap Aads éAciOepa 
Bdfew, ds érvdn Cuvydy GAnas. As for 
duvcdaiwoves, which almost every editor 
has altered, there seems no reason why it 
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should not refer to the sufferings of the 
victors during the siege. Klausen follows 
Schiitz in understanding ducdaluoves of 
men who have no property to guard, and 
therefore no anxiety about nightly plun- 
derers. This explanation would be satis- 
factory, if we might read valovres for 
vatovow. Otherwise ds 5¢ dvcdatpoves 
would be required. Schiitz suggested trav 
8 brabplwy mdyor, K.7.A. 

329. edoeBotvot. There is no sufficient 

ground for writing «8 oéBove1, since we 
have dA:récOa Oeovs Od. iv. 378, and v. 
108, eboeBetv twa Eum. 260, perotciay 
‘éuhy evocBodyres ibid. 973, and Eur. 
Troad. 85 hardly admits of the alteration, 
@s by 7d Aoumdy Thw dvdnTop’ cboeBeiy 
cidéo” "Axaol, Oeovs Te Tols BAAOUS oé- 
Bev. The notion of being recaptured, as 
a punishment for sacrilege committed, 
naturally suggested itself to the poet from 
the vvt apvAakros just spoken of. 

331. obrhy, i. e. obra: by, as I formerly 
edited, is given by Hermann. Peile and 
Klausen retain the MSS. reading ov &y 
7, which I believe: here to be indefen- 
sible.—ay@aAofev is the correction of Au- 
-ratus for ad @dvorev. 

‘B32. ows 8 «.7.A. ‘Only (if they 
‘wish to escape) let them beware that no 
desire should fall on’the army, before they 
‘leave Troy, of plundering what they ought 
not, overcome by love of gain.’ The fears 
of Clytemnestra arise from a belief com- 
monly held. by the Greeks, that to, sack 
the temples of a captured city was sure 
to result in a calamitous return home. 
See on Pers. 805. Eur. Bacch. 1336, 
bray 6& Aotlou xpnorhpiyv diaprdowot, 
vécrov &OAWy méAW oxhaovot. So 
Athena says'(Troad. 69. 75) ob« ola@ 
bBpioGeiody we Kat vaods euods ; — Sicvoc- 

Tov avtois véorov éuBarew OdrAw A 
crime had already been committed in the 
slaughter of the inhabitants (7b mijya Tay 
éAwAdtwy, 337), but the gods may per- 
haps overlook ¢hat, so long as they are 
reverently treated by the victors. On 
the subjunctive éumimrn see on Suppl. 
351. Hermann and Klausen give roéeiy 
for wopetv, on the authority (according 
to the former) of MS. Flor. 

334. def owrnplas (hore) xduba. 
Compare Suppl. 401, dS? ror Babelas 
povridas — és Buddy podciy Sedopnds 
dupa. The meaning is, They have yet 
to secure a safe return home; yet to pass 
the turning point of the diaulos or double 
race-course, and retrace their steps along 
the other limb or parallel line of it, from 
Troy to Argos. 

336. @eois © Qy x.7.A. ‘But if the 
army should return guilty of sins against 
the gods (i. e. sacrilege), the calamity due 
to them from those who have perished 
may not be suffered to sleep, even if no 
-sudden and startling calamity’ (we should 
say, ‘no visible judgment’) ‘ should befal 
them.’ There can be no doubt that Her- 
mann and Klausen rightly explain du- 
mAd«ntos actively, ‘erring against the 
gods.’ The &y is used to introduce the 
optative yévo:to, with which it is after- 
wards repeated. But the conjecture of 
G. Dindorf, évaymadentos, which he 
compares with évaudprnros, and might 
have compared with évayys, is in a high 
degree probable.—apéomaia kad refers to 
the 7d av@adradvat, v. 331, and the sense 
clearly is, that even if no such sudden 
reverse should befal them at Troy, still 
they may suffer for it by shipwreck on 
their homeward voyage. 
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337. éypnyopés. So Porson for éyph- 
yopov. Compare Eur. El. 41, efdov7’ dy 
etnyetpe Tov "Ayaueuvovos pédvov. 

339. yuvouxds é& éuotd. ‘Though I am 
only a woman, I have such advice and 
such sage precepts to offer.’ To this line 
the chorus reply yéva:, kat’ &vdpa 1.7.0. 
(342).—xAdvets Herm., Franz. with one 
MS. The common reading is xAvous. 
So Aéyers and Aéyors were confused sup. 
810. But xAdors might be defended by 
Aéteey in 535, rather than as a wish. 
‘340. uh Styoppérws idcivy. So that we 

may view it without any counterbalancing 
evil, i. e. with entire satisfaction. 

341. eiadunv, ‘I have got.’ Cf. 
Odvarov efrer’ éy méder Theb. 1003. 
Eum. 829, rote’ éadcOa oor mdperrw 
e& éuoG. Il. vii. 482, darvov Sdpov €rovo. 
The meaning is, Since I have been blessed 
in so many and such great advantages, 
may no envy of the gods bring evil upon 
me. The Sentiment is the same as sup. 
130, inf. 920. Hermann reads hve 
éynow, in this sense: ‘For I prefer this 
enjoyment (i. e, of unmixed good) before 
much prosperity.’ Klausen understands 
it thus; ‘For many are the advantages of 
which I wish for the enjoyment.’ 

342. edppdvws. This might mean ‘ pru- 
dently,’ as evppwy and dtoppwy are used, 
Pers. 654. 768, and so a gloss in MS. 
Farn. gpovipws. But in respect of v. 310 
it more probably means ‘ obligingly,’ i. e. 

in reply to my request. 
343. dxotoas, ‘now that I have heard 

from you.’ Cf. 263, 306.—eé mpocermeiy, 
sup. 308. ; 

B15. xdpis ob &rimos wévwv. ‘No in- 
adequate return for all our trouble.’ 
The notion in riz} is not ‘honour,’ but 
‘recompense.’— wit Clytemnestra. The 
chorus sings a stasimon, the point of which: 
is, that in the capture of Troy the long. 
delayed Justice of Zeus is vindicated, and 
the deserved punishment has fallen on 
the proudly prosperous Priam and the 
impious and god-despising Paris. The 
loss of a beautiful wife has roused a hus- 
band to vengeance; but that vengeance 
has cost the army much suffering and 
death. Perhaps his turn may yet come; 
for too great prosperity is regarded by 
the gods with jealousy, especially when 
the death of many has to be accounted 
for. However, they conclude, the rumour 
may yet prove false: women are wont to 
act on impulse and without due assurance 
that they are in the right. 

349. oreyavdy. Not a covering net, 
i.e. one spread over the city, but one 
which cannot be broken through, as the 
wall is said oréyew, Theb. 205.— imep~ 
Tedcoat, cf. inf. 1347, sup. 277, whence 
it is clear that the notion is that of leap- 
ing over a fence too strong to be burst 
asunder, not of breaking through a roof. 

vu 
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355. drws by, ‘so as that the weapon 
might not light in vain, either falling short 
of the mark or going above the stars (too 
high).’ On apd xaipot see Prom. 515. 
So Tac. Hist. iii. 23, ‘ falso ictu tela 
hostium citra cadebant.’—irtp a&orpwy, 
as Oed. Tyr. 1190, xa® trepBordy rok- 
etoas. On érws dy with the optative see 
Appendix C. to the Supplices (ed. 2). 

358. Aids tAwyav Zxovow. ‘Yes, ’tis 
from Zeus Xenius that they have received 
their blow, so to say it; this at least one 
may trace in the history of their fall. 
They have fared as he had appointed.’ 
eleiy, i.e. Bore, is added because mAnyhy 
@xeuv was a familiar phrase borrowed from 
single-handed combatants, like habet 
(Virg. Aen. xii. 296), of the Roman 
gladiators. —émpatav is the correction of 
Hermann and Franz for ds pater. 
Compare &riua 8 odx énpatdryy, inf. 
1418, and see on v. 1261. 

360. ok %pa tis. The general sense 
is, ‘Some pretend that the gods do not 
deign to be concerned about wicked men ; 
but the opinion is false, for the posterity 
of the proud and too prosperous are sure 
to suffer.’ This is said in allusion to 
Priam and Paris, and is according to the 

favourite doctrine of Aeschylus, that a 
curse lies dormant in families for genera- 
tions. The opinion here denied is the 
same that was so energetically maintained 
by the Epicureans of a later age. Cic. 
de Div. i. ad fin., ‘ Ennius deos non curare 
opinatur quid agat humanum genus.’ 
Ibid. ii. § 104, a verse of that poet is 
quoted, ‘Sed eos non curare opinor quid 
agat humanum genus.’—-&{:0000a is the 
middle voice, as in Eum. 403, goveds 
yap elvat pntpds Akidoaro. Ibid. 345. 
Theb. 664. 

365. mépavrat, sc. Td elvat Oeods, or 
rather, 7d pméAew Oeovs Bporav. The 
perfect passive of gatyw, as Il. ii. 122, 
réros 8 obtw Ti Tépayrat.—Eexydvors and 
&roAuhtws are the corrections of Her- 
mann and Bamberger for éyydvous and 
aroAuhtrwv. ‘It is made known to the 
posterity of those who presumptuously 
cherish a spirit of rebellion against the 
gods more than is permitted, when their 
houses teem with excessive wealth beyond 
what is best for them.’ 

369. ZoTw arhuavtov, boTe KT. 
If we regard the context alone, we shall 
be strongly tempted to explain these 
words of that moderate wealth which, 
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while it brings no harm (rfjua) to the 
possessor, at the same time satisfies a 
well-ordered and contented mind. Again, 
the imperative éorw implies something 
within the control of man, not a wish that 
the gods only can grant. ‘Zet¢ your 
wealth be harmless,’ &c. The difficulty 
is to find a definite subject to ow, which 
some make 7d mpayua, others 7b rijs 
tixns. There is difficulty too in the con- 
struction of &mapketv, to which Aaxdvra 
seems the subject rather than the object. 
We have d@px@ for ape? wor, Prom. 639, 
and hence not only dwapxe? wAovrds Tit 
(Pers. 476), but drape? ris TAOUTY. 

374. mpds kdpov, i.e. bBpiotixds. Cf. 
mpbs Hoovhy, sup. 278. ‘ For there is no 
protection in wealth against destruction, 
to a man who has insolently spurned the 
great altar of righteousness.’ So Bwyby 
aldeoa Alxas, Eum. 511. 

376 seqq. ‘Such a person’ (continues 
the poet, having Paris especially in view, 
though he does not name him till v. 390), 
‘is urged on by a wretched and fatal impulse 
(wei) resulting from, and as it were 
the daughter of, a judicial blindness or 
infatuation (&rn), which impulse in an 
irresistible manner (&peptos) suggests to 
him ways and means of attaining his ends 
(mpoBovAcdet). There is no help for it: 
his innate baseness is made to appear as 
surely as inferior metal is detected by use ; 
for he is like a boy frivolously pursuing a 
bird, while he cares not for the misery he 

inflicts on his native city.’. The chief 
difficulty here lies in tpoBovadwais, which 
seems fairly capable only of two mean- 
ings,—‘ the fore-counselling child of in- 

fatuation,’ or ‘devising beforehand cala- 
mity for posterity’ (aaioly mpoBovActovea, 
as TdAawa TapakoTd mpwromhuwy, sup. 
216). In the latter sense, the doctrine 
will be, that the consequences of crime 
descend to generations yet unborn; in 
the former, which I have preferred, &ry 
is said tlxre.v, and to have a child we:da, 
as inf. 738, BBpis tleres UBpuv. 

379. way pdraov. So Klausen and 
Dind. with Wellauer. Hermann and 
Peile retain mappdratov with the MSS. 

380. ofvos. Our equivalent word is 
‘mischief,’ the epithet ois or olvrns 
being properly applied to destructive 
animals. Here we may understand the 
mischievous propensities of such persons 
as the poet describes.—apéret, perhaps 
actively, as sup. 30. inf. 1299, but gas 
may equally well be a nominative in 
apposition, ‘ shines as a balefully-gleaming 
light.’ 

383. weAaumayhs (a), ‘black-grained,’ 
applied to congealed blood in Theb. 734. 
Bronze, when composed only of copper 
and tin, has a green rust (aerugo), and 
becomes bright by friction, whereas if 
mixed with zine it turns quite black 
externally, and is liable to become dim and 
oxydised after being polished. To this 
Sophocles (frag. 742) clearly alludes in a 
verse preserved by Plutarch, An seni ge- 
renda sit Respublica, § viii., Adume: yap 
év xpelaow, Somep edyevhs (al. ebmpem)s) 
xaAdnés. The man himself is said to turn 
black when put to the test (S:caiwOels), 
by that confusion between the image and 
the thing compared which has been 
noticed on Suppl. 221. 

uu 2 
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385. Sider mais Spy. There was a 
proverb 7a merdueva, (or Ta moTave) 
diékewv, on which see Blomfield’s Glossary. 
It was applied to those who wasted their 
time and means in pursuing vanities or 
impossibilities. Here, as Hermann ob- 
serves, it is not so much applied to the 
pursuit of Helen by Paris (since he suc- 
ceeded in carrying her off), as to his vain 
expectation of getting the victory in the 
end. On mpécrpiypa see Prom. 337. 

388. toy éricrpopov Tavde. Hermann 
takes this actively, ‘him who brings on 
such sufferings (xpéoTpiupa) to the state.’ 
Others explain, ‘him who engages in 
such things.’ Both orpépecOar: and 
emortpéper ba take a genitive in the sense 
of éieActoOa1, and in fact the adjective 
is really transitive in whichever of the 
above waysit istaken. For tévde Blomf. 
gives roUrwy, which seems very probable, 
the two forms being constantly confused. 
See on Pers. 671. Prom. 542. 

3095. KAdvous te wal A. So Franz 
after H. L. Ahrens, for «Advous Aoyx!- 
ous re kal vy. 6. Otherwise the anti- 
strophic verse requires alteration. elen, 
on leaving her home, bequeathed to her 
fellow-citizens nothing but the turmoil 
of war, and brought to her new abode 
only destruction in place of a dowry. 

Compare avrhvwp, inf. 430. 
399. Sduwyv mpopjra. The question, 

whether the seers of the house of the 
Atridae, or those of Priam, are meant, is 
rendered more perplexing by the uncer- 
tainty of the reading in 402, 3. Haupt 
understands Cassandra and Helenus, the 
inspired children of Priam. On the other 
hand, dduwv dveipduavtis, Cho. 30, is 
certainly said of the Atridae; and I now 
rather incline to believe, with Peile, that 
the words which follow are supposed to 
be spoken at Argos. Cf. 416. They are 
rather speculations on Menelaus’ state of 
mind on discovering the faithlessness of his 
wife, than prophecies of what he would do. 

401. orlBor pirdvopes. The impres- 
sion left on the couch by the now absent 
wife. So or{Bo: is used of foot-prints, 
Cho. 197, 202. Compare Ovid, Her. x. 
53, ‘Et tua, qua possum, pro te vestigia 
tango, Strataque quae membris intepuere 
tuis.’ Propert. ii. 29, 35, ‘Apparent non 
ulla toro vestigia presso.’ The epithet is 
best explained thus, or{Bo. ris amply Toy 
&vdpa prdovons. 

402. mdpect: oty. The MSS. give 
mdpeott ovyas Utmos ddoldopos adioros 
Geuéveov idety, which is clearly corrupt. 
To discuss the many corrections and ‘in- 
terpretations that have been proposed 
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would occupy a very considerable space. 
J shall therefore give what appears to me 
the most plausible sense: ‘ He is present 
(i. e. at the bed) in silence, dishonoured, 
yet without reproaching her, perceiving 
with deepest pain that she is gone.’ His 
grief is too great to find utterance in words. 
Others refer rdpeor: to the vision of Helen. 
The metre seems imperatively to require 
aeyevay or —wy, and the adverb of the 
preceding superlative rather than the 
nominative case. The commentators 
quote Hesychius, ap¢cucvov, kaTrarchpavTa 
h} dvaxwphoavta, amoctdvta,—but ape- 
pévoy is more probably the true reading. 

404. 750@ 8 «.7.A. ‘And through 
regret of her who is now beyond the sea, 
her form (phantom or image) will seem 
to him to be mistress of the house.’ 
That is, he will continue to conjure up 
the loved image of one whom he too well 
knows is far away. 

406. eipdppwv xodocodv. ‘And the 
grace of the comely statues becomes 
odious to her husband: for in the want of 
(living) eyes all the charm of a woman is 
gone.’ So xpnudtwy axnvia, Cho. 293. 
T cannot see why hoth Hermann and 
Klausen should deny that the statues 
here meant are those of Helen,—at least 
included among others. For there is 
little point in the remark, if the mere 
decorations of the palace are meant; and 
the next line clearly implies that no mere 
semblance, no portrait without the reality, 
will suffice to keep alive love. For, as 
remarked by Dr. Donaldson (New Craty- 
lus, § 478), the Greeks regarded love as 
a sort of daoppo} or efflux from the eyes. 

415 

Love here is not regarded merely as a 
sentiment, but as a passion which proceeds 
from and is fed by a living source, and 
which languishes and becomes extinct when 
that source is withdrawn.— We read, with 
a kind of wonder, these fine delineations 
of the inmost sensibilities of the human 
heart, and ask ourselves if we are sure we 
understand the poet aright, and do not 

unconsciously attribute to obscure words 
a depth of meaning beyond their real 
import. His object seems to have been 
to describe’ the uxorious, not to say sen- 
sual, character of Menelaus, which incited 

him at all hazards to undertake a long 
and calamitous war. 

412. ed7’ dy — Bondy dpay. “ Quum 
dpav, pro quo 6p@ dicendum erat, statim 
ex doxdév aptum sit, ne idem verbum 
repeteretur, omissum est dp. Plena 
enim oratio esset ef7’ dy eoOAd Tis Sonay 
dpav épa.’”’ Hermann; who rightly adds 
that pdray is to be construed with é- 
Barev.— od pebiorepoy is simply ‘as soon 
as it has appeared.’ Literally, ‘not be- 
hind in the course,’ as Pers. 209. 

415. mrepots. ‘On wings attending 
the ways of sleep,’—a poetical way of 
saying, ‘it slips away as a winged dream.’ 
We do not gain much by Hermann’s 
alteration, rrepotco’ éradotc’. The wings 
of a dream attend the ways of sleep 
because as soon as the sleep is broken the 
dream is ended; the two things go to- 
gether. So Lucian propounds the Pytha- 
gorean doctrine in the treatise called 
“Oveipos, — Acwdy tia Tov epwra pis 
rod évurviou, elye mrnvds dy, as past, Kal 
Spov éxwy ris mrhocws Tov Envoy, brép 
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416. é¢’ éorlas. ‘ Such are our regrets 
at home, instigating us to the recovery of 
Helen; but there are other griefs which 
the friends of the absent Argive army have 
to endure, in the deaths of so many brave 
men.’ He reverts to the consequences 
of Paris’ folly as falling on the citizens, 
sup. 386. 

418. am’ atlas ‘EAAdSos. I have 
adopted this easy transposition to suit 
what appears the most probable reading 
of the strophic verse. The MSS. give 
ag’ ‘EAAdSos atas. — tvvoppévors, ‘to those 
who have gone off in company to the 
war;’ the dative of reference, as it is 
called: see sup. 215. Theb. 592. 

419. tAnoicdphios. Properly, ‘of pa- 
tient or. enduring . heart,’ tadaldpwr, 
tadkacippwv. As an epithet of mévOea, 
it seems to mean either ‘endured in the 
heart,’ or ‘causing endurance (suffering) 
to the heart.’. From a gloss rhv rapdiav 
Theovoa in MS. Farn., Auratus conjec- 
tured tykiixdpdios. So Cic. Tusc. iv. § 36, 
‘ tabificae mentis perturbationes.’ Unfor- 
tunately, no reliance can be placed on 
readings found only in the Farnese MS. 

422. vs. This word was inserted by 
Porson.—oldev, ‘ remembers.’ 

425. rebyn kal omodds, ‘urns and 
ashes.’ Schiitz thinks it means ‘arms 

430 

and ashes,’ tedxn in Aeschylus having 
always this latter sense, while Aé@ys (inf. 
430. Cho. 673) is the urn for the re- 
ception of ashes. We might even quote 
Theb. 49 for the custom of sending 
home reminiscences to absent friends; 
and it is not unlikely that the arms of a 
deceased warrior were occasionally brought 
back to the survivors. Sophocles however 
uses Tedxos for a cinerary urn, El. 1120. 

426—30. ‘ For the god of war who ex- 
changes bodies for gold, and who holds 
the scales of life and death in the contest, 

sends from Troy to the friends at home a 
mournful and sadly-lamented dust, freight- 
ing the urns with well-stored ashes instead 
of the living men.’ —ypucapoiBds, because 
in the heroic ages both corpses and cap- 
tives were ransomed for gold, as the body 
of Hector was redeemed by Priam from 
Achilles, Tl. xxiv. 478 seqq.—wjj7yua, pro- 
perly ‘a scrap,’ or ‘ morsel,’ i. e. such 
small fragmentary pieces as calcined bones 
are found to exhibit, The epithet Bap), 
‘sore’ or ‘grievous,’ is suspicious, because 
Wiyma is usually said of gold dust which 
is really heavy, and therefore we should 
rather have looked for a qualifying adjec- 
tive like xotpov. Hence Bpaxd, the con- 
jecture of Schiitz, is very likely to be 
right, and is admitted by Dindorf. 

430. ¢v@érov. Hermann and others 
adopt ed@érovs from Stanley. To my 
mind the epithet is far more appropriate 
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to the carefully-packed dust than to the 
urns containing it. Compare Il. vii. 333, 

KaTaKhowey avrous 
Tur Ody dmompd vear, ds x d0réa maucly 

ekKaoTos 

olkad’ yn, Bray adre veducda warplia 
yatoy. 

Propert. iii. 12, 14, ‘ Neve aliquid de te 
flendum referatur in urna: Sic redeunt, 

illis qui cecidere locis.’ 
435. dial. So Herm. for did. 
436. Baier. See on Pers. 13. Her- 

mann rightly gives 74 58 for rdde, because 
the secret murmurs of dissatisfaction are 
contrasted with orévover and ed Aéyovres, 
implying open expression of feeling. 

438. mpodlxors, ‘the principals in the 
suit’ against Priam ; as sup. 41, dévrl8ios. 
But perhaps the notion of dic in both 
words is lost sight of, and the force of 
mpd and avr} alone to be regarded. 

441. etpoppor, ‘in their (natural) 
beauty,’ i. e. unburnt, and therefore con- 
trasted with the ghastly forms on the 
pyre. — éxovras, tots xatéxovras Tas 
Ohxas. See on Suppl. 25. At the same 
time, Hermann observes, the notion is 

450 

involved of their possessing the land, 
though in death. Cf. Theb. 729. 

444. Snuoxpdyvrov dpas. ‘ And it per- 
forms the part (pays the debt) of an im- 
precation solemnly ratified by the people.’ 
The custom of execrating the public ene- 
mies of the Athenians in their assemblies 
is well known. Demosth. p. 270, 20, odx 
dv &ruxev Hy, GAN ols 6 Siwos kaTapara. 
Ibid. p. 363, Tad? trip tuav, & avdpes 
"AOnvaiot, nad” éxdorny Thy éxxrnolay 6 
Kiput etxerat véuw mpooretarypeva, Kab 
bray 7% Bovad Kabijra, wap’ éxelvn marry. 
The meaning is, that the just indignation 
of the people calls forth the anger of the 
gods against the Atridae as much as a 
formal curse would have done. 

445. péver axotoa. So Eum. 647, 
pew 8 adxodoa was dydy KpiOhoerat. 
‘My anxiety is in expectation to hear of 
some event which yet is covered in night.’ 

450. madwrvxet. So Hermann, with 
Scaliger and others, for madiwrvxj. 
Klausen retains the latter, remarking, 
‘accusativus hic spectat accusativum vv- 
xnpdv.’ It is enough to say that the one 
word is used in reference to the other,—a 
reverse of fortune to prosperous fortune. 
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Much in the same way dioros refers to 
éuaupdy, and éxovras to Katéxovoy sup. 
44l. 
451. év éloros. ‘Among those who 

have been brought to nothing.’ Hermann 
remarks, ‘Ambigue dicit diorovs, quan- 
quam ipse de mortuis cogitans.’ The 
general sentiment amounts to this, that 
so long as a man is innocent, he has no- 
thing to fear from the envy or impreca- 
tions of the people; but the commission 
of crime makes him, as it were, a fit 
subject and recipient for the wrath of the 
Furies, and when once he has been brought 
low and reduced by them to nothingness 
from his proud estate, none of the gods 
will raise him again. Cf. Eum. 535, 
Aer’ &AavaTos, aloros. 

453. iwepxémws. The MSS. have dep- 
xétws. See on Theb. 386. Excessive 
praise was thought to be one of those 
dangerous glories which moved the anger 
of the gods. Hence evaoluws aiveiy inf. 
890. 

454. dooos. Hermann understands 
this in reference to duavpdy and alorois, 
— Lightning is hurled against their eyes 
so as to blind them.’ Thus BaAérew is 
constantly used for (jv. For the dative 
cf. Phoen, 1385, Adyxnv évdua orduart. 
But, comparing inf. 920, uhtis mpdcwber 
bupatos Baro POdvos, we are justified in 

regarding éccos as the dative of the 
instrument, like BdAAeta: téEw oiords. 
The notion of an evil eye is transferred to 
the gods, who regard with jealousy human 
prosperity. Of course, there is an allusion 
to Agamemnon’s recent victory. 

456. kplvw, i.e. mpoxplyw. Cf. Suppl. 
390.— &pOovoy, Thy &vev pOdvov. 

457. whre — ph’ obv. It is as bad to 
be a captor as a captive; the extreme of 
prosperity is as much to be deprecated as 
the extreme of misery. 

462. etre. So Franz with H. L. Ahrens. 
The common reading is # vot, but the 
MS. Flor. has ei written above #. Hence 
Hermann reads e% 71, ‘unless indeed it 
be —.’ Dindorf gives 4 71, omitting uf. 
But rls ofSev «i — etre wh, is good Greek 
and good sense, though Hermann con- 
demns it. ‘Who knows whether truly, 
or whether it be not a deception from the 
gods?’ (Cf. 264.) So Eum. 446, ot & 
ei dicatws etre wh Kpivoy dlenv. Supra, 
252. The chorus, as if reproaching them- 
selves for having been persuaded out of 
their former doubts (259—271), now 
assume a tone of great caution. 

463—6,. &d¢ matdvds — kayelv. From 
the very nature of the sentence dare is 
easily. supplied, just as in Prom. 1052 
Alay is for Alay &AnOGs, involved in the 
context. 
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467. -yuvainds aiyug. ‘The disposition’ 
of awoman.’ See on Prom. 412. New 
Cratylus, § 174. Hermann translates 
imperium, Klausen potentia ; while Peile 
is content with exactly the converse, but 
equally far-fetched sense, ‘Tt is quite in 
character with a woman’s spear,’ i. e. with 
woman’s weakness. The meaning of the 
whole: passage is this: ‘It is consistent 
with a woman’s temperament to acquiesce 
in what is pleasing to her in- preference 
to what is certain. Too credulous, the 
boundary of the female mind is encroached 
upon by rapid inroads; but a report 
spread by a woman perishes’ by a quick 
extinction.’ The true meaning of ézi- 
véner a was, I believe, first'pointed out by 
Dr.-Donaldson (Néw Crat. p. 296), the 
word being, as he has proved by several 
exaniples, technically used of trespassing 
ona neighbour’s land. 

468. pb rod pavévros. This is com- 
monly, but wrongly, taken for mpd rod 
gavivai. The sense is quite evident from 

two passages which shew it was a kind of 
proverbial “expression, Pind. Pyth. iv. 140, 

phos aivfioa: mpd dixas, and Plat. Resp. 
p. 361, B, eraveiy mpd- dixecoobvns 

abu, 
47\.- ‘yuvauroyhpuroy. Compare: Cho. 

830, 4 mpds -yuvandv. Seyparotpevor Ad-yor 

meddpotot Opdoxovar, OvhoKovres pdrny ; 
472 seqq: In the MSS. and ordinary 

editions these verses are assigned to’ Cly- 
temnestra. Hermann and Franz follow 
Wellauer in giving them to the leader’ of 
the chorus, to whom they evidently belong. 
Clytemnestra’ has not been present on the 
stage while the preceding remarks about 
fewiale credulity were made, and therefore 
she cannot be supposed to reply to them. 
Besides, she has no misgivings,—she of 
the dvdpdBovroy eami Coy xéap, sup. 11. 

477. Kdow’ wnrod: Ebvoupos. * Closely 
allied to’ its kindred mud,’ like Avyyiv 
péRavay, aidrny awupds xdew, Theb. 489. 
The meaning is, that the dust being 
roused shows the approach of some one 
who vivd voce, and not (as before) by a 
mere beacon-signal, about which a mistake 
might’ possibly exist, will either confirm 
or deny the truth of the report.—xamv@ 
mupds, i.e. now that it is day’; for the 
jlame was only fit for the night. 

481. Aéywy. Dindorf, by placing only 
a comma. at mupds, and thus making éx- 
Baker depenid'on &s, gives the true force 
to this participle, which otherwise is com- 
pletely’ otiose. On the aposiopesis, ré- 
sulting from a dislike to utter’ ill-omined 
words, see inf. 631. Cho. 186. 

x xX 
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484. dors. “Dicit haec chorus de 
Clytaemnestra cogitans.” Hermann. 

486. Talthybius appears on the stage, 
announcing the arrival of the king (Hie, 
v. 514), and calling on the gods and heroes 
to receive propitiously the victorious army, 
and on the citizens to greet their king as 
having executed just vengeance. 

488. paryeicav. An anchor, the ancient 
and still common symbol of hope, was 

said payjva: when one arm or fluke was 
off. So Plutarch, De Mul. Virtut. 

ua, BE 6 TISAAts xaréuade TH dyrebpa Tov 
Boxe wh mpocdyra, Big vip, EAomevns, 
as Zounev, év témois bworétpos amo- 
onacGets ZAade. The proverb én’ éa- 
mldos 6x70 at is well known. Cf. Equit. 
1241, Aewrh tis éAmls ear’ ep’ Fs dxov- 
peda. 

493. nner’. The wh is used because 
the imperative sense is continued from 
xaipe, like wh TiOels inf. 879, wh dpav 
Suppl. 792. Those editors who try to 
establish a difference of meaning between 
odxér’ and unér’ idnrwv, forget that the 
former would here be a solecism. 

494. 706’, i. e. Feta. This is the ex- 
cellent emendation of Hermann for Haves 
or 4A@ of the MSS., which is an instance 
of a gloss having superseded the genuine 
word. Blomfield had admitted 78 from 
Askew’s margin; but 40a from ei) had 

this great, and indeed fatal objection, that 
it did not account for the reading. #A@es. 

We have, to pass over other instances, 
émfoay in Od. xix. 445.—avdpotos, ‘ hos- 
tile,’ probably another form of dydprios, 

‘unsuited,’ ‘unequal,’ ‘ uneven ;’ — but 
the etymology is much disputed.” 

495. maidvios. This reading (for xal 
mayévios or Kamaydévios) suggested by 
Dobree and H. L. Ahrens, is so evidently 

right, that it is but lost labour to defend 
the vulgate. For (1) maudvios is .con- 
trasted with 4 avdpotos, the contrast being 
introduced by viv aire. (2) émaydvios 
can hardly be right when d-ywvtous follows 
in the very next verse ; (3) madéyos suits 
cwrhp, and is the usual epithet of Apollo 
when invoked to heal or counteract evils, 

as sup. 144. And (4) I and I are very 
,often interchanged in MSS. 

496. dywviouvs Oeods wdytas, i.e. all 
who have had any share in obtaining the 
victory for the Greeks. -Miiller, whom 
Peile follows, understands ‘ gods of as- 
semblies,’ a meaning which seems to have 
nothing whatever to do with the present 
passage. See Suppl. 185. There can be no 
doubt that either statues or altars of the 
gods here alluded to are in sight of the 
herald. Miiller fancies that the thymele 
may have been constructed to represent @ 
kowvoBwyla (Suppl. 218). 
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498. plaov ihpura. 
897. 

499. Hpws. ‘Sui id Aeschylus aevi 
more, non antiquo illo Homeri fecit, ut 
heroes praecoinvocet.’? Hermann. ‘“ De- 
signantur omnes Argivorum reges Danai, 
Persei, Pelopis posteri.”” Klausen; who 
well compares Suppl. 215, aaa’ eb 7° 
erepwev, ed Te Se—doOw xOovl. Similarly, 
the elements are invoked together with 
the x@év101, who appear to include the 
heroes, on the first entrance of the Da- 
naides into Argolis, Suppl. 25. The 
principle involved in this propitiation is 
closely connected with the doctrine in 
332—8. Harm may at any time betide a 
conquering army. Even when they have 
set foot on their native soil, it is not too 
late for retribution to overtake them, as 
in fact it does overtake Agamemnon. 

502. ceuvol @axo:. The seats of the 
king and queen in front of the palace, 
according to the custom of heroic times. 
Thus Nestor had a polished seat in front 
‘of his door, Od. iii. 406 —9, and thus the 
father and the mother of Nausicaa had 
separate chairs of dignity, Od. vi. 305—8. 
—dalnoves dyThAto, the statues of gods 
placed so as to face the east. This was 
@ common and very remarkable custom. 
It probably originated in the desire to 
light up the face of Apollo Lyceus (see 
Suppl. 668) with the beams of the early 
sun, and thus to obtain that symbolical 

See Suppl. 217. connexion between the god of light and 
the god of cheerfulness and joy, which is 
here so clearly alluded to in a:dpotor 
rows dupact. Hesych. avrhator Geol: 
of mpb Tey TuAGY [Spupévor. Ep. MeAcd- 
yew. Cf. Ton 1550, avrhaAiov mpdcwmov 
exgaiver Geds. That the custom origin- 
ated thus appears from the fact that both 
Phoebus and Artemis (sun and moon 
were called mpootarfptor (Theb. 444. 
Soph. El. 637). Now, as the stage of the 
“Greek theatre faced the north (Miiller, 
Diss. ad Eum. p. 20) it is evident that 
statues of the gods placed on the prosce- 
nium might easily be so arranged as to 
catch the morning beams. There is fre- 
quent mention of the statue of Zeus being 
similarly placed. Pausan. lib. v. 23, I, 
&yaAwa Aids TeTpaumevoy mpds anioxdvra 
frvov. Ibid. 24, 1, Ala mpbs dvarords 
nalov. See also ibid. 22, 4. Cic. Orat. 
in Catil. iii, § 4, ‘simulacrum Jovis 
contra atque antea fuerat ad orientem 
convertere.’ Id. de Div. i. § 20, ‘ Sancta 
Jovis species claros spectaret ad ortus.’ 

503. ef mov. So Auratus for jmov. 
More usual would have been ef ore. 
Cf. Ar. Equit. 347, ef wou Siucldioy elras 
ed, — @ov duvards eivat Aéyev. 

505. g&s év edppdvyn. Compare 22, 
256. There is a play on the literal and 
the metaphorical sense in all these pas- 
sages. . 

x x2 
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XO. Kipv§ Axadr, yatpe, Tav dard oTparod. 

513. ed8aiuwv avhp jee. ‘Has re- 
turned a fortunate man, and one the most 
deserving of living mortals to be honoured ; 
for neither Paris nor the city associated 
with him (in the crime and the penalty 
of it) can now say that the suffering has 
been less than the deed.’ Klausen ob- 
serves, that the heroic notion of honour 
was inseparable from the idea of complete 
and summary vengeance, as the very 
words viz} and &fi0s, properly implying 
compensation and equivalence, seem to 
show. On the proverb Spdoavr: rabeiy, 
that- stern old law of a martial age, see 

Cho. 305. Pers. 810. Oecd. Col. 267. inf. 
1505. 1541. To have paid less than the 
uttermost farthing for a wrong inflicted 
was an impunity not to be tolerated. 

515. cuvreAns. The exact meaning is 
uncertain. We have fuyréAei of an as- 
sociate company of gods, Theb. 240. 
Probably the idea is, that the city, as 
equally involved in the guilt (by not 
returning Helen and her stolen wealth), 
was also involved in the payment for the 
injury. . 

517. aprayis te Kal xAowis. ‘ Being 
cast in an action for both plunder (rape) 
and theft.’ Cf. Ar. Plut. 372, aaa’ ob 
KékAogas, GAA’: Hpraxas; Soph. Phil. 
644, tay map KrAepu te xdpmdca: Big. 
The former word is to be understood of 
Helen, the latter of her wealth (inf. 716). 

518. fualov. ‘The booty,’ ‘ the prize.’ 
See the note on Suppl. 406. The word 
always involves the notion of something 
which sooner or later, by fair means or 
foul, must be surrendered, or paid for to 
its full value. 

519. adréxOovoy, ‘land and all’ (eum 
ipsa terra). Lucian frequently uses ai- 
tavdpos in a similar sense. So also 
abréroxos, sup. 135. As abrdéx8ov had 
a distinct and peculiar sense, ‘indigenous,’ 

a different form of the word was purposely 
chosen by the poet, as Hermann remarks 
in reply to Blomfield, who reads aitéxOov’ 
év, followed by Klausen. 

520. dirAG Oaudpria. ‘They have paid 
a double penalty for their sins,’ in that 
they have been compelled to give up 
Helen, and have had their city razed to 
the ground. Hermann, who reads @apap- 
tla, for ra (Td?) apapria, the dual of the 
feminine form, understands the ‘ double 
sin’ of the aprayh and xAowh combined. 
The poet seems to mean that the dpipa 
was single, the rd@os double. It is very 
probable that audpriov meant ‘ the price 
of a fault,’ just as Td oixodpia is ‘the 
reward of keeping house,’ Trach. 542. 
And so the Schol. explains, thy piodby 
THs Guaprlas. 

521—33. ‘I bid you joy, herald of 
the Grecian army.’—‘ My joy is such that 
I am content to die..—‘ Do you mean 
that you longed for your country ?’—- 
‘So that I now weep for delight.’—‘A 
pleasing disease truly this which you had 
upon you.’—‘I don’t understand.’—‘ Be- 
cause you were smitten with a desire 
which was reciprocated by us.’—‘ Did 
then this land Jong for the army which 
mutually longed for it ?’—‘So great was 
our longing, that we often groaned in 
sadness of heart.’—-‘ Whence this uneasy 
feeling, so odious to a victorious army ?’ 
—‘I have long ago schooled myself to 
conceal my feelings.’ —‘ Indeed ! Had you 
then any to be afraid of in the absence of 
your lord ?’—‘ As you just now said of 
yourself, I could willingly die.’ In this 
dialogue the herald first receives a hint 
that all has not been well at home. But 
he cannot or will not understand it, and 
proceeds, as if unconscious of the real 
import of the words he has heard, to 
describe the miseries the army has es- 
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caped,‘ and the remembrance of which 
has alone called forth the strong expres- 
sion of joy at his return (522). 

521. trav amd orparod. A short, or 
rather a mixed phrase for kjpuf tay Tov 
orpatod, amd oTpatod Key. 

522. reOvavar. As teOvnos and éornas 
are found beside the ordinary forms in 
—ntos, so rebynévas for reOy neva appears 
to have been contracted into reOvavat. 

527. wemAnyuéevor. So Herm., Dind. 
after Schiitz for metAnyuévos. For the 
verse really refers to 525, while the tran- 
scribers took it as an answer ta 7s 57; 

529. duavpas éx ppevds. A mind which 
darkly broods over thoughts which it 
dares not express. The cause of this 

anxiety, according to Klausen, was a fear 
.of the expedition going on wrongly. But 
what follows seems to shew that the con- 
duct of Clytemnestra and Aegisthus is 
rather alluded to. 

530. oriyos orparg. Hermann reads 
ortyos ppevav, ‘ confidenter,’ as he him- 
self says; but confidence in such altera- 

tions is not so easily felt by others. Ihave 
followed Blomfield and Peile in placing 
4 comma after érjv. A question still 
remains whether the ord-yos was that felt 

by the army now they have returned, or 
the oppressive influence of an evil omen 
at home during their absence. In the 
above version, I have taken it in the 
former sense. Some explain, ‘ this boding 

dread about the absent army.’ 
532. zrpes tivds; The Aeschylean 

535 

doctrine of d€éos as connected with oéBas, 
or the reverence due to majesty, is here 
clearly set forth. ‘ Why,’ asks the herald, 
‘was there any occasion for silence? 
Surely in the absence of the constituted 
authority there was none you were bound 
so absolutely to obey, as to resign even 
the liberty of speech.’ The answer is 
rather ambiguous. It may mean, as 
Klausen gives it, ‘I was so coerced that 
I would gladly have died,’ in which case 
as To ody 54 refers only to the words of 
522, the motive being wholly different; 
_or it may mean, ‘] was so coerced that I 

would now willingly die through joy at 
the release.’ And I think this latter is 
right ; for the chorus evades the question 
érpets rivds, not wishing openly to speak 
of Aegisthus ; and the following words of 
the herald, ed yap mémpaxta:, show that 
he at least understood it so. For he 
imagined that the cause of joy was the 
success of the expedition, not, as was 
really the case, the deliverance from 
Aegisthus and Clytemnestra. 

535. ed Aégevey. Those who alter ed 
to av, on the assumption that the optative 
mood in a potential sense absolutely re- 
quires the particle, materially impair the 
force of the passage; and those who 
retain ed do not always rightly interpret 
it. Translate: ‘but as for these matters, 
during the lapse of a long time, some 
things one may rightly assert to have 
fallen out well, and others again unsa- 
tisfactorily.’ Examples of &y similarly 
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omitted are inf. 1133, 1347.—eimerés, 
perhaps a metaphor from dice, like «é 

meodyta sup. 32, evBdaws exe Cho. 
6%3. See Monk on Hippol. 715.— 
éxluouda, cf. katduoupa sup. 143. 

538—40. ‘For were I to speak of the 
toils, and the comfortless bivouacks, the 

infrequent landings with hard lying on 
the ground,—in a word, what was there 

that we had not to lament, what that we 
did not receive as our daily portion?’ 
The apodosis is broken off by the question 
zt & ov, which interrupted the train of 
thought; and the participles are used 
without regard to any regular construc- 
tion. The simple idea in the-writer’s 
mind was «i Acyomus Omws éenpdocoper, 
ovk dv etn Téd0s, wdytTwy yap Kakdy 
eAdxouev. In SvcavAlas and xarorrpd- 
tous the hardships of the military o7iBddes 
and xdyevva: are described. Thucyd. iv. 
54 ad fin. dmoBdoets mototmevor kal évav- 
ACéuevor-tay Xwplwv of Kaipds etn. 

541. 748 abre xépow. . The permanent 
encampments on the mainland are con- 
trasted with the occasional landings on 
the shore. ‘ Again, as to our life on the 
land, even still more rigour attached to it.’ 
—orbyos, literally, ‘ shivering ’ or ‘ shud- 
dering,’ which seems here to be meant, as 
appears from what follows: ‘for, since 
our quarters were close by the walls of 
the enemy (i.e. outside of the city; cf. 
325—6) the meadow-damps drizzled on us 
from the sky and (rose) from the earth, 

the lasting damage of our clothes, making 
our hair as shaggy as wild beasts.’ The 
history of our own times furnishes a pain- 
ful commentary on this fine passage. We 
are told that in Bulgaria (in nearly the 
same latitude and longitude as Troy), “ the 
dews fall like fine and searching rain,” and 
we know the disastrous effects of drenched 
clothes and inadequate nightly shelter. 

543. Aewdviar. The MS. Flor. has 
Aeipwvta:, whence Hermann thinks the 

true reading was Aciuwvrlas. The sense 
of the passage remains precisely the same; 
the évdpocos edbvy of v. 12 is described, 
and it is from ignorance of the real origin 
of dew rather than from a desire to dis- 
tinguish different things that the poet 
adds é& odpavot nal ad yijs. The mas- 
culine participle r:6éyres (545) seems best 
explained on the view of most commenta- 
tors, that he was thinking of dBpo é€ 
ovpavod rather than dpdoo ard yijs. The 
mention of the ‘rough hair’ reminds us 
of the care the Greeks have always taken 
in combing their locks ever since, per- 
haps long before, Homer called them 
kapnroudwrtes. Cf. Ajac. 1207,- retuat 
& del ruxivals Spdcas Teyyduevos kduas. 

548. edre (dmdre) ebSo1. ‘Whenever 
the sea slept tranquilly reclining in its 
mid-day couch unstirred by a wind.’ 
Here again we have a picture drawn 
with perfect truth to nature. . The wind 
lulls at noontide, and freshens in the 
morning and evening. The sudden tran- 
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sitions from extreme heat to extreme cold, 
such as are felt in the neighbourhood of the 
Hellespont, are among the most trying 
influences upon the human frame. 

550. rl radra mevOciv Se?; Again (see 
538), the apodosis to ef Aéyor Tis is want- 
ing. ‘But why should we mourn for 
these things? Our trials are past; and 
they are passed, to those who have 
perished, so that they will never hereafter 
care even to rise from their graves to 
life again.’ The apposition to rots wey 
reOvyxdot is in jwiv HE rots Aornoiow, 
and he means to say, that the dead are so 
completely insensate and indifferent to 
past toils that they have not even the 
wish to live again, while the living have 
gained a glorious victory which more than 
counterbalances their sufferings.—7d wh- 
wor, i.e. Sore uhror. See sup. 15. 

553. év Wipe Aéyew, ‘to reckon up 
accurately,’ properly, ‘by counters.’ So 
Ar. Vesp. 656, Adyioat pataws, wh Whpos 
Gan amd xeipds. Rhes. 309, ev Whpov 
Ady O¢oGa1. Having mentioned the of 
tebvyndtes, in connection with tf! raira 
wevOeivy Set, the herald interposes a few 
words to shew that even the losses which 
have been incurred ought not‘to damp the 
joy with which the good news should be 
received by the living; and then he con- 
tinues the former sentence by jmiv 3¢ 
KAT.AY 

555. nal woAAd xalpew. ‘1 think we 
ought (not only not to grieve, but) even to 
rejoice greatly at the events which have 

happened.’ Schol. ém) rais edmorplas 
xalpev. A word of ambiguous sense, 
ovudopa, is purposely used, because the 
whole circumstances of the war, good and 
bad, are taken into account in forming a 
general ‘estimate. Hermann and others 
understand ‘bidding good by to misfor- 
tune.’ And certainly roAAd xalpew and 
Xaipe TOAAG are more commonly used in 
the sense of ‘ farewell.’ 

559. worwpévos.” As in the preceding 
7@de Pde there is contained a reference, . 
by contrast, to the darkness of death, so 
here ‘speeditig homewards’ is opposed 
to the stillness (7d wh dvacrijva) of those 
in the grave. Thus the poet dwells on 
and amplifies rots Aoirotow, v. 556. 

560. Snore, ‘at last.’ Cf. Hel. 855, 
& Oot, yevéoOw Shor’ ebruxes yévos 7d 
Tavyrddeciov. But in Troad. 506. Eur. 
Suppl. 1131, it means ‘ formerly.’—deots 
rois kal’ ‘EAAdda, ‘the Grecian gods,’ 
who have given a triumph over BdpBapo.. 
For the custom alluded to, see Theb. 267. 
Rhes. 180, Ocotow abta (Adpupa) mac~ 
odAeve mpds Sduors.—apxaiov, sc. Bore 
eivat, to take their place among other 
ancient spoils, and to be themselves re- 
garded as ancient some future day. Her- 
mann compares loti dpyatay, Oed. Col. 
1628.—ydvos, properly ‘ brightness,’ any- 
thing which causes joy or delight; an 
ornament, and so nearly a synonym with 
&yaAua. See Suppl. 996. 

563. ebAoyeiv rdw. The city deserves 
praise. for having sent out a just and suc- 
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cessful. expedition; the generals, for 
having conducted it; Zeus, for having 
given the victory. —xdpis Ards, the grace 
or favour of Zeus.— éxmpdtaca, cf. ébémpa- 
tev Suppl. 95. Theb. 836. 

566. 
by your argumients,’ that joy and gratitude 
are more appropriate than grief for the. 
past.—ed pabeiv, ‘to learn. well,’ i. e. 
good news, a sort of play on the proverb 
‘never too late to learn.’ Cf. frag. 278, 
Kadoy 5& Kal yépovra pavOdvew copd.— 
78&, impersonal, like dead Ces Bperéav 
ZxeaOat, Theb. 95. 

569. wAouti¢ew. ‘And at the same 
time (i.e. that she inquires the particulars 
for her own satisfaction) that she: should 
put me in possession of the facts.’ So 
Hermann understands the passage, while 
Klausen makes rtaiira the subject of 
mroutiCew. Cf. 1239, &AAnY Tw’ Erny 
dvr’ éuod mAouricere. The Schol. on 
this passage rightly gives weradiddvat pot 
Tis xapas. The other interpretation, to 
which I formerly adhered, ‘that she 
should at the same time reward me for 
the good news,’ is not appropriate to the 
dignity of the chorus, however well it 
would have suited the character of the 
herald. For it was the custom to re- 
munerate thé first bearer of good news. 

570. wddat, in obedience to the sug- 
gestion of the watchman, v. 28, 

573. nal cls w évlarrev. The allusion 
seems to be to v. 467 seqq., though Cly- 
temnestra, being absent at the time from 

vikdpevos Adyouowv, * convinced: 

the sfage, did not actually hear the re- 
proach. But the indefinite ris gives a 
meaning of probability rather than cer- 
tainty, ‘Doubtless some said reproach- 
fully,’ &c. 

576. wAayntds oto’ edavduny. ‘They 
would fain have proved me to bein error.’ 
The same use of datvecBa:, ‘ to. be made 
out to be,’ occurs Ajac. 1020, SotAos 
Adyourw dvr’ érevOdpov gavels. Ibid. 
1241, ef wavraxod pavotpcd’ éx Tedxpov 
xaxol, : 

577. Suws & vor. ‘ But still I went 
on sacrificing,’ i. ve. in confidence that I 
was right, and regardless of the sneers at- 
my credulity. Hermann takes voy for 
the third person plural; ‘ nevertheless, 
while they blamed me, they sacrificed and 
raised joyful clamours.’ The other gives 
as good, if not a better sense. —yuraucelgs 
vduq, ‘in a feminine strain.’ The éAo- 
Av'yh or dAcAvypds was of itself a -yu- 
vautetos véuos, inasmuch as it was the 
shout raised at a sacrifice peculiarly by 
the: women. Clytemnestra: had com- 
menced it (570), and others, even males, 
had taken it up at her bidding. Cf. 
Theb. 257, where the éAcduvypuds is 

called @vardas Boh. Hom. Od. iii, 450, 
ai 8 dAdAviav Ovyarépes Te vol Te Kad 
aidoln mapdxorrts. Il, vi. 301, at & 
bAoAvYH mace “APhYy xElpas dyeoxov. 
Herod. iv. 189, donde & enol ye Kal A 
6roAvyh én’ ipotos evrabba mpairov, yeve- 
Oat, ndpra yap tabry Xpewvrant af AlBuc- 
aut, Kal xpewyrar KAAGS. 
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580. xomdvres. ‘As they put out 
the fragrant (cf. 793) incense-fed flame,” 
probably by*pouring wine upon it. The 
custom alluded to, of raising a shout at 
that particular point of the ceremony, 
though probable in itself, does not appear 
to be known from other sources. 

"881 seqq. ‘And for the present what 
need is there of your (i. e. of the herald) 
relating to me the matter at length? I 
shall hear the whole account from my 
lord himself. But, in order that I may 
shew all zeal in receiving in the best 
manner possible my venerated husband 
on his return, — carry back this message 
to him, To come as soon as he can, since 

he is adored by the city. (And say to 
him), May you find your wife in the 
house, faithful as you left-her,’ &c. In 
this passage some very different explana- 
tions are commonly propounded. Many 
construe dmws apiota, quam optime, in 
583, while others, with Hermann, under- 
stand érws omedow, referring to Porson 
on Hec. 398; and all place a fuller stop 
at défac@a. There is, of course, a latent 
or reserved sense in omebow Upiora dékac- 
at, in the mind of one who contemplates 
murder. As for efpo: in 589, there can 
hardly be a doubt that it is the very wish 
which the herald is instructed to con- 

it. 

vey, transferred to the third person from 
the nature of the narrative; since efpors 
would have appeared to refer to the 
herald himself. Dr. Peile and Hermann 
take it for the optative of the oblique or 
indirect narrative, supplying @s or dt. 
But this use only occurs where the pri- 
mary verb treats of past time, and we 
cannot in this instance, unless by a very 
awkward ellipse, complete the terms of 
the message thus, ‘and tell him I said 
that he would find.” Aeschylus probably | 
had in view the very words of Agamem- 
non in Od. xiii. 42, dudpova: 8 otto 
&xorw vorrhoas ebpom. With great 
truth to nature the poet makes this wish 
to be dictated by Clytemnestra, conscious 
as she is that she has not been faithful 
to her lord. She avoids, as in itself sus- 

picious, the direct assertion, ‘he will find,’ 
&e. 

591. woAeulay tots Sicdpoow. “ Am- 
bigue dicit Clytaemnestra, de Agamem- 
noné cogitans.” Hermann. Ifso, éo@Aty 
éxetyw must tacitly refer to Aegisthus. 
Such may have been the meaning of thé 
poet; but one may be allowed to doubt 

‘ An enemy to his enemies’ is a very 
natural phrase to express a community of 
sentiment. 

Yy 
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595. mGAAov 2) xaAKod Baddas. “ Her- 
mann, with Wellauer and Schiitz, explains, 
“any more than I- know how to imbrue a 
sword in blood,’ adding, that as she had 
just professed herself virtuous, though 
conscious of being unfaithful, so she here 
disclaims any knowledge of the murder 
she all the while intends to perpetrate. 
He compares Bdrrew tlpos or eyxos, 
Prom. 882. Cho. 999. Ajac. 95, and 
calls the idea of Blomfield and others, 
that asecret art of staining brass (enamel- 
ling on copper?) is alluded to, ‘“ miracu- 
losum.”? On the other hand, Klausen 
and Peile express their astonishment how 
any one can prefer the former interpreta- 
tion to the latter. There are sufficient 
difficulties in both. Some have thought 
that there is a reference to the art of 
colouring masks; and there is a curious 
passage in Plutarch, De Pythiae Orac. 
§ ii, Catuate 5& (5 Eévos) rod xarKod rd 
avOnpdy, as ob mivp mpoceoixds ovdé ig, 
Baga 8& Kvdvov orlABovros.—ap’ ody, 
Zon, kpaots tis Hv Kal pdppatis Tav wdérAat 
Texvitayv wept Tov xaAdndy; From, this, 
as well as Trach. 683, yaAkfjs Saws 
dvovimrov éx SéATOU ypaphy, it does seem 

_to be an established fact that a method 
was known to the artists of antiquity of 
imparting certain indelible hues to bronze 
or copper. _ 

596. toidc8 6 xdumos. ‘Such is my 
boast, and every word of it true; a boast 
which no well-born lady need be ashamed 
to utter.’ Hermann is the first who has - 
perceived that.these two lines belong to 
Clytemnestra. They are generally as- 
signed to the herald, but with little point 
or propriety, not to say that the article is 
then worse than needless before «duos. 
Clytemnestra, conscious of her own hypo- 
crisy, and distrusting the impression her 

words have made on the chorus, sums up 
her speech by thus reiterating her fidelity 
and apologising for the over-eager profes- 
sion of it. And with this she leaves the 
stage. 

599. Topotoww Epunvetow. Divested of 
the ambiguity arising from the irony of 
the speaker, these verses mean, ‘ So much 
for her fine speech, which must be un- 
intelligible to you (the herald) without 
clear interpreters to expound it;’ a speech, 
that is, in which there is a depth of 
insincerity you little comprehend. All 
would have been simple enough, if for 
pavOdvovtt épunvetow he had said ob 
pavOdvoyt: tvev Epunvéwy. Cf. inf. 1029, 
Epunvews Zoey tery Topod SeicGa. 
The construction is, elmey ebrperas Adyov 
got pavOdvort: adroy Top. Ep. 

601. vécrmés re. So Hermann for 
— ye, as I had before given. ‘Non si 
quidem veniet dicit chorus, sed veniat 
ne.” : ° 

603. odn Zo Saws Actas. So Prom. 
299, ob ZoTw Srw pelCova poipay vel- 
paw, % co. Cho. 164, obk Zor doris 
mAnY éuod Kelpaitd vw. Dr. Peile, in a 
long but not very clear note, endeavours 
to show that this use of the optative with- 
out dy results from the ‘indefinite gene- 
rality” of the proposition. Perhaps we 
should rather say, that the optative ex- 
presses a purely mental conception, apart 
from any condition, the thing or person 
being at the outset so absolutely nega- 
tived by ov« éorw that there is no scope 
for even a conditional performance of the 
act contemplated with respect to it. The 
meaning is, ‘It is impossible that I 
should tell good news which is false, for 
friends to enjoy for a length of time.’ 
Compare Soph. frag. 59, GAA’ obdty Epmet 
Wetbos eis yijpas xpdvov. 
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XO. Tas dir’ dv cima Kedva radNOH TH xOrS ; 605 
oxab&vra 8 ob evKpuTTa yiyverar TdSe. 

KH. aijp agavros €€ ’Axatixod orparod, 
avrds Te Kal TS TAolov. ov pevdh éyw. 

XO. wétepov avaybels eudhavas €€ ’INiov, 
7) Xelua, Kowdr adxOos, Horace oTparov ; 610 

KH. éxupoas date to€drns akpos oKorTod" 
pakpov S€ Tha cvvtdpos édnutow. 

XO. mérepa yap aitod Cavtos } reOvnKdtos 
aris mpds addNov vavtidwv exdy eto ; 

KH. ovx oidev ovddeis dar’ dmayyeihar Topas, 615 
TAjv TOD TpépovTos “Hiov yOovds diaw. 

XO. més yap héyes Yeydva vavTiKe oTpaTo 
ede redevtjoal Te Saydvev Kdto ; 

KH. evdypov juap ov tpére Kakayyeho 
yacon piaivew: yopis ) Ty Oedv. 620 
4 S > ke - > »¥ / oTay O amrEevKTa THAT ayyeos TOE 
OTVYVO TpocdT@ TTwTipov oTpaTod Pépy,— 
moder pev EhKos Ev TH Orpvov TyeElv, 

605. més Bir’ By x.7.A. Though cedva 
7aAnOf, ‘good news which is true,’ may 
very well be taken for T& dAnO09 redva, 
and so stand in contrast with ta Wevd} 
KaAd, it is equally easy with Hermann, 
Wellauer, and Peile to construe mas 877° 
by, eimdy Kedvd, TaAnO® Tixos eimdv 
(rather Aéywy from 603). ‘How then, 
in telling good tidings, can you succeed in 
telling us at the same time what is true ? 
For when separated these things are not 
easily disguised,’ i.e. 7d Adyew Kedva, 
when not accompanied by 7d Adyew 
4769, is soon found out to be baseless. 

607. avfp. So Peile and Hermann 
for avfp. 

613. (avTos 4 reOvykdros. ‘Was it 
about him as alive or as dead that a re- 
port was mentioned by the other sailors ?’ 
On gdris or Adyos Twos, ‘ about a person,’ 
see Suppl. 478. Dr. Peile prefers to un- 
derstand some such word as érddov with 
abrod (Gyros, ‘did you learn this from 
himself alive, or’ &c. But the reply 
seems against this, oddels oldev efre (H 
elre ré0vnnev, as Mr. Conington properly 
objects, 

618. éA@eiv trerevrjoal te, i. e. tell 
me all about it from beginning to end. 

620. xwpls 7) Tih OeGv. ‘ The honours 
paid to the gods in thanksgiving and .in 
deprecating evil are quite distinct.’ Her- 
mann, who calls this construction (for tay 
Geav) a solecism, gives a very far-fetched 
interpretation, ‘‘ praemium sine diis est, 
i. e. praemium accipit malorum in re laeta 
nuntius tale cui non favent dii.” But the 
‘context seems decisive of the above sense. 
See on 869 inf. The Greeks greatly 
disliked the mixing up good news with 
bad; cf. Pers. 229. Phoen. 1215, oti 
ty ye Adtay’? én’ Gyaboiot cots Kakd. 
Ibid. 1217, ofwor, rh w ode elacas ef 
edaryyéAou phuns amerGetv, GAAG mnvioaL 
xaxd; See inf. on 631. 

623. mwéAee pev — ToAdrobs 2 A 
double calamity of war is here described, 
in its relation both to the state and to 
private families; and hence it is called 

 SinaGH pdorit, SiAoyxos &rn, and goaivia 
tvywpls. Thus, in a poetical way, the 
idea of duality is conveyed.—rd Snusoy 
Tuxelv, i.e. Sore Toy Sjpov Tuxety avTou. 
Cf. Suppl. 364. 679. 

yy 2 
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moddods 8é oddav e€ayiobérras Sépav 
avdpas Sithp pdorvyr, THY “Apys puret, 625 

Sihoyyov arnv, powiay Evvwpida,— 
, TOLOVOE LEVTOL TNWATWY TETayLEvoV 

Ls , a ¥ a 4 mpémen éyew Tarava T6vd *Epwiov 
caTnpiov Sé mpaypdatev eddryyehov 
HKOVTA Tpos Xatpovaay evertot TOkW— 630 

cal 3 fal tal 7 - 

TOS KEOva. TOLS KAKOLOL ouppiéo, héyov 
a 33 a“ - > Ld lal xepav *Ayatots odk dunvutov Decay ; 

‘\ 

Evvapocav yap, ovTes ExPiorou TO Tp, 
lal J, 

Tldp cai Odhacoa, Kal Ta wiat’ eeEdryy 
POeipovte tov SVaTHVoy ’Apyeiwv oTpatov. 
> 3 - > > rd °a 

ev vuxti Svokvparvta 8 a@pépe KaKd 
A N .. 2 , a \ 

pads yap pos addAyndator OpyKiat mvoat 
Hperxovy at dé KepotuTovpevar Bia 

a ne EX , > 9 , 
XEpavi, TYPO Edy Cody 7 duBpoKrizry, 

624. etayiobéyras. 
votos, Hermann. 

627. pevrat, profecto, Klausen. ‘When, 
I say, a messenger comes loaded with 
calamities like these, it is fitting and in 
place to recite this paean of the Furies,’ 
i. e. to give full scope to the xaxdyyeAos 
yhaooa of 619. révde is a correlative of 
toidyde, as if he had said roiobrois Thuact 
TowdTos Kal maidy mpéret. Such a mes- 
senger may fitly sing such a strain; but 
it is not for me to do it, who have come to 

announce a glorious victory. Cf. Theb. 
862, Alda exOpdy moar emipéArew. — 
cecarypévoy (cdrTw) is Schiitz’s correction 
of —pévwv. 

629. owrnplev mpaypdétrwv, simply a 
periphrasis for owrnplas. Otherwise ow- 
tnpiwy must bear a passive sense, as it 

appears to do in Oed. Col. 487, d€xer0ar 
tov ixérny vwrhpiov. Again the con- 
struction is interrupted. _He was going 
to say, ‘But for one who has come, like 
myself, bearing tidings of victory, to mix 
good with bad news, is a painful predica- 
ment.’ 

632. ’Axatois — Oedv. So Dobree, 
Adv. ii. p. 24, with Hermann and Franz, 
for Axaidv — Oeots. Comparea similar in- 
terchange of terminations in Suppl. 225. 
363. Translate, ‘the storm caused by 
the anger of the gods against the Greeks,’ 

Consecratos, de- sc. as a punishment for their sacrilege. 
633. dvres %x@1ora1. Milton, Par. 

Reg. iv. 412, ‘ Water with Fire In ruin 
reconciled.’ Ovid. Fast. iv. 787, ‘Sunt. 
duo discordes, Ignis et unda, dei.’—ré 

mior’ edeitarny, proved or exhibited their 
unwonted alliance in destroying, &e. So 
Xen. Anab. ii. 2, 10, éwel ra mora 
éyévero.- Cf. Hum. 643. 

639. Eby (dAn 7°, i.e. wal Eby CdAn 
éuBp- TupS (Tupavos).—%pavroi, a euphe- 
mism for karamoytic@etoat, as Eur. Iph. 
764. Thucyd. viii. 38, Onpayévns piv 
— drordéwy ev néAnri apavifera. Cic. 
de Div. i. § xxviii., ‘quum tu equo advec- 
tus ad quandam magni fluminis ripam 
provectus subito atque delapsus in flumen 
nusquam apparuisses.’ — orpéB@ .7.A., 
‘through the unsteady guidance of the 
incompetent helmsman.’ Cumpare Cho. 
195, oforow ey xemdot, vavTirAwy dlenp, 
orpoBovuc®. Ibid. 1041, ‘inf. 1187. 
A verse, probably of Aeschylus, is quoted 
by Plutarch, De Sera Num. Vindicta, § 10, 
Odvvos Bodatos méAayos ws biagrpoBel, 
‘rushes in a random course through the 
sea.’ Klausen and Peile strangely ex- 
plain moamuhy (see on Suppl. 747) of the 
wind ;, aud more strangely still, Hermann, 

in accepting this far-fetched interpretation, 
reads moiévos kaxoorpdéBov in apposition 
to tugs. It would be better to take 
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yy! > » , oN Ed » @xXOVT adavrot TouLevos KaKod aTpdBw. 
eet & avndde apmpdv rLlov dos, 
3 “A 3 a rd > A ~ 

opOpev avOodv Tédayos Aiyatoy vexpots 
avdpav *Axadv t vavtiKdy 7 épeuTiov. 
Heas ye pev 8) vadv 7’, 

nrou tus e&€kheper 7 ’Enricato, 
Oeds Tis, od avOpwrros, oiaKos Ouyav. 

Tvyn 8€ catip vatv Oédovo’ édélero, 
OS BAT €v dpm KUpatos Cadnv eye, 

47> 3 hes ‘ , 4 par €Eoxeihas mpds Kpataidewy yOdva. 
ereita 8 gdnv wovtiov mepevydres, 

DY >> > , 2 NevKov Kat’ Huap, ov meroiOdtes TUYN, 
> A , , , 
eBovkohodpev ppovtiow véov mafos 

‘N cal 

OTPATOV KapovTOS Kal KAKHS GTOOOULEVOV. 
‘\ fal - »” 

Kal vov exeivov et Tis €aTiv euTvewr, 

Touyy Kaxds of some unseen malignant 
power; and so as contrasted with the 
divine or supernatural handling of the 
helm which saved some favoured portion 
of the fleet. 

642. avOotv vexpots. So Lucret. v. 
1441, ‘Tum mare velivolum florebat 
navibu’ pandis.’ Iph. Taur. 300, éc0® 
aivatnpoy wéAavov eéavOetvy adds. The 
metaphor is from a field spotted over 
with flowers.—The correction of Schiitz, 
adopted by Hermann and Dindorf, vav- 
tois 7 épeimtois, is probable. The 
usual explanations of the genitive are 
not satisfactory, viz. that from vexpots 
we may supply @pavouac.y, or from &vOoby 
some participle like wAnpovpevov. © 

644. quads ye pev 84 (Suppl. 238). 
‘Us however and our ship, uninjured in 
its hull’ (see 638), ‘surely some one 
either secretly withdrew from danger or 
begged off fronr destruction,—some god, 
indeed, for,it could not have been a man, 
putting a hand to the helm.’ Hermann, 
who adopts the very questionable aorist 
€inpyicato from Ar. Thesm. 760, says 
“Wellaneri interpretatio, deus aliquis 
aut dolo aut precibus effecit ut servare- 
mur, paene ridicula est. Quem enim 

precetur deus majorem deo?’’ But we 
reply, that @eés ris is rather an after- 
thought, or correction of the poet, who 
had just spoken only of human agency. 
Indeed, this is perfectly clear from the 

640 

> ia ¥ aKHparov oKados, 
645 

650 

emphatic addition of od &vOpwros. For 
he felt that éxxAérrew vaivy was really 
beyond the power of man. 

647. Téixn cworhp. This goddess, like 
Fortuna among the Romans, was invoked 
as the saviour of mariners by an especial 
attribute. See Dr. Donaldson on Pindar, 
Ol. viii. 20. Thus she is said épé(ecOa, 
to perch on the ship like a bird, in allusion 
probably to that common electric light 
(now called St. Elmo’s fire) which also 
gave rise to the fable of the Dioscuri 
appearing in a storm. In Horace, Od. i. 
35, 6, Fortuna is spoken of as Domina 

aequoris. And so Propertius, in that fine 

elegy i. 17, 7, ‘Nullane placatae veniet 

Fortuna procellae? Haecine parva meum 
funus arena teget ?’ 

648. &s hr’ év dpum. ‘So as neither. 
when ‘at her moorings to feel the force of 
the breakers, nor to be stranded upon the 
iron-bound shore,’ i.e. by dragging the 
anchor.—xpataidewy = kparatAaoy, from 
Aaas. On éefoxéAdrew see Suppl. 432. 

652. éBovnorAoctuev. ‘We brooded 
over.’ Similarly Eum. 78, kal ph mpéd- 
kauve Ttévde Bovrodotypevos mévov. The 
context clearly dictates this sense: but 
many translate ‘we beguiled,’ which 
seems to have been w much later use of 
the word.—ortparod kaudvros, ‘of the 
army destroyed,’ i.e. that portion of it 
which had been lost. So veds xawotons 
rovti mpbs xkduart Theb. 198. 
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655 
€ A > 9 , a> ¥ , 
NMELS T EKELVOUS TAUT exe So€dLopev. 

yevoito 8 as apiora: Mevédewv yap obv 
TpOToV TE Kal pdduoTA TpoTddKa [ohEL 
>Q> 9 > No ey s € a, a 

ei 8 ovv Tis axis HdLov vw ioropet 
kat Cavra kat Bdérovra, wnxavats Ads 660 

ovmw Oédovros éLavahOcat yEévos, 
» , Se, ‘A , go ze 

éedmis Tis avTov mpods Sdmous Hew wadw. 
ae oS v. ¥ > lal 4 

TooavT aKkovoas tof TadnOy Kor. 
, 2 3. , HS 2 ‘\ Low > 4 - 

XO. tis Tor avopaley WO és 76 Tay ErNTIpwS— TP. a. 
9 A A 

PH Tis, OVTW ovY SpapLEV, Tpovoiatot TOD TETPapLEVOU 666 

yocoay ev THxa Vvewov ;— 
rav SoptyapBpov audwenn & 

. , > x ta 

Ehévav ; éret mperovtws 670 

édévaus, €havdpos, éhemTos, 
> Lie! e re 

€x TOV aBpoTimer 

655. rl why; i.e. cl why BAAo, ‘ Why 
not?’ So Linwood on Eum. 197. Cf. 
Suppl. 976. The common reading, vf 
vh; can only be explained by supplying 
Aéywow, a construction of extreme rarity. 

657. yévorro 8, «.7.A. ‘ However, 
may it all turn out for the best (as no 
doubt it will), for Menelaus at all events 
expect (i.e. you may expect) to return 
first and most surely (though even about 
him there is a painful uncertainty) ; but 
if any beam of the sun (cf. 616) does 
know of him alive and well,—there is 
good hope that he will come home again.’ 
The difficulty of this passage—of which 
some very inaccurate translations have 
been given—consists mainly in the dis- 
connected way in which alternate hopes 
and fears are expressed. The true force 
of the particles ei 5° ody is explained inf. 
1009. Here they are rightly used, be- 
cause in 607 the herald had called Me- 

nelaus &pavtos, and he now means to 
say that the only hope of his safety de- 
pends on the will of Zebs Swrhp, who 
may not care yet to annihilate a royal 
house.—The herald now leaves the stage 
to carry to Agamemnon the commands of 
the Queen; and with his exit, as Klausen 
remarks, ends the first act. 

665. The subject of the ensuing Stasi- 
mon is the flight of Helen, the vain pur- 

suit, her arrival at Troy, and the thought- 
less delight of the people, little aware 
of the vengeance in store for them 
through the crime of Paris.—Simile of a 
lion’s whelp, at first tame and winning, 
eventually destructive to the family which 
reared it. So was Helen at first welcomed 
with delight, but soon proved a source of 
woe.—Great prosperity often gives birth 
to a brood of evils, but then it is only 
through the fault of the guilty possessor. 
One crime begets another, but Justice 
and honest poverty go hand in hand. 
She throws a light even over obscure 
fortune, and respects not the influence of 
unhallowed riches. 

666. wh tis. ‘Can it have been one 
whom we see not, happily directing his 
tongue by a foreknowledge of destiny?’ 
On pu} so used see Pers. 346. He means, 

‘Was it some god who named her pro- 
spectively from the part she was to take 
in causing a destructive war?’ For the 
plural zpovofats see Suppl. 483. 

669. SoptyauBpov dude te. ‘ Bring- 
ing war by her marriage, and a subject of 
dispute between two nations.’ 

671. éAévavs. So Blomf., Dind., Franz, 
Herm. for éAdvas. The alteration seems 
required by analogy, if the word is to 
mean, as it must, ‘ destroyer of ships.’ 

672. GBpotluwy, i. e. aBpav Kal Tyulov. 
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, ¥ TPOKAAUMUATwV EmTrEVTE 
Z a) 4 ra » 

epvpou yiyavtos avpa. 
tohvavSpot Te hepdamides Kuvaryot 675 

>» , ¥ 
KaT txvos TAaTay adavTov 

Kehodvrov Yysdevtos axras én’ + dxpitodvddous 
dv épw aipatéeroav. 

"Trig S€ Kndos 6pOdvupov tehecoidpeov 
680 

3 , 

QVT. a. 
lal 4 , , 

pHs nacev, Tpamélas drimwow voTépw ypove 
‘\ , 

Kat Evveotiov Ads 

Tpaccouéeva TO vup.pdotipov 685 
4 > , / 

HéXos Exdhdtws Tiovras 
e 

DpevaLov, Os TdT” emépperrev 
yapBpotow deideuv. 

In support of Saumaise’s conjecture, 
aBporfver, admitted by Blomf., Dind., 
Franz, and strongly approved by Her- 
mann, the confusion between ouvais, 
Tiyats, and wnvais in Prom. 231 might 
be quoted. Yet the vulgate may be de- 
fended by Bapdriuos, Suppl. 24, weyord- 
timos, ib. 689, ceuvdtimos Cho. 349.— 
mpoxaAduuata are the bed-curtains, or 
perhaps those drawn over the door of the 
OdAauos.—ytyavros, Hesych. eydaov, 
isxupod, dreppuois. 

675. kuvayot. Supply érAcvoay from 
above. ‘And many shield-bearing hunt- 
ers sailed on the track of (the fugitives) 
who had already brought their bark un- 
sighted by the pursuers (&pavrov) to the 
leafy shores of the Simois.’ There seems 
no reason to read mAaray and KéAcaytes 
if we understand the sense simply thus, 
that the pursuers sailed in vain, since the 
bark had reached Troy before they got 
even a sight of it. I have given the 
emendation proposed by me in the second 
edition of this play, axperopdAdous, for 
akipbadous or aeti@vAAous. As an Ho- 
meric word, and as exactly suiting the metre 
of the antistrophe, this correction seems 
probable. Compare axpitdépupros, Theb. 
353. Were it not for the metrical diffi- 
culty, aefipdAdous is capable of defence. 

680. 8? gow.“ Jungendum cum kuva- 
yol.”” Klausen. The poet seems to call 
Helen herself pis, a cause or subject of 
strife. They sailed on: account of one 
who was destined to create a quarrel. 
Compare ma:doAérwp epis, Theb. 723. 

681. «750s, in the double sense of 
‘alliance’ and ‘ care,’ though the former 
meaning is in fact but an extension of the 
latter. Compare the play on kfhdeoa, 
Theb. 126.—rercoolppwr pits, a (divine) 
wrath which carries into effect the venge- 
ance it meditates. 

685. mpacoouéva. ‘ Exacting,’ i.e. in- 
tending to exact, ‘in after time the penalty 
of violated hospitality from those who 
were loudly celebrating the nuptial strain, 
the hymeneal song which then fell to the 
lot of the relations (i. e. sons of Priam), 
that they should sing it.’ In this passage 
mparrecOat as usual (cf. 785), governs two 
accusatives, of the thing and the person. 
There is great obscurity in the words 
éxpdétas tloyras, which appear, from what 
immediately follows, to refer to the yau- 
Bpol, or relations of the bridegroom. The 
commentators variously explain ékpdrws 
‘ unseasonably,’ ‘ineffably,’ ‘ excessively.’ 
But it seems more plausible to understand 
‘with loud voice,’ after Homer’s éxpac0at 
2mos. Thus too we may take tfovras in 
the sense which it invariably bears in 
Aeschylus, ‘ doing honour to,’ i. e. sharing 
openly, and as abettors in the crime, in 
the festivities which Paris instituted on 
his return with his bride to Troy. Her- 
mann thinks tloyras must here mean 
‘atoning for,’ and so indeed I formerly 
took it,—‘ punishing those who now have 
to pay for the song which they then im- 
properly sang.’ There is however an 
almost insuperable objection in attaching 
to lew a sense only found with riveuw. 
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” 
perapavOdvovoa 8 vpvov 
TIpudjov modus yepaca 690 

4 4 7 oN / TohvOpyvor méya Tov aTével, KiKAnTKOV- 
oa IIdpw Tov atvddextpor, 
Dy nN we ‘ 

mapmpoal 4 aodvOpynvor aidv’ av dpdt wrodurav 
pédeov ai’ avathaca. 

eOpepev S€ héovra 

695 

otp. f’. 

civ ddopots aydhaxtov 
Tas ap piidmactor, 

év Bidtov mporedeious 
dpepov, evpuddrra.oa., 700 
kal yepapots émtyaprtov. 

modéa 8 €ay’ év ayKddais 

veoTpopov TEKVOV Sixav, 703 
fat 4 

haispwmds Totl yeipa, caivwy TE yaoTpos avaryKats. 
xpoviabeis & amédeEey 

694. % moadOpnvov. Here # repeats 
with marked emphasis roAv@pyvov from 
above. The MSS. give maumpéc6n, for 
which Hermann admits the conjecture of 
Seidler, rayop6%. Blomfield gives may- 
mpoc@ 4 «.7-A. But # is certainly ap- 
propriate, and there is nothing in qép- 
mpogGe to which a reasonable objection 
can be raised. Translate, ‘ having all the 
time before (i. e. during the protracted 
siege) had to endure a life of much lamen- 
tation indeed on account of the wretched 
slaughter of its citizens.’ I have inserted 
éy after ai@y’, on account of the metre, 
from the hint of H. L. Ahrens, whose 
conjecture ala? dy is adopted by Franz. 

698. rés. Sol have ventured to emend 
the vulg. ofrws, with which it seems im- 
possible to accommodate the antistrophic 
verse. Hermann gives #3’, but tds is an 
Aeschylean word (Theb. 634. Suppl. 66. 
654) and well suited to introduce the 
simile, ‘ Just so has some one brought up 
a destructive lion in his house, not fed on 
milk, though still fond of the teat, in the 
early part of its life tame, a favourite with 
the children, and the delight of the old 
men.’ For ofvw see sup. 380.—mpore- 
Aclos, sup. 65. Dr. Donaldson (New 
Cratylus, § 279) understands -‘yepapois 
here as in Suppl. 652, for ‘gifts,’ and 
takes éxlyaproy to mean ‘ pleased.’ Here 

dvr. Bi. 

however the antithesis between majides 
and yépovres seems intended. It is true 
that ém:xalpew usually is ‘ to exult over ;’ 
but the verbal may here very well mean 
“exulted in,’ since the bad sense of the 
verb is only an accidental one. The 
custom of keeping tame lions was well 
known to both Greeks and Romans. Ari- 
stotle speaks of their playful and affec- 
tionate nature, Hist. An. ix. 44, geri 3¢ 
Td HOos ovx badmrys ovdevds ovF Hpopd- 
Hevos ovdéy, mpds Te Ta obyTpopa rad 
cuvn6n opddpa piromalypwv Kal orep- 
xtixés. Plutarch, De cohibenda Ira, 
§ xiv. GAN’ jets aypialvorvra Tibarcedouer 
(@a kal mpadvouer, AvKidets Kal oxdpvous 
Aedvrwy ev tats a&ykdAaw tTepipepovTes. 
Martial, ii. 75, has a beautiful epigram on 
a tame lion turning fierce and killing two 
boys of the family. 

702. écx’. From @yetv in the intran- 
sitive sense (Theb. 99), ‘to be,’ ‘to be 
about a thing’ (versari), &c. There is 
no need either to read én’ (Pers. 658), 
or, with Klausen, to join éoyxe dixay, 
‘‘habebat id quod justum est infanti.’’ 

704. yaorpds dydyros, ‘the cravings 
of appetite.’ The correction of Auratus 
has very much to commend it, paidpwrdv 
mot) xeipa, calvovra y. dvdyrais, by which 
slight change Zoxe would mean ‘he has 
often held it in his arms,’ &¢. 
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“706. 60s." Here it is evident that 20s 
. isnot ‘a custom,’ but a synonym of 4@0s. 
And perhaps it is the only instance of the 
former word used in the latter sense. 
Prof. Conington has made an excellent 
conjecture, that in 697 we should read 
Adéovros ivi, and here 7@os for %0s.— 
Xepw tpopas yap for xdpw yap Tpopas 
(tpopedoww Farn.) is due to Pearson. 
‘For by way of returning thanks for its 
maintenance, by a surfeit on slain sheep 
it provides a feast unbidden,’ i. e. not like 
an ordinary caterer or house-steward. 
Compare &Antos Sa:taAcds Prom. 1045, 
Buicbos Euvéwropos Cho. 720, dordd ané- 
Aevoros &uso Gos, inf. 951, ‘a song neither 
asked for nor remunerated,’ like the per- 
formance of a bard or minstrel.—&oaow 
is the correction proposed by Professors 
Conington and Malden for the MS. read- 
ing &raww. Hermann, who formerly 
gave kya (see on 129), now edits 
&yaow, a word which hé conceives to be 
formed from &(w, in the sense of ‘a con- 
secration,’ or ‘sacrifice.’ Klausen, has 
dyaiow (Pers. 427), from Bekker’s Lexi- 
con, a&yal of tparyikol Tas tTpdcets obTws 
éxdXouy Kal ta Tpatuara. 
would be altogether appropriate, but there 
is a doubt whether the &@ can be short. 
(See Donaldson on Pind. Pyth. ii. 81.) 
Hom. Il v. 161, &s 5& Adwy ev Bovod 
Gop&y e adyéva &En. - 

715. icpebs tras. In respect of the 
duty of a priest in superintending sacri- 
fices.—ék @eod, i. e. the folly of the man 
who thus reared a pest in his own house- 
hold must have been sent as a judgment 
from some god.—mpooebpép0y is Heath’s 
correction for spocerpdon. 

716. mdpavra,  Hesych. wapaxpiiye, 

This word | 

eb0éws, wapaurixa, Hur. frag. incert. 47, 
mdpavta 8° jobels Borepov oréver SurAa. 
And so Hermann rightly takes it, while 
Klausen and Peile would make it equiva- 
lent to map radra, ‘in like manner.’ 
Translate ; ‘Now at first I should say 
that there came to the city of Troy a spirit 
of unruffled calm’ (i. e. the Trojans felt 
no anxiety about the arrival of Helen); 
‘she was a quiet ornament of wealth ’ 
(and no Fury in their éstimation), ‘a 
darter of soft glances, a soul-wounding 
flower of love; but (soon) swerving from 
her course’ (i.e. disappointing the ex- 
pectations of the people) ‘she brought to 
pass a sorry end of her marriage, having 
sped as an evil settler and an evil 
associate to the sons of Priam, sent by 
Zeus the god of hospitality, a Fury bring- 
ing sorrow to brides.’ There can be 
little doubt, if we well consider the con- 

text, that ppdévnua yaAdvas (though equally 
with the ensuing personal attributes of 
Helen the subject to éAdeiy), in fact refers 
to the calm and secure satisfaction of the 
Trojans on first viewing the fascinating 
and richly-bedizened bride. That spirit 
came over the city, while she came Zo it. 
How Helen herself can be called ‘a spirit 
of windless calm,’ is more than the com- 
mentators have attempted to shew.—The 
insertion of 5& after adxagxaitoy is due to 
Porson. Hermann prefers re, but the 
pey is answered by the 8 in 721, and 
belongs not to ppdévnua, but to the whole 
clause. —Aobrov, in reference to the stolen 
wealth of Menelaus, often mentioned by 

Homer, Il. iii. 70; vii. 363, 390; xiii. 
626; xxii. 114. Cf. Orest: 1662. Herod. 
ii. 114. Plutarch, Conjug. Praecept. 
§ xxi. girdaAouTos f “EAE. 

ZZ 
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721. mwapaxAlvac’, The metaphor is 
from the race-course. Cf. %w Spdyov 
pépouat, Prom, 902. IL. xxiii. 424, datyor 
dé wapaxAivas eSlwxev. So amoxdAivar is 
used intransitively Oed. R. 1192. 

726. vuupdxravros. The most natural 
meaning is, that she brought shame and 
reproach, not to say suffering, on other 
wives. Virgil calls her ‘ Trojae et patriae 
communis Erinnys.’ Cic. de Div. i. 50, 
‘ Lacedaemonia mulier, Furiarum una, ad- 
veniet.’ 

727—55. The general doctrine here 
inculcated is, that not mere prosperity, as 
is commonly thought, produces evil con- 
sequences, but only when combined with 
impiety and insolence. Sentiments not 
dissimilar were before propounded with 
regard to the fate of Priam (365—70) ; 
and again in allusion to the Atridae, as in 
the present passage, 453—6. 

728. wéyov tedrccOévta. Literally, 
‘having grown up to full size’ (réAcios), 
as the idea is borrowed from a parent; 
but secondarily, ‘ when amassed in excess.’ 
Cf. Theb. 768, dABos yay maxuvOels.— 
texvotc@at, ‘produces offspring.’ Theb. 
654, wh Kal rexvwdf Svcpopdrepos -ydos. 

740 

Aristot. Hist. An. vii. 5, apxh 8 rats 
yuvaitl tod rexvotoba, Kal Tots Eppect 
Tov TeKvour. 

734. 7d ducceBes ydp. So Pauw for 
7d yap ducceBés. Dr. Peile well observes 
that, irrespéctive of the metre, the sense 
is much improved by the additional em- 
phasis thus gained ; ‘ for it is the impious 
act that,’ &c. The progeny of impiety is 
&Bpis (Eum. 506), and accordingly it is 
this §8p:s which in turn generates a young 
BBpis of a still worse kind, that namely 
which disports itself in the misfortunes of 
others (d6piCew év xaxois, inf. 1590; cf. 
Suppl. 96—7), and again SBpis begets 
Képos and @pdoos, ‘ Petulance and Au- 
dacity.’ 

740. rd’ } 760. ‘Sooner or later, when 
the appointed time shall have arrived.’ 
For dre (MSS. 8rav) we are indebted to 
Klausen. The construction is epic, and 
is the same as ei or 6s with a subjunctive. 
See Eum. 202. Theb. 328, edre médis 
dauac6y. For the reading of the next 
verse, of which the most incredible inter- 

pretations have been given, I am respon- 
sible. The MSS. give veapa pdous kérov. 
Cf. Herod. viii. 77, Képov bBpios vidy. 
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744. Saluovd 7 Uuaxov. So I before 
edited for daluovd re Toy Huaxov, on ac- 

_count of the metre.—pedalva “Ara, ‘ two 
dark children of woe, like to their parents.’ 
Cf. 735. This is Dr. Donaldson’s more 
than probable restoration of weAalvas &ras 
eidouevay. See New Cratylus, p. 518 
(ed. 2). He well compares’ Antig. 529, 
tpépwv 80 “Ata Karavacrdces Opdvey, 
and might have added aide, Sto & “Ara, 
Oed. Col. 532. 

747. Svoxdrvois. It is surprising that 
Klausen, who denies that this epithet can 
be used of the smoky houses of the poor, 
should have overlooked the evident con- 
trast with ra xpvodmacra ee0Aa, ‘the 
gold-bespangled abodes’ of the wealthy 
but guilt-stained owner. His version is, 
‘m aedibus, quae in fumum et cinerem 
sunt conversae ;’ which is not less wide of 
the mark, than his observation, that Aes- 
chylus was not the man to represent Jus- 
tice as an attribute of the poor rather than 
of the rich. Aeschylus does not say this, 

but only that Justice prefers even the 
cottage of the poor man who is moderate 
and content (¢valoiuos) to the most gor- 
geous palace where guilt dwells. 

749. [Biov]. I have inclosed this word 
in brackets, as not falling in with the cor- 
responding verse of the strophe. 

750. @e@Aa. So Hermann, after Au- 
ratus, for éo@Ad. Franz gives €3paya.— 
civ nly xepav, cf. kadapas xeipas, Hum. 
303. 

752. mporéuore. The MSS. give mpoo- 
8a rod. Hermann, who formerly con- 
jectured zpocéBaAe, which is admitted by 
Franz and Dindorf, has now edited mpoc- 

wore, of which he conceives mpooéBa to 
have been a gloss. He supposes rou to 
have crept in from a marginal addition to 
TAoUTOU. 

754. ob o€Bovoa, ‘not respecting,’ or 
rather, ‘not approving,’ as is clearly the 
force of od céBw, inf. 1590.—mapdonpoy 
atve, ‘wrongly stamped with praise,’ ‘ base 
and counterfeit in its reputation,’ i. e. 
undeservedly esteemed, or praised, as all 
riches are praised, for their influence, how- 
ever much they may be abused by the 
possessor. Schol. ad Hippol. 1115 (ed. 
Monk), mapdonpos, dvr) tod &ddniuos, 
amd perapopas Tay KiBSnrA@v vomioudrwr. 
Plutarch, De Adul. et Amico, § xxiv. 6 5& 
Wevdys Kab vd0os ral bmdxadnos, dSomep. 
véuioua Tapdonuoy. 

755. wav én) Tépya voud. Compare 
sup. 241—2. With a like ambiguity, or 
desire to speak generally, the chorus say 
this with a certain apprehension about the 
fate of Agamemnon. If Justice directs 
everything to its end or destiny, it brings 
crime to punishment, pride to a humilia- 
tion, virtue to a reward. Cf. Suppl. 397, 
véuwy &Sika wey naxots, do1a 8 éevydpors. 
Hence vewérwp is an attribute of avenging 
Zeus, Theb. 480. Hermann, who ob- 
jects that may should have been mdyta, 
reads way 8 éi x.7.A., ‘ omnem attribuit 
exitum, i. e. bonum et malum, ut quisque 
sit meritus.”” This amounts to much the 
same thing. He might have compared 
émtvoudg in Eum. 310. 

756 seqq. The chorus, having just before 
dwelt on the dangers to which great pros- 
perity is exposed, when not free from the 
taint of crime, now proceeds to welcome 

Zz 2 
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Agamemnon in very cautious and mea- 
sured terms. It would be easy, they say, 
for them to profess an insincere joy, like 
false flatterers ;-but they will freely confess 

they never approved the expedition. Now 
however the labour is rewarded, provided 
all has been well accomplished. Aga- 
memnon at this point is seen approaching 

in his chariot, followed by Cassandra and 
(probably) a train of attendants. 

760. xatpby xdpiros. ‘The, mark (or 
mean) of compliment.’ On the metaphor 
see sup. 356. But in droxdupas it changes 
from shooting to turning short of the 
terminal pillar in the. stadium. 

761. 7d Bonetv eivar. ‘ Now many men, 
when they have acted wrongly, prefer 
mere appearance to reality’ (vow eivat), 
That is, they prefer insincere praise to 
honest blame, when they are conscious of 
having deserved the latter. If we take 
mportover of the flatterers, not of the 
flattered, Slknv amapaBdyres becomes a 
weak truism. 

764. Siypa Adwns. Cf. Juven. iii. 101, 
‘flet, si laerymas conspexit amici, Nec 
dolet.’ Pind. Nem. i. 82, ed@bs amhuwv 
Kpadla Kados dup’ GdAAdtpiov. Infra, 1527. 
So dvayrddaxpus, frag. 407. 

766. «al Evyxaipovow. ‘ And (in like 
manner) men rejoice with others, assum- 
ing the same appearance of joy by doing 

violence to their grave countenances ; but 
whoever knows well the character of his 
people, it is impossible that the eyes of a 
man should escape his notice, which, seem- 
ingly from sincere kindness, flatter with a 
weak friendship.’ With mpoBatoyyvdyar 
compare dupbv irmoyvduova, frag. 224, and 
the Homeric ro}v Aady for ‘aruler.’ As 
this passage expresses the common prac- 
tice of mankind, but with particular re- 
ference to Agamemnon and the praise 
expected by him from the chorus, it is 
clear that the simple sense is, ‘ but Aga- 
memnon is too good a judge to be.easily 
deceived by insincere flattery ; and there- 
fore, as I cannot praise from my heart, I 
had rather not praise at all.’ There is a 
little confusion in 7t& BoxodyTa K.7.A,, 
which ought properly to have been thus 
expressed, Ta calvovra sdapet piddryti, 
€E efppovos Siavolas ds Bonet. In Sdapet 
there is an allusion to the phrase piAlay 
ilpvacba:. See on veoxpis pidos, Cho. 
336. Properly, wine was called ddapés, 
which had an undue admixture of water. 
Blomfield quotes giAfay bdap% from Ari- 
stot. Polit. ii. 8. The word was opposed 
to e&{wpoy or uxparov péév. Plutarch, 
Symposiac. lib. v. Quaest. iv. § 2, fdas 
obx sdape? xalpovras GAA’ axparorépy. 
Peile quotes Antiphanes, of sdapts of7’ 
&cparoy. 
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773. obk émixetow. Hermann is pro- 
bably right in omitting yap after obx, as a 
metrical interpolation to patch up a com- 
plete anapaest. See on Pers. 547. The 
common reading is od ydp o° émxedou, 
after Musgrave, oe not being found in 
the MSS.—kdpr’ dmrouodows yeypaumévos, 
properly, ‘very unskilfully painted,’ i. e. 
depicted in an unfavourable light. 

776. é« @veiav. This is Franz’s emen- 
dation for éxodciov. Cf. éx Ovoidy éAm)s, 
v. 101. Most editors read axodciov after 
Canter, understanding that kind of forced 
or reluctant valour which soldiers are sup- 
posed to feel when engaged in a cause 
which they have little at heart. Hermann, 
who justly objects to xou{(wy in the sense 
of pépwv, ‘bringing to, and forcing upon 
them an involuntary courage,’ reads @dpoos 
éxotctov with the Farnese MS., “ vehens 
(ad Trojam) spontaneam audaciam mori 
volentibus viris,” and adds, “id acerbe 
dictum de mortifera expeditione.” It is 
however evident, that neither éxodctov nor 
&xototoy affords a satisfactory sense, and 
that @yfoxover cannot properly stand 
either for érofuots (or OéAovet) Oayeiv, or 
for Oavoupévors. But é« Ouoiav, while it 
‘involves no greater change than © for O, 
‘appropriately refers to the attempt of 
Agamemnon to give a religious sanction 
‘to the expedition by alleging that the gods 
favoured it. We may thus explain the 
whole passage quite literally, ‘You were 

-regarded in no favourable light then when 
you started on the expedition, and you 

seemed to be directing the helm of your 

heart not rightly, when you brought to 
dying men assurance from sacrifices,’ i. e. 
that the victory would yet be yours, that 
they were dying in a just cause, &c. It 
is true, we are not elsewhere ‘told that 
Agamemnon did this; but Aeschylus seems 
to have had other legends to follow besides 
what we now possess. See on 799. 

778. viv ® ob dm kxpas ppevds. ‘ But 
now (or rather, ‘and accordingly now ’) 
not from the mere surface of the mind nor 
with unfriendly feelings (I say), the work 
done is weleome to those who have ac- 
complished it well.’ This, of course, is 

intentionally guarded and equivocal, espe- 
cially as it leaves ed reAdoacw quite con- 
ditional, ‘if they have really accomplished 
it well’ (which may or may not be the 
case as far as their own welfare is con- 
cerned). It is not easy to understand 
what Hermann means by his version, 
“acceptus per eos qui perfecerunt.” On 
-&xpas ppevds see Pers. 139. 

781. rev dixalws cad Tov axalpws. The 
chorus contrast their own conscious fidelity 
with the unfaithfulness of the partisans of 
Aegisthus. _ 

783. Agamemnon, in a laboured speech, 
in which he ostentatiously affects a pious 
gratitude and a sense of the invidiousness 
of his position as victor, addresses the 
chorus as the representatives of the Argive 
people, and with pointed reference to the 
remarks just before made in his hearing 
about the hollowness of interested flattery. 

784. perartovs. Here for airtovs, as 
Hermann remarks, quoting Trach. 1234, 
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786. od ard yAdoons. ‘Non obiter 
ac negligenter.”’ Hermann, who thinks 
that ard yAdoons, ‘off-hand speaking,’ 
is opposed to the reading of written 
documents. The sense evidently is, ‘ not 
taking a hasty or careless survey of 
the merits of the case, but awarding a 
solemn and deliberate condemnation.’ On 
Whpous Zevto pbopas for eynpicarto, see 
Theb. 280. In redxos and kira the 
judicial urns of acquittal and condemna- 
tion are primarily meant, but at the same 
time there is probably an allusion to the 
opposite sides of a pair of scales. Com- 
pare Suppl. 599. 959. 

790. xeiAos. This emendation of Ca- 
saubon, though it has found little favour 
with more recent editors, has always ap- 
peared to me undoubtedly the true read- 
ing. The MSS. give xepds, from which 
no intelligible sense can be extracted. 
Hermann has edited xpetos, indiga. 
(Suppl. 198.) I have shewn at some 
length in the second edition of this play, 
that xe7Aos was an internal rim, generally 
in goblets, but also used, as a measure of 
Jilling, in jars, caskets, and perhaps other 
recipients of dry or wet goods. Hence, 
and hence only, the well-known line in 
Ar. Equit. 814, is to be understood, ds 
érolncey thy méAw uav peothy, ebpdy 
émtxetAy, ‘who made our city brim-full, 

_ having found it full only up to the rim.’ 
If, as some scholars have ingeniously sug- 
gested, the present passage contains an 
allusion to Pandora’s box, we have the 
very word used in a similar passage, Hes. 
Opp. 96,— 
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Here therefore the sense is, ‘In the op- 
posite urn hope came up to the rim, but 
did not quite fill it.’ Which means, ‘The 
Trojans had nothing left them but a 
remnant of forlorn hope to counterbalance 
the decree of vengeance which had gone 
forth from the gods.’ 

791. xamvg. See Theb. 332.—viy er, 
‘even up to this very moment,’ though so 
many days after the capture.—etonyos, 
Suppl. 694. 

792. @unaal. This is Hermann’s almost 
irresistible emendation for @JeAAa. He 
compares, for the use of a rare word, 
Soph. El. 1422, gowla 8& xelp ord(e 
Ounatis “Apeos. The mention of sacrifice 
is all but necessary, in order to give the 
full and due sense to what follows. Com- 
pare Ounpdyov edddn pAdya, v. 580. 
Aaumddas pappaccouevas xpluart, v. 94. 
We have a similar figure in icpeds &ras 
sup. 715, whereas ‘ storms of cala- 
mity’ involves an idea alien from the 
whole tenour of the passage. In (@ot 
and cuvévicKovea there is a merely verbal 
antithesis. The fires which have devas- 
tated the city yet live, though subdued 
and smothered; and the ashes dying out 
as the sacrifice is consumed, send forth 
fumes from the costly property destroyed 
by them. The poet had doubtless re- 
marked, that after any great conflagration 
the ruins continue to smoke long after the 
flames have been extinguished, and that the 
smell is then by much the strongest. 

795. twepxdrous, ‘vindictive,’ ‘resent- 
ful.’ See on Theb. 386. For émpatd- 
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weoda I formerly conjectured and edited 
éppatdweoOa, a word which occurs Theb. 
795, and the use of which in-the same 
metaphor, inf. 1347, wnuovhy apxicraroy 
gpatecey, seems to render the reading here 
nearly certain. Hermann has’ made the 
same correction.—efvera for ofvexa is 
given for the reason alleged on Suppl. 
184. 

798. aomdooTpdpos. So the Farnese 
MS. Herm. and Dind. follow Blomf. in 
reading domdngédpos. Cf. Theb. 19. Klau- 
sen, with Franz and Peile, retain domdn- 
atpégos, from MS. Flor. Probably éom- 
doarpdpos is right (we have orpépew 
dontda Ajac. 575), and the 7 arose from a 
confusion with a variant domdnodpos, 
which is the more familiar form.—frmov 
veooods, the soldiers from the wooden 
horse. See Od. viii. 515. Eur. Troad. 11. 

799. whinw épotoas. ‘ Having sprung 
with a bound,’ i. e. advanced to capture 
the city, ‘at the end of Autumn.’ The 
time, Klausen observes, is mentioned 
which would best account for the storm 
before described, since between the setting 
and the rising of the Pleiads it was not 
the sailing season; and Hesiod (Opp. 617) 
speaks of the tempests which usually suc- 
ceed the former event. Aeschylus here 
seems to have followed the account of 
some poet now unknown to us. 

800. apnorhs Acwv. The simile is 
changed to a lion attacking a herd,—pro- 
bably from Il. v. 161, ds 5¢ Adwy év Boval 
Oopdy é abyéva tin. The lion was the 
symbol of the Atridae, as Dr. Donaldson 
well remarks, Varron. p. 33 (ed. 2). Cf. 
44 and 1230. Pausan. ii. 16, § 4, speak- 
ing of Mycenae, says, Aclwera: 5¢ Suws 

ért kad HAAG ToD mepiBdAov, Kal 4 whan? 
Aéovres BE Epeorhkacw airy. 

801. afuaros rupavyvixod. ‘ Designatur 
caedes Priami, Politis, Deiphobi, Asty- 
anactis, aliorumque Priami filiorum sep- 
tem, quos cum Paride et Helena post 
Hectoris mortem superstites memorat 
Homerus, II: xxiv. 249." Klausen. 

802. ppolusov +éde. This prelude or 
preliminary address. He had said mp@rov 
Mev K.T.A., V. 783.—7d ody dpdynua, your 
sentiments, your feelings, respecting in- 
sincerity, supra 761—70. There is some 

difficulty in wéuynuat xAdwv, which is best 
met, by regarding the words as parenthe- 
tical;—‘ As for your sentiments (for I 
remember hearing them), I both say the 
same, and you have in me an advocate of 
your opinions.’ He means, that the long 
address (éféreiva) to the gods has not 
driven out of his mind the words he had 
just heard. But, if wcuynua rrtov be 
taken, as it usually is, to signify, ‘ but as 
for your sentiments, I remember hearing 
them, and I say the same,’ too much 
prominence is given to the fact of remem- 
bering what in truth he could not possibly 
have forgotten. 

806. plaov roy ebruxoivTa. It is pos- 
sible, with Klausen and Conington, to. 
construe céBew ty ebruxodvyTa (ds) 
plaov, like Séfaic® ixérny roy Onavyer7 
arédov, Suppl. 27; but certainly there is 
nothing in the order of the words to 
demand this, and it by no means improves 
the sense. See on 605. Ordinarily, there 
is no other difference between 6 edruxav 
glaos and plaos 6 edtuvxGv, than between 
‘ the fortunate friend’ and ‘ the friend who 
is fortunate.’ The latter conveys a rather 
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more distinctive enunciation of the quality 
or attribute.—p0dvwy, for p@dvov, is given 
by Hermann from MS. Flor. 

. 807. d0cppwr yap ids. ‘ For the venom 
of malevolence besetting the heart causes 
a two-fold annoyance to him who has 
got the malady (i. e. of an envious dis- 
position); he is both weighed down by 
his own misfortunes, and groans at seeing 
the prosperity of others without.’ Tac. 
Hist. i. 8, ‘ Quaedam civitates etiam finibus 
ademptis pari dolore commoda aliena ac 
suas injurias metiebantur.’ 

Bll. Adyou”? by dutalas xdrortpov. 
These, words are to be closely joined, and 
et yap ékemlovrauat to be regarded as 
exegetical of e/Sés. With Klausen, Con- 
ington, and Peile, it is clearly best to in- 

terpret thus: ‘I can declare, from my 
own knowledge, that men who seemed to 
be very well disposed to me were but the 
mirror (the unreal semblance) of friend- 
ship, the shadow of a shade.’ In former 
editions, after Schiitz, Dindorf, and others, 
I had adopted a punctuation which de- 
tracts somewhat from the force of the 
passage, ed yap etemloraua: duidlas Kdr- 
omtpov. But though ‘to know the 
mirror of friendship,’ i.e. to see men’s 
inmost minds as reflected in a mirror, is not 

in itself so absurd as Hermann wishes to 
show, still there is such apt connexion 
between a phantom and a mirrored image 
that it seems difficult to disconnect the 
two as a description of unreality. Her- 
mann however construes éferiorayat (dv- 
tas) KdtomTpov, «.7.A. He remarks that 
eliwrov and oxtd are often used almost 
as synonyms, quoting, after others, Ajac. 
126. Phil. 946. Frag. Tyr. xv. (587, 6, 
Dind ). Add Plutarch, de Fraterno amore, 
§ ili., oxiad ad cfSwda piAlas. 

814. odx éxev. Klausen observes, 
from Proclus, that: the reluctance of 
Ulysses to join this expedition, and his 
pretended madness on that account, were 
related in the poem called the Cypria. 

817. 7a — mpds méraw te nal Geods.: 
So 7a és 7d adv gpdynua, sup. 803. 
Hermann translates: ‘‘ De re publica, et 
si quid in sacris neglectum sit, convocato 
populo consulemus.” As regards the 
public affairs, he goes on.to say that what 
is good must be secured, what is bad and 
diseased must be lopped away or seared 
by the hand of a skilful surgeon. 

823. rij amorrpéyat vécov. So Por- 
son for mfparos tpépai vécov. The 
vulgate is retained and defended by both 
Klausen and Hermann, who take rfparos 
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yécov for ‘ the disorder of (i. e. caused by) 
evil in the state,’ viz. that political wiua 
or unsoundness which Agamemnon had 
just avowed his intention to remove. 
But cpépa: for dmorpépa is harsh and 
unusual, and no one can justly take ex- 
ception to riua vécou, ‘ the harm, or mis- 
chief, of disease,’—indeed -the very ex- 
pression is quoted from Soph. Phil. 765. 
We have frequently had occasion to re- 
mark on the confusion between 7 and 7 
in MSS., so that we have here an ex- 
cellent emendation at the expense of 
the smallest possible change, and that a 
legitimate one according to the laws of 

palaeography. 
- 825. detidcouo. The dative only shows 

that this word contains a notion of render- 
ing to the gods the greetings, congratu- 
lations, and thanksgivings due upon the 
event of the victory. The herald in like 
manner addressed the gods as a first duty, 

sup. 492 seqq. 
828 seqq. The Queen now appears on 

the stage with her handmaids (881) to 
meet the King. The whole of her speech 
is elaborated by the poet with admirable 
skill in the delineation of character. 
Conscious to’ herself of the utter insince- 
rity of all the high-flown professions she 
is about to make, she first addresses her- 
self to the chorus in a strain partly apolo- 

getic, but principally descriptive of the 
feelings she pretends to have entertained 
during the absence of her lord. Having 
exhausted her assurances of unchanged 
love, anxiety, attempted suicide through 
despair, and of eyes run dry of tears, and 
finally, of joy at his return, she at length 
turns to Agamemnon, and in the language 
of flattery which is suspicious from its 
very excess of compliment, she lures him 
into the palace where she has already 
prepared the axe and the bathing vessel 
for his destruction. The formal and 
prolix narrative of her own griefs and 
anxieties, at a time when a truly loving 
wife would have poured out her soul in 
the arms of her husband, shews that 
selfishness is ‘her temperament as much 
as hypocrisy is her art. 

831. 7d rdpBos, ‘their bashfulness 
wears off from mankind,’—people lose 
their timidity as they grow older. The 
allusion is to the domestic seclusion of 
Greek ladies, 

835. fiodat Epnuov. See on 902. 
836. xAnddvas. So Auratus for jdovds. 

Cf. KAnddvev rarryndtav, v. 847. 
837. jxew. Supply from the context 

pépovTa Kady. 
“839. «i éeriyxavey — rérpwra. ‘If 

he kept receiving as many wounds as was 
currently reported at home, he is (i. e. 

3A 
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he must be by this time) pierced, one 
may say, with more holes than a net.’ 
Yet, many as were the reports of his 
wounds, they were less numerous than 
those of his death, «i jv teOvnkas — 
étnvxet, inf. 842—5.—7Aéw, sc. Tpatpara. 
See on 1316.—Aéyew, cf. 358. For ré- 
tpwrat, Franz gives rérpnrat from the 
useless correction of H. L. Ahrens. 
Cf. Phoen. 1431, tetpwyévovs & idotca 
kaiplas oparyds. 

842. érandvoy. So the recent editors 
after Porson for éwAf@uvov, though the 
latter is perhaps capable of defence. See on 
Suppl. 598. The metaphor is apparently 
continued from axerevero, the idea being 
borrowed from water led by pipes or 
channels into a tank till it isfull, Trans- 
late, ‘ as accounts kept pouring in.’ 

844. Thy kdrw yap ov Aéyw. Because, 
if reference had been made to the earth 
under the body (Theb. 941, md dt ow- 
war, yas. wAoUTOS -¥Buccos gorau), the 

_ figure employed would have been incor- 
rect, since yAaiva is always used of a 
coverlet or blanket thrown above. Cf. 
Hur. Frag. Peliad. vi., 8vay © in’ avdpds 
XAaivay edyevods méons. Soph. Trach. 
540, maas bd xAalyns smayndAioua. 
The phrase yiv émécoacOat, ‘to put on 
earth,’ for ‘to be buried,’ was clearly in 
the mind of the poet. The plain English 
of the whole passage is this:—‘ if he had 
died as often as was reported, he must 
have had three lives like a second triple 
Geryon, and been buried as many times, 
dying once for each shape.’ Pausan. v. 19, 
tpeis BE kvdpes Tnpvdves eloly &AAHAOS 

‘offered for his absence. 

840 

845 

850 

mporex Guevot. 
845. AaBdéy. Perhaps AaBeiy. Seeon 

Suppl. 174. 
848. &vwbev. From the beam above, 

to which the noose was tied.—zpbs Blay, 
Biaiws, as mpds Hdovhy for 7déws sup. 
278. She appears to mean, that nothing 
but main force would make her desist 
from the attempt. Others understand 
‘violently grasped by the rope.’ 

850. éx ra@vde. ‘In consequence of 
all these anxieties,’ viz. that she might 
have at least one additional source of 
care removed from her, since the news 
of Agamemnon’s death might have 
brought danger to the young heir. For 
éx r@vde see inf. 1194. 1581. Eur. Ion 
843, ex T&vde Set oe SH yuvairetéy TT 

Spay. : 
851. kdpios, ‘in quo proprie insunt, 

qui propria in sese habet,’ Klausen. 
Translate, ‘the holder, or retainer, of 
our mutual pledges.’ But no English 
word is capable of conveying the exact 
idea. Orestes was as it were the holder 
of pledges between the husband and wife, 
in the sense of a security for their con- 
tinued affection, inasmuch as he repre- 
sented those pledges in his own person. 
By resigning or giving up such pledge, 
she laid herself open to the charge of 
broken vows; and hence the explanation 

Hermann, who 
distinguishes between alorevua, ‘a thing 
entrusted,’ and mlotwya, ‘a pledge of 
faith,’ adopts the latter form, which occurs 
Eum. 213 in the sense of conjugal vows. 
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853. Sopttevos. Plutarch, Quaest. 
Graec. § xvii., tls 6 Sopttevos ; — 5 AaBdv 
aixuddwrov (sc. Kopi6lwy cal Meyapéwy 
mpos GAAHAous ToAcuotyTwy), dmiyyev 
otkade, kad peradovs addy kal tparé(ns 
dméreurev olxade. ‘O wey ody Ta AdTPA 
kouloas émnveiro, kad pidos del dieréAce 
Tod AaBdyros, ex Sopuaddrou dopvtevos 
mpoowyopevduevos.—rpépios, Cho. 666. 

854. auplrenta mhuara. This is va- 
riously rendered ‘ controversial troubles,’ 
i.e. the evils of a disputed succession ; 
‘doubtful,’ or such as may be equally 
called likely or unlikely to happen; and 
(which I prefer) ‘troubles of a twofold 
nature,’ namely, the two chances enume- 
rated, as if in direct explanation, imme- 
diately after. : 

857. Bovdhy katapphpeer. ‘Should 
overthrow the Senate.’ According to the 
view of Aeschylus, Bova} is an aristocra- 
tic assembly, closely connected in its 
functions with the kingly authority, and 
opposed to the popular meetings, ayaves. 
Hence, if after the death, or reputed 
death, of the King, the people should 
overthrow his confidential council, this 
would be to inflict an additional blow 
upon the royalist party in the state, or, 
in terms borrowed from the wrestling 
school, ‘to kick one that is down all the 
more.” Thus wecdy and kelpevos are 
often used of one dead,—who cannot rise 
to renew the contest. Cf. irrlacpa Ket- 
pévov warpds inf. 1256. And it is clear 
that to insult the memory of a dead King, 
or to wrong his heir on whom devolves 

his legitimate authority, is Aakrioo: Tov 
meodvra. Compare Ar. Equit. 166, 
BovaAny matrjou, Tacit. Hist. i, 40, 
‘proculcato senatu.’ By dnudépous dvap- 
xla he means the popular cries of ‘down 
with the government.’—adyyovoy, ‘in- 
born,’ ‘natural.’ Cf. cvyyevés, 805. 

859. onijis, ‘plea,’ ‘excuse for the 
absence of Orestes,’ who had really been 
sent away that her amour with Aegisthus 
might not have an unwelcome witness. 
Klausen, not seeing that the words ov 

déAov méper are highly characteristic of a 
person who feels she is telling a falsehood, 
thinks that ox7js is the pretext alleged 
by Strophius for withdrawing Orestes. 

860. Euorye wey 54. ‘ But for myself,’ 
&c. See on Suppl. 237.—xateoBhnacw, 
Theb. 580. 

863. ras dup! co n.7.A. ‘Lamenting 
that the beacon-lights which had been ap- 
pointed concerning you (@romoz, sup. 303), 
were continually neglected,’ i. e. never 
lighted up to announce your expected 
victory. She would have said rypotca 
tas aul cor Aaumrnpovxlas, but the 
mention of BAdBas év dupaci induced a 
change of expression, kAatovoa arnueAh- 
TOUS. 

865. Sal furato: névwros. ‘ By the 
slight hum of, the buzzing mosquito,’ 
She means that her sleep was so restless 
that the least sounds disturbed it. All 
great poets are acute observers of even 
the most trifling incidents, and know how 
to use them in developing the naturalness 
of their characters. 

3A 2 
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867. tod Evveddovros xpdvov. A con- 
.densed expression for. ‘more numerous 
than could have happened in the space of 
time coincident with sleep.’ The remark 
just made is equally applicable to the 
present verse. It is a well-known pecu- 
liarity of dreams, that the clearly-defined 
events of a week or a month may be 
conjured up by the mind and pass in 
array before it in the space of even a few 
minutes. 

868. d&revOhr gpevt. With » mind 
at length free from grief, after having 
suffered so much. 

869. T&v crabpav Kiva. ‘The watch- 
dog of the sheep-fold.’ The Greeks 
generally use the article with both or 
neither of two substantives thus closely 
cohering. ‘They might also say Tv o7ra6- 
pov nxiva, but even the poets rarely admit 
roy ntva orabuav. We have however 
7 Tih Oedv, sup. 620. 

871. oridov modhpyn. A pillar based 
on the ground; the main pillar of a roof, 
—any upright prop being called ordaos. 
Cf. Iph. Taur. 57, ordAor yap otkwv eich 
maides Upoevés. Propert. iv. 11, 69, 
‘Et serie /ulcite genus.’ 

872. «al yiv. Almost every editor has 
found a difficulty in xal, and various 
transpositions, corrections, and interpre- 
tations have been suggested. They might 
just as'reasonably condemn réy before 

880 

orabuav. It is not easy to see why the 
inspiration of a poet, in penning a noble 
passage, should be held liable to such 
trifling criticism. I have not the least 
doubt that the passage is genuine, and 
that xa) might have been added or omit- 
ted with any of the terms of comparison. 

875. reprvdy dé, ‘for ’tis pleasant —.’ 
This refers to drev@qTe ppevi in 868. . 

876. akid rpocp0éypacw. An idiom 
not less unusual than Geoior Setidoouar, 
sup. 825. The fact is, the words used are 
insufficient to express with grammatical . 
precision the whole idea in the mind 
of the writer. Thus, he probably meant 
to say Towicde mporpbeyuacw atid viv 
mpoopbeyiac@at. The same remark is 
applicable to the construction of 412 
supra. 

877. p0dvos 8 awéorw. ‘And let no 
invifliousness attend them.’— ‘May the 
use of these congratulatory expressions not 
draw down the envy of the gods! (I may 
indeed be pardoned for using them), for 
many are the past evils I have had to 
endure.’ At the words viy 5é wot #.7.A. 
Klausen acutely suggests that the Queen 
kneels in abject supplication, in reference 
to which act the reproof in v. 893 is 
directed. Doubtless the words were 
spoken in hypocritical accents of winning 
endearment. 

879. wh TiWels. See on v. 493. 
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884. &eAmrov. This belongs to déua, 
since 7yetr@a takes a dative of the per- 
son. By ‘unlooked for home’ Clytem- 
nestra secretly means the avipoopayciov 
mentioned v. 1060, into which Justice, 
i. e. retributive Justice, is about to con- 
duct him. In the same subtle and ambi- 
guous sense the concluding couplet must 
be understood. By 7r& &AAa she means 
the murder which is predestined, and 
justly so (S:xalws efuapuéva) to be accom- 
plished by her agency. At the same time 
Agamemnon is to understand 7d %AAa as 
opposed to ebOds yevéoOw «.7.A., the fur- 
ther details in honour of his return, over 
and above the present and immediate 
honours of the purple carpet, which, as 
Klausen observes, is borrowed from the 
custom of the Persian Kings. 

889. waxpdv. This may be the adverb, 
rather than agreeing with fjjo.w implied. 
See Theb. 609, inf. 1267. There is some- 
thing of pleasantry, not to say ironical 
bantering, in comparing the length of the 
address with the time of his absence. 
—evaictpws aively x.7.A., ‘to praise me 

according to my just deserts, some other 
person than a wife should be the speaker.” 

891. kad TaAAa. See on Suppl. 240. 
—xapamerés, sup. 877. In BapBdpov 
gwrds there is again an allusion to Per- 
sian manners, of which the poet often 
shows his abhorrence. Cf. Orest. 1507, 

mpockuv® o°, tvat, vdmot BapBdpowe 
mpoonitvwy. Pers. 154. 590. Dem. 
Mid. p. 549. Aelian speaks of the prac- 
tice as tay évy Tots “EAAnow aicxdyny 
pepdyrwy, Var. Hist. i. § xxi. 

895. Geobs Toicde Tipardeiv. 
Theb. 99. 

898. nar’ &vdpa. Cf. sup. 342. 
899—902. Several reasons are given 

for his refusal, which, from his easy com- 
pliance eventually with her request in 
917, is evidently ceremonial rather than 

sincere ;—(1) his fame is sufficiently great 
without such foot-carpets. (2) To be 
right-minded in prosperity is the greatest 
gift of heaven. (3) No one is truly pro- 
sperous till he has closed his career with- 
out a reverse. 

See on 
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903. mpdcoow &v. Hermann, Din- 
dorf, and Franz, read mpdocomev, and 
it is not unlikely that the éy® which fol- 
lows induced some grammarian to alter 
the plural into the singular. Klausen’s 
version, approved by Peile, is rather arbi- 
trary, ‘si in omnibus ita me habere po- 
tero.”. When we regard the context 
rather than the mere words, we shall 
hesitate to give any other meaning than 
this, ‘And if in all things I shall act as 
discreetly as in this, I have no fear for the 
result,’—that is, no doubt that I shall 
end happily, since I shall not excite the 
pdvos of the gods by my pride. Two 
passages may here be quoted which ap- 
pear to show that ei mpdcco’ &p is essen- 
tially the same as ef mpdtw. Dem. Mid. 
p. 582, fin., ef obro: xphuara zxovres ph 
mpooivr dv. Isocrat. Archidam. p. 120, 
fin., cf 5& pndels by tuav akidoete Civ 
Grocrepobuevos THs matpldos, mpoohket 
kal wept exelvns thy abrhy Suas yvdany 
exe. ‘ 

905. wh Siapbepody7’? eve. The pro- 
noun is clearly emphatic, or he would 
have said wh SiapCepodvrd pe. ‘ Be as- 
sured that J shall not alter my decision 
for the worse,’ i.e. my yréun is as re- 
solvéd as your yvéun. Compare Eur. 
Hel. 920, 7d pév Sleatoy rod TaTpos 

Siapbepets. Med. 1055, xetpa 8 od Sia- 
gbép@. Hippol. 388—90 (where some 
erroneously render d:apbepeiy to forget). 

906. nit» — ky. ‘You might have 
vowed to the gods in a time of fear to act 

thus.’ That is, your determination per- 
. haps arises from some former vow when 
you were in danger,—a bitter remark, 

which indirectly lays both cowardice and 
superstition to his charge. It is not well 
to construe ay with épdev, or to put an 
interrogation at the end, with Klausen and 
Dindorf, ‘ Did you vow to the gods that 
you would act thus,’ i. e. with such self- 
denial? For this involves a condition 
which must be thus supplied, és ofrws 
Epdos bv, ci cwOelns, or, ef mote és Séos 
katactains,—a construction not at all 
common in the oblique or indirect past 
narrative. On the peculiar use of nitw 
&y see inf. 1223. 

907. 7é5e TéAos. 
final determination. 

908. rl Sore? cor (morjoot bv) plays ; 
‘How do you suppose Priam would have 
acted, if he had been victor?’ Where 
motjoat ky represents 87: émoljcey by, 
as in the next verse Piva: dy stands for 
%Bn by. 

910. avOpdmreov Woyov. ‘If Priam 
would have done this, fearless of divine 
displeasure, surely you need not fear the 
cavillings of men.’ ‘ Nevertheless,’ replies 
the King, ‘popular opinion has great 
weight.’ Vow populi vox dei. 

912. 5 8 apOdvyrdés y. ‘ Well, but he 
who is not subjected to envy is not a 
subject for envy,’—is not to be reckoned 
a prosperous and happy man, (nAwrés. 

913. udxns, sc. Zpidos, but with a sort 
of play on the sense that war is the work 

This decision ; this 
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of men. Taking up the same notion in 
vunaoOet, she replies, ‘True, but even 
defeat (sometimes) becomes the fortunate,’ 
—a defeat, that is, in argument, as sup. 
566, virdmevos Adyow ovK avalvoua. 
Or perhaps, ‘ the fortunate can best afford 
to lose a victory.’ 

915. # nal ot. ‘What! do you show 
your regard for that sort of victory,’ viz. 
which consistsin defeat? In other words, 
apply your own rule to yourself, and see 
if you are inclined to follow it. Hermann 
and Franz give # od kal od, #.7.A.; but 
see on Theb. 713. 

916. mdpes ye. The ye is so unusually 
placed, and indeed, looks so much like a 
metrical insertion, that wapels would be 
no extravagant conjecture. Cf. thy vinny 
mapels tovrw, Herod. vi. 103.  vixny 
mapievat Twi, Troad. 651. Still, as ye is 
now and then misplaced in the sentence 
(see inf: 943), it may be questioned if the 
poet did not mean xpd-ros ye wévror mdpes 
éuot. ‘Even thus a rather harsh ellipse 
remains to be supplied: ‘Comply (call it 
vixay or vixac@o. as you will); but at all 
events allow me with a good grace to 
have the upper hand in this matter.’ 

917. GAN’ ei Sone? gor. ‘ Well, if you will 
have it so, let some one quickly loose the 
buskins that serve my feet to tread in,’— 
literally, ‘the slavish shoe of my foot,’— 
for %Baois here seems to represent the 
Aristophanic word éu@ds, and mpddovdAos 
the more usual form dyridovaos. With 
the optative Avo:, where Avérw was rather 
to be looked for, Peile compares Cho. 
875, dotn ris dydpoxutra méAckyy @s 
Tdxos. 

919. nal rotcde. So Hermann’ with 
MS. Flor. The common reading is oiv 

superstition of the evil eye. 

nw nw 

Tov KpatovyTa pmahOaKas 

toiode, which is not very easily explained. 
—dAoupyéow, the neuter from aAoupyijs, 
some word like iddopacw being under- 
stood.—The objection of Agamemnon, as 
before remarked, was never very strong 
or very sincere. He allows his scruples 
to be removed one by one by Clytemnes- 
tra, and ends by a wretched compromise 
between piety and pride, in consenting to 
walk, in barbaric splendour, upon purple 
carpets, but without his shoes, lest a reck- 
less waste and contempt of rich posses- 
sions should offend the gods. All this is 
very finely introduced, for the reader is 
prepared for the sudden downfall of a 
man whose vanity so easily gets the better 
of his convictions. 

920. duparos pOdvos. See on 454. 
The same notion prevailed in the old 

Photius : 
bpbadrploa POovion. Eur. frag. Ints, 
ll, & yxepolv, 2 omadyxvoirw, 7 map’ 
Bupara oF uw; sc. 6 pOdvos. 

921. otpwpatopbopety. So Auratus 
for cwpraropbopeiv, and this appears the 
best correction that has been proposed. 
Klausen and Peile retain the vulgate; 
but it is clear from the next verse that the 
reluctance of Agamemnon is not to the 
effeminacy of the act, but to its wasteful- 
ness. Hermann and Blomf. give Swuaro- 
Oopetv after Schiitz ; Dindorf and Franz 
ciuatopOopeiv. Between these two last 
and that given in the text it is a mere 
question of palaeography, the sense being 
precisely the same. 

922. elpovra. Hermann gives ovel- 
Bovra, but it is unreasonable to object to 
a repetition of 0efpei, already involved in 
the compound, when the whole verse is 
simply an epexegesis of orpwpatopOopetv. 
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933. moynatvioros. Literally, ‘ever 
renewable ;’ thence, ‘ever fresh.’ The 
shores of Laconia, Pausanias attests (lib. 
iii. cap. 21), produced the sea-purple 
(Murex trunculus) little inferior to the 
Tyrian ; and Horace mentions Laconicas 
purpuras, Od. ii. 18, 6. But Ovid de- 
preciates it in comparison with the Ty- 
rian, Remed. Am. 707, ‘Confer Amycleis 
medicatum vellus ahenis Murice cum 
Tyrio, turpius illud erit.’ 

934. ofkors. So Porson, Dind., Blomf., 
for ofxos. ‘It belongs to the house to 
have (enough, uépos 71) of these’ purple 
carpets. Hermann, retaining ofkos, trans- 
lates, ‘‘est domus quae horum affatim 
habeat.’”’ Peile, ‘there is a houseful of 
these things for us to keep.’ But who 
will venture to assert that olkos efudtwv 
is good Greek in such a sense? Nor is 
Klausen’s theory, that imdpxe is here 
active (suppeditat ut habeamus), altoge- 
ther a safe one, though he might have 
quoted in his favour Theocr. xxii. penult., 
al ds éuds olkos Smdpyet. 

937. mpodvexdévros (mpopépe, sup. 
195, Herod. v. 63), ‘had it been declared 
to the house in oracles,’ or by the order 
of the god, ‘when I was planning some 
reward (to be paid to the gods) for the 
recovery of this man’s life,’ i.e. for get- 
ting my husband back again alive. The 
dative wnxaveueryy depends as well as 

Sduotoe on mpodvexOevros. The MSS. 
give unxavwudryns, which Klausen con- 
nects with puxfjs rie, “ quum tua haec 
vita pretium pro salute sua (diis) solven- 
dum sibi paravisset.’’ It would be far 
easier to supply ¢uod, asinf. 1249. Others 
read unxavwuévn, referring to ndéduny, 
with Stanley. There is nothing difficult 
in ux7s THode, which is the same as 
Wuxi7s Tovde. At the words, we may sup- 
pose that she laid her hand on her lord, 
who is still standing by, as she directly 
addresses him in 94]. 

939 seqq. ‘For as, while the stock 
lasts, green foliage reaches to the house 
and extends over it a shelter against the 

heat of the dog-star ; so when you have 
come back to the hearth of your home, 
you shew to us that warmth has arrived 
in winter; and again when Zeus is mak- 
ing wine from the green grape, even -at 
that time there is a coolness in the house 
when the lord and master of it is occupy- 
ing his home.’ For the enunciation of 
the comparison by «al (more commonly 
kal — kat), see Cho. 247—51. The 
simile, Dr. Peile observes, is probably 
borrowed from the vine, olive, or fig-tree, 

which formed (as in many parts of Eu- 
rope it now forms) the shelter and the 
appendage of each man’s home. The 
appearance of the first green leaves would 
naturally be looked for with anxiety, lest 
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the stem or stock should be failing'from 
age or other cause. Hence, I think, a 
new light is thrown on ras adavOels mv0- 
why, Cho. 252, and Suppl. 97, ved(er 
mvduny — TeBards. 

942. wordy. The MSS. give poardy, 
which is at least. superfluous after cot 
poAdyros. Hermann and others admit 
HoAby after Blomfield. Compare onpal- 
ver wordy sup. 284. - ‘ 

943. Zeds y. The MSS. give Zeds 7’ 
ax’. Hermann and Dind. omit the par- 
ticle altogether. Dr. Peile alone ventures 
to defend re as an “‘archaism,’’—a doc- 
trine by which, in truth, almost any ir- 
regularity of language might be justified. 
More likely we should construe éray 5¢ 
ve, comparing, for the position of ye in 
the sentence, inf. 1321, Prom. 387, 
Acharn. 1104.—The phrase ‘ making 
(producing) wine from the green grape,’ 
i. e. bringing the juice to maturity against 
the vintage, is a remnant of the most 
ancient -way of reckoning seasons by the 
operations of the agriculturist. Cf. Hesiod. 
Seut. Herc. 399, Tods re Oéper orelpovow, 
br? Budaes aidAAovTat. 

‘945. Qvipbs teActov. For oikxodeond- 
Tov, as TeAeaddpos -yuvh for déomowa 
Cho. 652. : 

946. Ze TéAcie. ‘The accomplisher.’ 
- SeeTheb. 156. At Tegea in Arcadia this 
god was worshipped under the form of a 
Hermes or Apollo Aguieus (inf. 1048). 
Pausan. viii. 48, 4, mewolyra: 3é ral Aids 
TeArclov Bours, nal tyadua TeTpdywvor. 
Suppl. 520, readwy rerecdtaroy Kpdros, 
OABte Zed. Eum. 28, Tédciov toroy 

. Sia. But the title Zebs TéActos, the 
god of marriage (Eum. 205), was per- 

950 

haps a distinct attribute. 
947. wéAor Sé To ool, With this sig- 

nificant verse Clytemnestra leaves the 
stage with her lord, returning however 
shortly afterwards to introduce Cassandra. 
Meanwhile the chorus, more plainly than 
before, speak of that gloomy foreboding 
which has long oppressed, but now over- 
whelms, their minds. ‘Even though all 
appears to have gone well, though the 
‘King has actually returned, and the term 
of danger seems to have been passed, still 
my fears are not quieted. A vision flits con- 
stantly before my heart, and an unbidden 
strain rings in my ears. Great fortune 
is too often suddenly shipwrecked ; some- 
times indeed short of utter destruction ; 
but the shedding of blood admits of no 
remedy; the dead cannot be restored to 
life. The awful presentiment remains on 
my mind, ‘incapable of clear solution or 
expression.’ 

949. Setypa. The MS. Farn. has deiua, 
which Blomf.,,Herm., and Dind. prefer. 
Peile and Klausen defend Se?yua, as a 
phantom, image, or portent, presented to 
the mind and conjured up by an excited 
brain. Itis notimprobable that the word 
has some reference to the Mysteries, 7a 
énontixd. By the addition of éumddws 
and mpooraripiov, terms rather applicable _ 
to the fixed and permanent position of a 
statue, the notion of a flitting spectre 
(worGrat) is qualified, that is, something 
more real and abiding than a mere fan- 
tasy is represented.—xap8fas may be the 
genitive of place, as Cho. 389, ppevds ofoy 
gumas worargt, but is more simply de- 
pendant on pd in mpootarhptov. 

3B 
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mpos evdiKors dpeoiv TeherPdpors 
951. dxéAevoros &uiobos. 
952. dmrorrica. So MS. Farn., as 

Klausen has edited. ‘And why does not 
the assuring confidence to reject it (the 
de7yua), like an obscure dream, occupy 
the seat of my heart?’ The MS. Flor. 
gives a&morticas, which Peile takes for 
a nominativus pendens, and so Hermann. 
But most of the recent editors adopt 
amomticay after Casaubon. The reading 
given above is the easiest construction; 
cf. Alcest. 620, mpds 8 ua Wuxd Opdoos 
fora, GeoreBH pata xedva mpdtew. But 
it is not denied that the poet may have 
meant 71 od Gap, amomticas aitd ; 

955. émf. So MS. Farm. The common 
reading is éref. The sense, nearly as I 
formerly explained it, but more exactly as 
Hermann had given it, (though in his late 
edition he has admitted one or two need- 
less alterations,) appears to be this:— 
‘ But the crisis of the time has long past 
since the fastening of the cables of the 
ships together on the sands, when the 
naval host had reached Troy.’ Hermann 
alone of the commentators has perceived 
that by xpdévos maphBnoe we must under- 
stand, ‘The period in which Calchas’ pre- 
dictions ought to have come true, if 

ever, is now gone by.’ Both mpupyyclov 
and akdras are common genitives after 

See on 710. tuveuBodais, which is Schneider’s correc- 
tion for gvveuBddos. Cf, Pers. 398, 
evOds BE days podiddos EvvemBorF Eracay 
GAuny.. The form akdrn is a Gmak Aeys- 
Hevov, the usual word being &aTos.— 
Waupias, for én) yduye. So Hom. Hymn. 
ad Apoll. 506, é« 8 Gads fmeipdvde Ooty 
ava vip éptoayro, spod emt Wapdéos. 

966. omadyxva. The larger organs of 
the body (viscera), the heart, liver, lungs, 
&c., are always implied by this word, 
while the entrails (Jactes) are évrepa, as 
inf. 1192, .cby évrépos te owAdyxva. 
From not sufficiently observing this, our 
forefathers introduced a phrase as coarse 
as it is physically absurd, ‘ bowels of com- 
passion.’ Here «éap is in apposition with 
onhdyxva. in its physical sense, but at the 
same time both xéap and ¢peoly retain 
their moral signification of feelings or in- 
telligence. Translate: ‘And my inward 
parts are not vainly moved, my heart 
whirling in eddies against the midriff 
through fears well-founded and tending 
to a sure accomplishment.’ Of course, 
évdlicots and TeAeopdpors are mere epithets 
to ppeolv, but it is necessary to deviate a 
little from grammatical exactness in order 
to convey a clear meaning. Compare 
Prom. 900, kpadla 8& pdBy ppéva Aaxri Cer. 
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969. 7) wév. Hermann has supplied 
these words, the MS. Farn. having roi, 
which he conceives to bea remnant of the 
nearly obliterated genuine reading. And 
7» ray is not only a frequent Aeschylean 
use (as 964, 1138) in the adverbial sense 

(omnino), but it suits, and may almost be 
said alone to suit, both context and metre. 
The MS. Flor. has e#youoa: ® e& euas 
éamldos. But am’ éamidos suits the metre 
better, and bears the same sense of ‘ con- 
trary to expectation’ in Soph. El.'1127. 
Trach. 666.—és 7d wh TeAcoddpoyr refers 
to the same word in v. 967,—‘ My fears 
are too likely to be realised, but I hope 
they_will not.’ 

972. weydaras byelas. I have thus cor- 
rected the vulgate ras moAAGs bytelas. The 
metre of the antistrophic verse, which is 
Paeonic, like Eum. 335—8, demands some 
change here ; and weydAas appears to me 
more likely than either roAéas for moAcias, 
proposed by Mr. Conington, or oAéos 7’, 
which Hermann edits. Again, iyeta seems 
as legitimate a form as éyela, which is 
often used by later Greek writers. Her- 
mann gives éylas, and Klausen thinks 
that the penult of dyiera may be made 
short. In fact, it is a question of pro- 
nunciation rather than of orthography.— 
axdpeoror, ‘insatiable ;’ cf. inf. 1302, 7d 
Bev eb mpdocew axdpectov epv raat Bpo- 
toiow. But the yap which follows de- 
pends (as is so often the case) on some 
suppressed sentiment. ‘ Men never think 

they have prosperity ‘enough, (regardless 
‘of the danger they incur;) for disease 
(calamity) is ever at hand like a neighbour 
leaning against a party wall,’ and ready 

to throw it down and overwhelm them. 
For the simile compare Antiphanes (Phil. 
Mus. Cant. i. p. 601), Adan pavias dud- 
totxos elval wot Soret. After vdcos Blom- 
field has supplied def. It might the more 
easily have dropped out from the MSS., 
from the éuoréAcuroy ACI in épelet. 

976. éraev. Some words are gene- 
rally thought to‘ have been lost here. 
H. L. Ahrens thus ‘fills up the supposed 
lacuna; avdpds éraivey [&qvw wordAde 5) 
mpos] &pavrov épua. Hermann, who com- 
pares Eur. El. 744, Aav@dver orhany &xpay 
taloas, thinks the error lies rather in an 
interpolation of the antistrophe.—a&pavrov 
épua, ‘a sunken reef.’ Cf. Eum. 533, 
Toy mply BABov Epuart mpogBarwv Blas. 

978. kal 7d wey u.7.A. Having illus- 
trated the sudden reverses of fortune by 
the striking of a ship against a rock while 
in her direct course, and therefore sus- 
pecting no danger, he goes on in the 
same strain to say that even a shipwreck 
of a man’s prosperity is remediable, pro- 
vided blood is not shed; for that admits 
of no hope of restoration. ‘The ship,’ 
he argues, ‘may be got off the rock, by 
throwing overboard a part of the mer- 
chandise to save the rest; just so an 
abundant harvest puts a stop to a famine ; 
but not so can blood once shed be re- 
called.’ In other words, If calamity must 
befal the house of the Atridae, may it be 
by a blow which is not fatally ruinous, and 
not by the death of the king. 

979. dxvos Badév. This must be re- 
garded as a nominativus pendens as re- 
gards ox uv Sduos, though it forms the 
regular subject to éréyrice, v. 983. The 

3B2 
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odevddvas am edperpov; 

AISXTAOYL 

980 

ovk edu Tpdmas ddp0s, 
THLOVAS YemLwV ayav, 
ovo emdvTice oKaHoS. 

ToNAd Tor Sdous 
€x Avds dudirradis re kal €€ addxwvy érerecav 985 

lal »” / 

vnoTw wdrerev vooov. 
7d 8 én yay reodv drat Pavdopov avr. B’. 

, > are , ® oR mpotdpo.? avdpos péhay odpa, is év 
2 2 

madw ayKahéoait’ éracidwy ; 

ovde Tov dpH0daz. 

difficulty might easily be met, as a Cam- 
bridge scholar formerly suggested to me, 
by transposing thus, obi éréytice oxdgos, 
ovS %v mpdras Sduos, x.7:A. But the 
fact is, as Klausen has seen, the poet 
should have said @uce (xatédvc'e) Sduor. 
‘The fear of the owner, casting away a 
part in lieu of (all) his merchandise by a 
well-calculated throw, does not sink his 
entire fortune, nor engulph the hull.’ On 
the idiom, which we more fully express, 
‘does not allow his fortune to sink,’ &c., 
see Suppl. 611. He uses dduos for vais, 
not as a synonym, but from some con- 
fusion between the symbol and the thing 
symbolised. The same simile of lighten- 
ing an overloaded ship occurs Theb. 765, 

mpdmpunva 8 éxBordy pepe avdpav aar- 
gnoriv ddBos kyay taxuvOels. 

984. moAAG déo1s, ‘an abundant gift.’ 
Theb. 354, worAd &xpitrdépupros yas déots. 
—érereiéy, ‘supplying corn for the whole 
year.’ 

987. ro 8 én) vyav. The 5& here 
answers to ca) rb wey .7.A. in 978. 6A 
shipwreck and a famine may be averted ; 
but blood,’ &e.—eody drat is Pauw’s cor- 
rection for reodvé’ Gat, and this seems 
a better way of completing the metre 
(Paeonic) than to read Graf meody with 
Klausen and others after Porson.—zpo- 
mdpo.8? dvdpds, ‘ata man’s feet.’ Though 
the figure is a strange one, and it is not 
easy to see what image was in the poet’s 
mind, it seems necessary to take the two 
words together. Klausen construes, aia 
avdpds mecdy mpomdpoide, “si quis vitam 
antea devovet ut merces;” but there 
would thus be no point in the comparison, 
for the actual merchandise thrown over- 
board was-lost, in order that’ what re- 

990 

mained might be saved; whereas life- 
blood admits of no such compromise. 

989. éractdwv, ‘by incantations.’ So 
Eum. 617—19, tottwv émwdas ode érot- 
noev warhp otpds, and for the doctrine 
that there is a remedy for every thing but 
bloodshedding, see Suppl. 437—45. Cho. 
42. As érgdal were amongst the arts of 
the primitive physicians (see on Prom. 
487), and applied, among other things, to 
the staunching of a wound (Od. xix. 457, 

éraod7 8 aiua kedawdy ErxeOov), the 
meaning evidently is, that all ér@dal are 
in vain when life has once fled. 

990. ob8& Tdyv dpO0daH%. ‘Nor (had it 
been lawful and possible to do this) would 
Zeus have stopped him who knew the 
right way to restore men from the dead, 
by way of caution.’ That is, Zeus would 
not have blasted Aesculapius, who brought 
back Hippolytus to life, for a caution and 
a lesson to mortals, The legend is men- 
tioned in many places; Pind. Pyth. iii. 98. 
Apollodor. iii. 10, 3. Alcest. 123. Ovid, 
Met. ii. 644. Fast. vi. 760. Propert. ii. 

1, 61, &c. The reading of the passage is, 
however, extremely doubtful, and it is not 
improbable (since nothing is wanting to 
the construction or sense of the strophic 
verse) that it has been largely interpolated. 
The MSS. give Zebs air’ grave’ én’ ebda- 
Bela (Flor.), or Zebs adr’ éravo’ ém’ aBAa- 
Belg ye (Farn.). Hermann, who now 
regards én’ ebAaBela or ém &BAaBelag as a 
gloss originally written on v. 978, and 
wrongly transposed to this place, has 
given the corresponding lines in the 
strople without a lacuna, and here edited 
Zebs St Tv dp00day | Trav HPOmévov 
éwéyew eravoev. Great as is the change 
of the text, I am very much disposed to 
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tov Pbiwévar dvdyew 
Zevs t av eravoev er evaBeia. 

et Sé puny TeTaypeva 
nn ea > lal 

Hotpa potpav éx Jeav 
elpye mi) Théov hépew, 5 
Tpopldcaca kapdia 
yreooar av rad’ é&eyen. 

lal ae Se , Ea 

viv 8 b1d oKotw Bogue 

- Oupadyrs Te Kat 
Hoe > * XN 7 > 4 

ovdev émehroméva tore Kaipiov éxrohuTedarety, 1000 

Comupovpévas dpevos. 
KA. eiow xopilov kai ov: Kacodvdpav héyo: 

> - > ¥ x > vo , 

éret o EOnke Zevds aunvitos ddépous 

believe he is right; for it. must be ad- 
mitted, that the strophic verses have every 
appearance of being perfect. The same 
idea had occurred to Mr. Dyer in his 
‘Tentamina’ (quoted by Prof. Conington), 
but' he would read interrogatively ob3¢ rdv 
6pb0da% — eravorev; ‘Was there not 
one who —?’ This, however, is not good 
Greek. As for ai7’, it may very easily 
have arisen from the common confusion 
between &» and ai (Theb. 702—3). The 
words én’ evAaBela, whether genuine or 
not, are remarkably illustrated by the ex- 
pression in Ovid (Fast. vi. 759), ‘ Jupiter 
exemplum veritus direxit in illum Fulmina, 
qui nimiae moverat artis opem.’ If not 
genuine, it is far more likely that they 
were added as a gloss, to explain the 
reason why Zeus acted thus, than that 
they were accidentally transferred, ac- 
cording to Hermann’s theory, 
993—1001. «i 3& wh «7A. ‘But if 

fixed and unalterable destiny did not 
hinder fate from bringing further assist- 
ance from the gods, my heart outstripping 
my tongue would pour out these feelings ; 
but as it is, it frets impatiently in the 
dark, grieved in the inmost soul, and not 

expecting ever to unravel any thing to the 
purpose, my mind being all in a flame’ 
(i. e. with the fire of prophecy, inf. 1143. 
1227). There is considerable difficulty:in 
ascertaining the exact sense of this pas- 
sage. Perhaps we may simplify it by 
stating the naked proposition, ef 5& puoipa 
whéov pepey ex Oedv, Kapdia ekéxer by 
td5e. ‘If fate had offered any help from 

the oracles’ (which, as Peile well remarks, 
were remarkably silent about Agamemnon 
on his return), ‘my heart would have told 
it all.’ But there was a superior destiny 
which even gods obey, 7 mempwuevy, Prom. 
526, and which did not allow this aid to 

be afforded in the present perplexity. 
997. yAGooay. Hermann gives mpo- 

Pidcaca kapdlay yAdoou mdvr’ by etéxel, 
—a needless and injurious alteration of 
Schiitz’s. For when thoughts come faster 
than words, the mind is unable, from press 
of matter, to find adequate expression by 
the tongue, which is the case with the 
chorus. But when words come faster 
than thoughts, it is evident that nothing 
but vain sounds are uttered. 

1602 —13. Clytemnestra returns to 
bring in Cassandra, who has been left on 
the stage in a separate chariot. Mindful 
of the advice of the king, thy tévny mpev- 
pevas eoxoul(ev, she speaks at first with 
a cold and forced civility, but immediately 
breaks out with all the fury of an injured 
wife towards a rival, when her commands 
to enter the house are disobeyed. Cas- 
sandra does not reply. She will not go 
into the palace because she knows the fate 
awaiting her. ° 

1003. dunvirws. Hermann, Klausen, 
and Peile construe with roiwwydy elvat, 
‘to be a-sharer in the lustral water with 
the rest of the family without ill-feeling 
on our part.’ There is however an im- 
plied taunt in moAAGy pera SobAwy ora- 
Oeioav. She is not admitted as a friend 
or a guest, but as a captive and a slave. 
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Kowevor eivar xepviBwr, Tov peTa 

Sovov orabetocav kTyatov Bwpod médas. 1005 

éxBaw aaryvys THOSE, nd Brepdpdve.. 
kat tatda ydp to paclv “Adkmyvys tore 
mpabévra thyvar, Kat Cuyav Ovyety Bia. 
eS oby dvdyKn THAD emippeTo. TUN, 
* 4 “A XN , 

apxyatoT\ovTwv SeomoTav Todd yapis" 1010 
a > + 2 id ¥ lal 

ot 0 ovmor édmioavres Nunoav Kahds, 
9 , , ie N N , 
@pot Te Sovdols THVTA Kal Tapa oTaO unr. 

exes, Tap Huav oldmrep vouilerar. 

The sacrifice to Zebs Krhotos is prepared 
in the house, and Cassandra must be pre- 
sent at it, with every member of the 
household, as a formal initiation into the 
family. Slaves, in fact, were a part of 

the general property, and as such came 
under the protection of Zebs Krhotos, who 
may be regarded as the family Swrhp in 
relation to the possessions rather than to 
the members of a household. It was by 
his favour that lost property was regained 
(Suppl. 438), and his statue is said to have 
been set up in the store-rooms in the 
interior of houses. The xépynp (Eum. 
626) was the consecrated water which was 
dispensed to all, for washing of hands and 
sprinkling the body, before the solemn 
rite commenced. Even those who might 
not be present at the sacrifice itself, as 

being unworthy (Schol. on Ar. Pac. 968), 
seem to have been allowed to partake of 
the xépyup, to be excluded from which was 
regarded as the lowest point of religious 
degradation. : 

1007. nat watda. ‘Even Hercules was 
sold as a slave to the Lydian Omphale.’ 
Cf. Trach. 252. For mpaQévra TAjjva see 
Theb. 751—3, omelpas @rAn. The MS. 
Flor. has the remarkable reading (as Her- 
mann thinks, from a gloss), mpadévra 
Trijvat Bovaclas ud¢ns Bla, probably a 
corruption of dovaAlas ud¢ns Blov or Sou- 
Alay wa¢ay Blov. ” 

1009. «i & ofv. See on 659. There 
is a peculiar force in these particles, which 
seems to be generally overlooked. Sup- 
plying an ellipse (‘the lot of slavery is 
indeed always hard’), we may accurately 
render the rest, ‘but if the necessity of 
this lot should befal any one, there is 
much advantage in having masters of an- 
cient family property.’ The following 

passages fully establish this interpretation, 
which must be expressed by an emphasis ; 
Cho. 562. Androm. 163. Pac. 736. 

Equit. 423. Oed. R. 851. Demosth. 
p. 1140, 6. Vesp. 92. Soph. El. 577. 
Rhes. 572. It may readily be supposed 
that Athenian pride dwelt with pleasure 
on the contrast between recently acquired 
wealth and ancient possessions. Hence 
apxadmAouta marpds édéA1a Soph. El. 
1393. wadatdrAovtoy Thue. viii. 28. ved- 
mAoutos Vesp. 1309. Liysias, p. 156, 51, 
pouvducba dy Kal rev apxaomAotvTwy ToAb 
epevopevor, kal Tov vewoTl mapa Td 
eixds ev ddim yeyeynuévwy. Stanley well 
compares Aristot. Rhet. ii. 32, Suapeper 8& 
Tois vewor) KEKTHMEVOLS Kal TOs TdAaL To 
H0n TG Emavta pardov Kal pavrdrepa Te 
Kand €xew Tods veowAotTous: damep yap 
amadevola wAovTov éotl 7d vedmAouToy 
elvat,—a shrewd remark, which every 
observer has verified in modern society. 

1012. mapa ordOunv. Identical with 
our phrase, ‘ beyond measure.’ 

1013. exes x.7.A.  “ Tenes, quod ex- 
pectari a nobis potest.” Hermann. Others 
translate, ‘You have from us what is cus- 
tomary.’ But we should thus have ex- 
pected éfe1s, as Auratus proposed; and 
even then the sentiment would little suit 
the context, for ‘customary treatment’ 
forms no intelligible antithesis to apérns, 
in speaking of slaves. Clytemnestra evi- 
dently means, that Cassandra now knows 
the position she is to occupy in the family, 

viz. as a slave and not as a guest. We 
must supply some infinitive like do0jva, 
as in Cho. 114, «al tairta poor 
evocBy bev mapa; And for vopl(erat, 
‘are intended,’ cf. Cho. 93, kowdy yap 
ExOos év Sduois voulCouevr, ‘we have in 
mind,’ ‘ we entertain,’ ss 
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oot ToL Néyovea Taverar adh déyor. 
eros 8° ay oboa popotipov drypeupdrav 1015 

meOou’ av, ei metov* ameBoins § tows. 
GXN’ etarep €ori ur}, xeduddvos Sixyy, 
ayvara duriy BapBapov kexrnpérn, . és 
cow ppevav héyovea TeiOw viv dye. 
gy x gee wn a - 

eTvov' Ta A@oTa TOV TapecTwTov héyer. 1020 

meiov, lurodca TOVS dpatypy Opdvov. 
ov Tot Oupaig. TAS ewolt cyoh?) Tapa 
TpiBew Ta wer yap éEoTias weoopdddov, 
coTyKev 4Oy ba Tpds ohayas Tupds, 
as ovtor éhtioac. THs Lew ydpuw. 1025 

ad & ei Tt Spdoes TOvSE, jut) TONY Tie 

1014. sol ro. ‘’Tis to you that the 
lady has just spoken in plain terms; and 
now-that you are within the toils of fate 
(Bouaelas ydyyauov, sup. 351), you would 
certainly obey, if you were for obeying ; 
though I dare say, you will disobey.’ 
We might doubtless translate, impera- 
tively, ‘obey if you intend to obey,’ but 
that, if the ay is to be supplied with 
ameiOoins, it can only be supplied from 
me{fo1o dy in the conditional sense. See 
however on 535. Cf. Oed. R. 936, #8010 
bev, was 8 odk by, aoxdAAas F tows. 
Equit. 1056, aAX ode by paxéoasto 
xeouTo yap, é ax éoatro. Infra 1365, 
xailporr” av, ef xalporr’, ‘you may re- 
joice, if you are for rejoicing.’ The dy 
in évrbs ® dy is used to introduce the 
hypothetical proposition, and is repeated 
with the verb, as sup. 336—8. Her-. 
mann, who seems to think the first dv 
indicates an independent hypothesis, 
reads éexrds © ay otoa, and appears to 
understand the whole passage thus :— 
‘Were you outside of the toils, you might 
perhaps obey, if you were inclined; but 
now that you are within them, you will 
perhaps disobey.’ 

1019. Zw gpevey Aéyouca, ‘ Speak- 
ing within her comprehension.’ A short 
expression for Adyous Zow oppevav Téu- 
movoa or ictoa. She alludes to the re- 
mark ofthe chorus above, Aéyovca capi} 
Adyov. The Greeks made a distinction 
between xAdew and dxovey (Prom. 456, 
Cho. 5), and consequently between mere 
words, and words which entered the mind 

of the hearer. Hence Cho. 372, roto 
diaumepes ods Ixe6’, dep Te BEAos. Some- 
times indeed gow seems to be the same 
as évrbs, that is, to involve no idea of 
motion. See inf. 1314. Eur. Med. 316, 
GAN Eow ppevv dppwdia po. 

1022. @vpaiz 775. The MSS. have 
Oupatay rhve, which Klausen construes 
with dpa, ‘near this woman at the door.’ 
Hermann and Dindorf give éupatay 778’, 
‘but @vpate seems almost necessary for 
the syntax, though it introduces a little 
ambiguity in od oxoA} euol TpiBeww Ovpala 
mapa 7A. For the accusative could only 
be used if it stood after éuol, the full con- 
struction being ob oxoAh éuol (dare eye) 
TplBew Ovpalav. See 1588. 

1023. éorlas uecoupddov, the central 
altar of Zebs Krfouos, sup. 1005. Blomfield 
seems wrong in understanding Zebs ‘Ep- 
xetos. As for the genitive, Klausen with 
Jelf, Gr. Gr. § 522, 1, regards it as that 
of place; see on 948, Soph. El. 900, 
éoxdtns 6p@ mupis vedpn Bdorpvxov. 
This however leavés the article awkwardly 
misplaced; nor is it better to join 7a 
éorlas xia, Hermann says, ‘“ Respon- 
dent sibi ra wey et'ob 5€. Nam 7é non 
articulus est, sed pronomen, illa,”’ (i. e. r& 
pev yap, ‘for on the one hand.’) But it 
seems the best with Peile and Conington 
to explain ‘ for as regards the family altar’ 
(or, ‘the things belonging to the family 
altar’). So ra 8 és 7b ody dpdynua, sup. 
803. 7a 8 adre xépow, Kal mpooty mA€oy 
oruyos, v. 541.—mpbs ogaryas mupds, ‘to 
be sacrificed for the fire.’ 
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el & aguvjuav ovoa pi Séxer Myor, 
ov & avril dovis dpale xapBave yxepi. 
Eppnvéws eouxey 4 Eévy Topod 
Scicbav tpdmos Sé Onpds ws veaipérov. 
H patverat ye Kal KaKav Ker ppevar, 

1080 

Y lal bY , 4 HTis \urovoa ev OAW VEeaLpEToV 
Y QA > > a a 

nKel, xahwov & odk ériorarar pépew 
‘\ e ‘ » s Pl mpiv aiparnpov e€adpilea bar pévos. 

ov pny Téw pipac? dtyswPyoopaL. 
éya 8, érouxteipw yap, ov Oupodcopas. XO. 

1085 

yp RD _? 1 9 0 24 
0, & tddawa, TVD epnudcac oxor, 
elkovo’ avaryKn THO Kaivicov Cuydv. 

KASSANAPA. 
> 7. V4 8 lal 

OTOTOTOL, TOTOL, OA. 

> 

XO. 

® “odor, @ ToAXov. 

tt TadT dvwtotvéas adi Aokiov ; 

OTp. a. 

1040 

ov yap ToLovTos wWaTE OpnvnTod TUXEW. 

1028. gpdte xapBdve xepi. Shortly 
put for ppdce TH xepl, xdpBavos otca 
(addvaros Acyew). Clytemnestra suits 
the action to the words, indicating how 
she is to reply ; though, if we criticise the 
passage closely, there is a little incon- 
sistency in adding verbal instructions -. 
which were at least useless because unin- 
telligible. Perhaps we may say, the 
words were really meant for the chorus 
and the audience rather than for Cassan- 
dra. 

1030. tpdros @npds ds. Alluding to 
the wild look, sudden‘ starts, and frenzied 
demeanour of the captive. - 

1034. etagppi(eGat, ‘ Before she foams 
away her spirit in blood.’ This is signifi- 
cantly said of her intended murder. The 
metaphor is from training a young colt 
by a hard and cutting’ bit. 

1038. xatvicov (vydv. ‘ Handsel the 
yoke,’ i. e. put on and try it for the first 
time. Cf. Cho. 483. Troad. 889, 7f 
® dorly; edxas as exalviocas bear. 

1039. Clytemnestra having flung her- 
self into the house in a fit of peevish im- 
patience, Cassandra is left alone on the 
stage with the chorus till v. 1301. Of 
this splendid scene the author of the Greek 

argumené truly observes that it has é- 
mAntw rat olktov ixavdv. Miller calls it 

‘the most thrilling perhaps that ever 
emanated from tragic art.’ Even to our 
minds, though we lose much by not fully 
realising Greek feelings, and more by the 
absence of an exciting spectacle, the pro- 
-phetic threes of Cassandra are appalling 
and terrific, and her dying words painfully 
pathetic. The whole tale of the crimes 
and woes of the house of Atreus pass in 
‘review before her eyes like living realities, 
and she even discerns the axe, and the 
-bathing vessel, and the very -hand by 
which Agamemnon is doomed soon to 
fall. . There is something grand, too, in 
her despairing efforts to make herself 
clearly understood, as if she laboured in 
vain to descend from the obscure enigmas 
of prophecy to the language of ordinary 
life. 

1042. @pnynrot ruxeiv. Phoebus was 
the god of joy and brightness, and there- 
fore not to be invoked or even mentioned 
in a time of woe. See Miiller, Dor. i. 
-p. 324. Eur. Ion, 245. 639. For éroro- 
Tot and éroti(ew are words of lamenta- 
tion. Cf. Cho. 319, drorifexa 8 6 
Ovhorwr. 
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Fy , 
QaVT. a. 

@ “zrodNov, @ “zrodXov. 
¥Q> S a 

Ho adre Svodypodca rdv Oedv Karel, 1045 
> } \ , x > , lal 

OUVOEV TPOONKOVT EV yoots TAPATTATEW. 

*ArrodXwv, >Amo\NwV otp. i’. 
dyuiar’, ddd\Nwv ends: 

amddeoas yap ov pods Td Sev: as yap ov pddus 7d SevTEpov. 
, x ‘\ A en A 

XpYoEW Eoikey dud TOV adTHS KaKOv. 1050 
Ld Ms ~ ig a , 

péver Td Oetov Sovdia rapav dpevi. 

*ATrodXNw, >Arod\Nwv dvr. f’. 
ayuiar’, dd\Nwv euds- 

> a ag , aN , Z 
Q@ WTO TOT NYaYES BE; Tpos TOLAaV OTEyyv ; 

KA. a d, 

mpos THY “ATpedav- ei ov pur) T5D’ evvoe's, 
SiN. , ‘ LANG eyo héyw cour Kal Tad 

1055 

ovK epets WvOn. ; 
oTp. y’. 

puodGeov pev otv- Toda cuviorropa 
avTopova Kaka Kat apTavau 

2 5 “oon \ s e , 
av poo paryetov KQt m€OOU PaVTnplLov. 

1048. amdaAwv euds. ‘My destroyer.’ 
Cf. 1246—7. Eur. Frag. Phaethont. 15. 
ll, 

& narripeyyés “HAL, bs w amdrcoas 
kal tdv8"* *ArdAAw 8 ev Bpotois o” 

6pOds Kare?, 
boris Te oryavT’ dvduar’ olde Sadvev. 

Similarly we have the coined word éAévas 
or éA€vaus sup. 671. Hermann gives the 
nominative for &roAAov or &moAAov of 
the MSS., so that the two verses more 
nearly coincide.—On the supposed mean- 
ing of the name ’AmdéAAwy and the title 
of dyuebs or ayuidens, ‘god of ways,’ 
consult Miiller, Dor. i. pp. 317. 321. 
323. Bekk. Anecd. p. 332, 5, *"Ayueds 
dé éori lov els dt Afywr (an obelisk), 
bv ioraot mpd Tov Oupav. We must 
suppose that Cassandra sees and addresses 
such an object standing before the door of 
the palace. Klausen thinks the deriva- 
tion of "AméAAwy here given by Aeschylus 
the true one, just as Avieios meant ‘the 
destroyer’ (Theb. 132). Cassandra refers 
ayuidrns to &yew, inf. 1054.—od pdass, 
‘completely,’ ‘entirely,’ properly ‘ with- 
out stint,’ as Eum. 826, @upaios gorw 
mércuos, ob ports mapdy.—rd Sebrepor, 

1060 

viz. now by death, formerly by allowing 
her to be slighted and despised as a pro- 
phetess. The same complaint is repeated 
inf. 1240—47. 

1051. péver wapdy, ‘is even yet present.’ 
The Med. has zrap’ év, the MS. Flor. 
mapev, Farn. mapdv, which Hermann re- 
tains. Others, with Schiitz, read dSovAla 
mep évgpevi. Cf. Orest. 1180, rd cuverdy 
of ol8a of puxf mapédr. 

1058. wiocdOcov wey obv. ‘ Nay rather, 
to a house detested of the gods; many 
family murders and deaths by the noose 
are able to attest it’ (cuvicropd éor:). 
—rakd kal dprdva: was formerly edited 
by me for xax& xaptdvat. On the hiatus 
see Pers. 39. 52. Cho. 365. Eum. 992. 
Klausen adopts Dindorf’s correction kaka 
dk’ Gptdvoi, which he defends by péya 
Bey in 1070. 

1060. aydpocpayeiov, ‘a human slaugh- 
ter-house.’ So Dobree for dvdpbs opd- 
yiov, a correction, one would have thought, 
carrying conviction of its truth to every 
mind. Nevertheless, Dindorf is almost 
the only one of modern editors who has 
preferred it to dv5pds c@ayeiov, the emen- 
dation of Porson. None, I believe, have 

quoted Bekker’s Anecd. i. p. 28, av5po- 

: 3 C¢ 
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gouxev evpis 7 E€vy, Kuvds Sixyy, 
a , , 

elvan parever & ay dvevpyoe pdvor. 
> p 
a a, 

3 , 
avT. Y . 

paptuptoue. yap totad érureiPopar,— 

kharopeva Tade Bpédy sharyas 1065 

émrds Te odpKas pos TaTpos BeBpwpevas. 

XO. 
x ‘ Pike exc X , 
HW pv KN€os Tov MavTLKOV TETUTHEVOL 

Hye: tpopyras 8 ovtwas wacTevoper. 
KA. iw, moot, Ti ToTE PHOETAL 5 

Tt Td0€ VEov axos peya ; 
amp. o. 

1070 
79 9 4 a“ £ ‘ pey év Sdpotce rotode pjdeTrar KaKdr, 

adeprov dirowow, Svoiarov. ddKa S 
EKAS GTOOTATEL 

XO. 

KA. 

xtovetov' 6 Témos @v0a of &vOpwrros &roOvh- 
okovot. The word opayeiov, which Her- 
mann strangely makes an adjective,—‘a 
house causing the slaughter of a man and 
sprinkling his blood on the floor’ (+é301)— 
is properly the vessel which receives the 
blood of the victim,—a sense by no means 
appropriate in the present passage. In 
Eur. Troad. 742, odx ws oparyetov Aaval- 
das Tékovo” éudy, it appears to mean ‘a 
victim.’ There does not seem much weight 
in the objection of Klausen, that there 
can be no allusion as yet to the murder 
of Agamemnon, because the chorus after- 
wards (1074—5) distinguishes between 
the past and the future as the known and 
-the unknown, and so under éxetva 8 &yvwv 
ought to include the meaning of dvdpbs 
ogayeiov. Accordingly, he explains it of 
the murder of Atreus by Thyestes, though 
such an event is no where expressly re- 
corded.—*éSov for wédov is the almost 
necessary alteration introduced by Pear- 
son, since fayrhpiov can hardly be taken, 
as Klausen and others suggest, in a pas- 
sive sense. Dindorf reads redoppayrhpior, 
an improbable compound, which it is 
rather surprising that Hermann should 
approve, even though it is stated to have 
been the original reading of the Med. It 
is much better to take pavrhpioy as agree- 
ing with oréynv, v. 1054, the masculine 

ToUTwY alOopis cit TOV pavTevpaToY" 
> An > ¥ lal ‘ , nn 

éxeiva 8 éyvar taca yap rods Bod. 
aN , 7” ‘ lal 

iw, TaAaWa, TOOE yap TeheEts, 

1075 

avr. 8. 

form being defended by rv¥x7 mpaxrhpios 
Suppl. 517, unxavh Auripios, Eum. 616, 
enxavh Spacrhpios Theb. 1044. For the 
genitive compare yuvainds Avyavyrhpios 
inf. 1413. pd@ov GeAnrhpios Suppl. 442, 
and explain oréyny aluart palvovoay rd 
éautis médov. 

1065. rade Bpepy. ‘Here are infants 
(the ghosts or visionary forms of infants) 
bewailing their own slaughter, and their 
roasted flesh éaten by their father,’ 
Thyestes. On the rare middle use of 
xAalecOa. see on Prom. 43. Hermann 
explains it as a synonym of Saxpuppoeiv, 
for which see Cho. 448. It is hardly 
worth while to remark, that the emotion 
of the speaker disdains the grammatical 
accuracy which would make #pépec: 
stand in apposition to papruploic: toicbe. 

1067. 4 phy — juev. This, the read- 
ing of the Med. by the first hand, seems 
at least as good as any of the changes 
which editors have introduced. ‘Certainly 
we had heard of your prophetic fame, but 
we are not (now) on the look out for pro- 
phets,’—a race of which. no favourable 
opinion is expressed below, 1101—4. 

1072. dad, ‘ help,’— meaning (directly 
or indirectly) Orestes. The metre of 
this verse is bacchiac, as Prom. 1135. 
Theb. 101. 
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TOV 6uodeuvioy TéOTW 
Aoutpotor dadpivaca—mrads ppdow Tédos ; 

, x 4M ¥ 
TAaXOS Yap TOO eOTAL. 

XEpos 6péypara. 
¥ A ’ 

ovmw Ewykar viv yap é& aivvyparov XO. 

td A XN > 

TT POTELVEL de Xelp eK 

1080 

erapyepourt Oerdrors dpnyava. 
3N a A , &: 
€€, TATAL, Tatral, TL TOOE paiverat : OTP. €. 

H Si«rvdy ti y “Asdov ; 
> >» ; 
GAN’ apkus 7 Edvevvos, H Evvautia 

atdou 3 axdperos yever govov. 
1085 

KaTodo\védra Oipatos hevoijov. 
é > 

XO. sotav “Epwiy ryvde Sépactw Kédeu 

1078. patdptvaca. * After washing him 
in the bath,’—the aorist implying that 
the deed was done after the ablution, as 
is more distinctly described Eum. 603. 

1079. rdxos, ‘quickly.’ Cf. 271.— 
épéypara, is Hermann’s correction of 
Speyoudva or épeyyéva, confirmed by both 
the metre and the scholium diadéxovra 
Bt GAAHAOUS Tols Gpéypact TeV xeipav 
Aty:oOos wal KAvraivnatpa. Cf. Cho. 
418, exnaccureporpiBi Td xEpds dpéyuara. 
The meaning however merely is that 
Clytemnestra stretches out hand after 
hand. Nor need we, with Klausen, con- 
fine the action to the preparation of the 
bath, on the ground that the actual 
murder is not described till v. 1097. For 
by the words rdyos 743’ Zora, the sense 
is pretty clearly determined, ‘already the 
hand is uplifted once and again fo strike,’ 
though Cassandra avoids, as yet, the men- 
tion of the blow, for she wishes them to 
understand her hints, without being more 
explicit. In fact, Klausen does not seem 
to have noticed the past participle pa:ipd- 
vaca, 

1081. We might doubtless join &€ 
ainypdroy émapyeuoo, just as ef dmio- 
tlas is ‘in consequence of incredulity,’ 
vy. 259. But the sense seems rather, 
‘after enigmas,’ viz. the obscure hints 
in 1058—67. For the whole course of 
Cassandra’s revelations proceeds.on the 
principle of dark hints at first, and then 
gradually clearer declarations. Not that 
the chorus understands the present 6éc- 
gara any more than the former aiviy- 
vara. Both are alike perplexing and 
unintelligible. But the two things are 

OTp. =. 

sufficiently distinct in their nature to be 
thus contrasted. They mean to say, 
‘ Now, instead of being enlightened after 
all your enigmas, I am only perplexed by 
equally obscure prophecies.’ 

1085. % tvvairia. As she is the agent, 
and the garment the instrument of death, 
the two are regarded as associates in the 
deed. 

1086. ordois 8. * Now let the com- 
pany of Furies, not yet tired of persecut- 
ing the family, raise a shriek over a sacri- 
fice to be performed by stoning.’ What 
that sacrifice is,—Wwhether of Clytemnes- 
tra herself, who inf. 1594 is declared 
worthy of a death by stoning, or, as 
Klausen maintains, the destruction of the 
whole of the accursed house of Atreus 
by a general rising of the people, is far 
from clear, and, without doubt, Cas- 
sandra does not choose to make it so. 
We must remember that Aeros pro- 
perly means ‘capable of being stoned,’ 
and therefore ‘fit for it,’ though, like 
GAdomos Bdéis sup. 10, it is generally 
used improperly in such phrases as Actote 
pos dixn, Acbowos pdpos, to imply the 
manner of the death. In either case, 
Cassandra means to say, that a deed is 
done which ought to rouse the sleeping 
wrath of the Furies that haunt the house, 
and she invokes them to exult in the 
vengeance which must soon follow.—The 
genitive depends on xara& in composition. 
So trmos yadwav xatacOualvwy Theb. 
388. We have émadadd(ew and én- 
oAoAv (ew nearly in the same sense, Theb. 
945. Cho. 928. 

3c 2 
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eropOidlew ; ov pe dadpiver Mdyos. 

emt S€ kapdiav eSpaye KpoKoBadys 1090. 

oTayov, are F Katpia 7TTdoyLOS 

évvaviter Biov Svvtos avyats. 
a > 4 , 

Taxeia & ara wéhev. 

& a, idov, idov- amexe THS Bods 

TOV Tadpov" ev TéThoLOW 

> 4 

VT. €. 

1095 

pedtayKépo haBodoa wnyarypate 
rinrer mitver & * év evvdpw TevxEL. 

Sododdvov héBytos Tixav cot eyo. 
XO. 

> , > x 4 fin oy + ov KopTrdcaip av Oeoddtov yvapev aKpos 
elvau: Kako dé Tw mpoceKdlw TAOe. 

: , 
avT.s. 

1100 

amd 8 Perdarar tis ayaba paris 
A v4 ~ bs. x 

Bporots oré\deran ; KaKav yap Svat 

modverets Téexvat Dermipddv 
fdBov hépovow pabetv. 

ia, id, Tadaivas KaKdToTMoL TUXaL KA. 

1090. ém) xapdlav Zpaye. * And the 
blood-drop, leaving a pallid hue, has fled 
to my heart, which’ same drop, when 
ebbing from a fatal wound, sinks together 
with the rays of setting life.’ Admitting 
with Klausen and Peile, G. Dindorf’s 
correction xoipfa for nad Sopla, Swpia, or 
dipla, we may fairly extract from the 
above literal version the more simple 
sense, ‘ I grow pale and faint with fear by 
the blood running to my heart, like one 
who dies when the blood ebbs through a 
wound.’ A distinction is drawn between 
mere fainting, andthe pallor and collapse 
of -déath.—xaipla, see inf. 1315.—tvv- 
avire:, used in a neuter sense, or with 
éauThv understood, presents no difficulty. 
Cf. sup. 93. 101. Hermann compares 
Soph. Phil. 720, eddafuwy advice rat 
péyas ex Kelvor. 

1093. taxeia &ra wére:. Mischief is 
certainly close at hand. 

1096. wedayrépw. So Hermann and 
Klausen rightly read, and explain it, in 
continuation of the simile, of the horn, 

the instrument of death. The periphrasis 
may be compared with ixéuBdAos unxavh 
for ‘a trident,’ Theb. 122. The meaning 
is, therefore, ‘ Beware lest the cow should 

1104 

op. C. 

gore the bull.” The Med. gives the dative, 
the other MSS. peraryképar or peAdyrepwry 
with the Schol. Med. But this leaves 
enxavhpatt to stand alone, which it can- 
not do without taking the forced sense of 
“a crafty contrivance.’ 

1097. év évvdpp redxer. The év was 
added by Schiitz. 

1102. oréAAerat. Hermann reads 
tédAerat. One would have thought that 
oréAAew was sufficiently appropriate to 
oracles and warnings sent from the gods. 

1103. Oeomipddy pdBor, ‘ oracular fear,’ 
or fear from oracles. Hermann calls this 
‘“‘ineptum,” and reads Oeommiol, which 
leaves géfoy without an epithet.—did 
xaxdv, ‘through evils,’ viz. by gloomy 
and threatening portents, arousing men’s 
superstitious dread. Cf. Trach. 1131, 
rTépas Tor dia Kandy eOdomoas.—padev 
seems added in the usual expletive way 
for éore wadeiv, ‘bring nothing but fear 
to learn,’ viz. from their obscure lan- 
guage. Hermann understands ‘ intelli- 
gentiam timoris afferunt,’ i.e. ‘ faciunt 
ut quis, quid significaverit timor, ipso 
eventu malorum intelligat.’? Schol. Med. 
mapa Td Acyduevoy év'rH cuvynbelg, Ovdels 
ebtuxhs mpos wdvti darépxerat 
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70 yap €wov Oposis Taos é emeyxéas. 

aot oy pe Seb po THY Tdhawav 7 myeayes 

ovdev trot’ el ur) EwPavovperny ; ; th ydp; 

XO. dpevoparys tis ef Ocopdpytos, ap- OTp. %. 
gi o avras Opoeis 1110 

voMov avomor, oid Tis Eov0a 

dxdperos Bods, ed taraivas dpeciv 
*Ituv “Itvv orévovo’ apdilady Kakots 

andav Biov. 

KA. id, to, Nuyetas Hpov anddvos: at. f. 
rept Bahov yap ol 7TEpopdpov Seas 1116 

Beoi, yhudy T aidva KNavpdtev arep: 
wot O€ pipver oxropos dudyxet Sopi. 

XO. rddev émiravrovs Deoddpous 7° Evers avT. %. 
. 

1106. @pocis — ereyxéas. The MSS. 
give 090 — émeyxéaca, which cannot be 
reconciled with the antistrophe. Both 
Hermann and Franz have hit upon the 
same emendation, which is evidently true. 
Cassandra addresses the chorus, and says 
that in speaking of Agamemnon’s suffer- 
ings they at the same time mention hers, 
which are mixed up with them, for that 
they will die together. Such expressions 
on the part of the chorus as taxeia ® 
tra wéAe and xax@v dial, justify this in- 
terpretation, for they are by this time 
convinced that some calamity awaits Aga- 
memnon (1100). 

1107. #yayes. Hermann reads fyayev. 
In either case Agamemnon, not Apollo, 
seems to be meant. The interrogation is 
wrongly placed after this verb, the sense 
being, ‘To what place have you brought 
me for no other purpose than to die with 
you ?’—ri ydp; sc. tl yap &AAo; ‘ For is 
it not so?’ Cf. inf. 1210. 

1113, “Iruy “Irvy. ‘ Imitatio est vocis 
lusciniae, et pro adverbio construitur cum 
orévovoa, i. e. Ityn Ityn elamitando 
gemens affluentem malis vitam.’’ Her- 
mann. 

1116. wep{Barov. The Med. gives 
mepeBddovro. The other MSS. have 7ept- 
Baddvres. The middle voice of this verb 
having a distinct meaning, ‘to clothe one- 
self,’ ‘to put on,’ and besides, not suiting 
the strophic metre, it seems best, with 
Franz and Blomfield, to adopt the active 

form. Klausen and Hermann interpret 
(as we have elsewhere seen the middle 
voice to mean, e.g. Theb. 597, Pers. 140), 
‘the gods have had her clothed in a 
winged body;’ but this, for the reason 
just given, could scarcely be approved, 
even if it satisfied the metre as well as rep{- 
Badov. In fact, the variants —ovro and 
—dévrtes only shew that a termination was 
added to the original —oy, after the 
strophic emeyXeas had been wiorgly 
altered to éweyxéaca. With regard to 
the form mepe8— for wepiB—, it seems 
unsafe to admit a comic usage into the 
Greek of Aeschylus, though in Eum. 604 
the Med. and the Schol. agree in repeckh- 
VOOEV. 

(117. KAavpdrwy &rep. This seems at 
first sight to contradict v. 1112, radatvats 
gpeoly orévovea. There are several ways 
of explaining the apparent discrepancy. 
Cassandra may mean, that the nightin- 
gale’s griefs are no griefs compared to 
hers. Or that the wailing of the bird is 
unconscious,—the mere unreasoning re- 
petition of a note of woe. Or lastly, as 
Hermann thinks, cAavuata may be un- 
derstood “non de cantu lusciniae, sed de 
malis quae lugenda sunt.” 

1119. Oeopépovs 7°. The te would 
perhaps be better omitted. See on Suppl. 
283. Thus wé6ev émootrovs would be 
construed together, ‘coming upon you 
from what source ?’ 
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1120 

ra. & érigoBa Svopdtw Khayyd 

pedorumets, 60d 7° dpHious ev vdpors ; 
7d0ev dpous exes Deorecias 6500 

KaKOppHLovas ; 

KA. i@ "yapLot, yapou 

TIdpw6os, dd€Opror pidov. 

op. &. 

1126 

w 4 4 4 i@ Skapdvdpov watp.ov Toto: 
, xX > ‘\ ‘ Steer , > 

TOTE pev apt oas aidvas TAhaw 

HvuTopay Tpopais® 
Cd 

vov § dpdi Kaxurdv te kayepovoious 1130 

bxOous eovKa Oeomupdyoew Taxa. 
XO. 

, 

Tl TOdE TOpov ayay eros Edypiow ; orp: t. 

veoyvos t évOparav ctor. 
rémdyypat © brat Syypare powiy, 

Sucadyet TUXxa pupa Opeopevas, 1135 
4 x» > ‘ A Gavpar ewor Kew. 
cs a2 s 
t@ TOVOL, TOVOL avr. Y. 

, ? 4 x a 

moheos Ohopevas TO TAY. 

1120. paratouvs, ‘groundless,’ without 
any visible cause or motive. Compare 
Cho. 280, pdraios éx vuxrav pdBos. 

1122. duod dpOlos év vduos. Mixed 
up with shrill cries and intonations as if 
you were singing the kind of music called 
the orthian strain (Pers. 391. Herod. i. 
24).—7d émipoBa, ‘ these fearful sounds.’ 
See on Pers. 749. Dr. Peile, who is apt 

to be too verbose, and so to lose sight of 
poetry while he aims at extreme gram- 
matical accuracy, needlessly translates 
“everything that is terrible.’ 

1123. Spovs. The notion of a road or 
course naturally implies a boundary or 
inclosing limit, especially to the mind of 
the Greek, to whom the expression ew 
Spduov pépecOa was so familiar, Com- 
pare Aoylwy d3bv, Equit. 1015. deapd- 
twy 6dov Phoen. 911. ofuos éréwy Pind, 
Ol. viii. 92. 

1133. av@pérwv. Perhaps corrupt. dy 
Bporéy Franz. bv «Adwv wdbor Dind. rad 
mais veoyvds dy udfor Herm. In passages 

vulgate with the mark of a doubtful read- 
ing. Not that the verse is necessarily 
wrong. See on 535.—The chorus, hither- 
to slow in comprehending Cassandra’s 
meaning, is now startled by the plainness 
of her language. But she had as dis- 
tinctly said €vyPavovuevny v. 1108, uo) 
pluver oxionds v. 1118, and they had not 
believed her. The reference to the fatal 
marriage of Paris, as the cause of her 
approaching end (1126), seems to open 
their eyes more clearly. 

1134. baad S4hypats. So eényeipsunv 
bral pirais kéveros, sup. 865. tupéper 
cwppoveiy ird oréver, Hum. 495.—Klau- 
sen, who regards drat-as adverbially added, 
‘infra,’ ‘sub pectore,’ might have quoted 
Eum. 151—3, érupev — td opévas, iad 
AoBdy. The sense however is, ‘I have 
received a blow through (or from) a bloody 
bite,’—a bite to the quick, a sting to the 
heart. Cf. xpdros xapdidSqerov inf. 1447. 
—Oaipar’ is the reading of the MS. Farn. 
for @pavy The latter seems an in- > 

T. 

of this sort, where every critic has his own 
peculiar nostrum, it is best to give the 

stance of a very common error. See on 
Prom. 2, sup. 297. 
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iw mporupyot Ouoiar taTpos, 
wn 5 A 4 

modvukavets BoTav Trovovdpav. akos 8 1140 
3 XN > 4 ovdey emypKecar, 

: ds 
TO py Tod per, OoTEp odv Exel, Tabet" 

xo. 
eyo 5é Oepudvous tax’ ev 7é@ Bard. 

ETOMEVA TpOTEpoLs TAD Ered ypiow. 
Kat Tis o€ KaKoppovav TiOy- 

> , 
aVT. lt. 

1145 

ot Saipwv, vrepOev Bapds éuritvar, 
perilew ray yoepa Oavatoddpa: 

Téppa. 
KA. 

& apnyava. . 
Kal nv 6 xpnopos obKér ex Kaduppdrov 
€otat SedopKas, veoydjrov vddns Slenv: 1150 

Aaprpds 8 eouxev HALov mpds dvTohas 
mvewv €oneew, wate KUaTos Siknv 
Khilew mpds abyds Tose THuATOS TOAD 

1139. mpérupyor, ‘ offered in defence of 
the walls,’ viz. that they might hold out, 
Theb. 205.—énfprecay, ‘they supplied,’ 
‘afforded ;’ cf. Pind. Nem. vi. 63.—7d 
Bh, sup. 15. 552.—éomep ody, ‘as in fact,’ 
—ef. inf. 1400. Cho. 88. 874. Ajac. 991. 

1143. Baad. Harsh as is the ellipse of 
éuavThy, it is in great measure defended 
by the intransitive use of pirrew, iévat, 
idnrew, &c. See on Suppl. 541. Monk 
on Alcest. 922. For the compound éep- 
udvous, cf. paidpdvous inf. 1200, and for 
the sense, sup. 1001. Cassandra appears 
to mean, that her own fail will soon follow 

upon that of the city,—hence évy méiy 
Badetv and wéAw pey — eye be. 

1144. .émepnutow. So I formerly edited 
for éonulow, not only because the én) is 
singularly appropriate to the idea of a 
second declaration, over and above the 
former, which is described by the simple 
égnulow in the strophic verse,—but be- 
cause it appears a better metrical correc- 
tion than mporépoiot, which editors have 
adopted from Pauw. The error probably 
arose from wrongly dividing the words 
Tdde-mepnutcw. So in v. 1064, the Med. 
gives toigde semelOowat. We have éz- 
epnulero in Herod. iii, 124.—émdueva, 
‘consistent with.’ 

1145. xaxoppovdy. So Schiitz for cad 
Kaxoppoveiv.—For trrepOey Bapis I am 
responsible. The MSS..give irepBapijs, 
which cannot be reconciled with the 

strophic v. 1134. The idea is that of a 
demon leaping down from above, of which 
figure Aeschylus is fond, as remarked on 
Pers. 518. Klausen adds Oed. R. 1300. 
Antig. 1347. The chorus again (cf. 1009) 
begin to doubt of her sanity, and to ques- 
tion whether her words are anything more 
than the ravings of a distempered imagi- 
nation. At this incredulity Cassandra is 
hurt, and proceeds to declare that she will 
reveal family secrets without enigmas 
(1154), which will convince them she is 
not the vagabond impostor she has gene- 
rally been considered (1166). 

1149. Kal why, ‘well then,’ sc. ef répua 
dunxaveis,y ds oys.—ex kadvpudtwv, from 
behind a veil. Thus the plain and naked 
truth is &An6% Kal BAémwovra, Cho. 829. 
Iph. Taur. 372, Aewray Bupa 8d Karvp- 
pdtwv %xovoa, said of the young bride. 
In the following lines the metaphor is 
entirely changed, and borrowed from a 
clear and brisk wind, which, while it 
sweeps away the clouds from the sky, at 
the same time makes the waves heave and 
roll like dark mountain-masses against the 
bright horizon. Thus both Aapumpbs and 
mpos avryas are ingeniously applied to the 
increasing clearness of the hitherto dark 
and obscure prophecies. — xrAd(ew, for 
KAvew, is the correction of Auratus,— 
Tovde mhuaros eiCov, the murder of Aga- 
memnon, greater than the griefs of myself 
and my native city. 
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1155. paprupeire cuvdpduws. ‘ Bear 
witness, while you run along with me in 
the chase, that’ I am scenting the footsteps 

of evils long ago perpetrated in the family.’ 
For the metaphor compare sup. 1062, 
pareber 9 dy aveuphoe: pdvov. 

1157 seqq. The real cause of all the 
woe, past, present, and to come, is the 
curse inherent in the house of Atreus. 
This idea is very finely expressed by the 
simile of a x@pos, or drinking party, 
glutted with blood, not drunk with wine, 
remaining in the house, instead of turning 
out for the usual midnight revel or sere- 
nade, and singing as a chaunt the accursed 
Thyestean banquet, instead of the merry 
notes of a oxéAuoy or drinking song. Thus 
every word has a peculiar significance, as 
was first pointed out by Dr. Donaldson 
(Theatre of the Greeks, p. 51, ed. 5). 
This chorus is fdu@@oyyos, but not ed- 
gwvos, singing in concert and harmony, 
but not in a pleasing strain. 

1163. év wépe:, ‘in turn,’ as the mem- 
bers of a tragic chorus were wont to repeat 
alternate sentences, e. g. Eum. 138 seqq. 
Theb. 78 seqq. The mpdérapxos &rn, or 
original family crime, was the slaughter of 
Thyestes’ children by his brother Atreus 
as a punishment for adultery with his wife. 
Hence the bed of Atreus is called hostile 
or inexorable to him who unlawfully as- 
cended it. Perhaps however warety is 
here used in the common sense ‘ to despise 
the sanctity of a thing,’ and therefore to 
violate it. What the Furies loath is not 

the adultery itself, but the vengeance taken 
for it. Hence ducpevets agrees with edvas, 
not with "Epivdes. ; 

1165. xvp@ 7. So Franz, after H. L. 
Ahrens, for rnp 71. Most editors adopt 
Onp@ 7: from Canter; but 7 and @ are very 
rarely confused, while 7 and v are con- 
stantly so. Besides, cvp@, as a synonym 
of tvyxdvw, seems the better word of the 
two. 

1166. pacdwv. ‘Or am I (as people 
say) a false prophet, a vain babbler beg- 
ging from door to door?’ Such were the 
fortune-tellers and oracle-mongers, xpno- 
podéyot, whose character is so well known 
from Aristophanes, and who used to go 
about levying contributions on the credu- 
lous and the wealthy. Klausen well,re- 
fers to Plato de Rep. ii. 364, c, dyiprat 
3& Kal pdvrers em) tAovelwy Obpas idvtes. 

1167. 7d wh eidévar. So Dobree and 
Hermann for té wp’ cidévar. One cannot 
doubt of the truth of the emendation, for 
thus alone Ady acquires a consistent 
meaning. ‘Bear witness to me when I 
am gone, by swearing before-hand that I 
know not merely by hearsay the ancient 
crimes of this house.’ That is, swear to 
me now, when I am present to hear the 
testimony, that I have a supernatural 
knowledge, in order that, when the pre- 
dicted events have come to pass, you may 
remember it was no vain trifler who told 
you. ‘ Verbum éxpapripnooy, quod pro- 
prie de testimonio absentis dicitur, sic 
accipiendum est ut sit de absente, quum 
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mortua ero, testare.”’ Hermann. Cf. 
Eum. 439, roitaos dypetuacw xptipac’, 
& Aovrpav ekeuapripe: pédvov, ‘which 
testified, in the absence of the principal 

agents, to the murder of Agamemnon in 
the bath.’ , 

1169. wiyyua. So Auratus for riua. 
Cf. Iph. Aul. 395, robs xax@s mayévras 
ipxovs. The sense is, ‘And what good 
could an oath do, however solemnly rati- 
fied?’ That is, If evils are to happen, 
and you are what you profess to be, a true 
prophetess, how could my taking an oath 
prevent or remedy them? Some would 
read dprov mia, others maidyios, with 
MS. Farn. But the adjective seems to 
agree, by a kind of attraction, with the 
word in apposition. Hermann translates 
kal mas by atgue utinam, but xa) seems 
foreign to this idiom, nor is the sense 
better than, if so good as, the simple and 
literal way. 

1170. bavud(w cov. ‘But Iam amazed 
at you, that, brought up beyond the sea, 
you should rightly describe a strange city, 
just as if you had been all the while there.’ 
Cassandra is most anxious to obtain some 
credit for her veracity. The chorus, though 
they will not swear to her not being an 
impostor, concede to her the credit of 
knowing past events, which have happened 
at a distance, with a marvellous and super- 
natural accuracy. The same proof of 
omniscience is given by Prometheus, 
Prom. 843 seqq. 

1173 seqq. ‘It was Apollo who ap- 

pointed me to the office of a prophetess.’ 
—‘Through a god, smitten with love for 
you?’—‘ Hitherto I have felt shame in 
confessing it.’—‘ Every one feels greater 
delicacy when in prosperity.’—‘ Well then, 
he was a lover, and a devoted one.’— 
‘Had you children in wedlock?’ —‘T 
broke my plighted faith to Loxias.’ — 
‘After he had inspired you ?’—‘ Yes.’— 
‘How did you escape his vengeance?’— 
‘He caused me to be disbelieved every 
where, after I had committed that error.’ 

—‘We at all events do not disbelieve 
you.’ In this dialogue the MSS. assign’ 
to Cassandra the two continuous verses 
pavtis w —, mporod wiv —, and to the 
chorus pay nal —, a&Bpivera: —, and 
Klausen so edits the passage. Common 
sense shews that Hermann has rightly dis- 
tributed the verses as in the text; and he 
has been followed by all the other editors. 

1177. GAN Fv wadaorhs. I believe 
the above version gives the meaning of 
this verse correctly.“ See the commen- 
tators on Theocr. vi. 125, eis 8 én) ta08¢, 
gépiore, Médwy Byxo:To Tadatorpas. On 
the use of mvety, peculiar to love, see 
‘Suppl. 17. 

1178. véuo. 
marriage, i. e. 

By regular and legitimate 
not by stealth, nor merely 

as a maAkAaxh, but as a wife. For in the 
Téxvav Epyov, or Td madorotetcbat, con- 
sisted the real office of the latter as dis- 
tinct from the former. Cf. Herc. Fur. 
1316, ob Adktpa 7 GAAHAoLW, Gy oddels 
vouos, Evyipay ; 

3D 
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1182. &aros. So Canter for tvaxros. 
The penalty of her deceit (whether refusal 
vor faithlessness) was the loss of credit as a 
seer, and the exposure to ridicule conse- 
quent upon it. See inf. 1242. Virg. Aen. 
ii. 246, ‘Tunc etiam fatis aperit Cas- 
sandra futuris Ora, dei jussu non unquam 
credita Teucris.’ Jb. iii. 187, ‘aut quem 
tum vates Cassandra moveret ?’ 

_ 1187... orpoBe?. See on 640. After 
~ppotuloisthe MSS. add the corrupt word 
épnpévous, by an error similar to that in 
Suppl 488. Theb. 389. Cho. 760. As 

the true reading cannot be ascertained, it 
is better to mark a lacuna than to supply 
a conjectural word. 

1190. watées — womepel. The words 
are out of their natural order, domeped 
maides, ‘as it were children,’ ‘forms like 
children.’ So Theb. 755, caxav & Sorep 

Odracoa nim’ &yet. That this is the true 
construction of the verse, I long ago 
pointed out, and Hermann takes the same 
view. Others attempt to explain éovepel 
Oavdvres or asmepel mpds tav pldwy. It 

is a grand idea, though a horrible one, to 
conceive the murdered infants passing in a 
spectral procession with their own bowels 
in their hands. See sup. 1065. 

1194, ec ravde. ‘In consequence of 
this,’ i. e. to avenge their death. See 
850, and inf. 1570, 1581. The Aéov 
&vadnis, Aegisthus, is here opposed to 
the Adwy evyer}s, Agamemnon, inf. 1230. 
See on 800. 

1196. o%por. 
‘ forsooth.’ 

1197. pépew ydp. “I say Seondrns, 
Sor, &c. ; 

1198. érapxos. So Canter for &rapxos. 
See Pers. 329. 

1199. yiofrns. So I have given for 
piontijs, according to the distinction laid 

down by Meineke, Frag. Com. Graec. i.— 
ii., p. 202, between plonros lewd, and 
ponrds hated or hateful. Compare pm- 
ontia, lust, Ar. Plut. 989. Av. 1620. 

1201. revéerar. From ruyxdvo, as 
sup. 168, Teviera: ppevav 7d wav. By 
Aétaca she means the dissembled address 

Perhaps ofa, ironically, 
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to the King, sup. 829—886; which is 
indeed clear by the coincidence of éxref- 
vaca with paxpay étérewas, v. 889.— 
vetierat (avTav), i.e. she will attain or 
execute what she implied and had at 
heart in that speech, the murder of her 
husband. Of course, the real subject is 
not yAdooa, but kdwy, as if she had said, 
ola Adyw Adtaca Epyw exmpdter.—Kanh 
téxn, ‘with an evil success,’ opposed to 
the usual formula in commencing any 
project, én’ aya6f tbxn. Hermann trans- 
lates, sorte qua non debebat. It is not 
improbable that the poet wrote kaxj 
TéXYN. 

1202. @fAus. Cf. Iph. Taur. 621, 
auth Elper Odovoa AAAs Upoevas. 

1204. augicBavay. A species of snake, 
really harmless, but regarded, like the 
pdépawva (Cho. 981), with horror by the 
Greeks. These snakes are known as 
double-walkers, from their faculty of 

moving either backwards or forwards.— 
ZxvaAaay, the Homeric Scylla (Od. xii. 
85—100)..which doubtless took its origin 
from the huge and ungainly cuttle-fish 
seen by early navigators in the straits of 
Messina, where they are said to be quite 
large enough to entangle and drown a 
man (Johnson’s Conchology, p. 14). 

1206. 9vovcay “Aidov wntép’. Klau- 
sen thinks this descriptive of Scylla, as 
the cause or mother of death. But this 
detracts much from the force of the ex- 
pression as an epithet of Clytemnestra. 
Translate, ‘the raging mother of Death, 
and breathing an implacable curse against 
her own friends (relatives).’ Properly, 
mveiv apav, is ‘to blow a curse,’ i. e. 
the gale of a curse. This is a constant 

1210 
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figure with Aeschylus, and wherever used 
it is rather to be understood of wind than 
merely of spirit or disposition. So mvety 
“Apn (sup. 366), mveiv wévos, or KéTov, or 
~sBov, Eum. 804, Cho. 30, &c., and 
yéwv Kar? odpov, Theb. 849; mvetv rpo- 
tralav (atpay), sup. 212. Klausen is not 
justified in saying ‘‘ non potest apav pen- 
dere a mydoveay, quia nihil est mvety dpav.”” 
Most of the commentators needlessly 
adopt “Apy froni the obvious conjecture 
of Butler and others. But &aorovdor 
equally well applies to apa, implying that 
it cannot be appeased or averted by any 
libations, sup. 69. 

1207. &s 8 émwroAtiaro. ‘And how 
she raised a shout of joy!’ viz. at 570 

supra.—iomep ev waxns tporf is inter= 
preted, ‘as if at the moment of gaining a 
victory.’ But I am not sure that the 
sense is not rather, ‘on the plea of a 
victory just gained,’ i. v. through pre- 
tended joy at the capture of Troy. This 
is confirmed by the ‘following verse.— 
done? xalpew, cf. sup. 770. 

1210. 8uo.ov. ‘It is all one whether 
you believe me or not; the future will come 
in either case alike.’ That is, I care not 
whether I am still regarded: as a pev5d- 
pavris, for time will prove that I speak 
the truth. This it‘is which rankles in her 
mind continually, and embitters all her 
predictions. See on 1182. Inf. - 1374, 
ov ® aiveiy etre pe Weyew.0erActs Suotov. 
—rt -ydp; ‘how should it be otherwise ?’ 
Cf. 1108. ; 

1211. ctw ev. So Canter for ob phy. 
On the ye after &yav, which is needlessly, 
not to say wrongly, omitted by Hermann 
and others, sée Suppl. 698. 

3D 2 
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1215. dAnOas. Not to be taken with 
xAtovra, but referring to some participle 
understood, like eipnuéva. For ra aAn67 
are opposed to 7a éfnracyéva, —redlity 
to mere semblance. So Lucian, speaking 
of the sculptured marriage of Paris, p. 836, 
pic Ody cixacpuévov yduov mpocraBay ddrnOh 
ydpov. Similarly in Cho. 426, 7d may 
drluws Zrctas seems to mean mparyua 
kara mdvra ariuws eipyacuevov.—en dpd- 
pov, see on Cho. 1011. 

1217—26. ‘I tell you, you shall see the 

death of Agamemnon.’—‘ Hush !’——‘ This 
is no paean, that you should ask for good 
words.’ —‘ Perhaps not, if his death shall 
be close at hand ; but we pray it may not 
happen yet..—‘ While you are praying, 
others are effecting it.’—‘ What man can 
be so wicked ?’—‘ You must have greatly 
misunderstood my predictions.’—‘ For I 
do not comprehend how his death is to 
be compassed.’—‘ And yet I speak Greek 
but too well.’—‘ The Pythian oracles are 
in Greek, but still they are not clear.’ 

1219. Mav, There is a play on the 
double sense of: a paean and the god of 
healing. .-For'in singing a paean, only 
good .and well-omened words were al- 
lowed; hence madiy’ érevphunoev, Frag. 
281, 3. But wa:dy or rady, as the god 
of healing, is said émorareiy, to be at 
band, when his aid is available in any 
urgent circumstances. On the form of 
the word see Pers. 607. 

1220. wy yévorrd ww. I have given zw 
for 7ws on what appear the clear require- 
ments of the passage. For ef wapéorat, 
for which Hermann and Dindorf give 
elvep ora: with Schiitz, implies that the 
pépos spoken of by Cassandra might per- 
haps be close at hand, as indeed it really 

was, But the chorus, thinking it only 
means the natural death, not the murder, 

adds, ‘but may it not happen yet.’ To 
which the next verse affords a consistent 
reply, ‘ While you are praying that it may 
not happen yet, others are taking care 
that it should happen now.’ 

1222. &xos. Herm., Dind., Blomf. 
give @yos with Auratus, but the change 
seems needless, for &xos often means ‘a 

cause of grief,’ and indirectly ‘a crime,’ 
as inf. 1456. 1557. 

1223. dv mwapecndmes. ‘You must 
have looked quite aside of,’ viz. not 
straightly and rightly a¢, ‘my prophecy,’ 
so as entirely to miss the point of it, if 
you thought it was a man (and not a 
woman) who was to do the deed. Her- 
mann and Klausen (independently, it 
would seem, for the edition of the latter 
scholar is no where noticed in the com- 
mentary of the former) give ad for dy, 
‘you have a second time missed my mean- 
ing,’ i. v. in not seeing first that it was 
Agamemnon who was to be murdered, 
secondly, that Clytemnestra was to be the 
tmourderess. But both render the imperfect 
by aberrasti, which is evidently inaccurate. 
Franz also edits ad. Peile adopts Canter’s 
correction dpav, which he renders ‘ Truly 
you were paying little attention indeed to 
the curse of my oracles.’ But the vulgate 
is fully capable of defence. The genitive 
depends on the sense of guaprdvery, to see 
wrongly’ being the same as ‘to miss 
seeing.” Compare mapaxotew, mapopav, 
mapacddverda. And for the use of éy, 
where the condition is regarded as ful- 
filled, see sup. 906, ctiw Geots deloas dv 
GP epdew rdde. Od. iv. 546, 4 ydp py 
(wd ye Kixhocat, } Kev ’Opeorns Kreivey 
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bropOdpevos, ‘or Orestes must have killed 
him.’ Philoct. 572, mpds moioy dv rév8 
avtos ob8vocels @rAct; ‘Who can this 
man have been for whom Ulysses sailed 
in person?’ Oed. R. 523, GAA’ FAGe wey 
5} rodT0 Totverdos Tax’ by dpyfh Biacdev. 

1227. Hermann gives 748’ oloy wip, for 
the vulgate, which Klausen rightly calls 
‘mirus versus,’ but wrongly denies to bea 
senarius at all. For there is no doubt 
that the first syllable of ofos might be 

_ short, as it frequently is in roodros. See 
on Suppl. 888. The hiatus after rama? is 
an objection, but one which is in great 
measure answered by a double instance in 
the very next verse, of éya, éyé. Din- 
dorf reads wamat, oidv yor wip émépxerat 
765, which is altering what every one 
allowed to be sound, and retaining what 
many believed to be corrupt. 

1232. évéfoev. So Hermann with the 
Farnese MS. The common reading is 
év0,oe, which is good in itself, but leaves 
an abruptness in the next verse which is 
doubtfully remedied by adding «al with 
Dindorf, xamedyerar. Klausen defends 
this very abruptness on the plea of im- 
passioned language, and thinks that by 
supplying éore with évrirloac@a: “ omnis 
frangitur orationis vis.’ But Hermann 
well observes, that the verse éujjs aywyis 
«.7.A, is in fact an explanation of Képoid 
wioOdy. For these words are in them- 
selves ambiguous, and might mean either 

‘pay for me’ (to another), or ‘ retaliation 
on me’ (personally). Translate, ‘ And 
like one mixing a potion, she declares 
that she will add to the cup. of wrath’ 
(that already in store for her husband for 
the death of Iphigenia) ‘a requital-for me 
also, while she whets the sword against 
her lord to repay him with murder for 
bringing me here.’ Dr. Peile retains the 
vulgate, but translates rather fancifully, 
‘she is exulting in the thought that the 
return she makes for bringing me here is 
—death!’ On the construction of avti- 
tloacdu, which in fact governs three 
cases, tloacOa (éxeivov) pdvoy avr) Tis 
éufjs aywyiis, see Elmsley on Med. 256, 
and on Heracl. 852. The genitive how- 
ever may depend on the mere notion of 
price or equivalence, and would stand even 
without dvr) expressed. __ 

1235. euavris KatayéAwr’. Which 
have caused me to be despised and ridi- 
culed as an impostor, inf. 1242. 

1237. c& wév. She here dashes her 
staff to the ground, or perhaps, as Her- 
mann supposes, some shred or article of 
her dress. 

1238, &y O93 dw Abouat, This cor- 
rection, formerly proposed by me, is not 
given with the confidence of certainty, but 
as a not improbable restoration of a very 
difficult passage. It is deeply to be re- 
gretted that a single word in a speech so 
magnificent should be called in question ; 
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but the MSS. are here clearly corrupt, %’ 
és POdpov meadvt’, ayabd & dpetpouat. 
Klausen, Peile, and Blomfield adopt the 
conjecture of Jacobs, t7’ és p@dpov wecdyta 
YY: GF dpeipouon, i. e. ‘thus I will re- 
quite you with destruction for causing my 
woes.’ But the ye, after all that can be 
said for it, appears intolerable ; moreover, 
the same objection may be brought against 
it as against Hermann’s far more elegant 
emendation, éym 8 &w &pouct (admitted 
by Dind.), namely, that it does not ac- 
count for the corruption aya#e 8. Now 
&-y &8, which is addressed to an imaginary 
executioner, ‘come here and take me off; 
I will follow,’ would naturally be altered 
to aye 68, and thence to dyadd 3, 
through the error of a transcriber who 
had his eye on the plural ?re. Just so 
for GAX’ ye Tlépcat, some MSS. give aaa’ 
&yere or GAN &yer’ & TMeépoa, in Pers. 
142.—Some details of this fine scene, as 
the commentators have remarked, have 
been copied by Euripides, Troad. 256 and 
451 

1239. &AAny Tw’ urny. This, the com- 
mon reading, is retained by Klausen, 
Franz, and Dindorf; ‘ enrich some other 
bane instead of me.’ Hermann, Peile, 
and Conington give &rns, the conjecture 
of Stanley, comparing évov mAovtodrta, 
Aesch. frag. 239, ‘enrich another with 
calamity.’ But, precisely on the same 
principle that a person is said to be a 
plonuo, (Theb. 173. Eum. 73), ‘an ob- 
ject of dislike,’ Cassandra may here, in 
bitterness of heart, call herself an &7, 
one who has been regarded as a cause of 
woe and evil by all who have had to do with 
her, (see v. 1102,)—this, in fact, being 
the very burden of her complaint through- 
out. Had the poet intended the meaning 
conveyed by Stanley’s correction, he would 
probably have written &rais, as Schiitz 
suggested. But he seems rather to have 
had in view material wealth. With raAov- 
aiCere compare inf. 1354, mAciTov eluaros 
xaxdv. The mention of the xpyornpta 
éoOhs and the xécuo: immediately below 

seems to shew that Cassandra was con- 
spicuously attired. There is a reading 
given in Askew’s margin, &AAnv Tw’,* 
BAAny avr’ éuod, which, with all deference 
to Blomfield, Peile, and Conington, I still 
think appropriate, emphatic, sand highly 
probable. . ° 

1240. éxStwv. The verb is omitted, 
exactly as above, v. 1065, because the 
prophetess fancies the actual presence of 
the god before her, in the act of stripping 
her of her attire ;—‘ See, here is Apollo 

himself stripping me, &c., and that too 
after he has coldly looked on while I have 
been undeservedly (udryy, Pers. 290) 
made a laughing-stock, even in this-sacred 
dress, with my friends, by my enemies 
with one consent.’ By kal év toicde 
xécpots she implies that what ought to 
have secured respect only added to the 
ridicule. The fondness of the poet for 

antithetical words (see 792) induced him 
to combine pera pirawy with im’ éxédpay, 
the former referring to her friends and 
countrymen, the Trojans, the latter to her 

enemies, the Greeks. And od d:xoppérws 
means, ‘ by one just as much as the other,’ 
by all alike, without distinction or dif- 
ference. Cf. Suppl. 599, @ofev *Apyel- 
ow od Btxoppérws. But pera oldawy 
can hardly be regarded as identical with 
pete plaos (inter amicos, Klausen), the 
genitive signifying rather ‘along with,’ 
‘in common with,’ viz. so that her friends, 
and family, and couutrymen shared in the 
taunts and insults heaped upon the person 
of the prophetess. eile, Franz, and 
Conington follow ‘Hermann in reading 
béya for werd, and take plAwy bn’, éx- 
Opav for ‘by friends, by foes,’ and so also 
Wellauer, except that be construes id 
girwy ob Btxoppdras exOpar, ‘by friends 
who were unmistakeably enemies.’ But, 

with Dindorf, I think the reading of the 
MSS. decidedly preferable. ~ 

1244. Here also there is some ambi- 
guity as to the order of the words. Her- 
mann understands tdAaiva as said of her- 
self, dy 7) TdAouwa jverxduny Kadovpern 
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gorras, mroxds, AmoOvhs, ds aydprpia. 
Undoubtedly, réAaiva sounds weak as a 
mere nickname which she had to bear. 
And if we construe éyh mrwxds rdédAava 
AmoOvhs Averxduny Kadovpevy poirds, we 
fall into the error of making a daughter of 
Priam a half-starved vagrant even before 
her city was captured. It was not what 
she was, but what she was called, that 
these words were intended to express. 

1246. éxmpdtas. ‘After having made 
me a prophetess.’ The same god that 
inspired me has perfidiously led me into 
ruin. Some translate, ‘having unmade 
me;’ others, ‘having undone me,’ ’ or 
‘having revenged himself upon me;’ but 
exmpdocew in Aeschylus invariably means 
‘to effect,’ as Suppl. 95. Theb. 836. 
sup. 565. 

1248. Bwpot rarpgov, the altar in her 
father’s house, at which it would have 
been better to be slain than to be butcher- 
ed in a foreign land.—émlénvov, ‘a chop- 
ping-block,’ Ar. Acharn. 317. The MSS. 
give dvremitnvoy, corrected by Auratus.— 
In the next verse xometons is the genitive 
absolute, by a common Aeschylean usage ; 
see on Suppl. 437. Others have pro- 
posed romeioay or Kxorelon.—mpoogdy- 
Hari, probably a technical word, which 
Klausen explains “ mactatio que fit ante 
aram, ante focum.”’ 
he quotes, after Wellauer, Hec. 41. Iph. 
Taur. 458, it appears to mean ‘a victim,’ 
while Troad. 624, aiat, téxvov, sav dvo- 
clov npoopaypudrwy, it certainly has the 
sense of ‘slaughter.’ In Alcest. 845, 

Yet in the passages - 

mivovta tuuBov TAnoloy mpocpaypdTwv, 
said of Death, the meaning seems to be 
‘the blood of the victims’ (see Od. xi. 
passim).—@epue alludes to the warm life- 
blood, rather than to a reckless or re- 
vengeful blow. 

1255. This verse is read in the MSS. 
after 1261. The restoration to its proper 
place was long ago made by Hermann. 
On the-terms borrowed from the palaestra, 
trrlacua and kelpevos, see Suppl. 85. 
Eum. 560. ‘ The gods have sworn a great 
oath,’ says Cassandra, who speaks with 
authority as an interpreter of the divine 
mind, ‘that the death of the father shall 
bring back the son from exile to avenge 
him.’ On this oath, Klausen well observes, 
rests the positive obligation of Orestes in 
the Choephoroe to slay his mother at all 
hazards. Apollo has ordered it; and 
Apollo himself is but the mpopfrys Aubds, 
Eum. 19. 

1257. xdrouwos. Having a house to 
enter, while her countrymen are driven 
from their homes to die. The word is 
rare, but follows the ordinary meaning of 
karoieiv, ‘to be a settler,’ ‘to take up 
one’s abode in a place,’ without reference 
to the notion of change implied in per- 
ouetv. Hermann, Franz, and Dindorf 
give péroixos, a very improbable altera- 
tion, and one which seems to have arisen 
solely from a misapprehension of the sense. 
‘Why,’ asks Cassandra, ‘ should I live on 
here merely to lament, when my city has 
been destroyed, and the people who for- 
merly occupied it have come off thus by 
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the judgment of the gods? Why should 
my lot be better than theirs? I will go, 
and dare to die.’ That of efxov wéAw 
refers to the conquered, not to the con- 
querors, as sup. 311, must be inferred 
from the addition of év @edy kpioe:, with 
which compare v. 786, Sixas ove amd 
yAdoans Geol «Adtovtes, K.7.A. (the dam- 
natum Ilium of Horace, Od. iii. 3, 23.) 

1258. 7d mp&rov. It is doubtful whe- 
ther this stands for wév, answered by dé in 
o? & elxov méAw, equivalent to mp@rov 
Bey, Serra, 8&,—for which use see Suppl. 
404,—or whether 7d mp@rov cidov means 
‘I saw from the first,’ i. e. as a prophetess. 
Perhaps the aorist mpdéfacay is rather 
against the latter, though not conclusively 
so, since an action may be contemplated 
as already accomplished by a prescient 
mind. The reasons why she ought no 
longer to survive resolve themselves into 
two; (1) she has witnessed the fall of the 
city ; (2) the inhabitants have been con- 
demned and deserted by the gods, and are 
suffering death, captivity, or banishment. 
— For dmaaadooew in the intransitive 
sense compare Ar. Pac. 568, 9 Kadds 
aitav amaddAdkeer by perdpxiov. Plat. 
Resp. ii. § 8, melOovtes adtobs aChior 
GmarAdtouev. Herod. viii. 68, of ® ers 
avréctncav, amrnddatay obrw ds xelvous 
empeme. 

1261. mpdtw. This has reference to 
mpdtacay ws empatey above, and therefore 
it is not very difficult to supply ds éxetvor 
éxpatav. But mrpdocery in its general sense 
is ‘to fare,’ (as we say a person is doing 

1270 

well or badly when he is prosperous or the 
reverse,) though, from the nature of the 
case, some adverb is almost invariably 
added to specify the kind and manner of 
faring. Dindorf gives iotca Kaye TAh- 
couat K.T.A., but in defence of the vulgate 
we have two unequivocal examples in this 
play, sup. 360, @xpatay ws éxpavev, and 
inf. 1647, mpaooe, matvov, i. e. ‘ go on 
faring as you now fare,’ viz. prosperously, 
as the context shows. 

1262. rdc® eyé. So Canter for ras 
A€yw. 

1264. aopddacros. Photius opadd(ew 
bucbavarety. Hence the addition of ev- 
Ovncipwy. See inf. 1359. Ajac. 833, Ebv 
dopaddory Kal raxet mndhwart. 

1268. @enAdrov. A, favourable omen, 
or the contrary, was derived from the 
manner in which the victim approached 
the altar. Tac. Hist. iii. 56, ‘accessit 
dirum omen, profugus altaribus taurus, 
disjecto sacrificii apparatu, longe, nec ubi 
feriri hostias mos est, confossus.’ 

1270. xpévov mAéw. ‘Any longer.’ 
This seems, on the whole, the simplest 

and best correction of xpév@ mAéw, which 
probably arose from the common error of 
assimilating terminations. It has been 
adopted from Hermann’s conjecture, in 
preference to xpévw mAéwy (Well., Franz, 
Peile), or xpévw mwAdoy (Dindorf, from 
Pauw). Blomfield’s reading, from Schiitz, 
xpévov mAéwy, if we interpret ‘ beyond, or 
more than, that of time’ (a temporary 
escape), has this advantage, that it makes 
xpévou the prominent word, and so better 
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suits the following verse, ‘Yes, but he 
who comes last is first in point of time,’ 
where there is a play on t#oraros, and 
mp@ros implied in the verb. “ Est lusus 
aliquis in hac sententia: quum alioquin is, 
qui ultimus adest, minimo colatur honore, 
in.temporis ratione hoc prorsus contrarie 
se habet.”” Kilausen. For the construc- 
tion the editors have compared Cho. 620, 
kax@v 5¢ mpecBevera: Td Ahuriov. There 
is however a difference between the two 
passages, the present representing rod 
xpdvov mpecBeiov @xe1, the latter candy 
mpéoBiordy éott. The allusion seems to 
be to the Athenian custom of condemned 
persons drawing lots to decide who should 
die first; see Schol. on Ar. Pac. 365, and 
compare Orest. 789, T@ xpdvm d& rep- 
davets. Soph. El. 1485, ti yap Bporay 
dy diy Kakots peurypévar Ovhoxew 6 mér- 
Awv Tod xpdvou Képdos pépor ; 

1274—5. Prof. Conington has the credit 
of standing alone among recent editors in 
successfully defending the vulgate order of 
these verses. Even Klausen has trans- 
posed them (with, of course, a change of 
the persons) after Heath. But the argu- 
ment really runs thus: Cho. ‘ Well, you 
‘are at least a patient sufferer -of resolute 
heart.’ Cas. ‘These are not words that 
people hear when in prosperity.’ Cho. 
‘Yet surely it is some gratification to 
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die reputably’ (i. e. as you are dying, 
with credit for your courage). Cas. ‘My 
poor father and his children died edxAcds, 
as men say, but still I pity them.’ The 
verse ovdels &xove: is an answer to the 
poor consolation of the chorus, ‘ You 
praise my courage in meeting death; but 
this could only be said of one who is about 
to die, and therefore not eddaiuwv.’ It is 
entirely out of place to make Cassandra 
say GAN’ edeAc@s Tor KaTOavely xdpis 
Bporg. She holds no such magnanimous 
sentiments, but is throughout singularly 
afraid of death. We look for pathos, not 
chivalry, in the delineation of her cha- 
racter.—TAfpwv an’ ebtdAuov ppevds is 
properly ‘patient in consequence of an 
enduring spirit.’ So amd Wuxijs xaxijs 
inf. 1621. 

1277. 680s. Cassandra must be sup- 
posed to have started or visibly shuddered, 
to call forth this question. 

1281. «al was; ‘Indeed! There is no 
smell here but of sacrifice at the family 
altar,’ i.e. the xvioca arising from the 
sheep which had been slaughtered at the 
altar of Zeds Krhowos, sup. 1005, 1024. 
The conception of the poet is extremely 
fine, that even the physical senses of the 
dying prophetess are supernaturally sharp- 
ened to the presentiment of blood. 

3E 
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1287. Svcol(w. Formed after the ana- 
logy of ped(ery (1279), avororu¢ew (1041), 
this verb governs an accusative like most 
verbs expressing displeasure or grief. ‘Tis 
not for ‘nothing that I recoil through 
fear from the house, as a bird from a 
bush,’—suspicious, that is, of a lurking 
snake, or birdlime. Others have quoted 
Shakespear, iii. Hen. VI., act v., sc. 6, 
‘ The bird that hath been limed in a bush, 
With trerabling wings misdoubteth every 
bush.’ Hesych. dvcolCew poBeicdu, 
tmronretewv. Again, ducolCer dvoxKeper 
(dvoxepatver Herm.), irovoet. The word 
occurs Rhes. 724 and 805, pndty ddcaie? 
‘od ToAeutous Spica Tdde, where it bears 
the sense of brorrevery.—&Adws is Her- 
mann’s necessary correction for GAA’ és. 
For 7é8e means this very fact, that her 
fears were not vain. ‘Bear witness of 
this for me, when a woman in place of me 
a woman shall have died, and a man 
(Aegisthus) in place of an unhappily 
wedded man (Agamemnon) shall have 
fallen.’ That is, Do not attribute my 
present terror to mere cowardice, when all 
the scenes of ‘blood have been witnessed. 
which I have foretold, and which make 
‘this palace a human slaughter-house.— 
Svedtuxpros is doubtless the genitive, not 
the nominative, as some have supposed. 

1291. emzévodua tadra. ‘And I call 
on you to attest this to me now, as one 

about to, die.’ Accordingly, the chorus 
‘acknowledge ‘her prescience in the words 
Ocopérov udpov. Just before, she had 
desired to be well -spoken of after death, 
Oavoton. Now she wishes for a testimony 
(as sup. 1168) in her favour while she i is 
alive to hear ‘it.—Cf. Oavobon maprupeiré 
pot 7é5e. Hesych. 2mbevoiobar paptt- 
peo@a. The proper meaning must have 
been ‘to gét another to stand to you in 
the relation of févos, or host,’ and thence 

& Thypov, oikreipw oe Oeaparov pdpov. 
WA ¥y > ? sbi om. sxe “ Eg 
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to appeal. to him as a witness in your 
favour. For in the heroic ages, the re- 
lation of a host to a guest, and vice versd, 
was more than a mere matter of friend- 
ship,—it involved religious and legal ob- 
ligations of the highest kind, which were 
especially binding when claimed as a last 
request, 

1293. piiow, od Opfvov. So Hermann 
for the tame and unmeanihg fpijow 4, 
Opivov. ‘Once more’ (says Cassandra, 
who had already prepared to go, GAA’ elu, 
1284), ‘I wish to utter ‘dying: words, 
though not as my own dirge,’ i.e. not 
uselessly to bewail my fate, but for the 
purpose of invoking with my last breath a 
solemn imprecation on the heads of my 
murderers. Compare Suppl. 108, (aoa 
ydois we Tid. She is careful to specify 
ov Ophvov, because the moralising in 1298 
seqq. might have seemed to partake of 
this character. 

1295. rots euots Tipadpors. ‘And I 
pray to the sun, as I gaze on his last light, 
for my avengers (Orestes) to pay my hated 
‘murderers for the death of a slave, an in- 
significant victim, at the same time,’ i. e. 
when they are exacting vengeance for the 
‘death of Agamemnon. Though this in- 
terpretation is not free from serious diffi- 
culties, it is perhaps on the whole more 
probable than the construction I formerly 
adopted, e¥xoua: Al@ él rots euois éx- 
Opois ovetiot, tivew duov (8lxyv) tots 
euots Tiyadpos. ‘I pray to the sun, ap- 
‘pealing to this his last light, upon the 
heads of my hated murderers, that they 
may together (cf. Cho. 548, 880) pay 
satisfaction to my avengers.’ Nevertheless, 
an objection presents itself, which Klausen 
has noticed, but scarcely removed: the 
murderer is properly said tivew dicnv to 
the avenger, not the avenger to the mur- 
derer. The ellipse of Sicny or pioOdy on 
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* any view, is rather harsh, but perhaps the 
general notion of paying or requiting (cf. 
795) seemed to the poet sufficiently to 

- convey the idea; and it is very probable 
that 5icqy was purposely avoided for the 
reason just given, viz. not to pervert an 
established legal phrase. In this case it 
will be best to take dodAns Oavotons as 
the genitive of price.—eduapois, ‘a matter 
of indifference,’ as Suppl. 333, i. v. a 
death supposed to be of no consequence, 
as only that of a slave. 

1299. cig tis by wxpépecey. The true 
reading of this much disputed passage is 
due to Professor Conington. The MSS. 

give oxid Tis dytpéperey, which has been 
variously altered. Both Hermann and 
Boissonade perceived that to this passage 
belongs the gloss of Photius, mpépa 7d 
Suoidoa AicxvaAos. For tpérew and 
mpémew confused see on Suppl. 295. But 
none of the commentators had perceived 
that the meaning is, ‘if prosperous, one 
may liken them to a sketch; but if un- 
fortunate, a wet sponge by its application 
obliterates the painting.’ The metaphor 
is from the outhines of a picture, before it 
is filled in with colours, the technical 
terms for which were cxid, oxtacua, oKia- 
ypapety (Lat. adumbrare). The sense 
then is, that prosperity is as fickle and 
easily changed-as the outline or cartoon of 
@ picture, while adversity may be wiped 
out by one stroke, i.e. by death. Com- 
pare Eur. Hel. 262, ctarcpOecia’ as 
tyaAua, Frag. Pelei iv., roy waBov 
obdty ovSapod xpivw Bporots, dv y eka- 
Aciper paov 4 ypdper Oeds. Antiphanes 
(Phil. Mus. Cant. i. p. 573), Aurnpby 
avOpdrocw ei 7d Civ Kaxds, Sowep ro- 
vnpot Cwypdpar T& xpdpara mpéticroy 
apavl(ouciy éx tod qépuaros. © Plutarch, 

De Fortuna, § iv., ypdpovra roAAdkis 
etadelpev, TeAos 8 bw dpyis mpoa Bare 
T@ mlvaxi thy ondyyov, homep ciXE ap- 
wd dvawAéyy. Where the two last 

words seem to shew that the idea is rather 
that of smearing over than wiping out the 
colours already laid on. 

1301. rair’ éxelvwy wardov. The change 
from prosperity to adversity, which is 
Agamemnon’s lot, more than the sudden: 
extinction of misery by death, which is 
her own case. For she had before (1153) 
described the one as mod’ petCov mia 
than the other. Ast remarks, on Plat. 
Resp. ii. § 11, ‘‘ Saepenumero ofvos id 
quod primo loco dictum est, igitur nomen 
remotius respicit; éxeivos vero ad id quod 
propius est refertur.”’ There is a very 
similar sentiment in Troad. 634—7, 

6 ® ebruxyhoas és 7d BuaTuxes Tecdy 
Wuxhy aaradrat rhs wdpod” eympattas: 
kelvn 8 duolws Somep ove ioiica pas 
réOvnie, Kovdey olde TY abTHS KaKav. 

Cassandra now enters the palace, and is 
no more seen. And here ends the second 
part or act of the play. 

1302 seqq. Men are never satiated with 
prosperity, and never shut their doors 
against it, saying, with a prudent con- 

viction of its danger, Be off! I have had 
enough! Thus Agamemnon has attained 
the perilous height of honours as a victor ; 
but if he should fall, to atone for former: 
deaths by his own, who can say that he 
was born out of the reach of calamity?’ 
—The above reflection (which is a repe- 
tition of that in 972 seqq.) prepares the 
reader for the scene which immediately 

follows. The preceding act has seen the 
king in his glory; this witnesses in his 
downfall the fulfilment of Cassandra’s 
prophecy and the forebodings of the 
chorus. 

1303. SaxtvAcdelxtwv. The accent 
(MSS. —@v) was altered by Schiitz. ‘No 
one forbidding (or perhaps, being weary 
of) it keeps it away from his house which 
is pointed at with the finger of envy, 
saying No longer came in here.’ Blowf. 

3 E2 
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OUTS aireTTOV Elpyer edOpar, 

Mykér évédOns Ade hava. 1305 

kal THOE TOAW per Ehety ESoc ay 
pdxapes IIpidpov, 

x > yy > € , Georipynros 8 oikad’ ixdver 
~ > > - @ o> 3 , 

Vuv ) €l TpOTEepav Atif ATOTLOEL, _ 

Kat Totor Javovor Oavav addov 1310 

mowas Oavdtwy émuxpaiver, 

tis av evaito t Bpotds dv dowel 
ra Lal 4Q3 > eA 

Saipove ddvat, TAS’ aKovwr ; 

AT. 

and Dind. read daxrvAdderxrov, in a bad 
sense, ‘No one keeps away too great 
prosperity as a thing to be pointed at with 
the finger of scorn.’ But this gives an 
inferior sense, and the word is used in 
frag. 55, Saxrvaddenctoy mlumdnor wéAos 
for ‘attractive,’ ‘commanding attention’ 
(unless indeed it refers to the fingering of 
musicians). Wealth or prosperity is here 
personified (as in the common allegory of 
Plutus). Compare Pind. Pyth. v. init. 
Eur. Suppl. 876, xpuody — ovn cioedétar’ 
oixov. Frag. Erechth. xx. 13, ra yap 
Kax@s olxous éceAOdv7” (sc. xphuara) ob 
Ze: cwrnpiav. So also in the Eipeoidvn 
attributed to Homer, attra) dvaxAlverde 
Obporr TAodTos yap Ecco woAAds. Do- 
bree appositely quotes Martial, i. 26, 5, 
‘Ante fores stantem dubitas admittere 
famam ?’ 

1311. émiuxpatve. So Hermann for 
émpave. The MS. Farn. has ayav 
émuxpavet, a clumsy metrical attempt to 
complete a catalectic verse. Translate, 
‘-And-if for those who are already dead’ 
(viz. Iphigenia and the children of Thy- 
estes) ‘he, himself by dying accomplishes 
the retribution of yet another death,’ &c.— 
‘Gddeyv Oavdrwy Trowds, the recompense or 
requital of (consisting in) another violent 
death, sc. his: own. Cf. SecmroTdy Oavd- 
tov, Cho. 47. 

1312. rls dv evtarro; ‘Who, on hear- 
ing this, can declare that, being a mortal, 
he has been born with a lot exempt from 
harm?’ The MSS. give rls &y ettaro 
Bporay; Those who take e¥fa:ro in the 
sense of ‘would pray,’ necessarily read 
tls dv ovk x.7.A. with Canter. Hermann, 

» , , ‘ ¥ Gol, TeTANYpLaL KaLpiay Tyyny ecw. 
XO. otya: tis Thynyiy airtel Kapins odtacpévos ; 1315 

‘Dindorf, and Ahrens give tls mor’ by 
etia:ro; The reading in the text, which 
is that adopted by Franz after Bothe, 
appears to me by much the best. ‘If 
Agamemnon falls when he seems most 
prosperous, there is no such thing as 
secure happiness in life.’ We have the 
aorist of exeoOar in its primary sense of 
declaring or averring, in Od. xiv. 463, 
evtduevds Te Sos épéw, olvos yap avdyet. 
Hermann and Klausen agree in rendering 
aowhs Satuwy innoxius (securus) genius, 
which is right, if we understand it as 
given above, rather than as Peile takes it, 

‘an inoffensive (i.e. humble) lot,’ Cf. 

mércws dowel owript tTUxa, Theb. 822, 
‘the unharmed fortune of the city.’ 

1314. gow. See on 1019. The use of 
Zow, where no idea of motion inwards is 

implied, is perhaps sufficiently proved; 
and yet even.where it appears a mere 
synonym of évdoy or éyrds, it is not diffi- 
cult to see that motion is in some way 
involved in the act. Thus pévew eiow 
ddéuwv, Theb. 221, is really for éAdciv és 
Sduous Kal pévery abrod. So Trach. 866, 
Axel Tis obK Konpoy KwKvTdy elow, is equi- 
valent to méure: Hxov efow. In the pre- 
sent case, ‘a blow within the body’ is a 
blow inflicted by steel thrust inéo it. 
Compare Ion 767, d:avratos érumev ddébva 
Me Treupdvev Tavs’ Zow. Eur. El. 1222, 
gacydvy Karnpiduny, warépos zow dépas 
peels. This indeed is more fully ex- 
pressed in Il. xxi. 116, "AxsAebs — Tipe 
Kara KAniba wap’ abxéva, way dé of elow 
36 Epos Hupnxes. , 

1315—42. On the merely technical 
and perhaps not very profitable question 
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AT. Bpor pan adic, Sevrépay wemhrypevos. 
XO. Tovpyov eipydobar Soxet por Bacrréws oiparypare. 

GNA Kowocdpel? av tos dodadry Bovhedpara. 
XO. d. eyo ev duiv Thy ewny yoopnpv déyo, 

mpos Sama Sedp’ darotar knpiccoew Boy. 1320 
XO. B’. enol 8 bras tdyiord yy eureceiy Soxel, 

Kal mpayy édéyyew Edv veoppirw Eider. 
XO. y'. Kady, TovovTov yrduaros Kowavos Ov, 

Undilowat te Spay 75 pn pédrew 8 axpy. 

XO. 8. épav mdpeote dpoudlovrar yap as 1325 
Tupavvidos onpeta mpdocovres TONEL. 

XO. € ypoviloper ydp: ot dé THs medods KdEos 

whether a chorus of twelve or fifteen mem- 
bers recite in succession the following 
verses, the student must be referred to 
the arguments of Miiller and Klausen who 
(as I think) rightly maintain the former, 
and Hermann, who insists on the latter. 
In the one case, the three trochaic lines. at 
the beginning must be regarded as spoken 
by the Coryphaeus, and the twelve iambic 
couplets which follow by the choreutae in 
succession, the Coryphaeus himself pro- 
bably reciting the two last (1341—2). 
According to Hermann’s view, the first 

choreutes speaks 1315, the next 1317, and 

the third 1318, so that in all fifteen de- 
liver their sentiments. See the matter 
fully discussed in ‘‘ Dissertations on the 
Eumenides,” p. 12 —15 (ed. 2). 

1316. dSevrépay, sc. tAnyhv, which it is 
unnecessary to supply from the preceding. 
verse. The idiom is well known by which 
a substantive of cognate sense, implied in 
the verb itself, agrees with the adjective 
expressed. So Cediw Bapelais (Cev-yAais) 
inf. 1618. matcoy diemAfv (wAnyhv) Soph. 
El. 1415. tonv (riow) éricey Oed. R. 
804, &c. 

1318. &v ws. This emendation, for 
the vulg. &y mws, had occurred to me 
before the publication of Hermann’s edi- 
tion, where it first appeared. See on 
Theb. 557. The omission of 7 is justified 
‘by Thucyd. iv. 118, 77 OaAdoon xpw- 
pévous, boa by Kara Thy éavtav Kab 
Thy Evupaxtay. Compare Antiphon, p. 
133, 32; and Buttmann on the Midias, 
p. 529, s. The chorus are here invited 
to give their opinions separately on the 
best course to be pursued, -—‘ Let us im- 

part to each other whatever safe counsels 
may chance to occur to us.’ The plot of 
the play required the murder of the king 
to be perpetrated; and hence the poet 
represents the elders to hesitate so long 
that all chatice of bringing aid in time 
is lost. Bamberger has pointed out the 
fact, that of the twelve couplets the second 
seems answered by the third, the fourth 
by the fifth, and so on, the first and last 
standing alone. It should further be re- 
marked, that the more ardent and hasty 
suggestions come first, and are overruled 
by the. more cautious considerations of 
the later speakers. 

1320. Bohy. Here for BonGeav, ‘the 
cry to the rescue.’ Cf. Suppl. 710. 

1322. mpiyp’ erdyxew Ew vf ‘To 
charge them with the deed before they 
have parted with the newly-stained sword.’ 
For this use of éAéyxew compare Antig. 
434, cal rd mparyw? hrcyxomev. Wellauer 
and Hermann assume the » to be long, 
and explain ‘newly-drawn sword.’ It 
matters little to the sense, so long as 

tle: be taken for the weapon in the hand 
of the murderer. The more full con- 
struction would have been éAéyxew toy 
govéa tby v. tle ciAnupévoy. 

1325. épav mdpeorti, i.e. & O€dovot.— 
mpdoocovres onucia is a singular instance of 
brachylogy, for mpdocovres mpdyyara (or 
rather mpdtets) & onucia tupavvidos éorl. 
The remark is directed against Aegisthus, 
who has long been suspected by the 
chorus. 

1327. xpoviCoer ydp. (‘And no won- 
der if they attain their end,) for we are 
delaying, while they, trampling on the 
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médot TaTobvTes ov KabevSovaw epi. 

XO. s’. ovK olda Bovdys Hs Twos TUXAV eyo. 
Tov OpavrTds €att Kat 7d Bovedoas mepi. 1330 

- > \ la la a > ‘\ 5 lal 

XO. (. Kaye Tovovrds ei, emer Ovo pNYaVa 

hoyout TOV Oavdv7’ dvicrdavas Tahu. 
XO. 7. % Kai Biov retvovres GS brei€opev 

Sdpav KaTaoxuvThpar Totad Hyyoupevots ; 
XO. &. GW ovdk avexrov, ANA KaTOavew Kparer 1835 

TeTaLTépa yap Moipa THs Tvparvidos. 
, > oN , 2 ? eee XO. i. 7 yap Texuypiocw e€ oipoypndror 

z 3 * € ba) ¢ paytevoopecba Tavdpos ws dAw)érTos ; 
XO. wd. oad’ ciddras xpi) TAVSe Oupotcbat Tépir 

7d yap Tordlew Tod odd cidévar dixa. 1340 

XO. 

ground (spurning) the character for hesi- 
tation, are not slumbering in action.’ The 
MSS. give weAdotens or Tis meAAovons, 
but in Flor. and Ven. the last syllable is 
superscribed. Hermann has recovered 
the true reading from the grammarian 
Trypho, who quotes the verse, but gives 
Tijs medAods xapw. If KAéos be right, the 
meaning must be that the murderers dis- 
dain to have it said of them that they 
delayed, i. e. as the chorus are now doing. 
—é5o. for 7éd5oyv is also due to Hermann, 
who has restored the same adverb in 
Cho. 631. It is simply the old form of 
médw, life otxo1, apuor, &c. 

1329. od« ofda. ‘I know not what 
counsel having hit upon I should declare 
it,’ or, as Dr. Peile renders it on Cho. 12, 
‘T know not what counsel to offer at a 
venture,’ that is, in our idiom, ‘I know 
not what plan to devise as my sugges- 
tion in the general deliberation. ’Tis the 
part of the doer to have well considered 
about (the thing- to be done).’? On this 
latter verse, which is very obscure, Her- 
mann says, “Si sana est librorum scrip- 
tura, haud dubie vera est Scholefieldii in- 
terpretatio, gui aliquid facturus est, eum 
etiam deliberare decet de re gerenda.”’ 
Peile also approves of this, and seems to 
be right in giving a past sense (unusual 
as it doubtless is) to the aorist infinitive 
(deliberasse, not deliberare). Thus the 
meaning is, ‘I cannot 
to action (7: Spay, 1324), because I have 
not yet made up my mind upon it.’ Her- 

ive any advice as * 

Pa 3 ~*~ 3 uA TavTyy erawew révtolev trnOdvopar, 

mann himself, unable to accept the very 
remarkable ellipse of tod Spwpévov, reads 
wépa. But the poet should in that ¢ase 
have given Bovdetew for BovAcvoa. 

1331. ro.otrds elut, i.e. WnglCouar Spay 
vt. Thus there is an implied antithesis 
between poy and Adyos. 

1333. Blov relvovres. So Canter for 
xtelvoyvtes. The sense seems to be, ‘And 
shall we, by way of prolonging our life 
(i. e. from a fear to dié), yield in this way 
to the defilers of the palace (Cho. 977) 
assuming the chief authority ?? But Bloy 
telvoytes de may mean, ‘living all our 
life as we have lived of late,’ viz., under 
the thraldom of Aegisthus. The answer 
however, xar8avety Kpare?, seems in favour 
of the former. 

1338. tavdpbs ds GA. The genitive 
absolute. The remark amounts to advice 

to enter the palace, which is that ulti- 

mately carried by a majority (1341) and 
acted upon. 

1339. @vpotcéa:. So Hermann, with 
Franz and Dindorf, after E. A. Abrens, 
for avdovo0at, a “vox nihili.” ‘We 
ought,’ says the eleventh choreutes, ‘ to 

be indignant about these beat i (the sup- 
posed designs of Aegisthus, 1334) with a 
clear knowledge on the subject,’ 

1341. mAn@duopat. ‘I am in a majority.’ 
See on Suppl. 598. The Coryphaeus 
speaks last, and in a manner sums up the 
votes, which are ‘to know clearly Atrides 
being how ’ (to know how he is, by enter- 
ing the palace). Hermann renders ray- 
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Tpavas *Arpeldnv eidevar Kupodvl’ drws. 
KA. qoddGv rdpolery katpios cipnucvar, 

TaVaVTU Eeiarety OvK eraroyuvOrijcopar, 

TOs ydp Tus €xOpots €xOpa wopavver, didous ~ 1345 
Soxotow civar, typoviy apxdararor 
dpd&eer tipos kpetooov éxandyparos ; 
enol 8 dyav 68 odk ddpdvtictos mahae 
viKns Tadaas POE, ody ypove "ye HV. 
4 a 

cornka 8 &vP eraio’ én eFeipyacpévais. 1350 
4 > 

ovtw 8 érpaga, Kal T48 obdk apvycopar, 
e , ae a , 
as pate pevyew pyt dpdvacbar pdpov. 

7é0ev TAnObvouat, ‘undique conveniunt 
mihi argumenta.’ There can be no doubt 
that wav7d@ev means ‘the votes from all 
sides having been taken.’ Perhaps a short 
pause intervened while ‘ yes’ or ‘no’ was 
asked from each choreutes. 

1343. “Tractis tabulatis conspicitur 
Clytaemnestra in conclavi stans ad corpus 
Agamemnonis.” Hermann.  Klausen 
(Praef. ad Choeph. p. xi.) is of opinion 
that the eccyclema was not employed in 
this play, but that the doorway of the 
palace on the proscenium was sufficiently 
wide to admit-of the interior action being 
seen, or at least partially so, by the spec- 
tators; and that the speech of Clytem- 
nestra was delivered from her position a 
little within the portal. Translate, ‘ Hav- 
ing spoken many words before merely to 
suit my purpose, I shall not now be 
ashamed to assert the very contrary.’ 
That is, Since what I said on a former 
occasion was falsely alleged, to gain my 
end by alluring my victim, I will not 
hesitate now to avow the truth; that I 
have long entertained enmity against him, 
and not the love I professed. 

1345. w&s yap x.7.A. ‘For how could 
‘one, by (openly) preparing hostile mea- 
sures against enemies pretending to be 
friends, ‘erect a fence of destruction ‘for. 
him as a hunting net to a height too great 
to be leaped over?’ When a man passes 
for a friend, though really your enemy, it 
is only by the same arts of dissimulation 
and insincerity that you can circumvent 
him. Being conscious that he is disliked, 
he would at once take alarm at, and be on 
his ‘guard against any hostile demonstra- 
tion. 

1346. and Gpxtoratov. Hermann 

Dindorf adopt, with Blomfield, Elmsley’s 
correction, wnuovijs aprvorar &y, on the 
ground that the verb requires (see how- 
ever on v. 535) the particle, and that 7& 
apxvorata is always found in the plural. 
We have indeed éx péowy apxvordroy 
Eum. 115, év wéoos apxvardros Soph. 
El. 1476, but és apxvordray pnxavay eu- 
maéxe Orest. 1420. The word appears 
to be properly an adjective, from a&prus 
and orards (Il. vi. 506), but is commonly- 
used for a hunting-ground, or space en- 
closed by a stake-net, of sufficient height 
to prevent animals from overtopping it. 
Compare Pers. 100. Supra 350. 796. 
The construction of gpdocew tos may 
be compared -with the familiar d:ddoKesv 
Twa copsv. 

1348. odt abpdytioros vikns madauds. 
‘Not irrespective of a former victory,’ i. e. 
of the time when Agamemnon carried his 
point in slaying Iphigenia. ‘Thus vlien 
mado is distinguished from the recent 
victory over Troy. The commentators 
generally adopt, but I think needlessly, 
Heath’s conjecture veliys, a word of rather 
dubious authority. Dr. Peile attaches an 
equally dubious sense to dydv velxns ma- 
Aaas, the ‘fighting-out of an old feud.’ 
In fact &yav much better suits vicns,— 
a (new) contest resulting out of a former 
victory.— aby xpéve ye why, ‘but with the 
course of time,’ i. e. though long thought 

_of, it has not been executed till late. 
Clytemnestra had long stored up the 
pvhuev wits texvdmowos (150) which 
Calchas had predicted would fall on the 
devoted head of Agamemnon. 

1350. én efeip'yacuévors. See on Pers. 
527. 
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dreipov appiBdyotpor, domep ixPvav, 
mepoTixilw, modToY Eiwaros KaKdV. 

, maiw Sé viv dist Kav Svoty oiwwypnarow 1355 
a > a) A \ / 

peOnKev avrod Ka Kal TETTWKOTL 
# a - lat ‘ + 

tpitynv erevdidapt, TOD Kata xOoves 
, , 

"AwOov, VeKpOv TWTHpPOS, EvVKTALAY YapL. 
cy ‘3 a. 

OUTH TOV avTOD Oupdv Gpmaiver TET OV" 
Kakdvoar o€elay aipatos opaynv 1360 

Baddee pw epepvn paxdd. dowias Spdaov, 
xaipovoay obdev Racor 7 SiocdéTy 
ydver orropntos Kdhukos ev Noyevpaow. 
as &S éydvtwr, mpéaBos *Apyelwv 768e, 

7 7K > , > 

XaLpOlT av, el XaLpour ) 

1353. dretpov. Made into a cul de sac. 
Cf. aréppo SaddAm mémap Eum. 605. 
It is called éupiBanorpoy again in Cho. 
483, Stervoy and &prvs ib. 986 —7.—7epi- 
ottxi(w is a technical word, explained 
by Harpocration, card Tas éxdpouas tay 
Onpiwv 6p0a ttaa icrdoww, & xarodor ori. 
Xovs, yovv oroixous, katameravyiytes 
abtay Sixrva. It is one of the many 
terms the poet has borrowed from the 
vocabulary of hunters ; cf. d&ype? sup. 125, 
meptBadev Cho. 567, &c. Another form 
of the word is dvecrorxi¢ero, Prom. 238. 

1355. Svotv. Sc. at v. 1314 and 1316. 
—oipwyydrow is Elmsley’s correction for 
oiudyuaocw. So xepoiy and xepoly are 
often confused ; daxptou, Sdxpvow, Sar- 
puots, inf. 1526. 

"1356. adrod, ‘on the spot,’ but (like 
illico) implying also ‘at once.’—pcOjKev, 
‘he relaxed,’ as a paralysed limb is called 
mapeimevos, Alcest. 204. 

1356. wemtwxdrt. ‘When down.’ Not 
‘when dead,’ which would have been an 
act of simple brutality, but the third blow 
was intended to despatch him because he 
‘died hard’ (&pucwve meoev, 1359). In 
tplrnv Swript there is an allusion to the 
usual libation to Zebs Swrhp (sup. 237). 
The number three was mystical, and in 
dealing a third blow she as it were cere- 
moniously consigned him to the care and 
keeping of the god of the dead, i. e. to 
perdition. For dpyatvew see Theb. 389. 
Hermann very needlessly gives dpuyalve:, 
from Hesych. épuydver épedyera. The 

eyo 8 érevxopan. 1365 

proper sense of dpualvew is to aim 
after one thing being at the same time 
held back by another. It is like our 
words ‘to fret,’ ‘to fidget.’ Dr. Peile 
weakly renders it, ‘he is left to the work- 
ings of his own spirit;’ indeed, this con- 
veys a wrong idea. For @updy dpyatver 
here means, that he has his soul as it were 
in suspense between life and death. -Com- 
pare the account of his death in Od. xi. 
423, avrap éya worl yaln xetpas delpwv 
BdAdov arobvioxwv wep) pacydve 7 Bk 
Kuv@ms vooploar’. Aeschylus seems to 
have improved on this by bringing in the 
idea of the finishing blow. 

1362. d:0056Tw. Porson’s happy emen- 
dation for 3:bs vdt@.— omopytds, like the 
Latin novalis, an adjective used in place 
of a substantive, -y# or aypbs being under- 
stood. By «dAukos Aoxetuata she means 
the bursting (bringing forth) of the sheath 
in which the green ear is inclosed: ‘cum 
coma lactenti spicea fruge tumet,’ Propert. 
iv. ti, 14. Il. xxiii, 597, roto 5 Oupds 
idvOn, as ef te wept oraxtecow éépon, 
Aniov &Adhcxovros. In the same sense 
we have xdAviw éyxdpros, Oed. R. 25. 
Herod. iii. 100, speaking of the Indians, 
kal adrotol eos bcov Kéyxpos Td wéyabos 
év xddvunt abtéuatoy ex Ths yiis yevd- 
pevov: 7d ovAAgyovTES, abti KdAvKt epouat 
te Kal otréoyrai. Theophrast. Hist. 
Plant: lib. viii. ii., od apdrepoy pavepds 
ylveras (6 ordxus) mply by mpoavindels ev 
Th nddvn yevytat, tore FH Kdgows pavepss 
5d roy Bynov. 
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a 6 ia XX = b) id 

TeipacUE pov yuvatKos ws appdcopovos* 
2. e > 4 ‘4 ‘\ > /, eyo 8 atpéote Kapdia. mpos <iddras 
éyo—od & aively etre pe péyew Oédets, 
9 DI. > > 2 78 
OM@OLOV——OUTOS E€OTL Ayapéepvor, eos 1375 

moots, vexpos S€, THASE SeEvas XEpos 
2 5 , , a @ » pyov, Suxatas Téxtovos. Tad GO exeL. 

XO. 

1366. mperdvtws. So Stanley for mpe- 
advrwy, which Peile, Klausen, and Din- 
dorf retain ; but this (see on Cho. 352) 
is a very questionable construction, the 
Greek idiom requiring Tay mperdytwr, 
‘had it been in the number of becoming 
things,’ &c. The terminations —ws and 

—-y are not unfrequently confused ; and 
. the followirig verse seems clearly to shew 
that the poet meant ef jv mperdytws, iv 
dy od Sinalws. Hermann gives «i & iv 
mpémov 7Q@8’, which is not perhaps im- 
probable. Translate, ‘had it been pos- 
sible with propriety (consistently with 
religion) to pour a libation over the corpse, 
that would justly have been done, nay, 
more than justly.” The dative vexpé 
depends on ém) in the sense of T/5e Aau- 

+ wad: enophidCew, sup. 29, ‘in joy or grati- 
tude for it.’ For qv dore (= étfjv) com- 
pare Hippol. 705, GAN” gor: Kan TaVd 
dote ¢wOjvat, Téexvov. Dem. p. 375, fin. 
ei fv Sore idety &raytas. Soph. Phil. 
656, dp’ Zorw hore nayybdev Oday AaBeiv. 

1368. rocdvde 1.7.A. ‘A bowl of so 
_ many evils in the house has this man filled 
with curses, and now drains it himself on 
his return.’ It was the custom (see Plu- 
tarch quoted on v. 237) to make a libation 
after the mixing each bowl at the end of a 
banquet. Agamemnon, having both mix- 
ed and drained (figuratively) the bowl of 
family evils, ought also to have made the 
usual libations but having died first, Cly- 
temnestra speaks of pouring it, vicariously 
as it were, for him when dead.—dpalwy 
does not go with xaxay, but stands for 

, * 5 , 
TL KQKOV, @ yuvat, O7p. 

apav, as eberaia in Suppl. 625, for edxds. 
1371. rus. See on Prom. 38. 
1372. appdopovos (sup. 281. Pers. 

419), without sense, intelligence, or mental 
energy. Hesych. appdduwv: dovveros, 
épabhs.—meipacde does not appear to me 
to be the imperative, as Peile thinks : but 
it is impossible certainly to decide. 

1373. apds ciddras. It may be doubted 
if Hermann is right in translating wf sitis 
scientes. But there can be no doubt at 
all that Peile is wrong in construing 
atpéote Kapdla mpds eiddras, ‘ with heart 
undaunted in the face of your knowing 
it.’ When she says, ‘I tell you who know 
it well,’ she speaks not to inform, but to 
brave indignation,—not as assuming their 
ignorance, but as daring them to do the 
worst. 

1375. Suowv. See sup. 244. Eur. 
Suppl. 1069, 8uo10v ob yap wh Kixns w 
éAdy xepl. 

1376. Peile and Klausen place the stop 
at xepds, and connect gpyov Sixalas rék- 
rovos. Granting that vexpds xepds might 
be defended, for povevdels bd xepds, we 
need not object to taking épyov in direct 
apposition with vexpds. Compare Thuc. 
vi. 8, SuceAlas amdons, peyddou epyou, 
elec bat, . 

1378 seqq. ‘What baleful drug have 
you taken, either solid or liquid’ (pdp- 

. paxov Bpdcywov 2 mordy, Prom. 488), 
‘that you have thus as it were prepared 
yourself to be sacrificed, and have set at 
nought the execrations of the people ?’— 
arorby is to be construed equally with kaxdv, 

3F 
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the sea being mentioned not as a source 
of poison, but as descriptive of the sort, 
liquid opposed to solid. — éré@ou @dos, 

~ *placed on yourself this incense,’ sc. the 
incense of the people’s wrath on her de- 
voted head. @vos seems in fact identical 
with the Latin thus. Cf. Antiphanes 
(Camb. Phil. Mus. i. p. 584), ArBavwrds 
éreré0n. Ar. Nub. 426, 008 émidelny 
ArBavwrdv.—amérapes, sc. Tov &vSpa, as 
we have évécqioas Theb. 974. Hermann 
reads dmédtkes arotéuws, contempsisti 
praefracte, comparing ardrouov Aja Al- 
cest. 992. Other editors place the ques- 
tion at dpds. We might perhaps defend 
dmréSixes (Tov tvdpa) by daropplarew tid, 
‘to make a man an ‘outcast,’ Cho. 900. 
But we have aréppirra: in Eum. 206, 
which means ‘is disregarded,’ ‘is cast 

away as a thing of no account.’ 
~-1383. daédrovts. So Hermann for 
&roAts, on account of the metre. The 
meaning is, ws éxetvoy drérapes, of Tw ad 
avrTh dmdmoats éoet. 

1385 seqq. You-are eager enough to 
condemn me to. banishment and popular 
execration, though no one raised a voice 
against him for needlessly, cruelly, foully 
slaying his own daughter! Threaten me, 
when you have got me in your power. 
Should the contrary be the will of heaven, 

I will teach you, old as you are, to be 
discreet. 

1387. od3év ré7°. So Blomf., Dind., 
Franz, after Vossius, for od3tv 768. The 
antithesis with viv pév, added to the 
ambiguity of ovdév 7é8e, which can hardly 
signify nihil tale, rénders the correction 
highly probable. Hermann translates non 
hoc, referring hoc to the following sen- 
tence. None of the commentators have 
compared pdtv Todr’ dveiBlons euol 
Androm. 88, pndey ré8e Alooov Med. 
153, where undey stands for undayas, as 
inf. 1438, pydéy Oavdrov poipay emedxou, 
—passages which justify Hermann’s view. 

1393. &rowa. The accusative is used 
as Alcest. 7, nai we Onrevew nathp OvyTe 
wap avbpl, Trav row, hvdyeacev. See 
on Prom. 575. 

1394. Aéyw 5é cor. ‘But I tell you to 
threaten me thus, with the understanding 
that I am prepared gn the same terms to 
submit to your rule if you should have 
conquered me by force.’ Literally, ‘as 
being prepared for you to rule me,’ ds 
Tapeckevacuevns (€uov) kpxew oe euod 
édv Ta abtd oor yévnta & viv éuol, se. 
7d xpdros. This implies open defiance, 
and a determination to resist to the last : 
‘Conquer before you presume to use 
threats.’ 
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1398. ove yoov. Compare 567. 1598. 
1400. wepippova, ‘proud,’ Suppl. 737. 

—bonep ody, see 1142. I was, I believe, 
the first to remove the full stop usually 
placed at aares. The sense is, ‘ You 
have proudly boasted, as indeed your 
mind is maddened by a sense of your 
condition as a murderess, (or perhaps, ‘is 
bent upon a murderer’s lot,’) that a blood- 
spot yet unavenged is conspicuous on your 
brow.’ The allusion is to v. 1361, BdAAe 
 épeuyh Wandd: powias dpdcov. The 
MSS. give ed apéme: dytlerov, or eb mpé- 
meway tTieroy, the superscribed » of the 
infmitive having been misplaced. Her- 
mann and Dindorf read éumpémew, Franz, 
Klausen, and Dindorf &ti:rov. Hermann 
and Peile retain &rferov, which occurs in 
the sense of ‘unhonoured’ Eum. 363. 
834. In either case we must here under- 
stand ‘ unavenged.’ 

1405. réupart. So Canter for téppa. 
Cf. Cho. 304, avr 5& mAnyis ovias 
goviay mAnyhy tiwéTe. . 

1406. The chorus having just replied 
to her former defiance, by saying that she 
shall yet suffer for it, Clytemnestra now 
adds a solemn asseveration that so long as 

Aegisthus lives and remains her friend she 
will have nothing to fear.—Oéuiy dpriwy, 
a periphrasis like ‘Ixeola Avds 0€uts Suppl. 
354, but giving the notion of a divine 
sanction to the oath on the part of the 
powers invoked.—7éAeiov Alyy, the ac- 
complished or satisfied vengeance for 
Iphigenia. ‘i 

1409. pdBov. ‘I have no expectation 
of fear (for it) to tread in the palace.’ 
Hermann reads @é8ov, while Franz and 
Dindorf retain éurare? with the MSS. 
‘my expectation does not dwell with 
fear,’—has nothing to be continually 
anxious about. But dou péradpor, 
‘the hall of Fear,’ is a phrase almost 
too figurative even for Aeschylus, though 
it might perhaps be compared with the 
personification of Wealth, v. 1305, y7- 
Kér’? éoéA@ns rdde. Hermann further 
reads péAabp’ dv, comparing Antig. 235, 
éaniios — 7d wh mabey &y. But this 
is, perhaps, hardly necessary, since éuma- 
rety does not depend directly on éAmts, 
in which case the aorist or the future is 
the more usual construction. Herodotus 
has @Amopat Toréety by, ii. 26, fin. 

3 F2 
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1413. ketrat. ‘There he lies,—one 
who has wronged me his own wife, and 
been the darling of the Chryseises at 
Troy.’ I have placed a comma at Ke?rat, 
to obviate a difficulty which Hermann 
thinks can only be met by supposing the 
omission of a verse following, namely, 
that Avuayrhptos is used where we should 

have expected Avyaythp. We have in- 
deed &vdpa ravde AuuayThpioy ofcwy in 
Cho. 753, where however the addition of 
%v5pa makes all the difference, for a Greek 
could not have said oreixw él Avpay- 
thpov. If, in this place, we understand 
KetTaL OOTOS OY KEetTaL avhp, the objection 
seems to lose much of its force. For 
Avuayrhp.os is not the subject, but merely 
its epithet or attribute, 

1417. vavriaas 54. So I formerly 
conjectured, and now perceive that Dr. 
Peile had proposed the same correction, as 
Hermann has also done. The common 
reading is vavr{Awy, and in the next verse 
tororpiBhs,—which latter corruption ac- 
counts for the change of the dative into 
the genitive. The force of 8 should be 
noticed, as also the irony in mor) tvy- 
evvos,— faithful, forsooth to him, but at 
the same time as familiar with the sailors 
as their own benches.’ (The somewhat 
coarse expyession, nautis aeque cum trans- 
tris trita, Herm., hardly admits of a 
closer English version.) As for ioro- 
TpiBiys, it is not easily defended, and has 
been given up even by Klausen. ‘ Mast- 
frequeriter of naval benches’ can hardly be 

tortured into Dr. Peile’s, ‘ Well known, 
too, about the mast and on the seamen’s 
benches.’ Scholefield well compares Juven. 
vi. 101—2, ‘ haec inter nautas et prandet 
et errat Per puppim, et duros gaudet 
tractare rudentes.’ 

1418. aria 8 ob empatdrny. * And 
they have not fared undeservedly.’? So 
&rpakay @vdina Orest. 538. xarerdrara 
Thucyd. viii. 95. See Monk on Alcest. 
621. Cf. sup. 345, xdpis ob eros 
mover. 

1419. kdxvov Siknv. The well-known 
superstition of the ancients, about the 
sweet and plaintive death-notes of the 
swan, arose from a confusion of the com- 
mon swan with the cyenus musicus, a 
very large bird with yellowish head, and 
wings said to measure, when extended, 
eight feet across. It is migratory, and 
flies towards the north. ‘In the long 
Arctic night their song is heard, as they 
pass in flocks: it is like-the notes of a 
violin.” (Mrs. Somerville’s Physical Geo- 
graphy.) Aelian, Var. Hist. i. xiv., seems 
to have had a glimpse of the truth, di0- 
Balvovot 3& kal méAwyos, Kod mérovrat 
Kata Oaddoons, Kal abrois ob Kduver Td 
wrepédv. See also Aristot. Hist. An. ix. 
12, dvarérovra: yap nat cis Tb TéAwyos, 
Kal tives 48n wAdovres Tape Thy AiBinv 
mepiéruxayv ey TH Oaddooy moAAgis gdovet 
povit yowde. 

1421. giAhtwp 7G. The MSS. give 
rovd’, but Hermann has restored -the 
dative from the scholium é« Wuxijs piA- 
obuevoy TE "Avyaueuvont, rightly observing 
that the word is not a substantive from 
grAciv, but an adjective compounded of 
glaos and jrop, like peyadfrwp. By 
adopting 7@de, we gain an antithesis 
between it and éuol,—‘dear to him in 
death, while to me she has brought a new 
relish to the enjoyment of my union (with 
Aegisthus).’ It is perhaps, on the whole, 
best to construe rapowdynua xAidqs Tis 
éujs ebvijs, rather than ebvis apo. 
xA15%js, which is rendered by Prof. Co~ 
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Lo tw Tapavous Edéva, 

nirigton ‘A nuptial dainty dish of new 
delight.’ Blomfield, who reads xAg, 

illustrates the proverbial meaning of map- 
ops or mapowévnua, said of a paramour 
secretly kept by a married woman, from 
Aristoph. frag. 236, mécois yuvaitly é 
évds ye TOU Tpdrov Somep wapopls potyos 
éoxevacuévos. Properly, mapopwveiy (Ar. 
Eccl. 226) is to get some extra fare 
besides the appointed meal. Hermann 
chooses to read evxfs for cdvijs, ‘ voti, 
quod ei contigerat Agamemnonem inter- 
ficere.” But this loses sight of the evi- 
dent connexion between the words as 
suggested by the passage of Aristophanes. 
Klausen, Wellauer, and Peile, take edvijs 
for Cassandra’s death, comparing xolray 
inf. 1496, as if the poet had meant ‘a 
death-relish of my luxurious pleasure ;’ 
which, for the same reason, cannot be 
maintained. 

1423. The long ode which follows, and 
which, Miiller observes, partakes of a 
Commatic character (with many resem- 
blances to the long Commos in Cho. 300 
seqq.), has been variously arranged by 
metrists into strophes and antistrophes, 
and (for the anapaests) systems (cvorh- 
Hara) and corresponding or counter-sys- 
tems (ayTicvorfuata). All these methods 
presuppose considerable /acunae in two or 
three places where nothing seems wanting 
to the sense. As Blomfield, Peile, Klau- 
sen, and Hermann differ more or less 
widely in their disposition of these com- 
plex and interlacing metrical schemes, the 
present editor may be pardoned for adopt- 
ing a notation in which simplicity has been 
‘aimed at as far as appeared consistent 
with probability. As regards the subject- 
matter of the ode, Klausen — perhaps 
rather fancifully— divides it into three 
parts, (viz. 1423—1456, —1507, —1554,) 
each of which he considers as having a 
distinct argument, subordinate however to 

otp. 8’. 1480 

the general idea, that the deed of Clytem- 
nestra is the crowning point of the family 
troubles. The drift of the whole may be 
summed up in a few words. The chorus 
asserts that Helen is to be blamed for 
having revived the family curse which led 
to all this woe; that some evil demon has 
possessed the house of the Tantalidae ; 
that Zeus has allowed it the power to ust 
Clytemnestra as an agent; that other 
deaths are yet in store before the curse 
has run out. Clytemnestra’s replies are 
apologetic; she admits that a demon is 
the real cause, and pleads that she has 
only been the helpless minister of his 
wrath; that; Agamemnon, after all, de- 
served his death for slaying Iphigenia ; 
that as she has killed him, so she will 
bury him without a tear from any but his 
dead daughter, who will meet him in 
Hades; that she trusts her deed may 
prove the final work of blood in the 
family, and that the evil genius will hence- 
forth leave it and her in peace. 

1423—30. ‘Would that some easy 
death would come quickly upon us, bring- 
ing the sleep of eternity, now that the 
dear guardian of the state is dead, who 
suffered much through one woman, and lost 
his life by the hand of another.’—éy jy, 
for which Hermann reads é¢’ jut, is ex- 
plained by Conington and Peile as if for 
pépovoa péevew ev jyiv. But I think ‘in 
us’ may be more simply understood ‘in 
our case,’ the easy death wished for being 
contrasted with the painful death of Aga- 
memnon. 

1430. id id mapdvous. The MSS. give 
id mapavéduous, corrected by Hermann and 
Blomfield. If this strophe (or system) 
really corresponds with 1515 seqq., it 
follows that several lines have been lost 
after reAclay. But it is not a little re- 
markable that the sense shews no indica- 
tion of many, or indeed any, verses 
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omitted, so that one is led to question 
whether anapaests do not sometimes stand 
alone, though inserted in regularly anti- 
strophic odes. See inf. 1499. 

1434. The text here is so corrupt, that 
it seems quite a vain attempt to explain 
or restore it. If the corresponding anti- 
strophe is at 1525, it is possible that the 
poet wrote thus :— 

viv Bt réAciov ennvOlaow al kvimrov 
iy 8¢ ré7° ev Sduoww 

épiduards Tis vdpbds oiCdbs. 

‘Now you (Helen) have caused to blossom 
a bloody murder accomplished, indelible ; 
for there already (i. e. before, sup. 150) 
existed in the house a heavy woe in 
store for a husband.’ Hermann thinks 
éplduaros is for épldunros, ‘domitrix viri 
calamitas.’ The idea was, that the con- 
duct of Helen has stirred up the curse 
of the Fury which, but for her, might 
have lain dormant. For the origin of all 
the calamity to the house of Atreus is 
throughout referred to deeds done before 
her misconduct. Nevertheless, she had 
an equal share with Clytemnestra in bring- 
ing about the death of Agamemnon. 

1438. pndév éredxou — pnd exrpedns. 
These words are a reply to 1423 and 
1430. 

1443. aftorarov. The exact sense we 
can hardly hope to ascertain, for it ap- 
pears to refer to some lost words of the 
chorus following 1433. Klausen’s ex- 
planation seems the most probable, ‘ in- 
comparable,’ because the point of Clytem- 
nestra’s remark is to deny that Helen was 
worse than others, or the sole cause of 
calamity. She does not even accept the 
excuse which it offers for her own crime, 

but attributes it all, in a spirit of mixed 
pride and blind fatalism, to the demon 
which possesses the family. 

1444. dipvioist. So Hermann for &- 
gvetot, The Acolic form gufw is quoted 
from the Etymol. M. p. 254, 14.—éu- 
mirves, see on 1146, Satuwy trepbey 
Bapbs éunlrvey. 

1447. kapd:ddnxrov. So Abresch for 
kapdia dnxTdv. The chorus merely means 
that the ywvairoxparia, or usurped female 
authority over them, is intolerable to bear. 
The legitimate power of Agamemnon and 
Menelaus has been allowed to fall into the 
hands of their wives, who themselves ex- 
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ercise a xpdros ioduxov,a like-minded (i.e. 
equally imperious) authority ; but, as they 
are influenced by the demon of the house, 
he is said to hold sway in and through 
the women. 7 

1448. Sikav képaxos. A crow perched 
on a body seems to have been regarded 
with the same horror, as something of 
evil import, as a bird fouling the roof of a 
house or snatching entrails from the altar, 
Suppl. 636, 732. The chorus fancies the 
demon is actually there in the form of a 
crow or raven uttering its dismal strain 
(éevduws). But Hermann, Dind., Blomf., 
and Franz, read o7aeto’, referring it to 
Clytemnestra who stands over the body 
and glories in the deed (1350, 1365). The 
loss of a word at the end of the verse adds 
considerably to the uncertainty.—fuvor, 
the song or paean of victory. 

1452. rpemdxvov. Dr. Peile has sug- 
gested a plausible meaning of this much 
disputed word, ‘ well-gorged,’ or ‘over- 
grown,’ as if from feeding on human blood. 
‘He aptly compares Eum. 254, 295, and 
sup. 1160. He defends the form of the 
word by the close analogy of rp:mhxumos 
from wixuvs. Hermann and Franz give 
tptdxuvrov, Blomf. and Klausen tpind- 
Aaov, neither of which appears to have 
any high probability. 

1455. velpg. So Klausen after Ca- 
saubon for veipe:, which Hermann retains 
as the dative of an old word veipos, ‘‘ quod 
intimum locum significaverit.” But vefpec 
and veipy were written in the same way 

in the time of Aeschylus, so we need not 
have recourse to this supposition. The 
old comparative of véos was véapos, the 
superlative yéaros. From véapos a length- 
ened form vela:pos arose, also velapos con- 
tracted into vetpos, whence velpa here and 
velapa in Homer took the place of a sub- 
stantive, yaoryp being understood. In 
Soph. Oed. Col. 475, there is a suspected 
word which perhaps may be explained on 
these considerations, oibs veapas veowéx@ 
MaAAG AaBov. Hither vealpas or vedppas 
would be defensible, the latter on the 
analogy of “Apns (a) for “Appns.—Trans- 
late: ‘For it is from him that the desire 
of blood-lapping is nourished in their 
hearts; hence that before the old woe has 
well ceased, there is new gore.’ 

1458. Confirmed in their opinion, by 
Clytemnestra’s eager assent, that an evil 
genius really possesses the house, the 
chorus now adds, that it is by the per- 
mission of Zeus, who, as the Consum- 
mator (946), is the real author of every 
event.—The words o%xots Toicde are cor- 
rupt. Hermann gives 4} méya Sdépact 
roig® alwova, Franz 4 wéya Totcde dduors 
alpova, «.7.A. But Satwova seems abso- 
lutely essential to the context, ‘Truly the 
genius you speak of in the family is one 
of power and heavy wrath,’ if he has the 
fatal influence you describe. Perhaps we 
should restore évy yeved or ék ‘yeveds, 
which latter is given as a gloss in MS. 
Farn.— With aive?s alvoy Saluova compare 
véwoov alvoy juérepoy yévos, Suppl. 527. 
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1463. rl ydp; Cf. Suppl. 802, 7f & 
dvev oébev Ovarotot TéAcidy ear; 

1471. xofray. Wellauer rightly sup- 
plies xetoa: from the preceding sentence. 
The addition of dveAetOepoy makes SovAlw 
for doAiw in the next verse, and SovAruv in 
-1501, a tempting alteration. For not only 
does the metre seem to favour it, but also 
the complaint of Orestes in Cho. 470, 

-mdrep, tpdroty ob Tupavvicois Oavdv. 
Dobree indeed conjectured SodAiov, which 
Hermann is pleased to call “ prorsus ab- 
surdum.”’ The question depends mainly 
on the genuineness of 1499—1500, on 
which see the note. 

1474. ‘You insist,’ retorts Clytem- 

nestra, by your words é« xepds #.7.A., 
‘that this deed is mine. I tell you, it was 
not Z who did it, but the genius of the 

family in my form and shape, who paid 
the debt that was due by offering up a 
full-grown victim for young ones’ (the 
slain infants of Thyestes).—yh émiAexOfis, 
if genuine, can only mean ‘ do not reckon,’ 
‘do not assume.’ The difficulty is, that 
this use, as far as is known, is confined to 
émaréyerOar and émaActacéa. (Hesych. 
émiArcyduevoss emAoyi(duevos. émirctd- 

1480 

pevos* Siadreyels, évOupnOels.) Klausen’s 
version, noli amplius recordari, noli am-. 
plius cogitare, is purely arbitrary. Franz 
has edited émiActns, but émirdyew is 
simply ‘to add to what has been said.’ 
There appears to be much probability in 
Hermann’s pyxérs AexOf 8, ‘let it no 
longer be said.’ I formerly suggested wu} 
® émevexOfs, ‘do not inveigh against me,’ 
‘do not bring to my charge that,’ &c., as 
in Herod. viii. 61, tatira Adyovtos Oem- 
oronhéous, abtis 6 Koptv@tos *Adetuayros 
emepepeto. 

1477. gavraCsuevos, ‘likening himself: 
to,’—as Homer uses eiSduevos and ciod- 
pevos. Usually, davrd(eo6a: is simply 
‘to appear ;’ but it properly means ‘to 
present oneself so as to be recognised by 
resemblance,’ whence it easily passes into 
the meaning in the text. 

1480. amérivev, persolvit, Hermann. 
And so Mr. Conington had before rightly 
explained it. Klausen’s hune ultus est 
cannot be maintained, though Dr. Peile 
follows him; for the poet should have 
said d&merloaro, whereas he rather means 
aredwnev. 
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1490 

avr. s’. 

1495 

avr. C. 

1482. ‘ No one will bear you guiltless, 
though perhaps the genius or demon you 
speak of may have assisted you. By the 
successive murder of relations Ares is 
gradually driving the family up to a point, 
on attaining which he will allow satis- 
faction to be taken for the devoured chil- 
dren of Thyestes.’ 

1485. 1a; mG; ‘ Hesychius. rd, mod, 
Oey, drdOev. Awpiets. Significat gua 
ratione. Rectius Etym. M. p. 773, 18, 
160ev interpretatur, male ille tamen ex eo 
factum censens.” Hermann. The form 
appears to exist in the compound méuada, 
‘by no means,.’—zarpdé0ev, resulting from 
the crime of Atreus, father of Aga- 
memnon. ‘ 

1488. Sixav. So Butler for 6& «al. 
The editors generally retain the vulgate ; 
but it appears utterly hopeless to extort 
any plausible meaning out of it. On the 
other hand, nothing can be simpler or 
more natural than Sienv mapéxetv roupo- 
Bépw dxva (even though the periphrasis 
in the last words is rather a bold one), 
‘to afford satisfaction for the congealed 
blood (@dvos mérnyev, Cho. 59) of the 
devoured children of Thyestes.’ Cf. mai5o- 

Bépor pdxGor Cho. 1057. Ares is here 
spoken of as the author of domestic broils; 
and the sense simply is, that he will not 
be satisfied till vengeance is complete, 
which, the chorus implies, may perhaps 
yet demand the death of Clytemnestra. 

1499. Klausen, in defending the two 
verses which Franz, Dind., and Peile have 
inclosed in brackets, and which have been 
omitted by Hermann, confirms an opinion 
I have elsewhere expressed, that ana- 
paestic systems are not invariably followed 
by an exactly equal number of verses, as 
in ordinary antistrophes. Still, the two 
verses are suspicious, because (not to 
dwell on the hiatus after yevéo@a, for 
which see sup. 78) otre has nothing to 
answer to it, and doAlay &rnv, especially 
with yap, can only refer to S0Alp pudpy 
above, the sense being ‘he died by craft 
as he. slew Iphigenia by craft,’ or stealthy 
abduction, i. e. for the feigned marriage 
with Achilles, as Euripides represents it. 
“«Clytemnestra,’’ Dr. Peile observes, ‘“‘ now 
no longer attempting to exculpate herself 
as having been merely an instrument in 
the hands of a higher power, again takes 
refuge in the great Heathen principle of 

G 
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Retaliation, and, more successful in this, 
is emboldened once more to avow, and 

triumph in, what she has done.” If the 
two verses are genuine, we can hardly 
help reading SovArov &rny (see on 1471) 
with Blomfield; ‘ Not so, for it was not 
the death of a slave, but of his own child, 
that he caused to the house.’ 

1504. "Ipryéverdy 7’. The MSS. give 
Thy woAUKAauTéy 7 “Idryévetay avdtia 
dpdoas. Elmsley on Med. 807 proposed 
to omit “Ipryéveray as a gloss, while Por- 
son read thy woAvKAadtryy to get rid of 
the re, which, after all, may be defended 
by such passages as sup. 10, 208, as giving 
a merely exegetical sense (nempe). But 
there is a more serious corruption in 
évdtia, which at once renders the sense 
weak and the metre intolerable. Various 
corrections have been proposed, all of 
which admit Hermann’s &ia. Franz 
gives, after H. L. Abrens, 7}v zoAv- 
KAauTov maid’ "Ipvydvnv. Hermann, rijs 
modvndatTns *Ipuyevetas. Klausen and 
Peile, thy moAvKAavtéy 7 *Ipuyevetay, 
while Dindorf edits thy roAukAabrny *Idt- 
yevelay. The long @ is defended by what 
I believe to be a spurious verse, Theb. 
682, Kandy 5& Kdoxpdv ottw’ edkrclay 
épeis, Besides, in 1532 we have “Igi- 
yéved short ; so that it seems safer and 
better -to give the reading in the text, 
involving as it does a very trifling change. 
As for fia Spdcas, it is explained to mean 

dkia atlwy Spaudtov méoxev, ‘ suffering 
worthy punishment for deeds deserving 
it.’ My own suspicion is, that dvatia has 
crept in from a gloss-on the original word, 
éc€B7 or %dixa, perhaps from a desire to 

_ improve the verse by introducing an an- 
tithesis, as in Suppl. 492. 

1505. pndty peyadavyelrw. ‘ Having 
suffered his deserts, let him not boast in 
Hades.’ Compare sup. 516, éedxerat 7d 
Spaua tod mdQovs mAgoy, where see the 
note.—Gmep jptev, is, ‘what he began,’ 
‘what he set the example of.’ 

1508. orepnOels wépmvay. Hermann 
compares Soph. El. 960, 7Aovrou matpgou 
KThow éeorepnuevn. Indeed, amoorepeiv 
twd tt is the common idiom, though, 
as it naturally implies previous possession, 
we may be tempted to join aunxav@ pé- 
puvav, like répua dunxav@ sup. 1148, 
Gmopeiy tt Ar. Eccl. 664. 

1512. Wexas 3¢ Afye. It no longer 
rains in mere drops, but with a full stream 
of blood. Cf. Oed. Col. 1251, doraxr) 
AclBwy Sdxpvoy. Apoll. Rhod. iii. 805, 
7a 8 &ppcey dorayts airws (said of owing 
tears). 

1513. @nydver. So Hermann for fryer. 
Auratus had previously corrected dlxyv 

for Bin or dina. ‘Fate is whetting (the 
sword of) Justice upon another whetstone, 
for a new business of harm,’ i.e. is bring- 
ing back Orestes to execute vengeance on 
the murderers. 
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1515. ef w’ éS€tw. So Hermann with 
MS. Farn. for <¥@ % éd€i@, which he 
rightly remarks would have meant ‘ me in 
place of Agamemnon.’ 

1522. puxf 7°. So Hermann for 
yuxfv. Translate, ‘Will you have the 
boldness to do this,—after having killed 
your own husband to bewail him, and un- 
righteously to perform a thankless favour 
to his shade, as a requital for your daring 
deeds ?’—ydpiv &xapw, like xdpw axd- 
pitov Cho. 38, is said of the heartless and 
useless lamentations and propitiatory of- 
ferings intended as a recompense or atone- 
ment (dvr)) for her wicked deed. Com- 
pare Cho. 506—9. 

1525. émirtuBiov alvov. So Stanley 
for éritduBios alvos. The nominative is 
defended by Hermann, Klausen, and 
Peile, on the ground that idwrwy may be 

» a IES. 3 > ff 

OVELOOS KEL TOO QvT évetdous’ avr. 0. 

used intransitively (aiming or pointing at 
him), as in Suppl. 541. Granting this, 
we must still urge, that movhoe: can only 
be said of the speaker of the funeral 
oration.—édAnbelg ppevadv, sup. 761 seqq. 

1528. ‘ Never you mind about the man- 
ner of his funeral; we who killed him will 
bury him.’ Cho. 432, érpacoe & dmreép 
viv, @de Odare. Ibid. 423, dvev morrray 
tivaxr’, dvev S& mwevOnudtay erAns avol- 
poxrov tvdpa Odipat 

1531. After this verse the editors 
assume a lacuna; but see on 1499. 

1536. xetpe. So Porson for xetpa, 
which, perhaps, might be allowed to stand, 
but that the poet would seem to have 
borrowed an Homeric phrase, Od. xi. 211, 

kal ety Aldao plraas wep) xeipe Baddyre. 
1537. dveidos Hxee réde. The general 

sense appears to be, ‘This is a case in 

3862 
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which the law of retaliation, ma@eiy ry 
@ptayra, hoids good,’—a law which says 
‘reproach for reproach, reprisal for rob- 
bery, death for death.’ See sup. on 513. 
Cho. 301, avr) yer exOpas yadoons éx Opa 
yAgooa TercioOw. In Peper pépovra, sc. 
5 pepduevos (cf. Theb. 344), the doctrine 
of the ficoy (Suppl. 406) is obscurely 
hinted at, and hence the poet premises 
dtopaxa F ort xpivat, ‘what I mean is 
hard to interpret.’ The application is of 
course intended for Clytemnestra, who has 
deserved death by her crimes. 

1540. év xpévw. A short expression for 
‘While time remains and Zeus is lord of 
all.’ Hermann and Dindorf give @pévp 
after Schiitz. These words are said to be 
occasionally confused in MSS.; but the 
correction, though an easy one, certainly 
weakens the sentiment, albeit, as re- 
marked on Suppl. 94, the idea of majesty 
and authority is sometimes conveyed. by a 
word expressive of sitting. 

1541. Oéopuov ydp. ‘ For it isan estab- 
lished law.’ Dr.-Peile quotes Hesych. 
Ogopsovy Sixatov, and Ogopmiov: vdutmov, 
but he prefers, with most editors, to join 
Oécptoy yovdy dpatov. 

1542. dpatov. So Hermann for faop, 
a correction justly adopted by all the 
recent editors. The sense is, ‘No one 
can now eject from the family a brood of 
curses,’ i. e. the calamities in store for it 
from the imprecation of Thyestes, inf. 
1579. See on 729, and Cho. 636, 792, for 
the notion of one evil begetting another. 

1543. mpbs ara. This is Blomfield’s 
happy emendation’ for mpocdpar. On T 
and W confused see Suppl. 856. Her- 
mann’s reading, mpoodWe, gives a very 

° 

far-fetched meaning. With Dindorf and 
Peile, I think ara is right, ‘the family 
has been glued to (implicated in) mis- 
fortune,’ so that the you); apaios, or con- 
sequences of the mpérapxos &rn, is insepar- 
able from it,—though &ry may here mean, 
as usual, ‘a blind and infatuated course 
of action.’ 

1544. évéBys. So Herm., Dind., Peile, 
Franz, after Canter for évé8y. ‘ You 
have rightly entered into this topic of the 
divine law of retribution.’ The remark 
was directed at herself; but she pretends 
not to see this, and understands it gene- 
rally of the house, or perhaps more gene- 
rally still of any criminal to whom it may 
apply. There is no difficulty in inter- 
preting xpnopbs of a divine declaration, 
especially as the earliest use of oracles was 
to guide men in a just course of action 
(Oeuioredew, cf. Eum. 2), 

1545. eyo & ody. ‘1 however,’ i.e. 
be that as it may. See sup. on 217. 

1548. 8 8& Aowdy. ‘ But for what re- 
mains,’ i. ve. as the other side or condition 
of the compact; that on the part of Cly- 
temnestra being simply a passive en- 
durance of all the past woes. See below, 
1637. This would appear, at first sight, 
by no means an equitable bargain, and it 
has this further difficulty, that Clytem- 
nestra thereby places herself in the situa- 
tion of one who has been wronged rather 
than one who has done a wrong. The 
idea, in fact, which still engrosses her 
mind, is the loss of her daughter, and so 
far from regarding the murder of her 
husband as a crime, she views it simply as 
a just retaliation (sup. 1407). The pro- 
posed compact then amounts to this,— 
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that she should let bygones be bygones, 
since they cannot be altered, and that the 
demon should cease to incite the family of 
the Atridae to the commission of domestic 
murders. : 

1552. wor. The MSS. give mo 9, 
where 5 must be regarded as an insertion 
on account of the hiatus. For the same 
reason Canter proposed xaAAndAoddvous. 
In the second edition of this play I ad- 
mitted Hermann’s probable conjecture 
tac’, but I have now recalled the vulgate, 
believing the hiatus capable of defence. 
See on v. 79. Clytemnestra lays the 
flattering unction to her soul, that she 
has after all done good service if she has 
brought to. a close the family curse. 

1555. The character of Aegisthus, who 
now first appears on the stage, is marked 
by a cowardly selfishness and a spiteful 
resentment against the dead Agamemnon, 
very different from the heroic avowal, on 
the plea of Justice, made by Clytemnestra. 
He owed a grudge to Agamemnon because 
his father Atreus had banished Thyestes, 

and on his return home as a Suppliant 
had brutally served up to him a banquet 
on the flesh of his own children. This 
was an ancestral wrong ; and in fulfilment 
of his father’s curse, but not less from the 
personal consideration, because he had 

himself been banished when an infant 
together with Thyestes, he had planned 
and executed the murder. He dwells on 
the word Sin (1582, —5, —9), but it is 
the dfn of pure revenge, not the plausible 
dlen,. or eternal law of retribution, of 
Clytemnestra. When boldly bearded by 
the chorus, he has recourse to threats, 
and is with difficulty pacified by the more 
collected and shocked, if not now repent- 
ant Clytemnestra, 1632 seqq. 

1557. &xn. See on 1222. Hermann 
gives dyn after Auratus. But yijs axn 
are rightly said of human troubles in the 
most general sense. To the mind of a 
philosopher-poet, crime and woe would 
appear intimately associated. He speaks 
in reference to the infidel sentiment before 
quoted, v. 360, ob &pa tis cobs Bpotav 
akiovoba mere. 

1560. xepds marpgas pnxavds. The 
deeds devised and executed by Atreus 
with his own hand, inf. 1571. 

1562. ds ropds ppdou. If this clause 
is not merely expletive, it seems to mean, 
‘to tell in detail the nature and circum- 
stances of Atreus’ crime.’ Klausen refers 
it to the exact specification of relationship 
between the parties just mentioned. 

1563. airod 7° adeApdy. ‘ Thyestes, 
who was my father and at the same time 
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his (Atreus’) brother.’ Elmsley on Med. 
940, whom Franz and Dindorf follow, 
read airod & ad5eapdv. Dr. Peile defends 
the MSS. reading at some length, but not 
on the right principle, in supposing there 
is any emphasis meant on ‘ my father.’ 
Elmsley’s rule is an arbitrary one, and 
does not require a page of notes to dis- 
prove its application to particular instances. 
—duplarccros dv xpdrei, literally, ‘ being 
questioned (disputed) in the matter of 
sovereignty’ by Thyestes. Cf. 854. The 
real subject of quarrel was the adultery of 
Thyestes with the wife of Atreus (sup. 
1164); but it was clearly not the object 
of Aegisthus to speak of the crimes done 
by his father, in endeavouring to establish 
his right to revenge. Why then was 
Thyestes banished on this plea? He 
appears to have been suspected of using 
his influence with the wife to secure the 
throne, much in the same way as Aegis- 
thus himself has acted by Clytemnestra. 
Hence Atreus as ruler (1561) drove him 
out, and on his return avenged the deeper 
wrong by the horrible banquet so often 
alluded to in the play. 

1568. abrot. ‘There on the spot,’ viz. 
at his own hearth and home, which would 
have been a piteous fate for one who had es- 
caped all the chances and dangers of exile. 
Compare 439, 1356. So Homer has 
abrov évi Tpoln, bm’ “IAtoy abtod, x.7.A, 
Soph. Trach. 144, 7d yap vedov év rot. 
oiode Bdonerar xepoiow adbtod. — téna, 
in apposition with daira, ‘by way of a 
hospitable entertainment.’ Thyestes ob- 
tained safety so far that his life was spared; 
but he met with a reception worse than 
death itself. Thus rodde marhp must be 
taken together like tovrou marhp, 1561. 
As for Hermann’s emendation, dorotéyia, 

to which Peile and Conington incline, as 
rightly expressing (see on Suppl. 350) the 
relation of Thyestes on his return from 
exile and &riuos, it appears neither neces- 
sary nor metrically satisfactory. With 
the verse as it now stands compare Cho. 1. 

1570. xpeoupydy jmap, ‘a festive day,’ 
—a day on which meat was distributed 
after a solemn sacrifice. Compare Bov- 
Obros év fuacw Cho. 253.—&yeuw, pre- 
cisely as the Romans said agere ferias, 
agere festum diem, &c. 

1571. wa:delwv. This form is properly 
used on the analogy of Bde, phacia, 
xolpea, &c. Sup. 1213, Ovérrou daira 
Taidelwy Kpe@v. 

1573. éxpurr’, So Blomf. and Her- 
mann for @@pur7’. The emendation de- 
rives great weight from the almost iden- 
tical narrative of Herodotus about the 
banquet served up to Harpagus on the 
flesh of his sons, i. 119, rotor wév HAAoIL 
kal ait@ ’Aotudyel mapeTiWeaTo Tpdare(at 
emimAdat pnrclov Kpedv, ‘Aprdyw 8& Tod 
matdds Tod EwuTod TAHY Kepadts Te Kal 
&xpwv xeipav Te Kal Today TA HAAG TayTa 
Tatra 8 xwpls éxerto em) Kavéw KaTa- 
kexaduppéeva. And Hermann quotes from 
Hyginus (fab. 88) the very same account 
of the Thyestean feast, gui guum vesce- 
retur, Atreus imperavit brachia et ora 
puerorum afferri. Those who construe 
ZOpur7’ &vwOev ‘ broke (or, was breaking) 
Jrom the parts above,’ fail to give any 
intelligible explanation how the hands 
and feet could be so detached, or in what 
position the said parts must be supposed 
to lie. Klausen reads xa@nuévous, and 
understands that Atreus minced or chop- 
ped up the fingers (in order to obliterate 
their form) laid separately on the top of 
the dish, so that the guest first served 
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could not avoid taking them. But this is 
liable to the objection, that the very parts 
are here eaten which in the similar nar- 
rative of Herodotus are represented as 
laid aside to be afterwards produced. 
Hermann now gives xa@nuévois, which he 
appears to construe with &rnua. Retain- 
ing ka@juevos, I translate as follows: 
‘The parts of the feet, and the fingers at 
the extremities of the hands, he covered 
over, sitting apart at the top of the table; 
and he (Thyestes) having at once (aitiia, 
without hesitation or suspicion) taken in 
ignorance portions of the flesh which 
could not be distinguished, eats a food 
which has now proved ruinous to the race, 
as you behold.’ By &yvwev we may un- 
derstand that the action done proceeded 
from the head of the table; although 
there is abundant authority (e. g. Thuc. 
ji. 52) for regarding it here as simply a 
synonym of &yw. Compare iroxdrw xata- 
KAlveoOo and Zryaros xaTaxeioba, said 
of guests, Plat. Symp. p. 175, c, and 
p. 222, ad fin. Suidas explains dydpands 
by xwpls, and so:a gloss in MS. Farn., 
avr) rod, xa’ éavtdv.—The reader will 
notice the antithesis between 7a mev to- 
Shpn and tonya 8 avrév,—the articulated 
extremities which would have at once re- 
vealed the contents of the dish, and the 
fleshy parts which bore no such distin- 
guishing mark. Thyestes is said to have 
eaten the heart (omAdyxva, sup. 1192. 
Cic. Tuse.- Disp. iv. § 77). As for the 
change of subject from éxpumre to %Oe1, 
it could not have caused any ambiguity to 
those who were conversant with the story. 
Hermann and Dindorf needlessly give 
donw: 68 abrav, «7A. 

1576. énvyvods. Subsequently dis- 
covering the deed, viz-, on the hands and’ 
feet being shewn to him. 

1577. dumirret. So Canter for ay 
minre. K.7.A.—éuav for pay was first 
given by Auratus. ‘He shrieked, and 
fell back. (recoiled) vomiting from the 
slaughter,’ i.e. slain flesh, We may 
notice the somewhat vague way in which 

“Blows. 

ooayh is used by the poets. It signifies 
not only the infliction of the wound, but 
(1360, Pers. 812) the blood spurting from 
it, the slain victim (= opayetov), and 
(Prom. 882) the throat itself, as the part 
usually incised. 

1579. apdv. So Hermann after Abresch ; 
and the correction had occurred to me in- 
dependently.. There is difficulty in ex- 
plaining the drat Aeyéuevov adverb tuy- 

Those who retain ép¢ make the 
dative depend on the oby in composition, 
but fail to elicit a satisfactory sense. Her- 
mann seems right in his view, communiter, 

communi justitia, referring it to way 7d 
Tl. yévos. We may therefore translate, 
‘Making the act of overturning the table 
a curse of comprehensive retribution, that 
so the whole race of Pleisthenes might: 
perish.” The imprecation was founded 
on an act which, though involuntary, was 
a symbolical one; for both ofkos and 
tpdme(a are familiarly said dvarparjvat. 
So Theb. 1081, 85¢ KaSpuclwy fipute réaw 
By dvarpanyvat. The commentators have 
¥emarked that the Pelopidae (1578), Tan- 
talidaé (1445), and Pleisthenidae (1546), 
are synonyms by which the poet describes 
the family of the Atridae; but who Plei- 
sthenes was, is not recorded. According 
to some authorities, quoted by Hermann 
and Butler, he was a son of Atreus, and 
the real father of Agamemnon and Mene- 
laus, but, dying young, left them to be 
brought up by Atreus. If this account 
be received, rovrov marhp in v. 1561, can 
only mean ‘his reputed father.’ And 
hence perhaps Ovid (Remed. Amor. 778) 
has ‘ Pleisthenio toro’ for ‘the bed of 
Agamemnon.’ Of course, on this sup- 
position, the curse of Thyestes would fall 
only on the immediate descendants of his 
brother Atreus; whereas, if Pleisthenes 
be supposed to intervene between Pelops 
and Atreus, it will have » wider applica- 
tion, and include Thyestes himself as well 
as Aegisthus. The former seems quite 
sufficient for the argument. 
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1581. ee TGvde. ‘It is in consequence 
of this that,’ &c. See on 850. 

1584. gvveteAadver. ‘ Banished me with 
my poor father, being his thirteenth child, 
yet an infant in swathing-clothes.’ There 
is much uncertainty whether the subject 
to the verb is Atreus, continued from 
1569 seqq., and so whether this is the 
same banishment as that before mentioned 
in vy. 1564; or whether Agamemnon is 
meant, the author of a subsequent banish- 
ment, as Klausen supposes. But he as- 
sumes, without any evidence, and on 
rather slight presumptive grounds, that 
Thyestes had killed Atreus, returned to 
Argos, and had Aegisthus among other 
children after the affair of the banquet. 
Dr. Peile takes the former view, and 
thinks that the special mention of Tov§e 

rTavdpds in 1586 of itself implies a transi- 
tion from Atreus to Agamemnon. This 
is however met by Hermann’s remark, 
that this verse is a continuation of tév® 
iSetvy wdpa in 1581. There is more point 
in the same learned editor’s (Peile’s) ob- 
servation, that the poet was not likely to 
have made the discrepancy in age in Aga- 
memnon and Aegisthus so great as Klau- 
sen’s supposition represents it. Unques- 
tionably, if we regard only the natural 
tenour of the passage, we shall take the 

words of Aegisthus thus: ‘The curse of 
Thyestes was the cause of Agamemnon’s 
fall, and I was justly the contriver of it, 
for he banished me when young, and I 
have returned when full grown to execute 

vengeance upon him.’ This would still 
allow the prime cause of retaliation to be . 
the crime of Atreus, 1560. But, all things 
considered, I think the real meaning is, 
that Agamemnon has justly paid for the 
crimes of his father Atreus by the hand of 
Aegisthus, who owed a double debt to 
Atreus, his own banishment beside the 
wrong done to his father Thyestes. 

1586. Oupatos, ‘abroad,’ sc. even when 
exiled I successfully plotted his death. 
Cho. 107, méuvyo’ *Opéarov, Kei Oupaids 
éo@ bums. 

1589. i8évra. The construction is, 7d 
katOavely ene, iddyvra TodTOV, K.T.A., KaAOY 
éorw éuot. But he could not have said 
(see on 1022) naady éoriv iddvta TobTov 
euol KarOavety.—katOavely, sc. by the 
hand of the people, 1594. 

1590. év kaxotow. ‘1 approve not in- 
solence in misfortunes,’ i.e. in a crisis 
like the present. Cf. 739, ved(ovoay év 
kaxots Bporév UBpw. Ajac. 1151, bs év 
kaos &Bpi(e Tolot Tay wéAas. Antig. 
482, BBpis 8, re) Sédpacev, Hde Sevrépa, 
rovtos émavxely Kal dedpaxviay yeAay. 
The &pis of Aegisthus consisted in his 
attempting to justify the murder of Aga- 
memnon, which is meant by éy kaxois. 
It was a time for penitence and mourning, 
not for exultation and vindictiveness.—od 
oéBu, cf. 753, 

1591. éxdév.  Deliberately, intention- 
ally (1587). Not ‘gladly,’ as Dr. Peile 
translates it, 
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1596. rév em) (uy@, i. e. Cuyirav, the 
middle rank in the three orders of rowers, 
Opautav, Cuyitéy, Oadrauirov. But the 
upper or principal bench is lost sight of in 
the comparison, which merely implies 
that the chorus are inferiors, while others 
above them have the real management 
of the ship (cf. Theb. 2). The same me- 
taphor is used by Euripides, Phoen. 74, 
érel & én) Cuyots xabé(er’ dpxiis. Ion 
595, Av & és rd mpwrov wédrcos dpundels 
(vydy (7G Ts elvar. Klausen conjec- 
tures that the poet is not speaking of a 
trireme, but of a bireme, in which the 
Opavira: were altogether wanting. 

1598. eipnuévov. ‘It having been told 
him to be discreet.’ See on owpoveiv 
kexpnuevov, Pers. 825. So Thucyd. v. 
30, eipyuévoy «dpiov elvar brit by 7d 
TAHOos Tv Evpudxov Whplontat.—yépwv 
dv, cf. sup. 567. 

1599. Seouds dé K.7.A. ‘ Butimprison- 
ment and the pangs of hunger are first- 
rate trainers of the mind for teaching even 
old age,’ which under ordinary circum- 
stances is slow to be instructed.—iarpopdv- 
res, a word which has no English equi- 
valent, is said of Apis, Suppl. 259, and 
was derived from the double office of 
Apollo as healer (moidy, iftos) and pro- 
phet (sup. 1173). Apollo himself is 
tarpduavris xal repackéros, Eum. 62. 
Between bards and medical practitioners 
there was anciently the same connection 
as between incantations and cures by 
physic (sup. 989). 

1602. waicas, ‘having struck (your 
foot) against it.’ On the proverb see 
Prom. 33]. Pind. Pyth. ii. 174. The 
MSS. reading is hous, which seems to be 
a vox nihili, though defended by Schole- 
field, Klausen, and Peile, as an aorist 
from rdéoxo, or rather its obsolete present 

mwhOw. The Scholiast on Pindar, Pyth. ii. 
ad fin., rightly quotes the verse with 
aatcas. Blomfield and others give wraf- 
oas, ‘having stumbled ;’ but this inter- 
feres with the metaphor, which is alto. 
gether different from wrafoas Td mpds 
xaxG, Prom. 947.—poyfis, ‘be pained,’ 
‘suffer for it,’ Prom. 283. ‘ 

1603. Tod jrovros. Hither with Her- 
mann and Dindorf, we must so read, after 
Stanley, for robs #xovras, or we must 
suppose a verse to have been lost which 
governed the accusative. But not only is 
the singular more appropriate than the 
plural, but Hermann has shewn the pro- 

bability that the whole of this dialogue 
from 1590 was antithetical, viz. that the 
five verses of Aegisthus (1606—10) in- 
tervene between three of the chorus im- 
mediately before and after, while the 
eight of Aegisthus (1595 seqq.) answer to 
the same number (assuming the loss of 
one) at 1614, and the succeeding six of 
the chorus at 1621, to those at 1590 (one 
being again supposed to have dropped 
out). Though these assumed lacunae 
throw some doubt on the whole scheme, 
we may fairly suppose that the three 
verses here answer to the three at 1611, 
&c., and therefore there is little proba- 
bility in robs fxovras, which Klausen 
labours to construe with aicxdvovea, and 
Peile and Scholefield to explain as an 
anacoluthon, as if he had said od radra 
Zpacas tols feovras, x.7.A. In fact, 
aicxivew edvhy evidently goes together. 
So aicxvyThp is ‘an adulterer,’ Cho. 977. 
—tiua, as Bpl(wy tua, inter dormiendum, 
Cho. 883.—oirovpds is, ‘while keeping 
house for him at home,’—clearly from 
odpos ‘a warder,’ not from dpos ‘a bound- 
ary,’ as Klausen derives it. Sup. 1196, 
oikeupdy TG pordvr: deowdty. 

3H 
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1606. kad tadra t&rn. The chorus, 
though always suspicious, had not before 
openly charged the queen or Aegisthus 
with adultery, unless indeed we so un- 
derstand Sdéuwv KaraicxuyTipot sup. 
1334. 

1609. vymiots. So Herm., Dind., 
Peile, and Conington after Jacob for 
qriots, which Klausen thinks ironically 
applied to bAdypacwv. Compare how- 
ever patalwy ddAaypdtwy inf. 1650.— 
&fet appears to be the middle voice,—‘ You 
forsooth, after irritating people by your 
senseless barkings, think to lead them to 
your own purposes.’ Dr. Peile, with 
Butler, supposes the antithesis to be this, 
—‘he led captive by his songs, you shall 
be led captive (Secpds, v. 1599) in con- 
sequence of your insolence.’ The poet 
however merely speaks of the yAéooa 
évaytia, or two opposite kinds of elo- 
quence, viz. that which soothed and that 
which irritated. The object of both was 
the same, but the latter was a mistaken 
way to effect it. 

1611. ds 5) od. ‘As if forsooth I 
should ever have you for a ruler over Ar- 
gives! You who, when you had plotted 
a murder, had not even the courage to 
execute it yourself!’ Compare Herc. 
Fur. 1407, &s 5) rl plarpov totr zxwy 
fdwy éoe; Androm. 235, ds dy ob 
céppwv, Taya 8 ovxt odppova. Oecd. 

Col. 809, as 8) ob Bpaxéa, raira 8 év 
Kaip@ A€yers. 

1612. ov&. The MSS. give otk. See 
on Pers. 431. More usually the clause 
containing ovdé follows that. with od«, 
thus, 6s ob &rAns Spdoa 768 Epyov ob9 
ére:d}) «.7.A.—aiToxtoves, cf. Theb. 731. 
Suppl. 63. 

1615. éyh — ex pds 7. Seeon 1345, 
where a similar argument is alleged 
by Clytemnestra. Aegisthus, as having 
entertained an hereditary hatred in con- 
sequence of the misdeeds of Atreus to 
both himself and his father, would have 
put Agamemnon immediately on his guard, 
had he attempted hostility. 

1616. xpnudrwy. A boast, or rather, 
a confession, characteristic of a tyrant and 
a coward, and vainly intended to frighten 
into obedience the chorus, against whom 
the next threat is especially directed. 
“Ante omnia enim locatis satellitibus 
opus erat tyranno, neque adhuc habuerat 
Aegisthus, quo his stipendium solveret.” 
Klausen. 

1618. Bapefas. Supply (ed-yAas (Prom. 
471) from (edie. See sup. 1316. For 
obrt wy Porson, Dind., Blomf., Conington, 
read oft: wot after Pauw. Hermann calls 
this “ pessima conjectura,” and certainly 
it seems a very needless one. Dr. Peile, 
retaining the vulgate, has recourse to an 
abstruse theory about an accompanying 
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mental negation. ~The simple truth is, 
that instead of saying od uh Cedéw Bapel- 
aus (@s) cepapdpor, the poet prefixed the 
negative to the word which strictly re- 
quired it,—‘ I will yoke him in a heavy 
collar by no means as a trace-horse,’— 
which, as not being under the yoke, had 
no collar at all. Similarly we have <imé 
Bh mapa yveunv, sup. 904, for wh eins 
Top yveunv.—npievtTa, ‘ barley-fed.’ 
Hermann says, “xp:0:av dicuntur equi 
qui morbo hordeationis affecti sunt, kp.dav 
autem qui bene pasti ferociunt.”’ 

1619. oxédrp. So Auratus for kéTe. 
‘Unwelcome hunger dwelling with dark- 
ness’ (Seopuds al te vhorides Sba1, sup. 
1599) is opposed, Klausen remarks, to 
the friskiness of a high-fed colt. 

1621. ri 84; ‘Why then, admitting 
that 7d doAGoa: was the part of a woman, 
—why, I repeat, in a craven spirit did 
you not yourself essay to kill him, but 
leave it to an accomplice with you in the 
crime, a woman, to slay him?’ Most 
editors, not even Klausen excepted, alter 
civ to vw. But aids, ‘alone,’ requires 
the antithesis of cby, and though Aegis- 
thus was not actually present at the 
murder, he unquestionably aided and 
abetted it. In truth, since the attempted 
defence of Aegisthus, 1555 seqq., the 
chorus has regarded him as equally guilty ; 
ef. 1591, 1612. It is evident that the 
chars neither cares for nor fears Aegis- 
thus, Their whole reliance is on the 

Aywds EWvorxos paOakdv of erdrberar. 1620 
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return of Orestes from exile, for their 
allegiance is unshaken towards the house 
of the Atridae. The mention of Orestes 
in the relation of an avenger forms a 
connecting link between this and the next 
play, just as the sight of the Eumenides, 
Cho. 1037, connects it with the last play 

of the trilogy. Cassandra had foretold 
his return, v. 1251. 

1626. duoiy roivSe. ‘‘ Loquitur cory- 
phaeus aversus ab Aegistho, conversus 
autem ad alterum hemichorium. Alioqui 
non Totvde, sed byiy diceret.’’ Hermann. 

1627. Soxeis; sup. 16.—kod Aéyer, i.e. 
nad od wdvov, is Hermann’s correction of 
nal Aéyerv. On xal and kod confused see 
Suppl. 291. Those who translate %pdev 
nal Aéyev ‘to act as well as to say,’ may 
compare Suppl. 509, ob kal Aéywr cb- 
pawe kal mpdoowr ppéva, which is equi- 
valent to od udvov Adyos, GAAS Kal Epryors, 
—yvdoe taxa, a formula of threatening, 
see on Cho. 297. 

1528. cla 54. This verse is usually 
given to the chorus, who are supposed to 
call themselves Aox?ra: for the reason 
given on Theb. 106. But Hermann and 
Franz are probably right in assigning 
it to Aegisthus, whose satellites, called 
Aox?rat also in Cho. 757, are so stationed 
as‘to be in sight and within call. Thus 
the reply of the chorus, cia 3} &c., im- 
plies that they have no reluctauce to bring 
matters to the decision of the sword. 

1631. Sexouévors. ‘We accept your 

3H 2 
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apeev, 

ei 8€ Tou poy Owv yevoito TAVS dhis, Sexoipe av, 

words, when you say you are ready to 
die; and we take our chance in the con- 
flict.’ The use of 5éyxec@a in taking up 
and acting on any ominous expression 
which has been dropped, like the Latin 
accipere, is well known. Cf. Herod. ix. 
91, Séxopat Thy oiwydy, roy ‘Hynototparov. 
Soph. El. 668, édctduny 7d pnOey, scil. 
Hdeis Adyous. Ar. Av. 645, &AAG Xalperov 
tupw. TIE. dexdueba.—alpotueda is the 
conjecture of Auratus for épodueda, rightly 
adopted by Dind., Franz., Herm. from 
Suppl. 374, téxnv éAciv. In the same 
way alpec@a: has been corrupted to épeto@e 
Suppl. 927. Dr. Peile prefers, with 
Blomfield, Schiitz’s correction épdéucéa. 
And Photius has épdéucbay epwrhowper, 
while éf:oropjoa potpay, Theb. 501, isa 
parallel idiom, so that the choice of read- 
ings is not easy. But Dr. Peile is wrong 
in saying that afpodueba “contains only 
an unmeaning repetition of what has just 
preceded.” 

1632. Clytemnestra now comes forward 
between the two parties who are about to 
fight, and endeavours to calm them by 
alleging that, enough blood has been shed 
already. Aegisthus (1640) is with diffi- 
culty induced to put up with the insult he 
has received, and the chorus are equally 
reluctant to desist from their taunts and 
defiance. Finally (1650), Clytemnestra 
appears to lead Aegisthus with gentle 
force from the stage. 

1633. nal Td eEapfoa moAAd. ‘To 
have reaped even these evils, so many in 
number, is an unhappy harvest.’ Her- 
mann construes GAAQ Kal tdde moAAd 
éorw, eopijoa, «.7.r., sed haec quoque 
satis multa sunt, ut inde tristem messem 
metamus. ‘We have already done enough 
for reaping a bitter harvest,’ i.e. in the 
vengeance which will be paid for Aga- 
memnon. The order of the words is, on 
this view, rather intricate. Klausen takes 

TOAAG SdoTHvoy like woAAd TdAcuva, sup. 
1266.—6épos for 6 %pws is Schiitz’s cor- 
rection. 

1635. oreitxe nal od. So Hermann 
and Franz for orefyere 8 of yépovtes. 
By Séuo wempopévor the proper and al- 
lotted habitations of both parties are im- 
plied. By adopting Blomfield’s correc- 
tion, orefxer’ 48n &, we lose this signifi- 
cation as applied to distinct and respec- 
tive positions. 

1636. dpxetv. The reading here is 
extremely doubtful. The above is the 
emendation of Hermann for éptayres 
kaipdv or éptavta xoupdy. Many correc- 
tions have been proposed, among the best 
of which is Heath’s oréptayras aiveiv, 
though this‘seems to require xp rather 
than xpjv. But the usual antithesis 
between maGeiy and @pSev or Spica 
favours the reading in the text.—‘ Go 
home before you have suffered for what 
you shall have done. These things ought 
to have sufficed, as we have done them,’ 
i. e. we ought to have been contented with 
the deed we have done already, without 
preparing to commit new murders. 

1637. Sexofue® &v. So Hermann and 
Franz (as I had proposed to read in the 
first edition) for éxolue® ay. The sense 
appears to be, ‘Should there have been 
enough of these troubles (i. e. if it is the 
will of the gods that they should hence- 
forth cease, cf. 1554) we will take it,’ 
viz. according to the terms of the bargain 
in 1547, rade wey otépyew dborAnTd mep 
év@.—For xoaf MSS. Farn. Ven. give 
xn, ‘the claw,’ or ‘hoof.’ This read- 
ing is not rashly to be rejected, for the 
notion of a demon as it were pouncing on 
its prey from above is a common one. 
See above on 1146, 1444. Besides, the 
word for ‘wrath’ is xéAos rather than 
XoAh. 
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Saipovos xohy Bapeig. Suoruxas meThyy evo. 
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TpATceE, Tiaivon, _foalvey THY Sixeyy” erel Tapa. 
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KaL OU Onjoopev KPQTOVUVTE TOVOE Swapdtov Kados. 

1639. ef tis dkiot. See 339, rowird 
Tot yuvainds é euovd KAvELs. 

1640. &8 dravOica. ‘But to think 
that these men should thus gather the 
flowers of their vain tongue against/me !’ 
The Greek metaphors from flowers are 
almost endless, and often of the harshest 
kind; take, as a few instances in Aeschy- 
lus, yoe5va avOeutCouct, Suppl. 69. ra 
Agora tovtwy Awtlcacbe, ib. 940. 
moAtuvnocrov ernvélow (per), sup. 1434. 
mévos énavOlCew vyeveay, Theb. 944. 
kwxutots émavOlCew _rauiive, Cho. 143. 
GyOoty méAaryos vexpots, sup. 642. 

1641. dafuovos. So Casaub. for daf- 
povas. Cf. Cho. 504, dafuovos meipdue- 
vos. The phrase is like our ‘tempting 
fortune,’ for ‘ daring a risk.’ 

1642. @ sBpica. These words are 
wanting in the MSS., and are given from 
the conjecture of Blomfield, which seems 
the most likely of the many that have 
been proposed. 

1646. off éyé. He speaks from per- 
sonal experience, as having been an exile, 
sup. 1583. 

1647. mpaoce. ‘Go on faring,’—it is 
implied, és viv mpdocets, and therefore it 
was not necessary to add kaA@s. See on 
1261. 

1649. dréxrwp. 
828. . 

1650. paralwy taaypdrwv. Aegisthus 
had called them vfmia tAdypara, v. 1609, 
and the repetition of the insulting ex- 
pression shews that Clytemnestra has no 
wish to gain over the chorus, or treat 

them otherwise than contumeliously as 
rebel slaves. The reason why the play 
ends, not, as usual, with some remark or 
reflection of the chorus, but with the 
speech of an actor, is this, according to 
Hermann,—that the chorus having been 
engaged in an angry dialogue, and in a 
certain sense taking upon itself the pro- 
vince of an actor, could not properly 
conclude; whereas Clytemnestra, having 
satisfied her vengeance, and so being free 
from violent emotion, was the fit person 
to appease the excitement of the contend- 
ing parties. 

See Pers. 752. Eum. 
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CHOEPHOROE. 

Tue second play of the Orestea takes its name from the chorus of 
Trojan captives, who, as handmaids in the palace, act also as libation- 

bearers for Electra to the tomb of her father. While she is engaged 
in this duty at the desire of her mother, who has been alarmed by a 

dream sent by Agamemnon, that dream is being fulfilled by the pre- 
sence of Orestes, who by the command of the oracle has just returned 
from exile in Phocis to his native land, to bring his offering,—a long- 

cherished lock of his hair,—to the manes of his father. After the 
recognition of the brother and sister, the aid of Agamemnon, as a 
hero or daemon-king having power in Hades, is solemnly invoked 
over his tomb, and a plan for vengeance on Aegisthus and Clytem- 
nestra is arranged between them with the concurrence of the chorus, 
and successfully executed. After the perpetration of the deed, Orestes 

is seized with sudden horror and remorse. He feels his mind is 
giving way, discerns the awful Furies with their snaky locks, and 
prepares to fly to Delphi for the promised expiation from his patron- 

god Apollo. 
Orestes acts throughout in obedience to the will of the gods and 

in reliance on the aid of his father. His piety and faith do not allow 
him to disregard the peremptory commands of Apollo; but he is not 

actuated by a vindictiveness which would voluntarily seek the murder 
of a parent. He is fully conscious of the enormity and responsibility 
of the crime, but on the other hand, not forgetful of his own rights 
as heir to the throne, nor of the denunciation of Apollo if he should 
shrink from the task. 

The part taken by Electra is that of a daughter thoroughly de- 
voted to her father, hopefully mindful of her long-lost brother, and 
irreconcileably inimical to her mother. By recounting her own 

wrongs and the indignities done to her father, she endeavours to 
rouse Orestes to action. While she exhibits the sternness of im- 
placable hatred against her mother, she still abstains from reproach- 
ing her, and everywhere shews that she is influenced by a high sense 
of family honour and duty rather than by malice. 
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Clytemnestra is pourtrayed consistently with her character in the 
Agamemnon. She is far from being either heartless or abandoned 

by all sense of virtue; but she lives in perpetual fear of Orestes’ 
return, and is therefore rejoiced, though she has sufficient sense of 
‘propriety to conceal her feelings, at the false report of his death. 
Nor does her courage for an instant forsake her when confronted 
with her murderer. 

The same subject has been treated by both Sophocles and Eu- 
ripides in their tragedies entitled Electra. 

The theatrical arrangements for the representation of the Choe- 

phoroe are essentially the same as in the Agamemnon, except that the 

tomb of Agamemnon now occupies the centre of the stage. On one 
side Orestes is seen advancing, and shortly afterwards the chorus 
enter on the other, singing the parode, v. 20—75. Klausen sup- 
poses them to issue from the central doorway of the palace; but he 
also assumes that the tomb of Agamemnon was represented by the 

thymele. 
The Medicean MS., as before stated, is the sole source and au- 

thority known to exist for the text of the present play, which in 
parts is exceedingly corrupt, and in other respects may be regarded 

as the most difficult of extant Greek tragedies. In the early editions 
and the MS. Guelf., all derived from the Medicean after its mutila- 
tion, the Choephoroe is continued from yv. 1124 of the Agamemnon 
(in Guelf. from 1129) to the verse beginning zi xpjua Aevoow; Nor 
was the lacuna suspected, till the edition of Robortello in 1552. 
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OPESTHY. 

‘Epp x9ovue, watp@’ éeromrevav Kparn, 
TwTHp yevod por Eippayds 7 aitoupever 
HKo yap és yqv THvdE Kal KaTépyopat 
TipBov 8 én’ 6yOw 7Ode Knpvoow Tarpl 

1. The first part of the prologue, now 
lost, seems to have existed in the ancient 
Medicean copy till the thirteenth century, 
when the Venice MSS. of the Agamemnon 
(see introductory note, p. 301) were tran- 
scribed from it. Three fragments have 
fortunately been preserved, viz. the open- 
ing verses, quoted by Aristoph. Ran. 1125 
seqq., the greater part of two, by the 
Schol. on Pind. Pyth. iv. 146, and two 
others by the Schol. on Eur. Alcest. 784, 

first published by G. Dindorf from a 
Vatican MS. How much more has 
perished it is of course impossible to say ; 
but the prologues of the Agamemnon and 
the Eumenides are considerably longer, 
if these should be thought to furnish 
any grounds of analogy. 

Ibid. watp@ éenonredwy xparn. ‘ Di- 
recting (or superintending) the powers of 
your father’ Zeus. ‘Orestes prays at 
his father’s tomb that Hermes may have 
such a share in the power of his father, 
the Soter Zeus, as to become a Soter to 
him in his undertaking.” (Miiller, Dissert. 

p- 191.) The ambiguity of these words 
gives rise to the discussion in the Ranae, 

where (1142) Euripides understands 
narpga xpérn of ‘the victory of Clytem- 
nestra over Orestes’ father,’ but Aeschy- 
lus (or Dionysus as his interpreter) ex- 

plains it érfy marpgov rodro Kéxrnras 
yépas, referring however the yépas not, as 
he ought, to cwrfp and tduuaxos = 
17), but to x@évios. The plural «pdrn, 
which elsewhere (see Suppl. 431) means 
‘commands,’ here signifies ‘attributes’ 
or ‘ prerogatives,’ tial, which Hermes is 
said to manage, control, or direct, and so 

to apply them, by a delegated authority 
from Zeus. It is singular that Hermano 
should accept, in preference, Euripides’ 
far-fetched explanation of ratpga xpdrn, 
which the Schol. on Aristoph. says that 
Aristarchus the grainmarian also regarded 
as the true one, 7a Tod euod marpds Kparn 
éromretwr, ds Kparnbels imdb tay meph 
Atyta0ov amdrerTo. 

3. tw ydp. The yap assigns the reason 
of the appeal to Hermes, not only as 
owThp, but as woumatos and kijpvé. ‘ As 
an exile just returned, I ask your protec- 
tion; as a son that has something to com- 
municate to a dead parent, I require you 
to convey to him my behests.’ 

4. It is not certain, as Hermann acutely 
remarks, that this verse really followed 
next after the first three. For Euripides 
in the Ranae is only looking for faults; 
and any intervening verses which pre- 
sented nothing to carp at would hardly 
have been brought forward by Aristo- 

312 
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mrdoxapov *Ivdxw Opertypior 
Tov Sevtepov dé Tdvde TEevOnTYHpLoVv" 
ov yap Tapav @pwta dv, TaTEP, Mépor, 
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TOTEpA OOMOLOL THA TPOTKUpPEL VEOV ; 
Xx \ aod A , 2 9 , eA h Tarp TO pe T408 errerKdoas THX 

phanes, with whom fairness was no con- 
sideration. From the Aeschylean ex- 
pressions used in Euripides’ comment on 
the passage (Ran. 1141—4), Hermann 
suggests the following as a probable re- 
storation of the text: 

quo yap és viv rhvd_ kal narépxouat, 
TAhpov ’Opértns, Kpurtoy cicBarov 

adda, 
ov 5h Bialws éx yuvaicelas xepds 
ddAots Aadpatws obpds SAAVTAL TaThp. 
tbpBou 8 .7.A. 

6. mAdxapov. Perhaps pépw dé is want- 
ing to complete the original verse. As 
we cannot tell what may have dropped 
out before it, it is impossible to decide 
whether Orestes means really to offer (or 
that he has offered) a lock of hair to the 

river-god, as a propitiatory gift to an 
elemental power on his first entering the 
Argive land (cf. Suppl. 23 seqq.), or 
whether, as Achilles in II. xxiii. 142, cuts 
off for the dead Patroclus the hair he had 
kept in reserve for the Spercheius, so 
here Orestes intends to divert his river- 
lock from its proper destination, and 
thus to lay a. double gift on his father’s 
tomb. Again, it is doubtful whether 
Operrhpioy is an adjective in a passive 
sense (see on Ag. 629, 1060), or a sub- 
stantive implying ‘the price of nourish- 
ment’ (rpopeia, Theb. 472), as inf. 41, 
Advrpoy is ‘a ransom,’ i.e. ‘the price of 
releasing,’ or (as I incline to believe) 
Operthpios mAdKaos means ‘nurture- 
hair’ in such a sense as to retain a signi- 
fication closely allied to that of the sub- 
stantive, wAdkamos xdpi Tod TpéperOat 
@rodiSovs. The origin of the mourning- 
lock was, without doubt, the eastern cus- 
tom of shaving the head in grief. The 
Greeks, who set a value beyond other 

nations on fine hair, adopted the practice 
of merely cutting off a portion as a sym- 
bol, apology, or acknowledgment of the 
obligation. There is more obscurity 
about the mAdiapyos iepds or Operrhpios. 
Klausen asserts, but does not attempt to 
prove, that the cutting off of such a lock 
implied an entire surrender of the votary 
to the god whom he had chosen as his 
patron, on the principle that a tuft of 
hair cut from the head of a victim was a 
ceremonial dedication or consecration of 
it. Hence, he thinks, the mAdxapos 
mevOnthpios symbolised the same entire 
dedication of a son to a parent. The 
river-lock, however, would seem rather to 
have been offered by youths on coming. 

of age as amapxa) or first-fruits to the 
elementary power (water) that had fed 
them or produced food for them from 
infancy. Thus both Earth and Rivers 
were called koupotpépo:r. And hair was 
offered, not only as a thing of value, but 
as being the only part of the living body 
that could be isolated, as a material offer- 
ing, without mutilation, danger, or in- 
convenience. 

8. od yap mapéy. The yap appears to 
shew that this fragment is closely con-. 
nected with the last. ‘I bring this lock 
to the tomb (which is all I can now do), for 
I was not present at my father’s funeral.’ 

10. mpocewcdow; ‘Should I refer it 
by conjecture?’ Cf. Ag. 158, odk exo 
mpocedoot. Ib. 1100, xakg 5€ ro 
Tpocend iw Tdde. 

12. éreimkdoas roxw; ‘Shall I be right 
in guessing?’ ‘ Must I hazard a conjecture 
that ’—Peile; who distinguishes between 
tixw and tux” av with a participle, the 
latter meaning, ‘can I hit upon if I try ;’ 
but it may be doubted if the distinction 
is not a fanciful one. 
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Xoas hepovoas veprépois peiypacw ; 
ovdev Tor aAXo: Kat yap °Hréxrpav doxd 
ateixew, ddehpiy riy euny, TévOE Luypo 15 

Tpérovoay. & Zed, dds pe ticacbar pdpov 
‘ stil oe 4 Fai > , TaTpos, yevod dé Eippayos Oéhov enol. 

Tvddn, orabdpev éxrodav, as dv cadds 
pA0e yuvarkdv yris 78e TpoaTpomy. 

XOPOX. 

iadtos ex Sduwr &Byv 
‘ XN La all Ae ‘\ 7 

Xoas TpoTroumos o€vxeipe Gy KTUTM. 
o7Tp. a. 

21 
Z Ay i oa > an 

TpeTer Tapnis powtlous apvyjots, 
6vuxos ahoKe VEeoToMe 

} > + Bas > 9 lai la # 

Lv aidvos 8 ivypotor Bockerat Kéap: 
Awopldpoa & thacpdrov 25 

haxides &padov i’ anyeorw 

13.«veprépors wetAlywaciv; ‘ For offer- 
ings to appease the dead.’ Blomf., Dind., 
and Herm. give pe:Alyuara, a probable 
correction, since transcribers often. fell 
into the error of assimilating terminations, 
and we have ynpddua werAlypara in Kum, 
107, and dmep vexpotot meAiKrhpia in 
Pers. 612, both immediately in, juxta- 
position with yxads. The dative is de- 
fended by Well., Peile, and Franz. Cf. 
Thucyd, iii. 82, Eyupaxlas dua éxarépos 
Th tay évavtioy Kaxwooe. Ibid. vi. 33, 
"AOnvaios ep: huas Spunvrar — mpdpaciw 
bey "Evyeoraiwy tvupaxle cal Acovrivay 
Karoutoes. 

15. wévOer Avyp@ mpéroveay. ‘ Dressed 
in sad mourning’ (for so in our idiom we 
use mourning for habiliments of mourn- 
ing). So mpérovea sup. 10. 

16. & Zed, 54s, «.7.A. The sight of 
his sister in grief, as Klausen well ob- 
serves, rouses Orestes to a desire for 
vengeance, 

19. mpocrporh. Supplicatio,—here, as 
the context, shews, used for those con- 
ducting it, i. e..a band of suppliants.., 
.20 seqq. The chorus in the parode 

declare the reasons why they have been 
sent to accompany the libations to the 
tomb, and how they do so with a real 

sorrow for their own fortunes and. those 
of the family. Clytemnestra has seen a 
dream, which has alarmed her and in- 

duced her to appease by offerings the 
shade of Agamemnon. Their respect for 
their lord, their dislike of the queen, their 
expectation of vengeance, are expressed, 
though with a certain degree of reserve. 
Their own unhappy lot in being under 
the thraldom of an unjust tyranny, and 
so forced to dissemble their feelings, is 
_bewailed. (66 seqq.). 

21. xods mpowounds. Dind. gives xoav 
with Casaubon. The accusative is de- 
fended. by &ropa mépiuos, Prom. 924; 
To way wAxap otpios Zeds, Suppl. 588. 
Cf. Pers. 624, yardrous 8 éyd timds 
Tporeupo. 

22. powwtos duvyyots. The Med. has 
pomooapvypots, which differs, only in C 
for O. There is another reading in Ald. 
Rob. Guelf., polvicca ywypois, whence 
Hermann, followed by Franz, gives mpéme: 
maphot polvios dwwyyds, the antistrophic 
verse consisting of pure iambics. Prof. 
Conington remarks. that if the metre re- 
quires the change, it would be easier to 
read mpéme: mapfior powwlas dpuypds.— 
Byvxos Aoki, the rending or laceration of 
the face, according to ancient Eastern 
usage, as Eur. Suppl. 826, dvut: xarnao- 
klopmeda, 

24. 8? aiévos. Not merely as a mour- 
ner for the occasion, but as never ceasing 
to grieve. 

26. Aaides epaadov. ‘Have burst 
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, \ P ai > , MpooTEpvor GTOAMOL TETAWY ayehaoToLs 
Evpopats trem\yypévav. 

Topds S€ Hotros dpHdOpr€, 
8 , ? , 2¢ 9 s 
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? , 
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Tvéwv, GwpdovuKtoy ayBdapa 
pvydber ehaxe rept PdBo, 

yuvaixeiorow ev Sdpaow Bapds titvav: 
Kpitat d€ TOVS dveipdtav 
Oed0ev €haxov vaéyyvor, 

asunder in rendings (or tatters) destruc- 
tive of the threads of the texture.’ Schol. 
of oroAicpol Tay bpacudtwy mpds Tois 
arépvos AwopOdpor Aaxides eppdynoay. 
Hermann, by removing the comma after 
&Ayeow, adopts this construction, but 
rightly connects AwopOdpar tpacydror. 
See on Pers. 830. Others take oroApmol 
in apposition with Aakides, as just before 
Gpuypots, dvuxos tAoKt. Ag. 966, orAdy- 
xva ob pardcer, mpds ppeclv kuedovpevoy 
Kéap.—aToApuol métAwy, the folds of the 
tragic dress (Suppl. 451), called aémAos 
xoAria Pers. 1039. Cf. orodpo ralpovs 
Suppl. 695.—werAnypévev, if taken to 
agree with wémAwy, leaves the dative 
tuuopats dependent on the sense of én, 
‘in consequence of,’ cf. inf. 47, 74. 

Klausen supplies 74a, and it is certain 
that a person is said memA%}x@at Evopa, 
while the garment itself is rather ‘rent’ 
than ‘ beaten or struck.’ Perhaps, with- 
out referring this to the idiom illustrated 
on Suppl. 437, we may say that the poet 
identifies or confuses the thing with the 
person, of which it forms as it were a 
part, just as he uses é£ é€AevOépou dé€pys 
Ag. 320, dépns mpds Blay AcAnumévns id. 
849. Or did he mean rather oréepywy 
from mpéorepvot? 

29. ropds 8& potros. The conjecture of 
Hermann and Bamberger, adopted by 
Franz, for tops yap potBos. The com- 
mon reading, suggested by Heath, is 
Tops ‘yap dp0d@pit dBos, to which the 
repetition of wep! dy in 32 is an objec- 
tion not satisfactorily met by translating 
‘a fright uttered (caused the utterance of) 
a shriek through fear.’ Now gofros is an 
Aeschylean word (Theb. 658), which here 
seems to retain a signification closely con- 
nected with porav, ‘a stalking nightly 
visitant’ in the form of a dream, inf. 526, 
538. Thus topds will mean ‘clear,’ ‘ of 
unequivocal import,’ and the whole pas- 

35 

sage (which contains the reason of the 
chorus’ mission, v. 20) may be rendered 
thus: ‘For a plain spectral vision, making 
the hair to stand on end, declaring the 
destiny of the family by dreams, breathing 
resentment in sleep, uttered from the 
interior of the house a cry through terror 
in the dead of night, falling heavily on 
the women’s apartments.’ Clytemnestra, 
whose dream of a serpent is described 
below (526 seqq.), is there said é& trvov 
“Kexpayevan ewronwevn.—tédrov tréwv, cf. 
éyxoretv, v. 37. So mvéw wévos *Eum. 
804. avéovo’ én’ éxOpois Kérov inf. 939. 
—Bapis mirvwy, see on Ag. 1146, daiyov 
— trepdev Bapis euritvav.—epl pdBy, 
prae timore, Pers. 692. In puydbev 
ZAaxe there seems an allusion to the 
prophetic adytum (inf. 775) which ac- 
counts for the reading @o7Bos for otros. 
The Schol. seems to have read dos, 

from his comment on this verse (32), 
avadaxeiv kat Bojoa Thy KAuvtaimyhotpay 
érolncev 6 caphs pdfos, 5° dvelpwv par- 
tevd@evos. Klausen objects that the 
dream itself could not be said Aaxeiy, 
and gives @Aaxe with Aldus and MS. 
Guelf. But éveipduavtis justifies Aaxety, 

since the dream thereby assumes the 
character of a person; whence also Bapis 
tirvev. 

34. kpirat, the interpreters,—déuov 
mpopArat, Ag. 399. The d¢ was inserted 
by Schiitz.—Ocd@ev iméyyvor, Schol. é 
Oeav hopadionévo: Thy paytelav. This 
is added to impress the certainty of the 
result, and that the interpretation was 
not the vain conjecture of a mere @uyd- 
pHavris, Pers. 226. The seers, as the 
ministers of the gods, were pledged by 
the most solemn obligations not to falsify 
predictions, and were in turn secured by 

the gods from misapprehension of the 
true meaning. Perhaps however (cf. 32) 
it is better to join Ged@ev ZAakov. 
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36. péuderba, ‘are dissatisfied,’ ‘are 
discontented’ with their unavenged and 
unhonoured state in Hades.—zep:Oduws, 
cf. repidpyws, Ag. 209. 

38. xdpiv axdprrov. So Herm., Franz., 
Dind., Peile, after Elmsley, for ydpw 
xapiy, on account of the metre (for xdpiv 
&xapy occurs in precisely the same sense 
Ag. 1522).—Taia pata, cf. x8ovbs tpopod, 
y. 58, and also v. 120. The exclamation 
seems to imply that the chorus are 
shocked at the idea of Mother earth re- 
ceiving libations so impiously sent, and 
intend to deprecate the 0édvos which 
they might incur as agents in the trans- 
action. 

40. ros ré8e. I fear to utter the 
prescribed words drdérpowoy raxéy (inf. 
149) being well aware that there is no 
atonement for the blood that has been 
shed by her,—no ransom that can be 
paid to satisfy divine vengeance. It isa 
mdbos avhxeorov, inf. 507. Cf. Ag. 978. 
Theb. 678. Eum. 615 seqq.—Adrpov 
for Avypdy is the correction of Canter. 
The word is rather rare, and particularly 
in thesingular. Cf. Adrpwy &repOev, from 
Adw, Suppl. 988. Demosth. p. 394, 
avelCovro 6 wey Tpeis pvas, 6 dé wevre, 
6 8& Saws ouvéBawer ExdoTw Ta AdTpa. 

47. Seorotay. Perhaps Seomorav, as 

inf. 74. The plural is used, not only to 
suit @avdroow (which means more than 
a natural death, see Ag. 1311), but as 

before, v. 36, and as it generally is, when 
the intention is to allude rather than to 
specify. 

49. 8¢ étwv ppevds te. They not only 
obeyed Agamemnon, but had an affection 
for him in their hearts; whereas they 
submitted to Aegisthus reluctantly and 
only from necessity (Ag. 1618). The 
Schol. explains, toiro 8¢ OAc: eimety, 
bre 7H aidas, hy wep) "Ayaucuvovos efxov 
of Suc, viv eis pdBov erpdwn. éxetvov 
yep Roodvro Kal éplrouy, rdv 5& poBodyTa 
ds thpavvoy diaTeAotpevov.—oBeirar dé 
tis, i.e. the combined aidws and oéBas 
of the former reign is changed into ¢é8os. 
Schol. avr! rod, Exacros poPeira: pbeytac- 
@éa:. Klausen thinks the point of the 
passage lies in Agamemnon’s power to 
coerce, as auaxos, adduaros, amrdAemos, 
and that @oBetra: is said of Clytemnestra 

and the inhabitants of the palace, who 
have reason to dread the 5yud0pous dvap- 
xla of Ag. 856, so that no man thinks 
himself secure under Aegisthus’ feeble: 
sway. < 

50. 7d & ebruyxety, «.7.A. Men worship 
worldly prosperity, and attribute to it all 
the power of a god (this is said in respect 
of Aegisthus and Clytemnestra who had 
‘ruled by money,’ Ag. 1616), but justice 
will sooner or later overtake the wicked, 
and not the less surely because it is 
slow. 
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53. Alxas. The Med. has dfxay, but 
the Schol. has 4 rijs dfens powh. 

54. robs wév. So the Schol. and ed. 
Turn. The Med. has tofs pév, and 
another scholium, founded perhaps on a 
various reading, Tois mév, dvt) rod Tods 
bwév. It may be observed that Sicav — 
rots ey form a connected construction, 
and must be adopted or rejected together. 
For émoxorei, ‘regards,’ ‘does not lose 
sight of,’ cf. Suppl. 396, auorégovs — 
émirxoret Zevs Erepopperhs. Ib.374, rov 
byddev cxomdy émioxdme:. Three periods 
are spoken of; the present time, or prime 
of life, when the stroke of justice (cf. Ag. 
241) falls most heavily and least expected ; 
the twilight, or evening of life; and the 
night, or death, which comes &«pavTos, 
before punishment has overtaken its 
victim. It is thus that bad men hope 
to escape, because divine retribution is 
dispensed in this mysterious way. Trans- 
late : ‘ But swiftly descending Justice has 
in view (i. e. observant Justice falls 
quickly upon) some in the light, while 
other (crimes) remain silently awaiting 
her for a long time in the hour between 
it and darkness, and others ineffective 
night possesses.’ The antithesis be- 
tween taxeia and xpovl(ovra will not 
escape the student, 

56. aovxa. So I formerly corrected 
&xn or efx of the Med., an alteration 
which suits both sense and metre at the 
small cost of changing € intoC. Her- 
mann now gives arvx7, having formerly 
omitted the word as a gloss, in which he 
is followed by Klausen, Franz, and Peile. 
He interprets the three terms, not of 
periods, but of the reigning Aegisthus, 
the exiled (4rvx%s) Orestes, and the dead 
Agamemnon. The first has his day; 
that of the second is dawning ; that of the 
third is past and gone. In this case, 
dfxn, as referred to Orestes, must mean 
that retributive justice which will restore 
him to his rights, while in respect of the 

as an adjective. 

others it will signify the justice which 
punishes (Aegisthus) and avenges (Aga- 
memnon). ‘The words however in the 
text seem peculiarly applicable to crimes 
which, as it were, lie dormant till old 
age, aud then have their penalty in a 
miserable and remorseful evening of life. 
This is nearly the view of the Scholiast ; 
h ths Sinns powh robs piv emoxomet 
Taxéws Kal dudbverat, BAdots bE ey dude 
Borw 2G Thy Tinwplay, odk GOpdws adrods 
Gpuvopévy, ote Tovs Hdiucnuevovs tr 
avtay Avreicba (this remark applying 
to Agamemnon, cf. v. 36), &%AAous 5& 
oxdétos xadtwrTe, a@s nde dpacbar or 
aurijs. 

56. wéver. Those who read xpovl(orra, 
Bpve are compelled to take this as a sub- 
stantive, and, by consequence, perarxule 

But cf. Ag. 820, dws 
xpovigey «bd wevet. After &xn the MSS. 
and early edd. add Bpvet, which seems to 
have crept in from v. 61. The Schol. also 
has fpvev dvOcz. Either &yn or Bpdet 
must be sacrificed to the necessities of the 
metre. Dr. Peile rightly judges, that in 
the scholium quoted above, &AAous 5t 
oxétos Kkadbrret, .7.A., Bpvet evidently 
finds no place. 

59. rlras pévos. Schol. riywpds.—od 
Bdiappvdav, Schol. avti tov, ob Siappewv. 
This adverb is commonly interpreted, 
‘indelibly,’ ‘so as not to be washed out,’ 
according to an ancient superstition that 
the blood of a murdered man leaves a 
stain that no water will efface. Prof. 
Conington however explains ‘not flowing 
through,’ i.e. Mother earth will not re- 
ceive into her lap the blood of her own 
child, but casts it out and lets it lie bare 
and festering on the surface. How then 
could the same blood be said to have 
been ‘drunk up?’ It seems that Siappeiy 
implies the dilution and consequent spread- 
ing of a stain, when water is mixed with 
it to wipe it up. 
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60. daryhs. Schol. 4 d:arwrtCovca. 
Did he read aiavhs? (Hum. 642.) ‘ Acer- 
ba pernicies,’ Klausen.—éiapéper, ‘ puts 
off the guilty one, that he may break out 
hereafter in a lasting affliction.’ Of the 
many interpretations that have been pro- 
posed, this of Hermann’s (“ differt auc- 
torem, i. e. differt auctori poenam”’) is 
by far the best. The Schol. gives d:ao7a- 
pécoe. The reference appears to be to 
the crimes which are -not immediately 
punished, but remain xpovf(ovra, v. 56. 
—ravdpretos, though drat Aeyduevor, is 
defended by the analogous form avdpxeros 
Eum. 501. It may be regarded as a syno- 
nym of mravapxys and mayraprys, ‘all- 
sufficing,’ and therefore ‘ holding out against 
all’ the remedies next mentioned. For 
the feminine termination sée Theb. 104. 
Pers. 598. Schol. rijs els mavra tov 
xpdvov apxovons arg. Cf. Theb. 838, 
Bovaal 8 &miorot Aatov dehpkecay. Klau- 
sen takes zavapxéras for the nominative. 
—After this verse the MSS. repeat v. 57, 

the error arising from Bpver having been 
added at the end of 56. 

62. @ryevTt. So Scaliger for otyovri. 
Cf. rwAindy ESwAiwy, “virgin chambers,’ 
Theb. 450. The double crime of Aegis- 
thus, adultery and murder, neither of 
which admit of any remedy, is here meant. 
Schol. dorep rH emiBdvrs vuupuctis cAlvns 
ob forw tacts mpds dvamapOevevow Ths 
épys, ofrws obdt TG hovel mdpeote wépos 
mpos &xeow Tot pdvov. It is clear that 
he read Oryéyr1, not ofyorrt, which leaves 
€SwAlwy to depend on dxos. For the 
Homeric ém:@ypuévar edyijs (Suppl. 39) is 
a synonym of @ryeiy edvijs. Besides, the 
metre is against ofyovr:, which should not 
have been retained by Klausen, Franz, 
and Peile. 

63. éx puds 6500. Rushing in one com- 
mon channel, and therefore, in one direc- 
tion upon the guilty spot. There can be 
little doubt that Batvovres is a mere gloss. 
The metre might be restored either by 

65 

ém@ods. 

mpoBalvoyres (Bamberger), or dialvoyres 
(Lachmann and Hermann); or, more pro- 
bably still, we should transfer xaSalpovres 
to this place, and leave the next verse 
with the marks of a lacuna. The words 
iodcay &rny are also corrupt. No correc- 
tion is of sufficient certainty to be ad- 
mitted; but Zrovcav udrny, though it 
does not suit the strophic verse, probably 
represents the general meaning. Hermann 
gives xadapotois torev bv wdrnv. Klausen, 
Dindorf, and Peile retain the vulgate, but 
Klausen alone ventures to explain it, 
taking mépor, after the Schol., for ‘ ways 
and means’ (Prom. 59). There can be 
no doubt however that water is meant, 
the usual purification in murder (fvtol 
mépot, Hum. 430), especially as xepouvoy 
is contrasted with kadapal xeipes (id. 
303). 

66. The general sense of the difficult 
passage which commences the epode is 
this: ‘However, since I am a slave, I 
must not rebel, but put up with the con- 
duct of my superiors, just or unjust, sup- 
pressing my dislike.’ ‘‘ Excusant se servae, 
quod Clytaemnestrae morem gerunt in fa- 
ciendis inferiis, quas Agamemnoni parum 
acceptas fore satis intelligunt.’’ Klausen. 
—dvdyun Gupirrodts, according to Her- 
mann, means “ duplicis sedis necessitas,” 
the being driven from their native city, 
Troy, to another, Argos. And so the 
Schol. thy ék diapdpwv wérAcwr avdeyeny. 
The ordinary explanation seems at least 
equally probable, ‘slavery thrown (like 
a net, Ag. 351) round the city’ by the 
beleaguering army. Prof. Conington un- 
derstands, nearly with Peile, aAAa yap 
éuol Oeol mpoofveyxay aydykny aivéoau 
Slava rad ph Sikara mpérov7’ apxats Biov, 
i.e. ‘things which, right or wrong, seem 
right and fitting to the rulers of my life,’ 
7a Soxodyta Tots éuois Seondrais. He 
thus construes Big pepouévwy as a genitive 
absolute, ‘since things go by force.’ To 
him also is due SovAcdév pw’ for SovAcoy, for 

3K 
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which others give 5ovalay. Cf. Od. vi. 91, 
eluata xepaly EAdovto, Kab eopdpeoy wéAay 
#Swp. The chief obscurity of the passage 
lies in mpérov7’ Gpxats Biov. As the Med. 
gives épxas, and the Schol. explains éyol 
d& apémorta Kal dpeirduevd eoriw am 
épxas (MS. dmapxas) Blov ra tov Bla 
pepomever aivéocat, and again, étére tod- 
Tov eravipnuo tov Biov, I have ventured 
to restore am’ dpxas in the text. Trans- 
late: ‘For to me it has been becoming 
(i. e. a matter of duty) from the com- 
mencement of (this) life, to acquiesce in 

the deeds of those who behave overbear- 
ingly, whether righteous or unrighteous, 
suppressing the bitter detestation of my 
heart.’ Literally, ‘Justice and injustice 
alike have been proper for me to assent 
to,’ as inf. 114, xal ratra podorly eboeBR 
OeGv mdpa; i.e. edoeBH euol dore eb- 
xec0u aitd. On the article omitted 
before Pepouévwr, see inf. 352. : 

69. Sica cat wy dlxaa. Schol. gor: 
3& mwapomia, AodAe, SeomoTay Uxove Kab 
Slicaa K&5ixa. Compare Tac. Ann. ii. 38, 
‘haec atque talia, quanquam cum adsensu 
audita ab iis quibus omnia principum, 
honesta atque inhonesta, laudare mos est, 
plures per silentium aut occultum murmur 
excepere.’ The py is used, asin Prom. 
959. Theb. 750, as if the article had been 

prefixed, 7& w} Sixata, the same notion of 
generality being sufficiently conveyed by 

80 

the context. 
71. mixpdv. So ed. Vict. for mixpav. 
73. ig” ciudrwy, ‘secretly,’ so as to 

conceal my tears from my masters. — 
partaiots, ‘helpless,’ ‘ frustrated of their 
hopes.’ By Seororay she means Orestes 
(cf. 757), including perhaps Agamemnon, 

76 seqq. Electra, being assured by the 
sentiments in the parode, that the chorus 
are unwilling agents in carrying the liba- 
tions according to the purpose of Clytem- 
nestra, now asks their advice as to the 
course she ought to pursue, proposing to 
them several plans which she well knows 
they will severally reject. The object of 
this, Klausen observes, was to fortify her- 
self by the counsel of others in treating 
her mother as an enemy, and so to avoid 
the $@évos of originating an imprecation 
upon her. 

79. tio. So Franz with H. L. Ahrens 
for tépw S¢€. In the Med. ofua TvuBw 
is added as a conjecture. Hence rdpo 
Stanley, téuBm xéovca Herm., Dind., 
Blomf. Klausen and Peile retain 5¢ (rdpy 
5 xéovea), for the insertion of which it is 
not easy to account, though neither is 
it easy to defend it satisfactorily (see a 
similar instance in 198). I believe rf o@ 
is the true reading ; compare 83 and 110. 
—xnbelovs, Schol. cuyyerxds. Rather, 
perhaps, ‘ funeral offerings,’ as inf. 529. 

80. xaredtoucu:. Some recent editors 
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change this to carediwuat. But the tragic 
writers frequently combine the future with 
the conjunctive of the aorist. Cf. Eur. 
Ton 758. Iph. Aul. 442. 455. Trach. 
973. Ajac. 403. Pers. 124. Suppl. 757. 

Inf. 257. Of course, there is a slight dif- 
ference in sense, as in English between 
shall I and must or should I.—evppova, 
*acceptable to my father.’ 

85. @ TodTo x.7.A. ‘Or should I utter 
this form of prayer, as is usual among 
mankind, That he may give in return 
blessings to those who are sending these 
garlands, « return which, forsooth, their 
evil actions have deserved?’ The reading 
é@’ for 07’, admitted by Dindorf and 
Hermann, is Elmsley’s, and it so improves 
the sense of the whole passage that one 
can hardly doubt of its truth; and the 
same may be said of ye for re, since Tav 

kax@v is opposed to éo@Ad, and the ab- 
surdity, in the mind of a Greek, of render- 
ing good for evil justifies the introduction 
of the ironical particle. —orépy, Schol. 
ayrl rod Tas xods. And this may be the 
meaning here. Cf. Soph. El. 440, rdode 
dvopevets xods obi by 00”, By y exrewve, 
TQS enéorepe. Antig. 431, xoator rpi- 
ondvdoic. Tov véxvy oréper. The term 
may have arisen from comprising various 
Offerings, flowers, hair, chaplets, &c. under 
one general name (cf. Pers. 611 seqq. 
Soph. El. 895, wepiorep} Kicrd@ mdvTwv 
bo” Zorw avOéwv Ohenv marpds), or even 
from the Homeric xpnriipa, émorépacda 
troroto, in allusion to the foam or ‘ head’ 

s 6Bw twés: 

upon poured-out liquids. 
88. dowep ody. See on Ag. 1142. 

‘Ought I not rather to commemorate my 
father’s ignominious death by a silent and 
unceremonious offering of the libations? 
To symbolize my loathing for the deed by 
casting away these libations like some 
polluted thing?’ But this (she implies) 
would be as unnatural and ungracious as 
the other proposals, since it would seem 
that the daughter did him dishonour as 
well as the wife. 

90. oretxw i.7.A. ‘Should I, like one 
who has carried away refuse from a purifi- 
cation, after tossing away the urn, go back 
again with eyes not turned behind me?’ 
(or without looking back to see what 
became of the lustral ashes and water 
which had just been thrown away.) On 
this ancient and curious superstition the 
Schol. observes, todro mpbs Tb map’ °AOn- 
vatows €0s, 871 Kadatpovres oixtay dorpa- 
xiv Ovpiaryple pipaytes év tais tpidbors 
7d daTpakoy auetaoTpenT) dvexdpouv. See 
Eum. 430. Virg. Eccl. viii. 102. Theocr. 
xxiv. 91. Oecd. Col. 490. Ovid, Fast. 
v. 436, ‘ Aversusque jacit, sed dum jacit, 
Haec ego mitto, His, inquit, redimo 
meque meosque fabis. Hoc novies dicit, 
nec respicit ; umbra putatur Colligere, et 
nullo terga vidente sequi.’ 

93. voulGoper. ‘We entertain,’ ‘we 
habitually hold,’ (inf. 990.) The use of 
the word in this sense is rare; but the 
poet perhaps meant tobs adtods ptdous 
xa) éxOpovs voulfouer, 

38k 2 
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95. 7d udpoimoy yap, i. e. the chances 
of harm are common to slaves and free, 
and you can suffer nothing unless fate 
wills it. Do not therefore withhold your 
sentiments through fear of offending your 
superiors. Compare sup. 73. 

97. Aéyous &y. Literally, ‘ You would 
tell it, if you had any thing superior to 
the above proposals.’ In our idiom, ‘Say, 
if you have any thing better to suggest.’ 
And the chorus proceeds to dictate a more 
suitable prayer to be uttered while the 
libations are being poured. ‘From the 
reverence which I feel for your father’s 
tomb, I will speak, as you bid me, the 
real sentiments of my heart.’—‘ Speak on 
then, with all the sincerity implied in that 
profession,’ by which you are in a manner 
pledged to consult only the interests of 
Agamemnon and his family. With déomep 
7décw compare inf. 663, domep Seip’ ar- 
e(dynv médas. 

101. @Oéyyou. ‘ Utter, as you pour, 
solemn words for those who are well- 
disposed.’ What follows defines ceuvd, 
and shews that the prayer was for good. 
But the chorus speak at first very guard- 
edly, and as it were by feeling the pulse 
of Electra. Thus both ceuvd and ct- 
gpoow are purposely ambiguous. Had 

they said plainly and at once, ed{a: dyad 
Tois *Ayauéuvovos pidois, Electra might 
have reproved their audacity, or refused 
to accept so bold an expression. As it is, 
she cautiously inquires whom of her ac- 
quaintances and relations (@fAo:) she is to 
address as ‘the well-disposed,’ and the 
chorus with equal caution reply, so as not 
directly to implicate themselves. 

104. euol re wal col. ‘Shall I pray 
this (ra ceuvd, implying T& dyaba) for 
you as well as for myself ?’—‘Do you 
yourself consider that, now that you begin 
to understand my meaning.’ On the 
sense of re — xa} see Suppl. 734. 

106. ordcet. Here and inf. 449, 
simply, ‘company,’ without reference, as 
Klausen thinks, to political factions against 
Aegisthus and Clytemnestra. Properly 
(Ag. 1086. Eum. 301) used of the chorus 
drawn up in their proper station at the 
thymele; whence also Adxos Theb. 106. 

110. enyounévn, ‘dictating.’ Electra 
wishes to shift the responsibility of a vin- 
dictive prayer from herself, on the pre- 
tence of ignorance what to say. See on 
76. It has been supposed that there is 
an allusion to the Athenian éfyyyTal, or 
authorised expositors of difficult legal and 
religious questions. 
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112. Bicaorhy, ) Sienpdpov; ‘A judge 
‘to hear the cause, or an avenger to inflict 
summary justice ?’ 

113. arAés, ‘plainly,’ ‘without dis- 
guise.’ Prom. 628, od éumAéewy aivly- 
Mar GAN amag Adyw. Ib. 996, arrg 
Adyw tabs mdvras éx@aipw Oeovs. Her- 
mann reads amAworl, 

114, eboeBA Oeav mdpa. Schol. rad rd 
taita eimety (1. airely) mapa Oey dard, 
pot xplverar; Apparently a short or im- 
perfectly enunciated expression for kal 
TaiTa ebaeBR earl mor e¥xeoOar AaPeiv 

Tope Oeay ; 
115, was 8 od; i.e. the law of retri- 

bution is natural, just, and immutable. 
Theb. 1052, wafav xaxds xaxotow dyr- 
nuelBero, 

116. «ijpvg. This verse occurs in the 
old copies after 157. Later editors follow 
Hermann, who first transposed it to its 
present place. In the “next verse either 
xovoor or uipnéoy is thought to have been 
lost.—rév tivw kal (Tov) kdrw, the more 
correct expression, is disregarded as too 
prosaic ; cf. ray aAdvrwy Kal Kpatrnodytwy 
Ag. 315. Properly, of &vw te nal Kdtw 
should mean ‘ those who have to do with 
both the upper and the lower world,’ like 
Hermes himself.—rnpvéas «.7.A., ‘ having 
summoned for me the powers below the 
earth to hear my prayers which have re- 
ference to my father’s house.’ ‘For the 
construction of kxyptcoey compare Ar. 
Ach. 748, ey 8¢ KapviG Arcaidrorw, 
and for émiondmous, agreeing with ebxas 
and not with Saluovas, Hum. 863, émoia 
viens wh Kahs éntoxona. The whole 
prayer as far as 132 (or at least 130), is 

for the restoration of Orestes to his home. 
From not sufficiently noticing this, Her- 
mann and Franz read aiudrwy. The Med. 
has 8 éupdrwy. The obvious correction 
dwudrwy was made by Stanley. 

120. 7a wdvta tinrerau, ‘has all things 
produced from herself, and having reared 
them to maturity, again receives the in- 
crease of them,’ e. g. wine, the produce of 
the grape, oil from the olive, &c. She is 
not only uATnp and tpodds, but she is the 
careful guardian of all that she has taken 
back into her lap, and therefore of the 
dead. Photius, kiya: 7d kvotpevov. See 
Eum. 629, rpopds 5& kduatos veoomdpou, 
i. e. kufparos. 

122. nal éyd. ‘As you (Hermes) have 
your part to do, so I here do mine.’ Her- 
mann gives ‘&yw, and @O:rots for Bporors, 
in the latter of which arbitrary changes 
he is followed by Dindorf and Franz. The 
Med. has yp. vexpots, which seems to have 
originated in a gloss to shew that the dead 

Agamemnon was meant. But Bporois is 

rightly used in contrast with robs yijs 
évepOe Saiuovas. Hermes summons the 
powers below by his office of herald, 
Electra calls on those who have human 
relations to her family, namely Aga- 
memnon, by her libations. Though Bpo- 
tots is of itself indefinite, the immediate 
addition of kadotoa marépa removes the 
ambiguity. Dr. Peile follows Klausen 
in harshly construing xépy:Bas Bporois, 
‘what mortals are accustomed to consider 
expiatory (or lustral) streams.’ 

123. éwolxreipoy x.7.A. ‘ Pity me, and 
how shall we restore dear Orestes to his 
house?’ i.e. and show us how we may 
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restore him. There is some uncertainty 
whether davdfouey is from dvdyw, or, as 
the Schol. takes it, from dvdoow. The 
latter verb has the dative in Homer, roA- 
Afiow yhoo: Kad “Apyet may7l dvdooey, 
while it must be confessed that rardtouev 
would have been more appropriate in the 
sense of ‘bringing back,’ than évd-yev 
(Ag. 991). So however Il. xv. 29 (quoted 
by Klausen), wal aviyyaryov abris “Apyos 
és inméBorov Kal ToAAd ep aOAhoarTA. 
But Klausen, with the Schol., explains 
més as if for émws, which can only be 
maintained by taking émolxreipoy for A€ye 
or Seitoy émouxrelpwy. Hermann thinks 
something has been lost, and reads ézoir- 
telpovr’ éué. And Prof. Conington adopts 
this, ‘addressing my father as one that 
has pity on me and my loved Orestes.’ 

125. mempapyevor. So Casaubon for 
memparyuevot, which Peile alone defends, 
very inelegantly rendering it ‘ For now we 
are converted into produce as it were and 
shipped off by our mother.’ It is ha- 
zardous to attach such a strange sense to 
a participle familiar to every Greek in a 
very different one. And in truth, avrnA- 
Adtaro immediately following, not to say 
dixGs empddnv and 6 riwos used of the 
same transaction inf. 902, is altogether in 
favour of rempauévor, ‘sold,’ i. e. discarded 
and turned off (inf. 900) in order that the 
mother might gain possession of the man 
she coveted, at the price of her own flesh 

and blood. 
129. imepxdrws. See on Theb. 386. 
130. év rotor cots mévoict, “iis quae 

labore tuo parta sunt,” Klausen; who 

compares rAovrou mévos obuds, Pers. 747. 
136. The construction is, e#xoua (Aéyw 

ebxas) Paviivat Tiudopoy cov Slanv Thy 
tod (or év TG) kal Tovs nravdvtas avri- 
xatOavety. So dlkny xaxdv riuwpdy Soph. 
frag. 94. Tyuwpdy Slenv Kur. Electr. 
676. The words kal rots — dyrtixar- 
6avety form one notion with dixny, ‘ the 
justice which consists in the death of your 
murderers in return.’ The Med. has yp. 
ayTikaTaxtavety, whence Hermann reads 
with Scaliger ayrixanraveiy Sinn. It ap- 
pears to me utterly out of the question 
either to explain 8fcnv ‘in like manner,’ 
with Peile, or to join dyr. dixny with 
Klausen, moriendo solvere id quod justum 
est. It would surely be much better than 
either alternative to read Aéyw pavijvai 0’, 
& wdrep, with Canter, and diky for dtxny. 
Or tizdopoy might thus mean Orestes, 
and the next verse depend on éore. 
The former change is justified by the 
Schol., who takes trois évayrtois with 
Tiudopoy davivat. Still the antithesis 
clearly is juiy ue etxouo Tdhde (radra), 
tots & évaytious émevyomuat, x.7.A. 

138. ris Kaas dpas. So Herm, 
Blomf., after Schiitz for rijs kaxjs. It is 
surprising that a correction so easy, so 
obvious, — one is tempted to add, so neces- 
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sary,—should have met with very little 
favour from modern editors. The good 
prayer is the body of the petition gene- 
rally; but the ax} dpa, or imprecation 
on her enemies, is contained in the in- 
tervening lines, 135—7. ‘ This last,’ says 
Electra, ‘I interpose, and wish to keep 
distinct from the other.’ For the doctrine 
KanG éoOrdv od Evpmryvivar see Ag. 620. 
Prof. Conington retains xaxjs, ‘This I 

interpose to bar ¢heir prayer for evil’ 
(rather, perhaps, ‘their bad, or iniquitous 
petition’), ‘uttering against them this my 
prayer for evil,’ and understands it of the 
prayer which Clytemnestra wished to 
have presented along with the libations. 
I cannot believe such to be the poet’s 
meaning. It is true that dpa does not 
usually signify a good prayer; but the 
addition of a strongly contrasted epithet 
in this case disposes of that objection. 
Butler quotes édv’ apduevor ruxeiv, 
Orest. 1138. 

140. rav8 éc@AaGy. Aldus and MS. 
Guelf. have raév8’, the Med. rév with & 
written above. Cf. edxas Tdode, 135. 
Recent editors give 7év, Klausen ex- 
cepted. 

142. én’ edxats. The ém) may be 
rendered ‘after,’ or ‘ with,’ or ‘ upon,’ i.e. 
to ratify them, as T#3e Aaumdd. éopOid- 
(ew Ag. 28. Pers. 622, xouto. veptépwy 
Buvous erevdnucire. And the last is 
probably the true meaning. 

143. érav@iew. Schol. orépew ws 
dvéeot1. The-verb is clearly active in 
Theb. 943, id oAAcis éravbicavTes 
mévotot yeveday, and (in the middle) Ag. 
1434, ‘But for you it is the custom to 
(i.e. do you according to custom, ds 
véuos Bporois sup. 85) deck with lamenta- 
tions the paean of the dead as you utter 
it’ Theb. 862, ’Aidg éx@pbv maar 
émiéAmev. The object of Electra, in 

enjoining the kwxvro) which immediately 
follow, was, as Klausen well observes, to 
do honour to the hitherto unhonoured 
spirit of Agamemnon, and thus at once to 
impart to him a greater power to aid 
them, and to secure his good will to her- 
self by anticipating Clytemnestra, whose 
impious offering could but increase his 
anger. For, according to the Greek 
theology, a man had power and honour 
in Hades just in proportion to the worship 
paid to him, on earth; see inf. 348 seqq. 
The union of the paean with the libation 
was a solemn form of acknowledgment to 
the gods (Ag. 237), and it is here offered 
as a veprepwy welAvyya, as in Pers. 622. 
—After this verse Electra proceeds alone 
to pour the libation on the tomb, while 
the chorus sing the following @pijvos. 

145 seqq. In the antistrophic arrange- 
ment of these corrupt and difficult verses 
I have followed Hermann, though not in 
all his alterations. They are commonly 
edited as monostrophic.—ddxpu kavaxés, 
‘a pattering tear,’ like worapol xavaxndd 
féovres, Hes. Theog. 367.—dAduevoy is 
added rather for the sake of a favourite 
poetical repetition, like xara kands, &c., 
than for any definite meaning as an epithet 
to Sdéxpv. Hermann renders it lacrimam 
stridulam miseram misero domino; Dr. 
Peile neatly translates, ‘a tear pattering 
as it falls in honour of our fallen master.’ 
Compare Suppl. 821, cotc@e cotc® 6ad- 
pevat dAdueva, 

147. Zovpya. This word is probably 
corrupt. Hermann reads mpbs Epua yas, 
comparing épua tuuBsxworoy Antig. 84]. 
Few will go with Klausen, ‘ dicitur caedes 
Agamemnonis esse praesidium malorum, 
quia omnia mala ab ea repetuntur, et 
augentur et firmantur eo, quod neglectum 
jacet ejus sepulcrum et iners est sepulti 
vis.” The Schol. has dmérporoy trav 
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155 
ev epyw Bédy “Trurdhiwv “Apns 
oxédud 7 aitékora vopav tBéedy ; 

huetépwy Kandy kal tay dyabdy Tov 
éxOpav. Translate, ‘at this tomb which 
is a barrier against evil and good, now 
that the libations have been poured out 
(which were intended, cf. 38) to avert 
the odious guilt’ (of the murder). The 
tomb is so called, because the dead are as 
it were shut out from all further par- 
ticipation in either the sufferings or the 
blessings of this life.—a&yos for &A-yos is 
from the Schol., who explains, though 
wrongly, 7 Bdnpy “yep ameveroy wyos 
elev. Hermann gives ayos (Hesych. 
&yuiopa Ovotas). Placing a stop at rd5e 
Kedvoy (ad sacrum huncce tumulum), he 
reads xandv 8 dardtporov Gyos, K.T.A., 
malorum autem averruncam consecra- 
tionem effusarum inferiarum abominor, 
thus losing sight of the evident antithesis 
between kara and xedvd. Both sense and 
metre suggest arotpérwy (vulg. damdrpo- 
mov) as the true reading. The accusative 
depends on the adjective as sup. 21, xods 
aporounds. The chorus appears to em- 
ploy, with a mental reservation as to the 
sense, the form of words ordered to be 
uttered with the libations by Clytemnes- 
tra. 

150. véBas. The vocative, like cwppd- 
voy wiohuara Theb. 173. The old read- 
ing was KAdve dé wor KAve, oéBas & Séor07’, 
corrected by Hermann.— éé duaupas ppevds, 
Schol. Sr: cxid of vexpol. But in Ag. 
529, &s méAN’ Guaupas ex gpevds w 
évaorévery, the same words are applied to 
the speaker, who seems here also to be 
meant rather than the hearer; ‘ Listen, 
object of my veneration, listen, O my 
lord (to prayers uttered), from a sad. 
heart.’ The ellipse will appear less harsh, 

when we consider that cAvew=déxerOu 
Adyous. And duavpas may be regarded 
as the contrary of patdpas, ‘ cheerful.’ 

155. év xepl. The MSS. give. & 
xeporv. But xepl, xepl, xepotv, xepol, 
are continually confused, e. g. Prom. 938. 

157. BéAn. This word is probably 
corrupt. Recent editors confidently sub- 
situte {7 from the Schol.; yet an atten- 
tive consideration of his words will make 
us suspect that he did not find tpn (in 
which case he would hardly have repeated 
it from the text), but supplied it; ra ay 
éaut@y exovra Thy AaBhy tidy, oxEbia 
d&, ek TOU TxEddY HovetovTa, Kal od wdp- 
pwiev domep ra BérAn. He wished to 
shew that avrdxwma agreed grammatically 
with the preceding BéAy, but that some 
more appropriate word like tn was to 
be understood. The poet himself meant 
that a sword should be inferred from the 
distinctive epithet adréxwra. But he 
would not have used itif he had expressed 
Elpn. And it was because airéxwma stood 
alone in the original, that the marginal 
gloss BéAn crept into the text. On vw- 
Hav the Schol. has the remarkable gloss 
yp. €roiua. Whence some word seems to 
have dropped out, possibly duod. As for 
avtékwra, it merely means ‘hilted,’ as 
contrasted with aAlvrova, applied to 
bows which assume the contrary curva- 
ture when unstrung. The addition of 
Sxvixe alone shows that bows are meant, 

not dances, as Peile supposes: he, how- 
ever, reads 3xdOns (Med. SxvOirdr’). 
On the Scythian bow see Wuestemann on 
Theoer. iii. 56. 

Ibid. Electra having poured out the 
libation at the tomb on the stage, comes 
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forward, holding up to the chorus (still 
at the thymele) a lock she has found 
laid upon the mound. On the stage ar- 
rangement see note on Pers. 649. 

159. dpxe?ra: pdBo. Inf. 1013, xpds 
BE eapdla pdBos Eder Eroyos AT bropxeio- 
61 pd8y. The fear arose from the wild 
and excited looks of Electra. 

164. wAhy euod. ‘Except indeed my- 
self” ‘Separatim rAhy éuod et quasi 
obiter pronuntiandum est.’’ Hermann. 
The argument is this :—‘ There is no one 
of my father’s relations here who would 
have offered this lock. I might indeed 
have done it myself, but I did not. There- 
fore it must have come from a relation not 
hitherto here, and that can be none but 
Orestes.’ So far the argument from in- 
ference. Then follow the confirmatory 
circumstances, the colour of the hair, &c. 
Dindorf, Peile, and Blomfield, adopt 
Dobree’s plausible emendation wA}v évds, 
but Hermann, Franz, and Klausen, rightly 
retain éuod. I cannot agree with those 
who take elparré vw for ‘would mourn 
for him,’ on the analogy of témrec@a: or 
kénrecOat twa. For inf. 181, éxelpard 
vw can only mean ‘ cut off the lock,’ and 
it is very unlikely that a sense so different 
should have been intended here. With 
the whole of this passage compare Soph. 
Electr. 909 seqq. On xelpmto without 
dy see Ag. 603. 

166. duérrepos. See Pers. 561. Eur. 
Electr. 530, roAAobs & Bois by Boorpt- 
Xous duowrepovs xal wh yeyeaw aluaros 
Tavrod, yépoy. It is certain that not 

Lav obv ’Opéarov KpvBda Sapov Hv 765e ; 

only Sophocles and Euripides, but Aristo- 
phanes (Nub. 530) had the dvayvdpiors 
of the Choephoroe in view. 

168. abroiow juiv. The student will 
notice, not only the masculine plural, used 
by a woman speaking of herself, but the 
idiom by which, for brevity’s sake, a 
quality or possession of one person is 
compared, not to that of another, but to 
himself. 

169. jv. So Scholefield for 7, which 
Hermann, Klausen, and Dindorf retain. 
The Greeks sometimes, though rarely, 
used the third person of the conjunctive 
interrogatively without the indefinite 7s 
which made it virtually equivalent to the 
first (rot tis pbyn s=mol pbyw;). Thus 
Demosth. Mid. p. 525, 6 rowodros wérepa why 
8G Sicnv; Ibid. p. 384, ewesddv aod 
Agyovras, — th nad worhon; Cyth mdAN 
dvaadlonew, éfov éddtrw; But this is 
only where some action is implied, which 
can form the subject of deliberation. We 
still require, from a good Greek writer, 
an instance of such a construction as wu) 
qi 168¢ SGpov ’Opéorov; Even the autho- 
rity of Hermann does not deter the 
present editor from expressing a long- 
cherished conviction that it is decidedly a 
solecism. The imperfect, which involves 
the trifling change of ju into jy, is quite 
appropriate, the sense being, wy "Opéorns: 
xpbhda edwphoaro 768¢; Compare Suppl. 
411, pav od Soxe? Seiv ppovridSos cwrnplov ; 
Pers. 346 and the note. It may be re- 
marked, that wav, from uy oby (the origin 
probably of num), must have been used 

3 L 
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by the poet without regard to its com- 
ponent particles, since he adds o@y in this 
passage. Indeed, Dr. Peile adduces in- 
stances of both pay oty and pay ph 
from Plato. The Greek intellect, though 
acute and quick, was not an etymological 
one. 

172. @reupe. ‘(I donot say he came; 
perhaps) he sent,’ &c. —xdpy marpbs, cf. 
Ag. 1358, vexpav owrfpos cixratay xdpiy. 
On the same principle we find fepds twvos, 
where we should have expected iepds Tit. 
We might however regard ydpw simply 
as equivalent to éxat:z. Hermann and 
Dindorf needlessly give iad from Turne- 
bus. 

173. obx jooov ebdibepniti ‘Not less 

lamentable than the former state of 
things: if he is alive and never destined 
to return, I may bewail him as being 
dead to me.’ The ed does not appear to 
change the sense of SaxpuTbs (inf. 228, 
Theb. 962), though the compound ought 
to mean ‘well wept for,’ as avdpbs ed 
KexAauuevou inf. 674. But we have 
Wiiyua Sucddepurov, ‘bitterly lamented 
dust,’ Ag. 430. There seems therefore 
no need to read ody focoy ab dSaxputa 
with Emper and Hermann. 

174. wWatce. So the Med. rightly 
gives. There is another reading Waten, 
which Peile, Franz, and Klausen prefer. 
The difference between them may be ex- 
pressed by si nunquam rediturus est, and 
si nunquam redierit. The latter appears 
wholly inappropriate, for the chorus speaks 
as if éreue had removed all hope of his 
return from their minds. 

175. xapdlas. Though Klausen is 

greatly mistaken in construing mpooeoTn 
xapdias, and still more so in defending it 
by tvuBou mporeiproy Sopb. El. 900,— 
where tduBov depends on the very next 
word docov, which he has suppressed,— 
it is probable that the genitive should be 
retained against the obvious corrections 
xapdla or xapdtav, especially as the Schol. 
also recognises xapdlas. It matters little 
whether we translate ‘ heart-surge of bile’ 
or ‘ bile-surge of the heart.’ 

177. dhf0c. Hermann accepts the ex- 
planation of the Schol. mode:val, ‘longing 
tears.’ Taken in connexion with &pparror, 
and compared with Ag. 861, KAauudrey 
érloouro myyal KareoBhkacw, ov8 “ert 
oTayay, we may understand ‘tears not 
dammed up, but allowed freely to flow 
away and leave the eyes dry.’ It is # 
mistake in epithets of this kind (and the 
remark applies also to atréxwma in v. 
157) to press the sense of the word indi- 
vidually, when it only exerts a general 
force in the context. See on médAavos 
aivatrorpayys, Pers. 812.—dvoxluou, not 
connected with xejua, but from dbs with 
the adjectival termination, like peAdyxi- 
pos. Cf. Theb. 498, Spdxovra Sboximor, 
‘a fell serpent.’ It is hard to find'an 
English equivalent in the present passage ; 
Dr. Peile’s ‘ noxious flood ’. will hardly do; 
perhaps however the notion of ‘ hurtful’ 
is borne out by BAdBas éxw ev dupacw 
Ag. 862. Klausen thinks that it merely 
distinguishes tears of mixed joy and sor- 
row from those of joy only, Ag. 26]. 

181. ob8& phy. Cf. Theb. 665. Eum. 
449. With éuy 5& uhrnp, at which the 
commentators needlessly raise a difficulty, 
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compare Pers. 154, whrnp Bacirdéws 
Bacthea & éuh. The sense is (though, 
vw is to be taken with éxelparo), 4 éxeivoy 
Hey Kravoioa, uh dé uhrnp obca. See on 
Suppl. 15. Dr. Peile’s view is however 
tenable, ‘My mother, I should say, as 
though she would correct the strong ex- 
pression (7 kravotea) into which her feel- 
ings had betrayed her.’—émdvupov, sc. 
pntpés. 

186. catvoua: 3. The construction is 
broken off, as in Ag. 482, 631. Eum. 
391. Schol. rAclrer ode Fyw.—ayricpus 
aivéow, ‘ plainly assent.’ 

187. &® efxe. Schol. 6 wAdkapos 
dyAovdét:. For etppov’ Hermann gives 
euppor’, after Auratus, i. e. the voice of 
a living and intelligent being. But ‘a 
friendly voice’ is a voice of warning and 
directing in perplexity. For 8rws with 
the indicative compare Prom. 768; on 
the form xwicow, ib. 163. , 

189. ’capfver. This simple change 
from vapnvi, long ago proposed by me, 
removes all the difficulty from a passage 
which has been regarded as one of the 
most perplexing. ‘But it would have 
clearly intimated to me to reject indig- 
nantly this lock, if indeed it had been 
cut from the head of an enemy; or, being 
related, it would have been able to share 
in my grief, (which would have been) an 
ornament of this tomb, and an honour to 
my father.’ The subject to ’caphve: is, 
of course, pwr}, while that to e?xe is what 

has immediately preceded, the mAdos 
itself. The simple verb capnvéw does 
not occur; but we have d:acapyvéw in 
Hippocr. Epist. ad Philopoem. Vol. iii. 
p- 781, ed. Kiihn., and the analogous 
diacapety and d&mrocapery in Lucian and 
other writers. 

192. &yaAua. The accusative in appo- 
sition to the sentence. See on Ag. 218. 

193—6. There seems great probability 
in Hermann’s opinion, that these verses 

should be assigned to the chorus. Not to 
mention that the subject here changes to 
the plural, whereas Electra has spoken of 
herself in the singular, «al why in 197 

certainly ought to introduce a new speech 
(cf. 501).—Dr. Peile’s ‘‘ virtual opposi- 
tion between cidédras péy and duws 8& 
kaArovueda’? is quite gratuitous. The 
real opposition is d& in ei 8& yp} K.7.A., 
the sense being, ‘The gods know indeed 
in what storms we are tossed (what diffi- 
culties we have to encounter), but if we. 
are to obtain safety (from them) a great 
event may arise out of a little incident,’ 
viz. the offering of the lock may end in 
the restoration of Orestes. Schol.’ ei 
"Opéorov early 6 wAdKapos, yévour” by 
ex punpas mpopdoews wéya aryaddy. Dr. 
Peile calls this comment “not a little 
curious.” Why so? The expression ‘a 
great stock (or trunk) out of a little seed’ 
was, perhaps, proverbial; but the appli- 
cation of it is clearly as the Schol. points 
out. 

38 L 2 
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OPESTHS. 

evyou Ta houTa, Tots Deois Teheadpous 

198. wodav dpoto. The MSS. give 
today §, which Prof. Conington accounts 
for by supposing a period to have been 
wrongly placed at the end of the preced- 
ing verse. See sup. 79. The order is, 
oriBo wodav duoiol ciow euepels Te 
tots éuots. Schol. ére:dy &dyAov tiow 
bpoiot, efryarye Tots 7” euotow eupepeis. 
That wodév 8 duoto: should mean, as 
Dr. Peile thinks, ‘just like his feet too,’ 

is to me incredible. Klausen’s way is not 
better, ‘and they fit my feet and are like 
my footsteps.’ In either case, the pro- 
noun (€uév or ray éxelvov) would be in- 
dispensable. : 

199. meprypapé, ‘two (distinct) out- 
lines,’ i. ve. of not one and the same per- 
son. It is strange that Dr. Peile, with 
the very next verse in view, should under- 
stand ‘outlines of a pair of feet.’ Her- 
mann has fallen into an error on the other 
side ; he marks a lacuna after v. 200, on 
the ground that something ought to have 
been said about the foot-prints of Pylades 
being unlike, those of Orestes like Elec- 
tra’s. The simple truth is, that the poet 
felt bound, since in the prologue both the 
heroes had been seen at the tomb, to 
speak of the footsteps of both; but Elec- 
tra has nothing to do with those which 
were obviously unlike her own, and there- 
fore says nothing more about them. 
Much pains have been taken by critics to 
relieve Aeschylus from the ridicule which 
Euripides (El. 536, &c.) throws upon 
this part of the évayvdpiois, and Dr. Peile 
avows his belief that ‘there is nothing 
for adverse critics to condemn, or for 
misjudging friends to give up as indefen- 
sible in it.” One does not see why 

Aeschylus should be held impeccable by 
us, when his own contemporaries could 
find fault with him. We cannot, by any 
ingenious arguments, explain away a 
physical law, that the female foot and 
hand are somewhat smaller than the male. 
And if the resemblance was not particular 
and close, but general, and in shape only 
rather than in size, what is this but to 
assume that the brother and sister had 
certain bodily characteristics in common, 
which experience shows not to exist in 
ordinary families? Klausen’s remark, 
that not so much either the form or size 
of the foot, but the way of impressing it 
on the ground is meant, is hardly worthy 
of serious refutation, since differences of 
this sort are mere matters of habit, not 
congenital ; and if they were, was Orestes, 
as a mere boy, likely to have observed 
them? 

201. revdvtwy troypapal. Schol. rhv 
cis pijkos tov modav extacw Tévoyrds 
nav. 

203. w&{s. Distress of mind resulting 
from the conflicting emotions of hope and 
fear. ‘Ita quum sororem quasi per- 
cussam et fractam videat Orestes, accedit 
jam eam consolaturus ejusque pertur- 
bationem placaturus.’”” Klausen. 
204, Trercopédpous cixas eraryyéAAovea. 

‘ Acknowledging to the gods the accom- 
plishment of your prayers.’ In Electra’s 
reply viv is contrasted with rd Aoird, as 
ifshe had said, ‘ You tell me to be thank- 
ful for what I have already obtained, and 
to pray that the future may turn out 
(Prom. 354) not less favourably. What 
have I obtained on the present occasion 
by the favour of the gods?’ Klausen 
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HA. éet ti viv exate Saydvev Kupa ; 
OP. eis dy Hreis dvirep e&nbyou madau. 
HA. xai tiva cbvourOd wou kahovpévn Bporav ; 
OP. Evo ’Opéorny Toda o exrayhovpevyy. 
HA. xat rps ti Siro tuyxdve Karevypdrev ; 210 
OP. 68 eiul pur) pdorev’ ewod waddor didov. 
HA. GX’ 4 Sddov tw’, & E&’, audi por mrékers ; 
OP. aitos ka? atrov rapa pnyavoppada. 
HA. ad & kakotor Tots ewots yerav édes. 

OP. Kav Tots emots ap’, elrep ev ye Tolot Gols. 215 
HA, as ovr ’Opéorny tadra oe TPOTEvveTr@ ; 

OP. aivrdav pév ody dpdca Svopabets ene 
‘ 2 & A is Sf % koupay & idodoa THVSe KNSelov TpLYds 

ixvookoroved 7” év atiBoucs Tots wots 

understands, ‘ offering to the gods no vain 
prayers, but such as shall bring with 
them an accomplishment,’ and he adds, 
“rereopdpos est omnis res, quae satis 
valet, ut bonum eventum adducat.’”? But 
this is, in effect, to make prayers accom- 
plish or fulfil themselves; whereas Cly- 
temnestra says (Ag. 946), Zed, Zed TéActe, 
Tus éuds edxas TéAEL. . 

207. aymep einixov, sc. Gvrep cis yw 
erOeiv eknbyou. 

208. otvoicba. The compound implies 
that he could not know the purport of 
her prayers unless by being made a part- 
ner in them. Hence the argument really 
runs thus: ‘It is impossible that you 
(being a stranger). can know my private 
aspirations.’—‘ I know that you have a 
great veneration for Orestes, and. therefore 
linfer that you have desired and prayed 
to see him, though I may not actually 
know it.’ Compare, for the construction 
of Evveidévar, Xen. Conviv. iv. 62, xa) rb 
bbvoiw 0d wor, & Sdupares, rodrov eipyac- 
pévp; Plat. Phaed. p. 92, p, eyd rois 
bia tov ecixdrwy tas d&modelters mowupe- 
vos Adyous tbvoida obow GAafdow, ‘1 
know that they are cheats as well as they 
know it themselves.’ As Aeschylus rarely, 
if ever, uses a dactyl at the beginning of 
a senarius except in proper names, it 
may be questioned if we should not here 
read rly oby, or tiva tbvowwba.— éxmary- 

Aounevny, Schol. éxmdyrAws OavydCovcar. 
211. pdorev’. Herm., Dind., Blomf., 

Franz. read pdrev’ from Aldus and MS. 
Guelf. 

214. év karotor yeAdv. More usually 
eyyeAay kaxots, with the notion of de- 
rision not in, but at, misfortunes. 

216. raidrd oe mpooevvéerw. The MSS. 
give Td’ éydé ce mpodvvérw, whence Tdde 
ao éy mpocevvénw has been generally 
admitted from Arnaldus. Hermann’s 
emendation is (metrically) a more proba- 
ble one, ydp o° éyh mpocevvérw; Still, 
éy& seems superfluous, and is likely to 
have been thrust in after the common cor- 
ruption of taira into rdde. I have there- 
fore given the verse as I formerly edited it. 
For the oe made long before mp, see 
Suppl. 618. Prom. 677. Pers. 778. 
Theb. 1060. Ag. 1418. Inf. 596.. In 
d&s 8yra, there is a little ambiguity, since 
it might mean ‘as really being,’ or ‘ under 
the character of.’ In the latter sense 
Orestes seems to understand it, for he 
says, ‘Nay rather seeing Orestes himself 
you are slow in recognising me’ (i. e. him 
in me),—where éué may depend on the 
sense of ducpabeis (=xXaAreras mavOdvers) 
oron épéoa. Schol. émiore?’s.—The Med. 
has wey viv, whence Hermann and Franz 
give we viv with Schiitz. 

219 —22. These verses are differently 
disposed. in the Med. and. in ed. Rob., 
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oKdbat Ton mpocetoa Boatpvyxov TpLxXos 
cavTys ddehpod Evpperpov TO o@ T Kape, 
idod & vhacpa TOUT, aAS Epyor xEpds, 
omdOns te mhyyas, eis 5€ Ojpevov ypadyy. 
evdov yevov" Xapg. dé pe) “earharyys ppevas’ 225 

Tovs pudtarovs yap olda v@v ovTas TuKpovs. 

HA. ® didratov pedypea Mnaoue 7 Tar pos, 
SakpuTos é\ais ore patos cwTnpiov, 

which latter places 222 before 220. The 
order in the text is that of Herm., Dind., 
and Franz. Klausen, who follows the 
Med., has raised a just objection to tup- 
pétpov applied to the hair, the resem- 
blance of which consisted not in size, but 
in colour. But his own version, which 

makes 74 o@ xdépa=cat, is not less open 
to objection. Euripides, El. 532 seqq., 
where the present passage is satirized, 
applies it much more aptly to the size of 
the foot,—ov & cis txvos Bao’ apBuAns 
oxepar Bdow, ei Eduperpos og Todi 
yevnoerat, réexvov. Compare metpotuevat 
sup. 201. Hence I formerly conjectured, 
and still adhere to the opinion, that 

Aeschylus wrote modl, and that xdpq is 
a correction forced upon some gramma- 
rian by the accidental transposition of the 
verses. The original reading seems there- 
fore to have stood thus :— 

koupay 8 ldotca THE kndelov TpIXds, 
ixvoonomoiad, Tv év otlBowst Tots euots 
cavtijs adeApod Luuperpas TE OG Todl, 
dverrepdOns naddners Spay eue. 

Which is the order of the verses in ed. 
Rob. 

221. rouy, ‘the stump,’ i. e. the place 
whence the lock was cut. The meaning 
is, ‘apply the lock you have just found 
to what remains of it on the head, to see 
if it fits and coincides, and therefore if it 
was really I who cut it off.’ Eur. El. 520, 
oxépat b& xaltny mpootideion off Kouhy 
ei XpGua tabtby Koupluns ~orar rpixds. 
For this sense of rou} see Il. i. 235. 
Theocr. x. 46. Plat. Symp. p. 190, E. 
Thucyd. ii. 76. 

224. Ohpeov. So Herm., Dind., Franz. 
for the vulg. @nplwv, the Med. "having 
Onplov. The poet had in view, perhaps, 
as the Schol. suggests, the description of 
Ulysses’ woollen cloak embroidered with 

a fawn and a dog, Od. xix. 228.—After 
this verse Hermann marks a lacuna of 
one line. I had before suggested, that 
something was lost, from the abruptness 
of the next verse. But Hermann adds 
an equally cogent argument, viz. that the 
speech of Orestes probably contained 
eleven verses like that of Electra which 
follows, since of each of them speak nine 
verses next. (See on Ag. 1603.) Hence 
we may suppose the passage to have stood 
in some such way as this, — 

eis S¢ Ohpeiov ypaphy 
BaAérouca, kdopov xpuccoardAou XALBiis, 
Zvdov yevod K.7.A. 

The ridicule of Euripides (Electr. ut sup.) 
is well known, that Orestes the man 
could not have worn the same shirt as 
Orestes the boy. It may be replied, that 
pieces of embroidery regarded as a family: 
ketuhatov might have been removeable, 
and tacked on to many successive new 
garments, especially with a view to 
establishing an identity at some future 
time. And this is the explanation of the 
Schol., ob mdvrws év TH viv xray, GAN 
eixds avroy twOev Exew madindy ondpya- 
vov. To which however the sensible re- 
mark of Klausen must be opposed, “ patet 
ex illo loco (El. 541 seqq.), tempore 
Euripidis nondum incertum fuisse, utrum 
pallium an fascias ostenderet Orestes, et. 
quum is haud dubie actam viderit fabulam, 

sane non aliter atque ille possumus in- 
terpretari locum.’’ He adds, ‘“ Cur vero 
non misisset Oresti pallium Electra?” 

225. @vdov yevot, ‘be collected;’ ‘be 
yourself.’ “Monet Orestes Electram de 
odio eorum, qui aedibus imperant, ne laeta 
se prodat.” Klausen. 

228. omépua owrhpwy is the seed by. 
which « family is perpetuated. Cf. inf. 
496." 
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229. Gri weroidds. ‘’Tis by trusting 
to your strength (i.e. by the sword 
alone) that you will recover your father’s 
house.’ Cf. Ang wlovvos, Suppl. 346. 

230. dvouc. So Dind., Herm. for 
dua. The words are elsewhere confused, 
as in Theb. 573, and the context here 
favours, if it does not absolutely require, 
the alteration : ‘O fond name (of brother), 
comprising as it does to me three other 
relations, of father, mother, and sister.’ 
Literally, ‘containing four shares,’ viz. 
what ought to have been shared by three 
others beside. The father and the sister 
are dead, and the mother cannot be loved; 

the brother therefore inherits the affection 
due to each severally. Mr. Conington 
retains 8uua, with Franz, Klausen, and 
Peile, in the sense of ‘ object,’ comparing 
Ajac. 977. 1004. El. 903. Dr. Peile 
would read €xwy for Zxov, and thus in 
some degree remove the objection arising 
from the duotoréAevrov in the next verse. 

231. mpocavday 8. Schol. 6 d& avr) 
tod ydp. See on Prom. 410. 

235. jo@. ‘You were ever a brother 
in whom I placed confidence, and whom 
I venerated, even before you assumed the 
additional relations just enumerated.’ 
(Dr. Peile’s version of #o0a, ‘you are 
proved to be,’ cannot be maintained; 
this would have been jjo@ dpa.) - 

236. ydvov. The Med. has pdyos, 
which Klausen and Franz retain, the 
latter giving Kpdros 5 for Kpdros Te. 

But one can hardly doubt that pudvoy is 
right; cf. pdvoy gtdata: Suppl. 989. 
oloy wh Tis &ya Kveddon Ag. 130. ‘Only 
may Might, Justice, and Zeus the Pre- 
server, conspire to assist, and all will be 
well.’ And this in reference to 229, 
where @Axf is in a manner repeated in 
Kpdros.—For wot Hermann rightly edits 
cot, after Stanley. On rplros Swrhp see 
Suppl. 26. Ag. 237. 1358. 

239. idov yevvay edviv. For id0v juas 
as yévvay ebdyiv, as the Schol. remarks; 
the persons being identified with the si- 
mile instead of being only compared. 
See Suppl. 22]. Ag. 939. But the poet 
adds ofrw S¢ in 244, asif he had described 
a real eagle, without a figure of speech. 
Cf. Ag. 60. ‘ 

241. éxtSvns. So Clytemnestra is 
called inf. 981. Cf. Ag. 1204. Aristot. 
Hist. An. ix. 1, gor: 5€ derds Kad Spdrov_ 
ToAguia Tpophy yap moreirat Tovs dpers 6 
der ds. 
242. ob yap evreAts. ‘For it is not 

old enough to bring to the nest the prey 
which its parent used to provide.’ Or 
perhaps, ‘the prey which its parent had 
(vainly) attempted to bring,’ viz. the snake 
itself. The passage seems borrowed from 
Homer, Il. xii. 222, &pap & adenre, 
mdpos plaa réxva ikécOat, ob8 erércoce 
pépwy Sducvar texdecow éoiow. The 
Med. gives 6fjpa matpda, as inf. 472, 
toidde for roidySe. The Schol. has pre- 
served the accusative, and so ed. Rob. 
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247. Hermann is probably right in 
assigning these verses to Electra. See 
above on 224. A new line of argument 
is here introduced, appropriate to a new 
speaker. Orestes has appealed to the 
compassion of Zeus; Electra adds, that 
it is his interest to listen and save.—The 
idea in 249 is repeated in 253, but with a 
change of metaphor. ‘As, if you allow 
the -young eaglets to perish, you will not 
have a winged messenger to convey omens 
to mankind, so, if you allow us to perish, 
the offspring of a religious sire, you will 
not find another to honour you alike.’ 
It was superfluous to add, ‘ Nor will this 
royal stock if wholly withered up (ads 
avavGels, see on Ag. 939) support (Theb. 
14) your altars on sacrificial days.’ But 
the simile of a tree is resumed from 196, 
and the poet continues in the same figure, 
‘Take care of it, and you may yet rear 
up from its lowly condition a family which 
seems now to have been quite laid low.’ 
Both roul(ew and atpew (for which Sopho- 
cles has éfafpev, Trach. 147) are used in 
reference to the g:tumoiunv, or nursery- 
man (Eum. 871), who tenderly rears a 

260 

vine or an olive shoot to maturity. But 
in terrwxévat there is probably no other 
allusion than to the ruin of a material 
edifice. 

257—8. wevoerat — amayyelay, On 
the change of moods see sup. 80, though 
here it would be vain to suppose any subtle 
difference of meaning was intended.— 
yAdoons xdpw, ‘for the sake of gossip,’ 
i.e. from mere love of telling tales, and 
without any deliberate malice against you. 

260. ev Knkidt moohpe, i.e. dead and 
burning in the spurting pitch of the pyre 
of pine-wood. See inf. 378. 

261 seqq. Orestes nerves himself for 
the deed by a review of the motives which 
urge him to execute it. These are (1) 
the positive injunctions and denunciations 
of Apollo; (2) his own sense of wrong as 
an injured son; (3) public considerations. 
Under the first of these heads he enlarges 
upon the fearful penalties attached to the 
non-performance of the filial duty of 
revenge. Disease, nightly fears, political 
and religious disabilities, and, in fine, a 
wretched and ignominious death, are held 
out to him as the certain consequences of 
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disobedience.—o¥ro: mpoddécer, * will not 
abandon me,’ will not leave me without 
justification. For in proportion to the 
urgency of the command is his confidence 
in the promises of the god, which are 
ultimately realised in the Eumenides. 

264. b¢? frap Ocpudv. The epithet is 
rhetorically added for the sake of the 
antithesis. See Ag. 792. Antig. 88, 
Oepuny eri puxpoior xapdiay exes. The 
notion in the mind of the speaker is 
that of a cold chill at the vitals (xpdos, 
Eum. 155), 

265. robs airlovs. ‘ Breviter dictum 
pro Tod matpds Tod pdvou Tods aitious.” 
Dind. It is very harsh to supply dixas to 
govern Tov mwarpbs, as Dr. Peile proposes 
to do. 

266. rpdmov tov abrdév. Cf. v. 547, 
ds by B6A@ Krelvayres Evdpa Tiusov d6Aw 
te kal AnpO@ow. Translate, + bidding 
me kill them in return in the very same 
way, impelled by a feeling of exasperation 
at the loss of my property’ (losses leav- 
ing me destitute of property). Indigna- 
tion at his own wrongs was to act as a 
spur to the vengeance undertaken as a 
duty. The above meaning of aroxphua- 
vos is confirmed by v. 293 inf. So also 
v. 128, ex 8& xpnudror pevywr ’Opéarns 
éorly, Compare amdémodis Ag. 1883, with 
ardtiyos, amdarros, arépbeyxtos, kpir- 
mos, and their compounds with a, &riuos 
&c, Hermann also translates, after Schiitz, 
bonorum jactura exasperatum. The 
Schol. seems to have read ravpotsmevos, 
but his gloss is very obscure. 

268. aitoby — rH pian poxf. That, 
as I had already lost the yphuara, so I 
should forfeit: my very life if I omitted to 
exact. vengeance.—rdde Ticew, sc. Td uy 
HeTiévat, v. 265. 

270—1. These difficult verses have 
been variously corrected and explained. 
Hermann, adopting pyvivara from Lo- 
beck on Ajac. 757, thus edits, 

7h wey yap ek yiis duoppdvey wnvivara 
Bpotois mipatonwy cine, Tdod aivav 

végous, 

where aivév, ‘mentioning,’ is compared 
with Ag. 98 and 1458. This is plausible; 
but then the antithesis between Sporois, 
the Argives generally, and v@v, Orestes 
and Electra, may have been intended. 
Klausen takes peAtyyara in nearly the 
same sense as unviwata, and dueppdvev 
of the angry spirits of the dead, who cause 
the Furies to send blight, sterility, and 
pestilence, Eum. 754. He translates, 

‘‘venena quibus infensi contra mortales 
utuntur.” The Schol. is perhaps in favour 
of this strange interpretation, tobs péy 
yap moAtras Amatey ex yiis packe mpds 
apociwaw “Ayauéuvovos, as wh exdurh- 
cavras, mas 5& copatinds POaphvar 
Now the Furies could be appeased by 
offerings taken from Mother Karth (Oed. 
Col. 466 seqq.); and Stc¢poves, like the 
contrary title Eiuevides, may reasonably 
be referred to the ‘nameless goddesses ’ 
in their capacity of avengers. Unless there- 
fore we are to read ray pey yap éx yijs 
dvoppdvev (i. e. blight, &c.), the sense of 
the passage will be as follows :—‘ For 
while declaring to mortals earth-born pro- 
pitiations of hostile powers, he foretold 

to us two the following diseases,’ &c. 
All were to suffer if Agamemnon’s death 
were not avenged; but the people were 
not left without the means of propitiation, 
whereas his own children would have no 
yest or ease. Prof. Conington remarks 
that the oracle of Apollo takes the form, 

3M 
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not of a special denunciation, but of the 
declaration of a general law (see especially 
vy. 283). And hence that Sporois is in 
fact the most appropriate term, where we 
might otherwise have expected dovois. 
On the same principle he condemns v¢@p, 
as introducing a specialty, and proposes 
Baraordvew for rdode vev, ‘he told us 
that the products of thé Earth were wont 
to bring forth diseases, namely, leprosy,’ 
&c. If vv be liable to suspicion, it is 
rather on this ground, that Electra is 
made to share in penalties which seem 
properly to pertain only to Orestes. But 
the Schol. clearly recognises it in juas. 

273. Atxfvas. A species of leprosy, 
causing the hair to turn white. Dobree 
(Adv. ii. p. 27) agrees with the Schol. in 

understanding by v. 274 that the disease 

should continue till old age. The well- 
known obstinacy of the malady is forcibly 
described in the words ‘eating away the 
old constitution’ of the patient, and gra- 
dually occupying every part that was 
sound. The commentators quote Levi- 
ticus, xiii. 10. Celsus, v. 28. Pliny, N. H. 
xxvi. 1. Strabo speaks of a spring in Elis 
which was a specific for various forms of 
leprosy, dAgods 5& kal Aedias Kal Aixivas 
lara Td evretOev Aoutpdr. 

276. Hermann thinks something may 
have been lost after this verse; and Do- 
bree (Adv. ii. p. 27) had supplied by con- 
jecture (rolatra méeupew elre Tov Kata 
x9ovds) dpavTa Aaumpoy «.7.A. But Blom- 
field, Hermann, Franz, and Dindorf satis- 

factorily remove the otherwise insuperable 
difficulty of the passage by transposing 
dpavrTa Aaumpdy x.7.A., the MSS. placing 
it next after ee Tév matpgwv «.7.A. Ad- 
mitting further Stanley’s épdve: for pwvet, 
we may translate: ‘ And other assaults of 
the Furies he spoke of as destined to be 

brought to pass from the (unavenged) 
blood of-my father ; for the dark weapon of 
the powers below, coming from dead sup- 
pliants of kindred race, and madness, and 

groundless fear at nights, disturb and ha- 
rass him who sees clearly while he moves 
his eye-brow in the dark,’ i. e. him who 
-can see the spectral forms of Furies even 
while asleep, according to the Pythagorean, 
doctrine in Eum. 104, eSdovcea yap pphy 
dupacw Aawmpiverat. 

278. mpootpovaiwy év yéve. So we 
must construe, for trav év yéve:, or Tov 
éyyevav. For even if meccty &y yeve 
could be used for 57d raé&v év yéver, still 
the point is, not that the suppliants have 
been murdered dy relations (which may 
or may not be the case), but that they 
send visitations ¢o their surviving friends 
to urge them to vengeance. The word 
mpootpémaios appears to have a legal and 
technical sense when applied to those who 
call for vengeance from their nearest re- 
latives. Klausen refers to Plat. Legg. 
p. 866, day 8 6 mpoojnwry eyytrata wh 
émetin TO Tabhuari, Td wlagua ws eis 
abtoy mepteAnavdds, Tod wabdvTos mpoo- 
Tpemouevou Thy mdbnv, 6 Bovdduevos 
éreteAOay roltm Slenvy wévte ern ao- 
oxéOa Tis aitod matpidos avaryKalérw. 
Compare Photius in v. maAauvaios. 

281. Kal didxecOu, Prof. Conington 
understands éore kal SidrecOa. But the 
narrative may be regarded as resumed 
from v. 276, the words 7d yap — tapdooet 
being parenthetical and explanatory of the 
mpooBodal *Epwtwy. Hermann reads &t- 
éxerat with Turn., Vict., and Blomf., and 
takes it for a middle verb, as Od. xviii. 8, 
bs f° eABdv "Odva%a SidneTo ofo Sdpoto. 
For the use of the genitive cf. also Bdépwr 
toracde, Oed. R. 142. Antig. 418, x@0- 
vos Tupas delpas oxnmTdv. 
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283. tots Towotros. As above remark- 
ed, a general law is here stated; though 

in 285—7 the application is to the par- 
ticular case. Apollo warned Orestes of 
the usual consequences of an unfilial 
apathy, and left him to act on the warn- 
ing. Schol. ad xolvov 7d %pnoev (cire, 
v. 271).—épos, the accusative as in Ag. 
490, wedékew pirtdrou tdpov pépos. The 
general treatment of parricides was to be 
excluded from the table and all social con- 
verse with man; see Orest. 46. Iph. 
Taur. 947 seqq., and the same is here de- 
nounced as the penalty of neglect. As if 
Apollo had said, ‘ You need not fear the 
consequences of a just vengeance; for the 
same consequences, and worse, will befall 
you for neglect.’ 

286. Séxec8u 8. The d¢ is wanting in 
the MSS., and was inserted by Schiitz 
and Elmsley. The meaning of the pas- 
sage is uncertain; the most plausible 
translation is that after the Schol., ovy- 
kAvew (ovyKaTadve), ouvoieiy, ‘and 
that no one was to receive me nor to 
lodge with me,’ i. &. in the Evvoiuia: men- 
tioned Suppl. 936. For the negative to 
be supplied before 5éxec@au, cf. Ag. 490, 
Tidpis yap ofte ouvreAys méAts. Her- 
mann, after Bothe, understands it of set- 
ting sail in the same ship, comparing 
Theb. 598, and Hor. Od. iii. 2, 86, vetabo 
qui Cereris sacrum Vulgarit arcanae, 

sub iisdem Sit trabibus, fragilemque me- 
cum Solvat phaselon. Miller conjectures 
Tov Te oVAAvEY, i.e. arelpyev Bwyar, 
bore ph SéxerOa ue eis abtods, Tod TE 
ovudAvew Tid épol. 

288. raptxevdévra, Shrivelled up like 
a mummy, or salted and pickled flesh. 

289. apa xph. Schol. xara amépacw 
dvaryvwortéov, ‘to be read affirmatively’ 
(not interrogatively), and so most recent 
editors. See inf. 427. It matters little 

whether we take dpa = nonne? or for 
sane. 

292. Geot +” éperuat. He had just said 
that the deed must be done on other con- 
siderations apart from the xpnopol. Hence 
we must here translate, ‘ Beside the orders 
of the god, my great grief for my father,’ &c, 
The inclusive enumeration of the Greeks 
is well known.—mpds mié(et, the reading 
of Abresch for rpoomé(e:. The compound 
means ‘to press closely,’ which is here 
out of place. 

294. 7d wh, bore ph, Ag. 15. 552. 
‘ All these motives,’ says Orestes, putting 
a public service prominently forward as a 
mpdaxnua and mpdpacis of an invidious 
and not disinterested. deed, ‘conspire to 
one conclusion, that the noble Argive 
people should be freed from the yoke of 
two tyrants; of whom one is a woman, the 
other a man in sex but not in mind’ 
(SvaAnts, Ag. 1195, Soph. El. 301). 

3 M 2 
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297. tax’ eoera. ‘If he is not a 
coward (let him fight, and) he shall soon 
know the result.’ On this formula see 
Ag. 1627, ywdéoe réxa. Eur. Suppl. 580, 
yooe ob mdoxwv. Heracl. 65, yrdoet 
ob. Ib. 269, meipdpevos 3) Tots 
ati’ efcvuat. Theocrit. xxvi. 19, taxa 
yvdoe, mply &xovew. In all the passages 
the context involves the same sense. It 
is a mistake to suppose that efrera is 
here used passively. 

298. The long Commatic ode which 
follows is in great part an invocation of 
Agamemnon as a daiuwy, the theme being 
the necessity of justice, the majesty of the 
deceased, the ignominiousness of his end, 

his present powerless because neglected 
condition, and the unhappy state of the 
house deprived of his protection. The 
chorus use every argument to excite the 
passionate grief of the children, at the 
same time intimating that by energetic 
action there are hopes of restoration. 
Electra and Orestes alternately represent 
their own unpitied estate, appeal to their 
father for the recovery of their rights, and 
denounce the accursed conduct of their 
mother. The sister acts as informant of 
the brother, who was absent from the 
scene; and the hesitating mind of Orestes 
is thus finally confirmed in its resolution. 
—The introductory anapaests, usual in 
this kind of verse, but not forming part of 
it (Pers. 625. Theb. 818), constitute the 
mpoolusov, and appropriately commence 
with a statement of the ancient laws of 
Justice. The other systems of Anapaests 
(at v. 332, 364, 392) serve to divide the 
Koyo) into four distinct portions. 

299. TeAevray, sc. Sére, as Theb. 75. 
—Aid6ev, because Zeus is the consum- 

@ watep aivdrarep, Ti cou OTP. a. 

mator or perfecter of every thing which 
happens to mortals (Suppl. 802. Ag. 
946, 1463), and the Fates are not here 
regarded in the same light as the avdyxy 
or 7 mempwuevn to which Zeus himself is 
subject, Prom. 526.—peraBalvet, Schol. 
éxwevet. Justice holds the scale between 
two contending parties; she stands mid- 
way between them, favouring neither ; but 
she passes over to that cause, and becomes 
its Zjuuaxos (Suppl. 337, 390), which is 
proved to have the right onits side. Thus 
in Ag. 750, she leaves guilty wealth and 
comes over to (rporguode) piety. Cf. Ar. 
Ran. 641, xwpets yap eis 7d Strasov. 

305. riveTw, sc. Tis, or 6 povedoas im- 
plied in the context. The same law of 
retaliation is similarly, but rather more 
obscurely expressed in Ag. 1537 seqq., 
bverdos feet TdT avr’ dvelSous, péeper 
pépovr’, extivee F 6 xalvwv. See ibid. 
516. Pers. 809. There is no special 
reference to the éx@pa yAdooa of Clytem- 
nestra; a general law is enuntiated, at the 
same time applicable, in the form of a 
verdict, to the guilty usurpers.—rpryépov 
biO0s, cf. madalparos yépwy Adyos Ag. 
727. 

307. aivérarep, Schol. deve maddy, 
(‘ill-starred father,’ Peile, who compares, 
after others, the Homeric dtcnapi, aivd- 
Tokos, whrnp Svouhrnp, to which we may 
add dvc5apyap, Ag. 1290.) — The diffi- 
culty in the following sentence consists 
chiefly in the uncertainty whether oipi(ev 
has an active or a neuter sense, and pdos 
is the accusative after it or the nominative 
in apposition to edvaf. On the whole, 
with Hermann, Blomfield, and Peile, I 
incline to the former of both these alter- 
natives, and translate, ‘By saying or doing 
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what can I waft (convey) to you from 
afar, to where your resting-place (the 
grave) holds you, a light proportionate to 
your darkness.’ And the sentiment, thus 
obscurely worded, must be explained by 
that double meaning or play on dos and 
oxéros, of which we have an example in 
Ag. 23 and 505, fre: yap suty das év 
edppdyn pépwr, sc. the light of hope, 
safety, and consolation, as opposed to the 

. darkness of grief, neglect, or despair. It 
is the object of Orestes to do honour to 
the unhonoured manes of his father, and 
thus as it were to infuse light into his 
darkness. On odpiew see Prom. 986. 
Pers. 604. Eum. 132. It is clearly active 
Oed. R. 695. Androm. 610, and perhaps 
also in Trach. 827.—Hermann prefers to 
construe Ti cor pdevos # ri petas rixow’ 
av, which may be compared with y. 410, 
tld by pdvres tbxouuev; See on v. 12. 

311. icdpoipov. The old reading is 
isortyotpov, which most of the recent edi- 
tors have changed to évr{uoipoy after Er- 
furdt. The word ico written above dyzi- 
Hoipoy was the origin of the error, the 
next transcriber having supposed it was 
meant as a correction of ay, instead of 
ari, There is a passage so remarkable 
in the coincidence of terms, given as a 
Pythagorean dogma by Laertius, Vit. 
Pyth. xix. 26, ioduoipa elvan ev 7G ndopo 
as xal oxdros, that the chances seem in 
favour of icéyoipoy being the true read- 
ing. The i in igo is made long by epic 
licence, as in isdvetpoy Prom. 558. 

312. duolws. Equally (whether I suc- 
ceed or not in my wish) a laudatory la- 
mentation is held to be acceptable to the 
former lords of the house, the Atridae. 
—vydos ebxAehs, a dirge or lament in- 
tended to do honour.—xéxAnvras is used 
for cio) or Zrovra because this was a pro- 
verbial saying; Schol. xdpiras 5¢ vexpay 

TEKVOV, Ppsvyp.a TOU 
Bavdvros ob Sapater 

o7p. 2’. 
316 

mévres pac) Toy yor. 
314. rporGodduos. Schol. rots mpéd- 

tTepov éoxnndor Sduov. viv yap odk cial 
Béuor ppodda yap rad Hin (Med. 139). 
The compound is very anomalous, if it 
really means nothing more than Tots méAat 
*ArpelSars. Blomfield thinks the sense 
is ‘standing as protectors before the 
house.’ 

315 séqq. The chorus acquiesces in 
the doctrine propounded by Orestes, and 
exhorts him to persevere; for that the 
spirit retains resentment beyond the pyre, 
and is therefore gratified by the prospect 
of being avenged. A just lamentation for 
parents is by no means useless; for when 
a murder is not hushed up, but openly 
bewailed, there is the greater chance of 
the murderer being discovered.—7ratépwv 
kal texdyt@v ydos, a mere redundancy for 
yovéwy wévOos. Cf. matpds révOos péya, 
v. 292.—%dixos, opposed to udrasos, i. e. 
undertaken with good reason and in a just 
cause.—duirapys Tapaxéels, not ‘ trou- 
bled on all hands’ (Peile),- but ‘ abun- 
dantly and unsparingly raised.’ On this 
peculiar use of tapdoceww (vocem ciere), 
see Donaldson on Pindar, Pyth. xi. 42. 
Soph. Oed. R. 486, Seva wey obv, Seve 
Tapdove: copds oiwvobéras.—pmarever Td 
wav (mpayya), ‘tracks out, investigates, 
the whole matter.’ Cf. Ag. 1062, pa- 
reve: 8 dv aveuphoe pdvov. Both Her- 
mann-and Klausen give foray for 7d wav, 
after Lachmann, and interpret discrimen, 
viz. the balance to be struck between the 
amount of vengeance due to the father, and 
of punishment to the mother. The Schol. 
has (yret wavTeA@s Tapaccomeyvyn Thy éx- 
dixnow (referring ydos to the parents, not 
the children),—but the last word is a 
supplement of his own, for it is clear that 
he took 7d way in the usual adverbial 
sense. 
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324. év wéper. Having heard my bro- 
ther’s desire to avenge you, now hear the 
distresses of your children. 

326. d5e. The common reading is Ta 
o’, the MSS. giving rots émitupPidiors 
(probably from v. 334). But ro’ is likely 
to be nothing more than the article in- 
truded (one of the commonest of errors) 
when the verse had been metrically cor- 
rupted. Both sense and metre strongly 
suggest 85e. Hermann has given 8fmais 
3€ 0° 89 emitdp Bios. 

328. ixéras muyddas Te, ‘ receives us in 
the double relation of suppliants and 
exiles,’ — the tomb being regarded as 
having the sanctity of a Bwuds, sup. 99. 
Cf. Suppl. 77, Zor: 5& nde woAduov tes- 
pouevois Bwuds dpas puydow piua. 

331. d&rplaxros, ‘invincible,’ from the 
three throws of a wrestler. See Eum. 559. 
So rpiaxrhp ‘a conqueror,’ Ag. 165. 

332. xpiCwr, i.e. O€Awy. The Schol. 
wrongly has xpyopwdar. 

el yap tm “Ihio oTp. Y’: 

335. mwadv. The MSS. give malwv. 
Most editors adopt wa:ay from Blomf., 
but see on Pers. 607.—Koploerey is Por- 
son’s for coul(e. Itis possible that the 
poet wrote giAlay veoxpara Koul(ot, but 
not very likely that Franz has rightly 
edited dpOudv v. xoul(or. Prof. Conington 
suggests &v for év in the preceding line; 
the particle is however easily repeated 
from é’ dy Ocln. On the phrase klpvacdas 
giAlav, here alluded to, as in Ag. 771, 
properly ‘to ratify friendship by mixing 
wine,’ see Monk on Hippol. 254. Ety- 
mol. M. p. 537, veoxpatas omovdas Aic- 
xaos Tas vewor) eyxvdeloas. Eur. Frag. 
Antiop. 209, (where edxpds is not from 
kdpa, but xepdvvvut). Hesych. veoxpds: 
vewor) Kexpacpevas (1. rexpacpévos). The 
meaning is, ‘instead of dirges a joyful 
paean in the royal house will introduce a 
newly-made friend.’ 

337 seqq. The case would have been 
very different, Orestes now adds, if Aga- 
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memnon had died gloriously at Troy; for 
then he would have left behind him a 
high renown, after having lived a life in 
the path of which his children might have 
worthily walked. ‘You would not, in- 
deed,’ he argues, ‘ have been laid in your 
ancestral tomb; but a barrow of foreign 
earth would have been raised high over 
your remains ; and your friends could have 
borne that.’ The idea of the passage is 
taken from Od. i. 236 seqq.—év rercdboas 
(so Well. for te «eAevdors), literally, 
‘having established a life to be pursued 
in your children’s journey’ (by your chil- 

. dren in their journey or course from youth 
upwards). Cf. Suppl. 974, Spay €xovous 
Thee émotperroy Bpotois.—aid for ai- 
éva is Hermann’s correction, adopted by 
Klausen, Franz, and Dindorf. Bekk. 
Anecd. p. 363, 17, ai® roy aldva Kara 
aroxomhy AioxtaAos cirev. The anti- 
strophe being doubtful, we cannot be sure 
that the remark refers, or even is applic- 
able, to the present passage. 

346. pfaos «.7.A. The chorus, in as- 
senting, anticipates an objection that might 
be raised to such a burial, as unworthy of 
Agamemnon’s dignity. ‘He would have 
lain there endeared to his comrades who 
had met with a common fate, and he would 
at least have been a King in Hades, since 
he was King of Kings on earth.’ This 
implies, that his present condition in Hades 
is unhonoured, since he died rpéroioty ob 

dbp" en, 
Tupayvikots, inf. 470, and was buried in 
silence and ignominy (inf. 422). — The 
words ¢idos Hv Tots idots are said to have 

been inscribed on the tomb of Darius; 
see Strab. lib. xv. p. 730. 

348. Kata xOovbs dvdetwp. Kings on 
earth were believed to be Kings even 
among the dead. See Pers. 687. Herm. 
on Soph. El. 131. Antig. 25. Thus 
‘Ulysses addresses the ghost of Achilles i in 
Hades, Od. xi. 484, mply wey ep oe Cody 
ertomey I loa Geoiow *Apyetou viv abre péya 

kpatéews vexvecow.—mpdrodos, an attend- 
ant or minister of Pluto and Persephone. 
The term was properly applied to such 
inferior demons as accompanied the greater 
gods, e. g. to those who stood in the re- 
lation of the Satyrs and Sileni to Bacchus, 
or the Curetes to Cybele, of whom Strabo 
writes (x. p. 466), rovrous ydp Twas 
dalwovas # mpomdrous OeGv Tovs Kouphrds 
act, and in p. 471 he expressly distin- 
guishes them as such, because by some 
writers ob mpdémcdat Gedy pdvov, GAAG Kar 
ato eo mpoonyopevOnoay. Compare 
Herod. ii. 64. 

352. &m. So Hermann for @ys, a 
reading which, he well observes, arose 
from there being no mark of a new 
speaker at 346, so that these words were 
wrongly taken as part of Orestes’ address 
to his father. Hence also the Med. has 
jv with s superscribed. Translate, nearly 
with Dr. Peile, ‘for he was a King, while 
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he lived, over those who in their hands 
administered what Fate had apportioned 
to them, even the sceptre which com- 
mands the obedience of mortals.’ The 
phraseology is not so much obscure as 
awkward from its brevity; for he in- 
tended to say, mimAdyrwy pdpymoy AdXoS 
(sc. Bactrelas), wal vaudvtwy xepotv 
oxjrtpov. For the omission of the article 
before mmAdvrwy compare Pers. 247, 
dewd Tor Adyers idvrwy Tois Texodar ppoy- 
ticat. But neither of these passages 
justify ei 8 qv mperdvrwy in the neuter 
(Ag. 1366).—The title of ‘King of Kings,’ 
is applied to Agamemnon after the Per- 
sian custom. So on the tomb of Cyrus 
was inscribed (Strabo ué sup.) évdde eye 
ketuat Kipos BactAeds BaciAfwy. See on 
Pers. 24. 

355. und brd Tpwlas, x.7.A.  Schol. 
yovaininds ob8& TobTy apéokeTat, GAAG TH 
pnd thy apxhv avypica. The manly 
wish of Orestes, that his father had died 
in the war, is modified by the more 
feminine feelings of Electra, whose mean- 
ing appears to be this:—‘I had rather 
that my father had not died even that 
glorious death ; but (since he is dead, and 

that by an ignominious end), rather let 
us wish that his murderers had been 
killed in the same way by their friends 
G. e. Clytemnestra by Orestes) far away 
from home, that one might hear of their 

fate without the dreadful necessity of 
being present at it.’ In fact, she takes 
up the idea of dying far away from home, 
from v. 337, and applies it to her mother, 

TAVTA Mev, @ Tal, KpeLa~ova ypvcov, 

peyadys € TUyNs Kal “PrepBopeov 365 

whom she would rather have had punished 
out of her sight than in the palace.— 
TeOdpOc for TeOayor is a necessary cor- 
rection (since the Greeks never say «tO 
py réOvnnas), and one justified both by 
the context, which requires an infinitive 
to precede dapjjva:, and the scholium on 
the former word, Aclwe: 7d Speires. Dr. 
Peile, who endeavours to defend ph te- 
Odipat, and introduces &PeAov in 35Y with- 
out restoring the metre, cannot be con- 
sidered successful in his explanation of 
the passage; nor is it easy to approve 
Hermann’s te@dp0o: méxpwoo mapos & 
of xravdvres, «.7.A. Prof. Conington 
acutely suggests, from a gloss in the Med. 
trois éxelywy, that the word lost after 
dauijva: must have been ¢iAos. And in 
truth this exactly suits both sense and 
metre. Cf. Eéptq «rayévay, Pers. 907. 
dduev “Exrope diw, Il. xx. 103.—mdpos, 
not ‘before the murder of Agamemnon,’ 

but ‘rather,’ ‘in preference to the other 
wish.’ So the word is used in II. viii. 
166, and so mpérap in Suppl. 771.—tiwa, 
Schol. éué.—zpéow, here at Argos, far 
away from the scene of their death.— 
Lastly, the infinitives re@dpOo1 and Sapjj- 
vat depend, not on &pedes or Wpedov 
omitted, but on the epic construction 
pointed out by Ahrens, a? yap — Totos 
édy oids éoot — maidd 7° euhy éxéeuer, 
Od. vii. 311. xxiv. 376—380. Hence 
ei yap must be supplied from v. 337. 

365. ‘YrepBopéov. The felicity of the 
Hyperboreans, a race supposed to have 
inhabited the mild sun-lands beyond the 
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regions from which the north wind blows, 
was proverbial. See on Prom. 812, and 
Mr. Blakesley on Herod. iv. 42. 

366. Stvaca yap. Schol. pddiv yap 
7d execba. The sense is, ‘You are 
indulging in delightful dreams, for you 
can imagine what you please.’ The Med. 
has gwvei. 6 Svvaca: yap, which Hermann 
admirably restored, the 6 being only an 
error for C. 

367. GAAd — yap. ‘But (a truce to 
mere dreams), for the sound of this beat- 

-ing of our breasts is reaching the ears of 
those below: of these children indeed 
there are by this time assistants below 
the earth; but of the rulers, those hateful 
ones, the hands are unholy (i.e. their 
prayer is impious and will not be heard), 
so that to the children the victory rather 
has accrued.’—dimAfjs papdyvys Sobmos is 
the noise of the heavy blows dealt by the 
two hands one after the other (érac- 
ovrepoTpiBy inf. 418) on the breast; see 
on Pers. 124.—ixve?ra:, sc. is making its 
way down to the regions below, and 
Agamemnon is becoming sensible that 
honour (sup. 313) is being done to his 
hitherto neglected spirit. Cf. Theb. 558, 
ixvetra Adyos Bia ornOéwy. Hence #5 
apwyo) means, that already he is sufficiently 
reinstated in his power as a daluwv, by 
virtue of his children’s lament (sup. 143), 
to bring them efficient aid. Whereas 
the impiety of the rulers makes it impos- 
sible that their petitions or offerings 
should be received by him. Thus the 
intended libations of Clytemnestra have 

9’ a 

Omws TedeEtTaL. 

oTp. €. 

been turned into an occasion of securing 
the favour of the deceased against her. 

370. oruvyepGv rotTwy. Hermann reads 
otvyepav y bvrwv. But the Schol. seems 
right, todT0 i8la dvamepdynta, Tay wyav 
oruyepay TovTwy.—Regnantibus vero im- 
pure sunt manus, odiosis istis—The 
nominative to yeyévnra is rather a 
general one from the nature of the pro- 
position. We might accurately translate, 
in familiar English, ‘ The children have 
the best of it.’ For ua@AAov is the result 
of balancing the respective positions of 
the injured and the guilty aggressors. 

377]. Tedeirat. There is an aposiopesis, 
as sup. 186. Electra would have said, 
Zed, ds mowdy dvarewmrets mavovpyos 
Bporots, TéAe: (Tas apas, or Thy dixny), 
éxelvois, kalwep ‘yovetow ovow.  Her- 
mann gives reAotro, in patris gratiam 
pariter (éuas) hee perficiantur. The 
Schol. remarks on torevou, va 7d Suotov 
kal {cov 7H warpl pov pudaxOy, whence 
Hermann supposes he found toxetow 
brws reARTat. But he seems to explain 
duws by Td Suotov, whatever he intended 
to paraphrase by puAayx 67. 

378. *avpd. Acting on Hermann’s 
hint, that something must have been lost 
both here and in the antistrophe, I have 
supplied a word not only suited, but 
almost necessary to the context. It is 
allowed by all that mevihers dAoAvyuds, 
taken alone, is a very strange phrase for ‘a 
shout over a pine-wood pyre ;’ but besides 
this, the éx) in composition requires a 
dative (cf. Aaprd5: érophidcev, Ag. 29. 

3 .N 
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ddpacw erophidcew ib. 1089. émomév- 
Sew vexp@ ib. 1366), and the poet’s 
meaning is fairly to be inferred from v. 
260 sup., obs 180i? eyd mote Oavdytas év 
Knnids micohpet proyds. Franz and Din- 
dorf give ruxdev7’, but though this suits 
the metre, it is very doubtful whether 
the roots meve and mux are identical. 
Some translate ‘shrill,’ ‘piercing,’ as 
Homer uses mixpds, and we find déeta Boh, 
6t) direiy (Pers. 1037) d&umevKes Eidos 
inf. 629. Yet wevxdev® “Hoaoroy, An- 
tig. 123, is nearly conclusive against this. 
On the sacrificial shout, dAoAvypuds, see 
Theb. 257. Ag. 577. The Schol. ex- 

plains ravyyupixdy, Aapmpdy, which, Prof. 
Conington remarks, shews that he took 
it as a derivative from Tvtz, and perhaps 
found myundevr’ or muxvdevt’. 

379. avipds Oevouevov. At the mo- 
ment when the victims are slain, to be 
burnt as a sacrificial offering on the fire. 
Thus they are regarded as standing mpds_ 
opayas mupds, Ag. 1024. Compare ib. 
1087, where Clytemnestra is spoken of as 
Odpua Acvoimoy. 

381. tf yap xevOw. ‘For why should 
I try to conceal what nevertheless flits in 
my mind? For at the prow of my heart 
a Storm of stern indignation blows, and 
angry loathing.’ For ofov the Med. and 
the old copies give @cioy, corrected by 
Hermann, and for xpad{as the common 
reading is «apdias. The sentence com- 
mences as if he had intended to say ofov 
orbyos worarat, but the substantive comes 
in at the end, and by way of an epexegesis 
of Ouués. Compare, for the figure in 
motarat ppevds (which is the genitive of 

place), Ag. 948. The evident allusion to 
aship at sea, before adopted at v. 194, 
should have preserved &jra: intact from 
alteration. Klausen aptly quotes Il 
xxi. 386, dixa 5€ opw evi ppeoi Oupds 
&nro. 

386. dupiOarrs Zebs. Schol. 5 rorhowy 
tupw judas dvalnrjou. The epithet here 
stands in place of an attribute, like Zebs 
Eévs x.7.A., meaning, primarily, the god 
who protects children with both parents 
alive (Il. xxii. 496), or who, in default of 
them, fulfils the office of natural guar- 
dians. Hence he-is the cwrhp or patron of 
orphans. Dr. Peile goes beyond the sense 
of the word in understanding ‘ the giver of 
domestic increase.’ 

389. muta yévorro xapq. ‘ Contingat 
mihi fidere posse civibus,’ Hermann; 

who compares Od. xi. 456, émel obmért 
mtd yuvatty. It seems easier to un- 
derstand it thus: (May Zeus soon lay 
his avenging hand on the murderers and 
usurpers,) and so ‘ may confidence be re- 
stored to the country,’ by the return 
of the true and rightful sovereign. 

391. Ta x0ovlwy re Tat. So Franz 
and H. L. Ahrens, by a very successful 
conjecture for 7& xOoviwy TeTievat. 
In the Med. the last word is written 

ev é. 

retinat. Dindorf has adopted the cor- 
rection. Hermann, who formerly proposed 
Te xOovlwy tivnva (Hesych. terjvat 
Baoirldes), has now given mpdéTipa. 
Neither he nor Klausen seems to have 
been aware of an emendation which may 
be said to settle the reading finally. Cf. 
Pers. 643, GAAG ot por, Ta re Kal AA 
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394. Bog Aorydy ’Epwis. ‘The Fury 
loudly summons Havoc to the calamity 
of those formerly killed, which is bringing 
on a new calamity as a consequence of the 
former.’ This accords with the Greek 
idea, that those murdered are like help- 
less spirits in Hades, and require the aid 
of the living to assist them. And tay 
9ipevev &rn here must be taken for the 
hapless estate of the dead, and so for the 

dead themselves. For the use of Body tt 
or twa see Phoen. 1155, Bod mip nad 
ducéAdas, and for Body mapd twa, ‘to 
summon to one’s side,’ or by way of aid, 
compare Herod. ix. 57, BonOéo -dricw 
map’ éxetvous, and the compound rapaBon- 
Geiv. The allusion is to the death of the 
children of Thyestes, and more recently 
of Agamemnon; and this &ry is said 
endyew érépay ém &rn, viz. the deaths of 
his murderers, much as we have mévos 
aéve mévov pépet, Ajac. 866. ddéow kakav 
kanx@v xaxots, Pers. 1020. The majority 
of editors follow Schiitz in reading Bog 
“yip Aovyds *Epwiv. Klausen, retaining 
the vulgate, explains mapa by propter. 
“Clamat Furia stragem propter priorem 
perniciem, que alteram adducit.’”” This, 
though not quite accurate, is not far from 

the poet’s meaning. 
397. wot, wot 5h. “Quo. abierunt ?” 

Klausen. But the reading does not satisfy 
the metre. Hermann gives rf rot 54. 
Perhaps méma: 5a, as in Ag. 1039. 

398. ’Apal, i.e. "Epiwides, Eum. 395.— 
~Omévev is corrupt, probably from the 
eye of the transcriber catching the word 
in 395. Hermann plausibly reads redu- 
pevov. Cf. Eum. 316, én) 58 7G rebv- 
pévy Td8€ wédos. 

403. kAvoveay. For the use of the 
accusative (as if the poet had said @dfos 
pe €xet) see Elmsley on Herac]. 693. 
Med. 810. Soph. El. 480, bear! por 
Opdoos, &Burvéwy krvovoay dptiws dveipa- 
twv.—oixtpdy is added on the conjecture 
of Hermann. Cf. Suppl. 57. 

405. mpos ros KAvovog. 
as I hear it,’ Scholef. 

407. én GAKas émdpn éAmts. ‘But 
when again hope has elated me with con- 
fidence (raised me upon strength), it at 
once removes my grief, appearing to me 
with favourable aspect.’ I have given 
érdpy for the corrupt MSS. reading @papé 
(€T'APEI for GPAPE, words in fact iden- 
tical), as nearer the original, and better 

suiting both sense and metre than any 
correction that has been proposed. The 
insertion of éAms is necessary to the con- 
text, as Blomf. and Bamberger perceived, 

© At the word 
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to the latter of whom is also due mpoc¢a- 
veioa for mpds Td aveicbar. The com- 
pound however has little authority. Prof. 
Conington proposes mpopOdvouca. 

410. pdyres. So Bothe and Bamber- 
ger for mdvres. The Schol. explains rf 
Sewdy eindvtes Kate KAvtomyhorpas 
Tixomey Tis os cumpaxlas, & warep; 
The sense however is rather, ‘ What sub- 
ject is so proper to speak of as the griefs 
we have suffered, and that truly (ye) from 
parents?’ Peile seems rightly to take ri 
— for Ti 4AAo H. It is rather singular 
that ony) has met with such hard treat- 
ment from transcribers. Thus we have 
tigw 5 for tl o& sup. 79, Ohoas for 
ohoas Kum. 765. 

412. mdpeort calvew. Miller explains 
this of the possibility of Orestes conciliating 
his mother by submission; the Schol. 
mdpeors TH untp calvew Tov Ayapuéuvova. 
Rather, mdpeort TH pntp) calvew jas, — 
‘she may use’ (as she does use, inf. 882 
seqq.) ‘persuasion and blandishments to 
escape her fate, but our griefs are not to 
be soothed in this way.’ He adds, ‘ For 
we inherit from our mother a mind which 
is no more to be talked over than is a 
savage wolf.’ That is, ‘she has but her 
own disposition to thank if she finds us 
inexorable.’ And this is one of the argu- 
ments by which Orestes endeavours to 
escape the odium of the deed, by plead- 
ing that it is not his fault. 

415. roupby “Apiov. Schol. Mepoudy. 
The Arians, or inhabitants of the country 
which is nearly the modern Cabool, were 
famed for their skill as professional mourn- 
ers, like the Mariandyni (Pers. 920), and 
the people of Cissa (Pers. 17), appear to 
have been not less so (Pers. 124). Hesych. 
inacuiotplas: Opnvntplas, whence Her- 

mann long ago restored the reading in 
the text for vdpowtrAcuotpias. The 
chorus at this point (as above at v. 367) 
commence a beating of the breast. The 
aorist copa, followed by the imperfect 
iy ideiy, represents an action almost si- 
multaneous with the words, so that we 
may translate, ‘I strike an Arian stroke, 

and in the measure (i. e. time or tune) of 
a Cissian mourner you might behold the 
outstretchings of my hands from above, 
from arm’s length, in quick succession, 
dealing blows with rendings of hair; and 
with the noise of the beating resounds my 
battered and unhappy head.’ To avoid 
the difficulty of jy ideiv, immediately fol- 
lowed by the present émippofe?, Hermann 
gives moAvTAdynT’ &dnv ideiv (MSS. roAv- 
mAdyKTa Shy or woAuTdAaynra Shy) after 
Bamberger, while others correct éreppd0et. 
The actual beating however probably had 
just ceased when the words were uttered. 
Miiller (Dissert. on the Eum. p. 205) 
refers these verses to the lament of the 
chorus at the funeral of the King, at 
which they were allowed, as slaves, to 
attend, while no citizen (inf. 423) was 
permitted to be present. He remarks on 
the peculiarity of the metre (iambic) of 
this portion of the Commos, and thinks it 

may be regarded as in a manner a supple- 
mentary narrative to the first play of the 
trilogy. According to the view given 
above, the planclus is meant as a late 

tribute in honour of the dead, because he 
did not obtain it on the occasion of the 
funeral. 

417. ampryxtémAnnta. So Blomf. for 
&mpeyxro: wAnnrd. Cf. Pers. 1042, 
ampryS tmpryda dda yocbvd. Ajac. 310, 
kdunv amplé bvuts cvAAaBov xepl.—On 
évéxadey see Ag. 4. 
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421. Sata, ‘hostile,’ strongly opposed to 
plan or mor}, as she should have been. 
The sense of ‘ wretched’ seems question- 
able, in Aeschylus at least. 

426. toaay driuws. The senseis, mdvu 
(kar& mdvra) driuws Td mepl roy Odvarov 
aitod mempax@at €rctas,—a short way of 
speaking, on which see Ag. 1215. bid. 
1530, katabdpouey ody brd KAavducdy 
tay é& olxov «.7.A. — apa tioe, © shall 
she not —?’ i. e. she shall assuredly pay 
for,—see sup. 289. Here for the first 
time, Klausen observes, Orestes boldly de- 
clares his resolve to slay his mother, being 
excited beyond control at the mention of 
these complicated indignities. 

431. euacxaric@n 5€7. On the cu- 
rious superstition of cutting off the ex- 
tremities of a murdered man and tying 
them with a band (waoxadiorhp) round 
the waist, see Herm. on Soph. El. 437. 
The object was to deprive him of the 
power of doing harm to his murderers, 
just as the living body is rendered power- 
less by such mutilation. Till very re- 
cently, suicides were interred in England 
with a stake through the body, in order 
Gs is said) to ‘lay the ghost.’ Miiller 
Dissert. p. 122 and 205, ed. 2) calls it 

435 
> A > 3 4 3 - 

éya S dmectdrouy avr. &. 

an expiatory-act, dpoclwots, as if it were 
the offering of the drapx} of a victim. 
In the latter case (for the two reasons 
assigned are wholly distinct) we may 
compare the consecration of a person to 
Hades by cutting off a lock of hair, Alcest. 
75, 76. Perhaps this will explain why 
the eatremities were cut off from the 
children of Thyestes, Ag. 1572.—as 763° 
eidfs has been restored by Hermann and 
others from the reading of the Med. 
twotooTeions. Klausen gives ws téo’ 
cidfis. 

432. érpacoe — vw. ‘As she treated 
him, so she buries him, desiring to make 

his death intolerable to your life,’— i. e. 
in order to render his assistance from the 
grave impossible, and so to drive you to 
despair of vengeance. The Greek is un- 
usual (but see on Ag. 1261) for ofa émoter 
avrdy, but certainly there is no authority 
for Dr. Peile’s explanation of bartering 
or trading with the body (see sup. 125). 
—r«tioat for xretvar is Stanley’s correc- 
tion; and Hermann says the v is written 
(doubtless for o) in an erasure in the 
Med.—To Stanley also we owe the cor- 
rection Svas Gripous for ducaripovs. 

436—41. These verses are assigned by 
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Klausen to the chorus, by Peile, Din- 
dorf, Miller, and Franz to Electra, while 
Hermann gives the whole (as far as 
y. 446) to Hemichorion f’, as the strophe 
to the Hemichorion ¢d. He reads how- 
ever Zyxeis (for Adyeis) marpGov pédpov, 
“patris necem accepisti.” The alter- 
ation however is far from probable. 
Klausen’s comment seems satisfactory ; 
—‘ Chorus—affirmat revera eam (caedem) 
esse perpetratam ita, ut dixerit Electra : 
adfuisse enim se, sed opitulando invali- 
dam, minis Clytaemnestrae retrusam a 
loco caedis, terrore coactam ad simulandam 
laetitiam.” It is improbable, whatever 
Miiller may urge in excuse, that an actor 
should reply antistrophically to the chorus 
(see Dissert. p. 204). Again, if we give 
421—5 to Electra, we must do the same 

with the corresponding 442—6; and Klau- 
sen does this; but it is evidently to break 
off a sentence in the middle. 

438. puxg. So Stanley and Hermann 
for zvxod. The sense seems rather, ‘ shut 
up in the interior,’ than ‘excluded from 
the interior;’ for thus only is there any 
force in kexpuppeévav. 440. 

439. dvépepov. ‘I gave free vent to 
tears which came more readily than the 
smile of delight (which I was expected to 
assume).’ Cf. dyeAdorots Evppopais sup. 
28. For dvadépew, see Herod. iii. 102, 
obrot of pdpunkes Troieduevor otknow bad 
Viv, dvapopéover thy Wdupor. Hippocrat. 
mept dict. lib. 2. init., 7d wvedua 8 dvape- 
pomer. 

440. xéovoa. So Herm. Franz, Dind. 
with Dobree for xalpovoa. Cf. Suppl. 
852. 

441. Something has been lost from this 
verse. ‘‘ Fortasse ejusmodi quid scriptum 
erat, Towadr’ dxobwy Tave dBplopar? év 

ppeow ypdpov.” Herm, The accuracy 
of antistrophic metre is well shewn in 
these senarii, where every foot occupies 
precisely the same place in the correspond- 
ing lines. 

442. 8 ow. So Bamberger for 5¢ oty. 
See on Ag. 1019. Others read 8? Stwy 
d¢ cov, Herm. 6? Stwy ré cot, while Peile 
and Blomfield endeavour to explain the 
compound ovytérpave (Herod. ii. 11. 
Strabo, vii. p. 317).—In rétpaive we see 
clearly the primary meaning of the word, 
‘to carry through,’ or ‘cause to pass 
through,’ as an auger is made to go 
through a board. Schol. diardpet, d:and- 
uCe. 
443. jodxw ppevav Bdoe. The sense 

is, ‘hear the account without giving way 
to violent indignation,’ i. e. reserve your 
wrath for the fitting occasion, jovxos 
Bdors signifying ‘a quiet and sedate step,’ 
opposed to the dpu} or impetuosity of 
one going to do a hasty and ill-considered 
act. 

445. ipya wadeiv. ‘ Be eager to learn.’ 
The Schol. read épya@, with the MSS. and 
old edd., and so Franz, Klausen, and 
Dindorf. Hermann and Peile give épya 
after Pauw. The sense is, ‘ Let the words 
you have already heard about your father’s 
death stimulate you to further investiga- 
tion.’ Compare 323. Properly épyay 
is said of the swelling and bursting of 
plants, and also of sexual appetites, 
whence the general notion of eagerly 
desiring. Hesych. dpyg- émrerapévws 
émOupet. 

446. xabheew, ‘to come down to the 
contest,’ ‘to enter the lists.’ Lat. in 
arenam descendere. Hum. 998. Inf. 714. 
Trach. 504, ém) rdyi tip? Beorri Tives 
duplyvor KatéBay mpd yduwv. Schol. 
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mpémet 5€ gor dueraxwhte Surduer Spay 
war abt@v. See inf. 714. 

447. cé ror Aéyw. Orestes has now 
made up his mind to act, and invokes his 
father to assist his friends, i. e. his right- 
ful avenger. But the words mpbs éxOpobs 
are left to be added by the chorus (451). 
—nexdraupéva, lacrymis suffusa. See inf. 

718. Oecd. R. 1490, wolas & éoptas, évOev 
ov KexAaumevas mpds olxov tkeo@; Il. xvi. 
7, tinve Sedaxptoa; Od. xx. 353, dedd- 
Kpuvrat dé mapeial. 

452. fuuBare?. ‘Shall engage,’—a 
promise to act, rather than (as Klausen 
says) a prediction. The sense is, ‘My 
prowess and the justice which is on my 
side shall join issue with theirs, and 
decide which is to win.’ For even Cly- 
temnestra and Aegisthus pleaded din 
(e. g. Ag. 1407, 1555) in defence of the 
murder. Porson read {vuBddro, the 
MSS. giving fuuBdAdc. Possibly the 
form guuBoAe should be introduced from 
Theb. 344, EupBorc? pépay pépovti. 

453. dixas. This word was supplied 
by Hermann, and has been generally 
admitted. The double homoeoteleuton, 
as Prof. Conington observes, was proba- 
bly intentional. 

455. 7d wdpotpov. Schol. wémyye wey 
kal &pirra: mdéda tad Mower 7d Thy 
Kavtamvhotpay avdpoxtovicacay dvaipe- 

07jva1.—‘ Vengeance has long been abiding 
its time, and will come at our prayer.’ 

457. @ mévos éyyevns. Schol. ovy- 
yevhs, dv bd cuyyevav éendbouev. But 
the poet means ‘family troubles’ in a 
wider sense, those, namely, which are in- 
herent in it through the original curse. 
This strophe and antistrophe are sung by 
Hemichoria I. and II., while 454—6 and 
467—9 are recited by the leader of the 
chorus. Others assign the strophe to 
Electra and the antistrophe to Orestes. 

It seems however quite natural that the 
long Commos should terminate with an 
address to the two children from the 
chorus, encouraging them, exhorting them, 
and praying for their success. 

458. mapduovoos, < ill-sounding,’ in re- 
ference to the noise of a scourge, which 
Até is conceived to apply. 

462. Zupotay &xos. Like &kos Tomatov 
inf. 530, this is probably a term complete 
in itself, derived from the treatment of 
wounds by lint. See on Prom. 488. The 
MSS. give éxds, which Franz and Dindorf 
retain; ‘it is a salve for the house to 
prosecute this quarrel (not) apart from 
these nor by the aid of others.’ See sup. 
286 for the omitted negative. Prof. Co- 
nington thinks there is a reference to the 
preceding dvcxardzavo'roy, and translates, 
“Ay, but the house has lint to staunch 
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that wound.’ On the whole, &«os, the 
correction of Schiitz, seems the best read- 
ing, and it has been adopted by Klausen 
and Peile under the mistaken impression 
that it is found in the Med. The gloss of 
the Schol. @ovdAov, Babitaroy, seems to 
shew that he did not find &os.—For ov 
am &AAwy I have given ox, and Hermann 
has suggested, though not admitted the 
same. But ov would necessarily have 
been altered to od® by a transcriber who 
found éxds instead of &xos. 

465. didrer épiv. So Hermann for the 
corrupt reading of the Med. a:wuavaipew. 
Franz adopts Klausen’s conjecture be 
apav &pwv, which Peile changes to 5? auav 
Zow. That épw is right is clear from the 
Schol., tv Hpice mpds toy warépa, and a 
and ¢ are very often confused. 

466. trav kara yas. The article was 
added by Hermann. The sense is, ‘So 
ends our invocation of the gods below,’ 
viz. to regard the cause of just vengeance. 
Compare Alda éx6pdv maiava Theb. 862. 
And these words are taken up by the 
Hegemon in conclusion, add KAdvovtes 
«.7.A., ‘So hear this petition, ye blessed 

powers beneath the earth, and cheerfully 
send the children such assistance as shall 
be for victory.’ Schol. Taira 70, dopara 
Tots Kata vis Ocots ™peret rat ov Tos 

obparlos. In fact, a Commos can only be 
called ‘a song of the infernals,’ since 
the celestials have nothing to do with 
funeral dirges. Hence the propriety of 
the term becomes manifest, even though 
the actual appeal to the gods below has 
only been made at v. 374 and 398. 

471 seqq. The Commos being at length 
concluded, the brother and sister unite in 
a prayer in which vengeance, considered 

as a duty, is for a time laid aside, and the 
prominent idea is disgrace to be wiped 
away. Nothing short of a restoration to 
their rights will enable the survivors and 
lawful successors to make amends for the 
ignominy of an unkingly death. This then 
may be called the argumentum ad pu- 
dorem (oveidy, v. 486), as contrasted with 
those preceding ad misericordiam and ad 
justitiam.—airovmevos. Here used pas- 
sively, as aireduevos odk avavedwy, Theocr. 
xiv. 63. Cf. Pind. Isthm. vii. 5. Later 
editors, except Klausen and Peile, give 
aitovueve with Turnebus. 

472. roidvSe. The Med. has roidde, 
which Klausen has preserved, idem sen- 
tiens. He compares kaya rowdrdés elu 
Ag. 1331. 

473. udpov. In Turn. Vict. this word 
is supplied by conjecture, a word having 
dropped out from the end of the line, as 
in v. 453. Hermann gives rovdé cov 
xpelay exw Tuxely, meyay mporbetcay Ai- 
yio8@ popdév. The Schol. however read 
guyetv, for he has Sore guyeiv Tras ém- 
Bovads Aiyladov, Timwpnoaperny abtody, 
which accords with the reading in the 
text; for his object was to supply an ac- 
cusative to guyeiv. Canter conjectured 
Aaumpdy, and Franz, misled by the scho- 
lium, has edited ruxeiv pe Aaumpas Oeioav 
Aiylo@@ mayds. It must however be al- 
lowed that neither wé-yas udpos (for Sewds) 
nor mpoorGéva: pdpoy Ti is usual Greek. 
By ¢vyeiv she seems to mean a judicial 
acquittal, not escape by flight,—which, 
indeed, she has never contemplated. For 
the argument of Orestes runs thus :—‘ In 
this case, i. e. if the death of Aegisthus be 
pronounced deserved and lawful, men will 
offer to my deceased father the customary 
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commemorative and propitiatory offerings, 
évayicuol, because this is virtually to de- 
clare his murder to have been an unjust 
one; but otherwise, he will remain un- 
honoured, because his death would be re- 
garded as justifiable tyrannicide.’ It is 
clear that Orestes cannot mean, that by 
getting possession of his house, offerings 
will be made as a direct consequence, for 
the offerings he speaks of are public, not 
private ones (SpoT@v and x@ovds). Beside 
which, Electra immediately adds, that she 
will contribute her share as a private in- 
dividual. The allusion therefore is to 
some public recognition of Agamemnon as 
entitled to heroic honours by a formal de- 
cision of the people. 

476. gumdpoict. So Canter for év mv- 
potot, which Klausen and Peile retain with 
the Schol., &riwos év mupotot Kvicwrois 
gon wap’ ebdeirvos xOovds, & éare mapa 
karotxouevots Delay Tindpevos (1. Timw- 
Hévos). But umvpa ebdeumva are ‘ burnt 
funeral offerings,’ the additional epithet 
kviowrd showing that meat, not merely 
perfumes, oil, &c., is meant. Hesych. 
eb8errve: Ovola tis “AOhvnor — Kal ai 
Tots vexpots emipepdpeva orovdal, Fyouy 
xoal. It was a very ancient custom to 
give a funeral entertainment, as Achilles 
slaughtered oxen, sheep, goats, and piss 
over the tomb of Patroclus, the blood 
being poured round the tomb, the meat 
consumed by those present. In this case 
the allusion may be to a custom peculiar 
to Argos. Plutarch, Quaest. Graec. § xxiv. 
Ti 7d map’ *Apyelos Acyduevov Fyxviopa ; 
Tots droBadoval Tiva cuvyyevav 7) cvvhbwr 
dos eor) werd révOos edOds TH “ATdAAWHE 
Obew, fépas 8& torepov TpidKovTa TH 
‘Epug. voulCovar yap dowep TA odhpara 

Tov amobavdvTwy Séxec0at Thy viv, obTw 
Tas Wuxds Toy ‘Epufy. tod & "AméAAwvos 
TE dupindrg Kpibas diddvres AapBdvover 
Kpéas tod fepelov. nal rd wip dmocBé- 
cayTes ws pmeutacmevoy, map éTépwy F 
évavodmevol, ToUTO Td Kpéas dmTaoww, ey- 
Kvigpa, TpocaryopevovTes. 

477. xoas THs éuis morykAnplas. ¢ Li- 
bations of (i. e. offered out of) my entire 
substance,’ or inheritance, ‘on the event 
of my marriage.’ Not, as Dr. Peile trans- 
lates, ‘the entire portion of my goods — 
will I offer in libations to you.’ 

481. 5bs 8 &’. So I formerly edited 
for dds dé 7°. Cf. Od. iii. 60, dds & ere 
Tyrcuaxov xa eut mpftavra véerdat ot- 
vexa, devp’ ixdueoOa. Hermann gives dbs 
3é y.—evpoppoy, i.e. Kaddv, Tepmvdy. 
Klausen compares ed@ma méupoy d&rAKav 
Oed. R. 190. 

483. 6 o° éxalvicay. Blomfield and 
Peile give ds éxalvioay, ‘how they put it 
to a new and strange use,’ like xalvioov 
(vybv, Ag. 1038. “Nihil mutandum. 
-"Exalvicav est imbuerunt, initiarunt, i. e. 
primum exceperunt.” Hermann. There 
seems a material difference between ra- 
vi¢ew re and kawllew tit tive. But it is 
unsafe to deny the possibility of the latter 
usage, the chief objection to which here lies 
in the accusative éu@iBAnorpoy after the 
genitive in the preceding verse. We have 
however Pers. 779, kod pynuoveter Tas 
éuas émirroAds. 

484. wédais dxadnedros. ‘ Fetters not 
forged of brass,’ but the entangling and 
shackling garment called wod:arhp memos 
inf. 987. Cf. Eur. frag. Peirith. iv. 
méBaus &xarnetroow eCeveTrar wédas. On 
the metre see Pers. 354. 

30 
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485. Bovdevrotow, ‘devised,’ én” aic- 
xvvn ekevpnuévors, not éem:BovAcvTois, as 
the Schol. explains. Possibly we should 
read aicxpas “ye. 

487. plataroy 7d ody Kdpa. The Greeks 
do not so use the article (where the ad-. 
jective is not the predicate), but 7d ody 
glxraroy dpa. Hence Dr. Donaldson 
conjectures @:Ardrots.—For the idea of a 
departed person raising his head,—as if 
roused from the torpor of death, — in 
answer to invocations, see Pers. 662. 

489. AaBds. The MSS. give BAdBas. 
But Canter’s correction may be regarded 
as a certain one, and it has justly been 
admitted by Hermann and Franz. For 
the very next line proves that the meta- 
phor is borrowed from the palaestra. 
Suidas, duolas AaBds: dvr) Tod peradrpetse 
nal dvtipetadéces. Plutarch, Reg. et 
Imp. Apophtheg. De Alcibiade, § 1, *AA- 
miBiddns e@rr mais dv eAnpdn AaBhy ev 
madalorpa. Plat. Phaedr. p. 236, B, wept 
pev rodtov, & olde, els Tas duolas AaBas 
éafhavéas. The proverb was used of those 

who after a fall, or when they had got out 
of the ring, resumed the contest by taking 
the same grasp of the adversary as before. 
Hence the sense is, ‘ Hither send justice 
to assist your friends, or rise and renew 
the contest in your turn,’ i. e. after the 
defeat you have sustained. 

493. &poevos yévov. Hermann adopts 
Bamberger’s correction yéov. But Klau- 

sen remarks that the Greeks thought a 
son was the offspring of the father, a 
daughter of the mother; so that a&poevos 
yévor is in fact the same as &poeva ydvov.: 

496. KAnidves cwrhpio. Schol. dia 
ohuns cd (orev oe. It would be easy to 
correct xAnddvos, but the children them- 
selves are kAnddves inasmuch as’ by 
calling on the father’s name («Andévas 
matpgous, Ag. 220), and talking about 
him, they rescue him from neglect and 
oblivion. They are like corks (he adds) 
which prevent the net from being dragged 
to the bottom by the lead, and wholly 
disappearing. Thus the deceased is, ‘as it 
were, at once alive on earth and dead in 
Hades, as a net is both in the water and 
out of it. Pind. Pyth. ii. 79, are yap 
eivdAsov wévov dxoloas Badd oxevas éErépas, ~ 
apdrriotds eiut, pedrds ds bwép Epos. 
Soph. frag. 783, worAtBdls Sore Slervoy 
katéomacer. 

498. roy é Buvdot. For tov év Budg 
oé(et ex BuvOov. Compare Ag. 521, xfput 
"Axaidy xaipe Tav ard orpatov. Soph. 
El. 135, ofro: dv y ef *Alda marykoivou 
Aluvas narép’ avordoets. Theocr. vi. 18, 
kal roy dad ypaypas vet AlBov. Lyco- 
phron, v. 480, kal roy ex BdOpov omdoe 
Bodov. Xen. Anab. v. ii. 24, pevyov of 
amd ray év Seid. oixtéy. The Schol. 
rightly explains Afvou kAworfjpa by KAw- 
orbv Alvov. The same expression is quoted 
from Euripides by Pollux, vii. 31. 
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500. od¢e. Though in Hades, Aga- 
memnon is said od(er@a, to escape from 
oblivion and a state of nothingness, and 
to regain his power as a king (sup. 348), 
by hearing the appeal of his son to send 
vengeance, and assist him in exeeuting it. 
—tiwhoas Adyov, Schol. dvr) rod, éx- 
anodoas nuas. 

501. dueup7. Long as your addresses 
to your father have been, you cannot be 
blamed for them, since they were meant 
as a recompense for the unlamented con- 
dition (plight) of his tomb. That is, 
‘Tt is time to leave off talking, and to 

proceed to action; I have no wish to re- 
prove the one, but only to urge on the 
other.’ There is the usual antithesis be- 
tween Adyos and gpyov (504). Hermann, 
with ed. Rob., places 502 after 500, and 
reads c@(e for ode. But there is no 
difficulty whatever in the vulgate. 

503. Ta 8 HAA’. ‘As for the rest,’— 
(see on Ag. 891).—xaTép@woat, ‘now that 
you have had your mind set right for 
action,’ i. e. your doubts removed, by the 
arguments alleged in the course of the 
preceding Commos.—daipovos meipduevos, 
taking your chance of success ; trying how 
far fortune will assist you. See on Ag. 
1641, 

505. oddty. Zw Spduov. ‘It is very 
much to the purpose (not out of course) | 
to learn,’ &c. Cf. Prom. 902. Inf. 1011. 
Orestes suspects some extraordinary warn- 
ing has been given to his mother, and 
wishes to judge whether it is favourable to 
his enterprise. ; 

508. Gavdvrt ob gpovoiyts. ‘To the 

dead man not caring for it,’—an epexe- 
gesis of peOvorepov Tyudoa. We cannot 
explain ‘not being conscious of it,’ with- 
out contradicting the Greek doctrine about 
the souls in Hades. All that the poet 
means is, that Agamemnon was not likely 
to heed an offering sent too late, and as a 
remedy for what admitted of no remedy. 
See sup. 39—41. 

509. od zxow dy. ‘I cannot come 
to this conclusion,’ viz. that there was no 
other motive than the improbable one of 
a voluntary wish to do honour to the 
deceased. He adds, as an additional 
reason for rejecting the idea, ‘ Besides, the 
offering is altogether inadequate to the 
offence.’ To the next verse refers the scho- 
lium on 513, 6 5¢ dvr) Tod ydp. See on 
Prom. 410. The real object of the xoat 
was not as a compliment to the dead, 
but to avert impending evil (drérpomov 
xaxév, v. 38), the evil namely which she 
foresaw would result from the dreaded 
return of Orestes. 

512, udrny 6 wdxOos. A change of con- 
struction for wdrny woxGet. Cf. Theb. 678, 
avdpoiv & épaluoww Odvaros &F abrderovos, 
obk Fort yiipas Todde Tod pidoparos, Sc. 
od ynpdoKe placpa bv. The principle is 
the same in the idiom noticed sup. 403. 
In the one case the subject belongs to a 
verb intended to be expressed, but after- 
wards resolved into an equivalent peri- 
phrasis; in the other, the object’ is go- 
verned by the sense of a verb conveyed in 
such periphrasis. See the note on Theb. 
280. 

302 
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OP. 7 Kat aéruabe TOVVAP, WOT bp0as ppacat : 

XO. rexely Spdxovr’ edo€ev, ds abt eye. 

OP. kat mot TedevTG Kat KapavovTat héyos ; 

XO. év orapydvowcr Traidds ppicar Sikyy. 520 
a, lal , 2 \ 5 , 

OP. rivos Bopas xpylovra, veoyevés Sdxos ; 

XO. airy tporéoxe pactov ev Taveipart. 
OP. kal TAs atpwtov odfap Hv bd oTbyous ; 

NA : a) /, / 4 , XO. dor év yddaxre OpdpBov aipatos oracat. 
OP. ovrot pdratov avdpds oavov TédeL. 525 

eo o¢ 9% s 2 , XO. 4 8 &€ vrvou Kékpayey értonery. 
modhot 8 avnOov, extuprwbértes oKdTo, 

520. dpuloa. 
like a child in swathing bands.’ Schol. 
hs maida abrdy éxretvar eddner ev Tots 
onapydvots. Hesych. épuicov' S700, 
dvdnavoov. The infinitive depends on 
Aéye: implied in the preceding Adyos, 
or rather, perhaps, on @5oéev. The vision 
of the serpent was borrowed by Aeschylus 
from Stesichorus, Plutarch, De sera Nu- 
minum Vindicta, § 10, affirms 7d THs 
KaAvuramvhotpas évinvioy dmotAdtTec bat 
Tov Srnalxopov, obtwat mws A€yovTa 

7G BE Spd uty Eoke porciv BeBporw- 
peévos &xpov, 

éx 8 &pa Tod Bacidebs MAcioberldas 
épdyn. 

Sophocles relates a different dream, Electr. 
420. 

521. tlvos Bopas. Hermann, Peile, 
and Scholefield retain tivds, cujuspiam. 
But the indefinite 71s placed at the be- 
ginning of a verse requires to be confirmed 
by certain examples; and the following 
reply seems (though Dr. Peile thinks the 
contrary) more appropriate to tlvos than 
tTwbs,—‘ Wanting what food ??—‘ Want- 
ing the breast, which she accordingly gave 
it.’—The old reading, adv, is retained by 
Peile and Klausen; and Homer uses it of 
a female breast, Il, xxii. 80. In the Attic 
writers it is commonly supposed (though 
it may be only’a whim of the gramma- 
rians) that wads and waords differ as to sex. 

‘That she put it to rest. 523. of@ap Fv. So Pauw for ovxapy 
(originally —nv) of the Med. Hesych. 
oi0ap Tay (dwv Td KaTd TOUS pacTods. 
Idem, of@ara: waotol.—orvyousis Schiitz's 
correction for orvyds, which others refer 
to an obsolete synonyme ordi. Schol. 
Tov pionTod Onplov. 

524. dar’. Sc. obk Fv Utpwrov, GAN 
érpwdn, bore x.7.A. So Ag. 1182, tat 
mwas &varos Haba Aottov Kétw; KA, 
ZreOov ovder’ ovdév, ws Tad’ HumAaxov. 

525. dvdpds dpavov. Schol. 7d é« rod 
avipds ’A-yapeuvovos pdvracua. Hermann 
and Klausen acquiesce in this ; but Schole- 
field gives a different sense, ‘’Tis the 

dream of a man (not of a beast), and no 
vain one,’ which Peile prefers. The other 
is satisfactory, provided o#ro: be taken 
strictly to negative udraior. ‘This dream 
must have been sent from her husband, 
and it has a deep import of vengeance in 
store for her.’ 

526. xéxpayev, ‘shrieks,’ in the present 
sense, as Prom. 762, ov 3 ad Kxéxpayas, 
kavapuxOiCe, The Med. gives «éxAayer, 
an anomalous form, which Franz alters to 
kéxAayyev, but Klausen retains, as he 
does &v7AGov, instead of the certain cor- 
rection of Valckenaer, av#@oy, in the next 
verse, where the Schol. gives dvéAaupav. 
Cf. Ajac. 285, trix’ eomepor Aawwrijpes 
odx &r° HOov. Peile, Wellauer, and Dindorf 
also give avjjA@ov. 
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530 

535 

Oaveiv Braiws: exSpaxovtwbets S éya 540 
KTEWWO VW, WS TOUVELpoV evverTeEL TOE. 
Tepackdtoy 5€ TAVOE & aipodpat Tépt. 

XO. 
, 2 9 

Y&VOLTO ro) OUTWS. tadha & é&nyod didous, 
, ° A fl Ba ‘\ , te ig 

Tovad EV TL TroLEtV, TOUS S€ WH TL Spay éyav. 

529. «ndelovs. The word is applied to 
any thing done in connexion with the 
death of arelative, as xoupd xndelov Tpixds, 
y. 218, and xfhSeor xoal, v. 79. Schol. 
Tas mpbs ebpeveiay *Ayaueuvovos. We 
have no English equivalent for an adjective 
which implies the care and affection due 
to the living continued to them even after 
death. 

531. yi Kal rdpe. For they were to 
send up Agamemnon; cf. 480. 709—12. 

533. kpivw «.7.A. ‘And I interpret it 
so that it corresponds (or fits me) exactly,’ 
i. e. so that the dream and the person to 
whom it applies suit each other in every 
particular, and form, as it were, one con- 
sistent whole. Cf. Suppl. 305, kal ravr’ 
drckas wdyra, ouyndrdrws euol. 

534, tov abroy x@pov éuol. Schol. rhy 
yaoréepa Tis KAvTaimyhotpas. 

535. ofpis Zeta. In the Med. the 
verse is corruptly written ofpemenaca- 
omapyavnAet ero, the restoration of which 
has exercised the ingenuity of critics with- 
out any very satisfactory result. Klausen 
comes nearest to the MSS., ofpis ém dua 
ondpyav 43° 8d? iCero, on which Franz 
endeavours to improve, opis éx ua, 
ondpyay jpraal(ero (MS. Guelf. giving 
6 wAclCero, but the 6 by an insertion). 
Hermann follows Porson, ofpis euoior 

omapydvos amAltero. Peile and Martin 
independently conjecture ére:ta, which I 
have admitted, but with little confidence 
of its truth. Perhaps (47— and ér— 
being often confused) we should read 
&macros, ‘ unfed,’ in reference to the next 
verse, and to v. 521, rlvos Bopas xpi}(ovra; 
On the final ts in bpis see inf. 914. Suppl. 
176. Prom. 1105. 

538. dug) rdpBet. So aupl duns, prae 
ira, Soph. frag. 147. See sup. 32. 

539. ws ZOpeper, i.e. Gs Bialws ZOpeper, 
oftw nal Biaiws Oaveiv. See inf. 965. 
Schol. domep 8° aluaros epee Toy Spd- 
Kovra, def avThy Opeas Te idly ydAanre 
(L. dy Get avrhy Opépas .7.A.). 

540. éxdpaxovtwOels. ‘Turned into a 
serpent,’ i. e. playing the part of the 
serpent in the dream. Verbs of this sort 
are regularly compounded with é« and 
terminate in —douat, implying the transi- 
tion out of a former state into a new one. 
Cf. etavipotoba:, exOnpiodcbat, éxrav- 
podcbat, &c.—KTelyw viv, for eyo eins 6 
xtelvay. Cf. Eur. Ion 1019, od ® 6 
xrelvwv &oet. 

542. oe, i.e. the leader of the chorus, 
who is appealed to by Orestes as to whe- 
ther he has rightly interpreted the portent. 
—éinyod, see sup. 110. 

544, tobad’ &v tt woety. ‘Telling some 
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Bavovtes, 7 Kat Aokias épyjpicer, 
avag ’Ardddwv, paves dipevdns TO mplv. 550 
Evo yap cikas, TaVTEAH odynv Exwr, 

néo Srv avdpt Tod ef’ Epxetovs Tvdas 
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dpow dS€ doviv noomev Lapyvnooida, 
VAGocons aitiv Paxidos pyovpeva. 555 

kat 67 Ovpwpav ovris av patdpa ppevi 
déEair’, erevd7) Saypwovg Sdpos Kakots: 

to act a particular part (to do so and so), 
others not to act at all,’ but simply to 
forward the scheme by silent acquiescence, 
lest by too much zeal in action the whole 
plot should be frustrated. Blomfield, 
Dind., and Franz, adopt Stanley’s cor- 
rection Tovs wév Tt. Hermann transposes 
this and the next line, leaving only 543 
to the chorus, and reading Aéyw for 
‘Deyo. 

546. rdode cuvOhnas éuds, the following 
plan we have agreed upon for surprising 
Aegisthus. Cf. 572. On aiv@ for zap- 
ave see Suppl. 175. From the primary 
sense, ‘to mention’ (Ag. 1458), there is 
an easy transition to that of speaking, 
ordering, enjoining, praising, &c. In the 
compound, apa has the same force as in 
mapeimetv, on which see Prom. 132. 

548. 5dA@ Te Kai AnpOdow. The te 
here takes the part of the more usual eira 
in connecting the subsequent action of a 
verb with a preceding participle, and ral 
merely means ‘also.’ So Ag. 98, Tobrey 
Aétao’ drt Kad Suvvardy Kad Cus aivety, 
TaLov TE yevod Thode Hepluvns. Ar. Nub. 
624, ty? dy Aaxov. ‘CmépBoros - THTEs 
iepopynuovety, Kime? ip nav Tov Oeay 
tov otépavoy &pnpébyn. Others connect 
déAm te Kal ev ta’rg Bpdxw, or SbAM 
«relvavtes 36Am Te Oavdvtes. Had the 
poet meant the latter, he would undoubt- 
edly have made Anp@dowv and Oavdyres 
change places. Hermann gives d6Aq 5é& 
kal «.7.A. 

553. vos re Kad dopdtevos. At once 
a stranger and a guest of the family, i. e. 

as a representative of Strophius. See Ag. 
853. 

554, toowev. The MSS. give otcouev, 
which Klausen and Peile retain; but the 
confusion of o: and 7 is not unfrequent; 
and the choice here between épew yAado- 
cay and idva: yA@oooy is not perplexed 
by yAdooay ctpnuoy pépew in 572, where 
the sense is simply ‘to carry a silent 
tongue.’ In the concerted speech of 
Orestes, 661 seqq., we find the Attic, not 
the Aeolic dialect which he here seems to 
promise. In truth, the admission of a 
pics in the latter tongue would have 
violated all ideas of tragic propriety. Such , 
a licence was reserved for the comic stage 
alone. It may be remarked also, that all 
which is really professed here is, that the 
two companions will converse in that 
patois, in order to gain admission by de- 
ceiving the doorkeepers. There is no 
pledge to address Clytemnestra or Aegis- 
thus in a feigned dialect. 

556. kal 84. ‘Suppose now that no 
one will admit us cheerfully, on the plea 
that the house is possessed by present 
troubles.’ See on Eum. 854, nal 3) 5é- 
Beymarr tis 5é woe Tysh pever; ‘fac me 
accepisse quod obtulisti,’ &c.—dapové, 
ef. Theb. 995, id daipoveytes ev ira. By 
xatots, as Prof. Conington observes, he 
alludes to the supernatural terror which had 
just been caused by Clytemnestra’s dream. 
It would be absurd to suppose that no 
guests had been entertained since the 
murder of Agamemnon. - 
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558. dor eweafew tid. To form 
conjectures as to the reason, to the dis- 
paragement of Aegisthus; since the viola- 
tion of hospitality was a discredit to the 
wealthy Greek. See inf. 643. 

560. dmrefpyera. ‘Why does Aegis- 
thus have one who is a Suppliant kept off 
him by (shut) doors?’ For this seems 
the true force of the dative. Cf. Ar. 
Eccl. 420, }yv & amonaeln 7H Ovpa. Vesp. 
775, oddels a? dmoxdrcloe: Oeouobérns TH 
xvyxAld:. Sallust, Cat. 28, ‘janua pro- 
hibiti.? Hor. Sat. i. 2, 67, ‘exclusus 
fore.’ 

562. «i 8 ody. ‘ But if I should pass,’ 
&c. See on Ag. 1009. Franz and Her- 
mann read épxefwy with Stanley; cf. 
épxelovs méAas, v. 552, éprelas Oupas, 
v. 640. Klausen gives éprlov with the 
Med. (Rob. épriov), but Hermann says 
the « has been altered from e: in the 
former, which also gave @npiov for @fpeioy 
in v. 224. 

564. 2 xal poAdy «.7.A. ‘Or if after- 
wards coming and meeting me face to face 
he shall raise his eyes and again drop 
them,’ i. e. so as ‘to afford me one single 
moment for action when he is not watch- 
ing me. The common reading is épei, 
which Hermann and Bamberger alter to 
apei, and Franz has adopted this slight 
and almost necessary correction. To épe? 
Hermann with truth objects, that the 
word is never used in the simple sense of 
conversing, but requires that the purport 
of the speech should be added. The in- 
transitive Bade, ‘shall present himself,’ 
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might perhaps be defended by Ag. 1143, 
ey 5é Oepudvous tax’ év wédm Bard. 
But aipe?, dpe?, are often interchanged, and 
e anda: constantly so. So aipotueba and 
épotmeba, Ag. 1631, alperOa and épeiobe 
Suppl. 927, are confused in the MSS. For 
the use of kata ordua, coram, see Antig. 
760. Androm. 1064. Ar. Ran. 626, 
besides other passages given by Blomfield. 
—cdg’ %o6, as the Schol. observes, be- 
longs to the next verse. 

567. mepiBarddv. The term is taken 
from a hunter’s net, or perhaps from a 
chain, as Pers. 744, xal réSais opupnAdrois 
mepiBadrwv «.7.A. Schol. TG Taxel Elper 
as éml eupdxou 5& elrev. The use of 
modéxns for the simple wxbs may be com- 
pared with oidppwy wérpa, Suppl. 775. 
The epithet is distinctive, as abréxwma in 
v. 157, a ‘nimble steel’ (as we should 

say) being contrasted with an inert mass 
like a chain. ; 

569. tpirnv wéow. Schol. as ei pn 
Tou Tplrov KpnThpos, mera *A-yapéeuvova 
tev 800 TolTwy Td aiwa. This is one of 
the frequent allusions in Aeschylus to the 
third libation at a banquet. See sup. 236. 
Ag. 237. 1357. Zebs Swrhp is indirectly 
hinted at as the saviour of the family after 
the deed of retribution. But the three 
draughts are probably the blood of Thy- 
estes’ children, that of Agamemnon, and 
now of Clytemnestra and her paramour. 

570. viv ody ot wév. Schol. &*HAEKTpa. 
The Med. has oby ody, which was cor- 
rected by Blomf.—7dée, the plan for sur- 
prising Aegisthus. For dprixoAAa see 
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Theb. 368. The similar word oupPalvy 
implies that each part to be performed 
must coincide, so that no contretemps 
may occur to hinder the execution of the 
scheme. 

573. Aéyew Ta Kalpia. To speak only 
when occasion requires it. Dindorf thinks 
this verse spurious, since Aulus Gellius, 
xiii. 18, quotes it as from the Prometheus 
Tuppdpos. Cf. Theb. 615, pirci 5& ovyav 
} Aeye 7& alpia. Such proverbial verses 
may have occurred in more than one play. 

574. toit@. Schol. rG@ Mvaddy, which 
Hermann pronounces right. Others un- 
derstand Apollo, a statue of which is sup- 
posed to be appealed to. — dp0dcavTi, 
Schol. cuympdiavrt. Translate, ‘ who has 
set me in the right way of this contest of 
the sword.’ The metaphor is from a 
training master in the palaestra, to which 
allusion is also made in vv. 331, 446, 851, 
&c. The word érorrevew (sup. 480) 
seems to have been used of the master 
who kept his eye on the combatants to see 
that blows were rightly dealt, &c. 

576. The subject of the following ode 
is the infatuated love of women, which 
leads them to destroy even their nearest 
relatives. And the moral is, that the 
anger of the god sooner or later falls on 
the guilty; that even men detest such 
criminals; and that justice wields the 
sword to slay them. 

580. Bpvova:. This is Hermann’s cor- 
rection for Bporoio:. As some alteration 
must be made here or in the antistrophe, 
it seems advisable to adopt a reading which, 
while it perfectly restores sense and metre, 
satisfactorily accounts for the MSS. read- 
ing, TAdQove1, BAacrovot Kal K.7.A. As 
a gloss to Bpdove1, BAacrovo: may easily 

have crept into the text. To explain it, 
as it commonly stands, is well-nigh hope- 
less; and to admit Butler’s ingenious cor- 
rection BAdmrovo: still leaves the metre at 
fault. Franz also has omitted BAacrodct, 
but he makes the construction to be 
mévrial 7° a&ykdAa Tpépovet TOAAR BXT 
Kvwddawv avtalev Bporoiot, which will 
hardly be defended by those conversant 
with the style of Aeschylus.—AdOover is 
not for TAj9over (wAaO0s for rA7O0s is not 
a Doric word), but for weAd(ovo1, oxh- 
arovot. And if there is truth in this re- 
mark, it follows that Bporoto: must be an 
interpolation, and must have superseded 
the verb on which the genitive xvwidAwy 
depended. Translate: ‘And mid-air 
meteors (seen) between heaven and earth 
approach (i. e. to hurt us), and creatures 
winged and walking on earth can declare 
the wrath of stormy tornadoes.’ The 
common reading is medduapor, which the 
Schol. explains xa@nuepwal, but adds as a 
conjecture ofua: méSoupar, i” 7 Td onpat- 
vduevov petéwpor. And meddopo: is the 
reading given by Hermann, Franz, Blom- 
field, and Dindorf, after Stanley. Though 
it seems clear from the gloss ka@nuepival 
that wedduapor is a mere error for 7ed- 
depot (i.e. weOfuepor), Klausen retains it, 
and persuades himself that a word per- 
juapov existed, derived from duaptocetv, 
‘to flash,’ or ‘twinkle;’ and Dr. Peile 
“most unhesitatingly follows” him. 

582. wravd «.7.A. If these adjectives 
form the subject to ¢pdoa:, as the poet 
appears to have meant, we have no choice 
but to read either am dveyoévtrwy with 
Hermann and Klausen, or &y daveuoévTwy 
with Franz, for évepoévrwy, — unless 
indeed, as I formerly suggested, the epic 
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xe was employed in this single passage, as 
it often is by Pindar. The Scholiast re- 
garded wrnva x.7.A. as the accusative after 
Baacrotot, which he explains by yervvaor 
nal abfovor, and again, roAAG Theres 6 
ahp ek Tis hAwaKhs axrivos mrnva, wad 
Eprerd. cio yap pes cE ddpos wlrrovtes. 
(He probably had ‘in mind the mre- 
pwrol dpes of Herod. ii. 75. Dr. Peile 
is, I think, mistaken in proposing to re- 
store dWers cE dépos mlrrovoa.)—For the 
masculine jveuoevTwy the commentators 
compare Spdéco riOévtes, Ag. 545. Prof. 
Conington makes «éroy as well as rrnvd 
&c. depend on BaAacrovor, and regards 
opdoat as an exegetical infinitive, ‘for a 
man to tell of.’ Lastly, Dr. Peile de- 
taches jvepoevrwy from aiyiiwy, and 
translates, ‘and (under the head) of 
storms and tempests one might speak of 
the fury of whirlwinds.’ But this seems 
highly improbable. No ancient writer 
could hope to be understood, who wrote 
so ambiguously. 

585. tls Aéyou. Cf. Ag. 535, Ta wey 
Tis 66 Aégerey edmeras exew. Soph. 
Antig. 604, redv, Zed, Sdvaciw tis avdpav 
xardoxot; Antipho, p. 112, init., mpbs 
tlyas oty A001 Tis BonOots; where Bek- 
ker says, “ ZA@or libri omnes.” Hermann 
gives tls Ady Kal yuvain@y ppdoet K.T.A. 
But ¢pecly rAnudvwy may very well signify 
‘audacious in disposition,’ ‘ bold in heart.’ 
The MSS. give gpecolv, but against the 
metre, as above 342 xricoas, and 362 
mpdcow. For the sentiment compare 
Eur. frag. incert. xxxii. (880 Dind.), 

dewh wey BAK Kvpdtov Garacclov, 
dewal 5& woTayod Kal mupds Oeppod 
 mvoat,— . 

GAN’ oddey OF Tw Bewdy ds yur Kaxdv. 

In the next verse Klausen, followed by 
Peile, repeats pwras in order to suit the 

otp. 2’. 

vulgate reading of the strophe, which, 
however, it fails to do with sufficient 
accuracy.—ouvvduous &rats is, ‘intimately 
connected with the calamities (infatuated 
acts) of mankind.’ Theb. 346, tdvvopov 
Odrwy exe. 

589. duavalas, Schol. duonorrias. ‘The 
inordinate love which sways the female 
both in beasts and mankind unhappily pre- 
vails over wedded fellowship,’ and drives 
them to desert their mates for the novelty 
of another union. The compound zapa- 
vty seems Gat Aeyduevoy. Compare 
however wapamoAéc@at, Dem. p. 543, and 
the many verbs like wapackomety (Ag. 
1223), mapaxove, mapamoteiv, implying 
that an act is wrongly or badly done. 
Hermann, placing the interrogation at 
duavrlas, reads mdpa velka, and calls 
mapavixay ‘ mirum verbum.’”’? There are 
many ‘mira verba’’ in Aeschylus. The 
same indeed may be said for the irregu- 
larly formed adjective dmépwros. 

592. obx bmdmrepos. Schol. 6 wh xodpos 
GAN GAnOGs pabety Oérwy. ‘Let him 
who is not light-minded remember what 
sort of contrivance by a lighted. brand the 
unhappy daughter of Thestias, the de- 
stroyer of her children, knowingly devised.’ 
This passage is full of difficulty. The 
common reading is daels Tay x.7.A., and 
the Schol. recognises a variant tromrépors, 
ywoonero boris 6 matdevbels obx tro- 
wrépots ppovtiow. Hermann has restored 
the metre by transposing tay Sacto’, and 
he adds, “‘aptum est Sacioa, quod sic 
demum, quia titionis vim norat, comburere 
cum isto fine potuit.”” One cannot help 
suspecting however that iorw refers to 
the preceding sentiment, in proof of which 
the poet calls on people of sage minds to 
reflect on the story of Althaea. Should 
we then read trav Saels av —, ‘ having 
learnt this contrivance which,’ &c. ? 

3 P 
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dpovtiow, Tav Sacto’ & TaLdoNv- 

pas Tadawa OeorTias pyoato 
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dowiay SKvddayv, ar’ éxOpav brat 

595. mupdaq twa. Hermann corrects 
mupdajriv (the Med. having rupSafriwa), 
and in the antistrophe xpucoxuhrow. 
The Schol. however connects ray — rive 
= iytiva, and appears to have found the 
nominative mupdafjs. For the a made 
long before mp see sup. 216, and compare 
the compound xpucedoroApos Pers. 159. 
It seems best to construe hy mpdvo.av 
euhoaro, Tupdah Twa obcav. 

597. Kataidovea. So Canter for % 
alSovoa. — Sapowdy, ‘glowing,’ an idea 
rather harshly borrowed from the bloody 
point of a spear. Others explain ‘ fatal ;’ 
but the sense of colour is borne out by 
Hesychius, Sapowdy wérAav, detvdy, mroi- 
kiAov, épvdpdv, muppév (quoted by Peile). 
—maidds HA’? érel «.7.A., ‘ coequal with 
her son’s age from the time that,’ &c. Schol. 
tdupetpov TG raid! daddy, ede ready ard 
Ths pntpos éBénoev. Apollodor, i. 8, 1, 
"Eyévynoe 5 "AAOala maida e& Oivéws 
MeaAéarypov, by e “Apeos yeyerficba: pact. 
Tovrov d¢ byros juepav éwrd maparyevo- 
Hévas Tas Molpas gacly ciwetys tére 
TeAeuThoe: MeAgaypos, dtay 6 Kaiduevos 
én) ris éoxdpas dards Kataxay. Todro 
axobcaca, Tov BSardy dvelAeto *AAOala, 
kal karéOero eis Adpyaxa. Ibid. § 3, 
GpyioGels 5¢ MeAdaypos Tos wey Oeorlov 
matdas &mécrewe, Td 5& Sepas (sc. edmpou 
Kaav3wvlov) @wxe tH AtaAdyTn. *AA- 
Gala 8 AumnOeioa ém TH Tov adeAPav 
Gmwarelg tov daddy five, kal 6 MeAdaypos 
ealpyns améGave. Pausan. x. 31, 2, rov 
5é én) TE DaAG Adyov, ds SoOeln pdv bud 
Moipay Th *AAOala, MeAedypw 5¢ ob mpd- 
Tepoy et Thy TedeuT}Y ovpBivat, mph 
bmd mupds AparicOjva toy Barby, Kal ws 
brd Tod Ovpod Katamphoeey aitoy 4 
*AdOala, Torovy toy Adyov Spivixos 6 
TloAuppdduovos mp@ros év Spduari ete 

TlAcupaver 

és kpuepby yap ovt HAvtev pépov" 
aneta 5é viv Padé KaTedalcaro 
ddAou mepPouevov 
parpds im’ aivas kaxopnxdvov. 

Here therefore, as in the opening of the 
Persae, Aeschylus seems to have imitated 
his contemporary Phrynichus. 

602. &AAay Se?. The MSS. have aaad 
5}, and so apparently the Scholiast, who 
supplies Yorw Sorts x.T.A. Turnebus 
gives 57, Pauw &AAay, and this has been 
generally received. But Hermann cor- 
rects &AAavy 8 @orw, and it may be 
questioned if the last is not most like 
the style of Aeschylus. Dr. Peile has 
a curious idea that ‘‘5) gives emphasis 
to the latent copula (re) contained in 
twa.” 

604. éxOpav imai, Through the means 
or agency of his enemies. Pausan. i. 19, 5, 
és todtov Tov Nivov exe Adyos, tplxas 
éy TH xepadrh of moppupas elvat, xpivat dé 
avroy én) ratrais dmoxapeloais TeAcuTay. 
‘Qs 88 of Kpiires AGov és rhy yhv, Tas 
ey BAAas Hpouv e& emidpouis tas ev TH 
Meryapld: wéaAcis, és 88 Thy Nicalay Kara- 
pedyovta Tov Nicov éroAidpxouy- évravba 
tov Nicov Aéyerar Ovyarépa épacOjvat 
Mivw, kal ds drékeipe tas tplxas Tod 
marpés. Apollodor. iit. 15, 8, dme@ave 5& 
kal Nigos 514 Ouyarpds mpodoclay. “Exovrt 
yap abtG woppupéay év péon TH Kepodrq 
tpixa, tavTns apapebeions TeAevTa. 7 
8& Ouydrnp abrod Setada epacbeica MI- 
vwos etetAe Thy tpixa. Mivws d& Meydpwy 
Kpathoas, kal thy xdépny Tijs mpdpyns TeV 
moda exdhoas, broBpdx.ov exoinge. Pro- 
pert. iii. 19, 21, ‘Tuque O Minoa circum- 

data, Scylla, figura, Tondens purpurea 
regna paterna coma.’ 
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wW OpjLous 
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oTp. y’. 

Suva dides yaprj- 
Levy’ airedyerov Sdpots 

yuvaikoBovndous TE pTioas Ppevav 
2 > 9 \ 
eT avdpt TEVXE 

609. ampoBotrAws. Schol. ampovofrws, 
ob mpookepauérvn 7d aroBycduevor: ads 
mpoddtis yap Tod warps erimwphon bd 
Mivwos. On this view it will follow that 
puv (611) refers to Scylla, whom Hermes 
conducted to the dead. Those who con- 
strue drpoBovAws mvéovra, with Klausen 
and Peile, consistently take wiv to mean 
Nisus, as the Scholiast does in spite of 
the comment just quoted. 

613. dxalpws 5é. Not believing in the 
possibility of translating, with Dr. Peile, 
‘Behold! among things that are not as 
they should be (I might mention) an 
odious marriage,’ nor of making émel 
éreuyvnoduny signify deinde recordor, and 
construing ‘yaufAevua in continuation of 
mévwv, so as to connect dralpws dvapirés, 
with Klausen, I have prefixed an obelus 
to a word which may have been corrupted 
from some verb like dyelpw or éyelpw, or 
may have been a mere marginal note 
which has supplanted the now irrecover- 
able genuine word. But I rather think, 
after much reflection on this most obscure 
passage, that the poet wrote &aipoy 5é, 
with an aposiopesis as in vv. 186, 377, so 

that, supplying Adyer from éreuynoduny, 
we should understand him thus :—‘ And 
now that I have made mention of relent- 
less family troubles (in illustration of the 
general truth in v. 589), I might indeed 
go on to describe the crime of Clytem- 
nestra, but it is not the place to do so 
here,—so I only say, I prefer a hearth 
unembroiled by family quarrels, and a 
woman’s disposition which is free from 
daring.’ The great difficulty is to find a 
verb to govern yapfAcuua and phridas, 

615 

ohopy, 

on the latter of which the Schol. absurdly 
remarks Acre: cipydoaro. Now, as the 
reader was prepared to expect, after éze) 
éreuvnoduny «.7.A., the apodosis viv 
xaipds éott Adyew duopirés yauhrcuua, 
the poet, in correcting and withdrawing 
this xaipds éort, may have still left the 
accusative to depend mentally on Aéyew, 
or some such word. This must have been 
nearly the view of the Scholiast, whose 
note is, Aciwet, uvfoouat KAvtaiyhortpas. 
Franz has edited ametxoua, Scholefield 
éreixdtws Bay, ‘I naturally come to a 
marriage,’ &c. In either case 3¢ would 
introduce the apodosis after ée}, as in Il. 
vii. 149. Od. x. 112, &c. See Pers. 417. 

Ag. 196. Hermann makes the whole 
passage down to aixudyv « parenthesis, 
and reads &xapos 3 6 — o¢Bav — rlay 
7, with this version ;—‘“‘ Quando autem 

mentionem feci tristium laborum, (intem- 
pestivus enim, qui inimicum connubium, 
exsecrandum aedibus, et foemineae mentis 
insidias viro bellatori, viro apud hostes 
claro structas colit, et suspicit igne ca- 
rentem focum atque imbelle mulieris scep- 
trum) : malorum autem maxime celebratur 
Lemnium.” In favour of the above may 
be alleged the MSS. reading riwy in 618, 
and a certain correspondence between 
céBwy and tlwy,—and we may perhaps 
say, that &xaipds dori 6 céBwv (Kandy) Te 
is equivalent to od Sixady éoriv ératveiy 
aité. But the great distance between 
the article and the participles, and the un- 
natural sense which he, in common with 
Klausen, gives to 618, 19, are objections 
to his otherwise ingenious view of the 
poet’s meaning. 

3 P2 
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TTVOTOV. YKACEV dé TU 
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feoorvynre 8 dye 
Bportav atipwber otxerar yevos. 625 

oéBea yap ovris 7d Suagirés Oeois. 
ie as > > > re fe Tt TOVO ovK evdikus ayeipo ; 

617. Aaois érendtws oéBas. ‘ Against 
a man who was with reason an object of 
veneration to his people.’ Compare sup. 
48, 150. We must understand oéBas 
byte for o¢Baorg, as the Schol. explains. 
The Greeks, it is well known, seem to 
have regarded such forms as oéAas, o¢Bas, 
deuas, and éven yépas, as either indeclin- 
able, or at least as capable of very limited 
inflexions. Compare also @éuis. I have 
adopted Aao?s for Sytos from the very 
similar passage in v. 49, céBas 8° Srwv 
gpevds te Baulas wepaivoy, and because 
‘veneration’ is not the sentiment of 
enemies, to whom Agamemnon was simply 
a terror, but of his own people.—For 
éreindtws the common reading is émucdto, 
which the metre does not admit, and even 

if it did, it is evidently nonsense; for 
Klausen’s ‘ qui venerationem ira injicit” 
scarcely deserves notice. Scholefield, from 
an anonymous conjecture, and Franz after 
H. L. Ahrens, have restored éreicdrws. 
Hermann gives Sdois émixAvT@, comparing 
Apoll. Rhod. ii. 236, ei 8) eydv 6 mply 
mor érixAuros avdpdot ives BAB@ pavTo- 
ovvy Te.—&0épuaytov, Schol adpacuyroy. 
—On aixuh see Ag. 467. 

620. 7d Afprov. See Apollodor. i. 
9,17. Herod. vi. 138, who adds, that in 
consequence of the double crime which 
had been committed in that island, vevd- 
piorat dvd Thy ‘EAAGSa Th oXETALA Epya 
adyra Ahuvia KkaréeoOat.—mpecBevera, 
‘takes precedence of,’ Ag. 1271. 

621. wd80s. The Med. has 5) zo6e), 
Turn. dhmovdey, whence the ordinary 
reading d4modev, which is rendered ubigue 
or undecunque, or profecto. Hermann 
ingeniously restores -yodra: 5& ya mdOos 

katdrrvoroy, terra Lemnia abominandum 
malum luget, adding, ‘‘yoac@a: Attici, 
non, ut Homerus, yoay dicunt.” Blom- 
field conjectures Boara:. 

623. ad. This seems to mean, ‘on 
every new occurrence of the like evil.’ 
* Particula ad refertur ad id, quod modo 
dictum est; omnia mala hominibus videri 
quasi Lemnium repetitum.’”’ Klausen. 
Hermann reads dy with Stanley, which is 
somewhat confirmed by the scholium 
eixoviceé tis. In this case it would seem 
that 7d Se.vdy must mean the crime which 
has called forth all this moralising, viz. 
that of Clytemnestra. ‘ One might (well) 
have compared the case I have just hinted 
at to the Lemnian woes.’ On dy and ad 
confused see on Theb, 702. 

624. &yet. So Auratus for &éxye. The 
latter might be defended (see on Ag. 
1222), and is so by Klausen and Peile; 
but in this place the context seems strongly 
to favour the- alteration. The sense is 
general, though the Schol. explains -yévos 
7d T&v Anuriddwv, as just before he per- 
haps rightly limits 7d devdy to the crime 
of Clytemnestra. 

626. oéBer ydp. It is the odium and 
infamy attached to certain crimes on which 
the chorus here dwells, and which is con- 
veyed by xardémrrvoroy and &rizwbév. The 
question of divine retribution, which is 
next entertained, is purposely kept dis- 
tinct from the punishment which awaits 
the impious in the detestation of their 
fellow-creatures. This feeling of hatred 
on the part of the chorus was before ex- 
pressed, v. 103. 

627. tl rév x.7.A. ‘Which of these 
is not a just inference?’ But editors 
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differ as to what the inference is that is 
intended to be drawn. Probably, that 
both hatred and retribution will attend 
the crime of Clytemnestra: that her his- 
tory will be a by-word and her fate a 
warning to all posterity. 

628. 7d 8 &yxe mvevpdvev «.7.r. ‘And 
already the sharp sword which is at the 
heart is about to deal a home-thrust at 
the instigation of Justice; for the irre- 
ligion of one who has lawlessly trans- 
gressed and utterly set at naught the 
majesty of Zeus is not trampled by it 
under foot on the ground’ (i. e. is not 
slighted nor neglected). For 7b may = 
mdvrws see sup. 426. Ag. 969. On diav- 
ralav (wAnyhv) see Ag. 1316. Theb. 
887. And for the sentiment, that im- 
piety is not disregarded by heaven, as men 
vainly boast, Ag. 360—4. 

633. mapexBdytos. The MSS. and 
Schol. give mapexBdyres, which might 
indeed be taken as exegetical of 7b ph 
6éu1s on the principle pointed out Prom. 
209. I formerly edited mapexBdvras de- 
pending on o7G, and so Franz reads after 
Miller. But with Stanley and Hermann, 
it seems better to change € into O. Cf. 
Hesiod. Opp. 226, mapexBatvoucr Biratov, 

634. épelBera: mvOufqv. The stump or 
block on which the anvil is laid (or which 
is used as an anvil) is firmly based or 
planted in the ground.—mpoyaAnreder for 
™poo— is a metrical correction long ago 
made by Hermann. By a similar meta- 
phor, Justice is said to whet the sword on 
a whetstone, Ag. 1513. The meaning 

640 

here is, that Fate forges a sword before- 
hand, to be ready for the hand of Justice 
when she wishes to strike. 

636. Séuoiw, éx 8 aiudrwy. This is 
the admirable correction of Hermann for 
the corrupt Siudoe Swudrwv. The words 
of the Schol. are clearly in support of his 
conjecture; émenpépe: 5& Tots otxols TEK~ 
voy wakuday aiuatwv, 8 éort, Tinta 6 
odvos %AAov pdvov, and hence Canter first 
restored aiudrwy. For the doctrine of one 
crime begetting another, see Ag. 730 
seqq. Inf. 792. : 

638. éxtiver utoos. Schol. amaire?. 
‘The time-honoured Fury (i. e. ancient 
family curse) pays to the uttermost (ér) the 
guilt of former murders.’ We might, at 
first sight, regarding *Epwts simply as the 
avenging Fury, have expected émetjAde 
or mpdocerai, ‘ exacts’ rather than ‘ pays,’ 
as the murderer is said to pay, éxrive: 6 
xatywy, Ag. 1539.’ But the fact is, the 
curse itself is here regarded as the Erinys 
of the family, which owes a debt to Jus- 
tice not yet fully discharged ; and rlvew 
pboos thus follows the ordinary construc- 
tion of tlvey addiuclay, ‘to atone for’ 
(sup. 427).—xpdévm KAvT& seems rightly 
taken together by Dr. Donaldson, who 
compares Pind. Pyth. xi. 32, xpdvp KAv- 
trois év "AuteAas.—Boccdppwy, pv her, 
Eum. 361. 

640. Orestes now appears with his 
companion Pylades, both . disguised as 
wayfaring men, knocking at the door of 
the palace. The servant (oixérys) is heard 
to reply from within (émaxovew). The at- 
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tendants carrying the baggage of Orestes 
(odynv, v. 551), are seen on one side of 
the stage, to be afterwards introduced into 
the house separately (v. 700). 

642. tplrov 768. ‘This is the third 
time I have had to call for some one to 
come out of the house, if Aegisthus keeps 
an hospitable one.’ This impatient speech, 
in strict accordance with the plan formerly 
proposed v. 557 seqq., implies a doubt as 
to whether Aegisthus opens his house at 
all to travellers, and is intended to convey 
some reproach for the tardiness of the 
door-keeper. With Klausen and Dindorf 
I have given Bfq as the simplest and most 
probable reading. The Med. has di, 
whence Franz edits diat, Peile and Well. 
dla: with Schiitz. Hermann gives Blay, 
i.e. KaA@ AtyioOov tplrov ré5€ exmépapa. 
The poet would not have used the form 
Sia) except from the necessity of the 
metre. But we find @iAtar’ Aiylo6ov 
Bla inf. 879. And BodbaAios is corrupted 
to SodAios Suppl. 593. 

644. elev dxotw. ‘ Well, well, I hear.’ 
The same words occur Ar. Pac. 663, and 
the metrical fault is no doubt to be ex- 
cused on the ground that it is a formula 
of familiar application. 

645. byyeAre — eeAOérw tis. ‘Go 
and say to the owners of the house, to 
whom I am come bringing news (and be 
quick, for it is late, and time for travellers 
to rest), Let some one come forth from 
the house who brings authority, be it a 
woman having the command of the place 

(or a man), though for a man to come is 
more beseeming, for in that case reserve 
in conversation does not render words 
obscure. A man speaks with confidence 
to a man, and exhibits plain credentials 
(shows clear proofs).’ 

649. Sduoor wavddKors. The ‘ apart- 
ments for the common entertainment of 
guests,’—the dvdpdves evtevor of v. 699. 
So -yuvaineia Sduata sup. 33, means the 
‘yuvosxwviris. The more proper (but not 
tragic word) for ‘a room’ is dwudriov. 

650. reAeopédpos. Schol. dpxnyds, d1- 
ounrths. Cf. avhp réAcios, Ag. 945. For 
ténapxos the Med. has ramapxos (a cor- 
ruption from an old variant yur 7° drap- 
xos or 2rapxos) with é written above the 
first a. Hermann adopts Bamberger’s not 
improbable but unnecessary correction 
oréyapxos. Franz has yuvh 7 araproio’ 
after H. L. Ahrens. 

651. &vdpa d. Soed. Turn. The rest 
have &vdpa 7°. Schol. BéAtiov kvbpa et- 
eAOetv. The object of these words, which 
the servant is told to repeat to his master, 
is to induce Aegisthus to come out first, 
as it would have been safer to dispatch 
him before the queen was aware of the 
danger. ll the editions place a full stop 
after févwy in 649. 

652. év Aésxaow. The MSS. give év 
AexGetowv, but the comment of the Schol., 
év Tats mpos yuvaikas dutdtais, leaves no 
doubt of the truth of: Hermann’s and 
Emper’s emendation, adopted also by 
Franz. For Aéoxn here implies the un- 
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business-like conversation which would 
naturally be held with a lady, while aides 
is that bashfulness which hesitates to de- 
clare in her presence, plainly and at once, 
the purpose of the visit. The aorist par- 
ticiple, as Hermann truly observes, would 
be quite out of place; and he might have 
added, the article could hardly be omitted. 
The sentiment is repeated inf. 722. 

654. eupaves téxuap. It is not clear 
whether this alludes to the exhibition of 
certain tokens or ocular proofs (such as a 
signet or oduBodAov), or whether we should 

understand, with Schiitz and others, ‘de- 

clares his meaning plainly.’ The former 
seems the natural sense of the word réxuap 
(Ag. 306, réxpap Tootro EvuBoAdy Te cat 
Aéyw), while we might rather have looked 
for édfAwoey than éohunvey. The idea 
probably is, that a woman might easily 
be cajoled by a false messenger ; compare 
inf. 830. Ag. 467. 

658. Sixatwy dupdtrwv mapovola. These 
words are readily explained on the pro- 
bable supposition that guests had a re- 
luctance to fare with hosts of bad repute ; 
—indeed, we know that murderers were 
excluded from a common table. There 
was something to a Greek even in the 
omen of being looked at by an honest eye. 
Cf. Xen. Anab. vii. (o 46, ob Bt edckw 
hdéws nal Supacr nat povh nad tevlos. 
Thus we do not need H. L. Ahrens’ 
Sixalov 6 cipdrov, much Jess Hermann’s 
Binalwy 7° dumviey (Hesych. dumvia, wap 
topdpos Tpoph). 

659. BovAidrepov. ‘Of a more private 

kind,’ ‘more a matter for consultation.’ 
Cf. Suppl. 593. Schol. ef 5& od 5:0 Eevlay 
ete, GAAG BC AAO Tt. Klausen thinks 
that Clytemnestra must have overheard 
the remarks of Orestes about the unfit- 
ness of women for holding a conference ; 
but the supposition is hardly necessary. 

662. aitéoprov. Hesych. abr dpoprot 
avrodidrovor. Kuplws b& of év Tots idtos 
maotois. (Soph. frag. 250.) Hence, per- 
haps, the Schol. explains ém) i3tq mpaypa- 
teig. But our poet seems to have used it 
in the simple sense of ‘self-burdened,’— 
not indeed that Orestes, who had attend- 
ants with him (700), is to be supposed to 
have carried his own bundle, but that he 
was accompanying his effects in their re- 
moval, instead of sending them by a sepa- 
rate conveyance. 

663. dowep — médas, a3 I have now 
carried out my purpose by resting at 
Argos. Literally ‘as (having come) 
hither I have had my feet unyoked.’ 
Schol. ris 6300 tis ddouroplas améAvea 
én 3 feria Ohivan map buiv. éx werapopas 
tav dmoAvopévay Tov (uyod trmwy Kal émd 
gdrvny dpudvrwv. It would seem that 
either the poet wrote ameCoyny 6805 or 
the grammarian tobs wdé5as THs d8otmoplas 
améavoa. Supra, 100, Aéyos by, Somep 
Hdéow tdpov marpés. Herod. vi. 41, 
howep GpuhOn éx Kapdins wéduos, erAce 
51a Tod MéAavos xéATrov. What Orestes 
means to say is this,—that he had not 
deviated from his original route in order 
to bring the message. 
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665. ekiorophoas kal capnvicas. ‘ Hav- 
ing asked the way I was going and told 
me what was his own destination.’ Or it 
may mean, ‘having explained to me the 
road I was to take.’ But Klausen well 
remarks that the high road from Delphi 
and Daulis to the Peloponnesus was not 
likely to require such explanation. 

666. mevOoua yap év Adyw. The name 
of Strophius (Ag. 854), at which the ears of 
Clytemnestra would be anxiously opened, 

‘is thus casually mentioned, as a matter of 
indifference. 

667. &AdAws, ‘at all events,’ —for a 
purpose unconnected with the present 
message. Schol. 5° &AAnv xpelav. Plu- 
_tarch, De Fortun. Rom. § xii., trav Bap- 
Bdpwy ris BAAws Tov TémoV TEptidy. 

670. ef otv. The ody must here be 
construed separately, or the sentence will 
be unconnected with the, preceding : 
‘ Whether then the opinion of his friends 
shall prevail to bring him bome, or whether 
to bury him abroad, convey these instruc- 
tions to us on your return.’ In the next 
verse eZr’ ody forms the usual combina- 
tion, meaning literally ‘ or whether conse- 
quently,’ i. e. if the former alternative is 
considered as rejected. For péroiov see 
Pers. 321. Eur. Heracl. 1033, wéroucos 
del xeloopuar ard xOovds. 

677. Tov texdvra. ‘His parent,’— 

680 

said generally, and without reference to 
the question whether both or only one 
survived. 

678. In ed. Rob. this speech is given 

to an attendant (@ep.). In the Med. no 
name is prefixed. In ed. Turn. it is as- 
signed to Electra, and so Blomfield, Klau- 
sen, and Peile. But it does not appear 
that Electra is present during the scene; 
and the hypocritical grief and ill-disguised 
exultation at the reported death are well 
suited to Clytemnestra, to whom Her- 
mann, Franz, and Dindorf assign the 
passage, after Portus. —I have given 
eiras from a former conjecture, also made 
by Bamberger, for évmac’ of the Med. 
The meaning is, ‘Your words have made 
us sensible how utterly we are left deso- 
late,’ i.e. by these tidings you have un- 
done us. Neither év@dd és (Turn. Dind.) 
nor gumavy ms (Klausen), nor gumas as 
(Miiller) seems likely to be right. Nor is 
Hermann’s éxmadés better than Peile’s 
éuméSws, which he translates in homely 
fashion, ‘clean down on the ground is the 
desolation of our house.’ 

679. ’Apd. Curse or Fury of the fa- 
mily (Eum. 395. Ag. 1579). 

680. as méAN erwrGs. ‘Upon how 
many things, though lying safe out of 
harm’s way, do you set your eye, bring- 
ing them down from afar with well-aimed 
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arrows.’ If this be the true meaning of 
the poet, and the right punctuation of the 
passage, we might almost imagine that he 
had somewhere seen the Assyrian repre- 
sentation of the god Nisroch, who is pic- 
tured hovering over armies, &c., with a 
destroying bow. Compare Herod. iii. 35, 
ddorora, ob8 by abtdy eyarye Sonéw Tov 
Gedy oftrw by Kadds Badéew, and Mr: 
Blakesley’s note. But the Schol. appears 
to have construed thus:—dés wdAn’ én- 
wmrds, kal xeipoumevn rétors TH exmoddv 
keiueva, dropiAots pe Tov dlawy. Her- 
mann reads doyiAo7, and places this verse 
after 684. 

683. kal viv — ydp. ‘For but just 
now Orestes had made a lucky throw, 
getting his feet out of the mire of ruin.’ 
These, as well as the following two verses, 
are the words which Electra had so often 
said to Clytemnestra, and which the latter 
now retorts in derisive irony, though she 
intends the supposed messenger to take 
them in their natural sense, viz: that 
Orestes had died at the very time when 
his troubles seemed at an end. The MSS. 
give voul(wy and etBotAws. The former 
was corrected by Turnebus from the 
scholia, the latter by Porson. The me- 
taphor is probably from a lucky throw of 
the dice, Ag. 33. Inf. 956. 

685. viv 8, iirep «.7.A. ‘But now the 
boasted hope of Orestes’ return is here 
before her,’ i. e. is come to nought. 
Such is apparently the sense; but the 
exact meaning of mrapotcay eyyptiper,— 
perhaps a technical phrase,—has yet to be 
determined. She seems to say, that what 
was in prospect is to be written down or 
reckoned at its present worth. Clytem- 
nestra purposely makes the subject to 
eyypdper. ambiguous; she means Electra, 

690 

but the messenger is to understand it of 
Orestes. Electra had often threateningly 
said, matoe: ve "Opéorns Tis KaAdjs Bas- 
xelas, i.e. THs cis eut HBpews, Which 
threat is now ridiculed as having been 
falsified by the event. But to the mes- 
senger the words would bear a very dif- 
ferent import:—‘ But now the hope of 
joy and revelry which the house had in 
prospect of his return, as a cure for the 
long-endured sorrow, he writes down as 
before them,’—i. e. he shews, -by the 
presence of his ashes, to have been vain. 
The Scholiast has this obscure comment : 
—rdiov abrhy apavicbetoay apa. ws mpds 
Td éAmls 8 dmédwxe. Read; tatov, abthy 
apanicbeicay Spa, that is, ‘ Construe, dpa 
abthy (Thy éamiia) apavobeioav.” He 
seems therefore rightly to have taken 
Electra as the subject to ép¢. He explains 
Baxxelas xadjs equally well, 7 eippootyyn 
tav Bacireiwy otxeTat, though only in the 
non-ironical sense, viz. that in which the 
messenger is to understand it. ; 

690. évou tévoicw. ‘* What relation is 
more friendly than that of a guest towards 
lis hosts?’ The Schol. must have read 
tévw, for he explains 4) 7d ayaa ayyetrAat. 
—In the next verse 5¢, which is wanting 
in the MSS., was inserted by Pauw. The 
simple sense of the whole passage is this: 
—‘I could have wished to bring better 
news to such wealthy hosts; but I held it 
to be a matter of impiety not to go through 
with such a business for friends, after I 
had promised to one (Strophius), and 
been hospitably received by another (Cly- 
temnestra).’ Suidas, xaraivéoavros: ovy- 
katabeuévov. Zopordys (frag. 893). Cf. 
Thue. iv. 122, "Apsordévuyos tots wey BA- 
Aos kat#ver. Oecd. Col. 1633. 1637. 

3 Q 
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694. petov dtlwv. So Blomf., Dind. after 
Pauw. The old copies give atfws, which 
is retained by Klausen, Peile, and Her- 
mann. ‘ You shall not meet with (hospi- 
tality) the less worthily of yourself.’ But 
(1) the ellipse is very harsh, and rvy- 
xavew KaAas sup. 205, which Klausen 
compares, has 7& Aoird either for its sub- 
ject or its object. (2) The Schol. gives 
tav go (1. cov) aklwy tiwav. (3) The 
terminations —ws and —wy are sometimes 
interchanged, as Ag. 1366, sperdvrwy for 
mpenévtws. Hermann inclines to the 
genitive, but thinks aifws capable of de- 
fence. 

698. paxpas xeAevOov. This may de- 
pend on mpéopopa, as Eur. El. 508, 7a 
mpdapopa Tis viv mapovons ovudopas ai- 
Thoopat. But quepevew xedrevOou seems 
here to be used much as peroumeiy yijs 
Suppl. 603, tayety "Acldos Pers. 760, on 
the principle that the verb involves the 
substantive (juépa = pijxos huépas).. See 
Matth. Gr. Gr. § 338. Jelf, § 522. 2. 
Similar verbs are dpOpevew (Theocr. x. 
ult.), Siavverepederv. 

700. émo@érovs tovcde. Hermann 
reads émia@drouv Te Tovde Kal Evvéuropov. 
Dr. Peile, after Abresch, takes émo0émous 
for the nominative (Hesych. irocrpdpas), 
and follows Pauw in editing fuyéumopoy. 
But it is very far from certain that Orestes 
and Pylades appeared alone on the stage. 
As in Suppl. 962, casual mention is made 
of attendants who take no part in the pro- 

ceedings, so here it is very credible that 
the two wayfarers were accompanied by 
servants. (See the note on abtdépoptov, 
v. 662.) As for the 5¢, which Peile and 
Klausen regard as introducing a new pro- 
position, we have seen that it is not un- 
frequently used by Aeschylus in the copu- 
lative sense; cf. Suppl. 15. We. may: 
reasonably ask why, if Pylades only is 
meant, there should have been need of 
returning to introduce him, since he does 
not appear any where in the character of 
a servant to Orestes, but as his equal and 
companion. For the form émicGoros the 
commentators compare deAAdzos, Tov- 
Aumos, Oidtaos. 

702. ds bwevObye. Schol. ds dSécovts 
Slenv, Hy te wapd 7d Séov wovhops. An- 
other scholium gives imodfcw. Both are 
clearly in favour of the reading in the 
text, though Klausen, singularly enough, 
claims them in defence of the MSS. read- 
ing érev@vvy. Dr. Peile, as usual, follows 
him, and translates, ‘ I advise that this be 
done as it would for the eye of a master.’ 
But the meaning surely is, ‘I bid you do 
this, and hold you responsible for exe- 
cuting my orders scrupulously.’—aiv@ for 
Tapawe, as sup. 546. 

704. ob omaviCovres oidwy. “ Vides 
eam fretam praesidio Aegisthi pariter, ut 
Ag. 1357”’ (1411). Klausen. The idea 
occurs suddenly to her mind, that the 
death of Orestes may cause a revolution, 
and the dreaded retribution may arrive. 
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Hence the allusion to her not unbefriended 
condition. Nothing can be more natural 
than the conduct of Clytemnestra under 
the circumstances. She is glad, but does 
not exult ; inclined to believe the report, 
but not blindly credulous; she gives no 
decisive reply, and expresses no opinion, 
till she has talked the matter over with 
Aegisthus. Not less characteristic is the 
cold and calm look she displays to her 
servants, v. 725, which they well know to 
be a hypocritical one. 

707.-cropdrwy ioxiv, i.e. peyddny 
gwvhv, a loud paean of unsuppressed joy, 
in place of the hitherto secret tears (v.73) 
and stealthy expressions of hope (v. 124). 

713. SoAfav. The common reading is 

doAfa, but Pauw seems rightly to have 
given SoAlay. For dkud¢e: is impersonal 
in Theb. 95, dxudter Bperéwy exerOaut, 
and the Med. in other places has the 
nominative by an error for the accusative, 
as Ohpa marpga v. 243, rodde v. 472. 
The Schol. however also found the nomi- 
native, viv Katpoy éxet 4 Sorta meth cvv- 
aywricacbar TG ’Opéorn.—tvyxaraBijvat, 
‘to enter the lists on the side of Orestes.’ 
See on xabhxew, sup. 446. Xen. Anab. 
iv. 8, 27, woAAol naréBnoay. 

715. Kal roy vixiov. ‘Nihil ineptius 
fingi potest additamento isto kal rdv 
vixtov. ~ Scripserat aliquis interpres tov 
xGdviov nal roy vdx.ov.”” Hermann; who 
however prefers to reject xedviov and 

retain vixidy @, of which he regards 
xOdviov as a mere synonym. I had in- 
closed the above words in brackets in the 
former edition. Dr. Peile thinks they are 
used of Orestes, and translates, ‘and 
marshal the night-faring man on his way 
to’ &c. But épodeder twa &yGvi is a 
very doubtful idiom; the word seems to 
mean ‘to inspect’ in Ar. Av. 1160; but 
it is there used in the passive. The Schol. 
has cuvdpacOa mpbs thy 68dv. The sense 
probably is ‘ to direct,’ ‘to see that all is 
right for,’ &c., and differs but little from 
6pldca ayavas sup. 575. 

717. 6 avhp 6 tévos. ‘This stranger- 
man appears to be causing a mischief to 
the family; for I see here the nurse of 
Orestes all in tears.’ Schol. on Tebxew, 
av7) Tod, wemonkévar wévOos 76 otk 81a 
Tis ayyeAlas. Certainly there is nothing 
in this comment to prove that a verse has 
been lost, which Hermann proposes to 
supply thus :—rvxeiy nardy ofkourt wévO0s 
Oels véows ayyéAuacw. The meaning 
merely is, that the man seems to be the 
author and originator of mourning to the 
family, and the Scholiast wished to shew 
how that could be. Cf. redxew rare 
Eum. 122.—rexAavpuéerny, see sup. 448. 

719. KiAtooa. Sothe Med. TefAicoa, 
the reading of Robortello, is wrongly pre- 
ferred by Peile and Klausen. Not only 
has that name no meaning (as is usual in 
all Greek names), but the gentile appella- 

38Q 2 
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tion is quite appropriate to one in the 
position of a nurse. No importance can 
justly be attached to the remark of the 
Scholiast on Pindar, that she was called 
Arsinoe, and by Pherecydes Laodamia.— 
For wéaas I formerly suggested 7éAas, 
and am still unable to defend rarety rbAas 
by any examples. The words are pro- 
bably confounded in Prom. 430. Cf. Here. 
Fur. 139, Adoy mepavta tavbe Swudrav 
méAas. Still, as the nurse was going 
towards the palace to call Aegisthus, we 
may rightly render it, ‘Whither are you 
going, that you are stepping towards the 
door ?’ 

720. tpobos Evvéuropos. * An unhired 
attendant,’ i. e. unsought and unbidden; cf. 
GxéAevoros &yucbos dodda Ag. 951, Satr’ 
axéAevoros érevéey ib. 710. Dr. Peile’s 
version, inelegant in itself, quite misses 

the point of the idiom, ‘ grief, no thanks 
to it! is your fellow-traveller.’ 

721. The nurse, a garrulous gossip who 
has been dispatched to summon Aegisthus, 
now comes forward alone on the stage 
and opens her griefs to the chorus. She 
is instructed to convey such a message 
to Aegisthus as suits their present purpose 
(757).—rTots févois is Pauw’s correction 

for tovs tévous, which Well., Klausen, 
Peile, Dind., retain. So also the Schol., 
h Tovs tévous Kpatotoa Kal srodetauevn. 
It is, however, very harsh to explain either 
‘My mistress bids me say that the stran- 
gers are calling for Aegisthus,’ or, as 
Hermann suggests, ‘bids the strangers 
call Aegisthus,’ i.e. by means of me as 
their messenger. The dative, as it seems, 
has been rightly admitted by F.anz and 
Hermann. 

722. capéotepov dvhp am avipds. See 
652. 

725. ero. The old reading is 0éro. 
Compare xdves y for caves in v. 916, 
and see on Pers. 499. Hermann adopts the 
very improbable compound @erocKxv0pw- 
mov from the conjecture of Erfurdt, which 
he calls “ praeclara emendatio.” Thus he 
makes xedOovea refer back to 7 Kpatodca 
tivwyev. As the Greeks considered the 
eyes the seat of mirth (as appears by such 
expressions as dpOaApds yeAdwv, dupmare 
peididwrTt, &c.), so OéoOar yédwy évrds 
éupdrwy was a natural phrase for the 
attempt to disguise inward satisfaction. 
With Franz and Dindorf I have admitted 
oxv0pwrav for cxvOpwrby, as more suited 
to the context. (So mipay and mpby 
are confused in v. 72.) Translate :—‘ To 
her domestics indeed she concealed a smile 
under (within) a sorrowful eye, trying to 
hide it (i. e her delight) upon events which 
have been accomplished fortunately for 
her, while to this house they are altogether 
unfavourable, in consequence of the report 
which the strangers have clearly an- 
nounced.’ Compare Shakespeare, Two 
Gentlemen of Verona, i. 2, ‘ How angerly 
I taught my brow to frown, When inward 
joy enforced my heart to smile.’ Hor. 
Sat. ii. 5, 103, ‘est Gaudia prodentem 
vultum celare.’ 

727. &xe. Klausen, followed by Peile, 
gives 2xew from the Med. But the Schol. 
has karés ofkos Sidkerra: bxd THs Hhuns 
his tyyerav of tévor capas. It would 
however be easy to understand ofrw d:a- 
memparypevors bore maryndnws exer Sduots. 
But i¢” fis phuns belongs rather to ero. 

729. h 8) wAtwv éxcivos. ‘ Though 
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Clytemnestra looks stern and grave, with- 
out doubt fe will indulge his joy at the 
tidings.’ Such seems to be the sense. 
Dr. Peile translates, ‘We may be sure, 
then, his hearing will make him a merry 
heart, the moment he receives the intelli- 
gence.” It is true that edppave? vdov 
scarcely implies of itself any outward de- 
monstration; but still the words must 
mean something different from the morose 
reserve of Clytemnestra. Like the Latin 
indulgere yenio, ebppalvew vdov has the 
notion of giving way to pleasure. So 
Alcest. 788, ctippawe cautdy, tive, Tov 
Ka huepay Blov AoyiCou adv. 

731. 7a wey marad. Schol. 4 xpeoupyla 
Tov Ovécrov waldwy Kal 6 "Ayayeuvovos 
Odvaros. 

736. plrov 8 Operrny. The construc- 
tion is irregular, and doubtless intention- 
ally so, to suit the rambling and incoherent 
style of the soliloquy. She ought to have 
said, drdéAeca or TeOvynxdta axobw, but 
does not finish the sentence till v. 750, 
and then turns it in a different way. 
Translate ;—‘ But as for the-dear Orestes, 
the darling of my soul, whom I brought 
up from the day I took him of his mother, 

4nd all my many troubles from the shrill 

cries that kept me astir at nights,—all of 
no avail to me who had to endure them, 
for,’ &c. If the text be right, as Hermann 
thinks it is, though others suppose some- 
thing to have been lost, neAevopdrwy is 
the genitive after ToAAG kal woxOnpd. The 
construction would be rather clearer if we 
were to read T& woAAG rad woxOnpa, and 
(as Portus proposed) cde vurtimAaykTwv. 
7A. tpdrw gpevds. ‘ According to his 

humour.’ Scholef. 
743. ei Amds. So Stanley for 4 Amds. 

Hermann and Franz rightly adopt the 
correction; for, though in v. 876, 2) — } 
is certainly for efre — etre, there is this 
difference, that 7) cannot be used. to ex- 
press a direct hypothesis. Dr. Peile’s 
attempt to dispose of the objection is only 
a kind of quibble, ‘does hunger, or does 
thirst, it may be, or—.’ For the Ionic 

form 6ffm Herm. and Well. propose 
diynows, J. Wordsworth df etris, ad-- 
mitted by Dindorf. We have, however, 
@ékos in Prom. 850, Sdaeda id. 848, not 
to mention mwAcdwevon and cicorxvetow 
ib. 663 and 122. 

744. airdprns. 
xa BonOety Bobrcrat. 
Scholef. 

Schol. éavtq dpreiy 
‘Helps itself,’ 
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749. marpt. ‘For the father,’ i.e. to in Theb. 173 and elsewhere. Peile trans- 

present it to him; but from the mother, 
sup. 737. Cf. Od. xix. 355, Setopévy 
xelpeco’, bre piv mp@rov Téxe wAT NP. 

750. teOvnxdtos. It may be doubted 
if this is not the genitive absolute. For 
though the MSS. reading in v. 752 is 
Tavde — Adywv, it seems certain that the 
Greeks made the general distinction be- 
tween meiOecOal tiva, ‘to hear of, or 
inquire about, a person’ (Ag. 600. Supra 
724. Inf. 824), and wet@eoOu (or mu- 

Oéc0at) Tivds, ‘to hear from a person’ 
(inf. 833). I do not understand Dr. 
Peile’s doctrine, that red@ouar reOynndTos 
means ‘I hear of his being dead,’ and 
mebOouat TeOvynxdra, ‘I find he is dead,’— 
nor how he can compare the construction 
of 752 with 833. 

752. tévde Adyov. So Blomf., Dind., 
Herm. for révde Adywv. The mere caco- 
phony of the latter (with @éawy) is some 
argument against it. 

754. 4 wes; ‘Did you ask how? Ex- 
plain your meaning more clearly ’—‘I 
meant to'ask whether he is to come with 
his body-guards or alone.’ In the former 
verse Hermann and Franz, after Canter, 
give rf mas; (a combination which requires 
to be defended by examples.) Dindorf 
edits dérws; with Schiitz,—a comic rather 
than a tragic idiom. In the second verse 
the Med. gives 4 uv, which Klausen edits 
(interrogatively). If we supply épwré or 
dédAw eidévai, there is no reason to alter 4 
to ef with Turn. Vict., as Hermann, Peile, 
and others have done. 

757. deondrov arbyet. Schol. 7@ pt- 
coupévy bm "Ayauéuvovos, i.e. ‘to that 
object of our master’s detestation,’— 
Aegisthus. Soa person is called ulonua 

lates, ‘ our wretch of a master,’ comparing 
the well-known periphrasis cubs péya 
xpiua, Herod. i. 36. But it may be 
doubted if the Greeks ever extended this 
idiom so as to make deomdtov orbyos a 
synonym of orvyepds Seandtys. The fact 
is, the chorus speak guardedly and ambi- 
guously to the nurse, not from distrust of 
her fidelity, but from fear of her garrulity. 
Her real feelings in favour of Orestes have 
been disclosed to them in the nurse’s 
rambling speech. Thus, though Aegisthus 
is clearly meant, the application of deané- 
ts to him or Orestes is left open. 

758. abrov éadeiy. ‘In order that he 
may hear the news fearlessly, bid him 
come alone,’—i. v. assure him that he has 
no need of body-guards, in order to disarm 
his suspicions by representing it as per- 
fectly safe.—-ynOovon for ya8ovon is Pauw’s 
correction. The latter may be one of those 
Doricisms which are sometimes found even 
in Iambic verses, on which see Prom. 694. 
It is objected, with some show of reason, 
that the present y7@éw was not used by 
the earlier Greeks (though it is found 
Theocr. i. 54). We have indeed éreyhOet 
Prom. 162, but the reading is doubtful. 
Hermann gives gcov tdx10Td y' eddoton 
opevt, alleging that yn@ovcn, if said of the 
nurse, would have told her too much of 
the secret; if of Aegisthus, it would have 
made him suspect the nurse. But it was 
natural for her to tell him to come quickly, 
without waiting for ceremonious attend- 
ance, to hear some good news, and to meet 
the messenger with that pa:dpov mpdcwrov 
of which the superstitious Greek thought 
so much. See below on 761. 
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760. xpumrds ép0otra Adyos. These 
words were recovered by Porson from 
Eustathius, p. 1013, 11, who quotes as a 
verse of Euripides éy dyyéAw yap xpurrds 
dp0otra Adyos (with the var. lect. kumrds). 
The Med. and the other old copies give 
kpurtds épboton per), from a confusion 
with the preceding line (see Ag. 1187). 
The meaning is, that a confidential message 
can only be rightly and safely communi- 
cated by a personal interview of the bearer. 
It is to be observed, that the nurse is in- 
structed to quote this aphorism to Ae- 
gisthus, in order to induce him to come 
in person. Compare above, v. 650. 

761. ppovets ed. ‘Can it be that you 
are glad at the present tidings?’ Peile 
strangely mistranslates, ‘ Well, if you have 
any good purpose to serve by what you 
just now bid me say—,’ reading aad’ ef 
after Aldus. But the scholium yalpeis, 
on the preceding verse, evidently belongs 
to this, as Hermann observes. Compare 
Ag. 262, ed yap ppovotvros supa cod 
katyyopet. This sense of ed gpovety for 
edppalver@at seems generally to have es- 
caped the commentators. Assuming its 
truth here, we have a strong argument for 
the genuineness of yn9odcn above, since 
the question could only have originated 
from the nurse’s surprise at the mention 
of rejoicing at what she supposed was 
really the death of Orestes. 

762. GAN ci x.7.A. ¢ But what if Zeus 
shall one day bring about a change from 
misfortune ?’—‘ Impossible!’ replies the 
still incredulous nurse, ‘since Orestes is 

OTp. d. 

gone, the hope of the family.’ Cf. Suppl. 
504, GAa’ ef Spaxdvrwy dvoppdvav éxOl- 
oow; Or, without a question, we might 
translate, ‘Nay, I was only thinking 
whether,’ &c. For the chorus are trying 
to allay the not unreasonable suspicion of 
the nurse that there must be some cause 
for this unwonted joy. For tporalay see 
Theb. 702.— al més, ‘indeed!’ Ag, 
532. 

766. wyyeAX iotoa. ‘Go, and deliver 
the message,’ i. e. don’t stay to question 
us further. There is great art in the 
manoeuvre by which the chorus, who are 

under a promise of secresy (v. 546), yet 
reveal just enough to excite the curiosity 
of the nurse without satisfying it. 

767. wére Oeotow. So Ag. 947, uéror 
8€ rot col Tavrep by wéAAns TeAciv. Here 
it may be regarded as a formula for dis- 
couraging further inquiry. 

770. The nurse having entered the 
palace, as before Orestes and Pylades had 
done, and the Queen having also retired 
to consult with Aegisthus (v. 705), the 
chorus are now left to themselves, and 
throwing off all reserve and disguise utter 
a hearty prayer that Orestes may at length 
find an end of all his troubles, that order 
and virtue may be restored to the house, 
that a crowning act of retribution may put 
an end for ever to the murders in the 
family. Apollo and Hermes are invoked, 
the one as holding the prophetic seat, the 
other as the god of craft and concealment. 
They promise rich offerings and the in- 
stitution of solemn dirges to expiate the 
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guilt incurred in the family. And finally, 
Orestes is exhorted to act with firmness, 
and to think only of his dead father by 
way of hardening himself to his mother’s 
ery for mercy.—This stasimon is so cor- 
rupt that great licence must be allowed to 
every editor who would present sense and 
metre to his readers, rather than, like 
Klausen and Peile, sacrifice both to a 
veneration for a MS., which has evidently 
been, in this part, interpolated with glosses 
to an unusual extent. Indeed, nothing can 
be conceived less satisfactory than Klau- 
sen’s comments, both critical and exege- 

tical, on the whole of this chorus. Neither 
he nor Dr. Peile seems to have been aware 
of the metrical law of exact syllabic cor- 
respondence which Aeschylus always fol- 
lowed. Hence they both, in common 
with earlier editors, print verses as anti- 
thetical which have scarcely a couple of 
feet in common. 

_ _. 172. eb ruxetv. The Med. has tuxeiv 
dé ov. Hermann has given e& ruxeiv 
from the Schol., 56s wot ebruxfay edruxF- 
goat BeBalws.—kvplws, which occurs also 
Ag. 171, seems to mean ‘ validly,’ ‘ perma- 
nently,’ from supody, ‘ to ratify.’ 

7713. T& dédppova, i. e. cwppocivnv. 
The Med. gives r& cwppocvww—, probably 
from a gloss superscribed having been 
introduced as a various reading. The 
antistrophic verse makes the correction 
of Hermann nearly certain. Translate, 
‘Grant that their fortunes may be truly 
blessed who desire to see virtue in the 

ascendancy.’ Hermann however gives éyerv 
for i8etv,—but ef may be compared with 
Suppl. 73, kAver’ eb 7d Bixasov iddvres, 
‘to see it well,’ meaning ‘to see it thrive.’ 

774. 5a dixas. Here da is a dis- 
syllable, as in Pers. 565, 640. Inf. 784. 
Hermann has «a8 8{xay from the Schol. 
kate dlkay, 8 éott kaTd Td Slxouov. By 
may ros @Aaxov is meant, that the above 
is a sort of prophetical declaration, that it 
will be so. 

715. & Zeb, ob vw gvddooos: A 
former correction of Hermann’s for Zed, 
ov 8é wv k.7.A. 

7716. mpd 8é -Y exOpav Thy ~cwder. So 
Hermann and Seidler for apd 5 3) *xOpav 
tev éow. ‘ Yea, and set thou him that is 
within the palace (Orestes) before (i. e. 
above) his enemies; since by raising him 
to be great you will receive gladly a double 
and triple. return,’ sc. in sacrifices, sup. 
247 seqq.—péyay kpas, cf. ard opuixpot & 
dy &peras weyar, v. 254. 

779. tc. Schol. yiyywone. Hermann 
and Franz admit Pauw’s conjecture 7cyxe, 
‘sustain him in the course,’ or rather 
perhaps, ‘check his speed.’ But the 
change seems by no means necessary: 
‘Know that the orphan son of a dear sire 
is yoked in the chariot of misfortune, and 
set a limit to his course.’ The common 
reading is &pyari, but Hermann has re- 
stored the plural from the Scholiast, on 
metrical grounds. 

784. tov7’ 180 5a wéBov. So Blom- 
field for Todr’ idciv ddwedov. Some alteras 
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tion is necessary to make the passage 
grammatical; and IAOI for IA€IN is as 
simple and easy as any that has been 
proposed,—more so than xrlooy for tis 
&y, which Franz has given on the conjec- 
ture of H. L. Ahrens, or tiv’ ai, Her- 
mann’s reading. The Schol. found id«iy, 
but he explains it by 70. The d:a is 
here, as unquestionably in many other 
places (see 774), a monosyllable. If we 
retain Sdmedov (or, as Hermann writes it, 
ydaredov,—but see on Prom. 848), the 
sense will be precisely the same, avouévov 
ddaeduv being like mndav wedia, Ajac. 30; 
TAavnbels xOdva,’ Eur. El. 598; wévri0v 
KAvdwr &rAdpevat, Oed. Col. 1686; oretx’ 
aynpérous yoas, Prom. 727. Translate ; 
‘Would that one could see the strained 
pace of his steps keeping regular time as 
they go over this course.’ Schol. e#- 
Taxtov Kal wh Tpaxetay mopelay. By 
fvOuby we must understand the ‘ stepping 
in time’ or measured paces of a horse in 
harness. For the middle od(eoOa: see 
Prom. 43. 

786. évi¢ere. The admirable emenda- 
tion of Hermann for voul(ere. Compare 
Pers. 143, 763° eve(Suevot oréyos apxatov. 
Eur. El. 1117, povoeia nal @Odxous évi- 
(ovoay dnddva. If voulfew pvxdv could 
mean ‘habitually to live in a recess,’ as 
inf. 990, voul(wv Blov, ‘practising a way 
of life,’ the antistrophic metre might be 
defended by an argument which I formerly 
adopted, but now gladly resign as unne- 
cessary. The gods are addressed who 
were worshipped as the protectors of the 
family, and who occupied shrines or had 
altars in the interior of the palace, as Zebs 
‘Epxeios, Krhoios, &c. 

790. wempaynevor. Hermann omits 
this word. I had before inclosed it in 
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brackets without knowing that Canter had 
long ago condemned it. But it may have 
been the end of the lost verse. 

792. yépwv pévos. ‘May old murders 
no longer beget new murders,’ i.e. may 
the curse inherent in the family now be- 
come exhausted, as by old age. On the 
peculiar figure here employed see sup. 
636. Ag. 734. 

793. xtlwevov. So Franz and Hermann 
for xrduevoyv. Dr. Peile, who has a notion 
that the antistrophe (for so he wrongly 
regards it) commences with @ wéya valwy 
in the middle of a verse, connects 7é8¢ 
KaAGs KTdyevov, ‘when this shall have 
been well killed,’ with the preceding verse. 
But it is instructive to observe how such 
theories are overthrown by the lucky re- 
storation of asingle letter. Without doubt 

the poet imitated Homer’s é) rrluevoy 
mroale@poy, in speaking of Apollo as the 
occupant of the rich and beautiful temple 
of Delphi.—oréusov, the prophetic ady- 
tum, called uuvxdv xOovds inf. 941. The 
metre of these two verses is Paeonic, as in 
Ag. 972. Eum. 325, 335, &c. 

794. avdeiv. Schol. dvaBradpu. The 
word seems &mat Acyduevoy, and can 
hardly be considered free from suspicion. 
Hermann gives dvédny, “fac ut domus 
viri libere, et ipse (Agamemno) amicis 

lis ex caligi lamine (sepulcri)- 
adspiciat.” 

795. The Med. here has af vw éAev- 
Oeplws AawmpGs 7° ideiy pirlos Supaow 
dvopepas kadvmrpas. I formerly included 
the whole line «af vy — idety within 
brackets, as a mere gloss on the preceding 
words ed dyvideiv. But Aaumpas is so ap- 
propriate to both sense and metre that I 
now think it should be retained. Her- 
mann has arrived at nearly the same con- 

3 R 
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clusion; but he reads «al vy ideiy, and 
expunges éAevepiws Aaumpas Te as an 
explanation of avé5nyv in the preceding 
verse. For Eustathius explains the latter 
word by dvérws kal éAevdépws, Favorinus 
by pavepds.—éx Svopepas was long ago 
restored by Hermann from the Schol. 
tod oxédrovs. For the idea of ‘seeing 
from a dark veil,’ compare Ag. 1149, 6 
Xpnopds odKer’ ex KaAdvppdtoy erro 5e- 
dopkds. 

197. éxipopdraros. ‘Most favourable,’ 
—a metaphor from wind, as ovpfay in the 
next verse proves. Schol. ds ém) dvéuou 
elev. Thuc. iii. 74, ef &vepos eyévero TH 
paroyl éemipopos és abthv. Hence it is 
clear that Franz has wrongly adopted 
Emper’s conjecture érel popéraros mpatw 
ovpte?. The metre would have been satis- 
fied by pronouncing the word émmopdé- 
tatos, after the Aeolic way of Admqos for 
Adgos, cxdmpos for cxdpos, gis for ddis 
Il. xii. 208, Cempupty Od. viii. 119, m- 
aoavonwy Il. x. 478. 502. 

800. 7a 8 GAd audavet. So Hermann, 
by a bold, but, in all probability, successful 
conjecture for 7oAAd 8 KAAG pave? xpi} (wr 
xpurrd., The Schol. Med. strongly con- 
firms the correction, Ta 5& kpuTTd viv 
pavepdoet. 
(see on 332) moAAd xpurrd eiphoe. In 
neither is any mention of &AAa, which is 
a corruption of 4A@’, while xpumrd is a 
mere gloss upon it. We have 7d dwrav 
dAady yévos Prom. 560. 

801. &oxomoy %ros. Hermes, who is 
peculiarly the god of craft, will conduct 
the enterprise by stealth and delusive 
words. Which the poet thus expresses : 
—‘ But speaking an unlooked-for word 
both by night he carries darkness before 
his face, and by day is not clearer.’ Her- 

Another scholium has @éAwy’ 

otp. &. 

805 

manu appears to take éros for the word 
by which Hermes summons men to the 
shades. This command, coming by day 
or by night, is unforeseen; and thus 
Aegisthus little knows how near he is to 
his end.—For xa’ jjépav in this sense 
the Greeks commonly use pel fuépay, 
but we have vixios } a6? juépay Kur. 
Electr. 603, Aevxdy kat” juap Ag. 651. 

804—-22. The concluding part of the 
chorus is exceedingly corrupt ; so much 
so indeed, that it is a question whether 
the MSS. readings should be faithfully 
given in the text, though certainly wrong, or 
whether emendations should be admitted 
which have a very fair chance of being 
right. There can be no doubt that the 
chaotic mass which has come down to us 
was originally antistrophic ; and the now 
ascertained exactness of the Aeschylean 
metres is a very valuable aid in ejecting 
textual glosses and restoring the original 
words. In the following disposition of 
orp. and avr. 8 I have generally adopted 
Hermann’s readings, while in avr. 6’ those 
given by Franz seem preferable. From 
the Scholiast very little assistance is here 
to be obtained, for the text was corrupted 
before his time. 

804. kal tére 34. This verse cannot 
be restored with any thing like certainty. 
Hermann’s conjecture is «al rér’ Hin, 
Tére TAGDTOY otcouev. Whatis meant by 
O7Aus wAovTOs may be inferred from 477. 

But we should rather have expected the 
mention of some xa@apuds or supplication, 
mpootpory, to be conducted by the women. 
The remark of the Schol. is of no value, 
for he explains Aurfptov by éAebOepov.— 
odpioordray, Schol. odpiws cradévta. The 
word was probably used of a settled 
favourable gale, as an epithet of depos. 
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807. Gua 8¢ Kpextdy yourdy vdpov 
Oqoopev. So Hermann for duod xpexrdy 
yontwy vduov pebhoouey (where duod is 
the correction of a later hand in the Med. 
over the erasure of the original word). 
There is no known word yoyrhs, but it 
has the analogy of Boarw rdAaway abdav, 
Pers. 577.—kpexrtods vduos is properly said 
of the notes of a harp ; but we find «péxew 
avaAdy Ar. Av. 683; and the cithern was 
the instrument of joy. 

809. exov7’ eudy népdos attr. So 
Hermann for dudy éudv xépdos aéterat. 

’ The metre shews the vulgate to be wrong; 
and the correction is confirmed by the 
scholium, T& KaA@s amoBalvovta Td eudy 
Képd0s early, Tay Bt wept ’Opécrny Kat 
*HAékTpay amadaaryy &rns. 

812. ératcas matpds adddy. In this 
antistrophe Franz seems to have judici- 
ously admitted the emendations of Seidler 
and Blomfield. The Med. has éeraioas 
marpos Epy~ | Opootog | mpds ot Téxvov 
marpos addav | nal mepalywy émipoupay 
&rav. It is manifest that here are several 
interpolations. The Schol. has émxade- 
oduevos Td efSwaov Tov matpds, whence it 
would seem’ that he found either ei for 
Zpyw or ondy for addy. The reading in 
the text commends itself by a certain 
simplicity and appropriateness, though 
such serious changes are only to be justi- 
fied by necessity:—‘ But do you confi- 
dently, when your share of action has 
arrived, uttering the name of Father to 

= *. 

iov 

evoobev 

her crying out My son! accomplish a 
calamity which is free from blame.’ 

815. Tlepréws Kapdiav cxe0dy. Schol. 
arrootpadels ws exelvos, uh Tws Oedpevos 
aidecOfs Thy untépa. F 

817. rots 7 &yw mpdrpaco” idv. So 
Hermann for rots 7” &vwOev mpompdcowy. 
By this slight and happy change not only 
is the metre restored, but an imperative, 

hitherto wanting to the sentence, is ob- 
tained. In the next verse the Med. gives 
xapiros dpyas Aumpas, emended by Her- 
mann after Blomf. and Schiitz. By xdpis 
épyiis we may understand-7d yapli(ecbat 
7h opyfi, the gratifying of the spirit of 
revenge. This, the chorus says, may be 
indulged (viz. in the reproaches against 
his mother, inf. 890 seqq.) before the 
deed is done, for the sake both of the dead 
Agamemnon and the surviving Electra. 
We do not elsewhere find rpompdocey, 
but mpdocew xdpi, ‘to do a favour,’ 
occurs Eur. Ion 895. 

819. gowlay &yav. The Med. gives 
dray, but the metre absolutely requires a 
short syllable. Both here and in Ag. 709 

Hermann has introduced a_ conjectural 
form &yn from &(w, connected with ayvds, 
and meaning ‘a sacrifice,’ or ‘ consecra- 
tion.’ The reading given above seems 
safer; for powla &yn = énlpOovos pdvos. 
See Ag. 130, where é&ya has been restored 
for the vulg. &ra. Like &xos used for ‘a 
crime,’ &yn is any thing which excites 
wonder, horror, or any strong emotion. 

3 R22 
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820. The metre shews that a verse has 
been lost after this; and the preceding 5¢ 
seems to indicate that a new sentence was 
commenced, which we might complete by 
some such addition as tvuuaxoy KdAet 
Alkny. 

826. udpov & ’Opéorov. Usually these 
words are connected with the preceding 
verse, and a full stop placed after them. 
But the sense seems rather to be this: — 
‘For as to the death of Orestes, to attri- 
bute this also to the family would be a 
fear-instilling burden to one already fester- 
“ing and bitten by (i. v. sore from the bite 
of) the former murder.’ The news, says 
Aegisthus, is by no means agreeable, 
because the blame will certainly be laid 
on me, who have already enough odium to 
bear from the death of Agamemnon,— 
who am éAkaivwy Kal dednyuévos TH 
mpdcbev pdvy. It is singular that none 
of the commentators have perceived that 
évw does not agree with éAxalvoyti, but 
is the dative after it. Even Klausen, 
who rightly supplies éuol, wrongly joins 
deyuatoorayts pdvy. How Hermann can 
translate @dvos éAkalywy Kal dednypévos 
caedes illa quae nos vulnerat et mordet, 
is as surprising as that Peile should think 
the words could mean ‘unto the former 
death-blow yet sore and inflamed.’ For 

the figure of speech cf. Ag. 1134, 7é- 
TAnypat 8 brad Shypart powlp. And for 
the construction pdpov & *Opécrov, rab 
768 «.7.A. see sup. 51, Td F ebruyxeiy, 
765° év Bpotois Geds te Kal Beod mAréoy. 
Ag. 541, Ta 8 aire xépow, Kal mpoojy 
mAéov orbyos. 

829. aAn0% Kal BAérovta. Compare 
(Gvra said of oracles, Oed. R. 482. The 
converse is Oyhoxovtes wdtny. Perhaps 
however SAérovra is used in the sense of 

‘clear,’ ‘unveiled,’ as Ag. 1149. 
830. mpds yuvaixdv Se.uarodpevor. 

‘Spread by women in alarm,’ or ‘as an 
alarm.’ Hesych. Semarovra oBepa 
Aéye: 4 dxover. I do not believe deiua- 
Tovmevot Adyor can mean rumores per- 
territi, or rumores ad terrorem conficti, 
and therefore I understand Adyo: poBepas 
(or és pdéBov) Acyduevor bd -yuvatrdv. 

831. Ovhoxovtes pdtny. The same 
sentiment occurred Ag. 470, Taxtuopoy 
yuvaicoyhputov bAAUTaL KA€os. 

835. aitdév. So Schiitz for adtdés. The 
meaning is, ‘There is nothing like per- 
sonally questioning messengers,’—for év 
dyyéAw@ kpuTrds dpbotra: Adyos, sup. 760. 
Blomfield rightly compares Ar. Av. 966, 
oddéy ofdy dor’ axovoa: Tov émay. Plat. 
Gorg. p. 5 (Heind.), oddty ofoy 7d abrdv 
épwrav, @ Sdxpares. Scholefield adds 
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Dem. Mid. p. 529, od8ty yap ofoy dxovew 
avtod Tod véuov. The expression was 
doubtless proverbial. At the end of the 
verse mdépa is Hermann’s correction for 
mépt. Dr. Peile, who retains both mép 
and avtds, makes the poet guilty of a 
solecism in translating ‘ Reporters can do 
nothing, compared with oneself hearing a 
man’s own story.’ That &vdpa wevOcoOat 
does not mean ‘ to hear from a man,’ but 
‘to ask about him,’ has been already 
observed on v. 750. And the nominative 
airds violates the first principles of gram- 
mar. 

836. érdytar. -+To cross-question,’— 
the true sense of this verb, which hence 
signifies either ‘to prove false,’ ‘refute,’ 
or ‘prove true,’ viz. according to the result - 
of a close verbal examination. 

839. ope’ tv. So Herm., Franz, Dind., 
with Elmsley for ppéva. "We might in- 
deed correct ovrky, but that a is not 
usually made long before «A. The mis- 
take arose from a transcriber supposing 
gpévay was a wrong form of the accusative. 
See the note on tiv’ &y (MSS. riva), 
Suppl. 19. Translate, ‘ Assuredly they 
will not (are not likely to) deceive a vigi- 
lant mind,’—a mind furnished with eyes. 
Cf. Suppl. 461, fvviras: appdroca yap 
capéorepov. Schol. thy ouverhy pov 
opéva. Dr. Peile defends ppéva KAdWeray 
in a long note, following, as usual, Klausen 
in his close adherence to the old yeadings. 
But the result is only the unsatisfactory 
version, ‘ There’s no cheating, I reckon, 
one that has all his wits about him.’ 

4 

841. xamed(ovc’. So Herm., Dind., 
Peile with Blomfield, for sémi@od¢ovo’. 
Franz and Klausen retain the vulgate, 
which is also defended by Dr. Donaldson, 
New Cratylus, p. 578. But Hesychius 
has émided(er: Oeods émixaActrat. Eur. 
Med. 1409, téde Kal OpyvG Kdmded(w 
papTupspevos daluovas, where the MSS. 
give xamOod(w. Thucydides and Plato 
also use émibedCew i in the sense ae calling 
on the gods.’ 

843. oov, ‘neither too ain nor too 
little ;? AG bmepdpas ph? sroxdupas 
kaipoy xdpitos, Ag. 759. Cf. Theb. 347, 
obre wetov ob Yoov AcAtupeérvol, i. e. TACOY. 
—dévicwua: might mean (cf. Prom. 719), 
‘should I obtain it,’ and so Klausen takes 
it, while Peile regards it a8 a synonym 
with més cimotca tUxw; ‘How must I 
succeed in saying?’ But the context 
seems to shew the poet’s meaning to be, 
‘I know not whence I shall begin, nor 
how I can leave off, having said just 
enough, through kindly feelings towards 
Orestes.’ 

845. meipal xomdvwv. Schol. weipad af 
axpal Tov EipGv, mapa 7d welperv.—avbpo- 
Salctwy is clearly active, as moAéuous 
mupyodaterous Pers. 109. 

848. wip xa) gas. The order is, ee: 
mip kal pas (sc. marppay éotiav), dalwy 
ait) én’ érevdepia, apxds Te ToAicoo- 
véuous. This is rather harsh; but perhaps 
not more so than to take re as used for 
eita, with Peile and Wellauer; see on 
v. 548. Franz and Dindorf give épyais 
ve moAicoovdynos, with Porson. Her- 
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mann has recourse to his favourite (though 
here by no means improbable) theory, 
that a line has dropped out, like wAovrdy 
te Sduwv. The poet’s meaning seems to 
be simply this :—Orestes will either lose 
all or gain all by the present stake; either 
he will himself be killed, and so bring to 
an end the succession to the house, or he 
will recover the sovereignty, and offer 
sacrifices for the release of the Argives 
from an unjust usurpation. . That this is 
the éAcv@epla meant is to be inferred from 
v. 294, 7d wh modAlras, edxAcecrdrous 
Bporév, — Suviy yuvatkoiy GS synxdovs 
mwédew. It is contrasted with the rupavyls 
of Aegisthus, Ag. 1336, 1611. But in 
moAtccovdnous apxas I can see only a 
periphrasis for ‘the government of the 
city,’ without any reference to that ‘ limit- 
ed and constitutional monarchy of Argos’’ 
which Dr. Peile understands from the 
“peculiar use of the connecting ré.’’ So 
moAtcoovduos Biota in Pers. 848 seems to: 
mean merely ‘ citizen-life,’ or life under a 
fixed government. 

851. pdvos dv epedpos diccois. ‘ Being 
the only reserve (subsidiary combatant) 
against two.’ By the technical word 
&pedpos. the Greeks understood a champion 
who abided the result of a contest to en- 
gage afterwards with the victor. Xen. 
Anab. ii, 5, 10, ef 5¢ 8) Kad pavévres oe 

kararelvompev, BAA Tt by H Tov ebepyerny 
kataxrelvayres mpos Bacthéa Toy méyioroy 
Epedpov aywriColucba; Cf. Ar. Ran. 792. 
Soph. Aj. 610. Rhes. 119, vixdv 3 eped- 
pov maid’ txers Toy TInAéws. Now Ores- 
tes is about to act as the @pedpos of Aga- 
memnon, but has to engage with both. 
Aegisthus and Clytemnestra; and thus, 
as Dr. Peile observes, is adventuring one 
chance against two. Scholefield, who 
understands ‘‘nullum habens assessorem,”” 
might have compared what Martial says 
of the incomparable gladiator, v. 24, 8, 
‘ Hermes suppositicius sibi ipse.’ 

858. dvalriat. They were in reality 
Beralriat, accomplices, sup. 546. 

860. tTeAounévov. There can be little 
doubt that this word has been wrongly 
copied from 857, an error of which there 
are examples in v. 398 and (perhaps) 
v. 1022. The Greeks do not say TeAciv 
tia, ‘to finish a man,’ in the sense of 

xtelvew. Even if they did, the present 
participle could only mean ‘ our master is 
being killed,’ which is directly at variance 
with AtyioOo0s obk &7” Zorw below. Her- 
mann admits the correction of Schiitz, 

memAnyuevov, the usual word in such 
cases. Cf. Ag. 1304. 

864. poxAois xaAate. ‘Unbolt,’ or 
rather, ‘unbar the door of the women’s 
apartment.’ The dative properly means, 
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‘by the bar’ (sera), i. e. by withdrawing 
it. Compare the similar use of mdAais 
darelpyeobar, sup. 560.. The side-door of 
the palace, viz. that leading into the yv- 
vaieta SOuaTa, or ‘queen’s room,’ is here 
meant. Hermann interprets pda’ 7Aayros 

of a quick and active, rather than of a 
strong person, though in Od. xxiii. 187, 
the words bear the latter sense, ob3& pda’ 
NBGy peta petoxAlocerev. Here however 
xadray clearly refers to undoing the door 
from within, not to forcing it from without. 
There was no need of violence, for the 
object of opening the door was not to 
assist Aegisthus but simply to find the 
queen (868). It does not appear that the 
servant is in the plot; he acts naturally 
as in a moment of surprise and excite- 
ment. 

865. ody ds &. ‘But not for the pur- 
pose of assisting him that is already dis- 
patched.’ Porson, Herm., Dind., read 
obx Sor’, but the common reading is equi- 
valent to ody hore 54.—7! ydp; see on 
Ag. 1108. The phrase is much like our 
‘of course.’—iod, iob. ‘O dear, O dear!’ 
an expression of impatient despair, and so 
to be rendered in Ar. Nub. 1. But iod, 
iod, is ‘hurrah!’ Ag. 25. 

869—70. éx) Evpod méAas. ‘It seems 
now that her neck, close upon the razor’s 
edge, will fall justly smitten.’ There was 
a proverb én) Eupod duis loracba said of 
those who were in any imminent danger. 
Here wédAas is added as if he had meant 
H#8n wéAas dv aitgG. Hermann approves, 
but without adopting, as Dindorf and 
Franz have done, the conjecture of 
Abresch éméfvov, from Ag. 1248. But 

he reads mpbs Sfins, the Med. having zpds 
8fxn. The correction is very likely right ; 
mpos dixny however will stand for dicaiws, 
as mpos ndovyy for 75éws, Ag. 278. 

871. ti 8 eon) xpiuas ‘Well! what 
is the matter? What cry for assistance 
(Ag. 1320) are you setting up to the 
house?’ i. e. why are you calling on the 
inmates for aid? Cf. Ag. 1277, 7 8 éor) 
Xpiiua; Tis o dworrpéper Pdfos ; 

872. Tov (Gvra nalvew. Schol. 6 rE 
Adyw reOvnnds *"Opeaorns améxrewe roy 
(évra AtyicOov. He therefore read Adye, 
with Turn. Vict. Cf. Trach. 1163, ofrw 
(avrd wo exrewev Oavev. Ajac. 1027, 
eldes &s xpdve euerr€ o “Extwp xa) Oavdov 
amopbteiv; These words are called ai- 
viywara by Clytemnestra, not only from 
the way in which Orestes is hinted at 
under tots teOvnxdtas, but because the 

verse is susceptible of a double paradox, 
‘The living is killing the dead,’ or ‘the 
dead is killing the living,’—the latter, of 
course, being the sense here intended. 

874. domwep otv. See above, v. 88, and 
compare v. 547, as by SéAm xrtelvavtes 
&vdpa Timsov, 6Aw Te Kal AnPOGorr. 

876. 2 vueGwey. Hermann, Franz, and 
Dindorf read «i vixemuev. See on 743. 
But # is amply defended by Homeric 
usage. Il. xiii, 326, 8ppa tdxiora et- 
Souev Hé Te edxoS dpetomer HE Tis Hiv. 
Ib. xxii. 244, va efSouev H ev AxiAAGdS 
ve. karaxtelvas evapa Bpotdevta pépyntat 
vijas él yAapupas, % Kev oG Soup) Sauhn. 
Compare also viii. 532. xvi. 243. Od. iv. 
712. 789. Nor was the usage unknown 

to the tragic writers. Prom. 799, éAod 

yap } mévay Th Acid cor Ppdow capyrvas, 
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evravla yap O17) TOUS aducduny Kakov. 
A \ , a > 9 , ¥ 

ce Kal pareva: TedE O apKovvTUS EXEL. 

ot ya. téOvnkas, pidrar AiyioBov Bia. 
a . » Y ) a 

girets TOV avdpa ; Tolyap &v TavT@ Tadw 880 
- , 2» N A s 

KELO EL Oavovra ) OUTL [LY Tpoo@s TTOTE. 
2 7 > a“ , 8 io , 
ETLONXES, @ TAU" TOVOE QLOEC aL, TEKVOV, 

paorov, Tpos @ od TOANA 67) Bpilev aya 
ovrovow e&ypedtas edtpades yada. 

OP. TIvhddy, ri Spdow ; pntép’ aider0G Krave ; 885 

TIVAAAHS. 
Tov dai Ta NouTa Aokiov pavTevpwara 

A la has 2 > x 

Ta LvOdypnora mora & evopkapara ; 
4 * Las wn £ nn rl 

drravras €xOpovs Tov Oeav Tyov )héov. 
‘ OP. KpWw OE VLKGY, Kat TApa.VEls LOL KANOS. 

y ae A A ta *. - td 

rou: mpos avTov Tovde ot gpdFat Heda 890 

Kat Cavra yap vw Kpelacov’ Wyjow waTpés. 

h tov éxatoovr’ eué. Oecd. Col. 80, ofde 
yap kpwotct oot 4 xph ce pluver } roped- 
coda wddw. 

878. c& kal uaredw. ‘1 have been even 
looking for you,’ i.e. so far from your 
visit being unwelcome or ill-timed. For 
Clytemnestra, armed with the axe, must 
be supposed to have rushed into the pre- 
sence of Orestes, who, perhaps, is seen in 
the act of coming out of the central door- 
way after having killed Aegisthus within. 
To the same fatal apartment he withdraws 
her by force atv. 916. Hence réévnxas 
«.7.A. in the next verse is not said from a 
sight of the corpse of Aegisthus, but from 
the words of Orestes, r@de 3 apkotytws 
exe. 

880. pircis Toy &vdpa; ‘So you love 
the man, do you? Well then, you shall 
lie with him in the same tomb, and it 
shall never be said of you that you aban- 
doned him in death.’ See on Theb. 38. 
The incautious expression ¢fATare is used 
by Orestes as an evidence against: her. 

882. révd_ paordy. She here exposes 
the breast that had suckled him, an action 
which the Greeks regarded as the strongest 
appeal for mercy. II. xxii. 79, 

Marnp 8 at0 érépwev ddupeto Saxpu- 
xeovea 

néAwov dvenevn, éréepnp. Se patdv 
averxev" 

kal piv BSaxpuxéove” rea mrepbevta 
mpoonvda. 

“Extop, Téxvoy éudy, Tdde 7” aideo Kat 
we eAénoov 

abthy, ef mote ToL Aadinndéa pacdy éx- 
éoxov. 

885. aidec@d. On this conjunctive de- 
liberative see Pers. 640. Pylades replies, 
“As yet you have only executed half the 
commands of Apollo, in slaying Aegisthus.’ 
Cf. robs airtfous v. 265. These are the 
only words spoken by Pylades throughout 
the play, and the part is acted here by the 
oixérns or éédyyeAos, as the Schol. re- 
marks, diva pt 8’ Adywouw, ne guarta loqui 
persona laboret. 

888. G&ravras éxOpovs. Schol. xAcov 
Adéye mdvtas avOpdrovs exew [H] ods 
Oeods éx@pods. * Prefer to have all the 
world your enemies rather than the gods,’ 
i. e. think less of what the world will say 
than of the commands of Apollo. 

890. mpds airov révde. Supply dyer, 
or the dative would have been more cor- 
rect. The murder, of course, is not acted 
before the eyes of the spectators; hence 
tévde here, as r@de in 878, is said deix- 
tucas, only so far as Orestes points in the 
direction of the corpse. 
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, TovT@ Oavotoa Evyxdbevd’, eel dudets 
N ¥ 

TOV avdpa TovTov, bv © Expy prev orvyels. 
KA. éydi o pepa, ory dé ynpavat Béro. 
OP. arpoxtovovca yap Evvouxjoers E08 ; 895 
KA. 7 potpa tovtwr, & tékvov, Tapaitia. 
OP. kat révde Toivuy moip’ émdpovver pdpov. 
KA. obdev ceBiler yeveOdiovs dpas, TEKVOD ; 
OP. rTexovoa yap p’ eppubas eis 7 SvaTuyés. 
KA. ovto. o° daéppup’ eis Sduous Sopvéévous. 900 
OP. dixas émpdOnv, dv édevOépov Tar pos. 
KA. Tov O78 6 Tivos, dvtw dvreSeEdunv ; 
OP. aicxtvopat cou Tod7’ dvedioa cadpés. 
KA. [py] GX cif’ duotws Kal watpds Tod ood pdras. 
OP. py “heyxe Tov ToVvodYT’ éow KaOynpevy. 905 
KA. adyos yuvaréiv avdpos eipyer Oa, Téxvor. 

894. oby dé. So Herm., Franz, Dind., 
Blomf., after Auratus, for viv 5€. Com- 
pare dAAd oby yuvh Exrewe, Ag. 1622. 
Schol. ynpdvai, ard rod yhpnut. In Suppl. 
870 we have the transitive aorist from 

‘ynpdw or ynpdorw, ob ydp w 2Opeav ob? 
éyhpasay tpopy. Some here write yn- 
pavet, as the intransitive second aorist 
from the same verb, on the analogy of 
drobiipdoxw, drodpavar. In either case 
the sense is the same as ynpoBockeioOa, 
Tpepouery being supplied from Z6pepa. 

898. yeveDAious dpas, i.e. the dying 
curse of a parent (not ‘a parent’s prayers’). 
The Greeks attributed especial weight to 
the imprecation of a dying person; hence 
the pOdyyos dpatos of Iphigenia was stop- 
ped by a gag, Ag. 228. 

900. ora: o° dréppr’. ‘Surely I did 
not cast you off (in sending you) to the 
house of a friend.’ Schol. od gorw Gmop- 
phbar 7d Soputévois evdodvar mpds dva- 
tpophy. Cf. Ag. 854, tpépe yap abrov 
etpevys Sopvécvos Srpdgtos 6 baxeds. 

901. SixGs erpdOnv. Doubly, i. e. first 
by sending me away, next, by killing my 
father and depriving me of my property: 
On the figure of speech see 125. Orestes 
means, that even if she can clear herself 
from the preceding charge (7d doppia), 
he has another to bring against her of the 
same personal kind, and as a motive for 
not shewing her any mercy on his own 
account, 

902. 5 riwos. Schol. roy AtyioOdv yor. 
903. capas, in plain language; more 

than by allusion in the word éxpda@nv.— 
got for gov is Canter’s correction, which 
seems a necessary one. For neither is 
cov tobto (rd epyov) any better Greek 
than ‘this of yours’ would be English; 
nor has aicxdvopal cov, ‘I am ashamed 
Jor you,’ been confirmed by really similar 
examples. 

904. [u4.] Hermann omits this word, 
perhaps rightly, supposing it to have 
arisen from the transcriber having begun 
to copy the next verse, and stopping short 
on discovering his error. To supply ai- 
oxbvov adds nothing to the rhetorical 
force of the passage; and we are hardly 
justified in asserting that wh dada, taken 
as a single phrase, can mean ‘ nay but.’— 
On the word dry, which here bears the 
sense so commonly found in pdrauos, i. e. 
axodarsia, see Suppl. 194. 799. Schol. 
8rt Kaodvdpay éwéynuev. Cf. Ag. 1414, 
Xpuontdev welArywa Tov bm 7IAlw. 

906. Ayos yuvativ. The argument is, 
‘If a man is to be excused on account of 
his laborious life in the camp, a woman 
may also be excused because she is de- 
barred from the company of her husband.’ 
The reply is, ‘ Yes, but greater indulgence 
should be extended to the man, by whose 
exertions the wife is maintained at home 
in indolence.’ One can hardly doubt that 
this passage really represents the Greek 

358 
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OP. tpéde dé y’ dvdpds pdyOos Huevas Eow. 
KA. xrevely €ovxas, @ Téxvov, THY pnTépa. 
OP. ov Tou cEeavTHy, odK Ey@, KATAKTEVELS. 

KA. dpa, dvda€ar wntpds eyKdtous Kivas. 910 
OP. ras Tod Tarpos dé TAs diya, Twapels TA6€ ; 

KA. éouxa Opnvetv Loca mpds THuBov pmaryy. 
OP. watpos yap aioa révde covpiler pdpov. 
KA. ot’yaé texovoa Tovd du eOpepdpny. 
OP. 74 Kdpra pdvris 6v€ dveipdtav ddBos. 915 

exaves OV Ov ypHY, Kal TS py xpeav Tae. 
XO. atévo pev odv kai rav8e cvpdopav Surv 

> X X Lag ¢c , > 4 

eel S€ TOMY aipatwv éryKpire 

morality of the time on the subject of 
marital fidelity. 

911. wapels rdde. ‘If I omit this.’ 
Cf. 1021, wapévri & obn ep@ Thy Cnulay. 
912. Opnveiy mpds tUuBov. The Scho- 

liast quotes part of a trochaic verse as a 
proverb, mpds TuuBov Te KAalew Kal mpds 
&vSpa vimiov, where we may with con- 
siderable certainty supply ratrd as the 
first word. (Blomf. is clearly wrong in 
proposing #youv for cal. The meaning is, 
“One may as well cry to a tomb as to a 
fool.’) Deaf or obstinate old men were 
called t¥p Bo, as Ar. Lysistr. 372, Th 8 ad 
ov nip, @ ToR’, exwv; Cf. Eur. Med. 
1209, ris tov yépovta thuBov dpparvdvy 
oéGey Tl8now; But a comparison of this 
passage with Suppl. 108, (aca yéors pe 
tTiuG, and Ag. 1293, drat é7° eirety fjow, 
ov Opiivoy OéAw éudy Toy adrijs, shews that 
tTbuBov is not said of the relentless Orestes. 
‘To make a last appeal for mercy to one’s 
tomb,’ i. e. when all other hopes are vain, 
was a saying which denoted the extremity 
of despair. 

913. codple, i. e. cor dplfer, * pre- 
scribes,’ or ‘determines for you this 
death.’ The Med. has oa” épf(et, which 
was more correctly written with a crasis 
oy Elmsley. Some take it for co: ov- 
pie, and it is not very easy to decide. 
Dind. prefers érovpl(e:, from the original 
reading of the Med. rovdemopi¢e. ‘To 
waft fate’ is, however, a much weaker 
term than the other, 

914. rexotoa rév8’. Dr. Peile trans- 
lates, ‘ This is the serpent that I bare and 
suckled.’ The sense is perhaps, ‘ It was in 
being the mother of this man that I nur- 

tured a serpent,’ i. e. in my dream. 
915. 4 xdépra. Suppl. 446. Orestes, 

who had been privately apprised of the 
circumstances sup. 517 seqq., is thereby 
enabled to tell her that her fears were 
prophetic. Hermann, Franz, Klausen, 
and Dindorf, are douhtless right in as- 
signing both these verses to Orestes, with- 
out an intervening lacuna, In the Med. 
916 is given to Clytemnestra. Wellauer 
thought a line was lost in which Clytem- 
nestra made a last appeal for mercy. In 
concluding the or:xopuu0ia, Orestes rightly 
enough speaks two continuous verses.— 
For ayes the old reading was xdves ‘y’, 
where ye was an evident makeshift to 
restore the metre. The same error oc- 
curred in @éro for @@eTo sup. 725. I have 

shewn on Pers. 499 that Aeschylus does 
not omit the augment in senarii. On the 
meaning of 7d wh xpewr in this place see 
Suppl. 397. 

917. orévw pev ody. Schol. cbyvw- 
pdvws €Acodar rovs ep) AlyioOov. ‘1 
lament the fate even of these two, though 
they were enemies; but, since Orestes 
has attained the height (or finishing point) 
of a long series of family murders, we still 
have this consolation, that the hope of 
the house has not entirely failed.’ In 
other words, It was to be wished that so 

much blood could have been spared; but 
even as it is, we prefer it to the total ex- 
tinction of the family, which might have 
resulted from the original curse. On the 
Eastern expression ép0aApuds otkwy see 
Pers. 171, duua yap Sduwv vouilw deomd~ 
Tov mapovclay. 

918. éwhupice. Schol. ew &pov Hade. 
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ThHpov ’Opéorns, TO 
dhbarpdv otkwv yu) wavadeOpov mecelv. 

pore pev Sika Tprapidais ypdve, 
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4 € a ows atpovueba, 
920 

OTp. a 
Bapvdixos trowa: 

Ewore 8 eis Sduov Tov ’Ayapeuvovos 
duTdovs €wv, Sudovs "Apys. 

€daye O eis TO Tay 925 

6 IIvOoxypyoras dvyas, 
Oedbev eb dpadaiow apynpévos. 

€mododvEat, &, Seatrootvor Sopov otp. 6’. 
9 XN a \ , a 
avapuyas KQK@V KOQL KTEQV@V TpiBas 

Hesych. én’ &xpov Hyarye, TéAos eréOqner. 
The genitive, in either sense, is rather 
irregular, but Hermann rightly prefers the 
former. Cf. étaxpi(er’ aidépa mrepois, 
Orest. 274. Strabo, lib. xv. p. 725, "AA¢é- 
avdpos brephxpicev eis Thy Baxtpiavhy Si 
WaAdy 6dav. Eur. Bacch. 678, émeganpt- 
(ew occurs, apparently intransitive. 

921. The deed has now been com- 
pleted, vengeance has been satisfied, and 
the chorus rejoice. ‘It was Apollo that 
directed the avenger, Justice that aided 
him in the fight. She was summoned by 
Apollo himself from his prophetic adytum, 
and she has come after a long delay.’ 
They adore the divine government which 
has given the victory to the good cause. 
‘A great deliverance has been achieved ; 
the house shall no longer lie low, but 
time shall bring a change, and drive out 
of if all the pollution it has contracted. 
A lucky throw of fortune shall reverse the 
former fate for the new possessor of the 
house.’—Zwore wey Sika. As it was not 
until after a long time that punishment 
fell upon Paris and the other sons of 
Priam (yauBpois, Ag. 688), so now the 
arrival of Orestes and Pylades has been 
delayed, buthas come at last. For Jus- 
tice is in her nature halting and tardy, 
Baanrouévn and xpovicdcion inf. 944.— 
Bapddixos, cf. Bapdrimo: Suppl. 24. 

924. SimdAois A€wy. Schol. of sepl 
*Opéorny nal WvAddyv. They are simi- 
larly called Aéovres “EAAaves Sto d:dduo, 
Orest. 1401. Klausen, who admits that 
Euripides had this very passage in view, 
nevertheless explains the phrase in the 
text of the “double slaughter,’ first of 
Agamemnon, next of Clytemnestra, And 
Dr. Peile endeavours to improve on the 

idea by suggesting that ‘the two violent 
invaders of Agamemnon’s greatness, Ae- 

gisthus and Clytemnestra, are described.” 
To the former it may be replied, that the 
parallel is not necessarily drawn between 
the fate of Priam and the fate of Aga- 
memnon, but only that there is a resem- 
blance in point of time between the ven- 
geance that overtook both houses. Against 
Dr. Peile’s view it may be urged that 
Zuore implies an arrival, which is appli- 
cable to the two strangers, but not to those 
who were inmates of the house itself. 

925. Zaxe. So Franz, Herm., Dind., 
with Schiitz, for ZAaxe. The Schol. seems 
to have read @Aace, for he clumsily ex- 
plains it, in connexion with 7d way, by 
HAage eis Td TéAos TOU Spduov. But 
ZAaxe is the only word that gives a clear 
and easy sense: ‘The exile who took 
advice of the oracle at Pytho has gained 
his end entirely, having been well sped on 
his way by instructions from the god.’— 
Tlv@oxphoras, 6 tbrd Mudots xpnodels 
*Opéorns. But this would have been 
Tlv0éxpnoros, which occurs sup. 887. Hur. 
Ton 1218. 

928. émoAoAvtar’. Said, as usual, of a 
woman’s shout, Ag. 577. — rpiBas for 
tpiBas is the necessary correction of 
Schiitz: ‘Hurrah for the escape of our 
master’s house from evils and from the 
wasting of his possessions by two guilty 
wretches, a fate hard to pass through.’ 
(Schol. Svaropedrov, though the sense of 
the compound lies almost wholly, perhaps,, 
in the duc.) With Hermann and Franz, 
I have given ima) for iad, and have pre- 
ferred to follow the latter in the simpler 
arrangement of the strophes and anti- 
strophes. The true disposition of these 

38 2 
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Svcoipou TUyas. 
emote O @ pédet KpuTTTadiou paxas 

Soliddpav Towed. 

eOuye & év pdixa xepds ernTUpws 
Atos Képa,—Atkay 5é vw 

Tpoc-aryopevomev 
Bporot tuydvtes Kak@s,— 

> rd £ + ss 3 cal A 

dr€Opiov mvéovo’ én” €yOpois Kdrov 

tavrep 6 Aokias 6 Iapvaccuos, 

930 

GVT. a. 

935 

oTp. y. 940 
péyay exwv pvyov yOoves, éropbia- 

Cov adddas Sodtav 

dochmiacs is, however, rather problema- 
tical, from the extensive corruptions which 
disfigure the latter part of the ode. 

932. Zuore F G perc, ie. exelvw, d 
wére: SdAos, HAGE wad Sdros (sup. 547). 
Schol. 7G AlyloOm Euorevy 4 rowh TE 
Groktetvaytt D6A@ Tov ’A-yanéeuvova, Franz 
reads ‘Epuas for. roid, after H. L. Ahrens, 
—a bold, yet rather specious conjecture, 
since ZuoAe — Trove here may have been 
adapted by a transcriber to the same words 
above 921—2. But, assuming owd to 
be right, we have a repetition of the former 
sentiment, @uorAe mev mowde Tpiapidaus, 
fore 5& mowd AiyicOw. Dr. Peile also 
refers ZuoAe to Hermes, and understands 
the god & wéAc mow) Kpurtadiou wdxns. 
But wow) udyns, which he renders ‘ the 
vengeance of an assault,’ is unlike a Greek 
expression. It is, in fact, clear enough 
from the mention of Orestes in the fight 
immediately after, that he is personified 
under dSorrdppwv rowd, And 6 pede xp. 
pdxas merely means ‘to him who will not 
fight openly,’ and therefore compels the 
use of ddéAos against him. See on v. 297. 

935. 8 & pdxg. So Pauw from the 
Schol., the Med. having 38 wdya. For 
érfhrupyos most of the recent editors prefer 
érnttuws, the obvious sense being, dixn 
&AnOas mapérrn exelvp. For the personi- 
fication of Alkn see Theb. 642. 

939. én’ éy@pots. Here again, in the 
present uncertainty of the readings, we 
must take common sense for our guide, 
and be content to adopt Schiitz’s con- 
jecture é for év, which latter is retained 
by Franz, Dind., Klausen, and Peile. If 
mvety év Tw) be Greek atall, it must mean 

éumveiv, or év must signify ‘in the case 
of,’ as in Ag. 1425. But éumvety rut wm 
is ‘to inspire,’ whereas émmveiv (Theb. 
833) is ‘to blow upon,’ or ‘against.’ I 
formerly edited mvéovoay from Auratus; 
but the construction of the passage clearly 
points to an interposed parenthesis, as 
indeed the Schol. has remarked, 7d és, 
Zuorev Grd@piov mvéovea. He however, 
took the parenthesis to be from d@rye to 
KaAGs. 

940. tdyrep — erropbid{wy. So I before 
conjectured for tdaep — én’ bx Ger dev, 
words which are indisputably corrupt, and 
have not been successfully restored by 
other editors. Apollo is said to invoke, 
rouse, or call for Justice, much as the 
Fury calls for Vengeance or Havoc (Ao- 
yds), V. 394. Cf. ebopOid(wv moAAa, sup. 
263. Ag. 29 and 1089. It is likely that 
we should also read Tapvacclas to agree 
with x6ovds. 

942. dddaAws SoAlay. This, of course, 
applies to Justice who is ‘ fraudulent with- 
out fraud,’ or who exercises a lawful cun- 
ning in carrying out her designs,—a doc- 
trine quite consistent with the Greek 
character, and one that is defended Ag. 

1345. The Schol. and others refer it to 
Clytemnestra. But the succeeding words 
are most appropriate to the goddess who 
halts in her step and has lingered long in 
her approach; see on v. 921. Then 
érotxera: rightly signifies ‘has gone for,’ 
‘has summoned,’ petreréuwato. As below, 
947, &tov, so here SoAlay is a dissyllable 
like xapdfa Suppl. 68. Theb. 277. See 
on Pers. 975. Prom. 698. 
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Bhamropevav xpovicbeicav éroixeran. 
Kpateiran 8€ mas 7d Oetov 7d pur) 945 

Umoupyelv KaKots" 
»¥ 2 A 
agvov & otpavodyov apyav o¢Bew. 

, nN lal > fal 

Tapa To das idety. 

péya 7 adypeOnv Wdduov oixerdv. 
ava ‘ye wav, Sduou modi dyay xpdvov 

avr. 2’. 
950 

Napavirerets Exerc det 
* * * 

taxa, 5€ waves ypdvos dpeiperar 

* 

9 , 
avT. Y.« 

, 

mpd0upa Sapdrwr, drav ad’ éxrias 
n > , 4 

mav ehaoy pevaos 
0 oe 7A > , 

kalapmovow arav €haryptors 

943. xpomabetcay. This is Hermann’s 
certain correction for xpévois Ocicay. The 
verb is used passively in Theb. 54. Ag.705, 
Xpovicbels.® aréberker 20s 7d mpds ToKewy. 
We have xpoviovra in a similar applica- 
tion to long unpunished crimes, sup. 56. 

945. xpare?ra: 5é ws. The Med. gives 
Kpateira: mus Tb Oeiov mapa To wh Sroup- 
yeiv kaxots, which the Schol. obscurely 
explains cupBddAdrerar ody Td Oetoy Tots wh 
brovpyode: tots kaxots. There is not a 
doubt that rapa was interpolated by some 
one who was not familiar with the idiom 
7 wh for dore wh. In fact, the metre 
peremptorily condemns it. The passive 
xpareto@at is not, perhaps, elsewhere 
found; but it seems naturally enough to 
bear this sense: ‘The divine power is in 
a manner withheld from assisting the bad,’ 
i, e. the victory was sure to be on the side 
of Orestes. 

949. oixer@v.. The common reading 
was otxwy. Franz adopts oixlwy from 
H. L. Ahrens, but himself conjectures 
oixerGv, which Hermann justly prefers. 
‘T have had the heavy bit which domestics 
wear removed from me.’ The emendation 
is entirely confirmed by the passage in the 
parode to which this has reference, v. 66 
Seqq., where the chorus complain that, as 
slaves, they are acting under coercion, and 

are compelled to do violence to their real 
feelings. There is probability in the passive 
&pnpebn, adopted by Blomf. from Stanley. 
950. ava ye wav, Sduor. ‘ But arise, 
O house!’ So Homer uses éva for ava- 

955 

oro, Il. xviii. 179, GAN diva, und err 
keto (a passage the poet may have had in 
view). Ajac. 194, GAA’ dva ef éSpdver. 
The MSS. give Sduors, corrected by Her- 
mann, who edits &vaye wav, with Robor- 
tello, erigite vos. He might have com- 
pared, for the use of the singular, aaa’ 
Bye, Tlépoat, Pers. 142. 

952. mavreAhs xpdvos. Hither ‘ full 
time,’ or, more probably, ‘all-accomplish- 
ing time,’ as we have Zed mdrep wayTedés, 
Theb. 111, and as the Schol. explains 6 
advra TeAGv.—amelWerat, Schol. &AAdEer 
and &AAayhoera, but the word has here, 
as in Theb. 851, its true middle sense, 
‘will have the house changed,’ will find it 
differently situated, it being now ox ws 
Te mpdc8 &picra Siamovotpevos, Ag. 19. 

954. wav éAdon péoos. The order in 
the MSS. and edd. is udoos way éddon, 
which must be changed if the antistrophe 
has been rightly made out by Franz. In 
the next verse aray for &ray and éAarn- 
plots for —ov are due to Schiitz. That + 
and m are often interchanged has been 
remarked on Suppl. 296 and elsewhere. 
Schol. éAarhpioy 6 7d Kadaptixdy pdp- 
paxoy. For this sense of éAatvew see 
Eum. 273. Oecd. R. 98. The repetition 
in éAdon — edarnptots is remarkable ; but 
there is no reason to doubt that the above 
is the true reading. Translate: ‘When 
it (not the palace, but Time; cf. Eum. 
276) shall have driven from the hearth all 
pollution by purifications for expelling 
calamities.’ 
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Toya, 8 ebtpoowmdoKourar TO TEV 
> Lal 4 

idety + Opevpevors 
- , 2 lal 4 

perotkots Sdpwv TecodvTar Tad. 
4 .y lal 3 wn mdpa Td pas ideiv. 

OP. ieobe ydpas THy Sumy Tuparvida, 960 

TaTpoKTovous TE Swapdtwv TopOyTopas. 
XN \ S > x (Ep & 

oepvol ev Hoav ev Opdvors TOP Huevor, 
a * lal ¢ > 4 - 

pirou Te Kal vor, ws ereikdoat TAO 

TApETTW, OPKoS T Eupever TLIOTOLATLW. 
, X\ a= > é ‘A 

évvapocay pev Odvarov aOdiws rarpi, 965 
\ in \ 43 7 CA 

kal EvvOaveto bau Kal Tad’ eddpKws exer. 
toeabe Sabre, TaVS emyjKooL KaKaY, 

956—9. These four verses are very dif- 
ficult. The Med. has rixa 8 eirpocdérui- 
xotrat, which Hermann and others alter 
to téxa 8 ebmpoowmonolra. Schol. rodro 
St ard trav niBov perhyoye, and the 
statement is doubtless correct ; cf. #v yap 
ebBdrAws %xwy sup. 683, and Tpit & Ba- 
Aotons Ag. 33. Dice may be so called 
when they have a fall or lodgment (ofr7) 
in such a way as to present a good face, 
i. ce. a lucky number, uppermost. But 
then it seems to follow, almost as a matter 

of course, that mwecodyTa: maAw is said 
of these same dice which bring good luck 
as they formerly brought bad luck; and 
again, that the persons for whom they so 
fall are the péroixoi, or new residents, 
viz. Orestes. Hence petoixo:s appears 
right; the reading of the Med. being 
peroxodéuwy, which must have been 
further corrupted since the time of the 
Scholiast who found wéro:ko, (of viv Tods 
Sduovs oinovvres wecodvTa cis Td Emad 
Tis mpatns TOxns). Franz appears rightly 
to give réxa § ebmpoowrorotra, though 
he reads pérouo: agreeing with téxa. 
As for the words idetv @peupévois, though 
they suit the metre, it is more than pro- 
‘bable that they are corrupt. The Med. 
gives iSelv dxotca: Opeouevors, which the 
Schol. strangely explains érdpwy AcydvTav 
&xotoa. Hermann and Franz eject dxod- 
oat asagloss. If O@pevuévors alone could 
mean ‘grieving,’ or ‘lamenting’ (cf. Suppl. 
104. Theb. 78), it would be easy to 
construe edmp. Td way idety, ‘altogether 
favourable to behold.’ Nothing can be 
more forced than Hermann’s interpreta- 
tion, Prospera ad videndum narrantibus 

JSortuna revertentur restituti aedibus ; and 
nothing more extravagant than Klausen’s, 
In fortunam laeto vultu gratam omnino 
aspectu, auditu lamentantibus denuo con- 
ditioni incident aedium inquilini. i 

960. “‘ Conspiciuntur exxukAhwaros ope 
Orestes, viridem ramum tenens, et pallium 
Agamemnoni mortiferum ferentes famuli, 
quibus dicit éxrelvar’ abtd (970).”” Her- 
mann. There is nothing in the following 
bijors to imply that the corpses were in 
sight of the spectators, as the Scholiast 
asserts. He was doubtless led to the 
opinion by %5ec0e, which however need 
not be taken of ocular survey. 

963. pfAo: re. There seems no reason 
to alter re into 3é. Cf. Theb. 916.— 
Herod. ii. 173, o& yap xpiv ev Opdvy 
ceuvG ceuvdy Ownéovta 5° huepyns mpho- 
ce TH Tphypara. 

964. éupéver mictéuacw. ‘ Abides by 
the terms of their mutual pledges’—a 
periphrasis for 8pxos BeBalws xe. 

965. G@Afws. The editors generally 
read &0Alw, comparing inf. 968, which 
however rather affords a reason against 
the change. It seems clear that the 
Scholiast either read &@Alws or found a 
different word. His brief comment is, 
Odvarov +h marpl. He probably meant 
that the dative depended on fuyépocay. 
@dvarov, not on the adverb a&6Alws. A 
comparison of 539 sup. suggests that 
&0At@s should be repeated with tuv6a- 
veioOat, i. e. Kal tvvOaveirbar, ds viv 
GOAlws tvvreOvheacw. Thus xo) rdde 
will mean ‘this also,’ the &@A:os @dyaros + 
they have suffered, as well as that which 
they devised. 
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70 pynxdvna, Seopov aOd\t@ Tarpi, 
médas TE XELpolv Kat rrodotv Evvapida. 
> a > La. \ 4 ae 

EKTELWVAT QAUTOV, KAU KUKA® TAapacTaoov 970 

atéyactpov avdpos SeiEal’, ws iy tari, 
> eo Ny > > ¢€ , > 9 , , OvX OvpL0s, GAN’ 6 TdT’ emoTTEvwY TAdE 

a aA aA 

"Hhwos, dvayva pntpds épya Ths euis 
as dy raph mot pudptus év Sin wore 
as TOvd eye perHOov evdikws pdpor, 975 

Tov pytpds' Aiyicbov yap ob déyw pdpov" 
¥ a 

EXEL Yap aicyuvTnpos ws vdpos Siknv 
y S a ee } ~ As S a , Hts O er avdpl TodT éuyoato aTvyos, 
> & Ed + ae Me a, , 

€€ of réxvav yey’ td Cévnv Bapos, 
dirov téws, viv S ExOpov, as paiver, KaKor, 980 

, ‘a 
Ti oot Soxet; pipawa y et’ eyidv’ edu, 
onmew Ovyodo’ av waddov 7) Sednypevor, 

969. modciv Evvwplda, ‘The couple of 
his two feet,’ i.e. the entangling garment, 
wodiothp wérdos inf. 986, médq axdar- 
keuros sup. 484, 

970. abroy, sc. Tov Seoudy. There 
seems no necessity to read ard, for even 
wéxhov might be supplied without any 
difficulty, as the mind of the speaker was 
upon it. Cf. rowodroy inf. 988. 

974.’ wap wdprus. The sun seems 
here identified with Apollo (see on Suppl. 
ae who appears as a witness in Hum. 
546. 

976. The common reading is od péyw, 
i.e. ob« emluoudoy jryotpo. The Schol. 
however found Aéyw, which Dind. and 
Hermann prefer; and these words are 
occasionally interchanged. The sense is, 
‘I say, of my mother; for I reckon not, 
in considering the question of justice, the 
fate of Aegisthus.’ Franz and Klausen 
retain the reading of the Med., which is 
perhaps defensible, ‘I have nothing to say 
against,’ ‘I reck not,’ i. e. have no wish 
to repudiate. 

977. as vduos. So Canter for ds vduou, 
which Wellauer, Klausen, and Peile en- 
deavour to defend, ws véuou dln éo7), or 
&s aicxuyripos vdpov. But aicxdvew 
and aiocxuyrip are regularly used in the 
sense of adultery (see Ag. 1334. 1604); 
and an adulterer could be lawfully put to 
death by the party aggrieved. 

981. ety’ Eid" pv. The Med. has 

popawdt Hr’ Exidv’ eu, but y is super- 
scribed. On eZ and # confused see 743. 
In the next verse the MSS. and edd. give 
Olyoucay &AAoy (Rob. Oiyous’ by %AAov) 
ov Seinyuevov. The construction, as Do- 
bree pointed out, Advers. ii. p. 28, is Sone? 
ohrew ty. Translate (from v. 978) as 
follows: ‘ But as for her who devised this 
odious contrivance against the husband by 
whom she bore the burden of children 
beneath her waist,—a burden once dear, 
but now, as it has shewn, a hostile evil,— 
what do you think of her? Why, that if 
she had been a lamprey or a viper, she 
would have corrupted: one by the mere 
touch rather than by being bitten.’ I have 
ventured: to read 7) for od in 982, because 
paAAoyv is hardly complete without 7), and 
if %AAoy be retained, as it is by Franz, 
Dind., Klausen, there seems no point in 
the mention of another as distinct from 
the husband. Hermann, after Meineke, 
reads # cor Soxet and ov Sednyuevn, in this 
sense:—‘ Do you think she could have 
more injured him by her contact, without 
being herself wronged by him, if she had 
been a viper or a lamprey?’ Lucian 
mep) Aupddwv, p. 236, vol. iii, Reitz. 
exxater kad ofmet cal miumpacbat rotet, Kat 
Bodow domep of ev mupG Kelwevor. The 
ptpaiva, like the dpdxwy, seems to have 
been, if not a fabulous creature, at least 
endowed with fabulous properties. 
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N 

Tops kate Kadikov dpovyparos. 
ri vw Tpoceira, Kav TUXH wan EVOTOMOY ; 

dypevpa Onpds, } vexpov 7odévdurov 985 

Spoirys KaTacKyvape ; bY See 
UKTUOV EV Ov?, 

-dpxw & av elrous Kal rodvorhpas Témhovs. 
TovovTov av KTHaaiTo PydyTyS avnp, 
E€vwv arraod\npa KapyvpoaTEepy 
Biov vopilor: 7O8é 7° av Sohkapare 990 
Toddovs avaipav Tohha Heppuaivor ppevt. 

Pe SS ‘\ , > 4 ‘ Todd enol Evvoukos ev Sdpouce m7 
, > 2 , / 6. > 0 na Gane yévour® ddoiunv mpdcbev Ex Pedy azrais. 

Xo. aiat aiat wedéwv epywv oTp. 
otvyep®@ Oavdrw SverpaxOns. 995 

ey, €N), 
, 2 \ Me gs TP > lal 

pipvovte S€ Kal mafos avOet. 
OP. dpacer, % ovk eSpace ; paprtupet dé por 

984. kby téxw pdr edorouay. ‘Even 
though I should use the mildest terms.’ 
Hermann with Meineke, and Scholefield 
in his Appendix, transpose this and the 
next seven verses to follow v. 969. The 
advantage of this is that the soliloquy 
on the garment, and that on the character 
of Clytemnestra, are not mixed up and 
interchanged as in the common order. Yet 
I think that an attentive consideration of 
the train of thought in the poet’s mind 
will confirm the old arrangement. Having 
ordered the attendants to unfold and ex- 
hibit the gory robe (970), that the sun 
may see it, and attest that the murder of 
the mother was just, Orestes is carried 
away by the mention of that name into a 
strain of indignant reproach, which he 
terminates at 983 to revert to the trea- 
cherous garment. And he concludes (992) 
naturally by the wish that a woman who 
could use such a contrivance against her 
husband may never be an inmate (wife) in 
his house. Dindorf formerly enclosed the 
whole passage in brackets; but it is tho- 
roughly Aeschylean in language and ima- 
gery, and he has rightly reinstated it in 
his last edition. 

986. dpolrns katackhvepa. Schol. wapa- 
méracpya, Upous (1. copod). ‘The pall of a 
bier covering the feet of the corpse.’ Cf. 
Eum. 604, nam) répuate papos mapeokh- 

vwoev. So oxnvh tpoxhraros of the cover- 
ing to a carriage, Pers. 982. At the same 
time there is a play on the double meaning 
of Spolrn, ‘a bath,’ and ‘a bier.’ 

988. ro.odTov. Itis very easy to supply 
wémAov from the preceding wémAous. ‘Such 
an one a thief would be likely to possess, 
practising the duping of strangers and a 
money-robbing life; and by this sort of 
deceit killing many, he would conceive 
many deeds of violence in his mind.’ Her- 
mann, who rather hypercritically objects 
to r@de after rovodroy, refers it to dmad- 
Anya, where he places a comma, and reads 
Kapyupooreph Blov voul(av trade y bv 
doAduatt x.7.A. This may be some im- 
provement on the vulgate, but cannot be 
considered necessary.—For pnAftns the 
old reading was giAftys. The ortho- 
graphy of the word is rather uncertain: 
some have explained it 6 p:A@y 7a Tay 
méAas, comparing our word filch and the 
French jilou. The verb however is @nAdw, 
Ag. 475. 

994. aint. The Med. has only at al, 
which Bothe doubled for the sake of the 
metre. I have ventured to do the same 
with é}, which in the Med. is written é é. 

997. wluvovtr. ‘To the survivor,’ i. e& 
to Orestes.—dy6e?, still blooms, still is 
green and vigorous. 

998, waptupe? pot. Not paprupel ds 
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papos 768’, ds EBaper Aivicbov Eidos. - 
povov Sé Kykls dv ypdve EvpBddrerar 1000 

Ns ) Ny Ne Toddas Badas PAetpovea Tod mouKcldparos. 
vov avrov aive, viv drole tapdr- 

, M4 a a 2S tatpoxtovov & vdacpa tpoodavaev T6d5€ 
2 a NS, ow. , a ahy@ pev epya Kat 7a0os, y&os TE Tap, 
alnra vikns tHa8 éyov pidopara. 

ovTis mepotay dow) Biorov XO. 
1005 

avr. 
Sud avr’ + drysos dpetiberr 

poxBos & 6 pev abrir’, 6 8 HEe. 
OP. add’, as av eidi7’, (od yap ofS bry Tede?,) 

eBapev «.7.A., but paprupe? ds pace. 
Hence we must understand oftw Sitel- 
Mevoy os K.T.A. ‘The garment, all stained 
as itis by the sword of Aegisthus, attests 
her guilt.’ The subject to %pace might 
seem to be Aegisthus, not Clytemnestra. 
But Klausen argues from fimodnafry 
Oavdt@ Ag. 1506, that Aegisthus lent the 
queen his sword for the deed. 

1000. EvuBdAAerar. ‘For the blood- 
stain contributes with time in obliterating 
many colours of the pattern.’ Others 
understand ‘ coincides or tallies with the 
date,’ i. e. the alleged time of the murder ; 
but it is doubtful if EyuBdrArcoOa ever 
bears this sense. The meaning is, that 
time has aided the effects of the blood in 
destroying the colours, and therefore that 
it could not have been recently done. 

1002. viv abtdy aivd, i.e. tov pédvor. 
‘It is only now that I speak of it and 
deplore it as one actually present at the 
scene.” He means that after his long 
éxile the sight: of the very instruments of 
the murder renews his painful recollec- 
tions, and forces him to speak on a subject 
which he had hitherto brooded over in 
Silence. Franz, Klausen, and Peile, read 
ebrov with Hermann, for éuavrdy, ‘now 
T praise myself, now I bewail my case.’ 
That is, at one time I think I have acted 
rightly, at-another, I bewail the deed I have 
done. But rapev becomes thus unmean- 
ing (Peile’s version, ‘I lament that I am 
here,’ seems doubtful), nor is there any 
certainty that airby could be so used. 

1005. &(yAa «.7.A. ‘ Having upon me 
a miserable pollution as the result of this 
victory.’ 

1010 

1007. &riwos. This word is corrupt. 
Hermann reads é#@ujos, which is probable 
enough, since a and ed are often confused. 
Dr. Peile reads igériwos, ‘ equally well- 
conditioned through the whole of it,’ sc. 
did mavrds Tod Blov. Franz less happily 
suggests %Avmos. The Schol. explains the 
vulgate by driuépnros. For dmuehpec the 
Med. has duelferar. On dowhs Bloros 
see Ag. 1312. ‘ 

1008. éy, é4. So I have edited for és. 
Klausen had corrected é@ 2. 

1009. #éer. The Med. is said to have 
ike or Hjéev. Robortello gives jtev. 

1010. GAA’, ws by cidf7’. This emen- 
dation (which I suggested in the former 
edition) has been also made by Emper 
and Martin, and is adopted by Franz and 
Hermann. The Med. gives &AAos dveidq 
rooT’ tp olf brn Ted ‘ But, that you 
may be apprised of it in time (since I 
know not what the end may be), I am as 
one who is driving off the course with a 
chariot; for my feelings, difficult to con- 
trol, are hurrying me onward without the 
power to resist.’ By this fine metaphor 
he warns his friends of the coming’ pa~ 
roxysm of madness; and the description 
is true to nature, for many persons are 
aware beforehand that mania is about to 
seize them. I have no hesitation in pre- 
ferring Stanley’s emendation Ariocrpops 
for jvioorpégov to any others that have 
been suggested. It is the only one which 
contains nothing harsh either in the con- 
struction. or the sentiment. Compare 
Prom. 902, %w 5& Spduov pépouon Adoons 
mvetpart udpye. Hermann reads jy10- 
orpdpor, i. e. pépovort yap eut, Somep dv 

3T 
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) . 9 € in 5 , aomtep Evy intros HYioaTpopG Spdpov 
éEwtépw: pépovar yap viKdpevov 
dpéves SUoapKtou mpds S€ Kapdia PdBos 
1S y a ¢ lal 6 , 

Q ELV ETOLILOS 1) VTOPKELT at KOT@. 

éws 8 er eudpov cil, enptoow didors, 1015 
lal N 79> > ” , 

KTavel Te ont pyntép ovdk avev dixns, 
TaTpoKTOVvoY plagba Kat FeGv aTvyos. 

*< , la ae - 

kal didtpa Toduns THASE TELCO TNpiCowae 
N , 4 v 2 4 tov IIvOopavtw Aokiav, ypyoavr’ epol, 

, bY Lien eee) Xx 27 a 
TpacavrTe MEV TAUT EKTOS ALTLAS KAKYS 1020 

evar TapeTe © ovK €pa THY Cyuiar 
TEM yap ovTIs THUATwWY TpocieTat. 
Kal vov Opaté p, ws TaperKevacpevos 
&iv TOdE Oad@ kai oréper tpoci~opat 
peodppaddov & ispuya, Aogiov édor, 1025 

mupds Te héyyos apOurov Kexhnuevor, 

trnots jvidxov, vikpevoy ppéves Bdo~ 
apKro.. 

1014. dmopxeicbar dtp. Cf. 159, 
Gpxeirar S¢ xapdia pdBy. Plat. Ion 
p- 536 B, épxetrai cov % Wuxh. Properly, 
bmopxeicba is ‘to dance to music with 
violent gesticulations,’ and is therefore 
appropriately used with ddev. By dros 
any sort of excitement is occasionally 
meant. It seems surprising that both 
Hermann and Franz should have the 
bad taste to adopt Emper’s conjecture } 
& bropxetobat xpdte. 

1018. wAciornplCouat. Schol. kavyGmat. 
Cf. mAcorhpn xpévov Hum. 733. The 
verb is Gamat Aeyduevov. The context 
shews that it means zep) mAelorov mot- 
oduat, mwAcioTov jyoduu. ‘As the in- 
ducement to this deed of daring I hold 
the oracle of Apollo in the first place.’ 

1021. wapévri, si omisissem. ‘ But 1 
will not mention the penalty he imposed 
on me if I neglected it.’ Cf. mapels tdde 
sup. 911. The Med. has rapévta, which 
Hermann retains, and explains by an apo- 
siopesis. This may be right; see 186. 
But neither is it improbable that the two 
terminations have been interchanged (cf. 
Suppl. 225), and that Blomfield is right 
in reading mpdtayra — mapévti. 

1022. mpoottera. Though the genitive 
is not uncommon after épixéoOau, ekinéo- 

Oa, kadixecbat, in the sense of rvyxdvew, 
it is to be feared that in this instance the 
eye of the transcriber fell upon mpoottouat 
in 1024, We should perhaps restore 
épttera: from the Schol., rocav’rn ydp 
éorw as pyde totdrny epixécbat tod 
phxovs. Hermann adopts mpoo@ltera 
from Meineke; yet it must be admitted 
that wpooOeyeiy is a less apt word than a 
compound of ixvéoua: to express the idea 
of reaching a thing by conjecture. For 
the construction compare Ar. Equit. 761, 

mply éxeivoy mpooixécba cov. Eur. El. 
612, rf dita Spavres Tous by ekiolueda; 
Demosth. p. 361, 25; id. 958, 8, &c. 
Peile’s translation, ‘For by no shot can 
one come up to it for plagues,’ is little to 
be commended. 

1024. r@Se GadAG xa oréper. The 
olive bough crowned with « suppliant 
fillet. See Eum. 44. The conclusion of 
this play may be regarded in some sense 
as introductory to the next, the last of the 
trilogy. 

1026. rupds péyyos &pOrrov. Schol. 
7d év Mapvacog. A mysterious light was 
often seen on the two-peaked hill of 
Parnassus, which Euripides attributes in 
several well-known passages to the torch- 
light visitations of Bacchus, e. g. Ion 
1125, 20a mip wna Ocod Paxxetov. 
Bacch. 307, mndavta oby wednaor bind- 
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a 

pevywv 768 atwa Kowdv: ob8 éd’ éoriav 
A 
adhyv tpamréoba Aogkias ediero. 

\ lal 

Kal paptupel ws pede eropavvOyn Kaka 
4Q , 

Tad €v xpdvw pow Tavtas ’Apyelous eyo. 1030 

eyo © adijrns thade yhs ardevos 
Cav, kai reOunkas taade K\ySdvas Aurav, 

* * * 

XO. 

* * 

GN’ eb 7° empakas pnd emilevxOn ordpa 
dyen Tovnpa, wd ervyhocc@ Kaka, 
€devdepdioas Tacav Apyetav rou, 1035 

Svotv Spaxdvrow edrerads Temav Kd pa. 
OP. 

5 = % u wn 

G, ad. Spwat yuvaixes, aide Topydver 8ixnv 
, \ 

paoyitwves Kat TeTEKTAVHLEVaL 

pupoy rAdxa. Probably it was a luminous 
vapour, more or less connected, physically 
speaking, with that which rose from the 
cave of Trophonius. 

1029—30. kal waprupety. With Blom- 
field I have transposed these two verses, and 
adopted as weAe instead of wor pevércws 
of the old copies, from Hermann, who 
however now retains the vulgate order and 
corrects éxuaprupeiy F were eropatvOn 
wand. Cf. Pers. 269, paca’ by of? 
eropotvOn Kakd. 

1031. éya & aahrns. This verse is 
very nearly the same as Ag. 1253. Some- 
thing has apparently been lost after the 
following. The abrupt termination might 
seem to result from aposiopesis or the 
interruption of the chorus, and so Franz 
edits the passage. But I think, with Her- 
mann, the other supposition more probable. 
Dindorf understands &Aqrns ropa. 

1033. und émiCevx6f7. Most of the 
recent editors correct ém(evxOjs, after 
Heath, and the accusative is sufficiently 
defended by ame(uyny 1é8as in 663. But 
the construction appears exactly to corre- 
spond with Suppl. 475, KAddous Te rov- 
Tous bs — pnd aroppipOG Adyos. éuod. 
‘You have both succeeded well and let 
not your mouth be implicated in ill-omined 
expressions, nor predict evils against your- 
self.’ For ofun the Med. has ojjmat, 
whence Franz, Peile, and Dindorf read 
Ghucts wovnpais, with Auratus. 

1034. émyAwood. Cf. ratr’ érvyAwoog 
Ags, Prom. 949, and the note there. 

1038. gaoxitwves. Dr. Peile reads 

gaol xiTGves, but wrongly, as it may be 
worth while to shew in rather a long note. 
It is certain that some words have a 
metrical weight arising from pronuncia- 
tion which is not accordant with the actual 
spelling ; and this poetical licence, which 
some would confine to proper names, has 
in fact a rather extensive application. 
Both the mutes and the aspirated letters, 
as well as the sibilant, have the power of 
reduplication according to metrical con- 
venience. Thus we have émetiaxxdoaus 
Theb. 632, and the equally common forms 
iax} and iaxy4. Euripides is said to have 
used farxxiCew, for diapety 7a wepn THs 
faxews (frag. 1084). Pindar uses éxxéovrt 
for dxéovr1, Ol. ii. 122. sxxos ibid. vi. 
40. In Theognis we similarly find Bpéx- 
xov amopphtas, v. 1099. In proper names 
the following examples occur: ‘Immoyé- 
Bovros Theb. 483, TMapévoraios ib. 542 

and Eur. Suppl. 889, TeAevravros Ajac. 
210, ’AApeciBoray Soph. frag. 785, “Im7o- 
dapov Equit. 327, Aicxivddov Pac. 1154. 
Similarly A:déyvcos ought rather perhaps 
to be written, or at least pronounced, 

Aidvyvoos. The letter p is doubled in 
“Apys, Theb. 233. 335. Zapdavdmraddos 
was used for SapSavdréAos, and so Kuvo- 
xépaddros in Equit. 417. "OAAdurov (not 
OvAdyrov) ib. 9. Herc. Fur. 872. On 
the same principle we find katavyvebwy 
Od. ix. 490. &vverat Il. x. 251. &AAopos 
ib. 258. drepwyds Il. xxi. 346. pweoap- 
Bpwve Callim. Lav. Pall. 72, and the 

Latin pruina from mpwivds. In Il. x. 572 
we have dmevvl(ovro, in Theocr. xxii. 19 - 

37 2 
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lal iA > yoR , 2 = - 

TUKVOLS Spdxovow. OVK €T QV MLEWALL Ey, 

XO. tives ce Sd€a1, hidrar’ avOpdrav trarpl, 1040 
a x x‘ on ™ - 

otpoBovow ; toxe, mH PoBod viKav Tov. 
OP. ovk eict d3fau TOVOE Toydrav poi 

oapiis yap aide bagTpos eyKorou KUVES. 
XO. totainov yap ainda oor Xepolv eT 

€x TOVOE TOL TApary [LOS eis ppévas miTVvel. 1045 

OP. ava&”AmodXor, aide tANOvover Sy" 
2 > , , e 4 Kak oppdtov oralovow aipa dvadirés. 

XO. eis cou kabappds: Aokiov 5€ tpocbuyav, 
éhevbepov oe TOVSE THUATwY KTiCL. 

OP. wpets pev ody dpare Tacd’, éya 8 Spar 1050 
> a \ > yon 2 x > , edavvomar Sé KovK é7 ay petvaiy’ eyo. 

a&modAhyov7’, ib. xxi. 12 cvvvexts, and ib. mere fancies.’ Cf. Ag. 266.411. There 
xxix. 36 éevvoxAeis. Perhaps we may 
hence explain the long s in AwvorTépevos, 
Pac. 1178, from Aivov. (Photius: aAl- 
vowrat’ of amookomobyres TH eumintoyTa 
Tots KuvyyeTixots Alvots Onpla.) The Ro- 
mans similarly said relligio, sollicito, 
nummus (from véuos, véuiopa), &c. From 
all which it follows, that so far from there 
being any reason to doubt the reading 
pauoxirwres, it has the analogy of poetical 
usage altogether in its favour. 

1039. muxvois Spdkovow.  Pausan. i. 
28, 6, mp@ros 3 AloxdAos Spdxovras 
érolnoey buod Tats év TH Kepadry Opitly 
elvat’ Tois 5¢ aydAuacw ote TovTors 
éreotw obdevy poBepdy, otre boa BAAa 
dvdxerta: Gedy TOV broyatwy. The cha- 
racter of these awful goddesses as drawn 
by Sophocles is more according to the 
ancient view. They are beings not neces- 
sarily hostile to man, but who may at any 
time become so, and therefore their good 

will is rather to be maintained than their 
anger propitiated. 

1041. windy modd, i. ec. erel TOAAG 
npeloowy yeyévnoaut. Hermann reads with 
Porson uy péBouv ike word, ‘ Be not too 
much overcome by fear.’ Cf. inépouv 
vikdéuevos Suppl. 982. But wh vind is 
an imperative for which we require au- 
thentic examples. The correction is not 
worthy of Porson’s taste and judgment, 
though Dindorf also has adopted it. Peile 
quotes 7oAd kpareiv and moAb vixdy from 
Ajac. 1357. Thue. vii. 34. 

1042. obm «iol dédfa. ‘They are no 

is nothing in this at all inconsistent with 
the ravings of a terror-stricken mind. 
Miiller thinks that the Furies who appear 
in the next play were really seen by Ores- 
tes, though so placed as not to be visible 
to the present chorus. 

1045. é tavdé ro. ‘’Tis in conse- 
quence of this that —.’ Cf. Ag. 850, én 
TOv’E To. Tats évOds ov mapacrare?. Her- 
mann appears therefore wrong in altering 
rot to oot. There is an antithesis between 
xelp and ¢dphv, as Hipp. 317, xeipes pev 
ayval, phy exer plaopd vt, Orest. 
1604, ayvds ydp eius xelpas, GAA’ ov Tas 
pperas: 

1046. mAndvouct, § They swarm.’ Eum. 
54, de P duudrov AclBovor dSvopiaF AlBa. 
Hence Euripides calls them aivarwmol 
deal, Androm. 978. 

1048. eis cot. So Franz and Hermann 
with Erfurdt and H. L. Ahrens. The 
Med. has ciao’ 6, but o° 6 is said to have 
been written over an erasure. Klausen 
and Peile give efow xa@apuds from Tur- 
nebus. Blomfield, after Schiitz, cicly 
kaSappot. On the exegetical 5¢ see Prom. 
410; on the nominativus pendens, Eum. 
96. Suppl. 440. Some take «rice: for 
the second person middle; but neither is 
the form «7fcoua: known to be in use, nor 
has oe for ceavrdy much to be said in its 
defence, though we have (aoa yéos me 
tia Suppl. 108.—Aottov, i. e. the statue 
of Apollo; for the actual touch or grasp 
of a sacred statue constituted a sanctuary, 
Eum. 80. 
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XO. ad’ eitvyxoins, Kai o° éromrevwv mpddpov 
Beds dudrdoco. Kaupioror cuppopats. 

9 , An , 
6d€ ToL pehdOpors Tots BacideLous 

Z, S N 
TpPlLTOS av XEYLwV 1055 

mvevoas yovias érehéo Oy. 
ma.doBdpou pev tpdtov bajpeav 
pdx ou tahdaves [re Ovéarov]: 

Sevrepov dvdpos Bacideva 46x: 
Noutpoddixros 8 adder *Axatov 1060 

TOhEMApXos avyp. 
vov © av tpitos HOE tober TwTHp, 

Xx 4 y 

1) POpoV ELT ; 
~ lat a. lal oe 

WTOu onra KPQVel, TOL Katahy&eu 

petakoyutabev uevos arns ; 

1056. ‘yovias. Schol. &vewos Bray e 
ebdlas KuwnOG xadremdy mvedua. Hesych. 
yovias: edxephs: Alaxtaos ?Ayauéuvort. 
Blomfield explains it ‘a family wind,’ 
remarking that the names of winds usually 
terminate in as, as xatklas, &c. Hermann 
says, ‘ videtur ventus dici secundo flamine 
spirans.’ Perhaps it may be observed 
generally, that the origin of the names of 
winds is extremely obscure: a scarcely 
less strange term is odpioordrns sup. 806. 

1058. dor tdéAaves. Hermann’s 
opinion, that te Ovéorov is an interpola- 
tion, is highly probable. It was quite 
needless to add the name after the de- 
scriptive epithet, while it was just such an 
addition as a metrist would make in his 
desire to fill up an anapaestic monometer. 
This habit, as remarked on Pers. 547, has 

been a fruitful source of corruption. The 
use of re in connecting mere epithets is 
not according to the general Greek usage, 

1065 

though we have peydaas d&yabas re Pers. 
848, tpitdéomovdov etrotudy Te Ag. 237. 

1059. avdpbs Bactrcia dOn. Not, ‘the 
sufferings of a man and king’ (Peile), but 
simply, d@n dvdpds BactAdws. So sup. 
710, vavdpye ocduart Te Bacirclo for 
cépatt vedv &pxovtos BactAéws.—The dé 
in the next line is exegetical. 

1063. 7 wépov. Because time alone 
will prove whether this daring act of 
Orestes will be the deliverance or the de- 
struction of the family. Compare 846—50. 

1064. mot xpave?; sc. és Th TeAeuThoeL; 
Compare wot & ér: téAos émdyer Oeds; 
Theb. 145.—eraxoiuicbéy seems to mean, 
‘enjoying an interval of repose,’ i. e. re- 
posing after the troubles of the family. 
‘Where will the force of calamity end, 
after the present calm?’ A similar com- 
pound is weradyeiy Suppl. 400, where see 
the note. 
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EUMENIDES. 

Orestes, who at the end of the preceding play (1051), had rushed 
from the stage in a frenzy of excitement, to seek refuge and expiation ; 
from his patron-god Apollo at Delphi, appears at the opening of this 
as a suppliant in the temple, where he is first discovered, along with 
the strange and dread train of pursuing Furies, by the Pythoness on _ 
her entrance to utter oracles at the prophetic seat. Apollo presents 
himself to the way-worn matricide, and guarantees protection to the 
end of his troubles, advising him to resort at once to the ancient 
statue of Pallas in the Acropolis at Athens. Accordingly, a con- 
siderable lapse of time being supposed to intervene, the scene shifts 
to the latter place, and subsequently to the hill of Mars, where a 
formal trial is held before Pallas, as the presiding genius, and a select 

jury of the citizens. The result is the acquittal of the culprit, who 

pleads his own cause, and is cross-questioned by the prosecuting 
Furies, Apollo himself coming forward as an interpreter of the 

law and a witness in his behalf. The votes of the jury prove to be 
equal; but Athena has promised the casting vote in his favour, and 

ordains that the privilege of acquittal under the like circumstances 
shall continue to all time. 

This play has both a political and a moral import, which Miller 
has, on the whole, satisfactorily developed in his well-known Disser- 
tations on the Eumenides. The object of the poet, in assigning a 
divine origin to the court of the Areopagus, was to declare its im- 
portance, through the mouth of the goddess of wisdom herself, to the 

welfare of Athens. About this time that ancient and highly influ- 
ential court had been assailed by the democratic party, and directly 
endangered by a measure of Ephialtes, who proposed in the public 
assembly to curtail its privileges, and especially (as Miller maintains’) 
that of jurisdiction in cases of homicide. Aeschylus therefore endea- 

1 This opinion has been ably combated by others, and is well discussed by Mr. 

Drake in Part ii. of the Introduction to his edition (Camb. 1853). 
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voured in the present play to inculcate respect for this, as well as, 
indirectly, for all other time-honoured state-institutions which tended 
to preserve order and check unbridled licence. “ Hence,” Miiller 
observes, “the poet seems almost to forget Orestes in the establish- 
ment of the Areopagus and the religion of the Erinyes,—two institu- 

tions which Aeschylus deems closely connected and alike moment- 
ous to the welfare of the community, as in fact they were.’ The 
religion of the Erinyes was the religion of Conscience. He labours 
to shew, that laws are useless unless fear of divine vengeance is in 

men’s minds as a motive to obedience. And while, on the one hand, 

the cultus of the Erinyes is the recognition of a supernatural power 
ever ready to visit crimes with vengeance, on the other hand that 

very cultus is to be a means of converting malignant Chthonian 
Beings into beneficent and well-disposed goddesses (Eipevises), who 

shall, by virtue of their original office as yOdvia, send abundant 

blessings from the fruits of the earth. 
The number of the chorus was, according to Miiller and the Schol. 

on vy. 556, fifteen. The parode, which does not occur till v. 297, is, 
as it were, postponed from the necessity of the case; for the chorus 
first appear on the stage, as in the Delphic temple, and it is not till 
the scene has shifted to Athens that they are enabled to lay aside 
their character of mere pursuers, and take up a regular and staid 
position in the orchestra (xopiv drew, v. 297), while Orestes abides 
under the immediate protection of the statue of Pallas, and so is 

beyond their grasp. 

3 u 2 
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ITTOIAX. 

TIparov pév ebyn TAS TpecBedw Oedv 
THY Tpatépartw Tatar éx de ths O€uuw, 
a on N X Py , ss y 
% 07 TO pyTPOS CevTépa 760° ELeTO 
Pavtetov, ws hoyos Tus év SC TH TpiTw 

Adyet, Oehovorns, ob5€ mpds Biav Twos, 5 

1. Oedv. ‘Of the gods,’ viz. out of the 
whole number of them. The genitive 
might, indeed, depend on pecBetw, 
(Schol. rporiué, and so Photius), as we 
have kax@v mpecBeverat Td Afxiov Cho. 

620. ‘In the first place, I offer my 
prayer to those ancient and primeval gods 
who have occupied the prophetic seat 
before me; and I reckon first amongst 
them her that was the first prophetess, 
Earth; in the next place (ére:ta, v. 29), 
after the prayer I proceed to take my 
seat.’ Thus edxfj mpeoBedw exactly an- 
swers to év Adyois mpecBevera: in v. 21. 
—The Earth, according to a very early 
mythology, was the first giver of oracles, 
either because the mephitic vapour which 
was supposed to produce inspiration arose 
from it, or because to it were attributed 
generally those occult influences which 
affected the destinies of human life. Her 
successor was Themis, the goddess of 
law and justice; for oracles were the 
primitive rules by which the conduct of 
kings and of states was directed, and to 
which reference was made in cases of theft 
or murder, Herod. ii. 174. Hence Earth 
herself is said Qeuioredery, Hom. Hymn. 
Apoll. 253. See Strabo, ix. p. 422, who 
quotes the opinion of Ephorus, that 
Apollo founded the oracle in conjunction 
with Themis, from a desire to benefit the 

human race; for that he civilised man- 
kind (eis nuepdryta mpobxadrciro kal 
éowppdvice) by declaring to them what 
was to be done and what to be left alone. 

3. 9 84. The 3), as Miiller remarks 
(Dissert. p. 185, note), has a sense which 
materially affects the whole passage. The 
object of Aeschylus was to shew that no 
violence nor injustice had been committed 
in the transfer of the Pythian oracle to 
its successive possessors, whereas Pindar 
had represented a bitter conflict and strife 
to have taken place between Apollo and 
Earth (Schol. on v. 2),—a legend which 
Euripides also has in view in saying (Iph. 
Taur. 1260) that Apollo dislodged Themis, 
daughter of Earth, from the sacred oracle. 
Now the particle 5} implies that, as a 
matter of course, the daughter succeeded 
to the mother; and the peculiar stress on 
Oedovons, obde mpds Blay tids (v. 5) in 
like manner shews that Themis was suc- 
ceeded by her sister Phoebe, mother of 
Latona and grandmother of Phoebus 
Apollo, with perfect good will on the part 
of the former. Compare hv 8770 inf. 377. 
—All these goddesses, Earth, Themis, 
Phoebe, belonged to the older or Titanian 
powers. Hes. Theog. 117. 185—6. So. 
we have Tiravls @duis as the mother of 
Prometheus, Prom. 893. 
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Tiravis addy Tats yOovds kabélero 
GoiBy didwor & H yeveOov Sdow 
DoiBw 7d SoiBns 8 dvow’ exer Tapdvupov. 
Nurav dé hiuvyv AndLav Te youpdda, 
kéd\oas én aKTas vavTdpous Tas IIad\d8os, 10 

a > a x 
és THVSE yatay OE Tlapynoood & edpas. 
méutovat © avTov Kat oeBilovaw péya 
KedevOorrotot Tratdes “Hdaicrov, xdva 

7. dl8wor 8°}. This use of %, which is 
in fact the Homeric use of the article, 
occurs Theb. 17, % yap véous — eOpépar’. 
Herod. viii. 87, cal od Exovea Siapu- 
yéew x.7.A. So we have ék 8& rijs v. 2, 
év 3¢ 7G v. 660, éx S& Tod v. 754, ek dé 
téy Alcest. 264. There were two forms 
of the demonstrative pronoun even in 
Homer’s time, ds, %, and 6, 7, the latter 
of which was more commonly used in the 
oblique cases. Here Hermann and Por- 
son read d{dwoww %, though it is hard to 
say why the relative is to be preferred.— 
yevebroy dow, ‘a birth-day present.’ 
Here again the word 8éow is intended to 
answer the statement of those who taught 
that possession had been gained by vio- 
lence. The allusion is to the old Athenian 
custom of carrying the infant on the ninth 
day after birth round the hearth, on which 
occasion presents called émrfpia were 
offered by the friends, the festival being 
termed dupiSpduca from the symbolical 
act done on the occasion. On the same 
day the name was given to the child, 
usually after the grandfather. In this 
case Phoebus was named from Phoebe his 
grandmother; hence the male name is 
mapaévupov, or slightly changed from the 
female. Perhaps, however, as wap’ 7juépav 
means ‘every other day,’ so dvoua map- 
évupoy may properly have signified ‘a 
name taken from a person once removed.’ 
The Scholiast represents Phoebe as sister 
of Latona. 

9. Aluynv. This was the far-famed 
circular (or rather annular) lake in Delos, 
called by Herod. ii. 170, 4 Tpoxoetdns, 
and by Eurip. Iph. Taur. 1078, Aluvav 
eiAlccovcay tdwp xdnAtov. It appears to 
have been the crater-lake. of an ex- 
tinct volcano, the centre of which was 
still partially filled by a cone of ashes.— 
Analay xoipdda, the rocky isle of Delos, 
Xotpas being any low reef rising above the 
sea-level. Cf. Pers, 423. New Cratylus, 

p- 362. Euripides, probably copying the 
expression, has AfjAuol re xoupddes, Troad. 
89. Apollo is represented as leaving the 
bare and scanty soil of his native isle to 
take possession of his new dignity ; and, 
touching at the coast of Attica in his 
route, to have been escorted to Delphi by 
Athenian pioneers, who opened for him 
the sacred road afterwards used for the 
annual processions (Oewpfat). Schol. xapi- 
(duevos "A@nvatos xataxéRval now 
éxeice “AméAAwva, KaKelbey Thy Tepi- 
Toumhy avt@ elvat. 

13. aides ‘Hpalorov. The Athenians 
as descended from Erichthonius, son of 

Hephaestus. Pausan. i. cap. ii. fin. wa- 
Tépa 5& "EpixOovl A€yovow avOpérwy 
pey oddéva elvat, yoveas 5& “Hpatorov Kad 
Tyv. At the same time, Athenian arfi- 
Jicers are especially meant, though oeAl- 
(ovow shews that they are not exclusively 
so. In this relation ‘sons of Hephaestus’ 
may be merely figurative, as mais "AméA- 
Awvos is used for a physician, Suppl. 259. 
—ribévres jepwperny, i. e. hucpboarTes. 
This verb was originally applied to cutting 
roads through unoccupied forest-lands, as 
is well explained in New Cratylus, § 150. 
Varronianus, p. 268, ed. 2. Cf. Herod. 
1. 126, é&nuepGoa térov axavOddy. Herc. 
Fur. 20, e&quepdoa: yaiay. Pind. Isth. 
iv. 98, vavTiAlaoe mopbudy a&uepdoats. 
Afterwards, the adjective fjuepos was ap- 
plied to the fruits and trees of cultivated 
soil, as opposed to &ypios. On the sacred: 
road from Athens to Delphi see Miiller, 
Dor. i. p. 267 seqq. Herod. vi. 34, 4 fp} 
65ds 51a bwxdwy te kal Botwray. Aelian, 
Var. Hist. iii. 1, nal @re kad vdv erovs 
évvdtou of AeAgol maidas ebyevels méu- 
movot, Kal apxiOéwpoy eva obey abtav. 
Of 8& mapayerduevor Kal peyadonpenas 
Ovoavres év Trois Téumecty, amlact rdAw. 
— Kal rhy 65dv éexetyny &pyovra h Ka- 
Actrat pev TvOids, péeper 5& id, OerTaAlas 
nal TleAacyias rat Tis Otrns nad Aindyey 
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dvipepov Terres Huepaperny. 

poddvta 8 abrov Kdpta Tysaddel ews, 
Aedrdds Te xdpas THASE TpvpVyTns ava€. 

td Pg ‘\ x la , réxyns 5€ vw Zeds evOcov kriaas dpeva, 
ile. téraptov Tovde pavrw ev Opdvors" 
Avs mpopyrns 8 éort Aogias rarpos. 

- | > “ ca fd 

ToUvTOUS EV Evyats Ppowidlopwar Heovs. 20 

Tladhas tpovaia & ev Méyous mpeoBeverat. 
céBuw Sé vidas, Oa Kwpuxis rérpa 
Koidn, dihopus, Sayover dvactpodr 

(Bpdpuos & exer Tov YApov, odd duvynpovd, 

xépas, kal ris MnAtéwy kal Awpiéwy Kad 
Aokpiv t&v ‘Eoreplwy. Strabo, lib. ix. 
p. 612 (422), ray ’AréAAwva, Thy viv 
eméyra, Tuepoty Tous dvOpdmous amd Te 
TOV dunucpay kapway kal TeV Bley, eg 

"Abnvay e Spundévra én) Acdgods, rabrny 

idvat Thy b8by Ff viv ’AOnvaior Thy Mvdidda 
méurovot. A ceremony appears to have 
been kept up commemorative of the ori- 
ginal road-making. Schol. xa) dray méu- 
mwow cis Acdgpols Oewplda, mpogpxovTat 
zxovtes wedges ws Sinucpdoovtes Thy 

Vs ti 

16. AeAgés. The hero-king or Eponym 
of the Delphians, commonly reputed the 
son of Poseidon, who was one of the gods 
worshipped at Delphi, inf. 27. 

17. xricas, i. e. worhoas, but the word 
in Aeschylus always has the notion of per- 
manent and substantial effect.—‘‘ &deov 
téxvns idem est quod peardy Oelas Téxv7s. 
gpeva autem est accusativus, quem dicunt, 
remotioris objecti, abundanter fere ad- 
ditus. Sic. v. 88, wh pdBos ce vindtw 
ppévas,”” Minckwitz. 

18. réraprov révie. 
present prophet.’ 

19. mpophrns. Interpres. The oracles 
are delivered by Apollo, but they emanate 
from Zeus. Cf. Frag. ‘Iépeio: 79. Dind. 
inf. 586—8. 

21. TlaAAds mpovala. Herodotus men- 
” tions the temple of this goddess, TaAAddos 
mpovnins THs év AcAgotat, i. 92, and again 

viii. 37, nor is the title to be confounded 
with TlaAAds TIpdévoia, the goddess of fore- 
thought, as she was worshipped at Sunium. 
Hermann, who gives mpovdéa with Franz, 
refers to a Delphic inscription, TAIAQA- 
NAITAITIPONAIAI, which sets the ques- 
tion at rest. But in changing év Adyos 

‘The fourth and 

to edAdyws, he has not sufficiently noticed 
the antithesis between ‘prayers’ to the 
elder divinities, who directly preside over 
the oracle, and ‘honourable mention’ of 
those other deities whose worship was 
more or less connected with that of Apollo 
at Delphi—mpeoBevera, cf. v. 1. 

22. Kwpunls érpa ofan. A grotto in 
Parnassus had this name, Herod. viii. 36. 
Schol. ad Antig. 1128, Kwptxioy tytpov ev 
Tapvacag., Strabo, ix. p. 417, iepompemys 
® éotl was 6 TMapvacds, EXeoy | dyrpa Te 
Kad AAG xwpla, Tyndpevd Te Kal wyiorev™ 
dpmeva, oy €ort yywpyudratoy Kal KdAAoTov 

7d Kwptxiov, Nunpay tytpov bpovupov TE 

KiAuclw. Hermann prefers dvactpopal 
with MSS. Flor., Ven., Farn., the Med. 
giving dvaorpopa, the Schol. avacrpoph. 
The plural ériarpodal is used Theb. 645. 
Inf. 518. The word is a synonym with 
7@n, ‘ haunts.’ 

24. ob8 duynpovd, sc. abrod év Adyors. 
Cf. Suppl. 266, pyfiwny mor’ dvripiodoy 
eUper’ év Arrais. These three lines are 
parenthetical as far as the construction 
is concerned ;—‘ Nor must I forget Bro- 
mius (Bacchus), who has held the place 
ever since he headed his Bacchanalian 
women and planned a death for Pentheus 
by tearing him to pieces like a hare.’ 
The cultus of the Hellenic Apollo is inti- 
mately connected with that of the Pelasgic 
Bacchus, and the poet is wrong in attri- 
‘buting it in this case to the accident which 
befel Pentheus. But it is to be remarked 
that he seems to speak of Parnassus as 
the scene of it, not Cithaeron, as Euripides 
describes it, and as Aeschylus himself did 
in the Zdytpia: (Schol.). In the Med. & 
is wanting after Bpdusos, on which slight 
evidence Hermann marks a lacuna. 
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27. TlAcorod. The old copies have 
TlAcforovs, whence the common reading 
TiAclorov. But the accent has been cor- 
rected by later critics from Etym. Mag. 
p. 676. 5. Apollonius Rhodius mentions 

Kwpixiae Néupar TAewroio Ouyarpes. 
Strabo, ix. cap. iii. p. 418, mpdxevrae 5& 
Tis méAews (sc. AcApv) 7% Kipdis, éx 
70d votiov pepovs bpos &méTomoy, vary 
dmodimby wetakd, BC hs 6 TAeords Siappet 
motauts. Both Zeus and Poseidon were 
worshipped at Delphi, the latter as the 
Consummator (Ag. 946), and supreme 
over all the Olympian gods (ii070s), 
though Miiller (Dissert. p. 51) thinks 
this last epithet refers to Zebs Auxwpaios, 
who dwelt supreme on the mountain-top 
of Parnassus. There was an old legend 
that Poseidon had exchanged Pytho with 
Apollo for Taenarus, Strabo, viii. p. 574, 
quoted by Hermann, who also refers to 
Pausan. x. 24, 4 (1), év 88 7G vad wemol- 
nrat pey Tlooedavos Bapuds, btt Td wav- 
rTelov 7d apxadraroy KTijua Hy Kad Tloce- 
davos. 

29. Srevra. 
inv. 1. 

30. tuxetv &piora. ‘To obtain the most 
favourable responses which have ever been 
vouchsafed me. 

31. wap’. Hermann gives dp’, i. e. 
adpeot. The preposition sometimes, 
though rarely, represents the plural verb, 
as Med. 442. Acharn. 862, 1091; and 
still more rarely is the a elided.—mdaw 
Aaxdvres, having decided by drawing lots 
the order of succession in which the en- 
voys from the various states should be 
admitted. The Hellenic people seem to 
have had the privilege before foreigners, 
but were themselves bound to draw lots 

Answering to mp@rov uey 

35 

for precedence in consulting the oracle. 
For it was only on stated days that re- 
sponses could be obtained. Eur. Ion 418, 

kal yap, ws eye KAvo, 
Xpnorhpiov wénTwKe Tots emhAvat 

kowdyv mpd vaov- BovAoua 8 év juepa 
7H8, alicia yop, Geot AaBeiy pavred- 

para. 

And in allusion to this custom Apollo is 
said KAnpodv éupav in v. 908 of the same 
play. Plutarch, Quaest. Graec. ix., dé 
yop avelOnoar ai kata iva payreta Tos 
deouévorss mpdrepov 5¢ Gat eOculerevoey 
h TivOla tod éviavtod kata tabrny Thy 
npepay, viz. the seventh of the Delphic 
month Bysius. 

33. ds by Hyita Oeds. ‘As the god 
leads me,’ i. e. according to no caprice 
or arbitrary will of my own. As she was 
supposed not to know the circumstances 
of each applicant, the god only could 
make her answers respectively suit the 
persons admitted according to the above 
rule.—After this verse there is a pause. 
The priestess then returns with a terrified 
look from the adytum of the temple. She 
had spoken the prologue, according to 
Miiller’s theory, in the orchestra, repre- 
senting the ava} or outer court of the 
Pythian temple. The temple itself he 
supposes to have been the whole stage, 
and that this was concealed from the 
spectators by a curtain till after the pro- 
logue. But it seems, on the whole, at 
least as probable that the Pythoness was 
on the stage, the interior of the temple, of 
which the spectators only obtain a glimpse 
sufficient to excite further curiosity as to 
the garb of the Furies, being within the 
central doorway of the proscenium. 
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36. cwxeiv, ‘to have power,’ icxvew, 
Soph. El. 119.—ékralvew, yavpiiv nad 
ardxtws wndav, Schol. and so Timaeus in 
his Lexicon, on which see Ruhnken’s 
note. Homer has a cognate form, mddes 
&® brepuctalyovro, Od. xxiii. 3, i. e. 
‘moved nimbly along.’—Bdour, for ordoww, 
has been adopted by most recent editors 
from a var. lect. in the Med. The verb 
refers rather to the ability of moving than 
of standing firmly. 

37. tpéxw 5& xepoly. Not, as the 
Schol. absurdly supposes, that she came 
out of the temple on all fours, but that 
she supported herself by her hands, from 
infirmity of her terror-stricken limbs. 

38. obdév. So Suppl. 729, yur pov- 
wOeta’ obdév.— atlas peév ody, ‘nay, she 
is as a mere child.’ The word is properly 
applied to one midway between a child 
and a grown-up person. Soph. frag. 148. 
Eur. Androm. 326. Lucian, “Epwres, 
p. 398, ed. Reitz. oxeidy ex tis ayrl- 
matdos HAuklas eis Tos éphBovs xpibels 
BAAais dm’ BAAwy emiOuptous BovxoAocdua. 

40. Qcouvo%. Probably pronounced as 
a trisyllable, like Qeouaves Theb. 650.— 
em duadré, at the altar of the adytum, 
supposed to stand in the exact centre of 
the earth. Pausanias, x. 16, 3, mentions 
tov brd AcrApav Kadoduevoy dupardy, 
Alov memomnuévov Aevxod. Strabo, ix. 
cap. iii, Tis ‘EAAdSos év péow mas eote 
Tis cuundons, THs Te evTds icbuod Kad 
Tis éxtds* évouiocOn dé rad THs oikovupéevys, 
kal éxdAcoay Tijs yiis dupaddy, mpoomad- 
cavtes kal pvddy, dv ono TMivdapos: bre 
cuprécotey evtavda of deTol of apebévres 

bd Tod Aibs, 6 wey ard ris Sicews, 6 8 
and Tis avarorjs: of 3& Képands act. 
Aclxvurat 8& Kal dupards tis ev TE vag 
TeTaviopevos, kal ew a’Tg ai dbo eixdves 
Tov pvdov.—The péy in this verse is an- 
swered by 6¢ in v. 46. 

41. mpoortpdéraov. ‘A suppliant for 
expiation.’ Infra, v. 168, 228, 423, the 

word means ‘blood-guilty.’ See Miiller, 
Dissert. p. 105, who shews that both 
senses descend from the primary notion of 
mpootparécOa, ‘to resort to another as a 
suppliant for reception.’ In the sense 
which it here bears it occurs vy. 225. 
Hesych. mpootpdémaios: pdvios, piapds, 
aluatt wemiaomevos, xa mpds Tiva Tpamd~ 
mevos Sehoet Kaddpoews. 

42. veoowadés. She infers that the 
sword was newly drawn, i. e. recently 
used, from seeing Orestes’ hands dripping 
with gore. Cf. Ag. 1322. ‘ Orestes is 
supposed to have betaken himself to his 
place of refuge so quickly, as not to have 
yet relinquished his weapon.’’ Drake, 

44. Afver peylorw. The epithet is 
rather tame, but not sufficiently so to 
justify Hermann’s peyorocwppdvws. The 
tufts of wool, or rather the pendent fillets 
(Suppl. 22. 641), were of ample size, as is 
known from ancient sculptures. May we 
not infer from the present passage that 
the earnestness of the appeal was denoted 
by the more than usually long festoons on 
the boughs? Any how, there is some- 
thing in Linwood’s remark, that T7de yap 
tpavas ép@ is added as a reason for de- 
scribing these details so minutely. 

46. Aéxos. See on Theb. 106. 

3X 
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49. Topyetouw rémos. “ The Gorgon- 
images were among the very earliest works 
of Grecian, especially of Athenian art, 
which can be traced as far back as the age 
of Cyclopian workmanship.” (Miiller, 
Dissert. p. 188, ed. 2.) Both the Gor- 
gons and the Furies are represented with 
snaky locks; cf. Prom. 818. Cho. 1037; 
indeed, Miiller is of opinion that Aeschy- 
lus borrowed the idea of so describing the 
latter from the much earlier works of art 
he had seen of the former.—After this 
verse Hermann and Franz mark a lacuna. 
Linwood, Dindorf, Donaldson, and Minck- 
witz, all concur in the opinion that the 
passage has been mutilated. But the 
truth seems to be, that in describing a 
well-known picture, sufficiently identified 
by the mention of Phineus, the poet 
thought it needless to specify ras ‘Aprulas. 
Nor does he scruple to omit the article 
with the participle where strict usage re- 
quires its addition; see Cho. 353. Pers. 
247. We may simply translate, ‘I have 
seen before now in a picture (female forms) 
carrying off the dinner of Phineus; but 
these (Furies) are wingless, and black, 
altogether disgusting in their manner.’ 
Thus the implied antithesis is that the 
Harpies had wings, the Furies had none, 
being huntresses or hounds (ives) who 
track their prey by the scent. For the 
story of Phineus see Apoll. Rhod. ii. 178 
seqq.—péAatvan, ‘sable,’ reAavad "Epiies 
Ag. 448. weradyxpwres Orest. 321. xpara 
xedaval Eur. El. 1345. But Aeschylus 
does not go further than to give them a 

60 

black garb, inf. 332. 353. 
53. od mAatoio1, ‘ unapproachable.’ 

Their breath was too deadly, or the noise 
of their snoring too terrible to allow of a 
closer inspection. The common reading, 
ov wAacroiot, is retained by Hermann; 
but there is little sense in ‘‘non fictis 
fiatibus,’”’ and the forms are often con- 
fused; see on Prom. 915. Elmsley’s 
correction has been admitted by Franz, 
Dind., Linwood. We learn from v. 132—3 
that the Furies’ breath was fiery and 
bloody. It was also venomous, inf. 752, 
&c.—alBa. So G. Burges for Blay or 
dfa. Thus fig and dla: are confused 
Cho. 643. Ibid. 1047, nat éupdroy ord- 
Covow aiva dvopirAés. Miller remarks 
that there is a notion of libations which 
are unacceptable to the Olympian gods, 
just as in the next line there is an allusion 
to the practice of vesting the old statue of 
Pallas (rd Bpéras) in the peplus. See 
Athens and Aitica, p. 126. 

57. 7d pdAov. ‘I have seen not the 
tribe to which this company belongs, nor 
know I what land can aver that rearing 
such a race without harm, it has not to 
repent of its pains.’—2dévoy for mévwy has 
been generally received by critics from 
Arnaldus. The genitive might indeed 
stand, if ueraorévew be taken strictly in 
the neuter sense. Compare petadyelv, 
Suppl. 400. 

60. révredOev 45n. How to eject them 
from the temple, and purify it afterwards, 
she knows not, and therefore leaves the 
god to do for himself what he is in the 
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habit of doing for others. ‘As Jatro- 
mantis and portent-seer he can account 
for the presence of these terrific beings 
and do away the curse which evoked them; 
as Katharsios he can remove the pollution 
they have occasioned,’ Miiller, Dissert. 
p. 127. With these words she retires, 
and Apollo himself comes forward with 
Hermes (90), advising Orestes to take 
advantage of the slumber of his pursuers, 
and fly to Athens, where he and his sister 

Pallas will devise means to rid him of his 
troubles. He must not give in from 
timidly brooding over the toil in store for 
him (v. 78), for he is warned before hand 
that they will chase him over land and sea 
till he finds an asylum in the Athenian 
Acropolis. Hermann contends against 
Miller and the Scholiast, that the forms 
of the Furies are not yet visible to the 
spectators, whose attention is at present 
occupied wholly with the fortunes of 
Orestes. In fact, it seems most probable 
that they are first seen, though indis- 
tinctly, in the act of waking from sleep at 
v. 1385. By rdode in v. 67 it is enough 
to suppose they were pointed to. 

65. nal mpdow 8. See on Prom. 994. 
Hermann gives, after Blomfield, «ad rpdcw 
7, ‘aye, and when absent from you too,’ 

i. e. when you are far away from Delphi. 
—ménwv, ‘mild,’ mitis, Ag. 1336. 

67. GAotoas. Caught, unable to stir. 
The capturers are now themselves cap- 

tured, and Orestes is free to fly. To 
supply &rvw is needlessly to involve the 
passage. The next verse is either cor- 
rupt, or, as Hermann plausibly supposes, 
a line has been lost after it, like év rotode 
tois Opdvoacw arbevets mapa. He also 
suggests that the poet may have written 
invm mvéovor &, comparing Cho. 610. 
One might conjecture kér@ 8 or wévy 8 
invéccova’, as inf. 119. Regarded as a 
mere anacoluthon, mecodoa is liable to 
this difficulty, that the poet must have 
forgotten not only the construction, ‘but 
what he intended to say about the in- 
ability of the Furies to pursue. 

69. ob plyvurat. The verb is here 
used in an ambiguous sense, of converse 
either sexual or social, just as Homer says 
of Calypso, Od. vii. 247, od5€ Tis adrq 
plovyerat obre Gedy ore OvyTay avOpdrwv. 
In the latter sense Plato has debs dv0pdrw 
ob plyvurat, Symp. p. 203, init. Cf. Hom. 
Hymn. ad Cer. 355. 

71. xaxév éxati. ‘Their very origin is 
through evil,’ i. e. if there were no crimes 
to punish there would be no avenging 
Erinyes.—émel, as you may further infer 
from the fact that, &c. 

74. duws 5é. Though they are now 
asleep, and powerless to pursue, neverthe- 
less you must persevere in your flight, for 
they are sure to overtake you.—«al 8? 
Arelpov, ‘even through the long conti- 
nent’ of Europe. For Orestes is supposed 

3x2 
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to have visited many lands, and to have 
applied for purification at many places, 
before he makes his appearance at Athens 
(at v. 226), as is clear from his address to 
Athena. The student must avoid con- 
struing xa) 50 Hwelpov — bwép re mévTov, 
i.e. taking kal — re as convertible with 
Te — kal, 

76. BiBavr’ dy det. The MSS. give 
BeBGv7’ or BeBdvr’ by k.7.A. BiBGv7’ is 
the correction of Stephens. Cf. Hom. 
Hymn. in Mere. 149, ja, wooly mpoBiBav, 
and ibid. 225, 6.64. Pindar has kota 
BiBav Ol. 14, 24. Hermann compares, 
for the position of dvd, Plat. Legg. viii. 
p. 832, c, GAN’ advTwy Exodoa Epxer obv 
Gel tin Bla. Franz, Dind., Linwood, 
read BeBar’ ay’ del, but it is difficult to 
see how a continued action can be ex- 
pressed by a perfect participle. Miller 
conjectures dAarel, Musgrave aydyxn, Dr. 
Donaldson é&’ &orn.—On the feminine 
form zepippvras, for which Dind. suggests 
mepipptrous, see Pers. 597. A similar 
periphrasis for ‘islands’ is wéAers “Axe- 
Awitdes, or ‘ water-settlements,’ Pers. 866. 

78. mpécaunve. Do not faint or give in 
before your race is run. Compare v. 88. 
—Bovkodrotmevos, Schol. reptéemav. Thus 
we have éBoveodrvcduey gpovtiow véov 
adGos Ag. 652. There can be little doubt 
the poet meant ‘brooding over,’ ‘ being 
anxious about.’ Hermann takes it pas- 
sively, and says, ‘‘inest in hoc verbo diu 
frustrati laboris significatio.”’ Linwood 
compares éAadvecOa: Spduous, and yuurd~ 
Cera: aévovs Prom. 608; but these are 

cognate accusatives which do not defend 
Bovkodrodabat révov, ‘to be driven like an 
ox through a toilsome route.’ 

79. wot! wréAw. The Ionicism is re- 
markable in a senarius. We have mpor} 
aéAw in a choric verse, Theb. 336.— 
wyxaGev, ‘in your arms;’ see on Ag. 3. 
Thus d@yxas éAwy Od. vii. 252. aynds 
Zywv tu Theocr. vii. 55. ayras AaBerny 
Tl. xxiii. 711. By Bpéras the ancient 
wooden statue of Pallas is meant, as 
contradistinguished from the other two, 
on which see Athens and Attica, p. 125. 
Cf. Eur. El. 1255, éa@av & ’A@hvas Tlaa- 
Addos ceuvdy Bpéras mpdontutoy. 

83. és 7d wav, = 7d way, finally and 
effectually. Cf. Cho. 671, és 7d way del 

tévov. Inf. 510. 
84. érecoa. ‘‘ Desideres fortasse pro- 

nomen éy#: sed vim sententiae continet 
éreioa, Non per te ipsum sed alio (h. e. 
me) di te Sof, 1) Li: a 

85. 7d wh aducetv, 7d Sleasov, Sleyv. 
Cf. 719, 7d ph Sinety oéBovtes ev Siou- 
péce:. Suppl. 753, opdéver ev, ds tap- 
Botoa, uh duerciv OeGv. The Med. gives 
py Stcety and wy} *wedetv. Others adopt 
the crasis pidixety or pddixetv. The 
meaning is, ‘ Of your justice there is no 
question, and since you know what it is, 
learn also to practise it; for you have 
power to help, if the will be not wanting.’ 
Some understand by 7d my adixeiv the 
guiltlessness of Orestes who has acted 
under obedience ; but this is to do some 
violence to the Greek.—gepéyyvov, Theb. 
391, ‘ competent.’ 
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88. wéuvnoo, i. e. the injunctions (78) 
about not giving in through fear and 
anxiety. 

90. kdpra 8 Sv exdvupos. ‘True to 
your name;’ truly, or rightly, called the 
conductor from your office of conducting. 
Cf. Theb. 9 and 655, érwvium 5& Kdpra, 
TloAvveixn Aéyw, where see the note. 
The meaning is, Do not belie your name of 
Conductor in the case of this man, my 
Suppliant. 

92. 7é65° éxvduwv o€Bas. ‘Zeus holds 
in respect the regard due to outlaws 
which comes to mortals from (by) the 
fortune of having a safe conduct.’ This 
passage is difficult to translate; the sense 
appears to be, that a man is entitled to 
respect, even though a culprit and beyond 
the protection of ordinary laws, provided 
that he is convoyed or conducted by some 
one who has guaranteed to him safety 
and protection. For such was the sacred- 
ness attached to all the rights of hospi- 
tality in the heroic times, that it would 
have been held not only a dishonour but 
a kind of sacrilege to violate the plighted 
faith of a safe convoy, as far as the boun- 

daries of the land, however heinous the 
crime of him to whom it had been ex- 
tended. And Zeus himself is said to hold 
this oéBas in respect, since he was the 
especial patron of févo: and ixéra. “By 
éxvduwv we must understand, with Her- 

mann, tapavéuwv, as Suidas explains the 
word, viz. the lawless, or rather, those 
who are without the pale of the law from 
the commission of some crime. Schol. 
70 Tay ixerav céBicpa Kal Sénua od 
pdvov Ting 6 Zebs, GAAG Kal véBet, Spay 
ard épuduevoy mpoonkotan tdexn. There 

can be no doubt that efmoumos tvxn is 
here used generally, for any guidance or 
escort pledged to oné man by another. 
The addition of Bporotow perhaps implies 
that this privilege was granted to all 
mortals from the divine office of Hermes. 
—At this verse Orestes, escorted by 
Hermes, leaves the stage, as for Athens. 
Apollo retires within the temple. After 
a brief pause the ghost of Clytemnestra 
rises through a trap-door in the stage. 

94. 8017’ &v. ‘Sleep on,’—an ironical 
exhortation to go on doing what the next 
sentence declares to be useless, ‘ what 
need have I of you asleep?’ Similarly 
moor? by inf. 117. 

96. &s pev Exravov. Herm., Franz, 
Dind., Linwood adopt év from the Scho- 
liast, who explains bmép av épdvevoa. In 
reading dy in the second edition of this 
play, I did not sufficiently observe that 
this érép dv of the Scholiast only means 
‘because,’ didr epdvevoa, and therefore 
really points to ws. The sense is, dve:dos 
ds Zxravov ov« éxActre: we, and the pre- 
ceding éy® is used because the poet in- 
tended to say éve:diCouc. The same 
construction is repeated in ra@ovea, v. 100. 
See inf. 455. Cho. 511. 1048. Suppl. 
440. Translate: ‘But I, thus slighted 
by you among (the) other dead, am up- 
braided continually among the shades with 
being myself a murderess, and I wander 
in disgrace,—while for having suffered 
such dreadful treatment from those dearest 
to me (my own son), none of the gods is 
angry in my behalf.’ The degree of 
honour which a ghost had in Hades de- 
pended on the amount of honour, justice, 
or concern paid to it on earth (Cho. 143). 
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Hence Clytemnestra complains that the 
remissness of the Furies, her avengers, 
brings discredit upon her below, and gives 
opportunity to the other shades to taunt 
her with what she has done, while at the 
same time they pay no heed to what she has 
suffered. By ‘dishonoured among other 
dead’ she means that she is so in com- 
parison with others, who have not to 
complain of the like neglect. 

103. dpare — 6ev. The MSS. reading 
is dpa 5& wAnyds Thode Kapdia (or Kapdia) 
cédev, but Ald., Turn. give xapdias, which 
has been commonly adopted, rAnyas being 
taken for reproaches, as inf. 131. 150. 
444. There can hardly be a doubt that 
Hermann has rightly changed € into O. 
As for the plural, which I first gave in the 
second edition of this play, it is to be 
observed that Clytemnestra uniformly 
uses it in this fjovs in addressing the 
Furies ; and it is obvious that the corrup- 
tion of 8ey into «é6ev would have involved 
that of dpare into gpa 5é. By mAnyat 
kapdias we may now understand literally 
the gory wound inflicted by Orestes; nor 
is it a serious objection that inf. 562 it is 
said to have been on the neck, since the 
sword may have been thrust downwards 
into the region of the heart. ‘See,’ she 
exclaims, ‘this wound, whence it came,’ 
i.e. €x xEpav wntpoxtévwy. Look at the 
blow a mother has received from her own 
son, and cease from your present apathy 
in her cause. 

104. ebdovca phy. Having used the 
word épare, which could not in common 
propriety be addressed to persons asleep, 
she has recourse to a doctrine, which the 
Greeks seem to have received from Py- 
thagoras, that the mind’s eye sees clearer 

in sleep, i. e. into matters of futurity, while 
‘in the day time the fate of mortals is 
unforeseen’ (or perhaps, ‘the lot of 
mortals is such that they cannot foresee ’). 
Cf. Cho. 280, épavra Aaympdy év oxdrp 
vopavr’ éppiv. Cic. de Div. i. 39, ‘ cur 
autem deus dormientes nos moneat, vigi- 
lantes negligat ?’ Ibid.i. 30, ‘ quum ergo 
est somno sevocatus animus a societate et 
contagione corporis, tum meminit prae- 
teritorum, praesentia cernit, futura prae- 
videt.’? Now, if Clytemnestra bids the 
sleeping Furies see the actual wound, she 
must transfer this faculty from the mental 
to the bodily eye. But if she merely de- 
sires them to see by whom it was inflicted, 
this is a matter of intelligence only. Com- 
pare gpéva oppatwpévny Cho. 839. Her- 
mann, Minckwitz, and Donaldson, give 
gpevav for Bporay in v. 105, from the 
Schol. 4 Tis ppevds uotpa ob mpoopg év 
nuépg. But Bpordv, so far from being 
“ineptum,”’ merely generalises the senti- 
ment, so that what is true of mankind 
ordinarily is true @ fortiori of supernatural 
beings. 

106. éAcliare. ‘You have lapped.’ 
She compares them to thirsty hounds; 
and Miller has appositely observed, 
“ Aeschylus borrowed from the Gorgons, 
no doubt, the pendent tongue and grin- 
ning mouth, which regularly characterise 
the Gorgon-head in ancient works of art.” 
On the ‘ wineless libations’ offered to the 
Furies, see Oed. Col. 100. 481, and the 
Schol. there. The reason probably was, 
that wine infuriates, and leads to the 
commission of those very crimes which 
arouse the dread goddesses. Hence dolvois 
eupavets Oupduact, inf. 975. 
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109. Spay. ‘ A¢ an hour,’—an unusual 
accusative. Compare Ar. Ach. 23, dwplay 
jxovres. Bacch. 722, of 38 thy reraypué- 
unv Spay éxlvovy bipoov és Baxxetpara, 
and Elmsley’s note. To the Furies, as 
children of Night (inf. 760), sacrifices 
were offered in the midnight hour.— 
Adak warovueva, despised and ungratefully 
slighted. Cho. 630, 7d wh Outs yap ov 
AGE wé5or marobpevov. 

112. kal radra, ‘And that too—.’ 
The use is not very common with a finite 
verb. Cf. Ar. Vesp. 771, kal ratra pév 
vuv ebrdyws, iw ebéxn elAn Kat’ bpOpor, 
NAidoet mpds Hav. Dr. Donaldson, 
New Cratylus, p. 264, compares it with 
cairo. Linwood needlessly understands 
kal tatra 7& wndhuata dSpovoev, com- 
paring whinw dpovcas Ag. 799. The 
sense is, ‘he has not only escaped’ (i. e. 
gone off to Athens while you were sleep- 
ing, sup. 93), ‘but he has slipped out of 
the very middle of the toils, when you 
thought you had him fast, whereby he has 
greatly mocked and insulted you his pur- 
suers.’ On dpxvordrwy see on Ag. 1346. 
Linwood and Franz defend the MSS. 
reading épxvoudrwy. But &pxvopua is un- 
likely as a by-form of &pxus. 

113. éeyxariAA@pas. Literally, ‘ having 
made faces at you,’ from YAAew (Antig. 
509), and ama, ‘to contort the counte- 
nance,’ the év giving the same force as in 
éyyeaav. Schol. xAevdoas, eyyeAdoas. 
Cf. frag. 211, ob & 5 orabpotxos éy- 
KaTiAAgpas %0pe. Hom. Od. xviii. 11, 
odn dters, Ste 54 pos emAAl Cover darayres ; 

‘Are you not aware how all are winking 
at me?’ Hence iadbs, ‘squinting,’ Ar. 
Thesm. 846. 

114. és. ‘Hear me, since I have 
spoken about my very life.’ This is not 
an English idiom; but the Greeks are 
fond of the phrase, wep) puxis ayav, rtp 
Wuxijs amoroyeicOa. Cf. Od. ix. 422, 
mdyras 5& SdAous kal wATwW Bpawor, dore 
wep) Wuxis. Il. xxii. 161, aAad ep) 
Wuxiis Géov “Extopos inmmodduow. Soph. 
El. 1492, Adywr yap ob Niv éotly &yav, 
GAAQ offs  Wuxijs mépt. Phoen. 1330. 
Orest. 847. Heracl. 984. Hel. 946, &c. 

We say, ‘about a matter of life and death,’ 
or, ‘a matter of vital importance.’ She 
means that nothing less than ‘to be or 
not to be’ is the subject of her address. 

115. @povfean’. ‘Be conscious,’ ‘awake 
to consciousness.’ It is only to sleepers 
that dreams or visions are wont to appear. 
Hence Clytemnestra appeals to them, not 
directly to awake, but to take heed even 
in their sleep, adding, ‘ For I am now as 
a dream calling upon you,’ not as a real 
and substantial person, whose presence 
could only be felt by those awake. The 
doctrine involved is precisely the same as 
above, v. 103—5. If we translate, ‘I 
call you im a dream,’ as. inf. 126, dvap 
dimers OFjpa, this could only mean, ‘I 
call upon you even in your sleep.’ It is 
more likely that she calls herself dvap, 
i. e. that it is here the nominative, not the 
accusative case ; and so Hermann takes it, 
with Schiitz. 

118. ov« euot. So Herm., Dind., 
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Franz, Linwood, for ov« éuots. The thing was wrong, and cry seize him! Of 
sense as explained by Miiller (Diss. p. 126), 
who however retains éuots, is this, — 
‘There are patron-gods of Suppliants for 
relations (i. e. for Orestes), though none 
for me.’ Apollo, that is, can protect a 
matricide, but has no pity for the mur- 
dered mother.—¢idas, cf. Tay piATdrwv, 
v. 100. As apixtwp is both suppliant 
and god of suppliants, Suppl. 1 and 237, 
so mpocixrwp here and inf. 419. 

122. mahv tedxew xaxd; Compare 
Cho. 717. ‘ What thing has been accom- 

plished by you, except to do harm ?’ i. e. 
you have done me no good, but only 
mischief in allowing the culprit to es- 
cape. 

123, xdpiot Evvwudrat, ‘powerful con- 
spirators.’ ‘ Qui natura sua inter se con- 
spirare solent.’’ Minckwitz. 

125. ppdgov. ‘Mark him!’ Hitherto 
the sleeping Furies have responded to the 
reproaches of Clytemnestra by sounds 
imitative of the uneasy whining of hounds 
(@ypds and uvyuds, which are mere stage 
instructions, rapemrypapal, as they stand 
in the text). But they now start in their 
slumbers, as if half conscious that some- 

course, these few words are uttered ina 

tone to inspire a thrill of horror in the 
spectators. 

126. dvap. ‘Inadream.’ There is no 
reality, in this cry of AdBe,—it is only the 
working of a sleeping fancy. Photius: 
kar’ dvap ov xph Aéyew BdpBapoy yap 
TavTeA@s* GAA’ dvap.—omor’ ékArTov, 
which never, even for the brief interval of 

repose, leaves off its eagerness for the 
chase. Aristot. Hist. An. iv. 10, init., 
évurvidCew dalvovta ov pdvoy &vOpwirot, 
GAAG Ka) Trot Kal kives kal Bdes. — 3n- 
Aotot & of kdves TH SAwyus. Lucret. iv. 
992, ‘ Venantumque canes in molli saepe 

quiete Jactant crura tamen subito, voces- 
que repente Mittunt, et crebras redducunt 
naribus auras, Ut vestigia si teneant in- 
venta ferarum.’ 

131. dyrikevtpa. Inf. 150, enol & 
bvetdos — erupev k.7.A. 

132. 7. Cf. v. 166, kal roy odk 
éxAvoetat. Theb. 380, im aomtdos 5& Te. 
Ibid. 981, nad rdv évédcdicev. Hermann 
gives 7@8’, an unnecessary alteration and 
a doubtful licence in Aeschylus. ‘ Rise!’ 
exclaims the indignant ghost, ‘direct 
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against him your gory breath! Wither 
him with the vapour from the fire of your 
vitals! Follow, and wear him out by a 
second chase !’ 

135. The leader of the band,—we can 
hardly yet say the Hegemon of the chorus, 
—now starts up, and rouses her next 

neighbour, who in turn is exhorted to 
awaken the one at her side. ‘Do you 
rouse your neighbour here as I rouse you.’ 
See on Suppl. 734. Blomfield’s idea 
(Praef. ad Pers. p. xxiv.) that this passage 
proves the number of the chorus to have 
been three, is refuted by the ensuing 
ode, in which fourteen distinct sentences 
may be counted, (the first four lines of 
orp. and avr. d making each two,) while 
the three introductory iambics are recited 
by the leader alone. 

137. pard, ‘is vain,’ ‘is to no purpose,’ 
Prom. 57. By gpoiuiov she means the 
following ode, or ‘ opening song,’ in which 
bitter reproaches are heaped upon Apollo 
for rescuing the culprit. Let us see, she 
says, whether we can induce him to give 

him up again to our hands. This proving 
unsuccessful, the parode (319 seqq.) takes 
the form of a déopu0s Buvos, or ‘ binding 

hymn,’ in order to enchant and arrest the 
culprit himself. 

138. méwat. An exclamation of vexa~ 
tion (oxeTAtaotixdy), another form of 

which was rémmat (Photius inv.). Hence 
momnicew and rummd (ev, like Sew from 
& (sup. 121), ped(ev from ped (Ag. 
1279).—pdrny, ‘undeservedly,’ Pers. 290. 

142, ofxerat & Herm., Dind., Donald- 
son; but see on Suppl. 15. 

145. véos — ypatas.. Apart from the 
mere antithesis, which is a favourite one 
with Aeschylus (Suppl. 355. Inf. 156. 
Cho. 163), there is a contrast drawn 
between the old Titanian or Chthonian 
divinities, and the newer dynasty of Olym- 
pian gods. a@immdow, ‘ you have ridden 
over,’ a remarkable and rare word. Cf. 
inf. 701, éwel KaOirmaer we mpecBirw 
véos, and v. 748, id Geol vedrepol, tadaiods 
vépous Kabinmdcacde. 

149. +i ravi’. Which of these two 
acts, viz. overriding and trampling under 
foot elder gods, and taking up the cause 
“of a parricide, being yourself the god of 
all purity and goodness. Elsewhere rf 
vavde is said of two alternatives, as Ag. 
204. Cho. 330. 832. 

3 Y 
% 
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150. Sveidos, cf. v. 130—1.—é dve- 
pdétwy, ‘in dreams,’ as é tmvov kétov 
avéwy Cho. 30. It is the genius of the 
Greek language to regard primarily the 
source from which an action proceeds.— 
pecoAaBe? KévTpy, as with a goad grasped 
by the middle, so as to remain firmly in 
the hands. Cf. Theocr. xvi. 78, 457 
Bacrdéfovct Supaxdoio, péca dotpa. So 
pecoomayes eyxos Il. xxi. 172.—AoBdy, 
the liver, i. e. the vitals. Cho. 264, &ras 
bp jap Ocpudv. Prom. 503, xoAfs AoBod 
Te TouKiAny evpopplar. 

154. mdpeort. ‘There is present for 
me to feel (or perhaps, ‘one may feel,’ 
eon, cf. Cho. 412), the severe, the very 
severe chill (smart) of a hostile public 
executioner.’ Mr. Drake compares the 
use of Zyew in Ag. 338. A figurative 
way of saying, ‘I have suffered from the 
reproaches cast upon me through the con- 
duct of Apollo, as much as if I had been 

scourged by the torturer’s whip.’ 
157. Kpatotyres 7d may. ‘Having a 

power altogether beyond what is right.’ 
The adverbial 7d way is already familiar 
to the student of Aeschylus. 

158. @pdu8ov. So Herm., Dind., Lin- 

wood, after Wakefield for @pdvov. Franz 
gives @pavov after H. L. Ahrens. Her- 
mann well observes, that wep) mé3a, mepl 
kdpa, answer to bmd opévas, iad AoBdy 
above, and therefore that if the one con- 
cludes a sentence, the other must do the 

same. So also both are succeeded by 
mdpeort with an infinitive. Rather how- 

ever than construe with him xparobyres 
povoarrB7 OpduBov, sibi vindicantes caedis 

vestigia, it is better to mark an abrupt 
transition at xdpa. In fact, the words are 
taken up and finished by another speaker, 
who slightly changes and amplifies the 
sentence. The first intended to say, 
mdpeott mpoodpaxeiy op. OpduBor, ‘one 
may see a gory clot round the head and 
the foot (the top and the bottom) of the 
sacred altar.’ The new speaker adds 
another accusative exegetically,—‘ Yes, 
one may indeed behold the central altar 
of the earth to have taken upon itself a 
terrible pollution of blood so as to have 
it.’ All this is meant as a taunt to Apollo 
for protecting a murderer. It is notice- 
able that both strophe and antistrophe 
end with an emphatic éxeiv. 

162. pdyris dv, So Schiitz for wdyre 
o@ or og. Apollo, as a prophet, should 
have preserved his own shrine free from 
pollution, whereas he has now voluntarily 
defiled it by the touch of a murderer. 
Rather we should have looked for oiBos 
dy, ‘being the god of brightness and 
purity ;’ but under every attribute (sup. 
62—3) he was a god to whom any sort of 
defilement was odious, and the attribute 
of pdvris is chosen on account of puxédv. 
Compare inf. 686, pavreta & odk 26" ayva 
pavrevoet wévwv.—Hesych. abtécavtov" 
abtoxéXevotov. Zopoxays Sxuptas. The 
word implies a still severer taunt than be- 
fore. The two ideas of éxdy and &xwr had 
a peculiar significance to the Greek mind. 
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165. madraryevets, sup. 145.—Molpas, 
inf. 920, where they are called sisters of 
the Erinyes, whereas here they are iden- 
tified. And in v. 694 they are spoken of 
by the chorus as if wholly unconnected 
with them.— ¢@icas, ‘ having set at 
nought,’ ‘having deprived of power.’ 

166. napol ye. The ye is well suited 
to the words-of a new speaker, and is 
perhaps rightly given by Casaubon for 
xéuot re. Hermann has éuol te. The 
sense is ‘ Yes, and while he causes vexa- 
tion to me, he shall not any the more 
deliver him (Orestes), and even when he 
has fled under the earth (even in Hades) 
ke is no more free.’ The common opinion 
was, that death brought an end of all 
troubles ; but it was not to be so in this 
case. Cf. Suppl. 782, 7d yap Oaveiy 
€revOepotrat pidaidKTwy KaKov. 

168. wotitpéraos, guilty, defiled with 
murder ; see on v. 41.—pido'ropa, Suppl. 
637, where the peculiar force of év dpa 

is explained.—é uod, ‘after me,’ is the 
correction of Scholefield, for ékelvov. 
Schol. kal of éf abrod Slxas jyiv Sdcovow. 
Hermann, who formerly conjectured éorw 
o¥, finally edited éorw dy. Franz has 
é véov, after H. L. Ahrens,—an ingenious 
reading, if there were authority, for the 
phrase in the sense of denuo. Who this 
new or further persecutor is, appears from 
v. 262. 

170. Apollo, as if to vindicate the cha- 
racter given above by the Pythoness, v. 60 
seqq., now returns from the interior of the 
temple to eject the loathsome intruders on 
his sanctuary. The tone of superior au- 
thority assumed by him is in accordance 
with the complaint of the Furies, v. 145. 

172. rrqvov apynothy dow. * A wing- 
ed glistering serpent,’ i.e. an arrow which 
inflicts a sting or wound like a serpent. 
A singularly figurative expression.—rr7n- 
voy, Schol. 5a 7d émrepacOa. For the 
feathering of the arrow was called mré- 
pwua, asin the well-known fragment of 
the Myrmidones (123 Dind.). 

176. Séuorcr roicde. There is emphasis 
on toiode, ‘these temples, where the god 
of all purity dwells.’ 

177. GAX 05, «.7.A. But rather you 
should dwell in (or remove to) those 
places where tortures are inflicted, as 
being more suitable to your character as 
persecutors. There is probably an allu- 
sion to the cruelties inflicted by the Per- 
sians on their delinquents, one of which 
was deprivation of sight. See Stallbaum 
or Plat. Gorg. p. 473, c, and on Resp. x. 
p. 361, fin. Demosthenes speaks of one 
Aristocrates as tov Tols dpOardpobs b- 
epOappévor, p. 1269.—Kapaniorhs pdpos 
occurs Rhes. 817. Cf. Pers. 373, maoww 

orépecOat Kpards hy mpoxeluevor. 
179. kaxodra: xAotvis. ‘And where 

3 ¥ 2 
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by the destruction of the seed (castration) 
the virility of boys is injured,’ i. e. where 
they are cruelly mutilated to become 
eunuchs. The word xAovvs has given 
rise to much discussion. Even among the 
ancients the interpretation of xAodvns ads 
Tl. ix. 539, was undecided. Aristotle 
(Hist. An. vi. 28) explained it érroulas, 
while others took it from yAén and civh. 
We find xAovvys in an obscure verse of 

_ the Edoni of Aeschylus, frag. 62, from 
which no certain assistance can be derived. 
Were the authority of Aristotle less, one 
would say that every thing which we 
know about this word leads us to suspect 
that it originally bore exactly the contrary 
sense to éxroulas. For Homer is de- 
scribing the huge and fierce Calydonian 
boar ; and it is notorious that this animal 
in its natural and entire state is much 
more savage than axampbs éxtouias. Now 
if xAodvns really meant ‘entire’ (pxeis 
Zxwv), xAodvis would here mean the state 
of virility, either as a substantive or as 
an adjective agreeing with Ala. In 
truth, Aristotle’s unscientific comment on 
this supposed castration deprives his 
opinion of the meaning of xAovvns of 
half its weight: ylvoyra: 5¢ Touias did 7d 
véows ovow éuninrew voonua Kvynopoy eis 
Tovs dpxets, elra tvduevor mpds Ta dévdpa 
éxOAlBovot rods bpxes. Hermann reads 
(with the MSS.) orépyards 7 &ropOopal, 
which he explains partus abactos ; and in 
the next verse maliwy re xAoovis, 79 
&xpwria, kaxod, where .he thinks xAods 
may mean castration, and axpwrla (as the 
Schol. and other grammarians explain it) 
‘a collection,’ or concentration of evil. 
But in the first place the mention of 
abortion is totally out of place, the con- 
text pointing wholly to cases of torture 
inflicted. Secondly, saxodeGa: is a medical 
word, often used by Hippocrates of any 
damage done to the limbs or body. In 
the third place, though several gramma- 
rians do explain dxpwrla by aPpoiwpds, 
the word is not known to occur in any 

other passage of an ancient author, and it 
is much more difficult to understand how 
it could mean &@poicuds, than how it 
could mean ‘mutilation’ (&«pos, see on 
Cho. 431). Now the Schol. on this word 
has éxrow popiwy, and another Schol. 
kaxav BOpoicts 4) ABoBoAlas (the latter. 
word referring to Acvopol or Aevopudy). 
Both these may be shewn to be erroneous. 
The first joined xAotus axpwvla, the 
other found xaxod te xAovMs, a reading 
given in Ald. Turn. As the later gram- 
marians compiled their lexicons in great 
measure from the scholia of the Alexan- 
drine commentators, it is probable that 
this very kax@v &Opo.ts gave rise to the 
commonly received interpretation &@go:- 
opds. There seems scarcely a doubt that 
axpwvia means the cutting off of nose, 
ears, fingers, &c. which was anciently 
adopted as a mark of ignominy and a 
means of punishment. Thus the scho- 
lium which interprets xAoduis &xpwria by 
axpala a&moxor) seems at least partly right. 

180. Acvopuol re. The MSS. give 
Aevopov, which Hermann retains, so as to 
depend on pv(ovow. The ‘ moaning’ is 
peculiarly applicable to the horrible death 
by impaling; but pwi¢ew Aevoudy is obvi- 
ously a different idea from wie oixtic- 
pdév. Compare dumelpas pdx Rhes. 514, 
and see Herod. iv. 72. 

183. orépynOpa, cf. Cho. 233. Prom. 
500. ‘Do you hear what kind of feast 
that is, from having a fondness for which 
you are detested by the gods?’ (uiofuara 
Oey "OAuurlwy, sup.73 )—Tpdros mops, 
your kind of form, i. e. your ugly shape. 
So Vulcan upbraids Robur with his ugli- 
ness, Prom. 78.—ionyetrai, ‘ suggests it,’ 
‘leads in that direction,’ viz. to the con- 
clusion that you are thus cruel and blood- 
thirsty, and for that reason fit inmates for 
a lion’s den rather than a temple. 

186. wAnotowt. The Furies, as Her- 
mann observes, though now turned out of 
the temple, were still supposed to be in 
the precinct (avA} or témevos), repre- 
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sented by the orchestra.— TpiBecOat ptcos, 
sc. évrpiBecOa, like (nula mpoorplBerou 
Prom. 337, and so Schol. mpoorgiBeoOa. 
The verb is probably in the middle, ‘ not 
to inflict a pollution on,’ &c. 

191. efs. So Canter for eis. Elsewhere 
we have és 7d way used for wdvu or 
mdytws, but efs is here peculiarly suited 
to the context. 

194. ri why; ‘Why not?’ See Ag. 
655.—zowds has here the primary sense 
noticed by Miiller, of ‘ the price of blood.’ 
—réuipar, as it were to convey it to him 
in Hades. 

196. mpoorparécOa. Cf. Cho. 1028, 
ob é— éxriay %AAnY TpamwécOat Aotlas 
éplero. ‘I acknowledge the charge,’ re- 
plies the god, ‘and also that it was I who 
enjoined him to take refuge in this temple.’ 
—‘ And then forsooth you reproach those 
who conducted him thither.’—‘ Yes, for 
’twas not to these abodes that it was fitting 
for them to come.’—‘ But this (sc. 7d mpo- 
méumetv) has been assigned us by appoint- 
ment.’—‘ What kind of honour is this ? 
Boast of a prerogative which is a credit- 
able one.’ By using the mild word ‘ con- 
ductors’ instead of ‘ pursuers,’ the chorus 
represent themselves as escorting the re- 
fugee to the temple, and so as honouring 
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rather than offending Apollo. In the last 
verse, which is generally understood ironi- 
cally, Apollo seems to say that if they 
must boast, they had better follow some 
office worth boasting about, not the 
wretched one of chasing parricides from 
their homes. 

202. ri ydp; ‘What! (the slayer) of 
a woman who may have killed her hus- 
band?’ For this would be an exceptional, 
as well as justifiable, case of matricide. 
Apollo affects surprise that they should” 
manifest anger against the slayer of such 
a monster. For #ris (av) vooplon com- 
pare 8re 7d Kupiov udan Ag. 740. Totow 
— tuumécwow adtovpyiat, inf. 322. 

203. ok &y yevol’. ‘That would not 
be the murder of a blood-relation,’ i. e. if 
a woman were to kill a husband, who is 
dOveios, ov cuyyevhs, Alcest. 532. Cf. 
inf. 575. The peculiar force of adrds in 
avéév7ns is well known as applying not 
only to suicide, but to relations killing 
relations. The argument of the chorus is 
this: ‘If a woman has killed a husband, 
who is not related to her by blood, she 
has not committed a crime sufficiently 
grievous to justify a son in killing her in 
return. Consequently, such a son is liable 
to our wrath, and we do not accept his 
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plea that he did it to avenge his father.’ 
To this sophistry Apollo replies, ‘ You 
make the sacred.bond of matrimony of no 
avail, by thus virtually laying down a law, 
that a wife is free from all stain of kindred 
blood in slaying a husband.’ 

204. cipydow. So J. Wordsworth for 
hpkéow. The true reading is rather doubt- 
ful. Hermann gives fjxé oot, Well., Dind., 
Franz, Linwood 7déow. Compare rap 

obdty Zevro Ag. 221. 
205. nal Aids, sc. TeAefov. Schol. ad 

Ar. Thesm. 973, “Hpa rtedcta kal Zebs 
TéAcios eTILGVTO ev Tots ‘ydmots, @S mpU- 
Tdvers bytes TaY yduwv. TEéAoS BE 6 
dos. 

209. Spxov ‘oT) pel(wy. The Med. 
rightly has épxoder:, but the reading of 
Aldus and some MSS. is éprous r1. The 
meaning is, that marriage, though not 
exactly constituting blood-relationship, is 
yet something greater than a mere oath 
or civil compact, since it is appointed by 
Fate and sanctioned or protected by Jus- 
tice. Linwood gives gpouvpovmévn with 
Ald. Rob., ‘to her who is guarded by 
justice,’ objecting to rf Sikn, which how- 
ever occurs inf. 417, memoidds TH Shien. 

211. 7d wh yevéoOar «7A. ‘If then 
you are lenient to man and wife when one 
kills the other, so that it does not happen 
to them that you even regard them with 
wrath (i. e. much less persecute them), I 
deny that you are now justly chasing 
Orestes.’ That is, the difference between 
the ties of matrimony and those of mater- 

nity is not so great as to justify you in 
overlooking the one crime and punishing 
the other. For yevéo@a: Herm., Dind., 
Franz, and others give rlyec@a, Linwood 
pnd ErecOu. But ylyvera erowrebew 
may be defended by Ajac. 378, od yap 
yevor by Tad? bras ody OF zxew, a 
mixed construction of obk by yévorro ph 
de Exew and ovk by yévoito brws ox 
de Zxe. Cf. Lucian, Dial. Mer. 7, yé- 
voito wh pevderbat. Lysias meph *Eparood. 
p- 120. 7, mdvrws thy nev mwéAw *yevéo Oat 
Thy apxhy Seicba xpnudtrwy. Mr. Drake, 
who thinks this explanation of yevéoOa 
harsh and improbable, not less harshly un- 
derstands 7d wh yeveo Oar Suamov abdévrn 
oédvov from vy. 203. The idea is, however, 
ingenious. 

213. ‘ For in the one case (matricide) 
I perceive that you are greatly indignant, 
but in the other (the killing a husband) 
that you are openly acting (or perhaps 
‘exacting,’ cf. v. 594) with more remiss- 
ness’ (less excitement). A man is said 
mpdoceyv tt Hovxos when he acts quietly 
and leisurely ; 70¥xws, when he does not 
disturb another; #ovxa, when he lives in 
repose and tranquillity. Linwood gives 
jovxattepa, but the poet would have 
written novxalrepoy if he had intended 
the adverbial sense.—évOupoupéevnv, év- 
Odptoy motouperny. 

216. Alww. So Porson for Acirw. 
Theb. 38. . 

217. cb 8 ody. Then go on pursuing 
him, and cause yourself trouble still 

See 
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further.’ Linwood gives mAéw, and the 
words appear to have been interchanged 
in Ag. 1270. Hermann understands, 
‘prefer trouble, if you choose it.’ 
218. wh Edvreuve. Do not abridge, 

curtail, interfere with my prerogatives by 
your special pleading, i. e. about the 
sanctity of the marriage tie, whereby you 
seek to deprive me of my rights. Apollo 
replies, ‘I would not accept your prero- 
gatives so as to be the possessor of them,’ 
i.e. I do not admit that you have any 
prerogatives deserving of the name,—as 
he had before asked ris #8 tTyuh; ‘ Per- 
haps not,’ says the leader of the chorus, 
‘for you are reckoned great among the 
Olympian gods,’ while my duties, as a 
Chthonian and avenging power, are of a 
totally different sort.—éumas, ‘ any how,’ 
even without such an office as mine.—The 
epic tap may be compared with zor} in 
v. 79. 

222. nakxuyyyer@, ‘And I am even 
now on his track.’ So Herm. and Er- 
furdt for —ns. Linwood with Well. gives 
Kanxkuyyyeris, for kataxuynyéetis. But éx, 
and not. xara (much less its early form 
xa), is the more usual part of the com- 
pound, as Ion 1422, @ Zed, Tis jmas 
éxxuvyyeret wétpos ;—For dixny petiévar 
viva see Elmsl. on Heracl. 852. Bacch. 
345, révde Tov Biddoxadrov Bieny pérept. 
Properly, ‘to pursue a man by way of 
satisfaction for a wrong.’ 

225. rot mpoorpamalov pijvis. As a 
mpootpémaios was in the proper sense of 
the word a ixérns (sup. 41), and Zeus was 
the patron and protector of ixéra:, so 

Apollo, who occasionally assumes the 

attributes of the supreme god, but was in 
his own right a Purifier (a@dpoios, sup. 
63), bound to admit those demanding ex- 
piation, cannot refuse his protection to 
such an one without a curse (ujms or 

phyiwa) resulting from his wrath. And 
as the wrath of Zeus (Znvbs ‘Ixralou «dros, 
Suppl. 379) fell on those who wronged a 
Suppliant, so the Suppliant himself could 
exercise an imprecatory power to be feared 
both among gods and men, if the rightful 
protection were withheld.—ei mpode, cf. 
ei xpav@f Suppl. 86, «i orpdrevua wAciov 
i Pers. 787. The idiom falls under the 
same head as #ris voopion sup. 202. 

226. ‘‘Postquam chorus ex orchestra 
abiit, et Apollo in templum se recepit, 
mutatur scena. Conspicitur templum 
Minervae Poliadis in arce Athenarum. 
Advenit Orestes et supplex ad simulacrum 
deae accedit.”” Hermann. The interval 
of time supposed to have elapsed is con- 
siderable ; see inf. 274—6, and particu- 
larly v. 429. Miller, Diss. p. 131. - 

228. ob mpootpémaiov. ‘Not blood- 
guilty (sup. 41), nor unclean in hand.’ 
Hesych. apolBavyroy: &xdOaprov. Aicx. 
Neaviorots. 

229. duBabs #5n. The common read- 
ing, duBAbv and mpooretpimpévoy, has 
been variously altered on account of the 
want of connexion in dmowa xépoov K.T.A., 
if a full stop be placed at Bporay. Her- 
mann and Minckwitz have recourse to a 
Violent remedy in reading @AA’ éuBaAds 
H3n mpooreTpiuuévoy wvoos, ‘blunted as 
to the pollution that had been contracted,’ 
and transposing v. 231 to follow next in 
order. Dr. Donaldson reads rpoorerpap- 
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pevoy, ‘ being a suppliant for expiation at 
other abodes,’ which induces an unpleas- 
ing sense of contradiction in od mpoorpéd- 
matoy GAAG mpooTeTpauuéevoy. He also 
contends (New Cratylus, in v.) that 
G&uBAds is properly used of the fading 
colour of blood. But the truth seems to 
be, that some grammarian, not perceiving 
the construction was continued as far as 
v. 233, could not resist the obvious cor- 
rection ov mpoorpdématoy — GAX’ auBadv, 
whereas the poet really commences a new 
sentence with GAA’ duBAvs. The metaphor 
seems to be borrowed from a sharp in- 
strument which is blunted by being rub- 
bed against a stone, as on the contrary a 
sword is sharpened mpbs Onydvn Ag. 1514. 
Cf. inf. 429. Translate :—‘ But now 
blunted and worn down at other abodes 
and high-ways of men, passing alike over 
dry land and sea, observing the oracular 
behests of Loxias I am here at thy temple 
and thy statue, O goddess.’ 

233. mpdoequ. Not from elu, but 
civ, sum. The accusative depends on 
the previous notion of approach to the 
place. So Bacch. 5, mdpems Alpens 
vdpar’ *louhvov 0 bdwp. 

234. édvauévw. Herm. gives avapera 
with Stanley. The sense is the same; 
‘Keeping my post here I await the result 
of the trial.’ 

235. ‘“ Introeunt Furiae omopddyv in 
orchestram.” Herm.—eiev x.7.4. ‘So! 
here is a clear indication of the man; only 
follow the suggestions of a voiceless in- 

former,’ i. e. the smell of blood, which 
Orestes was before said to drop from his 
hands, v. 42, though this would hardly be 
thought to occur even after his purifica- 
tion. Yet this is clearly the meaning, 
from 238. 244. It is, as the Schol. re- 
marks, an impossible conception, paytacta 
auhxavos. 

239. advdpoxuyot. Actively, as av- 
dpoxmhs méAcxus Cho. 875, Acids Suppl. 
661, rbxn inf. 916, i. e. toils undertaken 
for the purpose of tiring out Orestes.— 
omAdyxvov = Kkapdia, mveduwr. See Ag. 
966. 

241. amrépos, cf. v. 51.—rorhwaow 
Dind., but the w is defended by the ana- 
logy of tpwxdw from tpéxw, oTpwpdw 
from otpépw, and by the double form 
ToAgw and mwA€opat.—ovdey baTépa vews, 
‘as quick as ship can sail.’ There is no 
need to understand any particular ship in 
which Orestes crossed the sea. 

243. kararraxév. The aorist parti- 
ciple of katarthocw. Turnebus gives 
katamtakms, but Hesychius, probably 
from this passage, has xatawAakdy, KaTa- 
mwAhéas, which Dindorf, from the Schol. 
Med., rightly reads Katawtakdy, Kara- 
mrntas.—The preceding specch, consisting 
as it does of five complete couplets or 
distichs, is assigned by Franz to as many 
distinct speakers. There is probability in 
this, as the singular is used in v. 236. 
242. 244. Yet the whole may have been 
spoken by the Hegemon exhorting and 
encouraging the rest. 
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245. mayvTaG Actooe. The Med. gives 
Aelooe. . Tov (with an erasure), whence 
others have Aevacerdv, Acdaceror, Aciove 
voy, wévra. Hermann, Dind., Linwood edit 
Acdocé re, but it seems more likely that 
voy is an instance of the article intruded 
before révra, than that re was corrupted 
into tév. Moreover, the adverb mavra 
(the Doric form of rdyrn) is more suitable 
than the neuter plural; and the Med. 
gives mdyra. Sophocles, in a passage 
which closely resembles this, Oed. Col. 
117. 122, has dpa, rls &p Av, mod vales 

Aeiao’ abtdyv, mpoodépxou mavtax}. 
For these reasons it seems best to trans- 
pose zayra, as the metre requires. The 
dual Actéacerov, retained by Miiller and 
Franz, has little to be said in its favour, 

even if it were a genuine and unaltered 
MSS. reading. 

246. drivas, ‘unpunished.’ Schol. 
Gridpytos. See on Ag. 72. The MSS. 
add the article before patpopdvos, by the 
common error just before noticed. 

247. 6 & atré y. So Linwood and 
Hermann for 6 3’ airé y ov, where ody 
was doubtless added to make up a se- 
narius. 

250. brddicos xepav, i. ce. td Slens 
Xepav, ‘to place himself in our hands for 
his trial.’ Some take xepav to mean ‘for 
his deeds ;’ but why should not the poet 
have used oévov, if he had meant this? 
Compare év xeipayv Sinn Bacch. 738, 
xXepodixa: Hes. Opp. 189, év xepav 

véue Herod. viii. 89. Hermann and Lin- 
wood admit Scaliger’s correction xpeav, 
from the Schol. av@ dv tiv xpewore?. 
But Hermann at the same time remarks 
that Hesychius explains trddiucos by xpe- 
éaoTns, evoxos Sikns.—OérAct, he has no 
objection, he is willing enough to do so 
while in the asylum of the sacred statue. 
There is some irony in this. 

251. 7d ® ob mdpeorw. It is not al- 
lowed him to elude us in this way. 

252. dvoayxduiotov. Cf. Ag. 987—9. 
Hermann and Franz place the stop at 
xapal.—ré5or xtuevov, cf. xupévas és 
médov Cho. 393. én) wédm xdpmevov 
Heracl. 76.—rTd Siepdv, ‘life-blood,’ an 

obscure word, involving the two-fold idea 
of vitality and sap or moisture. Hesych. 
diepdv- Sypdv: xAwpdv. Cf. Od. ix. 43, 
Siep@ od) pevycuerv. Ib. vi. 201, ode 
%a® otros avnp Siepds Bpotds. 

254. dvriSodvai. As you have shed 
blood, so you must give your own blood 
in return, not however to be shed in re- 
tribution, but to furnish us with food. 
Cf. v. 184. 292. 

258. rivew. So Franz from a former 
conjecture of Hermann for relvys, tivns, 
or vefveis. But Hermann afterwards pre- 
ferred dvrtrow ds tivns parpopédvov Svas, 
the correction of Schiitz, and so most of 
the recent editors. It is not easy to de- 
cide between the two. In the Med. e is 
superscribed over the ys. If untpopdvos 
5bn be regarded as a periphrasis for ‘ ma- 

3 Z 
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dyer Sé Kel Tis dAdos Hrurev Bporav 
H Ocdv } E€vov tw’ od evacBav } ToKéas didovs, 260 

A > fal a > exov’ Exacrov THs SiKyns emdésa. 
peéyas yap “Adys éotiv evOuvos Bporav 

evepOe 

OP. 

Poves, 
Sedroypddw Sé rdvr érama pp. 

eyo, SidaxGels ev Kakols, eriorapar 
265 

To\hovs Kafappovs, kal héyew drov Sixn, 
avyay & dpoias: ev S€ rade Tpdypare 

id 2 - ® nw 4 govelv érdxOnv mpds vodpod SidacKddov 
Bpile: yap afua Kat papaiverar yepos, 270 

Pytpoxrover piacpa & éxmdvtov méehev 
Totaiviov yap dv mpos éotia Deov 

GoiBov xaappots Hay yotpoxrévors. 
X rd ia >n - > nn ¥ 

mods 8€ poor yevouTt ay é€ apy7ns Adoyos, 

tricide,’ Orestes is rightly said tivew, to 
pay for it, with the addition of ayriolvous 
in the sense of ‘retributively,’ dvriddvTa 
mowds. On the other hand we have the 
substantive dyrfmowa in Pers. 478.—The 

MSS. give patpopdvas, for which the 
editors (Linwood exeepted, who refers to 
Porson on Med. 822) give patpopsyvov 
or —ous. 

259. BArAos. 
for %AAov. 

260. od« edoeBav. The common read- 

ing is adoeBa@v, which does not well suit 
the dochmiac verse. Hermann’s correc- 
tion is ingenious, and his defence of it 
satisfactory :—‘‘ Si per errorem scriptum 
erat doeBav pro eiacBay, consequens erat, 

ut ov« omitteretur.” The accusatives 
Ocby 2 Eévoy k.7.A. may depend either on 
Hrcrev or ebocBav. We have ei 5° cice- 
Roto: rods modrcoovbxous bcots Ag. 329, 
and Hesiod, Scut. Herc. 8, has udxapas 
frAtrey ’Audirptwv. So Od. iv. 378, 
abavarous &ArtécOau. Ibid. v. 108, "AQn- 
valnv &Alrovro. Xen. Hellen. i. 7. 19, 
Gpaptdvetv Geos. See Jelf, Gr. Gr. § 565. 
—The notion of the ancients, that the 
crimes especially punished in the nether 
world were impiety towards parents and 
refusal of hospitality to guests, is well 
known. Cf. Aen. vi. 608. Plat, Phaed. 
§ 144. Ar. Ran. 147, &c. : 

262. “Aidns. The Zeds &AXos of Suppl. 

The correction of Heath 

227, who is said dicdCew Te GumAakhpata 
ev Kapovow. 3 

266. éxlorapat woAAobs Kabappovs. See 
230.429. From having visited the abodes 
of many purifiers of blood (ayrév), 
Orestes has become well versed in all the 
ceremonial observances and usages con- 
nected with his condition, and he has 
learnt that though a murderer must not 
speak tilt after his purification (inf. 426), 
he is then at full liberty to do so, but 
especially if he is ordered by a superior 
power. Hence v. 277. 

270. papatverat xepds. The genitive 
may be compared with didkeoOar méAcws 
Cho. 281. 

272. wotaluoy by, ‘while yet fresh,’ 
Theb, 228.—zpbs éorla @eov. Cf. Cho. 
1048, eis cot xadappds: Aoklov 5& mpoc- 
Ovydy ércdOepdy oe TGvde mhudtoy KTioE. 
It is, perhaps, best to join xafappots mpbs 
éorig G00 (yevopneévois), though 7AdAn mpds 
éoria is not amiss. He had received at 
Delphi, shortly after the murder, a primary 
and probably full expiation ; but to make 
assurance doubly sure, he had visited other 

places celebrated for their virtues in this 
matter, and so had been freed from moral 

guilt over and over again. It is this, 
added to the influence of time, which in- 
duces him to speak in many passages with 
such confidence of himself as xaGapds, 
auBrgds, 4BAaBhs, &c. 
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dcous TpoaHOov aBraBet Evvovaia, 
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275 

Xpovos Kabatpe: mavra yypdcKev pod. 
kal vov ad’ ayvod oTopatos ebornpws Kaa 
XOpas dvaccay rHod ’AOnvaiay enor 
Pokey dpwydv Krioeras O avev Sopos 

avrdv Te Kal yqv Kat Tov *"Apyetov heavy, 280 

TuoTOV OiKaias és TO TaY TE TUUpaxov. 
> > ¥» 4 > / aN aNd’ etre xXwpas év TOTOLs AtBuvatikots, 

Tpitovos dpdi yea yeveOdiov aépou, 
tO: 2 06 x A 58 TUnaow dpbov } Karnpepn dda 

pirous apyyovo’, etre Gdeypaiay mrdKa, 

Opacds Tayovxos ws aijp, emucKoTel, 

€dOor,—Kveu 5€ kal tpdcwber dv Oeds,— 
9 a 

oTws yevoiTo THVS wot AUTH pos. 

275. aBraBe? tvvovola. With harm- 
less intercourse.’ Cf. inf. 452. Having 
already associated with many, who have 
received no ill in consequence, he infers 
that he is sufficiently purged and purified 
from guilt. In the next verse he takes 
into account the mitigating effects of ¢ime 
as tending still further to deaden and 
wear away his offence. Cf. Theb. 679, 
ove gore yipas Todde Tod pudoparos. 
Hermann and Dindorf inclose this line 
within brackets as spurious, retaining the 
MS. reading sa@aipe?r. The correction 
however is as easy as the verse is appro- 
priate and even necessary to complete the 
train of thought. 

280. roy ’Apyciov Acév. Schol. ds rére 
ounpaxotvTwy "Apyeiwy “A@nvatos. On 
this treaty see inf. 735.—évev dopds. is, 
by friendship and not by victory—és 7d 
wav, here and inf. 379, and also 640, 
moros és Td wav xpdvov, seems to mean 

. ‘for ever,’ though elsewhere a synonym 
of rdvrws. 

282. A:Buorixors. So Herm. with the 
MSS. Others read A:Bvorinijis with Au- 
ratus—Tpirwvos xetua, a lake and river 
in Libya where the goddess was said to 
have been born, Herod. iv. 180. Pind. 
Pyth. iv. 36. Pausan. i. cap. 15. 

284. dp0dv 2 xatnpepR dda, ‘ upright 
or covered,’ i. e. in an erect or sitting 
posture,—in action or at leisure. By 
Katnpepi 768a he probably means a foot 
enveloped in drapery, whereas in an erect 

posture the foot, advanced as in action, is 
displayed. Strabo xiii. cap. 1, moAAd 5 
tov apxatwy Tis ’A@nvalas Eodvwy Kab- 
teva SelevuTat, Kabdrep ev Suxala, 
MagorAla, ‘Pdun, Xlw, kal BAAats TwAcl- 
oow. Pausan. i. 24, 7, 7d 8€ &yaAua rijs 
"AOnvas dpOdv éorw ev xiTdu wodhpel, xal 
of Kata 7d otépvoy 4 Kepadrh Medodons 
érdégaytds éorw éumremoinuevn. Without 
doubt the poet had in view certain well- 
known statues of the goddess. Hermann 
translates, sive palam incedens, sive latens 
opem fert amicis, and understands kar- 
npepy of the mist or cloud in which she 
was supposed to conceal herself. 

285. midois aphyovo’. ‘ Her friends,’ 
i.e. the Libyans, who, according to Herod. 
iv. 188, sacrificed to her, *A@yvaly 6d- 
ovo of wep) Tpitwvida Aluvyy vepovres 
AlBves.—Sreypalav wAdea, the volcanic 
district or solfatara of Campania, said to 
have been the scene of the battle of the 
giants. There was another Phlegraean 
plain in Macedonia (Strabo, Excerpt. ex 
fin. lib. vii. 12). 

287. kal mpdowdev By. ‘And a god 
can hear even when at a distance.’ The 
use of zpécwGey will be understood from 
the note on Cho. 498. , 

288. Baws yévorro. The optative is by 
a kind of attraction to 2A0o., or, in other 
words, the wish is continued in yévo:ro, 
which expresses the end and object of her 
coming. 

32z 2 
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XO. ovro. o ’ArddNawr 0d8° 
pvour av, doTE pa ov TapnehnpEvov 
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’"AOnvaias obévos 
290 

eppew, Td yalpew pr wabdvf drov dpevav, 
dvaipatov Booknpa Satdver, oKudy. 
ovd avtipwvels, GAN asrorTveLs Adyous, 

eot Tpadeis Te Kal KaPepwpevos ; 
Kat Cav pe Saicess, ovd€e mpds Bayo ooayeis: 295 

vpvov © aKkovoet TOvdE Séoptov oer. 
+ %, . 3 La is 4 dye 5) Kal yopov apoper, émet 
povoay oTvyepay 

amodaiver Oa SeddKnKer, 

heEar Te Ayn TA Kat’ avOparrous 300 
wn , 4 

OS ETWOLE OTATLS aa 
3 > > 

evOvdixaor 8 oidpeP eivar. 

289. In vain is your invocation of 
Pallas (v. 277), in vain your appeal to 
Apollo. They shall not deliver you from 
perishing disregarded and unconscious of 
one joyful emotion, a bloodless victim of 
the infernal powers, a mere shadow of 
yourself.—mapnucrnuévoy, i. e. by the 
very gods you think to conciliate. Cf. 
Theb. 699, Ocots wév dn ws mapnucdT- 
pcba.—Td xalpew, inf. 401, drov 7d xal- 
pew undauod voulcerar. Oecd. Col. 1217, 
Ta tépmovta 8 ovx by ois drov.—Pd- 
oxnua, not, perhaps, here ‘the food,’ but 
‘the victim,’ or animal reserved for sacri- 
fice,—the plural Bookhuwara always having 
this sense. The same figure is continued 
in rpagels and xatepwuévos infra, where 
there is an evident allusion to the gap- 
waxol, human victims fed (Suid. in v., Ar. 
Equit. 1135) in reserve for state sacrifices. 
But the Furies’ victims were not fattened 
like other victims ; they were on the con- 
trary sucked so as to be dvaluaror, sup. 
254. — onidy is Heath’s correction for 
oxd. Hermann conceives this word to 
have been a gloss on dvaiuaroy Béoxnua, 
and reads ravde Saiudvwv. If the vulgate 
text be right, we may compare daimdvwv 
oraddyuara, inf. 769. Possibly the poet 
wrote Kat udvov oxidy. 

293. od8 avtipwreis; ‘What! do you 
not even reply?’ Orestes must here be 
supposed to turn away from the Furies 
and to clasp the statue of Pallas with all 
the earnestness of a suppliant who is on 
the point of being torn from his asylum. 

Three different persons appear to speak 
this last pjots.— (av pe daloes K.7.A., by 
giving me your blood to suck while alive, 
not your flesh to eat when slain, as was 
the custom with ordinary victims. Cf. 
254. 

297-310. Here follows the parode, 
immediately preceding the first stasimon. 
Hitherto the Furies have acted simply as 
pursuers, and consequently with all the 
fitful irregularity of huntresses close upon 
their prey. Now at length, finding all 
their efforts baffled, they propose a new 
method,—to take up their position in the 
usual order at the thymele (xopdv érrew), 
and try the effects of a ‘ binding hymn,’ 
by which, according to the Greek idea of 
the _power of incantations, their victim 
would be devoted4o them and inextricably 
tied down to his fate. Hermann divides 
the parode into otornpa, dvrictornya, 
and érwdds. 

300. Adfa: Te x.7.A. ‘And to describe 
on what principle our company (Cho. 
106) distributes the lots (for good or evil) 
which prevail among mankind; and we 
think (i. e. whatever others may say of 
us) that we exercise upright justice.’ 
They accordingly proceed to shew how 
the good are unmolested by them, but the 
wicked brought to punishment. It may 
be observed, that in the most general 
sense, happiness and prosperity, or the 
converse, were considered the gifts of the 
Furies, inf. 890. 914, &c. 

302. edOvdlxator 8 oiducd? clvar. This 
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‘ Q XN a - > Tov pev Kafapas yeElpas mpoveovT 
otis ad Nuav pnvis ebéprret, 

acws 8 aidva Siotxver 305 
dots 8 ddirav, doTrep 08 arI}p, ; 

xElpas hovias emixpimret, 

Bdprupes dp0al rotor Oavodow 
TApaylyvowevat TPAKTOPES AipLATOS 

avT@ TEeAéws Ehavyper. 310 
HGTEp & pw eruKTES, @ parep OTp. a. 
Nv§, ddaotor kal SeSopxdaw 

mowav, KOO 6 Aarods yap tvis pw atyov riOnow, 
Tévd’ ddatpovpevos 

TTOKA, LATP@OV dyvicpa KUpLov Pdvov. 315 
émt 5€ TO TeOvpera 

760€ pédos, Tapakora, Tapapopa ppevodayjs, 
bpvos €€ “Epwivar, 

Séop.0s ppevar, addppuxtos, avova Bporots. 

verse is variously corrupted in the MSS. 
Hermann, Linwood, Dindorf, give 75due6", 
but oidueé’, the correction of H. L. Ah- 
rens, is nearer the MSS. readings, and 
seems to give a much better sense; for 
the Greeks do not usually say #Soua: elvar 
Slcatos, but xalpw or yéynOa Slaios dv. 
Dr. Donaldson gives eddy’, a conjec- 
ture I had formerly proposed. We have 
the form i@vdtcns Hes. Opp. 230, ép8o- 
Birouor inf. 948. 

303. mpovénovr’. The MSS. give robs 
— mpooveuovras. Hermann, who once 
adopted the singular, now reads robs pev 
Kalapas Kabapas xeipas mpovéuovTas, not 
only to suit his view of a strophic arrange- 
ment, but because “veri simile non sit 
librarios pluralem posuisse, quum singulari 
numero sequatur dows 8 aidva Siorxvet.” 
But in Prom. 273 the MSS. give robs 
kax@s mpdooovras for troy — mpdcoorta, 
in defiance of the metre; and this very 
singular dio1xve? points to 6 mpoveuwv. 
See however 322—4. Franz adopts from 
H. L. Ahrens xeipas pbs [pas mpo]vé- 
povras. There is an evident apposition 
between mpovéuew and empires xeipas. 
The innocent man holds them forth for 
all to behold; the guilty man hides the 
blood-stain beneath his cloak. 

306. adArrdv. So Herm. and others 
after Auratus for &A:rpaév. There might 
have been a verb dArrpéw = dArtpds eit, 
but the aorist #Ar:rev occurred sup. 259, 
éAfroyu Prom. 544, from éArraivw. On 
the frequent intrusion of f see Prom. 2. 

309. mpdxropes aluwaros, ‘exactors of 
blood,’ i. e. for the dead.—air@, 7G ém- 
KpbwrovtTt K.T.A. — TeAéws, ‘ usque ad 
finem, non desistentes.”” .Minckwitz. 

312. ddAaotor kat Sedoprdow. ‘To both 
dead and living.’ Cf. 167. 324. 366. 

315. warppov &yvicpa. ‘My own pe- 
culiar victim to expiate a mother’s mur- 
der.’ Schol. roy 7G i8l@ Oavdty daparyyt- 
obyta Tov pdvoy Tis unTpds. 

316. él 7G Tebupeve. Schol. én) 
"Opéorn méAAoyT: Ovecba. In a certain 
sense this is right, for the victim is as- 
signed and devoted to sacrifice (Ka@sepw- 
pévos, sup. 294) before he is actually im- 
molated. Some translate ‘devoted’ in 
the sense of the compound xaraddcouat, 
Theocr. ii. 10. 

317. mwapapopa, ‘a carrying aside,’ i. e. 
a distraction. The « in pevodadrys is 
probably long, as from 8yAéoua:r. The 
metre (paeonic) has an exact parallel in 
Cho. 793—4. 

319. adova, Schol. 5 Enpalywy ods 
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avT. a. 

321 
fal an v 

Ovarév Totow avtoupyiat Evptrécwoow pdra.o., 
a a a 

; Tots Opapteiy, opp av 
yav bréhOy Oavav 8 ov« dyav €devGepos. 

2 ON ‘\ la ha emt b€ TH TeOULerm 325 

7d0€ péhos, TapaKoTa, Tapapopa Ppevodadys, 

vpvos e& “Epwiwr, 
Séoptos dpevav, apdppuxtos, above Bporots. 

re Pe s¢4Q> 

yewopevatot dyn TAO 
> , a ar, , 207 > A 
aavdrav & améyew xépas, ovbé Tus €art 

ef apiv éexpavln op. B’. 
330 

Evvdaitwp perdKowvos. 
TahdevKov témrav & * * dwoupos akdnpos érvxOnv 

Swpdtrav yap eihouav 
> N ? ¥ 
avaTpotas, oTay Apyns 335 

TWacds dv didov Edy’ 

Bporots. Cf. irxvdvaca v. 257, wdpave 
v. 134. Hermann observes that the word 
means ‘voice’ (atev, Theb. 173), in 
Simonides.—agédpyirros, cf. Ag. 962. 

320. Siavrala, ‘all-pervading,’—a rather 
favourite word with Aeschylus. Schol. 4 
Saprdk Tynwpoumévn. 

322. abdrovpyia: udrator. ‘The murder 
of relations without just cause.’ See on 
v. 203. The MSS. give davdrwy and 
avroupytas, and so Schol. aitodovias. 
Usually a man is said tvyrintew dre, 
Oed. R. 113, but there are instances of 

the converse construction, as Oed. Col. 
945, dry ydwor tvvdyres cbpéOnoay. Antig. 
370, dt 7d wh Kaddy tdveort, The mean- 
ing therefore here is, ‘those with whom 
murders of kin have been associated,’ for 
‘who may have been involved, or impli- 
cated, in murders.’—7ois, perhaps roiad’, 

—but see on Prom. 242. 
324. otk yay edrcbOepos, ‘not over 

free,’ -i. e. as much a captive as ever. 
Sup. 167, tad te yav guydv of mor’ 
eAcvdepotrat. 

329. yewoudvaict, ‘At our bdirth.’ 
This, the usual epic form, has been re- 
stored by Hermann for yryvouévarot or 
ywouévaior, which is not usually found in 
the above sense. 

330. dOavdrwy 8. ‘ But ’tis the part 
of the gods to keep their hands off us,’— 

not to interfere with our office. Herm. 
gives diy’ Zyew yépas. But cf. quay 
xelp ardoxovra, Suppl. 736. The Olym- 
pian gods were not to thwart the duties 
assigned by a superior Fate to these 
ancient Titanian powers. The Schol. 
understood it differently, ‘for us to keep 
our hands off the gods,’ ph wAnoid¢ew 
jas tots Oeots. But the allusion is to 
the conduct of Apollo.—tuvdairwp .7.A., 
no one has ashare at our table; none but 

Erinyes feed on the blood of living victims; 
or generally, no one holds converse with 
us 

333. wadaAebxwv mémawy. Schol. od- 
Sauod dmov éopth Kal aumexdyvn Kabape 
mdpeys, As daughters of night, the Furies 
were black, i.e. clothed in black, wéAavon, 
vy. 52. As the authors of woe, misery, 

and mourning to families, they had no- 
thing to do with white garments. Cf. 353. 
This or the antistrophic verse is in some 
way corrupt, and it is not easy to de- 
termine wherein the error lies. Hermann 
supplies ayépagros before &uorpos, and 
reads Seuaroorayés in vy. 344, a word 
that occurs Cho. 827. Perhaps the poet 

wrote &upopos 78° ardxAnpos erdx nv. 
335. “Apys tidacds dy, i. e. eupdbatos, 

when citizen kills citizen. The metre is 
again paeonic. 
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KpaTepov GrTa, Trep Guws 
pavpotmer véov aipa. 

/ oTrevdopevat © adedety Twa ThoSeE fepipvas, avr. 6’. 
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Gedy 8 arédevav ewatoe Aurats emukpaivew 341 

pnd eis dykptow é\eiv,— 
Zeds yap aiparootayes a€iduroov €Ovos Td8€ héoxas 

& > , 

as amnéiacato,— 345 

pada yap oby ddopéva 

337. ém) rby K.7.A., rodtoy émdidpevar. 
Cf. Suppl. 798, werd we dpduorer Siduevor, 

338—9. Here also the genuine readings 
have been tampered with, and the un- 
certainty of the antistrophe makes correc-. 
tion difficult. The MSS. give xparepoy 
bP Suolws wavpoduey dg? aluaros véov. 
Hermann formerly gave the emendation 
adopted in the text, though in a different 
sense (juvenile robur exsorpto sanguine 
Jrangere), but afterwards resigned it 
for xparepby by 26 duotws pavpotuer véor 
GApa, ‘ obscuramus quamvis validum ad- 
hue juvenilem saltum, i.e. robur fugi- 
entis frangimus.” There is good and ap- 
propriate sense in wavpotmey véov aiua, 
since the blood on a murderer’s hand is 
elsewhere said to be faded and worn out 
by time and suffering, swp. 229. 270. 

340. orevddéuevat. The syntax of this: 
passage is so anomalous that little is to be 
gained by reading omevdouéva or —a. 
The finite verb, in continuation of pav- 
povuer, is forgotten, while several clauses 
explanatory of each other are successively 
added. As for omevddéuevar followed by 
éuais, we have only to compare v. 323, 
tots duapreiv, dpp’ ky yay bwéAOn. Indeed, 
throughout the whole of this ode the sin- 
gular and the plural are intermixed in a 
very remarkable manner. The chief diffi- 
culty lies in v. 341, on which the Schol. 
has the strange comment efxoua: Tots 
Gears TeAgoaur wou TH BovAnua. If euaitor 
Aurais be right, it must mean ‘ prayers 
offered to me ;’ but eats wederas, the 
conjecture of H. Voss adopted by Franz, 
has a high probability, since weaéry and 
pépifiva suit each other exactly. If we 
compare the strophic verse, we shall see 
(as Mr. Drake has pointed out) that Seay 
probably is the same genitive as d0avdray, 
and thus the meaning will be, that all 
which the gods (viz. the Olympian gods) 

can fairly do is to bring about a non- 
fulfilment of prayers offered to the Furies, 
i.e. the prayers to them to send ven- 
geance upon the guilty. For just so 
far the Greek mythology permitted the 
interference of one god with another, 
though directly they might not obstruct 
each other’s designs. The word aréAcia, 
which generally means ‘immunity,’ ap- 
pears here ta be simply a negative of 
tédos. On this view the following words 
are perfectly consistent and intelligible, as 
explained by the Schol. nal uh és wayny 
po. €AOeiv. Others have imagined a re- 
ference to the Attic dvdpiots, or prelimi- 
nary investigation into the merits of a 
case before bringing it into court. We 
have however dvaxpiveo@a:, ‘to quarrel,’ 
in Herod. ix. 56, robs 5& émel dvaxpivo- 
Mévous mpos EwvTovs Aas KaTeAduBave, év 
Totty TH xpdvy Kathuevos 6 Tavoavins 
— dmipye tods Aormods wdvtas. Trans- 
late: ‘And being anxious to take away 
from another these cares (or duties),—for 
the gods have only the power of prevent- 
ing prayers to me from being fulfilled, but 
may not come to a quarrel with me,—for 
Zeus has deemed this our tribe unworthy 
of his converse, as blood-dropping and 
deserving of hatred’—(i.e. collision is. 
impossible, since Olympian and Chthonian 
gods have nothing in common; cf. v. 73). 

344. aivatoorayés. This word does 
not fall in with the strophic verse. Miiller, 
Franz, and Linwood read aiuoorayés, 
omitting yap or altering it to 7’. On 
amntidocaro see the note on Theb. 664. 

346. yap odv. These particles resume 
the narrative from v. 337 seqq., the idea 

of the intervening passage being this, that 
the gods have no concern whatever with 
the Furies, and have no right to rescue 
victims from their grasp. The mdda be- 
longs to avéxaéev. The sense is, (‘ Strong 
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avéxabev Baputerh 
4 ay > A 

Katapépw TOOOS GKLAY, 

odarepa * kat ravvdpdmous 
K@\a, SVadopor atav. 

, ’. 3 nw . 4\2 € 3 227 ‘ 

ddéa 7 avdpav Kat pad’ ba’ aifépr cepvat 

350 

oTp. 7’. 

Takdpevar Kara yas puvdOovow aTyLou 
dperépais EPddois peraveiwoow, 
> a > 3 / } / dpxnopots 7 emupOdvors rrodds. 

mimtwv & ovK oidev 768 v7 adpove bug: 
Totov emi Kvépas avdpt moos TeTéTaTAL, 

at. Y’. 

356 

Kal Svodepay tw’ dydv kata Sapatos 
aveara mohvorovos paris. 

pever yap ebpryavor 

indeed a man may be, yet he shall not 
escape,) for assuredly springing from very 
far above I bear down upon him the 
heavy-falling force of my foot, my limbs 
which overthrow even the swiftly running, 
(a result which is) to him an intolerable 
calamity.’ Mr. Drake seems to have sup- 
plied cal before ravvdpduors with greater 
probability than Hermann and others 
insert yép. He remarks that ogarepa 
K@ha (= Ta cpddAdAovTa) are those of the 
Furies, not of the fugitives, and this is the 

view of the Schol., who appears to have 
read Trois tavuvipduors. On the idea con- 
tained in Bapumeoy see Pers. 518. Ag. 
1146. 

352. «ard yas.. So Hermann, as I had 
before corrected, for kata yay. ‘The 
opinions of men, even though very proud 
under the sky (in the light of life), fall 
away and dwindle in dishonour beneath the 
earth at the approach of us sable-robed 
goddesses, and at the invidious (hateful) 
dance of our feet.’ That is, ‘Men who think 
highly of themselves on earth sink into 
nothingness,—ignominy and oblivion—in 
Hades, when the Furies mark him for 
their prey, and weave the magic dance 
(Guvos Seout0s) to ensnare him.’ This 
idea of the poet is constantly repeated in 
some form or other. Thus in Ag. 451, 
the Furies are said to make the wicked 
man duavpdy and éy aloros. And inf. 
535, he perishes in like manner &&Aavoros, 
aisros. The doctrine can only be rightly 
understood by remembering how the de- 
parted spirit was thought to grieve for 

otp. 0. 

being slighted or neglected on earth, e. g. 
as in the case of Agamemnon in the Choe- 
phoroe. 

354. ém@pOdvors. So Heath for ém- 
gdvois. The meaning seems to be that 
odium and ignominy attend him against 
whom the Furies institute their weird 
dances. The idea is amplified in what 
immediately follows. 

355. mimtwv. Schol. wapappovdv yap 
ovK aicOdverat Tod Kakod. 

356. pudoos, guilt,—the pollution of 
murder in particular. This pollution 
hovers over the culprit like a dark cloud, 
and men begin to whisper that his house 
is under a curse. They suspect he is 
given over to the silent influence of the 
Furies (inf. 895). Literally, ‘ And re- 
port with many a sigh declares a dark 
cloud against his house,’ i. e. speaks 

against his house, that it is under a cloud. 

Cf. Pers. 666, Sruyla ydp tis én’ axAbs 
nenétatat. Hesiod, Scut. Herc. 264, re- 
presents "AxAvs as a sort of goddess of 
gloom, map’ 8 *AxAds ciorhret emiopvyeph 
te Kal aivh.—avdara: is here in the middle, 
as Cho. 144. 264. Philoct. 852; but 
perhaps Auratus was right in proposing 
dvopepd Tis aXAUs. For the Schol. took 
it passively, cach 5& phun wep) Tod ofxov 

5 a 
- auTov AeyeTat. 

359. wéver ydp. ‘For ’tis a fixed and 
abiding law,’ that the above consequences 
should result from guilt. Cf. Ag. 1540, 
pluver — wadeiy Toy Eptavra.—edphyxavot, 
sc. éouev, ‘we are never at a loss for 
means’ to carry out our designs to their 
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360 
TE MVYLovEs Jewvat, 

kal dvomapyyopot Bpotots, 
arin’ ariera Sudpevar 
hayn, Jed StyooTarobrr’, 

ayia Adpra, SucodoTaimaha 365 

Sepkopevoicr kal Svcopparots das. 
, > 7g > y , 

tis obv TAD ovy alerat avr. 8. 

Te Kal Sédoixev Bpotar, 
> A a * 

€wov Khvwv Oeopov 
5 a 3 lal 

TOV POLpOKPAVTOV EK Oeav 370 

Sobévra Tédeov ; emi S€é pou 
yépas maka * éoriv, ovd 

> t CA - € a rd 

ATLLLAS Kup, KQLTEp vTO xO6va 

Td€w e€xovoa kal Svoyhiov Kvédas. 

AOHNA. 

Tmpocwber e&yxovoa kdnddvos Bony 

fullest accomplishment.—kaxdv wvhpoves, 
cf, Prom. 524, wrfuoves *Epivies. Cho. 
639, Bucodppwy Epis. 

363. drfera. So Canter for arfera. 
The metre demands the correction. ‘ Pur- 
suing an unhonoured and ignominious 
office.’ Cf. 200. 219.—@ceay, the Olym- 
pian or upper gods. Schol. ddwpicpéva 
Tay OcGy TG mpoodyTt attois oxdTE. -He 
therefore understood dvhAis Adurn, ‘a 
sunless torch,’ as a mere periphrasis for 
darkness, and so Hermann explains it, 

comparing SuohAuoy xvépas, v. 374. The 
word is rare, but occurs inf. 994, and 
Eur. Suppl. 993, Adura: 8 akbOool viv 
éupirmedover 8: Sppvas (according to 
Musgrave’s and Hermann’s correction). 
But Dindorf, Franz, and Linwood adopt 
the emendation of Wieseler, dvnAly Ada, 
to suit the reading of the antistrophe, 
ariutas kup. Here however Hermann 
gives xipw, so that the metrical difficulty 
is by no means insurmountable. Hesych. 
Adany: BépBopov iAdy. In Hippocrates 
the word means a gross humour ( pituita). 
The Furies are usually depicted with 
torches, and Aeschylus may have meant 
by dvnAly that it pertained to the dark- 
ness of the infernal regions, like dvdA.oy 
Gewpida Theb. 852. 

375 

365. Svcodoralmaaa. Schol. dvomapd- 
Bara Kal tpaxéa (Gor al rots OvhoKovow. 
Cf. daAaoio: nad dedopxdow v. 312. He 
appears to mean that the office of the 
goddesses (Adx7) is to pursue both dead 
and living by a road hard for them to 
travel over. 

372. éorly. This word is not in the 
MSS., nor did the Schol. find it, who 
explains ém) by éreor:. Hermann gives 
péver yépas madkaby, Franz (after Ahrens) 
yépas wéAe madaidy, Dr. Donaldson yépas 
mahkaoy, ovdé mw. Mr. Drake suggests 
ovdé vov.—aritas, i.e. dishonour from 
men (v. 368), though held in contempt by 
the gods, sup. 363. Inf. 692.—kvpw, cf. 
8 ye why xbpoas Bapéwy Toitwr, inf. 892. 

375. Pallas, having been invoked to 

come in person, even though from a dis- 
tanee, at v. 287, now arrives, and is seen 
to descend upon the stage from an aerial 
car, after the manner of Oceanus in the 
Prometheus. The poet takes occasion to 
allude to a dispute then pending between 
the Athenians and the Mitylenaeans about 
the possession of Sigeum. According to 
the Schol., the latter had obtained it by 
the victory of their champion in w povo- 
paxta. Aeschylus, by representing Pallas 
as the rightful owner in perpetuity (és 7d 

4A 
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amd Jkapdvdpov, yqv carapfatovpevy, 
a a3 3 wn y¥ ie. ‘\ La jv on *"Axadv axropés TE Kal Tpopot, 

, 

Tov aixpahdtov ypnudrwv Naxos péya, 
eveyay avTompemvor eis TO TAY Epol, 

e€aiperov Sapna Ono€ws TéKoLs" 380 

evOev Sidkove’ HOov arpuTov 78a, 
n 4 e a 4 re 

TTEpav arep porBdodca KdMrov airyidos, 
7 > ‘a / > 3s Se > »¥ médows axpatois TOVO emilevEao’ Sxov. 
SN x, © A 4 2 ¢€ , Q Kawyy & dpdca THVS Sptdiay yGovds 

TapB@ pev ovder, Jadpa & dppacw mapa, 385 
Ca > 3 , lal > > ‘ Pal tives Tor’ €or, Tact O és Kowdv héyo, 

Bpéras Te Totpov TOS efyero E€vor 
bpas & dpolas ovdert omaptav yeve, 

wav, sup. 281) of that city, where she had” 
a famous temple, encourages his fellow- 

- citizens to regain it. See Herod. v. 94, 
95. Strabo, lib. xiii. cap. i. (p. 600). 

376. viv Katapbaroupévn. So Stanley 
for 7hv KarapOaroupévny. ‘ Forestalling 
foreign usurpation,’ Miiller, Diss. p. 87. 
Schol. xarapOdvovea. From an old verb 
pbdw, fut. Pehow, came POards, whence 
@0aréw is formed on the analogy of 
atatéw, &c. The literal sense seems 
here to be, ‘as I was securing the land 
for myself before others.’ 

377. jv d77. The same as fy 5), on 
which see sup. 3.— Ayxodv &rropes, the 
leaders of the Argive host at the Trojan 
war, who are supposed here to have as- 
signed Sigeum as a share of the conquered 
territory to the Athenians, and to have 

solemnly dedicated it to Pallas. 
381. dSidxovea, ‘plying,’ Theb. 366.— 

fo.Pdotca, ‘ flapping (making to rustle in 
the breeze) the folds of my aegis, without 
the use of wings.’ Instead of wings she 
extended the goat-skin, usually worn 
wrapped round the chest and appended to 
the shield, and thus sailed through the 
air. Herod. iv. 189, thy d& tpa éoOira 
nal ras aiyldas Tév &yoAudrwy Tis "A@n- 
valns éx ta&v AiBvooéwy erovhoavto of 
"EAAnves' wAhy yop 4 Bre oKutlyn 4 
écOhs Tay AiBuvocéwy ear), kad of Oicavos 
of én Tay aiylBwy abtiior odt Bdiés clon, 
GAAG indyrivory Ta 88 BAAW mdvTa KaTd 
TwITd ETAOATAL. 

383. moéAos diuators. Hermann reads 
x@aos with Wakefield, and denies that 

the Schol. is right in supposing Pallas to 
appear mounted on a car. And cer- 
tainly 1éda Sidxovea implies personal 
exertion, and the epithet dxualors aptly 
expresses the facility of supporting and 
continuing it; while the word rév8¢ proves, 
that if it was a car at all, it was actually 
visible to the spectators. And thus the 
horses must be left to the imagination of 
the spectators, who are to suppose that she 
came in haste from Sigeum, with her aegis 
extended to assist in propelling the vehicle. 
As for rrepav &rep, which Hermann con- 
tends can only signify that the goddess 
travelled in some way in which real wings 
ought to have been employed, but were 
not, and therefore not on a car at all, but 
merely supporting herself on the aegis,— 
one may reply, that there would have 
been need of some sort of sail whether 
she came over the sea or through the air. 
Compare éxos mrepwrds Prom. 137. 

384. navhy. So Herm., Dind. after 
Canter, for cad viv 5, which Franz and 
Linwood retain. It might be defended 
by «at mpdow 8 arocraraéy, sup. 65; but 
the poet would more probably have written 
kad voy without 5¢, and xawhy is not in- 
appropriate, for it is at the novelty of the 
sight that the goddess expresses @aipa, 
and the point and drift of the poem is, 
that this first advent of the Furies to 
Athens is to end in their permanently 
established worship in that city. 

388. buds &. ‘But as for you—.’ See 
on Cho. 826, where we have a similar 

accusative, udpoy 8 *Opécrov. The MSS. 
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out év Oeator mpds Oedv Spwpévas, 
ovr obv Bporetors eudepets poppdpacw,— 390 
héyew 8 dwoudov dvra Tods éhas KaKds, 
Tpdcw Sicatov, 78 amootaret Oéuis. 

XO. reice ta ravra Evtdpas, Aids Kdpn. 
nets yap éopev Nuxtds aiavs téxvar 
“Apat 8 év otkous ys bran Kexdjpeba. 395 

AO. yevos perv otda Khyddvas 7 eravdpovs. 
XO. Tysds ye pev O1 Tas euas Tedoes Taya. 
AO. padow’ ay, et héyor Tis euhava Adyov. 
XO. Bporoxrovodvras éx Sépov édavvoper. 
A®. Kat 7@ Kravdvre Tod Td Tépua THs dvyis ; 400 
XO. Grou 7d xaipew pyndapod vopilerat. 
AO, 7 Kai rovadtas 748" emippoilets duyds ; 
XO. doveds yap civar untpds H&idoaro. 

AO. addXns dvdyKys ovtwos Tp€wv KéTOP ; 
XO. ov yap TocodTo KeTpov, Hs ENTpOKTOVEL ; 405 

give Suds &, by which rede téw is 
coupled with suas by an awkward, be- 
cause very sudden, change of construction. 
Mr. Drake says, ‘‘ Here, when Pallas begins 
to mention the Furies’ appearance, Aéyw 
(understood before judas) is rather to speak 
of, i. e. describe, and takes an accusative ; 
thus regulating its case by the sense re- 
quired.”’” But Linwood’s view seems to 
be more satisfactory, that Pallas checks 
herself at v. 390, not wishing to finish her 
disparaging remarks on the personal ap- 
pearance of the strange divinities. Com- 
pare a like aposiopesis in Cho. 186. 

391. &uoupov. Soed. Rob. for &uoppor. 
‘ However, to speak ill of others without 
having cause for complaint, is far from 
just, and Right stands aloof from it.’ Mr. 
Drake understands the vulgate thus, “ For 
his neighbours to speak ill of a person 
because he is deformed.” But the order 
of the words is against this, as well as the 

.. improper use of 8yra.—dixalwy for diens, 
as in Ag. 785. 

394. aiavjs. The Med. and the Schol. 
give aiavj. But aiavds is a usual epithet 
of Night, as Ajac. 672, vuxrds aiavis 
xbkdos, ‘Eternal Night’ (inf. 642), or 
perhaps, in a secondary sense, ‘ weari- 
some,’ ‘ oppressive.’ 

395. *Apaf. An offended person im- 

precates on the head of his enemy the 
wrath of the avenging Furies. Cf. Od. ii. 
132, eel pitnp oruyepas dphoer’ épwis. 

400. rod +d Tépua. So Tyrwhitt and 
others for rodro tépua, on account of the 
following verse, where 7d xalpeiw pndayod 
is to be joined. Cf. 291, 7d xalpew wh 
padv0 drov ppevav. Schol. év 7g “Aidy. 
We may translate, ‘ Where to feel joy in 
nothing is the usage of the place.’ With 
p7d5a.00 we should perhaps supply ¢pevar. 
If the poet had intended to negative 
voulCerat, he would have written oddapov. 

402. émippoicets. So Scaliger for —e? 
or —etv. This verb means ‘to make any 
shrill noise at a person,’ as when a pursuer 
shakes his garments or his weapon, or 
shouts close behind the fugitive. So Eu- 
yipides has émippoiBdnv duapreiv, Herc. 
Fur. 860. Schol. émBods, émiBdAdets. 

404. wAAns avdynns. ‘What, without 
having to fear resentment from any (other) 
strong inducement ?’ i. e. Did he do this 
voluntarily, and without having to dread 
the consequences of neglecting some im- 
perative order ?—The dvdyxn meant is 
the injunction of Apollo, and «dro refers 
to the penalties he predicted, inf. 444. 
For the peculiar use of &AAns (omitted in 
our idiom) see Ag. 192. Pers, 633. 

4a2 
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410 

A®. Svolv rapdvtow, nutovs Adyos Tapa. 
XO. ad dpkov od SéEair’ av, ov Sovvat Oédeu. 

AO. kdvew Suxaiws paddov 7} mpagar Géders. 
XO. was 84; Sidatovr Trav copay yap ov TréveL. 
AO. dpkots TA pr Sikawa pH viKav héyw. 
XO. add’ e&édeyye, Kpive 8 ebbetav Sixny. 

AO. Kaw enol tpémoir ay aitias rédos ; 
XO. was 8 0d; c€Bovoai y d&iav Kaw dior. 

406. fpsovs Adyos. ‘I have as yet 
heard only the accuser; the defendant is 
silent.’ The reply is, ‘ But he will neither 
take an oath on his own part, nor tender 
one to us.’ Consequently, the proceed- 
ings are informal, because the Attic pro- 
cess required the mpdxAnats, or challenge 
on oath, as a preliminary step to the trial. 
Stanley refers to Lysias, p. 352, 6 wey 
yup Sidnav ws %xrewe SiduvuTa, 6 8é 
gevywv ws ov exrewe, who however is 
speaking of the d:wuoola. A person is 
said Sodvo. Spxoy when he offers another 
an object to swear by; while he who 
accepts it, and ‘takes’ the oath, is said 
déxeo0a. For dpxos is, primarily, not 
the oath itself, but the pledge or object 
on which a person swears. Sometimes, as 
in Herod vi. 23, Sprov dodvar and déxec0a 

means, on the contrary, ‘ to swear an oath’ 
and ‘to bind another by an oath,’ i. e. to 
get it from him. So inf. 467, épxov wo- 
pévras, and AaBety dpxov Eur.- Suppl. 
1188. Pausan. iv. 15, 4, ‘Hpaxdda 5é 
avrTd0. 8prov er) toulwy Kdmpov ois 
NyAéws maiol Soiva: nal AaBety map’ 
éxetyvay Aéyovow. Cf. ibid. iv. 23, 4. 
The meaning, Miiller rightly observes 
(Dissert. p. 146), is this: ‘ Orestes will 
scarcely allow us to name the oath which 
he shall take for asseveration of his inno- 
cence; nor will he readily consent to rest 
the issue upon our swearing to his guilt 
by whatever oath he shall please to pro- 
pose to us. But Athena very properly 
refuses to admit such a mode of decision 
in this case, as a mere semblance of jus- 

tice : never, with her consent, shall oaths 
gain the victory for the wrong cause.’ 
Divested of legal technicality, the plain 
sense is this: The Furies say to Orestes, 
‘Will you swear you are not guilty ?’ 
which, from conscientious motives, he de- 
clines to do. ‘ Will you tender us an oath 
then by which we may swear to your 
guilt?’ This also he naturally objects to, 

because it would furnish them with a case 
against him. Now ‘both parties must 
be agreed to rest the issue to be tried on 
the oath of one or other of the parties ” 
(Miller), and this constituted the mpd- 
KAnots, or challenge to swear, which 

Pallas treats with a kind of contempt as a 
mere form for diverting the law from its 
direct course (ed@vdicia, v. 411).— As 
regards the Greek, od Sodva: @éAc is equi- 
valent to od« by Sofn, and therefore Her- 
mann and others needlessly read @éAot. 

408. kAdvew dixalws. ‘The course you 
are taking seems to shew that you are 
more anxious to be cadled just than to 
act justly.’ — ‘How so?’ replies the 
chorus, as if indignant at the remark; 
‘explain, since you are not deficient in 
wisdom.’—‘I say that an unjust cause 
does not prevail by the mere force of 
oaths.’—‘ Proceed then to question the 
parties, and decide the matter by a straight- 
forward process,’ i. e. without the prelimi- 
nary of mpéxAnots or diwpocia, as explained 
above.—On éaréyxeww see Cho. 836. 

412. 4 Kab x.7.A. ‘Would you com- 
mit to me the decision of the charge ?’— 
“ Of course, as revering one that is herself 
worthy and born of worthy parents.’ 
Pallas does not ask to act as umpire, but 
simply as president at the trial pending 
between the two parties. Having obtained 
their consent, she appoints a jury of her 
own nomination, inf. 465. 

413. dtlav nan’ atlwy. I have returned 
to the reading adopted in the first edition 
of this play, though I had rejected it, and 
not hastily, in the second for & dy7’ 
ématlwy. The MSS. give atlay 7° ératiwy. 
But the words of the Schol. leave no 
doubt that he found the reading in the 
text, dtlwy obcay yovéwy. Hermann and 
Minckwitz give o¢Bovoal y atiay y én- 

twv, where the repetition of ye, though 
perhaps capable of defence, is needless 
and inelegant. Dindorf has ézfay ératlov, 
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Ti mpds TAO eimreiv, & E&’, ev péper O€dets ; 
eas dé yadpay kal yévos Kat Evudopas 415 

+ 

Tas ods, ereita TOVS apuvabov Yoyov' 
y . aw , , elrep Terollas TH Sixn Bpéras Tdd€ 

a , ¢ , eon , Hoa. puviaocowr éotias aps édas, 
oenvos mpooixrap, é€v Tporrots “I Siovos. 
Tovrous_ dpetBou TAowW cbpabes Tt HOt, 

avaca Addva, Tp@Tov €k TOV VaTATwWY OP. 
420 

TOV Gav éerav men adpaipjow peya. 
OvK Ell TpoTTpdTaLos, OVS exer MUTOS 
Tpos xEtpt TH wy 7 adv Ednwery Bpéras. 
TexpApLov dé TOVOE cou heEw péya:. 425 
4 . z 
adpboyyor civa Tov tahapvatov vopos, 
€ot ay Tpds avOpos aipatos Kabapatov 
odayat Kabaipdéwou veoOydov Borod. 

d A + es Fo , 

Taha. Tpos aAAots TAVT agrepdpela 
¥ \ n ae: a / 

OLKOLOL, KQL Borotor KGL PUTOLS TOPOLs. 430 
, XN 4 ANY ee) \ if 

TAVTHV Lev OVTW hpovTlO exTodav héyw. 

Franz défay « én’ dtlwyv. The error of 
the MSS. seems to have arisen from sup- 
posing nén’ dtlwy meant Ka) ématiov. 

414. mpbs Tda® cimciy. Cf. apbs tadr’ 
GpelBov, Suppl. 245. 

419. *Itfovos. The name, derived from 
fxéo@a1, implies his character of Suppliant. 
See inf. 687. Schol. dv. rpdmov Kanetvos 
Tpogekddnto Te vag Tou Aids KabapicOn- 
odpevos: mp&ros yap "litwy pdvov morhoas 
‘éxabaplcOn iad Aids. 

421. rév tordtov n.7.A. Not ta 
borata Ta od rn, but Ta borara Tov 
odv énaév. The anxiety (wéAnua) re- 
sulted from the ambiguous use of mpoc- 
ferwp, which, like mpoorpémo.os, implied 
not merely a suppliant, but also a guilty 
one, i. e. not yet expiated. Hence Pallas 
has a doubt whether her statue is not 
polluted by his presence,—a doubt which 
Orestes immediately removes, 

423. ob8 Exe ptoos. There are several 
ways of construing this passage. (1) § Nor 
does pollution possess -your statue.’ (2) 
‘Nor does your statue have pollution.’ 
(3) ‘Nor does pollution adhere to my 
hand, resting on your statue.’ The first 
seems the most probable. For éepyyévp 

the MSS. give epeCouery. Hermann, 
Dindorf, and others edit éoyuévov. There 
seems no reason why the hand itself 
should not be said epéCecOu, ‘to rest 
upon a statue.’ We have however Bpé-. 

tas éonuevy in vy. 387. The use of the 

dative is to be noticed; cf. Theb. 305, 
tpoiGe xd80s Tote moAlras. Our equi- 
valent idiom is ‘at the hand.’ Contiguity 
to is the antecedent notion of reception 
Srom. 

426. &pOoyyov. Speechless, that ‘is, 
because he was not spoken to. Cf. Iph. 
Taur. 951, ovyh & erenthvavr’ ardpbeyn- 
tév pe. Orest. 75. Oecd. Tyr. 352. 
Herc. Fur. 1283, ob yap &ras edbmpoon- 
ydpous exw. 

427. gor ty. ‘Until, by the ministra- 
tion of a man who is a purifier from mur- 
der, the spurting of blood from a sucking 
pig shall have besprinkled him.’ See 
Frag. 329. Miller, Diss. p. 124. For 
this use of aay compare Ag. 1360. 

429. mpds %AdAos ofkois. ‘At other 
houses, both by slain victims and by 
running water.’ See sup. 230. 

431. pporrtéa, i.e. the wéAnua in v. 422. 
Schol. riv Tot picovs. 
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td XN > XN e + ae , yevos 8€ Tovpor as exer, TeVTEL TAXA. 
> Ar > Z. > ¢€ lal lal Apyeids cips, watépa & taropels Kaas, 
"Ayapéuvoy avdpav vavBaTav appoaropa, 

&iv @ ad Tpotav amohw *Ihov 7ddkw 
€Onxas. &p0P otros od Kadds, pohav 
2 > > 4 , ‘ 2 AN és oikov, GAAd viv Kehawdppwv Eun 
pytnp Katéxra, Toucihous dypedpacw 

- > a ial > ,- ta kptac’, & Novtpav eFepaptiper pdvov. 
Kayo KateMav, Tov mpd TOD pevywv ypdvov, 

ee 

EKTEWA THV TEKOVTAY, OVK APVYTOMAL, 
ei 

dvtuktévots Towatot purtatov Tarpdos. 
3 fal a - > s 

Kal TavdE KowyH Ao€ias Eerairtos, 
4 nw > , 4 ahyn tpodavar dvrixervtpa Kkapdia, 
> , a OY» 9 , 

€l [LY TL TOVO EpFaupu TOUS €TALTLOUS. 

A 2 > , ” ‘\ a , 
au é » EL dukatws €LTE £1), KPwov Sixny: 

, ‘ > \ a Lo. Pd 
mpatas yap «Vv OOl TAVTAYY TAO ALVETO). 

AO. 
N A ~ ¥ ¥ 58. 

TO Tpayywa petlov, ElTLs OleTaAL TOOE 

Bpords Sixdlew> obd€ nv éuot Oduis 

dovov Siapeiv d€upnvirov Sixas: 

435. tly §. Schol. ia todtrwy gtdo- 
moeira Thy Oedy. 

439. xpvpac’, & «.7.A. So Hermann 
for kpdjaca. The allusion is to the ex- 
hibition of the blood-stained robe in Cho. 
967.998, paprupe? dé wor papos 743’, x.7.A. 
Hence the use of the imperfect. On the 
meaning of éxuaprupeiv see Ag. 1167. 

443. now. In common with my own 
natural desire for vengeance, the declara- 
tion of Apollo, that I should suffer griefs 
if I omitted that duty, was « motive for. 
acting. The Schol. explains rayde xowf 
by mdvrav. 

446. cb 8. MSS. od 7’, corrected by 
Pearson.—Siraiws, i. e. &erewva, v. 441. 

447. mpdtas év col. ‘For however I 
may have fared before you (at your tri- 
bunal), I shall be content.’ Schol. ra 
Kata thy ohv Kplow &moBalvovra, dota 
dv 7, eravéow. So Antig. 634, 4 col 
pey jets mavtaxy Spdvtes plaAo;  Ajac. 
1369, d@s by movhons, wavtaxi xpynords 
Y ce. Herod. ix. 27, fin. mdvrn yap 
Tetaypevor meipnodueda elvar xpnorol. 
Compare also Pers. 227. 

435 

440 

445 

450 

448. pet(ov, efris x.7.A. ‘Too great, 
if any mortal thinks to decide it.’ Schol. 
ef tis ofera: 7d tmpaypa Té5¢ Bpords d1- 
nde, peiGov } xara avOpérous oterat. 
This comment, which is a confusion be- 
tween e?7is and # 71s, has wrongly induced 
Franz and Dindorf to read # tis oferat, 
and Hermann 4 ef tis oferat. Nothing 
can be simpler or better than the ordinary 
reading. 

450. odvov. The MSS. give odvous, 
and the Schol. appears also to have read 
étuunvirovs, for his comment is, pdyous 
é¢’ ois raxéws pnvicovow ’Epwies. It is 
possible that Aeschylus wrote oédvous 
diaipety dtupnvirous dias, ‘to decide 
about murders in trials which will bring 
sharp resentment,’ as he has drAakhyara 
dind¢ew dordras Sixas Suppl. 227; but 
the MSS. give étuuyv{rov, and the plain 
sense appears to be, ‘It is not for me, a 
goddess of mercy rather than of ven- 
geance, to decide causes of murder which 
brings with it the quick anger of these 
Furies,’ i. é&. which it is their especial 
province to punish. 
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GAdws Te Kal od pev KaTHPTUKAS emots 
ixérns mpoonOes Kabapds &BaBr}s Sdjo1s" 
dp.as S dpuopdov gvra a” aipoduas mddeu 
abra. 5 exovat potpav ov ebiéuredor, 
kal pa TvxovoaL Tpdypwaros viKnpdpov, 455 

ua [al oN > , xXopa peTavdis ids ex dpovnuatwr 
7 TETaV adhepTos aiavis Vécos. 
TOLAVTA Mev TAD eoTiv: 

x 
TELTEW TE, Svomnpavr 

451. éuots. So Pauw for duws. Others 
have proposed Sduois euots inv. 453. The 
reading and the interpretation of this pas- 
sage are alike uncertain, and .considerable 
difficulty arises in the rare word xaryp- 
tuxes, which the Schol. explains 7éAeios 
thy haAutay, Hesychius réAeios (others 
read TeAcidoas, the MSS. giving TeAclws), 
kuplws 8& ém tov GAdywr (bor, Bray 
éxBddy mdytas Tobs d8dyTas. Euripides, 
Frag. Aeol. 39, has viv 8 auBats elu: kad 
KarnptuKos wéywv, which Cicero, Tusc. 
Q. iii. 28, translates subactus miseriis. 

The word is said by the grammarians to 
have been used of animals which have 
shed all their first teeth, as a horse is said 
to have done when four and a half years 
old (Aristot. H. A. vi. 22). Properly, 
perhaps, it was an elliptical phrase for 
‘having fitted the mouth fully with teeth.’ 
Be this as it may, the notion was trans- 
ferred to the time of life when they were 
of mature age. Then came the idea of 
‘tamed,’ ‘spirit-broken,’ which it bears 
in the present passage and in Euripides. 
Compare v. 229, duBaAbs %8n mpooreTpip- 
pévos re. Miiller, assuming as true the 
more than questionable correction reAet- 
écas in the above gloss of Hesychius, ex- 
plains (Diss. p. 106), ‘having duly per- 
formed every thing,” i. e the ceremonies 
of purification. See New Cratylus, p. 296 
(ed. 1). Antig. 478, trmovs xaraptv- 
Oévras. Translate: ‘Especially as you 
on your part have come a worn-out sup- 
pliant, purified and harmless, to my tem- 
ple; but nevertheless (i. e. though a mur- 
derer, since you have been expiated) I 
accept you as one who has incurred no 
blame from my city.’ For the crime had 
been committed at Argos, and therefore 
did not directly concern the Athenians. 
Hermann reads karnprurws dpduots, ‘worn 
out by your long wanderings,’ one or two 
of the MSS. giving dpéuos as a variant at 

> e ia apporepa, every 
dpnxaves enol. 

the end of the next line. This is pro- 
bable enough ; and ‘so perhaps is his 
aidoduat for alpoduo, since aideicba: was 
the peculiar word for shewing mercy to 
suppliants. Cf. Suppl. 631, aidodvra: & 
inéras Ads, woluvay tdv® dueyaprov. 

454. aira: 8. The de answers ob piv 
in 451. ‘But these Furies (whom you 
would wish me to send away) have a con- 
sideration which does not allow of their 
easy dismissal; and if they do not obtain 
the victory in this matter, poison here- 
after, resulting to the country from their 
anger, falling on the plain will prove an 
intolerable and enduring disease.’ The 
Schol. explains edméumeaov by edrapal- 
TnTov, evxepij, eddpeotoy. But there 
seem to have been two words which he 
has confounded, ciméupedos (Svordu- 
@eAos) and edréumedAos. The latter may 
be compared with ddomeurros %w, Ag. 
1161, and is strongly confirmed by 7éu~ 
mew in v. 459.—potpay, as Ocods polpas 
motciobe pndapas, Oed. Col. 277. Some 
translate rationem, or conditionem. 

455. ruxovca. The ‘ nominativus 
pendens’ is very common in Aeschylus ; 
but here, as above v. 340, the construc- 
tion was intended to be continued from 
the verb immediately preceding.—ids, the 
blight described inf. .769. 780—3, as 
ordAaypa, a venom distilling from the 
Furies, as from the mouths of serpents. 

459. wéurew te. The MSS. give 5& 
for te, and dvamfpar’. Hermarn seems 
rightly to have adopted the slight correc- 
tions of Auratus and Stanley. ‘Thus 
then the matter stands ; both alternatives, 
either for them to remain or for me to 
send them away, are perplexingly disas- 
trous for me.’ The object of Pallas, as 
appears by the result, was to appease the 
Furies by giving them honours in the 
country, not to irritate them by sending 
them from her temple, as Apollo had 
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evel O€ mpaypya Setp’ éréokywev Td5e, 
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460 

ddvev Sikacras dpkiors aipoupévovs 
Oecpov Tov eis arrav7 éya Ojow ypdvov. 
Dpets O€ papTvpid Te Kal Tex pLo. 
Kaetol’, dpwya THs dikns 6pkapata: 

ao 2 9 an lal 2 A ‘ , 

Kplwaoa ) AOTWY TWV EULWVY TA Bédrara 

H&w, Svarpey TovTo Tpayy’ ernTUpas 
opkov TopovTas pndev ExdiKov ppacew. 

XO. 
wn x , 

vov KaTacTpopal véwy OTP. a. 

Oeopiov, ei kpatioe Sika Te Kat Baba 
TODOE LNTPOKTOVOV. 470 

mavras Yon TOO epyov evxepeia Evvappdcer Bpotors. 

summarily dismissed them at Delphi. 
With Svcmhuayros compare dvoKxduayTos 
Ag. 636. 

460. Seip’ éréoxnper. ‘ Has devolved 
on me.’ Cf. 412, 4 nam’ éuol rpémoir’ dy 
aitlas TéAos ; ; 

461. dpktors. So I before conjectured 
for dpxiwy, the genitive having apparently 
arisen from assimilating the termination 
to pdvwv,—a frequent error. Cf. Ag. 96. 
643. 1417. Theb. 783, and perhaps Cho. 
13. Hermann and Dindorf give épxfous 
aipovmévn after Casaubon. But aipeiy 
viva Spots may be satisfactorily defended 
by dpaiov AaBeiy tia Oed. R. 276. 
Spots karadaBeiv Thuc. i. 9. iv. 86. So 
Herod. iii. 74, mlors Aa Bytes rad dpktorot. 
Ib. ix. 106, robrous xaradaBdvres dpxt- 
oot. Eur. Hipp. 657, Spxors 7 péOnv (MSS. 
etipébnv, but Schol. éanpény). 
sent participle is quite correctly used, 
since it was not for this occasion only, but 
for all time that the oath was to be ad- 
ministered to members of the Areopagus. 
Otherwise the poet might have preferred 
Sprtois eiAnupmevous.—Oeopdy x.7.A. 1 
will appoint judges under the obligation 
of an oath as an institution which shall 
endure for all time. Hermann, objecting 
to tov eis dmayta xpdvov (érduevor), sup- 
poses a line to have been lost, oéBew 
KeActow Tav euay aoTrav méAW Oeopdy, 
TOV TAL 

463. waptipta, Probably pronounced 
as a trisyllable. See on v. 764. 

465. 7a BéATata. For robs BeAtdrous. 
The constitution of the Areopagus was 
aristocratic. 

467. ropdvtas — ppdoewv. The MSS. 

The pre-- 

give repdvtas — gpecly. But the Schol. 
has 8pxov 8:5évras, whence Hermann re- 
stored wopdvtas. See on v. 407.—opdcew 
is the emendation of Markland. It is 
liable to an objection on the ground that 
gpdev seldom means simply ‘ to speak,’ 
‘declare,’ but ‘to explain,’ e. g. Prom. 
626. Ag. 1028. See however inf. 593. 
—Pallas here leaves the stage. 

468. The ode which follows is an 
elaborate exposition of the use (so to 
speak) of Erinyes, as keeping in check 
the tendency of man to sin, and as regu- 

lating society by the force of Conscience. 
Their office once being removed, they 
argue, all sense of justice will vanish, and 
with justice will vanish piety towards 
parents, reverence for the gods, and re- 
spect for fellow-creatures.—xataoTpopal 
véwy Oeculwy. ‘Changes to new laws.’ 
Properly, ‘ The subversion of (old) laws 
so as to become new.’ Cf. Prom. 317, 

kal weOdpuooa tpdmous véous. ‘If,’ says 
the chorus, ‘the cause and the wrong of 
this matricide shall triumph, there will 
be an end of the principles which have 
hitherto governed society, and new ones 
will prevail.’ 

471. ebxepela tvvapudoe. ‘ Will win 
over all men by the ease of committing 
it;’ or perhaps, ‘ will reconcile them to 
the reckless commission of crime.’ For 
ebxépeia (like ebuaphs Suppl. 333) means 
that unconcern and indifference about the 
right or wrong of a thing which makes 
men disregard consequences. So Plato, 
Resp. iii. 5, wh woaAty ebxéperay évrix- 
Two. THs wovnptas. Dem. Mid. p. 548, 
Alay ebxephs. 
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moda, 8 éruwa ravddtpwra. 
aden tpoopever ToKeDow meradOis ev ypdve. 

ouTe yap Bpotockdrev 
475 

avT. a. 

pawddav Tavd ép€épwer Kdtos Tis épyparwr, 
TavtT epyiow pdpor, 

mevoetar & addos aAober, Ttpodworav Ta TOV Tédas 
KOK, 480 

MnEw brd8oclv Te dy Oar 

axed T ot BéBara Thapwv [S€ tis] parav rapyyopet. 
pndé tis KuKAnoKéeTo 
Evudopa teruppevos, 

o7p. 6. 
485° 

aA > UA 

TovT €tos Opoovpmevos, 

[Sp) dixa, @ Opdvor 7 ’Epwiwv. 
af oon ‘ 

TAVTA Tis TAY ay TaTHP 
x q Texovoa veotrabrs 

5 % - 3 rd ‘ bal a, , 

OlKTOV oiKTigaLT, ereLOr TiTVEL Odpos SiKas. 
»¥ > 9 - 8 ~~ S 

éo? diov TO Sewov eu 

474, éruya. Here for dAnOds, to be 
taken, as Minckwitz has pointed out, with 

Tpoopevet. 
476. otre ydép. Answered by 5é in 

480; though Hermann and Dind. read 
ovdt ydp. The yap is anticipative, for 
émel, ‘as,’ or ‘since ;’ cf. Ag. 542.—Ta&vd_e 
belongs to épyudrwy, not to wawddwr, as 
768 épyov above. The sense is, ‘ Since 
no wrath against such deeds will hence- 
forth proceed from the infuriated watchers 
of man’s actions, I will permit (let loose) 
every kind of murder.’ Schol. od ripw- 
phow Tots adicovpevois, GAA TVYXwphow 
aAAfAous avapety, So épaxev apas Theb. 
783, and the Homeric métpoy or xeipas 
épetvat, Il. i. 567. iv. 396. Od. xvii. 
130. 

481. Ajjitw swddoclv te. ‘The cessa- 
tion and. succession of troubles,’ i. e. for 
himself, implied by the strong contrast in 
Ta Tay TéAas.—AdOS &AAOBev, people 
shall learn from each other that no sooner 
has one trouble ceased than another arises. 
Hermann, Franz, and Minckwitz, adopt 
the reading of MS. Ven. érddvary, ‘ escape 
from.’ _ But dodiddévai may signify ‘to 
follow up closely,’ as ém:d:5dvar means ‘to 
increase;’? and so the Schol. explains 
diado0xhv. Scholefield translates, ‘ Will 

490 

avt. B’. 

inquire for the leaving off and decrease of 
troubles,’ i. e. will ask when there is to be 
an end of them,—as MevéAcewy 5 mevOouat 
Ag. 600. And so perhaps the Schol. 
understood it, del Ta GAAHAWY akotcovTal, 
kal od [Ore od ?] ylverat Kandy dvdmravots. 

482. ixed 7° ov BéBaa. ‘ And the un- 
happy man talks in vain of the uncertainty 
of remedies.’ The words 5€ ts seem to 
have been inserted by some one who did 
not perceive that TAduwy agreed with the 
preceding &%AAos. The MSS. give &ker’ 
ov BéBaa, but &keor’ is the reading of 

Flor. Ven. Hermann well compares 
Apoll. Rhod. ii. 622, for the peculiar use 
of wapyyopety, ‘to speak of a thing by way 
of a consolation,’ Tipu, rf 54 wot TadTa 
mapnryopéets &X€ovTt ; 

488. vata, ‘ thus.’ 
396. 

491. @0@ brov. ‘There are cases where 
it is right that awe should remain en- 
throned, exercising a proper guardianship 
over the mind.’ This sentiment is directed 
against those who under the false cry of 
liberty would remove every restraint, and 
even do away with government itself 
(v. 500). There was an old saw that awe 
and reverence were inseparable, iva Séos, 
%Oa rat aidds. Cf. inf. 661. 669, Ajac. 

4B 

See on Suppl. 
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‘A 2 At se, ? Kal Ppevav émrloKorrov 
det weve Kabyjwevory 

“ ae A es Peas 
Evphéper cwppovelv v70 oréver 495 

Tis dé pndev ev paeu 
Kapoias * av dvatpépav, 

4 wddus Bportds 0, épotas er’ dv oéBou Siar ; 
| a am | 4 4 par avdpyerov Btov 
pjre Seomorovpevov 

aivéoys. 

oTp. y’. 

‘\ , x , x... Oo» mavrt péow Td Kpatos Oeds wracev 
GAN’ ahrq 8 epopever. 
Edppetpov & eros héya, 

, XN A rd ec a 

SvoceBias wev UBpis TéKos Os eTVLws" 
ex & wyuetas 

Lal ¢€ aA , 

dpevav 6 racw gidos 
kal qoveukros O\Bos. 

= hs cal , 4 

és 7a Trav O€ wot heya, 
Xx ¥ - 

Bopov aideoa: Sikas: 

1073, 0b ydp mor’ ott’ ky év méAe vdpot 
Karas pépowt by, Mba wh KadeorhKor 
déos. Thuc. ii, 37, 7& Syudoin 5d Séos 
pdAsora, ob mapavopoduer. On Kadhuwevor, 
involving the idea of majesty, see Suppl. 
94. 

494. Sef péverv. So Dobree, Dindorf, 
Minckwitz, and Donaldson, for Sdeipatver 
Schol. ob mavrax# 7d Seuvdv areivat ppe- 
vav Set. Hermann and Linwood give 
deqmaver, Franz deyuaror. 

495. id oréver, ‘through suffering.’ 
On this doctrine see Ag. 169. 

496. rls 5& «.7.A. ‘For who, if he 
cherishes no sentiment of fear (ded, 

v. 491) in the gaiety of his heart,—be it 
state or be it individual,—would be likely 
any longer to reverence justice as hereto- 
fore (Suolws)?’ I have inserted &v before 
avarpépov for the sake of the metre. 
Hermann supplies é7’. Franz has tia: 
tpépwv, and so Donaldson, after H. L. 
Ahrens. The MSS. give xap8lav, but the 
Schol. explains év Aaumpdrnt: ppevar. 

500. avdpxerov. The excellent correc- 
tion of Wieseler for &vaprrov. The MSS. 
Ven. Flor. give dvdpxnrov, Farn. dvdp- 
xerov. Compare dmevxeros, Cho. 614, 
with moAvevrros inf. 509. We have dic- 

501 

505 

> , 

aVvT. Y. 

511 

aprros Cho. 1013, but the open form 
mavdpretos (apxéw) Cho. 61. In the 
contraction, x becomes « on account of 
the dental immediately following. —- 

503. wayt) uéow. Plato, Resp. x. § 14, 
fin., Toy wécov del Tov Biwv aipeiobat, rad 
gevyew Td trepBddAovta Exatépwoe nal 
év r@de TE Bly xatd 7d dvvardy Kal ev 
wavtl TG enerta: otTw yap ebdapovéer- 
tepos ‘ylyvetat &vOpwros. Hur. Frag. 
Alcmaeon. xiii. (82 Dind.) Bporois ra 
pellw Tov péowy There vdcous. 

504. GAN BAAG & x.7.A. ‘But other 
things (i. e. whatever is in extreme) he 
regards differently,’ viz. with displeasure. 
The words are here used by a sort of eu- 
phemism. See on wh rozov, Suppl. 394. 
Hermann explains “ alia aliter gubernat, 
i. e. alia aliis rebus pro suo arbitrio attri- 
buit ;”’ Linwood, “neque enim omnia 
eodem lumine aspicit Deus.” 

505. Eduperpov. Schol. cdvrouov. Ra- 
ther, perhaps, ‘consistent with the above 
opinion,’ viz. about the necessity of Séos, 
v. 491. For the doctrine about insolence, 
the child of impiety, see Ag. 734. 

510. és 7d wav. Schol. xadornds. 
‘ By all means,’ ‘ under all circumstances.’ 

511. Bopdy dixas. See Ag. 375. The 
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xé€pdos idav, a0 modt Na€ azi- 

ons Towd yap éréorau 
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KUptov pever TEXos. 515 
x , 

mpos TA8€ Tis TOKEwY o¢Bas ed TpoTiwr, 
Kat Eevotijous 
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éemuaTpodas SwpdTwv 
aiddpevds Tis EoTH. 
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ovK avodBos éortat 
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521 

mavorebpos 8 odor’ av yévourto 

Tov avtitrohwov dé dap * Kat TaparBarav re 
Ta TOMA TavTdpupr avev Oikas 

, ‘ / , Bratws Edv xpdve Kabyoew 
Natdhos, 6rav hd By dvos, 

Opavopévas Kepaias. 
Lal > bl 4 3. 2 3 4 

kahet & aKxovovtas ovder, év wéog avr. &. 

Svorahel Te diva 

aorist #r1ca from adri(w is remarkable, 
though j7fuaca is in common use, — 
whether in the indicative, it might be 
worth while to inquire. The Med. has 
mations, which cannot be reconciled with 
the metre. 

515. xdpiov pérce rédos. To every 
man a proper and fitting end is in reserve, 
viz. punishment or reward according to 
his deserts. 

517. tevoriwouvs émiotpopas, ‘ hospit- 
able frequentings,’ a mere periphrasis for 
‘guests,’ the virtue of hospitality being 
here, as above v. 260 and elsewhere, as- 
sociated with piety to parents. For the 
repetition of 71s see Suppl. 58.. 

520. éxav 8. So Wieseler for éx rave, 

Plato, almost in the same words, enun- 
tiates this sentiment in Resp. ii. § 4, 
pndéva Exdvra efvar Sleatoy GAr’ dvayra- 
(éuevov. Propert. v. 11, 48, ‘Mi Natura 
dedit leges a sanguine ductas, Ne possem 
melior judicis esse metu.’ 

522. mavdacOpos 3. The d¢ was added 
by Heath. There appears to be some 
clause left to be implied (‘ He may not in- 
deed be exempt from trials and sufferings) ; 
but utterly destroyed he will never be.’ 

523. kad mapaiBdrav. So Herm. for 
meparBaday or mepBdrav. The «al is re- 
quired by the metre, and is by no means 
superfluous to the sense. ‘I say also that 
the man who transgresses in daring de- 
fiance, and acts for the most part in an 

indiscriminate way without justice, will 
in time draw in his sail perforce, when 
trouble has overtaken him, and his yard- 
arms are breaking.’ The meaning con- 
cealed under all this verbiage, is roy Ta 
TOAAG elk ToAuhoarvta pypl és mdvous 
nad Evudopas TeAeuTfcev. To act with 
order and sobriety, cwppdvws and xar& 
xéopoy, is to act virtuously; opposed to 
which is the confusion which does not 
distinguish right from wrong. 

525. xadjoew. Linwood quotes Od. 
ix. 72, nal Td wey és vijas KdOeuer, Sel- 
cavtes dAcOpov. Schol. amd rv xeipa- 
Conévwr, tpomikds. avT) Tod, Tameww- 
Onoera. Cf. Cho. 194, oforoww ev xemdot, 
vautirwy dixnv, orpoBotped’. 

529. Svoradc?. Probably the verb, not 
the dative of dvamaAns, because mere 
epithets are not properly coupled by ve. 
Herod. viii. 21, exe mAoiov karijpes 
éromov, ef madnoee 6 vauTiKds orpatés. 

432 
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yerd Sé Sainwv én’ dvdpi Pepa, 
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TOV OUTOT QUKOUVT idav ALAVYaVvoLs VALS 

Namadvov, od8 trepFéovr’ dxpar- 

dv aidvos dé, Tov mplv od\Bov 
4 \ ou 

eppatt tpooBadov dixas, 
»” 

@XeT aAkNavoTos, aloTos. 

AO, 

535 

Kypvoce, Knpvé, Kal oTparov KaTeipydfou 
el? 7 Sudtopos t obpavod Tuponvini 
oddmy€, Bpoteiou mvedparos mnpoupevn, 

530.-Oepug, i. e. Oepuoupyg, a gloss 
which has crept into the MSS. in place of 
the true reading. Cf. vavraior Gepuois, 
Theb. 599, ‘rash,’ ‘ hot-headed,’ &c. 

531. rbv obror ad xoivr’. As od pnul 
is nego, so otrore @nui would mean neyo 
JSuturum ut —. Hence the sense here is, 
‘seeing the man who never expected it 
would come to this,’ &c. Schol. rdv 
pndérote mpoc8oxhoavra Tywpeio Gat ido 
év péon TH dbn breCevypevoy Kad xarww- 
Oévra. TovTO yap Sndrot Td A€madvov. But 
Aaradvoy, i.e. dAamadvov, ‘weak,’ ‘ ex- 
hausted,’ has been rightly admitted by 
Hermann and others from Musgrave’s 
conjecture, A¢radvov being only known as 
a substantive (Pers. 193.).—émepOéovr’ 
&xpay, ‘ weathering the point,’ i. e. getting 
safely round the dangerous promontory. 
Others understand ‘keeping his head 
above water ;’ but Lucian uses it in the 
former sense, “Epwres, p. 405, Reitz., 
Xedrbovéas trepbéovres odx euoxOel, Tods 
evTuxels Tis mada&s “EAAdDos dpous. 

Eurip. frag. Archel. 229 (Dind.) od yap 
brepOeiv KUuaros &xpay Suvduccd’. 

534. epuari, ‘the reef.’ Cf. Ag. 977. 
—aicros, so Porson, Hermann, and others 
for &ioros. Ag. 451, év dloros TeA€- 
Oovros obtis GAKG. 

536. Athena now returns accompanied 
by twelve elect citizens who are to be 
installed as the first judges in the court of 
the Areopagus. The place is now sup- 
posed to be the hill of Mars, represented 
by means of the periactos, or shifting 
scenes. Miiller, misled by v. 657, sup- 
poses the session to be still in the citadel, 
with only a distant prospect of the hill as 
shewn by a painting. He well observes 
that Pallas addresses the whole body of 
the spectators in her inauguration speech, 
and that the Areopagites must be sup- 
posed to occupy chairs in the semicir- 

cular curve of the orchestra under the 
amphitheatre. Without doubt the ex- 
pression in v. 540, ‘while this council is 
assembling,’ alludes to their march from 
the parodos to take the places assigned 
them as above. (See Dissert. p. 60.) 
When they come to vote on the question 
of guilty or not guilty, the thymele or 
central altar serves as the table from 
which they successively take their votes 
and deposit them in the urn.—kxareip- 
yd8ov. So Pors., Herm. for xarepydOov. 
Dindorf, Franz, and Linwood give —od, 
as duvyaot in v. 416. It may, perhaps, 
be questioned, whether Aeschylus did not 
prefer the Ionic form épyeo@a: (common 
in Herodotus) for e%pyeo@at. For in 
Suppl. 61 the MSS. agree in épyopeva. 

537. 7 didtopos odpavod. The MSS. 
give #7 or efr’ ody Sidropos or SidkTopos. 
-The correction odpavod is due to Askew, 
and it is a probable one, not only because 
didropos seems to require some genitive, 

but because the compendium ovvouv was 
easily corrupted into ody. Cf. Aen. viii. 
526, ‘ Tyrrhenusque tubae mugire per 
aethera clangor.’ Hermann retains ef?’ 
ody didropos with the lacuna of a word. 
Yet surely efra, not etre, is suggested 
by the imperative gavérw. The sense 
is, ‘Call the people to order, and then 

let the sound of the trumpet proclaim 
silence,’ &c. The Farnese MS. has e?7’ 
obv didxropos wéAce T., » mere attempt 
at a metrical correction. The anachron- 
ism in attributing to Pallas a Tyr- 
rhenian trumpet has been noticed by 
others. So also Sophocles, Ajac. 17. 
The legend of its invention is given by 
Pausanias, ii. 21, 3. The use of the 
trumpet in the odyxAnros éxxAnaia of 
the Athenians is well known. Without 
doubt its notes were now actually heard 
in the theatre. 
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e , , 

vmepTovoy ynpupa pawérw orTpate' 
mAnpoupévov yap Todde Bovheurnpiov 540 

lal 3 M4 ‘N ovyay apyyer, Kat pabely Oecpors ewords 
, mow Te TAGaY eis TOV aiavy ypdvov 
Sr go 9 x = a Kat TOVO » OTWS GV EV katayvocbn dixn. 

XO. 

All, 

x ” ava€ "Amo\)ov, dv eyes ards Kpares. 
, A 4 tt TovdE Gol perEeoTL Tpdyparos, éye. 

‘ , io kal pwaptupyowy y\Oov-—éeort yap Souav 
545 

¢ , 7Q> 

ixérns 68° aijp, Kal Sépov ép€éoruos 
> A wn enor ddvov 5€ Todd éya Kab povos-— 

‘\ 

Kat Evvducyowr abtds: aitiay 8 eyo 

THS TOVSE pyTPds TOD ddvov. av 8 eiaaye 
4 7 

oTws ériata THVd 6 Kupdowv Siknv. 
AO. bpav 6 wdO0s: eiodyw dé rHV Sienv. 

6 yap Sudkewv mpdtepos && apyns héyov 
yevour’ av bpOas mpdypatos SiddoKados. 

xO. modal pév exper, MéEopev dé cvvtdépos" 555 
»¥ > la 

éos 8 dweiBou mpds eros ev peper TiHeis. 
XN > lal 

THY pnTép eime TpaToV ei KaTéKTOVas. 

543. xa rév. So the Med., but most 
MSS. and the Schol. have «al avd’. 
The general sense is the same: ‘the citi- 
zens collectively are to hear my institu- 
tions intended for all time, and Orestes in 
particular is to do so, in order that his 
suit may-be justly and formally decided,’ 
Hermann reads éx tév8’, and supposes a 
verse to have been lost after uadety Oecuovs 
éuots. If ra&vde be read, we may readily 

‘understand ravde Sinn of the suit pending 
between Orestes and the Furies. 

544. &vat “AmoAAov. The chorus say 
this on perceiving Apollo to approach to 
take a part in the trial. 

546—7. Séduwv. Probably a tran- 
scriber’s error in one or the other of these 
verses. Hermann reads vdu in the for- 
mer, with G. Burges; Mr. Drake pro- 
poses poddv. Franz reads puxev in the 
second after H. L. Ahrens. 

549. tvvduchowv. Properly, fdvducos 
is the counsel for the defendant, turfyopos 
for the plaintiff. But the distinction is 
not always accurately observed, as inf. 

-9731. The Schol. has an idea, derived 

‘ture of the present editor. 

apparently from‘the words immediately 
following, that fdvdicos is ‘one equally 
implicated in the accusation.’ Though 
he is probably wrong, his comment is 
worth consideration. 

551. 6 xupdcwv. The MSS. give 
xdpwoov, except Flor. which has kupdowv. 
The article is added from a former conjec- 

‘Do you, 
whoever intends to give his sanction to 
this suit (viz. as eicaywyebs), introduce 
the cause.’ To which Pallas replies, ’ Tis 
for you (the Furies) to speak, for I will 
act as eicaywyeds. This correction re- 
stores the sense perfectly by changing € 
into O. Hermann and others read érws 
7 éniota Thvde kipwoov Sixyv. In this 
case ov must be addressed to Pallas. 

555. moAaAal. Schol. rodro ov pbs ras 
tpeis (sc. the number commonly assigned 
in the later mythology), aAA& mpds roy 
xopdv: é yap Foav. Hermann has an 
idea that only three were properly ’Ep:- 
vues, the remainder being called ’Apa, 
sup. 395. 



, 

wrestling was decisive of defeat, and the 
vanquished party was then said xetoOae 
mecdv. Cf. Ag. 1256, iwriacua Ketmevov 
matpés. Il. xxiii. 733, wal vd Ke vd 
tptrov adbis dvaitayt’ émddauov, ef ph 
-AxiAddAeds aitds dvlorato Kal KatépuKer. 
Soph. Frag. 678, 13, tiv’ ob madatovo” és 
tpls exBddrct Oeev ; Hence tpiaxthp and 
arplarros, Ag. 165. Cho. 331. 

565. 6 wdyris. ‘What! the prophet- 
god suggest to you to kill your mother?’ 
—‘Yes, and up to this time I have no 
reason to complain of my lot,’ i. e. he has 
kept his promise in protecting me.— 
étnyeiro means, ‘acted as éfyynths, or 
interpreter of the moral law.’ 

568. méupet. So the Scholiast. The 
MSS. have wéure, which might mean 
‘keeps sending me assistance,’ to support 
me in my troubles. 

569. wéreio@i. A form of redupli- 
cated aorist, like &ywy@ Cho. 759, Ké- 
xpax@: Acharn. 335, and the Homeric 
xéxAvét. Of course this is ironically said. 

570. mpooBodds, Schol. cuvtuxtas. ‘I 
did it, because she had the union of two 

558 AIZX?YAOYr 

OP. éxrewa: TovTov 8 ovtis adpyyots Té)eL. 
XO. & pév 768 48y Tav TpLdv Tadaoparov. 
OP. ov Keperm Tw Tovde KouTalers Aéyov. 560 
XO. imei ye perro Set o dTas KaTEeKTaves. 
OP. héya: EihovdK@ yerpt mpds S€pnv Tena. 
XO. pos Tod & éreicOys, Kat rivos Bovhevpacr ; 
OP. tots todde Oecpatoior paptupel O€ pow, 
XO. 6 pavris e&nyettd cou pytpoKtovely ; 565 
OP. kal dedpd 7 det Thy THyNY Od péudopate 
XO. GdW et oe paper Wnpos, GAN €petis Taya. 
OP. wérof: apwyas 8 éx tadov Téuaper rarip. 
XO. vexpotot vuv wéreo Os pytépa Ktavev. 
OP. Svow yap eiye tpooBodads pracpdrow. 570 
XO. was 8y; Sidakov Tods Sixalovras Tdbe. 
OP. dv8dpoxtovotea tatép éudv Karéxtaver. 
XO. tovydp od pev Cis, 7 & devdepa dove. 
OP. 718 ovk éxeivyy Cacav jravves Hoy ; 
‘XO. ovk Hv dpatpos pwrds bv Karéxraver. 575 
OP. éyw dé pytpds THs Euys ev aipare ; 

559. trav tpiav. The third fall in defilements,’ viz. by killing her husband 
and my father.—piacudrow for —wy is 
Elmsley’s correction. Cf. Ag. 1355. 

573. tovydp. Herm. tl ydép; Quid id 
ad rem? Cf. 648. But torydp implies 
some ellipse:—‘ Well then, she killed 
her husband, and you killed your mother. 
So far you are equal. But you are yet 
alive, while she has paid the penalty by 
her death.’—‘If J am to be persecuted 
on that plea, why did you not chase her, 
before she was put to death ?’?—‘ Because 
she did not, like you, kill a blood-re- 
lation.’ See above, v. 202.—For édvou 
of the MSS. Herm., Dind., and Minck- 
witz adopt Schiitz’s correction ¢évw. The 
genitive would mean ‘free from the guilt 
of blood,’ but then we must understand 
‘by her own death ;’ the dative expresses 
this, but leaves aluaros to be supplied 
with éAcvdépa. 

576. éyd dt 4.7.4. This, which at first 
sight seems rather a simple question, in- 
volves the doctrine afterwards laid down 
by Apollo, that the child owes his sole 
existence to the father.—évytds (évns, cf. 
Cho. 979. 
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TOs yap o° Epebev evrbs, & puaidove, 
Covns ; amedyer pytpos alpa didrarov ; 

OP. 7n ov paptipyoor, eEnyod S€ por, 
¥ ¥ N , , 
Amodop, et ode adv dixn Katéxtavov. 580 
8 aA \ WA > XN > > uA 

pacar yap, womep éotlv, odk apvovpefa: 
GAN’ ei Suxaiws etre ph) TH OT i b S$ ETE pr TH OF Hpevi 
8 A“ 58° «® ial ¥. 4 i“ 

OKEL TOO aipa, Kpivov, ws TovTOLs dpdcw. 
All, héEw mpds buds, TOvd "AOnvaias péyay 

Becpoy, Sixatos, pdvtis dv 8 od pedoopuas 585 
> > 5 Col 

ovmdmoT elroy pavtukotow év Opdvoss, 
3 > 

ovK avdpos, ov yuvaiKkds, ov Td\EwWs Te pl, 
a XN , i‘ 2 , , 0 py Kehevoat Zevs “Ohuptriov traryp. 
EN \ , 

TO pev Sixatov TDP dcov cHéver pabetv, 
Bovdp mupatonea & typ émomécbar warpéds 590 

Opkos yap ovt. Znvos ioyver whéov. 
XO. Zevs, ws héyers od, TOvdE YpNopov dace 

ppalew ’Opéoryn TH8¢, Tov TaTpds ddvov 
mpdtavTa untpds pndapovd Timas vewew ; 

All. 
me , 3 AN + nw lal 

Ov Yap TL TAUTOV, avdpa YEVVQLOV Bavety 595 
8 } / 4 E , 
toa ddrols OKHTTpOLCt TYLadPovpevor, 

Kal TAVTA Tpos ‘yuVvatKds, OU TL Bovpious 

To€ous ExnBororcw waar ’Apaldvos, 

579. e&nyou. 
Diss. p. 154. 

583. Boxe?, sc. mwempaxOa: implied in 
dpaca. See a similar ellipse Cho. 426. 
Sup. 446. 

588. 8 ph KeAetou. So Herm. for 
«edcboet, The Romans would have said 
Nihil dico quod non jusserit Jupiter. 
Nihil dixt quod non jussisset Jupiter. 
Compare Dem. p. 1198, init. mdyres yap 
tore Tov warépa Thy eudy od Tay Enpoclov 
Gdlxws emiOvuotvta, GAA TOV abrod byiy, 
bre (fort. 871) xeAcdoaTe, tpoOiuws ava- 
Alcxovta. Where some MSS. give xe- 
Aedoere.—Apollo the interpreter of Zeus, 
sup. 19. : 

589. +d Sixatov rodro, this plea, this 
justification. In condemning Orestes you 
will be condemning Zeus, 

590. mipatoxw, I declare to you by 
authority, Cho. 271.—i#my’, an Aeolicism, 
rentarkable in a senarius. Cf. Antig. 846, 

See on 565. Miiller, ocuppdptupas Yup? émixrauat. The Areo- 
pagites, not the Furies, are addressed. 

591. spxos ydp. ‘For certainly an 
oath has not greater authority than Zeus.’ 
That is, your oath to decide according to 
justice (sup. 467) must be held secondary 
to the revealed willof Zeus. This implies 
that legally Orestes would be condemned, 
but that he is morally right, because he 
was merely the instrument in executing 
the commands of a superior, Compare 
vy. 410, Spxois Te ph Slkae ph vindy 
Aéyo. 

594. mpdtavra. Schol. éxdichoayra.— 
véwew, see Prom. 300. 

598. éo7’ Auadvos. The genitive de- 
pends either on mpbs from the preceding 
verse, or on Téfois. Linwood compares 
a more irregular and obscure construction 
in Trach. 767, mpoomriccerat: mAEvpaiow 
aprixorados, Sate TéKTOVoS. 
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GAN as dxovoe, Taddas, ot 7 epypevot 
Udy Siapety ToDdE Tpdypatos TEpL’ 600 

amd otpateias yap vi humodnkora 
7a theic? + ap’ aivors evppoow Sedeypern, 

co lal * > N, , 

Spoirn TEepav7e NovTpA Kami Téppate 
an eS 

dapos Tapeckynvocer, év 8 atéppove 
Kénte. TEOHoae avdpa Sadddw Térho. 605 
> ~ se e ~ fal ” ca 

avdpos pev vty obTOS ElpnTaL Lops 
TOD TAavTOTEeMVoV, TOD OTPATYAGTOV VEaV" 

, 4 iS © 8 On Xx ‘ 

TavTnV ToLavTny Eltrov, ws OnXOn ews, + 
~ a 

domep téraxTas THVSE KYpdaat Sikyv. 
XO. warpods TpoTd Zeds pdpov, TE oO eyo 610 

avtos 8 Once warépa tperBitnv Kpovov. 
TOs TAUTA TOUTOLS OvK EvavTins héyELs ; 

bpas 8 dkovew TavT eyo wapTUpopa. 
All. 

602. dy? atvois. So I formerly pro- 
posed for &meuvoy or duelvov. Hermann 
and Dindorf suppose a verse to have been 
lost. The former retains amewoy, and 
translates, rebus plerisque bene gestis. 
The Schol. has Beatfova mAciora nituxn- 
xéta amd otparelas. But one can hardly 
doubt that &uevoy is corrupt. Some- 
thing is wanted to agree with e&ppocw, 
and that something is opportunely sup- 
plied from Ag. 890, where Agamemnon 
says to his wife, &AA’ éevaroluws aiveiy, 
map tAdwy xph TOs epxecOa yépas. 
Translate ; ‘ For having received him on 
his return from the army, after having 
successfully conducted most of the affairs, 
with friendly praises, she extended a gar- 
ment like a canopy over the laver, 
even to its very end, as he was going 
through the bath (performing his ablu- 
tions), and strikes down her husband, 
having entangled him in an endless em- 
broidered robe.’ With ard orparelas 
supply some word like owOévra, Cf. Ag. 
586, ard otpatelas &rdpa cdoavtos Oeod. 
—yroankéta, ‘having done a good trade 
in,’ ‘having made a gain of,’ i. e. having 
successfully accomplished. So Theb. 540, 
kamnrcbew paxny.—Kam) Tépuati, so as 
to entangle his feet as well as his hands, 

3 A , 4 oN 
& wavropion Kvadada, oTvyn Gear, 

/ x x , 4 an 5° » 
médas bev av Avoeter, €OTL TOVO AKOS, 615 

Cho. 484. 985—7.—drépuom, Ag. 1353, 
&retpov applBanorpov. Orest. 25, wéow 
amelpw mepiBadrodo dpdopart. The read- 
ing of the Med. and Schol. is mepeox- 
veoev, on which see Ag. 1116. 

608. rowdtrnvy. Hermann inserts 3° 
with Pauw. But toios, rotodros, are often 
used without any connection, e. g. Prom. 
941, and the uéy in 606 does not necessa- 
rily require 8€, for there is no direct anti- 
thesis intended between the murdered 
and the murderess. 

610. warpds udpov. ‘ Zeus has especial 
regard for the murder of a father, according 
to your account; and yet he himself put 
in chains his aged father Cronos.’—mpo- 
T1G, i. e. before that of a mother. Zeus, 
under the attribute of warpgos (Trach. 
753), was pre-eminently the guardian of 
paternal rights.—dpuas, i.e. you judges; 
‘T call upon you to take notice of his an- 
swer.’ 

615. Adceev, ie. Zeus. I formerly 
followed Linwood in supposing the nomi- 
native to be roAAh unxavy. Others un- 
derstand 7:s,—but neither is right. Miil- 
ler (Diss. p. 184) well observes, that 
here, as in the opening of the play, the 
object of the poet was to do away with 
certain old legends about the strife and 
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‘\ , Kal KapTa TONY pHYaVvi) NuTYpLos* 
WwSpos BS é SO aoe , , avopos 0 éredar ain’ dvaomaon Kdvis, 
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ama€ Oavdvtos ovtis €or’ dvdoracts. 

TovTwv er@dds odk émoince Tarip 
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XX ‘A 8 9 > Prat: L4aN5 

TO MATPOS ai opmatmov éexyéas Téde, 
» > > ¥%4. § , Le Fe: F , . eet €v Apyer O@paT oiKnoe TaTpds ; 

- ae ae . , A , 

tototar Bapots xpamevos Tots Snutous ; 625 

troia dé xépvus ppatépwv tpoodéEeran ; 
All. Kat TovTO héEw, Kal pad as 6p0as €pa. 

a ¥ iq 

OUK EOTL PATHP H KEeKANMEVOU TéKVOU 
‘ 5 

ToKevs, Tpopos Sé KUmatos veoomdpou' 

conflict between two orders of gods, and 
to replace them by views of a milder 
and more conciliatory character. Hence, 
though he does not say that Zeus did 
loose Cronos, he argues that the offence 

was small, because he might at any time 
do so, whereas a murder once committed. 

is irreparable. For this latter and oft- 
repeated sentiment compare v. 251. Ag. 
989. Suppl. 443. IL ix. 408, dvdpds d¢ 
ux add €rbetv ofreAnioTh of éreTh, 
ere) &p kev dehy Epos dd6vTwv. 

620. &yw kal kdtw orpépwv. Turning 
them upside down as he will, so as en- 
tirely to change them.—ovddiy acdualvwr, 
not panting with fatigue; he does it 
easily, without any exertion of strength, 
however vast the operation. Cf. av 
&rovov Samoviwy, Suppl. 93. 

622. més ydp. The meaning is, Sup- 
pose Orestes is acquitted through your 
advocacy, what good will that do him? 
He can never appear again in his own 
country, nor sharé in religious privileges 
with his own clansmen, as a matricide.— 
7d pedbyev, an accusative after brepdixels, 
expressing’ the result of it. Cf. Ajac. 
1346, ob tair, "Odvoced, Tove sbrepdi- 
kets éyot; So srepSucciv Adyou, Plat. 
Phaed. § 37.—xépyup pparépwy, see on 
Ag. 1003. Miller, Diss. p. 96, “It was 
more particularly the Phratria, a family 
community on an enlarged scale, and held 
together by religious rites, that was of- 
ferided' by the presence of a manslayer. 

They not only took vengeance upon any 
member of another Phratria who had slain 
one of their own body, but also never 
failed to expel from among themselves 
any member who lay under the pollution 
of blood.” 

628. kexAnuévov. Hermann has te- 
KAnuévn with MSS. Flor. Ven. The 
sense is virtually the same in either case, 
the point being that réxvoy and toxeds' 
both come from tixtw. ‘The parent of 
that which is called the réxvov (of her’ 
so-called child), is not really the mother 

of it, but only the nurse of the newly 
conceived’ fetus. It is the male who is 
the author of its being, while she, as a 
stranger for a stranger (i. e. no blood te-' 
lation), preserves the young plant, in the 
case of those for whom the god shall not 
have blighted it’ (inf. 869. 898). Plu- 
tarch, de Stoicorum repugnant. § xli. 7d 
Bpépos ev tH yaorpl pica Tpéperbat 
vouilCer Xptorrmos, kaGdrep putdr. 

629. kdpmaros, kuhuaros, Cho. 121. Eur. 
Androm. 158, vndbs 8 dxdpav did o€é por 
didAAvTL. Id. frag. Alop. 111, yéuovoay 
kbparos Seoomépov. The doctrine, that 
the male alone generates, has been adopted 
by Euripides, Orest. 552, 

mathp pev epvrevody we, of 8 erixre 
Tais, 

17> omépy %povpa wapadaBoto” &%AAov 
dpa: 

tivev 5¢ watpds Téxvov ovK ely wor” Uy. 

4c 
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630 

éowoev Epvos, otot pr Bddaby Oeds. 
rexpyptov S€ TovdE cou SeiEw Adyour 
TaTnp pev av yévour avev pytpds médas 
pdptus mdpeote Tats "Odvuprriou Atos, 

ovd év oxdtoict vndvos TeOpapypern, 
GN’ ofov épvos ovtis Gv TéKot Oeds. 
eya Oé, ITaA)as, Tadra 8, ws ériorapat, 

Td cov TéMopa Kal oTparoy TeVEW pyar, 
Kat TOVS ememrba Cav Sdpwv epéortiory, 
y 2 N > N n s 
O77 WS YevolTo TLOTOS Els TO TAV \YPOVOV, 640 

‘ , a) , , 0 x 
Kal TOVO EmUKTHTALO CVppayxor, Hed, 

‘ 43 x , 

Kat Tovs émeTa, Kal TAD alavas pévot 
~ 24 

orépyew Ta TLTTa. TOVOE TOUS ETLOTOpOUS. 

AO. Hon Kehevw ToVTO amd yrdyuns péepew 
wndov Sixatav, as aus heheypevar. 645 

XO. Hpiv pev ndy wav Terd&evtar Bédos: 
pero & dkovoa, Tas ayav KpiOnoera.. 

AO. Ti ydp; mpds tuav Tas TELo dpmoudos @ ; 

Plutarch, Symposiac. iti. Quaest. iv. § iii. 
kal To onépua ph mpooyéyovey adtais 
vydvimov, Sid Katdpukiy, GAN BAnv pdvoy 
nal Tpophy mapéxovat TH ard Tov &ppevos. 

630. 6 O@pécxwy. ‘The male.’ Con- 
nected with @opds, @dpyuuct. Hesych. 
Opdoxwy Kvddadra éxmopl(wy: nal omep- 
patiCav, yevvav. AiocxddAos *Anumayp. 
(From this gloss: @pécKwv xvedada has 
been usually admitted among the frag- 
ments of Aeschylus. But the stop should 
probably be placed before xvéSada, not 
after it.) 

635. obdé. ‘Not even,’—‘ not so much 
as.’ Not only not engendered of a wo- 
man, but not even nurtured in the womb, 

like all others. Schiitz reads ov«, while 
Linwood, Herm., Dind., suppose a verse 
to have been lost in which her birth from 
the head of Zeus was mentioned. Com- 
pare however Theb. 1038, vovrov 5& 
odpras ovdé ordoydoropes AvKoL omd- 
govtat. Mr. Drake quotes Thue. iv. 84, 
hv 8& (6 Bpactdas) obd& ddvvaros, ws 
AaneSaiudvios, etmeiy. 

640. dws yévorro mordés. That in 
his own person he might ratify a treaty 

between Athens and Argos for all time. 
Cf. inf. 735.—eis 7d way xpédvov, like és 
768 jpépas «.7.A., some such word as 
7éAos or TAhpwua being implied. 

643. émomdpovs. Schol. doydvous. 
The series is (1) Orestes, (2) is posterity, 
of érerta, (3) of érlowopa: tavd_e, where 
tavde refers to the spectators then pre- 
sent. 

644. ard yvduns. ‘ According to their 
true opinion ;’ ‘to the best of their judg- 
ment.’ Schol. 8 doxyud¢era: (‘what they 
approve of’). Eur. Ion 1313, rods vd- 
Hous ws ov KadA@s ZOynkev 6 Beds, ods ard 
yepns cops. But amd yvouns, Trach. 
389, means ‘without judgment,’ as a7 
éanlSos is ‘contrary to hope,’ Ag. 969, 
ov ard cxoTot odd amd Sdéns, ‘not wide 
of the mark nor unexpectedly,’ Od. xi. 
344. 

648. w&s ridetoa. ‘How must I ar- 
range it so as not to incur blame from 
you?’ The Greeks do not say mas &, 
ms yevouat, without the addition of some 
subject or matter for deliberation, though 
they do say zl wdé@w; for ti meloouat 
and even zi -yévwuot as a synonym of ti 
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3 f, > XO. nKovcal dv jiKovaar’, év dé Kapodia 
pov P€povres dpxov aideicbe, E€vor. 
Khvour’ av nbn Oeopovr, ’Artixds heds, AO. 

650 

, , 
TP@TAaS dtkas Kptvovtes alparos XuTov. 
¥ oe \ XN XN 2 4 ae 
€OTQAL OE KAL TO ourov Atyéws OTPAT@ 
. ON 

det Sucacrav TodTo Bov\evTrpuov. 
wayov & "Apeov réve, *"Apaldvav edpav 655 

oKnvas 0, dr AMov Oncéws Kara hOdvov 

md8o, Theb. 286. Thus in the present 
instance the real meaning is, mas Ti 
dore tuoudos elvar; and in Ag. 205, mas 
Acrdvaus yévopar; = was mpdkw hore 
AclreoOat vedv ; — Ti0cica, i.e. Tov &yava, 
or 7a tpdypara, not, I think, rhy Wigov, 
which is usually supplied. For the Greeks 
say rl@ecOa: rather than r:0éva in this 
sense, as inf. 705, Wipov 8 °Opéorn thyd 
eye mpocOjooua. She means to ask how 
she is to conduct the voting so as not to 
incur the charge of partiality. The cho- 
rus do not deign to reply, but appeal 
solely to the judges to abide by their 
oaths, 

651. ’Artixés. Herm. dorinds, as in 
950. 

653. «al Td Aourdy. Hermann, followed 
by Minckwitz, has inserted before this 
verse v. 674—6, alleging that they are 
“hic necessarii, illic inepti aperteque sero 
positi.” But there seems little ground 
for this assertion. In the first place, xa} 
7d Aomdy naturally and properly follows 
as an immediate antithesis to mpéras 
Sixas xptvovres, ‘Now that you are de- 
ciding the first trial for bloodshedding.’ 
Secondly, the near recurrence of BovAcu- 
vThpiov with an interval of only three 
verses, is an objection to Hermann’s ar- 
rangement which it is surprising he did 
not himself perceive. The judges were 
now assembled in full conclave, and 
though Athena had not as yet, totidem 
verbis, declared their office as a council, 
it was already manifest to the eyes and 
minds of the spectators that she intended 
to do so. See sup. v. 462.—Alyéws. So 
MS. Flor. for Aiyéw or Aivyely. The or- 
der is, rad 7d Aourdy det Zora. 

655. wdyov 3 *Apewov révd’. An irre- 
gular accusative at the commencement 
of a sentence, of which we have seen 
an example at v. 388. She had intended 
to say, méyov révde oeBlCovres oddév 
GdiuchoecOe, v. 660. Hermann reads 

8petov, which is surely no improvement. 
For the very reason why it was called 
“Apewos wéyos is immediately given by 
Athena in “Ape: 8 @voy, and the’ repeti- 
tion in v. 660 is quite natural after an 
interval of several verses. There is no 
reason to conclude that the scene is still 
in the Acropolis, and that mdyov rdvie is 
represented as seen from it in a paint- 
ing, as Miiller and others contend. The 
whole weight and solemnity of the in- 
stitution depends on the illusion, that 
the affair is now transacted in the Areo- 
pagus itself. But Miiller misunderstands 
wédw vedrtoAw THVvde (657), of the Acro- 
polis or citadel, as then recently built by 
Theseus ; whereas the Schol. rightly ex- 
plains tov “Apetoy wd-yov. The Amazons, 
when they invaded Athens through a 
grudge against Theseus, occupied the new 
part of the city on the hill of Mars, and 
fortified it as a counterwork to the acro- 
polis. Thus zupyodv tiplimupyoy is ‘to 
fortify to a height,’ like ‘pdcoew thpos, 
Ag. 1347. Precisely so in Bacch. 1097 the 
women assail Pentheus on his lofty pine- 
tree by mounting a bank opposite to it, 
autimupyov émPaca wérpay. Cf. Herod. 
viii. 52, which suggests not only the true 
explanation of this passage against Miiller 
(Diss. p. 61), but that Aeschylus bor- 
rowed the idea from the Persian invasion : 
—oi 5& Mépoa: iCduevor er) roy Kataytiov 
THs &xpomdArros BxAav, Toy ’AOnvato Kare- 
ovot *Aphiov mdyov, éroAedpreoy tpdrov 
todvde. The derivation of Areopagus 
from the event in question is adopted by 
the poet because the commonly received 
legend did not suit his purpose. Pausan. 
i. 28, 5, ort 5 ”Apeios wdyos Kadodpevos, 
bri mparos “Apns évrata éxplOy. nal woe 
Tatra dedhrwnev 6 Adyos, ws ‘AAippdOtov 
dvérot, kal ep tw KTelvere. KpLOjvar BE 
nal Sorepovy "Opéotny em TG bdvy Tijs 
pntpds: kal Bauds éoriv “A@nvas *Apelas, 
dv dveOnney amopuyay Thy Sienv. 

4c2 
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OTPATHAGTOVTAL, KGL ToAW vEeomTo\w 

THVS wpimupyov avTeripywoay TéTE, 
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TETPA TAOS T Apetos: eV de TH oéBas 

aotav doBos te Evyyeris TS pr) dduKety 
oxyjoe 75 7 Hap Kat Kar edppdryny duds, 
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Kakats emippoatot BopBdpo & vdwp 
Laprpov puatvwrv ovTrol” evpyoeis ToTOV. 

TO BHT dvapxov pyte SerroTovpevov 
3 a ae v4 , 
agrtots Teptotéhdovort Bovredw oéBew, 

Kal pn TO Sewov wav modews eEw Badetv. 
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- Tis yap, Sedorxas pndev, €vdixos Bpotur ; 
To.dvee Tou TapBodvres évdixws o€Bas, 
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E€pupa TE XepPas KQL TONEWS OTH pPLov 

x 7x @ »” > , ¥ 
€xour av, olov ouTts avOpdmrov EXEL 
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ovr év SKvOarow ovte Tédomas év Toots. 

658. rére. This is added redundantly 
indeed after éve, but as if he had said 
aayov tévde "AuaCdves Edpay émo.odyTo 
Bre FAGov, — Kal TdTe K.T.A. 

660. év 5 7G. ‘In this, I say.’ See 
on v. 7.—odBos Evyyevhs, fear allied to 
reverence. 

663. wh *mawobvrwv. ‘If the citizens 
themselves make no innovations in the 
laws.’ The conjecture of Stephens for 4“) 
*aixcawvdyrwv has been adopted by Hermann 
and others. Linwood and Dindorf prefer 
bh Pmixpavdvrey after Wakefield. And 
this is perhaps the better of the two, if 
with Hermann and the best MSS. we 
place the stop at émippoaio1, and read 
BopBépy 8. This however divides a pro- 
yerbial and sententious saying into two 
parts, nor does it seem necessary, in 
verses of this sort, which convey general 
truths, to add the connecting particle. 
So we-have in v. 276, xpdévos nadafpet 
ndvra ynpdoxwv dpod. It is, however, 
not undeserving of notice, that BopBdpw 
BSwp Aaumpdy puatvew elsewhere occurs 
alone as a proverb, in Zenobius and 
others quoted by Hermann. So also 
Eur. Suppl. 222, Aaympdy 5& Borcp@ Sua 
ouppltas Td ody HAxwoas ofxovs. Strabo, 
xv. cap. 1, Suotov yap, as dy ei 51a Bop- 

660 

665 

670 

Bépov Kabapdy aktot Tis BSwp peiv. 
666. unre Searorotpevov. The senti- 

ment occurred before at y. 500. The 
best copies give w75t, whence Hermann 
would read 7d ph 8 tvapxav.—mepioreA- 
Aovot, embracing and maintaining as a 

principle of value. This word is regu- 
larly used of observing laws, as Herod. ii. 
147; iii. 31; iv 80.—BovAcdw for cupBov- 
Aevw. The nroderate views of Aeschylus 
are here apparent, and also his anxious 
desire to mediate between the two parties 
which then ran high in the state, headed 
respectively by Cimon and Pericles. 

668. 7d dewdy wav. Cf. v. 497. Cic. 
Tuse. Disp. iv. § 46, ‘Metum si quis 
sustulisset, omnem vitae diligentiam sub- 
latam fore; quae summa esset in eis, qui 
leges, qui magistratus, qui paupertatem, 
qui ignominiam, qui mortem, qui dolorem 
timerent.’ 

670. tapBetv oéBas is like o¢Bew réBas 
in v. 92, where océBas is not a cognate 

accusative. With the Greeks the word 
did not convey a merely abstract idea. 
So Agamemnon is called a oéBas, Cho. 
48, 150, and we have OeGy o€Bn Seloayres 
Suppl. 735. 

673. SxtdOaow. The felicity of the 
Hyperboreans (Cho. 365) and the general 
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Kepdav dOixrov TodTo BovheuTy prov, 
aidotor, b€VOupov, evddvTOY vmEp 675 
eypyyopos ppovpyua ys Kabiorapar. 
Tadray wey egerew’ €“ois Tapaiverw 
aoTotow ets TO Nowrdy" bpbovcbar 8é xpi), 
kat Whdov aipew, kat Staryvéivan Sikyv, 
aidoupévous TOV Opkov. 

XO. 
elpntau dyos. 680 

Kal np Bapetay THVS opehiay xGovds 
Siu Bovhds eye pndapads d dripdoau, 

All, Kadywye xpnopLovs Tods épous Te Kal Aids 

tapBew Kehevw, und akapmatovs Kticat. 

XO. GN’ aiparnpa mpdypyar’ ob Nayav o€Bets, 685 

pavreta 8 obk &0 ayva pmavTevoes pevovr. 
All. q Kal marip Te opddXerar Bovrevpdtev 

TpwToKTOVvotat TpootpoTrats “Ikiovos ; 

XO. 

All, 

prosperity of the Peloponnese (Oed. Col. 
694), may be alluded to in this expres- 
sion. He may also mean oft év Bap- 
Bdpos ob’ éy “EAAnow. 

674. Kepdav %OixTov. One would ima- 
gine that an insinuation was conveyed 
against the > venality of the other courts. — 
ebBdyt ay Smrep, not, as the Schol. ex- 
plains, ixip ray drobavdyr wy Tiywpoy, 
but, ‘in behalf of the negligent and re- 
miss.’ This is an instance of that verbal 
antithesis which was noticed on Ag. 792. 

If there be truth in the story that the 
Areopagus held its meetings at night, 
there would be a peculiar significance in 
the passage. 

678. dp0otc8a. ‘You are now to rise, 
and take (each) your vote, and decide 
the cause with due respect for your oath,’ 
sc. undty ekdixov ppgoew v. 467. The 
votes were taken up one by one from the 
thymele.—aiSouuévous is a probable cor- 
rection of Canter’s for —o1s, which arose 
from a mistaken punctuation connecting 
the participle with e%pyra:. But eipyras 
Aédyos is only another form for the more 
familiar G39 @yer Adyos, ‘1 have said it.’ 
Minckwitz compares the Hebrew Amen. 
-—At these words the first of the judges 

-pevels em TE payrely. 

héyeis: éya S€, pH Tvyodaa Tis Sixys, 
Bapeta xdpa HS 6pityjow rdw. 
be > »¥ ™ c E ra 

GAN’ Ev TE Tots VeoLoL Kal TahaiTEépots 

690 

drops his vote into the urn. Then follow 
ten couplets, containing a dialogue, or 

rather a mutual recrimination, between 
Apollo and the Hegemon of the Chorus; 
after each of which another judge rises 
for the like purpose; the last of the 
twelve giving his vote at the conclusion 
of the three verses 701—3. The whole 
passage is parallel to that in 1319 seqq. 
of the Agamemnon. 

683. rods éuots te kal Aids. ‘Which 
are at once mine and my father’s.’ Cf. 
v. 19, and the note on Cho. 116.— 
axaprétous, Theb, 614. 

686. wévmv. She means ovuéti ayvds 
The participle 

seems to refer to the changes which have 
already occurred in the occupation of the 
Delphic oracle, as explained in the pro- 
logue. Hermann and Linwood give 
véuwy, which may be defended by Orest. 
592, ’ArdAAwy bs — ordua véner capéc- 
tatov. Iph. Taur. 1255, wavrelas Bporois 
Oeapdtwy véuwy. Here however véuwv 
sounds like a mere pleonasm. 

688. "Iglovos. Sup. 419. ‘Will you 
venture to say that Zeus was mistaken in 
his counsels in the matter of Ixion, the 
first applicant for purification from mur- 
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Beots ATLILOS EL OUe VLKNOW eyo. 

XO. to.atr epacas Kai Sépyntos év ddpous 
Moitpas éreoas apbirous Oeivar Bpotods. 

AII. ovKovy Sitkatoyv Tov o€BovT evepyerew, 695 

Gos Te mavrws yore Sedpevos TUXOL ; 

XO. ov Tou wadads Siavopas Katadpbicas 
ove TapnTaTnoas apxaias Oeds. 

AII. ov Tow Tay’, od Exovera THs Sikys Tédos, 
wet Tov lov ovdev éxOpotcw Bapvv. 700 

XO. evel xabirmdle pe tpeoButw véos, 
Sikns yevér Oar THAD ery}Koos Méva, 
as appiBovdos otoa Ovpodobat ode. 

AO. euov 768 epyov, hora biay Kpwar Sixnv 

der?’ i.e. wrong in admitting him to tioned, in Alcest. 33, Molpas S0Alw oph- 
mercy. The chorus evade the question 
by simply replying Aéyets.— wh TuxXovea, 
tTHs dixns, ‘if 1 do not gain the cause.’ 
So wh Tuxotoat mpdyparos vixnpdpov sup. 
455. Phoen. 490, & ph Kuphoas Tijs 
dlens weipdcopat dpav. 

694. apOlrous Oetva: Bporots. An ex- 
aggerated and invidious way of saying, 
‘to postpone the death of a mortal man.’ 
Alcest. 12, fvecay 5€ wor Oead “Adunroy 
“Adyv Tov TapavTl’ expuyelv. 

695. o¥tovr Sixaov. We might trans- 
late, ‘Was it not then right to confer 
a favour on a devout man, especially when 
he happened to want it?’ But dre réxor 
is not, apparently, for the indefinite érére 
tbxot, but for ef wore tvxo1, the senti- 
ment being general, ‘ Js it not right,’ &c. 
This use of the optative is rather rare. 
Antig. 666, AA’ dv méAis orhoete, TOUSE 
xph Kate. Oed. R. 315, &vdpa & 

“ waperciv ap’ av FExor Te Kal Budvaito 
KdAdoTos mévwv. 
mAciov Séras del Earnx’ Howep euol, micew 
Bre Oupds dvaryot. 

697. od rot. ‘You, I say,’—an em- 
phatic repetition of the charge.—d:avouds, 
‘allotments,’ sc. of life, was happily reco- 
vered by Dindorf from the Schol. of a 
Vatican MS. on Alcest. 12, where vv. 
693—4 and 697—8 are quoted with some 

slight variations. The old reading was 
Saluovas, which might bave been defended 
by v. 165, madaryevets 5& Molpas péloas. 
—otvp. Euripides alludes to this legend, 
which is not elsewhere expressly men- 

IL. iv. 262, ody de- 

Aavrt téxvn. The worship of the Furies, 
and probably also of their kindred the 
Fates (inf. 920), admitted of no wine, 
but only ynpdaAia werlypara, sup. 107. 
Hermann quotes a Scholium on Alcest. 
33, ofvw yap ratras, pacl, Tay Aoyiopay 
amayayov einthoato *Aduntov. 

700. rdv idv. See v. 456. These 
verses are sarcastically said, in allusion 
to 689—90. ‘Being defeated, you will 
soon have to spit out your poison, but 
it shall not harm your enemies.’ The 
reply derives some light from v. 646—7. 
‘Since you override me thus, and my 
efforts and appeals to justice are in vain,’ 

c. 
704. dAowOlay Sienv. What is yet 

wanting to the decision of the suit, viz. 
the vote of the party presiding. Pallas 
does not at this’ point drop her ballot into 
one or the other of the urns; indeed she 
could not do this without leaving the 
stage and approaching the thymele. It is 
even doubtful if she holds up any mate- 
rial vote to the eyes of the spectators, 
though rfvde_ favours the supposition. 
Her object is to ascertain first how the 
judges have voted, in order that she may 
in no way interfere with their judicial 
functions. Only, should the votes prove 
equal, she announces her intention of 
adding hers in favour of the culprit; that 
is, of declaring him acquitted. And this 
she does verbally at v. 722, and without 
giving any actual vote either before or 
after the counting of the ballots. This 
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Wipov oi Opéory 7S eye mpoo Pc opau. 
wap yap ovtis eoriv Hp eyelvaro: 
TO 

> 

S dpoe aiv rdvra, ahi yapou Tuxelv, 
aravre Pung, Kdpra. 8 ciyut TOU marpés. 

ovUTw yuvaicos ov Tporipajoes Hpov 

dvdpa Kravovons Sapdray é émiaKorrov, 710 
vind 8 *Opéarys, Kav ta dynos KpiOy. 
3 a > exBareF as TdxLoTa Tevyéwv Tddous, 
z z 
Oools OiKacTav TovT éméatadrat Tédos. 

OP. 

XO. 

OP. 

XO. 

All, 

® DoiB ”Atoddov, TOs ayav KpiOjoerat ; 
& Nv€ pédawa, pijrep, dp’ dpas rade ; 
vov ayxovns jot Téppat, 7) pdos Bdérew. 
Hew yap éppew, 7 Tpdcw TiYsas véwew. 
wepraler bp0as éxBoras Unduv, E€vou, 

715 

X “~ 

TO pr) adicety o€Bovtes ev Siatpécer. 
yrapns 8 drotons mhywa yiyverat peya, 720 

Badodiod 7° oixov Whdos dpOwoer pia. 
AO. dnp 08 éxmépevyev aiparos dixnv: 

¥” , > 3 #. cal , 

toov ‘yap €or. TapiOunua Tov Tdhwv. 

became a well-known Attic law, that every 
culprit should have the benefit of the 
doubt. See Eur. Iph. Taur. 1483. 
Electr. 1274. Antipho, p. 135, 51, ray 
Whowy 6 apidyds e toov yevduevos Toy 
pebyovra uaAAoy wpedc? # Toy SidKovTa. 
Hermann imagines, against Miiller, that 
Pallas actually drops her ballot into the 
urn at v. 705, on which the Schol. rightly 

observes, éyh mpocOhow rhy érxdrny 
Vigor, r) drt, bv (f ray Herm.) tou 
yevovrat, ving 6 katnyopobpevos. 

708. Tov marpés. ‘IT am entirely on 
the side of the father.’ Eur. El. 1103, of 
Bev clo dprévar, of 8 ad pidovar pntépas 
padAov Tatpés. 

709. mpoTimhow. See on v. 610. 
712. revxéwy. Minckwitz wrongly sup- 

poses that there was but one urn. This 
“is refuted by the well-known voting-scene 
in the Wasps, where Bdelycleon conducts 
his father by stealth to the wrong urn. 
The votes were all of one kind (see v. 679), 
and derived their import from the urn 
into which they were dropped. The black 
and white votes seem to have been a later 
usage. The words év diapéce do not 

mean that all were confused together in 
one vessel, as the Schol. thought, 8:0- 
xptoe TOY AcuKaY Kal medauvéiv. 

716. dyxdvns por Téppar’, i. &. TéAos 
fora a amdyxecbat } pdos BAérew. The 
‘noose’ was the last resource in despair. 
Suppl. 459. 767. Ag. 849. 

717. tiv yap. The result is not of 
vital importance to you alone, for &c. 

721. Badrodoa Wigos. For eis wngild- 
Bevos Badgy, as Hermann rightly explains. 
Similarly in Theb. 185, Pipos nar’ abrav 
6AcOpla Bovacdoera:, the word stands not 
for the thing, but for the person or persons 
who apply it. The meaning is, ‘ The ab- 
sence of a single vote may give rise toa 
great calamity, as on the other hand the 
addition of it may save a house.’ The 
sentiment is like that in Soph. El. 415, 
TOAAG ToL optxpol Adyor Eopndray Hdn Kad 
kaTdp0woav Bporots. Schol. yvduns, avrl 
Tov Whpov. Cf. Ag. 1319. Others ex- 
plain, ‘if circumspection be wanting in 
counting out the votes.’ But yydun could 
only mean ‘judgment,’ which is a totally 
different idea from ‘ care’ or ‘ caution.’ 
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OP. @& Ilah\ds, 6 cdcaca Tovs Esmovds Somous, 
kal yns TaTp@as EoTepyevoy ov ToL 725 

Katekiods pe, Kai Tus “EdMjvev pet, 
"Apyetos avip adls, & Te xpypacw 
oikel warp@ots, ITakdd8os Kai Aogiov 

id i x = 

EKATL, Kal TOD TAaVTA Kpaivovtos TpiTod 

Ywrjpos, 6s watp@ov aider els pdpov 730 
- ® , , ec las 

odle pe, pyTpos Ta0de TVdiKoUS Spar. 
eya Sé yopa THOE Kal TO OO OTPAT@ 
TO Nourdv eis dravTa mELaTHPH Kpovov 
€ 4 “A x ‘ 
SpKwpoTyaas UY areyst Tpds Sdpovs, 

pnror tw’ dvdpa Sedpo mpupvyTny xOovds 735 
2 73 3 4 > . , 06 
€hOdv7’ éroicew ed Kexacpevoy ddpv. 

> \ . € a a > , 4 adTot yap nuets dvTes ev Tadots TOTE 
Tols Tapa TapBaivovar viv dpKdpata 

dpnxdvorr mpafopev Svompatiass, 
e * ie at iN ra 2 4 dd0vs aOipous Kat tapdprifas Tépous 740 

z Coie A. 4), if ea 
7TWevtes, @S AUTOLOL prerapery TOvos’ 

727. Apyeios avfhp. ‘The man is an 
Argive citizen again,’ arid no longer &ripos.: 
The MSS. give avhp, as usual. 

729. tpitov Swripos. See on Ag. 237. 

Miller, Diss. p. 195, ‘‘ Over the conflict- 
ing powers of darkness and of light, the 
vindictive and the conciliatory, stands 
Zeus Soter in the character of the god 
who conducts all things to a good issue, 
and universally, asthe Third and Finisher, 
either adjusts the difference between two 
others, or completes what two others have 

begun.”’—7rarpgov pépov, in the capacity 
of Zeus watp@os, sup. 610. 

734. mpbs déuous, to Argos, having first 
ratified an alliance between it and Athens 
here on the spot. This treaty was in fact 
made the year this play was acted, B.c. 
459. The measure, Miiller has taken 

care to point out (Diss. p. 85), was pro- 
moted by the very party to whom Aes- 
chylus was politically opposed. His ap- 
proval of it is one of the proofs (see above, 

vy. 666) that he was a man who was above 
becoming the mere tool of a party, and 
whose object was to advance the national 
good without regard to the frivolous charge 
of political inconsistency. To the same 

historical event Euripides appears to al- 
lude, Suppl. L191, 6 8 Spkos orat, whror’ 
*Apyetous xOdva és thvd’ érolcew woAe- 
plov mayrevxiav.—mpuprhtny xGovds, the 
head of the Argive land. Cf. xdpas rijode 
mpuuvhrns bvak sup. 16.—ed kexacpeévos, 
‘well provided,’ ‘well arrayed.’ Equit. 
685, wavoupylats uelCoor kexacpevov. From 
the obsolete «dCoper, not xalyvpa, as is 
commonly stated, after Buttmann, the root 
being rad. 

739—41. mpdtowed — ds perapéan. 
The construction is the same as Suppl. 
318, mpdooos by &s “Apyetoy avorhaons 
orédov, where see the note. Both map- 
Balvovot and avrotc:, which latter is 
pleonastically added, depend on perapéAn. 
The Greeks say either perayéAc: wor wévos 
or werauéAer por wdévov. Cf. Nub. 1114, 
otuat 5€ cor Taira perapeAhoew.—duc- 
mpattats is the dative of the means,—‘ we 
will bring it to pass, by perplexing ill- 
successes, namely by causing dispiriting 
expeditions and disastrous ways, that they 
shall repent of their pains.’ He pledges 
himself that as a Safuwy in Hades he will 
oppose any Argive army that shall in 

“future invade Attica. 
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> a ‘ dpOovpévar Se, Kat rdw rhv Iaddd8os 
TILGoWw det THVSE TUdX@ Sopi, 
ss A 

avrotow pets caper EVLEvETTEpOL, 
Kat Xatpe, Kat ov Kat EBON a ONX OS Neds: 745 

wahoo dpuxrov Tous evayTious exous, 

wry pov TE Kal Sopds vurnpopov. 

XO. 
aA 0. % * ‘ - ‘ \@ Veot vewrEepol, TadaLovs Vdpous O7Tp. 

xabinndcacbe, Kak XEpav etheoOé pov. 
eyo & dripos a@ Tadawa BaptKoros 

ev ya TAOE, ev, 
750 

tov idv dvrurevO7 pecbetoa Kapdias, 
orahaypoy XPovt 

dfopor €x O€ TOD dixay dgudhos, 
aTEKVoSs, @ dtka, médov € ETLoUMEVOS, 755 

BporopPdpous kndidas év ydpa Bade: 
otevale ; ti pe€w ; yevopar 

PS) ld 4 ad 
vootoTa monitats amaov ; 

742. ép0ovmevwr, sc. tay viv dpKw- 
patwv, ‘if they are rightly and duly ob- 
served.’ Or perhaps mpayudrwy is to 
be supplied, as in Theb. 263, ed tuytv- 
xévrwy, ‘if matters go well.’ It is at all 
events needless to read dp0ovpévors. — 
Tiuay with a dative, Suppl. 108. There is 
some difficulty both in adroiow, which 
should mean ipsis at the beginning of a 
sentence, and in éopév for éoducda. Her- 
mann attempts to remedy both evils by 
reading Kavrot +’ by jets eluev, while 
Dindorf incloses in brackets 737—744. 

The use of épQoupévwy is however signiti- 
cant as an Aeschylean idiom, and the 
present. éopéy is sufficiently defended 
by Prom. 178, 786, 969. Ag. 125. The 
position of avroio: seems here to be ex- 
ceptional ; but it was intended as a coun- 
terpart to adroic: in 741. 

746. amédaopua. Schol. thy ewhy ere 
Rather, ‘may you have a way 

of wrestling from which your enemies find 
no escape.’ The same metaphor as in vpia- 
«Typ, ‘a victor,’ Ag. 165.—Apollo and 
Orestes here depart, the latter for Argos. 
Athena, the Furies, and the Areopagites, 
remain, 

750. é@yé. The verb is deferred to 
v. 757. Cf. v.95. This is better than to 
take peetoa for pwebhow with the Schol. 

She meant to say éyh yerhooua Sucolora, 
but puts it in the form of a deliberative 
question.—idy, ‘ poison,’ as in v. 700.— 
ayvtimev0}, Schol. icorev0}, suo Spavra 
ois wémov@a. Hermann confidently con- 
nects dvrirev6% xapdias. But xap5las goes 
more naturally either with ueAetoa, ‘ let- 
ting fall from my heart a poison in return 
for what I have endured, a drop causing 
sterility to the land’ (cf. uapalverat xepds, 
v. 270), or better still perhaps with idy, as 
ids xapdlav mpoohuevos Ag. 807, ids ék 
gppovnudrwy sup. 456. In &popos, &pua- 
Aos, &rexvos, the three usual conditions of 
prosperity are alluded to, viz. the increase 
of flocks, corn, and the human race. See 
the note on Suppl. 671. Properly, &popos 
is ‘not bearing,’ as dévBpea kal Kapropdpa 
xal &popa woAAG, Herod. ii. 156. Here it 
obviously means ‘causing the state of 
apopla, or non-productiveness.’ —Arxhy, 
‘a blight,’ Cho. 273. 

758. Bucolara. So Miiller for Bbooura. 
The feminine form is defended by several 
examples, as mavapxérn Cho. 61, edpiagrn 
Theb. 104, repixAvorn Pers. 598. ‘Should 

I become intolerable to the citizens, for 
what I have endured from them?’ sc. 8” & 
%raQov. The MSS. give éra@ov. The 
correction in the text was made by me 
before Hermann suggested it. But Her- 

4D : 
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aA é , 8 an 

lo, peyada. TOL, KOPAL OVTTVYXELS 

Nuxtos arysotrev bets. 
€not Tidea Oe py Bapvotdvas pépew" AO. 

760 

ob yap vevicno6’, adN iodyndos Sixy 
ENO adnOds, od dtysia oéber. 
GN ex Atds yap Naympa waptipia raphy, 
aités 0 6 dyoas avtos Hv 6 paptupar, 765 

as TadT “Opéorny Spavra pi BaBas eyeww. 
bpets O€ Tou yp THdE by) Bapdv Kdrov 
oKynnte, py Ovupodobe, pnd axapriav 
revenr, adeloa t Saydvav orahdypara, 

mann, Linwood, and Dindorf, give ye- 
AGua from Tyrwhitt, comparing ofuor 
yeAGuas Antig. 838, while others with the 
Schol. very harshly repeat 7! with yévwpat. 

_ 759. weydaa tor. Understand éo7ly & 
érabov. 

763. &Andas. Here for dddAws, fairly 
and really. Pallas means to assure them 
that the equality of votes was independent 
of her own ballot, and that such equality 
being neither a victory nor a defeat, they 
have nothing to complain of on the latter 
score. 
964. papripia. It is a question worthy 
of consideration, whether such words as 
this were not pronounced as a trisyllable. 
The final ia seems, that is, to have had 
the metrical power of a. So sup. 107, 
xods 7° dolvous, vnpddi perlypara. 
V. 463, duets 5¢ papripid Te Kal Texphpia 
xadeio®’. Ag. 1568, abrod téa 8& Tovde 
BbaGcos marhp. Oecd. R. 301, &ppyta 7° 
ovpdvid re Kal xOovocr1B7. The grounds 
for the supposition proceed (1) on the 
known principles of hyperthesis, as rd- 
Aauva for raddvia, A€ova for Aedvia, &c. 
(2) On actual examples of sa pronounced 
like ya, as 5:4 is constantly a long mono- 
syllable, e. g. Pers. 565. Cho. 774. Theb. 

343, &c., and so orduia Theb. 194, rapdta 
Suppl. 68, &c. (3) Words in tos which 
must have been pronounced yos, as ai- 
gvldios Prom. 698, nupidvrapxov Pers. 972 
(where see the note). (4) The uniform 
regularity of the Aeschylean senarius, 
which naturally rejects resolved feet in 
these places. (See however Suppl. 382.) 

765. 6 ohoas. So Hermann for 6 
Ojcas ( for ©). Franz gives 6 Ohtas 
with Wieseler. The Schol. has %pacxe 
yap 6’ ArddrAwr, ywdun Aids pavreverOat, 

though this is an explanation, and a cor- 
rect one, of the preceding verse. Turnebus 
edited 6 xphoas, which has been admitted 
as the common reading, though destitute 
of authority. By airds 6 pfoas he means 
the same god who delivered the oracle as 
the mouth-piece of Zeus. Compare Aesch. 
frag. 266, 6 8 aitds tuvav, adtos év 
Golvn wapav, abtds a8 ecimay, adtds 
éotly 6 KTavev Tov maida Toy éudv. Xen, 
Anab. iii. 2, 4, adrds dudoas huty, adrds 
Sekias Sods, adrds etawarhoas, cuvédaBe 
tos aotpatnyovs. Translate, ‘The very 
god who declared it was also he who bore 
testimony (from Zeus), that Orestes for 
doing this should receive no harm.’ 

767. rot. The conjecture of Hermann 
for tf, the Med. and others having sues 
5é re rij5e yf. In the next verse Elmsley 
corrected oxiwnre for oxppnobe. The 
aorist well conveys-the notion of a mo- 
mentary stroke, while the present @u- 
wodcGe implies the endurance of their 
wrath. 

769. Saiudywy. This word is doubtful, 
though it derives some little countenance 
from BécKknpa Samdvwv in v. 292. Va- 
rious conjectures have been proposed ; 
mvevpdvev, Wakefield; 8:4 yéwy, Franz; 
oKhynr’, apetoat dalwy oradraypdtwy Bpw- 
Tipas aixuds, Hermann, who incloses the 
intermediate words in brackets, as a mere 
tautology, and joins orepudrwy avnuépous. 
He ingeniously remarks, that the pjats 
will thus have thirteen lines, correspond- 
ing with that next after the choral ode. 
I formerly proposed Aaimdrwv or Aaimdver, 
‘from your throats,’ as we have éue? roy 
iby v. 700. Cf. Ar. Av. 1562, nar’ avire 
aitG ndtwbev mpds Td Aatua THs Kayhrv 
Xaipepav fh vurcrepls. 
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770 
> ‘ 54 | SEs # € , eyo yap vply ravdixws drioyomat 
gd ‘\ 6 “ > Ob A cdpas TE Kal KevOuavas evdixov yOovds 
Aurapobpdvoicw Huevas em éoyd pais 
4 i 9): n A , 

ew, tr aorav TOVSE TyYLadpoupéevas. 
XO. PY Q ral be la 

id Deol vedrepot, tadaods vdpous 

KkadurmacacGe, Kak xepav etheobé pov. 
avr. 

776 

éyo 8 drysos a taédawva BapdKoros 
€v ya Ta0€, hed, 

aN an > a A ? iov lov avtimevOn ueDeioa Kapdtas, 
orahaypov xOovi 780 

dopo éx S€ Tod \yv advddos, 
» > adtexvos, ® Sika, réSov émiavpevos, 
BpotopOdpous kndidas ev ydpa Bader 

orevala ; * £2. td 

Tb pew ; YUMULAL 

PS re -. y 

voolioTa ToNtrats amabor ; 
oN , , 3 an io, peydda ToL, Kdpar SvoTvyets 

Nuxros atiyorrevOets. 
AO, 

> ¥ > » 2 ¢€ , » 
OUVK €OT ATLLOL, pnd vrepOipws ayav 

Geai Bpotav orjonte Svakndov yOova. 
Kaya téroa Zyvi, cat ri Set éyeuw ; 790 

Kat KApOas oida Swpdrav povn Dear, 

770. aixpas, ‘influences,’ Scholef. Aes- 
chylus uses aixy%) in a very peculiar sense ; 
see on-Ag. 467. Scaliger proposed aby - 
wots, but the Schol. has aixuad BiBpo- 
Ckovcat Ta omépuatra. Here it refers to 
&ptéveu, ‘darting poison-drops like arrows.’ 

773. ArapoOpdvoicw. The temple of 
the Scuva) at the foot of the Areopagus 
contained, besides a subterranean chasm 
(nev8udv, OdrAapot, xevOn, inf. 958. 989), 
certain low hearths or fire-places, which 
are here called ‘resplendent with fat,’ 
because the goddesses seem to have been 
worshipped with oil poured upon greasy 
wool. Such is the ingenious conjecture of 
Miller, Diss. p. 181, who quotes Pausan. 
viii. 42, 5, to prove that the Black De- 
meter, also an Erinys, was thus honoured 
at Phigalea. The epithet however may 
only mean ‘richly-enthroned,’ as Aurapal 
‘was a favourite epithet of Athens itself. 

189. orhonre, for katacthonte. Lin- 

wood conjectures xtionre. — ddonndroy, 
Schol. SvcGepdrevroy.—Bpordv is added 
to x@déva for the sake of the antithesis 
with @eat (see on v. 674. Cho. 122), and 
is not to be taken with ddcKnAov. 

790. nal ti det Adyew; An Attic 

formula when something is suppressed 
which it is superfluous or disagreeable to 
add. Plat. Symp. p. 217, c, cuveyuurd- 
(ero ody por Kal mpooemdAae TOAAAKIS, 
obdevds mapéyros. kal rh Bet Adyew; 
ovdéey yp foe aAéov iy. Ag. 581, «al viv 
Th pdoow pay th Be? o” euol Aéyew; The 
sense is, ‘I have the means at my disposal 
to compel you if I please; but I prefer to 
try the arts of persuasion’ (v. 845, 928). 

791. Swyudrwy. The rooms, or store- 
houses. Cf. Cho. 649. Ar. Av. 1537, 

Karalorny xépny (BactAciav), ris Toll 
ever Tov Kepauvvdy ToD Aids.—éy @, 8c. 
téxw. Hermann gives Séuaros, Linwood 
&y ois, with the Farnese MS. 

4pd2 
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bP. 28) F) sD. i 
@ Kepavvds eat exppayicpevos 

GAN obdev adtod Se? ov & edrrevhAs wot 
, , . 0 , ON , yrdaons paratas pr KBddys emt xOdva 

kapov, d€povta rdvTa pH mpdocew Kahas. 795 

Kola KeAaLVOD KULATOS TLKPOV pLEVoS, 
i4 , 

as ceuvotipmos Kal Evvouxjrwp emot. 
Todds 8€ yapas THES 

¥y > > a 

er aKxpolina, 

Oi mpd Traidv Kai yayndtov Tédovs, 
¥ > 3 2 N rg ° = sg Xo 

€xovo és aiel Tdvd’ Eratverets NOyov. 

ene mabey rade, ped, XO. 

800 

OTp. 
Bee 

ewe Tadadppova, KaTd TE yar olKELy 
atteTov, ped, pUCOS. 

ave TOL MEeVvOS amravTd TE KOTOV. 
of of, Oa, hed. 805 

tris pw brodveras mAEvpas ddvva. ; 

Oupov die, parep 
Nv& dd ydp pe Tsar 

Savarav Oeav 

Svomdhapor rap ovdev Hpav Sddou. 
AO. dpyas Evvoicw cou yepastépa yap el. 

794. yadoons patatlas kaprby, a rashly 
uttered curse.—épovra, x.7.A., Schol. Tov’ 
mdvra ToobYTE KaKGs Tparreww. 

798. moAAjjs xdpas, i. e. peydAns. So 
GAw ToAA}Y, aonldos KUKAov, Theb. 484. 
See Baehr on Herod. iv. 109. Offerings 
of the first-fruits of the earth shall be 
made to them in behalf of prolific mar- 
riages. These offerings are called ra éx 
yiis Svodpdvev perlypara, Cho. 270. 
Schol. és mporéAcia @udvrwy “AGhynot 
tais "Epwiot.—rpd waldwy, cf. Ag. 978, 
7) ev mpd xpnudrov KTyoiwy sKvos 
Baroy, for dtp, ‘in behalf of.’ 
' 802. xara yay oixeiv. The same as 
karoixety ys, in allusion to Athena’s 
proffer of a permanent settlement and 
cultus in the land. If this be the sense, 

arlerov picos shews that it is spoken of 
ironically as a thing of no worth after the 
dishonour they have suffered. Hermann 
has oixveiy and pioos, in which latter 
Franz and Minckwitz agree, the Med. and 
others having picos. Both corrections 
seem probable. In the same sense o7- 

810 

xopat often means ‘I am done for,’ ‘ there 
is an end of me.’ 

806. This verse seems defective, as it 
does not fall in with the dochmiac metre. 
Hermann gives rls w’ drodverat, tis ddvva 
WAcupas ; - 

809. Savaiay. So Franz and Linwood 
with L. Dindorf for Saualwy or —av. The 
Schol. must have read Sapfov or dapulay. 
The former is explained of 5éAo: yap Ta&Y 
Ocav ds ovdty mapipdy pe Tov dnpoolwr 
tyav, the latter thy Syuoctay ind Ocav 
Bedouerny. This bird Gedy dSedquevny, 
which Hermann professes not to under- 
stand, arose from wrongly construing 
Timay Gedy. He himself gives riway duav. 
But cf. yépas madaiby v. 372.—ap’ ovdév, 
sc. O¢uevol we, as Ag. 221. The phrase 
alpew Twa ard Tiway is remarkable. It 
seems to mean, ‘to lift one and carry him 

_ off from his appointed duties.’—dvomd- 
Aauot, difficult to grapple with. Cf. Suppl. 
846. “Ag. 1509. 

810. épyas .7.A. Here also we may 
notice unusual Greek, cuupépew til ti, 
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[kairor ye py od Kdpr’ éuod copwtépa,] 
dpovelv S€é xaprol Zevs ESwxev od KaKds,, 
tpets & és ddAdgdvdov ENModoar xOdva 
ys THOS épacOjcecbe Tpodwvérw td8e. 
ovTippeav yap TyLL@TEpos ypdvos 
€oTat TodiTaus Tolobe Kal od TYyslay 
edpav exovea tps Sdpous "EpexOéus 
revEeu Tap avdpav Kat yuvatkeiov oTdhwv 

6cav Tap dddNwy ovmor av axos Bporav. 

av 8 év rérover Tots emotar pr) Badys 820 

BAP aiparnpas Onydvas, omddyyvev BéBas 
véwv, doivois eupavets Ovpapace 
pd’, e€edovo’ as Kapdiay aexTopar, 

ev Tols EMols doTolow idpvons "Apn 

and its close coincidence with our idiom, 
‘to bear with a person in something,’ for 
dvéxeoOa:. The next verse is evidently 
spurious, and I had marked it as such 
before Hermann omitted it. It was in- 
truded by some one who thought the idea 
of gpoveiy not sufficiently conveyed by 
‘yepaitépa. Pallas was before compli- 
mented by the chorus as the goddess of 
wisdom, Tv copay yap od mévet, v. 409. 

813. buets 8 x.7.A. ‘ You, if you leave 
me in disdain and depart for some other 
land, will be enamoured of this, and regret 
that you resigned it; I forewarn you of 
this; for my citizens are destined to come 
to great glory in the course of time, and 
will build you a temple hard by the Acro- 
polis, where you will obtain such honours 
both from men and women as you would 
not be likely to meet with from others.’ 

817. aps Sédpois ’EpexOéws. The temple 
of the Erinyes lay between the Areopagus 
and the Acropolis, which is here called 
‘the palace of Erechtheus,’ because the 
Erechtheum formed w prominent feature 
of the citadel. ; 

819. Sowv. So I formerly edited for 
éonv, which appears to have originated in 
the idea that it referred to Spay. The 
genitive removes every difficulty, and 
seems more probable than to suppose a 
verse lost, with Hermann, Linwood, and 
Dindorf. 

821. omadyxvev BadBas véwv. ‘In- 
‘citements to blood, injurious to young 

hearts,’ because the loss of the young was 
an especial grievance to a military state. 
Cf. Suppl. 648, 4#@as © &vOos wdperrov 
Eorw, und "Adpodirns edvdrwp Bporo- 
Aoryds “Apns Képrcey %wrov.—éupaveis, 
agreeing with 8yydvas, may mean ‘ carried 
to madness by rage,’ and this seems safer 
than to give it an active sense, éxua- 
voboas. By ova Ovuopyara are meant 
quarrels not proceeding from wine, like 
mere drunken brawls of the n@uos (Ag. 
1160), but the deadly hatred of party 
feelings. Hermann does not appear to 
have improved on the passage by his 
new punctuation, u40 aiuarnpas, Onydvas 
onadyxvwv, BAdBas, Néwy dolvois eupa- 
vets Oupdpact. 

823. éfeAoto’ os. ‘ Having taken out 
the heart as from fighting cocks, establish 
among my citizens a civil war, and one 
that is mutually merciless.’ There seems 
no sufficient reason to question éfeAodca, 
for which Hermann has admitted, as 
“vera haud dubie,’’ Musgrave’s impro- 

bable conjecture éx¢éove’ &s. The Schol. 
has dvarrepécaca, which must not be 
taken as a gloss on the participle, but as 
giving the general sense of the whole 
passage. The notion of transferring the 
hearts of the birds to. the citizens is of 
course a mere figure, and one that happily 
expresses that sort of spirit which will 
fight to the death rather than yield.— 
Opacity, ‘cruel,’ ‘remorseless.’ “So Prom. 
42, del ye 3h ynahs ob nai Opdoous wAéws. 
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eudvdudv Te Kal mpos aAAHAOUS Opacwv. 
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Oupaios €orw rodeos, ob pois mapor 
év & Tis eoran Sewds edkeias epws' 
> , > 7 > ra , évoikiou © dpvios od éyw paynv. 

Ag « , , az * ON roa? érécOar cor mapectw e& Euov 
> an S , = f 

€v Spacar, €v TATKOVO QV, EV TLUL@MLEVYD, 830 

Xapas petacyev Thode Heopireotarns. 
XO. ene wabeiv rade, ev, 

2 
aVT. 

> A # , wn > A 

eve madaippova, Kata TE yav olKew 

atierov, pev, wdcos. 
Va f Fé 

TVEW TOL LEVOS ATAVTA TE KOTO. 
2 2 On n ot of, da, dev. 

835 

, xe , x 297 
tris pw vrodverat TEvpas dbvve. ; 

Oupov aie, warep 
Nv& dd ydp pe Tay 

Savaav Jed 
Svomddapot trap’ ovdev Fpay Sddou. 

ovTOL Kapoupai cou héyovoa Tayaba: AO. 

840 

y na 

@s por Eelrns Tpds vewrépas €wov 
Beds wadaia Kat Tokacov~yav Bpotav 
» » AQ? > 2 z' 
GTuyLos EppEew TODS amd€evos médov. 
GAN ei pev ayvov éoti cor Teovs oéBas, 

826.. @upatos. ‘Let there be foreign 
(not civil) war, coming not scantily but in 
abundance to him who shall feel a strong 
desire for glory; but of domestic broils 
not a word be spoken.’ The object of 
the poet, as Miiller remarks, Diss. p. 86—7, 
is to recommend conquest to the Athenians, 
as the best means of diverting them from 
party contentions. — od wédAis, Ag. 1049. 
Scholefield rightly understood this passage, 
‘quantumcunque sit, nihil moror, dum- 
modo non sit domesticum.’ The od so 
completely negatives pddAcs, that the more 
correct .particle mw} is scarcely required 
after the imperative. Among the many 
false interpretations of this passage was 
that formerly given by me, ‘ Let there be 
war in plenty abroad (but may it not come 
near us, who wish for peace).’ Hermann, 
misled by the Schol. od uaxpav, by which 
he meant ‘soon,’ gives 7) for od, “ foris sit 
‘bellum, aut brevi spatio remotum, in quo 

845 

magnus erit gloriae amor. Significatur 
autem pugna Marathonia.” All the com- 
mentators wrongly take év 6 for & 6 
TOAe Lm. 

828. ob Aéyw. ‘But I prefer not to 
speak of the contest of the domestic bird.’ 
See on Pers. 752, @vdov aiyudcew. Pind. 
Ol. xii. 20, evdoudxas daderwp. The 
phrase ob Aé€yw was used by a sort of 
euphony when any ill-omened subject was 
brought forward. The custom of cock- 
fighting is very ancient; for Sir Charles 
Fellows found it sculptured on one of the 
Xanthian marbles (Travels in Asia Minor, 
1838). Aelian, Var. Hist. ii. 28, says 
that the Athenians adopted the practice 
after the Persian war, Themistocles having 
been struck with the courage with which 
these birds contended, not for homes, 
glory, nor freedom, but simply not to be 
beaten. 

845. Tle:Oods céBas. This is a confused 
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ylaoons euns pethuypa Kal Oedxry}prov, 
ad & ov pévors av ei Se pr Oédeus pévew, 

ook 8 7 no 2 ig / OUTaY OiKalws THO emupperots TddEL 
pnviv tw’ } Kétov tw’ 7 Ba Byv otpare. 

eeate ydp cou THade yapdspw xOovds 850 
eivar Suxatws és To TaV TYLopery. 

XO. avaco’ ’Abdva, tiva be dys exew edpav ; 

AO. Tdons amjpor oilvos: Séyou Sé ov. 
XO. kai 87 dédeypau ris 8€ por Tyst) pever ; 

AO. ws pH Tw oikov evOevely avev aéber. 855 
XO. od tovTo mpd€es, Gore pe cOevew TécoP ; 
AO. 70 yap céBovts Evudopas dpOdcoper. 
XO. Kai pou pd ravrds eyydynv Ojoe xpdvov ; 
AQ. eeoti yap pot pr héyew & pi) Tedd. 

construction, apparently for ei ceBi¢e: thy 
Tle0a, yAdoons éuns metArypya, kad el 
Ocrnrnpia oot éort. Or perhaps thus: 
kal (ei) yAdoons euijs melAvyya OeAnTh- 
pidy ori cot, i. e. OéAver oe. ‘If the 
virtue of Persuasion is sacred to you, and 
the eloquence of my tongue can sooth 
you.’ The Schol. gives the general 
sense pretty correctly, <i mel0n TG pmet- 
Alypart tijs éufs yAéoons. Hermann’s 
explanation is too complex for Aeschylus, 
ei meBous yAdoons euns ayvov oéBas éoti 
cot wetAvyua Kal OeAnThpiov. Mr. Drake 
succeeds better in making ayvdv kal OcA- 
xtThp.ov, ‘ holy and propitiatory,” the pre- 
dicate: but the sentence is, at best, ir- 
regular. : 

847. ob 8 ov. Here 5é can hardly be 
said to mark the apodosis, because of its 
combination with ody, on which see Ag. 
246. The use of & ody is rather excep- 
tional in this place. Probably it is to be 
referred to the same idiom as 6 8 otv 
moetrw, Prom. 956, since pévois by = 
péve. So ad & obv dSlwxe, sup. 217. ‘If 
you have any respect for my persuasive 
powers, why then stay; but if you do not 
choose to stay, at least you cannot justly 
bring down upon this city any wrath or 
any resentment, or harm to the people.’ 
—obrhy, otto: by, Ag. 331.—émippérois, 
actively, Ag. 242. 

850. Tijode yaudpw. So Dobree for 
THE yy’ dpolpov. Dr. Donaldson gives 
Tiod én’ cipolpov xGovds. 

854. rad 8) Sédeyua. ‘Supposing now 
I do accept it; what honour is in reserve 

for me?’ On this idiom, in which a con- 
tingent case is regarded, for the sake of 
argument, as realised, see Elmsley on 
Med. 380. So Cho. 556, kal 5%) Oupwpdv 
obris bv pardpg ppevi Sekar’. Vesp. 1224, 
ey eloopat Kal Bh ydp ei eyd KAéwv. 
To the same usage we should apparently 
refer Suppl. 493, nal 5) pidov tis era 
éyvotas Uo, ‘ Supposing one should kill a 
friend through not knowing him.’ 

855. eb@evetv. So Scaliger for ed o6é- 
vew or evabevetv. Cf. v. 904. 

857. TG yap oéBovtt. ‘Yes, for we 
will direct aright the fortunes of him who 
reveres you.’ This is significantly said. 
‘To revere the Erinyes’ is to have a just 
awe of them (sup. 660—1), and therefore 
to live conscientiously, and in consequence 
happily : compare 973. Similarly rdv 
oéBovr’ cvepyereiv, sup. 695. 

858. éyyiny Ohoe. Will you give me 
a security,—will you guarantee that this 
privilege shall last for all time? viz. that 
in v. 855. 

859. Zeor: wh Adyew. ‘Yes, for J am 
not bound to state what I will not per- 
form.’ Literally, ‘it is in my power not 
to state,’ &c. Cf. Dem. Mid. p. 538, 
€AOdy én) Seirvov, of wh Badia ekjy 
avrg, ‘whither he need not have gone.’ 
Plat. Gorg. p. 461, fin., ef wh ééorar poe 
amévat xa wh axode cov. Alcest. 295, 
Ovhokw, wapdy por ph Oavety. Heracl. 
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860 

\ aA lal x 4 / kal TadTa ynbev, ex re movtias Spdaou, 
e€ ovpavod te Kdvéwwr djpara 865 

evndiws mvéovT eruareiyew Ova: 
Kaptov Te yalas kat Borav émipputov 
dototow evPevovyTa py Kdpvew xpdve, 
kat Tov Bpotelwv orepudtav cwrnpiav. 
tov SvoceBovvtav & éxpopwrépa mé)ots. 870 

va % 3 ~~ a, " - 

orépyw yap, avdpds dirutotpevos Sixyy, 

70 Tov Sixaiwy TaVS drévOnTov yevos. 

TOLAVTA DOVETL. TOV dpepat ov & éya 

969, xpiv révde wh Civ. But in Hippol. 
509, xpiiv wey ob o° apaprdvew is loosely 
rendered by Monk, debebas non peccare. 
He should have said, non debebas peccare. 

862. ri ody. For the hiatus see Suppl. 
301. 

863. vikns uy Kaxis. ‘Such prayers 
as have for their aim a not dishonourable 
victory.’ Hermann, Linwood, and Do- 
naldson give vetxns, which Herm. renders 
opta quae bonae contentionis, non, qualis 
ante tua fuerat rixa, [quae] malae pro- 
vida sint. But vetkn, as remarked on 
Ag. 1349, is a word of doubtful authority. 
We have vixen xaxh also in Theb. 713, 
but that is a rather obscure passage. 
Here, as Miiller rightly takes it, (Diss. p. 
86,) the goddess means that victory over 
foreign eneniies, not the inglorious one of 
carrying the day in party strifes, (“Apys 
-eupvaros, v. 825,) is to be one point of 
the choral hymn they are to sing for the 
city. And so in fact we find it, inf. 933 
seqq. —émloxora, Cho. 119. Ajac. 976, 
&rns énloxomoy weédos. Hesych. érloxora 
Tvyxdvovta Tod oKoTOd. 

864. «al raira. Though not fond of 
the theory of lacunae or lost verses, I can- 
not help thinking that something is here 
wanting to the sense, like efyou 3 apedas 
éo0Ad méumecOa Bporois. Here, as below 
v. 900 &c., we see the power of the 
Erinyes, as Chthonian beings, but in their 
more benign capacity as Kumenides, to 
regulate the elements and the produce of 
earth for man’s benefit. On the triple 

wish conveyed in this fine passage, which 
Hermann thinks was imitated by Ennius 
in Cic. Tusc. Quaest. i. 28,-see the note 
on Suppl. 671. 

867. Boradv. So Stanley for Bpordy. 
The same error has been corrected in two 
passages of the Supplices, v. 672 and 836. 
—ebdevodvTa wh Kduveiv, ‘may never fail 
(or tire) in thriving.’ Cf. v. 841. 

870. éxpopwrépa. ‘May you incline 
rather to make a clearance of the impious 
out of the city.’ The metaphor, as we 
may infer by the yap in the next verse, is 
not from funerals (écopat), but from a 
nurseryman rooting out and carrying away 
weeds or superfluous plants. Aeschylus’ 
dislike of SvcceBia is apparent from many 
places, e. g. Ag. 364, 734. sup. 506, 
where he condemns it as the parent of 
insolence. 

872. trav Sixalwy tavde. The citizens 
in general, addressed as present in the 
theatre, are called ‘righteous’ as opposed 
to the dvoceBeis just mentioned.—aréy- 
@nrov is the consequence of probity and 
virtue, v. 520, 973. Mr. Drake takes 
Tavs arévOnrov together for ‘ unmolested 
by these impious ones;’ but I doubt if he 
is right. 

873. dpempdtwv nperrav a&ydvev. It 
is uncertain whether she means the con- 
tests at the great games, or real wars, in- 
allusion to her advice about foreign con- 
quests, v. 863. As Pallas was the god- 
dess of war, but not directly of the games, 
to which indeed épelparo: is hardly appli- 
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odd atiyndow rdw, 
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Tay Kat ZEevs O TayKpaTysS 
»” , n , 
Apys Te ppovpiov Oedy vénet, 

pvoiBopov “E\dévev ayahpa Sapdver 880 
@ > 3 x 4 Gr éyd Karevxouat, 
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feoricaca tpevpevas, 
> # , Fe > , 

€7TLOOUTOUS Biov TUKXAS OVITLLOUVS 

yatas t é€apBpdoa 885 

paidpov adiov oédas. 

AO. 
AQ wn 

Tad eyo Tpoppdvas Totade TohtTats , , 
OvoT. a. 

, , ‘\ , 

Tpacow, peyddas Kat Sucapéorovs 
, lal 

Saiwovas avrod KaTavaccapery. 
, x ea \ » 9 , 

TAVTQR yp QAUTQAL TA KAT avOparrous 

cable, the former is probably meant. 
The genitive depends on dc7dvixoy, as we 

have dopds vixngédpov in v. 747, and timay 
(Sore elvat) dordvixov is an idiom familiar 
to most. 

878. ray xa Zebs. ‘Which even Zeus 
the omnipotent and Ares assigns (or inha- 

bits; cf. 972) as the strong-hold of. the 

gods.’ The meaning of povpiov Gear is 
explained by fuciBwyor yada, the de- 
light or pride of the Grecian divinities as 
the protector of their altars. For the acro- 
polis, a fortified space in great measure 
occupied by temples, is well called $pov- 
pov. On kal — re see sup. 75. Theb. 
576. 

885. éfauBpdou. The conjecture of 
Prof. Scholefield for éekayBpdoou (eopi- 
pécc Ven. Flor. Farn.). The aorist active 
of éxBpdoow does not seem*to occur ex- 
cept in a passage which he quotes from 
8. Gregory of Nyssa, Orat. 2, obx 4 yf 
abroudtws, dowep Tous TéeTTLYyaS, ekéBpace. 
But the analogy of the passive aorist 
strongly supports it. Hesych. éxBpac@ely 
exBrndetn. Cf. Herod. vii. 188, af 5¢ 
(vijes) wep) adbriy thy Symdda weprémm- 
tov, ai 5& és MeAlBoiay méaw, ai 5é és 
KacOavalny ét<Bpdooovre. Ibid. 190, 
TOAAG pev xpboea woThpia boTépy xpdvy 
éxBpacodueva, avetAero. Pausan. ili. 24, 
3, Kal bp judy re bed Too KAdBwvos 

890 

dmwbotueva és Thy viv éxBeBpdobu 
kaAovotw of moAAol. The word appears 
therefore to have been peculiarly used of 
wrecks cast ashore. There is less to be 
said in favour of Hermann’s éfapSpica, 
adopted by Franz, Minckwitz, and Do- 
naldson, though the metre of 907 supports 
it. For Sptw is an intransitive verb, and 
is very unlikely to have had a transitive 
aorist ¢B8pvoa. (He refers however to 
Lobeck on the Ajax, p. 93.) 

889. xatavaccayévn. ‘ Having settled 
here,’ xarouxioaca. See Elmsley on Med. 
163. Iph. Taur. 1260, O¢uw & ered yas 
idy raid amevdooato amd (abéwy xpnotn- 
plov. Vesp. 662, &€ xiAdow, Kotrw 
wAclous ev TH xépa KaTévacdev.. We 
have the active véooa: in Pind. Pyth. v. 
94. Od. iv. 174. Compare ddocacta 
from dalw. 

890. 7a Kar’ dyOpdrovs. See v. 300, 
Adxn 7a kar’ avOpdmous &s emivwug orders 
épd.—d wh rbpoas Bapéwy robrwy, i. e. 
Aaxéwy, ‘he who has not met with ad- 
verse fortune in life knows not (from 
want of experience) whence a sudden 
stroke has befallen him ; whereas it is the 
sins of his ancestors which really hand 
him over to the Erinyes, and bring him 
to nought in the midst of bis boasting 
that he has hitherto escaped affliction.’ 
The right interpretation of this passage 

45 
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2daxov Side 6 Sé py KYpoas 
Bapéwy tovtwv ovK oidey 0Oev 

x sf * s myyat Budtov * mpocémacay. 
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7a yap €k TpoTépwv amhakypata viv 
apos Taa8 ardyel, Tvyav ddeOpos, 

Kat peya pwvouvT 

895 

€xOpais dpyats anabiver. 
XO. Sevdporypoy S€ yt) Tréor BaBa, 

9 , 
aVT. a. 

*%, > 3 f 4 a 

TOY eEuav ,apw heya, 

proypds 7 6uparoorepys 900 

ut@v TS pn TEpay Spor TéTrwYr, 
2 FF “4 ‘ 3 Ea , ‘6 BS dkapmos aiarys épeprérw vocos 
pnrd 7 edbevodvta ya 
&vv Simdotow euBpvors 905 

4 , , - / * 2 oN tpépot ypsv@ TeTaypévy yovos * 8 det 
rg 

trovuTdx Pov Epnatar 
Sapdver doow Tiot. 

AO. 7H Tdd akovere, TOMEws Ppovptor, 

depends in part on the doctrine of md@e 
udOos, (Ag. 169,) and partly on the view 
of the danger of pride, enlarged upon 
sup. v. 531, where toy otsror’ adxovyTa 
corresponds to uéya gwvotvra in 896. 
Franz gives 6 3 5) xépoas, Linwood 8 
ye why xtpoas. Hermann, who com- 
plains that “ multa mirabilia de his versi- 
bus prolata sunt,’’ has himself made a 
most preposterous alteration, 6 d¢ ph 
kipsas Bapéwy TéxTwr, si quis non com- 
misit peccatum. 

893. mpooémaicay. Supplied from con- 
jecture by Hermann. Minckwitz sug- 
gests mpocéxupaav, which is objectionable 
from the preceding xdpoas. 

895. oryav dAcbpos. Hermann has 
ovyay 8, and takes ia} for ‘even.’ 

898. BAdBa, blight, damage, properly 
used of trees, as sup. 631.—Tdayv éudv 

xdpw, because as Chthonian powers they 
can exercise a beneficent influence over the 
produce of the earth. They wish to shew 
the citizens, that to themselves and not 
to Pallas they will owe the blessings of 
life. 

900. éuparocrephs, destroying the 
young germs or buds, which Virgil techni- 

cally calls oculi, Georg. ii. 73.—7d ph 
jepay x.T.A., SO as to prevent them from 
spreading beyond the limits assigned them 
when first planted. The poet speaks of 
vines, olives, and fig-trees. See on Suppl. 
979. 

902. pn? — édeprétw. This is for- 
to cancel the threat uttered at 

904. ed@evodvTa ya. So Dobree for 
evdevourr’ yay. The wish here ex- 
pressed is the same to the letter as that 
dictated by Pallas, v. 864 seqq. 

906. & def. These words were sup- 
plied by Musgrave. Hermann refers 
yévos wAovTdxOwy to the mineral wealth 
of Athens, mentioned more specifically in 
Pers. 236. On this supposition rfo: will 
refer to the tithe paid to the gods, and 
épuatlay will be the usual epithet, ‘lucky,’ 
applied to treasure trove. The middle 
syllable is short, as in ixrafov Suppl. 
379, and occasionally in SefAaios, yepards, 
&c., if the reading in the strophe be cor- 
rect. See Monk on Hippol. 170. 

909. wéAcws ppodpiov. Schol. & *Apeo- 
mwayitot.—The metre suggests that méAcws 
is here a spondee. 
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910 

mote “Epwis tapa 7 abavarous 
A (i eo. An 9 9 , 

Tous 7 vT6 yatay, wept 7 dvOparev 

favepos Tehéws Suampdccovew, 
a . 3 Sa a >» , 

Tots fev aoldas, Tols 8 ad Saxpvwv 
- > x 3 Biov auBrordv rapéxovoa. 

3 an 

avdpoxpitas 8 ddpous arevvérw Tbyas, XO. 
915 

o7p. B. 
i. 3°. > , 

veaviday 7 émnpdtov 
3 

dvSpotuxets Budtous Séze, KUpU exovTEs, 
- > 3 a 

Beat tr od Moipat patpoxacuyyyrat, 920 
Py fie > / 

atwoves dpfovdpon, 
Tavrt Sou@ meTaKowWoL, 

‘ / 2 9 a 
mavtt ypdéve 8 émBp.bets 

> #, € , 

EVOiKOLS Gptdiats, 
TavTa TyUdTaTar Heav. 

Lo , POOF , TAOE TOL YAPG TH ‘UN Tpoppdvas AO, 

925 

perwodds. 
ETLKPAWomevav yavupnar orépyw 8 
4 la’ y yn oppara ITeBovs, dru pou yhoooav 

‘\ te ae: Sie ‘\ , - 2S 4 

Kal oro eTaTd Tpds TA08 aypiws 
bd 

aTravyvawevas 930 

GAN éexpdrnoe Zeds dyopatos: 

911. wapd 7’ &Oavdros. This must 
mean the odpdyio: or Olympian gods, on 
account of the apposition with rots 51d 
yoiov. But in v. 330 seqq. the Furies 
themselves had disowned all connexion 
with these 0dvarot. 
they were angry with Pallas and Apollo; 
here they are appeased and friendly. 
This is one of the many instances where 
Aeschylus shews his desire to reconcile 
the two orders of gods. 

916. adpous, ‘ untimely,’ viz. the death 
of youths, sup. 821. Suppl. 648. 

919. Kip? Exovres, ‘ye gods that have 
power over marriage,’ sc. Kvmpis, Zebs 
TéAeos and “Hpa reAcia, sup. 205. The 
omission of the article is justified by 

Od. xx. 79, ds ew dicréceay ’OrAdumia 
Sépuar’ Zxovres. In the next verse Oeat 
7 @® Moipat is Hermann’s excellent re- 
storation of @eal t&yv Motpa, in which 
@eal was vainly supposed to agree with 
‘exovres, like Spédco: ridévres, Ag. 545. 

The truth is, there, 

The Fates, as the daughters of Night, 
were sisters by the mother’s side of the 
Erinyes, though elsewhere regarded as 
unconnected and superior, v. 321. 

921. dpbovduor (véyw), ‘justly-award- 
ing.’ Hermann distinguishes this from 
6pAdvouor, ‘having good laws’ (véduos). 
The same idea is conveyed by the epithet 
évdixors, 924. 

925. mavTa, ‘everywhere,’ ‘all the 
world over,’ because they are universal in 
their operation, Siavraia, v. 320. The 
MSS. give mdvra, against the metre. 
Hermann wdyrq. See on v. 246. 

927. émixpavouevwv. An unusual mid- 
dle verb, but Aeschylus has many other 

such; see Prom. 43.—orépyw, not unlike 
aivé, Eur. Suppl. 201. Bacch. 10, &e., 
‘thanks to the eye of Persuasion,’ sup. 
845. 

931. Zebs &yopaios. The god of elo- 
-quence and convincing argument; see 
Suppl. 618, and Elmsley on Heracl. 70. 

4En2 
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vig & ayabav 
¥ € , ‘ F.. s Epis QueTépa Sia través. 

XO. tay 8 amdnotov Kakav pytor ev mohe oTAoW 
AQ > , te 748° érevdyouat Bpgueww 

pnd motoa Kovis pédav ata mohurav 
[8 
935 

ry > 3 X\ n > a + 

U dpyay rowas avtupdvous atas 

aprahioat Toews. 
2. age n 

xXdppara & dvrdudotev 

kowogurel Siavoin, 940 
‘N ad ~ ? Kal oTuye pid ppevt- 

as ‘ Qo , ” ToA\d@v yap 768 év Bpotots aKos. 
AO. dpa dpovodoa yocons ayabys avticvot. B’. 

600v evpioKove ; éx Tav PoBepav 

TOVSE TpoTaTAV péya KEepdos Spa 

Totode TohiTaus: Tdode yap Evppovas 

932. ayalev epis.. Herod. viii. 79, 
speaking of the dissensions between Aris- 
tides and Themistocles, juéas oracid (ew 
xpedv eott ey Te TH BAAW Kalps Kal By 
na) év TH5e, wep) Tod dudTEpos Huewy TAEW 
aya0a Thy warpida epydoera. By juetépa 
she shews that she and the Eumenides have 
now made common cause; and though 
vixay would properly imply that one side 
prevailed over the other, the idea here 
clearly is that the good, which they are 
both equally anxious to effect, has pre- 
vailed over the bad which had been 
threatened by one of the parties. 

935. motoa kbs. Cf. Theb. 733, rab 
xGovia névis win weraprayts aia polvior, 
and Suppl. 646.— 6? dépyav mowis, 
‘through eager desire of vengeance.’ Ag. 
209, dpya mepidpyws ériOupety.—The dust 
is said apraAt(eiy, eagerly to lick up, to 
catch at as arf animal seizes his food, the 
slaughter of the citizens for other slaugh- 
ter, i.e. the blood shed in civil broils. 
But wéAews perhaps depends directly on 
Gpradtoa. Cf. Cho. 281. 

939. xdpuara. Here a synonym of 
xdpiras, mutual favours and kindnesses. 
—kowoprc?, the slight but important 
correction of Hermann for rowwedrc? or 
kowogeAci, is confirmed by oruyery in 
the next verse. The infinitive depends 
rather irregularly on ay7:5:50tev, in which 
some veib is implied like éy vg Zyouev. 

945 

The notion of unanimity, which is ‘a 
remedy of many (evils) among men,’ is 
expressed by the common Greek idea, 
Tous avrovs ldAous Kal éxOpors voutCev. 

943. gpovodca — ebplaxovo’. This is 
the conjecture of Musgrave for ppovovaw 
— ebpicxet. One MS. only (Ven.) gives 
gpovotons, with ed. Rob. | Hermann reads 
ebploxew with Pauw, and puts the ques- 
tion at woAlrais, num, si sapiunt, his 
civibus magnum ab his horribilibus vul- 
tibus lucrum video bonae linguae viam 
invenire? But in fact Pallas addresses 
the citizens, (as is clear from mpépere, v. 
948,) and asks them whether the Furies 

are not now becoming wise in finding the 
way of a good tongue, i. e. in at length 
uttering blessings for curses (794). The 
corruption of @povodca: led to the change 
of the verb into the singular, and thus 

threw the whole passage into confusion. 
945. e¥ppovas. In this epithet, imme- 

diately contrasted with the poBepampéawra 
as described sup. 47 seqq., the new title 
of Eumenides is implied. See also v. 
984. Some have fancied a passage must 
have been lost from the conclusion of the 
play, in which this was expressly speci- 
fied; and Miiller (Diss. p. 174, note) 
has gone so far as to question if the play 
was entitled EdueviSes by the poet him- 
self. Hermann conceives the /acuna to 
occur at v. 983, where see the note. 
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oteixe Paddpovs amodeifoucar 
Tpos Pas tepdov THVSE TpoTOpTaD. 
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UTE, KQL opayiwov TOVO VITO OELVOV 960 

Kata yns ovpevat, TO wey aTnpov 
Xapas Katéxew, TS 5é Kepdahéov 

947. dp00Stra1ot. On this adjective 
viv al wéAw depend, ‘just and upright 
both in territory and city,’ i. v. not de- 
priving your neighbours of the one nor 
badly governing the other. All the MSS. 
however, except one of the latest, give 
6p908lxatoy, and it is a question whether 
mpépere is not here active, as it certainly 
is in Ag. 1299. So Sianpérew in Plat. 
Gorg. p. 485, fin. The sense would then 
be, ‘you will make your land and city 
conspicuous for justice,’ because, as be- 
fore remarked, the cultus of the Eume- 
nides was the respect for the dictates of 
conscience. Hermann, Franz, and Lin- 
wood give kal yi xa) méAus.—mdvTws is 
the reading of MS. Ven. forrayres, which 
is tame and superfluous. 

949. ev aicyutoor wAotrov. ‘In pos- 
session of the blessings of wealth.’ Etym. 
M. aloo: dyabd. 

950. trap huevos Acéds. Hermann well 
explains this remarkable phrase of supe- 
rior virtue and excellence, quoting Plato, 
Phileb. p. 16, c, of wadaol, «peirroves 
Tuav nal eyyutépw Oey oikodvtes. De 
Rep. iii. p. 388, B, Mplayov éyybs beady 
yeyovdra, and the noble lines from the 
Niobe of Aeschylus, (Frag. 146, Dind.) 

of Gcdv &yxlomopot, 
of Znvds eyybs, Gv Kat’ *Wdatov md-yov 
Abs tatpgov Bwpds err év aidépi, 
xotre op éfrnaov aiua dapdvwr. 

951. @tao:. The citizens are so called, 
and with great propriety. They are said 
cwpoveiv év xpév because they have at 
length established among them that re- 

_ wopév. 

spect for conscience, that moral awe, 
which is meant by the cultus of the 
Erinyes, as clearly appears from the 
chorus 491 seqg. Hermann pronounces 
the common reading ‘‘admodum inep- 
tum,” and gives @iAos evppovodrtes, 
nobis Minervae amicis benevolentes dein- 
ceps. Why should the chorus have used 
the masculine @éAors rather than pfaaus ? 

952. tnd wrepois. These words have 
more than a merely metaphorical meaning. 
The Athenian theatre was placed close un- 
der the great bronze statue of Pallas Nixy 
or Tpéuaxos, to which Aristophanes al- 
ludes in Av. 574, aitixa Nixn wérerat 
mwrepuyoivy xpvaaiy. See Wordsworth, 
Athens and Attica, p. 97. 

957. mporépay orelxew. Here again 
Hermann, in his zeal to contradict Miiller, 
has wrongly denied that Pallas heads the 
procession, and maintains that she only 
“abit de scena ante pompam.” ‘To 
whom,” asks Mr. Drake, ‘‘was she to 
shew their chambers, if not to the 
Furies ?”” 

959. mporopw@v. So Bentley for zpo- 
See also v. 976. 

960. iré. On this peculiar use see 
Monk on Hippol. 1294. So Ar. Ach. 
970, ctocy? bral mreptywr Kixradv rad 
Kopixwy. 

91. arnpdv. Bentley’s correction for 
arhpiov. The genitive probably depends 
on xaréxew, ‘to keep back from,’ as we 
often find e%pyew méAews, and the like. 
Cf. apradloa médAcws in v. 937, woAguou 
érxov, Thue. i. 112.—ém} vinn, of. Cho. 
853, ln F em vig. 
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id 4 2 N , TépTrew TOEwWS ETL ViKY. 
tpets & Hyetobe, Tokurcovxor 

“ n a ca 

ITOLLOES Kpavaov, TaLooE PETOLKOLS’ 

ein 8 dyablav 

965 

ayaby Siavova woNtrass. 

XO. 
td ¢ &. t td 4 \ 7 

TAVTES OL KATA TONAL, Saipoves TE KOL Bporot, 

xaipere, yaipere & ads, éravdurdoila, at. y’. 

971 

Tlad\d8os wédw vépovtes: petouxiay 8 éunvy 
LA a x ra ay a evoeBodvres ovTe pepuiserOe cvpdopas Blov. 

AO. 
n lal , 

aivd Te pUOous TOVOE TOV KaTEVypaTOD, 975 

Téprpo Te péyyet aurddav cehacpdpov 
els Tovs evepbe Kai KatTw yOovds Tézrovus, 
éiv TpoaTddotow aire Ppovpovaw Bpéras 

3 *. Ci 

TOUILOV dukatas. oppa yap ma&ons xGoves 
Ononoos e&ixor av, edKdENS \OXOS 980 

Tatdav, yuvarKav, Kal oTdNOS mpeo But dav 

dowixoBamrots évdutots eo Oypact. 

970. éravSiraol(w. So Herm. for ém- 
Siumdol(w. Cf. Prom. 836, émavdimAace. 
Dindorf gives éros SirAol(w, and so Franz 
and Donaldson. 

972. méAtv véwovres. We should have 
expected veuduevor. See v. 879. But 
examples of the active in the usual middle 
sense are supplied by the Lexicons. 

974. edoeBotvtes. See on Ag. 329. 
Others read ¢d oéBovres, against the 

MSS.—pépperde, see sup. 566. , 
975. aivé te. Hermann so reads for 

aivé 6. For péyye: he also, with Mil- 
ler, gives péyyn, which Franz states to be 
found in MS. Flor. They refer it to the 
actual tossing of the torches into the 
cavern which the dread goddesses were 
supposed .to haunt, (cevOudves, v. 772.) 
But, if we assume Pallas to take part in 
the procession, (see on v. 957,) it is sim- 
pler to translate, ‘I will escort you with 
the light of flashing torches.’ So Pers. 
ult. reno Tol oe dvcOpdoirw ydors. On 
the cavern in question see Athens and 
Attica, p. 79. It was close to the Areo- 
pagus: Eur. El. 1271, rdyov map’ abroy 
xdopa dboovra xGovds. 

978. tbv mpoorédciow. From this pas- 
sage Miiller argues (Diss. p. 62) that 
the procession set forth from the Acro- 
polis, and not from the Areopagus ; and 

consequently that the scene was never 
shifted from the former to the latter 
place. Hither supposition involves some 
difficulty: but the greater of the two is 
to conceive the institution and first judi- 
cial proceedings of the Areopagus to have 
béen detached in imagination from its 
own proper locality: for it is clear that 
the scene could not have been in the 
Acropolis and also in the Areopagus at 
one and the same time. See the note on 
655. It does not follow, because Pallas 
brings her mpdéoroAo: to swell the pomp 
of the procession, that they must have 
issued from the temple itself. 

979. dp. This particle is used in 
reference to wou} implied in wéupo. 

982. évdvrots. Hermann remarks that 
the word always implies a garment put 
on for the sake of additional ornament, 
as évdutipa mémaov Trach. 674. If the 
passage be correct, the dative can only 
mean that the people who went in proces- 
sion were clad in scarlet robes, this being 
the colour peculiar to the worship of the 
Chthonian goddesses, as Miller thinks, 
(Diss. p. 173,) though he is not justified 
in saying that the Furies themselves were 
clad in blood-red garments. There was a 
curious ancient custom of putting on 
scarlet when any very solemn oath was 
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aA N X\ , € 4 X TWLATE, KaL TO héyyos S6pudaOw Trupds, 
dtHs av evppav HO dpthia yOovds 
TO hourdv evavSporor ovppopats mpéry. 985 

ITPOIOMIIOI. 

Bare Sdéue, peyddar durérysot OTP. d. 

Nuxtos mraides drrawdes Um evppove TomTa, 
(edhapetre dé, Xeptrat,) 

leas en - ° , 

yas umd Keverw wyvyloow, 
a \ 

Tyas Kat Ovoiaow fF bral rupicémtoss, 

> 4 

QVT. a. 

990 

(cbpametre S€ ravdapi,) 
tao Se Kat evOvppoves ya 

about to be taken; and the connexion 
of the Furies with "Apal we have seen 
above, v. 395. Cf. Lysias contra Andoc.. 
p. 107, 52, éml rovrois fépera kad iepeis 
ordytes Katnpdoavto mpos éomépav, Kab 
gowintdas dveceicay, Kata Td voutmov Td 
maraby Kat dpxatov. The ancient Ro- 
mans seem to have held this colour 
to be proper for rites of peculiar sanc- 
tity. Ovid, Fast. iv. 339, ‘Illic purpurea 
canus cum veste Sacerdos Almonis domi- 
nam sacraque lavit aquis.’ 

983. tare. Hermann contends that 
some verses must have been lost here. 
(1) Because there is an abruptness in 
this imperative, and (2) a want of con- 
nexion in the context. (3) There is no 
mention of men, young and old, as sup. 
818. (4) Pallas must have assigned to 
the Erinyes. the distinctive title of Edme- 
vides, from which the play took its name, 
and which the author of the Greek argu- 
ment and Harpocration (evidently from 
him, however) assert that the goddess 
actually did do. On the other hand, 
Miller, (Diss. p. 174, note,) denies that 
there is any lacuna; and with his opinion 
Tagree. For (1 and 2) the imperative 
Tare, as well as dédpudoOw, conveys the 
order to the procession to start at once, 

and the words are addressed to the 
mporounol to commence the concluding 
song. (3) The males may have been 
sufficiently mentioned in v. 965, or the 
procession may have consisted of women 
alone, according to the sex of the Furies, 
even though in v. 818 they are promised 
a general honour from both men and 
women. The latter supposition is proba- 
ble, for 6AoAvtare (v. 995) is properly 

v 

op. B’. 

used of women only. (4) This objection 
is answered on v. 945, to which add the 
remark of Miiller (p. 173), that Etpevides 
was the Sicyonian, Seuval the Athenian 
name of the goddesses. 

986. Bare Sédum. The MSS. give év 
3déu@, corrected by Wellauer. The usual 
construction would be dduov. But if the 
poet wrote thus, how are we to account 
for the corruption? Possibly év ddéup 
was a gloss on Sduot, a form of which 
Aeschylus is fond, and which has the 
analogy of dpyot, ofxot, wéBot «.7.A. 

987. waides &rades. Mr. Drake (with 
Dr. Donaldson) omits the epithet, and 

thinks téyq te a mere metrical addition 
in 990. He may be right; but maides 
&ratSes, which he thinks can neither 
mean ‘old’ nor ‘childless,’ may be de- 
fended by vies &vaes, Pers. 676, ‘ children 
who are no children.’—etppov, the cor- 
rection of L. Dindorf for ed@sppov1.— 
xwpira: Herm. for xwpetre. So xwpirns 
dpdxwy, frag. 114. xwpirns dgis, Soph. 
frag. 219. 

989. wyvyloow. ‘Dark ;’ probably 
connected with the Celtic oggf, a gloomy 
cave. Hence ‘lost in the mists of anti- 
quity,’ as wéAwv w&yuylav, Theb. 310. 

990. érat. So I have given for the 
corrupt tix te, the MSS. having kal 
Tiyais Kal Ovotais wepioémra: TUXG TE. 
The true reading is extremely doubtful. 
Herm. has mepicerta tuxoitca, Lin- 
wood tuxas @ éplcerrat, Franz, H. L. 
Ahrens, and Scholefield, mepicerta tv- 
xore. If Ovotaow twat was wrongly 
written @vatai: Ttvxa, the rest would 
follow almost as a matter of course. 

992. taco. The first two syllables ap- 
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Sedp’ ire, Seuval, * Sv mupiddarTe 

Adpra Tepropevar Kal” 6ddv- 
dhodvEate viv emt podzrats. 

‘ 2 > fe > aa »” oroveal 8 eiodmi évdaces trav. 
TIa\\ddos aorots Zevs * 6 ravdrras 

9 ao , 
ovtw Moipda te ovyxaréBa. 
ddohvEare viv égt podrats. 

pear to be long. In these epithets there 
is again an allusion to the new appellation 
of Evpevides. 

994. Adurg. See on v. 365. The 
Med. has Aayrdd:, but with the last two 
syHables written over an erasure. 

995. ém) woamats. ‘ With songs.’ So 
Eur. Bacch. 151, ém ebdopaciw émiBpeue 
Taidde. 

996. ciodmiv —itrwv. The excellent 
conjecture of Linwood for és 7d wav — 
otkwy, which is retained by Herm. and 
Dind. Perhaps @5a:5es is the more cor- 
rect form, as Homer shortens the a in 
datdos. Franz edits évddidés ro. év olny. 

997. 5 ravérras. So Herm. for Zebs 
navtértas, a form which occurs Suppl. 
130. The sense appears to be this:— 
‘Let libations accompanied with torches 
follow behind. Thus hath all-seeing Zeus 
and Fate entered the contest on behalf of 
the citizens of Pallas.’ But Hermann, 
placing the stop at do7ots, gives a widely 
different meaning ; ‘‘ Pax in omne tempus 
cum lumine taedarum in sedibus (Fu- 
riarum) Palladis civibus: Juppiter et 
Parca sic consenserunt.’’ We have the 
plural crovial for ‘libations’ in Suppl. 
959. On the metaphor in cvyxaréBa see 
Cho. 713. 
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I. 

INDEX. 

REMARKABLE WORDS, PROPER NAMES, AND WORDS EXPLAINED 

IN THE NOTES. 

A. 

aBaros, aB8poros Pr. 2 
ayatew 8. 1046 
aydXaxros Ag. 697 
dyyapos Ag. 273. P. 14 
*AySaBdras P. 939 
ayxabev Ag. 3. Eu. 80 
dyxpiors Hu. 342 

dypems P. 983 
*Ayuteds Ag. 1054 
dyuprpia Ag. 1244 
’"Ayxadpns P. 976 
ayxiados P. 877 
dyavor Oeot S. 185. Ag. 496 
’Adeins P. 314 
ddoBarns P_908 
*"Adpaorea Pr. 957 
”Adpactos Th, 50. 571 

*Aepia 8. 71 
ajnovpos Pr. 460 
aiavis Eu. 457. 902 
aiavos Eu. 394 
Alyets Eu. 653 P 
Aiyimdayxroy bpos Ag. 294 
“Aids (deus) Ag. 1358. Eu. 262 
’Aidavets P. 651 
Alloy rorapos Pr. 828 
aiparoogayns P. 812. 
aiveiy Ag. 98. 1458. S. 175. C, 546 
aiddos 8. 322. Th. 489 
aipew atddov 8. 2. P. 791 

- map ovdev Eu. 809 
aiper Oar wddepov S, 433. 927 

- puyny P. 483 
aloipia Ku. 949 

aiocxvvrip (adulter) C. 977 
aixpy (indoles) Pr. 412. Ag. 467. C. 

619. Eu 770 
dxackaios Ag. 718 
dxpater Th. 95, C. 713 
dkpov Aédyxns P. 51 
dxpayis Pr. 822 
axpirogpvddos Ag. 678 
dxpitopupros Th, 352 
dxpdBoros ‘Th. 146 
dxpovia Eu. 179 
dkraivew Eu. 36 
“Axrop Th. 550 
ddéxrwp Ag. 1649. Eu. 823 
’Are~avdpos Ag. 61. 354 
ddeEnrnpios Zevs Th, 8 
G@urey Pr. 541. Eu. 259 
’Adkunyn Ag. 1007 
adoupys Ag. 919 
“Admoros P. 962 
advew Th. 386 
“Aus (rorapos) P.:860 
’Auatdves P. 739. S, 283, Eu. 598. 

655 
dpads S. 821 
dpapria, Ta Ag. 520 
dpBr0s Eu. 229 
Gpéyapros S. 632. Pr. 411 
dpeiBecOa S. 228. Th. 292. 851. Cc. 

779 
*Apiorpys P. 21 
“Auortpis P. 322 
dpmerns S. 761 
dpmddkntos Ag. 336 
dymuxrnpes Th, 456 
aumvé 8, 425 

4r2 
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*Aududpews Th. 565 
dupiBoroe Th. 287 
dupibarys C. 386 
dpprdapys Ag. 985. C. 323 
Gupirexros Ag. 854. 1563 
audicBawa Ag, 1204 
*Auguorpeds P. 322 
dupiorpopos S. 858 
“Appiov Th. 523 
dy and dy (4 dy) confused, Ag. 1318. 

Th. 557 
— omitted with subjunctive, Ag. 740. 

Th. 246. 328, Eu. 202 
— implied with optative, Ag. 1016 
— with indic., “must have,’ Ag. 

1223 
dvdpxeros Eu. 500 
dvdocew mndnpatos P. 98 
avarrpopr) Eu. 23 
dvadépew (to bring up) C. 439 

(to attribute) C. 826 
dy8pakas Ag. 1573 
ardpérats Th. 528 
“Avdpos P. 876 
avdpoopayeior Ag. 1060 
dybepoupyos (nédiooa) P. 614 
dyriAtos Ag. 502 
avrimas Eu. 38 
dvrurupyovv Eu. 658 
dvtionkoty P. 439 
avriricacOai tia Sixny Twos Ag. 1234 
dvicarba Pr. 719. C. 843 
Akos P. 495 - 
d£vodcba Ag. 361 
afuripov Ag. 1027 
aévoraros Ag. 1443 
dofos Ag. 223 
draddéocetv (intrans.) Ag. 1260 
amapri¢ew Th. 369 
arevOnros Ag. 868. Eu. 872 
Gnépwros épas C. 590 
anqipa Pr. 28 
*Aria 8. 256. Ag. 247 
"Amis S. 258 
amaros, arAnatos, amAaoros Pr. 915 
and yvepns Eu. 644 
*Arrod\A@y Ag. 1048 
—— Adxews S. 668. 
Ag. 1228 

drropovows Ag. 774 
drroppinrewy Adyov S. 478 
drropOopa oméppatos Eu. 178 
droxpnparos C. 267 
dmpryda P. 1036 
ar prykrémAnkros C. 417 
anrepos paris Ag. 267 

Th. 132. 

INDEX I. 

dorupa iepa Ag. 70 
dpa dorovdos Ag. 1206 
apa dnudxpavros Ag. 444 
xr ApaBia Pr. 427 
“ApaBos P. 320 
*Apat Eu. 395. Th. 945 
"Apaxvaiov (dpos) Ag. 300 
apyas (dpynets) Ag. 114 
JApyoms P. 310 
“Apetos mayos Ku. 655 
“Apns (a) Th. 233 
‘Apysagrrot Pr. 824 
*Apidpapoos P. 38. 323. 916 
“Aptos P. 976. C. 415 
"Apxrevs P, 44, 314. 
dapxvorara P.100. Ag. 1346. Eu. 112 
Gppot Pr. 633 
’Apaoduns P. 37 
’Aprauns P, 320 
*Aprappemms P. 21 
“AprepBdpns P, 29. 304 : 
aprixodos Th. 368. C. 471 
dpxatdrdovros Ag. 1010 
dpxaios, ‘old-fashioned,’ Pr. 325 
dpxedreiws P, 299 
aon Ag. 709 
*Aaraxds Th. 402 
*Aotaomns P. 22 
dotdéEevos §. 350 
dorpaBicew S. 280 
dorpows hevyew 8. 388 
dopddacros Ag. 1264 
*Agomds P. 288. Ag. 288 
aravpwros Ag. 236 
dréhea Eu. 341 
drirns Eu. 246. Ag. 72 
“Arthas Pr. 356 
arpepaia S. 678 
"Arpets Ag. 1479. 1561 
arplaxros C. 331 
avew Th. 173 
abdéytns ddvos Eu. 203 
avova Ku. 319 
dire Th. 131. 379 
atvréxwmos C. 156 
av’réroxos Ag. 135 

. abroupyia Eu, 322 
avréxOovos Ag. 519 
aderos Pr. 684 
adixrwp S. 1. 237 

advidios, aidvidios Pr. 698 
apoiBavros Eu, 228 
appodirns aia S. 549 
adpévrirros Ag. 1348 
*Axauis ' Th. 28. P. 490 
*"Axedaides P. 865 
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dynvia Ag. 409. C. 293 
dydvs Eu. 357. P. 666 
awrov = dybos S. 649 

B. 

B and x confused, S. 541 
vy ———— Pr. 335 

— Pr. 427 
Bdxrpwor P. 308. 728 
Baxxeia C, 685 
Badin P. 659 
Barre, intransitive, Ag. 1143 
Bardvwyxos P. 962 
Batfew P.13. Ag. 436 
Boedixrporos Eu. 52 
Brdos S. 313 
BiBav Eu. 76 
Bhaxal dpriBpedeis Th. 341 
Bor = Bondea S. 710. Ag. 1320 
Bé\Bn P. 496 : 
BopBépe viwp puaivew Eu. 664 
Béppava mvAa Th. 552 
Béomopos Pr. 752. P. 719 
Bordy, Bpordy, confused, 8. 672. 836. 

Eu. 867 : 
Bovxodeiy Ag. 652. Eu. 78 
BovAny karappivra Ag. 857 
Bodmus 8. 109. 756 
Bods emt yAooon Ag. 36 
Bpdpuos Ku. 24 
Bpvxzos Pr. 1103. P. 399 
BvBdwva dpy Pr. 830 
BvBXov kaprés S. 740 

rT 

dayyapov Ag. 352 
Para Bu. 9. Pr. 218 
yaiv and év confused, P. 732 
ydios Zebs S. 146 * 
yapopos S. 607. Eu. 850 
ye in deprecating, Th. 71. Pr. 649 
— after dyav 8. 698 
ye pay S. 238 
yeyovioxety Pr. 645 
Tettuooa C. 719 
ycios S. 837 
yeveOruos Séots Eu. 7 
yepapa S. 652. Ag. 701 
Ty xovporpégos Th. 16 
ynbciv C. 759 
‘ynv mpo yns Pr. 700 
yapns ynpdoxo 8. 870. C. 894 

589 

Typudy Ag. 843 
ylyverat with infinitive, Eu. 211 
yrooe. taxa Ag. 1627 
yrorOnva puyny S. 6 
yovias avepos C. 1056 
Topydves Pr. 818. Eu. 48 
Topyames Xipvn Ag. 293 
ypaia épeixn Ag. 286 
Tpimes Pr. 823 
yons Pr. 377 

| yupvdter Oar Spdpous Pr. 607 
yur, you), confused, Th. 214 

A.. 

Aa = yi Pr. 848 
Aadaxns P. 306 
Satpovay Th. 995. C. 557 
Saxrvdrddetxros Ag. 1303 
Oaredov Pr. 848 
Aapevay P, 653 
dacktos 8, 88. P. 318 
Aavdteds C. 661 
Sapowds C. 597 
6e, exegetical, Pr. 410 
— in questions, P. 336 
— in apodosis, Ag. 198. Eu. 660 
Ociypa Ag. 949 
Setparoorayns C. 827 
detparova bat C. 830 
Aedgés Ku. 16 
beEvodc Oat Beois Ag. 825 
déxecOa, of omens, Ag. 1631 
Ania xotpds Eu. 9 
Onvaios Pr. 813. Eu. 808 
Onmore Ag. 560 
Aiagis P. 977 
Stavopy Eu. 697 
Stappvdnv C. 59 
Stacrorxice Pr. 238 
Stareripnra Th. 1041 
Siavdov Ag. 335 
Sicuar P. 696 : 
Sixata = Oixy, Ag. 785. Eu. 392 
Sixny eiodyew Eu. 552 

Stayvavat Eu. 679 
karayvevas Ku. 543 

dimdakes P. 279 
Aipxyn Th. 262 
Sippupos P. 47 
Sivypos Th. 977 
Sigusos Ag. 1445 
bin C. 743 
Stdkew 768a Th. 366, Eu. 381 
Sdxtwos P. 90 

BY 
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Aordyas P. 938 
SpaxorOdutros 8, 263 
Spaxovréuaddos Pr. 818 
Spdcarrs wabciv, Ag. 1541. C. 305 
Spoirn Ag. 1518. C. 986. Eu. 603 
Spdcot Aedvrwy Ag. 139 
SvoavAia Ag. 538 
dvaBdixros P. 576 
dvoevvdrop Th. 281 
dvoxipavros Ag 636 
dvaodoraimados Eu. 365 
dvooifew Ag. 1287 
dvodpuparos Eu. 366 
dvoradew Eu. 529 
Svomnpavros Eu. 459 
dvompakia Eu. 739 
Svoxepys 8. 562. Pr. 821 
Awdorn 8. 254. Pr. 849 

E, 

éPSopayerns Th. 797 
eyypapew mapodoay C. 686 
eyyiny Oec8a Eu. 858 
éyytrara yévous 8. 381 
éyxatuorre Eu 113 
ei with optative and dy, Th. 510. Ag. 

903 
“— subjunctive, S. 86. P. 786. Eu. 

225 
el & ofv Ag. 659. 1009 
eivexa, ovvexa, S. 184. 984. Pr. 353 
éxatoykapnvos, —avos, Pr. 361 
éxOapvitew Th. 72 
éxxapmi¢er Oat Th. 597 
éxxpovoros Th, 537 
exuaptupew Ag. 1167. Eu. 439 
exvopos Eu. 92 
éxmadevoua P. 811 
exmrartos Ag. 49 
éxrodurrevew Ag. 1000 
exharos Ag. 686 
éxpoparepos Eu. 870 
éXetoBarae P. 39 
‘Edévn Ag. 670. 773. 1430 
éhéoba (percipere) Ag. 341. Eu. 829 
&dtkes Pr. 1104 
€dkaivew C, 828 
"ENAn P. 70. 741. 870 
enporos C. 462 
éumawos Ag. 180 
epmahdypara 8. 291 
eprohav payne Eu. 601 
evayi)s S. 116 
évdareio bat Th. 574 

INDEX I. 

évéuros Eu. 982 
évoixtos dpus Eu. 828 
évredys C. 242 
"Ed Th. 45 
evoria 8. 137 
éEayifew Ag. 624 
é€aictos S. 508 
é€apBpdacoew Ku. 885 
e~ahpiterba Ag. 1034 
eeore pip réeyew Eu. 859 
¢énBos Th: 11 

. é&nyeioOa C. 110. Eu. 565. 579 
éfouparoty Pr, 507 
eEopOidfe C. 263 
eéuntiagew Th. 573 
efopiagew Pr. 17 
énawweiv re Pr. 348 
émakpitery C. 918 
érnapBarnp C, 272 
éravdurddtew, —oifew, P. 836. Eu. 

970 
erravOiCewy Th. 942. C. 143 
endpyepos Pr. 507. Ag. 1082. C. 652 
gmacaureporpt is C. 418 
"Erapos 8. 309. Pr. 870 
emnBoros Pr. 452. Ag. 525 
er eLeipyaopévors P. 527. Ag. 1350 
emi, with genitive, ‘ towards,’ Pr. 676 
emyhoooag bat Pr. 949. C. 1034 
émeatew C. 841 
émdeEav ba S. 49 
émexOnvar Ag. 1475 
énwépecOa Ag. 469 
emEevodaba Ag. 1291 
éri€nvov Ag. 1248 
éerinvoia 8. 17 
émippéwey (transitive) Ag. 242. Eu. 

848 
enuppoutety Eu, 402 
emioxoros C. 119. Eu. 492. 863 
ematperros S. 974. C. 342 
émtpopat Swopdrav Th. 645. Eu. 

518 
éros kal epyov S. 592 

érroupiCew u. 132 
émebdat Eu. 619 
"Epdowos S. 997 
epydyy Pr. 469 
"EpexOeds Eu. 817 
{Epuves Ag. 447. 1161. 1558 
"Epts Th. 723. 1054 
éow Ag. 1019. 1314 
*Eréoxdos Th. 453 
érepopwvos Th. 159 
érns S. 243 
evayjs P. 468 
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evOeirva C, 475 
eveord Th. 174. Ag. 630. 902 
evOvdexia Eu. 411 
evAdyas 8. 45 
Etpevides Eu. 946. 983 
edméumedos Eu. 454 
Ewpuros Ag. 283 
evpoew P. 603 
evoeBeiv tia Ag. 329 
evruxatec Oar Th. 135 
evrvyxetv (sepultum esse) P. 327 
edpnpcioba 8. 506 
evpurdras Ag. 700 
evxépea Eu. 471 
eByer Oar (eloqui) S. 270 
-evw, verbs in, Th. 58 
epedpos C. 851 
épuevat Th. 783. Eu. 478 
épodevew C. 715 
éporkds S. 196 

Zev S. 152 
CamrnO7ns P. 318 
(axpeios 8. 190 
CevyAn, Cvyov, Pr. 471 
¢evxrnpiov, Ag. 512 
Zedbs Tédevos Ag. 946. Eu. 28. 205 

Krnowos Ag. 1003 
—— KAnpuws S. 354 

dyopaios Eu. 931 
memos Ag. 61. 353 

(vyira: Ag. 1596 
(ava 8. 451 
Cavys évros, tro C. 979. Eu. 578 
Comvpetvy Th. 278. Ag. 1001 

H. 

i for etre Pr. 800. C. 876 
n, from és, Th. 17. Eu. 7 
7 pay Pr. 174. 928 
*"Hicxrpae widae Th, 418 
nriBaros S. 345 
nrvooriBns Pr. 810 
nuepevew KedevOov C. 582 
npeporeydorv P. 63 
jpepos, Eu. 14 
Tpepookdmos Th. 66 
nin Th. 133 
"Hpa S. 287. 580 
- Tedela Eu. 205 
joay for 7decav Pr. 459 

joa for feoba Ag. 494 
“Howdvyn Pr. 570 
Hovxes, Hovyos mpdooeyv Eu. 214 
“Hdaicrov raises Eu. 13 

8. 

Odddeww Biov P. 618 
Gavarody Pr. 1074 
OdpvBis P, 51. 949 
Oeiaro, Oetvro S. 675 

OeXepds S. 1006. Th. 704 
Ocpepames Pr. 136 
cus Pr. 217. Eu. 2 
6€uus, indeclinable, 8. 330 

— 76 py C. 630 
Cepioxupa Pr. 743 
GeoBdaBeiv P. 827 

Geol dyopaios, medtovdpot, &c. Th. 261 
Geol dorudvaxtes S. 996 
— vrarot, xOdvor Ag. 90 
Oeoxduteiv P. 502 
Oeppdvous Ag. 1043 
Ccppwdav Pr. 744 
GécOa ed recdvra Ag. 32 

map’ ovdev Ag. 222 
yéhov évrds oupdrov C, 725 

Ocorias C. 595 
deaharnddyos Ag. 1416 
Gewpis (vais) Th. 852 
O7nBa P. 38 
Onydvac Ag. 1514. Eu. 821 
Onv Pr. 586 
Onoevs Eu. 380. 656 
Oodgew S. 589 
Opaéat, rapd&at Pr. 646 
Opnvetv (aoa C. 912 
Opéu80s, Opdvos, confused, Eu. 158 
Opinrew, kpimrev, confused, Ag. 

1573 
Opackew Eu. 630 
Ovew (furere) Ag. 1206 
Ovéorns Ag. 1213. 1562 
Gundy Ag. 792 
Ouids 8. 958. Th. 493. 832 
dvperat S. 653 
Oupdpavris P. 226 
dvockiveiy Ag. 87 
Oupoxdros Ag. 1166 
Ovords Bon Th. 258 
Oapryé Eu. 173 
Popaetia Th. 32 
dwicoew Ag. 866 
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IL 

t, elision of, Pr. 1036. P. 846 
iat P. 663 
"Taves P. 929 
*Tadmot vdpot 8. 66 
idmrew (intrans.) S. 541 
iarpot Adyot Pr. 386 
larpéuarrts S, 259. Ag. 1601. Eu. 

62 
lavot P. 663 
"Ideav P. 1006 
"Tdn Ag. 272—4. 547 
iévar = feoba P. 472 
indepiorpia C. 416 
*Ixdpou éos P. 878 
ixrap Ag. 115. Eu. 950 
tkrop S. 639 
*Ipatos P. 31 
"Ivayos S. 491. Pr. 606. 682 
*Ivdoi S. 280 
ims S. 41. Eu, 313 
*IElwy Eu. 419. 688 
ios S. 152. Ag. 801. Eu, 456. 700 
idrnre Pr. 568 
iroov Pr. 273 
immndov Th. 317. S. 425 
“Inmopédov Th. 483 
icdpyvupos Ag. 932 
ane Th, 262. 373 
icopoipov C, 311 
iad nos Eu. 711. 762. 
ioropeiy P. 456. Eu, 433 
iororpiBys, ioorpiBys, Ag. 1418 
tive P. 968 
tyap S. 828 
ixvockoreiv C. 220 
typ Ag. 1456 
"Id S. 288. 534. Pr. 714 
iwd P. 1049 

K. 

xaBBas S. 807 
kabdppata éxméepas C. 90 
KaOnxew C. 446 
kabtévat Naidos Eu. 525 
xaOimmatec Oat Eu. 145. 701. 749 
xai—ée Pr. 994. P. 155. 263. Eu. 65. 
— and xov confused, S. 291 
kal 67 Eu, 854 
kai mas; Ag. 532. 1281 
kawvifew Ag. 1038. C, 483 
kaupds Pr. 515 
kaxodaOa Ku. 179 
kddv& Ag. 1363 

b) 

INDEX I. 

| KdAyas Ag. 151. 240 
| KdvwBos Pr. 865 
Karaveds Th. 418. 435 
kamndevey paynv Th. 540 
kapamornp Eu. 177 
kapBay S. 110 
képBavos S. 891. Ag. 1028 
xaprovv P. 817 
kaptrova a, xapriterOa, Th. 597 
Kaocdv6pa Ag. 1002 
kara, ‘ against,’ Th. 500 

‘ off,” P. 872. Th. 522 
karavyi¢ew Th. 63 
karawvetv C. 693 
xaravdooacba Ku. 889 
katanraxov Eu. 243 
xaragOpaivew xadwav Th. 388 
karapOarcic ba Eu. 376 
karawexd few Ag. 544 
kareppunpévos S. 726 
karnpedys mous Eu. 284 
katnptuxas Eu 451 
kdrotxos Ag. 1257 
karododv ew Tivos Ag. 1087 
kdromros Ag. 298 
karovpifew Pr. 986 
Kavxacos Pr. 430. 738 
kexagpevos Eu. 736 
keAevOorroids Eu. 13 
kepaia Eu, 527 
keporureic Oa Ag. 638 
Kepxveta Pr. 694 
knpuxevew S. 217 
knpvooew 8. 978. C. 117. Eu. 536 
KrySaydaras P. 979 
Kidaipoy Ag. 289 
Kaues Pr. 359. P. 329 
Kittooa C. 719 
Kippeptxds ioOpuos Pr. 748 
xivduvov avaBadewv Th. 1022 
xwvdiv@ Badeiv Th. 1042 
Kio Onvn Pr. 812 
Kioowot P. 17. 123. C, 415 
kiav ovpavod Pr. 357 
kAnddves Pr. 494, Ag. 221. C. 496. 

1032 
kAnrnp 8. 616. Th. 570 
kNoorhnp C. 498 
Kvidos P. 879 
xucartos C. 476 
kowpac ba hpovpay Ag. 2 
kowoBopia S. 218 
kodocoot Ag. 406 
kopxopvy Th. 336 
Képos and @pdoos, children of "YBpis, 

Ag. 744 

if 
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képupBa P, 413. 660 
Kpavads Eu. 965 
kpexros vénos C, 807 
kpedBoros S. 283 
Kpéwv Th. 469 
kpymis P. 811 
KptOGv Ado Ag. 1619 
kpoxoBadpijs Ag. 1090 
kpdxou Badai Ag. 230 
Kpévos Pr. 209. Eu. 611 
réves Ag. 1572 
kiya = kinua C. 121. Eu. 629 
Kinpis Th. 128. S. 978. Eu. 206 
kupew Eu. 373. 892 
kupew te C. 694. 701 
Kupos, P. 764 
kupovv P.2 9 523. Eu, 551 
kupoérexvos Th. 781 
Kuypeia P. 572. 
k@pos Ag. 1160 

rove Ag 865 
kamns dvaé P. 380 
Kepv«is rérpa Eu. 22 

A. 

Aakalew S. 850. Th. 173 
Aaprradnpdpa Ag. 303 
Adprn Eu. 365. 994 

Aaprrnpovyia Ag. 863 
Aamadvds Eu. 532 
Aacbévns Th. 616 
Aaroyéveta Th 134 
Adrpov S. 988 
Aar® Eu. 313 
Aépyy Pr. 635 
AéaBos P. 874 
Aevpds S_ 502. Pr. 377 
Aevopds Eu. 180 
A€xatos ‘Th. 281 
Aewpyos Pr. 5 
Anda Ag. 887 
Anpma kaka C. 623 
Anpvos P. 878. Ag. 275 
Anges Eu. 481 
AiBin S. 311 
AiBvorixos Eu. 282 
Aidatos P. 310. 948 

» Auyny C. 273. Eu. 754 
Aupoupia C. 743 
Aofias Ag. 1041. Eu, 19. 226 
Aoxira Ag. 1628 
Adyos Th. 106. Eu. 46 
Avéoi P. 41. 766 
Avipvas P. 979 

Advxetos (see Addo). 
Avkodiwxros 8. 345 
Avpvaios P. 326 
Aurpoy C, 42 
A@rifer Oa S. 940 
Awpdw Pr. 27 

M. 

Mayryrixn P. 494 
paworis S. 101 
Mavwrikds advdwy Pr. 750 
Mataris Aiuvn Pr. 426 
paxtoTnp P. 694 
Maxioros (mons) Ag. 280 
Mapaéav P. 477 
Mapadgis P. 774 
Mapdos P. 770 
Mapdwv P. 51 
Mapuavduvoi P. 920 
Maciorpns P. 30. 949 
pacrixtip S. 460 
paotixrop Eu. 154 
pacxanricew C. 431 
pacxadtorip Pr. 71 
paracew Ag. 966 
pedratos S. 194 
MaraAos P. 316 
paray Pr. 57. Th. 37, Eu. 137 
pdrn S. 799. C. 904 
payn oradaia P. 242 
MeyaBatys P. 22 
MeyaBarns P. 964 
peyaipe revi tevos Pr. 644 
Meydpeds Th. 469 
pedapmayns Th. 734. Ag. 383 
MeAdaummos Th. 409 
pedro Ag. 1327 
Méudis 8. 306. P. 36 
peu exew Pr. 453 
pev —re Th. 916. C. 962 
Mevédews Ag. 600. 657 
péouxros P. 877 
Meovamws Ag. 284 
perayvavat S. 103. Ag. 214 
petaiyptov Th. 184. C. 580 
perarrovea S. 324 
péroccot P. 321. Ag. 57 
py interrogative, S. 289. P. 346. Pr. 

980 
py with future and subjunctive, P. 

124 
py yéevnrat, yévotro, yeverba, S. 351 
py pednodra &c. Pr, 340 
M7bos P. 761 

46 
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MyAteds kddsros P, 488 
pyuros 8. 262 
piaivery S, 637 
pudorop Eu. 169 
Mivas C, 607 
pionros Ag. 1199 
Merpoyabys P. 43 
Moipa Eu. 165. 694. 
povoopnrep Pr. 469 
pocew Eu. 180 
Moxovos P. 875 
purnpoxoumos Th. 459 
pupawva C. 981 
pupidvrapyos P, 316, 975 
Mvool S. 543. P. 52 
poay S. 302 

N. 

Nd€os P. 875 
vapOnxorAnpetos Pr. 109° 
vavs dvavs P, 676 
vavaroXos, dorodos, Th. 852 
Neidos 8. 555, Pr. 831. 866. P. 34, 

313 
velpa Ag. 1455 
véwew potpay Pr. 300 
veoxpas idos C. 336 
vedntods méhis Eu. 657 
Nyirat, Nniora, widac Th. 455 
meds, dvnreds, Pr. 248 
vats mévos Ag. 322 

btn Ag. 1599 
vikn xaxy Th. 713. Eu. 863 
viv = avra Pr. 55 
Nioos C, 608 
vopicpara mupyiwa P, 855 
vuxtnyopeiaOa Th. 29 
vuxticepvos Eu, 108 
vuxtuppovpntos Pr. 880 
vunpoxrauros Ag. 726 
vov re S. 624. Th. 702' 
vopav Th, 3. 25 

on 

avOns P. 976 
Rénos Zeds 8. 656. Ag. 61. 353 
€evdripos Eu. 517 
Bépéns P. 5. 146. 201. 301. 467, &e. 
Exovdkds Eu. 562 
fovdds Ag. 1111 
Evpod dpi) C. 869 

INDEX I. 

oO. 

éBpixada Ag. 141 
"Oya ’AOnva Th. 152, 482. 496 
6dtov Kparos Ag. 104 
ddiopa P. 71 
*Odvocets Ag. $14 
dew twos Ag. 1281 
OiBdpns P. 965 
Oidimous Th. 190. 367. 651. 706 
Oixréns Th. 377. 605 
oivds KpiOwvos S. 928 
Otvow Th. 499 
olw, olopat, Pr. 196 
édvyodpavia Pr. 557 
6d\oAvypos Ag. 28. 578 
buparos TéEevpa S. 981 
épparocrepys Eu. 900 
Gora AaBat C. 489 
Gpocov, perinde est, Ag. 1375 
‘Opodrwides wvAa Th. 566 
éudrotxos Ag. 974 
épupards Eu. 40. 160 
duaé Ag. 943 
éEvpnuitos Eu. 450 
d&umevkns C. 629 
bveidos dvr’ dveiSous Ag. 1537 
ériaboros C. 700 
6mes with indicative, Pr. 766 
Gras dv with optative, Ag. 355 
Gres modav S. 816 
épy voootca Pr. 386 
opkavy Th. 336 
6pkots aipety rwa Eu. 461 
6pxov Sovva, S€£acba, Eu. 407 
éppaivery Th. 389. Ag. 1359 
époodoreiaOat P. 10 
Opheds Ag. 1607 
6atis Pr. 38 
éogis Pr. 505 
drav with optative, P. 452 
re, with subjunctive, Ag. 740 
— with optative, Eu. 696 
érAos Th. 18 
ov wrongly intruded, Th. 468. 1041. 
od py Th. 38 
ovde —Te S. 234 

for odk, Eu. 635 
— with ovx redundant, P.432. Ag. 

1612 
odOap C. 523 
ovvexa, etvexa, Pr. 353 
‘ovpavopnkns Ag. 92 
otpavéuxos 8. 154 
ovpifew P. 604. C. 309 
ovptoorarns C. 806 © 
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6hOarpds otkov, P. 170, C. 920 
6pOarvwpuyos Eu. 177 
ddus C. 535, Eu. 172 
dxerever Oat Ag. 840 
bxAos Adyov Pr. 846 

: pikowros Ag. 862 

I. 

a and re confused, S. 756 
Tlayyaiov épos P. 496 
taykaivcros Ag. 933 
naOjpata pabnpara Ag. 169. 241. 

Eu. 495 
matdes Tas dutdvrov P, 580 
matdodupas C. 595 
Tlaioves S. 253 

_maicas, wraicas, mhoas Ag. 1602 
matov, maav Ag. 607. 1219 
matovitew Th. 257 
matovios Ag. 495, 821. P, 607 
madaiorns Ag. 1177 
Tladaiydwy 8. 246 
maXiprowa C. 778 
madwvotopety Th. 247 
maXivrova An C. 155 
maduvrvyjs Ag. 450 
TlaAXas mpovaia Eu. 21 
mapnynoia Th. 813 
Tlav Gdimdaykros P. 451 
mavapxeros C. 61 
mav6oxetv Th. 18 
mavoédnvos Th. 384 
mavroégupros Eu. 524 
mdvrponos, mévtpopos Th. 282 
mapaarns Ku. 523 
mapavicay C. 590 
mapdopos Pr. 371 
mapappuces S. 695 
mapaonpos Ag. 754 
mapacknvovy Eu, 604 
mapackoreiv Ag. 1223 
mapacupe Pr. 1086 
mapBacia Th. 740 
maperrety Pr. 132 
mapnBav Ag. 957 
mapnyopew Pr. 664. Eu. 482 
mapnyopia Ag. 95 
mapnéis Ag. 539 
TlapOevorraios Th. 542 
Tlapis Ag. 390. 515. 692. 1126 
Tlapynocés Eu. 11. C. 554. 940 
Tldpos P. 875 
mapoyarvnpa Ag. 1422 
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macoanevew Pr. 56. 113 
Tlagos P. 879 
maxvvew rod S. 611 
medaixpwos C, 580 
meddopos C. 581 
médot rareiv Ag. 1328. C. 631 
mevOapxia Th. 213 
Theda S. 1023. Eu. 845 
meipa C. 845 
TleAdyayv P. 938. 
Tlekacyia Pr. 879 
TleXacyol 8. 249 
TleAacyos yy 8. 247 
TleAaoyos (rex) S. 987 
medcoOpéupoy P. 311 
meA@ptos Pr. 157 
wepratew Eu. 718 
meuraorns P. 961 
mévOera Ag. 419 
TlevOeds Eu. 26 
mevtnxovramats 8. 315. Pr. 872 
mempapeévos C. 125 
mérporat Pr. 520 
répa, 4 S. 258. Ag. 182 
wépa katpod Pr, 515 
mept and mapa confused, Ag. 1330. 

C. 835 
mepi PoBo C. 32. P. 692 
mepl Wuyns Aéye Eu. 114 
mepiBarew C. 567 
———_ and mrepBadéo ba: Ag. 1116 
meprypapy C. 199 
meptopyas Ag. 209 
mwepineuntos Ag. 87 
meptotehdev Eu. 667 
mepotixicev Ag. 1354 
TlépparBor S. 252 
Tlepoets C. 816 
TlepoovopeioOa P. 587 
mevOopai twa and rivos C. 750 
mevda, mem Ag. 87. Th. 365 
mevxners C. 378 
IInyaorayov P. 35 
mndadta inmxa Th. 194 
maivew Th. 583. Ag. 267. 1647 
Tlivdos S. 253 
muvucke P. 826 
minrew emt voto 8.85 
Iluora, ra P. 2. 530. 677 
airvdos xepav Th. 850 
mAdottyé C. 282 
IAaraai P. 813 
mAaros, whuoros Pr. 915, Eu. 53 
Trcic Oévns Ag. 1580 
mreaTnpiCer da C. 1018 
TlAetoros (sorapds) Eu. 27 

46a2 
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mAnbiverba S. 598. Ag. 1341 
mrnOva P. 423 : 
mAnpowv tpopeta Th. 472 
TlAovravos mépos Pr. $25 
mveiy re Ag. 1206 
modevduros C. 985 
modéWnarpa Ag. 899 
Tid6os 8. 1023 
motkicipov Pr. 24 
mouseves vady S. 747. Ag. 640 
moiduypa Th. 269 
Tlohkvddvrns Th. 443 
moppupa Ag. 932 
mophupéatpwros Ag. 883 
Tlooesdav Th. 122. 298. Eu. 27 
mpcoBevew Ag. 1271. Eu. 1. 21 
mpéoBy S. 707 
mpoBatoyvapev Ag. 768 
Tporrides midae Th. 372. 390 
mpopnOia, mpopndeds S. 680. Pr. 86 
mpovaia, mpovaa Eu. 21 
mpovepew Eu. 303 
mpdevos S. 896 
mporrépmeaOa P. 140 
TIporovris P. 870 
mponpdcoew C. 820 
mpérpupva ‘Th. 766 
mpdomupyos Ag. 1139 
mpos kévtpa daxrifew Pr. 331. Ag. 

1602 
mpocedapitew Th. 491 
mpédaethor Sduot Pr. 459 
mpoaOd8opuos C. 314 
mpoorxeo Oa twos C. 1022 
mpocixrap Eu. 118. 419 
mpdaratos Ag. 338 
mpooraripios Th. 444, Ag. 949 
mpoareAAco bat Th 410 
mpoatpiBeo Oa Pr. 337 
mpdotpiupa Ag. 386 
mpoarpératos C. 278. Eu. 41. 168. 

225. 423 
mpoopirera Th. 510 
mpoohvetv, afirmare, 8. 272 
mporédera Ag. 65. 219. 699 
mpovoedev Pr. 446 
mpopepew Ag. 195. 937 
mpoxadkevey C, 635 
mpupyytns Eu. 16. 735 
mpvpvdbev, mpépvobev, Th. 71. 1051 
mpvraus S. 365. Pr. 176 
mpov P. 134. 872. Ag. 298 
mpépa S. 696 
mparduotpos P. 570 
mrapa. cadaver, S. 646 
mrwé Bu. 315 

INDEX I. 

TivOékpavros Ag. 1226 
Tludoxpnotns C. 926 
Tvééypnoros C. 887; 
mupynpeto Oat Th. 22. 171 
mupoos P. 318 
moortts Th. 54 
m®; Ag. 1485 
modetpevos Pr, 663 

P. 

paynvat (of anchors) Ag. 488 
paivew, éppavra P. 574 
patorip Pr. 56 
pavrnptos Ag. 1060 
paxia Pr. 732 
paxitew P. 428 
papeds Ag. 1582 
bayis Eu. 181 
Peas xdAtros Pr. 856 
péeyxew Eu. 53 
pumdareiv Ag. 1156 
per Pr. 126. Ag. 866' 
pinrew Adyous 8. 478. Pr. 319 
piponXos arn Th. 304 
“Pédos P. 879 
pdbos P. 408. 464 
powBdeiv Eu. 382 
pony Sixys C. 53 
popeiv Eu. 254 
propos C. 783 
prvoiBopos Eu. 880 
piovoy. 8. 406. Ag. 518 

2. 

odyn P. 242. C. 551. Th. 386 
caivew Th. 378. 701. Ag. 704 
cdxtwp P. 908 
Zadapis P..275. 286. 880 
Sadpvdynoods Pr. 745 
Sdpos P. 874 
Sdpders P. 45 323 
Saprndonov youa 8. 847 
Zapwvixds mopOuos Ag. 297 
cadnveiy C 189 ‘ 
oéBew, probare, Ag. 753. 1590 
ocoaypevos Ag. 627 
Zevadkns P. 947 
Synodpns P. 964 
ZaAnual P. 305 
Siders Ag.-679 
oxadpos P. 378 
Zxduavdpos Ku. 376. Ag 494 



oxnval tpoxndarot P. 981 
ona Ag. 1299 

Sxvdar Pr. 2. 728. Eu. 673 
SxvdAda Ag. 1204. C. 604 
oxvrAdr\gcoba P. 579 
Zora P. 880 
Sova P. 122. 537. 726 
Sotcas P. 938 
Sovorckavys P. 34. 939 
Zrepxevds P. 489 
omepxvds Th. 274 
omdayxva Ag. 966 
ondyyos Ag. 1300 
omoveai 8. 959. Eu. 996 
omopntos Ag. 1363 
oradatos Th. 509. P. 242 
oréyew S. 127. Th. 205. 223 
otpeBarat vavtixal 8, 434 
otpéBos Ag. 640 
otpopal S. 617 
Srpdqduos Ag. 854, C. 666 
otpddos S. 451 
Erpupay S. 251. P. 499. 865 
orpwparopbopety Ag 921 
ovykataBaiver C. 714, Eu. 990 
Svevveois P. 328 
ovadvew C. 286 
ovpBoreiv Th. 344 
cupBoros S. 495. 496 
ovpopures Ag. 107. 148 
ovvdsxoe Ku. 549 
ouvedpiat Pr. 500 
cuvenBor7 P. 398. Ag. 956 
covopOpov Ag. 245 
Supiov dpya P. 86 
aay? (meanings of) Ag. 1577 
opevddyvn Ag. 980 
odiyyo Pr. 58 
Sgiyé ‘Th. 536 
opvddw Pr. 388 
ooxeivy Ku. 36 
odpara, coparnye Pr. 471 
Swoddyns P. 33 

Ts 

ra ém rade 8. 255 
tayew P. 759 
rayevew ‘Th. 58 
tayn, tay Ag. 110 
rayooxos Eu. 286 
rade for Sde S. 396. Eu. 488 

radavrovxos Ag. 427 

rapdocew Pr. 646. C. 323 
rapixeva C. 288 

INDEX I. 597 

ravpotoba C, 267 
re, with verb after a participle, Ag. 

99. C. 548° 
te lowed by poe, S. 475..C. 1033 
te — kal, ut — sic, S. 734 
te following pey, ‘Ih. 915. C, 963 
teOnypévos Th. 712 
Teduppevos S. 182 
TéAewos 8. 520. Ag. 945 

Zevs. See Zeds 
tedeio Oar és te Ag. 68 
Tevdywv P. 308 
Tevdpas S. 543 : 
TnOds Pr. 140. Th. 300 
Thvos P. 875 
Tnpeia Gdoxos S. 58 
Typos S. 244 
vl pny; Ag. 194. S. 976. Eu. 194 

ti ovv; 8. 301 
tysargpeiy Eu, 15. 596. 774 
tipos C. 902 
Teray Pr. 435 
Travis Pr. 893. Eu. 6 
tAnotkdpdios Pr. 165, Ag. 419 
Tpados P. 49 
768e and rovro confused, Pr. 542. P. 

734 
réOev for déev P. 101. Ag. 213 
totos — ds Pr. 929 
rois and roicde confused, Pr. 152. 

242 
toxevs Eu. 629 
Térpos P. 980 
ropn C. 222 
ror Hon Pr. 932 
tpaxvverv Th. 1039 
tpia wadaicpara Eu. 559 
tplava S, 214 : 
tpraxrip Ag. 165 
rpiBerOat puoos Eu. 186 
rpipiy Ag. 450. C. 736 
tpiBos Ag. 190. 382 
tpryépav C. 306 
rpixupia Pr. 1036 
tpipotpos Ag. 845 
tpuraxuios Ag. 1452 
tpis é€ Budeiy Ag. 33 
Tpirov Eu. 283 
tpixndos Th. 757 
rporata ‘Ih. 703. Ag. 212 
tpdxes br. 92 
Tudeds Th. 372—5. 402. 567 
Tuponvixy oddacyé Eu. 537 
Tudor, Tupads 8. 554. Pr. 362. Th. 

488 
ruxeiv, accidere, Pr. 362 
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Tox”, goddess of the sea, Ag. 647 
roxy éreiy §. 374. Ag. 1631 

Y. 

UBpis Ag. 738 
bBprorhs worapos Pr. 736 
tywia, byiea, Ag. 972 
ddapns Ag. 771 
bddypara Ag. 1609. 1650 
Tppe Eu. 590 

iméyyvos C. 35 
dmepBddrcw, with genitive, Pr. 944 
‘YmrepBuos Th. 499 
“¥mepBdpeot C. 365 
drepdixciv tivds te Ku, 622 
tmepbeiv di dxpav ‘Eu. 532 

imépxopmos, imépkoros, tnépxoros Th. 
386 

imepoxov, tmepéxav, confused, Pr. 
221 

imveccew Eu. 68. 119 
broypady C. 201 
imddixos xepav Eu. 250 
imddoors Eu. 481 
brokdaiew Ag. 69 
imémrepos C. 592 
tropxeioOa C. 1014 
broorevdtew : Pr. 439 
inriacpa Ag. 1256 
“Yoraixpas P. 951 
tyyévyntos Eu. 43 

®, 

hayeiv éprvidos 8. 220 
aiverOa (argui) Ag. 576 
Papavdakns P. 31 
apvodyxos P, 315. 945 
eddol C. 497 
epéyyvos Th. 391. Eu. 87 
Pepeooeins P. 314 
Bepyns Eu. 693 
hevfew Ag. 1279 
ewadody Pr. 370 
gnAnrns C. 988 
gndotv Ag. 475 
PbapjvaP. 453 
gipot Th. 458 
Buweds Eu. 50 
durvroipny Eu. 871 
Peypaia whaé Eu. 285 
drcdov Ag. 1166 
dvew Th. 658. Pr. 512, 

INDEX I. 

GoiBy Eu. 7 
ouixdBarros Eu. 982 
oiros ‘Th. 658. C. 29 
gédvos and dBos confused, S. 492. 

Pr. 363. Th. 233. 493 
Popxides Pr. 813 
paoropes S. 486 
parépes Ku. 626 
pevodadys Eu. 317 
ppoudferba Ag. 1325 
Ppoipsoy Eu. 137. Th. 7 
gpovpioy Pr. 820. Eu. 879. 909 
gupay Th, 48 
dvorts P. 910 
urd\puos Ag. 318 

xats S. 837 
xarkéds kaxds Ag. 381 
xarxod Badal Ag. 595 
XadvBes Pr. 734 
XddvBos Th. 725 
Xapat mwinrew S. 85. Th. 791 
Xapaurrerijs C. 951. Ag. 893 
xapaxrnp S. 278 
xapaooew P. 679 
xdpts Gyapis Pr. 555. Ag. 1522. -C. 

38 
xaptroyhoocety Pr. 302. 
xappara Eu. 939 
xetAos and yerpos confused, Ag. 790 
xe evxraia 8. 624 
xetpovakia Pr. 45 
xedidav Ag. 1017 
xepyntns Pr. 912 

xEeprey Ag. 1004, Eu. 626 
xndy Th. 757 
xGovds xAaiva Ag. 845 
Xios P. 874 
xrovms Eu. 179 
xvoai rodav Th. 366 
xoat Gowvor Eu. 107 
xotpoxrdvos Eu. 273 
XoANs AoBds Pr. 503 
xpnornpta, victims, 8. 444, Th. 219 
xpiew Pr. 578, 615 

Xpipa Ag. 94 
Xpév@ KAutos C. 639 
Xpvoa P. 316 
XpvoapoBos Ag. 426 
Xpuonides Ag. 1414 
xepirns Eu. 988 
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yvaipw Pr. 402 
apadua Pr. 54 
dup Pr. 586 
Vappis P. 938 
adapés Th. 311 
avédupos S. 1025 
peddos Pr. 835 
Wijyypa Ag. 430 
ighos = 6 Wodifspevos Th. 185. 

Eu. 721 
Wide, év, Ag. 553 
apvdos Ag. 462. 970 
uxis wépe dyoy Bu. 115 
spoxos Pr. 711 

Q, 

aybytos Eu. 989 
dtev Eu. 121 
_dkeavds Pr. 142 
dpodaxis Th. 689 
—ov and —e confused, S. 58. 174. 

Th. 560 
dpa = hruxia Th. 13 
as for dcre 
— for éwei Ag. 326. P. 596 
— dy with optative suppressed, S, 698 
— in which cuse, Pr. 161 
— for i os, Pr. 647 
— with accusative absolute, S. 743 
— and wy confused, Ag. 1366 
domep obv Ag. 1142. 1400. C, 88 
o@omepel Ag. 1190 



II. 

INDEX TO THE NOTES. 

A. 

&, in edkdera, "Ideyévera, Th. 682: Ag. 
1504 

- in avowa, Th. 397 
a, from adjectives in —ewos, Th. 692 
Accusative, in apposition to sentence, 

Pr. 575 
———-- absolute, P. 825. Ag. 1598 

— with verbal adjectives, C. 
21.147 

- irregular, beginning sen- 
tence, C. 736. 826. Eu. 388 

of motion over, Pr. 727. 
C. 784 

Aegis, Eu. 381—3 
Aegisthus, character of, Ag. 1555 
——-—- banished by Atreus, Ag. 

1584 
- usurped power of, C. 49. 

294 
Aesculapius, Ag. 990 
Aetna, eruption of, Pr. 375 
Althaea, story of, C. 597 
Amazons, 8. 277. Pr. 743—7 
——_———— why so called, S. 283 
Ameinias, P. 401 
Ammon, fountain of, Pr. 827 
Anapaests, not always antistrophic, 

Ag. 1499 
————-- interpolation of, Ag. 70. 

1311. P. 547. C. 1058 
Antistrophe, close correspondence 

with strophe, 8S. 429. P. 552. C, 
77. Eu. 158 

Aorist, future sense of, Th. 424 
imperative, Eu. 767 

Aposiopesis, Ag. 481. 539, 630. C. 
186, Eu. 390 

Araxes, River, Pr. 736 

Areopagus, Eu. 655 
————- institution of, Eu. 536 
———- origin of name, Eu. 655 
Argives, short speeches of, S. 269 
Argos, treaty with, Eu 735 

ancient limits of, S. 256 
Argus, Pr. 578 
Arimaspians, Pr. 812. 824 
Aristides, Th. 588 
Artemis, 8S. 137, Th. 141. 445 
Article, expressing contempt, Pr. 963. 

P. 749. Th. 548 
unusual transposition, S. 

1039. Ag. 521. C. 498 
Homeric use of, Eu. 7. Pr. 

242 
omitted before one of two 

opposite terms, C. 116 
omitted with participle, P. 

247, C. 352. Eu. 919 

superfluous, Pr. 566. Th. 304 
— intrusion of, C. 326 

Assembly, allusions to Athenian, S. 
598. Ag. 443. Eu. 537 

Athens, burning of by Xerxes, P. 346. 
806 

part of in battle of Salamis, 
P. 401 

Até, Th. 597. Ag. 376 
Atlas, Pr. 356. 436 
Attraction, Th. 395 
Augment omitted, Pr. 188. P. 311. 

499 
——— absorbed, P. 492 

B. 

Bad, distinct from the Good, P. 229. 
Ag. 620. C. 138 ; 
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Barley wine, S. 930 
Beacon, Ag. 22. 272. 863 
Birds, dirt of, ill-omened, S. 637 

omens from, Pr. 498. Ag. 267 
Blood-guiltiness,, Ku. 41. 322 
Blood-relations, definition of, Eu. 

203 

Pe expiated by death, Eu. 
573 

ineffaceable, C. 59 
irremediable, 8, 440. Ag. 

978. 989. Eu. 617 
Boats, bridge of, P. 71 
Bows, met. for conjecture, C. 1022 
——- Scythian, C. 157 

- symbol of destruction, C. 680 
Bybline mountains, Pr. 830 

C. 

Caesura, violated, P. 467. 499 
Camels, Indian, S. 281 
Canopus, Pr. 865 
Chorus, number of in Agamemnon, 
Ag. 1315 

Eumenides, 
Eu. 555 

secondary, S. 916 
Cissa, P. 17 
Cocks, fighting, P. 752. Eu. 828 

symbol of the sun, 8. 208 
Coining, metaphors from, S. 279. 

Ag. 754 
Crasis, Pr. 854. Th. 965 
Curses, brood of, Ag. 1542 

of Oedipus, ‘Th. 783 
of the dying, C, 898 

D. 

Dactyl, rare in beginning of senarius, 
C. 208. Th. 650 

Daemons (heroes), P. 222 
Darius, family of, P. 713 

ghost of, P. 649. 
Delos, circular lake of, Eu. 9 
Demon, leaping down of, Ag. 1145. 

P, 518 
Dice; throw of, Ag. 32. C. 683. 956 
Dorians, for Greeks of Europe, P. 

183 
Doricisms in senarii, Pr. 694 
Draco, laws of, 5S. 687 

601 

E. 

Eagles, as omens on the way, Ag. 114 
orphans compared with, C, 

239. 247 
Earth, nurse of youth, Th. 16 
Eccyclema, Ag. 1343. C, 960 
Egyptians, boats, S. 126. 696 
——~ colour of, 8S. 145 

dress, S. 112. 700 
———- papyrus, 8. 740 
Elements, gods of, Ag. 88 
———— governed by Eumenides, 

Eu. 864 
invocation of, S. 23, Ag. 

491 

rage of, compared with 
women, C. 580 

Envy, divine (POdvos), Ag. 877. 920 
human, Ag, 807 

Epaphus, why so called, 8. 309 
Epicurus, atheism of, Ag. 360 
Epithets, general in their meaning, 

C.177 
Epodes, Pr. 920 
Ethiopia, ancient notions of, S. 281 
Eumenides, origin of name, Eu. 945, 

983 
Expiations, carrying away refuse 

from, C. 90 
——_—_—— repeated for murder, Eu, 

266. 272 

F. 

Fate, superior to the gods, Ag. 993. 
Pr. 526, 

Fennel, used for tinder, Pr. 109 
Flowers, in offerings, C. 85 

metaphors from, Ag. 1640 
Funerals, feast at, C. 476 

Furies, abode of, Eu. 773. 817. 975 
cultus of, Eu. 769 
dress, Eu. 333 
expiatory offerings to, C. 270, 

Eu. 798 
number of, Eu. 135. 555 
office ‘of, Eu. 300. 468 
representation of, C. 1039 
victims of, human, Eu. 289 

Fury, same as family curse, Th. 991. 
C. 638 

Future tense combined with sub- 
junctive, P. 120. C. 80 

4u 
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G. 

Genitive absolute, Ag. 938. 1249. 
1395. Pr. 880. Th. 236. Eu. 742 

— with verbs of aiming, Th. 
146. C. 1022 

Glosses, interpolated in text, Pr. 254 
Gorgons, ancient type of, Eu. 49. 106 

H. 

Hair, Greek care of, Ag. 543 
offered in mourning, and to 

rivers, C. 6 
Harpies, paintings of, Eu. 50 
Helen, her arrival at Troy, Ag. 716 

play on her name, Ag. 671 
Hermes, delegate of Zeus, C. 1 

— god of craft, C. 801 
Greek representation of, 8. 

216 
— patron of heralds, S. 897. 

Ag. 498 
Heroes, invocation of, Ag. 499 

malignant powers, S. 25 
ae in anapaests, Ag. 79. 1552. 

. 39 
Honour, connected with good birth, 

Th. 404 
heroic notion of, Ag. 513 

Horses, Greek use of, Pr. 473 
metaphor from driving, 'C. 

1010 
Hospitality, sacredness of, Ag. 1291. 

Eu. 92 
Hunting, metaphors from, Ag. 1155. 

1353. P. 100 
Hyperboreans, Pr. 812. C. 365 

I, 

I, elision of in dative, S. 6. P. 898 
——— verbs, P. 467 
ta, ta, cos, @ monosyllable, S. 66. Pr. 

698. P. 565.972. Eu. 764 
Imperfect, force of, Pr. 689. P. 378. 

484 

with dy (“must have,” 
&c.), Ag. 1223 

Impiety, poets’ dislike of, Eu. 870 
Imprecations, dread of, Ag. 227. C. 

898 . 

Io, form of, S. 567. Pr. 578 
— journey of, 8. 547—9. Pr. 812 

INDEX II. 

To, symbolism of, Pr. 578 
Tonicisms, in senarii, Eu. 79. Pr. 

663 

K. 

« and 8 confused, S. 541 
“ King of Kings,” P. 24. 671. C. 352 
Kings, priestly functions of, S, 364 

L 

Laurium, silver mines of, P. 240. 
Eu. 907 

Laws, fixed up in temples, S. 921 
Lerna, 8. 31. Pr. 694 
Letters, poetical reduplication of, C. 

1038 
Libations over a corpse, Ag. 1368 
————- to Furies, Eu. 107 
———— to Zeus Soter, C. 569. Ag. 

237. 1358 
with paeans, P. 622 

Lions, domesticated, Ag. 698 
— symbol of Atridae, Ag. 800 

Liver, inspection of, Pr. 503 
Lodging-houses, S. 934. C. 286 

M. 

Marriage, equality in, Pr. 906 
—— gods of, Eu. 205 
Medicine, ancient practice of; Pr. 487. 

Ag. 989 
Memory, invention of, Pr. 469 
Metaphor, sudden transitions in, S. 

85—92. Ag. 760. 1149. C. 247 
Middle verbs, Pr. 43. P. 140. Th. 

597 
Mother, not really a parent, Eu. 628 
Mourners, Arian, C. 415 
————- Mariandynian, P. 920 

N. 

Niger" River, Pr. 828 
Nightingale, S. 60. Ag. 1114 
Nile, cataracts of, Pr. 830 
— epithet ‘ Egyptian,’ P. 311 

life-giving, 8. 836 
Nominative absolute, S. 440. Th. 
a Ag. 277. C. 512. 1048. Eu. 
9 
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oO. 

Oaths, taking and tendering, Eu. 406 
Ocean, as dramatis persona, Pr. 317 

fabled abode of, Pr. 292 
——— supposed current, Pr. 142 
Optative followed by optative, Eu. 

2838 

— for imperative, Ag. 917 
~ in oratio obliqua, Ag. 581 

with dmas dy, Ag. 355- 
with éray, P. 452 
with otk gorw doris, Ag. 

603 

~ with relative, Eu. 695 
without dv, Ag. 535. 1014 

Oracle, primitive object of, Eu. 1 
times of consulting, Eu. 31 

P. 

Paean, good words at, Ag. 1219 
—- of the dead, C. 144 
——- of the Furies, Th. 863. Ag. 

628 
Painting, metaphors from, Ag. 774. 

1299 
Pallas, statues of, Eu. 53. 284. 956 
—- vote of, Eu. 704 
Pan, P. 449 
Pandora, Pr. 258. Ag. 790 
Parnassus, light on, C. 1026 
Parode, Ag. 40 
Parricides, treatment of, C. 283. Eu. 

622 
Pelasgi, Pr. 857 
Pelasgic words, Pr. 446. 848 
Peplus, Th. 99. Eu. 53 
Persia, ancient limits of, P. 85 
Phrynichus, P. 1. C. 597 
Physic. See Medicine 
Piraeus, P. 449 
Plants, metaphors from, C. 247. Eu. 

628 
Pleisthenes, Ag. 1579 ; 
Poseidon, worshipped at Delphi, Eu. 

27 
Present for Future tense, Ag. 125. 

Eu. 742 
Prometheus, inventions of, Pr. 455 

seqq. 
play on name, Pr. 86 
son of Themis, Pr. 18 
where scene is laid, Pr. 

2. 90 

603 

Proverbs, Eu. 663. Ag. 36. 312. C. 
385. Pr. 906 

Prows, double, 8. 858 
Egyptian, with painted eye, 

S. 696 
refuge in a storm, Th. 196 

Purple (Sea), P. 318. Ag. 933 
Pythagoras, doctrines of, S. 81, 687. 

Ag. 415. C. 267. 311. Eu. 104 

R. 

p; frequent intrusion of, 8. 611. Pr. 2 
— reduplication of, Pr. 442. P. 318 
Retaliation, law of, Ag. 1537. C. 305 
Rowers, order of, “in triremes, Ag. 

1596 : 
Russia, unknown to Greeks, Pr. 727 

s. 

Sacrifice, family, Ag. 1003 
shouting at, Th. 257. Ag. 

577—80 
Sacrilege, penalty of, P. 805. Ag. 332 
Sarmatia,. Pr. 427 i 
«‘ Schema Pindaricum,” P. 49 
Scylla, daughter of Nisus, C. 605 

— origin of legend, Ag. 1204 
Scythia, Pr. 727. Eu. 673 
Sigeum, contest for, Eu. 375 
Stars, navigation by, S. 387 
Statues, facing eastward, Ag. 502 
—— of Pallas, Eu. 79. 284. 952 

want of eyes, Ag. 406 
Stesichorus, C. 520 
Subjunctive, combined with future 

indic., C. 80 
deliberative, Eu. 648. 

C. 169 
— for future, Th. 286 

—— used as imperative, S. 
351. Ag. 332 
—— without dy, Ag. 740. 

Th. 328. Eu. 202 
Sun, identified with Apollo, C. 974 
Suppliants, anger of neglected, S. 

380. Eu. 225 
————- filleted boughs of, 5. 641. 

Eu. 44 
Susa, P. 4 
Swans, death-note of, Ag. 1419 
Syria, Assyria, P. 85 
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T. 

Tartessus (Guadalquiver), Pr. 825 
Themis, Pr. 217. 1112. Eu. 2 
Themistocles, Pr. 1089. P. 346. Th. 

601 

Thetis, marriage of, Pr. 786 
Thyestean banquet, Ag. 1573 
Thymele, P, 649. Eu. 536. Ag. 496 
Titans, the, Pr. 213 
Trochaic, caesura of, P. 167 
Typho, antagonist of Zeus, Th. 510 

Egyptian demon, S. 555 
hundred-headed, Pr. 359. 363 

Tyrrhenian trumpet, Eu. 537 

- 

U. 

Umbrella, Persian use of, P. 981 

Vv. 

Verses (iambic), antithetical in num- 
ber, Ag. 1603. C. 224. Eu. 769 

spurious, Th. 647. 682. Ag. 7. 
S. 303. P. 313. 322. 331. 467. 774. 
841. Eu. 811 : 

Votes (judicial), number of, Eu. 712 
——- urns for, Ag. 786—90. Eu. 712 

THE 

INDEX II. 

Ww. 

Waves, metaphor from, Ag. 1145. 
Pr. 905 : 

Wealth, newly acquired, Ag. 1009 
personified, Ag. 1303 

Wind, metaphors from, Ag. 1206. 
C. 797 

names of, C. 1056 
Wine, from green grapes, Ag. 943 
—- mixing of, Ag. 766 

not offered to Furies, Eu. 106 
Words, danger of proud, Pr. 541. 

Ag. 877 
Wrestling, metaphors from, S. 85. 

P. 914. Ag. 857. C.489. Eu. 559. 
746 

xX. 

Xerxes, flight of, P. 499 

Y. 

Yoke, Pr. 471. Ag. 1618 

Z. 

Zeus, the Conqueror, Ag. 167 

END. 
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